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ARBORETUM ET FRUTICETUM
BRITANNICUM.

CHAP. CVI.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER

Douglas. Flowers unisexual; those of the two sexes upon distinct

plants. Male. Flowers in pendulous catkin-like racemes within connate

bracteas. Calyx 4-leaved. Stamens 4-. Female ? Flowers in pendulous
catkin-like racemes, within connate bracteas. Calyx connate with the

ovary, 2-toothed. Ovary 1-celled. Styles 2, setaceous. Ovules 2, pen-
dulous, with funiculi as long as themselves. Fruit a berried pericarp, not

opening, containing 2 seeds. Embryo very minute, in the base of a great
mass of fleshy albumen. Species, 1. A native of the west side of the

dividing mountain range of North America, in temperate latitudes. A
shrub. Leaves opposite, without stipules, persistent. Wood without dis-

tinct concentric zones, or vasiform tissue (dotted ducts). (Lindley's AW.
Syst. of Botany, p. 173.)

GENUS I.

Doug. THE GARRYA. Lin. Syst. Direcia Tetrandria.

Identification. Lindl. in Bot. Reg., t. 1686.

Derivation. Named by Mr. Douglas in compliment to Nicholas Garry, Esq., Secretary to the Hud-
son's Bay Company, to whose kindness and assistance he was much indebted during his travels in

North-west America.

Description, $c. An evergreen shrub, with thick coriaceous leaves, like

some species of evergreen viburnum.

1. G. ELLI'PTICA Dong. The elliptic-leaved Garrya.
Identification. Doug. MS.

;
Lindl Bot. Reg., 1. 1686.

Engravings. Bot. Reg., t. 1686. ; and our fig. 1951.

Description, fyc. A shrub, hitherto seen only from 3 ft. to 4 ft. high, but

which will probably grow much higher. Branches, when young, pubescent
and purplish ; when older, smooth and greyish. Leaves opposite, exstipu-
late, wavy, on short footstalks, oblong-acute, leathery, evergreen ; dark green
and shining above; hoary beneath, with simple, twisted, interwoven hairs.

(Lindl.) This very handsome true evergreen is a native of North Caro-

lina, where it was discovered by Douglas. It was introduced in 1828, and
flowered for the first time, in the Chiswick Garden, in October, 1834. The

following observations, abridged from the Botanical Register, are by Dr.

Lindley : This plant is probaby the greatest botanical curiosity sent home
by Douglas ; for it appears to represent a natural order altogether distinct

from any previously known, and connecting certain well-known natural orders
* 6 Q
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in an unexpected and satisfactory manner. In its amen-

taceous inflorescence, imperfect flowers, superior calyx,

and mode of germination, Garryr/ is very similar to Cu-

puliferae, from which it differs most essentially in its wood
without concentric circles or dotted vessels, its opposite

exstipulate leaves, simple fruit, and minute embryo lying

in a great mass of albumen. The latter characters bring
it near Piperacese and their allies, especially Chlorantheae,
with which its zoneless wood (for Chloranthus has no

annual zones), simple fruit, and opposite leaves, also

agree; but the stipules of Chlorantheae, together with

its achlamydeous bisexual flowers, and articulated stems,

distinctly separate that order." (Sot. Reg., t. 16^6.)

Only the male plant of Garry elliptica is in the country.
When in flower (which it is from December till April), the

plant has a most striking and graceful appearance, from

its slender pendulous catkins, many of which are 8 in. to 1 ft. in length. It

was at first grown in peat, but appears to prefer a loamy soil. It is readily
increased by layers; and by cuttings in sand under a hand-glass. Plants, in

the Fulham Nursery, in 1837, were 21s. each.

CHAP. CVII.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER PLATAVIA^CEM.

PLA'TANUS Tourn. Flowers unisexual; those of the two vsexes upon one

plant, and those of each sex disposed many together, and densely, in

globular catkins, that are sessile upon pendulous rachises, 2 generally upon
a rachis ; the flowers of each sex upon a separate rachis, produced from a

separate bud. Catkin of male flowers constituted of minute, rather fleshy,

persistent bracteas, and of deciduous stamens. Filaments very short,
situated between the bracteas, and of about their length. Anthers of
2 cells, longer than the filament; attached longitudinally to a connectivum,
which is broader than the filament, and has a peltate tip. Catkin of female

flowers constituted of bracteas and pistils. Pistils numerous, approxi-

mately pairs. Ovary of 1 cell, including I 2 pendulous ovules. Stigmas
2, long, thread-shaped, glanded in the upper part. Fruit a utricle, densely
covered with articulated hairs, including 1 pendulous, oblong, exalbuminous
seed. Species, about 4. Natives of the temperate zones of the eastern

and western hemispheres. Tall trees. Leaves alternate, palmate, annual;
their margins revolute in the bud. Leaf-bud covered with a conical enve-

lope; and immersed, in the preceding year, in the base of the petiole. (7
?

.

Nees ab Essenb. Gen. PI. Fl. Germ., and observation.) The young shoots,

leaves, and stipules are thickly covered with down, which as soon as they
become fully expanded is cast off, and, floating in the atmosphere, is inhaled

by gardeners and others who have occasion to be much among the trees,

and produces a cough which is extremely disagreeable, and is not got rid

offor several weeks. The inconvenience arising from this down, Michaux
informs us, is well known in America, and it has been long familiar to

French nurserymen. M. Ch. Morren, Professor of Botany at the Uni-

versity of Liege, gives an account of it in the Transactions of the Royal
Academy of Brussels, under the title of " Note sur 1'Effet pernicieux du
Duvet du Platane;" the only preventive which he mentions is the ob-

vious one adopted by M. Henrard, nurseryman at Liege, viz., that of co-

vering the nose and the mouth with a handkerchief of fine gauze. (See
p. 2015., and UEcho du Monde Savant, Jan. 6. 1838.)
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PLA'TANUS L. THE PLANE TREE. Lin. Syst. Moncev
cia Polyandria.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 1075. ; Reich., 1173. ; Schreb., 1451.
; Gacrtn., t. 90. ; Tourn., t. 363. : Juss

410. ;
N. Du Ham., 2. p. 5.

;
Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 473.

Synonyme. Platane, Fr. ; Platanus, Ger.

Derivation. From platys, ample ; in allusion to its spreading branches and shady foliage. The
name of plane tree is applied, in Scotland, to,the A*cer Pseudo-PUitanus (seep. 414.); probably
because the French, according to Parkinson, first called that the plane tree, from the mistake of
Tragus, who fancied, from the broadness of its leaves, that it was the plane tree of the ancients.

Description, fyc. Lofty deciduous trees, with widely spreading branches,
dense foliage, and bark scaling off in hard irregular patches. Natives of the
east of Europe, west of Asia, and north of Africa, and of North America.
In Britain, they are chiefly planted for ornament, and they succeed in any free
moist soil, in a sheltered situation. They are readily propagated by layers,
or even by cuttings, and sometimes by seeds. The cause of the falling off of
the bark, Dr. Lindley states to be the rigidity of its tissue ; on account of
which it is incapable of stretching as the wood beneath it increases in dia-
meter. (Nat. Syst., ed.

2., p. 187.) There are

only two species intro-

duced into Europe ; one
of which, P. orientalis,

is found to be hardier

than P. occidentalis,

though the latter grows
more rapidly, attains a

larger size, and may be

propagated much more

readily by cuttings. Both

species ripen seeds in

Britain, in fine seasons. P. occidentalis is readily known from P. orientalis,

in the winter season, by its bark scaling off much less freely, or, in voung or

middle-sized trees, scarcely at all ; and, in the summer season, by its leaves

being but slightly lobed (see fig. 1952. a), instead of being palmate like those

of P. occidentalis, as shown in fig. 1952. b ;
and by its globular catkins, or

balls, as they are commonly called, being nearly smooth, while those of P.
orientalis are rough. The appearance of these catkins, or balls, hanging from
the tree by long threads, in winter, when it is without leaves, is peculiarly

graceful ; whether they hang from the perpendicular or from the horizontal

branches (see figs. 19*53. and 1954.); reminding us of the divi ladner of

Ceylon, the Tabernaemontana alternifolia of botanists (fig- 1954.); which, it

is fabled, was the forbidden fruit of Paradise. (See Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. v.

p. 449.) It is a singular fact, that many of the large trees of P. occidentalis

in Britain, more especially in England, were so far injured by a frost in May,
1809, that they have since died.

X 1. P. ORIENTA^LIS L. The Oriental Plane.

Identification.
Gron. Oi

Synonymcs
de 1'Orie

Engravings'.' bu'Ha"m.Arb., t.33. ; N- Du Ham., 2.'t. 1. ; Dend. Brit, t 101". ; ourfig. 1954. ; and
the plates of this species in our last Volume. In fig 1955. a shows the female catkins transversely

cut, so as to show the position of the flowers on the orbicular receptacle ; 6 shows a section of
the female catkin in seed ; c, a scale and pistil ; d, stamen and scale ; e, the longitudinal section of
a seed ;

and /, an entire seed.

Spec. Char.,$c. Leaves 5-lobed, palmate, wedge-shaped at the base; the

divisions lanceolate, sinuated. Stipules nearly entire. ( Willd.) A tree,

growing to the height of from 60ft. to 80ft.; a native of the Levant;
6Q 2
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flowering in April and May, and, in some seasons, in England, ripening its

seeds in October. Cultivated in British gardens before 1548.

Varieties..

* P. o.2 acerifdlia Ait. Hort. Kew., iii. p. 364. ; P. o. ,4'ceris folio Tourn.

Cor., 41., Arb., 2. ; P. acerifolia Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 474. ; P. inter-

1953

media Hort.; the Maple-leaved
Plane Tree (see the plate of this

tree in our lastVolume) ;
has the

leaves cordate, 5-lobed, remotely

dentate, truncate at the base.

(Willd.) In general appearance,
habit ofgrowth, and every other

particular, it closely resembles

the species. The leaves on the

trees in the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, and at Messrs.

Loddiges's, are, perhaps, not

quite so large ; and they are

somewhat like those of the sugar

maple. There are vigorous young
trees in the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden ; and a fine speci-
men in the grounds of A. Salvin,

Esq., at Finchley, of which a

portrait is given in our last Vo-
lume.

P. o. 3 hupanica ; P. hispanica
Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; P. macro-

phylla Cree in Don Cat.; the

Spanish Maple; has the leaves

rather longer than those of the

species, but is in other respects
the same.

3 P. o. 4 cimeata ; P. o. undulata Ait.

Hort. Kew., iii. p. 364 ; P. cu-

neata Willd. Sp. PI., iv. p. 473.,

Baumzucht, p. 283.; and the plate I

of this tree in our last Volume
; \

has the leaves 3 5-lobed, den-

tate, and wedge-shaped at the

base; somewhat glabrous. (Willd.) This is a stunted-looking low

tree, or bush, seldom seen above 20 ft. in height, with small deeply
cut leaves. It may be useful in small gardens, or miniature arbo-

retums, as affording a specimen of the genus. There is a young
tree of this kind in the Horticultural Society's Garden, of which the

plate in our last Volume is a portrait.
Other Varieties might be selected from beds of seedlings, if it were thought

worth while to keep them distinct ; and, if a pendulous-branched or fastigiate

plane could be procured, or one subevergreen, in point of variety they
would be acquisitions.

Description, fyc. The Oriental plane is one of the noblest trees of the East,
where it grows to the height of 70 ft. and upwards, with widely spreading
branches and a massive trunk ; forming altogether a majestic tree. The bark

of the trunk is smooth, and of a whitish grey; scaling off every year in large

irregular patches. The branches are numerous, round, and generally a little

crooked, or zigzag, at the joints ; the bark of the young shoots is brown,
inclining to purple. The leaves are large, alternate, and on long petioles,
which are swelled at the base, and cover the buds : they are cut into five deep
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1954

pointed lobes, or segments, the two outer of which are again slightly lobed ;

the five large lobes have numerous acute indentations on their margins, and

have each a strong midrib, with many lateral veins spreading from it ; the

upper surface is glabrous, and of a shining green ; and the under surface

paler, and slightly tomentose

at the angles of the veins.

The flowers are produced in

globular catkins, from two to

five on an axillary peduncle,
which is sometimes 6 in. long ;

the sexes being in distinct cat-

kins . These catkins, or balls,

vary very much in size, being
sometimes 4 in. in circumfe-

rence, and sometimes not quite

1 in. The flowers are so small

as to require a glass to dis-

tinguish them. The balls ap-

pear before the leaves, in

spring ; and the seeds, in fine

seasons, ripen late in autumn ; the balls remaining on the tree till the fol-

lowing spring ; and, when they open, the bristly down which surrounds the

seeds, helps to convey them to a distance. The seeds, when deprived of their

down, are brown, linear, smaller than those of the lettuce, and quite as light ;

Cobbett describes the seed of the plane tree as " a little brown thing, in the

shape ofa round nail without a head." The growth of the plane is very rapid ;

young trees, in the climate of London, under favourable circumstances, attain-

ing the height of 30 ft. in ten years, and arriving at the height of 60 ft. or
70 ft. in 30 years. The longevity of the tree was supposed, by the ancients,
to be considerable; but there are very few old trees in Britain. One of
the oldest is that still existing at Lee Court, in Kent, which was mentioned

by Evelyn, in 1683, as one of the oldest introduced into this country, and as

being celebrated both for its age and its magrritude. (See Recorded Trees.)
Some of the largest trees in the neighbourhood of London are at Mount
Grove, Hampstead, where the}' are between 70 ft. and 80 ft. in height. The

6 Q 3
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1956

largest we know of, however, (of whichj%. 1957. is a portrait, taken in May,
1837,) stands in the grounds of Lambeth Palace, adjoining a magnificent

specimen of P. occidentalis ; it is 90ft. high, with a trunk 4 ft. 6 in. in dia-

meter. The platanus, when of not more than 50 or 60 years' growth, stoles

readily when cut down to the ground, and, when so treated, will make shoots
in one season of 6 ft. or 8 ft., or even more, in length.

Geography. The Oriental plane is a native of Greece, and of other parts
of the Levant : it is found in Asia Minor, and Persia, where, according to

Royle, it extends as far south as Cashmere. (Illust.) According to Pallas,
it is doubtful whether it is indigenous to Georgia, though there are trees of it

there, with trunks 1 2 ft. in circumference, and of a great height. On Mount
Caucasus, it is not much higher than a shrub. It is found on the coast of

Barbary, as it is in the south of Italy, and in Sicily ; but is probably not in-

digenous to those countries. (See History.) On Mount Etna, it is found as

high as 2000 ft. above the level of the sea. It is not a gregarious tree, seldom

growing in extensive masses ; and the inviduals, when of large size, are always
found on plains, and in a light deep soil, not far from water. Olivier tells us
that it is common on the banks of the rivulets in Greece, in the islands of
the Archipelago, and on the coast of Asia Minor; but he never found it of
a large size, except in good soil near water.
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History. The platan us is celebrated in the earliest records that we have of

Grecian history. Herodotus tells us that Xerxes, when he invaded Greece,
was so enchanted with a beautiful plane tree that he found in Lycia, that he

encircled it with a collar of gold, and confided the charge of it to one of the

Ten Thousand. JEYmn adds to this, that Xerxes passed an entire day under

its shade, compelling his whole army to encamp in its neighbourhood ; and that

the delay this occasioned was one of the causes of his defeat. Evelyn adds,
from the same author (viz. ^Elian), that Xerxes became so fond of this tree,
"

that, spoiling both himself, his concubines, and great persons of all their

jewels, he covered it with gold, gems, necklaces, scarfs, bracelets, and infinite

riches. In sum, he was so enamoured of it, that, for some days, neither the

concernment of his expedition, nor interest of honour, nor the necessary
motion of his portentous army, could persuade him from it. He styled it his

mistress, his minion, his goddess ; and, when he was forced to part from it, he

caused a figure of it to be stamped on a medal of gold, which he continually
wore about him." (Hunt* EveL, ii. p. 52.) Pausanias (A. D. 170) mentions

a plane tree of extraordinary size and beauty in Arcadia, which was said to

have been planted by Menelaus, the husband of Helen, and to have been, at

the time Pausanias saw it, 1300 years old. According to the same author,
the Lacedemonians gave the name of Plataniste to an island in the Levant,
connected by two bridges with the Morea, which was covered with plane
trees, and where the young men used to perform their exercises. Some of

these trees, it is said, still exist. It was in this island, according to Theocritus,
that the flowers were gathered of which Helen's wedding garland was com-

posed, on the day of her nuptials with Menelaus. We are also told that,
in the time of Pliny, the peasants in Phrygia showed a plane tree, which they

6 Q4
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affirmed was the tree against which Marsyas was hanged up when he was

flayed by Apollo. Plane trees were planted near all the public schools in

Athens. The groves of Epicurus, in which Aristotle taught his peripatetic

disciples; the shady walks planted near the Gymnasia, and other public

buildings of Athens ;
and the groves of Academus, in which Plato delivered

his celebrated discourses ; were all formed of this tree. Socrates swore by
the plane tree; and this was one of the things which offended Melitus, who
thought it a great crime to swear by so beautiful a tree. Pliny informs us that

the plane was first brought from the East, over the Ionian Sea, into the Island

of Diomedes, for a monument to that hero. Thence it passed into Sicily,
where Dionysius the elder planted it in his garden at Syracuse, about 400 B. c. ;

and this garden, in after times, became a place of exercise for youths. Soon
after the plane tree was planted in Sicily, it was introduced into Italy, and

thence, Pliny adds, into the country of the Morini, a maritime people of

Gaul, who paid a tribute to the Romans for permission to enjoy its shade.

Dionysius the geographer compares the form of the Morea in the Levant,
the ancient Peloponnesus, to the leaf of this tree ;

and Pliny makes the

same remark in allusion to its numerous bays. To illustrate this comparison,
Martyn, in his Virgil (vol. ii. p. 149.), gives a figure of the plane tree leaf

(see 'fig. 1958. a), and a map of the Morea (fig. 1598. b). The Romans

1958

set a high value on the plane, and planted their public and academic walks
with it. Vitruvius says that they planted plane trees to shade and re-

fresh the palaestritae (lib. v. c. 11.); and "Claudius Perrault has assisted

the text with a figure, or ichnographical plot. These trees the Romans,"
continues Evelyn,

"
first brought out of the Levant, and cultivated with so

much industry and cost, for their stately and proud heads only, that the great
orators and statesmen, Cicero and Hortensius, would exchange now and then
a turn at the bar, that they might have the pleasure to step to their villas, and
refresh their platans, which they would often irrigate with wine instead of
water: Crevit et affuso latior umbra mero." {Hunt. EveL, ii. p. 55.)

" Much
has been said," observes Pliny, "of the plane trees in the Lyceum at Athens,
of which the roots extended even farther than the branches. There is now
in Lycia a famous plane tree, on the public road, near a very cold fountain.

This tree is in itself a forest : its branches are as large and thick as trees, and

the)' cover an immense extent of ground with their shade. The trunk of this

tree, which is 81ft. in circumference, is hollow, and has inside numerous
stones covered with moss. This tree was such a favourite with Licinius

Mucianus, three times governor of the province of Lycia, that he thought it

worth while to hand down to posterity, that he had eaten in this hollow tree,
or grotto, with eighteen persons, who had, for couches or cushions to recline

on, only the leaves of the tree (large ipsa toros prtebcnte fronde) ; that the

thickness of the foliage sheltered them from a heavy shower of rain
;
and that

he (the governor) enjoyed more pleasure during his repast in this tree, thsui
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he had ever done in his most magnificent marble saloon." (PUn., lib. xii. c. 1.)
" The emperor Caligula found, near Velitrse, an extraordinary plane tree. It

had some of its branches formed like a roof, and others as seats. In this

saloon the emperor gave a supper to fifteen persons, which he called the Feast

of the Nest, because it had been given in a tree (Quam ccenam appellamt ille

nulitHi)." (/ir/.) Pliny also speaks of a tree in Arcadia, which, he says, was

planted by Agamemnon ; and he states that canoes, and other vessels for the

sea, were formed of the excavated trunks of the plane tree. Cicero mentions
the plane tree as well calculated to afford a thick shade, by the extent of its

branches, and the thickness of its foliage.

The chinar, or Oriental plane tree, has been cultivated in Persia from the

earliest period ; and Evelyn states that " a worthy knight, who staid at Ispahan
when that famous city was infected with a raging pestilence, told" him "that,
since they have planted a greater number of these noble trees about it, the

plague has not come nigh their dwellings." (Hunt. EveL, ii. p. 56.) In the

Dictiunnaire des Eaux et Forets, the same observation is attributed to the

Chevalier Chardin, who was probably the "
worthy knight" alluded to by Eve-

lyn. This gentleman, who was also called Sir John Chardin, and who published
a folio edition of his travels, written in French, in London, in 1686, observes of
the gardens of the Persians, that they are generally divided in the middle by an
avenue of chinar trees ; and that, as the Persians do not use their gardens for

walking in, but as a place for sitting in and breathing the fresh air, they generally
seat themselves under these trees. Sir Robert Ker Porter found the Persian

gardens intersected by avenues of plane trees in different directions
; and

Morier, Colonel Johnson, and Sir William Ousely, agree in attributing to

them this characteristic, and in describing the Persians as preferring the chinar
as a tree to worship under. Sir William Ousely mentions that on these trees

the devotees sacrifice their old clothes by hanging them to the branches ;

and that the trunks of favourite chinar trees are commonly found studded
with rusty nails and tatters ;

the clothes sacrificed being left nailed to the
tree till they drop to pieces of themselves.

In Fraser's Historical and Descriptive Account of Persia, published in 1834,
when speaking of the general effect of the scenery in Persia, the author says :

" No trees gladden the landscape, except the tall poplar, or the stately chinar

(Platanus orientalis), which rise above the hovels of the peasants; or the fruit

trees of their orchards ; or, perhaps, a few of other sorts which may have been

planted on the margin of a watercourse, to supply the little timber required :

and these, dotting the wide plain with their dark foliage, convey to the mind
a melancholy, rather than cheering, impression." (p. 28.)
The Oriental plane tree appears to have been introduced into England about

the middle of the sixteenth century; as Turner says, in his Herball (the first

part of which was published under the title of the Names of Herbes, as early
as 1541, though the entire work was not finished till 1568):

"
I have scene

two very yong trees in England, which were called there Playn trees;
whose leaves in all poyntes were lyke unto the leaves of the Italian Playn
tre. And it is doubtles that these two trees were either brought out of

Italy, or of som farr countre beyond Italy, whereunto the frieres, monks,
and chanons went a pilgrimage." Gerard does not mention having seen
the Oriental plane growing in England; but he tells us that his "servant,
William Marshall, whom he sent into the Mediterranean Sea, as surgeon unto
the Hercules of London, found divers trees hereof growing in Lepanto, hard

by the sea side, at the entrance into the towne, a port of Morea, being part
of Greece; and from thence brought one of these rough buttons, being the
fruit thereof." {Herball, p. 1489.) Jonson, in his edition of Gerard, adds to
this passage, that Mr. Tradescant had then (1633) trees of this plane growing
in his garden ; but, according to Martyn's Miller, this is evidently a mistake,
the trees in Tradescant's garden being the Occidental plane, which was intro-

duced by him about this period. In Parkinson's Theatrum JBofanicum, pub-
lished in 1640, both the Eastern and Western plane trees are figured; and the
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latter is said to have been introduced by Tradescant. The introduction of

the Eastern plane was, in Miller's time, generally attributed to Lord Bacon,
who, however, was not born till 1561, about 20 years after the first mention of

the tree by Turner. The origin of this supposition is probably the statement,

by Evelyn, that Lord Bacon "
planted a noble parcel of them at Verulam,

which were very flourishing," and which, as Martyn remarks, might have been
the first of any note planted in England. Evelyn says

" that he owed a

hopeful plant," then growing at his own villa,
" to the late Sir George Crook

of Oxfordshire ;" and he speaks of the true, or Oriental, plane" as being more
common in England, in his time, than the American plane ;

the reverse of

which, it may be observed, is now the case ; the Occidental plane being easily

propagated by cuttings, and growing much more rapidly than the Oriental

plane. In France, the Oriental plane was introduced from England, in the

reign of Louis XV., about 1754; and it is valued there, as in England, only
as an ornamental tree.

Poetical Allusions. Homer frequently mentions "the shady plane;" Theo-
critus tells us that the virgins of Sparta used to assemble round a plane tree,

singing,
" Reverence me, for I am the tree of Helen !

" and Moschus says,
"

I love to sleep beneath a leafy plane."

Among the Latins, Virgil calls it the sterile, and the aerial plane, in allusion

to its not bearing eatable fruit, and to its height ; and Horace invites Hir-

pinus to drink Falernian wine under its shade. Ovid, also, calls it
" the genial

plane." Among the oldest English poets we find no allusion to this tree;
but Browne mentions

" The heavy-headed plane tree, by whose shade
The grape grows thickest, men are fresher made."

Among the modern British poets, Southey says,
" And broad-leaved plane trees in long colonnades

O'erarch'd delightful walks,
Where round their trunks the thousand-tendril'd vine
Wound up, and hung the boughs with greener wreaths,
And clusters not their own/' Thalaba.

Moore, in the Veiled Prophet of Khorassan, calls it the chinar tree :

" While some, for war's more terrible attacks,
Wield the huge mace and pond'rous battle-axe ;

And, as they wave aloft in Morning's beam
The milk-white plumage of their helms, they seem
Like a chinar tree grove when Winter throws
O'er all its tufted heads his feathering snows."

And again, in Paradise and the Peri :

"
Though sunny the lake of cool Cashmere,
With its plane tree isle reflected there."

Properties and Uses. The Oriental plane, in a wild state, as far as we know,

supports few or no insects ; and still fewer lichens or fungi live on its bark,
because that is continually scaling off. Very little use is made of the wood
in the west of Europe ; but in the Levant, and in Asia, it is said to be used

in carpentry, joinery, and cabinet-making; and, according to Riccioli, who
wrote in 1651, it was then employed in ship-building by the Turks. It is said

to make beautiful furniture, on account of the smoothness of its grain, and

its susceptibility of taking a high polish. Olivier says that its wood is not in-

ferior for cabinet-work to any wood of Europe ; and that the Persians employ
no other for their furniture, their doors, and their windows. (Trav., i. p. 76.)
The Greeks of Mount Athos, according to Belon, formed boats out of the

trunks of large trees of this species, similar to those which are used in modern
times on the Somme and on the Seine, in France. Sometimes, also, boats

were made of two trunks hollowed out, and joined together so as to fit, and
be water-tight. The wood of the Oriental plane, according to the experiments
of M. Hassenfratz, weighs, when dry, 49 Ib. 3 oz. per cubic foot : it is of a

yellowish white till the tree attains considerable age ; after which it becomes

brown, mixed with jasper-like veins ; and wood of this kind, being rubbed with
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oil, and then highly polished, resembles the wood of the walnut. In Britain,

as far as we know, the wood of the Oriental plane has scarcely been applied

to any purpose either useful or ornamental ; though for both it may be

classed, as Marshall suggests, with that of the ^4
vcer Pseudo-Platanus ; or,

according to some French authors, with that of the beech or the hornbeam.

By the Persians, and by the Greeks and Romans, as we have already seen,

the tree, in a growing state, was greatly esteemed for its shade, and was planted

near houses, in open groves, avenues, and rows, for that purpose. Pliny
affirms that there is no tree whatsoever that defends us so well from the heat

of the sun in summer, or that admits it more kindly in winter. Both pro-

perties result from the large size of its leaves : in summer, these present

horizontal imbricated masses, which, while they are favourable to the passage
of the breeze, yet exclude both the sun and the rain ; while, as the distance at

which the branches and twigs of trees are from one another, is always pro-

portionate to the size of the leaves, hence the tree, in winter, is more than

usually open to the sun's rays. As an ornamental tree, no one, which attains so

large a size, has a finer appearance, standing singly, or in small groups, upon
a lawn, where there is room to allow its lower branches, which stretch them-

selves horizontally to a considerable distance, gracefully to bend towards the

ground, and turn up at their extremities. The peculiar characteristic of the

tree, indeed, is the combination which it presents of majesty and gracefulness ;

an expression which is produced by the massive, and yet open and varied

character of its head, tne bending of its branches, and their feathering to

the ground. In this respect, it is greatly superior to the lime tree, which

comes nearest to it in the general character of the head ; but which forms

a much more compact and lumpish mass of foliage in summer, and, in winter,

is so crowded with branches and spray, as to prevent, in a great measure, the

sun from penetrating through them. The head of the plane tree, during sun-

shine, often abounds in what painters call flickering lights ; the consequence
of the branches of the head separating themselves into what may be called hori-

zontal undulating strata, or, as it is called in artistical phraseology, tufting,

easily put in motion by the wind, and through openings in which the rays of the

sun penetrate, and strike on the foliage below. The tree is by no means so

suitable for an extensive park, or for imitations of forest scenery, as most

others ; but, from its mild and gentle expression, its usefulness for shade

in summer, and for admitting the sun in winter, it is peculiarly adapted for

pleasure-grounds, and, where there is room, for planting near houses and build-

ings. For the latter purpose, it is particularly well adapted even in winter,

from the colour of the bark of the trunk, which has a greyish white tint, not

unlike the colour of some kinds of freestone. The colour of the foliage,

in dry soil, is also of a dull greyish green ; which, receiving the light in nume-
rous horizontal tuftings, readily harmonises with the colour of stone walls. It

appears, also, not to be much injured by smoke, since there are trees of it of

considerable size in the very heart of London : one, for example, in Cheapside.
Soily Situation, Propagation, #c. A light deep free soil, moist, but not wet

at bottom, is that on which the Oriental plane tree thrives best ; and the situ-

ation should be sheltered, but, at the same time, not shaded or crowded by
other trees. It will scarcely grow in strong clays, and on elevated exposed

places ; nor will it thrive in places where the lime tree does not prosper.
The plane tree may be propagated by seeds, layers, or cuttings. The seeds

should be gathered in October or November ; and, the balls being broken by the

hand, or by threshing with a flail, the seeds may be separated from their husks,
and cleaned by the usual processes, and either sown immediately, or mixed
with sand, or fine sandy soil, and preserved in a place secure from frost till

February or March. The seeds may also be kept in the balls, or catkins,
till spring ; either by allowing them to hang on the tree, or by gathering them
in autumn, and spreading them out in a dry loft. The general practice is to

sow the seeds in autumn, or as soon as gathered, or received from the Con-

tinent; choosing a moist rich soil, and a shady situation, and covering them
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as !i_litlv as tho-e of the birch or alder are covered, or heating them in with

the \r.\^^ ot'the spade, and not covering them at all; and protecting the beds

\\ith litter of -ome >ort, to exclude the Iro-^t. ( See p. Ifis.j.) The plants \\ill

(.o:ne np the fo!!ov.m_r

spring, and, after two years' growth, will be fit for trans-

plantinu
r into nursen lines, there to undergo the usual routine of nursery

culture. ( Si'e I', Occident alls, Propagation and Culture.) ( 'uttinus of the ( )riental

plane., put in in autumn, in a sandy soil, and in a shadv situation, will root, but

In no means readily; and. therefore, this method is never resorted to by nur-

senmen. La\ers soonest produce saleable plants; and this mode is almost,

uuiver>all\ adopted, both in Britain and on the Continent. Layers may be

made either in autumn or spring: they root freely, producing shoots 3 ft. or

1 it. in length the first year; and thev are ready to be taken otF the following
autumn. Alter being one year in the nurserv lines, they mav be removed to

\\here they arc 1

finally to remain; but, if they are to be planted as singletrees,
and separately fenced, they should be kept in the nursery till they are loft.

or ^'ift. hiuh; care being taken to transplant them every year, and to prune
their heads in proportion to the losses sustained bv their roots in trans-

planting. Trees so treated will seldom fail when removed to their final situ-

ation
; but, if there should be anv doubt of this, it mav be removed, bv cutting

oil' the greater number of side branches from the head, shortening the leading

shoot, and coating the wounds over with a composition, to exclude the air.

Statistics. llccotdcd Trees. In addition to the remarkable trees recorded by the Greek and
Roman authors see p. :.'u>"7. ,

the following may be noticed as having flourished 'in more modern
time.-. Ha-M-l.jui.--t mention- a plane tree in the island of Cos

v
now Stanchi<>\ the circumference

ol the trunk ot' which was
-J."^ Hritish teet. He brought a specimen ot the tree to Linnxus;

and it i- nu\v in the Lmir.ean herbarium. 'i'he celebrated plane tree at Jiny nkdere, or tlie (ireat

Valley, i- mentioned by Olivier, and, alter In in, by l'oc<|ueville. Hobhouse, and various other writers.
Olivier fays that the trunk present- the appearance of 7 or s trees, having a eommon origin, which
he ,-uppo-c- to be the >tool ot' a decayeil tree, and winch were all connected at their base. Dr.
Wai-h. who measured the tree in 1

v
Jl, found the trunk 1H It. in uircumfereuee at the ba.-e, and its

brai'i :,e- coverin.u' a .-pace I.}" ft. ni diameter. The trunk, he sa\s,
"
divides into 11 branches, some of

which i.--i:e I'rom below the present surface ot'the soil, anil some do not divide till they rise 7 It. or
S ft. al>o . e it. One of the large-t is hollowed out by lire, and affords a cabin to shelter a husband-
man. The tree, if it can be considered a single plant, is certainly the largest in the world. Among
other traveller- who notice it is a Frenchman who describes it, with some truth, as

' un temple dc
verdure, surmonti' d'un dome pret a toucher les nnes.' When the Turks encamp in this valley, the
hollow of t!u- great tree atlords a magnificent tent to the seraskier who commands them, with all

hi- ollicer-. Hut what renders the tree an object of more than usual interest is, that M. 1 )e Candolle
' "Mr tures that it must be more than L'OOO years old. '1'liough it has become such an object of ad-
miration to recent traveller-, (Jilhes takes no notice of it, nor even Tournefort. whose botanical nur-
u '- ''

il i naturally have led him to do so." /{,-siit,-ni;- ni C tist,intiit t

,)>l,\ \c. Near Nostizza," the
-Kcium oi the ancient-, on the beach of the stream Selinus. llobhoiise found " the enormous plane
tree which was notorious m the tune of ( handler. One of its largest brand u -. as thick as the trunk
01 mo-t trees, ha- I.J.-ly lallen oil'; and many of the other boughs are supported by long beams of

ni. ; Triii* h UL Mhanni. p. L'J!'.') The' same tree is described by Buckingham as being
! < ft. in di..m ler, and I

1 '" it in height, and as being covered with rich and luxuriant foliage. The
trie a! I., r ( ourt i- mentioned bv Kvelyn as having been seen by him on September Iti. ItiM.'J.

A portrait nM -!:,, wa- published by St rutt, in his .Sy/c,/ lint, in /<</', p. 1 1.'. 'I hi' circumference
ol thi

'

.. .red by .Mr. strntf, was 1 Mt. S in. at ii It. from the ground ; tiie height was
'.ill . .

.

' '

ned ,nl cubic feet ol' timber. In Manning and line's ,S;->v//, vol. iii. p. l.;ti.,

esir.il 1. u ;e Oriental planes are mentioned as growing at the '-cat of Sir William" Temple, at Moor
I'ark.mar] irnham; but, being afterwards destroyed by the seven' frost of IsdS ami lSo!>, it is more
"

' ' prnl>ahle tlie> wj-re Occidental I'lanes. Dr. Walker mentions several large plane trees as exist-
thc term sycamore, at that tune gi nerally applied to the platanus in

One ot the largest was in the I.-le of llute, at Mount Stewart
; where, on t he 1st of Sep-

i

i
tl'i ( i ink iiieasiired ii ft. Id in. in circumference at 1 ft. from the ground. 'I 'his tree was

I ol llute in I7.;s. In the year 1771, there was a row of /'bit amis along the side of
""< "i I'" -trn-t- in Koth-.iy.wlud, grew there like willows

, but, before the year 1771, they were all

ice to new buddings. In Uelgium, near (ihent, in the'gtounds of the villa of
\I V< mei ter, Dr. N'eill found, in 1M7, an a\enne of Oriental planes, the finest he ever saw.
I hi tiei

, about 7" ft. high, trained upto the height of about 40ft., and the trunks

/
'

- '/'/'I r-.s. In the em iron- of London, at Mount (.rove. Hamp.-tead, si: years old. it is 77 ft.

in ter I tin ti link I It. I in., and of the head !) ft. ;
in the Chelsea .Mofanie i.ardcn, it if

it. l>i/h ;
at I.ambeth, the one before mentioned, ''o ft. high : and one in the grounds of

I >uke of Devonshire's villa, at < hi-uii k, not ver> high, but wit ha head UN, ft. in diameter. .South
'

: I ."i,don : in Dor-eNhire. at Mel bury I 'ark, 'J'i years planii d. it i- II It. high, the diameter of the
trunk ,lt. - in

,
and thai of the brad .,o ft. : m 1 1. imp-hire, at Alre-ford, 1 1 \ ear- pl.mtrd, itis7lift.
ter of I i !i unk j tl ,i,in

,
and that ol the head . ft .: in Somersetshire, al Nettlecombe

1
'

planted, it i- i, I it. high, the diameter of the trunk - ft. : in Sn-M'X, at \Nest Dean, 1.") yeari
II

'

gh : m Wiltshire, at Wardour Castle, JJi \ears planti'd, it is .}i) if . high, thediame-
''

'
' '

'

" nd : U i, m . and thai ol tin head ,
- it

,
at Longford ( a- tie it i-i.U I .high, the diameter

lit MII , and that of the head oH't. North of I. !,,,i : in U, rk-lme, at

'

White Knights,
II high: m JJilckinghamslure.at Temple HOLM-, i; \ear-pl.mted itis uOft.

I the head o ft : in >', i op-hire, at \\ lli'\ l'..rk, I "> \ eai s
( lanti'd, it is Js ft high

-

' XV ' ''
' (. ' '

'

II .let 1,1 th IM Ilk ft.. ,-HHl ot
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the head 60 ft. : in Yorkshire, at Grimston, 14 years planted, it is 45 ft. high. In Scotland. In the en-
virons of Edinburgh, at Gosford House, 30 years old, it is 25 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft 3 in. in circum-
ference ; atBiel, it is 64 ft. high : in Banffshire, at Gordon Cattle, tiiift. high, the diameter of the
trunk 3 ft. i> in., and that of tin- head (J4ft. : in Hoss-shire, at Brahan Castle, 50 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 2 It., and of the head 40 ft. In Ireland. South of Dublin : in Kilkenny, at Woodstock
Park, 70 years planted, it is 68ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft., and of the head 48ft. : in

Tipperary, in Higgins's Nursery, Clonmel, 50 years planted, it is 70ft. high, thediameter of the trunk
3 ft., and'that of the head 63 ft. (North of Dublin : in the county of Down, at Castle Ward, 80 years
planted, it is 32 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft., and that of the head 54ft.: in Louth, at Oriel

Temple, 36 years planted, it is 34 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and that of the head 28 ft.

In France, in the Jardin des Plantes, 130 years old, it is 74 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 3ft. Sin. In Hanover, at Harbeke, 8 years planted, it is 7 ft. high; in the Botanic

Garden, Gottingen, 20 years planted, it is 12ft. high In Austria, at Vienna, in the University Bo-
tanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is 36 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 13 in. ;

in Rosenthal's Nur-
sery, 20 years planted, it is 27 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 24 ft. ;

at Briick
on the Leytha, 15 years old, it is 18 ft. high. In Sweden, at Lund, in the Botanic Garden, 42 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 14 in., and that of the head 28ft. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza,
29 years planted, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 106 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Plants raised from layers of the species, in the Lon-
don nurseries, are Is. each; and of P. o. cuneata, Is. Qd. each : at Boll-

wyller, from 1 franc to 1 franc and 50 cents; and at New York, 50 cents.

& 2. P. OCCIDENTALS L. The Western Plane.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. 475. ;
Hort. Cliff., 78. ; Roy Lugd., 7. ; Gron. Virg., 151. ; Kalm

It., 2. p. 198. ;
Mill. Diet., No. 2.

;
Du Roy Harbk., 2. p. 134. ; Medic, in Obs. Soc. (Econ.

Lutr., 1774, p. 239.
;
N. Du Ham. 2. p. 5.

Synonymcs. P. occidentalis seu virginiensis Park. Theatr., 1427., Du Ham, Arb., t. 35, ; Button-

wood, Water Beech, Sycamore, Cotton Tree, Amer. ; Platane de Virginie, Fr.

Derivation. Button-wood refers to the smooth round heads of flowers, which resemble the globular
buttons formerly in use, and still seen in some military costumes ; Sycamore to the resemblance of
the leaves to those of that tree ; and Cotton Tree to the down detached in the course of the summer
from the leaves.

Engravings. Cat Carol., t. 56. ; Dend. Brit., t. 100. ; Michx. N. Amer. SylT, 2. t. 63. ; ourfig. 1959.;
and the plate of this species in our last.Volume. In fig. 1959., a represents a transverse section of
the female catkin in flower

; b, the same in fruit; c, the female flower and scale
; d, the stamen

and scale; e, the longitudinal section of a seed ; and/, an entire seed.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves 5-angled,

obsoletely lobed, dentate, wedge-

shaped at the base ; downy be-

neath. (Willd.} A tree, a native

of North America, where it grows
to the height of 70 ft. or 80 ft. ;

with a widely spreading head. It

flowers in May; and ripens its

seeds in October. Introduced be-

fore 1636. The Occidental plane
is easily distinguished from the Ori-

ental plane, by its leaves being

larger, and less deeply lobed (see

fig. 1 95 l.a. in p. 2033.); and by the
red colour of their petioles ; the petioles of P. orientalis being green. The
fruit is, also, much larger, and rather smoother.

Variety.

$ P. o. 2 tortudsaj Platane tortillard, Fr. This variety, according to Bosc, was found by
Malesherbes in a bed of seedlings. The stem is full of knots, which render the fibres
tortuous, and, consequently, difficult to split, like those of the Z/'lmus camp^stris tor-
tu6sa, mentioned in p. 1376. ; and, like that variety, it is thought to be suitable for the
naves of wheels. We have not heard of its being in cultivation in French nurseries.
In the Nouveau Du Hamel, it is stateil that M. Daubenton, fils, who raised many plants
of the Occidental platanus for seed, found the varieties almost infinite.

Description, $c. The American, or Western, plane, in magnitude and general
appearance, bears so close a resemblance to the Oriental plane, that, by many
persons, they are confounded together. The former, however, is a larger tree;
of much more rapid growth than the Oriental plane; with broader and less

deeply cut leaves, red petioles, and fruit comparatively smooth, and consider-

ably larger. The bark is said to scale off in larger pieces, and the wood to be
more curiously veined. In all other respects, the descriptive-particulars of both
trees are the same. The rate of growth of P. occidentalis, when placed near
water, is so rapid, that in JO years it will attain the height of 40ft.; and a
tree in the Palace Garden at Lambeth, near a pond, in 20 years had at-
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tained the height of 80 ft. ; with a trunk 8 ft. in circumference at 3 ft. from
the ground; and the diameter of the head 48 ft. This was in 1817. (See
Neilrs Hort. Tour, p. 9.) The palace gardens at Lambeth have, since that

period, been surrounded by numerous buildings, including several manufac-

tories, which have killed many trees, and injured all of them, more or less,

by their smoke. Nevertheless, in May, 1837, when we saw this tree, and had
the portrait,^. I960., taken of it, it was estimated at upwards of 100 ft. in

height. A tree in the Chelsea Botanic Garden, planted by Miller, in a con-
fined situation, but having its roots within reach of the Thames, is estimated
at upwards of 1 15 ft. in height, with a trunk nearly 5 ft. in diameter at a foot
from the ground. When cut down, the Western plane stoles like the other

species, and produces much more vigorous shoots; but, as these seldom

ripen completely, they are
very

liable to be injured by frost. Varennes de
Fenille mentions two trees ot the American plane, which, after being 28

years planted, measured, the one 5 ft. 7 in., and the other 5 ft. 5 in., at 2ft.
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from the ground, or about J ft. 10 in. in diameter; which gives nine lines and
a half, or more than three quarters of an inch, of increase annually.

Geography. The American plane is found over an immense tract of land

in North America, comprising the Atlantic and western states, and extending

beyond the Mississippi.
" The nature of the button-wood," says Michaux,

" confines it to moist and cool grounds, where the soil is loose, deep, and fertile ;

the luxuriance of its vegetation depending on a combination of these circum-

stances. It is never found upon dry lands of an irregular surface, among
white and red oaks and walnuts ; it is also more rare in the mountainous tract

of the Alleghanies than in the flat country. It is remarked, in that part of

Virginia which lies upon the road from Baltimore to Petersburg, that, though
the button-wood is abundant in the swamps, its growth is stunted; and that its

trunk does not, in general, exceed 8 in. or 10 in. in diameter. Farther south, in

the lower parts of the Carolinas and of Georgia, it is not abundant even on the

sides of the rivers ; and is not seen in the branch swamps, already mentioned,
which intersect the pine barrens, and which are principally covered with the

small magnolia (Magnolia glauca), the red bay (Z/aurus caroliniensis), the

loblolly bay (Gordom'a Lasianthus), the red maple ( A^cer rubrum), &c. The
reason that the button-wood is not found in these small marshes is, perhaps,
that the layer of vegetable mould, which is black and always miry, is not suf-

ficiently thick and substantial to support its growth ; and that the heat, in this

part of the southern states, is excessive. The button-wood is in no part of
North America more abundant and more vigorous than along the great rivers

of Pennsylvania and of Virginia ; though in the more fertile valleys of the
west its vegetation is, perhaps, still more luxuriant ; especially on the banks
of the Ohio, and of the rivers which empty into it. The bottoms which are

watered by these rivers are covered with dark forests, composed of trees of
an extraordinary size. The soil is very deep, loose, of a brown colour, and
unctuous to the touch : it appears to have been formed by the slime deposited
in the course of ages, at the annual overflowing of the rivers. The leaves,
which every autumn form a thick layer upon the surface, and the old trees,
that fall by the weight of years, and crumble into vegetable mould, give to

this soil, already so fertile, a degree of fecundity which is without example in

Europe, and which is manifested by prodigies of vegetation. The margin of
the great rivers of the West is occupied by the willow, after which comes the
white maple (;f cer eriocarpum), and next the button-wood; but this arrange-
ment is not uniformly observed ; and the maple alone, or, as it more fre-

quently happens, mingled with the button-wood, sometimes grows upon the
brink. Among the trees which compose these forests, the three species men-
tioned are least liable to injury from the continued presence of water ; and, by
their position, they are exposed to have their bases every year inundated by
the swelling of the rivers. In these situations, the button-wood is constantly
found to be the loftiest and largest tree of the United States." (North Amer.

Syl., ii. p. 58.)

History. In the Atlantic states, this tree is commonly known by the name
of button-wood ; and sometimes, in Virginia, by that of water beech. On the
banks of the Ohio, and in the states of Kentucky and Tennessee, it is most
frequently called sycamore, and by some persons plane, tree. The French of
Canada and of Upper Louisiana give it the name of the cotton tree. The
first of these denominations appears to be the most widely diffused, and, in

fact, to be that by which the tree is most generally known in America. The
name cotton tree alludes to the thick down which covers the under surface
of the leaves when they first expand, and which becomes gradually detached
from them in the course of the summer. In some parts of the United States,
where the tree is very abundant, the inhabitants, according to Michaux, regard
it with dread, as they think this down, detached and floating in the air, has a

tendency to produce irritation of the lungs, and, finally, consumption. The
American plane was one of the trees discovered and figured by Catesby in

his Natural History of Carolina (i. t. 56.) ; and it was introduced about 1630,
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by Mr. John Tradescant, in whose garden two small plants were growing in

1636, when Johnson published his edition of Gerard's Herball. These plants
were again spoken of by Parkinson in 1640. It was afterwards so much

propagated, that, in Evelyn's time, it had become more common than P. orien-

talis. The tree propagating readily by cuttings, and growing with great

rapidity, was, in Miller's time, and indeed till 1809, considered hardier than

the Oriental plane; but, in the May of that year (not June, as stated in the

Planter's Jfalendar}, a severe frost killed back the young shoots of many of
the largest plants of this species in England ; particularly those in Richmond
Park, at Kew, at Syon House, at Stowe, at Pain's Hill, and at Claremont. There
are still large trees, however, in the Chelsea Garden, in the grounds of Lambeth
Palace, at Deepdene, and various other places. In Scotland, where trees

of both P. orientalis and P. occidentalis were standing near each other, the

former escaped; but the latter were generally injured, and many either died the

same year, or, after making an ineffectual effort to push, in the summer of
the year following, viz. 1810. "It is very singular," Sang observes,

" that

of the P. occidentalis the largest trees only were killed. Trees of from 20 ft.

to 25 ft. in height were little hurt ; and smaller ones not at all, at least

in every instance that came under our observation. We did not observe,
or hear," he adds,

" of a single Oriental plane being injured in any part
of the country." (Plant. Kal., p. 99.) The severe winter of 1813-14 de-

stroyed a number of the Occidental planes which escaped the severe frost

of 1809, so that the tree is at present comparatively rare throughout Britain.

An account of the damage done to the Occidental plane tree, in different

parts of England, in 1809, will be found in the Gentleman's Magazine for

1810 and 1813; from which it appears, that on the 25th of January, 1809,
there was a great flood, occasioned by a sudden thaw ; and in the March and

April following there was very mild weather, which caused the plane trees to

put out their leaves earlier than usual. This was succeeded by a severe frost

in the beginning of May, which so far injured the trees, that they appeared
sickly throughout all the summer; and in the spring of 1810 they almost all

died.

Properties and Uses. The wood of the American plane, according to

Michaux, in seasoning becomes of a dull red
; but its grain is fine and close,

and it is susceptible of a brighter polish than the wood of the beech, to which
it bears considerable resemblance. Its concentric circles are divided into

numerous sections, by fine medullary rays extending from the centre to the

circumference. When the trunk is sawn in a slanting direction, these rays
have a remarkable appearance. The cabinet-makers of Philadelphia, how-

ever, rarely use the wood, on account of its warping ; but it is sometimes

employed for bedsteads, which retain their natural colour, and are coated with

varnish. The wood soon decays when exposed to the weather. Like the

wood of the beech, it shrinks very much in drying, and is very apt to split.

As fuel, it does not produce a very lively flame, nor does it yield much charcoal.

It contains a great deal more sap wood than the beech ; so much so, that a pa-

rallelopipedon of green platanus 6 in. square weighed 18 Ib. 10 oz. ; while a

piece of beech of the same size only weighed 15 Ib. 13oz. The platanus, in

drying, lost 6 Ib. 15 oz., and the beech only 5lb. 9oz. ; which gives 5 Ib.

6 oz. of difference in the cubic foot. The platanus weighs, when dry, 51 Ib.

8 oz. per cubic foot ; and in that state it is easy to work, cutting readily in

every direction, and is therefore well adapted for cabinet-work. In Britain,

the principal use of the platanus is as an ornamental tree ; for which purpose
it has all those qualities to recommend it which we have attributed to the

Oriental plane, except that it is much less hardy, and, to attain a large size,

requires the presence of water. As a picturesque tree, the Occidental plane
is thus characterised by Gilpin. He places it after the oak, the ash, the elm,
the beech, and the hornbeam, which he considers as deciduous trees of the

first rank
; saying of both species of platanus, that, though neither so beauti-

ful nor so characteristic as the firht-mcntioncd trees, they are yet worth the
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notice of the picturesque eye.
" The Occidental plane has a very picturesque

stem. It is smooth, and of a light ash-colour, and has the property of

throwing off its bark in scales ;
thus naturally cleansing itself, at least its

larger boughs, from moss and other parasitical encumbrances. This would
be no recommendation of it in a picturesque light, if the removal of these

encumbrances did not substitute as great a beauty in their room. These
scales are very irregular, falling off sometimes in one part, and sometimes in

another ; and, as the under bark is, immediately after its excoriation, of a

lighter hue than the upper, it offers to the pencil those smart touches which
have so much effect in painting. These flakes, however, would be more
beautiful if they fell off in a circular form, instead of a perpendicular one :

they would correspond and unite better with the circular form of the bole.

No tree forms a more pleasing shade than the Occidental plane. It is full-

leaved ; and its leaf is large, smooth, of a fine texture, and seldom injured by
insects. Its lower branches, shooting horizontally, soon take a direction to

the ground ; and the spray seems more sedulous than that of any tree we
have, by twisting about in various forms, to fill up every little vacuity with

shade. At the same time, it must be owned, the twisting of its branches is a

disadvantage to this tree, as we have just observed it is to the beech, when it

is stripped of its leaves and reduced to a skeleton. It has not the natural

appearance which the spray of the oak, and that of many other trees, discover

in winter; nor, indeed, does its foliage, from the largeness of the leaf, and the

mode of its growth, make the most picturesque appearance in summer. One
of the finest Occidental planes I am acquainted with stands in my own garden
at Vicar's Hill ; where its boughs, feathering to the ground, form a canopy of

above 50 ft. in diameter. The Oriental plane is a tree nearly of the same kind,

only its leaf is more palmated ; nor has it so great a disposition to overshadow
the ground as the Occidental plane ;

at least, I never saw any in our climate

form so noble a shade, though in the East it is esteemed among the most

shady and most magnificent of trees." (Rein, on For. Seen., vol. i. p. 53.)

Soil, Situation, Propagation, fyc. What has been said on these subjects as

applicable to P. orientals is equally so to this species ; the chief difference

being, that P. occidentalis strikes very readily from cuttings, and is much more
like the willow, in requiring, when it is intended to attain a large size, to be

planted near water. It is sometimes raised from seeds imported from America.
A great many plants were raised in this way by Mr. Cobbett, from 1826 to

1830. The seed is imported in the globular catkins, or balls, which Cobbett
broke to pieces by rubbing them with the hand to separate the down or

wool, as he calls it, from the seeds. The latter, being sifted out of the

wool, he soaked in lukewarm water for 48 hours
;
he then " took the seeds

out of the water, and mixed them with finely sifted fresh earth, 10 gallons
of earth to one gallon of seeds ; put the mixture upon a smooth place on
the bare ground ; turned and remixed the heap every day for four or five

days, keeping it covered with a mat whenever the turning and mixing was not

going on ; and as soon as a root began to appear here and there, sowed the
seeds upon a bed of sifted earth, mixed with the sifted mould, just as they
came out of the heap." (Woodlands, 473.) The seeds received no other

covering than the mould with which they were mixed : they were watered

every evening with a fine-rosed watering-pot ;
and securely shaded from the

sun by mats, kept from touching the ground by hoops. These mats were re-

moved every evening about an hour after sunset, and were put on again in the

morning by sunrise. In about a week, most of the seeds had germinated, and
in a short time afterwards the seed leaves appeared. Being gradually inured

to the sunshine, till they were hardy enough to be exposed during the whole
of the day, by the month of October their growth was finished, and the

wood ripe; and next summer they were fit to transplant into nursery lines.

As the Occidental plane is very tender when young, Mr. Cobbett did not com-
mence his operations with the seed till April ; and, consequently, his plants
were small in October

; but, by sowing in frames in February, as is the prac-
6 R
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tice with nurserymen who raise this species from seed, the plants, by autumn,
with careful treatment, will be 2 ft. or 3 ft. in height.

Statistics. Recorded Treet. On a little island in the Ohio, 15 miles above the mouth of the

Muskingum, the elder Michaux measured a button-wood tree, which, at 5 ft. from the ground, was
40ft. 4. in in circumference. Twenty years before, General Washington had measured the same tree,
and found it to be nearly the same size. In 1802, the younger Michaux found, on the right bank of
the same river (the Ohio), about 36 miles from Manitta, a plane tree, the base of which was swollen
in an extraordinary manner; and which, at 4ft from the ground, measured 47 ft. in circumference.
This tree, which exhibited the most vigorous vegetation, began to ramify at 20 ft. from the ground ; but
Michaux saw several trees which had not a single branch till they had attained the height of 60ft.
or 70 ft. In the notes to Hunter's Evelyn, an Occidental plane at Shadwell Lodge is recorded as

remarkable for its speedy growth. When planted, in April, 1744, it was 8 ft. high ; and, when mea-
sured in 1775,31 years afterwards, it was 65ft. 9 in. high, with a clear trunk of 20ft.; which,
at 6 in. from the ground, measured 7 ft. 9 in. in circumference

;
and at 20 ft., 4 ft. 6 in. At Biel, in

East Lothian, there was, in 1812, an Occidental plane near a fishpond, 45ft. high, with a trunk 7 ft.

1 in. in circumference at 4 ft. from the ground. Another tree, near the same pond, measured 8 ft.

5 in. in circumference. (Plant. Kal., p. 568.)

Existing Trees. In the environs of London, in the gardens of the Archiepiscopal Palace of Lam-
beth ; in the Chelsea Botanic Garden, and at Mount Grove, are the large trees already men-
tioned. South of London : in Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 100 years old, it is 66ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and that of the head 66 ft. : in Hampshire, at Testwood, 70 years planted,
it is 80ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 6 in., and of the head 60 ft. : in Wiltshire, at Wardour
Castle, 40 years planted, it is 40ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and of the head 45ft,
North of London : in Bedfordshire, at Ampthill, 85 years planted, it is 50ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 70 ft.: in Berkshire, at White Knights, 26 years planted, it is 45 ft.

high : in Essex, at Audley End, 60 years planted, it is 70 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 10 ft.

10 in., and of the head 69 ft : in Gloucestershire, at Doddington, it is 60ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 3 ft., and that of the head 198 ft. : in Herefordshire, at Eastnor Castle, 16 years planted, it is 40 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. ; at Haffield, 15 years planted, it is 45 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 9 in., and of the head 29 ft. : in Lancashire, at Latham House, 50 years planted, it is 49 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 42 ft. : in Nottinghamshire, at Clumber Park,
it is 64 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 10 in., and of the head 66ft. : in Pembrokeshire, at

Stackpole Court, 40 years planted, it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head
40 ft. : in Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of
the head 54ft. : in Shropshire, at Hardwicke Grange, 4 years planted, it is 12ft. high : in Stafford-

shire, at Trentham, it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 6 in., and of the head 40 ft. : in

Suffolk, at Ampton Hall, 16 years planted, it is 30ft. high : in Worcestershire, at Croome, 75 years
planted, it is 100 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in , and that of the head 60 ft. : in Yorkshire,
at Grimston, 14 years planted, it is 35 ft. high In Scotland. In the environs of Edinburgh, at Gos-
ford House, 24 years old, it is 20 ft high, with a trunk 1 ft. Sin. in diameter. North of Edinburgh :

in Argyllshire, 'at Toward Castle, 13 years planted, it is 30 ft hign, with a trunk 7 in. in diameter :, , , , . :

in Banffshire, at Cullen House, it is 62 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 4 in., and that of the
head 47ft : in Forfarshire, at Courtachy Castle, 102 years old, it is 72ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 3ft, and of the head 50ft. ; another, 80 years planted, is 70ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 2 ft., and of the head 45 ft In Ireland. In the environs of Dublin, at Cypress Grove, it is 36 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 9 in., and of the head 38ft.; at Terenure, 15 years planted,
it is 20 ft. high. North of Dublin : in the county of Down, at Castle Ward, 130 years old. it is

65 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft 3 in., and of the head 52 ft. : in Galway, at Coole, it is 39 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and that of the head 42 ft. In France, at the Botanic Garden
at Toulon, 18 years planted, it is 40 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 8 ft. -i in. ; near Nantes,
80 years old, it is 70 ft. high ;

at Colombe, near Metz, 70 years old, it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 2ft 4 in., and that of the space covered by the branches 69 ft.

;
in the Botanic Garden at

Avranches, 22 years planted, it is 40ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 2ft., and the diameter
of the head 20 ft. In Hanover, in the Botanic Garden at Gottingen, are several trees, about 10 years
planted, and from 25 ft. to 30 ft. high. In Cassel, at Wilhelmshoe, 50 years planted, it is 22 ft high,
and the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 6 in. In Austria, at Vienna, in the University Botanic Garden,
40 years old, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 20 ft.

;
in RosenthaPs

Nursery, 20 years planted, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 8 in., and of the head 24 ft. ; at
Briick on the Leytha, 45 years planted, it is 86 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and ofthe head
70ft In Bavaria, at Munich, in the English Garden, 40 years planted, it is 60ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 1 ft. 8 in., and of the head 30 ft. In Prussia, at Berlin, at Sans Souci, DO years old, it is

90 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft 6 in., and of the head 34 ft. ;
in the Pfauen-Insel, 40 years

planted, it is 48 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 30ft. In Sweden, in the
Botanic Garden at Lund, 42 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 36 ft _ In

Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 29 years planted, it is 80 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in.,
and of the head 90 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, from 3 ft. to 4 ft.

high, are 9d. each, or 20s. per hundred ; and seeds are 1*. per quart. At Boll-

wyller, plants are from 1 franc to 1 franc and 50 cents each ; and at New
York they are 25 cents each;

CHAP. CVIII.

THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER 2?ALSAMA N CEJE.

LIQUIDA'MBAR L. Flowers unisexual; those of the two sexes upon one
plant, disposed in capitate catkins. Male catkins in an upright raceme,
each roundish, constituted of numerous stamens, mi^ed with a few minute
scales, disposed upon a connate receptacle. Filaments very short. Female
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catkins solitary, situated below the male, and upon longer stalks ; globose,

consisting of numerous ovaries, each surrounded by a few scales, and

having two cells. Styles 2, long. Fruit a kind of cone, composed of in-

durated connected scales, in the cavities of which lie obconical, 2-lobed,
2-celled capsules. Seeds numerous, or solitary by abortion ; compressed,

membranous, winged, attached internally to the middle of the dissepi-
ments in a peltate manner. Embryo inverted in the midst of albumen.

Species 3. Inhabiting the warmer parts of North America, and Mexico,
the Levant, and the tropics of India. Deciduous trees, yielding balsam.

Leaves alternate, simple, or lobed, with glandular serratures at the edges.

Stipules deciduous. (Blumc, as quoted in Lindl. Nat. $yst. Sot., and N. Du
Ham. For a long time, only two species were known to European bota-

nists ; one a native of Asia Minor, the other of the temperate parts of

North America
;
but Blume states that there is a third, which inhabits the

tropics of the south of Asia, and more particularly Java, even reaching as

far as New Guinea. (Blume Fl. Jav.)

GENUS I.

LIQUIDA'MBAR L. THE LIQUIDAMBAR. Lin. Syst. MonceVia

Polyandria.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 1076. ; Reich., 1174. ; Schreh., 1452. ; Clayi. Mitch., 12. ; Gaertn., t. 90. ;

Juss., 410.

Synonymes. Alting/a Noronha
; 'Liquidambar, Fr. ; Ambarbaum, Ger.

Derivation. From liquidus, liquid, and ambar, amber j the plants exuding a liquid gum.

Description, $c. Deciduous trees, natives of North America and the

Levant ; cultivated in British pleasure-grounds for the beauty and fragrance
of their foliage.

1. L. STYRACI'FLUA L. The Sweet Gum Liquidambar.
Identification. Lin. Sp., 1418.; Ait. "Hort. Kew., 3. p. 365. ; Reich., 4. p. 171. ; Mat. Med., 204.;

Ga?rtn. Fruct. 2. p. 58. : Kalm Itin., 2. p. 102. ; Du Roy Harbk., 1. p. 369. ; Blackw., t. 485. ;

Michx. Arb., 3. p. 194.
;
N. Du Ham., 2. p. 42.

Si/norn/mes. Liquidftmbar krbor Pluk. Aim., 224. t. 42. f. 6., Cat. Car., 2. p. 65., Du Ham. Arb., 1.

1. 139.
; Styrax ^'ceris frlio Rail Hist., 1481. ; Liquidambar rsineux, Copalme de 1'Amerique, Liqui.

dambar Copal, Fr. ; Fliesender Ambarbaum, Ger.

Engravings. Blackw., t. 485. ; Pluk. Aim., t. 42. f. 6. ; Cat. Car., t 65. ; Du Ham. Arb., 1. 1. 139. ;

Michx. Arb., 3. t. 4. ; ourfig. 1961. ; and the plates of this tree in ourtlast Volume.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves palmately lobed, with the sinuses at the base of the

veins villose. ( Wttld.) A deciduous tree, a native of North America, where
it grows from 30 ft. to 50 ft. high, and flowers in March or April.

Description, <$c. The liquidambar generally forms a branching tree, having
very much the appearance of a maple ; and varying from 30 ft. to 50 ft. in

height, with a trunk from 5 ft. or 6 ft.,

to 12 ft. or 15 ft. in circumference. Ac-

cording to Michaux, in America, when

grown among other trees, it has a per-

fectly straight trunk, nearly uniform in

thickness, to the height of 30 ft. or 40 ft.

before it begins to divide into branches.
In Europe, it seldom exceeds 40 ft. in

height. The bark of old trees is thick,
and deeply furrowed ; but on young
trees it is comparatively smooth" On
dry gravelly soil, it does not attain a

greater height than 15ft. or 20ft.;
and its secondary branches become co-
vered with a dry flaky bark, the plates
of which are attached at the edge, in-

6 R 2
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stead of the face, as is the case with the bark of most other trees. The
bark of the young shoots is smooth, and of a yellowish green colour.

The leaves are alternate, and on rather long petioles ; they vary in size from
Sin. to 6 in. in diameter; and they are palmate; that is, they are divided into

five deeply cut lobes, which are finely denticulated at the edge. When they
first expand, a small tuft of reddish down is perceptible at the back of the

middle rib of each leaf.
" In warm weather, a viscous substance exudes from the

leaves of those trees which have grown on dry ground ; and, when bruised, they
emit a sensible aromatic odour." (Michaux.) The male and female catkins,
which appear about March or April, are on different branches ofthe same tree.

The male are oval, and about 1 in. in length ; the female ones are not conspicu-
ous.

" The fruit is globular, and bristling with points. When arrived at maturity,
it is about l^in. in diameter, and is suspended by a flexible pedicel, 1 in. or

2 in. long : the globes, which are green at first, and afterwards yellow, are com-

posed of a great number of closely connected capsules. At the beginning of

autumn, these capsules open, and give liberty to the seeds, which are small,

blackish, oblong, compressed, and surmounted by a wing. Each capsule con-

tains one or two seeds, united with a number of minute bodies, incapable of

germination." (Id.) The leaves die off of an intensely deep purplish red,
more or less mixed with orange, and with some leaves entirely of that colour.

They hang on the trees till the first frosts, when they drop off simultaneously.
The rate of growth of this tree, in the climate of London, is from 8 ft. to 10 ft.

in 10 years from the seed ; and in 20 years it will attain the height of
25 ft. or 30 ft., and flower and ripen fruit. In good soil, and sheltered situ-

ations, the tree will attain the height of upwards of 60 ft., there being trees

exceeding this size at Woburn Farm, Chertsey, and at Strathfieldsaye. These
trees flower and produce fruit ; but it has not been observed whether the

seeds arrive at maturity. The longevity of the tree is probably not great,
from its growing in marshy situations, and from the want of durability in its

wood.

Geography. The liquidambar spreads through nearly two thirds of the

United States, and through a great part of Mexico. In North America, its

most northern point is between Philadelphia and Boston, lat. 43 30' N. ; and
it extends westward as far as the Illinois River. " In the middle, western, and
southern states," says Michaux, "the sweet gum is sufficiently abundant to be
numbered among the most common trees ; and it is met with wherever the
soil is fertile, cool, and exposed to temporary inundations. In the south, it

grows, also, in the great swamps that border the rivers ; and there, owing,
doubtless, to the mildness of the winters, and the intense heat of the summers,
it displays its amplest dimensions." The largest trees grow in moist rich

soils ; but, where the soil is dry and gravelly, the tree does not attain half its

usual size. The largest tree observed by Michaux " was in a swamp five or
six miles from Augusta, in Georgia. At 5ft. from the ground, it was 15 ft.

7 in. in circumference ; and its head was broad and spreading in proportion to

the size of its trunk. It is found, in the American forests, in company with
the chestnut white oak (Quercus Prinus palustris), the willow oak (Q.
Phe"llos), the wahoo ( t/'lmus alata), the black gum (Nyssa sylvatica), the red

maple (/Tcer rubrum), the red ash (jPraxinus tomentosa), and the black
ash ( F. sambucifolia)." (Michaux.) In Mexico, the liquidambar is generally
found in moist valleys, where it attains an enormous size.

History. The first record we find of the liquidambar appears to be in a
work written by Francis Hernandez, a Spanish naturalist and physician, who
was sent out by Philip II. of Spain to examine and describe the natural pro-
ductions of Spanish America. This work, which professed to be a history
of the plants, animals, and minerals of Mexico, was originally published in

that country, in Spanish, under the care, and with the name, of Father
Ximenes

; but it was afterwards republished, in Latin, at Rome, with the name
of the real author attached, in 1651. Dr. Hernandez describes the liquidambar,
or Xochiochotzo-Quahieliel, as he calls it, as being a large tree, and producing
a fragrant gum, which, from its appearance, gave the idea of amber in a
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liquid state ; whence the Spaniards gave the tree the name of liquidambar.(A
r
otJ.

Plant., &c., p. 56.) Shortly afterwards, Banister, the missionary collector

sent out by Bishop Compton (see p. 44-), discovered the tree in North

America, and sent home, in 1681, a plant of it to the bishop, whose gardener,
the celebrated George London, planted it in the palace gardens at Fulham.
In Ray's Historia Plantarum, published in 1686, the liquidambar is mentioned

under the names of Styrax liquida, tyrax yfceris folio, and Styrax arbor vir-

giniana ; but Plukenet, Catesby, and Bauhin, who were all nearly contem-

porary with Ray, call it by its Spanish name of Liquidambar. The Spanish
historian, the Abbe Clavigiero, in his History of Mexico, gives the following
account of this tree :

" The XochiocotzotI, commonly called Liquidambar,
is the liquid storax of the Mexicans. It is a great tree (not a shrub, as

Pluche, the author of the Spectacle de la Nature, makes it) : its leaves are

similar to those of the maple tree, indented white on one part, and dark in

another, and disposed in threes. The fruit is thorny and round, but poly-

gonous, with the surface and angles yellow. The bark of the tree is in part

green, and in part tawny. By incision in the trunk, they extract that precious

resin, called by the Spaniards liquidambar, and the oil of the same name,
which is still more odorous and estimable. They also obtain liquidambar
from a decoction of the branches; but it is inferior to that which distils

from the trunk." (Cutters Trans. Clav., i. p. 33.) The abbe adds that Quilbra-

hacha, which, he says, was the second name applied by the Mexicans to this

tree, signifies
" break axe ;" a name which seems singularly inappropriate, as,

according to most writers, the wood is tender and supple. In England, the

tree has been generally included in collections from the time of its introduc-

tion ; and there are, in consequence, some very fine specimens where it has

been planted in a sheltered situation, and in an alluvial soil near water. In

Scotland, and the north of Germany, it is somewhat tender ; and, north of

Berlin, it never attains the size even of a low tree.

Properties and Uses. The wood of the liquidambar is very compact and

fine-grained, with only a very thin layer of sap wood. The heart wood is

reddish ; and, when sawn into boards, it is observed to be marked transversely,
and at considerable distances, with blackish belts. As it is very light, and
takes a brilliant polish, it is sometimes sawn into excessively thin laminae, and

employed by the cabinet-makers, in New York, for veneering. It is, however,
inferior to the wood of the black walnut (Juglans nigra), and to that of the

wild cherry (Cerasus virginiana), both of which are harder, and less easily de-

faced. As it readily takes a black dye, it is often used, in America, instead of

ebony; particularly for picture frames, the balusters of staircases, and to

ornament bedsteads. When exposed to the external air, it soon decays. It

is little esteemed as fuel, as it gives scarcely any flame ; and, in America, it

always sells at a lower price than any other kind of firewood. Bosc says,

speaking of this tree :
"

Its wood is too liable to decay to be used for any
purpose where it will be exposed to the open air ; too brittle to be employed
by the carpenter ; and too apt to warp to be of any service to the cabinet-

maker." The principal product of the liquidambar is its resinous gum. This

substance, from its fragrance, was at first supposed to be a kind of balsam,

resembling storax ; but it was soon found to be a resinous gum, differing from
storax in many essential respects. (See Lcs Vegetaux Resineux, &c., ii. p. 337.)
On large trees, grown in warm countries, the gum is found in considerable

quantities, appearing between the bark and the wood, and exuding from the

cracks in the former. This substance, which is in the shops sometimes called

the white balsam of Peru, or liquid storax, is, when it first issues from the

tree, perfectly fluid and clear; white, with a slight tinge of yellow, quite bal-

samic, and having a most agreeable fragrance, resembling that of ambergris or

styrax. This gum is procured in the greatest abundance in warm countries,
and that of commerce is chiefly brought from Mexico. It is considered to be
a styptic, and to possess healing and balsamic properties. It is stimulant and

aromatic, and has been long used in France as a perfume, especially for gloves.
6 R 3
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It possesses nearly the same properties as the balsam of Tulu, and that of

IVru (both produced by a tree in Brazil), tor which it is often substituted, as

well as tor storax. The best liquidambar gum is obtained bv making incisions

in the trunk, and suffering the resin to How gradually ; but an interior kind is

procured by boiling the small branches and leaves, and collecting the balsamic

oil \\hich rises from them, and floats on the surface of the water. In Kngland
and in North America, very little gum is produced from the trunk of the tree,

though a little exudes from the leaves
;
and Michaux informs us that, in re-

peated experiments made in Carolina, he was never able to collect more than

half an ounce, from a tree 1 ft. in diameter, in a fortnight. In Britain, the

principal use of this tree is as an ornament to lawns ami pleasure-grounds ;
in

which it has a most striking appearance, when the leaves are dying off' in

autumn; and it is also very beautiful throughout the summer, from the dark

green and glossy surface of its elegantly shaped leaves. When bruised, the

leaves are fragrant at all seasons
;
but in spring, when they are first un-

folding, alter a warm shower, the surrounding air is filled with their refreshing
odour.

Soi/, Propagation, cyr. The liquidambar has a decided preference for a

moist soil, and will only attain a timber-like si/e in a sheltered situation. In

British nurseries, it is generally propagated by layers, which root with toler-

able facility, and may be taken off at the end of the first autumn after they have

been formed. It is also propagated by seeds imported from America. These
are brought over in the catkins, and should not be taken out of them till

the time of sowinir ;
because the seeds, like those of the pine and fir tribe,

do not keep well when exposed to the air. The round prickly catkins which
contain the seeds are hard, and not readily broken with the hand; but, by
exposure to the sun, or to fire heat, tliev crack and open, and the seeds may
then be easily shaken out. They may be sown and treated like seeds of the

pine and fir tribe ; but, unlike them, they lie a year in the ground before

coming up. Seedlings generally attain the height of from o in. to H in. the

first year, with numerous fibrous roots. They may either be transplanted that

year, or the next, and may afterwards undergo the usual routine culture in

nursery lines, till they arc wanted for final transplanting.
Afciilnits, JJiscfiscx, and Insects. The \\ood of the liquidambar being brittle,

the branches are liable to be broken off bv very high winds; and the wounds

left, if not smoothed and protected from the air, will greatly facilitate the

rotting of the tree, the timber of which is naturally not dura-hie. In America,
several insects teed on the leaves, amoni: which we may mention the green
s\\allow-tailcd emperor moth (/'hahiMia lima AI>1>. ^ Smith, t. 48., and our

Jilt.
1 'H>2.) and the great plane moth (/'. imperatoria Ahb. $ Smith, t. -jo., Jiom-

\>\\ imperialis l-'af>.). Insects of the former species are not common ; but they
are very beautiful; the caterpillar beim: bright orange with yellow spots, and
the moth bright \dlow and pink. These insects are very difficult to rear, as

the moth generally dies in confinement, before depositing her eirgs.

e environs of I,(,;i ( |<,t>. at Syon, Sufi. hij:h, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. Tin.,
\ it.

,
in tlic 1 ulh.mi Nursery", [:> years planted, it is 'JO ft. hi^'h. South of London :

I.u-combe, 1- years planted, it is L!J ft. high, thodiameter of the trunk Gin., and that
in I lamp-hire, at Strathtielusaye, it is Gift, high, the diameter of the trunk 'J ft. Cm.,

Kn/wai;: in rn-h -ml, n ( ,t much above the level of the river : in Kent, at Cobhani Hall, 1'.) years planted,
it i- /.it h.;/h, with a trunk lit. .Jin. in diameter: ill Surrey, at Farnham Castle, on dry chalky
oil, 4o war- planted, it i- -jo ft. hi^h, with a trunk 1ft. in diameter; at Woburn Farm, it in up.
ward* ni i,<> It. hirh. ; at Ockham Park, ''.> years planted, it is JJ ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
to in., and of the head 1.". ft. : in Wiltshire, at \\ardour Castle, ,n \ ears planted, it is 'J.', ft. hitf", the
diameter of t he t runk in., and t hat of t he head S ft. North of I/ondon : in JJcdford.-hire, at Ainpt-
hill, ,- years planted, it i- 'j.'< ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 It., and of the .-pace covered by the
I ranches J I It. : in ( he hue, at Katon Hall, l.j years planted, it is U ft. hij/h, the diameter of the
trunk .j in., and that of the -pace covered In the branche- In f|. : in Hereford shiic. at \\ormleybury,

ear* oil, it i- .,.') ft. hixh, the cii cuintt icnce ol the trunk at the ground .'.ft.: in Moilmouth-
lure, at I M le ;ar I'.u 1., ./O years planted, it i- 'J">ft. hi:'h, the diameter <>l the trunk 1 ft., and that of
the head "oft. : in Suffolk, at Amptoii Hall, 1'J years planted, it is loft, hi.u-h, the diameter of the
trunk .; in., and of the he.ad tiff in Warwickshire, at < 'umbe Abbey, it is ;>7 ft. hi^h, the diameter
ol the trunk 1 ft. I'm., and that of the head 'Jl It. : in \VorceMcr>lnre, at ( 'roome. ].', years ].lanted,

It hiKh, the diameter of tlie trunk 'lin., and that of the head l.J I:. : in Yoikshne. in the Hull
Botanic (Jarilen, llJ years planted, it i-.oft. hixh, the dianu ter ol the trunk 1 'j in. In Scotland. In
I, V, >, ,' Vii-erv, I->tiiilmrK>), t year.'-planted, it i- J ft. hi^-h ;

the \oung -hoots bein.i,' often injured
rn- 'hi- fro.-t. In J',anl!-hae, at (ror.lo,, Ca.-tle, 1J years planted, it i"s |o it. hi^b. the diameter of the

^m In 1 He-hue, at Dambn.-tle I'ark, J yeat.- planted, it is lit. tj in. lngh, t lie diameter
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of the trunk 2iin., and that of the head 4ft In Ireland. In King's County, at Charleville Forest,

8 years planted, it is 9 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 in., and that of the head 9 ft. In Down
at Ballyleady, 2fi years planted, it is 15ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 12in. In Louth,
at Oriel Temple, 40 years planted, it is 22ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 11J in., and that of U
head 15 ft. In France, in the Jardin des Plantes, at Paris,2/> vears planted, it is 20 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in.

;
in the Botanic Garden at Toulon, 50 years old, it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of

the trunk 2ft. ; at Avranches, in the Botanic Garden, 29 years planted, it is 30ft. high, the dia-

meter of the trunk 7 in., and of the head 8ft. In Hanover, at Harbke, 8 years planted, it

10 ft. high. In Prussia, at Berlin, at Sans Souci, from 45 to .50 years old, it is 18 ft. high, with a

trunk 11 in. in diameter. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 24 years old, it is 30 ft. high, the dia-

meter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 25 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are Is. 6d. each ;

and seeds in the cone, or catkin, are 2s. 'per pint. At Bollwyller, plants are

2 francs and 50 cents each ; and at New York they are 25 cents.

5f 2. L. IMBE'RBE Willd. The beardless, or Oriental, Liquidambar.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 475. ; Ait. Hort. Raw., 3. p. 365. ;
N. Du Ham., 2. p44.

6 R 4
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Synonymet. L. orientalia Mill. Diet., No. 2. ;
? Platanus orientillis Pocock. Hm. t 2. t. 89. ;L. imWrbis

Smilh in Reefs (.'yd.

Engravings. ? Pocock. Itin., 2. t 89. ;
and our fig. 1963.

Spec. Char., 8fc. Leaves palmate-lobed, with the sinuses at the base of the

veins ; smooth. (Willd.) This is a low stunted tree, or large bush, of slow

growth, with numerous small branches crowded together into an irregular
head. The young shoots are pliant and reddish

;
the leaves are much like

those of the preceding species, but smaller, and
more like those of the common maple ; because

they are bluntly notched, while the others are

acutely so. Seejjg. 1 964., in which a is a leaf of
L. Styradflua, and b one of L. imberbe, both to

the same scale. The veins of the leaves, in this

species, are naked, while in the other they are

hairy at the base of the midrib. The flowers are

disposed like those in the preceding species, and
the fruit is smaller, and more sparingly furnished
with prickly points. The rate of growth, in the
climate of London, is slow, being not more than
5 ft. or 6 ft. in ten years ; and the largest tree
that we know of in England, which is in the Mile End Nursery, is only
15 ft. 6 in., though it must have been planted 50 years, and probably more
The tree is a native of the Levant ; and was introduced into France, accord-
ing to Du Hamel, by M. Peyssonel, consul
at Smyrna; and from France sent to Eng-
land, to Miller, who raised plants of it in the

Chelsea Garden in 1759. It has since been
cultivated in choice collections ; but, from
its only being raised by layers, and not form-

ing such a handsome tree, not so generally
as the Liquidambar Styraciflua. We are

not aware that it has ever flowered in Eng-
land. It will grow in a soil rather drier than
the preceding species will ; though Du Hamel
was informed that in its native country it grows in moist soil, by water, like

the willow. It is therefore probable, that, if planted in similar soil in

England, and in a sheltered warm situation, it would attain a much greater

height than it has hitherto done in this country. Price of plants, in Eng-
land, as in the preceding species. It is not in the Bollwyller catalogue,
and at New York the price of plants is 1 dollar each.

App. i. Species of Liquidambar not yet introduced.
L. AUlngia. Blume Bjdr., 10. p. 527., PI. Jav., t 1 ., and our fig. 1965 .

; Altingw exclsa Noronha
in Batav. Verhand., 5. p. 1., Pers. Syn., 2. p. 579., Spreng. Syst. Peg., 3. p. 888., Lambert's Genus
Pinus, 1. t. 39,40. ; Lignum papuknum
Rumph. Herb. Amb., 2. p. 57. ; Alting's
Liquidambar. Leaves ovate-oblong,

acuminate, serrated, glabrous. (Blume.)
A tree, with a spreading head, from
150ft. to 200 ft. high ; the trunk straight
and thick, especially towards the bot-

tom, where there are 4 or mure deep
furrows, seeming as if they had been
hollowed out. The bark externally is of
a whitish ash colour, even or warty, ofa
brownish red internally; the juice acrid
and somewhat bitter : when wounded,
a honey-like sweetish balsam exudes.
Branches alternate, round, and warty ;

young ones furrowed, and smooth.
Leaves alternate, petioled, from Sin.
to Sin. long, scarcely 2in. broad; lea-

thery. Petioles from | in. to above 1 in.
in length, weak, roundish, having at
the base 2 small, subulate, deciduous
stipules. Capsules obcordate, somewhat
2-lobed. This immense tree can never
escape the eye of the traveller in the
forest* of the west of Java. It is found
very plentifully in the province
Bantam and Buitenzorq, at an elev

1963
inccs of

ation of from 2000 ft. to .3000 ft.
; but in the east of Java it it
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very rare, if not totally wanting. Noronha first described this tree in the Act. Soc. Batav.
;
but he

had not the least suspicion that it belonged to the genus Liquidambar Linn. The small grains
which are found along with the seeds in some capsules, which are nothing more than abortive-

ovules, and which had been observed by Linnaeus in L. Styraciflua, he described as small chatty

bodies, mixed with the membranous tops of the seeds. It is called by the natives of Java, Ras-sa-

ma-la ; by the Arabs, Rasem-malla; by the inhabitants of New Guinea, Russimal ; and by those of

Cochin-China, Rosa-malla. The wood is at first reddish, and afterwards brownish ; very compact,
hard, of a beautiful grain, and having a grateful balsamic odour. It is much esteemed by the
Javanese for beams and planks. The flowers appear in May and June; and the fruit is ripe in

September, and the following months of the same year. (Blume Fl. Jav., t. 1, 2.) Sprengel imagined
that this tree was the same as our Araucaria exctHsa

; an error which was detected by the description
and figure of Blume, as given above.

CHAP. CIX.

OF THE HARDY AND HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE
ORDER 3fYRlCAvCEJE.

L. Flowers unisexual; those of the two sexes upon different

plants. Male flowers in cylindrical sessile catkins. Each flower consists

of 4, rarely more, stamens : these are inserted at the base of a bractea.

Bracteas extending beyond the stamens, loosely imbricated. Female
flowers closely disposed into ovate sessile catkins, and attended by
closely imbricated bracteas. One bractea attends 2 flowers. Each flower

consists of a calyx of 2 4 very minute scales ; an ovary, to which the

scales adhere ; a short style ; and 2 long thread-shaped stigmas. Ovary
1 -celled, and including one upright ovule. Carpel involucrated by the

adherent, more or less fleshy, enlarged calyx, and so more or less resem-

bling a berry. Seed erect, exalbuminous. Species few ; natives of the

torrid and frigid zones of both hemispheres. Shrubs. Leaves alternate,

persistent, or annual ; simple in most, if not all ; generally more or less

serrated, besprinkled with resinous dots, as are the scales of the buds, and
the surface of the fruit; which yield, when rubbed, an aromatic odour.

Catkins axillary, expanding early in the following year in the kinds with
annual leaves. (T. Nees ab Esenb. Gen. PI. Fl. Ger. ; Smith Eng. Fl. ;

and observation.)
COMPTO VN/^ Gaertn. Flowers unisexual ; those of both sexes upon one

plant, and in catkins. Male catkins lateral, cylindrical, of several flowers.

Bracteas imbricated. Flower of " 3-twin
"

( Watson) stamens, seated to-

wards the base of a bractea ; sessile. Anthers 2-lobed, opening at the

side. Female catkins lateral, ovate, of several flowers. Bracteas im-

bricated. Flower of a calyx and pistil. Calyx free, flat, 6-parted ; seg-
ments slender, unequal in length ; the longest as long again as the bractea.

Ovary subglobose, depressed. Style short. Stigmas 2. Fruit 1 -celled,

ovate, hard, shining, attended by the calyx. Seed 1, oval. Species 1, a

bushy dwarfish shrub, wild in sandy, stony, or slaty woods, in North

America, from New England to Virginia. Leaves alternate, lanceolate,

pinnatifidly toothed, downy, sprinkled with golden, resinous, transparent
particles ; annual. A fragrant odour resides in the resinous particles upon
the leaves, and, it is likely, in other parts of the plant. ( Wats. Dcnd. Brit. ;

N. Du Ham. ; and observation.)

GENUS I.

r

.AfYRPCA L. THE CANDLEBERRY MYRTLE. Lin. Syst. DioeVia
Tetrandria.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 518. ; Juss., 409.; Fl. Br., 1076.; Lam., t 809. ; Gaertn., t39.: Enp.
I'l , 4- p. 238. ;

N. Du Ham
,
2. p. 189.
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th6smyrtiftlia belgica Ba'uh. Pin., 414.; R.
k. Theat., p. 1451. ; Myrica palustris Lam.;

1966

*. Gale, Pr. ;
Wachs Strauss, Ger.

ivation. From myro, to flow ; the plants being found on the banks of rivers.

Description, fyc. Aromatic shrubs ;
natives of Europe and North America.

They are of low growth, and generally require a moist, peaty soil. In

British gardens, the species are propagated by layers, the stools being planted
in moist peat soil. As the species throw up abundance of suckers, they may
be also propagated by removing them, or by division of the plant. The
American species is sometimes propagated by seeds, which should be sown
in autumn, as soon after they are received from America as possible ; for, if

kept out of the ground till spring, they will not come up till the spring follow-

ing. Plants, in the London nurseries, are from 6d. to 2s. each; at Boll-

wyller, 1 franc 50 cents ; and at New York, 37 to 50 cents.

& 1. M. GA^LE L. The Sweet Gale, Sweet Willow, Candkberry Myrtle, or

Dutch Myrtle.
Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1453. ;

Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 745. ; Fl. Br., 1076. ; Eng. Bot., t 562. ;

Hook. Scot, 288. ; Fl. Dan., t 327. ; Ehrh. PI. Off., 339. ; N. Du. Ham., 2. p. 194. ; Eng. Fl., 4.

p. 239. ; Hook. Br. FL, p. 432. ;
Lindl. Synop., p. 242. ; Mackay FL Hibern., p. 257. ; Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836.

Synonymes. Gale Raii Syn., 443., Bauh. Hist., 1. p. 2. ; la?&gnus Card. Hist., 212., Lob. Ic.,2.

p. 116. ; My>tus brabantica Ger. Emac., p. 1414. ; 7?hui

sylvestris feltera Dalech. Hist., 110. ; R. sylvestris Park
Gale, Pimento royal, Fr. ; gemeine Wachs Strauch, Ger.

Engravings. Eng. Bot., t. 562. ; Fl. Dan., t. 327. ; Hayne, t. 200. ; Lob. Ic., 2. p. 116. f. ; N. Du
Ham., 2. t. 57. ;

and our fig. 1966.

The Sexes. Both are in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddlges.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves lanceolate, serrated ; tapering
and entire at the base. Scales of the catkins

pointed. (Smith.) A deciduous aromatic shrub,
which rises with many stems, from 2 ft. to 4 ft. high ;

dividing into several slender branches, which are

covered with a ferruginous-coloured bark, sprinkled
with white dots. The leaves are alternate, on short

footstalks, obovate-lanceolate, tapering and serrated

towards the point. They are rigid, smooth on both

sides, and of a light or yellowish green, palest on the

under side. They are covered with resinous dots,

which emit a delightful fragrance when bruised. Ac-

cording to Sir W. J. Hooker, the whole "
plant

diffuses an agreeable smell :

' Gale from the bog shall waft Arabian balm.' "

Brit. jF?or.,ed.2.,p.432.

The catkins are numerous and sessile; they are formed in the course

of the summer's growth, and remain on during the winter, expanding
the following spring, before the leaves. The flower buds are above

the leaf buds, at the ends of the branches ; whence, as soon as the

fructification is completed, the end of the branch dies, the leaf buds
which are on the sides shoot out, and the stems become compound.
The scales of the male catkins are of a red shining brown ;

and the

lower ones of the female catkins have a circlet of red hairs towards the

tip. The berries are very small, and covered with resinous dots, like

the leaves. Though the male and female flowers are generally produced
on different plants, they are sometimes found on the same

plant;
a fact first

observed by John Templeton, Esq., of Belfast. (See Smith's Eng. Flora,
iv. p. 239.) The sweet gale is a native of the north and centre of

Europe, of the north of Asia, and of North America, in Pennsylvania and
Canada. In Europe, it is found in Lapland, Norway, and Sweden, France,

Germany, and the Austrian dominions, as far south as the north of Italy.
In Great Britain, it is found from Sutherland and the Grampian Mountains,
to Cornwall, as high as 1400ft. above the level of the sea; being more

hardy than the hazel. It is a native of Ireland ; and there, as every where

else, it is found almost exclusively in bogs and marshes. The gale was
noticed by all the older botanists : Ray and Bauhin (in his Historia
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Plantarum] called it Gdlc ; Carduus and L'Obel, J^aeagnus; and Dalechamp
and Parkinson, -ffhus; the latter supposing it to be the J?hus sylvestris, or

wild sumach, of Pliny ; while the Danish professor, Simon Paulli, asserted it

to be the same as the Chinese tea tree. According to Gerard, this plant, in

his time, grew so abundantly in the Isle of Ely, that the inhabitants made

faggots of it (which they called goule sheaves) to heat their ovens. In more
modern times, the twigs are laid by country people among clothes, to give
them an agreeable smell, and to keep away the moths. The Welsh lav

branches on their beds to keep off the fleas. The plant is also used, both

in Wales and Sweden, to dye wool yellow, and to tan calf-skins. The
leaves are bitter, and are sometimes used instead of hops in brewing
beer ; but, unless boiled a long time, they are reported to give a head-

ach. A strong decoction of the leaves and twigs is used, in Swe-

den, to destroy bugs; and both the Highlanders and the Welsh give
an infusion of the leaves to children, to kill worms. In Scot-

land, the inhabitants stuff' beds with the leaves. The berries

are put in beer, in the same manner as those of Cocculus

indicus, to make it heady and intoxicating ; and, when dry,

they are used, at St. Leger, in the neighbourhood of Paris,
as spice. In a fresh state, they yield an essential oil by
distillation. Linnaeus states that the catkins, when boiled,
will throw up a scum like wax. The gale is the badge of the

Highland clan Campbell. A variety with larger leaves, &c., 196f
is mentioned by Mirbel, and a figure of it given in the Mem. Mus., 14.

p. 474. t. 28., of which our^g. 1967. is a reduced copy.

ft 2. M. CERI'FERA L. The common Wax-bearing, or American. Candleberrv

Myrtle.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 745. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 260.
;
N. Du Ham., 2. p 190

Lam. Encyc., 2. p. 592. ; Lin. Sp., 1453. ; Reich., 4. p. 244. : Hort. Cliff., 455. ; Gron. Virg . 120
Kalmlt.,2.p.212.

Synonymes. M. cerifera angustifblia Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 39fi. : Mfrtus brabantica, &c , Pluk
Aim., 260. t. 48., Cat. Car., 1. p. 69. ; C^rier de la Louisiane, Fr.

Engravings. Pluk. Aim., t. 48. f. 9. ; Cat. Car., 1. 1. 69.

The Sexes. Only the male is in the Hackney Arboretum
; but, as seeds are annually imported from

America, the female is doubtless in the country in many places.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves lanceolate, pointed, serrated, flat, somewhat shining.
(Lam. Encyc.) A large shrub, from 5ft. to 12ft. high, and upwards; a
native of North America. Introduced in 1699, and flowering in May
or June.

Varieties.

* M. c. 2 latifolia Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., iii. p. 396.; M. c. media
Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., ii. p. 228.; M. carolinensis Willd. Sp. P/.

t

iv. p. 746., Ait. Hort. Kew., edit. 2., v.

p. 379., Mill. Diet., No. 3., Pursh Fl.

Amer. Sept.,\\. p. 620.; M. pennsylvanica
Lam. Encyc. ii. p. 592., N. Du Ham., ii.

p. 190. t. 55., and our/g. 1968.; M. c.

sempervirens Hort. ; Myrtus brabantica

Cat. Car., i. t. 13. ; Cerier de Pennsyl-
vanie, Fr., Carolinischer Wachstrauch,
Ger. The broad-leaved American Candle-

berryMyrtle. This variety has the leaves

broader than those of the species, and an
arborescent stem. According to the Nou-
veau Du Hamel, it is hardier than M.

|i ]ggg
cerifera ; and, in the garden at Malmaison,
near Paris, has attained the height of 8 ft. ft is mentioned by
Catesby, as having its leaves broader, and more serrated, than the
common American candleberry myrtle ; and it

appears that it was
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cultivated in England before 1730, as it is included in the Hortus

Anglicus, published in that year.

M. c. 3 pnmila Michx. Fl. Amer., ii. p. 228., Pursh Fl. Amer., Sept., ii. p. 60., has the
leaves linear-lanceolate. In the Nouveau Du Hamel, it is suggested that this is only a
variation produced by some difference of climate or soil. It is very low, and its leaves
are not larger than those of the sweet gale of Europe.

Description, $c. The American candleberry myrtle is a large evergreen

shrub, growing to the height of 12 ft. and upwards, in favourable situations,

and forming a thick bush. Its general appearance and habits closely resemble
those of the European species ; the leaves are, however, larger, and more
serrated ; they are evergreen, and, in M. c. latifolia, greatly resemble those

of the sweet bay. The male catkins are axillary and sessile; but have not

the shining scales of the -Myrica Gale. The fruits are globose drupes, about

the bigness of a grain of black pepper ; covered with an unctuous substance

as white as snow, which gives them the appearance of a kind of sugar plum.
The candleberry myrtle is found in North America, from Virginia to Caro-

lina; and the varieties, in New England and Pennsylvania : the species, and
M. c. pumila, often in dry shady woods ; while the broad-leaved variety, like

the Afyrica Gale of Europe, delights in wet places about swamps or rivers.

A kind of candleberry myrtle is found in Canada ; but it appears to belong
to Jfyrica Gale, and not to M. cerifera. The principal, if not the only, use

made of the candleberry myrtle, in America, is the collecting from it of its

resinous wax. This substance, according to Duplessy, was formerly procured
by gathering the berries carefully with the stalk attached, and boiling them
till they burst, when the oily matter they contained rose to the surface ; it was
then skimmed off, and set aside to harden, till it became a substance of about
the consistence of putty, and of a greenish colour, which was easily blanched,
and was readily inflammable when made into candles. A better way is said

to be, pouring boiling water on the berries, by which means a purer wax is

extracted, of a pale yellow colour. The candleberry wax is so brittle, that a

piece will break if let fall : it may also be reduced to powder, like common
resin. It becomes, however, soft, like common wax, by pressure. When
made into candles, it is necessary to mix it with bees' wax, or a little suet.

The water in which the berries were boiled or infused is used to give a greater

degree of firmness to tallow candles. (Vegetaux Resineux, ii. p. 60.) Culti-

vated trees are said to yield more wax than those that are found wild. The
candles formed of this wax burn long, and yield a grateful smell (Smith's Corr.

of Linn.) ; and they are said to have the advantage of producing an agreeable
aromatic fragrance when they are blown out, or otherwise extinguished. Ac-

cording to Kalm, a soap is made from the wax, and it is used by surgeons
for plasters. In Carolina, a kind of sealing-wax is made of it ;

and the root

is accounted a specific in the toothach. This shrub has been cultivated in

English shrubberies since 1699; and there are plants of it at the Duke of

Devonshire's villa at Chiswick, and at various other places in the neighbour-
hood of London, from 6 ft. to 8 ft. high. In France and Germany, it has been
cultivated with a view to its producing wax ; and it is said to thrive in sandy

peat, rather moist, and to produce an abundant crop of berries every year. In

Prussia, it has been cultivated in a garden on the banks of the Spree, near

Berlin, in lat. 5253/

; which is nearly 1^ degree farther north than London,
but where the mean annual temperature is 2 9' higher than London ; and
wax and candles have been made from the fruit. It has been suggested

by Dr. Hamilton (Card. Mag. y vol. i. p. 403.), that it might be cultivated for

the same purpose in high sandy wastes in Hampshire, and other parts in the

south of England.

App. i. Half-hardy Species of Myrica, cultivated in British

Gardens.
M. Faya Ait. Hart. Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 397., N. Du Ham., 2. p. 194., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, and our

Jig. 1969. ; the Azores Candleberry Myrtle; has the leaves elliptic-lanceolate, somewhat serrate. Male
catkins compound. Drupe with a 4-celIed nucleus. (Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 747.) An evergreen shnib,
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a native of Madeira and the Azores. Introduced in 1777, by Mr.

Masson, and flowering in June and July. There are plants at

Messrs. Loddiges's.
M. serruta Lara. Encyc., 2. p. 593., N. Du Ham., 2. p. 192. ;

M. sethiopica Lin. Syst., 884., Reich. \. p. 424. ;
M. conifera

Harm. Prod., 27., Pluk. Ptiyt., t. 48. f. 8. Leaves linear-lanceo-

late, pointed, deeply and somewhat doubly serrated. (Lam.
Encyc.) An upright-growing evergreen shrub, about 2ft. high,
with very glabrous leaves, of a beautiful green ; the old ones
somewhat drooping. The name alludes to the serratures of the

leaves, which are very deep and open. The berries resemble

those of 3f. cerifera ;
but they are black when quite ripe, and

preserve a point at the summit. A native of the Cape of Good

Hope. Introduced by Mr. F. Masson, in 1793.

M. qucrctfulia Lin. Sp. PL, 1453., Reich., 4. p. 424., Burm. Fl.

Ind., t 98. f. 1., Hort. Cliff:, 456., Pluk. Aim., t. 424., N. Du
Mam., 2. p. 193., Lam. Encyc., 2. p. 593., Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836;
/,atirus africana, &c., Cam. Hort., 2. t. 81., Raii Supp. Dend.,
85. ; has the leaves ovate-wedge-shaped, sinuate, serrated, blunt-

ish ; the divisions often angular. (Lam. Encyc.) A shrub, ft or 3 ft. high, with numerous reddish

and slightly tomentose branches. The leaves are quite smooth, and dotted. A native of the Cape ;

flowering in June and July. Introduced before 1752, as it was cultivated in that year by Miller.

M. q. hirsuta Mill. Diet, Ait. Hort Kew., edit. 2., v. p. 380., only differs from the preceding in

having the leaves hairy.
M. cordifdlia Lin. Sp., 1454., Reich., 4. p. 245., Hort Cliff!, 456., Pluk. Phyt, t. 319. f. 7., N. Du

Ham., 2. p. 193., Roy Lugdb., 527 ;
Alaternoldes /'licis f&Iio, &c., Walt. Hort., 3. t. 3. ; M. foliis sub-

cord&tis. &c., Burm. Afr., t. 98. f. 3.
;
Gale capensis, c , Petiu. Mus., 774. ; Coriotragematoddndros

/'licis aculeate fblio Pluk. Aim., 65., Pluk. Phyt., t 319. f.7.; A/, capensis Lodd. Cat., 1836; has

the leaves somewhat cordate, serrate, sessile. (Lin.) An upright-growing evergreen shrub, with

wand-like branches; downy and reddish when young, and much leafed; according to the Nouveau
Du Hamel, the most ornamental species of the genus. The leaves are numerous, small, heart-

shaped, and dentated. It flowers in May and June. The berries are rather

larger than those of M. cerifera. A native of the Cape, cultivated 1759, by Miller.

Thunberg, in his Travels, says :
" The branches of the wax shrub (Myrlca cordi-

folia), the berries ofwhich are covered with a fat substance, resembling bees' wax,
were put whole into a pot of boiling water, in order to melt and skim off the wax.
It resembles grey impure wax, is harder than tallow, and somewhat softer than
wax. The farmers use it for candles ; and the Hottentots eat it like a piece of

bread, with or without meat." (Thunberg's Travels, i. p. 167.) We have little

doubt that this species would thrive against a conservative wall.

App. ii. Half-hardy Species ofMyrica not

yet introduced*

M. spathulata Mirb. Me"m. Mus., 14. p. 474. t. 28. f. 1. ; and our Jig. 1970.
Leaves spathulate, blunt, quite entire, glabrous. Male catkins sessile, axillary,

solitary, shorter than the petioles. A tree, with smooth, cylindrical branches.
Leaves 1 in. to 21 in. long, and Jin. to 1 in. broad. Found in Madagascar by
M. Perodet.

GENUS II.

1970

COMPTOVN/^ Banks. THE COMPTONIA. Lin. Syst. MonoeVia Triandria.

Identification. Gsertn. Fruct, 1. p. 58. ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 45.

Synonymcs. Liquid&mbar Lin. Sp. ; A/yrlca Lin. Hort. Cliff"., 456., Gron. Virg., 2. p. 155. ; Gulf
Petiv. Mus., 773. ; Comptone, Fr. ; Comptonie, Ger.

Derivation. Named in honour of Henry Compton, Bishop of London, the introducer and cultivator
of many curious exotic plants, and one of the greatest patrons of botany and gardening of his time.

Description, $c. A low evergreen shrub, a native of North America, in

moist peaty soils, nearly allied to Myrica. Only one species has hitherto

been described.

* 1. C. ^SPLENIFO V
LIA Banks. The Asplenium-leaved Comptonia.

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 334.
; Gjcrtn. Fruct, 1. p. 58. ; L'Herit. Stirp., nov. ed., 2.

t. 58. ; N. Du Ham., 2. p. 46. : Dend. Brit, t. 166. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 635. ; Lodd.
Cat, ed. 1836.

Synonymes. Liquid&mbar asplenifblium Lin. Sp., 1418., Du Ham. Arb., 1. p. 366. ; L. peregrinum
Lin. Syst., 86()., Reich., 4. p. 171. ; A/yrlca Lin. Hort. Cliff., 456., Gron. Virg., 155., Cold. Novel.,
224., Mill. Diet., No. 4.

; Gale mariana Pet. Mus., 773. ; Myrtus brabantica? afflnis Pluk. Phyt.,
t. 100. f. 6, 7. ; The sweet Fern Bush, Amer.

Ensravings. Pluk. Phyt, t. 100, f. 6, 7. ;
N. Du Ham., t 11. ; Dend. Brit, t 166.

; and our fig.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves long, linear, alternate, crenately pinnatifid.

( Wtild. Sp. Pl. t iv. p. 320.) A deciduous shrub, 3 ft. or 4 ft. high. The young
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branches are downy. Leaves alternate, oblong,

linear; cut on each side into rounded and numerous
lobes, like tluxe of the ceterach; and sprinkled with

shining dots, like those of the gales. The male cat-

kins are oblong and sessile; female catkins sessile,

solitarv, lateral, and bristly, with numerous filaments.

According to Pursh, the whole plant, when rubbed,
has a roinous scent. A native of North America,
from New England to Virginia, in sandy, stony, or -

slatv woods. It was introduced in 1714, by the

Duchess of Beaufort. The shrub is very hardy, but

it requires peat earth and a shady situation. It may -

be propagated by layers, suckers, or seeds. The first

and second methods are the most common, as good
seeds can rarely be procured. Plants, in the Lon-
don nurseries, are from [s. to Is. 6d. each ; at Boll-

,,

wyller, 3 francs; and at New York, 37 i cents.

CHAP. CX.

OF THE HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER
CASUARAV

CE;.
r

l'u is remarkable family consists of branchy trees, the branches of which

are in all cases, when fully grown,
"
long, drooping, green, and wiry, with

very small scale-like sheaths, in the room of leaves. The flowers are unisexual,
and disposed in verticillate spikes; they have neither calyx nor corolla, are

monandrous, and their ovaries are lenticular, with a solitary erect ovule. The
fruit consists of hardened bracts, enclosing the small caryopses, or nut-like

seeds, which are winged." (Linill. in Paini/ O/r.) Natives of Asia, Australia,

and Polynesia. This order was formerly considered to belong to Conf ferae
;

but is now placed by botanists next to J/yricacece. The timber of some of

the species forms the beef-wood of the New South Wales colonists, and is

of excellent quality. In British gardens, the plants are more hardy than most
of the Australian trees ; and, in warm situations in Devonshire, or sheltered

by evergreens in other [tarts of the south of England, would probably attain

a timber-like si/e without any care or trouble whatever.

Gixiifirhifi
cfjitist'/ijii/ia

Ait. Hort. Ke\v., iii. p. .'i^O., Willd. Sp. PI., iv. p. 190.,

Hot. ( 'al., t. fid?., and our ///. 1 (ft'2. ;
( '. littorea Rni])li. A>///>., iii. t. .'">?. ; Swamp

Oak, Austral.', Eilao a Eeuilles de Prele, /'/-. Monavious. Branchlets weak,
round. Scales of the strobiles unarmed, villous; sheaths of the male 7-parted,
ciliated. A lofty tree, \\itli a lai'L'c trunk, and numerous branches. These
branches are long, slender, wand-like, cylindrical, weak, and drooping, bearing
a L'reat resemblance to those of the common horsetail. Six or seven scales,

or teeth, on each branch, serve instead of leaves. The catkins are upright
and terminal; the scale-, of the cones are downy; and those of the male cat-

kins are ciliated. In Australia, it flowers in October and November. It is a

native of the East Indies, New Holland, and the South Sea Islands; from

\\hich last country it was introduced in 17 (in, by Admiral Byron. Eroin

the cone-like shape of its fruit, it was at first supposed to belong to the Co-

nifene, and was railed the' Tinian pine. It stands out in the climate of

London; and there is a tree in the garden ol"\Vm. Bromley, Esq., 1 1 It. high,
of which our fin. lf>7^. is a portrait, taken in ]*.'>}. In the Transactions of the

Horticultural Society for IMs i* an account, accompanied by a figure of the

entire tree, of a .species of ('asuariiia then Crowing in the gardens of Bel-

\rdere, near Weimar, communicated by His Koyal Highness diaries Angus-
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1972

tus Grand-Duke of Saxe-

Weimar. The species of

Casuarina here alluded to

was sent to Weimar origin-

ally under the name of Ca-

suarina equisetifolia Linn. ;

and was, in the year 1810,

but a very small shrub, not

more than 3ft. high, and

the trunk three fourths of

an inch in diameter. In that

year, it was planted in the

open air, in good soil, con-

taining a portion of calca-

reous matter, the substra-

tum of the country being of

that nature. It was so

placed as to receive the full

influence of the sun in sum-

mer, and to be protected
from the northern and

eastern winds. In the

winter, it was covered with

a temporary building, which

was warmed by fire, so

as to exclude the frost.

The height of the tree, in 1818, was 16ft. 6 in., the circumference of the

head 42 ft., and that of the trunk nearly 20 in. Near to this tree was

another, which was planted in 1813. It was sent from Paris to Weimar
in a flower-pot, and was then a very small shrub. In 1818, it had already
reached the height of 8 ft., and the trunk was nearly 2 in. in diameter.

The larger tree flowered in 1818, but without producing any seed, being

evidently a dioecious plant. With regard to the botanical character of this

casuarina some doubts have arisen. It does not seem to be the species

usually called equisetifolia. The Belvedere plant appeared, in 1818, to be

clearly dioecious : it was covered with male flowers, and not a single female

was to be seen. Whether this arose from the circumstance that, in monoecious

plants, one set of flowers sometimes so strongly predominates as to render

the other imperceptible, and that a sort of equality between the two sets of

flowers only takes place as the plant advances in age; or that the plant in

question was not C. equisetifolia, but another species of the genus, which is

dioecious ; is uncertain.

C. nod\flvra Forst Prod., No. 335., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 190. Moncecious. Branchlets erect, te-

tragonal. Scales of the strobiles unarmed, glabrous. Sheaths of the male 4-cleft, glabrous. A tree,
15ft. high ;

a native of New Caledonia. Introduced in 1823.
C. distyla Vent. Cels., t. 62., Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 191. Dioecious. Branchlets erect, round. Scales

of the strobiles unarmed, ciliated. Sheaths of the male 7-cleft, somewhat ciliated. Flowers 2-styled.
A tree, 15 ft high ; a native of New Holland. Introduced in 1812.

C. stricta Ait. Hort Kew., 3. p. 320., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. ',p. 190., Bet. Rep., t. 346. Diacious.
Branchlets erect, furrowed Scales of the strobiles unarmed, smoothish. Sheaths of the male mul-

tifid, glabrous. A tree, a native of New Holland. Introduced in 1775, by Messrs. Kennedy and Lee.

It flowers in November and December. There is a plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
which has stood against a conservative wall since 1830 ;

and there are plants at Messrs. Loddiges's.
C. toruldsa Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 320., Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 191. The cork-barked Casuarina.

Dioacious. Branchlets weak. Scales of the strobiles villous, tuberculate, rough. Sheaths of the male
4-cleft A large tree, a native of Holland. Introduced in 1772, by Sir Joseph Banks. There are

plants at Messrs. Loddiges's.

Culture, $c. As all the above species are probably equally hardy, we
would recommend as many of them as possible to be got, and planted in warm

situations, in dry, sandy, pine or fir woods, where they would be thoroughly
sheltered. The pines should be at least 6 ft. or 8 ft. higher than the casua-

rinas ; but their branches should never be allowed to come nearer them than

within 2 ft. or 3 ft. ; and the roots of the pine trees, on the side next the

casuarina, should be cut off annually with a spade. As the casuarina in-
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creases in size, the pines or firs surrounding it should have their branches
cut in, or the trees should be cut down, so as to allow the former room to

expand on every side, and to increase its power of resisting cold and wind,
as it increases in size. Ultimately, a space of such dimensions might be left

round it as to admit of a spectator looking at the top of the tree, at an angle
of vision of from 30 to 35. We mention this angle of vision, because

experience proves that no tree or other object can be seen to the greatest ad-

vantage when the angle of vision is either much greater, or much less, than
from 30 to 35. The casuarinas, when grown in pots, thrive well in equal
parts of sand, loam, and peat : but, in the open ground, a sandy loam, with
a dry subsoil, would probably suit them best ; because, in such a soil, they
would probably not make more wood than they could ripen before winter.

They are all propagated by seeds, but would probably succeed by cuttings of
the points of the shoots, in sand, under a bell-glass.

CHAP. CXI.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER GNJSTA^CEJE.

.E'PHEDRA Tourn. Devoid of obvious leaves. Leaves scale-like, opposite,
in pairs ; the direction of the pairs decussating. Flowers unisexual ; those

of the two sexes upon distinct plants. Male. Flowers in axillary groups.
Flowers in the group opposite, in pairs ; the pairs decussate in direction ;

each pair subtended by a perfoliate bractea. Calyx tubular, bifid in the

upper part ; first including, then surrounding, a straight column situated at

its base, extended beyond its tip, and there divided into 2 8 short pedicels,

proper to as many anthers : each anther has two cells, and each cell opens

by a terminal hole. Female. Flowers borne about the terminal parts of

a branch, or of branches ;
in pairs : the pairs 1 2 together, at the tips of

axillary peduncles ; or 3 together at the tip of a branch. Each flower

consists of an ovule, plano-convex, upright, perfoliated at the tip, and ter-

minated by a style-like hollow process, formed from the secundine of the

nucleus. The ovules are disposed 2 together, with their flat faces approx-
imate ; and the 2 are bracteated by perfoliate decussate bracteas. Each

ovule, if not abortive, becomes a seed. The seeds are partly invested with

the uppermost and upper of the bracteas, enlarged, and rendered fleshy.

Embryo in the centre of fleshy albumen. Radicle uppermost. Species

few, natives of the temperate parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa. Shrubs
;

much branched. Stem and branches jointed, and separable at the joints.

(T. Nees ab Esenb. Gen. PI. Fl. Ger.; Lindl. Nat. Syst. Bot. ; and obser-

vation.)

GENUS I.

E'PHEDRA L. THE EPHEDRA. Lin. Syst. DiceVia Monadelphia.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 1136. ; Reich., 1242. ; Schreb., 1554. ; Tourn., 447. ;
N. Du Ham., 3.

p 17.

Derivation. From ephedra, the Greek name for the tfippOris, or Horsetail, which it resembles.

Description, $c. Low shrubs ; evergreen, from the colour of the bark of

their branches, and in that respect resembling the genera Casuarina and Equi-
setum. They are natives of the south of Europe, Barbary, and Siberia, on

the sea chore", or in saline or sandy wastes ;
and they have been but little sub-

jected to cultivation. They might, however, be used in ornamental scenery
as evergreens, and even cultivated for their fruit ; which, in their native coun-
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tries, ripens in spring, becoming succulent, like a little mulberry, with a slightly

acid, and yet sugary and agreeable, taste. In the warmer parts of the south

of England, this fruit might be cultivated so as to become valuable for the

dessert ;
from its ripening at a time when no other fruit in the open air in

Britain is ever found ripe. The plants, when allowed to grow to their full

size, form evergreen bushes ; not by the colour of their leaves, which are

scarcely perceptible, except when very closely observed ; but by the deep

green bark of the shoots, which, in old plants, are very numerous, and form a

dense head. According to Du Hamel, they bear the shears well, and form

beautiful round balls, which may either be made to appear as if lying on the

ground, or may be trained on a short stem. The lower sorts, Du Hamel

continues, may be clipped to resemble turf; and for that purpose the plant

may be valuable, in some parts of Australia and Africa, to form lawns which

shall create an allusion to temperate climates. The saving by using such

plants as E'phedra, which would require little or no watering, instead of a

great deal, as the European grasses would do in such a climate, would be very

considerable.

1. E. DISTA'CHYA L. The two-spiked Ephedra, Great shrubby Horse-

tail, or Sea Grape.
'

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1472. ;
N. Du Ham., 3. p. 19. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 16.

SunoHumes. fi'phedra vulgfcris Rich.

Mem. Con>/.,p. 26. t. 4. f.l. ; Polygonum
marinum Tabern. Ic., 836. ; P. quar-
tum Plinii' Clus.Hist.,92., Icon., t.836.;

P. lamifolium, &c., Bauh. Pin., 15.;

tf'phedra maritimamajor Town. Inst.,

663., Schaw. Sp., No.214., N. Du Ham.,
t. 1. p. 220. ; TYhgos Cam. Hort., t. 46. ;

Raisin de Mer, Ephedre multiflore,

Fr Zweyahriger Ross Schwanz Ger.

The Sexes. Both are figured in Taber-

naemontanus, in Clusius, and in Ri-

chard.

Engravings. Tabern. Ic., 836. ;
Clus.

Icon., t. 836. ;
Camer. Hort., t. 46. ;

Schkuhr Hand., 3. t. 339. ; Du Ham.,
t.l. pi. 92. ;

Rich. Mem. Conif., t. 4.

f. 1. ; and ourJigs. 1973. and 1974.

Spec. Char., c^c. Peduncles opposite. Catkins twin. (Lin.} A small ever-

green shrub, with numerous cylindrical wand-like branches, articulated,
and furnished at each articula-

tion with two small linear leaves.

A native ofthe south of France
and Spain, in sandy soils on the
sea shore, where it grows to the

height of 3 ft. or 4 ft. ; and flow-
ers in June and July, ripening
its berries a short time after-

wards. It was cultivated in Eng-
land before 1570, by Matthias
L'Obel ; but, as far as we have

observed, justice has never been
done to this, or any other spe-
cies of E'phedra in British gar-
dens. There are plants in the
Hammersmith Nursery, in the
Twickenham Botanic Garden,
in the Horticultural Society's
Garden, at Kew, and at Messrs.

Loddiges.

. 2. E. MONOSTA^CHYA L. The one-spiked Ephedra, or Small shrubby
Horsetail.

IdsntiJIcathm, Lin. Sp., 1472. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 116.
;
N. Du Ham., 3. p. 18.

6 s

1973

1971
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Synonymes. JF.petlolis sae'pe pluribus, &c., Gmel. Sib., 1. p. 171. ; E. minima, &c., Amm. Ruth.,
354.

;
E. polygonoldes Pall. Ross. ; Ephfedre mineure, Ephedre de Siberie, Fr.

The Sexes. There are male plants at Messrs. Loddiges's.

Engravings. Gmel. Sib., 1. p. 171. f. 1. ; Amm. Ruth.,t. 26. ; Dend. Brit, t. 142 . ;

and ourfigs. 1975. and 1976., of the male plant

Spec. Char., $c. Peduncles many. Catkins solitary. (Z,m.)
This shrub is much smaller, and hardier, than E. distachys
It is a native of Siberia, near salt springs, and in saline

wastes ; and, according to Pallas, is
" common in

the southern parts of Russia, from the Don and
the Volga to the Leira. It is also found in

Persia and India. It occurs very plentifully
near the Irtis, sometimes covering large spaces,
and having beautifully coloured berries. The

Kergisi use the ashes of the wood for snuff."

1975 (Pall. Fl. Ross.} The plant was introduced into

Britain by Messrs. Kennedy and Lee, in 1772.

3. E. ALTI'SSIMA Desf. The loftiest Ephedra.

Identification. Desf. Fl. Alt, 2. p. 371. t 253. ; N. Du. Ham., 3. p. 18. ; Rich. Mem. Conif., p. 29.

t. 4. f. 8.

Synonymes. ZJ'phedra sive Anabasis
Bell urn*, &c. Tourn. Ins., 663., Vaill.

Herb., Hall. Stirp. Helv., Du Ham.
Arb., t. 1. p. 220. ; Polygonum ma.
ritimum scandens Bauh. Pin., 15.

1977

1976

The Sexes. Th3 male is figured in the

Nouveau Du Hamel, and both sexes

in Richard.
Eneravines. N. Du Ham., t. 6. ; Desf.

Fl. Atl, 2. t 253.; Rich. Mem.
Conif., t 4. f.2. ;

and our fig. 1977.

of the male, from the N. Du Ham. ;
and figs. 1978. and 1979., showing both sexes, from Richard.

Spec. Char., SfC. Shrubby. Branchlets divaricate, numerous, climbing. Female catkins on foot-

stalks, solitary. (Desf.) A woody shrub, growing to theheightof15 ft or 20 ft. ;
a native of Barba-

ry, where it was disco-

vered by Desfontaines,
and introduced by him
into France in 1786. It

flowers there in winter,
and ripens its fruit in

spring. Desfontaines
describes it as climbing
up among other shrubs
and low trees ; as en-

during the winters of /
France when sheltered

[[I

a little from the north \K~
winds; and as having
a most singular aspect,
which, he thinks, might
be turned to very good
account in the Jardins
Anglais Plants might
surely be procured from
the Paris Garden, and
tried first against a conservative wall, and next among deciduoui shrub*. It is said to have been
introduced m 1825 ; but we have never seen a plant
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4. E. FRA'GILIS Desf. The fragile Ephedra.

Identification. Desf. Fl. Alt., 2. p. 372. ; N. Du Ham., 3. p. 19.

Synonymt-s. E. cretica Tour. Cor., '>:>., Vail. Her.; /Jquisetum montanum oretiouni Alp. Ex. 141.

The Sexes. The female is figured in Alp. Exot., t. 141.

Engraving. Alp. Exot., 141.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Catkins sessile ; the male ones aggregate. Articulations of the branches separable.

(Desf.} A shrub, between 2 ft. and 3 ft. high, with cylindrical branches, slightly striated ; a native
of Spain, and of the sea coast of the south of France, but not yet introduced into Britain.

* 5. E. AMERICA'NA Willd. The American Ephedra.
Identification. Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 860. ;

Kunth in Humb. et Bonpl. Nov. Gen. 2.

p. 2.
; Rich. Mt'm. Conif., p. 21.

The Sexes. Both are on the same plant, as

described and figured by Richard.

Engravings. Rich. Mem. Conif., t. 29. f. 2. ;

and our fig. 1980.

Spec. Char. Stems erect Branches and
branchlets crowded, erect, round, slender.
Leaves consisting of a sheath, or 2 semi-
oval acuminate scales, spreading or relaxed,
and in the fertile branches somewbat dis-

tinct
;

in the sterile ones adhering, so as to

form a short tube. Flowers monoecious :

male and female on the same branchlets, w
but from different joints ;

those of the male
inferior and fewer in number ; heads of
flowers crowded round one joint, aggregate, subsessile, on short stalks. (Rick.} Found by Hum-
boldt and Bonpland in Quito, at an elevation of almost 7000 ft. ; flowering in January. Not yet

introduced, though probably quite hardy.

CHAP. CXII.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER TAXA^CEJE.

TVxus Tourn. Flowers unisexual, axillary ; those of the two sexes upon
distinct plants. Male flower. It consists of anthers upon short pedicels,
at the top of a column that has imbricate scales at the base : these had en-

veloped the column and anthers before they were protracted. The anther

consists of 4, 5, 6, or rarely more, 1-celled lobes, attached to a connectivum,
whose tip is a horizontal shield, lobed at the edge ; its lobes corresponding
in number and place with those of the anther, and covering them : the cells

open longitudinally. Female flower. An erect ovule, perforate at the tip ;

and an unobvious annular disk at its base; and, exterior to this, there

are investing imbricate scales. Fruit. The disk, at the base of the ovule,
becomes a fleshy open cup, that surrounds the lower part of the seed, which
is exposed in the remaining part : the scales are at the base of the cup,
outside : the seed is like a nut. Leaves evergreen, linear-acute, rigid, more
or less 2-rowed in direction. (Nees ab Esenb.; and J. D.'s observation.)

SALISBU N
R/^ Smith. Flowers unisexual ; those of the two sexes upon dis-

tinct plants. Male. Flowers in tapering, decurved, bractless catkins, which
are borne several from one bud ; and situated outwardly to a tuft of leaves

borne from the centre of the same bud. Flowers many in a catkin, each

appearing as a stamen only, and consisting of a short filament-like stalk ;

and two cases of pollen attached very near to its tip, and a scale that ter-

minates it. Female. Flowers borne from a bud, from which leaves are

produced also ; and on peduncles, either singly, or several on the pedicels
of a branched peduncle. Flower seated in a shallow cup, formed of the

dilated tip of the peduncle or pedicel, and consisting of a rather globose

calyx, contracted to a point, and then expanded into a narrow limb, and

including an ovary. The calyx is fleshy and persistent, and becomes a

drupaceous covering to a nut, which is rather egg-shaped, and very slightly

compressed. Embryo straight, cylindrical. Cotyledons two, very long.

Species 1 ; a native of Japan ; a large tree, with a lofty straight stem.
Leaves with long petioles ; and disks tranversely rhomboidal, divided part of
the way down into 2 or more lobes ;

and coriaceous and striated ; in groups,
or alternately. ( Richard, Smith, Watson, Jacquin, and observation.)
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GENUS I.

TA'XUS L. THE YEW. Lin. Syst. Dioe^cia Monadelphia.
Identification. Lin. Gen., 532. ; Juss, 412.

;
Fl. Br., 1086. ; Tourn., t. 362. ; Lam., t. 829. ; Gaertn.

t 81. ;
N. Du Ham., 1. p. 61. ;

Rich. Mem. Conif., p. 131. 1 2.

Derivation. From toxon, a bow j being formerly much used in making them : or from taxis, ar-

rangement ;
from the leaves being arranged on the branches like the teeth of a comb : or from

toxicum, poison ; though Pliny says that poison (toxicum) was so named from this tree, which was
considered poisonous. The derivation of the term Yew is supposed to be from the Celtic word iu>,

sometimes pronounced if, and signifying verdure ; alluding to the yew being an evergreen ; and
this will also explain the French name, ;/.

Description, fyc. Evergreen low trees, with numerous, mostly linear, and
entire leaves ;

natives of Europe and North America.

I 1. T. BACCAVTA L The berried, or common, Yew
Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1472. ;

Willd. Sp., 4. p. 856. ; Fl. Br., 1086. ; Eng. Bot., t. 746. : Hook.
Scot., 290.'; Lightf., 626. ;

Fl. Dan., 1. 1240. ; Bull. Fr., t.136.
; Dicks. H. Sice. Fasc., 16. 6. ; Ehrh.

Arb., 50. ; N. Du Ham., 1. p. 62. ; Eng. FL, 4. p. 252.
;
Hook. Br. FL, p. 434. ; Mackay FL Hibern.

p. 259. ;
Lindl. Synops.,p. 241.

Synonymes. Taxus, No. 1663., Hall. Hist., 2. p. 322., Raii Syn., 445., Ger. Em.,13iQ., Bauh.
Hist., 1. p 241., Matth. Valgr. t 2. p. 444., Cam. Epit., 840. ; If, Fr.

; Ifenbaum, Ihenbaum, or

Eihenbaum, Ger. ; Taxo, Ital. ;
Texo Span.

The Sexes. The yew being almost always raised from seed, the male and female plants may be sup-
posed to be nearly equally distributed, both in natural woods and in artificial plantations. Ac-
cording toMiller and Lamarck, both sexes are sometimes found on the same tree

;
and the fact will

be found confirmed in a future page. As far as we have been able to observe, says White of Sel-

borne, the male tree becomes much larger than the female one. (Nat. Hist, of Selb., ed. 1789.)
Engravings. Eng. Bot., t 746. ;

Fl. Dan., t. 1240. ;
Bull. Fr., 1. 136. ; Ger. Emac., 1370. f. ; Bauh.

Hist, 1. p. 241. f. ;
Matth. Valgr., 2. p. 444. f. ; Cam. Epit., p. 840. f.

; N. Du Ham., 1. t. 19. ;

Blackw., t. 572. ;
Du Ham. Arb., 2. t. 86. : Oelhaf. Abbild., t. 23, 24. ; Ga?rtn. Fruct, t. 91. f. 6 ;

and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves 2-ranked, crowded, linear, flat. Receptacle of the

barren flowers globular. (Smith Eng. Fl.) A tree, indigenous to most

parts of Europe ; flowering in March and April, and ripening its fruit in

September.
Varieties.

.t T. b. 2 fastigidta ; T. fastigiata Lindl. ; T. hibernica Hook., Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836 ; our fig. 1981. of the natural size, and the plate of this tree

in our last Volume. The upright, or

Florence Court, Yew ;
the Irish Yew.

This is a very distinct variety, readily

distinguished from the species by its

upright mode of growth, and deep

green leaves, which are not in ranks

like those of the common yew, but

scattered, as shown in fig. 1981. All

the plants ofthis variety in cultivation

are of the female sex ; and the fruit

is oblong, and not roundish, as in the

common variety. The finest speci-

mens, Mr. Mackay informs us (Fl.

Htiern., p. 260.), grow at Comber, in

the county of Down, and near the

town of Antrim ; where they are sup-

posed to have been planted before

1 780. This variety was first observed

at Florence Court, near which, on the

mountains of Fermanagh, our corre-

spondent Mr. Young informs us, the

original tree still exists in a healthy and

vigorous state. Fig. 1982., to a scale

of 1 in. to 1 2 ft., is a portrait of one of

the trees at Comber, which grows in
'
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the shrubbery of James Andrews, Esq., from a drawing by W. G.

Johnson, Esq., of Fortfield, near Belfast, kindly procured for us

by Mr. Mackay. The drawing was accompanied by the following

description, by Mr. C. J. Andrews,
the son of the proprietor of the tree:

This yew is 21ft. high; the di-

ameter of the head is 16ft. Gin.,

and the circumference of the trunk,

at 1 ft. from the ground, is 4 ft. 5 in.
" The tree resembles an inverted cone

formed of numerous richly foliated

tapering branches, of a deep green,
and studded, in autumn, with scarlet

coral-coloured berries. The head of

the tree is formed by numerous
branches springing up from a main

stem of only 1 ft. Gin. high. These
branches vary much in thickness and

height; about ten of the largest
I982

having the diameter of a foot each. Their form and growth are, how-

ever, very uniform, being richly encircled with innumerable small

plume-like shoots, growing vertically along the main branches, of

about 6 in. in length, and thickly clothed with narrow decussated

leaves of about 1 in. in length ; and all so feathering the several

arms, as to form the lengthened plumes exhibited by the drawing ;

about fifty of which easily waved sombre plumes form the top of

the tree. The exact age of this yew is unknown : it was planted

by John Andrews, Esq., father of its present owner ; and it has

been certainly 50 years in its present situation. This kind of yew is

now very generally and extensively planted here in ornamental plant-
ations ; and I can trace much of its propagation, even in Dublin,
to the trees sent thither as presents by my grandfather. C. J. A.,

Dublin, Nov. 1836." There are two trees' of this variety at Nether

Place, near Mauchline, Ayrshire, respecting which the following
information has been transmitted to us by Mr. John Davidson,

gardener, at Nether Place. " In compliance with your request I

have again measured the Irish yews in Mr. Campbell's garden at

Nether Place. I cannot ascertain the age of the trees, but I am
informed by Miss Campbell, that, about 40 or 50 years ago, they
failed at their tops, and were then cut over, which, indeed, appears
evident on examining the trunks. There are now 66 upright
branches from the one trunk, and 56 upright branches from the

other, each measuring from 6 in. to 2 ft. in circumference. In ap-

pearance the two trees are exactly alike : the larger is 22 ft. 6 in.,

and the smaller 20 ft. 8 in. in height ; the circumference of the

larger head is 66 ft. 9 in., and of the smaller 66 ft. 3 in. ; the circum-

ference of the larger trunk is 9 ft., and of the smaller 8 ft. ; and
the trunk of each tree rises about 2ft. from the soil before it begins
to throw out branches. Both trees are in perfect health. These

yews must be of slow growth ; since, 10 years ago, I propagated some

plants from the old trees, and the greatest progress they have made
in that space of time is 5 ft. 6 in. in height." A beautiful drawing of

one of these trees, was sent to us by Mr. Davidson, but it came too

late to be engraved. One at Balcarras, in Fifeshire, was, in 1834,
15 ft. high. This variety is readily propagated by cuttings put in

in autumn in sand, and covered with a hand-glass. It well deserves

culture, more especially in small gardens.
* - T. b. 3 procumbcns ; T. proctimbens Lodd. Cdl.

y ed. 1836; is a low
and somewhat trailing shrub, not very common in collections. It is
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propagated by layers; and there are plants of it at Messrs. Loddiges's.
It appears to be nothing more than a stunted variety of the common
yew, and to be identical with the T. canadensis of Willdenow, and
the T. b. minor of the elder Michaux; but, as we have only seen

small plants of it and of T. canadensis, we have thought it worth
while to keep the latter separate for the present.

m T. b. 4 erects, the upright yew, is a seedling from T. b. fastigiata, in

which the leaves are 2-ranked as in the common yew, but the

branches take an upright direction as in the Irish yew. There is a

plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden.
* T. b. 5 fo/iis variegdtis Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, has the leaves variegated

with whitish yellow. It is seldom found higher than a large shrub.

It is propagated by layers or cuttings, either of the ripened wood

put in in autumn, or of the newly formed wood put in in July, and
treated like the cuttings of Cape heaths.

m T. b. 6 fritcto luteo. This variety appears to have been first discovered

by Mr. Whitlaw of Dublin, about 1817, or before, growing on the

demesne of the Bishop of Kildare, near Glasnevin ; but it appears
to have been neglected till 1833, when Miss Blackwood discovered

a tree of it in Clontarf churchyard, near Dublin. Mr. Mackay,
on looking for this tree in 1837, found no tree in the churchyard,
but several in the grounds of Clontarf Castle ; and one, a large one,
with its branches overhanging the churchyard wall, from which he

sent us specimens. The tree does not differ, either in its shape
or foliage, from the common yew ; but, when covered with its

berries, it forms a very beautiful object, especially when contrasted

with yew trees covered with berries of the usual coral colour.

Other Varieties may be selected from beds of seedlings; and it appears
that a kind with shorter and broader leaves than usual was formerly pro-

pagated in the nurseries. The yew tree, in some situations, is found with

spreading branches, not unlike those of a very old spruce fir, and having the

spray drooping ; but whether this is a true variety, or only a variation, is un-

certain. A portrait of a tree of this description, now growing in the garden
of J. F. M. Dovaston, Esq., at West Felton, near Shrewsbury, will be

found in a future page. If the appearance of Mr. Dovaston's tree, which
is monoecious, be permanent, it well deserves propagation, both on account
of its pendulous shoots, and because it is monoecious. Ortega states that

the yew, which grows wild in different parts of Arragon, flowers in May,
June, and July, and ripens its fruit in November ;

from which it would

appear to be a different variety from that of central and northern Europe ;

because the difference of time between the flowering of the common yew
in Paris and Stockholm does not exceed a month. Gleditsch thinks there

may be two species ; one indigenous to the south of Europe, and the other

to the north ; founding his opinion upon the circumstance of some plants

being much more tender than others. This is the case even in France,

where, according to Du Hamel, many yews were destroyed by the severe

frost of 1709 ; and, according to Malesherbes, many died in his plantations
in the winter of 1789. In every case where plants are raised from seed,

there will be different degrees of hardiness, as well as variations in other

respects; and hence, in a severe season, all the tenderer varieties of an

indigenous species may be killed, while all the hardy ones stand uninjured.

Description, Sfc. The yew tree rises from the ground with a short but

straight trunk, which, at the height of 3 ft. or 4 ft., sends out numerous spread-

ing branches, forming a dense head, usually, when full grown, from 30 ft. to

40ft. in height; and always characterised, till the tree attains a great age, by
the tuftings and sky outline being pointed or peaked ; though, after the tree

has begun to decay, these become rounded or stag-headed. The trunk and
branches are channeled longitudinally, and are generally rough, from the pro-

truding remains of shoots which have decayed and dropped off. The bark is
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smooth, thin, of a brown colour, and scales off, like that of a platanus ; the
leaves are scattered, nearly sessile, dichotomous (that is, in two lateral rows),
linear, entire, very slightly revolute, and about 1 in. long ; dark green, smooth
and shining above ; paler, with a prominent midrib, beneath ; terminating in a
small harmless point. Flowers axillary, solitary, each from a scaly imbricated
bud ; the male ones light brown, white with abundant pollen ; and the female
ones green, resembling, with their scaly bracteas, a little acorn. The stamens

vary from 5 to 10, and the divisions of the anthers from 4 to 8. Fruit

drooping, consisting of a sweet, internally glutinous, scarlet berry, open at the

top, enclosing a brown oval nut, unconnected with the fleshy part. Sometimes
this nut is longer than the fleshy cup in which it is embedded ; in which case
it has the appearance of a small acorn ; but, in general, the point of the nut
is lower than the rim of the cup. The nut contains a kernel, which is eat-

able, and has an agreeable flavour like those of the stone pine. The yew is

of slow growth ; but, in favourable situations, it will attain the height of 6 ft.

or 8 ft., or more, in 10 years from the seed. In 20 years, it will attain the

height of 15 ft., and it will continue growing for 100 years; after which it

becomes comparatively stationary, but will live for many centuries. When
drawn up by other trees, or by being planted in masses, it takes somewhat the
character ofa fir; and may be found, thus circumstanced,
with a clear trunk 30 ft. or 40 ft. high. It stoles when
cut down under 20 or 30 years of age, but rarely when
it is older. The largest tree which we have heard of
in England is in the churchyard at Harlington, near

Hounslow, where it is 58 ft. high, with a trunk 9 ft., and
a head 50 ft. in diameter ; and the oldest are at Foun-
tains Abbey, where they are supposed to have been

large trees at the time the abbey was founded, in 1132.

Fig. 1983. is a portrait of one of these trees, to a scale

of 1 in. to 50 ft. ; and a portrait of another, to a larger 1983

scale, will be given in a future page.

Geography. The yew is indigenous to most parts of Europe, from north

lat. 58 to the Mediterranean Sea; and also to the east and west of Asia;
and on the supposition that T. canadensis is only a variety of T. baccata,
which we believe to be the case, the common yew is also a native of North

America, in Maryland, Canada, and other places. In a wild state, it is

confined to shady places, such as the north side of steep hills, or

among tall deciduous trees; and is always found on a clayey, loamy, or

calcareous soil, which is naturally moist. It sometimes grows in the clefts

of dry rocks, but never on sandy plains ; and hence it is wanting in the

Russian empire, except on the mountains of the Crimea, and in Caucasus.
It is found in every part of Britain, and also in Ireland: on limestone cliffs,

and in mountainous woods, in the south of England; and on schistous,

basaltic, and other rocks, in the north of England : and, in Scotland, it is par-

ticularly abundant on the north side of the mountains near Loch Lomond.
In Ireland, it grows in the crevices of rocks, at an elevation of 1200ft.; but

at that height it assumes the appearance of a low shrub. According to Tem-

pleton, it is rarely, if ever, found there in a state which can be considered

truly wild. The yew is rather a solitary than a social tree ; being generally
found either alone, or with trees of a different species. In England, and also,

as Pallas informs us, on Caucasus, it grows under the shade of the beech,
which few other evergreens will do.

History, $c. The yew, and its use for making bows, are mentioned by the

earliest Greek and Roman authors ; and its poisonous properties are pointed
out by Dioscorides, Nicander, Galen, Pliny, and others. Theophrastus says

(lib. iii.) that the leaves will poison horses! Caisar mentions that Cativulces,

king of the Eburones, poisoned himself with the juice of the yew. (De Bell.

Gall., lib. iv.) Suetonius asserts that the Emperor Claudius published an

edict, stating that the juice of this tree had a marvellous power in curing the
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bite of vipers. Plutarch says that it is venomous when it is in flower, because

the trie is then lull of sap ;
and that its shade is fatal to all who sleep under

it. Plinv adds to the above, that the berries of the male yew are a mortal

poison, particularly in Spain ;
and that persons have died, who have drunk

wine out of casks made of the wood.
( Lib. xvi. cap. 10. ) Also, that, accord-

iim to Sextius, in Arcadia it was death to lie beneath the shade of the yew.
In more modern times, Mathiolus and J. Bauhin were the first to prove, by

positive facts, the poisonous nature of the leaves of the yew; but Father

Schoot, a Jesuit, asserted that, if the branches of the tree were dipped in

stagnant water, their poison became neutralised. Gerard and L'Obel soon
afterwards discovered that the fruit of the yew might be eaten with perfect

safety, and that there was no danger in sleeping beneath the shade of the tree.

The yew was formerly much valued in Britain, on account of the use made
of its wood for bows, this weapon being that principally used by the ancient

Britons in all their wars. It was fatal to several British kings; viz., Harold,
at the battle of Hastings ;

William Rufus, in the New Forest; and Richard
Cceur de Lion, at Limoges, in France. It was to the skill of the English with

the long bow that the conquest of Ireland by Henry II., in 1 172, is attri-

buted; and afterwards the victories of Cressy, Poictiers, and Agincourt. In

1397, Richard II., holding a parliament in a temporary building, on account
of the wretched state of Westminster Hall, surrounded his hut witli 4,000
( 'heshire archers, armed with tough yew bows, to insure the freedom of

debate. (Pennant's London, ed. 3., p. 39.) Statutes were passed by many
of' our early British sovereigns forbidding the exportation of yew wood, and

obliging all Venetian and other carrying ships to import 10 bow-staves with

every butt of Malmsey or other wine; and, by the 5th of Edward IV., every

Englishman dwelling in Ireland was expressly ordered to have an English
bow of his own height, made of yew, wych hazel, ash, or awburne; that is,

according to some, Panbour, or the laburnum, which was as much used on

the Continent for .making bows as the yew was in Britain (see p. 590.) ; or,

according to others, the alder.
" As for brasell, elme, wych, and ashe," says

Roger Ascham, "experience doth prove them to be mean for bowes; and so

to conclude, ewe of all other things is that whereof perfite shootingc would
have a bowe made." The last statute that appears in the books, respecting
the use of yew for bows, is the 13th of Elizabeth, c. 14., which directs that

bow-staves shall be imported into England from the Hanse Towns, and other

places. In Switzerland, where the yew tree is scarce, it was formerly forbid-

den, under heavy penalties, to cut down the tree for any other purpose than to

make bow.-, of the wood. The Swiss mountaineers call it William's tree, in

memory of William Tell.

The custom of planting yew trees in churchyards has never been satisfac-

torilv explained. Some have supposed that the \ew trees were 1

placed near

tin- cl.urclics for the purpose of affording branches on Palm Sunday ; others,

that the\ miiiht be .sate there from cattle, on account of their value for making
bows; others, thatthev were emblematical of silence and death

;
and others,

that they were useful for the purpose of ailonling shade or shelter to those

who came too soon for the service. The subject has occupied the attention

of various writers ;
of whom the last who has taken a comprehensive view of

it is .). E. Bowman, Esq., F.L.S., from whose article, in the Mfti>nzinc cf
\filurnl Ilixtoi

//, vol. i., new series, we give the following abridged abstract :

' .Mauv reasons have been assigned for the frequent occurrence of the yew in

our churchyards: but it seems most natural and simple to believe that, being

indisputablv indigenous, and being, from its perennial verdure, its longevity,
and the durabilitv of its wood, at once- an emblem and a specimen of immor-

talit\, its branches would be employed by our pagan ancestors, on their first

arrival here, as the best substitute for the cypress, to deck the graves of the

dead, and for other sacred purposes. As it is the policy of innovators in

religion to avoid unnecessary interference with matters not essential, these,

with main other customs of heathen origin, would he retained and engrafted
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on Christianity on its first introduction. It would indeed be surprising, if

one so innocent and so congenial to their best feelings were not allowed, as

a tribute to departed worth or friendship, under that new and purer system,
which confirmed to them the cheering prospect of a reunion after death with

those who had shared their pleasures and affections here. History and tra-

dition concur in telling us that this was the case, and that the yew was
also closely connected, in the superstitions of our simple forefathers, with

ghosts and fairies.
" In the works of a very ancient Welsh bard, we are told of two churches

renowned for their prodigious yew trees :

'
Bangor Esgor, a Bangeibyr Henllan
Yssid er clodvan er clyd Ywyz;'

which Dr. Owen Pugh thus translates :
' The Minster of Esgor, and that

of Henllan, of celebrity for sheltering yews.' Henllan signifies an old grove;
thus proving that its church stood where druid worship had been performed.
Can we, then, longer doubt the real origin of planting yew trees in our church-

yards ? If it be said that this usual, though not natural, situation of the yew
tree proves the venerable specimens which we find in churchyards not to be
older than the introduction of Christianity, it may be replied, that our earliest

Christian churches were generally erected on the site of a heathen temple,
and that at least one motive for placing churches in such situations would be
their proximity to trees already sacred, venerable for size, and indispensable
in their religious rites. That these rites were performed, and altars erected,
in groves, from the remotest antiquity, we know from the Pentateuch. The
devotions and sacrifices of Baal among the Moabites, and the idolatrous rites

of the Canaanites and other tribes of Gentiles, were performed in groves and

high places. The druids chose for their places of worship the tops of wooded
hills, where, as they allowed no covered temples, they cleared out an open
space, and there erected their circles of stone. Many of the remote Welsh
churches are on little eminences among wooded hills. Mr. Rootsey of
Bristol has suggested that our words kirk and church might probably have

originated in the word cerrig, a stone or circle of stones ; the first churches

having been placed within these circular stone enclosures. Hence also,

perhaps, caer, a camp, which word is used in some parts of Wales for the
wall round a churchyard. Dr. Stukeley believes that round churches are
the most ancient in England. A circle was a sacred symbol among the
Eastern nations of antiquity; and it would be interesting to know whether
the raised platform within a circle of stones, which is sometimes found round
our old yews, as in Darley and Llanfoist churchyards, be not a remnant of
this superstition. Many of the first Christian churches were built and inter-
twined with green boughs on the sites of druidical groves. When Augustine
was sent by Gregory the Great to preach Christianity in Britain, he was par-
ticularly enjoined not to destroy the heathen temples, but only to remove the

images, to wash the walls with holy water, to erect altars, &c., and so convert
them into Christian churches. These were the designata loca Gentilium, in which
our converted ancestors performed their first Christian worship. Llan, so

general a name for towns and villages in Wales, is a corruption of the British

llwyn, a grove ; and, strictly, means an enclosure, rather than a church, the

places so designated being, probably, the earliest-inhabited spots, and also
those where religious rites would be celebrated. ( See p. 17 1 7.) Eglwys means
a Christian church (ecclesia); and, probably, those were so called which
were first erected after the introduction of Christianity, and not on the site of
a heathen temple." (Mag. Nat. Hist., 2d series, vol. i. p. 87.)
The Rev. W. T. Bree, in the Magazine of Natural History, vol. vi. p. 48.,

also suggests the probability of churches having been built in yew groves, or
near large old yew trees, as greater than that of the yew trees having been
planted in the churchyards after the churches were built. A consecrated
yew (according to a table quoted in Martyn's Miller, and taken from the
ancient laws of Wales,) was worth a pound, while a wood yew tree was worth
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only fifteen pence ; a circumstance which renders it probable that some par-
ticular ideas of sanctity were attached to the churchyard yews, and that they
only were employed in religious ceremonies.

The history of the yew, as a garden tree, is involved in obscurity. There
is no evidence that it was used, either for hedges, or for being clipped into

artificial shapes, by the Romans ; and, therefore, it is probable that it was first

so employed in the west of Europe, and, in all probability, in France. In

England, clipped yews, whether as hedges or garden ornaments, were not

common in the early part of Evelyn's time; for that author claims, "without

vanitie," the merit of having been the first who brought the yew "into fashion,
as well for defence [meaning in hedges], as for a succedaneum to cypress,
whether in hedges or pyramids, conic spires, bowls, or what other shapes ;

adorning the parks or larger avenues with their lofty tops, 30ft. high, and

braving all the effects of the most rigid winter, which cypress cannot weather.

I do again," he continues,
" name the yew, for hedges, preferable, for beauty

and a stiff defence, to any plant I have ever seen." (Hunt. EveL, i. p. 261.)
The practice of clipping the yew and other trees into the shapes of animals

and geometrical forms seems to have been most prevalent from the time of

Charles I. to the latter end of William III., when it gradually gave way. Brad-

ley, writing in 1717 (New Improvements, p. 72.), says of the yew,
"

I have
seen great varieties of figures, very well represented, of men, beasts, birds,

ships, and the like ; but the most common shapes which have been given to

the yew by gardeners are either cones or pyramids." He prefers the yew
for clipping into forms of animals, on account of the smallness of its leaves ;

adding that " the holly, and other broad-leaved evergreens, are not fit for

being cut into any nicer figures
"

than pyramids, balls, or a straight stem
with a top like the cap of a mushroom. "Switzer, writing about the same
time as Bradley, ventures to doubt the beauty of these figures ; but the final

blow was given to them in the time of Queen Anne, by Bridgman, in Richmond
Park ; and by Pope, in a paper in the Guardian, vol. ii. No. 174. The yew still

continues to be clipped in the form of hedges ; and in some places, for example
in some of the college gardens at Oxford, these hedges exhibit niches, arcades,
and pilasters. There are a few very old gardens in England, such .as at

Wroxton, near Banbury, Stanstead, near Chichester, and Leven's Grove, in

Westmoreland, where the yew may still be seen cut into singular shapes, as

ornaments to regularly clipped hedges, and to ancient flower-gardens. The
effect of these is so striking and singular, that we are surprised the taste has

not, to a certain extent, been revived. This, we have no doubt, it will be, in

the gardens to Gothic and Elizabethan villas, as soon as men exercise their

reason in matters of this kind, and do not allow themselves to be led indis-

criminately by fashion.

It may be mentioned, as a historical fact connected with the yew, that

De Candolle has adopted this tree as a sort of standard by which to determine
the age of trees generally, from the number of layers of wood in their trunks.

The reasons why he preferred the yew appear to be, that of this tree there

are a greater number of authentic records of the age of individual specimens
than in the case of most other trees ; because the tree is very generally dis-

tributed throughout Europe ; and, finally and chiefly, because the wood is of

slower growth and greater durability than that of any other European tree.

De Candolle, in his Physiologic Vegetalc, torn. ii. p. 974. and 1001., and also

in an article published in the Bibliotheque Universelie de Geneve, says that

measurements of the layers of three yews, one of 71, another of 150, and a
third of 280 years old, agreed in proving that this tree grows a little more
than one Hne annually in diameter in the first 150 years, and a little less from
150 to 250 years. He adds,

"
If we admit an average of a line annually for

very old yews, it is probably within the truth; and, in reckoning the number
of their years as equal to that of the lines of their diameter, we shall make
them to be younger than they actually are." The justness of Professor De
Candolle's conclusion has been questioned by Professor Henslow, and other
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botanists, and more especially by Mr. Bowman, in an article in the Magazine

of Natural History, vol. i., new series. Mr. Bowman considers a line a year,
in the case of the yew, not nearly enough ; having tested it with two yew trees,

the age of which he knew, and found that, in the one case, the tree was made
200 years, and in the other 650 years, less than their real age. The experi-
ments of this gentleman tend to show that De Candolle's average of a line

a year makes old yews too young, and young yews too old : for the latter

he would allow two, and in case of rich soil even three, lines a year till the

plants had trunks 2 ft. in diameter, when, with De Candolle, he would allow

one line a year. So much, however, depends on the nature of the soil in

which the tree grows, that, for our own part, we can place but very little

reliance on any data of this kind.

Biography of celebrated Yew Trees. We shall select a few of the more
remarkable of these, arranging them according to their celebrity, and com-

mencing with those of England. We think we shall be justified in doing
this, from the great interest which attaches to the yew tree ; not only in

Britain, but throughout Europe.
The Yew Trees at Fountains Abbeyt in Yorkshire, are well known. This

abbey was founded in 1 132, by Thurston, Archbishop of York, for certain

monks, who separated themselves from the Benedictine Abbey of St. Mary's,
in York, in order to adopt the more severe discipline of St. Bernard, who had

just then founded the Cistertian order at Clairvaux, in Champagne. The
history of Fountains Abbey is minutely related by Burton, from the narra-

tive of Hugh, a monk of Kirkstall, which is said to be now preserved in the

library of the Royal Society : "At Christmas, the archbishop, being at

Ripon, assigned to the monks some land in the patrimony of St. Peter,
about three miles west of that place, for the erecting of a monastery. This

spot ofground had never been inhabited, unless by wild beasts ; being over-

grown with wood and brambles, lying between two steep hills and rocks,
covered with wood on all sides, more proper for a retreat for wild beasts

than the human species. This was called Skeldale ; that is, the vale of the

Skell, from a rivulet of that name running through it from the west to the

eastward part. The prior of St. Mary's, at York, was chosen abbot by the

monks, being the first of this monastery of Fountains, with whom they
withdrew into this uncouth desert, without any house to shelter them in

that winter season, or provisions to subsist on, but entirely depending on
Divine Providence. There stood a large elm tree in the midst of the vale,
on the lower branches of which they put some thatch and straw ; and under
that they lay, ate, and prayed ; the bishop, for a time, supplying them with

bread, and the rivulet with drink. Part of the day some spent in making
wattles, to erect a little oratory ; whilst others cleared some ground to make
a little garden. But it is supposed that they soon changed the shelter of
their elm for that of seven yew trees, growing on the declivity of the hill on
the south side of the abbey, all standing at this present time (1658), except
the largest, which was blown down about the middle of the last century.

They are of extraordinary size : the trunk of one of them is 26 ft. 6 in. in

circumference at 3 ft. from the ground ; and they stand so near each other
as to form a cover almost equal to a thatched roof. Under these trees, we
are told by tradition, the monks resided till they had built the monastery.'*

(Burton's Monast.,fo\. 141.; Strut?s Sylva, p. 118.; and Sop with's Foun-
tains Abbey, p. 1.) The name of Fountains Abbey is derived by some from

Fountaines, in Burgundy, the birthplace of St. Bernard; and by others from
the word skcll

y which, signifying a fountain, was written in Latin, by the monks,
fontibus, and thence corrupted into the present name. (Sop. y 1. c.) A por-
trait of one of these celebrated trees is given by Strutt, from which our

fig. 1984. is a copy. The tree is upwards of 50 ft. high ; and, if it existed,
and was a large tree, previously to 1132, it must, in 1837, be upwards of
800 years old.

The Buck/and Yew. This tree (of which fig. 1985. is a portrait) is situ-
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ated in Buckland churchyard, about a mile from Dover; and, according to

an account given of it by the Rev. W. T. Bree, is of great antiquity and

singular formation. About the middle of the last century, the tree " was
shattered by lightning, which, at the same time, demolished also the steeple of
the church, close to which it stands. To this catastrophe, no doubt, is to

be attributed, in a great measure, much of the rude and grotesque appearance
which it now presents. At a yard from the ground, the but, which is

hollow, and, on one side, extremely tortuous and irregular, protruding its
* knotted fangs,' like knees, at the height of some feet from the surface,
measures 24 ft. in circumference. It is split from the bottom into two por-
tions; one of which, at the height of about 6 ft., again divides naturally into

two parts ; so that the tree consists of a short equal but, branching out into

three main arms ; the whole not exceeding in height, to the extreme top of
the branches, more than about 25 ft. or 30 ft. Of what may be regarded as

the original trunk and arms but little now remains alive : two considerable

portions, however, are still conspicuous in the state of dead wood ; viz. one
on the inner part of the northern limb, hollow, and forming a sort of tunnel
or chimney; the other on the western limb, more solid, and exhibiting the

grain of the wood singularly gnarled and contorted. These, which are pro-
bably portions of the original trunk and arms, are partly encased, as it were,
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on the outside by living wood of more recent growth (as is frequently
seen to be the cas"e in other old and decayed trees) ; the dead portions

seeming to evince a disposition to slough out, like fragments of carious

bone separating from the flesh ; but they are kept fixed in their position by the

living wood lapping over as it does, and clasping them firmly. The encas-

ing of the old dead wood by that of more modern formation is well displayed,

also, in one part of the southern limb of the tree, where an aperture occurs,
which exposes to view the dead wood completely enveloped and embedded
within the living. The trunk is decayed, and hollow at the bottom ; but
from within the shell there arise two or more vigorous detached portions, of

small diameter, which soon unite with the main wood, and run up to a con-

siderable height, lapping into one another, and twisting and interlacing in a

very striking manner, so as to suggest the idea that the trunk has been

ripped open, and is now exposing to view its very entrails. Imagination,
indeed, might readily trace a fanciful resemblance between this vegetable ruin,
as viewed in a particular position, and some anatomical preparation of an
animal trunk, of which the viscera are displayed, and preserved entire."

(Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. vi.)

The Tytherlcy Yews. There are two yew trees in the churchyard at Queen-
wood, near Tytherly, in Wiltshire, which are above 500 years old ; the largest
is 28 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and of the head 50 ft. There

is, in the same wood, an avenue 414- yards long, consisting of 162 yew trees,

which are supposed to be about 200 years old. They average 30 ft. high,
with trunks about 2 ft. in diameter at 2 ft. from the ground ; and heads about
30 ft. in diameter. Another avenue planted about 160 years ago, and 400

yards long, consists of 120 trees, averaging about 24 ft. high, with trunks
about 2 ft. in diameter. The width of both avenues is rather more than 30 ft.

There are about 100 more yew trees on the Tytherly estate, but they are of
smaller dimensions than those already noticed.
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The Tishunj Ycn\ " In the churchyard of Tisbury, in Dorsetshire, there

is now standing, and in fine foliage, although the trunk is <;uite hollow, an

immense ve\\ tree, which measures 37 ft. in circumference, and the limbs are

proportionally large. The tree is entered by means of a rustic gate; ami

seventeen persons lately breakfasted in its interior. It is said to have been

planted, mam generations ago, by the Arundel family." (Lander s
(iii'j)in.)

The Iftli-y
'Yew stands in Iffley churchyard, near Oxford, nearly opposite

the south-east corner of the church, and between that anil an ancient cross.

This tree is supposed to be coeval with the church, which, it is believed, was
built previously to the Norman conquest. The dimensions of the tree, kindly
taken for us in September, 1830, by Mr. Baxter, were as follows : Girt of

the trunk, at 2 ft. from the ground, 20 ft., and at 4ft. from the ground, where
the branches begin, 17ft. The trunk is now little more than a shell, and

there is an opening on the east side of the tree which is 4 ft. high, and about

4 ft. in width
;
the cavity within is 7 ft. long, 4ft. wide, and 4ft. high in the

highest part. The height of the tree is 22 ft.; and there are about 20 principal

branches, all of which, except two, are in a very vigorous and flourishing
state. The diameter of the head is 25 ft. each w ay. A very good, but very

small, figure of this tree may be seen in the south-west view of IrHey church,

given in the Memorials of Oxford, No. 31. It is also seen in a woodcut of

the north-cast view, close to the corner of the chancel, in the same work.

A /arqc Yew Hedge in the Oxford Botanic Garden, which was rooted up in

1834, hacl its branches crossing each other in various directions, and so com-

pletely inosculated, that after the hedge was cut down, they were formed,
without nailing, into the backs of rustic garden chairs, and similar articles;

several of which are now preserved in the botanic garden.
The Ankenn/kc Yew, near Staines, of which a figure is given by Strutt, is

supposed to be upwards of 1000 years old. Henry VIII. was said to have

made it his place of meeting with Anna Boleyn, while she was living at

Staines; and Magna Charta was signed within sight of it, on the island in

the Thames between Runnymede and Ankerwyke. The girt of this tree, at

3 ft. from the ground, is '27ft. 8 in.
;
and at 8ft. it is 32 ft. 5 in.

;
it then

throws out five principal branches, and at 12 ft. numerous others, which form

a magnificent head, 49 ft, 6 in. high, and 69 ft, in diameter. The following
lines on this tree are quoted by Strutt :

" What scenes have pass'd, since first this ancient \cw,
In all the strength of youthful beauty grew:

Here too, the tyrant Henry felt love's flame,
And, sighing, breathed his" Anna Holeyn's name.
Hencath the shelter of this yew tree's shade
The royal lover woo'd the ill-starrM maid :

And yet that neck, round which he fondly hung,
To hear the thrilling accents of her tongue ;

That lovely breast, on which his head reclined,
Form'd to have humanised his savage mind :

Were doom'd to bleed beneath the tyrant's steel,

Whose selfish heart could doat. hut could not feel."

The Ar/hiitton, or llrirlnigtun, Yeii< stands in the churchyard of the village

of that name, between Brentford and Honnslow. It is chiefly remarkable

for its larLje si/e, and for having once been clipped into the regular form shown
in /?i/. lf)S(i. This engraving is copied from a print of the tree, as it appeared
MI November, 17.2f); and this print is accompanied by a copy of verses by
" Poet John Saxv," from which it appears that it must at that time have

been between oO ft. and GO ft. in height. It was surrounded at the bottom

of its trunk by a wooden seat, above which, at 10 ft. from the ground, was a

large circular canopy, formed by the tree itself, which was, according to
" Poet Saxv "

(who was clerk of the parish),

" So thick, o fine, co full, so wide,
A troop of guards might under it ride.

'

Ten feet above this canopy was another, of much smaller dimensions; and
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above that a pyramid, about 20 ft. high, surmounted by a globe 10 ft. high ;

and the globe was crowned by
" A weathercock, who gaped to crow it,

This world is mine, and all below it."

The tree ceased to be clipped,
we are informed by the present
clerk of the parish, about 1780
or 1790 ; and it is now suf-

fered to assume its natural

shape, as shown in the portrait
of the tree in our last Volume.

The Darley Yew. This an-

cient tree stands in the church-

yard of Darley in the Dale,

Derbyshire. It is a female,
with a solid trunk, forking, at

7 ft. above the ground, into

two nearly upright boughs,
which reach a height of about
55ft. ; but its head has not the

breadth or luxuriance of the

Gresford Yew, mentioned be-

low. Its circumference at the

base is 27 ft. ; at 2ft. 4 in. above
the ground, 27 ft. 7 in. ; at 4- ft.,

31 ft. 8 in. ; and at 6 ft., 30 ft.

7 in. At 4 ft. high there are

excrescences which swell the

trunk beyond its natural size ;

but the mean ofthe three other

dimensions gives a circumference of 28 ft. 4 in., and a diameter of 9 ft. 5 in.,

disregarding fractional parts. The mean diameter of the tree is, therefore,

1356 lines, which, according to De Candolle's method of calculating the age of

trees, would also be the number of its years.
The Mamhilad Yew (fig. 1987.) stands in the churchyard of Mamhilad, a

few miles north of Pontypool : it is a female ; and, 2 ft. 6 in. from the ground,
where the trunk has a fair medium thickness, it measures 29 ft. 4 in. in cir-

ference. At about 4 ft. high, it divides into six main boughs, one of which
is quite decayed. The trunk is hollow ; and, on the north side, it has an

opening down to the ground, which is gradually contracting on both sides by

annual deposits of new wood. Within this opening, and in the centre of

the original tree, is seen another, and apparently detached, yew, several feet
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in diameter, covered with bark, and in a state of vigorous growth: it is, in
tact, of itself a great tree, and overtops the old one. On examination, how-
ever, it is found to be united behind, and also at some distance from the
ground, by two great contorted arms, one on each side, to the inner wall of
its decaying parent; being a curious example of natural inarching, and having
altogether a very striking and singular appearance.

The Lfanthewy Vach Yew. This tree, a male, which stands in the church-
yard of Llanthewy Vach, near Caerleon, measures 30ft. 4 in. in circum-
ference at 3 ft. from the ground; and, like the last, has a stunted and hollow
trunk, with a lateral opening, and will hold five or six persons. It has also
in the centre a still more remarkable inner trunk, covered with bark, quite
detached and distinct from the old trunk below, but united with it above by a
great branch running into, or more probably proceeding from it

The Gresford Yew, of which fig. 1988. is a portrait, stands in the south-
east corner of Gresford churchyard, near Wrexham, Denbighshire. The

circumference of the trunk, at 5ft. Sin. from the ground (being at the point
of divarication of the main branches), is 29 ft. ; and at the very base, it is

22 ft. ; from the trunk to the extremity of the branches, on the south side
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(being their greatest extension), it is 36 ft. ;
and the height of the tree

is .

f
>2 ft.

" This noble yew," Mr. Bowman observes,
" has seven main

branches ; and most of these divide again, very near the trunk, into two or

three smaller ones. The tree, which is a male, is still full of foliage, and of

great beauty, as well as venerable for its size ; and it shows no symptoms of

natural decay. (J. E. B. July, 1836.)
The Ystrad Fflur, or Strada Florida Yews, are mentioned by Lleland, as

growing in a cemetery of that name in South Wales. There were originally

39, but there are only three remaining, under one of which, tradition says,

the Welsh poet, David Ap Gwyllim, was buried.

In Scotland, there are some remarkable yew trees.

The London Yew, at Loudon Castle in Ayrshire, is 42 ft. high, with a trunk

4ft. 6 in. in diameter at 12 ft. from the ground, and a head 195 ft. in circum-

ference. Under this tree, it is said, Bruce bestowed the ancient castle and

estate on the Loudon family ; and, some centuries afterwards, John Earl of

Loudon signed the act of union between England and Scotland. When the

present castle was built, a curve was made in the wall to avoid injuring the yew
The Cruxton Yew stood close by Cruxton Castle; and under its shade tradi-

tion says that Queen Mary gave her consent to marry Darnley, to perpetuate
the memory of which, she had the figure of a yew tree stamped on her coins.

J. Maxwell, Esq., M.P., whose residence at Police commands a view of

Cruxton Castle, informs us that this yew has been dead many years ; but

that he has preserved a portion of its trunk. He has also a young tree, raised

from it by layering, which he intends to plant on the site of the old one, as

soon as it attains sufficient size.

The Dryburgh Yew stands close to the Abbey of Dryburgh, in Roxburgh-
shire, and is supposed to have been planted at the time the abbey was

founded, in 1136. Sir William Jardine informs us that it is now (1837) in

perfect health, and growing a few inches yearly ;
and that the tree, from its

standing quite alone, has its branches spreading on every side, so as to. form
a regular head 50 ft. in diameter. The circumference of the trunk, at 1 ft.

from the ground, is only 12ft.

The Fortingal Yew (Jig. 1989.) stands in the churchyard of Fortingal, or

the Fort of the Strangers, so called from its being in the vicinity of a small

1989

Roman camp, lying in the wild romantic district at the entrance to (ilcu

Lyon, in Perthshire. Its age is unknown, but it has long been a mere shell,

forming an arch, through which the funeral processions of the highlanders
were accustomed to pass. It was first described in the Philosophical Trans-

actions (vol. lix.),
in 1769, by the Honourable Daines Barrington, who found

6 T
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it 5^ ft. in circumference ; anil, some years afterwards, by Mr. Pennant, when
the circumference had increased to 56ft. 6 in. Dr. Neill visited the tree in July,

1833; and a notice of it by him will be found in the Edinburgh P/iilo-

sujitiicdl .fourndl for that year, from which we make the following extract ;

premising that, when Daines Barrington measured the 1

tree, he found one side

of the trunk a more shell of bark, all the interior having decayed.
" Con-

siderable spoliations," Dr. Neill observes,
" have evidently been committed

on the tree since 1~(>9; large arms have been removed, and masses of the

trunk itself carried off by the country people, with the view of forming (/HCC/IS,

or drinking-cups, and other relics, which visitors were in the habit of pur-

chasing. What still exists of the trunk now (1833) presents the appearance
of a semicircular wall, exclusive of the remains of some decaved portions of

it, which scarcely rise above the ground. Great quantities of new spray have
issued from the firmer parts of the bark, and a few young branches spring up-
wards to the height, perhaps, of 30 ft. The side of the trunk now existing

gives a diameter of more than 15ft., so that it is easv to conceive that the

circumference of the bole, when entire, should have exceeded 50 ft. Happily,
further depredations have been prevented by means of an iron rail, which now
surrounds the sacred spot ; and this venerable vew, which, in all probability,
was a flourishing tree at the commencement of the Christian era, may yet

survive for centuries to come."
The Loch Lomond Ycir. According to Sir Thomas Dick Lander, a yew in

the Island of Inch Lonach, or what is commonly called the Yew Tree Island,
in Loch Lomond, measured on the ,'Jd of August, 1770, was 10ft. 7 in. in

circumference. This tree was about 40ft. high ;
but another tree, which was

the largest in the island, though not so tall, measured 13ft. in girt. It is

uncertain whether these trees were sacrificed among the 300 vew trees which
were cut on this spot. There has been, for many years, a herd of deer in the

Yew Tree Island, which has prevented young trees from rising from the seed;
but many of those which have begun to decay have sent up shoots from
their roots, close to the old trunk. After a time, a number of these shoots

coalesce, and form at last a complete new trunk, at the side of which the old

one continues to decay. In this way the tree comes to be regenerated from
the root.

The Berncra Yen*. According to the same authority, in the Island of

Bernera, adjacent to the Sound of Mull, the late Sir Duncan Campbell cut

down a yew of vast si/e. Its precise dimensions were not preserved, but the

timber of it deeply loaded a highland 6-oared boat, and was sufficient to form

a large eleirant staircase in the house of Lochnell, which was afterwards

destroyed when the house was burned down. (Laud. (i//j>.)

The Ormiston Yen'. One of the most beautiful yew trees in Scotland is

that growing in the garden at Ormiston Hall, a seat of the Karl of Hopetoun,
in Haddingtonshire. It throws out its vast limbs horizontally in all directions,

supporting a lame and luxuriant head, which now (1834) covers an area of

irround of 58 ft. in diameter, with a most impenetrable shade. Above the

roots it measures Ir^f't. f)in. in girt; at 3 ft. up, it measures 13ft. Gin.; at

4 ft. up, it measures 14ft. 9in.; and at 5ft. up, it measures 1 7 lit. 8 in. It is

in full health and vigour. (I/nil., i. p. 279.)
In Ireland, the \ew tree, as already observed, can scarcely be considered as

to be found any where now in a wild state; though, as we have seen, p. 106.,

trunks of very lar^c yew trees have occasionally been dug out of bogs.

Tin- ,Miier<ixx AI>/
i/

Yni' stands in the centre of a cloistered court, now in

ruin-, and is supposed to be coeval with the abbey. As the abbey \\as in ex-

istence, and celebrated as a sanctuary, in the year I ISO, the tree must be up-
wards of 700 years old. -Arthur Young saw it about I < 80, and states it to lie,

without exception, the mo-t prodigious yew tree he ever beheld. Its trunk, he

f-avs, ii :<Mr. in diaiii"ter at ! I ft. high, whence a vast head of branches spreads
{ c\i.

',.'.
!o the whole space. (Tour in

[IIII!:T informs us (\\ntnr_; in lS3(i) that
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tlie tree stands quite erect; that the trunk is destitute of branches for some
way up; and that the head still continues to grow.

Yews remarkable for some Singularity in their Form, Mode of Growth, or

Situation. The yew being one of the trees most frequently subjected to the

shears in former times, is occasionally to be met with clipped into artificial

forms
; but those singularities of form which we intend to notice here will

be chiefly such as have arisen from fortuitous circumstances. The most re-

markable clipped yew tree that we recollect, in the neighbourhood of Lon-

don, is one in the churchyard at Hounslow ; the sides of which are formed
into square plinths and cylinders, and the top into a cock. There is a similar

tree in the churchyard at Beaconsfield. The clipped tree at Harlington (no-
ticed in p. 2077.), which must have been one of the grandest things of its kind

of the time, is, as already observed, no longer subjected to the shears.

The Crum Castle Yew Tree "
grows on a small mound of earth, 4 ft.

above the level of the surrounding surface. Its branches were formerly

supported by 32 brick pillars, 6 ft. high ; but these were removed about three

years ago, and it is now supported by 16 oak posts with their bark on, which
look more in character with the tree. Its height is 18 ft. 6 in. ; the trunk is

9 ft. 3 in. in girt at 1 ft. 6 in. from the ground; and the space covered by the

branches is 70 ft. 6 in. in diameter. Its branches are so interwoven and

platted together through each other, that it is almost impossible to trace any
one of them from the trunk to its extremity. This, indeed, is the cause of

the very remarkable appearance of the tree : but at what time,' or by whose

hands, this labour was performed, is unknown. The tree is supposed to be
three or four centuries old, and has rather the appearance of being on the

decline. It was highly valued by the late Earl of Erne, who frequently em-

ployed men to clean the moss from its branches. It is a female plant, and
bears annually abundance of fruit. This singular tree is surrounded by a yew
hedge, which is kept neatly clipped. W. Henderson. Crum Castle, March,
1836."

The Portbury Yews. In the churchyard of Portbury, near Bristol, are two

very lofty yews, much longer in the bole than usual. One of these, in Au-

gust, 1836, had a small branch from the base of a bough, which had shot

downwards into the decayed top of the trunk ;
and which, on being pulled

up, proved to be a perfect root, upwards of 3 ft. in length. This singular
circumstance will explain the origin of the inner trunks of yew trees, as ex-

emplified in that of Mamhilad, already described, p. 2077. When the top of
the trunk becomes cracked by the action of storms upon the boughs, the rain

finds access, and, in time, causes decay ; and the dead leaves and dung of
bats and birds, &c., falling in, combine with the rotten wood to form a soft

rich mould, into which a bud shooting out from a neighbouring part (if not

actually covered by the mould) is naturally drawn by the moisture and sur-

rounding shade, and transformed into a root. As the fissure widened and

deepened, by the slow but sure process of decay, this root would descend
and thicken, till it ultimately fixed itself in the soil below. After a lapse of,

perhaps, several centuries, decay, gradually advancing, would at last reach the

circumference of the trunk, and produce a rift on one side : through this the

rotten mould would fall out, gradually exposing the root it had conducted
downwards

;
and the combined influence of light and air, acting upon its

juices, would cause it to deposit annual layers of true wood, and to be covered

with a true bark. Meanwhile it would have shot up a stem near its point of

union, and have formed for itself an independent head and branches. All this

is in strict conformity with the known laws of vegetable physiology ; and some
similar process has produced the peculiarities already described in the Mamhi-
lad and Llanthewy Vach yews. In the Portbury tree, the same process is

shown in its earlier stage ;
and these examples make it probable that, under

favourable circumstances, the yew has the power of thus perpetuating itself.

If so, it may be said to have a new claim to be considered the emblem of im-

mortalitv. There is no doubt that, barring accidents, the inner trunks of the

6 T a
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two old yew trees at Mamhilad and Llanthewy Vach will survive as indepen-
dent trees when, centuries hence, the surrounding walls of their original boles

shall have completely disappeared ; and, should no record of their true history

exist, an observer then will be quite unconscious that they are but portions
of some former trees, the germ of which existed, perhaps, 3000 years ago ;

for the lateral scar, which would for a while mark the point of union, would,
in time, be closed up and buried beneath new deposits. (Abridged from Mag.
Nat. Hist., vol. i. new series, p. 90.)
The Ribbesford Yew stands in the parish of that name, near Bewdley, in

Worcestershire. This yew grows out of a hollow pollard oak, the circum-

ference of the trunk of which, at the ground, is 17ft., and its height 20ft.

In this hollow cylinder the yew has not only established itself, but grown to

such a size as completely to fill up the cavity; and it will doubtless, in a few

years, increase to such a size as to burst asunder the oaken shell which now
encloses it, and ultimately to stand alone, as if it had sprung up from the

ground. At present, both the oak and the yew have numerous spreading
branches, which make a fine appearance ;

the dark green foliage of the yew"
towering above the boughs of its aged companion." There can be no doubt

that the seed of the yew was deposited in the decaying crown of the pollard,
and that its roots gradually penetrated downwards till at last they reached the

soil. (The Analyst, vol. i. p. 81.)
The Glendalough Yeu>, in the county of Wicklow, was an immense 'tree,

and shaded from the sun and the storm, not only the ruins of a small church

under it, but the greater part of the churchyard. Hayes was informed, on
undoubted authority, that on one hot summer's day, when this tree was in its

full beauty, the agent for the bishop to whom the church belonged had all its

principal limbs and branches cut off close by the trunk and sold. About 40

years afterwards, when Hayes saw it, the trunk was decaying at the heart,
and a hoily was growing up through one of the fissures. (Treat, on Plant.,

p. 144.)
The Wcstfelton Yew (fig. 1990.) stands in the grounds of J. F. M. Do-

vaston, Esq., at Westfelton, near Shrewsbury ; and the following account
has been sent to us by that gentleman :

" About 60 years ago, my father,

John Dovaston, a man without education, but of unwearied industry and

ingenuity, had with his own hands sunk a well, and constructed and placed
a pump in it; and, the soil being light and sandy, it continually fell in: he
secured it with wooden boards ; but, foreseeing their speedy decay, he planted
near to the well a yew tree, which he bought of a cobbler for sixpence ;

rightly judging that the fibrous and matting tendency of the yew roots

would hold up the soil. They did so; and, independently of its utility, the

yew grew into a tree of the most extraordinary and striking beauty ; spreading

horizontally all round to the diameter of (now, 1836) 56ft., with a single

aspiring leader to a great height; each branch in every direction dangling in

tressy verdure downwards, the lower ones to the very ground, pendulous and

playful as the most graceful birch or weeping willow ; and visibly obedient to

the feeblest breath of summer air. Its foliage is admirably adapted for re-

taining the dew drops ; and, in consequence, it makes a splendid appearance
at sunrise. Though a male tree, it has one entire branch

self-productive,
and exuberantly profuse in female berries, full, red, rich, and luscious ; from

M^tich I have raised several plants, in the hope that they may inherit some of

the beauty of their parent. The circumference of the tree now, at 5 ft. from

the ground, is 5 ft. 1 in. ; and it is in a growing state, quite healthy and

vigorous. The drawing which accompanies this (see Jig. 1990.) was made

by one of the ingenious children of my friend Bowman. J. .F. M. D.

Westfelton, July, 1836."

Poetical and legendary Allusions. The yew has afforded numerous images
to the poets, from the time of Homer, who speaks of the ancient inhabitants

of Crete as being "dreadful with the bended yew," to the poets of the

present day. Virgil notices the elasticity of the yew in the Eneid :
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" This foul reproach Ascanius could not bear
With patience, or a vow'd revenge forbear :

At the full stretch of both his hands, he drew,
And almost join'd, the horns of the tough yew."

In the Georgicsy the yew is frequently mentioned ; and those who keep bees

are cautioned not to place their hives near yew trees.

Among the old English poets, the yew is frequently mentioned ; and, as

an example, we may copy the following lines from Herrick, as quoted by one

of the most elegant poetesses of the present day, Miss Twamley. Herrick

thus addresses the cypress and the yew :

" Both of you have
Relation to the grave ;

And where
The fun'rale trump sound* you are there.

I shall be made
Ere long a fleeting shade :

Fray come,
And do some honor to my tomb.

Do not deny
My last request, for I

Will be
Thankful to you, or friends for me." (See Kumancc tf Nature, &c.)

Shakspeare mentions the yew as being used for bow? :

" The very beadsmen learn to bend their bows
Of double fatal yew against thy state."

He also alludes to its being employed in funerals :

"
My shroud of

white, stuck all with yew." Many other poets allude to its connexion with

ideas of death. Blair'says, addressing himself to the grave :

" Well do I know thee by thy trusty yew ;

Cheerless unsocial plant, that loves to dwell

'Midst skulls and coffins, epitaphs and worms ;

Where light-heeled ghosts, and visionary shades,
Beneath the wan cold moon (so fame reports),
Embodied thick, perform their mystic rounds :

No other merriment, dull tree, is thine."
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(IM\'- lines are well known :-

"
r.ei.eath tho-e rugged elm-, that yew tree's shade,

\\ here hca\c- the turf in many a ir.'.uld'nng heap,
l.a. h in hi. narrow eel! secure!) laid,

I'hi 1 rude tor.ta'.l.er- ot the liniilet -!eep." I.Ic^y iii ii Country Churchyaitt.

S\\ift makes HaiK'is and I'hilemon be turned to vews :

" IV-cr ptioii woul.l but tire my Mu-e:
l:i -h 'it thes both were turned to sew*.
(lid I. ...-.I'll in Doii-uu ol the (ireell

O.i Min.lav-, after evening prayer.
He gathers all the p.in-li there'.

Point- out the place of either yew
Here Bun'-, there rhileiiip.il ;.:r, w.
TiM once the par-on of pp|ir town,

At which 't :- hard IP' be bel:evi-d

HPPW much the other tree was grieved,
drew -c. ubbcd.died a 'op, wa- -tu:.ted ;

Si the next par-oii .-tubb'd and burnt it."

Nmi'.erous other passes mi^lit be quoted, but \ve shall confine our-

^clve^ to two, one of \\hiih is from Sir Walter Scott, ami the other from

\Vord--Aorth :

" Hut here 't\v:\t rock and river grew
A ih-mal grn\ e of -able sew,
\S nli \vho-e -ad tint.- were mingled .-ecu

I he blighted lirS -epulchral green :

Seem'.i that the tree- their -hadows ra-t

The earth that n-un-h'd them lu blast,
1 ..r i es er knew that -warthy gro\e
'I lie . er.iant hue that fuines'luve

;

N r wililiiig '.:reen, nor woodland tiower,
Anic w ithm it- baleful bower :

The dark and -able e:.rth receives
It- onU carpet troin the leas e-,
I'l at, iroiii the withering branche- cast,
I'.e-trew'd thegrouiipl w.th every bla-t." Hul,:iii/. eanto. u.

" There i- a jew tree, pride of I.,.rton vale,
\\ hi< h t.i tin- nay -land- --.ngle in the niid-t

Ot it- on darkne--, a- it -to<.d of sore,
N.it 1.. th to furiii-h weapon- in the hand.
01 I 111 ft .V. llle or Peley, ere they maiclfd

\i : dn w their i-duiiilin^ tmw- .it A'jineourt
,

I'erhap- at earlier < re-y, or I'oictier-.

( )t sa-' circiiinlcreni e and gloom profound.
I'll -olitai'y tree! A li\u

( M lorm and a-p( ct'ton mai.'iii>ieeiit

In be ili -tro\ '(I. Jlut worthier -till of note
\IP !','.~i ir.i'i rnal tour <', liorrow dale,

Huge trunk- .' and each paiticular trunk a' ;'row th

I p. r!, , nateiy coi'ivolvotl ;

S". innli.riii'il I'S pha:ita-'\. and l.x.k-

I'li.il tl ;. iten thi prntalie .' a p I'ar'd -hade,
I pon w h,,.,- gra--le-- Door "I n pi hro\\ n hnr.
Us lii Iding- lr<.m the pining umbrage :

I'eri eath u ho-( salili- mill
I M bough-, a- ll |p.r le-tal purpose, de< k'd
\\ ill '

rrie-, f-Jm-th -h.ii.e-

M L\ in. p t at lli olltide, .' .

Ihere to <( lebrate
. ten pie. , atti-r'i! i.'i r

I :. ted uu hip."

'

Tlierr does not afipear to be ans m\ tliolo^ical legend t onr-erted uith the

vrw. In I.empriere'- (In.-, .mil Dn tiomirii, it i- ^-aid that s mil.i\ \\asmeta-

morphoM-d into a \ e\s
; hut ( K id -imph sa\ s th.it -Inland her lo\ er ( Vocus

\\ei-e < handed into tuo flouers :
-

"
!.! ( roi i,n in i :i \< ici urn i n in ^unlace More-
1'i.eteri i : dull IMII animo- I, osit.it. ten. 'IP.

"
1,', I lib

l-ol-ablji
the mi-take arose from I )ii>M cridev, and some of the other

nt botaiii-t-. having called the \eu Sniilax. ( 'ambdeii relate^ a legend
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of a priest in Yorkshire, who, having murdered a virgin who refused to listen

to his addresses, cut off her head, and hid it in a yew tree. The tree from

thenceforth became holy, and people made pilgrimages to visit it, plucking
and bearing away branches of it, believing that the small veins and filaments,

resembling hairs, which they found between the bark and wood of the tree,

were the hairs of the virgin. Hence, the name of the village, which was then

called Houton, was changed to Halifax, which signifies holy hair; and the

wealth brought by the pilgrims enabled the inhabitants to build on its site

the now famous town of that name.

Properties and Uses. In a wild state, the yew affords food to birds by its

berries ; and an excellent shelter to them during severe weather, and at night,

by its dense evergreen foliage, but no insects live on it. By man, the tree

has been applied to various uses, both in a living state, and when felled and

employed as timber. The wood is hard, compact, of a fine and close grain,

flexible, elastic, splitting readily, and incorruptible. It is of a fine orange
red, or deep brown ; and the sap wood, which does not extend to a great

depth, is white, and also very hard. \Vhere the two woods join, there are

generally different shades of red, brown, and white : both woods are suscepti-
ble of a very high polish. Varennes de Fenilles states that the wood, before

it has been seasoned, when cut into thin veneers, and immersed some months
in pond water, will take a purple violet colour ; probably owing to the pre-
sence of alkali in the water. According to this author, the wood of the yew
weighs, when green, 80 Ib. 9 oz. per cubic foot ; and, when dry, 61 Ib. 7 oz.

It requires a longer time to become perfectly dry than any other wood what-

ever; and it shrinks so little in drying, as not to lose above ^ part of
its bulk. The fineness of its grain is owing to the thinness of its annual

layers, 280 of these being sometimes found in a piece not more than 20 in.

in diameter. It is universally allowed to be the finest European wood for

cabinet-making purposes. Tables made of yew, when the grain is fine, ac-

cording to Gilpin, are more beautiful than tables of mahogany; and the

colour of its root is said to vie with the ancient citron. It is generally em-

ployed in the form of veneers, and for inlaid work ; it is also used by the

turner, and made into vases, snuff-boxes, musical instruments, and a great

variety of similar articles. Both the root and trunk furnish, at their rami-

fications, pieces of wood beautifully veined and marbled, which are highly

prized. The sap wood, though of as pure a white as the wood of the holly,
is easily dyed of a jet black, when it has the appearance of ebony. Where it

is found in sufficient quantities to be employed for works under ground, such
as water-pipes, pumps, piles, &c., the yew will last longer than any other

wood. " Where your paling is most exposed either to wind or springs,"

says Gilpin,
"
strengthen it with a post of old yew. That hardy veteran fears

neither storms above, nor damps below. It is a common saying among the

inhabitants of New Forest, that a post of yew will outlast a post of iron."

Evelyn mentions the yew trees at Box Hill as both numerous and large.

Marshall, writing in 1796, says that a few of these trees which remained
had then "

lately been taken down, and the timber of such as were sound was
sold to the cabinet-makers, at very high prices, for inlaying : one tree in par-
ticular was valued at 100/., and half of it was actually sold for 50/. The
least valuable were cut up into gate-posts, which are expected to last for

ages : even stakes made from the tops of yew have been known to stand for

a number of years." (Plant, and Rur. Orn., ii. p. 396.) In France, the

yew is found to make the strongest of all wooden axletrees. The branches

furnish stakes and hoops of great durability ; and the young shoots may be

employed as ties, or woven into baskets, which, though heavier than those of
the willow, will be of many times their strength and duration. Boutcher
mentions one of the uses to which the wood is applicable, which ought to

render it even more in demand by the cabinet-maker than it now is ; viz.,

that " the wooden parts of a bed made of yew will most certainly not be

approached by bugs. This is a truth," he adds,
" confirmed to me by the
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of the vine, suggests the idea of planting female yew trees near vineries.

(Hort. Trans.)
The yew makes excellent hedges for shelter ; undergrowth for the protection

of game; and, when planted thick on suitable soil, so as to be drawn up with

clean and straight trunks, most valuable timber. When the hedge is wanted
to be of one shade of green, the plants should all be raised from cuttings of

the same tree ; and, when they are intended to show fruit, in order to rival

a holly hedge, only female plants should be chosen
; and the hedge, like holly

hedges kept for their fruit, should be cut in with a knife, and never clipped
with the shears. Single scattered trees, when intended to be ornamental by
their berries, should, of course, always be females ; and, in order to determine

their sex, they should not be removed to where they are finally to remain till

they have flowered. This may, doubtless, be accelerated by ringing a branch

on each plant after it has attained 5 or 6 years' growth.
The use of the yew tree in ancient topiary gardening, during the seventeenth

century, was as extensive, in England and France, as that of the box seems to

have been in Italy in the days of Pliny. The practice was rendered fashion-

able by Evelyn, previously to which the clipping of trees as garden ornaments
was chiefly confined to plants of box, juniper, &c., kept by the commercial

gardeners of the day in pots and boxes, and trained for a number of years, till

the figure required was complete. Sometimes, as we find by Gibson, Bradley,
and others, clipped plants of this sort sold as high as five guineas each ; and, in

all probability, this high price first led Evelyn to the idea of clipping the more

hardy yew in situations where it was finally to remain. The narrowness of

the leaves of the yew renders it far less disfigured by clipping than even the

box ; and, as it is much hardier than the juniper, should clipped trees come

again into fashion, there can be no doubt that the yew would be preferred to

all others. As an avenue tree, the yew may be considered suitable for

approaches to cemeteries, mausoleums, or tombs ; and, as a single tree, for

scattering in churchyards and burial-grounds.
In modern gardening, the yew is chiefly valued as undergrowth, and for

single trees and small groups in particular situations.
*' As to its picturesque

perfections," says Gilpin, writing in 1780,
"

I profess myself (contrary, I sup-

pose, to general opinion) a great admirer of its form and foliage. The yew
is, of all other trees, the most tonsile. Hence all the indignities it suffers.

We every where see it cut and metamorphosed into such a variety of defor-

mities, that we are hardly brought to conceive it has a natural shape, or the

power which other trees have of hanging carelessly and negligently. Yet it

has this power in a very eminent degree ; and, in a state of nature, except in

exposed situations, is, perhaps, one of the most beautiful evergreens we have.

Indeed, I know not whether, all things considered, it is not superior to the

cedar of Lebanon itself : I mean, to such meagre representations of that

noble plant as we have in England. The same soil which cramps the cedar
is congenial to the yew. It is but seldom, however, that we see the yew in

perfection. In the New Forest it formerly abounded, but is now much
scarcer. But still, in many parts of the New Forest, some noble specimens of
this tree are left. One I have often visited, which is a tree of peculiar beauty.
It immediately divides into several massive limbs, each of which, hanging in

grand loose foliage, spreads over a large compass of ground ; and yet the whole
tree forms a close compact body ; that is, its boughs are not so separated
as to break into distinct parts. But, though we should be able to establish

the beauty of the yew with
respect

to form and foliage, there remains one

point still which we should find it hard to combat. Its colour, unfortunately,

gives offence. Its dingy funereal hue, people say, makes it only fit for a

churchyard. An attachment to colour, as such, seems to me an indication

of false taste. Hence arise the numerous absurdities of gaudy decoration.
In the same manner, a dislike to any particular colour shows a squeamish-
ness, which should as little be encouraged. Indeed, when you have only one
colour to deal with, as in painting the wainscot of your room, the eye,
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properly enough, gives a preference to some soft pleasant tint, in opposition
to a glaring bold one ; but, when colours act in concert (as is the case in all

scenery), red, blue, yellow, light green, or dingy green, are all alike: the

virtue of each consists solely in its agreement with its neighbours." (For.
Seen., i. p. 101.)

The poisonous Nature of the Yew Tree has been known (as we have seen in

p. 2069.) since the time of Theophrastus, though some are of opinion that the

yew of the ancients was a species of cypress. A mass of evidence, however,

proves that the yew of the moderns is generally poisonous in its branches and

leaves, though the berries may be eaten with perfect safety. The leaves were

formerly thought a cure for worms in children ; but Dr. Percival of Man-
chester, in his Medical and Philosophical Essays, relates a melancholy circum-

stance of three children being poisoned by their mother's giving them yew
leaves for this purpose. The children first took a spoonful of the dried leaves,

equally divided among them, and mixed with brown sugar, and afterwards

ate a mess of porridge with sour buttermilk. From this dose they experienced
no bad effect : but, two days afterwards, the mother, finding the worms still

troubled them, administered a dose of the fresh leaves, giving them afterwards

a mess of nettle pottage ; that is, gruel with young nettles boiled in it ; and in

a few hours the children were all dead. They appeared to have suffered no

pain, and, after death, looked as though they were in a placid sleep. A young
lady and her servant, in Sussex, who had drunk a decoction of yew leaves by
mistake for rue, died in the same manner ; and several other instances are

related of their proving fatal to human beings. There are instances of horses

and cows having been poisoned by eating the branches of the yew ; and sheep
have been killed by browsing upon the bark of the tree ; but goats, deer, and

turkeys are said to eat the leaves without being injured by them. In the

New Planter's Kalendar, it is stated, that, though the yew has been cried down
as a standard in pasture ground, on account of the poisonous nature of the

leaves, yet there are many yew trees in pastures, not fenced round, and also

hedges, which are uniformly browsed by sheep and cattle without doing
them any injury whatever. Hanbury relates a story of seven or eight cattle
"
having died in consequence of having eaten the half-dried clippings of a yew

tree or hedge, which the gardener had thrown over the wall ; by which it would

appear that the leaves and twigs, when dried or half-dried, and when taken
into the stomach in considerable quantities, have a very different effect from
what they have when taken in small quantities when green." Marshall has
seen extensive yew plantations, into which cattle were admitted without any
evil consequence to themselves, though the trees were browsed to the very
bough. Sheep, he says, are particularly fond of the leaves, and, when the

ground is covered with snow, will stand upon their hind legs, and devour them
as high as they can reach.

In the Dictionnaire des Eaux et Forets, the subject of the poisonous nature
of the yew is discussed at great length. The young shoots, it is allowed, are

poisonous both to men and animals, acting like other acrid poisons, by pro-

ducing inflammation and spasms ; the antidotes to which are oily substances.

In 1753, several horses having entered into a garden near Bois le Due, in Dutch

Brabant, ate some of the branches of this tree, and died four hours afterwards,
without any other symptoms than spasms, which continued for several

minutes. A similar instance is related by Varennes de Fenilles respecting a

company of cavalry horses, during the war in Germany, which had been tied

to some yews, and had eaten of them. Valmont de Bouare mentions that

an ass, which had been fastened to a hedge of yews near the Jardin des

Plantes, after eating a few of the branches, instantly expired, being greatly
inflated. MM. Daubenton and Desfontaines have seen poultry and sheep,
that had eaten of the leaves of the yew tree, die in a short time. These

pernicious effects of the yew have been confirmed by the repeated experience
of Professor Wiborg, in the Veterinary School, and at the Botanic Garden,
of Copenhagen. From the experiments of the professor, it appears that yew
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leaves, eaten alone, are fatal to animals, particularly to horses, upon which he

made his experiments ; but that, when mixed with twice or thrice as much

oats, they may be used without any danger. This neutralisation of the poi-
sonous qualities of the yew by another vegetable may explain, to a certain

extent, the diversity of opinion upon their effects; it being possible that some

animals, which have eaten of the yew without inconvenience, had shortly before

eaten heartily of some other vegetable. At all events, as M. Dutour observes,
it is possible that the nature of the soil, the climate, and the age of the

tree, may contribute to diminish its bad effects ; and it is certain, that with

this poison, as with certain others (opium for example), custom renders it

innoxious. It is said that, in the mountains of Hanover and Hesse, the

peasants feed their cattle in part with the branches of the yew, during the

winter. They know its poisonous qualities ; and, although they reckon it good
food, they are aware that great precaution is necessary in using it, without

which they run the risk of losing their cattle : consequently, they give them
at first a very little, mixed with other forage ; afterwards they gradually

augment the quantity, until at last they can almost give them the leaves of

alone, without any danger.

Soil, Propagation, Sfc. The yew will grow on any soil that is somewhat
moist ; but it thrives best in loams and clays, on rock, and in a shady situa-

tion. It is propagated for the most part by seeds; but the varieties, and also

the species, when the object is to form a hedge of plants of the same dimen-

sions and colour of leaf, as already mentioned (p. 2088.), should be propa-

gated by cuttings or layers from one plant only. The berries are ripe in

October, and should be then gathered, carried to the rot-heap, and treated in

the same manner as haws. (See p. 840.) If, however, they are sown imme-

diately, enveloped in their pulp, a few of them may come up the following

year, and the remainder the second year; but, if the pulp is allowed to dry
round the nut, and they are kept in that state till spring, none of them will

come up till the third year. Cuttings may be formed of either one or two years'

growth, and planted in a shady border, either in the beginning of April or the

end of August. The cuttings will be most certain of success if slipped off

with a heel, and if the soil consists chiefly of sand. The leaves should be

carefully stripped off the lower part of the cutting, which may be from 7 in.

to 10 in. in length, and buried to the depth of o in. in the soil. Cuttings
treated in this manner require two years before

they
are sufficiently rooted

to be removed. In all probability, however, if the points of the shoots were
taken and planted in sand under a hand-glass, about midsummer, or before,

they would produce roots the same season, and might be transplanted the

following spring. Whether plants are raised from seeds or cuttings, they

ought to undergo the usual routine of culture in the nursery, till they are

3 ft. or 4 ft. high ; because, as they are of slow growth, time is gained by this

practice ; and the yew transplants so readily at any age, that there is no more

danger of plants failing when transplanted at the height of 6 ft. or 8 ft., than

there is when they are only 6 in. or 8 in. high. In planting the yew for hedges,
the advantage of having large-sized plants is obvious; for which reason Boutcher
recommends them to be kept in the nursery till they are 7 or 8 years of age,
at which time they will be 7 ft. or 8 ft. hign. The season for transplanting
the yew, whether of a large or small size, is, as in the case of all other ever-

greens, when the sap is in a comparatively dormant state, between autumn and

spring, and when the weather is open, mild, and, if possible, showery. If trans-

planted in frosty weather, or while a dry wind prevails, they ought to be

covered with mats or straw, or wicker hurdles, kept 6 in. or Sin. from the

plant by stakes and poles. The proper season for clipping yew hedges is

towards the end of June, when the shoots of the year have been completed;
and, to retain a hedge in the greatest beauty or verdure for the greatest length
of time, it ought to be gone over in the latter end of July, or the beginning of

August ; and the points of all those shoots which had become stubby, from

repeated clippings, cut back Sin. or 4 in. If this be not attended to annually,
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the entire surface of the hedge will have to be cut in to the same depth every
5 or 6 years, otherwise the surface will become so thick and matted with twigs
as to exclude the air from the interior, and to kill a number of the branches,
so as here and there to form gaps. These gaps, by admitting the air, are the

means of keeping the hedge alive ; and it is curious in this way to see nature

relieving herself.

The yew is admirably adapted for underwood ; because, like the holly and

the box, it thrives under the shade and drip of other trees. When planted
in masses by itself, the trees are drawn up with straight trunks, like pines and
firs

; and, in good loamy soil, on a cool bottom, plantations of yews, treated

in this manner, must evidently be highly valuable. There are some fine yew
groves, with tall clean trunks, at Combermere, in Cheshire ; and here and
there in plantations, in most parts of the country, proofs may be obtained that

the yew, like the cedar of Lebanon, the red cedar, the arbor vitas, the juniper,
and various other trees, usually seen as immense bushes, might easily be

grown so as to throw all their strength into a clean straight trunk.

Accidents, Diseases, $-c. The wood of the yew is tough, and therefore not

liable to be injured by storms ; and both the wood and the leaves being poi-

sonous, neither are attacked by insects ; or if they are, it is in a very slight

degree. The points of the shoots, in some situations and seasons, produce
little tufts of leaves, which may be considered as abortive shoots. Very few
lichens or fungi are ever found on the bark ; because that, as we have already
observed, scales off

1

every year. Sphae
v
ria Taxi Sow., t. 494. f. 6., is common

on the branchlets and leaves.

Statistics. Recorded Trees. The list of these might be greatly extended
; but we shall confine

ourselves to a few, commencing with one mentioned by Evelyn as growing in the churchyard of

Crowhurst, in Surrey, with a trunk 10 ft. in diameter. The same author also mentions " a super-
annuated yew tree, growing in Braburne churchyard, in Kent, with a trunk 8ft. 11 in. in circum.

ference, which had been blown down, and sawn up into goodly planks, and considerable pieces of

squared and clear timber. Such another monster." he says,
"

is to be seen in Sutton churchyard,
near Winchester." (Hunt. Evel., vol. ii. p. 195.) Box Hill, in Surrey, was, in the time of Evelyn, as
celebrated for its yews as for its box trees. A tree at Hedsor, in Bucks, near the church, is said to
have measured 9ft. in diameter; but this tree no longer exists. White mentions a yew tree in the

churchyard of Selborne, which, in 1789, was apparently of great age. The body was squat, short, and
thick, and girted 23 ft., supporting a large head. It was a male tree ; and, in the spring, it shed clouds
of dust. Most of the yew trees in the churchyards of that neighbourhood, he says, are males

; which,
White thinks, must be matter of mere accident, since, when these trees were planted, it was not gene-
rally known that there were sexes in trees ; but, since he allows that the male trees are of more ro-
bust growth than the females, by selecting the strongest plants from seed-beds in which the plants
stood all at equal distances, the chance would be in favour of males. A tree at Little Shardon, near
Shareshill, in Staffordshire, had, in 1780, a singularly picturesque appearance, and formed one of a
vast number of very old and large yew trees. (See Gent. Mag., vol. ix. p. 1187., Supp., where a figure
of this picturesque tree is given.) In Scotland, according to Dr. Walker, there were a great many yew
trees in the latter end of the last century, with trunks varying from 6ft. to 52 ft. in circumference

;

the latter being the dimensions of the Fortingal Yew. On the hills between Dumbarton and Loch
Lomond, there were, in the beginning of the present century, many hundreds of large yew trees, all

of which have been cut down and sold. Hayes, in 1794, records several trees as at that time existing
in Ireland. At Dunganstone, he saw above 30 trees, most of them with clear trunks 2 ft. in dia-

meter, and upwards of 30ft. high. A yew tree at Fornace, in Kildare, the same author observes,
has a trunk 4 ft. in diameter at 6 ft. from the ground ; and the diameter of the head is 66 ft.

Existing Trees. In the environs ofLondon. There are many yew trees at Syon, and at the Chiswick
villa, between 30 ft. and 50 ft. in height ; at Mount Grove, Hampstead, a tree, 18 years planted, is

16 ft high ;
at York House, Twickenham, 100 years old, it isoOft. high. South of London. In De-

vonshire, in the churchyard of Stoke- Gabriel, situated on the river Dart, is a fine old yew, 4()ft.

high, the trunk of which is 13ft. Sin. in circumference, and the diameter of the head is 70ft. ; at
about 7 ft. from the ground, the trunk divides into two limbs, one of 5 ft. 6 in., and the other 4ft. 6 in.,
in circumference. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 200 years old, it is 55ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 3 ft., and that of the head 51 ft. In the Isle of Jersey, in Saunders's Nursery, ]() years
planted, it is 9 ft, high. In Somersetshire, at Brockley Hall, it is 30ft. high, with a trunk 18ft. in
circumference ; another, with a trunk 17 ft. in circumference : at Leigh Court, it is 45 ft. high, the
circumference of the trunk 11 ft., and the diameter of the head 48ft. In Surrey, at Titsey Place,
near Godstone, it is 48 ft. high, the circumference of the trunk, at 5 ft. from the ground, is 18 ft. f> in.

and the diameter of the head between 60 ft. and 70 ft. In Hone's Every Day Booh is an engraving of a
yew tree in Windleshara churchyard, near Bagshot, Surrey, said to have been planted in the time of
William the Conqueror, 21 ft. high, and 12 ft. in girt. In Sussex, at Cowdray, it is 30 ft. high, with
a trunk of 4 ft. in diameter ; at Kulbrooke, it is 40 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and
of the head 54 ft In Wiltshire, at Longleat, 300 years old, it is 36 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
10ft 4 in., and that of the head 42 ft North of London. In Berkshire, at Aldsworth, near Wai.
lingford, in the churchyard, is one Ti ft. 3 in. in circumference at 5 ft. from the ground : it has a fine

regular head, urn-shaped, though, compared with the trunk, it is a dwarf. At Hampstead Marshall,
there are the remains of a very old yew, the trunk of which was 47 ft. in circumference a few years

r; but which, in 1836, was only 37 ft. in circumference. In Cheshire, at Tabley Hall, 70 years
, it is 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1ft., and of the head 96ft, In Denbighshire, at

Llanbede Hall, 35ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft., and that of the head 41ft In Durham,
at Southend, 28 yours planted, it is 20ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft, and that of the head
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00 ft In Essex, at Shortgrove, there is a tree 50 ft. high, with a trunk 5 It. 3 in. in diameter, and
the diameter of the head 55 ft. ; at Braybrooke, 51 years planted, it is 25ft high, the diameter of the
trunk I ft 6 in., and of the head 27ft. ;

at Hyland, 10 years planted, it is 14ft. high, the circum-
ference of the trunk 1 ft. 10 in., and the diameter of the head 13 ft. In Hampshire, in Warblington
churchyard, near Portsmouth, it is 26ft. in circumference. In Kent, in Leeds churchyard, is a yew
true, the greatest circumference of which was 31ft. 2 in. ; at 7ft. high, 28ft 8 in."; diameter of

the hollow, in October, 1833, when some gipsies had been residing in it, 8ft. Gin. ; height to the
lowest branch 7ft 11 in. ; total height 32ft 4 in. ; and diameter of the head 50 It In Leices-

tershire, at Donnington Park, 25 years planted, it is 31ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 10 in.,

and of the head 24 ft. In Northamptonshire, in the churchyard at Ashby, is a very large yew
tree; but it is not easy to take its dimensions, as the stem is buried in mould up to the branching
off' of its chief branches. In Northumberland, at Hartburn, 80 years old, it is 38ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 5ft. 6 in., and that of the head 30ft In Oxfordshire, in the Oxford
Botanic Garden, 200 years old, it is 36ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head
24 it; a female tree: another, a male tree, 200 years old, is 38ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 1ft. 9 in., and of the head 27ft. The yew hedges which formerly existed in this garden
have been already mentioned, p. 2076. In Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court, 20 years planted,
it is 20 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 9 in., and that of the head 18ft. In Radnorshire,
at Maeslaugh Castle, 26 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft 9 in., and that of the head 66ft In

Shropshire, at Hardwicke Grange, 9 years planted, it is 13ft. high ; at Willey Park, 21 years planted,
it is 21 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1ft., and\>f the head 18ft

;
at Kinlet, 40 ft. high, the dia-

meter of the trunk 5 ft, and that of the head 71 ft In Staffordshire, at Himley Hall, are several im-
mense yew trees, particularly one which is celebrated for its widely spreading head. In Suffolk, at
b inborough Hall, 70 years planted, it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft 2 in., and that of
the head 45 ft. In Worcestershire, at Hadzor House, it is 40 ft high, and has a trunk 7 ft in cir-

cumference ;
at Croome, 40 years old, it is 30 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft 6 in., and that of

the head 20ft. ; in Backleton churchyard is a very fine tree, with a trunk 7 ft in diameter at 4 ft.

from the ground. In Yorkshire, at Grimston, 13 years planted, it is 14ft high, the diameter of the
trunk 9 in., and of the head 14ft. ;

at Spotborough Hall, near Doncaster, it is 34ft high, circum-
ference of the trunk, at 3 ft. from the ground, 1511. Gin., diameter of the head 63ft; in Studley
Park, 50 ft. 6 in. high, with a trunk 4 ft. 9 in. in diameter, and the diameter of the head 56 ft. (Seefig.
1991.; In Scotland, in the environs of Edinburgh, at Gosford House, 35 years planted, it is 2()ft

high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 10 in., and of the head 21 ft.
; at Hatton House it is 40 ft. high, the

diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 30 ft. ; at Moredun, 40 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
3ft. 4 in., and of tlie head 57 ft. South of Edinburgh. In Berwickshire, at the Hirsel, 30 years
planted, it is 17 ft. high, the diameter of the head 26 ft In Kircudbrightshire, at St. Mary's Isle, it

is 30ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 3 in., and that of the head 36ft. In Haddingtonshire,
at Tyningham, it is 24 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 2 in., and of the head 27ft. In Rox-
burghshire, at Dryburgh Abbey, the one already noticed, p. 2079. ;

and at Minto, 140 years old, it is

20 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 54ft North of Edinburgh. In Argyll-
shire, at Minard, is a beautiful tree, about 130 years old, 34ft. fiin. high, diameter of the head 59ft.

In Banffhire, at Huntley Lodge, it is 33 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. Sin. In Clack-

mannanshire, in the garden of the Dollar Institution, 10 years planted.it is 10ft. high. In Cromarty,
at Coul, 2<X) years old, it is 22 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 it. 6 in., and that of the head
39ft. In Forfarshire, at Monboddo, 100 years old, it is 20ft. high, the diameterof the trunk 1ft. fiin.,
and of the head 20 it ;

at Kinnaird Castle, 35 years old, it is 3011. high, the circumference of the
trunk 5 ft., and the diameter of the head 35 ft. In Perthshire, on the estate of Johnstone, Esq.,
near the Old Castle of Kincardine, 700 years old, it is 45 ft. high, with a trunk 13 it 6 in. in circum-
ference, and with three large limbs, one of which is 19ft. long, and 7ft in girt; a second, 28ft.

long, and 5 ft. in girt ;
and a third, 22 it. long, and 5ft. fiin. in girt : at Taymouth, 100 years old, it is

40 it high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 36 ft. ; at Marlee, near Dunkeld, a male
and a female tree, standing close together, of very large dimensions, and in a vigorous state of

growth. In Ross-shire, at Brahan Castle, 20 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 14 in., and of the
head 3()ft. In Stirlingshire, at Callender i'ark, 2'2ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 11 ft.,

and the diameter of the head 33ft. ; at West Plean, 10 years planted, it is 8ft. high. In Ireland,
near Dublin, at Terenure, 15 years planted, it is 12 ft high ;

var. fastigiata, 20 years planted, is 15 ft,

high. South of Dublin. In Cork, at Morn Park, 33 it high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 4 in.,

and that of the head 47 it In King's County, at Charleville Forest, 45 years planted, it is 50 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 45 ft. North of Dublin. In Down, at Castle Wood,
134 years old, it is 35 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 8 in., and of the head 39ft ; at Moira,
45 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 it, and that of the head 39 ft. In Fermanagh, at Florence
Court, 89 years old, it is 33 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 3 It, and of the head 30 ft. : var. fasti-

gi;\ta is a native of the neighbouring mountains, where the original plant is still in being. In Gal.

way, at Coole, 30 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 It, and of the head 21 ft. In Sligo, at Makree
Castle, :> I ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft, and that of the space covered by the branches
.jfift. In France, in the Jardin des Plantes, 120 years old, it is 45ft high, the diameter of the
trunk 5 it ;

in the same gardens, .50 years old, it is '_'<) ft. high. Near Nantes, GO years old, it is 30ft.

high. At Avranches, in the Botanic (Vardi-n, 40 years planted, it is 20 ft. high, the diameterof the
trunk 1 ft., and that of the head 20 ft. In Hanover, in the Botanic Garden at Gottingen,
30 years planted, it is 20ft. high. In Casscl, at Wdhelmshoe, 30 years old, it has a trunk 1ft. in

diameter. In Bavaria, at Munich, in the Botanic Garden, 19 years old, it \* 8 ft. high. In Austria
at Vienna, in the University Botanic Garden, 30 years old, it is 20ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 9 in., and of the head 18 it. ; at Laxenburg, 28 years planted, it is Kill, high ;

in Rosenthal's

Nursery, 17 years planted,:! i.-> 1 ; ft. high ;
at Brlick on the Ix-ytha, 40 years planted, it is 15ft.

high. "in Berlin, at Sans Souci, from 45 to 50 years old, it is 26 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk
11 in., and of the head 9 ft. In Sweden, at Lund, in the Botanic Garden, it is 2811. high, the dia-

rnetcT of the trunk 9 in., and of the head 10 ft. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, it is SO years old,
and :>i 11. high ; the diameter of the trunk 6 in., and of the head '20ft.

Commercial Statistics. Transplanted seedlings, in the London nurseries,

1 ft. high, are !(>.?. per hundred; 2ft. high, lO.v. per hundred; and plants
of T. b. fkstigiata, \s. Cxi. each. At Bollwyller, plants of the common

yew are 1 franc each, and those of the variegated-leaved variety, and of the

common yew, 5 francs each. At New York, small plants of the common

yew are from 2.5 to .50 cents each ; large plants, 1 dollar each; and plants
of the Irish vew are 1 dollar each.
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2. T. (B.) CANADE'NSIS The Canada, or AWA American, Yew.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 856. ;
Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 647. ;

Smith in Rees' Cycl.
No. 2.

Synonymc. T. b. minor AficA. 2?or. Amer., 2. p. 245.

<S;pec. Char., fyc. Leaves linear, 2-ranked, crowded, revolute. Male flow-

ers globose, always solitary. (Smith.) Michaux describes this species as of
humbler growth than the European yew, of spreading habit, and with
smaller flowers and fruit ; and Pursh says that, under the shade of other

trees, it does not rise above 2 ft. or 3 ft. high. Willdenow says that it is

smaller and narrower in all its parts, and that it does not alter by culture ;

yet that a specific difference is hard to be detected. The leaves, however,
are narrower, smaller, and revolute at the margin ; and the male flowers are

always solitary in the bosoms of the leaves. It is a native of North Ame-
rica, in Canada, and on the banks of the Antictem, in Maryland; growing
only in shady rocky places, and flowering in March and April. It was in-

troduced in 1800
; and there are plants of it in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, and in various nurseries ; but it is obviously only a variety of the
common yew.
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GENUS II.

SALISBirR/,4 Smith. THE SALISBURIA. Lin. Syst. Monce'cia Polyandria.
Identification. Lin. Trans., 3. p. 330. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 472. ; Horn. Hort. Reg. Haff., 2. p. 903.

Synonyme. Glnkgo of Kaempfer, Linnasus, and others.

Derivation. Named in honour of R. A. Salisbury, F.R.S., L.S., &c., a distinguished botanist. Ginkgo
is the aboriginal name in Japan.

Description, Arc. A deciduous tree of the first magnitude, a native of Japan,
and remarkable for the singularity of its leaves, which seem to unite Coniferaf

with the Corylacese.

1. S. ^(DIANTIFO
N
LIA Smith. The Maiden-hair-leaved Salisburia,

or Ginkgo Tree.

Identification, Trans. Lin. Soc., 3. p. 330. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 472. ; Horn. Hort. Reg. Haff., 2.

p. 903. ; Jacq. Ueber den Ginkgo.
Synonymes. Ginkgo, Gin-an, or Itsjo, Kaempf. Amcen., p. 811.

; Ginkgo bfloba Lin. Mant., p. 313.,
Si/st. Veg., ed. 14., p. 987., Thunb. Fl. Jap., p. 358., Peis. Synop., 2. p. 573., Trait. Alb. Tos., ed. 2.,
2. p. 80., Dec. in Bibl. Univ., 7. p. 130., Pesch \n Bill. Univ., 7. p. 29., Gouan Descr. du Ginkgo,
&c. ; Noyer du Japon, Arbre aux quarante E'cus.

T/te Sexes. Both sexes are in the Kew Botanic Garden, in the Hackney Arboretum, and in our
garden at Bayswater.

Engravings. Ksempf. Amoen., p. 811. f.
;
Gouan Descr. du Ginkgo, &c., f. ; Jacquin Ueber den

Ginkgo) 1. 1. ;
ourJigs. 1992. and 1993. ; and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Description, fyc. In its native country, the salisburia forms a large tree,

like the walnut, but is more conical in its manner of growth. In England,
in the climate of London, where it is in a favourable soil and situation,
it rises with a straight erect trunk, regularly furnished with alternate

branches, at first inclined upwards, but, as they become older, taking a

more horizontal direction, so as to form a regular, conical, and somewhat

spiry-topped head. The bark is grey, somewhat rough, and it is said to be
full of fissures when the tree gets to be old. The leaves resemble those of the

^diantum vulgare. They are of the same colour and texture on both sides,
and resemble, in their smoothness and parallel lines, those of a monocotyle-
donous plant. They are somewhat triangular in shape, disposed alternately,
like the branches ; wedge-shaped at the base, with stalks as long as the disk :

they are abrupt at the upper extremity, and cloven or notched there, in a
manner almost peculiar to this genus, and to some species of ferns : they
are smooth, shining, and pliant, of a fine yellowish green, with numerous mi-
nute parallel ribs ; and their margins are somewhat thickened. The male

catkins, which appear with the leaves, in May, on the wood of the preceding
year, or on old spurs, are sessile, about 1 in. long, and of a yellowish colour.

The female flowers, according to Richard, have this particularity, that each is

in part enclosed in a sort of cup, like the female flowers of Dacrydium. This

covering is supposed to be produced by a dilatation of the summit of the

peduncle, as may be seen in our figure. The fruit consists of a globular or
ovate drupe, about 1 in. in diameter; containing a white nut, or endocarp,
somewhat flattened, of a woody tissue, thin, and breaking easily. The nut,
when examined by Sir J. E. Smith, from specimens in his possession, which
were sent from China to Mr. Ellis, was found to be larger than that of the

pistachia, with a farinaceous kernel, having the flavour of an almond, but

with some degree of austerity. The tree grows with considerable ra-

pidity in the climate of London, attaining the height of 10ft. or 12ft. in

10 years ; and in 40 or 50 years, the height of as many feet. The longe-

vity of the salisburia promises to be great, for the largest trees in England,
that are in good soils, continue to grow with as much vigour as when they
were newly planted ; and the tree at Utrecht, which is supposed to be between
90 and 100 years of age, and, consequently, the oldest in Europe, though not

large, still produces vigorous shoots. The highest tree that we know of in

England is at Purser's Cross, where it was planted about 1767, as we have
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seen in p. 72. ; and it is above 60 ft. high : but by far the handsomest tree which
we know of is that figured in our last Volume, from the Mile End Nursery;
which, remeasured in July, 1837, was found to be exactly 60 ft. high.

Geography and History. The salisburia, or ginkgo tree, is generally con-
sidered by botanists to be a native of the Island of Niphon, and other parts
ofJapan, and also of China; but M. Siebold,
who resided seven years in Japan, and is

publishing the flora of that country, states

that the inhabitants of Japan consider the

tree as not truly indigenous to their coun-

try, but to have been brought to them from

China, though at a very remote period ;

and Bunge, who accompanied the scission

from Russia to Pekin, states that he saw
near a pagoda, an immense ginkgo tree,
with a trunk nearly 40 ft. in circumference,
of prodigious height, and still in the vigour
of vegetation. (Bull, dc la Soc. d*Ag. du Depart, de PHerault, 1833.) It was
first discovered by Kaempfer in Japan, in 1690; and an account of it was pub-
lished by that author, in his Amccnitates Exoticay

in 1 7 1 2. It is uncertain when
this tree was introduced into Europe. If the estimate made by Professor Kops
of Utrecht, as to the age of the salisburia growing in the Botanic Garden there,
be at all near the truth, it must have been first introduced into Holland be-

tween 1727 and 1737; and, from the connexion of the Dutch with Japan at that

time, we think this highly probable. It is certain that it was not introduced into

England till 1754, or a year or two previous; because Ellis, writing to Lin-

naeus in that year, mentions that Gordon had plants of it. Gordon sent a

plant of it to Linnaeus in 177J ; who, in his Mantissa, published in that year,
noticed it, for the first time, under the name of Ginkgo bfloba; which was
altered by Smith, in 1796, to Salisbury adiantifolia. This alteration, stated

by Smith to be made on account of the generic name being
"
equally uncouth

and barbarous," was very properly objected to at the time, and has since been

protested against by M. De Candolle, on the principle of checking the intro-

duction of a multiplicity of names.. We have, however, adopted the name of
6 i
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GENUS II.

SALISBITR/J Smith. THE SALISBURIA. Lin. Sijst. Morioe'cia Polyandria.
Identification. Lin. Trans., 3. p. 330. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 472. ; Horn. Hort. Reg. Haff., 2. p. 903.
-Synonyme. Ginkgo of Kaempfer, Linnaeus, and others.
Derivation. Named in honour of R, A.Salisbury, F.R.S., L.S., &c., a distinguished botanist. Ginkgo

is the aboriginal name in Japan.

Description, $c. A deciduous tree of the first magnitude, a native of Japan,
and remarkable for the singularity of its leaves, which seem to unite Conifers
with the Corylaceae.

I 1. S. ^DIANTIFO V
LIA Smith. The Maiden-hair-leaved Salisburia,

or Ginkgo Tree.

Identification. Trans. Lin. Soc., 3. p. 330. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 472. ; Horn. Hort. Reg. Haff., 2.

p. 903. ; Jacq. Ueber den Ginkgo.
Synonyines. Ginkgo, Gin-an, or Itsjo, Kannpf. Amcen., p. 811.

; Ginkgo bfloba Lin. Mant.,p.313. f

Syst. Veg., ed. 14., p. 987., Thunb. Fl. Jap., p. 358., Pert. Synop., 2. p. 573., Tratt. Alb. Tos., ed. 2.,
2. p. 80., Dec. in Bibl. Univ., 7. p. 130., 'Fetch M Bibl. Univ., 7. p. 29., Gouan Descr. du Ginkgo,
&c. ; Noyer du Japon, Arbre aux quarante E'cus.

The Sexes. Both sexes are in the Kew Botanic Garden, in the Hackney Arboretum, and in our
garden at Bayswater.

Engravings. Kasmpf. Amcen., p. 811. f. ;
Gouan Descr. du Ginkgo, &c., f. ; Jacquin Ueber den

Ginkgo, 1. 1. ;
ourfigs. 1902. and 1993. ; and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Description, Sf-c. In its native country, the salisburia forms a large tree,
like the walnut, but is more conical in its manner of growth. In England,
in the climate of London, where it is in a favourable soil and situation,
it rises with a straight erect trunk, regularly furnished with alternate

branches, at first inclined upwards, but, as they become older, taking a

more horizontal direction, so as to form a regular, conical, and somewhat

spiry-topped head. The bark is grey, somewhat rough, and it is said to be
full of fissures when the tree gets to be olu. The leaves resemble those of the
.^diantum vulgare. They are of the same colour and texture on both sides,
and resemble, in their smoothness and parallel lines, those of a monocotyle-
donous plant. They are somewhat triangular in shape, disposed alternately,
like the branches ; wedge-shaped at the base, with stalks as long as the disk :

they are abrupt at the upper extremity, and cloven or notched there, in a
manner almost peculiar to this genus, and to some species of ferns : they
are smooth, shining, and pliant, of a fine yellowish green, with numerous mi-
nute parallel ribs ; and their margins are somewhat thickened. The male

catkins, which appear with the leaves, in May, on the wood of the preceding
year, or on old spurs, are sessile, about 1^ in. long, and of a yellowish colour.
The female flowers, according to Richard, have this particularity, that each is

in part enclosed in a sort of cup, like the female flowers of Dacrjdium. This

covering is supposed to be produced by a dilatation of the summit of the

peduncle, as may be seen in our figure. The fruit consists of a globular or
ovate drupe, about 1 in. in diameter; containing a white nut, or endocarp,
somewhat flattened, of a woody tissue, thin, and breaking easily. The nut,
when examined by Sir J. E. Smith, from specimens in his possession, which
were sent from China to Mr. Ellis, was found to be larger than that of the

pistachia, with a farinaceous kernel, having the flavour of an almond, but
with some degree of austerity. The tree grows with considerable ra-

pidity in the climate of London, attaining the height of 10ft. or 12ft. in

10 years; and in 40 or 50 years, the height of as many feet. The longe-

vity of the salisburia promises to be great, for the largest trees in England,
that are in good soils, continue to grow with as much vigour as when they
were newly planted ; and the tree at Utrecht, which is supposed to be between
90 and 100 years of age, and, consequently, the oldest in Europe, though not

large, still produces vigorous shoots. The highest tree that we know of in

England is at Purser's Cross, where it was planted about 1767, as we have
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seen in p. 72. ; and it is above 60 ft. high : but by far the handsomest tree which
we know of is that figured in our last Volume, from the Mile End Nursery;
which, remeasured in July, 1837, was found to be exactly 60 ft. high.

Geography and History. The salisburia, or ginkgo tree, is generally con-
sidered by botanists to be a native of the Island of Niphon, and other parts
ofJapan, and also of China; but M. Siebold,
who resided seven years in Japan, and is

publishing the flora of that country, states

that the inhabitants of Japan consider the

tree as not truly indigenous to their coun-

try, but to have been brought to them from

China, though at a very remote period ;

and Bunge, who accompanied the wiission

from Russia to Pekin, states that he saw
near a pagoda, an immense ginkgo tree,
with a trunk nearly 40 ft. in circumference,
of prodigious height, and still in the vigour
of vegetation. (Bull, de la Sac. d'Ag. du Depart, de rHerault, 1833.) It was
first discovered by Kaempfer in Japan, in 1690; and an account of it was pub-
lished by that author, in his Amcenttatcs JExoticfS, in 1 7 1 2. It is uncertain when
this tree was introduced into Europe. If the estimate made by Professor Kops
of Utrecht, as to the age of the salisburia growing in the Botanic Garden there,

be at all near the truth, it must have been first introduced into Holland be-

tween 1727 and 1737; and, from the connexion of the Dutch with Japan at that

time, we think this highly probable. It is certain that it was not introduced into

England till 1754, or a year or two previous; because Ellis, writing to Lin-

naeus in that year, mentions that Gordon had plants of it. Gordon sent a

plant of it to Linnaeus in 1771 ; who, in his Mantissa, published in that year,
noticed it, for the first time, under the name of Gin/ego bfloba

; which was
altered by Smith, in 1796, to Salisburia odiantifolia. This alteration, stated

by Smith to be made on account of the generic name being
"
equally uncouth

and barbarous," was very properly objected to at the time, and has since been

protested against by M. De Candolle, on the principle of checking the intro-

duction of a multiplicity of names.. We have, however, adopted the name of
6 r
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Salisbury, as it is that by which the tree is most generally known in England.
It was planted in Rouen in 1776, and taken to Paris in 1780; it was sent

to Schonbrunn, by Messrs. Loddiges, in 1781; to North America, by Mr.

Hamilton, in 1784 ; and to Montpelier, in 1788, by Broussonet, who received

it from Sir Joseph Banks. The manner in which this tree was introduced
into the gardens of Paris is curious, and was thus related by M. Andre Thouin,
when delivering his annual Cours d*Agriculture Pratique in the Jardin des

Plantes: In 1780, a Parisian amateur, named Petigny, made a voyage to

London, in order to see the principal gardens ; and among the number of

those he visited was that of a commercial gardener, who possessed five young
plants of Ginkgo biloba, which was still rare in England, and which the

gardener pretended that he then alone possessed. These five plants were
raised from nuts that he had received from Japan ; and he set a high price on
them. However, after an abundant dejeune, and plenty of wine, he sold to

M. Petigny these young trees of Ginkgo, all growing in the same pot, for

25 guineas, which the Parisian amateur paid immediately, and lost no time in

taking away his valuable acquisition. Next morning, the effects of the wine

being dissipated, the English gardener sought out his customer, and offered

him 25 guineas for one plant of the five he had sold the day before. This,

however, was refused by M. Pe'tigny, who carried the plants to France ; and,
as each of the five had cost him about 120 francs, or 40 crowns (quarantc

ecus'), this was the origin of the name applied to this tree in France, of

arbre aux quarantc 'ecus ; and not because it was originally sold for 120 francs

a plant. Almost all the ginkgo trees in France have been propagated from

these five, imported from England by M. Petigny. He gave one of them to

the Jardin des Plantes, which was kept for many years in a pot, and preserved

through the winter in the green-house, till 1792; when it was planted out by
M. Andre Thouin, who gave the above relation in his lectures : but, as the

situation was not altogether favourable to it, the plant was not much above
40ft. in height in 1834, and had not then flowered. There is another

ginkgo in the Jardin des Plantes, which was raised by layering from one of

the four others imported by Petigny. Though much later planted than the

other, yet, being in a better situation, it is about the same size, though it also

has not flowered. The first ginkgo which flowered in Europe appears to have
been a male plant, at Kew, in 1795; and shortly after, Mr. Dillwyn informs

us, a male plant flowered at Ham House, in Essex. In the Botanic
Garden at Pisa, a tree, which had not been much more than 20 years planted,
flowered in 1807; and, in 1812, one flowered in the Botanic Garden at Mont-

pelier, and another in that of Rouen. Hitherto, only the male blossoms of the

tree had been seen ;
and it was believed that the female did not exist in Europe.

De Candolle, however, in 1814, discovered the female flowers on a tree at

Bourdigny, near Geneva; and it was from these flowers that L. C. Richard
was enabled to give the description and figure of the flowers, which will be
found in his Memoircs sur Ics Conifercs, published by his son, Achille Richard,
in 1826. The fruit formed

; but, there being no male tree near, it did not come
to maturity. This tree, Professor De Candolle, in his account of it in the

Bibliothcque Universelle de Geneve, torn. vii. p. 138., conjectures to have been

planted between 1767 and 1797; because, he says, the former proprietor of

Bourdigny, M. Gaussen de Chapeaurouge, a zealous amateur, who sent for

many exotic seeds and trees from England, commenced his plantations in 1767,
and continued them for 30 years afterwards. Fortunately, we are able to indi-

cate the age of this tree, with an approach to certainty, through the voluntary
assistance of our venerable correspondent, Mr. Blakie, who went from Eng-
land to France and Switzerland, as a botanical collector, and resided for

some time at Bourdigny in 1775, when he was collecting plants upon the

Alps for Drs. Pitcairn and Fothergill of London. Mr. Jilakie deposited
the plants he collected in the garden of M. Gaussen, till he could find an op-
portunity of sending them to England.

" When I returned to France, in

1776," says Mr. Blakie,
"

I continued in correspondence with M. Gaussen ;
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and, when employed in funning the gardens at Bagatelle and Monceau in

1783 (see Encyc.of Gard., edit. 1835, p. 88.), I always sent to M. Gaussen

some of all the new plants I got ; and these were numerous, as I was then

forming a collection of trees and plants at Monceau for the late Duke of

Orleans. The last packet of trees that I sent to M. Gaussen was in 1790;
and amongst them was a plant of Ginkgo biloba, which I had reared at

Monceau. I have M. Gaussen's letter, wherein he writes me, from Geneva,
*

I have received a parcel of plants (29 species) by M. Merlin, for which I

beg your acceptance of my sincere thanks,' &c. ; dated Geneva, Dec. 1 1 . 1790 ;

and signed
* Gaussen de Chapeaurouge.'

"
(Blukic in Gard. Mag.,VO\.xu.

p. 266.) Mr. Blakie, whose interesting communication on this subject will

be found in the Gardener's Magazine, vol. xii. p. 266., was not, and, indeed,

could not be, aware whether the plants brought by him from England, and

propagated at Monceau, were male or female; but, as those originally intro-

duced from Japan were raised from imported nuts, there can be very little

doubt that both sexes exist in various parts of Britain, as well as of the

Continent. After the discovery made by M. De Candolle ofthe female plant,

cuttings were distributed by him, from the Botanic Garden at Geneva, to the

different Botanic Gardens of Europe, and, among others, to that of Mont-

pelier. The first sent perished; but, in 1830, M. Delille, director of the gar-

den, received, through his colleague, M. Vialars, two cuttings from M. De Can-

dolle, which he grafted on two young male stocks, and which produced vigorous
shoots. From some of these shoots, in 1832, M. Delille covered a male

tree, 50ft. high, with grafts; and the year following the tree produced one

imperfect fruit ; which was followed in, 1835, by other perfect ones, from

which young plants have been raised. We saw a female tree raised from

one of the cuttings distributed by M. De Candolle, in the Botanic Garden at

Strasburg, in 1828: there is another at Kew, raised from a cutting received

there in 1818; and there are some young plants at Messrs. Loddiges's, raised

from cuttings received by them from M. De Candolle, in 1835; we, also, possess
one obtained from Kew, which we had grafted on the summit of a male
tree in 1831. M. Loiseleur Deslongchamps, in his Note Historiquc sur Ic

Ginkgo (Anna/es de la Soc. Hort., torn. xv. p. 93.), expresses regret, that

neither the directors of the Jardin des Plantes, nor the proprietors of any
of the private gardens of Paris, have, as far as he knows, availed them-
selves of the opportunity of obtaining plants of the female salisburia ;

and
we may make the same remark with reference to the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, and all the London nurserymen except Messrs. Loddiges.
He ingeniously^ conjectures, however, that some of the large trees in

France, that have not yet shown flowers, may be females; because many
males, not quite so large as they are, have flowered ; and because it is well

known that, in dioecious trees generally, the females are some years later

in producing their blossoms than the males. In Great Britain, the ginkgo,
or, as it is here called, the salisburia, has been most extensively propagated
and distributed ; but chiefly from the stool in the Mile End Nursery, which
we know with certainty to be a male plant, as a tree propagated from it,

and now standing in an adjoining garden, was discovered by us in flower in

1835, and producing only male blossoms. (See Gard. Mag., vol. xi. p. 380.)
Some female plants may, however, exist in the country; because it is un-
certain how many were originally raised from nuts by Gordon. Messrs.

Loddiges inform us that, about 1804, they raised one plant of Salisbury
from the nut ; but they are uncertain to whom they sold it. In a garden near

Milan, Signor Manetti informs us, there is a female salisburia, which flowers

every year. The singularity and beauty of the foliage of this tree insure it

a place in every good collection; and there are accordingly many fine speci-
mens both in England and on the Continent; the dimensions of some of the
most remarkable of which will be found in our Sliil'islim.

Properties and Uses. The wood of the ginkgo is said by Kacmpfer to be

light, soft, and weak ; but Loiseleur Deslongchamps describes it as of a ycl-
6 u 2
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lowish white, veined, with a fine close grain, ami moderately hard. It is

easy to work, receives a fine polish, and resembles in its general appearance
citron wood. It is, he says, much more solid and strong than the ordinary
white woods of Europe ; and, though the tree is closely allied to the Coni-

ferae, it has nothing resinous in its nature. In China and Japan, the salis-

buria appears to be grown chiefly for its fruit, the nuts of which, as D\ Abel

observes, are very generally exposed for sale in the markets of China ; though
he was not able to ascertain whether they were used as food, or as medicine.

In Japan, according to Kaempfer, they are never omitted at entertainments ;

entering into the composition of several dishes, after having been freed from

their austerity by roasting or boiling. They are reputed, he says, to be useful

in digestion, and in dispelling flatulence. Thunberg says that even the

fleshy part of the fruit is eaten in Japan, though insipid or bitterish ;
and

that, if slightly roasted, skin and all, it is not unpalatable. Some of the fruit

which ripened in the Botanic Garden ofMontpelier were tasted by M. Delille

and MM. Bonafous of Turin, who found their flavour very like that of

newly roasted maize. M. Delille says that, after roasting the nuts, he found

nothing in the kernels but a farinaceous matter, without the least appear-
ance of oil; notwithstanding what Kaempfer incidentally mentions to the

contrary. M. Peschier, a chemist of Geneva, discovered in the husk of the

fruit an acid, to which he gives the name of acide gcngoique (See Biblio-

theque Universe/I^ de Geneve, as quoted in Ann. de la Soc. d'Hort. de Pam,
torn. xv. p. 95.) Bunge says that the Chinese plant a number of young
trees of the salisburia together, in order to produce a monstrous tree, by
inarching them into one another ; but Delille thinks that this may probably
have been done in . order to unite male and female trees, for the sake of

fertilising the fruit. In Europe, hitherto, the use of the tree has chiefly
been as a botanical ornament; but it is suggested by Loiseleur Deslong-

champs and others, that, as it grows with great rapidity in the south of

France, it may be planted as a timber tree, and applied to the same uses as

the ash, of which it has the advantage of being more solid, and having a

greater specific gravity.

Soil-, Propagation, Culture, $c. The salisburia, judging from the specimens
in the neighbourhood of London, thrives best on a deep sandy loam, per-

fectly dry at bottom ; but. it by no means prospers in a situation where the

subsoil is wet. Were this not the case at Purser's Cross, the trees there

would, doubtless, have been much larger than they are ; as, though one of them
is the highest in England, yet the head is not so ample, nor the trunk so

thick, as that in the Mile End Nursery, which is in a sandy soil on sand.

The situation should be sheltered, but not so much so as for many exotic

trees, which have longer leaves, and more widely spreading branches; such
as the Magnolia acuminata, the Ontario poplar, and the Platanus occi-

dentalis. In Scotland, the salisburia is considered rather tender, and is

planted against a wall. It is propagated by layers, of two-years-old wood,
which generally require two years to be properly rooted ; but, on the Con-

tinent, it has been found that, by watering the layers freely during the sum-

mer, they may be taken off in the autumn of the year in which they were
made. Cuttings made in March, of one-year-old wood, slipped off with a

heel, root in a mixture of loam and peat earth in the shade; and their

growth will be the more certain if they have a little bottom heat. Cuttings
of the young wood, taken off before midsummer, and prepared and planted
with the leaves on, in sand, under a bell-glass, will, we have no doubt, suc-

ceed perfectly. In France, Loiseleur Deslongchamps informs us that, in some
soils and situations, cuttings grow with such rapidity, that in three or

four years they form plants 6ft. or 7ft. high. (Amcen., &c., torn. xv. p. 96.)
Poiteau observes that, in some cases, plants raised from cuttings and layers
are apt to form a crooked head of slow growth ; but that, after the trees are

two or three years old, if they are cut over by the surface, or pegged down
to the ground, they will throw up shoots like other trees that stole ; one of
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which may be chosen, and trained so as to form a handsome erect tree. It

may be worthy of notice, that the two male trees which flowered first in

England were trained against walls, and that the flowers appeared only in

small quantities, at the extremity of the longest branches. It also deserves

notice, that the tree in the Strasburg Botanic Garden, which, when we saw it

in 1828, had flowered for several years in succession, was not above 20ft.

high : but it had been almost entirely shaded by a large poplar tree; and the

flowers were only produced on the extremity of one branch, which had
stretched out to the light. The same may be said of the tree which flowered
in a garden adjoining the Mile End Nursery, which had the farther stimulus

of the bark of the trunk having been so much injured for some years before

as to operate like ringing. The grafting of the salisburia may be performed
in the splice manner, and, apparently, with as much facility as in grafting

apple
trees ; and, hence, every possessor of a male tree may add a female to

it if he chooses.

Statistics. In the environs of London*, a tree at Purser's Cross, planted in 1767, was, in 1837, up-
wards of 60 ft. high ;

another tree near it is upwards of 50ft. high. In the Mile End Nursery are
several trees, the highest of which (figured in our last Volume) was, in 1834. 57 ft. high, with a trunk
3 ft. in diameter; and in 1837 it had gained 3ft. in height. In the grounds ofan adjoining villa, there
is a tree between 30ft. and 40 ft. high, which has grown all to one side, in consequence of the pres-
sure of other trees. This tree produced abundance of male blossoms in May, 1835, and is now (June
5. 1837) also in flower. In the Kew Garden there are some male trees trained against walls, one
of which has flowered several times (see p. 2096.); and a female tree, received from Professor De Can-
dolle, in 1818., but which has not yet flowered. In pur garden in Porchester Terrace, Bayswater, is a
male tree, with a female grafted on its summit, which is now (1837) upwards of 15 ft. high. At Ham
House Essex, is a male tree, trained against the front of the house, which flowered about 1796, and is

33ft. high. At Leyton, in the grounds of Robert Barclay, Esq. ,16 years planted, it is 18ft. high South
of London. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 30 years planted, it is 24 ft. high. In Somersetshire,
at Leigh Park, it is 40ft. high, the circumference of the trunk 5ft., and the diameter of the head
30ft. North of London. In Gloucestershire, at Doddington Park, 26 years planted, it is 18ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 10 in., and that of the head 45 ft In Scotland, in Forfarshire, at
Kinnaird Castle, 30 years planted, it is 22ft. high. In France, in the Jardin des Plantes, 50 years
old, it is 55 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 4 in., and of the head 25 ft. At Avranches, in

the Botanic Garden, 19 years old, it is 6ft. 6 in. high. In Holland, at Utrecht, the tree already
mentioned, p. 2095., is 33ft. 2 in. high, with a trunk 1 ft. 6 in. in diameter at 1 ft. from the ground
Professor Kops informs us, in a letter dated December 7. 1835, that it is a branchy tree, and still

continues to grow vigorously. He adds that, when he succeeded to the directorship of the garden,
in 1816, it was then calculated to be between 70 and 80 years of age ; and, hence, it must now (1837)
be between 90 and 100 years old

;

and, if so, it must have been planted ^
V t

at Utrecht before the tree was in- A^Ss A
troduced into England. At Leyden,
there is a salisburia, which, in 1817,
the deputation of the Caledonian
Horticultural Society considered as
a few feet taller than the specimen
in the Mile End Nursery was at that
time ; which last-mentioned tree

\vus, when seen by the deputation
in 1817, above 30 ft. high, and was
considered, as it still is, the finest

tree of its kind in the neighbour-
hood of London . The Leyden tree

was inferior to the English one,
however, in point of handsomeness
and shapeliness.

"
Indeed, it had

been crowded and overgrown by
some ordinary forest trees

;
and the **"'

gardener seemed to pride himself on
its transference, some years ago, to

its present situation. There was
doubtless merit in safely removing
so large a plant ; but the choice of
its new place is far from being
happy, a large common ash here

overshadowing it; than which it is

not easy to conceive any thing more
prejudicial. It yields its flowers
in fry season." (Hort. Tour, p. 159.)
Professor Keinwardt, the present
director of the Leyden Botanic
Garden, kindly sent us a beautiful

portrait of this tree, taken in 1836,

ofwhichyig. 1994. is an engraving,
reduced to the scale of 1 in. to 12ft.

It was then 41 ft. high, and the cir-

cumference of the trunk, at 1 ft.

from the ground, was 4 ft. 6 in. In

Belgium, in the park at Liicken,
near Brussels, there is a salisburia
23ft. high. In Germany, in Aiu-

f> L
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tria, at Vienna, in the garden at Schonbrunn, aiul also in that of M. Pernold, there are several

male salisburiis, from 40ft. to 50ft. high, which flower every year. The oldest of these was the tree

originally planted in the garden at Schonbrunn by Francis I. '.See p. 209(5.) In the Botanic Garden
at Carlsruho, there is a tree 60 ft. high, which has not yet flowered. In Brunswick, at Harbke, there
is a tree, 70 years planted, and only 20ft. high. In Switzerland, the female tree at Bourdigny (see

p. 209d) was kindly measured for us in April, 1835, by M. Alphonse De Candolle ; and, according to

his communication in the Gardner's Magazine, vol. xi., it was then from 12 ft. to 15 ft. high, with a
trunk exactly 4 ft. in circumference at 18 in. from the ground ;

and the diameter of the space|covered by
the branches was 25ft. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 24 years planted, the male is Sfift. high,
the circumference of the trunk 2 ft., and the diameter of the head 18 ft. ;

there is also a female, 10

years old, which is only 3 ft. high, A female tree, in another garden near Milan, has flowered. In
the Botanic Garden at Pavia, a tree, measured by the Abbe Berleze, in 1832, was 60 ft. high. This
must be the finest tree in Italy, as that of Montpelier is the finest in France

;
that of Carlsruhe the

finest in Germany ;
that of Leyden the finest in Holland ; and that of thr> Mile End Nursery the

finest in England. In North America, at Woodlands, near Philadelphia, there is a tree 54ft. high,
with a trunk 3 ft. 10 in. in circumference at 2 ft. from the ground ;

there are also two other trees in

the same garden, but not one of them has ever flowered. These trees were brought to America, by
Mr. Hamilton, in 1784. (See Gard. Mag., xii. p. 378.)

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are from" Is. 6^7. to

bs. each, according to the size; female plants, 5s. each, At Bollwyller, plants
are 5 francs each ; and at New York, 2 dollars.

1993

A pp. I. Half-hardy Genera belonging to the Order Taxdcecc.

Podocdrpus L'HeYit. is nearly allied to Taxus, and so much resembles that genus, both in its

leaves and fruit, that it has not been long separated from it. The species are tall trees, natives of

China, Japan, the East Indies, the Cape of Good Hope, South America, and New Holland. About
a dozen species have been introduced into England, which are almost always kept in the green-
house or stove

;
but sonic have been found to stand the open air in the climate of London, with very

slight protection.
P. macrophylhts Swt, Lamb, 2d ed. 2., p. 843. ; T. macrophy'lla Thun. Jap., 276., Smith in Recs's

Ci/cl., No. 6.; the long-leaved Japan yew; has the leaves scattered, pointless, spreading every way, and
the fruit stalked. Common in Japan, where it is a large and stout tree, the wood;of which is valued for

cabinet-work, not being liable to the attacks of insects. It is a native of Japan, and was introduced
into the Kew Gardens in 1804. There are plants at Messrs. Loddiges's, and in various collections,
which are usually kept in green-houses or cold-pits ;

but there is a plant in the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, which was planted in 1S32 in an angle where two walls meet, and is now (1837)
between 2 ft. and 3 ft. high.

I', lat/filius Wall. i ^^ V
Plant. Asiat. Rar., 1. p.
:<;. t. .;()., and our fig.

I'.!'!, has the leaves

ovate-lanceolate, much
pointed, and opposite.
Male catkins fascicled,
axillary, on a common
peduncle. Nut globose ;

receptacle narrow, co-
vered with scattered
bracteas. An evergreen
tree of the middle size.
Leaves about 5 in. long,
and 1 in. broad

; pain
beneath. (Wall.) A
native of the mountains
of Puudna, flowering in

March, and ripening its

fruit towards the end of
the year. It iscalled.W-
loug by the natives. Dr.
\Vallich observes, this
species "is very dis-
tinct from P. macro-
phyllus in size, figure,and insertion of its

i

a
..

V
l'-

a"d '"
[
ts fasclclcd aments. Both species are found on the same lofty range of mountains,noruc ing on the eastern parts of Bengal, not far from the district of Silhet."

"

(See Tcntamcn 1'loni:

Nepalensistllustratic, l.p. 5<;.)
P.spinulosus Sprengel ; P. excelsus laid. Cat., ed. 1836 ; T. spinulbsa Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 7. ;me leaves partly opposite, or whorled, and lanceolate ; spinous-pointed, and spreading every

vay. it is a native of Port Jackson, and there is a plant in the Botanic Garden at Kew, againsta west wall, which has stood there without protection since 1830, and is now 3 ft. high.
l.nucifcr Pcrsoon; T. nucifera K&mpf. Amcvn. Ex., p. 815., icon., Smith in Itci-s's Cycl, No. 5.,

f'?h r
Cp"> t- 44-; has the leaves 2-raiiked, distant, lanceolate, pointed, and but halt the lengthoi ti fruit; and the foliage and habit of the plant strongly resemble those of a deciduous cypress.

requent, according to Ka?mpfer, in the northern provinces of Japan, where it forms a lotty tree,

^ many opposite scaly branches, found also on mountains in Nepal and Kamaon. The wood is
"grit. An oil is made from the kernel of the nut, which is said lobe used for culinary purposes, though

itself is too astringent to be eaten. This spcci< s was introduced in 1 420, and is, perhaps,ic hardiest of the genus; a plant having stood oul in open ground in the Goldwoith Arborc-
turn smce 1831, which is now 4 ft. high. It is al,o at Me.-r, I^ddigi-sV In 1S, there was a treeof this species at White Knights, which was ];j It. high.
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P. elongdtvs L'Herit, Richard Co- ] O07
nif., p. 13. 1 1. f.2., and our^. 1997. ;

T. elongatus Ait. Hvrt. Kcw., ed. 1.,

3. p. 415., T/iun. Prod., 111., Smith
in 7fr.v'.y Ci/d., No. 3.

; has the
leaves scattered, linear-lanceolate.
Branches somewhat whorled. Male
flowers cylindrical, with spirally im-
bricatinl and very numerous anthers.
These scale-like anthers of the male
flower are very like those of a fir. A
native of the Cape of Good Hope,
sent to Kew in 1774. There are
plants at Messrs. Loddiges's.

P. chifinus Rich. Mem. Conif.,
p. 11. t. 1. f. 1., and ourJig. 1996., is a
middle-sized tree, a native of Chili,
where it is called Manigui, and
whence specimens of the male plant
were.'sent.to Europe, by the collector

Dombey.
P. coriuceus Rich. Conif., 1. 1. f. 3., and ourfig. 1998., is a native of

the Island of Montserrat, and resembles P. elongatus, but Is smaller
in all its parts.
P. taxtfolius Kunth in Humb. and Bonn.

Nov. Gen., 2. p. 2. t. 97. ; Rich. Mem. Conif.,
pi. 29. f. 1., and our Jigs. 1999, and 2000. ; P.
montanus Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 : Taxus mon-
ta-na Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 857. This is a tree
with the habit of Tlaxus baccata, a native of
Peru, and of which only the female plant has
hitherto been sent to Europe. Some curious

in formation respecting the anatomy of its fruit will be found in Richard's

Mdmoire, p. 15. There are plants at Messrs. Loddiges's.
Utticr Species. At Messrs. Loddiges's, there are Podocarpus excelsus,

and P. raeriif olius ; and also Taxus
japonica : but whether they, and also

several of the names above given, are

applied to plants sufficiently distinct,
or whether they are synonymes, we
have no means of ascertaining. In
Lambert's Pinus, 2d ed., vol. ii.,

several species are mentioned,' or loqo
shortly described, as natives of Chili

lc

and New Holland, affording an ex-

ample of coincidence in.the vegetation
of these countries, with that of the
south of Africa.

Dacrydium Solander. Sexes dioecious. Flowers minute.
Male. .Catkin solitary, terminal, ^blong. Flowers imbri-

cated, each consisting of a scale and two cases of pollen attach-
ed to its lower part on the outside. Female. Flowers ter-

minal, solitary ; each .borne upon the surface of the last leaf
of a shoot, and part of it embraced by that leaf, and by contiguous ones ; and 2000
included within acupule-like or calyx-like involucre, which has a terminal

orifice, that widens more and more ;
and the involucre eventually becomes a

cupule-like body, of a firm fleshy consistence, and situated at the lower part of
the fruit. Calyx globosely turbinate, but contracted towards the tip, and then

expanded into glandular, narrow, and spreading limbs. Pistil almost wholly
free, included. Fruit rather egg-shaped, tipped with a small point. Two spe^
cies have been described, and are introduced.
D. cupressinum Sol. in Forst. PI. Es., p. 80., Prod., p. 92., Lam. Pin., p. 93.

t. 41. ed. 2., ii. t. 69., Rich. Mdm. Conif., p. 127. t. 2., and pur Jig. 2001. ; Thala-
mia cupr&sina Spreng. This is a tall evergreen tree, with pendent branches,
and the small shoots covered with numerousdichotomous (2-rowed) scaly-looking
leaves, not unlike, at a distance, those of Lycopudium. The male catkins are sessile, oblong-ovate, im-
bricate, with many flowers. The female flower, which is shown in Jig. 2001. a, is produced at the sum-
mit of the leaf, and is included in an involucrum, which forms a sort of cup, and conceals the pistillum
from the view. It is a native of New Zealand, where it was discovered by Dr. Solander, during Cook's
first voyage. In Cook's second voyage, he made the shores of New Zealand, at a place which he
had previously named Dusky Bay, in March, 1773.

" The country at the back of this bay is described
as exceedingly mountainous, the hills forming part of that great chain which extends throughout
the larger island from Cook's Straits. These hills are said to wear an aspect, than which a more
rude and craggy feature can rarely be seen ; for the mountain summits are of stupendous height,
and consist of rock, totally barren and naked, except where they are covered with snow. Skirting
the seashore, the land and all the islands in the bay are densely clothed with wood, nearly down to
the water's edge. Except in the river Thames (a river of New Zealand), Captain Cook adds,

"
I have

not seen finer timber in all New Zealand. The most considerable for size is the spruce tree (DacK'dium
r upn'ssinum Sol., many individuals of which were observed from 6 ft. to 8 ft. or 10 ft. in girt, and from
60ft. or 80 ft. to even 100 ft. high, quite large enough to make a main mast for a fifty-four gun ship."
Of the leaves of this tree Cook made beer, which lie gave to his

ship's company ; and which, when
well prepared, and corrected from its extreme astringency by a decoction of pniladelphus, or tea plant

(Leptospermum scoparium), proved a good antiscorbutic, and was acknowledged to be little inferior
to the American spruce beer, by those who had experience of both. (Comp. to the Bot. Mag., vol. ii.

p. 228.) Mr. George Bennett, in his Observations on the Conifers of New Zealand, published in
rnbert's Pinus, says that he has seen the Dacrydium cupressinum growing to the height of 80 ft.

90ft., but with a trunk seldom exceeding in circumference.15 ft The timber is considered

6 u 4

1909

Lambert
or
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harder than that of any of the New Zealand Conl ferae, and is much valued
either for planks or spars. In colour it is an intermixture of white and
red ; and no green resin exudes from it. The fruit, which U a small red

berry, containing a black seed, is eaten by the natives. The tree is not

abundant, having its habitat only in particular districts. Dacrydium
cupressinum was introduced into England in 1825, and there are now
plants in several collections. From its native country, we think it not un-

likely to prove hardy ; and, without doubt, it will stand our winters against
a wall, with very little protection. It is propagated by cuttings, like heaths.
D. taxifblium Soland., Lam. Pin., ed. 2., No. 69., is mentioned in Cap.

tain Cook's First Voyage as growing in swamps, and forming a very tall

tree, with a leaf not unlike a yew, and berries in small bunches. Captain
Cook's carpenter thought it fit for masts for vessels of any size. It has
not yet been introduced.
D. excelsum Don, Lam. Pin., ed. 2., the kahikatea, or swamp pine,

was observed by the late Mr. Richard Cunningham on the Hokianga
River, in January, 1834,

" laden with the climbing freycinetia, whose
rooting rope-like stem, with here and there a tuft of leaves, wound itself

spirally to the summits of those straight and lofty trees." (Camp, to Rot.

Mag., ii. p. 217.) Mr. George Bennett says that this species attains a height
offrom 120 ft. to 130 ft., with a trunk from 12 ft, to 18 ft. in diameter, being
the loftiest timber tree in New Zealand. The wood is soft, and used for

making the common canoes; the great length of the trunk enabling
them to be constructed of a large size for carrying provisions.

1) ? plumbsum D. Don, the kawaka of the New Zealanders, is a tree

attaining the height of 60ft. or 70ft., and regularly furnished with

branches, which, Mr. Bennett informs us, is the meaning .of the name
given to it by the natives. The timber is red, and of an excellent quality
for either plank or spar.
D. eldtum Wall, Juniperus elkta Roxb., is a lofty evergreen tree, a native of Pulo-Penang. Intro-

duced in 1830. There are plants at Messrs. Loddiges's, and a very handsome one in Knight's Exotic

Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea.

Phyll6cladis Rich. Mem, Conif., p. 129. ; Podocarpus
sp. Labill. This is a monoecious genus, with small obscure
male and female flowers in separate catkins. The fruit

resembles that of T^axus. Only one species is known.
P. rhomboidalis Rich. Mem. Conif., p. 2a t. 3. f. 2. and

our figs. 2002,2003. ; Podocarpus asplenifolius Labill. Spe-
cim. Nov. Holl., 2. p. 71. t 221. A branchy tree, according
to Labillardiere, from 40ft. to 50ft. in height. The
branches are spreading ; the leaves angular, with foliaceous

wing-like appendages at their base, and varying so much
in the manner in which they are cut, as occasionally to

appear pinnatifid. At their apex, there are sometimes
little leafy appendages, which at length become leaves.

The flowers are monoecious ; the male and female on
different branches, and terminal. The leaves appear to be

compressed branches, in manner of those of Xylophylla.
It is a native of Cape Van Diemen ; and only dried speci-
mens have hitherto been introduced.

P. tricfiomanb'ldeiR.'-.Br., and D. Don in Lamb. Pin., ed.

2., vol. ii., the tanakaa of the natives, is described by Mr.
G. Bennett, as having pinnate frondose leaves, and at-

taining the height of from 60ft. to 70ft., with a trunk
from 14 ft. to 16ft. in circumference. The timber is hard, and so heavy that it sinks in water. The
bark u used by the natives for dyeing the New Zealand flax of a red or black colour ; the black New

mat;.

2003

Zealand mate being dyed by simply immersing them in a decoction of the bark of this tree. Mr.
Richard Cunningham describes P. frichomandldes as of "

graceful regular growth," and as
" fur-

nishing an exceedingly valuable timber, which is much sought after for the decks of ship*." (Comp.
to the Sot. Magn ii. p. 218.)
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We have dwelt at greater length on the trees of New Zealand, than we should otherwise have done
with half-hardy species ; because, from the climate, and the elevation at which some of them are
found, we are inclined to hope that they may prove half-hardy in the climate of London, and nearly,
if not quite, hardy in the warmest parts of Devonshire. The singularity of the appearance of phyl-
locladus, and its obvious alliance to salisburia, would render it a most desirable introduction, either
for the green-house or the conservative wall, and posibly it may prove as hardy as salisburia.

CHAP. CXIII.

OF THE HARDY AND HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER
CONl'FER^E, OR PINAV

CE^E.

Identification. Lindl. Nat. Syst. of Bot., p. 313.
;
Richard Mm.Conif., in part.

Synonymes. Conifer Rich. Mem. Contf. The Conifer, till lately, included the order 7'axa'cea;,
already given p. 2065., which has been separated from it by Dr. Lindley. Conace Lindl. Key, 232.

Affinities. The raxSce have been separated from this order on the one hand, while, on the other,
the Cycadace are considered as approaching very near it.

General Characters of the Order. All ligneous. Flowers unisexual ; those
of the two sexes in distinct catkins, that are situated upon one plant in most
of the species, and upon two plants in the rest. Male. Catkin longer than
broad. Each flower a scale or body, bearing pollen contained within either

2 cells formed within the scale or body, or 3 or more 1-celled cases ; in

Araucdna Juss., in 2-celled cases, exterior to, but united with, the scale or

body : a part of the scale or body is free, above the cells or cases containing
the pollen. Female. Catkin more or less conical, cylindrical, or round, in

figure ; composed of many, several, or few flowers, each, in most species, sub-

tended by a bractea. The catkin, in the state of fruit, is rendered a strobile of
much the same figure. Each flower is constituted of 1 3 ovules, borne from
an ovary that resembles a scale, and is in some instances connate with the

bractea that subtends it. Ovules regarded as receiving impregnation from
direct contact of the pollen with the foramen of the ovule. Bracteas imbri-

cated. Carpels, which are the ovaries in an enlarged and ripened state, im-
bricated. Seed having in many species a membranous wing. Embryo included
within a fleshy oily albumen, and having from 2 to many opposite cotyledons,
and the radicle being next the tip of the seed, and having an organic connexion
with the albumen. Brown has noticed a very general tendency in some

species of Pinus and A^bies to produce several embryos in a seed. Trees,
almost all evergreen, the wood abounding in resin. Leaves needle-shaped,
scale-like, or lanceolate ; in some species disposed in groups, with a mem-
branous sheath about the base of the group, at least in most of these ; in

some in rows, in some oppositely in pairs, decussate in direction ; imbricately
in several. (Lindl. Nat. Syst. of Bot. ; T. Nees ab Esenbeck Gen. PI. Fl.

Germ. Illustr. ; Richard Mem. sur les Coniferes ; Wats. Dendr. Brit. ; and

observation.)
The Coniferae were first studied scientifically by Tournefort. In his In-

stituliones, &c., published in 1717-19, this botanist established the following
nine genera; viz., .4

N

bies, Pinus, Larix, TTiuja, Cupressus, Cedrus,7uniperus,
jTaxus, and .E'phedra. Linnaeus, in his Genera Plantarum, published in 1737,

only admitted seven of Tournefort's genera, uniting J^arix to ;fbies, and
fedrus to Junfperus. Adanson, in 1763, in his Families des Plantcs, adopted
Tournefort's genera, with the exception of Cedrus, which, with Linnaeus, he

united to ,/uniperus; and he added to the Coniferae the genera Casuarina

Ruinph. y and ^quisetum L. A. L. De Jussieu, in 1789, in his Genera Planta-

nt>,/, formed the family of Coniferae of the seven genera adopted by Linnaeus,

placing there the Casuarina of Rumphius, and adding the genus Araucriria.

Lanmrck (Encyc. Met/i., ii. p. 32., published in 1790), under the article Co-

niferaj, adopted the genera of Linnaeus and Jussieu, with the exception
"

Araucaria, which he describes, in another part of his work, under the npffi

Dombeya. Geertner, in 1791 (De Fruct. ct Sem. Plant.), unitet'

&S*
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group, under the name of Pinus, the genera Pinus, yTbies, and Zarix of
Tournefort ;

and adopted the genera 7'huja, Junfperus, Cupressus, and Taxus
as characterised by Linnaeus. Solander, in 1786, in a Dissertation published
at Berlin by G. Forster, indicated the Dacrydium cupressinum as a new genus
belonging to Coniferae, but did not give its character. Lambert, the vice-

president of the Linnaean Society, published, in 1803, the first volume of his

magnificent work, A Description of the Genus Pinus, the second volume of

which was published in 1832, and the third in 1837. L'He'ritier founded the

genus Podocarpus in 1806, and Smith that of Salisbuna in 1796. Persoon
added the genus Altingia to Coniferae, having mistaken a species of Liquid-
ambar, the aboriginal name of which is Altingia, for one of the Coniferae.

R. A. Salisbury published, in 1807, in the Linnccan Transactions, vol. viii.,

some curious observations on the stigmas of the Coniferae, and endeavoured
to establish four new genera ; viz., Belis (Cunninghams), A'gathis (Ddin-

mara), Eutassa, and Colymbea (Araucdria). Ventenat, in 1808, gave a

new character to the Thuja articulata of Desfontaines, which he named
Callitris. M. Targioni Tazzetti of Florence published, in the Annals of the

Museum of that city, Observations on the Conifers, and particularly on the

genera Thuja and C'upressus, which he unites in one genus. MM. Mirbel and

Schubert have published, in the Annales du Museum de Paris, torn, xv., and in

the Bulletin des Sciences de la Societe Philomatique, torn, iii., and in various

other works, many observations on the Coniferae. Both these botanists have

proposed a new classification of the genera which compose the order, arranging
them into two groups : the one containing the genera in which the flowers

are turned up, and the other all those in which they are turned down. M.
Mirbel, in 1812, separated the C'upressus disticha from the other species of

that genus, and described it under the name of Schubert/a; a name which has

not been generally adopted, because it was found that M. Richard, senior, had

already described it under the name of Taxodium in the Annales du Musee,
torn. xvi. M. Tristan, in the same volume of the Annales, endeavours to

show that ^4
vbies and .Larix ought to be united, as Linnaeus and Gasrtner

had previously done. In this volume appeared also a new classification of

the genera composing the Coniferae, by M. Richard, senior
;

in which he

endeavoured to establish the three groups or sections of jTaxineae, Cupressinae,
and Jbietinae; and this arrangement is adopted in the same author's justly

celebrated work, Mem. sur les Coniferes, published after his death by his son,

M. Achille Richard, in 1826. It is the arrangement of this author, as modi-

fied by Dr. Lindley in the edition of his Introduction to the Natural System

published in 1836, that we have followed in this work; and the characters

of the genera have been either drawn up or amended for us by Professor

Don ; who has also kindly looked over the proof sheets. By Dr. Lindley's

arrangement, Richard's section Taxineae is removed from the Coniferae,

and made a separate order, under the name of Taxaceae, as given in p. 2065. ;

and, under Richard's two sections >4bietinae and C'upressinae, the true Co-

niferae are arranged as follows :

Sect. I. ^BIE'TINJE Richard.

Sect. Char. All the genera included in the group are evergreen, except

Larix. Branches in whorls ; except, perhaps,, u*.~D(immara. Buds

scaly. Catkins of each sex of numerous flowers. Tip of the ovule

pointing towards the axis of the catkin, except in Cunninghamwz. Leaves

scattered, or in groups. .

* Sexes monoecious.

/YNUS L., in part. Male. Catkins grouped. Pollen contained in 2 cells,

formed in the scale, that opens lengthwise. Female. Ovules 2. Strobile

ovately conical in most species. Carpels, or outer scales, thickened at the

tip, exceeding the bracteas or thin outer scales in length, and concealing

them : persistent. Leaves in groups of 2, 3, or 5 ; each group arising

out of a scaly sheath.
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/ruiKs Link. This Jitters from Pinus, as above defined, in having the cones

pendent, and less decidedly grouped ; the strobiles cylindrically conical ;

the carpels not thickened at the tip ; and the leaves solitary. They are

partially scattered in insertion, and more or less 2-ranked in direction.

PI'CKA. Link. This differs from Piiius and yf bies, as above defined, in having
the cones erect. The strobile is cylindrical, and has its carpels not thick-

ened at the tip. Both carpels and bracteas separate from the axis of the

strobile; and the leaves are obviously 2-ranked in direction. (D.Don.)
Z/A

VRIX Tourn. This differs from yfbies, as above defined, in its leaves being

annual, and disposed in groups ;
and in having the cones erect.

CVDRUS Barretter. This differs from Larix in being evergreen, and in the

carpels separating from the axis. The leaves, as in Z/tirix, are disposed in

groups, many in a group ; and the cones are erect. Anthers crowned by
an elliptical scabrous crest. Strobiles solitary ; crest with coriaceous

compressed carpels, which are deciduous.

CUNNINGIIA'M/J R. Br. Male. Catkins grouped. Pollen contained in 3

cases that depend from the scale. Female. Ovules 3. Strobile ovate.

Leaves solitary, scattered in insertion, more or less 2-ranked in direction,

flat, acuminate, and serrulate.

DA'MMARA Rumphius. Male. Catkins solitary. Pollen contained in from

5 to 24 cases, pendent from the apex of the scale. Female. Ovules 2,

free. Strobile turbinate. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, often opposite.
* * Sexes [?] dicccious.

ARAUCA^RIA Jussieu. Male. Pollen contained in from 10 to 20 cases,

pendent from the apex of the scale. Ovule solitary, connate with the

carpel or scale. Leaves imbricate.

Sect. II. CUPRE'SSIN.K Richard.

Sect. Char. All the kinds evergreen, except Taxodium Rich. Branches
inserted scatteredly in most, if not all. Buds not scaly. Flowers of

each sex but few in a catkin. Ovule with its tip pointing from the axis

of the catkin.
* Sexes monoecious.

THV^JA. Rick. Male. Catkin terminal, solitary. Pollen of each flower

included in 4 cases, that are attached to the inner face of the scale, towards

its base." Female. Catkin terminal. Ovary connate with the bractea :

the two conjoined may be termed a receptacle. Ovules 2 to each recep-
tacle. Receptacles semipeltate, imbricated, smooth, or, in some, having a
recurved beak near the tip. Seeds inconspicuously winged, or not winged.

Cotyledons 2. Branchlets compressed. Leaves scale-like, closely imbri-

cated, compressed.
CA'LLITRIS Vent. Male. Catkins terminal, solitary. Pollen of each flower

contained in 2 5 cases, attached to the lower part of the scale, which is

peltate. Female. Catkin terminal, of 4 6 ovaries, or else receptacles,
each spreading at the tip, and disposed upon so short an axis as to seem,
in the stute of fruit, the valves of a regular pericarp, at which time each has a

mucro near the tip. Ovules 3 to many to each ovary, or receptacle. Seed

winged. General appearance like that of the kinds of cypress. Branches

jointed. Leaves minute, scale-shaped, opposite or whorled, situated under
the joints of the branches.

C'UPRE'SSUS L. Male. Catkin terminal, solitary. Pollen of each flower

contained in 4 cases, attached to the scale on the inner face at the lower

edge. Scales peltate. Female. Ovaries each connate with the bractea,
thus constituting a receptacle. Ovules to each receptacle 8 or more.
Strobile globose. Receptacles, as included in the strobile, peltate, having
an obscure tubercle at the tip ; disposed collaterally, not imbricately. Seeds

compressed, angular ; affixed to the narrow basal part of the receptacle.

Cotyledons 2. Leaves appressedly imbricated.

TAXO'IKUM Rich. Male. Catkins disposed in a pyramidal compound spike.
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Pollen of each flower borne in 5 cases, attached to the scale at its inner

face. Female. Catkins 2 3 together, near the base of the spike of cat-

kins of male flowers, each consisting of a small number of flowers. Ovules

2 to an ovary. Strobile globose. Scales peltate, angled. Seed angled in

outline, and having angular projections on the surface ;
its integument very

thick. Cotyledons 6 7. Leaves linear, disposed in 2 ranks. Annual.

* * Sexes dioecious, or rarely monoecious.

JUNI'PERUS L. Male. Catkins axillary or terminal. Pollen of each flower

in 3 6 cases, attached to the basal edge of the scale, and prominent from
it. Female. Catkin axillary, resembling a bud ; consisting of 1 3 fleshy
ovaries ; bracteated at the base. Ovules 1 to an ovary. The ovaries

coalesce, and become a fleshy juicy strobile, resembling a berry. Seeds
1 3, each obscurely 3-cornered, and having 5 gland-bearing pits towards
the base. Leaves opposite or ternate, narrow, rigid, and not rarely minute
and scale-shaped.

Sect. I.

THE ^bietinae, or the pine and fir tribe (arbres verts, Fr. ; nadelholz, Ger.)
are timber trees, as important in the construction of houses, and in civil

architecture generally, as the oak is in the construction of ships, and in all

kinds of naval architecture. The trees of this section of the Coniferae are so

different in their external appearance, not only from the trees of all other

orders, but even from the section Cupressinae, that they might well form an

order of themselves. The ^bietinae are almost all trees of lofty stature, pyra-
midal in form, and regularly furnished with verticillate frond-like branches,
from the base to the summit of the trunk. These branches, unlike those

of every other kind of tree, die off as the tree grows old, without ever attaining
a timber-like size; so that, in a physiological point of view, they may be con-

sidered as rather like immense leaves than branches ; and this circumstance,
as well as others, seems to connect the pines and firs with the palm^. Almost
all the species are evergreen, and have linear needle-like leaves ; whence the

German names of nadelholz and tangelholz. The number of Jbietinae

described by Linnaeus amounted to no more than 12 species. Smith, in 1819,
in Rees's Cyclopcedia, described 35 species; and in Lambert's Genus Finns,
the last volume of which was published in 1837, 66 species are described.

Besides these, some others have been introduced, of which little is yet
known ; so that the number in British collections is considered to amount to

upwards of 70 species, exclusive of varieties. They are all natives of tempe-
rate regions, and chiefly of the northern hemisphere. On the poorest descrip-
tion of dry soil, a greater bulk of valuable timber will be produced in any given
time by a crop of ^bietinae adapted to it, than by a crop of any other natural

order of trees whatever. According to Delamarre, the proportion between the

timber produced by the common pines, and the common broad-leaved trees

of Europe, in a poor dry soil, in any given time, is as 10 to 1.

Description. In regard to general form, the ^bietinae, when full grown,
and beginning to decay, are partly trees with spiry tops, and partly round or

flat-headed trees. The genera A^bies, Picea, and Z/arix form conical trees, of

the utmost regularity of figure, in every stage of their growth ; the different

species of Pinus and Cedrus, on the other hand, form regular cones when they
are young, and until they attain a certain age ;

but their heads become round or

flattened as they grow old ; the branches near the bottom of the trunk drop off,

and those near the summit increase in thickness, and in lateral extension ;
and

hence the grandeur of the heads of these trees, when favourably .situated and
of great age. The genus C'edrus is remarkable for the horizontal direction
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taken by its branches in every stage of its growth ; and the branches of

vTbies canadensis are equally remarkable for their slenderness, and drooping
character.

The roots of the vlbietinae differ from those of almost all other trees, in not

descending perpendicularly; but, both in young and old trees, spreading

along the surface of the ground ; and, very generally, after the trees have

attained some age, swelling and appearing above it. They are numerous, and
of less thickness in proportion to that of the trunk, than in the case of any
other trees, except the palms ; but, being near the surface, and often partially
above it, they are of a more tough and woody nature, and are, consequently,
better able to resist the action of the wind on the head of the tree, than in

the case of trees the roots of which run deep under ground, and which are

consequently much less tough and woody. The vitality of the roots of some

species i.s most extraordinary; stumps of the silver fir (Picea pectinata) having
been found in a growing state, but without leaves, after the trunk had been

cut down for upwards of 40 years. The roots of none of the species throw

up suckers; nor, when the stems are cut down, do shoots spring from the

collar. In some species, as in P. Tse^da and its varieties, numerous abortive

shoots, or tufts of leaves, are produced from the old trunk ; and some of the

Asiatic and Mexican species also indicate this tendency, though in a much

slighter degree.
The trunk, in all the species, grows erect and straight ; in some, as in the

Picea pectinata of Europe, it attains the height of 130ft. or upwards, with a
diameter of from 4 ft. to 8 ft. ; and, in the Picea grandis of America, it is

said to attain the height of 200 ft. The stem is almost always beautifully
and regularly tapered, and without those large protuberances common in

trees which have their branches of equal durability to the trunk itself, and of
like capacity for attaining as large a size. Where the ^bietinae have been

grown close together, the trunks are almost always straight, and frequently
without a single branch to the height of 80ft. or 100ft.; the side branches,
in such cases, prematurely decaying, from the absence of light and air. Trunks
of this kind are common in the spruce fir plantations of Sweden and Norway ;

and they constitute the fir poles of commerce, so much used throughout
Europe as masts for small craft, and as supports for scaffolding. Trunks of
the same character are also found in the pine forests of the north of Europe
and of North America : and from them are made the masts of the largest
American ships ; and the beams, rafters, joists, and boards, used in civil

architecture, and particularly in the construction of houses in the temperate
climates of both hemispheres.
The branches, in the greater number of the species, are verticillate, hori-

zontal in their direction, uniform in their size and shape, and, with the
smaller shoots, especially in old trees, generally pendent. In all, the main
shoot of the branch is slender, and never attains a great thickness. In
some genera (as in Pfcea) the branches are frondose, and quite flat ; having
a slender main shoot, regularly furnished with smaller side shoots ; which are

again subdivided into numerous twigs, or spray; and the surface of the

whole is flat, like that of the leaf of a fern. In ^4
v
bies and Larix, the side

branchlets, which proceed from the main shoot of the branch, are for the most

part pendent. In 6'edrus, the branches are more woody than in the case of any
other genus ; and in Pinus least frond-like. As the tree advances in growth,
the branches die off, beginning from below ; more especially where several

trees have been associated together. There are, however, exceptions in the
case of single trees in favourable situations, when the branches assume a

woody and permanent character ; and this is very frequently exemplified in

single trees of the cedar, the silver fir, and the Scotch pine, which have
had their trunks broken over at a certain stage of their growth. Indeed,

pinching out the leading shoot of any species for two or three years in suc-

cession, when the tree is young, will generally cause it to produce, instead

of a single trunk, a number of trunk-like branches, which form a bushy tree,
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of a character anomalous to that of the Abi6t\n& in general. This anoma-
lous character will be illustrated by the portraits of a silver fir, and some
spruce firs, which we shall give in a future page.
The bark of the ^bietinae is thin in young trees ; and, in some species of

./f bies and Pfcea, even in old trees, it is never either very thick, or very
rough. In many species of Pinus, on the contrary, it becomes very thick,

rigid, cracked, and deeply furrowed in old trees, from the trunks of which it

may be cut in large plates.
The wood is chiefly composed of parallel fibres, arranged in a manner

somewhat intermediate between that of dicotyledonous and monocotyle-
donous trees ; and, in consequence of these fibres not being very close, the
wood is elastic and resilient. Being resinous, it is also, in general, very
durable, and of great combustibility. Michaux remarks that "the branches of
resinous trees consist almost wholly of wood of which the organisation is

even more perfect than it is in the body of the tree, and that the reverse is

the case with trees having deciduous leaves. As soon as vegetation ceases in

any part of the tree, the consistence of the wood speedily changes; the sap
decays ; and the heart, already impregnated with resinous juice, becomes sur-

charged to such a degree as to double its weight in a year. The accumulation
is said to be much greater after 4 or 5 years ; the general fact may be proved
by comparing the wood of trees recently felled, with that of others long since

dead." (N. Amer. Syl.,m. p. 143.)
The leaves are, in almost every case, linear, subulate, acicular, and per-

sistent; though in Cunningham^ they are lanceolate, and in Ddmmara oblong.
In some species they remain on for four or five years, and, in Araucdria,
for ten or twelve years. In only one genus (Larix) are they deciduous.
In Pinus, .Larix, and fedrus, they are placed together in bundles of from
2 to 6 in a bundle ; but in JNbies and Picea the leaves are single. Where
the leaves are in bundles, they are considered by botanists as abortive

shoots ; because the rudiments of a shoot are found at the base of the

leaves : and hence, in pine plants of only one or two years' growth from the

seed, the leaves are solitary ;
and it is only in the third or fourth year

that in the axils of these solitary leaves small short shoots appear,
each terminating in a fasciculus of from 2 to 6 leaves. The leaves of
all the species are without stipules ;

the numerous scales which are

found among them when the shoots are newly developed, being considered
as belonging to the buds. In Pin us, the leaves are in general more than

double the length of those of the other genera ; the shortest, as in P. sylvestris,

being from l|in. to 2 in. long; while those of P. Pinaster are from 6 in. to

9 in. in length, and those of P. australis Michx. are from 1 ft. to 1^ ft. In

all the other genera, the leaves are not much longer than half an inch ; ami

very rarely, as in Picea Webbidna, exceed an inch. The long-leaved species

belong to warm climates ; and these, when grown in cold climates, have their

leaves considerably shortened. In texture, the leaves are hard and cori-

aceous, as in the case of most evergreens; but those of Larix form an excep-
tion. The leaves, in all the species, are without lateral nerves ; and they are

composed of parallel fibres, like those of the Monocotyledoneae.
The buds are enclosed in numerous scales, and are developed in the axils of

the leaves, or at the extreme points of the shoots. In all the species they art-

very few in number, compared with those of broad-leaved trees, in which there-

is a bud either developed, or in embryo, at the base of every leaf. In the

^bietinae on the other hand, there is not one bud for a million of leaves;

and the few that are found in the axils are almost confined to the gcm-ru

A^bieSy Picea, Larix, and C^edrus. The buds are most numerous in Larix,

and least so in Pinus, in which last genus they are almost entirely confined

to the points of the shoots. In general, the bud which terminates the summit

of the tree, and is destined to form its leading shoot, and increase its height,

is developed the last; and this retardation seems a provision of nature; for the

safety of the most important shoot which the tree can produce ;
thus in-
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suring its height rather than its breadth, and the production of timber by the

preservation of its permanent trunk, rather than of its temporary and com-

paratively useless branches.

The flowers are disposed in catkins : they are unisexual, and those of the

male are totally different from those of the female. In most species, both

male and female catkins are on the same tree ; but in Araucdria y
as far as

that genus is known, they are supposed to be on different trees. The male

flowers consist of a number of stamens without any floral envelope, but

simply accompanied by scales; and are much more numerous than the females,

as is generally the case in unisexual plants. The pollen from the anthers

of most species, when ripe, drops on the lower branches in such abundance

as to change their colour from green to yellow ; and both in the Highlands
of Scotland, according to Lightfoot ;

and in the Vosges, in the north-east

of France, according to Loiseletir Deslongchamps, it has been carried to a

distance by wind, and has fallen on the ground like a shower of sulphur, to the

great terror of the superstitious. The female flowers consist of a pistil, or

stigma, enclosed in a simple perianth, or calyx, and accompanied by
an in-

volucrum composed of one, two, or of several scales. There are in most

genera two scales to each flower; an exterior one, which is large and thick,

and forms the outer surface of the pine and fir cones ; and an interior one,
which springs from the base of the other, and is thin

;
and which protects two

flowers, that afterwards become two seeds.

The fruit of the ^bietinae are all cones, which vary somewhat in form,

though they are in general, as the word implies, conical
; and they differ in

size, from that of ^Tbies canadensis, which is about half an inch in length,
to that of Pinus Lombertidna, which has been found 2 ft. long. The cones

which are thickest in proportion to their length are those of P. Pinea, Cedrus,
and Araucdria ; that of the latter being almost spherical. The largest of all

the cones known, is that of P. macrocarpa, which is more than 1 ft. in length,
and Gin. in diameter; and which weighs about 41bs. In some species of

Z/arix, the axis of the cone is continued in the form of a shoot ; and in Picca
bracteata the scales are prolonged in the shape of leaves. In some, as in Cedrus,
Pinus Pinea,&c., the scales, or exterior calyxes, of the cones adhere closely

together, and, as they ripen, become almost of a woody texture ;
in others, as

in P. Strobus, and in the whole of the species of -4
v

bies, the scales are loose

and open, and of a leathery or soft texture, and may be very easily separated.
The seed is readily extracted from the latter description of cones, but with

difficulty from the former. The cones in some species, as in P. sylvestris,
arrive at maturity in the second year ; but in others, as in P. Pinea and
the genus Cedrus, not till the third year. In some, they remain on the tree

only two years : but in others, as in P. TVda and Cedrus Libani, they re-

main on three or four years ; and on P. pungens from ten to twenty years.
The largest seeds are those of the Pinus Pinea ; and the smallest those

of some species of ^ v
bies. The seeds consist of albumen, composed of fari-

naceous matter, impregnated with resin and oil; in which the embryo is

embedded. This oil has an acrid taste ; but, as it can be removed by
roasting, the farinaceous matter which remains may then be eaten like that

of other seeds and roots. Hence all the seeds of the ^bietinae may be
considered not only as edible, but as highly nutritive. In some species, as

the P. Pinea of Europe, and the Araucdria brasiliana of South America,
the terebinthinate matter in the seeds is so small, that they may be eaten

without roasting; while on the other hand, in Araucdria imbricata, and in

Cedrus Deoddra, it is so great that the seeds are kilndried by the collectors

of them in the mountains, before being brought down into the plains for sale.

In germinating, the seed first swells and bursts at the upper or narrow end,
whence the radicle proceeds and turns downwards into the soil ; while, soon

after, the lower, or thick, part of the seed opens, and the leaves are developed,
and rise above the surface of the ground. The seeds in most of the species
are polycotyledonous ; but in Cunninghams there are only two cotyledon.-,
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and seldom more in Araucaria imbricata. In Pinus inops there are four

cotyledons ; in P. sylvestris from five to seven ; in J v
bies excelsa there are

from three to nine ; in Z/arix europae^a from five to seven ;
in Pinus Strobus

eight ; in Cedrus Libani from nine to eleven ; and in Pinus Pinea from ten to
twelve.

The general structure of the ^bietinae is remarkable for its unity. The
vessels, both in the leaves and wood, are straight and parallel; the trunk is

straight, and the branches and all their subdivisions straight and parallel also.

Even the leaves, whether inserted in rows as in the firs, or irregularly round
the stem as in the spruces and pines, all stand: out parallel, and at right an-

gles to the branches. The branches form whorls ; and so do the leaves of
the cotyledons. The shape of the fruit is conical, and so is that of the entire

tree.

The rate of growth of the -<4bitinae is, in general, rapid ; and the duration of
the tree, compared with that of the oak, short. The most rapid-growing
species in the climate of London is the Pinus Laricio, which will attain the

height of 20 ft. in 10 years; and the species of this section generally reach

maturity, in the climate of Britain, in from 60 to 100 years. Most of the

European species bear cones at about 20 years' growth, or before
; the spruce

fir, on dry chalky soils, in less than half that period. The pinaster arrives at

maturity sooner than any other European pine, but seldom lasts longer than
from 40 to 50 years. The European species of slowest growth, and greatest
duration, is the P. Cembra, which seldom attains more than 30 ft. or 40 ft. in

height, but which lives for several centuries. The two species which in

Europe are most valuable for their timber are the P. sylvestris and the iarix

europae
N
a. The grandest and most ornamental species is, unquestionably, the

Cedrus Libani, and the most elegant and graceful the ^4
y
bies canadensis. The

species which produce the greatest quantity of timber in the shortest time, in

the climate of Britain, are the Scotch pine and the larch ; but in favourable

situations, both in Germany and Switzerland, these species are exceeded in

this respect by the silver fir ; in Spain by the pinaster ; and in North America

by the Weymouth pine.
The greater number of the species of ^bietinae will live in the open air in

the climate of London ; but some few require to be protected there from the

frost.

Geography. The Jbietinas enjoy an extensive range, but chiefly in the

temperate parts of the northern hemisphere. Some species are found, both

in Europe and America, so far north as to be bordering on the regions of

perpetual snow ; and others, in Central Europe and in Asia, on the Alpine
and Himalayan mountains, in places where, from their great elevation, the

climate is equally cold. Wahlenberg and Von Buch describe the genus Pinus
as occupying the extreme limits of arborescent plants, on Mont Blanc and
Mont Perdu, lat. 42 46' and on Solitinia, in Lapland, lat. 68. Next to

Pinus, the genus arix approaches the nearest to the line of snow. (Ed.
Phil. Journ., i. p. 316.) The ^bies disappears on these mountains about

400 ft. lower than Pinus, the species of which extend to within 2800 ft. of

the line of perpetual snow. The mean temperature necessary for A^bies is

37^, while that for Pinus is only 36. On the mountains of Mexico, Hum-
boldt and Bonpland found the genus Pinus always attaining the extreme

limits of arborescent plants, in the same manner as it does in Europe ; P.

australis Michx. they found occupying a zone at the height of 6000 ft. on

Popoc. Lieutenant Glennie, R. N., who ascended the mountain of Popo-

cotapetl, in April, 1827, describes the sides of the mountain as thickly
wooded with forests of pines, extending to the height of nearly 12,693 ft.,

beyond which altitude vegetation ceased entirely. The ground consisted of

loose black sand of considerable depth, on which numerous fragments of basalt

and pumice stone were dispersed. (Proc. of the Geol. Soc. ofLond., No. vi.

p. 76., for 1827-8.) In the southern hemisphere, the yfbi&inae have not been

found beyond lat. 18 or 20. The greater number of them are indigenous
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to the north and middle of Europe, to Siberia, and to the temperate parts of

North America. Some of the South American species, such as the Araucdria,

differ considerably in general aspect from those of the northern hemisphere ;

and still more so do those of Australia and Polynesia, such as Ddmmara and

Cunningham/a. Very few species of Jbietinae are natives of warm climates ;

for, though a few, such as the Pinus occidentalis of St. Domingo, and the

Pinus longifolia of the East Indies, are found within the tropics, yet they are

generally in localities rendered temperate either by their elevation or their

proximity to the sea. In Nepal, according to Royle, the ylbietinae are usually
associated with the oaks, and "

though but small shrubs are found in the

vicinity of the highest peaks, no where are more splendid pines to be seen than

at 11,000 ft. or 11,500 ft. of elevation. The species most common are, Picea

Webbidna, Cedrus Deoddra, Pinus excelsa, and ^4
N

bies Morinda" (Royte
Illust., p. 23.) According to Link, the highest limit of the pine, as scattered

trees, on the Himalayas,'is 12,300 ft., but the pine woods do not extend beyond
from 11,000ft. to 1 1,800 feet. ; though,

"
at a much higher elevation, poplars

12 ft. in circumference have been observed." (As. Jour., May, 1835, p. 629., as

quoted in Jameson's Journal, July, 1837, p. 38.) The vibietinae are almost all

social trees, and they are generally found covering extensive tracts ofcountry,
while, from their being evergreen, they do this to the exclusion of almost all

other trees and shrubs; a pine forest consisting more exclusively of pines,
than an oak forest does of oaks, or a forest consisting principally of any other

kind of deciduous tree does of that from which it takes its name. The
nearest to the Abietinae in exclusiveness is the beech. (See p. 1956.) The
^bietinae, with very few exceptions, are found in thin soils, on rock, or on a

cold but dry subsoil; and but a few species, such as the yfbies excelsa and
A. canadensis, delight in situations where the surface of the ground is saturated

with water during a great part of the year. The most common species in

Europe, and also the most useful, is P. sylvestris ; and the most common in

North America is P. tftrobus, which produces the white deal of commerce ;

and these species are found covering immense tracts of arid sand, in both hemi-

spheres where scarcely anything else will grow. The species found in a wild

state, in good soil in the south of Europe, are chiefly the Picea pectinata, and
some of the varieties of the Pinus Laricio.

Very few species of^/bietinae have been found in a fossil state. Nevertheless,
some remains of leaves, aments, and seeds of a species of Pinus, which Bron-

gniart has named P. Pseudo-tr6bus, have been found in some tertiary de-

posits at Armissau, near the Narbonne, in France, where also have been found
the cones of eight other different species of Pinus, none of which now exist :

the names given to these by Brongniart will be found in his Histoire des Vege-
taux Fossiles, and in the Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles, torn. IviiL p. 3.

In the same tertiary deposits in England, and also in Germany, some of these

cones, or some cones nearly resembling them, have also been found in a fossil

state.

The distribution of the species and principal varieties of the ^bietinae is as

follows :

In Europe, 14 kinds : viz. Pinus sylvestris, pumilio, Mitghus, Laricio,

PallasJHa, Pinea, maritima, brutia, halepensis, Pinaster, Cembra ; A^bies

excelsa; Picea pectinata ; Larix europae'a.
In Europe and Asia, 5 kinds : viz. Pinus halepensis, Pinaster, Cembra ;

vTbies excelsa ; Larix europae^a.
In Asia, 19 kinds : viz. Pinus Massonzaia, longifolia, sinensis, exce'lsa,

Gerardiana, halepensis, Pinaster, Cembra ; A^bies dumosa, orientalis, Smith-

idna (Morinda), excelsa; Picea Webbidna, Pindrow ; Z/arix europae
v

a; 6'edrus

Libani, Deoddra ; Cunninghams sinensis ; Dummara orientalis.

In Africa, 2 kinds : viz. P. canariensis, Pinea.

In Europe and Africa, I kind : viz. Pinus Pinea.

In North America, 40 kinds : viz. In the United States and Canada, 1H
kinds : Pinus Banks/ana, inops, resinosa, variabilis, TVda, rigida, pungens,

6 x
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serotina, palftstris, iStrobus; yTbies alba, nigra, rubra, canadensis ; Picea balsa-

mea, Fraseri ; Larix pendula, rnicrocarpa. In North-West Ameiica and Cali-

fornia, 15 kinds: Pinus Lambertzan/z, ponderosa, SabimVzwa, Coulteri (ma-
crocarpa), muricata, tuberculata, radiata, monticola, insignis; ^ v

bies Menziesw,

Douglaszz ; Picea nobilis, grandis, amabilis, bracteata. In Mexico, 6 kinds :

Pinus patula, Teocote, leiophylla, Montezum^, Llaveawaj Picea religiosa.
In Hispaniola, 1 kind : Pinus occidentalis.

In South America, 2 kinds : viz. Araucdria imbricata, brasiliana.

In Australia, 1 kind : viz. Araucdria Cunninghams.
In Polynesia, 2 kinds : viz. Araucdria excelsa ; Ddmmara australis.

History. We find the pine and fir mentioned by most of the early Greek
and Roman writers. Theophrastus speaks of the pines of Mount Ida, which

possessed such a superabundance of resin, that the wood, bark, and even the

roots, were completely saturated with it, and the tree was at length killed.

In this state, it was used for making torches for sacred ceremonies ; and,

hence, the word taeda (a torch), was frequently applied as an epithet to the

pine. Herodotus tells us that, when Miltiades, king of the Dolonei, was
taken prisoner by the people of Lampsacus, his friend Croesus, king of Lydia,

procured his release, by threatening his conquerors, that, if they did not
release Miltiades, he (Croesus) would cut them down like pine trees. The

people of Lampsacus did not, at first, comprehend the force of this menace ;

but when they understood that the pine tree, when once cut down, never

springs again from the root, they were terrified, and set Miltiades at liberty.
The Latins, in allusion to this property of the pine, had a proverb,

" Pini

in morem extirpare," to indicate total destruction. The victors in the

Isthmian games (which were instituted 1326 B. c.) were crowned with

garlands of pine branches. The fruit of the pine was called by the Greeks

konos, and strobiles ; but the Romans called it mix pinea, and sometimes the

apple of the pine. When Vatinius gave a show of gladiators to conciliate

the people, by whom he was much hated, they pelted him with stones. The
ediles made an order forbidding the people to throw anything but apples
within the arena; and on this the people pelted Vatinius with the apples of

the pine tree. The question was, then, whether this was to be considered as

a defiance of the law ; and the celebrated lawyer Cascellius being consulted,

replied,
" Nux pinea, si in Vatinium missurus es, pomum est." The wood of

the pine tree was employed by the Romans to form the funeral pile for

burning the dead. The Romans also used the wood as shingles, to cover

the roofs of houses, in the same manner as is done by the peasants of the

Jura and the Vosges, and by several others, at the present day.

Pliny mentions several kinds of pine. The pinaster, he says, is quite
different from the wild pine, and it grows, both on plains and mountains, to an

astonishing height. The silver fir loves mountainous and cold places ; and it

throws out its branches, which are not very large, from the very root upwards,
on every side. The spruce fir grows in the same manner, and is much sought
after for building vessels ; it is found on the highest mountains. The larch

grows in the same situations as the fir, but its wood is better, almost incor-

ruptible, red, and with a strong scent. The resin is abundant and glutinous,
but it does not harden. "

Quinto generi situs idem, eadem facies : larix

vocatur. Materies prsestantior longe, incorrupta vis, mori contumax ; rubens

praeterea, et odore acrior : plusculum huic erumpit liquoris, melleo colore,

atque lentiore, nunquam durescentis." (Plin., lib. xvi.) Pliny also mentions

that the fruit of Pinus sylvestris, which he calls pityida, was considered by
the Romans as an excellent remedy for a cough.
The cones of pines were used by the Romans to flavour their wine, having

been thrown by them into the wine vats, where they float on the surface

along with the scum that rises up from the bottom, as may be seen in

the wine tanks attached to inns and farm-houses, in Tuscany and other parts
of Italy, at the present day. Hence, the thyrsus, which is put into the hands

of Bacchus, terminates in a pine cone. Pine cones, or pine-apples, were in
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consequence much employed in Roman sculpture, and the latter appellation,

pine-apple,
has been transferred to the fruit of the ananas, from its resemblance

in shape to the cone of the pine.
In more modern times, we find accounts of immense forests of pines and

firs in different countries, but those of the north of Europe and North
America are the most celebrated.

In Sweden and Norway are enormous forests, consisting almost entirely of

the Scotch pine and the spruce fir ; which, in many places, are nearly in-

accessible.
"

If the reader," says Dr. Clarke,
"

will cast his eyes on the map
of Sweden, and imagine the Gulf of Bothnia to be surrounded by one con-

tinuous unbroken forest, as ancient as the world, consisting principally of

pine trees, with a few mingling specimens of birch and juniper, he will have

a general and tolerably correct notion of the real appearance of the country."

(7Vt>.) The manner of conveying the trees in these forests, over land, to the

banks of a river or the sea, is thus noted by the traveller just mentioned :

" At Helsinborg, some fir trees of astonishing height were conducted by wheel-

axes to the water side. A separate vehicle was employed for each tree, drawn

by horses which were driven by women. These long, white, and taper shafts

of deal timber, divested of their bark, afforded the first specimens of the pro-
duce of those boundless forests of which we had, till then, formed no con-

ception." The principal river in Sweden by which the pine and fir timber of

that country is floated to the sea, is the Gotha, by which it is conveyed to

Gottenburgh. The timber of Norway is floated down the Glomm to Chris-

tiania, whence it is called Christiania deal ; down the Drammen to Dram, a

seaport about twenty miles west of Christiania, whence it is called Dram deal ;

and down various other rivers.

In Prussia, Russia, and Poland, are also immense pine and fir forests, the

timber of which is brought down the rivers, and shipped into the ports on the

southern shores of the Baltic, whence it is called Baltic timber. The principal
of these ports are Memel, Dantzic, Riga, and Petersburg. The river

Memel being the principal channel by which the pine trees grown in the north

of Prussia reach the sea at the town of that name, the timber they produce is

known by the name of Memel timber. In the hoffs, or lowlands, of this

country, amber is found in greater abundance than in any other part of the

world ;
and it is now generally supposed that this substance is the resinous

matter of decayed pines, changed by the length of time it has been buried in the

earth. ( See Jam. Jour., July, 1837, p. 173.) The timber shipped at Mernel

conies principally from the estates of Prince Radzivil, in Polish Prussia, and
it is always much more abundant than that shipped at any other port of the

Baltic ;
that of Dantzic is of better quality, and it is floated down the Bug

and the Vistula, from the forests of West Prussia and Poland. The best

Baltic timber, however, is that of Riga ; and it is the principal kind used for the

masts, both of the British and French navies. " The mast trade," says

M'Culloch, "is very extensive. The burghers of Riga send persons who are

called mast brokers into the provinces, to mark the trees, which are purchased

standing. They grow mostly in the districts which border on the Dnieper,
and are sent up that river to a landing-place, whence they are transported 30

versts (about 23 English miles) to the Dwina; where being formed into

rafts of from 50 to 100 pieces each, they descend the stream to Riga. The
tree which produces the longest masts is the Scotch pine. The pieces,

which are from 18 in. to 25 in. in diameter, are called masts ; and those under

these dimensions, spars, or in England Norway masts, because Norway ex-

ports no trees of more than 18 in. in diameter. Great skill is required in

distinguishing those masts which are sound from those which are in the least

degree internally decayed. They are usually from 70 ft. to 80 ft. in length."

(Diet, of Com.)
The pine timber shipped at Petersburg is at present brought from a

great distance in the interior, all the large timber of the comparatively near

forests havinii been long since cut down. A Russian proprietor wishing to
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dispose of the timber on his property, having completed a bargain with

the Petersburg merchant, sets his
peasantry

to work in picking out,

cutting down, and dragging the trees from the forest to the lakes and
rivers. This work generally takes place during the winter months, in order

that every thing may be ready for floating the timber to Petersburg as soon

as the ice on the rivers and lakes breaks up. As the ground is generally
covered several feet deep with snow, and the treesjudged to be sufficiently large
and sound for the foreign market lie widely apart, the workmen and others

employed in picking them out are compelled to wear snow shoes, to prevent
them from sinking in the snow. When the trees are found, they are cut

down with hatchets, and the head and branches lopped off. The trunk is

then stripped of its bark, and a circular notch is cut round the narrow end of it,

in which to fix the rope by which the horses are to drag the trunk along ;
and

a hole is made at the other end for a handspike, to steer the log over the

many obstacles which lie in its way. Many of these trees are 70ft. in length,
and of proportionate diameter ; and they are drawn by from 5 to 9 horses

each, "yoked in a straight line one before another, as the intricate narrow

paths in the wood will not permit of their going in any other way. One man
mounts upon the leading horse, and another upon the middle one, while

others support and guide with handspikes the large and distant end of the

tree, to raise it over the elevations of the snow, and make it glide smoothly

along. The conveyance of these large trees, the long line of the horses, and

the number of boors accompanying them through the forests, and across

the fields of snow, present an appearance very interesting." (Hounson in Ed.
Phil. Jour., xii. p. 65.) In many cases, the trees are brought above 1000

versts (nearly 1000 English miles) before they are delivered to the merchant;
and they generally remain under his care " another winter, to be shaped and

fitted for exportation, in such a manner as to take up as little room as pos-
sible on shipboard ;" so that the Russian timber does not reach the foreign
consumer till two years after it is cut down. When the trees are delivered

to the merchant they are carefully examined by him, and the nobleman, or

his overseer, to ascertain their soundness ; and, for this purpose, a hatchet is

struck several times against them, and by the sound arising from the strokes

they judge ofthe soundness of the tree. The trees rejected, which are called

braake, are in the proportion of 1 in 10. The trunks are formed into rafts,

and floated down the rivers by the current; but on the lakes they are propelled

by sails or paddles, or, where practicable, by horses ; the boors who guide
the raft, living in a wooden hut constructed on it. Most of the pine timber

sent to Petersburg, lies beyond the Biel Ozer, or White Lake, the waters of

which, and of the Onega Lake, it has to traverse, besides passing down several

rivers, before it reaches Petersburg.
" Across these great lakes, resembling

seas in extent, the navigation is at times difficult and dangerous. Storms and

sudden gales of wind frequently occur, driving the vessels and timber rafts

from the sides into the middle of the lakes, out of sight of land, and often

proving destructive to them and to their crews." In order to prevent such

accidents, Peter the Great began the Ladoga Canal, along which the rafts are

conveyed with perfect safety, to the river Neva, the stream of which carries

them down to Petersburg, where they remain in the timber-yard of the

merchant till they are ready to be floated down to Cronstadt for foreign ex-

portation." (Ibid., p. 70.)
In Germany there are extensive forests of pine and fir trees ; and the fol-

lowing description of the rafts of timber on the Rhine will give an idea of

the mode by which these trees are conveyed clown that river to the sea :

" A little below Andernach, the village of Namedy appears on the left bank,

under a wooded mountain. The Rhine here forms a little bay, where the

pilots are accustomed to unite together the small rafts of timber floated

down the tributary rivers into the Rhine, and to construct enormous floats,

which are navigated to Dortrecht (Dort), and there sold. These ma-
chines have the appearance of floating villages, each composed of twelve or

fifteen little wooden huts, on a large platform of oak and deal timber. They
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are frequently 800 ft. or 900 ft. long, and 60 ft. or 70 ft. in breadth. The
rowers and workmen sometimes amount to 700 or 800, superintended by
pilots, and a proprietor, whose habitation is superior in f>ize and elegance to

the rest. The raft is composed of several layers of trees, placed one on

another, and tied together : a large raft draws not less than 6 ft. or 7 ft. of

water. Several smaller rafts are attached to the large one, besides a string
of boats, loaded with anchors and cables, and used for the purposes of

sounding the river, and going on shore." (An Autumn near ihe Rhine.) Every
article of provision for the workmen is carried on board these rafts, together
with live pigs, poultry, &c.

In Austria there are immense forests of pines and firs, particularly in the

Alpine districts, and in the Tyrol; and the timber is in many instances con-

veyed several miles before a stream is met with, capable of floating it to a

large river or lake, whence it is to be conveyed to the sea. In these cases,
.semicircular troughs called slides are constructed, formed of six or eight fir

trees, placed side by side, and smoothed by stripping off the bark. These slides

are made in such a direction, as always to preserve nearly the same slope;
and while they require in some places to pass through projecting rocks in

tunnels, in others they are carried over ravines on lofty piers, formed of tall

trees. The first slide of this kind is supposed to have been that of Alpnach,
of which some notice will be found in the succeeding paragraph. These slides

are chiefly made use of in winter, at which time they are rendered more slip-

pery, by pouring water down them, which freezes immediately. (See Handbook

for Travellers in Southern Germany.)
In Switzerland, on the Alps, are extensive pine and fir forests ; though but

little use can be made of the timber of most of them, except for local pur-

poses, from the great difficulty of transporting the trees to the sea, or to a navi-

gable river. In the year 1810, when the price of Baltic timber had attained its

greatest height, a stupendous, and at the same time successful, effort was
made by an enterprising engineer to convey the timber of Mount Pilate to

the Lake of Lucerne, whence it might be floated down the Rhone to the

sea. M. Rupp conceived the idea of making an inclined plane, which
should extend the whole distance, from the top of the mountain to the

Lake of Lucerne ; that is, above eight English miles. This extraordinary con-

trivance (the construction of which occupied eighteen months, and which
was completed in 1812) was called the Slide of Alpnach, and consisted of

a trough, formed of 25,000 pine trees, 6ft. broad, and from 3ft. to 6ft.

deep. Its length was 4400 English feet; and, of course, to preserve its

regular slope, it had to be conducted over the summits of rocks, along their

sides, underground, and over deep gorges, where it was sustained by scaffold-

ings. The slide was kept constantly moist, and the trees descended by it

into the lake with extraordinary rapidity. The larger pines, which were

about 100 ft. long, ran through the whole space of eight miles and a third, in

about six minutes. A gentleman who saw this great work stated,
"
that such

was the velocity with which a tree of the largest size passed any given point, that

he could only strike it once with a stick as it rushed by, however quickly he

attempted to repeat the blow." The speculation, however, did not answer

long ;
and as soon as the markets of the Baltic were opened by the peace, the

Slide of Alpnach was suffered to fall into ruin. (See Edin. Phil. Journ., 1820.)
The north of England and some parts of Scotland and Ireland, appear to

have been anciently nearly covered with pine forests. The immense tract

of country afterwards called Hatfield Chase was once an almost impene-
trable forest ; but the trees in it were partly cut down, and partly burnt by
the Romans, not only to make a road through the country, but to drive

the Britons from their fastnesses. Fallen forests, if the trees be not re-

moved, soon become peat bogs; by the fallen trees stagnating the water,

and giving rise to the growth of the Sphagnum palustre, and other mosses

and aquatic plants. These continue growing on the surface, and decaying
at their lower extremities, till the surface of the sphagnum has risen so
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high above the natural surface as to throw oti' the rain, instead of retaining
it. The sphagnum and other aquatics then die, and form a surface adapted
lor mosses, which delight in dry soil; and tor other plants, the light seeds

of which niav he floating in the atmosphere, or carried thither by birds.

The Forest of Hatfield, containing 180,001) acres, underwent this process,
and remained a complete waste, only inhabited by red deer, till, in the time

of Charles 1., it was sold to Sir Cornelius Yermuiden, a Dutchman, who
drained it, and brought it into use. When this forest was drained, many
trees of extraordinary si/e were found, and, among others, the oak already
mentioned, p. 1775. The pine and fir trees were, however, most abundant,
and bore marks of having been burnt, some quite through, and others only on
one side. Some had been chopped and squared, some bored, and others

half split, with large wooden wedges and stones in them, and broken axe-

heads, something like the sacrificing axes in shape. (Sec Twins. Hoy. Soc.

for 1701.) In Scotland, one of the principal pine forests is that of Kothie-

murclius, which spreads over the glens and valleys of the Grampian Hills.

The timber in this forest is generally floated down the Spey : and when, from
a long season of drought or any other cause, there is any difficulty in getting it

down to the river, the workmen collect the trees into a suitable dell
; and, having

built up a temporary dam, wait the coming of a flood, \\hicli in a country of

such varied surface is no rare occurrence. As soon as the temporary dam is

full of water, they break down the boundary ;
and the liberated waters bursting

from their confinement, carry the trees with them, thundering down the Spey.
The trees grown in the Forest of Rannoch,in Perthshire, are floated down the

Tay, ami the remains of this forest may be traced across the country, by

stumps and occasional trees, to the woods of Mar in Aberdeenshire, the timber

in \\ hich is floated down the Dee. In the valley of the Dee is an extensive peat

moss, or bog, in which pine is the principal timber found submerged ;
and such

is the durability of this wood, that while the bog timber of the birch is often

found reduced to a pulp, and the oak cracks into splinters as it dries, the heart

of the pine remains fresh, embalmed in its own turpentine : it is quite elastic,

and is used bv the country people instead of candles. In the north of Ireland,

as late as the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, an extensive forest of pine
and fir appears to have extended through the counties of Donegal and Tyrone;
and, according to Mackay (Ft. Hib.

t p. *^jf).j, trunks of very large dimensions
of the Scotch pine are often found in bogs, sufficiently fresh for roofing houses.
" The resinous roots," he adds,

'' are sold in Dublin as fire wood, and are

used by the peasantry in the west of Ireland in lieu of candles."

/// Xni'tli Ann rim, both in the United States and Canada, are the most ex-

tensive pine forests in the world
;
and the most gigantic specimens of /Ibietina?

that are known to exist, some of the firs found by Douglas in California

urowiuir to the height of from l.'jOtt. to ^00 ft. In Canada, from the summit
of the ridge extending from the shores of Labrador westward across the

countr\ to the marshes near Lake Wimnpec, and on the south side of

the '_:n -at estuary of the St. Lawrence, as far as the 1

boundary of the

I 'nited States, the land, before it began to be cleared by the European
M'tllers, \\ as covered with one immense forest of pines and firs; and on the

south of the St. Laurence, the forest reached down to the water's edge along
the whole shore, and even cove-red the islands. The Canadian timber

scut to Kni:!and is principally from New Brunswick
;
and in l.v^l it amounted

in value to halt a million sterling- The following account of the mode of

cutting the timber in the back uoods ot Canada is abridged from M' (iregor's
Sl.-rli-lit:;

i,/'
II, c Miinliiiir Cn/oiiic.i

<>f
HriHali Anirncn\ published in 18:28.

S L \cral pcr.-oiis form themselves into what is called "a lumbering party,"
under the command of a "master lumberer," who manages the whole. The
ueces-,ar\ supplies of provisions, clothing, ivc., are ^cneralh supplied on credit

In merchants, who are to receive payment out i>l the stock of thnbersent
down the rivers the following summer. The people then proceed into the

v. </ods, and select a place for their encampment near a stream of water; here
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they build a log hut, forming a pit or cellar below it to preserve those things
which arc liable to be injured by the frost. The cold is so intense that they
are obliged to keep up a constant fire night and day, and they drink enormous

quantities of rum, generally without water. When they work, they divide

into three gangs: one of which cuts down the trees, another hews them, and

the third is employed with oxen in dragging the logs to the nearest stream.

Here they lie till the snow begins to dissolve in April or May, when " the

rivers swell, or, according to the lumberers' phrase,' the freshets come down.'

At this time all the timber cut during winter is thrown into the water, and

floated down till the river becomes sufficiently wide to make the whole into

one or more rafts. The water at this period is exceedingly cold ; yet for weeks

the lumberers are in it from morning till night, and it is seldom less than a

month or six weeks from the time that floating the timber down the streams

commences, until the rafts are delivered to the merchants. No course of life

can undermine the constitution more than that of a lumberer and raftsman.

The winter snow and frost, although severe, are nothing to endure, in compari-
son with the extreme coldness of the snow water of the freshets ;

in which the

lumberer is, day after day, wet up to the middle, and often immersed from head

to foot." The lumberers of New Brunswick, and those who cut down timber in

the United States, take great care to select trees of a proper size. Mr.
M* Gregor slates that not one tree in 10,000, in the woods, is fit for the

purposes of commerce. In the United States the forests of pines and

firs, when they occur on poor, dry, sandy plains, where broad-leaved trees

will not grow, are called pine barrens, and they extend over a very consider-

able portion of the southern states, as far as North Carolina.
"
Upwards

of 500 miles of our journey," says Captain Hall,
"
lay through these deso-

late forests, and I have therefore thought it worth while to give a sketch

(Jig. 2004.), which is sufficiently characteristic of these singular regions.

2004

Occasional villages (fig. 2005.) gave some relief to the tedium of this part
of the journey, and wheresoever a stream occurred, the fertility of the

adjacent lands was more grateful to the eye than I can find words to describe.

Once or twice, in travelling through the state of Georgia, we came to high

knolls, from which we could look over the vast ocean of trees, stretching
without a break in every direction as far as the eye could reach ; and 1

remember upon one of these occasions, thinking that I had never before had a

just conception of what the word forest meant." (Hall's Sketches in Canada
and the United Stales, No. xxiii.) The pines in the United States which furnish

timber for exportation are, according to F. A. Michaux, P. raids (the yellow

pine,) P. iStrobus (the white or Weymouth pine), and P. australis (the long-,
leaved pine.) Of these, the wood of P. mitis is called, in the English markets,
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the New York pine, and it is sold at a lower price than that of P. australis,

but higher than that of P. Strobus. The long-leaved pine is the principal
tree in the extensive pine barrens of the southern states. The timber of it

is sent to England, principally from Savannah in Georgia, in planks called
"
ranging timbers," which are from 15ft. to 30 ft. long, and 10 in. or 12 in.

broad. At Liverpool it is called Georgia pitch pine, and is sold 25 or 30 per
cent higher than any other pine imported from the United States. The
timber of P. Strobus is, however, that most generally imported into Eng-
land from the United States ; and the best is brought from the district of

Maine, particularly from the banks of the river Kennebeck. The persons

engaged in felling this timber are generally emigrants from New Hampshire.
" In the summer they unite in small companies, and traverse these vast

solitudes in every direction, to ascertain the places in which the pines abound.
After cutting the grass and converting it into hay for the nourishment of the

cattle to be employed in their labour, they return home. In the beginning
of winter they enter the forests again, establish themselves in huts covered
with the bark of the canoe birch, or arbor vitae ; and, though the cold is so

intense that the mercury sometimes remains for several weeks from 40 to

50 Fahr. below the freezing point, they persevere in their labour." (Michx
North Atner. Syl. iii. p. 167.) When the trees are felled they cut them into

logs of from lift, to 18 ft. long; and, by means of their cattle, drag them to

the river, where they stamp them as a mark of property, and then roll them on
its frozen surface, to remain till the breaking up of the ice enables them to

float down the current. All the logs that come down the Kennebeck are

stopped at Winslow, 120 miles from the sea; where each person selects his

own, and forms them into rafts with the intention of selling them to the

proprietors of the numerous saw mills between that place and the sea ; or

of having them sawn into planks for his own benefit, at the price of half, or

even three quarters of the product in abundant years. The logs that are not

sawn the first year, adds Michaux, are attacked by large worms, which form

holes about 2 lines in diameter, in every direction ; but, if stripped of their

bark, they will remain uninjured for thirty years. The district of Maine

furnishes three fourths of all the white pine exported from the United States,

including what is brought from New Hampshire, by the Merimack, to Bos-

ton. That cut on the shores of Lake Champlain is carried to Quebec

by the Sorel and the St. Lawrence. " What is furnished by the southern

part of the lake is sawn at Skeensborough, transported 70 miles in the

winter on sledges to Albany; and, with all the 'lumber' of North River,
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brought down in the spring to New York, in sloops of 80 or 100 tons, to be

afterwards exported to Europe and the West Indies." (Michx.) Timber of

the white pine is also floated down the Delaware and Susquehanna to

Philadelphia, and down the Ohio and Alleghany to New Orleans. Bos-
ton is the principal emporium of pine timber in the northern states ; and
the timber exported from that city is generally divided into what are called

Albany, or common, boards, which are frequently deformed with knots ; and
the clear, or picked, boards, which are called at Philadelphia white pine

panels.
The literary history of the pine and fir tribe, in modern times, may be said

to commence about the middle of the sixteenth century, when Belon published
his work De Arboribus Coniferis, Resinifcris, &c., already noticed, p. 187.

Forests of pines and firs were at that time much more common throughout

Europe than they are at the present day ; and the attention of planters
seems not to have been drawn to the raising of pine and fir plantations, till

the comparative scarcity of pine timber of large dimensions, which occurred

about the end of the seventeenth century. Evelyn, and afterwards Miller,
in England, and Buffon and Du Hamel in France, first directed attention

to the subject. About the middle of the last century, the Baron Tschoudy
translated into French what Miller had written on the pine ; he also made
a great many experiments himself; and was the first to introduce the

practice of grafting the pine and fir tribe. In the beginning of the pre-
sent century, the first volume of Lambert's Genus Finns, appeared in

England, and it has been since followed by two others; in 1810, Mi-
chaux's Arbres Foretieres de /' Amerique, and in 1826, the Memoires sur les

Conifcres, of M. Richard, were printed in France ; and these works, as

far as respects botanical science, are by far the best yet published on the

subject of which they treat. In Delamarre's Traite Pratique de la Culture

des Pins, 3d edit., published in 1834, will be found an alphabetical catalogue
of 43 authors, who have written, more or less, on the culture of the pine
in France ; but the works more particularly worth referring to, in addition

to those above mentioned, are the Nouveau Du Hamel, and the Flora Ameri-

cans Scptentrionalis of Pursh.
Several sorts of pines and firs appear to have been known in England in

the time of Gerard and Parkinson ; and afterwards Ray and Evelyn refer to

gardens containing particular species. It had not then been common to form

plantations of the pine as a useful tree ; for Evelyn mentions as remarkable,
that " a northern gentleman" had informed him that the pine was abundantly
planted in Northumberland for timber. Evelyn mentions ten several sorts

as then in English gardens ; including the cedar, and the larch, the pinaster,
the Pinus TVda, the silver fir, the spruce, and one or two other species or

varieties of doubtful identity. In the London nurserymen's Catalogue of 1730,

(mentioned p. 60.,) about the same number are enumerated as being then

propagated for sale. In Miller's time, collections of pines and firs appear to

have been first made by some of the principal landed gentlemen. Among the

oldest of these collections was that at Woburn Abbey, where the park, at the

beginning of the present century, contained some immense silver firs, that

have since been cut dov/n on account of their age. At Whitton, an excellent

collection was made, between 1720 and 1730, by Archibald Duke of Argyll;
some fine specimens of which, and especially of the cedars, pinasters, Wey-
mouth pines, and hemlock spruces, still remain, and continue to grow
vigorously. According to the Hortus Kcwensvt, the Pinus Ci'mbra was first

planted at Whitton
; and the original tree, which still exists, was, in July,

1837, 50 ft. high, with a trunk 1 ft. 6 in, in diameter. Between 1750 and 1760,
Peter Collinson made a collection of all the rarest pines and firs that could be

procured in his time, in his grounds at Mill Hill ; and several of these trees,

particularly P. Cembra, P. Pinea, and some of the cedars and spruces, still

remain. A collection of pines and firs was made at Syon about the same

period; and, when Kew Gardens were formed in 1760, as many species were
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planted there as could be procured, and the collection has since received several

additions from time to time. The best collections of old trees in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of London, now ( 1837) existing, are those at Kew and

Syon ; but the most complete collection, where the plants are of a consider-

able size, in England, and doubtless in the world, is that in the pinetum at

Dropmore, near Windsor, commenced by the late Lord Grenville, about 1810,
and now (1837) amounting to above 100 kinds. This fine collection is kept
up with the greatest care by Lady Grenville, and every new species or variety is

added, as soon as it can be procured. All the sorts of -<4bietinae that are in

the country are in the garden of the London Horticultural Society ; but the

plants there are, for the most part, of small size.

Pinetums, by which are to be understood collections of the ^bietinae planted
bv themselves, and without the intermixture of broad-leaved trees, have, since

the commencement of that at Dropmore, been formed by several landed pro-

prietors in different parts of the country ; stimulated, no doubt, by the ex-

traordinary beauty and interest of the Dropmore pinetum, and by the number
of new and beautiful species of pines and firs which have been introduced

from California and the Himalayas. Many persons have also made collections

of the ^bie'tinae, and planted them in ornamental grounds along with broad-

leaved trees. In England, pinetums, or collections, have been made by J. T.

Brooks, Esq., at Flitwick House, in Bedfordshire, where there are 100 sorts ;

by Sir Charles Monck, at Belsay in Northumberland
; by Sir Charles Lemon, at

Carclew in Cornwall ; by William Harrison, Esq., at Cheshunt ; by the Duke
of Devonshire, at Chatsworth ; by the Duke of Bedford, at Woburn Abbey ;

by W. A. Baker, Esq., at Bayfqrdbury, in Hertfordshire ; by F. Perkins,

Esq., Chipstead Place, Kent ; by Lord Arundel, at Wardour Castle ; by the

Earl of Caernarvon, at Highclere ; by William Wells, Esq., at Redleaf ; and by
several others. In Scotland, the first collection of i4bietina3 was formed at

Methven Castle, on the estate ofRobert Smith, Esq. by the zeal of his able and

intelligent land steward, Mr. Thomas Bishop ; one has been formed at Posso,
in Peebleshire (a place which has long been celebrated for its trees, see page

93.), which it is believed contains a greater number of species than any other

in Scotland, though the plants are all young. At Haddo House, in Aberdeen-

shire, the Earl of Aberdeen has formed a collection, and spares no expense in

procuring plants of all the new sorts as they are introduced. At Ballen-

dalloch, Morayshire, George Macpherson Grant, Esq., commenced a pinetum
in 1836, to which every new sort is added as soon as it can be procured. The
soil and climate of Ballendalloch seem to be particularly adapted for the

vlbietinae, as will appear by an account of the growth of some of the trees there,

which we shall give in a future page ; so that we have no doubt of this pinetum

becoming in a few years one of the very first in Scotland. Collections ofmore or

less extent have also been formed at Lowhill, in Fifeshire, the property of C.

Craigie Halkett, Esq. ; at Hopetoun House, near Edinburgh, the seat of the

Earl of Hopetoun, where there is the largest tree of ^ N
bies Smithtawa in

Britain ;
at Oxenford Castle, Edinburghshire, the seat of Sir John Dalrymple

M'Gill ; and at Melville House, Fifeshire, the seat of the Earl of Leven.

For this account of the pinetums of Scotland, we are indebted to Mr. Lawson,
the eminent seedsman of Edinburgh, whose communication on the subject
will be found at length in the Gard. Mag., vol. xiii. In Ireland, the first

pinetum formed was that of the Glasnevin Garden, which was commenced in

1797; and, about the same time, a number of species were planted at Oriel

Temple, in the county of Louth, by the late Lord Oriel. Both collections

continue to receive additions, Lord Viscount Ferrard, the son and successor

of Lord Oriel, being, like his father, much attached to trees. In Trinity College
Botanic Garden, in Dublin, a pinetum was commenced in 1808j which, like

that at Glasnevin, has since received the addition of most of the new species.

AtTittour, Mount Kennedy, in the county of Wicklow,a collection has been

formed, and great attention paid to the culture of the pines in it, by John

Nuttall, Esq. ; and a collection has been commenced in the Belfast Botanic
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Garden. For these notices of pineturas in Ireland, we are indebted to Mr.

Nuttall, Mr. Nevin, and Mr. Mackay, whose respective communications on

the subject will be found in the Gardener's Magazine, vol. xiii.

Among nurserymen, the most complete collection in England is in the arbo-

retum of Messrs. Loddiges ; and next, as regards the number of rare species,

are the collections of young plants grown for sale in the nurseries of Messrs.

Brown at Slough, of Messrs. Osborne at Fulham, and of Messrs. Lee at

Hammersmith. The best nursery collections in Scotland are, Mr. Lawson's at

Edinburgh, and Mr. Roy's at Aberdeen; and the best in Ireland,, that of Mr.

Hodgkin at Dunganston. Mr. Charlwood is the
principal

British nurseryman
for seeds of rare Jbietinae, which he imports annually from America.

In France, the first collection of Jbietinae worthy of notice appears to have

been that of the celebrated Du Ham el, on his estate at Monceau, noticed p. 140.

Since that period, several species have been sent from America by Michaux, or

collected by the government gardeners, and planted in the grounds of the

Trianon, at Versailles, and in the Bois de Boulogne. The Baron Tschoudy
had a collection on his estate at Colombey ; and M. Delamarre had extensive

plantations at Vieil-Harcourt, in the department of the Maine, which he

thought of so much importance, that he bequeathed them, together with his

treatise on the subject (Traite Pratique dc la Culture des Pins), to the French

government. M. Vilmorin, the joint author with Michaux, of notes to the

edition of Delamarre's work, published in 1831, has paid great attention to

the subject of pines, and has tried many species on his estate at Barres, where
he has collected all the species which he could procure, and planted them

singly, or in groups, or masses ; the sorts most nearly allied being placed

adjoining to each other, with a view to the study of the species and varieties

by botanists, when the plants shall be grown up. In this pinetumr M.
Vilmorin has been particularly assiduous in procuring and planting all the

varieties of the species most esteemed in Europe for their timber : such as

P. sylvestris, P. Laricio, P. Pinaster, &c. M. Puvis, who has given an

account of M. Vilmorin' s plantations, in his work entitled De rAgriculture du

Gatinais, &c., states that the pinetum at Barres is at all times open to the

inspection and study of botanists and cultivators. Perhaps the most remark-

able fact connected with the pine and fir tribe in France, is the circumstance

of grafting having been performed on a large scale on the pine trees in the

Forest of Fontainebleau, belonging to government. Here M. De Larminat,
the conservator of the forest, had grafted many thousands of P. Laricio on

plants of Pinus sylvestris, which have become fine trees; and the practice is

annually continued. In the French nurseries, the best collections are those

of M. Vilmorin and M. Soulange-Bodin. In Germany, there are collections

of pines in the different botanic gardens; and the most complete is that in the

Berlin Garden : but even this is surpassed in number of species by the

collection of Messrs. Booth, in the Floetbeck Nurseries.

Poetical, mythological, and legendary Allusions. The gloomy grandeur of the

pine and fir tribe, their upright growth and great height, the regularity of their

forms, and the murmuring of the winds through their stiff' leaves and rigid

branches, have made them favourites with the poets from the remotest

antiquity. The Egyptians considered the pine as an emblem of the soul.

Homer describes the residence of the Cyclops as " brown with o'erarching

pine ;

"
and other Greek poets tell us that the nymph Pitys, who was

beloved by Pan, having -slighted the passion of Boreas, was dashed by him

against a rock, when the pitying Pan caused a pine tree to spring from her

remains. Marsyas, who challenged Apollo to a trial of skill as a musician,
and was afterwards flayed alive by that god for his presumption, was fastened to

a pine tree, and left there to perish. He is often represented, in ancient

sculptures, as tied with his hands behind his back to a lofty pine; while

Apollo stands before him holding his lyre. Some authors, however, say that

the place of Marsyas's suffering was against a plane tree. (See p. 2038.) The
Roman poets frequently mention the pine. Ovid tells us that Polyphemus
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carried with him a lofty pine tree, by way of walkingstick ;
that Ceres bore a

flaming pine tree, plucked from Mount Etna, in each hand, during her search

for her daughter Proserpine ; and that Cybele, when her favourite Atys was
about to destroy himself, changed him into a pine tree, and hence that tree

was considered sacred to Cybele. He adds that a grove of sacred pines
was among the trees moved by the music of Orpheus. Ovid also gives us

the history of Sciron, or Cercyon, the pine-bender, a notorious robber,
whose habit was, when he had taken a prisoner, to bend two pine trees, and
to tie one of the prisoner's hands to each, and then to let the trees fly back,
when the unfortunate traveller was torn asunder. This cruel monster was

destroyed by Theseus. Virgil tells us that the ships of ^Eneas, which were

afterwards changed into nymphs, were made of pine trees sacred to Cybele.
He also alludes to the mournful sounds produced among the pine branches

by the wind, and calls them the singing pines :

" The pines of Masnalus were heard to mourn,
And sounds of woe along the groves were borne."

The cones of the pine were sometimes sacrificed to Bacchus, because they
were put into wine to give it a flavour ; and sometimes to Esculapius, because

their odour, being balsamic, was thought excellent for asthmas.

The pine tree is frequently mentioned by the elder British poets, prin-

cipally as affording an object of comparison for tall and stately beauty, or for

dark and gloomy grandeur. One of the finest allusions to the pine is by
Milton, in his splendid description of Satan, in the first book of the Paradise

Lost :

" His spear, to equal which the tallest pine,
Hewn on Norwegian hills, to be the mast
Of some great ammiral, were but a wand."

Milton also says :

" His praise, ye winds, that from four quarters blow,
Breathe soft or loud ; and wave your tops, ye pines,
With every plant, in sign of worship wave.

Among the more modern poets, perhaps the most beautiful lines relating

to the pine are those of Barry Cornwall. Speaking of Polyphemus, he

says,

".Mighty tears then fill'd

His solitary eye, and with such noise
As the rough winds of autumn make when they
Pass o'er a forest, and bend down the pines,
The giant sigh'd." Death of Ada.

" Here dark trees

Funereal (cypress, yew, and shadowy pine
And spicy cedar) clustered ; and at night
Shook from their melancholy branches sounds
And sighs like death." Ibid.

Leigh Hunt has also some beautiful lines on the pine tree :

" And then there fled by me a rush of air

That stirred up all the other foliage there,

Filling the solitude with panting tongues ;

At which the pines woke up into their songs,

Shaking their choral locks.
HUNT'S Foliage: Evergreens, p. 24.

" And 'midst the flowers, turfd round beneath the shade
Of circling pines, a babbling fountain play'd ;

And 'twixt the shafts you saw the water bright,
Which through the darksome tops glimmer'd with showering light."

Story of Rimini, canto iii.

Shelly thus describes one of the conflagrations in the Norway forests :

" As the Norway woodman quells,
In the depth of piny dells,

One light flame among the brakes,
While the boundless forest shakes,
And its mighty trunks are torn

By the fire thus lowly born ;

The spark beneath his feet is deail ;

He starts to see the flame it fed,

Howling through the darken'd sky
With myriad tongues, victoriously."
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Properties and Uses. The native forests of ylbie"tinae are observed to be

warmer in winter than those of any other evergreen tree in the same climate.

They consequently afford excellent shelter for wild animals of every descrip-

tion, and one of the best substitutes for a house for man. In the north of

Europe, this is more particularly applicable to the forests of spruce fir, which

form so dense a covering as almost to exclude heat in summer, and cold in

winter. The pine and fir tribe, in a living state, with the exception of the

larch (that tree having tender foliage), afford food to but few insects; but the

seeds are greedily devoured by the squirrel and other animals, and by some
birds. In civilised society, the wood of the pine and fir tribe is in universal

use, and forms one of the most important articles of European and American
commerce. No other tree produces timber at once so long and so straight ;

and so light, and yet so strong and stiff; it is therefore peculiarly fitted for

almost all the purposes of civil architecture, and for some peculiar uses in the

construction of ships. Masts are every where made of it, where it can be pro-

cured of sufficient size; and the yellow deal of Europe, which is produced by the
Pinus sylvestris ; the white deal of Norway, which is produced by the Ambles ex-
celsa ; and the white pine wood of America, which is the Pinus tftrobus, are
used throughout the civilised world in building and fitting up houses, in the
construction of machinery, in furniture, and for an endless number of purposes.
Log-houses (see/g. 2006.) are more conveniently made of trunks of the pine
and fir tribe than of any other tree, on account of their straightness, and the
slight degree in which they taper.
For the same reason, also, the

worm fence of America (fig.

2007.), and the wooden fence of
Sweden and Norway Q?g.2008.),
are always made of pine or

fir wood, when it can be obtain-

ed. In Russia, Poland, and other

parts of the north of Europe,
and also in the interior of North

America, roads are formed over

marshy ground by laying down the trunks of pine trees, side by side, and
close together, across the line of road. In the latter country, these are called
co duroy roads. In some parts of the towns of Russia, and particularly in
Moscow and Kiow, regularly squared planks are laid down instead of rough
trunks ; and, both in Moscow and Vienna, the courts of some of the larger
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mansions are paved with pieces of the trunk of about 18 in. in length, set side

by side, and beaten down till they form a level surface, in the same way as is

done when stones are used for a

similar purpose. This wood, from

the quantity of resinous matter

which it contains, is very com-

bustible, and makes excellent fuel ;

and, in the Highlands of Scot-

land, splinters of it were formerly
used as a substitute for candles ; as

they still are in some parts of Ire- 2008

land, and in Sweden, Norway, Russia, and some parts
of North America. In the

latter
country, according to Michaux, the inhabitants, in some parts of the in-

terior, split the red wood of the pine into pieces about the thickness of a finger,
which they call candle wood, and burn instead of candles ; but, on account
of the disagreeable black smoke which these pine candles produce, they are ge-

nerally burned in the chimney corner, upon a flat stone or iron. The branches,
more especially those of the genera ^bies and Pfcea, from their frond-like

forms, are well adapted for protecting plants during winter, either in the open
ground, or trained against walls. In Switzerland and Norway, they are used
as food for cattle. The roots, and also the trunks, produce turpentine, resin,

tar, pitch, and lampblack. The bark of the larch, and of several other

species, is, or may be, used in tanning. P. Pinea affords a kernel which
is valued for the dessert in Italy and Greece ; the kernel of P. Cembra
is equally prized in some parts of Switzerland. P. Lambertzn not only
affords eatable nuts, but a substance which is used by the natives of California

as sugar. The kernels of the araucarias are highly prized as food in Brazil ;

and, doubtless, those of most of the other species might be eaten, if freed

from their resinous matter by roasting. A decoction of the tops of the spruce
fir is employed for flavouring spruce beer ; and from the inner bark, dried

and ground, a kind of meal is produced, which, in the north of Europe, in

times of scarcity, is mixed with that of rye and oats, and made into bread.

The cones of pines and firs, thrown into wine or beer, have a tendency to

check fermentation, and also to communicate an agreeable resinous flavour.

The larch exudes a glutinous matter, which, in some countries, is collected

by the natives, and used as a substitute for manna ; and the same tree pro-
duces a fungus which is used medicinally in Siberia. The more hardy kinds

of the pine and fir tribe are much valued in plantations as a shelter to others

of a more tender kind ; more especially the oak, which, as we have seen

p. 1803., is protected in the government plantations, even in the south of

England, for a number of years, by the Scotch pine. Few trees are so

well adapted as the pine and fir tribe for covering immense tracts of barren,

or even drifting, sands, with wood
;

either by directly sowing the seeds on

the sand ; or by sowing them among plants of broom or creeping grasses pre-

viously raised on drifting surfaces, in order to fix the sand and shelter the

young pines. This practice has been carried to a great extent in France,
on the shores of the Gulf of Gascony; where it was commenced in 1789, by
Bremontier, an engineer connected with the national forests and waste

lands of France. (See De Candolle's Physiologic Vegetate, torn. iii. p. 1236.,

and the history of P. Pinaster, in a future page.) Wherever waste ground
is covered with heath alone, a forest of pines may easily be created by merely

sowing the seeds among the heath. This is a remarkably simple mode of

raising a forest of trees, but it scarcely applies to ground covered with any
other description of herbage than heath, or to any other kinds of timber

trees than those of the pine and fir tribe, and the birch. The poplar and the

willow might be treated in the same manner, but the seeds of these can

seldom be procured in sufficient quantity.
The most useful species of ^bietinae, at least in Europe, in the existing

state of the pine and fir forests, and of arboriculture, is unquestionably the
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Scotch pine : next to it is the larch, and after that the spruce fir. When
some of the newly introduced American and Himalayan species are better

known, perhaps they may rank as high as, or higher than, these European
ones; but at present, with the exception of JH>ies Douglasu, which promises to

be a rapid-growing species, what they are likely ultimately to become in

Britain must necessarily be only matter of conjecture.
Resinous substances have been extracted from the pine and fir tribe, since

the days of Theophrastus, who has given (book ix. c. 10.) a very good ac-

count of the process, which has been copied, with very little variation, by all

authors who have written on the subject, up to the time of Du Hamel ;
and

which, as Dr. Clarke observes, corresponds so well with the modern prac-
tice in the north of Europe, that there is not the smallest difference between
a tar-work in the forests of Westro-Bothnia, and one in those of ancient

Greece. Du Hamel's account forms the groundwork of an article on the

resinous productions of the pine and fir tribe by Dr. Maton, published in

Lambert's Genus Pinus, vol. ii. ; but the most complete treatise on the sub-

ject is in the Dictionnaire des Eaux et Forets, where the German practices
are given from Hartig and Burgsdorf; and those of France, Switzerland, and

Italy, from modern authors of the
respective

countries. From these and
other sources we shall here give what is general to all the ^bietinae ; and
under the particular genera and species we shall insert the details for extract-

ing and manufacturing the products peculiar to each. These products are

various ; but they may be all divided into two classes ; viz. those obtained from

the tree while it is in a living state, and those procured from the wood and
roots after the tree is cut down. The first kinds are extracted from the trunk of

the tree by making incisions in the bark or wood, from which a resinous matter

flows in greater or less quantity, according to the kind of tree ; and from this

are procured, turpentine, liquid balsam, the common yellow and black rosins of

the shops, oil and spirit of turpentine, and some minor articles. The other

kinds are procured from the trunk, branches, and roots, after the tree is cut

down, by the application of heat ;
and they include tar, pitch, lampblack, &c.

The common turpentine is generally the produce of the pine ; and the process
for obtaining and manufacturing it will be given under the head Pinus. The

Strasburg and Venice turpentines are drawn from the silver fir and the larch

(see Picea and arix) ; and the best yellow rosin is that of the spruce fir (see

^Tbies). The resinous matter drawn from the trunk of pine trees is put into

baskets, and placed over stone or earthenware jars. The fluid part, which
runs from it, is the common turpentine ; and the solid part left in the basket,
when purified by boiling, is the common yellow rosin. Oil, and rectified

spirit of turpentine, are distilled from the raw turpentine, and the residuum
left after distillation is the black rosin, or colophony, used by players on
the violin for their bows. Tar is procured by cutting" the wood and roots

into small pieces, and burning, or rather charring them, in a close oven, or

heap covered by turf, while a tube or trough is left near the bottom of the

heap or oven, through which the tar runs, in the form of a thick black fluid.

The Swedish tar is the most highly esteemed in commerce ; and that of

Archangel ranks next to it. In the United States, Michaux informs us, tar

is generally made from dead wood collected in the forests, and on this account

it is considered very inferior to the tar of Europe. The lampblack is the soot

evolved during this process, and is collected from the upper part of the oven,
or from the turf which has covered the heap ; and pitch is merely tar boiled

to dryness. The resinous matter of the spruce, like that of the pine, is col-

lected from incisions made in the bark ; but it does not yield its turpentine
without the aid of heat and pressure. The resinous juice of the silver fir is

obtained by collecting the natural exudations on the surface of its trunk ; and
that of the larch, from the interior of the trunk, by tapping it with an auger,
as is done to obtain the sap of the birch and the sugar maple.
The chemical properties of the resinous juice of the pine and fir tribe

have been given at length by Dr. Maton, in Lambert's Genus Finns, from
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which the following is abridged : "The juice of pine and fir trees, like that

of the Pistacia Terebinthus, has an austere astringent taste; it is viscid and

transparent, readily inflammable, and easily becomes concrete. In distillation

with water, it yields a highly penetrating essential oil; and the liquor is found
to be impregnated with an acid, a brittle resinous matter remaining behind.

Digestion with rectified spirit of wine completely dissolves all the resinous

part, along with which some portion of the insipid gum, or mucilage, is also

taken up. If this solution be filtered, and diluted largely with water, it be-

comes turbid, and throws off the greatest part of the oil, the gummy substance

being retained. If the solution be subjected to distillation, the spirit brings
over with it some of the lighter oil, so as to be sensibly impregnated with its

terebinthinate odour ;
and it leaves behind an extract differing from the rosin

separated by water, in having an admixture of mucilage. The native juice
becomes miscible in water by the mediation of the yolk or the white of an

egg, or by that of vegetable mucilage, and forms a milky liquor. Exposed to

the immediate action of fire, the roots, and other hard parts of the tree, pro-
duce a thick, black, empyreumatic fluid, which, containing a proportion of

saline and other matter mixed with the resinous and the oily, proves soluble

in aqueous liquors, and, according to its several modifications, constitutes

the varieties of tar and pitch. The resinous residue of the several processes to

which the matter extracted from pines may be subjected constitutes the varie-

ties of resin, or rosin, colophony, &c. There are also other products, both

natural and artificial, much employed in medicine and the arts." (vol. ii.

p. 148.)
Medicinal Virtues.

" Terebinthine substances, when taken internally,
seem to warm the viscera, raise the pulse, and impart additional excitement

to the whole vascular system. Applied externally, they increase the tone of

the part, counteract the indolence of action, and deterge, as it were, ill-condi-

tioned ulcers." (Ib.) They also act as gentle aperients, and as diuretics ; and

they possess a styptic property. Formerly, they used to be considered as highly
efficacious in pulmonary complaints ; and, only a few years since, a gentle-
man afflicted with asthma is said to have received immediate relief by inhal-

ing the fumes of melted rosin, which he was employing to secure the corks

of bottles. The virtues of tar-water were celebrated for curing various dis-

eases, about a century ago ;
and Dr. Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne, wrote a long

dissertation on the subject, under the title of Siris ; or a Chain of Philosophical

Reflections and Enquiries concerning the Virtues ofTar-Water. Cullen,and other

medical writers, appear to have believed in its efficacy, and it was thought to

strengthen the tone ofthe stomach, to excite appetite, and to promote digestion.
It was made by pouring a gallon of cold water on a quart of tar, stirring it

well together, and then letting it stand for 48 hours, after which the tar-water

was strained off for use.

Domestic and Economical Uses of the resinous Products of the Pine and Fir

Tribe. The ancients were accustomed to medicate some of their wines with

the resinous substances of the pine tree, the astringent flavour of which was

also agreeable to their palates. These wines were supposed to assist diges-

tion, restrain ulcerous discharges, and strengthen the bowels ; but Dios-

corides informs us that they were known to produce vertigo, pain in the

head, and many mischiefs not incident to the same quantity of vinous liquor
free from such admixtures. In modern times, tar and pitch are extensively
used for the purpose of retarding the decomposition of wood, cordage, and

other articles, more especially in marine affairs. Tar alone, or mixed with

grease, or, as in some parts of the Continent, with clay, is much used for

greasing wheels and machinery. Tar is also applied to wounds in horses and

cattle, and as a remedy for sheep having the scab. Yellow rosin is employed
in the manufacture of common yellow soap, in the proportion of 3 cwt. of ro-

sin to 10 cwt. of tallow, both in Europe and America. Shoemaker's wax is a

composition of pitch, oil, and suet ; but it is also made of rosin, bees' wax, and

tallow, as is the grafting wax used in gardening, sometimes with the addition
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of a little sand or chalk. Turpentine, in all its different forms, is extensively
used, along with oil, in painting. Tar and pitch, with a mixture of tow, or

beaten cables, are used for paying over the seams of the sides and decks of

ships after they are caulked, to preserve the oakum from any wet. Oakum
is formed of untwisted old ropes, steeped

in tar, and is in universal use in

ship-building. Lampblack is used by painters, both with water and oil ; and
also by modellers, and other artists and artisans.

As ornamental objects, most of the species of the ^bietinae are eminently
deserving of culture, and they may all be said to be beautiful in every stage
of their growth, from the regularity and symmetry of their forms, from
their foliage being evergreen, and from the lofty stature attained by most of
the species when full grown. The resinous odour of most of the species is

also a powerful recommendation to many persons in modern times, as it was

anciently to the Greeks and Romans. The fragrance of the common spruce fir

is considered, in Sweden and Norway, to be particularly agreeable and refresh-

ing ; and, hence, the floors of cottages are generally strewed with it in those

countries. In the Dcndrographia of Johnston, groves of pine are said to be

particularly wholesome to walk in ; and every one must have felt the refresh-

ing influence of such a walk in the beginning of summer, when the pines are

producing their young shoots, and the weather is warm ; the resin at that

time being in a comparatively volatilised state, and floating in the atmosphere.
Among the most ornamental species are, the cedar of Lebanon, the cedar
of Deodar, the silver fir, the Araucdria imbricata, and the Picea Webbidna ;

but all the species are ornamental in an eminent degree, when full grown, as

single objects. No species is more picturesque than even the common Scotch

pine, when it has stood detached, has attained a considerable age, and has

grown in a suitable soil and situation. Some of the commonest species, in

particular localities, and from accidental circumstances, become very singular

objects ; such as the spruce fir when its branches take root at their extremities,
and send up shoots which become trees ; or when, from being thrown down
on its side, its branches become trees, proceeding from the parent trunk.

The same
species

also affords a curious monstrosity (J
v
bies excelsa Clanbra-

silidna), which, when propagated, becomes a bush, seldom seen above 3 ft. or

4- ft. high. The silver fir and the cedar of Lebanon, and also the larch, often

form branchy heads, which, from such heads rarely occurring in needle-

leaved trees, have a very singular appearance.
Soil and Situation. The debris of granitic rock may be considered as the

universal soil of the pine and fir tribe, and a dry subsoil an essential condition

for their prosperity; but they will grow on all soils whatever, that are not

surcharged with water. The roots of all the ^bietinas run immediately under
the surface, and hence do not require a deep soil ; and, as their needle-like

leaves do not carry off much moisture by evaporation, the soil in which the

^bietinae will grow to a large size may be drier than that required for any
other kind of tree. In pine and fir forests, or extensive groves, the leaves

and decaying fronds of the trees drop on the surface of the ground, and not

only retain moisture in the soil, by forming, from the much longer time which

they require to decay, a non-conducting stratum of greater thickness than is

ever found in groves of broad-leaved trees, but they supply a layer of vegetable
food to the roots. When the trees stand singly, or in scattered groups, their

fronds or branches, being fully exposed to the light and air, do not decay so

readily as they do when grown in thick masses, from which the air is in a

great measure excluded ; and, consequently, so much manure is not supplied

by them : but, on the other hand, as in this case they cover the ground so as to

exclude in a great measure the sun and air, evaporation is prevented, while,
from the greater range which the roots have on every side, abundance of

nourishment is supplied. Nevertheless, a soil somewhat loamy, and a cool

subsoil, are necessary to bring the timber of the pine to its greatest degree of

perfection ; and various species, particularly those belonging to the genus
Picea, require a loam rather rich than poor, and a situation low rather than

6 Y
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elevated. P. sylvestris, and some other species, will grow in bleak exposed
situations on lofty mountains ; and P. Pinaster, and others belonging to that

section of Pinus, will endure the sea breeze : but, in general, wherever

the /Jbietinse are to be exposed, they require to be planted together in masses,
so as to shelter one another. None of the species, however, become orna-

mental when so planted ; because they necessarily lose their side branches,
on the preservation of which, either wholly or partially, from the ground
to the summit of the trees, their characteristic beauty almost entirely

depends.
Propagation. The only mode of propagating the pine and fir tribe on a

large scale is by seeds ; but all the species will succeed by layers, by inarching
on closely allied kinds, and by herbaceous grafting; and many, if not all, may
also be propagated by cuttings. That the vlbietinae might be propagated by
layers and cuttings was known in the time of Evelyn, and was "

divulged
"

by him,
" as a considerable secret." Cook, also, mentions these modes of

propagating pines and firs in his Forest Trees, third edition, p. 117. ; but they
have never till lately been much in use. At present, in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, and in the Fulham and other nurseries, upwards of twenty
different species of the ^Ibietinae are propagated by cuttings with the most

perfect success; the plants, in most cases, becoming as handsome trees

as if they had been raised from seed. The only exceptions to this result

are, where the plant becomes bushy, and does not throw up a very de-

cided leading shoot ; but this can always be obtained by pegging the branches

down to the ground, and leaving the collar fully exposed; whence one
or more vigorous shoots will not fail to be produced, from which a leader

may be selected, and all the others kept pegged down for a year or two

longer, and afterwards cut away by degrees. We have no doubt that, by this

manner of treatment, a plant of the little stunted monstrosity of the spruce
fir, called yfbies Clanbrasih7z, might be restored to the natural form and

magnitude of the species.

By Cuttings. The species which strike by cuttings most readily are those

belonging to the genera Picea, Juries, iarix, and fedrus. The cuttings may
be taken from the lateral branches, when the current year's shoots are

beginning to ripen, and prepared like those of Cape heaths ; they should then

be planted in sand, and covered with a glass. This being generally done in

August or September, the cuttings should be kept in a frame, from which
frost is excluded, throughout the winter

;
and the greater part of them will

send up shoots the following May or June, and may be transplanted the suc-

ceeding autumn. In the London Horticultural Society's Garden, where
Mr. Gordon, the superintendant of the arboretum, is singularly successful

in this mode of propagating the pine and fir tribe, the cuttings are generally
taken off from the points of the lateral shoots in September; and, being

planted in shallow pots of sand, they are placed in the shady part of a

frame, without being covered by bell-glasses, till the following spring; when

they are put into a very gentle moist heat, and begin growing in April.
The kinds which Mr. Gordon has found to strike most easily are, ^rbies

Smitheana, A. DouglaszY, A. Menzieszz, Picea Webbuxna, and Cedrus Deodara.

After many trials, and a good deal of experience on the subject, Mr. T. M.

Lindsay, gardener to the Earl of Caernarvon, at Highclere, says :

"
I have found

the autumn the best time to put in the cuttings ; and, though the early spring
will answer the purpose, I have not found success so certain at that season.

The sort of cuttings I prefer are the smallest I can select, from 2 in. to Sin.

long : they should be of the current year's growth, and taken off just as the

wood is ripened, say about the beginning or end of October. The cuttings
should be cut off close at the commencement of the season's growth ; or, if

stripped off, and then cut, so much the better. I have found silver, or pure
white, sand, with a small portion of peat bog or heath mould mixed with it,

answer the purpose better than sand alone. With respect to bottom heat,

I have been successful both witli and without it; and think that a little of it,
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at a certain season, is of service, although by no means when the cuttings are
first put iiu I would recommend the cuttings, for the first five or six weeks,
to be covered with a bell-glass, and placed in a shady part of any house or

pit where the thermometer generally stands at about 60; after which they may
have a little bottom heat, which may be increased until they are rooted. It is

doubted by many, whether plants of Coniferae, raised from cuttings, will ever
form leaders, like seedling plants, unless a leader be selected for the cutting.
I can only say that all I have raised have formed good leaders, and many of
them have grown Gin. this season (1837). The following are the species
which I have raised from cuttings : Pinus sylve'stris, halepensis, Cembra,
excelsa, and monticola; ^4

v
bies excelsa, nigra, Pichta

t Smithidna (Morinda),
Menziesw, Douglasw, and Clanbrasil/Vma ; Picea pectinata, nobilis, Webbidna,
and amabilis ; Z/arix microcarpa ; Cedrus Libani and Deoddra ; Cunninghamz'a
sinensis

; Araucaria imbricata."

By Grafting. The application of this mode of propagation to the pine and
fir tribe was first made by the Baron Tschoudy, probably about the end of
the last century ; and was practised by him on his estate at Colombey, near

Metz, and in the Botanic Garden of that city. It is described at length
in various works, of which one of the latest is the Traite Pratique of Dela-

marre, p. 138. 142. ; the essence of which is as follows: The species intended
to be united should be as nearly allied as possible ; for, though the pinaster,
and the P. Pinea may be grafted on the P. sylvestris, and the cedar on the

larch, yet it is preferable (because the grafts succeed better, and the trees

produced are likely to last longer) to graft species which are evergreens on

evergreen stocks, and those with the leaves in bundles on stocks not only with
the leaves also in bundles, but with the same number of leaves in each bundle.
P. Pinea is found to succeed remarkably well on P. maritima, and P. Cembra
on P. iS'trobus. The operation of herbaceous grafting is performed in the cleft

manner ; the slit being made a little deeper than that part of the scion which is

to be inserted in it. The time of performing the operation is when the leading
shoot of the stock has attained the length of from 8 in. to 12 in., and will

break over (without tearing the bark) like a piece of glass, or the most
succulent part of a shoot of asparagus fit to gather for the table. The time

during which any given species has its leading shoot in a fit state for being
broken over in this manner is not more than 15"days; and, as the scions from
the species to be grafted are equally tender with the stock, they will not remain

longer in a state fit for the operation than about the same period. The graft is

always inserted in the leading shoot
;
the greater number of the side shoots

are either removed altogether, or shortened; and the young shoots produced
from the stocks during the season are pinched off with the finger and thumb
at about half their length. In performing the operation, the first step is to
break over the leading shoot with the hand, so as to reduce it to the length
of from 4- in. to 6 in. ; the leaves are next removed from this remaining
portion, with the exception of about an inch at the top, on which they are
left for the purpose of drawing up the sap. The scions should have been

procured the same day or the evening before, from the extremity of the
branches of the kinds to be grafted ;

and they should be preserved in a vessel

of water, and covered with grass or leaves to exclude the sun. The scions
need not be above 2 in. in length ; the lower half of which should be deprived
of its leaves, and cut in the form of a thin wedge, the operator using a very
sharp knife. The scion should be rather narrower than the stock, in order that
it may be more completely tied into it, which is done by a ligature ofmatting, or
woollen twist. After this is done, the graft is covered with a cornet of paper,
slightly tied to the stock, so as to exclude the sun, but yet admit the air.

From 10 to 15 days after grafting, the cornet may be taken away ; about
15 days later the ligature may be removed; and in six weeks or two
months afterwards, the upper part of the stock left with the leaves on may
be trimmed off on both sides of the scion, and all the shoots which have
been produced on the lower part of the stock removed, so as to throw the

CY 2
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whole of the sap into the scion. A good workman, it is said, will graft 200 or

250 subjects a aay, provided he have an assistant to cut the side shoots from

the stock, and prepare the scion; leaving him nothing to do but to break off

the leading shoot of the stock, make the slit in it, insert the scion, tie the

ligature round it, and fix on the paper envelope. The shoot made by the

scion is little or nothing for the first year ; but the second year it is conside-

rable, and the third a foot or more, and most frequently from 2 ft. to 3 ft.

in length. The future shoots, says Delamarre, are truly admirable for

their length, their thickness, and their great vigour. The most suitable

stocks are plants sown where they are finally to stand ; and of 4, 5, or 6

years' growth, the object being to make the graft 3 ft. or 4 ft. from the ground,
to avoid the necessity of stooping on the part of the operator. Grafting in

this manner has been carried to a great extent by M. De Larminat, in the

Forest of Fontainebleau. In the Bon Jardinier for 1826, it is stated that about

10,000 scions of P. Lariciohad been at that time grafted on P. sylvestris in that

forest ; and M. Delamarre informs us, in 1830, that the process had been
continued up to that time, at the rate of several thousand trees every year.
The mode of grafting practised by M. De Larminat is described by M.

Poiteau in the volume of the Son Jardinier above referred to ; and we give
it here, because it differs, though in avery slight degree, from that just described.

The proper time for grafting pines is when the young shoots have made about

three quarters of their length, and are still so herbaceous as to break like a

shoot of asparagus. The shoot of the stock is then broken off about 2 in.

under its terminating bud ; the leaves are

stripped off from 20 to 24 lines down
from the extremity; leaving, however,
two pairs of leaves opposite and close

to the section of fracture, which leaves

are of great importance. The shoot is

then split with a very thin knife, between
the two pairs of leaves (fig. 2009 a), and
to the depth of 2 in. ; the scion is then

prepared (b) ; the lower part, being

stripped or its leaves to the length of

2 in., is cut, and inserted in the usual

manner of cleft-grafting. They may be grafted, also,

in the lateral manner (c). The graft is tied with

a slip of woollen; and a cap of paper (fig. 2010.) is

put over the whole, to protect it from the sun and
rain. At the end of 15 days, this cap is removed,
and the ligature at the end of a month ; at that

time, also, the two pairs of leaves (a), which have
served as nurses, are removed. The scions of those

sorts of pines which make two growths in a season, or, as the technical

phrase is, have a second sap, produce a shoot of 5 in. or 6 in. the first year ;

but those of only one sap, as the Corsican pine, Weymouth pine, &c., merely
ripen the wood grown before grafting, and form a strong terminating bud,

which in the following year produces a shoot of 15 in. or 2 ft. in length.

(Gard. Mag.t vol. ii. p. 200.) This mode of grafting was practised by the

Baron Tschoudy, who gave it the name of herbaceous grafting, not only

with the pine and fir tribe, but with
every

other class of ligneous plants,

and also with herbaceous vegetables. It is very generally practised by the

Paris nurserymen, and especially by M. Soulange-Bodin, though it is, as yet,

but little known in British gardens. One of the first trees, that we are aware

of, that was grafted in this way in Britain, was an ^4
v

bies Smithzamz, at

Hopetoun House, which was grafted on a common spruce in 1826, the same

year in which the above account appeared in the Gardener's Magazine.
This tree is now (1837) 10 ft. high.

By Seed. The number of seeds in a cone varies according to the
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2010species, some containing as many as 300; and the

seeds of most species, when allowed to remain in

the cone, preserve their vegetative power for several

years. The cones are mature, in some species, at the

end of the first year, but, in most, not till the end of

the second autumn. They ought to be gathered a

short time before they are perfectly ripe, in order to

prevent the scales from opening, and the seeds from

dropping out. In the European ^bietinae, the seeds

begin to drop from the cones which remain on the

trees generally in March
; for which reason February

is a good month to collect them. The cones of Pinus

sylvestris, and of the allied sorts, soon open of them-

selves, after they have been gathered from the tree, and

spread out in the sun ; but the cones of P. Pinaster,
P. Pinea, and the allied sorts, though treated in the

same manner, will not open their scales for several

months, or even a year. The cones of Cedrus Libani

will not open till they have been three years or up-
wards on the trees ; and, when they are gathered, it is

almost always necessary to steep them in water for 24

hours, and afterwards to expose them before a fire, or to the sun. In Scot-

land, France, and Germany, the seeds of the Pinus sylvestris and of the Z/arix

europse'a, are very commonly separated from the cones by kilndrying, and
afterwards thrashing them ; but, as the heat of the kiln is sometimes carried

to such excess as to destroy the vital principle, it is considered safer to steep
the cones before drying, in which case less fire is requisite ; or to split them

by inserting an iron triangular-pointed instrument, not unlike a shoemaker's

awl, into the axis of the cone, at its broad end. The cones are also some-
times broken by passing them through a bone-mill, or between two cylinders ;

or by putting them into a bark-mill. The cones of the silver and the balm
of Gilead firs, and also of the Pinus tftrobus, open of themselves in a dry
room, and give out their seeds with less trouble than those of any other

species.
A Kilnfor drying the Cones of the Abietints is described by Sang, as being

constructed in the manner of a common malt-kiln. The joists or beams
which support the floor, or surface on which the cones are to be spread,
should be about 9 ft. above the hearth on which the fire is placed, and
2 in. apart.

" A haircloth is spread over them from side to side of the

kiln, and the cones are laid on it to the thickness of 12 in. or 14 in. A
gentle fire is then applied, and regularly kept up till the cones become opened.
During the time of drying the cones must be frequently turned upon the kiln ;

and when the seeds begin to drop out, they must be removed to a dry shed,
and sifted till all the seeds which are loose fall out, and be taken from among
the cones. The cones are afterwards to be thrashed severely with flails, and
sifted as before, and so on till the seeds are taken out as completely as pos-
sible." (Kalcndar, p. 326.) Various modes of constructing drying-kilns will

be found given in our Encyclopaedia of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture.

The most general Timefor sowing the Seeds of the Abietines is in the end
of March, or in April. The ground ought to be in good heart, light, and

sandy rather than loamy, and prepared as finely as possible. The seeds

may be most conveniently sown in beds ; and, after being gently beaten

down with the back of a spade or a slight roller, they should be covered with

light soil or leaf mould to the depth of a sixteenth, an eighth, or, at most,
a quarter, of an inch, according to the size of the seeds, and covered
with branches of trees or shrubs, fronds of fern, wickerwork hurdles, or

netting, to shade the soil from the sun, and protect the seeds from birds.

If, indeed, the seeds are gently patted in with the back of the spade, and the
beds kept shaded, and of a uniform gentle moisture, no covering at all is
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necessary. When rare kinds are sown in pots, if the surface of the soil is

kept 1 in. below the rim of the pot, the pot may be covered with a pane of

glass, and the seeds will come up with certainty and vigour. Traps ought to

be set for mice, which are great devourers of the seeds of the yibietinae. In

very dry weather the beds should be watered in the evenings ; but in this

case it becomes doubly necessary to shade them in the day time ; because
in proportion to the rapidity of the germination of the seeds are they
liable to be scorched by the sun. The precaution of shading is much less

necessary in Scotland, than in England, or on the Continent ; and, though it

requires to be regularly practised in the Goldworth Nursery, in Surrey, yet we
believe it is altogether neglected in the nurseries in the neighbourhood of

Aberdeen, where more plants of the Scotch pine and larch are, we believe,

raised, than in any other nurseries in the world. The seeds of the greater

part of the Jbietinae come up in from 30 to 50 days. Those of P. Pinea
have been known to come up in 28 days ; though some of this species often

do not come up till the second year, and seeds of P. Pinaster often not till

the third year. Great care must be taken, when the seeds are coming through
the ground, to raise sufficiently above them the material employed in shading
the beds, and also to remove it by degrees. The young plants, in most of
the species, grow slowly the first two or three years ; but some few, such as the

Scotch pine and the larch, grow with comparative rapidity ; and all of them

grow most rapidly between their fifth and their tenth years.
Culture. The pine and fir tribe do not, in general, succeed so well when

transplanted as the broad-leaved trees ; for which reason, most of the

sorts planted for ornament, such as the cedar, stone pine, Weymouth pine,
Siberian pine, &c., should always be kept by the nurserymen in pots. The
Scotch pine, the larch, the spruce, the silver and balm of Gilead firs, the Corsi-

can pine, and the Weymouth pine, may be transplanted into nursery lines, from
the seed-bed, in the second year ; and, after remaining one year in these lines,

they may be removed to where they are finally to remain. Very few species
can be kept with advantage for a longer period in the nursery than 3 years ;

viz. two in the seed-bed, and one transplanted. The species which may be

kept longest, and afterwards transplanted with safety, is the common spruce,
on account of the concentration of its roots, and its very numerous fibres.

The worst species for transplanting is the pinaster ; because it has more of

a taproot than any other of the Jbietinse. In transplanting all the species
to where they are finally to remain, attention should be paid not to plant
them too deep; and to have a pit sufficiently large to admit of spreading out
the roots in every direction. This spreading out of the roots is more espe-

cially necessary in the case of plants that have been kept for years in pots,
and that have not naturally taproots; for, when it is neglected, the plants are

often many years before they become firmly established and grow vigorously.
The reason of this is easily explained. The roots of a tree, when confined in

a pot, may be compared to the head of a tree which has been for several years
confined and clipped into some regular shape, so as to present an exterior

surface of spray and leaves, without any one shoot being stronger than another.

Hence, when the head of such a tree is left to itself, a smaller or greater
number of years will elapse before a leading shoot, or one or two leading

shoots, are produced ; and till that is the case, and the sap, in consequence, is

diverted into main channels, instead of being equally distributed over the sur-

face of the bush, no vigorous growth can take place. In like manner, the

matted roots of a plant which has been a long time kept in a pot, when they
are not spread out in transplanting, will be some years before they throw out

leading or main roots, without which the part of the tree under ground can

no more grow vigorously, than the part above ground can grow vigorously
without main branches. The proper time for transplanting the -dbietinae is,

as in the case of all other trees, when the sap is in a comparatively dormant

state, which is between the end of autumn and the beginning of spring ; but,
when the plants are of any size, care must be taken to perform the operation
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only in mild weather, when there are no drying winds, and, if possible, during

gentle rains. In the case of all the more tender species, the plants ought to

be surrounded by matting fixed to stakes, at a short distance from the ex-

tremities of the branches ; or, what is best of all, and serves at once as a

shelter from the sun, a protection from the wind, and a guard against cattle, a

cylinder of wickerwork ought to be placed round each plant. No pruning

ought to be given to the heads, and nothing should be cut from the roots,

but such of their extremities as are bruised^ When the common Abietinae,

such as the Scotch pine, the spruce, the larch, and the silver fir, are taken up
out of the nursery lines for transplanting, their roots should be immediately

plunged into a mixture of loam and water, so as to cover them with a coating
of mud ;

and in that state they ought to be carried to the place of planting,
and carefully inserted in the soil with as little delay as possible. For want
of this precaution, a great proportion of evergreen ^bietinae, of three or four

years' growth, perish when they are taken up, and carried to any distance ;

more especially if the weather, at the time of planting, should happen to be

dry. The Jbietinae are, of all trees, the least adapted for being sent to a

distance, unless in pots. After the Jbietina3 have been transplanted, and

become established in the soil, they require very little care for a number of

years, and, perhaps, less than trees of any other order. No care is requisite,

unless in particular cases, either to provide a leading shoot, or to prevent any
of the branches from coming in competition with the main trunk ; cares which

are always more or less attendant upon the culture and management of every
kind of broad-leaved tree.

When plantations of ylbietinae are to be made on a large scale, the best

mode, in some cases, is, to sow the seeds where the plants are finally to remain,
either in drills, which appears the most scientific mode, as it will admit of regular
culture between the rows, or broadcast; and, where the surface is steep and

rocky, by sowing in irregular patches. There are many objections to sowing,

however, which generally render planting the most profitable mode. A great

quantity of seed is required, to provide for the ravages made by birds and
other vermin; and the labour of preparing the soil, if this is done properly,
is greater in proportion to the number of plants wanted, than in the case of

planting. There is also a certain loss of time ; since plants three years old,

which have been one year transplanted, will be at least three years in advance

of seedlings raised where they are to remain. On rocky steeps, however, where
there is little or no visible soil, and where the seed can only be deposited in

chinks and crevices, or sown on occasional patches of soil, this mode of

raising a wood of pines and firs may deservedly have the preference.

Very little pruning is necessary for the pine and fir tribe, whether they are

grown singly or in scattered groups for ornament, or in masses for useful pur-

poses in plantations. In the former case, to remove any of the branches

would destroy the object in view ; and in the latter, if the plantation is of

suitable thickness, the lower branches begin to die off of themselves, after the

trees have acquired a certain age and growth, and all that is necessary is to

assist nature, by cutting off the branches close to the trunk, the moment they

begin to show indications of decay. Some authors contend that no pruning
whatever ought to be given to the pine and fir tribe ; and that they ought to

be planted so close together, that the branches may rot off when they are

quite small, as the trees advance in height. This is, doubtless, the manner
in which the clean timber of the pine and fir forests of the north of Europe
is produced ; but it must be recollected that this timber is obtained at a great

expense of time; for, if the trunk is deprived of so many of its side

branches, while it is small in diameter, the tree must require to stand many
years before the few branches composing its head can elaborate a sufficient

portion of sap to thicken the stem to a timber-like size. Some, on the other

hand, recommend depriving the trees of branches to two thirds of their height,
which must place them nearly in the situation of trees drawn up in their

natural forests. To us, there appears no reason for making the -dbietinae an
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exception to other orders of trees with respect to culture. They may require
culture of a different kind, but, if they are to be subjected to man, they must
be pruned, and otherwise treated, so as to fit them for his purposes in the

most complete manner, and in the shortest possible time; unless it can be
shown that, in an artificial state, they will become fit for these purposes in

a sufficiently short time, without pruning, or any other kind of culture.

M. Loiseleur Deslongchamps and M. Bosc affirm that the ylbietinae have
more need of numerous branches than the broad-leaved trees ; because, say

they, the pines absorb from the atmosphere as much nourishment by their

leaves, as they draw from the soil by their roots. These authors recommend

pines and firs to be left wholly without pruning for the first eight or ten years ;

that at that time the lowest tier of branches may be cut off; and that after-

wards a tier may be cut off annually, till the trunk is cleared to the height of
6 ft. or 7 ft. ; after which they should be left entirely to nature. We cannot,

however, counsel leaving them entirely to nature, even after this period ;

because, in that case, when the branches began to decay and drop off, the

stumps which remain would become buried in the wood, and would greatly
diminish its value. M. Hartig is in favour of pruning the Jbietinae ;

but M.

Burgsdorf is of a contrary opinion. According to M. Delamarre, the ma-

jority of French authors recommend pruning and thinning; and the practice
in the department of the Maine, where his estate lay, is to cut off the

branches at 2 in. or 3 in. from the trunk, in order to leave some small shoots

and leaves to draw up the sap. In Champagne, he says, 6 in. are left at

first; and, in a year or two afterwards, these are cut off close to the trunk.

Delamarre adds that 2 in. is the preferable distance; and a stump of this

length, he says, will, in three or four years, be buried in the trunk of the tree.

In Britain, and also in most parts of Germany, close pruning has the decided

preference. The advantage of early-and close pruning, in the case of the

pine and fir tribe, was pointed out by Mr. Salmon, in the Transactions of
the Society of Arts, about the beginning of the present century ;

and afterwards

strongly recommended by Mr. Pontey, in his Forest Primer, and practised by
him in various places where he had the management of the plantations. It

is generally considered, however, that Mr. Salmon and Mr. Pontey carried

the practice of close pruning too far. Mr. Main, who has paid great attention

to the subject of pruning, states it as his opinion, that all the pine and fir

tribe intended for profit should be planted to grow up, and be "
all cut down

together, like a crop of corn." Mr. Salmon, on the other hand, gives the

following directions, founded, as he says, on several years' observation and

experience : The pruning should commence when the trees are six years old,

or, in other words, when five distinct tiers of branches appear on the stem.

The lowest of these tiers are to be taken off, leaving four remaining. After

which, at every succeeding four or five years, the pruning is to be repeated,
till the stem of the tree be cleared to the height of 40ft. ; after which the tree

may be left to nature. The best practice seems to lie between Mr. Main's

opinion and that of Mr. Salmon ; and we should think that if small poles and
masts were the object, Mr. Main's plan would be the best; but for large

beams, planks, and deals, Mr. Salmon's. We shall hereafter have occasion

to enlarge on the subject, when treating on the pruning of particular species,
and more especially of Pinus sylvestris. In exposed situations, Mr. Nuttall

has found that the ^bietinae are much invigorated at the root by pinching
out the points of the side shoots, and even of the leading shoot ; which

causes the plants to increase in diameter at the base, and to become furnished

with roots, larger and more vigorous, in proportion to the elevation of the

stem, than would otherwise be the case, which consequently enables them
the better to withstand the force of high winds. Plants so treated soon

recover their leading shoots ; or, if they send up more than one, the super-
fluous ones can be removed. The details of Mr. Nuttall's practice will be

found in the Gardener's Magazine, vol. xiii. p. 350. The best season for

pruning the Abietinae is in mild weather in early spring, or in the autumn.
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Thinning and Felling. Thinning ought to be carried on in connexion with

pruning; and, when large timber is to be produced, this is no less necessary
in the case of the vibietinae than in that of the broad-leaved trees ; though
the former, from their narrow conical shapes and great height, do not require
so much room as the latter. The advantages derived from thinning will be

shown in a striking manner from actual practice in Britain, when we come
to treat of the larch.

The pine and fir tribe, not being trees that stole, are never cultivated as

coppice-wood ; and when a grove of pines is felled, the roots ought to be

taken up, in order to clear the way for the succeeding crop. In the German
and French works on the culture of the ^bietinae, there is much difference

mode is considered the best, another point arises for discussion ; which is,

whether the smaller trees are to be taken out, so as to leave room for the

large ones to grow larger, which is called exploitation par eclaircies ; or

the larger ones removed to leave room for the small ones to increase in

size, which is called exploitation en jardinant. In the Dictionnaire des Eaux
et Forets, a comparative view is given of these two modes, and the preference
is given to the first ; but both, it is alleged, are inferior to the mode of cutting
down the entire grove or forest at once ; and this seems the most rational,

because, when the air is once let in to a grove of full-grown pines, they
seldom increase much in size afterwards ; doubtless, from the influence of

the weather on their naked trunks, which have, till then, been shaded and

protected by the evergreen branches of the trees that have been removed.
Deciduous trees, as they never receive so much protection from one another,
never suffer so much from thinning, whether when young, or when mature
and fit for felling as timber. The season for felling the Jbietinae is during
winter ; but in the Alps and the Pyrenees, and also in the north of Sweden
and Norway, where the ground is covered with snow for six or seven months
in the year, the trees are cut during summer. It is alleged that the wood
felled during the latter season, from the greater quantity of sap con-

tained in it, must necessarily be less durable than that felled when the sap
is dormant. This, however, must chiefly apply to the sap wood ; because
the heart wood, which alone is used for important purposes, is not pene-
trated by the ascending or descending sap. After the trees are felled, the

roots are dug up, broken into small pieces, and distilled for tar; or burned
in covered heaps for that product jointly with charcoal.

In situations naturally adapted for the progress of pines and firs, the self-

sown seeds keep up a perpetual succession of the same species for an un-

known period : but when the plantation is cut down before the trees have
shed abundance of seeds; or where, from being an artificial plantation of

trees all planted at the same time, the ground is so completely shaded,
as to prevent the vegetation of the seeds which may have dropped on it ;

or where the soil is not naturally congenial to the Abietinse; in any of

these cases, this order ought to be succeeded by another totally different

from it, but at the same time suitable for the soil. Many authors have
observed that native woods, both in England and America, when cut down,
are generally succeeded by a different kind of tree (see Gard. Mag., \.

p. 421.); and others, that pine forests, when destroyed accidentally by fire,

in America, are usually succeeded by oak. M. Le Comte of Riceborough,

Georgia, has for upwards of thirty years paid great attention to the subject
of the natural succession of woods ; and the following are the results of his

observations respecting pine forests: "The pine lands in the southern

states have generally old oak grubs, which, by reason of the periodical fires,

are prevented from becoming trees, notwithstanding which they still continue

alive (see p. 1891.); and when land is turned out (that is, when the culti-

vation of it is relinquished), the pines, being naturally unproductive of
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suckers, are consequently killed m toto ; while the oak, now sole possessor
of the soil, starts up and grows vigorously. On the other hand, land which
has been solely occupied by oaks previously to its cultivation, is invariably of
a superior quality to what is termed pine land ; and is naturally a longer

period under cultivation before it is turned out, by which means the roots

of the oaks are completely eradicated. The pine seeds, being winged, and

thereby easily carried by the wind to a considerable distance, if the ground
is free from the roots of other trees, are the first to establish themselves ;

and, being of a free and rapid growth, they take the lead of all other species
of timber, and become the principal occupiers of the land : but when the

roots of the oaks are not destroyed, they will take the lead, and resist the

pine and other trees. All pine lands, which originally had no oaks, will

invariably produce pines again, whether they have been under cultivation for

a long time or a short period." (Gard. Mag., vol. viii. p. 287.) In the north

of Europe, including the Highlands of Scotland, a pine forest, unless it has
been cleared, and the soil brought under the plough, or laid down in

pasture, continues such for ever ; the seeds of the older trees coming up in

the open spaces, as thick as in the nurserymen's seed-beds.

Accidents. With reference to the goodness and value of the timber, the

most injurious accident that can befall a pine or fir tree is to have the dead

stumps of the side branches left on, whether through neglect in artificial

plantations, or from the trees not being sufficiently close together in natural

ones. In such cases, the dead stump is buried under the living wood ; and,
when the tree is sawn up into boards, every point where these stumps
intersect the board forms a knot, which, if not glued in, generally drops out,

leaving a hole through the board. The pine and fir tribe, from their resinous

nature (resin being a powerful non-conductor), are said to be less liable to

be struck by lightning than broad-leaved trees ; and hence they are con-

sidered as particularly suitable for growing on mountains. (See Nuttall in Gar-

dener's Magazine, vol. xiii. p. 351.) As, when standing singly, their spiry

tops do not oppose so large a surface to the wind as those of round-headed

trees, and as their narrow leaves offer very little resistance, they are not

so liable to be blown down by high winds as might be imagined from their

comparatively small roots ; and they are still less so when associated toge-
ther in dense masses of plantation or forest. As forests of the pine and fir

tribe are generally situated on hills or mountains, and for the most part
in climates where they are subject to be covered with snow for several

months in the year, they are very liable to what may be called geological
and meteorological accidents. In Switzerland, those movements of rocks,

stones, and soil which take place in the mountainous districts, more or lesj

every spring, and are called eboulemeus, often destroy several acres of pine
forests at a time. In scattered forests, the snow falling on the trees

individually is retained by their branches, and, when these are of great

length, often weighs them down, and breaks them; while those move-
ments of snow known by the name of avalanches are sometimes as injuri-

ous as the eboulemens. We have seldom been more gratified with winter

scenery, than when passing through a spruce fir forest in Sweden. We
have seen trees of all ages grouped and distributed in innumerable ways ;

here weighed down with snow, and there boldly shooting through it their

vivid green pyramidal heads. When a sudden thaw takes place in spring, the

snow and the branches seem all in motion ; some branches, being relieved

from their load of snow, are rising up in consequence of their elasticity ;

and others, from the snow falling on them from branches still higher up the

tree, are bending, and perhaps breaking, under the additional weight. In the

pine and fir forests of Europe, a number of branches, and also of entire trees,

are damaged in this way every year ; but this is nothing to the havock which

takes place in America, during what is called an "
ice storm." In the Magazine

of Natural History (vol. vi. p. 100.), a very striking description of one of

these storms at Philipsburg, near the Alleghany Mountains, is given by H. ('
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Taylor, Esq. A heavy fall of snow had been succeeded by a partial thaw

and rain, followed by a severe frost, which enveloped
" the trees and earth

in a thick coating of transparent ice." The following morning, the accumu-
lation of ice on the branches of the forest trees presented a beautiful and

extraordinary spectacle. The noblest timbers were every where to be seen

bending beneath the enormous load of ice with which their branches were

incrusted, and the heavy icicles which thickly depended from every point;
the thickness of the ice, even on the spray, often exceeding an inch. The
smaller trees, from 20 ft. to even 50 ft. in height, were bent to the ground by
this unwonted burden, and lay pressing on one another, resembling fields of

gigantic corn, beaten down by a tempest. Above, the taller trees drooped and

swung heavily ; their branches glittering, as if formed of solid crystal ; and,
with the slightest breath of wind, clashing against each other, and sending
down showers of ice. The following day, the limbs of the trees began to

give way beneath their load. The leafy spray of the hemlock spruce was

thickly incased, and hung drooping round the trunks upon the long pliant

branches, until the trees appeared like solid masses or monumental pillars of ice.

Every where around was heard the crashing of the branches of the loftiest

trees of the forest, which fell to the earth with a noise like the breaking
of glass, yet so loud as to make the woods resound. As the day advanced,
instead of branches, whole trees began to fall ; and, during twenty-four hours,
the scene which took place was as sublime as can well be conceived. There
was no wind perceptible, yet, notwithstanding the calmness of the day, the

whole forest seemed in motion, falling, wasting, or crumbling, as it were,

piecemeal. Crash succeeded to crash, until at length these became so

rapidly continuous as to resemble the incessant discharges of artillery;

gradually increasing, as from the irregular firing at intervals of the outposts,
to the uninterrupted roar of a heavy cannonade. Pines of 150 ft. and 180 ft.

in height came thundering to the ground, carrying others before them.
Under every tree was a rapidly accumulating debris of displaced limbs and
branches ; their weight increased more than tenfold by the ice, and crushing

every thing in their fall with sudden and terrific violence. Altogether, this

spectacle was one of indescribable grandeur. The roar, the cracking and

rending, the thundering fall of the uprooted trees, the startling unusual
sounds and sights produced by the descent of such masses of solid ice, and
the suddenness of the crash when a neighbouring tree gave way, was awful
in the extreme. Yet all this was going on in a dead cairn, except, at intervals,
n gentle air from the south-east slightly waved the topmost pines. Had the

wind freshened, the destruction would have been still more appalling.
Another kind of accident to which pine forests appear particularly liable

is their destruction by fire ; and, in Siberia and in North America, immense
tracts of pine forest are sometimes thus consumed. The fire generally ori-

ginates with man, either purposely or by accident ; but it is supposed some-
times also to be produced by the action of the sun upon the dry decayed
wood of fallen trees ; and sometimes, no doubt, it is the effect of lightning.
In Captain Hall's Sketches in Canada, &c., he gives the following description
of an American pine forest on fire :

" Sometimes the monotony of the pine
barren was interrupted, in no very pleasant style, by the heat and smoke

arising from the forest being on fire on both sides of us ; though, as it hap-
pened, we were never exposed to any danger, or to serious inconvenience,
in consequence of these conflagrations. The sketch (fig. 2011.) shows the

forest in the predicament we have alluded to. The tree in the foreground had

caught fire near the ground ; and having, I do not know how, been hollowed
out in its centre, the flames had crept up and burst out some feet higher, so

that they were roaring like a blast furnace, and rapidly demolishing the tree

at the bottom, while the branches at top were waving about in full verdure,
as if nothing unusual was going on below." (HaWs Sketches in Canada^ &c., No.

24-.) M'Gregor informs us that in New Brunswick the forests are sometimes

purposely set on fire by the settlers, to avoid the labour of cutting down the
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trees, and grubbing up their roots j but he adds that the practice is highly in-

judicious, as, by these indiscriminate conflagrations, the land is not properly
cleared, and " a very strong and noxious plant, called the fireweed," springs

up every where, and exhausts the fertility of the soil. The appearance of a

burning forest is one of the most fearful and sublime objects that can be

imagined, and has been powerfully described by Cooper in The Pioneers, and
also by Gait in Lawrie' Todd. "The flames leap from tree to tree, and

winding up to their tops, throw out immense volumes of fire from thick

clouds of smoke, that hang over the burning mass, while the falling trees come
down with most tremendous crash." The following account of one of these

fires, which was more than usually destructive, is extracted from Mr. M'Gre-

gor's book : "In October, 1825, upwards of a hundred miles of the coun-

try, on the north side of the Miramichi river, became a scene of the most
dreadful conflagration that has, perhaps, ever occurred in the history of the

world. In Europe we can scarcely form a conception of the fury and rapi-

dity with which the fires rage through the American forests during a dry hot

season, at which time the underwood, decayed vegetable substances, fallen

branches, bark, and withered trees, are as inflammable as a total absence of

moisture can make them. When these tremendous fires are once in motion,
or at least when the flames extend over a few miles of the forest, the sur-

rounding air becomes highly rarefied, and the wind naturally increases it to a

hurricane. It appears that the woods had been, on both sides of the north-

west branch, partially on fire for some time, but not to an alarming extent

until the llth of October, when it came to blow furiously from the north-

west, and the inhabitants on the banks of the river were suddenly alarmed by
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a tremendous roaring in the woods, resembling the incessant rolling of

thunder; while, at the same time, the atmosphere became thickly darkened

with smoke. They had scarcely time to ascertain the cause of this pheno-
menon, before all the surrounding woods appeared in one vast blaze, the

flames ascending more than 100 feet above the top of the loftiest tree ; and

the fire, like a gulf in flames, rolling forward with inconceivable celerity. In

less than an hour Douglastown and Newcastle were enveloped in one vast

blaze, and many of the wretched inhabitants, unable to escape, perished in

the midst of this terrible fire." (Sketches of the Mar. Col. of British America.)
In some parts of Sweden, also, the pines and firs are purposely burnt, to

clear the fields for agricultural purposes; but there are also extensive

accidental fires. Dr. Clarke, describing his journey from Stockholm

northward, says :

" As we proceeded to Hamrange, we passed through
noble avenues of trees, and saw some fine lakes on either side of the road.

Some of the forests had been burned, by which the land was cleared for

cultivation. The burning of a forest is a very common event in this coun-

try ; but it is most frequent towards the north of the Gulf of Bothnia.
Sometimes a considerable part of the horizon glares with a fiery redness,

owing to the conflagration of a whole district, which, for many leagues in

extent, has been rendered a prey to the devouring flames." In Lapland,

beyond Tornea, he adds,
" some forests were on fire near the river, and

had been burning for a considerable time." Mr. Tipping informed us that

these fires were owing to the carelessness of the Laplanders and boatmen
on the rivers, who, using the boletus (Polyporus) igniarius (German
tinder) for kindling their tobacco-pipes (see p. 1834.), suffer it to fall in an

ignited state among the dry leaves and moss. They also leave large fires

burning in the midst of the woods, which they have kindled to drive away
the mosquitoes from their cattle and from themselves ; therefore, the con-

flagration of a forest, however extensively the flames may rage, is easily

explained. Yet Linnaeus, with all his knowledge of the country, and customs
of the inhabitants, attributed the burning of forests in the north of Sweden
to the effects of lightning. During these tremendous fires, the bears, wolves,
and foxes, are driven from their retreats, and make terrible depredations
among the cattle." (Travels, $c.)

Diseases. The pine and fir tribe are subject to some diseases, and more

particularly to the flow of resin, in consequence of being wounded by pruning
when the sap is in active motion in spring. They are also affected by can-
kerous excrescences; and the wood is liable to become shaky; an evil

which, of course, is not observed till the tree is cut down, and sawn into

boards, when the annual layers are found to separate from each other.
The larch is subject to a very peculiar disease, called pumping, which rots

out the heart wood, and which we shall describe when speaking of that tree.

Insects. Mr. Westwood, to whom we are indebted for this article, ob-

serves, that the attacks of the insect tribes upon the genus Pinus are not,
in this country, so prejudicial as in Sweden and some parts of Germany;
where, owing to their very great extent, the pine forests are of such vast

importance. Hence it is that in these countries the investigation of the
habits of the different species of insects which attack the pine and fir tribe

has been pursued
with much more care than among us. We shall avail

ourselves in this article of the most recent labours both of Continental and

English authors, adding thereto some original matter, which we have not
found noticed in their works.

The insects which attack the different species of Pinus may be divided into
two classes ; viz., internal feeders, and external feeders. The former may
again be separated into those which burrow into the wood, and those which

merely reside beneath the bark : not, indeed, that the latter are less injurious
than the former ; because, as in the elm-destroying Scolytus, the presence
of great numbers of subcortical species causes the death of a tree as

speedily as those which strip it of its leaves, or burrow into its solid sub-

stance, and, indeed, often more speedily.
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Of the internal Feeders which bore into the solid Wood, the species of the

genus Sirex of Linnaeus (Urocerus Geoffr.), belonging to the order Hy-
menoptera, are amongst the largest. In the winged state, they are com-

paratively innoxious. They are often as large as hornets ; and some of the

species are coloured similarly to those insects. They especially abound in

cold and mountainous regions, where the pines and other coniferous trees

abound ;
and during flight they make a loud humming noise. The best

known species, Sirex gigas Linn., attacks"A^bies excelsa (Rossm'dssler, Forstins.)
It is very common in Sweden, and in the Alps and Pyrenees, The females

are provided with a very strong horny ovipositor, by means of which they
deposit their eggs in the crevices of the trees. The larvae, when hatched, bur-

row into the wood in various directions : they are fleshy and cylindrical, with
a scaly head, six very minute pectoral feet, and a horny point on the upper
side of the extremity of the body. (Latr. Hist. Gener., xiii. p. 149.)

" The

species of the genus Sirex, probably all of them in the larva state, have no

appetite but for ligneous food. Linnaeus has observed this with respect to S.

spectrum and Camelus
;
and Mr. Marsham, on the authority of Sir Joseph

Banks, relates (Linn. Trans., x. 403.) that several specimens of S. gigas were
seen to come out of the floctf of a nursery in a gentleman's house, to the no
small alarm and discomfiture of both nurse and children." (Introd.'to Ent., i.

p. 231.) In this case, it is evident that the floor of the room must have
been recently laid down, the planks containing the sirexes either in the

larva or pupa state ; and that they made their appearance on attaining the

imago form. Linnaeus (Syst. NaL, ii. p. 929.) says of Sirex spectrum," Habitat in lignis putridis antiquis Pini et Abietis." Wm. Raddon, Esq.,
has lately forwarded to the Entomological Society of London specimens of
Sirex juvencus, another large species, of a fine blue colour in the female ;

accompanied by specimens of the wood of a fir tree from Bewdley Forest,

Worcestershire, perforated and destroyed by the larvae of this insect ; some
of which still remained in the wood. Of this tree, 20 ft. were so intersected

by the burrows, that it was fit for nothing but fire-wood ; and, being placed in

an outhouse, the perfect insects came out every morning, five, six, or more
each day. The females averaged one in twelve for the first six weeks ; but

afterwards became more plentiful, and continued to make their appearance
until the end of November ; females being only produced during the last two
or three weeks. (Trans. Ent. Soc. London, i. p. Jxxxv.) At the same meeting
of this Society, it was also stated by the Rev. F.W.Hope, that, in his father's

grounds at Netley, in Shropshire, the Sirex generally attacks those trees

which have passed their prime ; and that the Weymouth pines are more sub-

ject to their attacks than the Scotch pines. These statements will be quite
sufficient to disprove the recently published view of the Count de Saint Far-

geati (Hist. Nat. Hymenopt., torn, i.), that the Siricidae are parasitic upon
other insects, like the /chneumonidae. It is, however, amongst the cole-

opterous insects that the greatest numbers of pine-boring species are found ;

and of these a considerable portion belong to the family of the weevils

(Curculionidae), one of the largest British species of which is thus injurious:
it is the Hylobius abietis of Germar (Curculio abietis of Linnaeus, C'urculio

pini Marsham, #c.). This insect varies in length from half to three quarters
of an inch. It is of a pitchy black colour, varied with yellowish pile. For-

tunately, however, in this country it is but of rare occurence; although in

Scotland, and especially in Sweden, it is very abundant and destructive. A
memoir upon the habits of this beettle has been published by Mr. W. S.

M'Leay, in the Zoological Journal. A great failure of the young firs and

larches on Lord Carlisle's estates in Scotland had taken place, which was at

first thought to be occasioned by mice, so completely was the bark destroyed.
The wood warden was, however, subsequently convinced that the mischief

was produced by insects, of which specimens were forwarded to Mr. W. S.

M'Lcay. The destruction was more rapid when the roots of the Scotch fir

were in a state of decay ;
a circumstance strongly supporting the opinion that
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the author of the mischief was an insect ;
for mice would only attack the green

and healthy bark : and, indeed, the insects proved to be no other than the Hy-
lobius abietis. According to Rossmassler, it is chiefly young trees of Pinus

, i, ,.,.;. nn,\ JMii<ic OV/->O!CQ uuKif-li Q i* o /- iroi K\7 tV\i<i snpp.ips. Another
sylvestris and excelsa which are attacked by this species. Another

species of the same genus is the Hylobius pinastri Dcjcan, which, according
"

s. Suec., iii. 168.), "habitat in frondibus et ligm10 Pini etto Gyllenhal (Ins
Abietis."

The species of another genus of weevils (Pissodes Germar) are also very

destructive to different species of the pine and fir tribe. Gyllenhal describes

five species ; three only of which have been detected in this country, and all

of them are here of great rarity; namely: P. pini Linn., P. notatus Fabr. y

and P. pineti (Fabricu Leach). An interesting memoir has recently been

published by Dr. Rutzeburg in the last volume of the Nova Acta Nature

Curiosorum (vol. xvii. p. 424.), in which the habits of the two first-named

species are given in detail. Fig. 2012. shows the mode
in which young trees are attacked

j the tree being four

years old when the drawing was made. The passage
of the larva is here marked with the letter a

; the

abode of the pupa, or cocoon, as it may be termed,
with the letter b

; and c indicates the opening through
which the perfect insect escapes. Gyllenhal gives Pinus

sylvestris- and yTbies excelsa as the habitat of Pissodes

pineti ;
A^bies excelsa, as that of Pissodes Hercyniae,

notatus, and piniphilus; but he describes the economy
of Pissodes pini as being more general :

" Habitat in

arboribus resinosis, praesertim in abietis frondibus et

ligno nuper caeso,frequens." (Ins. Succ.,\. pars 3. p. 66.)
Dr. Heer has also recently described the metamor-

phoses of another species of the same genus (Pissodes

piceae Illiger^ of which many larvae and pupae were
discovered in the trunk of Picea vulgaris in the
middle of June, 1835. (Obswv. EntomoL, 1836, p. 27.

tab. iv. B.) There is also another tribe of small beetles,

very nearly allied to the family Curculionidae, but in

which the head is not produced into a muzzle, of which
several of the species are very destructive to the trees

of this genus. They constitute the genus Hylurgus
of Latreille, and were included by Fabricius in his

genus Hylesinus. The species H. piniperda, ligniperda,
ater, palliatus, and angustatus, are recorded as in-

habitants of fir plantations. Rossmassler gives the
first of these as an enemy to old trees of yTbies ex- 2012
celsa ; but Gyllenhal says of it,

"
Habitat in Pini sylvestris ramulis, quos

perforat et exsiccat etiani in ligno et sub cortice, frequens." The following
observations and figures relative to the economy of this species were com-
municated by Dr. Lindley to Mr. Curtis :

" For the purpose of examining
its proceedings more narrowly, I placed a shoot of the Scotch pine under
a glass with the insect. In about three hours afterwards, it had just
begun to pierce the bark of the base of one of the leaves. Its mandibles
seemed chiefly employed, its legs being merely used as a means of fixing
itself more firmly. Four hours after, its head and thorax were completely
buried in the shoot ; and it had thrown out a quantity of wood, which it had
reduced to a powder, and which nearly covered the space under the glass. In
sixteen hours more, it was entirely concealed, and was beginning to form its

perpendicular excavations, and was busily employed in throwing back the

wood as it proceeded in destroying it. There were evidently two kinds of
this sawdust ; part consisting of shapeless lumps, but the greater portion of

very thin .semitransparent lamellae, or rather shavings. I now examined it every
day, till the fifth ; when I found it had emerged through the central buds, at
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about I in. from where it had first entered." 2013

(Curtis Brit. Ent., \o\.\\\. p. 104.) Fig. 201 3. shows

three longitudinal sections, or shoots, of Scotch

pine, with the various perforations of the insects:

a, where it commences ; b, the aperture which it

makes after it has finished its excavation ; and c,

the end of the first and beginning of a second ex-

cavation." (Curtis, loc. cit.) Stephens states that

it is extremely detrimental to the leading shoots of

the Scotch pine, perforating them longitudinally
and transversely, and also injuring the wood and
bark of the trunk. This insect ( d.} is about

one sixth of an inch in length, of a cylindrical

form, and black colour, with lineate-punctate
(

elytra. It varies to a pitchy red or dull buffish
'

colour.

Dr. Ratzeburg has given numerous details re-

lative to the history of this species, and H. ater

and angustatus, in the memoir above referred

to ; and Dr. Rossmassler recommends that trees infested with" them to a great
extent should be cut down and burned, as the only means of saving the rest

of the plantation or forest.

Many species of longicorn beetles also inhabit the pine forests, amongst
which $pondylis iuprestoides Fabr. (Gyll. Ins. Suec., iv. p. 117.), Prionus

depsarius Fab. (Gyll., p. 116.), Lamia (Acanthocinus) ^Edilis Fabr. (^Edilis
montana Serville, Gyll., p. 54.), and J?hagium inquisitor Fabr., are parti-

cularly to be mentioned ; the last, according to Rossmassler (p. 77.), attack-

ing old trees of yf bies excelsa, but committing less damage than the other

tribes. Some of the species of the genus Callidium are, however, much
more obnoxious. C. bajulus inhabits the wood of the A^bies excelsa, in

which the larva is nourished ; it is also very abundant in old posts and rails

of deal, in which the female deposits her eggs by means of her elongated

telescope-like ovipositor, and also in the rafters of houses ; and Mr. West-
wood has been informed by Mr. Stephens, that, at his residence in South

Lambeth, it became necessary several times to cover afresh the leaden part of
the roof, in consequence of the insects which had been bred in the rafters

eating their way through the leaden sheeting by which they were protected.
The proceedings of another species of the same genus (Callidium viola-

ceum) have been described by the Rev. W. Kirby in the fifth volume of the

Transactions of the Linneean Society. This insect feeds principally on fir tim-

ber, which has been long felled, without having had the bark stripped off; a

circumstance of considerable importance ; as, by taking off the bark as soon as

the trees are felled, the attacks of various insects, subsequently to be no-

ticed, might be prevented. The larva, as soon as hatched, proceeds in a ser-

pentine direction, filling the space which it leaves with its excrement, resem-

bling sawdust, and thus stopping all ingress to enemies from without. It is

chiefly beneath the bark that it constructs its galleries, which are more tortu-

ous and irregular as it increases in size : but, previously to assuming the pupa
state, it burrows into the solid wood to the depth of 2 in. or 3 in., and there

becomes an inactive pupa; the perfect insect generally appearing in the

months of May and June, gnawing its way out opposite to the hole by which

it descended into the wood.
The intei'nal Feeders which arc found under the Bark, or the subcortical

tribes of beetles, are, however, those by which we find the greatest extent

of injury committed upon trees of the pine and fir tribe. The genus T6-
micus belongs to this tribe, containing numerous species, which, on account
of the peculiar habits and mode of burrowing, have been fancifully termed

printer, or typographer, beetles. The type of this genus is the 7Jermestes

typographic of Linnaeus; a small cylindrical beetle, one fourth of an inch
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long, and of a pitchy black or reddish colour, with long yellow hairs
;
the

elytra being obliquely truncate, with six teeth on each side, behind the margins
of the truncation. This beetle is, fortunately, very rare in England; but in

Germany it has, at various times, abounded to so great an extent, that the

great pine forests have suffered very severely. "The insect, in its prepa-

ratory state, feeds upon the soft inner bark only ; but it attacks this impor-
tant part in such vast numbers (80,000 being sometimes found in a single tree),

that it is infinitely more noxious than any of those that bore into the wood ;

and such is its vitality, that, though the bark be battered, and the tree plunged
into water, or laid upon the ice or snow, it remains alive and unhurt. The
leaves of the trees infested by these insects first become yellow ; the trees

themselves then die at the tops, and soon entirely perish. Their ravages have

long been known, in Germany, under the name of wurm-trokniss (decay caused

by worms) ; and, in the old liturgies of that country, the animal itself is for-

mally mentioned under its vulgar appellation, the 'Turk.' This pest was

particularly prevalent, and caused incalculable mischief, about the year 1665.

In the beginning of the last century, it again showed itself in the Hartz

forests. It reappeared in 1757, redoubled its injuries in 1769, and arrived at

its height in 1783; when the number of trees destroyed by it, in the above

forests alone, was calculated to amount to a million and a half; and the

inhabitants were threatened with a total suspension of the working of their

mines, and, consequently, with ruin. At this period, these insects, when
arrived at the perfect state, migrated in swarms, like bees, into Suabia and
Franconia. At length, between the years 1784 and 1789, in consequence of

a succession of cold and moist seasons, the numbers of this scourge were

sensibly diminished. It appeared again in 1790; and, so late as 1796,
there was great reason to fear for the few fir trees that were le't." (WUhekifi
Recreations in Nat. Hist. y quoted by Latrei/le and by Kirby and Spence.)

Rossmassler gives the old trees of A^bies excelsa as the habitat of this spe-
cies ; but Gyllenhal adds Pinus sylvestris ; justly calling the insect

"
pineto-

rum pestis." (Ins. Suec.,i.p. 111. pag. 351.) Its passages are 2014
so similar to those of Scolytus destructor (figured in p. 1388.),
that we have not thought it necessary to give a representation of

them. Its proceedings are also very similar to those of the Sco-

lytus (to which genus, indeed, it is very nearly allied) ; so that

it would be as erroneous to attribute the destruction of the

German forests to other primary causes, and to consider the

Tomicus typographus as a secondary cause, as it is to deny
that the Scolyti are the cause of the destruction of the elms
around London. Wilhelm, indeed, expressly states that the

misplaced confidence which many persons entertained that the

insects attack only trees already injured, and that their ra-

vages are suspended by the insects themselves, has lost many
hundreds of trees. The remedies suggested in a preceding

page (1390.), for the destruction of Scolyti, may also, to a

great extent, be advantageously adopted for the extermination

of the Tomici.

Rossmassler, Bechstein, and Ratzeburg detail the natural

history of several other species of this genus of beetles. T.

chalcographus attacks old trees of yTbies excelsa ; T. pinastri,
those of Pinus sylve'stris ; T. abietipenla, Pinus Picea

; T.

Z/aricis inhabits Z/arix communis. T. 8-dentatus and T. su-

turalis are also pine feeders; as is also T. bidens. 7^.2014.
represents the workings of the last-named species beneath the

bark of a four-years-old fir tree.

Tomicus chalcographus Gyll. (6-dentatus Oliv.) has not
hitherto been recorded as a native of this country : it must,
however, have been long since introduced from the north, in the fir trees

so constantly imported. Mr. Spence has recently communicated specimens
6 x
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to the Entomological Society of London, discoveredm a living state, at the end of the month of March,
beneath the bark of a foreign fir tree, which was being
prepared at Southampton for a mast ; several of the
insects being at the time just emerging from the
pupae, and others still larva?. The perfect insect is
small (about 1 line long), pitchy black, with cas-
taneous elytra, retusely truncate behind, with three
teeth on each side. The galleries made by the fe-
male are horizontal, like those of the genus Hylesinus
(not vertical, like those made by the Scolyti), though
very often more or less curved or oblique. (See
Jig. 2015.; in which a represents the insect of the
natural size.)

Dr. Heer has described another species belong-
ing to the same genus, under the name of Bostn- a 2015
chus cembrae, which is found beneath the bark of Pinus Cembm. In themonth of July, 1835, this species, in all its states, was discovered in the
above-mentioned situation at an elevation of 5700 ft. above the level of the

sea,^
in valle Beversiana." (Obcrv. Entomol., p. 28.)

/'ps ferruginea is another coleopterous insect, of small size and depressed
body, which is found beneath the bark of the fir.

The external Feeders consist, for the most part, of the caterpillars of various
species of lepidopterous insects, together with those of a few of the saw-flies.
Amongst the Sphlngidte is to be noticed the Sphinx pinastri of Linnseus, a
ne, but in this country very rare, species, the caterpillar of which feeds

upon A bies excelsa and on Pinus sylvestris, P. Strobus, &c. This cater-
pillar is smooth and at first entirely yellow ; but it finally becomes of a
fine green with a brown dorsal line. The upper side of the body is terminated
by a curved, black, and horny tail. The perfect insect is of an ashy colour ;the fore wings being marked with three short, longitudinal, black lines. It is

nearly 3 m. in expansion of the wings. Bouche (Garten Ins., p. 63.) states
that it is sometimes very destructive, when it abounds to a considerable
extent, occasionally entirely stripping the Weymouth pine of its leaves.
Amongst the Lmnaean .Bombyces, Eutricha pini is often, on the Continent

a perfe, t land scourge, entirely stripping many of the pines, especially the
Weymouth, of their leaves. This large moth is of a greyish colour, with an
irregular reddish bar across the fore wings, and a small white discoidal spot.e caterpillar is hairy, and varied with white, brown, and grey; with the
anterior segments ornamented with two blue transverse stripes, and some red
spots on the sides The moth and caterpillar are beautifully figured by Curtis
(Snt. Ent pi. 7.), who observes, in his new edition, that the hairs with
which he latter are clothed cause excessive irritation when handled. The
caterpillars were found at the end of June; and the moths appeared at the end
of the following month. Rossmassler gives old trees of Pinus s} Iv^stris as the
habitat of this species The

irritating powers of this insect are, however,far surpassed by the celebrated pityocampa of the ancients, which is regardedas the caterpillar of the 2?6mbyx Pityocampa Fabr. (genus Cnethocampa
Stephens), which resides upon the fir, the hairs of which are said to occasion
a very intense degree of pain, heat, fever, itching, and restlessness. By the
Cornelian law,

" De Sicariis," the punishment of death was inflicted uponihose who should, with malice prepense, administer either the pityocampa or
the buprestis : Qui buprestem vel pityocampem, tanti facinoris conscii, aut
mortiten quid venem ad necem accelerandam dederit, judicio capitali et psena
legis Cornehae afficiator." This moth belongs to the same modern genus as
the processionary moth, before described. (See p. 1820.) The moth is of a
greyish colour, with three darker transverse bars; and the caterpillars are
dark or dusky grey, with a white lateral line. They are processionary in
their movements, but not so regularly so as the Cnethocampa processionea.
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The caterpillars of Psilura monacha (or the black arches moth) occasion-

ally feed upon the old trees of Pinus sylvestris, according to Rossmassler.

In the family Lithosiidae, Lithosia aureola feeds upon the ^4
v
bies excelsa

and on Pinus sylvestris ; P. complana, occasionally upon the latter ; P. de-

pressa, upon the same ; and P. quadra, occasionally on the fir.

Amongst the JVbctuida?, the most destructive species is the Achatea spreta
Fabr, (^Voctua piniperda Kob.), a species of considerable rarity in England,
which is recorded by the Continental writers as occasionally doing very great

injury in the pine forests. It is figured, both in the winged and larva state,

by Mr. Curtis (Brit. Ent., pi. 117.); who remarks that the caterpillars, "like

those of (Sphinx pinastri, Biipalm piniarius, &c., are striped in a way to

resemble the leaves upon which they feed : they are full grown about the

end of June, when they descend into the earth, and become chrysalides ; and
the following March the fly appears. At this time multitudes, no doubt, are

destroyed by the inclemency of the season, thereby preventing the serious

consequences that occur when such a check is withheld by the great Author
of nature, who has protected them with a clothing that has a greater resem-
blance to hair than scales, and, no doubt, is better adapted to their wants,
since we find the same in many other moths which make their appearance at

an early period of the year." Rossmassler gives the old trees of Pinus syl-
vestris as the habitat of this species. A^octua (Dypterygia Steph.) pinastri
Linn, feeds on several species of jRiimex. In the family Geometridae, the

Geometra (Biipalus Leach) piniaria Linn, is a great pest ; and it is fortunate

that it is of considerable rarity in this country. The following report, ad-

dressed by the inspector of forests at Strasburg to the bureau of the admi-
nistration of woods and forests at Paris, and published in Silbermann's
Revue Entomologujue, will show the extent of damage which this insect is

capable of committing:
" At the end of 1822, a malady occurred amongst the

fir trees in the Forest of Hagenau, one of very considerable extent, near

Strasburg, extending over 7000 hectares. The firs, covering a space of about
40 hectares, were at first observed to have their leaves of a yellow colour,
and to be dried in their appearance. The cause of this malady was sought
for in vain ; but, during the following year, it was so much increased, that

more minute researches were made ; and it was at length discovered that it

was owing to the attacks of the larva of the moth, which commenced its

ravages at the beginning of the month of May, passing from tree to tree,
until the month of October, when it descends into the ground to undergo
its transformations. The trees attacked in 1832 are now entirely destroyed,
without hope of future vegetation." Stephens gives ^

vbies

excelsa and Pinus sylvestris as its habitats. (Illustr. Brit.

Ent., iii.p. 147.) Bouche states that the most advantageous
means of preventing its attacks is, to hunt for and destroy
the chrysalides in the winter, under the moss at the roots of
the attacked trees. The caterpillars of Ellopia fasciaria

(Gedmetra Linn.) and Thera variata also feed upon dif-

ferent species of Pinus ; the latter preferring Picea vulgaris
and ^4

v

bies excelsa. De Geer (Memoires, torn. ii. t. 9. f.

10 12. has figured the transformations of several small

moths, the caterpillars of which feed within the cone of the

fir. Phalae
v

na Tinea pini Retz., ibid., fig. 14. (fig. 2016.

is a cone enclosing two caterpillars; a a representing
the excrement ejected from the cone) ; Phalae^na strobi-

lorum pini major Retz. y ibid., fig. 15.; Phalae vna strobi-

lorum pini minor Retz., torn. i. pi. 22. fig. 27. ; Phalae
vna

gemmarum pini Retz. There are several other small /W" g
.

moths which are also destructive to the young cones and
*

buds of the fir ; namely : Tortrix Buoliana (Ratzeburg and Rossmassler)
and T. Turionana (genus Orthotae

v
nia Stephens). Mr. Curtis bred the

latter from caterpillars which feed on the shoots of the Scotch pine. Ortho-
6 z 2
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x
nia comitana is also common

amongst fir trees. Eudorea resinea

Haw. frequents the trunks of firs

and pines. De Geer has figured the

natural history of Orthotse'nia re-

sinella Linn. The caterpillars of

this beautiful little moth reside in

resinous galls, which they produce
at the tips of the young shoots of

the fir. Fig. 2017. exhibits one of

these galls ; in which represents
the withered bud at its extre-

mity; b, one of these galls opened,

showing the internal cavity en-

closing the caterpillar; and c, the

moth. The pseudo-caterpillars of

several of the species of the genus

Lophyrus (belonging to the family of the saw-flies, Tknthredinidse) also feed

upon the leaves of the pine. De Geer has given full details of their history.

(MemoireSy torn. ii. pi. 36.) The males of this interesting genus are dis-

tinguished by having the antennae very deeply bipectinated. L. pini, according
to Rossmassler, is attached to old trees of Pinus sylvestris. The singular

hymenopterous genus Xyela of Dalman, was named Pinicola by Brebison,
in consequence of the species being found exclusively upon the pine.

In addition to the preceding, there are numerous other small insects, be-

longing to different orders, which inhabit trees of the genus Pinus ; namely,

A^phis pini and pineti, Eriosoma abietis, Coccus abietis, Psylla abietis and

pini, and Mantinea (Pachymerus) abietis, belonging to the Linnaean order

Hemiptera; a small midge (Cecidomyia pini), which produces small galls on
the young stems in which its larva resides (De Geer, Mem., torn vi. t, 26.) :

and belonging to the Coleoptera are, Cryptocephalus pini, Brachyonyx indi-

gena, Brachyderes incanus, and Magdalis violaceus (all of whose histories

are detailed by Ratzeburg); as well as Cyphon pini and Malthinus Pinicola.

Parasites and Epiphytes. Among the plants which live on the pine and fir

tribe, may be included the mistletoe in Europe, and the Arceuthobium Hook.

(Fiscum Oxycedri Dec.) in North America: the former, we believe, has

been chiefly found on P. sylvestris and on the silver fir, and the latter on P.
Banksiana and P. ponderosa. For the following enumeration of Fungi that

live on the bark, or on the decaying wood, of the pine and fir tribe, we are

indebted to the Rev. M. J. Berkeley :

Fungi. The natural order Conifera? is very rich in Fungi, and produces
many that are peculiar to it, though it has likewise a few species which are

found on trees ofother orders. We shall first notice those which grow upon
species belonging to the genera Pinus, yTbies, and Larix, treating of those which

belong to other Coniferae under their respective genera. It is probable that

many pines and firs have species peculiar to them
; but, though this is well

known with regard to a few Fungi, authors have, in general, so loosely indi-

cated the kinds which produce particular Fungi ; and the terms pinicola and
abietina are so often applied inaccurately, that it is not always possible to

speak decidedly on the subject.

Upon the wood of different firs and

pines, the following are among the more

interesting or most general species observed
in this country : .dgaricus rutilans Schaff.,

syn. Xerampelinus Sow., t. 31., and our

Jig. 2018., is remarkable for its rich crim-

2018 son red downy pileus, tinged occasionally
with olive brown, and its yellow floccoso-

serrated gills.
This species occasionally

occurs on trees of other natural orders. A. /Vis Berk. Eng. FA, v. p. 56.
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with a downy sky-blue pileus ; A. campanella
Batsch., syn. A. caulicinalis Sow., t. 163., and our

fig. 2019.; A. lepideus Fr., syn. A. squamosus
SchcEJf., t. 29., and ourfig. 2020. Monstrous forms

of this fungus occur in dark situations, with or

without a pileus, exactly analogous to certain *W*% PW 2020

states of Polyporus squamosus. Such are figured

by Schajffer at t. 248. and 249., and by Sowerby at t. 382., under the name of
A. tubaeformis. A. porrigens Pers. Syn., p. 480., found by Herr Klotzsch near

Inverary; A. flavidus Schccff., t. 35., and our fig. 2021. Merulius pulverulentus
Fr. El., v. i. p. 60., syn. Auricularia pulverulenta Sow. ; one of the

species known under the name of dry rot; first found at Ash Hill,

in Norfolk, on fir beams in a wall. Daedalea sepiaria Wulf. y syn.

Ag&ricns ioletiformis Sow., t. 418.; found upon unsquared deals in

a Thames dock. Daedalea abietina Fr. Syst. Myc., i. p. 334., Aga-
ricus abietinus Bull., t. 442. ; a nearly allied species, found in a

similar locality at Glasgow. Possibly both these have been imported
into our dockyards. Polyporus cse'sius Fr. Syst. Myc., v. i. p. 360.,

syn. J9oletus albidus Sow.,t. 226.; remarkable for turning blue when 2021

bruised ;
a property which exists in an eminent degree in several Itoleti, and

appears to arise from a chemical change taking place in the
juice

of the plant
when exposed to air. Pol. irregularis Klotzsch ; syn. Bol. irregularis Sow., t.

423., Pol. amorphus Fr. Sy*t.,\, p. 364., Pol. abietinus Pcrs. Syn., p. 541.,
Grev. Sc. Cr. FL, t. 226. ; a very beautiful species, elegantly tinged witli

violet. Pol. ^infcola Fr. Syst. Myc., v. i. p. 372. ; found on pine trunks in

Scotland, by Mr. Arnott. Pol. undatus Pers. Myc. Eur., v. ii. p. 90. t. 16.

f. 3; Pol. incarnatus Fr. Syst. Myc., v. i. p. 379.; Pol. armeniacus Berk.

Eng. Fl., v. v. p. 147., a beautiful buff and white species, found

amongst the treasures of the collection of Capt. Carmichael.

I'rpex pendulus Fr. El., v. i. p. 143. ; syn. //ydnum pendulum
Alb. et Schw., t. 6. f. 7. ; Thele'phora sanguinolenta Alb. et

Schw., p. 274., Grev., t. 225., and our fig. 2022. ; Thel. amorpha
Fr. EL, v. i. p. 183. Thel. lacte'scens Berk. Eng. FL, p. 167., 2022

and Brit. Fungi, No. 21.; remarkable for distilling drops of milk when
wounded, which, in taste and smel), resembles that of Ag. quietus. This

species occurs also on the elm. Thel. gigantea Pers. Myc. Eur., v. i. p. 150.;
Thel. livida Fr. Syst. Myc., v. i. p. 447. Thel. puteaua Schum., Fr. Syst.

Myc., v. i. p. 448. ;
a peculiarly hygrometric fungus, which occurs in houses.

When placed, after being gummed on paper and preserved in the herbarium
for several weeks, in the cupboard where the fungus was first found, and
where it had been entirely destroyed by a solution of corrosive sublimate ;

though the woodwork, which, in consequence, in an unusually damp
season, had before been constantly dripping, was quite dry; it,

in 12 hours, recovered its original fleshy appearance, and was studded

with drops of coffee-coloured moisture. (Berk, in Mag. of Bot.

and ZooL, v. i. p. 44.) Caloeera viscosa Fr. Syst. Myc., v. i.

p. 486.; syn. Clavaria viscosa Pers. Comm.,t. 1. f. 1. Peziza caly-

cina Schum., syn. P. pulchella Grev. FL Ed., p. 421. ; extremely com-

mon on fallen branches of the larch. Pez. buccina Pers. Syn., p.

659. ;
Pez. sanguinea Pers. Syn., p. 657. ; Pez. xanthostigma Fr.

O/w., i. p. 166.; Pez. flexella Fr. Syst. Myc., v. ii. p. 152.; Ditiola

radicata Fi Syst. Myc., v. ii. p. 170., and our fig. 2023. Helotium 2(>23

radicatum Alb. et Schw., t. 8. f. 6. ;
a very beautiful, but destructive, fungus,

growing on boards of Pinus sylvestris.
The mucedinous roots insinuate

themselves between the fibres of the wood, and, creeping for and wide, sepa-
rate, and at length render the substance soft and rotten, by exhausting its

nutritive particles. Besides which, from the erumpcnt mode of growth of this

fungus, the wood is rendered pervious to the rain, and, in a few years,
becomes brittle and perishes. The roots are perennial, and put forth fresh

6 z 3
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individuals every year, which are in perfection after the spring 2024

rains. Stictis parallela Fr. Syst. Myc., v. ii. p. 197. A curious

undescribed species (Stictis nivea) is found in great abundance
near Paris, in the Bois de Boulogne, on the fallen leaves of Pinus

maritimus, and is most probably to be found in some of the
London nurseries. Naematelia

encephala Fr. Syst. Myc., v. ii. p.
227. ; Dacrymyces stillatus Nees,
Grev , t. 159., and our fig. 2024. ;

Agyrium rufum Fr. Syst. Myc., v.

ii. p. 232. ; Nidularia crucibulum
Fr. Syst. Myc.,\. ii. p. 299., Grev.,
t. 34-., and our fig. 2025. Sphae

v
ria gelatinosa

Tode Fung. Meek., ii. p. 48. f. 123, 124. a very rare species. Sp. abietis

Fr. Syst. Myc., v. ii. p. 398.; Sp. strigosa Alb. et Schw., t. 5. f. 7.; Sp.
sordaria Fr. Syst. Myc., v. ii. p. 458. ; appearing like a black scurfy stain on
moist pine wood. Sp. pilifera Fr. Syst. Myc., v. ii. p. 472. ; remarkable for

its hair-like orifice. Lophium mytilinum Fr. Syst. Myc., v. ii. p. 533., Grev.

1. 177. f. l.,andour/g.2026.;
and Lophium elatum Grev., t.

177. f. 2., and our fig. 2027. ;

are most curious and elegant

.Fungi, resembling minute bi-

valve shells, placed with their frontal margin upwards.
Phacidium Pini Schmidt, Myc. Heft., ii. t. 2. f. 1 1. ; on the

bark of_Pinus sylvestris. Reticularia atra Alb. et Schw., t. 3. f. 3. ; Lycoper-
don fuliginosum Sow., t. 257. ; Ret. olivacea Fr. Syst. Myc., v.

iii. p. 89.; remarkable for its beautiful olive-green sporidia.
Pericha3

v
na abie'tina Fr. Syst. Myc., v. iii. p. 191.; Sphaero-

carpus sessilis Sow., f. 258. ; and Pachnocybe ferruginea Berk.

2027

Eng.
10.

Fl., v. v. p. 334., syn. Mucor ferrugfneus Sow., t. 378. f.

Several species occur on the fallen cones ;

amongst which are : -dgaricus tenacellus

Pers. Ic. Pict., t. 1. f. 3, 4., syn. Ag. spi-

nipes Sow., t. 206., and our fig. 2028. ;

Ag. confgenus Pers. Syn., p. 388. Ag. sanguinole"ntus
Alb. et Schw., p. 196. ; a small but elegant species,

distilling a claret-coloured fluid when broken, which often occurs on cones

of the Scotch pine, though found also on the twigs of various trees. Ag.
strobilinus Pers. Syn., p. 393., and our fig. 2029., syn. A coccineus Sow.,
t. 197.; which occurs, also, occasionally on twigs, as in 2030

our figure. //ydnum auriscalpium L., Sow., t. 267.,

Grev., t. 196., and our fig. 2030. ; on cones of Pinus

sylvestris. Peziza pineti Batsch. Cant., i. f. 140.; P. coni-

gena Pers. Syn., p. 634., Grev. Fl. Ed., p. 425. ; Sphae
v
ria

strobilina Holl. et Schm., Fr. Syst. Myc., v. ii. p. 495. ;

Hysterium conigenum Moug. et Nest., No. 475.; on
cones of the

Scotch fir,

confined to the upper and ex-

posed portion of the scales.

Perichae'na strobilina Fr. Syst.

Myc.,\. ni. p. 190.,Gr^.,t. 275.;
between the scales of old cones
of the spruce fir.

On the leaves are produced :

Peziza subtilis Fr. Syst. Myc., v. ii. p. 157.; SphaeVia Pinastri Dec. Fl. Fr.,
v. vi. p. 133.; Hysterium Pinastri Schrad., Pers. Syn., p. 28., Grev., t. 60.

2031
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^Ecidium Pini Pers. Syn., p. 213., Grev., t. 7., and our /g. 2031.; on Pinus

sylvestris, occurring sometimes on twigs, and being then much larger. An allied

species, JE. abietinum, is found, in Germany, on the spruce fir ; and two on

Pinus Picea, JE. columnare and ^E. elatinum. All are figured by Albertini and

Schweinitz, in their fifth plate. The latter infests trees to such an extent, that

they are known by the name of hexenbaume.

Many -Fungi grow beneath the
>shade of Confferae; as Ag&ricus hy-

pothejus Fr., syn. A. limacinus Sow.,
t. 8., and our Jig. 2032. ; A. multi-

formis Schcsff., syn. A. terreus Sow.,

t. 76., and our fig. 2033. ; A. delici-

osus L.
y Sow., t. 202., and our fig.

2034.; thereitzkers of the Germans,
is, as its name implies, a most delicious agaric, but not

always to be eaten with impunity. It abounds in mucilaginous matter, and

has, therefore, been recommended for pulmonary affections by M. Dufresnoy.
A. rufus Scop. ;

A. bellus Pers. ; A. maculatus Alb. et Schiv.
t

syn. A. carnosus Sow., t. 246., and our

Jig. 2036. ; A. vulgaris Pers. ; and A.

limonius Fr., Cantharellus aurantiacus

Wulf. ; a poisonous species, which

203* must be carefully distinguished from

the edible one, C. cibarius Fr., ourfig. 2037. .Boletus

granulatus L., syn. B. lactifluus With.., Sow., t. 420.

an esculent species, according to Persoon. B. bovinus

L. ; and B. variegatus Swartz. Hydnum imbricatum Z/.,

Grcv.,t. 71. >
and our fig.

2035. ; and H. compac-,
turn Pers. Thelephora
terrestris Fr.; T. laci-

niata Fr., syn. Helvella

caryophyllse
ya Bolt., t.

173., and our fig. 2038.;
and T. byssoides Fr. 2037

2036 Clavaria abietina Pers. ; Geoglossum cucullatum Fr.,

syn. Leotia mitrula Grev., t. 81., and our fig. 2039. Spathularia flavida

Pers., Grev., t. 165., and our fig. 2040. Spha^ria capitata Holmsk, syn.

Sphae'ria agariciformis Sow., t. 354., and our fig. 2042., parasitic upon

Elaphomyces granulatus Fr.; and S.alutacea Pers., syn. S.

clavata Sow., t. 159., and our fig. 2044. ; are both among the

most curious and rare of British Fungi : and to these may

-2040 2041 2C42

be added the interesting S. lateritia Fr., developed upon agarics, which are

so strangely altered by the parasite as to assume the form of

or Leotia. r \.-

The branches of the larch, which are cut off for the purpose of thinning

plantations, are frequently covered with ^garicus mitis Pers.; and under the

shade abounds boletus /aricinus Berk.

The Study of the Species. The mode which we have followed in the study

of the >lbietinae, as in all the other orders and genera treated of in this work,

674
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has been, first, to study the subject historically, that is, to ascertain what has

been said of it in books ; and, next, to study it practically, that is to compare
the information and the plates given in books, with living plants.

After

perusing all the works we could procure on the subject, including Lambert's
Genus Pinus, 2d edit., 2 vols, 8vo, and the third volume of that work (which,

though only three or four copies have yet, August, 1837, been published,
we have been very kindly favoured with the loan of by His Grace the Duke
of Bedford), we took the first two volumes of Lambert's work, and that

volume of Michaux's North American Sylva which contains the ^Ibietinae of
North America, in our hands, and visited Loddiges's arboretum, the Horti-

cultural Society's Garden, Kew, Syon House, Dropmore, Whitton, Pains

Hill, Mill Hill, White Knights, and the principal nurseries; and, from the study
of the plants in these places, in connexion with the descriptions and plates
in the books we have mentioned, we have arrived at the general conclusions
which we shall now shortly lay before the reader, as preliminary to giving each

genus, and its species and varieties, in detail.

In every arrangement of species and varieties, it appears to us that there

ought to be two objects in view. First, to throw all the kinds into groups
capable of being more or less distinctly defined j or, at all events, ofbeing repre-
sented by one species as a type; such, for example, as the group Sylvestres,
of the section Binae, which consists of species all more or less resembling the

Scotch pine in foliage and in cones. The use of these groups is, to render

the whole mass easily comprehended by any person who knows only a few of the

species ; and, secondly, when separating these groups into species and varieties,

to give as prominent a place to all varieties and subvarieties that are truly dis-

tinct, as if they were species. Besides the argument which we have advanced in

favour of throwing the kinds into groups, there are the important ones men-
tioned in Part II. of this work (p. 216.) ; viz. those of assisting a collector of

trees to make a judicious selection, and of preventing a beginner in botanical

studies from puzzling himself in finding out specific distinctions where none

really exist. The reason why we wish to keep every variety and subvariety
as distinct as possible is, that, in the practice of arboriculture, whether for

useful or ornamental purposes, a variety is often of as much importance as a

species, and sometimes, indeed, more so : for example, in P. sylvestris, the

Highland variety is known and acknowledged to produce timber of a superior

quality to the common kind ; and, in point of ornament, for situations where
the common kind of Scotch pine is too large, the species may be repre-
sented by P. (s.) p. Miighus nana, which forms a beautiful little bush.

In studying the y/bietinae from living trees, the terminal buds, the number
of leaves in a bundle or sheath, and their position on the branch, the sheaths

being persistent
or deciduous, and the form of the cones, and the character

of their scales, are the principal points by which, we think, one species or group
of kinds can be distinguished from another. Thus, in Pinus, all the varieties of

P. sylvestris have short-pointed resinous buds, differing less in this respect
than they do in their cones, or in the length of their foliage. P. Laricio

(which we consider as including a number of European and some Asiatic

kinds, generally ranked as species, such as P. taurica, P. romana, P. cala-

brica, P. caramanica, &c.) is distinguished by its long, sharply pointed, con-

cave-sided, resinous buds; and P. Pinaster and P. Pfnea, by their short,

blunt, imbricated buds, which are never covered with resin. The buds of

P. TVda (which we consider to be the centre of a group of varieties generally
treated as species, under the names of P. rigida, P. variabilis, P. serotina, &c.)
are very small and resinous, and they are more numerous on the shoots than in

any other species, either European or American. All the kinds belonging to

P. TVda have also the peculiar property of sending out numerous small abor-

tive shoots from the dormant 01 adventitious buds in their trunks and larger

branches, by which the trees may be known at a glance, even at a distance.

All the tender kinds (such as P. longifolia, and its allied sorts, P. leiophylla,
P. canariensis, &c.) have small obscure bails ; and so on. The scales of
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t cones of all the varieties of P. sylvestris terminate in surfaces having
re or less the appearance of a depressed pyramid; those of all the varieties

P. Laricio have a smooth lip, more or less protruding, and terminating
in a depressed point ; those of all the varieties of P. Pinaster terminate in

a strong woody pyramidal point; and those of all the varieties of P. TVda
in a slender sharp prickle, turned upwards or downwards. The cones of

different varieties of what we consider as the same species vary much in

size; and, as these variously sized cones are generally reproduced from

seed, the plants bearing them have been usually treated as distinct spe-
cies. We do not, however, consider the fact of the seed of large-coned
varieties producing plants bearing large cones, any more a proof that the kind
is a species, than we do that of seedlings from the seeds of a large apple pro-

ducing trees bearing large apples, a proof that the particular kind of apple is

a species distinct from apple trees bearing small apples. The cones of P.(s.) p.

Mughus are twice the size of those of P. (s.) p. pumilio ; but in other respects
the plants are hardly distinguishable. Perhaps we shall be told that the com-

parison between pine trees and apple trees is not a fair ground of argument ;

because the apple tree is in a state of culture, and far removed from its natural

habits ; but to this we answer, that the same effects as those produced by
culture in the apple tree, are produced by a variety of geographical and phy-
sical circumstances in the pine tree ; and of this the two above-named
varieties of P. sylvestris may be cited as a proof.
The leaves of all the species of pines may be classed according to the num-

ber in a sheath ;
and this is a most convenient mode of determining the groups

and even the species, in the case both of young plants, and of trees without
cones. All the European species, with the exception of P. Cembra, have only
2 leaves in a sheath, and most of the Asiatic, Mexican, and Californian kinds

have 3, 4, or 5 leaves ; while those of the United States and Canada have, for

the most part, 3. The leaves vary in length in different species ; but much less

so in the varieties of the same species than might be imagined. Thus, in all

the varieties of P. Laricio the leaves are nearly double the length of those of
P. sylvestris.

Pinus. In studying this genus, and arranging the kinds according to their

buds, cones, and leaves, we consider P. sylvestris, P. Laricio, P. Pinaster,
P. Pfnea, P. halepensis, and P. Cembra, as the principle European species, and
the other European kinds as only varieties of them. P. australis, P. jTae

v

da,
P. Banksz'arca, P. inops, P. pungens, and P. Str6bus, we consider as the prin-

cipal species of North America. P. Sabinrnwa, P. ponderosa, and P. insignis
are the principal species of California. P. Lambertiana and P. monticola
also from California, and P. excelsa from Nepal, appear to be only varieties

of P. Strobus. The most remarkable species from Nepal is P. Gerardtana,
which has straight stiff leaves like those of P. Pinea, but with caducous
sheaths.

J v
bies is a genus of which there are so few species, that it is attended with

no great difficulty. A. rubra, A. nigra, and A. alba are probably only differ-

ent forms of one and the same species. A. Smith/^a may possibly be a variety
of A. excelsa, and A. dumosa of A. canadensis. A. Douglas*' and A. Menziesn

appear specifically distinct, but there are only very small plants of the latter

in this country. One of the most remarkable species of J v

bies, from Cepha-
lonia, which has lanceolate and sharp-pointed leaves, like those of an arau-

caria, has just (1837) been introduced.

Picea is a very easy genus ; P. balsamea, Frasen, and Pichta are probably only
varieties of one species ; and, though P. Wcbbifina has purple cones, we doubt
whether it can be considered more distinct from P. pectinata than Tllia

grandifolia is from T. parvifblia. The colour of the cones in the ^4bietinae

has no claim to be considered a specific distinction
; because in all exten-

sive woods of one species, such as of P. sylvestris and Z/arix europae'a in

Scotland, they will be found to vary considerably.
/yarix. It appears very doubtful to us, whether there are more than one
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species of this genus ; but the varieties we admit to be distinct ; and these might
be increased in number, if the colour of the flowers and of the cones were
taken into consideration.

To observe the different forms assumed by the same species, they should
be studied in all their native habitats

; and/ to mark how all these different

forms return to that of the species which may be considered the central or
normal form, it is necessary to study them under cultivation in the same soil,

situation, and climate. Many species of ^bietinae that are very distinct in

the forests of America, come very near to each other in the pinetums of
Britain ;

and species which appear very distinct in the pure air and elevated

situation of Dropmore, are hardly recognisable as different in the smoky
atmosphere of the Hackney arboretum. It is very remarkable, that, in this

last situation, the only species which thrive are P. Laricio and its varieties,
and P. Pinaster and P. Pmea. These, therefore, may be considered the

best pines for planting in cities.

Whatever we may think on the subject of species, we have treated all

the kinds in such a manner, and given so many synonymes, that those who
differ from us in opinion will find no difficulty in recognising in our pages the

species of other authors. The great objects that we have had in view, in

this work, in reducing the number of species, have been to simplify and to

generalise, in order to render the subject of technical distinctions less per-

plexing to general readers, and to young students in arboriculture.

As the dried specimens of the /fbietinse, from the large size of the cones,

cannot, in general, be kept in paper, like the specimens of broad-leaved trees,

we may mention, for the benefit of gardeners, that we have found slight paste-
board boxes, like those in which hats are kept, which cost, in London, about

6d. each, a very convenient receptacle for enclosing them. Each box will

contain, at an average, half a dozen species. The specimens, as soon as

possible after being gathered, should be dipped in boiling water, in conse-

quence of which they will retain their leaves
;
and as the cones generally open

by drying, when it is wished to see their correct shape, they ought to be put
into cold water for a quarter of an hour, till the scales close up, and the cone

resumes its original form.

GENUS I.

SHffiS
PfNUS L. THE PINE. Lin. Syst. Monoe v

cia Monadelphia.
Identification. Lin. Gen., 499. ; Juss., 414. ; F). Br, 1031.; Tourn., t355, 356.; Gsertn., t. 81. ;

N. Du Ham., 5.
p. 229. ; Lamb. Pin., 2d ed., 1. t 1.

Synonymes. Le pin, I'r.
; Fichte, Pynbaum, or Kiefer, Ger. ; Pynboom, Dutch ; Pino, Ital. and

Span. ; Pinu, Anglo-Saxon ; Pinnua, Welsh ; Peigne, Erse.

Derivation. The word Pinus comes from the Greek pinos, used by Theophrastus to designate the

pine tree. Pinos has for its root pion, which signifies fat; because the trees of this genus furnish

pitch and tar. Others derive the word Pinus from pin, or pyn, a mountain or rock, Celtic; in

allusion to the habitat of the tree
;
the British towns Pen-ryn, Pen-rith, and Pen-maen ; and the

Spanish ones, Penna-flor, Penna-fiel, &c., being so call from being built on hills, or rocks.

Description. Evergreen trees, generally of large size, natives of Europe,
Asia, and America, and in an eminent degree both useful and ornamental.

They flower, in Britain, in May and June, and generally ripen their cones in

the autumn of the following year. The species may be arranged either

according to their cones, or their leaves ; and we have adopted the latter

feature as the foundation of our sections, because it is applicable to trees in

every stage of their growth ; and because many of the species in London

gardens have not yet borne cones.

Sect. i. Birue. Leaves generally 2 in a Sheath.

i. Sylvestres.

Sect. Char. Leaves short, more or less glaucous ; cones short, generally small,
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on short footstalks. Buds ovate, blunt-pointed, and more or less covered

with resin.

A. Cones having the Scales without Prickles.

1 1. P. SYLVE'STRIS L. The wood, or Scotch, Pine, or Scotch Fir.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1418. ; Willd. 4. 494. : Ger. Emac., 1356. : Hook. Scot., 215. ;
Dura. Bot.

Cult, 6. p. 456. ;
Wooclv. Med. Bot, 570. t. '207. ;

Smith Fl. Br., 1. 1031. : Huds. Angl., 423. ;

With. Arr., ed. 3. 615. ;
Pall. Ross., 1. p. 1. 5.

; Vill. Dauph., 3. p. 804.
;

Mill, lllust, t. 82.
;
Du

Roi Harbk., ed. Patt, 2. p. 16. ; Hunt. Evel. Syl., 1. p. 274. ; Eng. Fl., 4. p. 159. ; Willd. Baum.,
p. 265. : Hayne Dend., p. 172. ;

Jaume St. Hilaire, t. 55. ; Rich, tur les Conif., p. 55. ;
Hoss An-

leit., p. 3.
;
Smith in Rees's Cycl., No. 1. ; Hook. Br., p. 406. ; N. Du Ham., 5. p. 230. ; Lamb. Pin.,

ed. fol. 1. 1. 1., and ed. 8vo, 1. t. 1. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 125
; Mackay Fl. Hibern., p. 258. ;

Lindl. Synop., p. '241. ; Pouchet Bot appliqu^e, 2. p. 666. ; Laws. Man., p. S28.

Synonymes. P. fbliis blnis, &c., Hall. Helv., No. 1660. ; P. rubra Mill. Diet., No. 3. ;
P. sylvestris

communis Ait. Hort. Kew.,3. p. 366. ; P., No. 29. Gmel. Sib., 1. p. 178, ;
Pin Sauvage, Pin d'Ecosse,

Fr. ; gemeine Fohre, gemeine Fichte, Kiefer, Taune, and 55 other names, which are given in

Hayne's Abbildung., Ger. ; Pynboom, Dutch
; Pino sylvatico, Ital. ;

Pino sylvestre, Span. ; Fyrre,
Dan. and Swed. ; Sosna, Pol., Boh., and Russ.

Engravings. Woodv. Med. Bot., t.207. ; Pall. Ross., t. 2. f. 1.; Mill. Illust, t. 82. ; Hunt. Evel.

Syl., p. 274. ; Black., 1. 190. ; Eng. Bot, 35. t. 2460. ; Lamb. Pin., 2d ed., 1. 1. 1. ; N. Du Ham., 5.

t. 66. ;
Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. t. 138. ; Hayne Abbild., 1. 153.

Spec. Char. y $c. Leaves rigid, in pairs. Young cones stalked,

recurved. Crest of the anthers very small. (Smith.) Buds

(fig. 2043.) ovate, blunt-pointed, from i in. to ^ in. long,and in.

wide in the broadest part ; white, with a reddish tip, the white

produced by resinous exudation. The central bud generally with

5 or 6 smaller ones round it. Leaves (fig. 2044. b.) from 1 in. to

2f in. long, somewhat waved and twisted, slightly concave on the

upper, and convex on the under surface ; light bluish green,

finely serrulated on the edges ; the sheath lacerated and slightly

ringed. Cones (fig. 2044. a) from 2 in. to 3 in. long, and from

1 in. to lin. broad. Scales (fig. 2044. d) from 1 in. to 1 in. 2043

long, terminating in an irregular four-sided projecting point, often re-

curved. Seeds, with the wing (c), from 1 in. to lin. long; without the

2044wing, from -fv in. to n.

long ; dark-coloured. Coty-
ledons (fig. 2045.) 5 to 7.

A tall, straight, hardy, long-
lived tree, from 60 ft. to

100 ft. high ; a native of most

parts of Europe, flowering in

May and June, and ripening
its cones about 18 months
afterwards ; the most valu-

able, for its timber, of all the

European species of Pinus.

Varieties. Like all trees which
have an extensive geographi-
cal range, and grow on almost

every kind of soil, and at

great elevations as well as in

plains, the varieties and vari-

ations of the Scotch pine
are exceedingly numerous ;

both as respects the exterior

appearance of the tree, and
the quality of its timber and
resinous products. On poor
soils, at great elevations, it

becomes a diminutive shrub

timber tree, the wood on
without resin, and of little duration ;

while on other soils, of a colder and

more substantial nature, it is red, heavy, and of great durability. It

appears, also, that the same soil will produce both white-wooded, and red-

and in low situations, where it is a lofty

some light sandy soils, is white, almost
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wooded trees; and that seeds from red-wooded
trees will, at least in many instances, produce
others the wood of which is red. The first re-

corded notice which we have of varieties or varia-

tions in the quality of the timber of the Scotch

Eine

is in the Treatise on Forest Trees, published

y the Earl of Haddington in 1760. His Lordship

says :
"
Though I have heard it asserted that there

is but one kind of Scots fir, and what difference

is seen in the wood when wrought is only owing to

the age of the tree, and the soil where it grew, |l| 1 1 2045

yet I am convinced it is otherwise ;
for this reason :

When I cut firs that were too near the house,
there were people alive here who remembered when

my father bought the seed. It was all sown to-

gether in the seed bed, removed to a nursery, and

afterwards planted out the same day. These
trees I cut down, and saw some of them very
white and spongy, others of them red and hard,

though standing within a few yards ofone another.

This makes me gather my cones from the trees

that have the reddest wood, as I have said

before." (Treatise, $c.) Boutcher, in 1775, says
that it has been an old dispute, which still

subsists, whether there are more sorts than one of the Scotch pine or fir.

It is commonly objected, he adds, that the difference which we see in the

wood is owing to the age of the tree, or the quality of the soil in which it

grows ; but that this opinion is founded on insufficient observation, for

he has seen many pine trees cut down of equal age, in the same spot,
where some were white and spongy, and others* red and hard. " The dif-

ference of colour may easily be distinguished by any one who walks

through a newly pruned plantation even of young trees." (Treatise,

p. 137.) The important fact, that both red and white wood may be pro-
duced by the same soil, is confirmed by two specimens of wood in Law-
son's Museum, Edinburgh. They were presented by James Farquharson,
Esq., of Invercauld, in Inverness-shire, the proprietor of some of the finest

native forests of Scotch pine in Scotland. One of the specimens was of

very fine-grained red wood, cut from a tree 200 years old, and grown on a

gravelly soil with a mixture of clay ; and the other was a specimen of a
white-wooded tree, cut from one about 70 years of age, which had been

grown on the same soil. (Man. p. 332.)
The difference, both in the external appearance and in the qualities of

the timber of different trees of Pinus sylvestris, received a good deal of
attention from Mr. Don of Forfar, about 1810 (see Mem. Cat. Hort. Soc.,
vol. i. p. 121.); and, subsequently, from various other authors, more espe-

cially the cultivators of the pine and fir tribe in France: but, after all that

has been done on the subject, we agree with M. Vilmorin, wiio has studied

P. sylvestris, in its various forms, more, we believe, than any other man,
that its varieties can only be properly known and described by those who
have studied them in collections, or ecoles d'etude, in which several plants
of each sort have been planted in the same ground, and allowed to attain

maturity there, both standing singly, and in masses. (Delamarre's Trailc

Pratique de la Culture des Pins, &c., p. 24. : note by M. Vilmorin.) M.

Vilmorin, as we have already mentioned (p. 2121.), has made a collection,

for this purpose, of all the varieties of the Scotch pine that he could

procure in Europe, on his estate at Barrea, near Montargis ;
with the view,

after a suitable period, of determining the distinct sorts. In the present
state of uncertainty on this subject, we shall confine ourselves to giving
the names of a few of the more marked varieties, of which we have seen

plants in the environs of London.
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a. Timber Trees.

I P. s. 1 vulgarisy the common irild Pine {fig- 2046., to our usual

scale), is thus described by Don of Forfar. Branches forming
a pyramidal head ; leaves marginated, of a dark green colour,
and but little glaucous underneath ; cones

considerably elongated, and tapering to a

point, and the bark of the trunk very rugged.
" This variety seems to be but short-lived,

becoming soon stunted in its appearance, and
it is altogether a very inferior tree to either

variety 2, or variety 3." (Cal. Mem. y i. p. 123.)
The common wild pine of the French is, by
Loiseleur Deslongchamps and some other

authors, called simply P. sylvestris, while

others again name it P. s. geneve*nsis : but,
whether the P. sylvestris of Loiseleur Des-

longchamps (in the Nouveau Du HameV) and
ofBosc, and the P. s. genevensis of Delamarre

(Traite Prat., &c., p. 23.) and of several

other French authors, apply to one and the

same variety ; and whether this variety be 2046
dentical with the P. s. genevensis of the Horticultural Society's

Garden, received from Noisette of Paris, and of which a plate is

given in our last Volume ; we are unable to decide. If they are the

same, which we think very likely to be the case, then the P. sylves-
tris of the French is of little value as a timber tree, and very
inferior to even the P. s. vulgaris, or commonest variety of the Scotch

pine found in Britain.

P. s. 2 horizontals ; P. horizontalis Don of Forfar ; P. sylvestris var.

montana Sang, Plant. Cal.
y p. 65. ; the Speyside Pine, Hort.

Soc. ; the Highland Pine, Grigor in Gard. Mag., viii. p. 10. ;

the horizontal-branched wild Pine, Laws. ; the red-wooded Scotch

Pine, Sang ; ? P. rubra Mill. Diet, and N. Du Ham. This va-

riety is described by Don of Forfar as being
"
strongly marked

and permanent." It
"

is distinguished from the former by the

disposition of its branches, which are remarkable for their hori-

zontal direction, and for a tendency to bend downwards close by
the trunk. The leaves are broader than those of the first variety,
and serrulated, and not marginated. They are distinguishable at a
distance by their much lighter and beautiful glaucous colour. The
bark of the trunk is not so rugged as in the preceding variety. Its

cones are thicker, not so much pointed, and smoother. The tree

seems to be a more hardy plant, being easily reconciled to very
various soils and situations. It grows very freely, and quickly
arrives at a considerable size." Mr. Don also conjectures

"
that

the fir woods which formerly abounded in Scotland, the trees

of which arrived at a large size, may have been of this variety or

species."
" I have certainly observed," he adds, "that the greater

part of the fir woods of the present day, which are so much com-

plained of, are of the common variety [P. s. I vulgaris] ; at least,
not more than one tree out of 10 or 12 is of the second and more
desirable kind [P. s. 2 horizontalis]. I think," continues Mr. Don,
"
that this is the most natural way of accounting for the supposed

decline of the Scotch fir in this country, for two reasons : 1st, be-
cause var. 2 [P. s. 2 horizontalis] retains all the good qualities

formerly attributed to the Scotch fir ; and, 2dly, because, as var. 1

[P. s. I vulgaris] produces its cones much more freely than the

other, the seed-gatherers, who are paid by the quantity, and not by
the quality, would seize upon the former, and neglect the latter."
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(Cal. Mem.y i. p. 125.) This variety abounds in the counties of

Aberdeen, Moray, and Inverness, more especially in the Highland
districts of Abernethy and Strathspey ; and in the forests of Mar,
Invercauld, and Glentanner, along with the white-wooded pine, and

always on a light hazelly loam. The first individuals who collected

seeds and raised plants for sale of this variety were Messrs. A.
and J. Grigor, nurserymen at Elgin and Torres

;
for whose exer-

tions the Highland Society awarded them a premium in 1830.
This variety appears to be that alluded to by Sir Walter Scott in

the Quarterly Review for October 1828, in which he recommends

procuring the seeds of red pine from the Highlands of Scotland,

alleging that the ordinary, or white-wooded, "Scotch fir" is "an
inferior variety, brought from Canada not more than half a century
since." This Canadian variety he describes " as a mean-looking tree,

but very prolific of seed ;
on which account the nursery gardeners

are enabled to raise it in vast quantities." (See Gard. Mag., vol. iii.

p. 351.) Every botanist knows that the Scotch pine is not indi-

genous to America; and every nurseryman, that seeds of pines of

any kind are received from that country only in very small quan-
tities. It is certain, however, that the commonest description of
Scotch pine is much more prolific of seed than the P. s. horizon-

talis ; and this circumstance may have led Sir Walter Scott into

the above-mentioned error. We may also add that at Stratton

Strawles, in the neighbourhood of Norwich, there are two kinds of

pines in the woods of Robert Marsham, Esq., of both of which
that gentleman has sent us specimens. One of them is called the

Scotch pine, and the other the American pine ; but both are ob-

viously P. sylvestris : the so called American variety has longer
leaves and a redder bark than the other; and, when cut down, the

wood is found white throughout, while the heart wood of the other

is red. There are young plants of P. s. horizontals in the Horti-

cultural Society's Garden ;
and both plants and seeds of it may be

obtained in large quantities from Messrs. Grigor of Elgin and

Forres, Mr. .Lawson of Edinburgh, Mr. Charlwood of London, and
M. Vilmorin of Paris. There is a tree at Syon, which, in 1837,
was named P. rubra, and which answers to the description of Don's

variety. It is 25 ft. high, and was planted about 1825. The branches
are depressed towards the stem ; and the leaves are short, and of a

beautiful glaucous hue.

1 P. s. 3 itncindta, the hooked-ooned ivild Pine ; Mar Forest wild Pine,
Hort. Soc. Garden ; is another of Don of Forfar's varieties, which is

described by him, in the article before quoted, as a remarkable

variety, quite distinct both from P. s. vulgaris and P. s. horizon-

tals. Its leaves are of a still lighter colour than those of the last,

insomuch that they appear of a truly light glaucous hue, approach-

ing to a silvery tint. Its branches form, like P. s. vulgaris, a pyra-
midal head ; but it differs remarkably in its cones from both the

former varieties ; the cones in this variety having the appearance of

being beset with blunt prickles bent backwards. The leaves are

serrulated; a character which at once distinguishes it from P. s.

vulgaris, with which the tree agrees in having a pyramidal head. This

vaiiety is more common than P. s. horizontalis, and it also pro-
duces good timber. There are young plants of this variety in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, and it may be obtained, also, of

Mr. Lawson, Edinburgh. Fig. 2047. is a cone of the P. s. uncinata

of M. Vilmorin, taken from a cone received from that gentleman,
and which we concludeto be the same variety as, or at all events nearly
related to, that described by Don of Forfar. It will be observed that

this hooked cone is quite different, both in its general form, and the
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form of its scales, from the cone of P.
(s.J p.

MughuSy which is also often called P.uncinata.

1 P. s. 4 haguencnsis ; Pin de Haguenau, Fr. ; Ro-
thentanne of Schottel, seedsman, Rastadt.

This variety was introduced from the forests

of Haguenau (whence its name) and Rastadt,
on both sides of the Rhine. It is thus de-

scribed in Lawson's Manual :
" The old trees

are remarkably tall, straight, free from

branches, except near the summit, with re-

markably smooth reddish-coloured bark. The
leaves of the young plants are longer than

those of any of the preceding varieties ; they
are much waved or twisted, of a light green

slightly glaucous colour, and minutely serru-

lated
;
the young terminal buds are of a pecu-

liar reddish colour, and generally more or less

covered with whitish resin. The young plants

are, besides their difference in shade of colour,

readily distinguished by their stronger and more

rapid growth." (Agricult. Manual, p. 230.) On December 2. 1828,
we inspected the trees of this variety growing in the neighbourhood
of Rastadt, and purchased some seeds ; and on the next day we
went through the Forest of Haguenau, in company with M. Nebel,
of the firm of Nebel and Neunreutter, dealers in madder and in

seeds of the Haguenau pine. The young trees on both sides of the

Rhine were of remarkably vigorous growth, and answer well to the

description of the variety given by Mr. Lawson. The soil in which

they were growing on the German side of the Rhine was gravelly
or sandy on the surface, and somewhat loamy below; that at

Haguenau seemed to be all a deep sand ; but, the surfaces of both

forests being quite flat, and very little above the level of the Rhine,
there can be no doubt of the subsoil, at a certain depth, being moist

in both cases. The Forest of Haguenau, M. Nebel informed us,

extended over upwards of 30,000 acres ; but the greater part of the

pine trees were cut down during the war. There were still, how-

ever, a number remaining, with trunks remarkable for the red

colour and scaly (not furrowed) appearance of the bark, from 2 ft.

to 3 ft. in diameter, and from 60 ft. to 80 ft. or 90 ft. high. The
seed is taken out of the cones by drying on the same kiln which is

used for drying madder; and was sold, in 1828, at 1 franc 15 sous a

pound. We brought over some and distributed it ; and there are young
trees in Perthshire, in two places, to which the planters have given
the names of London's Howe and Loudon's Brae. (See Gard. Mag.,
vol. v. p. 663.) Seeds of this variety may be obtained from Vil-

morin, Charlwood, and Lawson ; and from the latter, we believe,

also young plants.

$ P. s. 5 rigensis; Pin de Riga Desf. Hist., t. ii. p. 61. ;
Pin de Russie, Pin

de Mature, Fr. This variety is said to constitute the forests of

Lithuania and Livonia; to which, according to Desfontaines, the

minister of marine of the French government, in 1785, sent a

master mast-maker, named Barbe, from Brest, who brought back

with him a great quantity of seeds. These were sown at Koual,
near Brest ; at Couatilloux, near Annion ; at Mency, in the vicinity

of Odierne; and on the grounds of Du Hamel at Monceau. Accord-

ing to M. Fougeroux, the plants which came up did not differ from

the P. sylvestris ;
and he adds that Miller, in a letter to Du Hamel,

thanking him for the seeds of the pin de Riga which he had sent,

states that he had previously received 50 Ib. of the seed of the Riga
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pine from the Duke of Northumberland, and that the trees produced
were exactly similar to the Scotch pine. Pallas assures us that the

pine of Livonia and Lithuania differs not from the P. sylvestris :

masts, he says, are not made of any peculiar species, as foreigners,
and more especially the French, think ; but they are all of the P. syl-
vestris. Those trees are chosen that have a yellow bark, and a tall

straight trunk, free from branches. (Desf. Hist, des Arb., ii. p. 619.)
In 18 14-, this variety was again brought into notice by the late Pro-
fessor Thouin, who* published a tract on the subject, recommending
its culture, on account of the superiority of its wood to that of the

common French variety of P. sylvestris. M. Puvis (De VAgric.
du GatinaiSy &c.) describes the pin de Riga as growing beside the

pin de Haguenau, on M. Vilmorin's estate at Barres, and rivalling
that variety in dimensions. The following are Mr. Lawson's remarks
on this variety :

" From the superior quality of the timber of
P. sylvestris imported from Riga under the name of red pine, to

distinguish it from that of -<4
N
bies communis, or white deal, it has been

considered advisable to procure seeds from the natural forests in the

neighbourhood of that place, and to the plants produced from such
seeds the above name is applied. They may at least be considered

as possessed of equal merits with such as are derived from the best

native forests in the Highlands of Scotland." (Agric. Manual^. 331.)
Seeds and plants of this variety may be obtained of Mr. Lawson
and M. Vilmorin ; and there are specimen plants of it in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden, in the arboretum at Kew, and at

Messrs. Loddiges.
Other Timber Tree Varieties. The names of several might be given from

books; but, as we could neither accompany them by descriptions or

synonymes, nor refer to any place where living plants may be seen, we
consider that it would be of very little use. P. s. altissima, in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden, is a strong-growing variety, resembling
the pin de Haguenau, and is probably identical with it, though raised

from Caucasian seeds ; but P. altissima is a name more generally applied
to P. Laricio than to P. sylvestris.

b. Varieties curious or ornamental.

1 P. s. 6 genevensis. The Geneva wild Pine. There is a plant of this variety
in the Horticultural Society's Garden, a portrait of which is given
in our last Volume, by which it appears to be a low crooked tree,
with numerous twisted branches, extending considerably at the base.

There is a good specimen at Dropmore. We have already suggested
that this may possibly be the commonest and most worthless variety
of P. sylvestris which attains a timber-like size in France. (See
p. 2155.)

9 P. s. 7 monophylla Hodgins. The leaves are long and glaucous, and
those of each sheath are generally attached to each other through-
out their length ; though when the points are taken between the

finger and thumb, and the apparently single leaf twisted, it gene-

rally separates into two, and sometimes into three leaves. We
have only seen one plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden, to

which it was sent by Mr. Hodgins, nurseryman, Dunganstown, near

Wicklow, about 1830.

1 P. s. 8 scariosa ; P. scaridsa Lodd. Cat.,ed. 1836. A French variety,
introduced about 1820; but the plant at Messrs. Loddiges's is small,

and scarcely appears different from the species.
1 P. s. 9 intermedia. This is a Russian variety, of which there is a plant

in the Horticultural Society's Garden, having slender young snoots

depressed towards the stem, and leaves shorter and less glaucous
than those of the species.
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* P.s.lOalfaica Ledebour. A plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
raised from seeds received from Dr. Ledebour in 1836, and which
is only between 3 in. and 4 in. high.

i P. s. 11 tortuosa Don of Forfar. This variety Mr. Don describes as

having the leaves shorter than P. s. vulgaris, and somewhat curled,

or, rather, twisted. He only saw three or four trees of it, and thinks

it nearly approaches the P. Banksiawa of Lambert.
Other Varieties of curious or botanical Interest. Several names might be

added from books ; but, as we have not seen the plants, or seen them only
in a very young state, we do not think them worth notice. We might have
included in the list, P. (s.) pumflio, and its subvariety P. (s.) p. Miighus ;

but though we have no doubt of their being only varieties of P. sylve'stris,

yet they are so very different both in appearance and magnitude, that we
think them well worth keeping distinct.

Description. The wild, or Scotch, pine, in favourable situations, attains the

height of from 80ft. to 100ft., with a trunk from 2ft. to 4ft. in diameter,
and a head somewhat oonical or rounded, but, as compared with the heads
of broad-leaved trees, generally narrow in proportion to its height. The
bark is of a reddish tinge, comparatively smooth, scaling off in some
varieties, and rough and furrowed in others. The trunk, when the tree stands

singly, is generally furnished with branches from within a short distance of
the ground to the summit; nevertheless, in this, as in all the species of the

pine and fir tribe, the lower branches have a greater tendency to decay and
fall off than in broad-leaved trees. In like manner, when the trees are grown
in masses, the branches die off sooner, and so much so, that no European
broad-leaved tree, of equal girt of trunk, is found clear of branches to so

great a height as the wild pine. The branches are disposed in whorls from
2 to 4 together, and sometimes 5 or 6 : they are at first slightly turned

upwards, but, as the tree advances, in growth they take a horizontal

tendency, and finally become somewhat pendent, with the exception of
those branches which form the summit of the tree. The leaves are in

sheaths, spirally disposed on the branches ; they are distinguishable at first

sight from those of all other pines in which the leaves are in pairs, by being
much more glaucous, more especially when in a young state, and straighter.
Those of P. Banksfwa and P. inops are also rather glaucous when young,
but they are much shorter and more twisted. Those of P. Laricio and P. re-

sinosa can never be mistaken for those ofP. sylvestris, from not being glaucous,
and from their much greater length ; nor those of the section Tae'da from their

being 3 in a sheath. Examined more minutely, the leaves of P. sylvestris will

be found to have their two interior surfaces (which, while they are in the sheath,
face each other) quite flat, or nearly concave, so as to form before they expand,
or when they are pressed together, a cylinder of about half a line in diameter.
The general length of the leaves, in vigorous-growing trees under 20 or 25

years' growth, is from 2 in. to 3 in. ; but in old trees they are much shorter :

they are smooth on both surfaces, stiff) obtuse at the extremities, with a small

point, and minutely serrated; dark green on the upper (that is, the flat or

concave) side, and glaucous and striated on the under side, which is convex.

They remain green on the tree during four years, and generally drop off at

the commencement of the fifth year. Long before this time, and generally at

the beginning of the second year, they have entirely lost their light glaucous
hue, and have become of the dark sombre appearance which is charac-
teristic of this tree at every season except that of summer, when the young
glaucous shoots of the yeaV give it a lighter hue. The flowers appear com-

monly from the middle of May till the middle of June. The male catkins are
from ^ in. to 1 in. or more in length ; and they are placed in a whorl or whorls
at the extremities of the branches of the preceding year, and round the base
of the young shoots of the current year. The flowers are composed of two
or more stamens; each stamen being surmounted by two anthers of a sulphur
colour. The anthers contain a considerable quantity of yellow powder, which,

7 A
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when they burst, is sometimes dispersed in such immense quantities as to fill

the air, and give rise, as we have already observed (p. 2109.), to the idea of a
shower of sulphur. The female flowers, or embryo cones, appear on the

summits of the shoots of the current year, generally 2 on the point of a shoot,
but sometimes 4, 5, or 6. The colour of these embryo cones is generally

purple and green; but they are sometimes yellowish and sometimes red.

'After impregnation, the young fruit becomes lateral, stalked, and reflexed ;

green, and of a more ovate figure. The first year, it ceases to grow about the
middle of July, when it has attained the size of a good bean ; and in the
second year it begins to grow in the month of April, attains its full size by
the end of June, and ripens into an ovate, pointed, hard, tessellated, but un-

armed, woody cone, about the middle of October. If left on the tree, it is

not till the following March or April that the scales open, and allow the seeds

to drop out. It thus requires 18 months to mature the cones; and in a state

of nature it is two years before the seeds are in a condition to germinate.
After the seeds have dropped out, the cones generally remain on a year, or

at least till the following winter; so that full-grown trees generally exhibit

cones in three or four different states ; viz. young cones in their first stage ;

cones of full size, but green; cones brown and opening; and cones with their

scales fully expanded, after the seeds have dropped. The cone, which is

stalked, and when mature begins to open at the narrow extremity, as shown in

fig. 2048., is, while closed, perfectly conical, rounded at
f\\'

\ ,-. 204 8
the base, from 1 in. to 2 in. in length, and about an

inch across in the broadest part; as it ripens, the co-

lour changes from green to a reddish brown. The
scales are oblong, swelled on the back part of their

upper extremity into a sort of pyramid, which appears

pressed down upon itself, and is truncate at the sum-
mit. The form of this swelled part of the scales is

very variable. Sometimes it does not project at
all,

and the surface of the cone is quite smooth; and,
in general, it projects much less on the side of the
cones which is next the branches, than on that which
is exposed to the air. Sometimes the pyramid in

which the scale terminates is raised so as to form
a protuberance of more than two lines in height.
Sometimes the summit of the pyramid is sunk

; and
sometimes it is pointed, and turned to one side;
while at others, as in P. (s,) p. Mughus, it is

turned downwards towards the base of the cone, and terminates in a

prickle. This variation in the form of the scales of the cone of P. sylvestris
has given rise to different varieties ; though hooked cones and smooth cones

may frequently be found on trees having very different habits, such as P.

(s.) p. Mughus and P. s. uncinata. At the base of each scale, on the

inner side, close to the axis of the cone, are lodged 2 oval winged seeds, some-
what flattened. Each seed is a little monospermous nut, to which, as in all

the other ^bietinae, the wing is not attached, otherwise than by enclosing it

with its membranaceous texture. Hence, the wings ofthe seeds of this pine,
like those of every other species of ./ibietinae, may be separated from them
without doing them the slightest injury. Sometimes the cones are sterile ;

but
in this case the winged membrane is as fully developed as if it were fertile, which

clearly proves that it does not form a part of the seed. In germination, the
first appearance of the seed exhibits 5 or 6 linear leaves escaping from their en-

velope, as shown in fig. 2045. a
;
and in a few days afterwards, when the

envelope has dropped, they assume the appearance of b. It is remarkable,
that this species, which has the leaves of trees of 3ft. or 4ft. in height
glaucous when young, has the seminal leaves, and the leaves of young plants
in the first or second year, and sometimes even for 3 or 4 years, not glaucous ;

whereas in P. Pinaster, P. Pfnea, and some others, the leaves of which, in
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plants of 4 or 5 years' growth, are not glaucous, the seminal leaves, and

the leaves of young plants of 2 or 3 years' growth, are entirely so. The
seeds of the Scotch pine come up in about 3 or 4 weeks after they are sown :

the growth is not above Sin. or 4 in. the first year; the second, if on a

good soil, they will grow from 4 in. to 6 in. ;
and the third year the plants

begin to branch, and attain the height of from 14 in. to 2 ft., according to soil

and situation. In the fourth and fifth years, if not transplanted, or if they have

been transplanted carefully in the second year, they begin to push strongly,

making a leading shoot from 1 ft. to 3 ft. in length, according to soil and

situation ; and they continue growing vigorously for half a century, or even a

century, according to circumstances. In 10 years, in the climate of London,

plants will attain "the height of 20 ft. or 25 ft. ; and in 20 years, from 40 ft. to

50 ft. Evelyn mentions a Scotch pine which grew 60 ft. in height in little

more than 20 years. Like almost all the other species of the ^bietinas, the

Scotch pine is a social tree, and is always found in masses of considerable

extent. The tree is considered full grown, and fit to be cut down for timber,
at 50 or 60 years' growth ; but where it grows slowly, as in its native

habitats in the'north of Scotland and other cold climates, it will continue in-

creasing for three or four centuries. Mr. Farquharson of Marlee, in the

Highlands of Scotland, Mr. Strutt informs us, cut over close to the root a
tree of 2 ft. in diameter, which is nearly the size which a Scotch pine, reared

in a nursery, and then planted out, would attain in about 50 years ; and he
counted exactly 214 circles, which made this self-sown tree about four times

the age of the cultivated one. In Sweden, Dr. Walker informs us, 360 circles

have been numbered in a tree that was composed entirely of sound wood.
The largest Scotch pine that was ever cut down in Scotland is supposed to

be one which stood in the Forest of Glenmore, which was called the Lady of

the Glen, and of which there is a plank in the entrance hall of Gordon
Castle, 6ft. 2 in. long, and 5ft. 5 in. broad. The annual layers of wood, as

reckoned by Mr. Grigor (see Highland Soc. Trans. , xii. p. 128.), are about
235. The plank bears the following inscription on a brass plate :

" In the year 1783,

WILLIAM OSBOURNE, Esquire,
Merchant of Hull, purchased of the Duke of Gordon the Forest of Glenmore,
the whole of which he cut down in the space of twenty-two years, and built,

during that time, at the mouth of the river Spey, where never vessel was
built before, forty- seven sail of ships of upwards of 1 9,000 tons burthen. The

largest of them of 1050 tons, and three others,, little inferior in size, are now
in the service of His Majesty and the Honourable East India Company.
This undertaking was completed at the expense (of labour only) of above

70,000/. To His Grace the Duke of Gordon this plank is offered, as a speci-
men of the growth of one of the trees in the above forest, by His Grace's
most obedient Servant,

Hull, September 26, 1836. WILLIAM OSBOURNE."

The Scotch pine which is supposed now to contain the most timber of any
tree of the species about Gordon Castle is one of which the skeleton portrait,

Jig. 2049., was kindly sent to us by the Duke of Richmond. It is about
100ft. high, and contains 260 cubic feet of timber, exclusive of the branches.
Some of the finest single specimens of Scotch pine in the neighbourhood of
London are at Whitton and Pain's Hill, where some of them are between
80 ft. and 90 ft. high, and, standing singly, are very picturesque

in their general
forms. A portrait of one of the handsomest of those at Pain's Hill, by
by H. Le Jeune, Esq., is given in our last Volume. There are also a few very
fine specimens at Muswell Hill, a portrait of one of the most picturesque of

which, by W. A. Nesfield, Esq., is given in our last Volume. There are
others at Studley, in Yorkshire, of one of which, 82 ft. high, fig. 2050., to a
scale of 24 ft. to 1 in., is a portrait by H. W. Jukes, Esq. ; and there is a very
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noble specimen at Dunmore, which is con-

sidered to be the most picturesque tree in

the Lowlands of Scotland, and of which fig.

20,>[. is a portrait after Strutt, to a scale

of -Jl ft. to 1 in. The height of this tree was, I

in 1830,67 ft.; and the diameter of the trunk,
j

at 1 ft. from the ground, 3 ft. 9 in.
;
and it

j

was estimated to contain nearly 300ft. of i

timber. Among the finest specimens in the i

Highlands of Scotland are those in Strath-
(

spey, of a group of which Jig. ^05^., to a
j

scale of 24- ft. to 1 in., is a portrait by W. A.
|

Xesfield, Esq. The tallest of these trees is
'

74ft n /.

75 ft. high.
The quality of the timber of the Scotch i

pine, according to some, is altogether depeu- !

dent on soil, climate, and slowness ofgrowth ; ;

but, according to others, it depends jointly ;

on these circumstances, and on the kind of :

variety cultivated ;
and this is our opinion. ;

It is acknowledged, that the timber of the

Scotch pine, grown on rocky surfaces, or
j-

where the soil is dry, sandy, or hazelly, is, i

in general, more resinous, and redder in co- '

lour, than that of such as is grown on soils *

of a clayey nature, bougy, or on chalk : but ;

this is not always the case
;

for an instance i

is given, in Lawson's Jhiniiftt, of "a planta- i

tion, recently cut down, which stood on the
1

north side of the Perth and Dundee road, j

nearly 10 miles from the former, the seed of
j

which was, 70 or SO years since, received i

from the Forest of Mar
;
and the timber, al- i

though grown on a poor, damp, tenacious
;

clay, besides attaining to a great size, was
found equal in quality to that for which the ;

above natural forest is esteemed." (;\g. A fan.
\

p. 3^O.
, note.) Scotch "

pine timber," Sir
;

T. 1). Lander observes,
"

is best in the \

colder situations. In the warmer regions, i

' -'^trr

it contains a great deal of white, or sap,
wood. At what time the sap wood is transformed into durable, or red,

wood, has not \et been determined by vegetable physiologists ; ami, though
most writers believe that the ligneous matter is deposited in the second

year, we are disposed to doubt the fact. More than a do/en layers of sap
wood may be counted on some trees

; and, what is a very interesting ob-

servation, where trees have been much exposed to the mid-day sun, the whole
southern half of the tree is sometimes found to be little better than sap wood,
whilst the northern half may contain only a layer or two of it at the cir-

cumference." (Land. (,'///>.,
i. p. 171.)

The durability of the red timber of the Scotch pine was supposed, by the cele-

brated engineer, lirindley, to be as great as that oi the oak ;
and Dr. Smith, in his

Essay on the 1'roduc tion of Timber, in the 'I'mnsdctioim of tin- Highland Society

of Srol/(intl, vol. i.
j).

I <).';., sa\ s that he has seen some Scotch pine thrown in the

North Highlands, which, \\lien taken do\\ n after it had been 300 years in the

roof of an old castle, was as fresh and full of resin as ne\\ l\ imported timber

from Mcmel ;
and that part oi it was actually wrought up into new furniture.

(it
ogi-fijilnf. I'. s\!\estris and its varieties are indigenous throughout the

L'lcater part of Europe, from the Mediterranean on tin -outh, to 70" N. hit.
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in Norway on the north ; and
from Spain and Britain on the

west, to the confines of Siberia

and Kamtschatka on the east.

It extends into the north, east,

and west of Asia; and, accord-

ing to some, it is found at Nootka

Sound, in North America. In

the south of Europe, it grows
at the elevation of 1000ft. to

1500ft.; in the Highlands of

Scotland, at 1400ft.; and in

Norway and Lapland, at 700 ft.

In the extreme elevations, as in

the extreme limits of its northern

range, it assumes the character

of a stunted tree, or bush.

Mirbel indicates the range of the

Scotch pine to be, "Caucasus,
Peloponnesus, Calabria, Valen-

cia, Pyrenees, Lapland to 70
N. lat., Bucharia; Western Si-

beria, on the Oby, under 64,
perhaps beyond; Eastern Si-

beria, at the Stananoi Moun-
tains, in 62 or 63 ; Kamtschatka,
between 55 and 57 ; Dahuria,

Japan." The elevation to which
it attains on the mountains, ac-

cording to the same author, is,

in Lapland, under 70, to 125
toises (ofabout 6 ft. 6 in. each) ;

on the Carpathians, to 500 ; on the Alps of Switzerland and Dauphine, to
870; on the Pyrenees, from 600 to 1250; and on the Caucasus, to 900
toises (or 3850ft.) Von Buch considers the space between P. sylvestris and
perpetual snow in Nor-

way to be 2771 ft. ; and
that the mean temper-
ature where it ceases

is 31 of Fahrenheit.

Wahlenberg makes the

mean temperature of the
earth 1 8' Cel. (ab on
35 Fahrenheit),

and
the elevation 1278 ft.,

where it ceases in Swe-
dish Lapland." (Wat-
son's Outlines, &c., p.

269.) The Scotch pine
is most abundant in the
north of Europe, be-

tween latitude 52 and MS" 2051
65. There are im-
mense forests of it, on
even ground, in Poland
and Russia, and on hills

and mountains in Swe-
den, Norway, Germany,
the Alps, the Pyrenees,
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and the Vosges. In Spain it is found, but not in great abundance ; except
in the form of the P. uncinata of Captain S. E. Cook, which we believe to

be only a mountain variety of this tree. In Britain, P. sylvestris is indi-

genous to the mountainous districts of Scotland ; but it appears not to be so

to England, though this may probably have been the case at some distant

period ; as Mr. Winch states that the roots and trunks of very large pines
are seen protruding from the black peat moss, at an elevation ofnearly 3000 ft.

in Yorkshire and Lancashire ; cones are also frequently dug up out of the peat

bogs, particularly in the latter county. (Seep. 21.) In Scotland, it grows
at the height of 2700 ft. on the Grampian Mountains ; at the height of

2300 ft. on Ben-na-Buird, in Aberdeenshire ; and as high, or higher, on the

mountains near Loch-na-Garr. (Watson.)
In all these various situations, the Scotch pine is always found on soils dry,

sandy, gravelly, granitic, or argillaceous, but least frequently on such as are

calcareous. The largest trees and finest timber in the Highlands of Scotland

are found on light hazelly loam ; on a cold, but dry, subsoil, generally granitic
rock. The roots of the tree, in indigenous forests, run along the surface, and
even rise above it ; and the tree seems to derive a great part of its nourish-

ment from the black vegetable mould formed by the decay of its own leaves.

The wind frequently carries the seeds of this tree to marshy surfaces and

peat bogs ; but there, as Sir Thomas Dick Lauder observes, it is always
stunted in growth, and soon sickens and dies. In the higher parts of Aber-

deenshire, in the vicinity of the Dee and the Spey, where the surface is the

most elevated of any land in Scotland, it is only in the valleys, on the borders

of these rivers, and in the smaller vales on the banks of tributary torrents,

consisting of alluvial soil, in the gentle slopes at the bottoms of the hills, or

in the elevated recesses of the mountains, that the native pine thrives, and
becomes valuable timber. (Grant of Monymusk in Pontey's Forest Pruncr,
ed. 3., p. 60.) The soil of the Forest of Braemar is a light gravel, formed of
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the debris of granitic rock ; there is a considerable extent of surface, in which

rocks of granite, porphyry, and gneiss rise in the most precipitous manner ;

and some other parts entirely covered with peat bog ; but, on the rocks, the

trees, where they occur, have dwindled to mere bushes ; and great part both

of the rocky surface and of the bog is entirely destitute of vegetation. A Re-

port on the native Pine Forests of Scotland, by Mr. John Grigor, nurseryman
and seedsman of Forres, and for which he received the Highland Society's
silver medal, will be found in the Transactions of that body, vol. xii. p. 122.

The following is a brief abstract of this Report :

Abernethy Pine Forest, the property of the Earl of Seafield, stands on the

southern extremity of Morayshire, on the south side of the Spey, and is one
of the most ancient forests in Scotland. The surface is partly hilly and partly
level. The soil is principally composed of thin sandy peat, with a subsoil of

hard, hazelly-coloured gravel ; and, in some parts, it is a black mould mixed
with sand, and very stony. The timber produced is very resinous. Great

part of it was burnt down by accident in 1746 ; but a new crop of trees has
risen from the ashes, and the forest now produces excellent timber. Mr. Grigor
saw trunks barked, and prepared for floating, 10ft. Tin. in length, 6ft. in girt
at the root end, and 5ft. 2 in. at the other end. The number of annual

layers indicated 73 years of age. The finest specimens are understood to be
at Reynloit, one of the largest of which Mr. Grigor found from 10ft. to up-
wards of 13 ft. in circumference, at 1 ft. from the ground ; and at 8 ft. from
the ground from 9ft. to 12 ft.; tapering with a clean trunk to the height of
from 20 ft. to 35 ft., and shooting up to the entire height of from 40 ft. to 65 ft.

These very old trees stand on low and level ground, on the side of the Nethy ;

but perhaps the finest tree in this forest stands on a steep hill side adjoining,

though not highly situated, which measures in circumference, at the height of
1 ft. from the surface, 13 ft. 3 in., and at 8 ft. high, 12 ft. It tapers to 32 ft. of

trunk, its whole height being about 50 ft., with a top branching like an oak
;

to which all the large trees, in point of form, bear a strong resemblance. A
few yards distant from this tree, one of similar dimensions had lately been

felled, the stump and roots remaining to indicate its size. The annual rings
of this root indicate the age of 242 years, and that of the top, 224. The top
lay at the distance of 27 ft. from the root, and Mr. Grigor imagines that the
tree had grown about that length in 18 years ; that being the number of

years intervening between the ages of the root and top. Several others had
been felled of nearly the same size, which had almost attained the age of 200

years. Mr. Grigor observed, from the size of the interior layers, that the trees

had rapidly advanced in growth between the ages of 8 and 70, the growth
having afterwards diminished ; and, eventually, the outside layers, although
distinct enough to be numbered, are very minute, and the whole timber is

equally strong, hard, and red, to within less than an inch of the bark. Many
of them had been thrown down by the great flood of 1829; the stumps of
which still remain, and show that the roots had derived all their nourishment
from the surface soil, none of them being more than 1 ft. from the surface,
where the subsoil is hard and gravelly. They are discernible above ground ;

and each forms a rib, to .the height of several feet, on the side of the trunk.

The soil on which these large trees have been produced is sandy moss, to the

depth of from 4 in. to 8 in., lying for the most part on a brown gravel of se-

veral yards in depth ; and in some parts the subsoil is more fertile, and of a
blackish colour, with a mixture of large stones. These soils produce only
the following small variety of plants : Calluna vulgaris, Faccfnium Fitis

idae
x

a, V. Myrtillus, //ypochae
v
ris radicata, jBlechnum boreale, and a species of

Scirpus. (High. Soc. Trans., xii. p. 124.)
Duthel Pine Forests, also the property of the Earl of Seafield, stand north

of the Spey, to the west of Abernethy. The surface is mountainous, and the
best trees grow in the lowest grounds, and on the sloping sides of the bases
of the mountains. The soil is a thin peat, on a rich subsoil of thin brown
mould. Mr. Grigor examined several trees, varying from 1 12 to 126 years of

7 A 4
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age, and girting from 6 ft. to 1 2 ft. at 1 ft. from the ground, consisting of

excellent timber, with the sap wood varying from 1 in. to 2f in. in thickness.

The river Dulnain ornaments these glens, floats the timber, and impels saw

machinery.
Rothiemurchus Forest is the property of Sir John Peter Grant. The sur-

face is irregular, the hollows for the most part marshy, and the soil and sub-

soil of the elevated portions dry and sandy. The old trees are chiefly cut down,
but many patches still remain. The pines are not so remarkable for their girt,
as for their extraordinarily tall and smooth trunks. Mr. Grigor found trees mea-

suring, at 6 ft. high, 4 ft. 6 in. in circumference, with a trunk continuing nearly
of the same girt to the height of about 35 ft. The average height of the

trees he found about 70 ft., and their age from 120 to 125 years. The trees

stand so closely, that the surface of the ground, within the masses, is almost
destitute of herbage ; and the largest trees are uniformly found on the out-

skirts. The progress of young trees in this forest appears to be at the rate of
9 ft. 6 in. in 15 years.

Glenmore Forest, the property of His Grace the Duke of Richmond, is

situated in a glen surrounding a lake. The surface soil is a thin sandy peat ;

and the subsoil a rich brown clay, which feels quite soft to the touch. The
trees grow slowly till they are at the age of 12 years, which Mr. Grigor con-

jectures to be owing to their roots not penetrating earlier into the rich sub-

soil. The average rate of growth of young trees, in 10 years, is 5ft. Gin.

There are few old trees remaining ; the greater part having been felled and
carried away by Mr. Osbourne (see p. 2161.), who completed his contract in

1804. Some scattered trees are yet standing at great distances, which are

very picturesque in appearance, with trunks measuring from 9 ft. to 10 ft. in

circumference ; but knotty, with bushy heads, and of no value as timber,

having evidently been left on that account.

Plantations at Castle Grant. In addition to the natural forests, Mr. Grigor
notices the plantations on the estate of Castle Grant, where the Scotch pine
has made extraordinary progress ; trees, apparently still young, having trunks

9ft. 6 in. in circumference, and being from 60ft. to 70ft. high. These trees

stand on a surface of rich black earth, on a subsoil of gravelly sand ; but, un-

fortunately, Mr. Grigor had not an opportunity of ascertaining their age, so

as to calculate their rate of growth.
" The Soil in the Highland Forests" Mr. Grigor observes,

"
is found of very

different qualities, which, in some measure, regulates the quality of the timber.

The richest ground produces the largest trees, consequently, the timber is not

so fine in the grain as that grown on sand or poor gravel ; but the quick-

grown trees appear as full of resin, as healthy, stand to as great an age, and
are as red when cut up, as those which grow on poor soil. In general, the soil

of the native Highland forests is superior to that on which firs are commonly
planted throughout the low country. Neither poor soil nor bad climate can

account for the superiority of the Highland pine, as the forests are generally
situated in glens, or in the most sheltered slopes of the hills. Natural birch

and alder are frequently met with in these forests, but none are large or

valuable ; the latter not being confined, as might be supposed, to the lowest

grounds, but frequently found at considerable heights on the hills. It is

very rare to see any other trees in the vicinity of these forests ; but I ob-

served an ash standing alone, and much exposed, on the western extremity of

the parish of Inverallen, and on the north of the Spey, opposite Abernethy.

Perhaps another hardwood tree is not to be found within a mile of this one.

At 1 ft. from the surface, it measures 20ft. 9 in. in circumference; at the

height of 8 ft., it measures 14ft. 10 in.; at the height of 13ft., it is divided

into five limbs ; and its whole height is about 60 ft., several of its large branches

having been blown down. The trunk is hollow in the centre, but its leaves

have a healthy appearance. The surface of the ground where it stands is

rendered fertile from its decayed foliage, and by the tree affording a shelter

for sheep, which pasture on the surrounding heath. The subsoil is of a sandy
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clay, inferior to the generality of the subsoil in Duthel and Glenmore. The

quality of soil in the Highlands seems, in no degree, to alter the external

appearance and figure of the pines. Under every circumstance, they assume
a rough and shaggy form. In general, they are older than most plantations

throughout Scotland, and are of greater size, even in proportion to their age.

Notwithstanding this, it is very uncommon to see a single tree in a decaying
state. We observed several trunks that had a few feet of timber scooped out

from the side of each, to be used as candles by the cotters, yet the trees con-

tinue quite green and healthy, with the hollows overhung with turpentine
icicles several inches in length. The pines grown in these districts appear to

be of one species, and differ from the great bulk of those produced in the low
counties of Scotland in the following respects : The Highland Pine is of a

more robust and shaggy appearance. In early life it grows, although crowded

together, to a greater girt ;
it is found to attain a greater size on very wet

ground ;
its wood is redder and harder, consequently more durable, and is

found to be more inflammable. It produces very few fertile flowers or cones,
and what it does produce are uniformly found to be rounder, smaller, and
whiter ; and it outlives many generations of the common cultivated fir, and

ultimately attains a larger size. It may be difficult to ascertain the differences

in plants necessary to constitute a distinct species, but, if the superiority of

the Highland pine to the common tree of the low countries should not be
attributed to a difference in kind, the great proportion of the trees in Scot-

land, by repeated cultivation, must have lamentably degenerated ; since it is

known, that thousands of the common fir have arrived at maturity, and thou-

sands have died of old age, without ever producing timber in any respect

comparable to that of the districts now attempted to be described , and they
who aim not to propagate these magnificent objects of nature, overlook that

analogy which is every where observable in the works of creation." (Ibid.)
The influence of these various climates and soils on the Scotch pine is so

great as almost to change its character. In Spain, and in the south 01

France, it flowers in March ; in the climate of Paris, about the end of April ;

in that of London, about May ; and in the Highlands of Scotland, and in

Norway, it flowers from the beginning till the middle of June. On the north

side of the Highland and Norwegian mountains, where it is crowded together,
and on the plains of the north of Germany and Russia, where the trees also

stand in close woods, they are drawn up to a great height, and produce clean

straight timber. On elevated irregular surfaces, and in very poor soil, the

trees, when crowded, are often stunted ; and, when scattered, become tortuous

bushes, or low branchy trees. The leaves and cones vary, in these situations,

as much as the entire tree ; and the quality of the timber as much as the ex-

terior appearance.

History. The Pinus sylvestris was doubtless known to the Greeks and
Romans. (See p. 19.) Pliny, as we have seen (p. 21 12.), expressly mentions
the wild pine, which was called pityida, from the name of the nymph Pitys

(see p. 2J21.); and that the fruit of it was considered an excellent remedy for

a cough, (lib. xv. c. 10.) The first modern record of the tree is by Matthiolus,
who calls it Pinus sylvestris montana ; and the first of these epithets, sylves-

tris, was adopted as a specific name by Linnaeus. Miller, in the earlier edi-

tions of his Dictionary, made four species, P. sylvestris, P. rubra, P. tatarica,

and P. montana; but these are now (as we have seen, p. 2150.) considered

by most botanists as only varieties ; viz. P. s. vulgaris, P. s. horizontals or

P. s. rigensis, P. (s.) pumilio, and P. (s.) p. Mitghus. The different qualities
of the timber of this tree, according to the soil and situation in which it was first

grown, seem to have been ascertained in England in the time of Evelyn ; but it

was not till long after his time that it was generally known that the red wood
and yellow deals and planks of the Baltic, so generally esteemed throughout
Europe, were produced by the Scotch pine. This point seems to have been
determined by Pallas and Cox, and made generally known by the latter in his

Travels, which were published in 1784. The tree only began to be planted
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in Britain about the end of the 17th century; and about the middle of that

following, some planted trees, more especially in Scotland, having been cut

down, and employed as timber, were found to be of inferior quality to imported
timber, or to that grown in natural forests. Dr. Walker, writing near the

end of the last century, observes that the Scotch pine had been planted every
where in abundance, but had not yet had time for its timber to arrive at per-
fection. The timber of this tree, he adds, is depreciated, because-it is white,

soft, and perishable ; though he argues that this is merely from want of age
in the tree. In the course of years, he says, this white wood will become
red ; and the planted fir will become more and more valuable in quality, and
be held in greater estimation. The prejudice against the wood of the Scotch

pine seems to have been at its greatest height between 1790 and 1810; for

Marshal, writing in 1796, says, the Scotch pine
" should be invariably ex-

cluded from every soil and situation in which any other timber tree can be
made to flourish. The north aspect of bleak and barren heights is the only
situation in which it ought to be tolerated ; and even there the larch is seen

to outbrave it. In better soils, and milder situations, the wood of the Scotch
fir is worth little ; and its growth is so licentious, as to overrun every thing
which grows in its immediate neighbourhood ; and this renders it wholly un-
fit to be associated with other timber trees ;

we therefore now discard it

entirely from all useful plantations." (Plant, and Rur. Orn., i. p. 146.) Soon
afterwards (in 1798), Mr. Thomas Davis, a planter and manager of timber of

great experience, and high and deserved repute, who had then had the care

of the Marquess of Bath's plantations, near Warminster, for 35 years, and who
had planted upwards of 25,000 trees a year on poor heathy land, at the foot of

the Wiltshire Downs, published a paper in the Transactions of the Society of
Arts, vol. xvi., in which he refutes the generally received opinion, that the Eng-
lish-grown Scotch pine was of no use as timber, by facts that had come within

his own knowledge.
"

I can assert from experience," he says, "that, for strength
and durability, English-grown fir is equal to any foreign deal whatever. I allow

that the Scotch fir (although it is, undoubtedly, the real yellow deal) is sel-

dom of so fine a grain as the foreign yellow deal ; but this is certainly occa-

sioned by the rapidity of its growth, and its having too much room to throw
out large side branches. Lord Bath's Scotch firs, which are known to have
been planted in 1696, are from 2ft. to 3 ft. in diameter; whereas the best

Christiania deal, although evidently 100 years old, is seldom above 1 ft. in di-

ameter ;
and its knots, which denote the size of its side branches, are small

and inconsiderable, therefore evidently appearing to have grown slow and close

together. We have a cart-house on Lord Bath's estate, which was built

above 80 years ago, out of small firs, which is now perfectly sound and up-

right ; and, for the last 20 years, all the carpenters of the country have used
small firs for rafters, &c., with success ; and no timber is more ready of sale."

(p. 125.) In Lambert's Finns, ed. 2., vol. ii. p. 177., is published a letter to

nearly the same effect, from the same writer ; and the same facts have been

lately (1837) confirmed to us by Mr. Davies's son and successor, the present
Thomas Davies, Esq., of Portway House, near Warminster. Pontey, in his

Forest Pruner, published in 1805, also defends the Scotch pine against the
" almost universally prevalent

"
prejudices against it.

" At first sight," he

says,
"

it seems natural to suppose such prejudices must be well founded;

though, in fact, they rest upon no better foundation than the prejudice that

prevailed, less than a century ago, against foreign fir timber; namely, a pre-

judice, the effect of inexperience. At that time, no workman could be found

credulous enough to suppose that a roofmade of it would answer the purpose
as well as one made of oak ; and yet now the tide of opinion is completely
turned. An article which, apparently, has but little of either strength or

durability is found, by experience, to possess a very extraordinary degree of

both." (Forest Pruner, p. 52.) Mr. Pontey traces the prejudice to the use

of young trees as timber; the absurdity of which, he says, where strength and

durability are required, every one will admit.
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The history of the indigenous pine forests in Scotland is thus given by Sir

T. D. Lauder. Commencing with the Western Highlands, he notices the

remains of the Rannoch Forest, on the confines of the great counties of Perth,

Inverness, and Argyll, which, he says, has been "
unmercifully slaughtered,"

in consequence of the high price of Baltic timber during the late wars. " The
roots that exist, and the occasional single trees and groups which may still be

seen here and there, in situations not easily accessible, show that this forest

stretched far and wide across the country, meeting with those which now re-

main on the Dee, the Spey, the Findhorn, the Ness, and the Beauley ; as well

as those connected with the Glen-mor-na-albin, or Great Caledonian Glen,
and with the Glengarry, Lochiel, Glen Nevis, and more western sylvan dis-

tricts. Of these remnants, none were more extensive, or more esteemed for

their timber, than the forests of the Spey and the Dee. The Abernethy fo-

rests still continue to furnish a great quantity of very fine timber. In 1 730,
a branch of the York Building Company purchased 7000/. worth of timber ;

and, by their improved mode of working it up, by saw-mills, &c., and their

new methods of transporting it on floats to the sea, they introduced the rapid
manufacture and removal of it which afterwards took place throughout the

whole of the sylvan districts. About the year 1786, the Duke of Gordon sold

his Glenmore Forest to an English company for 10,0007. [It will be perceived,
that there is a discrepancy between this account and that of Mr. Grigor,

p. 2161., which, however, is of no great consequence.] This was supposed
to be the finest fir wood in Scotland. Numerous trading vessels, some of
them of above 500 tons burthen, were built from the timber of this forest ; and
one frigate, which was called the Glenmore. Many of the trees felled mea-
sured 18 ft. and 20 ft. in girt ; and there is still preserved at Gordon Castle

a plank nearly 6 ft. in breadth, which was presented to the duke by the com-

pany. But the Rothiemurchus Forest was the most extensive of any in that

part of the country : it contained above 16 square miles. Alas ! we must

now, indeed, say that it was ; for the high price of timber hastened its de-

struction. It went on for many years, however, to make large returns to the

proprietor, the profits being sometimes above 20,000/. in one year. The
Forests of Glenmore and Rothiemurchus, though belonging to different es-

tates, were so united as to form, in reality, one continuous forest; and they
are now equally denuded of all their finest timber. The Braemar and In-

vercauld Forests, on the Dee, are as yet most entire. They are very exten-

sive, and some very magnificent pines are to be found among them ; but the
destructive axe has been let loose on that of Mar ; and we fear that nothing
but a reduction in the price of timber will save it from the ruin which has
befallen those we have mentioned. It is curious to observe, in the Rothie-
murchus Forest, and in all the others, how the work of renovation goes on.

The young seedlings come up as thick as they do in the nurseryman's seed-

beds ;
and in the same relative degree of thickness do they continue to grow,

till they are old enough to be cut down. The competition which takes place
between the adjacent individual plants, creates a rivalry that increases their

upward growth ; whilst the exclusion of the air prevents the formation of
lateral branches, or destroys them soon after they are formed. Thus, Nature

produces by far the most valuable timber ; for it is tall, straight, of uniform
diameter throughout its whole length, and free from knots : all which qualities
combine to render it fit for spars, which fetch double or triple the sum per
foot that the other trees do. The large and spreading trees are on the out-

skirts of the masses, and straggle here and there in groups or single trees."

(Lander's Gilp., vol. i. p. 177.) These last are the trees which are described

by tourists, and drawn by artists, as the Highland pine. (See fig. 2052.
in p. 2164.)
The pine forests on the Continent, and especially in the north of Europe,

have suffered like those of the Highlands of Scotland, and from the same
causes ; but, on the Continent, the work of reproduction goes on with

rapidity,
while this is the case in only a few ofthe Highland forests. The reason is, that
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the Scotch forests are for the most part pastured with cattle and sheep, which,
as well as the deer that are found wild in these forests, browse upon the seedling
trees, and prevent them from attaining the size oftimber. The forests of Sweden,
Norway, and Russia are also pastured by cattle, but in a very slight degree ; the

proportion of cattle to the range of country open to them being incomparably
smaller than in the Highlands. In France and Germany, the native forests are,
for the most part, carefully enclosed, and placed under the care of woodmen,
who are under the general direction of scientific men ; and, consequently, for

whatever trees are cut down, a succession of young ones, either supplied by
nature or art, are protected.

In Norway, according to James White, Esq., an extensive proprietor of pine
and fir forests in that country, the only tall straight trees, fit for exportation,
as timber, either of P. sylvestris or Jl

xbies excelsa, are found in sheltered

2053situations on the plains, and on the sides

of the mountains
; and always in a good

soil, that would bring oak, or any other
kind of timber tree, to perfection. On
the sea shore, and in all elevated exposed
places in the interior, and also where the

trees stand singly, or in small groups on

plains, they are stunted, short, or with

branchy heads, so as to be fit only for fuel.

In an estate belonging to Mr. White, of 5600

acres, there are 250 acres of naked rock
and bogs; of the remaining 5350 acres,
one tenth part consists of the stunted
trees already alluded to, or of trees only
half grown. There remain 4118 acres

of thriving wood, all situated on the sides of hills, in narrow valleys, or
on plains ; and all the trees are growing close together and sheltered, on

good soil, the basis of which is the debris of granitic rock. On each acre

of this good soil there are from 320 to 500 trees, of which above 30 in each
acre are considered full grown, and fit for timber; that is, from 130 to 200

years of age. The diameter of the trunks of these trees, at about 1 ft. from
the ground, is from 16 in. to 20 in. ;

and at from 52 ft. to 63 ft. in height, from
4 in. to 6 in. Thus the average dimensions of the Scotch pine and spruce
fir timber produced by such an estate are as follows : Length of the log, or

tree, 57ft. 6 in.; diameter, at the lower end, 18 in. ; and, at the upper end,
5 in. Each log, or tree, may be sawn up into two deals, 9 in. wide, and 3 in.

thick, fit for the English market ; and two other deals 84 in. wide, and in
.

thick, fit for the French market. The manner in which these deals are cut.
so as to include only a small portion of
the sap wood, is shown in the cross sec-

tion, Jig. 2053., in which the shaded part,

a, represents the sap wood ; b b
y the two

English deals ; and cc, the two French
deals. Another mode of cutting these

trees into planks is shown in fig. 2054.,
in which d is an English deal, 9 in. by 3 in.,

and e e are two battens, each 7 in. by
2 in. When the timber is intended for

masts, the tree is simply barked, and a

portion of the sap wood is cut off, after

which it is sent d own to the sea port,
and shipped. (Reports, &c., for 1821 and

1835; and MSS. communicated by Mr. White.)
By far the

greater quantity of pine timber employed both in civil and naval
construction in Britain is imported from the Baltic, and from the coast of
Norway. One London builder alone (the Mr. White mentioned above), who
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imports his own timber, is the owner of pine and fir forests, in Norway, of

20,000 acres in extent.

Artificial plantations of the Scotch pine have been made to a great extent,
not only in Britain, but in France and Germany, during the present century.
From 1780 or 1790, to 1815, many thousands of seedlings of Scotch pines
were sent by the nurserymen of Aberdeen and Edinburgh to the English

nurserymen and proprietors, and more particularly to the proprietors of

estates in Wales. These trees were planted, not always with a view of

producing timber, but rather for the purpose of sheltering other trees which
were considered of greater value, such as the oak, &c. Both in Scotland

and in England, also, plantations of Scotch pine were formed solely for the

purpose of being cut down as a crop at the end of 25 or 30 years ; when
the produce was disposed of for local purposes, and the ground afterwards

either planted with broad-leaved trees, subjected to the plough, or laid down
in pasture. At the present time, the Scotch pine is still in general use as a

tree for sheltering others, especially the oak (see p. 1800.), and also for the

sake of its timber; and, for the latter purpose, the red-wooded or Highland
variety is generally planted, at least in Scotland.

Poetical Allusions. The pine mentioned by the Roman poets was probably
P. Pinea; but that of Milton is, no doubt, the P. sylvestris: Speaking of
the fallen angels, he says,

" Faithful how they stood,
Their glory wither'd

;
as when Heaven's fire

Hath scathed the forest oaks, or mountain pines,
With singed top, their stately growth, though bare,
Stands on the blasted heath."

Sir Walter Scott, also, mentions the Scotch pine in the following lines:
" And higher yet the pine tree hung
His shatter'd trunk, and frequent flung
Where seem'd the cliffs to meet on high
His boughs athwart the narrow 'd sky."

Churchill, with reference to the growth of the Scotch pine in various soils

and situations, says,
" That pine of mountain race,

The fir, the Scotch fir, never out of place.

Wordsworth has frequent allusions to this tree :

" Unheeded night has overcome the vales :

On the dark earth the baffled vision fails :

The latest lingerer of the forest train,
The lone black fir forsakes the faded plain." Vol. i. p. 67.

" And there I sit at evening, when the steep
Of Silver-how, and Grasmere's placid lake,
And one green island, gleam between the stems
Of the dark firs a visionary scene." Vol. ii. p. 279.

" While o'er my head,
At every impulse of the moving breeze,"
The fir grove murmurs with a sea-like"sbund,
Alone I tread this path." Vol. ii. p. 280.

Keats, also, appears to allude to this tree, when he says :

" Fir trees grow around,
Aye dropping their hard fruit upon the ground."

Properties and Uses. So much has been said on the uses of the pine and
fir tribe generally, in our introduction to the ylbie'tinae (p. 2123.), that we
have only here to notice such uses as are peculiar to the species before us.

It is universally allowed, that the timber of the Scotch pine makes the best

masts for ships ; and, indeed, we are not aware of any use to which the timber
of the genus Pinus is applicable, that that of the Scotch pine will not fulfil.

All the resinous products common to the pine and fir tribe may be obtained

from it, and this is the casein the north of Europe; but, in Britain, the tree

is seldom used for any other purpose than for timber. The timber of this

species, when grown in a suitable soil and situation, is fit for being employed
in construction, when from 80 to 100 years of age, at which age the trunk will
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be found from 2 ft. to 3 ft. in diameter, according to the circumstances under
which it has grown ; but it will continue growing for a much longer period,
and the timber will increase in value as well as in bulk. The wood varies in

colour from a yellowish white to a brownish red, the latter being produced
by the presence of resin. That wood which grows slowest, and in the coldest

climate, is considered the best, and it is generally of the darkest colour.

That which grows with the greatest rapidity is commonly white, soft, and

spongy in texture, and without resin. A slow-growing tree will not produce
layers more than the tenth of an inch thickness, while one of rapid growth may
have the layers from a sixth to a fourth of an inch in thickness. The red, or

resinous, wood is almost exclusively of very slow growth : it is hard, dry, and
does not adhere to the saw ; while the more rapidly grown wood, when it is

resinous, chokes the saw, and has a clammy unctuous feel. When rapid-grown
wood is without resin, it is white and spongy; and the surface, after the saw,
has a woolly appearance. It is evident that such wood can neither be strong
nor durable. English-grown Scotch pine, when cut down at 40 or 50 years'

growth, has commonly this appearance; but, as we have seen, p. 2 161./there
are many exceptions. Some of the Russian and Baltic pine timber is often

clammy, the saw raising up and pushing before it what the carpenters call

strings ; while the pine timber of Norway and Riga is generally red and
firm.

Masts of Scotch pine are procured from different ports on the Baltic (see

p. 2113.), and also from Norway; and not only masts have been obtained,
but entire ships have been built, from the Scotch pine forests in Aberdeenshire

(seep. 2161). The most celebrated masts in Europe, however, are those of

The weight of the wood varies according to its age and other circum-

stances. A cubic foot, in a green state, weighs from 54 Ib. to 74 lb.; and,
in a dry state, from 31 lb. to 41 lb. According to the Dictionnaire des Eaux
et Foretsy the average weight of the timber produced by a full-grown tree, in

a green state, will be about 68 lb., and in a dry state, about 40 lb. 5 oz. or

6 oz. ; losing about a twelfth part of its bulk in drying : while, according to

Varennes de Fenille, it weighs, green, 74 lb. 10 oz.; and dry, 38 lb. 12 oz. ;

losing only a tenth part of its bulk by drying.
The wood is valued, like that of every other pine, in proportion to its free-

ness from knots ; and it is found that the knots of this species are much more

easily worked, and much less liable to drop out of flooring boards, than is the

case with knotty boards of the spruce or silver fir. The facility with which
the wood of the Scotch pine is worked occasions its employment in joinery
and house carpentry, almost to the exclusion of every other kind of timber,
wherever it can be procured. It is at once straight, light, and stiff, and, con-

sequently, peculiarly fitted for rafters, girders, joists, &c., which may be made
of smaller dimensions of this timber than of any other. In point of durability,
if it is kept dry, it equals the oak ; more especially ifit has been of slow growth,
and is resinous.

The timber of the Scotch pine, when it has grown rapidly, on a good soil,

and in a favourable climate, such as in most parts of the low country both of

England and Scotland, is found, when not of more than 20 or 30 years

growth, to consist chiefly of sap wood, and, hence, to be of very short duration

when employed in buildings, or for any other rural purpose. To render it

more durable, Mr. Menteath, of Closeburn, in Dumfriesshire, has been in the

practice, for upwards of 40 years, of steeping all his Scotch pine timber in lime

water, after it has been cut out, and fitted for the different purposes required.
It would appear, either that the alkali of the lime neutralises, in some degree,
the albuminous matter of the soft wood ; or that the water acts as a solvent,

and extracts a part of it ; for, while Scotch pine of 20 or 30 years' growth sel-

dom lasts 30 years before it is destroyed by worms, timber of the same age,
which Mr. Menteath has steeped, has already lasted 40 years, and is as sound
as when first put up. The solution of lime water is formed by a very small
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quantity of quicklime being dissolved in it, and the time o steeping is ten

days or a fortnight. The deeper the tank, and the lower the wood is sunk in

it, the more effectually will the lime water penetrate into the wood. Probably
alum water would be still more effective than lime water, and the corrosive

sublimate used in Kyanising would, doubtless, be the most effective of all.

As fuel, the wood of the Scotch pine lights easily, and burns with great ra-

pidity ; but it produces a black and very disagreeable smoke. Its value as a

combustible, compared with that of the beech, is as 1536 to 1540. Its char-

coal is excellent, and is to that of the beech as 1724 is to 1600. The faggot
wood of the Scotch pine is valued by the chalk and lime burners of England
more than any other, on account of its rapid burning and intense heat, and

consequent saving of time in attending on the kilns. The resinous juice, whe-
ther exuding naturally, or procured by incision and distillation, produces tar,

pitch, rosin, turpentine, and the essential oil of turpentine employed in house-

painting. Lampblack of an inferior quality is made from the smoke of the

wood
;
and the leaves and branches are burned for potash, though of this salt

the tree yields only a small quantity. In the north of Russia, and in Lapland,
the outer bark is used, like that of the birch, for covering huts, for lining them

inside, and as a substitute for cork for floating the nets of fishermen ; and the

inner bark is woven into mats, like those made from the lime tree. Ropes are

also made from the bark, which are said to be very strong and elastic, and are

generally used by the fishermen. The Laplanders, and other people of the ex-

treme north, are said to grind the inner bark of the pine into a coarse flour, for

the purpose of making bread. This, though not true in the sense in which it is

generally taken, is still founded on fact. Mr. Laing, in his Journal of a Resi-

dence in Norway, states that he had been disposed to doubt the use of fir

bark for bread; but he found it more extensive than is generally supposed. In

Norway, it is the custom to kilndry oats to such a degree, that both, the grain
and the husks are made into a meal almost as fine as wheaten flour. In bad

seasons, the inner bark of young Scotch pines is kilndried in a similar manner
to the oats, and ground along with them, so as to add to the quantity of the

meal. The present dilapidated state of the forests, in districts which for-

merly supplied wood for exportation, is ascribed to the great destruction of

young trees for this purpose in the year 1812. The bread baked of the oat

and pine meal is said to be very good. It is made in the form of "
flat cakes,

covering the bottom of a girdle or frying-pan, and as thin as a sheet of paper,

being put on the girdle in nearly a fluid state." When used at table, these

cakes are made crisp by being warmed a little. (Laing's Journal of a Residence

in Norway.) According to Pallas, the young shoots, as well as the inner

bark, are ground and used as bread in some parts of Siberia. The leaves and
branches are eaten by cattle and sheep in severe weather ; and they are said,

by Delamarre and other French authors, to preserve sheep from the rot.

Evelyn tells us that pine chips are used as a substitute for hops ; and other

writers inform us that the young shoots, stripped of their leaves just when

they are beginning to appear, are sought for with avidity by the children of

the peasantry, who eat them. The milky juice found on the liber of the

voung trees is also said to be very sweet. The log houses of Russia, Poland,
and Sweden are almost entirely made of the trunks of Scotch pine, notched,
and let into each other, as already described, p. 2123.

In Russia, roads are formed of the trunks of the Scotch pine. The trees

selected are such as have trunks from 6 in. to 1 ft. in diameter at their

thickest end. The branches of these are lopped off, to the length of 1 2 ft.

or 15 ft., according to the width which the road is intended to be, and the

rest are left on. The ground being marked off for the road, and made some-

what even on the surface, the trees are laid down across it side by side,

the thick end of one trunk alternating with the narrow
part

of another, and
the branches at the ends of the trunks forming a sort of hedge on each side

of the road. The interstices of the trunks are next filled up with soil, and
the road is completed. The hedges formed by the branches on the extre-
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mities of the trunks are found extremely useful after snow has fallen, and
before it has become hard with the frost, and also on the commencement of
a thaw, in indicating to the traveller when his horses are getting too near
the edge of the road. Roads of this rude description are peculiarly suitable

for marshy ground, and are very common in the interior of Russia, and also

in some parts of Poland. Recourse is also had to them in the commence-
ment of back settlements in North America. In 1814, the greater part of
the road from Petersburg to Moscow was of this kind

; but it has since, we
understand, been Macadamised. The practice of paving streets and court-

yards with blocks, cut from the trunks of Scotch pines, and set up endwise,
has been already mentioned, p. 2133.
Mode of procuring the resinous Products of the Scotch Pine in the North of

Europe. The turpentine obtained from the Scotch pine is so inferior to that

of the silver fir, that very little is made use of in the way of commerce,
except for the coarsest kinds of work. To procure it, a narrow piece of bark
is stripped off the trunk of the tree in spring, when the sap is in motion, and
a notch is cut in the tree, at the bottom of the channel formed by removing
the bark, to receive the resinous juice, which will run freely down to it. As
it runs down it leaves a white matter like cream, but a little thicker, which is

very different from all the kinds of resin and turpentine in use, and which is

generally sold to be used in the making of flambeaux, instead of white bees'

wax. The matter that is received in the hole at the bottom is taken up with

ladles, and put into a large basket ;
a great part of this immediately runs

through, and this is the common turpentine. It is received into stone or

earthen pots, and is then ready for sale. The thicker matter, which remains
in the basket, is put into a common alembic

;
and a large quantity of water

being added, the liquor is distilled as long as any oil is seen swimming upon
the water. The oil which is produced in large quantities is then separated
from the water, and is the common oil or spirit of turpentine; and the

remaining matter, at the bottom of the still, is the common yellow rosin.

Tar is procured from the Scotch pine in great quantities in the north of

Europe, and is considered very superior to that produced in the United
States from P. resinosa, tftrobus, australis, and other species. The process
followed in Sweden, by which both tar and charcoal are obtained, though
the latter is there of little value, is thus described by Dr. Clarke: " The
inlets of the gulf (Bothnia) every where appeared of the grandest charac-

ter; surrounded by noble forests, whose tall trees, flourishing luxuriantly,
covered the soil quite down to the water's edge. From the most southern

parts of Westro-Bothnia, to the northern extremity of the gulf, the inhabi-

tants are occupied in the manufacture of tar ; proofs of which are visible in

the whole extent of the coast. The process by which the tar is obtained

is very simple ; and, as we often witnessed it, we shall now describe it, from a

tar-work we halted to inspect upon the spot. The situation most favourable

to the process is in a forest near to a marsh or bog ; because the roots of the

Scotch pine, from which tar is principally extracted, are always most pro-
ductive in such places. A conical cavity is then made in the ground (gene-

rally in the side of a bank or sloping hill) ; and the roots together with logs
and billets of the wood, being neatly trussed in a stack of the same conical

shape, are let into this cavity. The whole is then covered with turf, to

prevent the volatile parts from being dissipated, which, by means of a heavy
wooden mallet, and a wooden stamper worked separately by two men, is

beaten down, and rendered as firm as possible above the wood. The stack

of billets is then kindled, and a slow combustion of the pine takes place, as in

making charcoal. During this combustion the tar exudes ; and, a cast-iron pan
being fixed at the bottom of the funnel, with a spout which projects through
the side of the bank, barrels are placed beneath this spout to collect the fluid

as it comes away. As fast as these barrels are filled, they are bunged, and
are then ready for immediate exportation. From this description, it will be
evident that the mode of obtaining tar is by a kind of distillation per dcsccn-
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sum ; the turpentine, melted by fire, mixing with the sap and juices of the

pine, while the wood itself, becoming charred, is converted into charcoal.

(Trav. in Scand., &c.)
When pitch is to be made, the tar, without any thing being added to it,

is put into large copper vessels (fixed in masonry, to prevent any danger of

the tar taking fire), and is there suffered to boil for some time; after which
it is let out, and, when cold, hardens and becomes pitch.

Tar and charcoal are obtained in Russia much in the same manner as in

Sweden, from the bottoms of the trunks and the roots of the trees. In

Germany, the process is conducted with very great accuracy, and is described

in detail by Hartig, in his translation of Du Ham el's Traite des Arbres, &c.,
vol. i. p. 15.; and it is also given in the Dic&mtuire des Eaux et Forets, art.

Resine, p. 731. In France, it is conducted in a similar manner; though the

resinous products of the pine and fir tribe, in that country, are generally
obtained from the pinaster, as will be described under that tree. In Britain,
tar is sometimes extracted from the roots of the Scotch pine in the High-
lands, in a rude manner, for local purposes. The country people, having hewn
the wood into billets, fill a pit dug in the earth with them ; and, setting them
on fire, there runs from them, while they are burning, a black thick matter,
which naturally falls to the bottom of the pit, and this is tar. The top of
the pit is covered with tiles to keep in the heat

; and there is at the bottom
a little trough, out of which the tar runs like oil : if this hole be made too

large, it sets the whole quantity of the tar on fire ; but, if small enough, it runs

quietly out. In England, a piece of a branch of the tree is sometimes put in

a smithy fire, at one end, while the sap and resinous matter which oozes out

at the other is scraped off from time to time, and mixed with tallow for

greasing the wheels of carts.

Flambeaux of the roots and trunks of the pine are in use both in Britain

and in the north of Europe. Hall, in his Travels in Scotland, relates a story
of a bet made in London by a Highland chief, that some massive silver can-

dlesticks, on the table at a gentleman's house where he was dining, were not

better, or more valuable, than those commonly in use in the Highlands. The
chieftain won his bet, by sending to his estate for four Highlanders of his

clan, and producing them with torches of blazing fir in their hands, declaring
that they were the candlesticks to which he alluded, (vol. ii. p. 440.) Dr.

Howison observes (l that the little tallow or oil which the peasantry in

Russia can procure is entirely consumed at the shrines in the churches, and
before the images in their isbas, or huts." To supply the place ofcandles,

"
they

take long billets of red Scotch pine, which they dry carefully near their

peatches, or stoves, during the tedious winter, and split, as occasion requires,

into long pieces resembling laths. When a traveller arrives, or a light is

required for any other purpose, one of these laths is lighted at the peatch,
and fixed in a wooden frame, which holds it in a horizontal position. It gives
a bright flame, but only burns for a short time." (For. Trees of Rtiss. in Jam.

Jour. t vol. xii. p. GO.)

As a timber tree, for planting in poor dry soils, and in exposed situations,

none can excel the Scotch pine, and it is only equalled by the larch. In

Britain, it surpasses every other species of the pine and fir tribe for shelter-

ing other trees, with the exception of the spruce fir, which, being of a more

conical shape, admits more light and air to the heads of the trees which are

to be drawn up by it. The Scotch pine is, however, altogether unfit for giving

shelter in single rows, unless the branches are allowed to remain on, from the

ground upwards, and the roots have free scope on every side. Hence, this pine,

Tike every other species of the tribe, is altogether unfit for a hedgerow tree.

When planted in narrow belts round fields for shelter, it soon becomes un-

sightly, unless the trees stand so thin as to allow of their being clothed with

branches from the ground upwards. The true situation for this tree, when

grown for timber, is in masses over extensive surfaces.

As an ornamental tree, various opinions are entertained of the Scotch
7 B
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pine; the diversity of which may be partly owing to the great extent to which
the tree has been planted in almost every part of the low country of Britain

;

and the great difference between the tree in these plantations, and in its

native habitats, in hilly or mountainous scenery. Even the difference be-

tween the tree standing alone or in small groups, and growing in extensive

plantations, is so great, that it can hardly be recognised by a general observer

to be the same species of tree. In close plantations, which have never been

thinned, the trees assume, after a certain number of years, a gloomy sameness
of appearance ; and, where these are planted in belts, as they often are, along
a public road,

"
daylight may be seen for miles through their naked stems,

chilled and contracted as they are with the cold." The timber, also, of trees

grown in the ferule soils of the low country, which have been cut down, being
so much less strong and durable than Highland or foreign wood of the same

kind, is another cause of the tree having got into bad repute, though the

great objection to it is its appearance. Mason says,
" The Scottish fir, in murky file,

Rears his inglorious head, and blots the fair horizon."

The great contempt in which the Scotch fir is commonly held, says

Gilpin,
"

arises, I believe, from two causes. People object, first, to its colour :

its dark murky hue is unpleasing. With regard to colour in general, I think

I speak the language of painting, when I assert that the picturesque eye
makes little distinction in this matter. It has no attachment to one colour

in preference to another, but considers the beauty of all colouring as result-

ing, not from the colours themselves, but almost entirely from the harmony
with other colours in their neighbourhood. So that, as the fir tree is sup-

ported, combined, or stationed, it forms a beautiful umbrage, or a murky spot.
A second source of that contempt in which the Scotch fir is commonly held

is, our rarely seeing it in a picturesque state. Scotch firs are seldom planted
as single trees, or in a judicious group; but generally in close compact bodies,
in thick array, which suffocates or cramps them; and, if they ever get loose

from this bondage, they are already ruined. Their lateral branches are gone,
and their stems are drawn into poles, on which their heads appear stuck as

on a centre. Whereas, if the tree had grown in its natural state, all mischief

had been prevented : its stem would have taken an easy sweep, and its

lateral branches, which naturally grow with almost as much beautiful irregu-

larity as those of deciduous trees, would have hung loosely and negligently ;

and the more so, as there is something peculiarly light and feathery in its

foliage. I mean not to assert that every Scotch fir, though in a natural

state, would possess these beauties ; but it would at least have the chance
of other trees ; and I have seen it, though, indeed, but rarely, in such a

state as to equal in beauty the most elegant stone pine. All trees, indeed,
crowded together, naturally rise in perpendicular steins

; but the fir has

this peculiar disadvantage, that its lateral branches, once injured, never

shoot again. A grove of crowded saplings, elms, beeches, or almost any
deciduous trees, when thinned, will throw out new lateral branches, and
in time, recover a state of beauty ; but, if the education of the fir has been

neglected, he is lost for ever." (For. Seen., i. p. 91.)
The Scotch fir, in perfection, continues Gilpin,

*'
I think a very fine tree,

though we have little idea of its beauty ; and it is generally treated with great

contempt. It is a hardy plant, and is therefore put to every servile office. If

you wish to screen your house from the south-west wind, plant Scotch firs,

and plant them close and thick. If you want to shelter a nursery of young
trees, plant Scotch firs ;

and the phrase is, you may afterwards weed them
out as you please. This is ignominious. 1 wish not to rob society of these

hardy services from the Scotch fir ; nor do I mean to set it in competition
with many trees of the forest, which, in their infant state, it is accustomed to

shelter : all I mean is, to rescue it from the disgrace of being thought fit for

nothing else, and to establish its character as a picturesque tree. For

myself, I admire its foliage, both the colour of the leaf, and its mode of
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growth. Its ramification, too, is irregular and beautiful* and not unlike that

of the stone pine, which it resembles, also, in the easy sweep of its stem, and
likewise in the colour of the bark, which is commonly, as it attains age, of a rich

reddish brown. The Scotch fir, indeed, in its stripling state, is less an object
of beauty. Its pointed and spiry shoots, during the first year of its growth,
are formal

; and yet I have sometimes seen a good contrast produced between
its spiry points and the round-headed oaks and elms in its neighbourhood.
When I speak, however, of the Scotch fir as a beautiful individual, I conceive
it when it has outgrown all the improprieties of its youth; when it lias

completed its full age, and when, like Ezekiel's cedar, it has formed its

head among the thick branches. I may be singular in my attachment to the

Scotch fir. I know it has many enemies; but my opinion will weigh only
with the reasons I have given." (Ibid.} Sir Thomas Dick Lander, in his

commentary on this passage, says,
" We agree with Mr. Gilpin to the fullest

extent in his approbation of the Scotch fir as a picturesque tree. We, for

our parts, confess, that, when we have seen it towering in full majesty in the
midst ofsome appropriate Highland scene, and sending its limbs abroad with all

the unconstrained freedom of a hardy mountaineer, as if it claimed dominion
over the savage regions around it, we have looked upon it as a very sublime

object. People who have not seen it in its native climate and soil, and who
judge of it from the wretched abortions which are swaddled and suffocated in

English plantations, in deep, heavy, and eternally wet clays, may well call it

a wretched tree; but, when its foot is among its own Highland heather, and
when it stands freely on its native knoll of dry gravel, or thinly covered rock,
over which its roots wander far in the wildest reticulation, whilst its tall, fur-

rowed, and often gracefully sweeping red and grey trunk, of enormous cir-

cumference, rears aloft its high umbrageous canopy, then would the greatest

sceptic on this point be compelled to prostrate his mind before it with a vene-
ration which, perhaps, was never before excited in him by any other tree."

(Laud. Gilp.y i. p. 174.) To enable the reader to judge of the correctness
of the opinion of Gilpin and Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, with which we entirely

agree as to the beauty of this tree, in certain circumstances of age and situa-

tion, we have only to refer to figs. 2051. and 2052. in p. 2163. and p. 2164.;
to the plates of this tree in our last Volume ; and to the beautiful views of

scenery in the Highlands, by Robson and Nesfield.

Soil and Situation. A granitic soil, it is generally allowed both by British

and Continental writers, is the most congenial to the Scotch pine ; and the
sand and gravel of the Forests of Rastadt and Hagueneau are composed of
the debris of this rock. J. S. Menteath, Esq., has remarked that the Scotch

pine does not harden its wood well when growing on the grauwacke ; and
several others have observed that it is short-lived, and never attains a large
size on chalk. The Scotch pine, Sang observes, will grow and flourish in

any kind of soil, from a sand to a clay, provided the substratum be rubble or
rock ;

" but in wet tilly soils it ought never to be planted ; because, whenever
the roots have exhausted the turf, or upper soil, and begin to perforate the sub-

soil, the tree languishes and dies." It is justly observed by Mathews, that the

natural location of the Scotch pine in poor sandy soils does not result from these

soils being best adapted for it, but from its growing more vigorously in them than

any other tree. Should any one doubt this, he observes, let him make an excur-r

sion into Mar Forest, and there he will find the Scotch pine in every description
of soil and situation, but always thriving best in good timber soil ; and, in short,
not differing very materially, in respect to soil, from the sycamore, the elm,
the oak, or the ash. Mr. Mathews also mentions that, though the Scotch

pine has a superior adaptation to dry, sharp, and rocky soils, yet there are

many situations of poor wet till and clay, and even of peat moss ground,
where it would be advantageous to plant the Scotch pine; because, from its

roots running along the surface, no other timber tree will thrive so well in

such soils. The same author observes that nothing conduces so much to the

quality of Scotch pine wood, as the exposure of the tree while growing.
7 ft 2
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" Under the great shelter of the close-planted woods, the timber is soft and

porous, without much resin ; but, under great exposure, especially to dry air,

the timber is hard, close, and resinous. This is, however, considerably mo-
dified by the soil." (On Naval Timber, &c., p. 339.) According to Dr.Walker,
the Scotch pine may be planted on the thinnest and driest soils, and also in

mossy soil, when it is less than 2 ft. in depth, and bottomed with gravel
rather than with clay. It may also be planted in sand on the sea shore, and
on mountains to the height of 1400 feet. (Highlands of Scotland, ii. p. 237.)
In England, it is found that the Scotch pine will grow on every soil ; but that,

among dry soils, the one on which it thrives the least is chalk. The worse
the soil, the farther the plants should be placed apart, in order to insure their

vigorous growth ; but, as this distance will admit of their becoming branchy
trees, what the timber gains in strength and durability, it will lose in its fit-

ness for many purposes, from the number of the knots produced by leaving
on the branches.

Propagation and Culture. The Scotch pine produces cones at the age of
fifteen or twenty years ;

and every cone generally contains from 60 to 100
seeds. The cones are gathered in the months of December and January, and
laid in a dry loft, where they will keep good for a year or two, if not wanted
for sowing; and whence they may betaken in early spring, and exposed to the

sun, or at any season and slightly dried on a kiln, as already directed, p. 2131 .

Eleven imperial gallons, or about a bushel and a half, of cones, will afford

1 Ib. of seed with the wings on, or from 13 oz. to 14 oz. without wings. A
bushel and a half of seeds, with the wings on, weigh 12 Ib. ;

and without the

wings, 26 Ib. As might be expected, the seed keeps longest when the wings
are left on. If kept in a dry place, and turned over occasionally, to prevent
it from heating, the seed will keep fresh several years ; but its vitality is very
doubtful after the second year. Old seeds are easily proved by sowing a few

in a pot, and placing it in heat in a moist atmosphere; when, if the seeds are

fresh, they will come up in a few days. In general, however, the freshness

of the seeds may be ascertained by opening them ; and, if the kernel is plump
and fragrant, there can be little doubt of their germinating. In the Diction-

naire des Eaux et Forets, it is said that, in France, the seeds of the spruce,
which are of a reddish colour, are sometimes turned black by means ofpowdered
charcoal, and sold for those of the wild pine ; but nothing of this kind takes

place in Britain, as the seeds of the latter species are of all the most abun-

dant, and consequently the cheapest. The seeds should be sown in beds in

light rich soil, and covered very slightly, perhaps from a sixteenth to a fourth

of an inch, according to the soil, situation, and climate. Sang directs the

seeds to be sown so as to rise at the distance of a quarter of an inch from one

another, and the covering to be in. thick. In France and German}',
forests of wild pine are frequently raised by sowing the seed where the plants
are finally to remain ;

in which case an acre, where the soil and situation are

favourable, will require 14 Ib. of seeds with the wings on, and 11 Ib. without

the wings ; and, where the soil and situation are unfavourable, 16 Ib. with the

wings, and 12 Ib. without them. If the seeds are sown in rows, half the

quantity will suffice in both cases. The time for sowing, whether in the

nursery or in the forest, is from the end of March to the beginning of May ;

taking the climate of London for one extreme, and that of Aberdeen for the

other.

Boutcher, from having observed that the seeds of the Scotch pine are often

injured by kilndrying, recommends not gathering the cones in the December
of the same year in which they ripen, but deferring this to the March or

April following ; and then keeping them in a dry place till June, July, or

August, sooner or later, according as the weather becomes hot. At this

season, they are to be taken out and exposed to the heat of the sun during
the day ; but put under cover in the evenings, and kept constantly from rain

and dew. In a few days the cones will expand, and the seeds will rattle

within them, when they can be easily taken out by sifting, &c. They are
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then to be kept in bags or boxes in a dry room, till the sowing season in the

April following. Boutcher recommends sowing the pine seed in shady bor-

ders of generous loose mould, about the middle of March ; and covering it

in. thick, or covering it at first ^ in. ; and, just as the seed begins to vege .

tate, raking off one half of the covering with a short-toothed rake. Many
thousands of plants, in stiff grounds and dry seasons, he says, for want of this

precaution, are smothered ; being unable to struggle with the hard-crusted

surface. Baudrillart makes the same remark with reference to the Scotch

pine raised in nurseries in France. Boutcher's reason for sowing the Scotch

pine so early is, that, when the plants are not well rooted before the hot

seasons sets in, they become stunted, and are sometimes killed. It will be

observed that, by Boutcher's plan, a year is lost, but in other respects it seems

unexceptionable. When the seeds are kilndried with care, and at a low

temperature, they will not be injured; and the labour attending this process
must be less than that of removing them at lest twice a day, for several weeks,

from a shed or loft into the open air, and back again. After the plants come

up, if they can be supplied with water for two or three weeks, it will greatly
increase their vigour. In the following April, they may be transplanted into

nursery lines, 1 ft. Sin. asunder; and 6 in. or Tin. apart in the row, where

they may remain two years ; after which they should be removed to their

final destination : or, should large plants be required, they may be removed
a second time, and planted in the nursery, in rows 3 ft. asunder, and 1 ft. 6 in.

apart in the row; where, after standing two years, they
"

will transplant with

absolute safety, and grow as freely as the younger plants ; notwithstanding
the general prejudice against old Scotch pines, which has only a good foun-

dation when they have not been transplanted seasonably, or properly culti-

vated." (Treatise on Forest Trees, &c., p, 136.) The general nursery practice
is to allow seedling Scotch pines to remain two years in the seed-bed ; after

which they are taken up, and planted in rows 1 ft. 2 in. apart, and 3 in. apart
in the lines, taking care never to prune the tops, and to injure the roots as

little as possible.
" If they remain a third year in the seed-bed," says Sang,

"
they are good for nothing." Scotch pines, the same author observes,

" should

never stand longer in the lines than one year after planting, unless they are

to be planted out in very fine soil ; in which case, they may be allowed two

years in the lines, but at the distance of 6 in. between plant and plant. Two-

years seedling Scotch pines of good growth," he says,
" one year planted out

on good soil, rise with far better roots in proportion to their tops than when of

any other age, and are therefore more fit for general use." (Plant.Kal.^ p. 319.)
Mr. Farquharson of Marlee, writing to Dr. Hunter in 1755, gives the fol-

lowing account of his mode of raising the Scotch pine from seeds, and planting
it out on the Highland mountains. He gathers the cones in February or

March, from thriving young trees ; and sows the seeds in the end of April or

the beginning of May, in light loamy soil, trenched 1 ft. 6 in. deep, and laid

out in beds 5 ft. broad. He sows the seeds very thick, and covers them with

a " thick sifting of mould," from the alleys. Plants raised in this manner, he

says, will rise like a brush. No kind of manure should be given to the beds,
as productive of weeds ; the drawing ofwhich not only brings up many of the

tender plants, but loosens the ground, and makes blanks that let in the frost in

winter, and the drought in summer. To give an idea of the sowing, he never

considers his crop of plants good unless he has above 1000 in each foot long
ofthe beds, that is, in five square feet, upon their having two seasons' growth.
"

I plant them out," he says,
"

irregularly from the seed-bed, about 3 ft.

usunder, upon the mountainous ground where they are to rise to perfection.
I begin to plant the driest ground in autumn, 18 months after sowing, and per-
sist in this operation until the frost prevents me. I begin again in February, or,

rather, as the weather admits, and continue this work sometimes till the end
of April, so as to plant out the product of 2-year-old seed-beds. I put the plants
into the ground with two cuts ofa spade, made in the form ofthe letter V, thus

**< ; I raise the point of the angle with what we call a dibble, or wooden spa-
7 B 3
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tula, with a handle about 1 ft. 6 in. in length ; and, laying the plant up to the

neck, tread down the raised sod with the foot. In this method, two men may
plant 1000 plants in a day. When the ground is rocky, or very stony, I use

a dihble shod with iron, having a cleft at the extremity to lead down the root,

putting the plants into the ground in the manner that cabbages are planted.
One man will plant as many in this way as two in the other ; yet the first

method is preferable where the ground admits of it, as I have always observed
fewer plants to fail by it. My reason for planting direct from the seed-bed,
without transplanting in a nursery, is, that it comes nearest to the operation
of nature. Plants that have been removed from the seed-bed, and trans-

planted in the nursery, must necessarily have their roots pruned considerably
before they can be planted in pits of the kind above described, which adds

greatly to the expense. Besides, nursing causes a luxuriant growth in this

hardy mountainous tree, which spoils its nature, and robs it of longevity."

(Hunt. Evel. Syl., i. p. 290.)
Culture in Plantations. Little remains to be added to what has been said

on this subject in our general introduction to the ^bietinae, p. 2132. The
Scotch pine, when planted with a view to the production of timber, should

always be in large masses ; and when with a view to ornament, in single trees

or in small groups. It should never be planted in belts, or in narrow plan-
tations, unless the plants are thinned out, so as to admit of their retaining
their branches from the ground upwards ;

in which case the timber produced
will be of little use. When the plantations are made on a surface that is

tolerably even and regular, the plants should always be inserted in lines, for

the greater convenience of future culture
; but when the surface is rocky,

steep, and in other respects irregular, the plants can only be put in accord-

ingly. The nice points in the management of Scotch pine plantations are,

the thinning and pruning ; both of which should be performed very sparingly,
where tall clean timber is the object in view. Both operations must be guided,
in a great measure, by the quantity of timber which the soil is estimated to

produce on a given space.
The Culture of the Scotch Pine in the North of Scotland has been thus

detailed to us by Macpherson Grant, Esq. of Ballindalloch, in Inverness-shire,
a successful and very extensive planter :

" In the northern counties of

Scotland, the Pinus sylvestris has for a long time been pretty extensively

planted; and, although this is the native locality of the tree, it has been very

generally remarked that the artificial are very inferior to the natural woods.
Much discussion had arisen, and many theories had been broached, to

explain this inferiority, till it was at length suggested that it might very

probably be caused by the circumstance of the seed, from which the plants
were produced, being collected from unhealthy and stunted trees, in districts

more accessible than those in which the tree attains its greatest perfection.
Premiums for the greatest quantity of plants grown from seed gathered in the

natural forests have for some years been offered by the Highland and Agri-
cultural Society of Scotland ; and have been awarded to Mr. Grigor, nursery-
man at Elgin, who has taken great pains to further this object, and who last

year likewise obtained a premium for the best Report on the Natural Forests of
Scotland. (See p.2165.) Until within the last 20 years, plantations, in this part of

the country, were formed of Scotch pine alone ; but it is now usual to mix them
with larch "in nearly equal proportions; and here we plant about two larches

to one pine. The Scotch pines are procured from the nurserymen two-years-
old seedlings ; and they are placed at once on the hilly ground', where they are

finally to remain. A workman, with a common spade, makes a double cut at

right angles, like the letter T,thus H ; raising the turf slightly with the spade, so

as to admit the insertion of the plant at the point where the two cuts meet :

a woman or boy follows with the plants; and, having placed one in the open-

ing, compresses the turf by stamping on it with the foot. In this manner, a

man and boy will plant about 1000 in a winter day (six hours). The number
of plants is about 5000 to the 1

imperial acre. The larches are of the same
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age, and are planted in the same way, as the pines. The seasons of planting
are autumn and spring; but the former is preferred, from the uncertainty of

getting the work accomplished in spring, on account of snow and frost. The
men are paid 1-?., and the women and boys Cr/.

, per day, of six hours. The
Scotch pine plants of the true kind (from Highland seed) cost 2.v. per thou-

sand of 1200, and the two-years' seedling larches 3s. per thousand. To
these expenses must be added that of fencing, which varies according to

the situation of the plantation. If near farms, stone walls or turf dikes

faced with stone are required ; if further removed from the approaches of

cattle, turf fences are sufficient; whilst in the most remote parts, where occa-

sional inroads from sheep are alone to be apprehended, fences are sometimes

dispensed with, and a person resident on the spot is employed, at a small salary,

(say 51. per annum) to protect the plantation by driving away any sheep
or cattle that may encroach on it. A healthy plantation should be safe from

injury from sheep in 8 years, and in 12 years from cattle. In wet portions of

the hilly ground, narrow surface drains are of great advantage, and may be

made at a small expense.
" In the natural forests of Scotch pine, the plants spring up of different

ages ; and, being consequently of various sizes, the stronger gradually destroy
the weaker, until the wood is reduced to the distances at which the trees can

ultimately stand
; whilst the lateral branches gradually decay and fall off, so

that thinning and pruning are quite unnecessary. In short, a natural, or

self-sown, forest of Scotch fir is left entirely to nature. Nature sows the

seed, rears the tree, prunes and thins the wood ; and the hand of man is

applied only to cut it down when fit for timber. In this manner, the exten-

sive forests of Glenfeshie, Rothiemurchus, Dulnain, Glenmore, and Abernethy,
.on the Spey, and those of Braemar and Invercauld on the Dee, were pro-
duced. The high price of timber during the war induced the proprietors of

those fine woods to cut them down. Most of them are now exhausted ;
and

the few trees which remain of the others scarcely suffice to convey an idea

of those that are gone. For several years, 18,000/. per annum was produced
from the Rothiemurchus wood, after deducting all expenses of felling, sawing,
and floating to the mouth of the Spey ; and a sum not less than 250,000/.
has probably been obtained from that forest alone. The ground which has

been cleared is rapidly regaining its covering of wood : wherever the heath is

short, and especially where the surface is broken so as readily to admit the

seed, thousands of plants spring up ; nor do I know a more interesting sight,
than this gradual progress of nature to repair the destruction caused by the

hand of man. Macpherson Grant. BallindaHoch, August 26. 1837."

Thinning and Pruning, as at present practised in the Scotch Pine Plantations in

the North of Scotland. After perusing Mr. Grigor's Report on the native pine
forests of Scotland, of which an abstract is given in p. 2165., we wrote to him
for information on the subjects of thinning and pruning, as actually practised in

these forests, and also inartificial plantations ; and as to the effects of the

neglect of either or both of these operations. To our application Mr. Grigor

kindly and promptly sent us the following answer: " The old trees of the

native Scotch pine forests have trunks quite clean and free from old stumps, so

that the side branches must have rotted off when the trees were young, and
of a small size. Some of the pines, grown on exposed situations, have strong
side branches, but not very near the ground : such branches are commonly
found above large clean trunks of from 15 ft. to 30 ft. in length. When the

timber of these forests is cut up, loose knots are rarely met with : indeed,
knots of any importance are seldom seen, except where such were attached to

live branches at the time the trees were felled. The wood of the old trees

appears so clean and equal when sawn up, that, in many, only very slight
marks of lateral branches are visible. The young trees, of from 25 to 40

years' growth, present regular tiers of decayed branches near the ground,
which fall away in course of time. The proprietors of the native forests

sometimes prune and thin the woods, but not often : they thin when the
TB 4
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trees are much crowded, and of nearly an equal size, especially when situated

near a road or river, where timber is of most value; but this is not attended

to in the more remote parts of the forests. I have only seen the trees

pruned when they stand quite thin, or, from having lost their leading shoots,

by sheep pasturing the ground, or other casualty, have become bushy. In

this case, I have seen a considerable extent gone over in January and Fe-

bruary, and pruned to the height of from 2 ft. to 4 ft. with the axe ; the whole

height of the trees being from 5 ft. to 10 ft. In the Highland natural forests,

the young plants do not often rise of equal strength and size. There is

commonly a portion of them (a sufficient crop) stout enough to overtop the

smaller ones; and the latter are of much benefit in preventing the side

branches of the former from advancing to a large size. The side branches
of the true Highland pine naturally take a wide or horizontal direction,

whereby they are more subject to decay by the closeness of the trees, than
if they inclined to a more perpendicular figure, as do our Low Country pines.
In planted woods, the pine trees are commonly of the same size and age; and
then it is absolutely necessary to thin them, as their tops rise equal, and
form a surface parallel to that of the ground on which they stand ; there-

fore, without relief by thinning, the whole are, to a certain extent, injured ;

whereas, in natural forests, the difference of sizes and ages is great, and
the strongest prevail unhurt. I am acquainted with many artificial planta-
tions of pine ; and the common method is, to thin the trees gradually as they

get too close or too high for their girt. Planted pines are not commonly pruned,
that being considered the worst mode of treatment. Many proprietors, of

late, have given over thinning ; but the woods are much hurt by being too

much confined. A good tree can scarcely be seen, except near the outside,
or where a road opens up and admits air. I am clearly of opinion that we
shall not have good pine plantations until they are produced from the seeds

of the native Highland forests, which are more healthy and permanent than

the kind commonly cultivated. John Grigor. Forrcs, Sept. 9. 1837."

The Earl of Aberdeen; Macpherson Grant, Esq., of Ballindalloch ; Mr.

George Saunders, gardener and forester to the Duke of Richmond at

Gordon Castle ; Mr. Roy, nurseryman, Aberdeen ; and other proprietors and

gardeners of the north, have sent us answers to all our queries on the subject
of thinning and pruning, which correspond with those given above by Mr.

Grigor. From the Earl of Aberdeen's letter, we give the following extract :

" I received your letter during an excursion in the upper part of this

county, precisely in the neighbourhood of those natural fir forests respecting
which you had written to me. From the information I have received, I

think I may venture to assure you that these forests are never thinned,
at least with the view of promoting the growth of the trees ; nor, in fact,

with the exception, perhaps, of draining to a limited extent, in particular

situations, does there appear to be any care taken, or any management
x whatever to exist. This, indeed, is sufficiently obvious from the very ap-

pearance of the forest ; on large portions of which the trees are thinly
, scattered, and at considerable intervals ; in other parts, they are crowded

y together, and stand more densely than they could ever have been placed by
the hand of the planter. This appearance, however, is not so much the con-

sequence of neglect, as the result of an opinion that it is best not to meddle

with the trees at all. They are left to thin themselves, as it is called, by
which the weak plants are overpowered, and destroyed by the stronger. I

have also been assured that, in cases where the most judicious thinning has

been attempted, the admission of the wind has proved much more injurious
to the remaining trees, than is experienced in young woods of the planted
fir under similar treatment. I imagine that the finest fir forests now existing
in Scotland are those to which I have referred, in the upper part of the

valley of the Dee, and in the district of Braemar. Many of the trees are of

great size and beauty. I have seen none, however, at all to compare with a

tree cut in the Duke of Gordon's forest of Glenmore, and of which a plank is

preserved at Gordon Castle, measuring 5 ft. 8 in. in diameter, of perfectly
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sound wood (see p. 2161.). This, I presume, is by far the largest specimen of
P. sylvestris on record; at least, I have never seen or heard of any at all like ^JV
it._ Aberdeen. Haddo House, September 4-. 1837."

Thinning find pruning in England. We have already noticed (p. 2134.) the

practice of Mr. Salmon and Mr. Pontey in England, both strong advocates

for thinning and pruning. On applying to the Duke of Bedford, to know the

results of the practice carried on under the direction of these arboriculturists

in the woods at Woburn, His Grace's forester, Mr. Ireland, informs us that

Mr. Salmon, by cutting off large branches rather carried the practice too far ;

but that the trees pruned under the direction of Mr. Pontey, about the years
1802 and 1803, were not in the slightest degree injured, as

only
a few of the

smaller branches were taken off. On examining the timber of such trees as

were cut down, Mr. Ireland found the places where the branches had been

cut off quite sound, with new wood formed over them
;
but this new wood,

though closely covering the part cut off, yet did not incorporate itself with it.

On the other hand, he found the timber of some trees, where the branches

had died off naturally, in which the wood was unsound, though the wound
formed by the decayed branches was closely covered over with new and
sound wood ; thus, as Mr. Ireland remarks, showing the advantage of

cutting off the branches close to the bole when they are quite small, and
before they begin to decay. His Grace the Duke of Bedford, after informing
us that Mr. Ireland's statement as to the effect of pruning the Scotch pine is

correct, adds :
" From pruning to thinning, the transition is obvious and

natural
;
and I must confess myself a decided advocate of bold but judicious

thinning, in opposition to the practice of the Duke of Portland, at Welbeck.

Perhaps I may inherit this from my grandfather, John Duke of Bedford,
who was, even in those early days, a decided friend to thinning plantations
when young. I will state an anecdote on this subject, which is much at your
service, and may possibly amuse the readers of your Arboretum. In the

year 1743, my grandfather planted the large plantation in Woburn Park, now
known by the name of the 'Evergreens' (to commemorate the birth of his

daughter, afterwards Caroline Duchess of Marlborough) ; being something
more than 100 acres, and having been before that time a rabbit warren,
without a single tree upon it. In the course of a few years, the duke per-
ceived that the plantation required thinning, in order to admit a free circula-

tion of air, and give health and vigour to the young trees. He accordingly

gave instructions to his gardener, and directed him as to the mode and
extent of the thinning required. The gardener paused and hesitated, and at

length said :
* Your Grace must pardon me if I humbly remonstrate against

your orders, but I cannot possibly do what you desire : it would at once

destroy the young plantation; and, moreover, it would be seriously injurious to

my reputation as a planter.' My grandfather, who was of an impetuous and
decided character, but always just, instantly replied :

* Do as I desire you, and
1 will take care of your reputation.' The plantation, which ran for nearly a
mile along the road leading from the market town of Woburn to that of

Ampthill, was consequently thinned according to the instructions of the

duke, who caused a board to be fixed in the plantation, facing the wood, on
which was inscribed,

* This plantation has been thinned by John Duke of

Bedford, contrary to the advice and opinion of his gardener.' Bedford.
The Doune of Rothiemnrchus, September 2. 1837."

Felling. The age at which the Scotch pine should be felled depends on
the degree of perfection which the tree will attain in the particular locality.

On thin poor soils, where the trees are planted thick, it may be most profit-
able to cut the whole plantation down, like a crop of corn, as Mr. Main re-

commends (p. 2132.), at 20 or^SO years' growth ; while, on deeper and more
substantial soils, the trees will gain in dimensions for double or treble that

number of years ; and they ought to be left accordingly.

Accidents, Diseases, $c. We are not aware of the Scotch pine being more
liable to accidents, diseases, or insects, than any other species of Abietinze,
or that it has any which are peculiar to it. Mathews states that the red-
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wooded Scotch pine, when come to some age, is, in wet ground, attacked by
the rot; which commences in the collar, and spreads to the adjacent roots

and up the stem, in a manner very similar to the rot in the larch. The red wood

approaches nearer to the outside of the trunk, in trees where the rot exists,

than in others, and is nearest that side of the tree where the rot is the greatest.
This disease is found in trees growing in poor wet tills, and in flat, sandy,
moorish soils, with a retentive subsoil. " The fact that the red pine in Scot-

land has fewer sap wood layers than the red pine of Memel or of North

America, and also the fact that, in most situations in Scotland, the red pine
soon decays, and soonest in the places where the trees have fewest sap wood

layers, and where the timber has been planted, that is, where the cones have
been kilndried, are worthy of notice. Scotch red pine has generally from
14 to 40 layers; Memel, from 40 to 50; Canadian, often 100. We consider

the long, moist, open winter, and cold ungenial spring in Scotland, and the

till bottoms soaking with water, perhaps aided by the transplanting, and the

kilndrying of the cones, to be the causes of this early loss of vitality or change
of sap wood into matured wood. In Poland and Prussia, the earth does

not remain so long cold and moist as in Scotland, but is either frozen, or

sufficiently warm and dry : this occurs even to a greater degree in Canada ;

and neither the Memel nor Canadian trees have any chance ofbeing planted, or

the seeds kilndried." (On Naval Timber, p. 75.) In mountainous countries,
and in countries subject to heavy falls of snow, the Scotch pine is liable to

the accidents which we have mentioned (p. 2136.) as common to the order

generally ; and not only forests take fire, but also single trees. A remarkable

instance of this last kind of accident is noticed by Dr. Howison, who visited

the north of Russia in 1818 ; and who, having observed many large trees ofthe

jPinus sylvestris standing erect in the forest, in a withered, and frequently in

a dead state, was led to examine into the reason. He was not a little sur-

prised to find that, in many cases, although the bark was entire, the interior

part or wood of the tree was in a great measure charred. On enquiry, he

found that this wras occasioned by the travelling boors, in the sultry dry wea-

ther of summer, seeking the shade of large trees, and making fires for dressing
their victuals about the roots of the trees. Many of these roots lie near the

surface ; and, as they abound very much with resinous matter, they readily
catch fire. The fire seems to be propagated slowly, as in match paper ;

a

gradual and stifled combustion creeps onwards, encouraged by the drought,
and constantly fed by the empyreumatic oil of turpentine (or tar), which is

produced by the heat, until the interior of the trunk itself be destroyed.

(Jameson's Journal, iv. p. 207.) We have given these ample details on the

subject of the Scotch pine, considering it by far the most valuable timber

tree of the genus in Britain, and even in Europe.
Statistics. Recorded Trees. Gilpin mentions Basilsleigh, in Berkshire, as containing some of

the most picturesque species of the Scotch pine in England in his time. He also mentions some
fine trees at Thirkleby, near Thirsk, in Yorkshire, a few of which still exist. In Scotland, at In-

verary, a tree mentioned in the Argyllshire lieport has a trunk 10ft. in circumference at 4ft. from
the ground; one at Castle Huntley, in Perthshire, measured in 179fi, was 13ft. 6 in. in circumfe-

rence at 3ft. from the ground; and, close by the ground, 19ft. in circumference. This tree

was considered at the time the largest in the county. At Cameron, in Dumbartonshire, on

the shores of Loch Lomond, a tree, in 178*, measured 7 ft. Sin. in circumference at 4 ft. from the

ground ; one at Bargally, in 1780, measured 9 ft. 3 in. in circumference, and 90 It high, with '22 ft.

of clear stem. It was planted in lfi<*7, and, consequently, was nearly 100 years old. According to

Dr. Walker, in the year 1740, the late Sir J. Nasmyth, formed at New Posso, in Tweeddale, a very
extensive Scotch pine plantation on the north side of a barren hill of considerable height. In the

year 1791, many of the trees in the plantation measured 4 ft. in girt, and contained from 4 in. to fi in.

of red wood. In Ireland, in 1794, Hayes mentions some Scotch pines, at Ballybeg and at Hillbrook,
which measured 7ft. in girt at 5 ft. from the ground, and 5 ft. at 50 ft. high. One felled in its 70th

year was 77 ft. in length of clear timber, and measured 6j ft. in girt at 50 ft. from the ground.
(Pract. Treat., &c., p. 118.) At Tiny Park, Sir S. Smyth, Bart., was one 10 ft. roui.d, containing

nearly the same bulk for 25 ft. At Luttrelstown, Earl of Carhampton, one of 85 years' growth from

the seed was 11 ft. in girt; and another, of very great height, was 11 ft. 10 in., or nearly 4ft. in

diameter, which Hayes believed to exceed the dimensions of the largest foreign deal ever imported.
These trees stood among oaks and other trees, on very high ground, though flat at top for a con-

siderable extent, and much exposed. At Emo Park, Earl of Portarlington, were several Scotch

pines, with trunks from 8ft. to 9ft. in girt, clear to the height of 20ft. or 30ft., and large wild

branching heads, richly clothed with leaves. (Ibid.)

Existing Trees. In the Environs of London. At Muswcll Hill, it is 60 ft. high ;
at Ham House,

near Richmond, it is 70ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4ft., and of the head 8t> ft. ;
at \N hitton

there are many specimens, 100 years planted, from 70 ft. to 80 ft. high, with trunks from 2 ft. to 3ft. in
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diameter. South of London. In Cornwall, at Port Elliott, 70 years planted, it is 45 ft. high ; at

('arrle\v, itis (><) t't. hidi, thediameter of the trunk .'> ft. ;j in., and of the head 40 ft.
; anotherspeeimen

has a trunk 4 ft. in diameter. In Devonshire, at Killerton, it is 59 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
oft. 9 in., and of the head 77 ft.; the trunk is clear, and nearly the same in diameter to the height of

3.j ft. ;
at Bystock Park, 21 years planted, it is :,() ft. high ; at Kndsleigli Cottage, 22 years planted,

it is tJOft. high. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, loo years old, it is 76 ft. high, with a trunk 3ft.

in diameter. In Hampshire, at Alresford, "si years planted, it istijft. high. In Somersetshire, at

Brockley Hall, it is 60 ft. high, with a trunk 3 ft. in diameter; at Kingsweston, it is 90ft. high, with
a trunk 3ft. 4 in. in diameter. In Surrey, at Bagshot Park, 80 years planted, it is 75 ft. high ; at

Claremont, it is 90ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. ti in., and of the head 40 ft ; at Ashley Park
it is 70 ft. high, with a trunk 4 ft. (iin. in diameter

;
at Deepdene, 8 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. In

Sussex, at Westdoan, 70 years planted, it is 45 ft. high ;
at Kidbrooke, 60 years planted, it is 80 ft. high,

the diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 30ft. In Wiltshire, at Wardour Castle, .00 years planted,
it is 60 ft. high ; at Longford Castle, it is 60 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. 3 in. in diameter. North of
London. In Bedfordshire, at Wohurn Abbey, it is 75ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in.,
and of the head 40ft. ; at Southhill, it is 30ft. high, with a trunk 2ft. 6 in. in diameter. In Berkshire.
at Bear Wood, 14 years planted, it is 40 ft high. In Buckinghamshire, at Harlingford, 160 years old,
it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and of the head 48ft., the trunk being clear to the

height of 40ft. This tree has been supposed to be the largest of the species in the kingdom, and se-
veral sketches of it have been taken, but, as will be seen, it is exceeded by several trees in height,
and by some others in bulk. Here are 5 other very fine pines, with trunks 12 ft. in circumference. In
Cambridgeshire, at Gamlingay, it is ft. high, with a trunk 4 ft. in diameter. In Caermarthenshire,
at Golden Grove, it is 97 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and of the head 30ft. In Den-
bighshire, at Llanbede Hall, 70 years planted, it is 65 ft. high. In Leicestershire, at Melbourne
Hall, it is 81 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 5ft. and of the head 56ft; another near it is 78ft. high,
diameter of the trunk, 4ft. 2 in., and of the head 47ft. 6in. These are remarkably fine trees. In

Durham, at Stanwick Park, is one with a trunk 3ft. in diameter. In Essex, at Audley End, 60
years planted, itis 45ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 27 ft. In Hereford-
shire, at Hattield, 105 years old, it is 100ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft., and of the head
^9 ft. In Hertfordshire, at Brockett Hall, it is 50 It high, with a trunk 3ft. in diameter. In Mon-
mouthshire, at Tredegar Park, 110 years old, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft 6 in., and of
the head 52 ft. ; another, of the same age, is 85 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft

,
and of the head

50 ft. In Norfolk, at Merton Hall, it is 86 ft high, with a trunk 3 ft. in diameter. In Radnorshire,
at Maeslangh Castle, it is (JO ft. high, with a trunk 2ft. in diameter. In Suffolk, at Finborough Hall,
60 years planted, itis 100ft high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft., and of the head 30ft

;
and at

Stretton Parsonage, is one 90ft. high, with a trunk 3ft. 4 in. in diameter. In Warwickshire, at
Combe Abbey, 100 years planted, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft 9 in., and of the
head 50 ft. Jn Worcestershire, at Hagley, is one with a trunk 3 ft. 2 in. in diameter ; at Hadzor
House, 13 years planted, it is 22 ft. high ; at Croome, 65 years planted, it is 70ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 3ft., and of the head 60ft. In Yorkshire, at Castle Howard, it is 12()ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 3 ft, and with a bole 100 ft. in length ; at Studley, one is 99 ft. high, with a
trunk 3 ft 5 in. in diameter ; and another is 82 ft. 6 in. high, diameter of the trunks ft. 3 in., and of
the head 51 ft. (See fig. 2050., in p. 2163.)

P'mus si/lrestris in Scotland. In the Environs of Edinburgh. At Dalmeny Park, it is 60ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 36 ft. South of Edinburgh. In Ayrshire, at Dal-
quharren, it is 70 ft. high, the'diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 9 in. ; another, 27 years planted, is 45 ft. high ;

at Kilkerran, 130 years old, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. ; at Newark, it is 60 ft.

high, with a trunk 3ft. 9 in. in diameter. In Haddington-
shire, at Tyninghame, 110 years old, it is 40ft. high, the
diameter of" the trunk 5ft. 4 in., and of the head 45ft
North of Edinburgh. In Aberdeenshire, at Thainston, it is

55 ft. high, with a trunk Sin. in diameter; in Glen Dee, in

thegroup/i. 2055. (to a scale of 50 ft. to 1 in.) it is 75 ft. high.
In Banftshire, at Gordon Castle, it is 90 ft. high, the diameter,
of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in , and of the head 60 ft. In Forfarshire,
at Kinnaird Castle, 150 years old, it is 75 ft. high, the dia-
meter of the head 30 ft. 6 in. In Inverness-shire, at Coul,
40 years planted, it is 50ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 30 ft. In Perthshire, at Lawers, it

is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 4 in., and of the
head 57 ft; at Dupplin, it is 59 ft high, the diameter of the
trunk 3 ft 6' in.; at Gleneagles (the Braemar fir), it is 50 ft high,
with a trunk 3 ft. 6 in. in diameter ; at Taymouth, it is (50 ft.

high, with a trunk 4 ft. in diameter; another, 90 years planted,
is 69 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head
36 ft. In Sutherlandshire, at Ardross, it is 90ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 2ft. 9 in., and of the head 25 ft. ; at

Kilkalmkill, it is 68 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft.
3 in., and of the head 31 ft In Stirlingshire, at Blair Drummond, 75 years planted, it is 50ft high,
the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 40ft; at Airthrey, Tullibody, and Blairlogie, are

specimens above 60 fl. high, with trunks 2ft 6 in. in diameter;
at Callendar Park, it is 60ft high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft.

and of the head 80ft. ; in Bannockburn Wood, it is 74 11. high
and at Dunmore (see fig. 2056., to a scale of 50ft. to 1 in.), 67 ft!

high.
PI/IM* sylvestris in Ireland. Near Dublin, at Cypress Grove, it is

75 ft. high, the diameter ofthetrunk 3 ft. 6 in. and ofthe head 50 ft

In King's County, at Charleville Forest, 45 years planted, it is 76 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 5 ft. In Fermanagh, at Florence Court,
it is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in. ; at Castle Coole
it is 85ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. tiin. In Sligo, at
Makree Castle, it is 71 ft. high. In Kilkenny, at Mt Juliet, it is

72 ft high. In Tipperary, at the seat of Walls, Esq , near Car.
rick on Suir, there is a Scotch pine with a trunk 60 ft. in height,
clear of branches, and a circumference of 15 ft., the whole tree is

86 ft high. The Scotch pine at this place grows spontaneously
from seed shed by the old trees; and the timber, which is supposed
equal to that of Norway, sells on the'spot at 3s. 8d. per cubic foot.
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P}nus sylvtstris in France. Near Paris, at VerrieTes, 20 years planted, it is 32 ft. high; and a

pyramidal variety, of the same age, is 18 ft. high. In Brittany, at Barres, 12 years planted, it is 14 ft.

high. At Colombey, near Metz, 70 years planted, it is 99 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. Gin. In
the Botanic Garden at Avranches, 40 years planted, it is 40 ft. high. In the Park of Clervaux, near
Chat Meraut, 33 years planted, it is 69 ft. high.
Plnus sylvtstris in other Countries. In Bavaria, in the Botanic Garden at Munich, 24 years planted,

it is 24ft. high. In Austria, near Vienna, at Briick on the Leytha, 60 years planted, it is 90ft.
high. In Sweden, in the Botanic Garden at Lund, it is 54 ft. high. In Russia, near St Petersburgh,
on the small island of Sosnovy Rosha, it is 77 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head
16 ft. In Italy, at Monza, 65 years planted, it is 60 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. In the London nurseries, one year's seedling plants
of the common variety are Is. 6d. a thousand

; two years' seedlings, 3s. Gd.

a thousand ; plants one year transplanted, 10s. a thousand; and two years

transplanted, 20s. a thousand. At Bollwyller, single plants transplanted are
3 cents each ; and at New York, 50 cents. Plants of the Highland red pine
are, in London, Is. 9d. a thousand ;

and at Grigor's Nursery, Forres, N. B.,
1*. 6d. a thousand; and of the pin de Hagueneau, at Bollwyller, 8 cents each.
Seeds of the common Scotch pine are, in London, 2s. per Ib ; of the High-
land pine, 2s. 6d. perlb.; and seeds of the pin de Hagueneau, at Bollwyller,
are 1 franc 50 cents per Ib.

* 1 2. P. (s.) PUMI'LIO H&nke. The dwarf, or Mountain, Pine.

Identification. Hasnke Beob., 68. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 495. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t 2.
;
Cam. Hort.,

127. ;
Clus. Pan., 15. ; Hall. Heir., No. 1668. y : Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 314. ; Lodd. Cat, ed.

1836 ; Baum. Cat, ed. 1835.

5ynonym.es. P. sylvstris montana y Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 366. ; P. B. humilis y Neal. Cat.

Hort. Blackb., 50.
; P. conis erctis Town. lust. 586., Scheuchz. It., 460., Du Ham. Arb., 2. p. 126.;

P. humilis, &c., Town. Inst., 586; P. suedticus seu carpftticus Ungarisch Mag., Sterbande, 38. ;

Pinaster cbnis erectis Bauh. Pin., 492. ; P. tatarica Mill, in Herb. Banks.
;
P. p. montanus Park.,

1537. f. 8. ; P. quartus austrlacus Clus. Hist., 1. p. 32. ; Pin nain, Fr.
; Krumholz, Ger

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 2. ; our Jig. 2061., to our usual scale, and figs. 2057. and 2058.,
of the natural size.

Spec. Char., S[-c. Branches generally recumbent. Leaves short, stiff, some-
what twisted ; thickly distributed over the branches, with long, lacerated,

2058woolly, white sheaths. Cones,
when young, erect ; when ma-

ture, pointing outwards. Buds

(fig. 2057.) ovate, blunt, resi-

nous. Leaves (fig. 2058.) from
2 in. to 2^ in. long; sheaths,
at first, from in. to If in. long,
white and lacerated

;
afterwards

falling off or shrinking to in.

gQgy
or in. long, and becoming
dark brown or black. Cones

(d) from 1 in. to 2 in. long, and
from in. to 1 in. broad ; reddish or

dark purplish brown when young, and
of a dull brown when mature. Scales

(b) and seeds (a) resembling those

of P. sylvestris, but smaller. Cotyledons 5 to 7. A large spreading

bush, or low tree; a native of Europe, on mountains. Introduced in

1779; flowering and ripening its cones at the same time as the Scotch

pine. Fig. 2063. in p. 2190. is a portrait of a bush at Dropmore, which,

in 1837, was 12 ft. high and 25 ft. in diameter.

Varieties.
* f P. (s.~)p. 2 rubrfsflora has red flowers, but does not differ in any other

respect from P. (s.) pumilio. There is a bush of it at Dropmore
above 12 ft. high, and covering a space 21 ft. in diameter.

* 1 P. (s.) p. 3 Fischeri Sooth, Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, Lawson's Man.,

p. 333. Only small grafted plants of this variety are in the country,
it not having been introduced till about 1832. In the shoots and

foliage, it bears so strong a resemblance to P. (s.) pumilio, that we
doubt very much if it even merits to be considered as a variety of
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2059

that species ; nevertheless we give it as such, till it shall be farther

known. In the Horticultural Society's Garden, it was, in August,
1837, 4ft. 6 in. high, and produced two cones, which, however, did

not arrive at maturity. The scales were not hooked, and they did

not appear to differ from those of P. (s.) pumilio. Mr. Booth states

that he raised P. (s.) p. Ffscheri in 1825-6, from seeds received from

M. Kin of Philadelphia ; from which it might be presumed that

it was something quite distinct from any European species or variety.

Plants, in the Floetbeck Nurseries, are 10*. 6d. each.

P. (s.)p. 4 Mughus; P. s. Mugho Matt. Camer ; P. montana Baum.
Cat. ; P. Mugho Jacq., Poir, and N. Du Ham., v. p. 233. t. 68. ; P.

echinata Hort. ; P. uncinata Dec., Lod. Cat.,

ed. 1836 ; and ourJigs. 2059. and 2060. ;
the

latter showing the cone, seed, scale, and
sheath of leaves, of the natural size. The

Mugho wild Pine; Pin Mugho, Torchepin,
Pin suffis, Pin crin, Pin du Brianonnais,
Pin de Montagne, Fr. ; Bergfichte, Ger.

This variety is included by Aiton and others

in the preceding one ; but, having seen

both sorts bearing cones, we are satisfied

that they are distinct, though they bear so

close a resemblance to each other in fo-

liage and habit, that, when the cones are ab-

sent, they might be supposed to be identical.

It is remarked in the Nouveau Du Hamel, that

all the published figures of this variety are

bad, with the exception of the one given
in that work, from which ours is copied. On comparing^.?. 2058.
and 2060., it will be found that the cones of P. (s.) p. Mughus, inde-

pendently of the pe-
culiar protuberant

appearance of the

scales,are larger than

those of P. (s.)

pumilio. This and
other differences in

the cones are quite

sufficient, in a tech-

nical point of view
to constitute P. (s.)

p. Mughus and P.(s.)

pumilio distinct spe-
cies ; but, notwith-

standing this, they
bear such obvious

marks of belonging
to P. sylvestris in

their foliage, habit,

and locality, that we
cannot for a moment
hesitate about unit-

ing them to that spe-

'

"TT^^T 2060

cies. The only plants which we feel quite certain are the P
Mugho of the Nouveau Du Hamel are at Syon, at Dropmore, and
in the Horticultural Society's Garden, because the cones on the

plants' in all these places exactly resemble that in our fig. 2060.,

which, as before stated, is copied from the Nouveau Du Hamel.

Fig. 2061. is a portrait of the tree, or rather bush, at Dropmore,
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to a scale of 8 ft. to 1 in. ; and
which was, in 1837, 14ft. high.
This variety is described, in the

Nouv. Dn Hamely as having the

leaves rigid, and of a deep green;
the cone conical, often two to-

gether, shorter than the leaves,
with their scales ending in a

pyramidal quadrangular point,
which is turned back. The cat-

kins of the male flowers are al-

most sessile, and the anthers

have a round membranaceous
crest. It forms a bush in some

cases, and a tree in others, ac-

cording to the soil and situation

in which it springs up or is planted. The cones readily distinguish
it from P. (s.) pumilio. It is found on the Carniolan Mountains, the

Pyrenees, on Mount Ventoux, and in other places. M. Villars

observes that, when it grows on the summits of mountains, it is a

mere bush ;
but that, as it descends to the plains, it becomes

a tree.

The P. s. uncinata of Captain S. E. Cook (Sketches, ii. p. 230.), we
believe, judging from the young plants in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, and from cones sent to Captain Cook from M. P. Boileau,

through M. Vilmorin, to be either identical with, or a subvariety of,

P. (s.) Mitghus. The following note has been sent to us by Captain
Cook: " P. uncinata is found on the upper zone, or line, of the

forest vegetation of the Pyrenees, on both sides the chain. At the

Lac de Gaube, and in a few other localities where the forests

have been allowed to attain their natural state, it is mixed, at first,

with Picea pectinata and Pinus sylvestris ; but, as you ascend,
it gradually leaves these species below, and occupies exclu-

sively the Siberian region of the high or central Pyrenees. Other
localities in which it is believed to occur are, on some elevated

detached masses of mountain between the Pyrenees and the Alps
of Mount Cenis, where, no doubt, it lies over the great forests

of the Maurienne, which are of P. sylvestris. This pine is ex-

tremely valuable from its hardiness, as well as for the resinous

quality and great durability of its timber. In the Spanish pro-
vinces, it is used for torches; and its timber is considered to be

superior in quality to that of the P. sylvestris ; it is also used
for making charcoal. As an ornamental tree, it will be highly
desirable, from the intensely dark green of its foliage, as well as

the close and solid mass it forms, and the habit of the tree, where
left at liberty to throw out massy arms, trailing on the ground, a

quality so unusual in its class. There are now very scanty remains

of this noble tree in the French Pyrenees, where they have been

almost wholly eradicated by the barbarous improvidence of the

people : there are a few left at the Lac de Gaube, at Gavarme, at

the Lac d'Oo, and on the Arriege; but in Aragon and Catalonia

there are forests still remaining of vast extent. They extend from

the region of Mont Perdu and the Maledetta, to the Valley of

Andorre on the Segre ; the most considerable forests being those

opposite to the Valley of Arreau, within the Spanish territory, those

to the north-east of Benarque, and those of the republic of Andorre.

It must be grouped with P. sylvestris, to which it is nearly re-

lated; but the port, colour, and strength of the leaves, and the
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form of the cones, enable the practised eye to distinguish it in a

moment from that species. S. E. Cook. Carlton y
near Darlington,

Mat/, 1837."
a i P. (s.) p. 5 M. nana, the Knee Pine of the Styrian Alps, never

grows above 3 ft. high. A plant has been in the Trinity College
Botanic Garden, Dublin, since 1817; and, in 20 years, it has not

attained a greater height than an ordinary-sized man's knee.

Other Varieties. P. (s.) pumflio and P. (s.) p. Miighusvdry so much

according to the localities in which they are found, that, if it were desirable

to increase the number of subvarieties, there might be a dwarf, a tall, and a

medium form given to each. In the Horticultural Society's Garden, there is

a handsome, erect-growing, small tree of P. (s.) p. Mughus, under the name
of P. uncinata, and also a dwarf plant, under the same name; both producing
hooked cones. At White Knights, where there are 20 or 30 plants of P.

(s.) pumflio, they vary in size from a recumbent bush, 5 ft. or 6 ft. high, and
20 ft. or 30 ft. in diameter, to trees of between 30 ft. and 40 ft. in height ;

some of them with trunks clear of branches to 3ft. or 4ft. from the ground.
Some of these trees have been drawn up in this form in consequence of

being crowded among others.

Description, tyc. The common character belonging to all the varieties of

P. (s.) pumilio is, that of being smaller in all their parts, and less glaucous in

the general appearance of their foliage, than P. sylvestris. The leaves are

also much more thickly set on the branches ; and the sheaths

on the leaves of the current year are much longer and whiter, ^^
especially towards the extremities of the shoots. In the >wlj

2062

dwarf varieties, the cones are small; and those of P. (s.) p.

Mughus have often a deformed stunted appearance ; but, in

some of the tall varieties of P. (s.) pumilio, the cones are

exactly like those of the Scotch pine, as are also the buds.

The rate of growth is slow in all the varieties, in the tall-

est not exceeding 4 in. or 5 in., or at most 6 in., in the year.
All the varieties are natives of the mountains of most parts
of Europe, more especially in France and Germany ; and

they have been recognised by botanists from the time of

Mathiolus. P. (s.) pumilio appears to have been first culti-

vated in England in 1779, by John Blackburn, Esq., at

Orford Hall, near Warrington, in Lancashire, where the ori-

ginal plant still exists, forming a large recumbent bush, but
in a shattered condition. All the varieties have a powerful terebmthinate

odour; and produce abundantly, when the branches are broken, a fragrant and
fluid resin, which is sold, in Hungary, Carniola, &c., as a balsam for curing ul-

cers, contusions, and rheumatism. The krumholz oil, which is produced by
distillation from the burned branches, is of a golden colour, agreeable odour,
and acrid oily flavour; and it is used for similar diseases, particularly in

veterinary surgery. In Britain, P. (s.) pumilio and its varieties are curious

or ornamental bushes or trees, and, as such, are valuable objects in small

gardens, and in miniature pinetums. The vigour of the foliage, and the in-

tensity of its colour, vary exceedingly, according to the soil and situation in

which any of the varieties of this plant and P. (s.) p. Mughus are placed.
The different varieties come tolerably true from seed, by which means they
are generally propagated ; but P. (s) p. Fischen has hitherto been inarched,
not having yet ripened cones, either on the Continent or in Britain.

Statistics. The largest plants of P. (s.) pumttio in the immediate neighbourhood of London are
at Syon, and in the Horticultural Society's Garden, where they are from 4ft. to 6ft. high. The
largest in England are at White Knights, where there are a number of trees upwards of 30ft high ;

and several bushes of from 20 it. to 30ft. in diameter, and 10ft. or 12ft. high. At Dropmore,
the bush of which fig. 2063. is a portrait, to a scale of 8 ft. to 1 in., is above 12 ft. high, and covers a

space 25 ft. in diameter. At Hendon Rectory, there are several handsome conical plants in pote,
from 3 ft to 5ft. high. At Bollwyller, plants of P. (s.) pumilio are 1 franc 50 cents, and of P. (s.)

p. Mhghus 1 franc, each. Plants of P. uncinata, in the London nurseries, are 10s. 6d. each ; but,
whether they are identical with P. (s.) p. Milghus, or with P. s. 4 uncin&ta (p. 2156 ), we are uncer-

tain, having only seen very small plants.
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3. P. Lamb. Banks's, or the Labrador, Pine.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 3. ; Smith in Rees's Cycle., No. 4. ; N. Du Ham., 5. p. 234. ;

Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 642.
;
Lodd. Cat, 1836; Bon Jard., ed. 1837, p. 974.

Synonymes. P. sylvestris divaric^ta Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 366. ; P. rupe'stris Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3.

p. 1 18. ;
P. hudsrinica Lam. Encyc., 5. p. 339. ;

Scrub Pine, Grey Pine, Hudson's Bay Pine ;

Ypres, Canada.
Engravings. I^mb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 3. ;

N. Du Ham., 5. t. 67. f. 3. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. 1. 136. ;

OUT fig. 2064., to our usual scale of 1 in. to 2 ft. ;
and fig. 2065., of the natural size ;

all from

Dropmore specimens.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves in pairs, divaricated, oblique. Cones

recurved, twisted. Crest of the anthers dilated. (Smith.} Bud
in. long, and in. broad; cylindrical, blunt at the point, whitish,

and covered with resin in large particles ; central bud surrounded

by from three to five smaller buds, as shown in fig. 2064. Leaves

(see t/?g. 2065.) from 1 in. to 1 in. in length, including the sheath,
which is short, and has three or four rings. Cones from lin.
to 2 in. long. Leaves and cones retained on the tree three or
four years. Scales terminating in a roundish protuberance, with
a blunt point. Seeds extremely small. 2064

Description. A low, scrubby, straggling tree, not rising higher in its native

country, where it grows among barren rocks, than from 5 ft. to 8 ft. ; but in

British collections, in good
soil, attaining more than three

times that height. Occasion-

ally, among the rocks of La-

brador, Michaux observes, this

pine produces cones, and even
exhibits the appearance of de-

crepid old age, at the height of
3 ft.

; and in no part of North
America did he find it more
than 10ft. high. Dr. Richard-

son, however, in Franklin's

Narrative of a Journey to the

Shores of the Polar Seas in \ 8 1 9
2065 fili and 1822j describes P. Bank-

siana as a " handsome tree, with long, spreading, flexible branches, generally

furnished with whorled curved cones, of many years' growth. It attains," he

adds,
" the height of 40 ft. and upwards in favourable situatio ns ; but the

diameter of its trunk is greater, in proportion to its height, than in the other

pines of the country. In its native situations, it exudes much less resin

than jfbies alba." (App. No. 7. p. 752.) Douglas found it on the higher

banks of the Columbia and in the valleys of the Rocky Mountains, and his

specimens have much longer leaves than are produced by the trees in Britain.
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The species is readily known by
the leaves

being regularly distributed over the branches,
instead of being collected in tufts alternating
with naked spaces, as they appear to be in

most other pines. In America, the leaves are

about 1 in. long ;
but at Dropmore they are

sometimes more than l^in. The catkins of

both sexes are expanded in May, before those

of P. sylvestris ; but, as in that species, the

cones do not attain their full size and matu-

rity till the November of the second year, and
do not open to shed their seeds till the spring
of the third year. The cones are commonly
in pairs, of a grey or ash colour (whence the

American name of grey pine); they are

above 2 in. long, and have the peculiarity of

always pointing in the same direction as" the

branches. They are remarkable for curving to one side, which gives them the

appearance of small horns. They are extremely hard, and often remain on
the trees several years.

Geography, History, $c. P. Banksfana, according to Michaux, is found
farther northward than any other American pine. In Nova Scotia and the
district of Maine, where it is rare, it is called the scrub pine ; and, in Canada,
the grey pine. According to Titus Smith (Mag. Nat. Hist., viii. p. 655.),
it is calfed, in the neighbourhood of Halifax, the long-limbed Hudson's Bay
pine.

" In the environs of Hudson's Bay, and of the Great Mistassin Lakes,
the trees, which compose the forests a few degrees farther south, disappear
almost entirely, in consequence of the severity of the climate and the

sterility of the soil. The face of the country is almost everywhere broken

by innumerable lakes, and covered with large rocks piled upon one an-

other, and usually overgrown 2067
with black lichens, which deep-
en the gloomy aspect of these

desolate and almost uninhabit-

ed regions." (Michx.) Here
and there, in the intervals of
the rocks, Michaux adds, are

seen a few individuals of the

scrub pine; but they seldom

grow higher than 3 ft. Dr.

Richardson, in Franklin's Nar-

rative, states that P. Banks-
idna was found exclusively oc-

cupying dry sandy soils. It oc-

curred as far to the northward
as lat. 64 ; but it was said to

attain higher latitudes on the

sandy banks of the Mackenzie
River. At what time, and by
whom, this pine was intro-

duced into Britain, is uncer-

tain : it was in cultivation by
Forsyth, in the Chelsea Bo-
tanic Garden,before 1785; but,
as Mr. Lambert, in 1804,found
a remarkably fine tree growing
at Pain's Hill, it was in all

probability planted there by
the founder of the place, the

Hon. Charles Hamilton, pre-
7 c
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viously to 1735 (see p. 70.). Mr. Lambert, writing in 1804-, says that he then

only knew of three trees of P. Banks/ana in England that were of any size ;

viz., the one at Pain's Hill we have just mentioned, one at Kew, and another

at Croome. The first is probably no longer in existence, because a party
of four, of which we were one, searched a whole day for it in vain, in the

grounds at Pain's Hill, on July 22. 1837 ; that at Kew is no more ; and that at

Croome, if it still exists, is not known to the gardener there. The handsomest
tree that we know of P. Bankstaaa in England is that at Dropmore, of which

fig. 2067. is a portrait to a scale of 1 in. to 8 ft.
; and which was, in August,

1837,27ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 18 in., and that of the space
covered by the branches 24 ft. It is a most elegant tree, well characterised

by Dr. Richardson as having long, spreading, flexible branches. It bears

abundance of cones, which remain on the trees for several years, and give the

branches a singular appearance. There is a tree of this species 30 ft. high at

White Knights, but it has not assumed so elegant a shape as that at Drop-
more. There is a plant of it at Messrs. Loddiges's, 3 ft. 6 in. high ;

and one
in the Horticultural Society's Garden, 3ft. high. The only one that we have
heard of in France is in the Jardin des Plantes, where, in 1837, it was 4 ft.

high. The species is rather scarce in British nurseries.

Properties and Uses. Dr. Richardson mentions that the Canada porcu-

pine feeds on the bark of this tree, and that the wood, from its lightness, and
the straightness and toughness of its fibres, is much prized for canoe timbers.

Titus Smith says that, on the shallow soils in the neighbourhood of Halifax,
if not consumed by fires, it produces timber of a useful size. Michaux
informs us that the Canadians find a speedy cure for obstinate colds, from a

diet drink made by boiling the cones of P. Baoksiatai in water; ami this is all,

he says, that the tree is good for. As an ornamental tree, we think it one
of the most interesting of the genus, from the graceful manner in which it

throws about its long, flexible, twisted branches, which are generally covered

throughout their whole length with twisted glaucous green leaves, with here

and there a whorl of curiously hooked horn-like cones. It is one of the

hardiest of the ^bietina? ; enduring, in the Floetbeck Nurseries, 12 of Reau-
mur (5 Fahr.) ; and, therefore, it may be safely planted in pinetums in the

extreme north, not only of Britain, but of Europe.
Soil, Propagation, Culture, tyc. (See p. 2127.) Plants are raised from

imported seeds, when these can be procured ; but the species may be

inarched, or grafted in the herbaceous manner, on P. sylvestris. (See
p. 2129.) In the herbarium of the Horticultural Society, there are specimens
of P. Banksmttrt sent home by Douglas, infested with a parasitic plant, re-

sembling, in its ramifications, foliage, and colour, a mistletoe in miniature. It is

the Arceuthobium Oxycedri Hook., and will be found figured in a future page.
Commercial Statistics. Price, in the London nurseries, 7.$. 6d. each ;

at

Bollwyller, 2 francs.

B. Cones large, having the Scales furnished with Prick/cs.

4-. P. I
VNOPS Ait. The Jersey, or poor, Pine.

Identification. Alt. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., 5. p. 367., ed. 2., 5. p. 316.
;
Smith in Rees's Cyclo., No. 10. ;

Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 496. ; Baumz., 208. ; Mart. Mill., No. 3. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 12. ;
N. l)u

Ham., t. 5. p. 236. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 129.
; Haync Dend., No. 4. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. lN3t> ;

Bon Jard., 1837, p. 976. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 346.

Synonymes. P. virginiana Du lioi Harb/c., ed. Pott., 2. p. 47., Mill. Diet., No. 9., Wantfi. Veil.,

p. 74. ; Pin chetif, Fr.

Engravings. Lamb. P5n.,ed. 2., 1. t. 12. ;
N. Du Ham., t. 69. f. 1. ; Michx. N. Amcr. Syl., 3.

t. 137.; our fig. 2070., to our usual scale; andjlgs. 2068. and 2069., of the natural size
;
all

from Dropmore specimens.

Spec. Char., S/-C. Leaves in pairs. Cones drooping oblong-conical, longer
than the leaves. The scales awl-shaped, with prominent prickles. Crest

of the anthers short, broad, jagged. (Smith.) Bud ( Jig. 2068.) from

fin. to Jin. long, and in. broad; cylindrical, blunt at the point, re-

sinous, brown, and surrounded by three small buds. Cone (Jig. 20C9.)
from 2| in. to 3^ in. long, and from 1 in. to 1 in. broad. Some of

those at Dropmore are of the last dimensions. Scales of a hard woody
texture, of a yellowish brown colour, with a sharp woody prickle pro-
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jecting from each, which is generally straight. Leaves from 1* in. to 2J in.

long. Sheaths with 3 or 4 rings. Seeds small, cotyledons 6 to 8.

Young shoots covered with a fine purplish glaucous bloom.

Description. A tortuous-branched

low tree, having, at a distance, the

general appearance of P. Banks/ft ;/;

but differing from that species in

having many of the more slender

branches pendulous, and the wood
of the shoots of the current year

conspicuously glaucous and tinged

with violet ; a character which, as

Michaux observes, is peculiar to

this species
and to P. mitis; and

the trunk and larger branches pro-

ducing small tufts of leaves, or abor-

tive shoots. According to Michaux,
it grows, in North America, from

30 ft. to 40 ft. in height, with a dark-

coloured trunk, and the branches

proceeding from it, not in whorls,

but irregularly, more in the manner
of broad-leaved trees than is usual

with the ^bietinoe. The bark, in old

trees, is deeply cracked ; and through
the fissures resin exudes in such

abundance, as to give the trunk

and branches the appearance of be-

ing candied over with sugar. The
leaves are of a dark green, and scat-

tered equally over the branches, in the manner of P. BankszVzna ; but they
are not so persistent, nor so glaucous, as in that species. The cones, Michaux
describes as about 2m. long, and 1 in. in diameter at the base: they are

attached by short thick peduncles, and are armed with long fine awl-shaped

spines ; they are usually single* and turned more or less towards the

ground. In the neighbourhood of New York, in

lat. 41, the flowers appear in the beginning of

May ; the cones are mature in the November of

the second year; and the seed drops out the fol-

lowing spring. The trees of this species in the

pinetum at Dropmore agree very well with Mi-

chaux's description ;
but they are not yet suffi-

ciently old, or, perhaps, our summers are not

sufficiently warm, to cause an exudation of resin

to the extent mentioned by that author. The

buds, however, are resinous ;
and this matter very

readily exudes, and incrusts the surface of the sec-

tions wherever a branch is cut off. At Dropmore,
in warm weather during sunshine, the fragrance
of the air in the neighbourhood of this tree is de-

lightfully balsamic.

Geography, History, $c. The Jersey pine in-

habits the interior of North America, chiefly south

of latitude 45 ; and, according
to Pursh, it is

found from New Jersey to Carolina, on dry
barren soils. Michaux states that it abounds in

the lower parts of New Jersey, where the soil is meagre and sandy, and
where it is often accompanied by the yellow pine (P.mitis); and that

it is also found in Maryland, Virginia, and Kentucky ; in Pennsylvania,
7 c 2
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beyond Chambersburg, near the Juniata, and on the scrubby ridges beyond
Bedford, at the distance of about 200 miles from Philadelphia. In this part
of Pennsylvania, it is called the scrub pine; and it is seen wherever the soil is

composed of argillaceous schistus, and is consequently poor. The poorness
of the soil on which it grows is attested by the decrepid appearance of the

scarlet, red, black, white, and rock-chestnut oaks, among which it grows.
Michaux never saw it northward of the river Hudson ; and neither in the^Caro-
linas, nor in Georgia. According to the Hortus Kcwensis, it was cultivated in

1739, by Miller; but, though it is a singular-looking, and in our opinion most

interesting, tree, it is not common in British collections. The finest trees of
it which we have seen are at Pain's Hill, where it is 40 ft. high, with a trunk
1 ft. 6 in. in diameter ; and at Dropmore and White Knights, at both which

places, it bears abundance of cones. Fig. 2071. is a portrait of one of the
three Dropmore trees, which, after being 17 years planted, was, in 1837,
25 ft. high, with a head covering a space 24 ft. in diameter. There are three

fine trees at White Knights, from 25 ft. to 30 ft. high, which have retained

their cones ten or twelve years ; and many of the shoots of which appear to be
as amply furnished with cones as leaves. A tree at Syon is 14 ft. high. There
is a low, crooked, pendulous-branched tree of this species in the arboretum at

Kew, about 10 ft. high ; one at Messrs. Loddiges's 5 ft. high ; and one of the

same height, which has been 7 years planted, in the Horticultural Society's
Garden. In France, according to the Nouveau Du Hamel, there is a tree 20 ft.

high in the gardens of the Trianon ; and M. Hericaut de Thury has several

trees which produced cones at the age of 20 years, and have since continued
to do so every year.

Properties and Uses. The wood of the Jersey pine, according to Michaux,
is of little use, except for fuel, on account of its small dimensions, and the

large proportion of sap wood which it contains ; but, as it abounds in resin,

tar is obtained from it. Kalm mentions, in his Travels in North America,

that, in the heat of summer, cattle resort for shade to this tree, in preference
to any other, even though their foliage were much thicker. He saw cattle

studiously singling out P. inops in order to get under its branches ; probably
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from the grateful ness of its fragrance ; for it is highly probable that the brute

animals, especially in a wild state, are even more sensible of the odour of

trees than the human species. Michaux concludes his observations on this

tree by remarking that, next to the grey pine (P. Bankszana), it is the most

uninteresting species in the United States ; but as, in Europe, almost all the

American pines can only be considered in the light of ornamental trees, this

species, as such, well deserves a place in collections, from the singularity of

its form, its delightful fragrance, and its hardiness.

Soi/, Propagation, $c. Plants are sometimes raised from imported seeds ;

or they may be inarched, or grafted in the herbaceous manner, on P. sylvestris.

(Seep. 2127. and p. 2129.)

1 5. P. MI'TIS Michx. The soft-leaved, or yellow>
Pine.

Identification. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., N. Amer. Syl.,3. p. 120.; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; Bon Jard.,
ed. 1837.

Synonymes. P. vari&bilis Pursh FL Amer. Sept. p. 642., N. Du Ham. 5. p. 234.; ? P. echinata

MUl., Diet. No. 12. ; New York Pine, Spruce Pine, Short-leaved Pine, Amer.

Engravings. Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. t. 137 ;
ourfigs. 2076. from Dropmore, and 2075. from Michaux,

to our usual scale ; and figs. 2072, 2073, and 2074., of the natural size.

Spec. Char. Leaves long, slender ;
hollowed on the upper surface. Cones

small, ovate-conical. Scales with their outer surface slightly prominent, and

terminating in a very small slender
2073

mucro, pointing outwards. (Michaux.)
Buds, on a young tree (jg. 2072.),

fc in. long, and -^-in. broad; on an

old tree, larger (Jig. 2073.) ; scarcely
resinous. Leaves (fig. 2074. from

Michaux), from 2^ in. to 4 in. long,
with sheaths in. long; white, la-

cerated, afterwards becoming dark.

slightly ringed. Cone, 2 in. long, and

2072 1 in broad in the widest part.

Seeds small ; with the wing, in. long.

Young shoots covered with a violet-co-

loured glaucous bloom, like those of P.

inops, by which it is readily distinguished
from the P. variabilis of Lambert.

Description. A beautiful tree ; according
to Michaux, 50 ft. or 60 ft. high, with a trunk

of a uniform diameter of 15 in. or 18 in. for

nearly two thirds of its length. The branches are spreading on the lower

part of the trunk, but become less divergent as they approach the head of the

tree, where they are bent towards the body so as to form a summit regularly

pyramidal ; but not spacious in proportion to the dimensions of the

trunk. This narrow conical appearance of the head, as compared with
die spreading character of those of other species, seems to have given rise

To the name of spruce pine in America. The leaves, according to Michaux,
are 4 in. or 5 in. long, fine and flexible (whence the specific name of

mitis, soft), hollowed on the upper surface, of a dark green, and united in

pairs. Sometimes, from luxuriancy of vegetation, three leaves are found in

the same sheath on young shoots, but never on old branches. The cones
are oval, armed with fine spines, and smaller than those ofany other American

pine ; scarcely exceeding 1 \ in. in length, even upon old trees. The concentric

circles of the wood of the yellow pine, Michaux states, are six times as nu-

merous, in a given space, as those of the pitch pine (P. rfgida) and the

loblolly pine (P. TVda).
" In trunks 15 in. or 18 in. in diameter, there are

only 2 in. or 2$ in. of sap wood, and still less in such as exceed this size. The
heart wood is fine grained, and moderately resinous, which renders it com-

pact, without its being of great weight. Long experience has proved its

excellence, and durability." (Mickx.)
7 c 3
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Geography. The yellow pine is found in

most pine forests, from New England to

Georgia. Towards the north, it does not ex-

tend beyond some districts of Connecticut and

Massachusetts. It is abundant in the lower

part of New Jersey, and still more so on the

eastern shore of Maryland, and in the lower

parts of Virginia, where it is seen only on the

most arid soils. Michaux " also met with it

on the right bank of the river Hudson, at a

little distance from Albany; at Chambersburg,
in Pennsylvania; near Mudlick, in Kentucky;
on the Cumberland Mountains, and in the

vicinity of Knox-

ville, in East Ten-

nessee ;
at Edge-

field Court House,
in the upper part
of South Caro-

lina ; and on the

river Oconee, in

the upper part of

Georgia. In all

these places, it

is found growing

along with other

trees ; and it enters, in a greater or less proportion, ^/ 1 2075

into the composition of the indigenous forests,

according to the nature of the soil. It abounds
on the poorest lands; but on those of a certain degree of fertility, which is

indicated by the flourishing appearance of the oaks and walnuts, it is more

rare, though it still surpasses the surrounding trees in bulk and elevation.

The yellow pine is also occasionally seen in the lower part of the Carolina*,

in the Floridas, and probably in Louisiana ; but in these regions it grows only
on spots consisting of beds of red clay mingled with gravel, which here and

there pierce the light covering of sand which forms the surface of the country
to the distance of 120 miles from the sea."

History. When P. mitis was introduced into England
is uncertain ; unless we conclude that it was the P. echi-

nata of Mill. Dictionary, in which case it was in cultiva-

tion in 1739. The P. variabilis of Lambert's Pinus is

unquestionably a totally different plant from the P.
mitis of Michaux; being without the violet-coloured

glaucous bloom on the young shoots ; having rigid

leaves, generally in threes ; and a cone with very strong
prickles, like that of P. TVda, to which species we
have referred it. The only plants that we know which
answer to Michaux's description of P. mitis are at

Dropmore, where they are readily known by the
violet-coloured glaucous bloom on the young snoots,
and by the leaves being almost all in twos

; at the same
time, it is proper to mention, that the leaves there,

though soft and slender, are much shorter than those
in Michaux's figure. The name applied to this species at

Dropmore is JP. variabilis. There is also a plant at

Dropmore named P. mitis; but it is wholly with
three leaves ; and, as far as we can ascertain (the tree

not having yet borne cones), it belongs cither to P. serotina, or to some
variety of it. The description given by Miller of P. echinata, as having finely

elongated leaves, and a cone with very slight slender prickles, agrees perfectly

2076-
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well with this species, as described by Michaux ;
and not at all with Mr. Lam-

bert's P. variabilis, which he describes as having leaves only 2 in. long, and
cones with scales having

"
thorny points of a strong woody texture projecting

from them."

Properties and Uses. In the northern and middle states, and in Virginia,
Michaux tells us that, in his time, to the distance of 159 miles from the sea, nine

tenths of the houses were built entirely of wood ;
and the floors, the casings of

the doors and wainscots, the sashes of the windows, &c., were all made of the

wood of the yellow pine, as being more solid and lasting than that of any
other kind of indigenous tree.

" In the upper part of the Carolinas, where
the cypress (Taxodium distichum) and the white cedar (Cupressus /hyoides)
do not grow, the houses are constructed wholly of the yellow pine, and are

even covered with it." (Michx.) It is necessary, however, whenever the

wood of this tree is used for building purposes, that it should be completely
freed from its sap wood, which speedily decays. This precaution, Michaux
tells us,

"
is sometimes neglected, in order to procure wider boards, especially

near the sea-ports, where, from the constant consumption, the tree is becom-

ing rare. Immense quantities are used in the dockyards of New York,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, &c., for the decks, masts, yards, beams, and cabins

of vessels ; and it is considered to be next in durability to the long-leaved

pine (P. australis). The wood from New Jersey and Maryland is finer grained,
more compact, and stronger than that from the river Delaware, which grows
upon richer lands." (Michx.) The yellow pine, in boards from 1 in. to

2-.\ in. thick, forms a considerable article of commerce between the United

States, and Great Britain and the West Indies. At Liverpool, it is called the

New York pine, while at Jamaica it is called the yellow pine ; and, in both

places, it sells at a much higher price than the wood of the white pine (P.

Strobus), though it is considered inferior to that of P. australis. In the

Minutes of Evidence taken before a select committee appointed to consider of
the means of maintaining and improving the foreign trade of the country, and

printed by order of the House of Commons, in March, 1821, John White,

Esq., of Westbotirne Green, an extensive timber merchant, was examined.
In answer to the question,

" Can you speak at all to the durability of different

kinds of wood ?" he says,
" In general, Norway timber is the most durable

of the fir timbers of Europe ; because, after many years, it does not part with
its resinous particles ; but I consider," he adds,

" that the American soft,

or yellow, pine (P. mitis Michx.) is the most durable of the American firs.

I have known it last, when exposed to the action of the sun and weather, for

a long period, by the side of Norway timber, with equal effect, fully exposed
to wind and rain

; but, if painted, it' does not stand at all so well." (Report,
&c., 182 J, p. 23.)

"
Though this species," Michaux observes, "yields tur-

pentine and tar, their extraction demands too much labour, as this pine is

always mingled in the forests with other trees." This is another point in which
Michaux's account differs from that of Mr. Lambert ; as the latter informs

us that " the wood has a sponginess and lightness which deprive it of durabi-

lity, and render it useless in building, or, indeed, for any purposes of a
similar kind ; but it is tolerably full of resin, so that the Americans employ it

for its tar and pitch." (Lamb.'Pin., ed. 2., i. t. 14-.) The tree of P. mitis at

Dropmore (there named P. variabilis, and easily known from others having the

same name, by the characteristics already mentioned) was, in 1837, after being
41 years planted, 29 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. Cones, in London, are 1*. per quart, and plants 5*.

each ; at Bollwyller, plants are 2 francs each ;
and at New York, 50 cents.

1 6. P. PU'NGENS Michx. The prickly-coned, or Table Mountain, Pine.

Ufiitijinition. Michx. Arb., 1. p. 61. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 643. ;
Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 17. ;

N. l)u Ham.. 5. p. '236. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 353., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

KnurariHus. L:imb. Pin., ed. 1
2., 1. 1. 17. ; N. Du Ham., t. 67. f. 4. ;

Michx. N. Amer. Syl., iii. t. 140. ;

our Ji-r. '2079., to our usual scale
;
and fi#s. 2077. and 2078., of the natural size j all from Dropmore

specimens.

7c 4
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Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves short and thickly set. Cones top-shaped, very
large, yellow. Scales with hard incurved prickles, thick, and broad at

the base. (Michx.) Bud (Jig. 2078.) from in. to f in long, and in.

broad ; cylindrical, blunt at the point ; brown-

fish, and covered with white resin; generally
without small buds. Leaves ( Jig. 2077.)

2^ in. long, including the sheath, which has 4
or 5 rings; the leaves are much broader,
and rather shorter and lighter, than those of'

P. (s.) pumilio, and tipped with a sharp
point. Cone 3^ in. long, and about 2 in.

iW8 broad. Scale woody, and furnished with a

strong awl-shaped hook, exceeding in. in length.
Seeds nearly as large as those of P. sylvestris, rough
and black. Cotyledons from 6 to 8.

Description^ fyc. A tree 40 ft. or 50 ft. high, with
the habit of P. sylvestris, but with a much more
branchy head ; and readily distinguished from that

species by the young leaves not being glaucous,
and by the leaves generally being more straight
and rigid, slightly serrated at the margins, and
with shorter sheaths. The leaves are also of a

paler green, both when young and full grown, so
that the tree, when of large size, has nothing
of the gloomy appearance attributed to the Scotch

pine. The cones are of a light yellowish brown
colour, without footstalks ; and they are generally
in whorls of 3 or 4 together, pointing horizon-

207!>
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tally, and remaining on the tree for many years. At Dropmore, there are

cones adhering to the trunk and larger branches of more than 20 years' growth,
giving the tree a very singular appearance ; and rendering its trunk easily

distinguishable, even at a distance, from those of all others of the pine
tribe. The geographical range of this tree, according to Michaux, is very
limited, it being chiefly found on the Table Mountain in North Carolina,
one of the highest points of the Alleghanies, at nearly 300 miles from the

sea, which summit it covers almost exclusively, being rare on the adjoin-

ing ones. Pursh only mentions the Grandfather and Table Mountains as its

habitats ; but Mr. William Strickland, who introduced the species into Eng-
land, stated to Mr. Lambert that he observed large forests of it on the Blue

Mountains, on the frontiers of Virginia. Of all the forest trees of America,
Michaux observes, this is the only species restricted to such narrow limits ;

and it will, probably, be among the first to become extinct, as the mountains
which produce it are easy ofaccess, are favoured with a salubrious air and a fer-

tile soil, and are rapidly peopling ; besides which, their forests are frequently

ravaged by fire. P. pungens was introduced into England in 1804; and, as

cones are frequently imported, it is occasionally to be found in collections.

The largest tree we know of is at Dropmore; where, in 1837, it was 34ft.

high ; the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 9 in., and of the head 33 ft. Fig. 2080.
is a portrait of this tree. There is a tree in the Horticultural Society's
Garden, 8 ft. high ; and a small plant at Messrs. Loddiges's. In America,
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the timber is applied to no particular use; but its turpentine is preferred to

that of every other kind of pine for dressing wounds. Michaux could not
discover the slightest difference, however, between this turpentine and
that of the pitch pine (P. rigida); and, indeed, he says that the resin of
all the pines is so analogous in properties, as often to be undistinguishable by
the taste and smell. In Britain, P. pungens can only be considered as an
ornamental tree; but, from the singularity of its cones, it well deserves a place
in every pinetum. Another inducement is the probability of its becoming
extinct in North America. Price of cones, in London, 3s. per quart ; plants
7*. 6d. each; and at Bollwyller, 3 francs each.

ii. Laricio.

Sect. Char. Cones with the outer surface of the scales more or less ellip-
tical in shape, with a horizontal rib or line from each extremity, ter-

minating in a blunt slightly protruding point in the centre; generally
much shorter than the leaves. Buds large, ovate-acuminate, concave on
the sides, and terminating in an elongated point, like a camel-hair pencil.
The scales of the buds adpressed, incrusted with white resin. Leaves
twice the length of the cones ; in no stage of their growth glaucous,
but of a darker green than those of any other section of either Euro-

pean or American pines; remaining on the tree four years. Natives of

Europe.

1 7. P. LARI'CIO Pair. The Corsican, or Larch, Pine.

Identification.
. 239. ; Lamb. P

Poir. in Lam. Encyc., 5. p. S39. ; Lam. et Dec. Fr. Fl., S. p. 274. ; N. Du Ham., 5.

. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 4. ;
Don in Neill's Hort. Tour, p. 552.

;
Lawson's Manual, p. 336.:p. . . ., . ., . . .

;
. , . .

Bon Jard., ed 1837, p. 974. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; Hayne Dend., p. 172.

Synonymes. P. sylvestrid i maritima Ait. Hort. Kcw. y in. p. 366. ; P. maritima, ed. 2., v. p. 315.

2082

2081

. . . . . y . . . .
, . ., . . .

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 4. ;
N. Du Ham., t. 69. and 69. f. 2.

;
our fig. 2084., to our usual

scale, from a specimen received from the Horticultural Society's Garden ; figs. 208i. to 2083., of the
natural size ; and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char. Leaves lax, twice the length
of the cones. Cones conical, often in

pairs, sometimes, but rarely, in threes or
in fours. Scales convex on the back, el-

liptic in their general form,

scarcely angular, and very

slightly pointed. Male flow-

ers almost sessile, elongated,

^ having the anthers terminated

by a small round crest. (-A
7
.

)u Ham., and- obs.) Bud
(see/g. 2081.) from fin. to

1 in. long; and from f in. to

^ in. broad; ovate, with a

long narrow point, and con-

cave at the sides, resembling
a camel-hair pencil. Scales

adpressed, and incrusted with

white resin.
*

The centre bud gene-

rally surrounded by three or more small

buds. Cones varying from 2 in. to 3 in.

or more in length; and from fin. to

lin. in breadth. The points of the

scales turned over like an under lip,

and terminating in a point which has

a very small prickle, often scarcely per-

ceptible The colour of the cone tawny,
and the interior part of the scales purple.
Leaves varying in length from 4 in. to

Gin. and upwards; generally two in a

sheath on the side" branches, but occasionally three on the leading shoots.
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Seeds greyish or black, twice as large as those of P. sylvestris. Cotyle-

dons (aeejfe, 2083.) 6 to 8.

Varieties. Judging from the names in Continental catalogues, these are nume-

rous ; but, as these names are chiefly expressive of different localities, we

are ignorant how far the plants are really distinct. In the Nouvcau Du
Hamel, only one variety is given, which is characterised by the cones being

greenish, those of the species being described as of a tawny or fawn

colour. Delamarre, in his Traite Pratique, &c., enumerates five

varieties, some of which, however, are considered by M. Vilmorin

as being probably species ; the cones not having yet been seen.

1 P.Z/. \corsicdna; Laricio del' He de Corse, Delamarre. Cones

of a tawny or fallow colour.

t P. L. 2 subviridis Nouveau Du Hamel. Cone of a greenish

yellow.
1 P. L. 3 caramanica ; P. caramanica Bosc

;
P. caramanie'nsis

Bon Jard. t ed. 1837, p. 974.; Laricio de Caramanie, ou de

1'Asia Mineure, Delamarre ;? P. romana Lond. Hort. Soc.

Oard, P. L. caramanica seldom grows to above half the

height of P. L. corsicana : it has a much rounder and

more bushy head, with straight, or nearly straight, leaves,

slender branches, reddish-coloured bark, and reddish buds,
which are wholly, or in part, covered with white resin. The
scales of the cones, which are larger than those of P.

L. corsicana, are tipped with a harder and more horny

point. This pine was introduced into France by Olivier,

the author of Travels in the Levant, in the year 1798 ;

and there were trees of it, producing cones with fertile

seeds, in the grounds of Mahnaison, in 1836. There is

also a tree in the garden of M. Perignon, at Auteuil ; one
in the nursery of M. Noisette ;

and another in that of M.
Cels, fils, which has ripened seeds. Delamarre remarks that 20&*

this variety is, in the French nurseries, erroneously called P. romana ;

and, as the tree bearing this name in the garden of the London Hor-
ticultural Society, now 20ft. high, was received from Godefroy
of Ville d'Avray, near Paris, in J825 or before, it is most probably
this variety. Seeds of this variety were sent to us from Germany
in 1829, under the name of P. resinosa, and the plants which have
been raised from them are found, at Methven Castle, to produce
annual shoots surpassing in length those of the common Scotch

pine, near to which they are planted. Mr. Bishop states that

this variety bids fair to become available for the poorer soils of
Scotland. (See High. Soc. Trans., vol. xi. p. 124.)

1 P. L. 4 caldbrica ; Laricio de Mont Sila en Calabre, Delamarre. This

pine, Michaux and Vilmorin remark, in a note to Delamarre's work,
resembles the pine of Caramania; but, as there are only young
plants of it in France, which have not yet fruited, very little can be
said about it. It was introduced into France by M. Vilmorin in

1819, 1820, and 1821 ; and lOOlb., of seeds, containing about three

millions, distributed.

i P. L. 5 austriaca; Laricio d'Autriehe, ou de \&}J.or\grie, Delamarre.
Noisette is said to have found this variety in Hungary ; but, accord-

ing to Michaux and Vilmorin, in their notes to Delamarre's Trnitc
t

&c., it scarcely differs from P. caramanica, which they say grows
also in Romania, and in the Crimea. The P. austriaca of Hoss

(Anleit. die Baumc und Slr'duche Oe&terreichs, &c., p. 6.), judging
from the author's description, and from comparing the buds of the

young plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden, received from
Mr. Lawson's, with plants of the same age of P. L. corsicana,

appears to be a variety of that species, and is probably identical

with the Laricio d'Autriehe of Delamarre ; but, as we have not
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seen the cones, and as the plant is now being extensively dis-

tributed, through the activity of Mr. Lawson, we have considered
it best, in the meantime, to give it in the form of a species.

1 P. L. 6 pyrenaica ; P. hispanica Cook ; ? P. pyrenaica Lap. From the

buds of the young plants of this pine, in the Horticultural Society's
Garden, and more especially from the cones, some of which we
received from Captain Cook, we are induced to refer it also to P.
Laricio ; but, as it seems a very distinct and beautiful variety, and
as it has been lately extensively distributed by Captain Cook, who
introduced it, we shall also give it in the form of a species.

1 P. L. 7 taurica. There is a tree bearing this name in Loddiges's arbore-

tum, which is not introduced into their catalogue for 1836, and
which appears, from its buds, to be identical with P. taurica (Lodd.
Cat.,ed. 1836.) of the same collection; and of which name P.
Pallasfttwa is a synonyme : but, as this variety of Laricio is very
distinct, particularly in the greater length of the cones and leaves,
we have given it as a species.

Other Varieties. P. altissima and probably some other names are ap-

plied to P. Laricio, or some of its varieties, but not in such a manner
as to enable us to state anything satisfactory respecting them. The

only truly distinct forms of this species, in our opinion, are, P. L. corsicana,
P. L. caramanica (of which there is a handsome tree in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, under the name of P. romana), P. L. Pallaswzna (of
which there are trees at White Knights and Boyton), and perhaps P. L.

pyrenaica.

Description. A tree, attaining the height of from 80 ft. to 100 ft., with a

regular pyramidal head, and the branches

disposed in whorls, of five or six in a whorl ;

which are distinguished from the branches

of P. Pinaster, by being often twisted and
turned in a lateral direction at their extre-

mities, especially in full grown trees. In the

Island of Corsica, it is said that there are

trees of this species from 140 ft. to 150 ft. in

height. The trunk and branches of full-

grown trees have a reddish grey-coloured

bark, not unlike that of P. sylvestris; and
the bark of the trunk cracks, and partially

separates in the form of large plates, as in

that tree. The leaves vary much in length,

according to the age ofthe tree, and the soil

on which it grows. The shortest are ge-

nerally 4- in. or 5 in., and the longest 7 in. or

8 in. long. They are slender, not sensibly

rough, and much darker-coloured than those of either P. sylvestris or P.
Pinaster. In young plants, and on the extremities of the shoots of the lower

horizontal branches of old trees, they are frequently much waved and twisted;
but near the top of the tree they are straight ; and on the leading shoot of

young trees, three leaves are occasionally found in a sheath. The sheaths of

the leaves vary from \ in. to 1 in. in length, and have generally 4 or 5 rings.

At first, the sheath is white and membranaceous; but it becomes torn and short-

ened as the leaves advance in age, and ultimately becomes black. The male

catkins, which are produced at the extremities of the shoots, are from 6 to 15

in number, and they are surrounded by numerous scales. They are from 1 in.

to l^in. in length, and from f^in. to in. in breadth; yellowish before the

bursting of the anthers, which are terminated by a round crest, and which

contain abundance of pollen, of a beautiful sulphur colour. After the male

catkins drop off, the part of the young shoot which they occupied is left naked ;

and hence the branches of old trees, particularly at their extremities, have

those tufts of leaves, alternately with naked places, which are so conspicuous
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in P. Pinaster, and all the pines which have either large and very scaly buds,
or which produce a great number of male catkins. The female catkins are

egg-shaped, reddish, becoming straight after flowering, and they are borne on

peduncles, from in. to in. in length, surrounded at the base with scarious

scales ; the fleshy scales which form the female catkin are terminated by a
blunt triangular point, which is often persistent, and which, when the cone is

mature, renders it very slightly prickly. The cones are commonly in pairs,
but sometimes three and sometimes four occur together : they point hori-

zontally and slightly downwards, and sometimes they are slightly curved, so
as to be concave at the extremity of the side next the ground. They are

from 2 in. to 3 in., or more, in length ; of a ruddy yellow or tawny colour, or

greenish. They attain their flill size in the November of the second year, and
shed their seeds in the April of the third year. The scales of the cones are

remarkably distinct from those of P. sylvestris, and the prickly cones of

Pnops, and TVda, on the one hand, and from the hard, angular, regular-
sided scales of the cones of the sections of Pinaster and Halepenses, on the

other. The seeds of P. Laricio are greyish, and marked with black spots :

deprived of their wings, they are scarcely in. in length, but with the wings
they are more than 1 in. The tree is readily known from P. sylvestris by its

more conical form, and crowded, longer, and darker foliage ; and from P. Pi-

naster, from many of its branches being twisted, as it were, round the tree,
and from its foliage being shorter, more slender, and much darker. The rate

of growth, even in Britain, is more rapid than that of P. sylvestris in a
similar soil and situation ; being, in young trees, in the climate of London,
from 2 ft. to 3 ft. in a year. A tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden

(see the portrait of this tree in our last Volume), having been 12 years

planted, was, in 1834, 20 ft. high ; and is now (1837) 25 ft. high. A shoot of
the year 1829, with part of 1828, cut from a tree 5 years old, on M. Vilmorin's
estate at Barres, and sent to Mr. Lawson's museum, measured 3 ft. in length,
and 3| in. in circumference at the thickest end. The leading annual shoot of
a tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which was blown offon August 20.

1837, measured 2ft. 6 in. in length, and fin. in diameter at the lower end,
where it had been pierced by an insect; and, though not arrived at their full

growth, its leaves, which are in part in threes, were 4 in. in length ; whilst those
of the last year's shoot, from which it sprang, were 8| in. In the Gardener's

Magazine (vol. i. p. 79.), it is stated, that, a young plant of P. Laricio being
planted in 1817, at the same time with a young plant of P. sylvestris, on a

sandy hill in one of the coldest counties of the eastern part of England, in

1825 the Scotch pine was only 6 ft. or 7 ft. high, while P. Laricio had attained

a height of upwards of 12ft. In the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges, this

pine has attained a larger size than any other species, and thrives better than

any other, with the exception of P. Pinaster and P. Pfnea, there being four

trees, under the names of P. Laricio, P. L. taurica, P. taurica, and P. romana,
from 20 ft. to 30 ft. high ; while the Scotch pine and its varieties are not
above 12ft. high, and the American pines not above half that height. In

France, according to Thouin, P. Laricio grows two thirds faster than the

Scotch pine, placed in a similar soil and situation. The duration of the tree

in Corsica is from 70 to 80 years, and its average height about 130ft. (40
metres) ; and the diameter of the trunk from 23 in. to 27 in. (6 to 7 de"cime-

tres). The finest young trees in the neighbourhood of London are in the

Horticultural Society's Garden ; and the finest old tree at Kew, where it is

named P. maritima, and of which a portrait is given in our last Volume.

Geography. The Pinus Laricio is a native of Corsica, and of various other

parts of Europe P. B. Webb, Esq., discovered it on Mount Ida, in Phrygia,
and Mr. Hawkins found in Greece, on Cyllene, Taygetus, and the moun-
tains of Thasos, a sort of pine which, from the description given in Walpole's
Memoirs relative to Turkey, is considered by Mr. Lambert to be this species.

According to Baudrillart, it grows equally well on mountains of the second
order in the interior of Spain, on the sandy plains along the shores of the

Mediterranean, and in a great part of the north of France. It is said to be
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found in Hungary, in the Hartwold in Leimerslachle, in Germany ; and it

abounds on Caucasus, and in the south of Russia, and probably generally
throughout the south of Europe, and great part of the west and north of Asia.

It does not appear to grow on the very poorest soils, or at very great eleva-

tions ; and to require a deeper soil than P. sylvestris.

History. The Corsican pine was scarcely known in France, as a distinct

species, in the time of Du Hamel ; and was subsequently, according to Bosc,
confounded by authors with the Pinus sylvestris, under the name of P. s. altis-

sima; and with the Pinus maritima (our P. Pinaster), under the name of P.
m. Pinaster; from its, in fact, holding a middle place between these two species,
The name of P. Laricio was first given to it by Poiret, in the Dict'umnaire Ency-
clopedique ; and it was subsequently adopted by De Candolle, in the Florc

Franfa'ise. P. Laricio was introduced into England under the name of P. syl-
vestris rj maritima in 1759; and that name was adopted by Aiton, in the first

edition of the Hortus Kewensis ; and afterwards changed, in the second edition,
to P. maritima. The name of P. Laricio was first adopted in Britain in 1822,
in consequence of the description, by Professor Don, of a tree in the Paris

Garden, being published under that name in an Appendix to Neill's Horti-

cultural Tour through France and the Netherlands. Seeds were soon after

imported by Mr. Malcolm, from M. Vilmorin, and a number of plants raised,
which have been distributed throughout the country, though we are not aware
that they have been planted any where in large masses. In France, according
to Mordant de Launay, as quoted by Delamarre, P. Laricio first attracted the

notice of government under the ministry of Turgot, in the time of Louis XVI. ;

and the fine tree in the Paris Garden was planted where it now stands in the

year 1774, being then several years old. The government had great diffi-

culty in procuring seeds from its agents in Corsica : the cones being produced
only in small quantities, and at the summits of the trees, it was difficult, and
even dangerous, to gather them ; and this circumstance tempted the dealers

in these seeds to mix them with those of P. Pinaster, which they could pro-
cure with facility. In 1788, the Corsican pines began to be employed for

masts for the French navy ; and, when the trees were cut down, the cones
were easily gathered. The late Andre Thouin was employed by the French

government, about the year 1814, to draw up directions for cultivating this tree,
which were printed and published, together with an account of its properties
and uses in Corsica, and a strong recommendation for its culture in France.

Nevertheless, the seed not having been procured in sufficient quantities, grafting
was resorted to, in the year 1822 ;

and M. Larminat (as we have seen, p. 2 130.)

grafted many thousands of P. Laricio on P. sylvestris in the Forest of Fon-
tainebleau. Since that time, this pine has been strongly recommended for cul-

ture by M. Vilmorin, who has planted all the varieties of it extensively on his

estate at Barres, and supplied all the principal seedsmen of Europe with

seeds. It succeeds well in Scotland, even in the Highlands.

Properties and Uses. According to M. Thouin, the timber of P. Laricio

is somewhat heavier than that of the P. sylvestris brought from Riga; but,

being more resinous, it is less brittle and more elastic. Other authors assure

us, on the contrary, says Baudrillart, that the wood of P. Laricio has neither

the strength nor the elasticity of that of P. sylvestris. Previously to the

year 1788, the wood was only used by the French government for the beams,
the flooring, and the side planks of ships ; but, in that year, the administration

of the marine sent two engineers to examine the forests of Lonca and Rospa
in Corsica, in which abundance of trees were found fit for masts. After this,

entire vessels were built with it : only it was found necessary to give greater
thickness to the masts, in order to supply its want of strength and elasticity.
The thickness of the sap wood in P. Laricio is greater than in most other

species of pine; but the heart wood is found to be of very great duration.

In Corsica, it is employed for all the purposes for which it is used, when of
36 or 40 years' growth. It is easily worked, and is used both by cabinet-

makers and sculptors in wood ; the figures which ornament the heads of ves-

sels being generally made of it. In Britain, the tree hitherto can only be
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considered as being one of ornament ; and, as such, it deserves to be planted

extensively for its very regular and handsome form, and the intensely dark

green of its abundant foliage. It also deserves planting on a large scale as a,

useful tree, on account of the great rapidity of its growth. In the low
districts of Britain, it might probably be a good substitute for P.sylvestris,

S/alistics. In the Environs of London. In the Horticultural Society's Garden, 12 years planted, it

is 25ft. high ;
at Muswell Hill, 8 years planted, it is 16 ft. high ; in the Hackney arboretum, from

25 ft. to 30 ft. high; at Syou, 40ft. high; at Kew, the tree figured in our last Volume, which is

between 80 ft. and 90ft. high. North of London. In Bedfordshire, at Woburn Abbey, 7 years
planted, it is 10 ft. high. In Berkshire, at White Knights, ,'J? years planted, it is f>0 ft. high; at

Dropmore, 20 ft. high. In Essex, at Audley End, 7 years planted, it is 9 ft. fi in. high. In Hert-

fordshire, at Cheshunt, 4 years planted, it is 8 ft. high. In Staffordshire, at Trentham, 6 years
planted, it is 16 ft. high. In Suffolk, at Ampton Hall, 12 years old, it is 10 ft. high.
In Foreign Countries. In France, in the Jardin des Plantes, 55 years planted, it ii 80 ft. high, the

diameter of the trunk 2ft. 6 in., and of the head 40 ft.
;
at Fromont, in the garden of M. le Che-

valier Soulange-Bodin, it is 42ft. high, the diameter of the trunk, at 6ft. from the ground, 1ft.

4 in.
;

in Brittany, at Barres, 12 years planted, it is 2t ft. high ;
at Nantes, in the nursery of M.

Nerrieres, 15 years planted, it is 25ft. high ;
in the Botanic Garden at Metz, 18 years grafted, it is

24ft. high ; at M. Brunei's, at Avranches, 20 years
:

planted, it is 40ft. high ;
in the Park at Cler-

vaux, 42 years planted, it is "8 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. Gin., and of the head 32 ft.

In Hanover, at Harbecke, 10 years planted, it is 16 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are Is. 6d. each ;

and at Bollwyller, 1 franc; but, if there were a demand for them, they would
doubtless be procured at 30s. or 40,?. per thousand.

1 8. P. (L.) AUSTRI^ACA H'dss. The Austrian, or black, Pine.

Identification. Hoss Anleit. , p. 6. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 388.

Si/noni/nics. P. nigricans Hort.
;

P. nigrescens Hart.
;
schwartz Fo'hre, Gcr.

En<i>-(wint>s. Fig. 2085., showing the bud of a plant of two years' growth in the Horticultural

Society's Garden.

Spec. Char., $c. Sheath with from 3 to 5 rings, at first of a clear ash grey,
then becoming reddish, afterwards darker, and at last black. Leaves
from 2 in. to 5 in. long; seldom, and but little, twisted

;
when young,

erect; when older, standing out, and curved towards the twig ; outer

surface half round, dark green, glossy, and with a sharply serrated

margin ;
inner surface nearly even, but slightly dotted along the

ridge ; points prickly, of a yellowish brown or fawn colour. Buds

large, the leader often from 1 in. to lin. long, ovate, with a long

point Scales dark brown, thinner at the margin and point, and fur-

nished with whitish fringe ; the lower ones curving back from the bud;
the inner ones collapsed, and incrusted with white resin. Flowers

produced about the end of May. Male catkins on short pedun-
cles, oblong, cylindrical, round, or bluntly pointed, becoming conical S005

after arriving at maturity, placed many together in verticillate bundles round
the bottom of the young shoots. The female catkins two or three, or occa-

sionally more, together, with rather long peduncles from the extremity of the

conical, rounded at the base, 2 in. or 3 in. long, pointing horizontally, or

nearly so; of a light yellow brown, polished, and shining. Seeds very closely

resembling those of P. Laricio; and the cotyledons 6 or 8, as in that species.
Trunk cylindrical. Bark very thick, of a blackish ash-green, marked with
reddish brown spots. Scales deeply and longitudinally cleft; the fissures of a
uniform reddish brick-colour, lighter than that of Picea pectinata. The
branches are produced in regular whorls, at first inclined upwards towards
the trunk, then spreading horizontally, and finally drooping at the extremity.
In full-grown trees, the top becomes flat and spreading to a great extent.

The bark of the shoots of the current year is of a greenish yellow, regu-
larly and deeply raised by the insertions of the leaves, furrowed, and

shining. (Ross's Gemeinfassliche Anleitung, &c., p. 8.; and Laivson's Manual
p. 339.)

Geography and History. P. austriaca grows naturally in Austria, in the
Breima Forest (Wienerwald), the Banate, upon the Demoglet, near Me-
hadia ; and, in the neighbourhood of the Snowy Mountains, it grows at higher
altitudes than Plcea pectinata. It prefers a deep, dry, calcareous sand ;
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but it will succeed in any soil, provided it is loose ; and it even loves a

moist soil, if not too wet. It thrives best in situations having a southern

aspect. This pine was first introduced into Britain by Mr. Lawson of

Edinburgh, in 1835. The seeds were sown in that year, on light sandy
soil ; and, at the end of the first season, the plants were twice as large
as those of P. sylvestris sown at the same time in the same soil ; and

they had remarkably large deep-penetrating roots. (Man., p. 339.)
Properties and Uses. The sap wood of P. austriaca is said by Hoss to

be of a whitish yellow, and the heart wood of a rusty yellow ; the latter

being very resinous, strong, and tough. It is much valued in Austria, when
kept dry ; and is said to surpass even the larch in resisting the injurious
effects of water, or of alternate moisture and dryness. It is used by joiners,

coopers, &c., and makes excellent fuel. When burned, the flames, on account
of the resin contained in the wood, produce a very dense black smoke ; and,
where lampblack is the object, it is very productive of that substance.

The wood is preferred to that of the beech for charcoal ; and the roots afford

splinters for torches. Among all the native pines of Austria, this one is said

to afford the greatest quantity of turpentine.
Commercial Statistics. Price of plants, in Lawson's Nursery, Edinburgh,

10s. a thousand for one-year's seedlings, and 20s. for two-years' seedlings.

1 9. P. (L.) PALLAS/,*^ Lamb. Pallas's, or the Tartarian, Pine.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., I. t. 5. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 339.

Synonymes. P. taurica Hort.; P. tatarica'.in the Hammersmith Nursery in 1797 ; P. marftima Pail.
Jnd. Taur. (according to a specimen in Mr. Lambert's herbarium) ; P. Pinea Habl. Taur., p. 97. ;

P. halepensis Bieb. Fl. Taur. Cnuc., 2. p. 408. (exclusive of the synonymes, except those of Pall.

and Habl.) ; P. Laricio Bieb. Fl. Taur. Cauc. Suppl., 3. p. 623. (exclusive of the synonymes, except
those of Pall, and Habl.) ; Tzaam in the Tartar language.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 5. ; our Jigs. 2087. and 2089., to our usual scale; figs. 208fi. and
2088., of the natural size, from living specimens received from A. Lambert, Esq., taken from his

trees at Boy ton ;
and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., Sec. Leaves in pairs, very long, erect, rigid, channeled ; sheaths

20S6 very short. Crest of the

anthers roundish, convex

repand. Cone ovate-oblong
oftencurved. Scales slight

ly tuberculate, and termi-

nated by a very small.

prickle. (Lamb.) Bud (fig.

2086.) fin. to
l^in. long,

and from in to 1 in. broad ;

ovate, and pointed, with

the sides concave, like those

of P. Larfcio, but much

larger. Leaves (see fig.

2088.) from 4 in. to 7 in. or 8 in. in

length ; sheath from \ in. to in. in length.

Cones from 4 in. to 5 in. in length, and

from lin. to If in. in breadth at the

widest part ; ovate-oval, acuminate, hori-

zontal in their direction, and slightly in-

curved at the extremities, which point

downwards. Scales as in those of P. La-

ricio, but larger. (From specimens re-

ceived from Mr. Lambert, White Knights,
and the Glasnevin Garden, in August, 1837.)

Varieties. We can readily conceive that P. L. Pallasunta, like every other va-

riety of P. Laricio, is liable to sport ; and, accordingly, of the trees pos-
sessed by Mr. Lambert, one has the cones straight and short, and another

long and crooked. In the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, there are two

trees of P. Pallaswwa, which were planted in the year 1797, and are now
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about 50 ft. high. They were
received from the Hammer-
smith Nursery, and marked in

the garden with the name of P.
uncinata ; but, in 1834, cones
were produced, when they were
found to be those of P. Pallas-

iana. Both these trees, Mr.
Nevin informs us, are equally
robust and vigorous ; but the

one throws out its branches in

the most grotesque and luxu-

riant manner, with a knotty
stem, while the other hus an

elegant cypress-like form. Mr.
Niven has sent us specimens
with cones of both varieties ;

but the cones of these speci-
mens do not appear to differ

in the least. There is a tree

in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, considered there as the

true P. Pallasidna, which has

borne cones, and of which fig.
2089. is a portrait, to our usual

scale ; but it is evidently not
the P. Pallaswwa of Lambert,
but rather some other variety
of P. Laricio less different from
the species. There is another

tree in the same garden, mark-
ed P. taurica, which has not
borne cones

; and, though it

differs somewhat in habit from
the tree marked there P. Pal-

being more fastigiate,
we have no doubt it will be

found, when it comes to pro-
duce cones, to be some other

slight variation of P. Laricio

In rare species, of every kind,
it is very natural to take ad-

vantage of slight shades of

difference, and to hold them out as varieties, which, in species that are

common, would be altogether neglected. For example, there might be

many very distinct varieties selected from Scotch pine woods, quite as dif-

ferent from one another as the different varieties and subvarieties of P. La-
ricio ; but, as P. sylvestris is a very common tree, no cultivator thinks it

worth his while to bring its varieties or variations into notice.

Description.
" A large tree, about the size of P. sylvestris, but much more

spreading, sending out numerous large, declining, and horizontal branches
from the summit to the base; the lower branches almost equalling the trunk
itself in size. Bark cracked, rugged, brown, scaling off. Wood compact,
white, brownish red in the centre, resinous, very knotty. Leaves in twos,
crowded, erect, rigid, semi-cylindrical, glabrous, somewhat shining, light grctn;
5 in. long; roughly serrulated on the margin, canaliculate above, furnished at the

apex with a sharp cartilaginous mucro; sheaths short, about ^in. long, round,
covered externally with loose scales, membraneous, and torn on the margin;

7 D
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white, having at the base a Ian-
\

ceolate, long-pointed, persistent,
\

indurated scale. Catkins termi-

nal, sessile; bracteated at the

base, \\ith numerous lanceolate

euspiilate scales; male catkins

numerous, simple, cylindrical,

I:
1

,
in. long, dense. Stamens mon-

adelphous. Anthers linear, 2-

celled, opening below longitudi-
nally. Crest roundish, convex,

repand. Pollen granular, sulphur-
coloured ; female catkins ovate,

ternate, furnished at the base

with numerous lanceolate, mem-
branaceous, loose scales; ureen,

erect, finally brownish, spread-

ing. Scales short, roundish,

thick, marginate, imbricated backwards; keeled and convex above, Cone

generally ternate, ovate-oblong; 5 in. long, sessile, 2 in. in diameter at

the base, decl'mate-pendulous, ash-coloured, somewhat attenuated towards
the apex, decurved

; scales indurated, woodv, dilated at the apex, tra-

pc/oidal, depressedly 4-angled; ash-coloured, elevated in the centre from
a yellow conical tubercle terminated by a small spine. Seeds obovate ;

testa convex and crustaceons on both sides ; wing slender, membrana-

ceous, hook-shaped, oblong, acute, quite entire." (Lamb. P///..ed. 2., i. p. 14.)
The chiefcircumstance in which P. (L.)Pallaswwfl differs from P. Larfciojudging
from the trees at White Knights, is in the length of the cones: the leaves are

alr,o larger than those of P. Laricio
; and, on the A hole, the difference may be

compared to that which exists between 7'ilia europaAi and T. e grandifolia, or

the pin de Hageneau and the pin de Geneve. At the same time, we think it

right to observe that there is a tree of 1\ Laricio in the botanic garden at

\\ liite Knights, which produces both straight and crooked cones, which, though
longer than those generally borne by 1\ Laricio, are shorter than those of

/'. ( L. ) PallasiV/wrt. The rate of growth appears to be the same as in P. Laricio.

The finest trees in Kngland of P. (L.) Pal!as/V//m are, no doubt, those at

LoUon. \\hich, Mr. Lambert informs us, are between <><>ft. and 70 ft. high.
There are a number of trees at White Knights, which arc 1 from .">uft. to (iO ft.

hi:_:l), \\ith trunk-, from I 1 in. to Is in. in diameter; but thev are drawn up by
other trees. They are in some places intermixed \\ilh trees of /'. /'master,
and the tnmks are destitute of branches to the height of ^0 ft. or oO It., so

that the only \\ ay of recognising them from below is bv observing the

tortuous direction of their branches. There are trees at Dropmore, ^o ft.

high. Mr. Lambert remarks, in a letter to us, dated .Inlv, 1S.'>7, that, though
hi.^ trees proiluce j)U-nty ot'c'oiie-, annually, the seed.*> have never yet ripened.

(it:<igrnj)hi/t ///.v/cr//, AT. /'. Pallas;V/;/a i.> confined to the central regions
of the Crimea, forming considerable iorests on the western declivity of the

chain of lofty mountains \\hich extend aloniz the coast of the Black Sea. It

was fir>t introduced into Kuglaud by Messrs. Lee and Kennedy of the Ham-
iner-niitli Nur.ser\, \\lio raised a nnmlier ot plants from .seeds sent to them
b\ Professor Pallas, from the Crimea, about 1 ~> f"

I,
and it \\ ;is sold b\ them as /*.

tatarica. < )f these plant-, some were planted at 1 >o\ Ion, alx.ut I 7!K>, of which
a fe\\ survive, and form trees be' \\ ec-n tin It . and '< " ft . hi'jh, alihonuh the soil on
Vvhiehthcv L'i'"\\ is scarceU :> in. thick, on a bed of solid chalk. About the same

time, from (j() to 70 plants were jilanted at \\hite Knights, b\ the Duke of

MariboroiiL'h, iti 'jood loamv soil, ^o or .'> of \\hich still exist, and are from

>d of indigenous and other

'some shapes ; and, indeed,
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Properties and Uses y Soil, #r. According to Professor Pallas, the wood is very
knotty and resinous, and very durable, but difficult to form into good planks, on
account of the number of its knots; the largest beams obtained from it being
only from 4 to 6 yards in length. The resin is produced in vast quantities, has a

pleasant odour, and is employed as incense in Catholic churches, like that of
P. s. pumflio, procured from Moldavia. As an ornamental tree, P. Pailastana
deserves a place in every collection. " Of all pines," says Mr. Lambert,

"
this

is the best adapted for thin chalky soils, and maritime situations." Plants, in

the London nurseries, are 10*. 6d. each ; but, as the tree has not yet ripened
seeds in this country, they are not common. When a greater demand takes

place, seeds may easily be procured through the garden established by the
Russian government at Odessa.

2091

1 10. P. (L.) PYRENA NICA Lap. The Pyrenean Pine.

Identification. La Peyrouse Supp. Fl. Pyren.; Bon Jard., ed. 1837, p. 975. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 335.

Synonymes. P. hispanica Cook's Sketches in Spain, 2. p. 237. ; Pinaster bispfmica Koxas di San
Clt'Hifnti' ; P. penictllus Lap. Hixt. des PL des Pynin^cs. P. halepensis major Ann. d'Hort. tie

Paris, 13. p. 187 ;
Pin Nazaron, Pin pinceau, Fr.

Engravings. Oar fig. 2091., from a cone received from Captain Cook; fig. 2093., from a cone re-
ceived from M. vilmorin ;fig. 209()., from a bud of the plant in theHorticultural S(K:iety's Garden ;

all of the natural size : and Jig. 2092., to our usual scale, from a tree growing, in 1837, at Woodside
near Hatrield, the residence of John Church, Esq.

Spec. Char.y fyc. Leaves long, in tufts at the extremities of the shoots
; branches

dispersed, naked, scaly when young.
Cones conical, smooth, and a little re-

curved, seeds hard. (Lap.) The tree

when young somewhat resembles P.

halepensis, but when older it assumes
a much higher stature, and a more py-
ramidal form. The cones are, like

those of P. halepensis, on strong foot-

stalks ; but, instead of pointing down-
wards, they are always in a horizontal

direction. The leaves are long and fine;

but strong and upright, and arranged
round the branches like the hairs of a

2090 camel-hair pencil, whence the name of

pin pinceau. They are sometimes three in

a sheath, on the young shoots. (Ann. de la

Soc.d'Hort. de Paris, xiii. p. 186.) Captain
Cook, who introduced this species in 1834,
found it occupying the highest range of the

extensive forests of the Sierra de Segura, in

the south of Spain, where it overtops P. hale-

pdnsis; and in a corresponding situation, in

the vast forest region of the Sierra de Cuenca,
on the river Gabriel, in UpperAragon, where
it forms extensive forests ; but La Peyrouse appears to have only found it in

the Pyrenees.
" This majestic pine is concentrated in the Pyrenees, be-

tween the river of Lassera, and that of Cinca, in the valleys of PL n, de la

Pez, and at Campo, where it is known by the name of pin nazaron." It

occupies a surface of nearly six square leagues, the greater part of which is

in Aragon, and the other part in France. It is neither isolated, nor in masses ;

but grows mingled with other kinds of pines, in ancient woods, which are

almost inaccessible from the elevation at which they grow. Before the

revolution, a company bought the wood of Cinca, and had excavated a sub-
terranean road, to facilitate the removal of the trees. The revolution put a

stop to this project ; but the opening of these works is still to be seen at

the Port de la Pez." (Ilixf. des Plantes des Pyr.) M. La Peyrouse at first

supposed this pine to be the same as /'. Laricio, which it greatly resembles in
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its general appearance. He afterwards called it P. penice'llus, but, in his

Suppl. he names it P. pyrenaica, which name Captain Cook proposes to

change to P. hispanica, as the tree is chiefly found in Spain ; and a French
writer in Annales d'Hort. to P. halepensis major. Captain Cook states that

this species is
"

quite hardy, of quick growth, and will, from its noble ap-

pearance, the beauty of its form, and the clear transparent colour of both the
bark and foliage, be a vast acquisition to our park scenery. The timber is

white and dry, being nearly without turpentine ; but the cones exude a
most delicious balsamic odour. The wood was formerly used by the

Spanish government, in the arsenals of Carthagena and Cadiz, for the decks
of ships ; for which purpose regular depots were kept in the Sierra de

Segura ; and it was floated down to the respective ports by the rivers Se-

gura and Guadalquiver. It is one of the species described in the book of
Arab agriculture written by a Moor of Seville, in 1200, and translated by
Banqueri." Besides the plants sent by Captain Cook to Woodside, the

Horticultural Society's Garden, and Syon, there are also specimens at

Newton and Belsay, in Northumberland; at Dropmore ; at Carlton, near

Darlington, in Durham ; at Carclew, in Cornwall; and some other places.

1 11. P. RESINO'SA Ait. The resinous, or red, Pine.

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., 3. p. 367., ed. 2., 5. p. 316.
; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 13. ; Willd.

Sp. PL, 4. p. 496. ; Mart. Mill., No. 4. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 642.

Lawson's Manual, p. 347. ;
Bon Jard., 1837, p. 975. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

. ., . ., . . . . ., . ., . . .

. PL, 4. p. 496. ; Mart. Mill., No. 4. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 642. : Hayne Dend., p. 173.;
awson's Manual, p. 347. ;

Bon Jard., 1837, p. 975. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Synoni/mes. P. canadensis bifblia cbnis mediis ovatis Du Ham. Arb., 2. p. 125. ; P. rubra
Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 112. ; Norway Pine, in Canada ; Yellow Pine in Nova Scotia;
le Pin rouge de Canada, Fr.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 13. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. 1. 134. ;
our fig. 2096.,

to our usual scale, with a 'male catkin (//*) of the natural size; and .//>.v. 2094. and
2095., of the natural size ; all from Dropmore and White Knights specimens.

Spec. Char., $c. Bark red. Leaves in pairs, 4 in. or 5 in. long. Cones
of a reddish brown, ovate-conical, rounded at the base, and half

the length of the leaves ;
scales dilated in the middle, and unarmed.

(Michx.) Buds (fig. 2094.), in the White Knights specimen,
1 in. long, and^ in broad ; ovate, acuminate, concave on the sides,
with a long point, as in P. Laricio ; but reddish brown, and very
resinous. Leaves (fig. 2095.) from 5 in. to 6 in. long, straight,

stiff, and yellow at the tip ; sheath from
^

in. to 1 in. long, white,

lacerated, and becoming short and dark with age. Cone 2 in. long,
and lin. broad, ovate-conical, brownish red, sessile, or with very
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short footstalks ; scales I in. long, and

I in. broad. Seeds small ; with the

wings fin. long. The leaves are

thickly set, and inclined towards the

shoot, and much lighter and more

glaucous than in P. Laricio and its

varieties, in which the foliage is of a

darker green than it is in any other

species of Pinus. The shoots are

much more naked, and the whole

tree is more open and lighter; and the

large and small branches are straighter
and more distant than in P. Laricio ;

the plant is also of much less vi-

f
irons growth in British gardens,
he cones, in Michaux's figure, and

also on the trees at White Knights,
bear a good deal of resemblance to

those of P. Laricio ;
which induced

Loiseleur Deslongchamps to consider

Michaux's plant as identical with that

species; but, we think, if he had seen

the cones and trees at White Knights,
he would have been of a different

opinion. We have sent him a speci-

men. We acknowledge, however,
that both the foliage and the cones, and

even the tree altogether, bear a close

general resemblance to P. Laricio ;

but the different form and colour of the scales, the lighter tinge of the fo-

liage, and, above all, the much more delicate constitution of the tree, appear

sufficient to justify us in retaining it as a

distinct species. We are certain that the

trees at White Knights are the true P.

rubra of Michaux ; because they were

raised by Messrs. Loddiges from seeds

of P. rubra, sent to them by Bartram of

Philadelphia. We have also, since the

above was written, received cones and

leaves from Mr. M'NabJun., which were

gathered by him in Upper Canada, in

August, 1 834, from trees which had been

blown down, and which measured up-
wards of 70 ft. in length.

Description. A tree, according to Mi-

chaux, which, in America, rises from 70 ft.

to 80 ft., with a trunk about 2 ft. in dia-

meter, and retaining nearly the same bulk

for two thirds of its height. The bark is

of a clearer red than that of any other pine
in the United States ;

and by this the tree

may always readily be distinguished. The

leaves are 5 in. or 6 in. long, of a dark green,

two in a sheath, and collected in bunches

at the extremity of the branches, like those

of the pinaster ;
instead of being distributed

regularly over them, like those of P. inops
and P. sylvestris. The female catkins are

of a dark blue, when they first appear;
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and the cones, which are quite destitute of prickles, are about 2 in. long,

rounded at the base, and abruptly pointed. The concentric circles of the

wood are very close ; and the wood, when wrought, exhibits a fine compact

grain. It is very heavy ; and this, according to Michaux, arises from the quan-

tity of resinous matter with which it is impregnated. The finest trees of

this species in England are at White Knights and Dropmore ;
at both which

places they are from 20 ft. to 25 ft. in

height, and produces cones, in general,

every other year. The habit of the tree,

at both places, is very well represented by
fig. 2097., which is the portrait of a tree

at Dropmore (to a scale of 1 in. to 8 ft.),

taken in August, 1837. The tree in the

Hackney arboretum, which was raised

at the same time as those at White

Knights, and of the identity of which,
from the buds and leaves, there can be no

doubt, not thriving in the London smoke,
is only 4 ft. 3 in. high.

Geography, History, $c. The elder

Michaux first observed the red pine near

Lake St. John, in Canada, in N. lat. 48 ;

and his son did not find it extend farther

south than Wilkesborough, in Pennsyl-
vania, in lat. 41 30'. It is rare, the

latter observes, in all the country south

of the river Hudson ; but it abounds in

Nova Scotia ; and Mackenzie states that

he saw it beyond Lake Superior. It is

not found in immense forests, but occu-

pies small tracts of a few hundred acres in extent, alone or mingled
with the white

pine ; growing only in dry sandy soils. Mr. M'Nab only
found this species in the neighbourhood of Kingston, and on the banks
of the Genessce in the state of New York. He was informed, however, that

it was abundant in the interior of the country, at a distance from the rivers

and lakes. This species is mentioned, in the Traite des Arbres, &c., of

Du Hamel, published in 1755, as the pin rouge de Canada; but, as he

says he received the description of it from M. Gaultier, who was con-

seiller au conseil superieur, et medecin du roi, at Quebec, it is probable
that living specimens were not sent to France. It was introduced into

Britain by Hugh Duke of Northumberland, in 1756; and Mr. Lambert,

writing in 1804, mentions that the greatest number of trees in England
were then at Syon House. He also found one at Pain's Hill, and mentions

others at Kenwood. The whole of these trees seem to be dead, or cut

down
;
for we could not find one at Pain's Hill, and there are none at Syon or

Kenwood. About the end of the last century, Messrs. Loddiges raised nearly
100 plants of P. resindsa, from seeds received from Bartram of Phila-

delphia; and nearly the whole of these were planted by the then Marquess
of Blandford (the present Duke of Marlborough)at White Knights, where a

number of them still exist, though they have been much injured by other

trees ;
and they have borne cones for several years past.

Properties and Uses. The concentric circles of the wood of this tree,

Michaux observes, are small, and it consequently exhibits a fine grain ; and, being
rendered heavy by the resinous matter with which it is impregnated, it is

highly esteemed in Canada for its strength and durability. It is employed to

furnish planks for the decks of ships, which are often 40 ft. long, without a

single knot; and, stripped of its sap wood, it makes excellent pumps. It

has also been used for the masts of ships ;
and Du Hamel (Traite dcs

Arbrcs), and after him Michaux, mention that the mainmast of the St. Law-
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rence, a ship of 50 or 60 guns, built by the French at Quebec, was made of

it. The timber of this pine is sent to England, from the district of Maine and
the shores of Lake Champlain. As an ornamental tree, this species is well

deserving of cultivation. The price of plants, at New York, is 50 cents each.

App. i. Doubtful Species, apparently belonging to Laricio.

P. canadensis bijt>lia t .fbliis brevioribus et tenuidribus, Du Ham.
Arb., ii. p. 126. ; P. resinbsa AT

. Du Ham., v. p. 237. t. 77. f. 2. :

and our Jig. 2098. to our usual scale, and Jig. 2099. of the natural

size, both from the Nouveau Du Ilamel. Leaves in pairs, or
three in a sheath, slender. Cones conical, erect, in twos, threes,
or fours, and sometimes in clusters ; not half the length of
the leaves ; having their scales convex on the back, scarcely
angular, depressed and umbilicate at the summit (Lois. Des-

longchamps.) There was, in 1812, a tree of this species grow-
ing in the garden of the Veterinary School at Alfort, about two
leagues from Paris, which Loiseleur Deslongchamps states
that he had known for more than 30 years, and which'was not
then more than 12 ft. high. The trunk is divided near the base
into three large limbs, which rise obliquely, and are subdivided
into numerous small branches, so as to form a large round bush.
The trunk and limbs are covered with a rough cracked bark of a
reddish brown ; while the younger branches have a greyish bark,
tolerably smooth. The leaves are in pairs or threes

; they are slender, from 3 in. to 6 in. long, and
are disposed in tufts at the extremity of the branches, or near the clusters of cones ; leaving at least
half or two thirds of each branch quite bare. The tree at Alfort does not appear to have borne any
male catkins ; but the female
ones are numerous: they are oval,
reddish, and disposed in groups
or clusters, of from 2 or 3 to 6 or

10, or even more, together. The
female catkins stand straight out
when in flower, and retain the
same direction when in fruit

They ripen the second year, but
remain on the tree for 4 years or
more. They are about 2 in. long,
and 1} in. in diameter at the base,
terminating in a sharp point; of
a bright cinnamon-red colour;
the swollen part of the scales is

convex, a little angular, and de-

pressed in the centre, where it is

of a greyish colour. The seeds
are nearly white, and much
larger than those of P. Laricio.
The wing, which is of the same
colour, is Jin. or more in length.
The only specimen of this pine
which Loiseleur Deslongchamps
had met with in France was that
above described at Alfort, where
it was under the name ofP. hale-

plnsis, though it differed mate-
rially from that species in various

points, and particularly in having
its cones pointing horizontal-

ly, instead of downwards. Du
Hamel, in his Traitt des Arbres,
&c., published in 1755, gives a

description of this species, which
he says he received from M.
Gaultier of Quebec. He calls it P. canadensis bifblia, fbliis brevi6ribus et tenuioribus, le petit
pin rouge de Canada; in opposition to P. canadensis bifulia, cbnis mediis ovatis, le pin rouge de Ca-
nada, also received from M. Gaultier, and which is evidently the same as the P. rubra of Michaux,
P. resinbsa Ait. ; as Du Hamel expressly mentions that its timber was used for the mainmast of the
St Lawrence ;

a fact also stated by Michaux. (See p. 2212.) He states that this pine was said to grow
near Montreal, on the batiks of the St. Lawrence.

iii. Pindster.

Sect. Char. Leaves long, straight, and stiff, comparatively broad. Cones

large, with rhomboidal, pyramidal terminations, pointed. Buds blunt-

pointed, imbricated, with the scales turned back, woolly, and wholly
without resin.

1 12. P. PIXA'STER Ait. The Pinaster, or Cluster, Pine.

Identification. Ait. Hort. Kew.,ed. 1., 3. p. 367. ;
Lamb. Pin.,1. t. 9. ; Mart. Mill., No. 2. ; Lawson's

Manual, p. 341.; Lodd. Cat., cd. 18.36 ; Hayne Dend., p. 172.
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Synonymes. P. sylvestris -y Lin. Syst. Reich., 4. p. 172. ;
P. maritima Sltera Du Ham. Arb., No. 4.

t. 29., Du Roi Harbk., ed. Pott, 2. p. 59. ; P. maritima AT
. Du Ham. ,5. p. 240 P sfrtica There

Prom, sur les Cotes de Gascogne. p. 161.
; Pin de Bordeaux, Pin des Landes

Engravings. Du Ham. Arb., No. 4. t. 29. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 9. ; N. Du Ham 5. t 7 and
72. bis f. 1. ; ourfig. 2105., to our usual scale ; figs. 2100. and 2101., of the natural size, from Drop-
more and Pain's Hill specimens ; and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., %c. Leaves in pairs, rigid, very long. Cones conical, placed in

whorls of 3, 4, or even as many as 8, together ; rarely solitary, much shorter
than the leaves

;
the backs of the scales forming each a rhomboidal pyramid,

with two lateral angles, from which proceed ribs, terminating at the sum-
mit of the pyramid in a smaller pyramid, which has a hard point, more or less

sharp, and of a grey colour. Crest of the anthers rounded.

{N. Du Ham., and obs.) Bud (fig. 2100.) from fin. to f in.

long; and from |in. to iin. broad; straight-sided, cylindrical,

pointed, imbricated, with the scales turned back
; white and

woolly, but never resinous; surrounding buds few and small.

Leaves (see fig. 2101.) from Gin. or 8 in. to 1 ft. in length,

slightly soirrated on the margins; sheaths from i in. to fin. in

length; imbricated, scarcely rigid; pale green or whitish at

first, and becoming at last black. Cones from 4 in. to 6 in. in

length, and from If in. to 2| in. wide at the broadest part;

light brown, and shining; scales from 1 in. to IA in. in length,
and from A in. to fin. in breadth at the widest part; ter-

minating in a regular pyramid ; rhomboidal at the base. The
summit consisting of a smaller rhomboidal pyramid, of an ash-grey colour,

very hard, and with a small sharp point, more particularly in the upper part
of the cone. Seeds oblong, and measuring, without the wing, upwards of

f-in. in length, and nearly in. in breadth ; with the wing above If in. in

length ; wing nearly ^ in. in breadth. Cotyledons 7 or 8. The tree flowers,
near London, in the beginning of June ; in the north and west of France, in

May; and on the Landes of Bordeaux, in April.

Varieties. The extensive geographical range of this tree has given rise to

many varieties, though we have seen but very few that can be considered

truly distinct. In the Nouveau Du Hamel, only one is mentioned ;
but

it is added, that, in the Landes of Bordeaux, in the sandy downs along
the sea coast, where the trees send down their taproots to a great depth,
some are to be found which produce clusters of cones from 30 or 40 to 80,
or even 100, in a cluster. This is stated by Loiseleur Deslongchamps, on
the authority of Dr. Thore of Dax, who adds that this luxuriance of vege-
tation is not constant; for the same trees which have borne so many cones

in one year, are found, in other years, with very few, or none; it cannot,

therefore, be considered as a variety. The pinaster appears also to be indi-

genous to, or to have been introduced into, several ultra-European countries;

and plants raised from seeds received from these countries have had names

given to them in British gardens, though hardly, as we think, meriting that

distinction. We shall, however, give all the varieties of which we have

seen plants, and leave the reader to judge for himself.

1 P. P. 2 escarenus, P. escarena Risso. The leaves are of a paler green
than those of the species, but they are equally long and strong. The
cones are shorter, and more ovate. This is the most distinct and
handsome variety of pinaster that we have seen : it was first intro-

duced into Britain by the Earl of Aberdeen, in 1825; the tree

having been pointed out to His Lordship in that year, by M. Risso,
at Nice, as growing, though rather sparingly, in the mountains,
about J2 or 15 miles from that city. From seeds brought to Eng-
land by Lord Aberdeen, plants were raised ; and one presented by
him to Lord Grenville bore cones in 1836, and is now (1837)
17ft. high: one presented to the London Horticultural Society,
after being 8 years planted, is now 1 1 ft. high, but has not yet
borne cones.
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P. P. 3 Lemon -

ianus, P. Le-
monidna Ben-
tham Hort.

Transac., vol.

i., second se-

ries, p. 509.

pi. 20.; and
our Jig. 2102.

to our usual

scale, and^/Jg.
2101. to the

natural size.

This is also

a very distinct

variety, but

quite the op-

posite of the

last ; being a

stunted bulky

plant, with

zigzag, close,
and twiggy
branches; and

standing ap-

parently in

the same re-

lation to P.
Pinaster that

P. (s.) pu- VI
milio does to

P. sylvestris.
In a very dis-

tinct account
ofthis variety

by Sir Charles

Lemon, pub-
lished in the

Horticultural

Transactions,
as above re-

ferred to, he
characterises

it as follows :

"In foliage,
it is similar to

the pinaster; but it differs in the general habit of the tree, and
in the form and position of the cones. In the common pinaster,
the cones, of which there are generally 3 or 4 together, are situated

behind the shoots of the whorl, and, in the mature state, point back-

wards. In this obscure species the cone is single, and it universally

occupies the place of the leading shoot, the side shoots being be-

hind it. The necessary consequence of this mode of growth is,

that the tree can have no regular leader, but each year one of the

side shoots strengthens, and continues the growth for the ensuing
season ; the year following, the same process is repeated in another

direction, giving the stem of the tree a zigzag appearance, which it,

never entirely loses." The general appearance of the tree

a short bushy pinaster; though there is nothing dwarfiY

2101

NRV
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2102

eased in its appearance, nor does it

exhibit any peculiarities of constitu-

tion, to which other pines are not

subject. Occasionally, like the pinas-
ter and Scotch pines, it kills itself by
an exuberant bearing of cones ; and it

then assumes a very extraordinary

aspect, reminding one, Sir Charles

Lemon observes, of the groups of

little wooden birds, or popinjays,

perched on the ends of sticks, at which

the people of Holland and Belgium
shoot for prizes with bows and ar-

rows. The foliage, when this takes

place, drops off, and the tree is reduced

to a collection of dry sticks, each

terminated by a cone. The largest

tree that Sir Charles Lemon had seen, measured, in 1833, 44 in.

in girt at 4 ft. from the ground, after being planted 35 years. Mr.
Booth, in 1837, informed us that the two largest trees of this

variety that he knew of, grew in rather an exposed situ-

ation between Carclew and Mylor Bridge, and that they
were about 30 ft. high, diameter of the trunk about 15 in.,

and of the head from 15 ft. to 18 ft. When of this size,

Mr. Booth considers this variety to be a very graceful tree
" the head being round, compact and bushy, and pre-

senting an agreeable contrast to the pyramidal head of the

Scotch pine, or the pinaster." There
are many smaller trees at Carclew,
Sir Charles Lemon's 'seat in Corn-

wall, which, at 8 or 9 years' growth,
assume all the characters that be-

long to the variety ; and even seed-

lings of 3 years' old show symp-
toms of the same peculiarities. It

is not uncommon in the woods of

Carclew, and those of Lady Basset

adjoining. Mr. Booth has also ob-

served it in other parts of the county,
but not out of it. There is a plant
in the pinetum at Carclew which,
in 1837, after being 6 years planted,
was 6 ft. 6 in. high.

P. P. 4 minor; P. maritima minor

N. Du Ham., v. p. 242 t. 72. bis,

f. l.,and our/g. 2104.; Pin Pinsot,

Pin de Mans, Pin a Trochet.

This variety, which is chiefly distin-

guished by the somewhat smaller size of its cones, being
from 3^ in. to 4 in. long, and If in. broad, is said by Bosc

to be produced by a colder climate, and to abound on the

west coast of France, especially on the barren sands in the

neighbourhood of Mans ;
and to be hardier than the species.

It is found in the Landes of Bordeaux, growing along with P. Pi-

naster. There is a specimen ofthis variety in the Jardin des Plantes,

as well as of P. Pinaster, known there as P. maritima major; and a

considerable quantity of P. maritima minor has been sown in the

Forest of Fontainebleau. Judging from the specimens with cones

which have been sent us from different parts of the country, this
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2101.

variety appears to be frequent
in England. From White

Knights, we have received

specimens with cones not

3 in. in length. It is said in

the Nouveau Cours (FAgri-

culture, &c., that five faggots
of the wood of this variety
will burn as much lime as

eight faggots of oak.

* P. P. 5 foliis vfiricgatis. This

variety was discovered by Mr.

Cree, the founder of the Ad-
dlestone Nursery, towards

the end of the last century;
and the original plant is still

in the grounds occupied by
his son, the author of Hor-
tus Addlcstonemis. There is

a tree in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, 12 years

planted, which is 12 ft. high.
It is propagated by inarching
on the species.

1 P. P. 6 maritbmis. There is a

tree, 25 ft. high, bearing this

name, in the Horticultural

Society's Garden ; but, though
somewhat more fastigiate than

some other pinasters there, it

may be a mere variation, not

worth recording as a variety.
* P. P. 7 chinensis. The tree

bearing this name in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden is 14 ft. high, after being 10 years planted.
It was raised from seeds imported from China by Mr. Reeves. The
tree is erect, and not so spreading as the species is in general ;

but
it can scarcely be worth while to keep it distinct as a variety.

* P. P. 8 ncpalcmis. The tree bearing this name in the Horticultural

Society's Garden was, in 1837, 14ft. high, after being 12 years

planted. It was raised from seeds sent home bv Dr. Wallich, and
is a branchy spreading tree, with narrower cones than the species.

1 P. P. 9 nbvus holldndicus ; P. Novae Hollandiee Lodd. Cat.,ed. 1836 ; P.
nova zaelandica, No. 28. in the arboretum at Kew. The tree in the

Hackney arboretum is 10ft. high, and has borne cones for several

years. It was raised from seeds received, in 1816, from a gentle-
man who said he had them from New Zealand, though in this

there is, doubtless, some mistake.

1 P. P. 10 st. helenicus. A plant with this name, imported from St.

Helena, and which, in 1837, in the collection at Hendon Rectory,
was 6 ft. high in a pot, had leaves full 7 in. long, and in. broad, and

remarkably strong and thick, with the leaves of the preceding year

pointing downwards, like those of P. Sab'midna. If this variety
should be the same as the St. Helena pinaster in Loddiges's arbo-

retum, the luxuriance of its foliage will be greatly diminished when
the tree grows old ; for the last tree in the line of pines in the
Hacknev arboretum, which was imported from St. Helena in 1816,
is now (1837) 25 ft. high, and not distinguishable either in leaves

or cones from the coinmo n pinaster.
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9 P. P. 1 1. Masson&nus, P. MassomVma Lamb., 2 ed., 1. t. 8., to be noticed
hereafter, Professor Don considers as only P. Pinaster, which we
think very probable.

The only varieties of pinaster which we think worth
cultivating are

P. P. escarenus ; and P. P. Lemonw/zw*, and, for those who like variegated
plants, P. P. fohis variegatis.

Description. A large, handsome, pyramidal tree, varying from 40ft. to
60ft. in height, according to soil and situation

; readily distinguished from
all other pines by the large clustered masses of foliage,* of a much lighter
green than that of P. Laricio, which alternate with "naked spaces, on the
extremities of its branches. The
trunk, even of young trees, is

clothed with a deeply furrowed
coarse bark, especially towards

the base, where it generally in-

clines to one side, from the weight
of the top, when the tree is quite

young. The branches are in re-

gular whorls, and invariably turn

upwards. The groups of cones

point outwards in star-like clus-

ters; whence the name of pin

aster, or star pine. The male

catkins, which are, on dry soils,

produced when the tree is only
6 or 8 years old, are of a yellow
or fawn colour, sometimes slight-

ly tinged with red ; they are more

numerous, generally occupying a

space of from 4 in. to 6 in. or

more in length, round the base

of the shoot of the current year.
When these male catkins drop
off, the space they occupied is

left bare; and hence the alter-

nation already mentioned, of tufts

of foliage and bare places, on
the extremities of the branches;
and which are so much more conspicuous on this pine than on any other

European species, from the greater number of catkins produced, and the

greater length of the leaves. The female catkins appear in whorls on
the extremities of the shoots of the current year; and are at first purple,
but afterwards change to green, and, when they attain maturity, in the

autumn of the second year, become of a rich shining brown. The pyra-
midal termination to the scales of the cones is always much larger, and
more prominent, on the upper side of the cone than on the under side, and
on that side of the tree which is exposed to the sun, than on that which is in

the shade. There is a more decided taproot in this pine than in any other

European species ; and, where the soil is dry and sandy, it descends perpen-

dicularly into it, like the root of a broad-leaved tree. In proportion as the

perpendicular roots are stronger than those of other pines, the horizontal

roots are weaker ; and hence, in the case of transplanted trees, from the

weight of the head, produced by the dense mass of long foliage, the stem
is generally inclined\to one side; and when, after two or three years, it begins
to grow erect, a curvature appears close above the root, which remains visible

even in old trees. The rate of growth is very rapid ; plants, in 10 years from
the seed, attaining the height of 10 ft. or 12 ft., and, in twenty years, the height
of 30 ft., in the climate of London. The wood is in thick layers, soft, and not
of great duration. The finest pinaster in the neighbourhood of London is
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in the gardens of Fulham Palace; and the next largest are at Syon, Pain's Hill,

and Whitton. The tree at Fulham is above 80 ft. high ;
one ofthose at Whitton

is 60 ft. high, with a trunk 4 ft. in diameter, clear of branches to the height of

40 ft. Several at Pain's Hill, and some at Syon, are above 60 ft. high. The

largest pinasters which we have heard of in England are at Westwich House,
Norfolk, the seat of J. Peters, Esq. They were planted in 1702, and in 1809
several of them were measured by N. Kent, Esq., and found to be upwards
of 80ft. high, and to contain about eight loads of timber each. (See Trans.

Soc. Arts, vol. xxviii. p. 4-2.)

Geography, History, <$c. The pinaster is indigenous to the south of

Europe, and to both shores of the Mediterranean ; to Greece, the west of

Asia, the Himalayas, and, as it would appear, even to China. It may be

doubted, however, whether it has not been carried from Europe to the

latter country. It is not indigenous to the north of France or Germany,
and is, perhaps, most abundant in Spain, and on the shores of the Mediterra-

nean. It never thrives, except in deep sand or sandy loam ; and it is said

to perish when planted in calcareous soil. The pinaster was introduced

into England in 1596, by Gerard; and one of the oldest trees still existing is

in the gardens of the episcopal palace at Fulham, where, as we have seen

above and in p. 43., it was, in 1835, 80 ft. high. The pinaster has since been

very extensively planted in Britain, as an ornamental tree; and, in some

parts of Hampshire and Norfolk, plantations of it have been formed on a

large scale for useful purposes. In Hampshire, it has generally failed,

from the soil being peaty, wet at bottom, shallow, and hard, or the subsoil

being chalk. In Norfolk, on the other hand, where it has been planted
in deep sand, the success has been very different. At Westwich House, in

that county, already mentioned, the pinaster began to be planted in 1702 ; and

many trees, still existing there, are from 70 ft. to 80 ft. high, with trunks pro-

portionately thick. An account of the pinaster plantations at this place, taken
in 1809, is given in the Transactions of the Society of Arts, vol. xxviii., by which
it appears that J. B. Peters, Esq., the father of the present proprietor, had
raised above 200,000 plants from seeds gathered from his own trees. He
had planted altogether upwards of 500 acres, through which he had formed a

drive of five miles in length. The situation is bleak, and the soil sand,
covered with heath, on a subsoil of coarse hard gravel, or dead yellow sand.

Nevertheless, on this soil the plants grow so rapidly, that, in 8 or 9 years
after planting, their trunks are from 10 in. to 20 in. round, and some have

occasionally made shoots of 5 ft. in length in 2 years. They are planted at

7 ft. apart every way, and remain unthinned and unpruned till they attain a
circumference of 2 ft. or 3 ft. Such is the vigour with which these trees

grow, that, on the steep side of a hill, the roots have been observed to emerge
from the soil, creep along its surface for 2 ft. or 3ft., and then strike into the

soil again. {Trans. Soc. Arts, vol. xxviii. p. 42.) In Scotland and Ireland, the

pinaster has only been planted as an ornamental tree ; and it thrives, in these

countries, in low situations, and near the sea. In France, it cannot be culti-

vated with a view to profit, to the north of Paris; and, even in that latitude,

it is sometimes destroyed by severe winters : for example, in 1788, when a

severe frost killed some large trees on the estate of Malesherbes. It abounds
in Switzerland, where its timber is said to be used in forming shingles ; and it

is planted as an ornamental tree in Germany, but scarcely thrives north of

Hamburg.
The most remarkable fact in the history of this tree is, the great use which

has been made of it in France, in covering immense tracts of barren sand.

This mode of improvement was first commenced in 1789, by M. Bremontier,
of the Administration of Forests, who published a memoir on the subject in

the year 1800, of which we shall make a very brief abridgement. There are

very extensive downs in several countries of Europe ; and the most remarkable
in France are those between Dunkirk and Nieuport, between Calais and

Boulogne, and between the rivers Adour and Gironde. Bremontier com-
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menced his operations in the Gulf of Gascony, in 1789. The downs there are

composed of drifting sands, covering 300 square miles. Bremontier compares
the surface of this immense tract to a sea, which, when agitated to fury by a

tempest, had been suddenly fixed, and changed to sand. It offered nothing to

the eye, but a monotonous repetition of white wavy mountains, perfectly de-
stitute of vegetation. In times of violent storms of wind, the surface of these
downs was entirely changed ; what were hills of sand often becoming valleys,
and the contrary. The sand, on these occasions, was often carried up into

the interior of the country, covering cultivated fields, villages, and even entire

forests. This takes place so gradually (by the sand sweeping along the sur-

face, and thus raising it, or falling from the air in a shower of particles, so
fine as to be scarcely perceptible), that nothing is destroyed. The sand gradually
rises among crops, as if they were inundated with water

; and the herbage and
the tops of trees appear quite green and healthy, even to the moment of their

being overwhelmed with the sand, which is so very fine as to resemble that

used in England in hour-glasses. After three chapters of preliminary matter
of intense interest, M. Bremontier, in his fourth chapter, gives an account of
the manner in which he proceeded, not only to fix this sea of sand, but to

render it productive of timber, resin, and other articles. This process is as

remarkable for its simplicity as for its complete success. It consists in sowing
on the surface seeds of the common broom, mixed with those of Pinus Pi-

naster ; commencing on the side next the sea, or on that from which the

wind generally prevails, and sowing in narrow zones, in a direction at right

angles to that of the wind ; the first-sown zone being protected by a line of

hurdles, this zone protecting the second, the second the third, and so on, til]

the whole breadth of the downs in that locality is covered with plantation.
From 4 Ib. to 5 Ib. of broom seed, and from 1 Ib. to 2 Ib. of pinaster seed,
are sown per acre, and immediately covered with branches of pines, or of
other trees, with the leaves on, brought from the nearest woods, in order to

shelter and protect the seed, and, by the help of the hurdle fence, to retain

the sand. These branches are laid down in a regular manner in the direction

of the wind, and overlapping one another, so as to produce a sort of thatching
to the surface ; and, in places very much exposed, rods are laid across them,
and firmly hooked down. In a word, wherever seeds are sown, the surface of

the downs, as far as the sowing extends, may be said to be carefully thatched
;

branches of evergreen trees being used instead of straw. In six weeks or two

months, the broom seeds have produced plants 6 in. in height, and which
attain three or four times that height in the course of the first season. The

pines do not rise above Sin. or 4 in. the first year; and it is 7 or 8 years before

they completely overtop the broom, which often attains, in these downs, from

12ft. to 15ft. in height. At the age of 10 or 12 years, the pines have, in a

great measure, suffocated the broom, and they are then thinned, the branches

cut off being used for the purpose of thatching downs not yet recovered, and
the trunks and roots cut into pieces and burned, to make tar and charcoal.

In about 20 years, the trees are from 20 ft. to 30 ft. in height ;
and they are

now prepared for producing resin, which process is carried on, in the manner
hereafter described, for 10 or 12 years ; when the trees are cut down, and their

branches applied, as before, for thatching, and their trunks and roots for making
tar and charcoal; the self-sown seeds having furnished the surface with a pro-

geny to succeed them. In 181 1, a commission appointed by the French go-
vernment made a report on the downs, and announced that about 12,500

acres of downs had been covered with thriving plantations, and that it was

found a thatching or covering of any kind of vegetable herbage, such as straw,

rushes, reeds, sea-weed, &c., might be used instead of branches, and was even

preferable. Another improvement which had been tried, and found very suc-

cessful, was the substitution of a fence of boards for that of wattled hurdles, as

more completely excluding the wind. (See Diet, des Eanx ct Forets, torn. i.

p. 816.) These plantations, and others in the Landes of Bordeaux, and be-
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tween that city and Bayonne, which are there called pignadas, constitute

the principal riches of the inhabitants, who are almost entirely supported by
the preparation of resin and tar from the pinaster forests.

Properties and Uses. Though the wood of the pinaster is soft, and not of

long duration, it is employed, in the marine arsenal at Toulon, for the outer

cases of all the packages which are put on board vessels, and principally for

the piles and props which are used for sustaining the frames of vessels while

they are being constructed. In Bordeaux and in Provence, it is employed
for the common kinds of carpentry, for packing-boxes, and for fuel

;
but

the most valuable purposes to which the tree is applied in these countries is

the production of resin, tar, and lampblack.
Mode ofprocuring the resinous Products of the Pinaster. These are obtained

chiefly in the province of Guienne, from the trees which grow on the immense
tract of sandy soil extending along the sea coast from Bayonne to Medoc in

one direction, and from the sea to the borders of the river Garonne in the

other. When the trees have attained the age of from 25 to 30 years, with

trunks about 4ft. in circumference, they are thought to have acquired suffi-

cient strength to bear the extraction of their sap. The resinier (which is the

name given to the person who collects the resin) usually tests the tree, by
putting his arm round it, and if the trunk is so thick that he cannot see his

fingers on the other side, he considers the tree of sufficient size for him to com-
mence his operations. This he does by first stripping off a piece of the outer

bark from a space of about 4 in. or Gin. wide, and from 12 in. to 18 in. long.
A hollow is then cut in the lower part of the trunk, with a hatchet slightly
curved like a bill-hook, in such a manner as to retain the fluid resin to the

extent of about half a pint ;
or a small trough is attached to the bottom of the

channel formed by the removal of the bark. From this reservoir, in a direction

upwards, and over the space from which the outer bark was removed, the wood
is laid bare to the length of Gin., and to the width of 4 in., and the resin

oozes out from between the bark and the wood, and runs into the reser-

voir, from which it is taken with wooden or iron ladles, or is conducted by the

trough to a vessel proper to receive it. Every week, the person employed to

perform the operation has occasion to reopen the wound, and slightly in-

crease its height and breadth, without, however, ever exceeding 18 in. in

length in the course of the season. These successive cuts are requisite,
because the resinous matter flows more freely from new wounds than

old ones ; but, as the slightest touch is found sufficient, the operator should

be careful not to injure the tree more than is necessary. This work re-

quires activity, as one man is generally expected to be able to manage
from 1500 to 2000 trees; and the operation is continued on the same tree

by annually removing a portion of the bark, till the part laid bare is

from 12 ft. to 15 ft. in height ; which takes place, commonly, in 7 or 8

years. At that time, a fresh channel is commenced, so close to the pre-

ceding cut, as to leave only an inch or two of bark between them, ami
it is conducted gradually to the same height as the other. After this,

other channels are successively cut, till the operator has completely en-

circled the tree ; by which time, the first wounds are so well healed as

to be ready to be cut again, if the operator has done his work properly.
When the trees are to be thinned, those destined to be removed are cut into

numerous channels all round the tree at once, and three times the height of
those usually made, and this is continued for two or three years together ;

after which the trees are cut down and burned, to extract their tar. This

operation is called taillcr a pin perdu. When the wound is above the height
of a man, the operator makes use of a pole cut with slanting notches to re-

ceive his feet
; by the aid of which he climbs up the tree with great dexterity.

When arrived at the necessary height, he twists his left leg round the pole
and the tree, thus holding them firmly together, and then resting his rijjhl

foot in one of the notches, he uses both his hands to cut the tree, as before
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mentioned, with just as much ease as though he had a proper ladder leaning

against the tree. The resiniers always climb with naked feet, and they are so

expert, that it takes them only two or three minutes to mount a tree, enlarge
the wound, and descend ; the resinier then takes his pole on his shoulder and

runs to the next tree, which he also mounts with such expedition, that a good
workman will trim from 200 to 300 trees in a day. The season for cutting
the pines is from May to September ; and the resinous matter flows most

freely in warm weather ; it also flows much more freely from those trees

which are exposed to the sun, than from those which grow in the shade.

Besides the resin which flows from the wounds given to the tree, some drops
exude from cracks in the bark, which dry, and form grains, often employed
to adulterate the incense used in Catholic churches, by the persons who
sell that substance. These natural drops are only produce J when the tree is

become very old, and when nearly all the resin which it can be made to yield by
artificial means has been extracted from it. The resinous matter which exudes

from the pinaster is called by several names in France, even in its raw
state. That which incrusts on the sides of the wound is called barras. It

is nearly as white as wax, and is used to mix with that substance for

making tapers, to which it gives suppleness and elasticity. The barras is

collected only once in the year, at the end of the season ; and it is scraped
off with a kind of iron rake. The principal substance which flows from

the tree is called galipot, or rcsine molle. This substance, having been

collected in the hollow cut in the tree, or in the trough attached to it,

is put into large pits or reservoirs, capable of containing 150 or 200 bar-

rels each, which pits are dug in the earth, and lined with planks made of

the pine tree, fitted so close together as to prevent the liquid oozing

through. It is afterwards melted in large copper caldrons, set in brick-

work, to free it from the impurities mixed with it. It is necessary that

the caldrons used for this purpose should be set in brickwork, with a

proper chimney to convey away the smoke ; as, should the smoke be suffered

to come in contact with the resin, the whole would probably take fire. It

is also necessary to keep continually stirring the resin, to prevent it from

burning at the bottom of the caldron. When the resinous matter is to be

made into brown resin, some of the barras is mixed with it ; and, when the

mixture is thought to be sufficiently boiled, a little of it is poured on a piece
of wood; and if, when it becomes cold, it will crumble between the fingers,

the resin is ready. It is then poured through a filter made of straw laid

horizontally, and 4 in. or 5 in. thick, and run into barrels, where it is left to

harden. In this state it is brown and brittle, and is called by the French
brai sec, which is the brown resin of the shops.
To make yellow resin, when the resinous matter is boiling, a quantity of

cold water is added, a few drops at a time : this makes the resin swell ;

and a trough having been previously fixed to one side of the caldron,
the resinous matter flows through it to a vessel placed to receive it. From
this the operator raises it by a ladleful at a time, and puts it back into the

caldron ; repeating the operation several times, till the resin becomes as

yellow and as clear as wax. It is then filtered through straw into moulds
hollowed in the sand, where it is formed into the cakes sold in the shops.
To make these moulds, a circle is first traced in the sand, with a forked

stick, which acts like a pair of compasses ; the sand is then hollowed out

with a knife, and the bottom and sides of the mould are well beaten with

wooden mallets to make them perfectly hard and smooth. The cakes of

resin generally weigh from 150lb. to 200 Ib. each. The straw through
which the resinous matter was filtered, the pieces of wood through which

it ran, and, in short, all the apparently waste materials used in preparing the

resin, are carefully preserved, and burnt in a close furnace, in order to make

lampblack ; or in a tar furnace, to extract from them a resinous matter, which

is sold cheap, and called in France ptix noir, or black pitch.
Mode ofpnparing I,atnpbl<ick. When the wood of the pine tree is burned
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for tar, lampblack is formed on the cover of the furnace ; but a superior kind

is made from the straw, &c., used in straining the resin, which is burned for

the sole purpose of obtaining this pigment. The apparatus employed for

this purpose consists of a furnace, a chimney, and a small chamber, or box,
for collecting the soot. The furnace is about 2 ft. 6 in. wide, 3 ft. or 4 ft. long,
and 2 ft. 6 in. high ;

and it is usually set in brick. On each of the long sides,

this furnace has an opening near the bottom, which can be shut at pleasure,

by means of a little door attached to it. The furnace has a brick chimney,
made almost horizontal, to conduct the smoke into the chamber, or box.

The chimney is from 14 in. to 16 in. long, and 12 in. or 13 in. broad and high.
At the place where the pipe of the chimney terminates, is constructed a

chamber, or box, into which the pipe should enter some inches, so as to carry
the smoke into its centre. This chamber is generally about 12 ft. square, and
Oft. high in the roof; there is a door on one side, and in the upper part, or

ceiling, there is an opening 5 ft. or 6 ft. square. The walls of the chamber
are either lined with thin planks of wood, or plastered very smooth ; and the

door is fitted closely into a groove. Over the opening in the roof is placed
a flannel bag, supported by rods of wood in the form of a pyramid, and com-

posed of four pieces of coarse flannel sewed together. When the lampblack
is to be made, a little of the straw through which the resin and tar have been

strained, and some of the other refuse, are put into the furnace, and lighted,
fresh straw impregnated with tar being strewed over the fire as fast as the

other is consumed. The smoke passes into the chamber, and deposits its soot

on the walls, and on the flannel bag, from both of which it is detached, after

the whole of the straw and refuse has been burned, by striking the outside

smartly with a stick. The flannel pyramid acts as a filter to the lighter part
of the smoke, retaining the soot, and permitting the heated air to escape into

the atmosphere. The door of the chamber is then opened, and the lamp-
black, being swept out, is packed in small barrels made of the wood of the

spruce fir, for sale. In the Landes, the furnace and chimney are in the open
air, and only the chamber is covered with a tiled roof; but in Germany the

whole apparatus is constructed in a barn-like building, about 24ft. long, by
12ft. wide, and 10ft. high. (See Hartig's Lekrbuchfur Forster, as quoted by
Baudrillart.) In Du Hamel's Traitc des Arbres et Arbustes, art. Pin, he tells

us that lampblack is sometimes made, in Paris and other cities, by burning
the black resin in a kind of lamp, with a tin tube attached to serve as a chimney,
the end of which tube is fixed in a close box, with an opening in the top, sur-

mounted with a flannel cone, as before described.

Turpentine is rarely made from the pinaster, as it is very inferior to that

produced by the silver fir. Oil of turpentine is, however, procured by
distilling the galipot, or raw resin, obtained from the tree, with water.

The oil ascends with the water, from which it is afterwards separated ; and
the residue is the colophony, or black resin, of the shops. The tar pro-
duced from the pinaster, which is very inferior to that of the Scotch pine,
is called in France, goudron des Landes, or goudron de Gaze. When the

trees have yielded all their resin, they are cut down, and the thickest parts of

the trunk and roots cut into billets, about 2 ft. long and 2 in. square, which

are piled up over an iron grating, and covered with clay at the sides, and
burnt much in the same manner as has been already described (p. 2174.)
for procuring tar from the Pinus sylvestris.

In Britain, it can hardly be considered advisable to plant the pinaster for

its timber, in any situation where the Scotch pine or the larch will grow ;

and, even if it were profitable to employ the tree in the production of resin,

our summers are probably not sufficiently warm to produce that secretion in

any quantity. As an ornamental pine, the pinaster holds the first rank
; and

no plantation, where pines are admissible, ought to be without it.

Soil, Situation, Propagation, $c. A deep dry sand, or a sandy loam on a

dry bottom, suits this tree best ; and, according to Malesherbes and Rosier, and

all the French authors who have written on it, it abhors chalk, and every de-

7 E
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scription of calcareous soil. With respect to elevation, though it will endure

the sea breeze, it will not grow, in England, much above the level of the sea.

In Hampshire, at Muddiford, near Christchurch, which, in 1830, was one of the

handsomest and best kept small places in England, there are some remarkably
fine pinasters, growing so near the sea, that the salt water must have access to

their roots. It is propagated by seeds, which may be procured in any quantity,
and at a moderate price, from Bordeaux. Seeds are also ripened in several parts
of England ;

and many trees, as we have already observed (p. 2219.), have been

raised from them. The cones, which ripen in the August or September of

the second year, may be gathered in October and November, and spread on a

floor, under cover, to the thickness of 2ft. or 3ft.; and, during inclement

weather in winter, women and children may be employed to take out the

seeds. The first process consists in throwing the cones into boiling water

for a few seconds, to soften the turpentine which glues the scales together ;

immediately afterwards, upon their beginning to snap or crackle, they should

be taken out, otherwise the water gets to the seed and injures it. Every
knob or scale is then separated with the point of a knife, and the seed is

easily taken out. The time of sowing the seeds is April, and the covering
from in. to in. When it is intended to plant this species on a large

scale, the sooner the young plants are moved to where they are finally to

remain, the better ; but in nurseries, where there is only a demand for them in

small quantities, they are best kept in pots.

Statistics. Plnus "Pinaster in England. In the Environs of London. At Fulham Palace, 150 years

old, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 30ft. ;
the girt of this tree, in

1793, was 10ft. ;
and in 1837, 12ft. (See p. 43) At York House, Twickenham, it is 42ft. high,

the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 33 ft. At Abercorn Priory, Stanmore, it is 60 ft

high; and at Syon are several 60 ft. high. South of London. In Cornwall, at Carclew, it is 82ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and of the head 50 ft. In Hampshire, at Testwood, 70 years

planted, it is 53ft. high. In Surrey, at Oakham, 33 years planted, it is 45ft. high; at Barwood
Park, it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4ft, 6 in., and of the head 60ft.; at Deepdene, 9 years

planted, it is 10ft. high North of London. In Berkshire, at BearWood, 14 years planted, it is 26ft.

high; at White Knights, 35 years planted, it is 45ft. high. In Durham, at South end, 40 years

planted, it is 60ft. high, with a trunk 3ft. in diameter. In Leicestershire, at Elvaston Castle, 33

years planted, it is 40ft. high. In Nottinghamshire, at Clumber Park, it is fiO ft. high, the diameter

of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and of the head 20ft. In Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court, 35 years planted,
it is 40 ft. high. In Radnorshire, at Macslaugh Castle, it is 48ft. high, with a trunk 1 ft. 10 in. in

diameter. In Staffordshire, at Teddesley Park, 8 years planted, it is 16ft. high ; in the Handsworth

Nursery, 6 years planted, it is 12ft. high. In Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, 15 years planted, it is

25ft. high ;
at Ampton Hall, 12 years planted, it is 22ft. high. In Worcestershire, at Hagley, is one

with a trunk 4 ft. in diameter ; at Croome, 70 years planted, it is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the

trunk 2 ft. 4 in., and of the head 20 ft.

Plnus Pinaster in Scotland. South of Edinburgh. In Berwickshire, at the Hirsel, 20 years planted,
it is 25 ft. hijjh. In Haddingtonshire, at Tynninghame, it is 46 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk

2 ft., and of the head 32 ft North of Edinburgh. In the Isle of Bute, at Mount Stewart, 10 years

planted, it is 17 ft. high. In Ross-shire, at Brahan Castle, it is 35 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk

1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 36ft.

Pinus Pinaster in Ireland. At Dublin, in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is

15 ft high. In Kilkenny, at Woodstock, 80 years planted, it is 72 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
2 ft. 9 in., and of the head 18 ft In Down, at Mount Stewart, 50 years planted, it is 46ft. high. In

Galway, at Coole, it is 46 ft. high.
Plnus Pinaster in Foreign Countries. In France, in the park of Clervaux, 44 years planted, it is

82 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 52 ft. In Bavaria, in the Botanic

Garden, Munich, 18 years planted, it is 15 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, in Rosenthal's Nursery,
25 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. At Briick on the Leytha, 40 years planted, it is 80 ft. high.
In Italy, at Monza, 24 years planted, it is 45 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. Seeds, in London, are 3s. per Ib; one year's seedling

plants are 10s. per thousand, and one year transplanted 25.?. per thousand;
and plants in pots are Is. 6d. each. At Bollwyller, plants are 1 franc each; and

at New York, 1 dollar.

1 13. P. PI'NEA L. The Stone Pine.

Identification. Lin. So. PI., 1419. ; Mill. Diet., No. 2. ;
Hunt. Evel. Syl., p. 266.

;
Vill. Dauph., 3.

p. 806. ; Lamb. Pin.,ed. 2., 1. 1 10, 11. ;
N. Du Ham., 5. p. 2421. ;

Ait. Hort. Kew.,ed. l.,3. p. 368.;

Willd. Berol. Baumz., p. 209. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 116. ; Hayne Dend., p. 341. ;
Lawson's

Manual, p. 341. ;
Bon Jard., 1837, p. 974. ;

Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Svnonumcs. P. satlva Bauh. Pin., p. 4'Jl ., Blackw., t. 189., Du Ham. Arb., 2. p. 125. ; P. dom^stica

Matth. L'omm., 87., Tabern. /c.,936. ;
Pin Pignon, Pin bon, Pin cultiv, Pin Pinier, Fr. ; Geueiss-

here Fichte, Ger.

Engravings. Blackw., t. 189. ; Du Ham. Arb., 2. t. 27. ; Tub>rn. Ic., 936. ; Lamb. Pin., 1. 1. 10, 11. ;

N. Du Ham., 5. t. 72. f. 3. ; Poit et Turp., t. 125.
;
Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. t 135. ;

our fig. 2109.,

to our usual scale \Jigs. 2106. to 2108., of the natural size, from Dropmore and White Knights ;

and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.
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Spec. Char., <Yr. Leaves in pairs. Cones ovate, obtuse, nearly
as long as the leaves, their scales with recurved deciduous

points. Seed bony, with very short wings. Crest of the

anthers jagged. (Smith) The buds (see Jig. 2106 ) resemble

those of Pinaster, but are smaller in all their dimensions,
much less pointed, more woolly, and wholly without resin.

The surrounding buds are nearly as large as the central one.

The leaves are from 5 in. to 7 in., and sometimes 8 in.Jong,
serrated ; sheaths, at first, ^ in. long, afterwards becoming
lacerated, shortened to half their length, and ringed with
four or five rings. Cone from 5 in. to 6 in. in length ; and
from 3| in. to 4 in. in breadth ; scales large and woody,
from 2 in. to 2| in. in length, and from 1 in. to 1 A in. in 2106

breadth, with the thickened part pyramidal, rhomboidal, and sometimes

hexagonal in the plan, resembling those of P. Pinaster, but having four

ribs from the four angles, instead of two from the lateral angles. The
ribs meet in a small rhomboidal pyramid, of a grey colour, which terminates
in a broad blunt prickle. The colour of the entire cone is much lighter than
that of P. Pinaster, and is of a pale wainscot colour. Seeds, without the

wing, f in. long, and from fin. to fin. broad; with the wing, I in. long.

Cotyledons 9 to 11. The tree flowers, in the climate of London, in the

latter end of May or the beginning of June.

Varieties.

* ? P. P. 2 fragile N. Du Ham., v. p. 242., is the only variety mentioned

by Continental authors ;
and it only differs from the species in having

a tender shell to the seed. It is cultivated in the kingdom of

Naples on this account, and because the kernel, like that of the

species, is white, mild, sweet, and agreeable to the taste. It is a
remarkable fact, that, though this variety has been known since the

days of Pliny, and though its excellence is universally acknow-

ledged, it has never been introduced into France. If the P. Pinea
were to be cultivated in the warmer parts of England, as a fruit tree,
this variety would deserve to be preferred.

f P. P. 3 cretica Hort. There is a plant of this variety in the Horti-
cultural Society's Garden, which, after being seven years planted, is

5ft. high. The leaves seem to be rather finer than those of the

species.
i P. P. 4 americana Hort. The plant in the Horticultural Society's

Garden bearing this name is 4ft. high, and appears not to differ

from the species. The name of americana, sent with the plant by
F. Bourne, Esq., would imply that the seed was received from

America, where, however, the stone pine is known not to be in-

digenous.

Description. In the south of Europe, this species is a lofty tree, with a

spreading head forming a kind of parasol (see^g. 2108.), and a trunk 50ft. or

60ft. high, clear of branches. The bark of the trunk is reddish, and some-
times cracked ; but the general surface of the bark is smooth, except on the

smaller branches, where it long retains the marks of the fallen leaves, in the

shape of bristly scales. The leaves are of a deep green, but not quite so

dark as those of the pinaster; they are semicylindrical, 6 in. or 7 in. long,
and ^ in. broad, two in a sheath, and disposed in such a manner as to form
a triple spiral round the branches. The catkins of the male flowers are yel-
lowish ; and, being placed on slender shoots of the current year, near the

extremity, 20 or 30 together, they form bunches, surmounted by some scarcely

developed leaves. Each catkin is not more than A in. long, on a very short

peduncle, and with a rounded denticulated crest. The female catkins are

whitish, and are situated two or three together, at the extremity of the

strongest and most vigorous shoots. Each female catkin has a separate
7 E 2
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peduncle, charged with reddish, scarious, lanceolate scales, and is surrounded
at its base with a double row of the same scales, which served to envelope it

before it expanded; its form is perfectly oval, and its total length about in.

The scales, or caiyxes, which form the female catkin are of a whitish green ;

the bractea on the back is slightly reddish on its upper side ; and the stigma,
which has two points, is of a bright red. After fecundation, the calyxes aug-
ment in thickness ; and, becoming firmly pressed against each other, they form

by their aggregation a fruit, which is three years before it ripens. During the

first year, it is scarcely larger than the female catkin ; and during the second

year it becomes globular, and about the size of a walnut. The third year,
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2108

the cones increase rapidly in size ;

the scales lose their reddish tinge,
and become of a beautiful green,
the point alone remaining red

;

and at last, about the end of the

third year, they attain maturity.
At this period, the cones are

about 4 in. long, and 3 in. in dia-

meter, and they have assumed a

general reddish hue. The con-

vex part of the scales forms a

depressed pyramid, with rounded

angles, the summit of which is

umbilical. Each scale is hollow

at its base ; and in its interior are

two cavities, each containing a
seed much larger than that of any
other kind of European pine, but

the wing of which is, on the con-

trary, much shorter. The lig-

neous shell which envelopes the

kernel is hard and difficult to break in the common kind, but in the variety
P. P. 2 fragilis it is tender, and easily broken by the fingers. In both, the

kernel is white, sweet, and agreeable to the taste. The taproot of the stone

pine is nearly as strong as that of P. Pinas-

ter; and, like that species, the trees, when

transplanted, generally lean to one side, from

the head not being correctly balanced.

Hence, in full-grown trees of the stone

pine, there is often a similar curvature at

the base of the trunk, to that of the pi-

naster, which has been already mentioned
and accounted for, p. 2218. The palmate
form of the cotyledons of the genus Pinus
is particularly conspicuous in those of P.

Pinea. When one of the ripe kernels is

split in two, the cotyledons separate, so as

to represent roughly the form of a hand ;

and this, in some parts of France, the country

people call la main de Dieu, and believe to

be a remedy in cases of intermittent fever, if

swallowed in uneven numbers, such as 3, 5, -

or 7. In Britain, the stone pine is seldom
seen in any other character than that of a

large bush, though there are specimens be-

tween 30 ft. and 40 ft. high. The rate of

growth is slow, seldom exceeding 6 ft, or 8 ft. in ten years. The plant in

the Horticultural Society's Garden, figured in our last Volume, attained

the height of 1 1 ft. in 10 years; and one at Dropmore, 23 ft. in 22 years. The
duration of the tree is much greater than that of the pinaster, and the
timber is whiter and somewhat more durable. In the climate of London, trees

of from 15 to 20 years' growth produce cones.

Geography. The stone pine is a native of Italy, Spain, Greece, the coast
of Barbary, and probably some parts of Asia. Dr. Sibthorp found it abun-
dant in the sandy plains of Elis, whence the nuts are exported for eating, and
where the timber is often used for ship-building. It is also found wild in the
south of France ; but it appears to be rather a doubtful native there, as it

never forms forests, and very rarely woods of any considerable extent; and
the trees are not only either isolated or thinly scattered, but are also generally

7 E 3
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found in the neighbourhood of habitations. It grows with the greatest luxu-

riance on the deep sandy banks of rivers, or the shores of the sea
; and some

remarkably fine specimens of it were observed by M. Desfontaines on the

shores of the Mediterranean, between Marseilles and St. Tropez ; and by M.
Audibert, near Saintes, and in the neighbourhood of Hieres. The only
instance recorded of a wood of the stone pine being found in France is that

mentioned by M. Malesherbes, in Lower Languedoc, on the right bank of

the Rhone. (Desf. Hist, dcs Arbres, ii. p. 622.) In Italy, the stone pines of

Ravenna are celebrated for their beauty ; and, indeed, the stone pine forms
the most ornamental tree in the landscape scenery of Italy ; as well as occa-

sionally in Britain, where its fine dark leaves, copious male blossoms, which
diffused shower of sulphureous pollen on all the neighbouring plants, and its

mossy cones, render it as striking as it is beautiful. Miller thinks the tree not
a native of Europe, because it is never found growing but near dwelling-
houses. It is certainly plentiful in China, he says, whence he had several

times received the seeds. (Diet., ed. 6., 1752.)

History. Pliny praises the stone pine for bearing fruit in three stages of
its growth at the same time. He also speaks of the kernels, which, he says,
were preserved in honey ; and he mentions the variety with tender shells, as

being then common in the vicinity of Tarentum. The kernels have been found

among the domestic stores, in the pantries of Herculaneum and Pompeii. The
stone pine is mentioned by nearly all the writers of travels in the south of

Europe, from the beautiful effect it produces in the scenery ; but the most
remarkable tree recorded of this species is one in the south of France, on the

Sablettes, a tongue of land which joins the peninsula of Giens to Provence.
This pine is conspicuous for its great beauty and majestic shape. According to

M. G. Robert, who measured it on the spot, it has a trunk 12 ft. in circumfe-

rence, which is clear of branches to the height of 30 ft. ; at which point the

branches that form the head commence, and extend in height 30 ft. more, and

horizontally so as to cover a circle of 100 ft. in diameter. This tree is placed
in a most conspicuous and striking situation, it being the only tree existing in

the middle of the tongue of land on which it grows, and being close to the
Mediterranean. There is, indeed, little doubt but that its roots find their way
into that sea, as, when a trench was opened in the immediate vicinity of
the tree, it filled instantly with salt water. It is worthy of notice in the his-

tory of the stone pine of Sablettes, that, about the year 1770, during the
American war, an English and an American ship being engaged in battle in

the Mediterranean, an English bullet struck the trunk of this pine, and lodged
in it, where it has remained ever since, without, apparently, doing the tree

the slightest injury, the wound having closed over, and even the scar having
disappeared.
The stone pine was introduced into England before 1548, as it is mentioned

in Turner's Names of Herbes,&c., published in that year ; and, as the seeds

are easily procured from Italy, it has been frequently planted in collections.

Owing to its slow growth and comparative tenderness, it has, however, been

generally choked by other trees, so that good specimens are rarely to be met
with in English plantations..

Poetical Allusions. The following description of the stone pines of Ravenna
is by Leigh Hunt :

" Various the trees and passing foliage there,
Wild pear and oak, and dusky juniper,
With briony between in trails of white,
And ivy, and the suckle's streaky light,
And moss, warm gleaming with a sudden mark,
Like flings of sunshine left, upon the bark,
And still the pine, long-haired, and dark, and talJ,
In lordly right, predominant o'er all.

Much they admire that old religious tree,
With shaft above the rest up-shooting free,
And shaking, when its dark locks feel the wind,
Its wealthy fruit with rough mosaic rind."

Properties and Uses. The wood of the stone pine is whitish, moderately
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resinous, and very light. It is used, in Italy and the south of France, in

carpentry and joinery, and for gutters, pumps, and covering the sides of

ships; and Olivier informs us that the Turks use it for masts. The kernel of

the fruit has a taste which approaches to that of the hazel nut, and, in

France and Italy, is much esteemed for the dessert. Sir George Staunton
mentions that the kernels of the stone pine are also much relished by the

Chinese. In Italy, they are put into several kinds of ragouts, and they
prove excellent in sugarplums, instead of almonds. In Provence, they are

extensively consumed along with Corinth raisins, the dried currants of the

shops. The kernels require to be kept in the cone till they are about to

be used, because they become speedily rancid when taken out and exposed
to the air. In the cone, they will preserve their vitality, their freshness, and
their taste, five or six years. They may also be preserved in salt; but in this

case they lose great part of their flavour. In Pliny's time they were pre-
served in honey. They were formerly much used in medicine, but this is

no longer the case. They are very eagerly sought after by squirrels, rats,

and dormice. The squirrels which live in pine forests are chiefly nourished

by these kernels; and they contribute towards the dissemination of the

seeds, by striking the cones against the rocks to make the scales open. The
crossbill (Loxia curvirostra) is the principal bird that lives on the kernels

of the stone pine. To get out the kernel, the bird places the under part of
its bill under the scale, in order to raise it up, and then separates it with the

upper part of its bill. The crossbill is a solitary gloomy bird, which is

chiefly found in pine forests, where it makes its nest in the middle of Janu-

ary, in the branches of the largest pines, fixing it there with the resin of the

trees, and coating it externally with the same material, in such a manner as

to prevent it from being penetrated by either rain or snow. The kernels of
the stone pine are occasionally brought to the dessert in England ; for which

purpose the cones are regularly imported by the fruiterers.

As a tree, the stone pine may be considered very ornamental where it

grows freely, or where it has grown up with an erect trunk, and attained

considerable age. Gilpin speaks highly in its favour ; but we cannot help
thinking that he must either allude chiefly to what he has seen in prints or

pictures, or to the pinaster, because we have never seen or heard of any
stone pine in England of a sufficient size to justify his description : at all

events, it is obvious that his ideas were not clear as to these trees ; because
he speaks of the pinaster, the cluster pine, and the stone pine, as three dis-

tinct kinds. From specimens and dimensions that have been sent to us from
different parts of the country, we find that the pinaster is very frequently

supposed to be the stone pine. Indeed, it may be considered as the stone

pine of Britain
; and, as Gilpin's observations are almost as applicable to it

as to the stone pine, and are, besides, beautiful in themselves, we shall give
them at length :

" After the cedar, the stone pine deserves our notice. It is not indigenous
to our soil, but, like the cedar, it is in some degree naturalised ; though in

England it is rarely more than a puny half-formed resemblance of the Ita-

lian pine. The soft clime of Italy alone gives, birth to the true picturesque
pine. There it always suggests ideas of broken porticos, Ionic pillars,

triumphal arches, fragments of old temples, and a variety of classic ruins,
which in Italian landscape it commonly adorns. The stone pine promises
little, in its infancy, in point of

picturesque beauty : it does not, like most of the
fir species, give an early indication of its future form. In its youth, it is

dwarfish and round-headed, with a short stem, and has rather the shape of
a full-grown bush than of an increasing tree. As it grows older, it does not
soon deposit its fornuil shape. It is long a bush, though somewhat more
irregular, and with a longer stem ; but, as it attains maturity, its picturesque
form increases fast. Its lengthening stem assumes, commonly, an easy sweep.
It seldom,.indeed, deviates much from a straight line; but that gentle devia-
tion is very graceful, and, above all other lines, difficult to imitate. If acci-

7E t
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dentally either the stem or any of the larger branches take a larger sweep
than usual, that sweep seldom fails to be graceful. It is also among the

beauties of the stone pine, that, as the lateral branches decay, they leave

generally stumps, which, standing out in various parts of the stem, break the

continuity of its lines. The bark is smoother than that of any other tree of

the pine kind, except the Weymouth ; though we do not esteem this among
its picturesque beauties. Its hue, however, which is warm and reddish, has

a good effect ; and it obtains a kind of roughness by peeling off in patches.
The foliage of the stone pine is as beautiful as the stem. Its colour is a

deep warm green ; and its form, instead of breaking into acute angles, like

many of the pine race, is moulded into a flowing line by an assemblage of

small masses. As age comes on, its round clumpish head becomes more flat,

spreading itself into a canopy, which is a form equally becoming; and yet I

doubt whether any resinous tree ever attains that picturesque beauty in age
which we admire so much in the oak. The oak continues long vigorous in

his branches, though his trunk decays; but the resinous tree, I believe, de-

cays more equally through all its parts, and, in age, oftener presents the idea

of vegetable decrepitude than that of the stout remains of a vigorous con-

stitution ; and yet, in many circumstances, even in this state, it may be an

object of picturesque notice. Thus, we see in the form of the stone pine
what beauty may result from a tree with a round head, and without lateral

branches, which requires, indeed, a good example to prove. When we look

on an ash or an elm, from which the lateral branches have been stripped, as

is the practice in some countries, we are apt to think that no tree with a

head placed on a long stem can be beautiful; yet in Nature's hands, which
can mould so many forms of beauty, it may easily be effected. Nature herself,

however, does not follow the rules of picturesque beauty in the production
of this kind of object. The best specimen of the stone pine I ever saw grew
in the Botanical Garden at Oxford ; but, for the sake of the ground it occupied
I never heard any other reason suggested), it was lately (1791) cut down."

Gilp. For, Seen., i. p. 83.) Sir Thomas Dick Lauder adds to this passage,
!ithat he quite agrees with Gilpin as to the picturesque beauty of the stone

pine.
" We frequently find it introduced into the landscapes of Claude ;"

he continues, "the artist availing himself of its heavy deep-toned mass of

foliage to give effect to the brilliancy of his sky and distance. It is quite as-

sociated in our minds with Italy, and her magnificent remains." (Laud.
Gilp., i. p. 169.)

Soil, Situation, Propagation, and Culture. The soil should be deep, sandy,
and dry, and the situation sheltered, though the plants should not be crowded.
The seeds are procured from foreign cones, which are generall}' purchased
in the autumn, or at the beginning of winter, and the seeds taken out of them

by throwing them into hot water, and treating them like those of pinaster.

They are frequently sown in pots in the course of the winter, and preserved
in a frame, and kept gently moist, till the spring ; when most ofthe seeds will

come up, though some will remain in the ground till the second year. Their

tardy germination is owing to the thickness of the shell of the seed, which some
cultivators break before sowing, though at the risk of injuring the seed. The
plants which come up should be transplanted into small pots, after midsum-
mer of the same year, or, at all events, not later than the following spring ;

and, for two or three years, they should be kept during winter in a frame,

quite close to the glass. The plants are very tender for the first two or three

years ; but in the fourth and fifth years they will endure the open air, in the
climates of London and Paris, without any protection. The leaves of this

species, as well as of several others, have quite a different appearance for the

first two years from what they have ever afterwards : they are very glaucous,
ciliated on their margins, very short, and very sharp-pointed. During this

period, they are single and without sheaths ; but afterwards they come out in

pairs, with sheaths, these pairs being what are considered by botanists as

abortive shoots, as already mentioned, p. 2108. The nursery treatment of
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the stone pine is the same as that recommended for the pinaster ; this species

having also very long taproots, which render it necessary to be extremely care-

ful in taking them up for removal : indeed, they should generally be grown in

pots ; and, when they are turned out of the pots to be planted where they
are finally to remain, the greatest care should be taken to stretch out the

roots, and to spread them carefully in every direction.

Statistics. It is remarkable that there is no record of a stone pine in
'

ngland which has attained
a timber-like size. No specimens are mentioned either by Miller or Dr. Walker; and the one stated

by Gilpin to have been growing in the Botanic Garden at Oxford, and another, with a straight stem,
free from knots for a considerable height, with a great branching head, at Old Court, in Ireland,
described by Hayes, were probably pinasters. There is no tree of this species at Whitton or Pain's
Hill : the one at Kew is a mere bush ; as is that at Purser's Cross ;

and Mr. Lambert only mentions
one in the garden of H. Cavendish, Esq., at Clapham, but does not state its age or height

Existing Trees. In England. In Devonshire, at Luscombe, 11 years planted, 16ft. high. In Berk-
shire, in a garden on the right hand of the road on entering Reading, a handsome tree, 30ft. high,
with a clear trunk of 15 ft., and a broad spreading head upwards of 30 ft. in diameter. In Surrey, at

Bagshot Park, 16 years planted, 18 ft. high ;
at Oakham, 33 years planted, 26 ft high ; at Barwood

Park, 35 ft.;high. In Durham, at Southend, 19 years planted, it is 8 ft. high. In Hertfordshire, at

Cheshunt, 8 years planted, 6 ft. 6 in. high. In Staffordshire, at Trentham, 26 years planted, it is 16 ft.

high ;
in the Handsworth Nursery, 12 years planted, it is 8 ft. high. In Suffolk, in the Bury Botanic

Garden, 8 years planted, it is 8 ft. high ;
at Finborough Hall, 16 years planted, 18 ft. high ; at Ampton

Hall, 14 years planted, 9 ft. high. In Scotland. In Kirkcudbright, at St. Mary's Isle, 14 years planted
it is 8 ft. high. In Ireland. At Dublin, in the Glasnevin Garden, 33 years planted, 20 ft. high. In Cork,
at Castle Freke, 38 ft. high. In Down, at Ballyleady, 60 years planted, 45ft. high. In France. At
Paris, in the Jardin des Plantes, 100 years old, it is 50 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the
head 42ft; at Toulon, in the Botanic Garden, 10 years planted, 12ft. high; at Avranches, 29
years planted, 20ft. high. In the greater part of Germany, it is a green-house plant.

Commercial Statistics. Seeds, in London, are 2s. per Ib. Plants, one year's

seedlings, 5s. per hundred ; in pots, from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high, Is. and 1*. 6d. each ;

at New York, one dollar.

iv. Halepenses.

Sect. Char. Leaves slender. Cones as long as the leaves, stalked, with
the terminations of the scales flattened. Buds small, roundish, imbricated,
and altogether without resin.

1 14. P. HALEPE /
NSIS Ait. The Aleppo Pine.

Identification Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 367. ; Lam. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 7. ; Desf. FL Alt., 2. p. 352.
; Mill.

Diet, No. . t. 208. ; N. Du Ham., 5. p. 238. ; Hayne Dend., p. 173. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 344. ;

Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Synonymes. P. hierosolymitana Du Ham. Arb. t 2. p. 126. ; P. maritima prima Mathiolus; Pin de
Jerusaleme, Fr.

Engravings. Mill. Diet, No. 8. t. 208. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 7. (exclusive of the ripe cone, which
is that of P. Laricio) ; our Jig. 2113., to our usual scale; and figs. 2110. to 2112. ; all from speci-
mens from a tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves in pairs, very slender. Cones pyramidal, rounded
at the base, turned downwards, smooth, solitary or in pairs, stalked.

(Low., and obs.) Buds (seejtg. 2110.) from A in. to ^ in. long ; and
from TVin. to iin. broad; imbricated, roundish, somewhat pointed,

wholly without resin ; and altogether like those of a pinaster in mini-

ature. Cones (^g.21 1 1.) from 2in. to 3 in. in length ; and from 1 in.

to 1 ^ in. in breadth ; invariably turned downwards, so as to form
an acute angle with the stem. Footstalks of the cones from Jin.
to f in. in length. Scale {fig. 2112. a) from 1 in. to 1^ in. long, and

in. broad. Seed, without the wing (<:), from Jin. to in. in length,
and -j% in. in breadth ; with the wing (6), from 1 in. to l| in. in length.

Cotyledons about 7. The tree flowers, in the climate of London,
about the end of May or the beginning of June. 2110

Varieties. None of these are very distinct. P. brutia, judging from the

young plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden, would appear to

belong to P. halepensis, from the leaves and buds ; but, as the cones in

Mr. Lambert's figure are sessile, produced in clusters, and stand out

horizontally, it seems rather to approach P. Pinaster ; and we shall there-

fore give it as a doubtful species in a future page. Two trees of P.

halepensis in the Horticultural Society's Garden have borne cones, and
those of one tree are considerably smaller than those of the other; and
this is the only variety of the existence of which we are certain from
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ocular demonstration. One has beer

introduced from the neighbourhood of

Genoa by Captain Cook, of which there

is a young plant in the Horticultural

Society's Garden ; but it has not yet
shown any character differing from that

of the species ; a cone, however, which
we possess of this variety is smaller than

that ofthe species ;
and the raised ends

of the scales are more prominent, ap-

proaching in a slight degree to the form
of those of the cones of P. Pinaster.

Mr. Lambert, in the second edition of

his Genus Pinus, has figured what ap-

pears to be a variety of P. halepensis
under the name of P. maritima ; but, as

he has given in his figure three cones,
of three different shapes, and as no

living plant in England is referred to,

nothing can be determined definitely

respecting it. We shall, however, give
the name among those of other varieties,

real or conjectural.

1 P. h. 2 minor has the cones rather

smaller than the species. There
is a tree in the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, which, in 1837,
after having been 15 years

planted, was 20ft. high, with a spreading branchy habit; but with-

out any other marked difference from the species.
1 P. h. 3 maritima, P. maritima Lamb. Pinned. 2.,t.6. According to

Mr. Lambert's figure, the cones of this

variety, in the different forms in which he
has given it, are all larger than those of
the species. The three cones given in

Mr. Lambert's plate are, one from the
Sherardian herbarium, which points down-
wards, and only differs from the species in

being thicker ; one collected in Greece by
the Hon. W. F. Strangways, which points

upwards; and one from a tree in Syon
Gardens, which no longer exists, but which
is stated in the text also to point upwards.
A tree in the Horticultural Society's Gar-

den, received from Sir Charles Monck,and
said to be the true P. marftima of Lam-
bert, is nothing more than P. Pinaster ;

as is the one at Dropmore, received from Mr. Lambert himself.

It is somewhat more fastigiate in habit than that tree is generally,
but this appears to us nothing more than a variation. Mr. Lam-
bert has given the following particulars respecting the uses made
of this variety in Greece, from Dr. Sibthorp's papers, published
in Walpole's Memoirs :

"
Peukos, one of the most useful trees

in Greece. It furnishes a resin (lirctine), tar, and pitch (pissa);
all of considerable importance for economical purposes. Through-
out Attica, the wine is preserved from becoming acid by means of the

resin, which is employed in the proportion of an oke and half to

20 okes of wine. The tar and pitch for ship-building are taken
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from this tree, and from the Pitus (Pinus Pfnea). The resinous

parts of the wood of the Pciikm are cut into small pieces, and serve

for candles, called dad'm. The cones (komoii) are sometimes put into

the wine barrels. The bark is used in tanning hides. The wood is

much employed by carpenters in building." (Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1.

p. 17.)
1 P. h. 4? genucnsisy P. genuensis Cook. The plant in the Horticultural

Society's Garden was raised from cones brought from the coast of

Genoa, by Captain Cook, in 1830. It has not yet borne cones in

England, and does not appear, in foliage and habit, different from

the species. The cone we possess is Sin. long, and lin. in dia-

meter at the broadest end, and regularly pyramidal. The length of

the stalk is f in.

Description. A tree, rising generally to the height of 25 ft. or 30 ft.,

though sometimes to that of 40 ft. or 50 ft., with a trunk acquiring, at the

ground, from 4ft, to 5ft. of circumference. When young, it has a spreading

head, with more slender branches than most other pines. The bark of the

trunk and branches is greyish or ash-coloured, and rather smooth, even
when the tree is old. The bark of the young
branches is greenish, and less scaly than is ^ 2113
usual in species of this genus. The old trees

have a round head, and are generally, in Eng-
land at least, broader than they are high. The
leaves are of a deep green, 2 in. or Sin. long,
most commonly 2 in a sheath, but some-

times, though rarely, 3 ; and they are so dis-

posed as to form a double spiral round the

branches. They never remain longer than two

years on the tree ; in consequence of which

the branches of old trees have a naked appear-
ance, and the head looks open, straggling, and

thin. The male catkins are reddish, from in.

to y\in. in length, on short pedicels, disposed
in branches of 30 or 40 together. The crest

is large, proportionably to the size of the an-

thers, and is rounded. The female catkins

are not, as is usual, placed at the extremity of

the shoot of the year, but come out at the side

of the shoot, and towards the middle of it : they point outwards during their

flowering, and are of a greenish hue, slightly tinged with red. The cones

have very strong peduncles of half an inch or more in length ; and, as they
advance in size, they take a direction almost perpendicularly downwards.

The cones are of a very regular pyramidal form, somewhat rounded at the

base; 2 in. or 3 in. long; of a yellowi&h or fawn colour, but taking a greyish

tinge when mature. The extremities of the scales project very slightly :

they are scarcely angular, and are somewhat convex. The seeds are oval

years,

England at least, loses much of its beauty, by the head becoming open and

straggling. The head, from its rapid growth, generally leans to the side

opposite to that from which the prevailing wind of the locality blows the

branches, in young trees, generally resting on the ground ; so that the trunk is

seldom, if ever, erect and straight. The cones are produced at the age of 10

years, but seldom in any great quantity. The finest trees which we have

seen of this species are at White Knights and Dropmore ; at which places, in

1837, there were trees 17ft. and 27ft. high. That in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, of which a portrait is given in our last Volume, was, in
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iMil, after bc:n_r
I ^ ^ ears planted, iHlt. hiijh. /'. halepensis is the most

tender of European pines, not even excepting P. / >
inea.

di (i^n/jstiu. The Aleppo pine is indigenous in Svria, in the neighbour-
hood of Aleppo, in Jerusalem

;
in Barbary, on the mountains of Atlas

;
on

the hills of Provence, and in the neighbourhood of Toulon and Frejns, in

France, where it is called the pin blanc ; and throughout great part of Spain.

According to Captain Cook, it forms great part of the forests of Upper
Catalonia, and in the Aleborca, a district of New Castile, near the Guada-

laxara, but not rising so high on "he mountains as the P. /'master. It is

alwa\s found in dry, sandy, warm soils, and thrives admirably among rocks,
where the roots of few other trees \\ill find subsistence.

Histnni. The Aleppo pine was first cultivated in England in Uih.'i, by

Bishop Compton, under the name of P. hierosolymitana. (7V///',v Letters,

p. 171.) In 17.'>^, cones of the tree were sent from Aleppo to Miller, who
raised plants from them, most of which, however, were destroyed by the

severe winter of 17-10. As cones are readily procured from France, the

species is not rare in British nurseries; but, though one of the most orna-

mental of the genus, it has not been much planted. In Scotland and Ire-

land, it is rarely to be met with
;

it is not common in the neighbourhood of

Paris, being destroyed there by very severe winters, such as that of 178H,
which killed all the trees in the vicinity of the French capital; and in Ger-

many, and at New York, it is a green-house plant.

Properties and [*.scs. The wood is White, with a fine grain, which becomes
dark in old trees. In Provence, it is much used for joinery, and also for

making pumps for vessels. According to Bosc (.Inn. de FAgr., Feb. I8^(i,

as quoted by Delamarre), the Aleppo pine is very common between Mar-
seilles and Antibes, where it rivals in height ami thickness the pinaster, and
its wood is considered verv superior. The chief employment, however, of

the tree is lor extracting its resinous products, for which it is much preferred
to the pinaster. The liquid resin extracted from this tree in Provence,
where it is called fc pin lilanc, is often sold for Venice turpentine ; and the

tar produced by it in the same country is esteemed greatly superior to

that of Bordeaux, which is made from the pinaster. The variety P. h. marf-

tiiua, as we have seen. p. 2^.'>^., is used lor various purposes in Greece, and,
aiuoiu; others, the bark is employed for tanning hides. In Britain, P, hale-

pen^i- can onlv be considered as ornamental; and, when planted singly on a

lawn, it form- one of the handsomest species of the genus. According to

Bosc, it i-- the most elegant of European pines.
Statistics, lii Kii':lai;d. At Fulliam I'alace, 17 > ears planted, it is L'Oft. high. In Surrey, at

(JakK'in l'.t:k, 11 year- plant* d, u i- l ;tt. In^-li. In Berkshire, at \Vhiti' Knights, ;>S years planted,
it is "'7l'. hih. In Hertfordshire, at < he-hunt, In year- planted, it is Id ft. ln^h. In "Staffordshire)
at Trent!, am. it i- ." it. li.L'li. In Suffolk, at Anipton Hall, 1^ year- planted, it is lii ft. hi^h. In
Worcester hiiv, at Croome, !'

i \ ear- planted, it isl'Mt. hi-h. In' Ireland. Ill the (ilasnevin Hotanic
(iarden, ',:, year- planted, it i.- \:, It. hi^h, at Terennre, S year.- planted, it is s ft. hi^h. In Kilkenny,

'din des 1'lantes, -10 years planted,

Cmiiiiii ;( in! Slalixlu .v. Plants, in the London nurseries, are ~2s. Cxi. each
at BolK\\l!er, I franc .'jO tents; and at New York, 7.; cents.

l-.i,K f,n-iHe* l/iinli. I'in.,<u,l. .;. t.sj.
;
and on. ^ . 11 ,. and '.11.;.. from Lambert, and from a young

tree in the Horticultural Society's l.anlen, sent there by Mr. Lambert.

Xpi >'. Cl/tir., <.\<-. Leases in pairs, \erv l<>ii'_
r

, slender, \\a\\. Cones sessile,

crowded, ovate, Hiiooth. Srale^ truncate at the ajiex, llattish, ninbilicate.

(Lrnnli.) lii(ls ( see fin. :i I 1 I .
)

j|
in. long, and

J in. broad
; ovate, pointed,

whitish, aixl whollv without resin; centre bud surrounded bv three smaller

buds. Lia\c- from '>\ in. to I in. !<>n'_:, <>n the \oiiii 1

: plant in the Horti-

cultural SoeieU's (iarden; but al;o\e (, in. Ion- m .Mr. Lambert's figure.

Sheaths, m both, less tl.ah
.',

in. in length.
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Description.
" A middle-sized tree, with many large spreading

branches. Bark greyish brown, smooth, not cracked, but covered
with depressed tubercles. Leaves in twos, rarely in threes, very

long, slender, glabrous, wavy, spreading, about 9 in. long ; light

green, canaliculate above, convex beneath, serrulate on the margin,
terminated by a small conical callous mucro ; sheaths about \in.

long, persistent, of an ash-brown colour, membranaceous, entire

round the tops ; guarded at bottom with a linear-lanceolate, revo-

lute, bright brown, thread-like, ciliated scale (metamorphosed leaf).
Cones sessile, generally in clusters, ovate, smooth, brownish, 2 in.

to 3 in. long. Cones truncate at the apex, flattish, trapezoidal, um-
bilicate, smooth, obsoletely 4-angled ; umbilicus dilated, depressed, somewhat
hollow, ash-coloured. (D. Don.) This species is nearly related to P. h. mari-
tima ; but it is readily distinguished both from it and P. halepensis by its very

long wavy leaves, and by its shorter, sessile, clustered

cones, with the scales depressed and slightly con-
cave at their apex. The leaves resemble those of P.

2114

2115

Laricio ; but they are more slender, and rather longer, and both species differ

essentially in their cones. Sprengel has referred it to P. Pinaster, not even

allowing it the rank of a variety ;
but no two species can be more distinct.

The leaves in P. Pinaster are twice as stout, straight, and rigid, and disposed
in interrupted verticels ; and the cones are double the size, with the scales

elevated and angular. The tree of P. brutia is said to attain a considerable

size, and to yield timber of excellent quality." (Lamb. Piw., iii. t. 82.) Mr.
Lambert has raised young plants at Boyton, which he has distributed to dif-

ferent public and private establishments, including the Horticultural Society's
Garden.
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2117

App. i. Species of Pine having Two Leaves in a Sheath, which
we cannot with certainty refer to any of the preceding Sections.

P. Massoniana Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 8., N. Du Ham., 5. p. 243., Wittd. Sp. Pi., 4. p. 497.,
IMWS. Man., p. 348. ; ? P. nepalensis Cels. Leaves in pairs, very long, and slender ; sheaths short'
Crest of the anthers dentate-lacerate. (Lamb.} Bud apparently like that of P. sinensis. Leaves
6 in. long, slender; sheaths Jin. long, white, membranaceous, with brown scales at the base. Male
catkins numerous, fin. long. A tree, a native of China, and probably identical with P. sinensis.
Mr. Lambert's plate is from a specimen in the Banksian herbarium, brought by Mr. Francis Massoii
from the Cape of Good Hope, where it was raised from seeds which had been sent from China
Neither cones, seeds, nor living plants, have yet been introduced under the name of P. Masson<Jna
but Mr. Lawson observes,

" on comparing a plant, received from M. Cols, nurseryman, Paris, under
the name of P. nepalensis, with Mr. Lambert's figure and description of I'. Mnssonidna, there seems
little doubt but they are the same. In habit of growth and general appearance it resembles P. lon-
gif6lia, but differs in having only two leaves in each sheath, whereas the latter has three. The
plant, however, above referred to, has not attained sufficient size to show whether its leaves will
become so pendulous as those of the long-leaved East In-
dian pine." There is a plant of P. nepalensis in the pine-
turn at Haddo House, of which the Earl of Aberdeen
has sent us a specimen, but the leaves are in threes.

P. Massom'iww Professor Don considers, as we have.seen
in p. 2218., nothing more than P. Pinaster ; and, with

respect to the P. nepalensis received from Lord Aber-
deen, it is probably P. longifblia.
Pinus sp., from Nepal. Some cones of a pine have

been kindly sent us by Mr. Paxton, which were brought
home from the East Indies in 1837, by a collector sent
out by His Grace the Duke of Devonshire. The cones
resemble those of P. Pinaster in the termination of
their scales, but they are much smaller ; the largest is

2 in. long, and 2 in. broad
;
and the smaller ones,

and the seeds and their wings, resemble Jig. 2117. No
leaves were brought home ; but Mr. Paxton informs
us that the general appearance of the tree, on its native

hills, was like that of an old, stunted, weatherbeaten
Scotch pine; it having, like that tree, dark heavy fo-

liage, rather dense. All the trees the collector saw had
that character, except one or two which were growing
more freely, and had more the appearance of cedars of
Lebanon ; only that the branches did not spread so
much at bottom; though they had the habit of that

tree, the head tapering on every side, from the extre-

mity of the bottom branches upwards to a point The
height to which the tree grows is estimated at between
30 ft. and 40 ft. As the cones bear so close a resemblance
in their scales to those of P. Pin&ster and P. Pinea,
we have noticed them in this Appendix, rather than
under any of the sections of 3 or 4-leaved pines, to

which, however, the species may ultimately be found
to belong. As the seeds are fresh, young plants will soon be raised

; and these, in a few years, will
enable us to decide at least to what section the tree belongs.

Sect. ii. Terndta. Leaves 3 in a Sheath.

A. Cones hardly so long as the Leaves ; the Scales with Prickles.

v. Tec*da.

Sect. Char. Leaves 3 in a sheath, longer than the cones. Cones in twos, threes,
or clusters, with the scales prickly. The trunk and larger branches throw
out tufts of foliage and abortive shoots, even in the thickest parts, and in

every stage of the tree's growth. Natives of North America. The kinds

brought together in this section, though generally considered species, may,
possibly, be only varieties. Though the pines belonging to this division are

easily known by the cones, and even by the leaves and buds, when the trees

are mature and seen together; yet we have found none so difficult to deter-
mine by their leaves and buds, when the plants are young. In general, the
leaves of P. Tae'da are longer, stronger, and of a more glaucous hue ; and its

buds are larger than those of any other kind in the section. P. rfgida has
shorter leaves, fewer of them, and they are less glaucous; and the buds are

long, cylindrical, and blunt-pointed. P. serotina resembles P. rfgida in the

leaves, but these are still fewer, and the cones are egg-shaped. The P.
variabilis of Lambert, according to his figure, is different from any of these,
and in no way resembles the P. mitis of Michaux, of which it is said to be a

synonyme. The P. mitis of Michaux is known with certainty at first sight, by
its numerous, thickly set, and slender, short leaves

; and, above all, by the
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violet-coloured glaucous bloom of the shoots. (See p. 2195.) As P. mitis

has frequently three leaves, it may possibly belong to this section, but
its buds are scaly, and not resinous.

1 16. P. TVoA L. The Frankincense, or Loblolly, Pine.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1419. ; Syst., cd. Reich., 4. p 173. ; Ait. Hort. Kcw., 3. p. 36& ; Michx.
N. Amer. Syl., ,'>. p. 15f>. ; Lamb. Pin., 1. 1. 15. ;

Pursh Fl. Amor. Sept., 2 p. fi44. ; N. Du Ham., 5.

p. 245. ; Hayne Dond., p. 174. ;
Lawson's Manual, p. 851. ; Bon Jard., 1837, p. 975. : Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 183fi.

Synonymcs. P. fT.liis tcrnis Gron. Virg., 152.
; P. virginiana tonuifblia tripilis Pink. Aim., 297. ;

White Pine, at Petersburg and Richmond, in Virginia ; Oldfield Pine, Amcr. ;
Pin de 1'Encens, Fr.

Engravings Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 15. ; N. Du Ham., t.75. t. 2. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl, t. 14:>. ;

our Jig. 2121., to our usual scale; and fiss. 2118. to 2120., of the natural size, from the Horticul-
tural Society, Dropmore, and Syon specimens.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves in threes, elongated. Cones often in pairs, shorter

than the leaves ; oblong, pyramidal, somewhat truncate at

the apex ; scales with sharp prickles, turned inwards. Crest
of the anthers rounded. (Lois.} Buds, on young trees (see

fig. 2118.), -|in.

long, and A in.

broad ; pointed,
with straight

sides; brownish

red, and more
covered with re-

sin than any
2118 other species,

except P.Banksz'ffwa. Buds
on the full-grown tree at Sy-

on, as in fig. 2120. Leaves

(see/g. 2119.) from 5^ in.

to 5|in. long, rigid, bluntly

pointed, channeled in the

middle, with sheaths from
I- in. to lin. long; brown,
and faintly ringed. Cones
3A in. to 4in. long, and

from If in. to 2 in. broad ;

scales 1^ in. long. Seed

small; with the wing, l^in.

long. In the climate of

London, the tree flowers

in May, but in Carolina it

flowers in April. The
cones ripen in the Au-

gust of the second year.

Variety.
* P. T. 2 alopecunndea

Ait. Hort. Kew.,
ed. 2., v. p. 317.,
the Fox-tail Frank-
incense Pine, is said

to have the leaves

spreading,andmore

squarrose than the

species. There is

a plant of this name
in the Horticultu-

ral Society's Gar-

den, which, 8 years planted, is 10ft. high ; but it does not appear
different from the species. Pursh is ot opinion that this variety

2119
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is nothing more than the P. serotina
of Michaux, but Lambert thinks it a va-

riety of P. ngida.

Description. A lofty tree, often, in America,
upwards of 80 ft. high, with a trunk sometimes
clear of branches to the height of 50 ft., and from
2 ft. to 3 ft. in diameter, with a wide-spreading
head. The leaves are broad, pointed, flat on the

upper surface, and forming a ridge below
; of a

fine light green, with a sheath long and whitish at

first, but becoming short, thick, and brown when
old. The cones are about 4 in. in length ; and the
scales terminate in processes which have the form
of an elongated pyramid, somewhat in the manner
of P. Pinaster ; but the apex of the pyramid
terminates in a thick sharp prickle, somewhat in

the manner of P. pungens, and turned upwards.
When the cone opens, the elongation of the pro-
cess contracts laterally, and it then assumes the
form of a regular rhomboid. The timber is said by Michaux to have a large
proportion of sap wood, which arises from the rapid growth of the tree,
and the consequent thickness of its annual layers. In England, in the
climate of London, P. TVda grows vigorously, there being large trees 'at Syon
and at Kew, which, after being 50 years planted, produce shoots of from 9 in.
to 1 ft. every year. At Dropmore, a tree, of which Jig. 2122. is a portrait to
a scale of 1 in. to 12 ft., after being 41 years planted, was, in 1837, 37 ft. high.

Geography and History. P. TVda, according to Pursh, is found in bar-
ren sandy situations, from Florida to Virginia. All the woods in the
southern states, he says, seem to be seeded with, it

; for, when any piece of
clear land is neglected for any length of time, it is speedily covered" with this

species ; and hence its name, amongst the inhabitants, of Oldfield pine. It is

difficult, and in some cases almost impracticable, he adds, to recover the lands
which have been overrun with young pines of this species, as the ground ap-
pears to have lost all fertile properties for any other vegetable than these
trees. Michaux, whose account Pursh characterises as very correct and in-

structive, says that P. 7'ae
vda is found in the

lower part of Virginia, and in the districts of
North Carolina situated north-east of the ri-

ver of Cape Fear, over an extent of nearly 200
miles ; always growing in dry sandy soil. On
spots consisting of red clay mixed with gravel,
it is supplanted by the yellow pine (P. mitis

Michx.), and by different species of oak
; the

two pines regularly alternating according to

the varieties in the soil ; and frequently vanish-

ing and reappearing at intervals of three or

four miles. " In the same parts of Virginia," he

adds,
"
this species exclusively occupies lands

that have been exhausted by cultivation ; and,
amid forests ofoak, tracts of 100 or 200 acres

are not unfrequently seen covered with thriving

young pines. In the more southern states, it

is the most common species after the long-
leaved pine (P. australis) ;

but it grows only
in the branch swamps, or long narrow marshes
that intersect the pine barrens, and near the

creeks and rivers, where the soil is of middling

2121

fertility, and susceptible ofimprovement : such
is the vicinity of Charleston, in South Caro-
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lina, which is covered to the distance of five or six miles

with loblolly pines." (Michx.) P. TaeVla was intro-

duced into England before 1713, by Bishop Compton ;

and there are fine specimens of the tree at Syon, Kew,
and more especially at Pain's Hill. Of one of the trees

at Syon, and of one of those at Pain's Hill (the latter,

doubtless, the handsomest tree of the species in Eu-

rope), portraits
are given in our last Volume. As seeds

are easily procured from New York, the species is not

uncommon in the London nurseries ; and it is more fre-

quent in collections than most other American pines. It

grows freely in the neighbourhood of Paris, and ripens
cones there ;

it also stands the open air in the south of

Germany, and as far north as Berlin.

Properties and Uses. The wood, as already observed,
is porous, and not very durable ; though the fineness of
its grain, and consequently its durability, vary accord-

ing to the soil on which it is grown. In some parts of

Virginia, three fourths of the houses are built with logs
of this pine ; and it is there even used for laying the

ground floors, instead of the yellow pine (P. mitis).
These floors are formed of boards only 4 in. wide ; and,

though they are strongly nailed, they soon shrink, and
become uneven ; a result which does not take place when
the long-leaved pine (P. australis) is used ; the concen-
tric circles of which, Michaux observes, are twelve
times as numerous in the same space as those of P.
TaeMa. On the whole, the wood of this latter tree is

little esteemed in America for its timber; but it affords

turpentine in abundance, though in a less fluid state

than that of the long-leaved pine. Michaux suggests the idea of trying it along
with the pinaster on the plains of Bordeaux, and employing it for the same

purposes as that tree.

Statistics. There is a tree at Syon 75 ft. high ; one at Kew between 40 ft. and 50 ft. high ;
some at

Whitton, 60 ft. high ; and a number at Pain's Hill, 60 ft. to 70 ft. high : at Dropmore, it is 38 ft. high.
Price of cones, in London, 1*. per quart ;

and of plants, 5*. each : at Bollwyller, plants are 2 francs
each.

1 17. P. RI'GIDA Mill. The rigid, or Pitch, Pine.

Identification. Mill. Diet, No. 10. ; Du Roi Harbk., 2. p. 60. ; Wang. Beyt., p. 41. ;
Marshall Arb.

Amer., p. 101. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 16,17. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 150. ; Pursh Fl. Amer.
Sept., 2. p. 643. ; Hayne Dend., p. 174. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 352. : N. lJu Ham., p. 244. ; Bon
Jard., 1837, p. 975. ;

Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. P. Ta:\ia rigida /3 Aft. Hort. Keiv.,3. p. 368., Willd. Berol. Baumz., p. 210. ;
P. cana-

densis trifblia Du Ham. Arb.,\
c
l. p. 126.; ? P. Tae'da a Poir. Diet., 5. p. 340.; ? three-leaved

Virginian Pine, Sap Pine, black Pine; Pin h^risse, Pin ru.le, Fr.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 16, 17. ; N. Du Ham., 5. t. 74. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., vol. 3.
t 144. ; our fig. >.>126., to our usual scale

;
and figs. 2123. to 212.5., of the natural size, from Drop-

more specimens.

Spec. Char.y $c. Leaves in threes. Cones ovate-oblong, in threes or

fours, much shorter than the leaves ; their scales terminated by a

rough thorny point. Male catkins elongated, with the crest of the
anthers dilated, and roundish. (Lois.) Buds, on young trees (see fig.

2123.), from A in. to fin long, ^-in. broad, pointed, brown, and
covered with resin

; on the full-grown trees at Dropmore as in fig. PI
2125. Leaves (see fig. 2124.) from 3^ in. to 4^ in. long; sheath ill

fin. long, white at first, and afterwards becoming darker, but Et
scarcely black. Cones from 2$ in. to 3 in. long, and from l^in. to \Q>
\\ in. broad; scales lin. long, terminating in depressed quadrilateral

pyramids, ending in a prickle^ pointing outwards. Seed little more
S

than in. long; but, with the wing, from fin. to |in. long. Cotyledons, ?

Variety. According to Mr. Lambert, P. T. alopecuroidea Ait. is a variety of
P. rigida, characterised by its much shorter and stouter leaves, and its

ovate-oblong, much narrower, and aggregated cones. (Lamb. Pin., ed. 2.,
no. 17.) 7 F
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Description. The pitch pine,
in America, Michaux informs

us, varies, according to soil

and situation, from 12 ft. or

15 ft. to 70 ft. or 80 ft. in height.
" The buds are always resinous ;

and its triple leaves vary in

length from l^in. to Tin., ac-

cording to the degree of mois-
ture in the soil. The male cat-

kins are 1 in. long, straight, and

winged, like those of the pond
pine (P. serotina). The size of

the cones depends on the nature

of the soil, and varies from less

than 1 in. to more than 3 in. in

length ; they are of a pyramidal

shape, and each scale is pointed
with an acute prickle of about

-^-in. long. Whenever these

trees grow in masses, the cones
are dispersed singly over the

branches ; and they shed their

seeds the first autumn after they
are mature; but, on solitary

trees, the cones are collected in

groups of four, five, or even a

larger number, and will remain
on the trees closed for several

years." (Michx.) This species
has a thick, blackish, deeply fur-

rowed bark. It is remarkable
for the number of its branches,
which occupy two thirds of its

trunk, and render its wood ex-

tremely knotty. The concen-
tric circles are widely distant; ^ ^MV
and three fourths of the wood
of the larger trees consists of sap wood. On mountains and gravelly lands, the

wood is compact, heavy, and surcharged with resin ; whence is derived the

name of pitch pine. In swamps, on the con-

trary, it is light, soft, and composed almost

wholly of sap wood ; whence it is called the

sap pine. In British gardens, the tree is of as

rapid growth as P. TfceMa and P. pungens ; the

specimen at Dropmore, after being 41 years

planted, being upwards of 31 ft. high.

Geography and History. According to

Pursh, P. rfgida is found on the plains from
New England to Virginia, growing, in favour-

able situations, to a very large tree, and either

in dry soil, or in very wet low ground. Mi-
chaux states that it is found throughout the

whole of the United States, with the exception
of the maritime part of the Atlantic districts,

and the fertile regions west of the Alleghany
Mountains; but most abundantly where the

soil is meagre. The most northern points at

which Michaux observed it were, the vicinity
ofBrunswick, in the district ofMaine; and Bur-
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lington, on Lake Champlain, in the state of Vermont. In these places, it grows
commonly in light, friable, and sandy soils, which it occupies almost exclusive-

ly ; not exceeding 12 ft. or 15 ft. in height; and where its slender branches, laden

with puny cones, evince the feebleness of its vegetation. In Pennsylvania and

Virginia, the ridges of the Alleghanies are sometimes covered with it; parti-

cularly the south mountains, on the ridge called Saddle Hill, where the

soil is rather richer, and where the tree attains the height of 35 ft. or 40 ft.,

with a trunk 12 in. or 15 in. in diameter. In the lower parts of New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, and Maryland, it is frequently seen, in the large cedar swamps
(which are constantly miry, or covered with water), 70 ft. or 80 ft. high, with

a trunk from 20 in. to 28 in. in diameter, and exceeding the surrounding
trees both in bulk and elevation. It supports a long time the presence of

sea water, which, in spring tides, overflows the salt meadows, where it is

sometimes found, and where it is the only species of the pine tribe. Messrs.

Brown and M'Nab found the summits of the Allegheny Mountains entirely
covered by scraggy trees of this species, with dwarf scrub oak (Quercus
Bannfsteri) as underwood. (Quart. Journ. of Agri. t v. p. 604.) On dry

gravelly soil, Michaux observes, the wood of P. rigida is knotty ; and, in

humid situations, it is of so poor a quality, as to be unfit for works which

require strength or durability. This species seems to have formerly abounded
in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire; for, from the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century, till 1776, these states furnished Britain with a
considerable quantity of tar. About the year 1705, a misunderstanding having
taken place between Great Britain and Sweden, from which latter country
the British government had

principally
drawn its supply of tar, Great Britain

encouraged this branch of industry in the northern part of America, by a

premium of I/, sterling for every barrel of tar made from dead wood, and 2/.

for every barrel made from green wood ; in consequence of which, and of this

tree furnishing tar abundantly, its destruction has been so rapid, that it is now
rarely found in the northern states. P. rigida was cultivated in England by
the Duke of Bedford, previously to 1759; and, as the cones are frequently

imported, it is not uncommon in collections of the genus. There are old

trees at Syon and Pain's Hill, from 40 ft. to 50 ft. high ;
and one at Dropmore,

40 years planted, which, in 1837, was 31 ft. high. The specimen in the

arboretum at Hackney is 10ft. 6 in. high; and one in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, after being 6 years planted, is 5 ft. high.

Properties and Uses. In some parts of the Alleghanies, where this tree

abounds, houses are built of it ; and the wood, if it is not covered with paint,
is readily recognised by its numerous knots. It is thought better than the

7 F 2
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yellow pine for floors that are frequently washed ; as the resin with which it

is impregnated renders it finer and more durable. It is used for ship pumps,
and as fuel by the bakers and brick-makers of New York and Philadelphia ;

and from the roots is procured lampblack. The principal use of this tree is,

however, to furnish tar and turpentine. The essence of turpentine, used in

most parts of America for painting, is prepared from this tree.

Commercial Statistics. Price of cones, in London, 2s. per quart. Plants, at

Bollwyller, are 1 franc 50 cents each ; and at New York, 50 cents.

i 18. P. (R.) SERO'TINA Michx. The late, or Pond, Pine.

Identification. Michx. Fl Amer. Bor, 2. p. 205. ; Michx. Arb., 1. p. 86. ;
N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 148. ;

Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 643.
5 N. Du Ham., 5 p. 246. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 18.

; Lawson's,
Manual, p. 353.

Synonyme. ? P. !Ta>vda fllopecuroidea Alt. Hort. Kcw., ed. 2., 5. p. 317.

Engravings. Mithx. Arb., 1. t. 7. ;
N. Amer. Syl., 3. t. H2. ; N. Du Ham., 5. t. 75. f. 1 .

; Lamb. Pin.,
ed. 2., 1. t. 18. ;

our Jiff. 2130., to our usual scale
;
and Jigs. 2127. to 2129 , of the natural size, from

the Horticultural Society and Dropinore specimens, and from Michaux.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves in threes, very long. Male catkins erect,
incumbent. Cones ovate ; scales having very small mucros.

(Michx.} Buds, on young trees (see Jig. 2128.),
from ^in. to -^-in. H1 length* and from $ in. to
A in. in breadth ; conical, dark brown, and very re-

sinous ; buds on old trees as in Jig. 2127. Leaves

(see fig. 2129.), in the Dropinore specimens, from 4 in.

to Gin. long; in Michaux's figure, upwards of 8 in.

long. Cones 2^ in. or Sin. long, and l|in. or 2 in.

broad ; egg-shaped ; scales
|-

in. long, and f in. broad,
with the apex depressed, and terminating in a slender

prickle. Seed very small ; with the wing, from f in. to

|.
in. in length. Cotyledons, ? The cones and leaves of the

trees of this name at Dropinore, and the circumstance of there

being trees at

Pain's Hill with

cones of different

sizes and shapes,
but all on three-

leaved pines, and

all evidently of the YVda fa-

mily, induce us to believe that

P. rigida and P. serotina are

only different forms of the same

species.

Description, $c. The pond pine,

according to Michaux, rarely ex-

ceeds 35 ft. or 40 ft. in height, with

a branchy trunk from 15 in.to 18 in.

in diameter. The leaves are ge-

nerally 5 in. or 6 in. long, and
sometimes more. The male cat-

kins are straight, and about ^ in.

long. The cones are commonly in

pairs, and opposite to each other ;

they are about 2 in. long, nearly
2 in. in diameter, and egg-shaped ;

the scales are rounded at their ex-

tremities, and armed with fine short

prickles, which are easily broken

off, so that in some cases no ves-

tiges are left of their existence.

The cones arrive at maturity the

second year ; but they do not shed

their seeds till the third or fourth
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year; whence the specific name. Pnrsh, who sus-

pects this species to be only a variety of P. rigida,

says that it grows on the edges of ponds and

swamps from New Jersey to Carolina. Michaux
observes that it is generally found in the maritime

parts of the southern districts ; but that "
it grows

occasionally in other parts of the United States, on
the borders of ponds, and in the black and miry
soil of the small swamps which form the habitat

of the loblolly bay (Gordons lasianthus), the tu-

pelo (Nyssrt bfcolor), and the small magnolia
(Magnol/rt glaiica). This species is sometimes
found, also, in abandoned fields near the swamps ;

but the dryness of the soil occasions no difference

in its form. This observation, Michaux adds, is

of importance, as P. serotina is frequently con-
founded with P. rigida, which it strikingly resem-
bles. The timber is found to consist ofmore than
one half of sap wood ; and for this reason it is

useless at home, and deservedly neglected abroad."

(Michx.) In England, it forms, like the other

kinds of P.
TV da, an in-

teresting addition to the pinetum, grow-
ing as freely at Syon, Pain's Hill, and

Dropmore, as P. rigida or P. 7T
ae

v
da.

The tree at Dropmore (of which a por-
trait is given in our last Volume) was, in

1837, 32 ft. high, that at Syon was 25 ft.

high, and one at Kenwood was 30 ft. high.

P. varidbiUs Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1 14., and our
fig. 2131., of the natural size, from Lambert's plate.
Mr. Lambert describes this pine as having the leaves
in twos and threes, 2 in. long, channeled, the margins
and nerves rough, and the apexes sub-keelshaped ;

the sheaths short, straight, and Lut little wrinkled.
The cones solitary, recurved, pendulous, narrow-
ovate, muricate ; spines subincurved, with the scales
dilated in the middle. He has only seen two trees of
this species in England; one at Pain's Hill, and the
other at Kew. (Lamb.} The one at Kew no longer
exists

;
and the only trees at Pain's Hill, that we could

see, with cones resembling those in Mr. Lambert's
plate, had three leaves, and appeared to us to belong
to P. TteMa. The buds in Mr. Lambert's figure appear
to be resinous, but those ofP. variabilis at Dropmore,
which we feel confident is the P. mltis of Michaux
(which Mr. Lambert makes a synonyme ofhis plant),
are scaly, with the scales reflexed, as in fig. 2073. in

p. 2195. The young shoots in Mr. Lambert's plate
are green, but in the Dropmore plant they are of the
same violet glaucous hue as those of P. Inops ; a
character so remarkable that it cannot be mistaken,
and which, Michaux says, belongs to no other pine of
the United States but P. Inops and P. mltis. (N.
Amer. Syl., 3. p. 130.) It is found also in P. Sabin-
iima and /'. Coulter/; but with thess species Mi-
chaux was not acquainted.

vi. Ponderbsa.

Sect. Char. Leaves very long, strong, somewhat flexuose.

1 19. P. PONDERO'SA Doug. The he&vy-wooclt-d Pine.

Identification. Douglas's specimens in the Horticultural Society's herbarium ; Lawson's Manual,
p. 354. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

SngrofiHft. Our fig. 2135., to our usual scale ; and figx. 2132. to 2134., of the natural size ; from the
tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and Douglas's specimens in the Horticultural Society's
herbarium.

7 F 3
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Spec. Char. y $c. Leaves three in a sheath, much longer than the cones,

flexible, tortuous, with short sheaths ; crest of the anthers rounded, entire.

Cones ovate, reflexed, with the apices
of the scales flattened, with a raised

process in the middle, terminating in

a conical, minute, recurved spine,

^ slightly quadrangular. Buds, in Dou-
glas's specimen, in. long and fin.

lijjl

broad ; cylindrical, with straight sides,
w rounded like a dome at the extremity,"

but with a prominent blunt point ; dark

brown, and covered with resin. Buds,
on the living tree in the Horticultural

Society's Garden (see^g. 2132.), from
1 in. to l^in. long, and from fin. to

l^in. broad; smooth, cylindrical, with along point;
reddish brown, and covered with a fine white bloom,
consisting of fine particles of resin, surrounded by
two or more smaller buds. Leaves disposed in pa-
rallel spirals ; in Douglas's specimen (seeyfcg. 2133.),
from 9 in. to 1 1 in. long; 3 in a sheath, which is from

in. to lin. in length, with numerous fine rings ;'
t

scales of the leaves persistent on the wood, even of'

two years' or three years' growth. Leaves, on the

living plant, from 7 in. to 9 in. long. The cone (see

Jig. 2134.), in Douglas's specimen, is deformed, and

2134 y,
imperfectly

developed ; it is

only 3 in. long, and

fin. broad. The
scales are termi-

nated in flattened

processes, scarcely
ribbed in any direc-

tion. In the centre
of the process is a

protuberance, large
in proportion to

the scale, which terminates in a sharp
prickle, pointing outwards. Scale 1 in.

long, and fin. broad; dark brown. Seed

fVin. long, and fin. broad; dark brown,
with the wing nearly 1 in. in length, and

fin. in breadth; wings of a yellowish
brown. The following description, given
in Lawson's Manual, of a young tree of
P. ponderosa, taken from the specimen
growing in the Caledonian Horticultural

Society'sGarden, which, in 1837, was 15 ft.

high, is at once correct and character-
istic :

" In its habit of growth, P. pon-
derosa seems to surpass all others of the genus for strength and luxuriance.

The branches are few, regularly verticillated, horizontal, and seem inclined to

assume a pendulous or drooping habit as the tree becomes old ; central or top
shoot often more than an inch in diameter, and of proportionable length.
Buds large, and free from resin. Leaves thickly set, 9 in. to 1 ft. or I ft. 2 in.

in length ; thick, rigid, and nearly straight ; rounded on the exterior, and

having a longitudinal prominent rib, together with minute channels, on the in-

2133
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2136

terior side ; smooth, with very indistinctly serrated margins ; sheaths short
of a dull blackish colour, and lace-

rated or torn at their extremities."

Lawson's Manual, p. 355.) The
timber is said to be so heavy as al-

most to sink in water. The tree is

found to be quite hardy, and of rapid

growth, both in the climate of Lon-
don and of Edinburgh. P. ponderosa
is a native of the north-west coast of

North America, on the banks of the

Spokan and Flathead rivers, and on
the Kettle Falls of tire Columbia,

abundantly. It was discovered by
Douglas, and sent by him to the

Horticultural Society in 1826. A
number of plants were raised from
seeds in that year, and distributed :

the largest of these we believe to be
that in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, of whichfig. 2136. is a por-

trait, to the scale of 1 in. to 4ft.

The tree at Dropmore was, in 1837,
9 ft. high. Both this tree, and that in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
are very subject to the attacks of the Hylurgus piniperda, already described,

p. 2141.; and the specimen
sent home by Douglas is

remarkable for having a large

tuft, among the leaves, of a

parasitic plant attached to it ;

of a portion of which Jig.
2137. is a specimen slightly

magnified. This plant, the

Arceuthobium Oxycedri of

Bieb., Spreng. Syst., iii. p.
901. ; Fiscum Oxycedri Dec.,
Hook. Fl. Bor. Arner., p. 371.

t. 99.; was found by Dou-

glas on Pinus ponderosa, on
the west side of the Rocky
Mountains

;
and both by Dou-

glas and Drummond "on P.

Banksiawa, from the Spokan
river on the west side of the

Rocky Mountains, in lat. 47,
to the Rocky Mountains, and
thence to Hudson's Bay on
the east, in lat. 57. Mr.

Douglas entertained an idea

that the specimens in his

herbarium of this curious para-

site, found on P. ponderdsa,
were different from those found
on P. Banksiawa ; but the only
difference consists in the latter being loaded with female, the former

with male, flowers, which certainly gives a very different appearance to the

extremities of the numerous branches. It is remarkable too, that all Mr.

Drummond's specimens (and they were all found upon P. BankmnKi)
7 F 4
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are male plants.
These and the

plants of Mr.

Douglas have
been carefully

compared with

European ones
found growing
on the Junipe-
rus Oxycedrus,
some from the
south ofFrance

(in Languedoc,
gathered by M.
Bory de Saint

Vincent), and
others from Mt.

Caucasus, com-
municated to

meby Mr.Pres-

cott,and I must

confess, I can-

notperceiveany
specific differ-

ence in them
whatever. In

general, but not

always, those
from the old
world are ei-

ther greener or
blacker when
dry; and the
American more

Fl. Bor. Amer.,
i. p. 278.) Pi-
nus ponderosa,
which is, per-

haps, more har-

dy than the pi-

naster, and is

of equally rapid
growth, has a noble appearance, even when a young tree ; and, togetherwith P. babmiana and P. Coulteri, equally noble trees, and apparently as
hardy and of as rapid growth, well deserves a place in every pinetum.
Price of the plants, in the London nurseries, 2\s. each.

2137

Sect. Char.

1 20. P.

B. Cones having the Scales hooked.

vii. SabtH&ns&,
Cones large, with the apex of the scales elongated and hooked.

Douglas. Sabine's, or the great prickly-coned, Pine.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t.80. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 353.
; Lodd. Cat. ed 1836

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t 80.
;
OUT Jig. 2142., to our usual scale; and fles 2138 to 2140of the natural size, from the tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves in threes, very long. Cones ovate, echinate, very large.
Scales long, awl-shaped, incurved, and spiny at the apex. (Lamb. Pin.) Buds,
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on the tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden (see Jig.

'2139.), nearly 1 in. long, and i in. broad; convex on the sides,

imbricated, but not covered with resin. Leaves from 10 in. to
1 ft. in length ; glaucous in every stage of their growth, flexuose;
and, when full-grown, partly bent downwards, as those shown in

fig. 214-2. Sheaths above 1 in. in length, membranaceous, ash-

brown, shining, and nearly entire at the top,with numerous rinys;
scales of the cones, in the specimens sent home- by Douglas,

k

/in.

long and lin. broad (sccf. 2140.). Seeds (a \\\fig. 2 140., and
b in/.2141) above 1 in. long, and nearly iin. broad, much larger
than those of P. Coulter/' shown at a in Jig. 2141.

; win-; very
short. Shoots of the current year covered with violet-coloured

bloom, like those of P. inops, but darker. Native of California.

Description. Douglas describes the leaves as in threes, very rarely in

fours, from 1 1 in. to 14 in. long, sharp, round, and smooth on the outside,

angular on the insule, serrated, more widely and conspicuously so towards
the point, erect, but flaccid and drooping during winter

; sheath l in. long,

light brown, chaffy, sometimes torn at the top. Stipules lanceolate and

rigid. Male and female catkins erect. Flowers appearing in February and
March. Cones
of a bright green
when young ;

at

the end of the

first season,

measuring from
6 in. to 8 in.

round, and being
then of a more
rounded form
than they are

when perfect, in

the November
of the following

year ( sec Jig.
21.38.: when ma-

ture, ovate, re-

curved, pressing
on the shoots

for support, in

clusters of from

3 to 9, surround-

ing the stem ;

remaining on the

tree for a series of

years ;
and from

f)in. to 1 1 in. long, and from Hi in. to Is in. round
; some, however, are larger.

Scales spathuhite, 2^ in. long, having a very strong, sharp, incurved point

(see h in fig. 2140.) with abundance of pellucid resin. Seeds (see a
\\~\fig.

2140.) somewhat oblong, tapering to the base; flattish on the inside, Iin.

long, and nearly ^ in. broad ;
shell thick, hard, brown ; wing yellow, short,

stiff, and half the length of the seed, which it nearly encompasses ;
kernel

pleasant to the taste. Cotyledons from 7 to 12. The tree docs not attain

quite so large a si/e as the other gigantic species of the genus, \\liich inhabit

the northern and western parts of North America. The trees are of a tapering

form, straight, and of regular growth ;
from loft, to 120ft. in height, with

trunks from 2ft. to 12ft. in circumference (or, as Douglas states in his letter

to Sir W. .1. Hooker, from 1 I Oft. to 140 ft. in height, with trunks from 3ft.

to 12 ft. in diameter), clothed with branches to the Around when standing far

apart or solitary. The largest and most handsome tries inhabit the aqueous
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vegetable deposits on the

western flank of the Cordille-

ras of New Albion, at a great
elevation above the level of
the sea, and 1600ft. below
the verge of perpetual snow,
in the parallel of 40 N. lat.

On the less elevated moun-
tains near the coast, where
the temperature is higher, but

more uniform, in the parallel
of 31 north, in decomposed
granite schistus, or gravelly

soils, the trees are smaller and

few, inhabiting the summits
of the mountains only. The
wood is white, soft, even-

grained, and perhaps not very
durable. {Lamb. Pin., t. 80. ;

and Comp. to the Sot. Mag.,
ii. p. 150.) In the Companion
to the Botanical Magazine are

published a number of letters

From Douglas to Sir W. J.

Hooker, by which it appears
that Douglas discovered this

pine in 1826, and named it in

compliment to his early friend

and patron Mr. Sabine; but,

unfortunately, he lost his spe-

cimens, together with the notes he
his return northward. In a letter

vember 23. 1831, after stating that

2142

2141

had made, in crossing a rapid stream, on

dated Monterey, Upper California, No-
he had found another tree of this species,

he says,
" I sent to London a

detailed account of this most
beautiful tree, to be published
in the Horticultural Transac-

tions" This account never ar-

rived ; but the cones and spe-

2143

cimens were received in 1832;
and plants were raised from the

seeds, in the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, that year. Of
one of these, which, in 1837,
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2144

was 4 ft. 6 in. high, fig. 2143. is a portrait, to a scale of 1 in. to 4 ft. There
is a plant at Dropmore, which, in 1837, was 5ft. 6 in. high. The species
appears to be as hardy as the pinaster.

1 21. P. (S.) COU'LTER/ D. Don. Coulter's, or the great hooked, Pine.

Identification. Don in Lin. Trans., 17. p. 440. ; Lamb. Pin., 3. t. 83.

Synonymes. P. Sabin^wa var. Hort. ; P. macroc&rpa Lindl. MS.
Engravings. Lamb. Pin., 3. t. 83.

;
OUT fig. 2146. from Lambert, fig. 2141. from the dried cone in the

Horticultural Society's herbarium, and figs. 2144. and 2145. from the young plants in the Horticul-
tural Society's Garden.

Spec. Char., Sf-c. Leaves in threes, very long, compressed ; sheaths

ragged. Cones oblong, solitary, very large ; scales wedge-shaped,
with the apex elongated, thickened, lanceolate, mucronate, com-

pressed, hooked. (D. Don.) Buds, on the tree in the Horticul-

tural Society's Garden (seefig. 2144.), 1 in. long, and from fin.
to | in. broad; conical, pointed, convex on the sides, imbri-

cated; the scales of the buds adpressed, brown, and not covered

with resin. Leaves of the young plants 9 in. long, and of the dried

specimens in the herbarium ofthe Horticultural Society, upwards
of 10 in. long; of the same glaucous hue as those of P. Sabin-

idna, but not turned downwards at any stage of their growth.
Cones (see fig. 2146., to our usual scale) sent home by Douglas
1 ft. in length, and 6 in. in breadth ; scales of the cones 3 in. long,
and from l^in. to l^in. broad. Scales (seej^g. 2141. c) from

3^ in. to 4 in. long, and from l^in. to If in. broad; in fig. 2146., at a, a

front view of the hook of the scale is given, of the natural size. Seed

(see fig. 2141. ) brown, flattish, from i in. to f in. in length, and in. in

breadth, without the wing; with the wing, 1 in. in length; wing stiff, light

brown, and nearly encompassing the seed. Cotyledons, ? The seed of P.
Sabinmwa is much larger than that ofP. Coulteri, as shown at a in the same

figure. Shoots of the current year covered with a violet-coloured glaucous
bloom, like those ofP. inops, but darker. Native of California, on mountains.

Description. A large strong-growing tree, from 80ft. to 100ft. high.
Bark brownish. Branches large; top spreading. Branchlets knotted, and
tubercled from the callous bases of
the stipular scales ; about 1 in. in thick-

ness. Leaves in threes, rarely in fours

or fives, about 9 in. long, incurved,
somewhat compressed, mucronate; 2-

furrowed above, flattish beneath, slight-

ly serrated on.. the margin, and on the

elevated line along the middle ; sheaths

l^in. long, about the thickness of a

crow-quill, swelling at the tips. Scales

of the stipules ovate-lanceolate, acumi-

nate, cartilaginous, bright brown, shin-

ing, adpressed ; margin scarious, white,

thread-like, and torn ; with the lower
ones shorter,and keel-shaped. Stipules

larger, much acuminated, hooded at the

base, callous, indurated, and persistent.
All the cones large, conical-oblong, 1 ft.

and more in length, 6 in. in diameter
near the middle, and weighing about
41b. Scales wedge-shaped, elongated
at the apex, lanceolate, mucronate,

compressed on both sides, obsoletely quadrangular, incurved and hooked,
very thick, indurated, smooth, shining, brownish, acute at the margin, 1 in.

to Sin. long; the lower ones longer, deflexed, and spreading. (Lamb.)
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This tree was discovered by Dr. Coulter, in what year is not stated; but, if

we are correct (and Professor Don thinks we are) in considering it the same

as P. Sabiniawrt var., seeds and specimens were sent home by Douglas in 1832,

though unaccompanied by any description or historical particulars ;
his papers,

which he had despatched by another ship, having been lost. Dr. Coulter

found it on the mountains of Santa Lucia, near the mission of San Antonio,
in lat. 36 ,

within sight of the sea, and at an elevation of from 3000 ft. to

4000 ft. above its level. It was growing intermixed with P. Lambertttfoa,
and rising to the height of from 80ft. to 100ft., with large, permanent,

spreading branches, and a trunk 3 ft. or 4 ft. in diameter. Its leaves are

broader than those of any other pine ; and the cones, which grow singly, are

the largest of all, being often more than 1 ft. long, and 6 in. in diameter, and

weighing about 4 Ib. The spinous processes of the scales of the cone are

very strong, hooked, and compressed, Sin. or 4 in. in length, and about the

thickness of one's finger; characters which essentially distinguish it from P.
Sabiniawrt. (Don in Linn. Trans.) At the suggestion of Mr. Lambert, Pro-

fessor Don named this species after Dr. Coulter (who appears to have dis-

covered it about the same time as Douglas),
" who is no less distinguished for

his scientific acquirements, than for the excellent qualities of his mind."

Cones and specimens were sent home by Douglas in 1832, and plants were
raised from the seed in the following year; one of these in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, of which Jig. 2 147. is a portrait, was, in September, 1837,
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7 ft. high. In its general appearance, it resembles P. Sabin/a/u* ;
but it is

readily distinguished from that species by the upright character of its foliage.

Both species have the buds of the same
form and colour; the leaves of the same
beautiful glaucous hue in every stage of

their growth; the young shoots covered

with a violet glaucous bloom, like those of
P. inops and P. mitis ; and both retain

their leaves till the summer of the third

year. The colour and form ofthe seeds in

the two kinds'are exactly the same ; but the

larger cone has the smaller seeds. To us, it

appears that they are only varieties of one

species ; but, if they are so, they are as well

worth keeping distinct as any species what-

ever. They may, indeed, be described as of

surpassing beauty ; and, what adds greatly
to their value, they appear to be quite

hardy.

1 22. P. LONGIFO VLIA Roxb. The long-leaved Indian Pine.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 26, 27. ; Royle Illust. ;
Lawson's Manual, p. 355. : Bon Jard

ed. 1837, p. 976.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 26, 27. ; Royle Illust., t. 85. f. 2. ;
our fig. 2151., to our usual

scale, and figs. 21i8. to 2150., of the natural size, from Royle and Lambert, and from Dropmore
specimens.

Spec. Char.y $c. Leaves in threes, very long and slender, pendulous ; sheaths

long. Cones ovate-oblong. Scales elevated at the apex, very thick, re-

curved. (Lamb. Pin.) Buds, in the Dropmore specimens (see^g. 2148.),
from 1 in. to lin. long, and nearly ^in. broad; covered with

dry scales at the lower part, and abortive leaves ; swelling
towards the upper part, and concavely acuminate ; white, woolly,
and entirely without resin. Leaves (see fig. 2150.) 1 ft. in

length; sheaths fin. long, white, chaffy, and lacerated. Cone

(see fig. 2150.) from 5 in. to 5 in. long, and 2^ in. to 2fin.
broad; scale, according to Mr. Lambert's plate (seej%. 2149.),
from 1^ in. to 2 in. in length. Seed, without the wing, % in. long;
with the wing, If in. Cotyledons, according to Lawson, about

12. Native of Nepal, and requiring protection in England.

Description, fyc. A tree, growing, in Nepal, to the height of

100 ft. or upwards, with few, short, and remotely verticillate

branches. The leaves are of a vivid

green, disposed in spiral rows round
the young wood; and they vary in

length from 9 in. to 18 in. ; they
are very slender, generally pendulous,
and channeled so as to appear trian-

gular in the section. They are ser-

rated on the margins, and imperfectly
scabrous throughout. Sheaths less

than 1 in. in length, delicate, and
lacerated at their margins. Male cat-

kins crowded round the base of the

young shoots, pointing upwards ; cy-

lindrical, and about 1 in. in length.

Young cones globose, with stalks,

and erect ; mature cones less than

one half the length of the leaves ;

oblong-ovate, and dark brown
;
outer

2148
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e of the scales

very prominent, irregu-

larly four-sided, and
recurved. Seed oval-

ovate, somewhat point-
ed below, light-colour-

ed, with a broad wing,
also light-coloured, and

nearly three times the

length of the seed. P.

longifolia is a native of

Nepal, on the moun-
tains ; and also of the

lower and warmer parts
of India, where the tree

is cultivated on account
of its beautiful foliage
and graceful habit of

growth, but where it

never attains the same

magnitude as on the

Himalayan Mountains.
It was introduced into

Britain in 1801, and for

a long time was treated

as a green-house plant :

it is now found to stand

the open air, but not
without protection dur-

ing winter. The largest
tree in England is be-

lieved to be that at

Dropmore, ofwhich Jig.
2152. is a portrait, to

a scale of 1 in. to 8 ft.

It was, in 1837, nearly
1 2 ft. high ; but it is

covered every winter with a portable roof of fern, enclosed in mats, and sup-

ported by a wooden frame ; the sides being closed in with the same materials,
but with two doors oppo-
site each other, to open
on fine days, to promote
ventilation. Mr. Lawson

2152

suggests that the tender-

ness which is apparent in

sotne individuals of this
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species may possibly arise from the seed from which they were raised having
been produced by trees growing in the warm valleys of Nepal; and that,
"
by procuring seed from trees at the highest elevation at which they are

found to exist, plants might be raised sufficiently hardy to stand the climate

of Britain." (Man. y &c., p. 356.) Price of plants, in Lawson's Nursery,
25s. each.

viii. Gerardihnas.

Sect. Char. Leaves rather short, straight, stiff, with the sheaths caducous.

1 23. P. GERARDIA^NA Wall. Gerard's, or the short-leaved Nepal, Pine.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t. 79. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 356. ;
Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Synonyme. P. Nebsa Govan ; eatable-seeded Pine of the East Indies
j ? Chilghbza Elphinstone, no

the authority of Royle Illust., p. 32.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t. 79. ; Royle Illust, t. 85. f. 2. ; and our fie. 2153., from Royle, to
our usual scale ; and figs. 215k and 2155., the cone from Lambert, and the leaves from Royle,
both of the natural size.

Spec. Char. y Sfc. Leaves in threes, short ;
sheaths deciduous. Cones ovate-

oblong; scales thick, blunt, and recurved at the apex. (Lamb. Pin.)
Leaves, in Royle's figure, from 3^ in. to 5 in. in length; sheaths im-

bricate, f in. in length. Cone 8 in. long, and nearly 5 in. broad. Seed

| in. long, and fin. broad; cylindrical, pointed at both ends, and of a

dark brown.

Description. A large tree, conical in form, and compact in habit ; rea-

dily known from all other 3-leaved pines by the sheaths from which
the leaves proceed being scaly, and falling off, like the sheaths of the

division of pines having five leaves. The appearance of the leaves, with

the scales, has been given by Dr. Royle, from which our fig. 2155 b. is co-

pied ; and the leaves may be seen without the sheaths, as they appear on
the branches when full grown, mfig. 2155 ., also from Royle. The cones,
which bear a general resemblance to those of P. longifolia, are from 8 in.

to 10 in. in length, and from 5 in. to 6 in. in breadth, with thick, broad,

wedge-shaped scales, not woody, like those of P. Sabinzana, but rather

corky. The apexes are elevated, and dilated laterally, forming a semi-

circular line above, and two convex segments, meeting in a blunt corky

point, below, and turned downwards, as in Jig. 2154. The leaves are

straight, of a glaucous green, with two channels above, and convex
beneath ; obsoletely crenulated along the centre and margins. Nothing
is said respecting the timber of this tree ; but the seeds are eaten by the

inhabitants of the lower parts of India, in the southern countries. This

species was discovered by Capt. P. Gerard, of the

Bengal Native Infantry ; and named in commemoration
of him by Dr. Wallioh. Cones have been sent to

England, by Dr. Wallich and others, at different times ;

though they are often confounded with those of P.

longifolia. The plant named P. Gerardidna in the

Horticultural Society's Garden has persistent sheaths,
and long slender leaves, and is, doubtless, P. longifolia ;

and the same may be said of a number of plants at

Messrs. Loddiges's. A plant at Sir Oswald Moseley's,
said to be raised from seeds sent home by the Marquess
of Hastings as those of P. Gerardeawa, is a 2-leaved

pine ; and evidently, from the specimen kindly sent to

us by its proprietor, who is an exellent botanist, and of

the same opinion, nothing more than P. Pinea. A
young plant at Dropmore, named there P. Neosa, may
possibly be true. Mr. Lawson has received cones and
seeds from the East Indies, and has plants of the true

P. Ger&rdidna for sale at 35*. each. There are also plants
of the true P. Gerardidna in the Clapton Nursery, under its synonyme of P-
Neosa.
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C. Cones long, slightly tubercled.

ix. Austrdles.

Sect. Char. Leaves and cones very long ; the latter nearly as long as the

leaves ; scales of the cones slightly tubercled, nearly flat, with very small

caducous prickles.

1 24. P. AUSTRA VLIS Michx. The southern Pine.

Identification Michx. Arb., 1. p. 62. ;
N. Araer. Syl., 3. p. 133. ;

N. Du Ham., 5. p. 1^46. ; Dkt. dcs
Eaux ct For&ts, 2. p. 592. ; Lawson'* Manual, p. 860.

7 o
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Synonynif
Fl Amc

Pun- and
In KiiL.r l.u

in length, and

P. palu-tris tl'illil. S/j. PI., 4. p. 4!>>., Mill. Die'., 14 , Ait. Hurt. Kctr., 3. p. 3o8., Pursh
.Si'/)/., -. p. O-14., Lamb. Pin., ed. 'j ., 1 t. 'J4, -25.

;
/'. americana paliistris, \c., Hort. Angl.,

i Ham. Arb.,'2. p !-(>.; P. serotma Hint., see Hon Jard., ed. 1S;;7, p. i'Tti In America,
ed Pine, yellow Pine, Pitch Pine, and Hroom Pine, in the southern states; southern
red Pine in the northern states ; and yellow Pine and Pitch Pine in the middle states.

ni and the \Vest Indies, by the timber merchants, Georgia Pitch Pine.
. Michx. Arb., 1. t.ii.

;
N." Amer. Syl 3. t. 141. ; Abb. Ins., 1. t. 4.'. ; I>amb. Pin.,ed. 2

l". t -J4. -J."i. ; our./iy. 'Jl ">!!., to our usual scale' from Abbott
;
and ji^s. '.1;V',. to '.'158., of the natural

siZ'j, from Michaux and from Dropmore specimens.

Spec. r/W.,cSv. Leaves in threes, very long. Male catkins long, cylindrical,
of a tawny blue, divergent. Cones very long, tessellated with tumid tuber-

cles, terminated by very small mucros. (J//r//.r. ) Buds, in the Dropmore
specimen (see fig. ^ 156.), rather small in proportion to the termination of the

shoot, and buried in leaves. When the leaves are removed, the bud is found
to be from to in. long,
and from

-/'IT
H1 - to T

:

<T
hi.

broad, with numerous, far-

projecting, white, fringed

scales; general form conical,

and wholly without resin. \

Leaves (see fig. -2158.) from
8 in. to 9 in. in length ;

sheath from l^in. to ^ in.

long, white, membranaceous,
and lacerated. The cones,

2156 in Michaux's figure, 8 in.

long, and 2 in. broad in the widest part. Scale

(fig. 2157.) from H in. to 1 J in. long, aixl

1
1-

in. broad. Seeds oval, from in. to *- in.

in length, y\ in. broad ; whitish, with the wing -2+ ii

breadth, and, as well as the cone, of a rich chestnut, brown; in Lambert's

figure, the scales and seeds are much smaller. Cotyledons,?

/
cinctij.

? i*. n. -2 tMvr/.vw, P. palustris excelsa Booth, was raised in the Floetbeck

Nurseries, in 1830, from seeds procured from the north-west coast
of North America. The plant, in 1837, was 4- ft. high, with leaves

as long as those of P. australis
; and was quite hardy, even in that

climate. Possibly a distinct species.

Dcxcrtjttion. A tree, according to Michaux, from GO ft. to 70ft. high, and
with a trunk from 1 ft. 3 in. to 1 ft. <> in. diameter for two thirds of its heisht.
Some specimens, in favourable situations, attain much larger dimensions,

particularlv in Ka>t Florida. The bark is somewhat furrowed, and the

epidermis detaches itself in thin transparent sheets. The leaves are about
1 ft. IODLT, of a beautiful brilliant green, collected in bunches at the extremities

of the branches : they are longer and more numerous on young trees. The
buds are said by Michaux to be very large-, white, fringed, and not resinous.

The male catkins are produced in masses ; they are violet-coloured, and
about :i in. long ;

in drying, they shed great quantities of yellowish pollen,
which is diffused bv the wind, and forms a momentarv covering on the ad-

jacent land and water. The cones are large, being 7 in. or 8 in. long, and 4in.

thick when open ;
and they are armed with very small retorted prickles. The

tree flowers in April, and the cones ripen about October in the second year,
and shed their seeds the same mouth. The kernel is of an agreeable taste, and
is contained in a thin whitish shell, instead of being black, as is the case with

every other species of American pine, and it is surmounted by a wini;, which is

often more than :> in. in length. The seeds, in some years, are very abundant ;

but, in others, a forest of 100 miles in extent mav be ransacked without finding
a single cone

;
which was probably the occasion, Michaux observes, of the state-

ment made by the French, who, in 15(i7, attempted to effect a settlement in

Florida; vi/. "that the woods were filled \\ith superb pines, that never yielded
M-cd." The timber is said to contain but little sap wood. Trunks 1 it. 3 in.
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in diameter, often

having 10 in. of per-
fect wood. The
concentric circles,

in a trunk fully de-

veloped, are close,

and at equal dis-

tances ; and the re-

sinous matter, which
is abundant, is more

uniformly distri-

buted than in the

other species. Hence
the wood is strong-

er, more compact,
and more durable :

it is, besides, fine-

grained, and sus-

ceptible of a high

polish. These ad-

vantages give it a

preference, as a

timber tree, over

every other Ameri-
can pine; but its

quality is modified

by the nature of the

soil in which it

grows. In the neigh-
bourhood of the sea,

where only a thin

layer of mould re-

poses on the sand,
it is more resinous
than where the
mould is 4 in. or 5 in.

thick; and the trees

which grow upon
the first-mentioned

soil are called pitch

pines, as if they were
distinct species. In
certain soils, its

wood contracts a
reddish hue ; and it

is, for that reason,
known in the dock-

yards ofthe northern
states by the name of the red pine. Wood of this tint is considered the
best ; and, in the opinion of some shipwrights, it is more durable on the sides

of vessels, and less liable to injury from worms, than the oak. In the climate
of London, P. australis is rather tender. The largest plant that we know
of is at Farnham Castle, which, in 1834, after being 35 years planted, was
20 ft. high. There is one at Dropmore, of which fig. 2160. is a portrait, to

the scale of 1 in. to 8 ft. This tree was planted where it now stands, in

September, 1824, when only 4 in. high; and it is now (September, 1837)
16 ft. high, without having, during that period, received the slightest pro-
tection. M. Vilmorin states, in the Bon Jardinier for 1837, that, in the

neighbourhood of Paris, this pine is generally grown in boxes, and taken into

7c 2
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2159

the conservatories during win-

ter. He had seen one 16 ft.

high, without a single lateral

branch ; but, notwithstanding

this, its trunk threw out nume-
rous shoots or tufts of leaves,

from adventitious or dormant
buds. Some plants having stood

out during the severe winter of

1829-30, M.Vilmorin is in hopes
that it may be acclimatised in

the neighbourhood of Paris.

Geography and History. A
native of the United States,

from North Carolina to Florida,

abounding in extensive forests

near the sea coast. " Towards the

north, the long-leaved pine first

makes its appearance near Nor-
folk in Virginia, where the pine
barrens begin. It seems to be

especially assigned to dry sandy
soils ; and it is found, almost without interruption, in the lower part of the

Caro

linas, Georgia, and the Floridas, over a tract of more than 600 miles long

from north-east to south-west, and more than 100 miles broad from the sea

towards the mountains of the Carolinas and Georgia. Where it begins to

show itself towards the river Nuse, it is united with the

loblolly pine (Pinus TaeMa), the yellow pine (P. mitis), the

pond pine (P. serotina), the black Jack oak (Quercus nigra),
and the scrub oak (Q. Bannfsteri) : but, immediately beyond
Raleigh, it holds almost exclusive possession of the soil, and
is seen in company with the pines just mentioned, only on
the edges of the swamps enclosed in the barrens ; even there,
not more than one tree in a hundred is of another species.
With this exception, the long-leaved pine forms the unbroken
mass of woods which covers this extensive country ; but, be-

tween Fayetteville and Wilmington, in North Carolina, the

scrub oak is found, in some districts, mixed with it in the

barrens ; and, except this species of pine, it is the only tree

capable of subsisting on so dry and sterile a soil." (Michx.)
Wangenheim, according to Lambert, says that dry land does
not suit this pine, but only low marshy spots ; whence So-
lander's specific name of palustris; which, Michaux very

properly observes, gives a false idea of the habitat of the

plant. P. australis has been cultivated in England since 1730;
but being (as we have already observed) rather tender, though it will stand

the climate of London in the open air without protection, it is not common
in collections. M. Michaux recommends it for the south of France, and

particularly for the neighbourhood of Bordeaux, in soils and situations where
the pinaster flourishes.

Properties and Uses. The timber of the long-leaved pine is applied to a

great variety of purposes in the Carolinas, Georgia, and the Floridas. Four
fifths of the houses are built of it, except the roof, which is covered with

shingles of cypress ; though sometimes the shingles also are made of pine, in

which case they require to be renewed after 15 or 18 years, owing to the

warmth and humidity of the climate. It is generally used for the enclosure

of cultivated fields; and, in the southern states, it is preferred before all other

pines in naval architecture. No other species is exported from the southern

states to the West Indies; and it is also sent in large quantities to Liver-

2160
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pool ; where, according to Michaux, it is called the Georgia pitch pine, and is

sold at 25 per cent or 30 per cent higher than any other pine imported from
the United States. The young trees, which have larger and more numerous
leaves than the old ones, are sometimes cut by the negroes for brooms ; and
hence the name of broom pine. P. australis supplies nearly all the resinous

matter used in the United States in ship-building. Formerly, tar was made in

all the lower parts of the Carolinas and Georgia ; but at present this manu-
facture is confined to the lower districts of North Carolina. The resinous

products of this pine are, turpentine, scrapings, spirit of turpentine, resin, tar,

and pitch. Of these, turpentine is the raw sap of the tree obtained by making
incisions in the trunk. It begins to distil about the middle of March, when
the circulation commences, and it flows with increasing abundance as the

weather becomes warmer ; so that July and August are the most productive
months. The sap is collected in what are in America termed boxes : these

are incisions, notches, or cavities, cut in the tree, about 3 in. or 4 in. from
the ground, generally of a sufficient size to hold about three pints of sap, but

proportioned to the size of the tree ; the rule being that the cavity shall not
exceed one fourth of the diameter of the tree. These cavities are made in

January or February, commencing with the south side, which is thought the

best, and going round the tree. The next operation is the raking or clearing
the ground from leaves and herbage. About the middle of March, a notch
is made in the tree, with two oblique gutters, to conduct the

sap
that flows

from the wood into the box, or cavity, below. In about a fortnight, the box
becomes full, and a wooden shovel is used to transfer its contents to a pail,

by means of which it is conveyed to a large cask placed at a convenient dis-

tance. The edges of the wound are chipped every week, and the boxes,
after the first, generally fill in about three weeks. The sap thus procured is

used as turpentine, without any preparation, and is called pure dripping.
The scrapings are the crusts of resin that are formed on the sides of the

wounds; and these are often mixed with the turpentine, which, in this state,
is used in the manufacture of yellow soap, and is called Boston turpentine.

Long-continued rains check the flow of the sap, and even cause the wounds
to close ; and, for this reason, very little turpentine is procured in cold damp
seasons. In five or six years, the tree is abandoned ; and the bark never
becomes sufficiently healed to allow of the same place being wounded twice.

Spirits of turpentine are made principally in North Carolina; and are

obtained by distilling the turpentine in large copper retorts. Six barrels of

turpentine are said to afford one cask, or 122 quarts, of the spirit. The
residuum, after the distillation, is resin, which is sold at one third of the price
of the turpentine.

All the tar of the southern states is made from the dead wood of P.

australis, consisting of trees prostrated by time, or by the fires annually
kindled in the forests; of the summits of those that are felled for timber;
and of limbs broken off by the ice that sometimes overloads the trees.

(See p. 2137.) It has been already observed (p. 2108.), that, as soon as

vegetation ceases in any part of a pine tree, its consistence changes : the

sap wood decays, and the heart wood becomes surcharged with resinous juice,
to such a degree as to double its weight in a year; and that this accumulation
increases for several years. Dead wood is thus productive of tar for several

years after it has fallen from the tree.

To procure the tar, a kiln is formed in a part of the forest abounding in

dead wood : this is first collected, stripped of the sap wood, and cut into billets

2 ft. or 3 ft. long, and about 3 in. thick ; a task which is rendered tedious and
difficult by the numerous knots with which the wood abounds. The next

step is to prepare a place for piling the billets ; and for this purpose a cir-

cular mound is raised, slightly declining from the circumference to the centre,
and surrounded by a shallow ditch. The diameter of the pile is proportioned
to the quantity of wood which it is to receive : to obtain 100 barrels of tar,
it should be 18 ft. or 20 ft. wide. In the middle is a hole, with a conduit

7o 3
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leading to the ditch ; in which is formed a receptacle for the tar as it flows

out. Upon the surface of the mound, after it has been beaten hard, and
coated with clay, the wood is laid round in a circle, like rays. The pile,

when finished, may be compared to a cone truncated at two thirds of its

height, and reversed ; being 20 ft. in diameter below, 25 ft. or 30 ft. above,
and 10 ft. or 12ft. high. It is then strewed over with pine leaves, covered
with earth, and held together at the sides with a slight cincture of wood.
This covering is necessary, in order that the fire kindled at the top may
penetrate downwards towards the bottom, with a slow and gradual com-
bustion ; for, if the whole mass were rapidly inflamed, the operation would
fail, and the tar would be consumed instead of being distilled : in fine, the

same precautions are exacted in this process as are observed in Europe in

making charcoal. A kiln, which is to afford 100 or 130 barrels of tar, is

eight or nine days in burning. As the tar flows off into the ditch, it is

emptied into casks containing 30 gallons each, which are always made of

pine wood. Pitch is tar reduced by evaporation : it should not be diminished

more than half its bulk to be of good quality. (Michx.)
Accidents, Diseases, $-c. Forests of the long-leaved pine are particularly

liable to be consumed by fire, on account of the abundance of resin which
the trees contain, and the great length of their leaves, which easily take fire,

and spread it rapidly. Immense swarms of small insects, Michaux observes,
insinuate themselves under the bark of this pine, penetrate into the body of

the tree, and cause it to perish in the course of a year. This has been
noticed also by Dwight, in his Travels in New England ; and it appears that

this insect is not peculiar to the long-leaved pine, for extensive tracts, accord-

ing both to Michaux and Dwight, are seen, both in the northern and southern

states, covered solely with dead pines. In Abbott and Smith's Insects of
Georgia, i. t. 42., is the figure of a moth which attacks this pine (phin;r coni-

ferarum), of which ourjtfg. 2161. is a copy.
" The larva was taken feeding on

2161

the long-leaved pine in August, on the 27th of which month it went into the

ground. Another buried itself so late as the 10th of November. The moth
was produced on April 8. It is not very common ; but may be found occasion-

ally, throughout the summer, in Georgia, sitting on the trunks of
pines.

It

feeds also on the cypress, and is found in Virginia. This species is distinct

from the European S. Pinaster." (Sm. and Abb.)

astcs. u te negouroo o onon, at uswe , years pane, s . g.
In Devonshire, at Luscombe, 10 years planted, it is 14 ft. high. In Surrey, at Farnham Castle, 55

years planted, it is 20ft. high ;
at Oakliam Park, 9 years planted, it is 5 ft. high. In Cheshire, at
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Eaton Hall, 6 years planted, it is 6ft. 6 in. high
Nerridres, 10 years planted, it is 18 ft. high.

In France, at Nantes, in the nursery of M.

2162

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 5*. each ;
and at

Bollwyller, 5 francs.

x. Canarienses.

Sect. Char. Leaves long, slender. Cones shorter than the leaves, more or

less tubercled ; the tubercles terminating in blunt points, without spines or

hooks.

1 25. P. CANARIE'NSIS C. Smith. The Canary Pine.

Identification. C. Smith in Buch Fl. Can., p. 32. and 34. ;
Dec. PI. Rar. Jard. Gen., 1. p. 1. ; Lamb.

Pin., ed. 2., 1. t.28. ;
Lawson's Manual, p. 357. ; Bon Jard., 1837, p. 976.

St/nonyme. ? P. adiinca Bosc, according to Sprengel.
Engravings. Dec. PI. Rar. Jard. Gen., 1. 1. 1, 2.

; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 28. ; our fig. 2165., to our
usual scale ; and Jigs. 2162. to 2164., of the natural size.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves in threes, very long and spreading, rough. Crest

of the anthers round, entire. Cones oblong, tuberculate. (Lamb. Pin.)

Buds, in the Dropmore specimen (see fig. 2162.), from ^ in. to in. long,
and from -^j-in. to ^-in. broad; dry and scaly, white, and without

resin. Leaves (see fig. 2164.) from Tin. to 7^ in. long, and
slender ; sheaths from in. to in. long, whitish, membraneous,
torn at the margin, and brownish at the base. Cone, in Lambert's

figure, 5^ in. long, and 2|in. broad; scale 2 in. long and l^in.

broad, terminating in an irregular pyramidal process, at the apex
of which is a blunt point, like that of P. Pinaster. Scales (seefig.

2163.) 2 in. long, and 1 in. broad. Seeds i in. long, and -^-in.
broad ; flat, pointed at both extremities, with the wing If in. long,
and ^ in. broad at the widest part : colour a whitish brown. Co-

tyledons, ? The tree throws out abundance of shoots and tufts

of leaves from the dormant buds in the trunk and larger branches
;

more especially at places where any branches have been cut off.

Description. A tree, from 60ft. to 70ft. high. Branchlets squarrose, with

stipular, crowded, lanceolate, acuminate, threadlike, and ciliated, revolute

scales ; callous and rigid at the base. Leaves in threes, recurved and spread-

ing, generally pendulous, very long, slender, wavy, a little tortuous, com-

pressed ; callous and mucronate at the apex, bicanaliculate above, serrulated

on the margins and on the intermediate elevated angle, scabrous, convex

beneath, very smooth, shining, marked with dotted

parallel lines
; grass green ; 7 in. to 1 ft. in length ;

sheaths cylindrical, loose at the apex, torn, ^ in. long.
Male catkins many, clustered, verticillate, cylindrical,

obtuse, 1 in. long. Crest of the anthers roundish,

membranaceous, entire. Cones ovate-oblong, tuber-

cled, 4 in. to 6 in. long, 2 in. in diameter at the base;
scales thick, woody, dilated at the apex, depressed-

quadrangular, truncate. Seeds oblong, dark brown ;

wing membranaceous, striated, obliquely truncated,
brownish. (Lamb.} This species, P. longifolia, and
P. leiophylla bear a close general resemblance, and
are all rather tender; but, when the leaves and buds

are examined closely, their specific difference becomes
obvious. Lambert states that this species differs

from P. longifolia chiefly in the much more depressed
and straight-pointed tubercles of its cones; those

of P. longifolia being hooked. The largest speci-
men of this pine that we know of is at Dropmore, of which^g. 2166. is

a portrait, and where, after having been 14- years planted, it was, in 1837,
17 ft. high. It is protected during winter in the same manner as P. longifolia,
and P. leiophylla.

" A plant in the Trinity College Botanic Garden, Dublin,
raised there about 1815, from seeds collected by the late Dr. Smith of

7 G 4
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in medicine ; and a miraculous spring is supposed to have flowed from its

root, which cured all diseases, till an avaricious priest put it under lock and

key, not allowing any one to taste the water, unless they first gave ample
alms, when, as a punishment for his cupidity, the stream dried up. (Ibid.,

p. 152.) The Isle of Palma has also a pino santo which grows about 2727 ft.

above th.e level of the sea. This tree, which is said to have been in existence
at the time of the conquest of the Canaries (1483), shows no signs of age. A
small statue of the Virgin is placed among its branches, beside which is sus-

pended a kind of lamp ; and every evening the woodcutters of the forest light
this lamp, which is seen to a great distance glimmering through the trees.

(Ibid., p. L54-.) The timber of P. canariensis is said to be very resinous,
not liable to be attacked by insects, and, in favourable situations, to endure
for centuries. The inhabitants ofthe Canaries use the wood for torches. The
species may be propagated by making cuttings of the young shoots which

proceed from the dormant buds (see Description above, and p. 2128.), or by
grafting on P. sylvestris or P. Pinaster.

1 26i P. SINE'NSIS Lamb. The Chinese Pine.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., ed., 2. 1. t.29.

Engravings Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 29. ; and ourfig. 2168., to our usual scale, from a specimen of a
tree at Redleaf; and figs. 2169. and 2170., of the natural size, the cone and leaves from Lambert,
and the bud from Redleaf.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves in threes, sometimes in twos, very slender. Male
catkins short. Cones ovate ; scales truncate at the apex, with-

out any point. (Lamb., and obs.) A large tree. Branches
tubercled. Leaves squarrose, with stipular scales ; twin, or in

threes, slender, spreading, semicylindrical, mucronated, serrulated ;

grass green, 5 in. long : sheaths cylindrical, ^ in. long. Male
catkins numerous, somewhat verticillate, in. long. Cones with

very short footstalks, ovate, brownish, 2 in. long ;
scales thick,

woody, tetragonal at the apex, flattened, truncate, mutic. (Lamb.)
Buds, in the Redleaf specimen (see fig. 2167.), from ^ in. to

^ in. in length, and about the same breadth; bluntly pointed,
with numerous fine scales, of a brownish colour, and wholly

2167 without resin. Leaves from 5 in. to O:\in.in length; three-sided,

slender, straight, and about the

same colour as those of P. Pi-

nea; sheaths from f in. to fin.

2168

long ; brownish, slightly membranaceous, and rigid. A native of China.

There is a tree at Redleaf, raised by William Wells, Esq., from seeds
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received from China in 1829, which is now 16ft. high, tolerably hardy,
and a very handsome plant. Mr. Lambert's figure is taken from a Chinese

drawing in the possession of the Horticultural Society, which may be the

reason why in his specific character he has described the leaves as two
in a sheath: in Mr. Wells's plant, the number in a sheath is for the

most part three.

1 27. P. INSI'GNIS Doug. The remarkable Pine.

Identification. Douglas's specimens in the Horticultural Society's herbarium.
Engravings. Our Jig 2172., to our usual scale, and fig. 2171. of the natural size, both from Douglas's
specimens in the Horticultural Society's herbarium

; and fig. 2170., from the side shoot of a young
tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden.

Spec. Char.y $c. Leaves three, and occasionally four, in a sheath;
much twisted, varying greatly in length, longer than the cones,
of a deep grass green, and very numerous. Cones ovate, pointed,
with the scales tuberculate. Buds (see Jig. 2170.), of the side shoots
ofyoung plants, from in. to \ in. long, and from \ in. to iin. broad,

brown, and apparently without resin ; on the leading shoots a 217

2171 ^ /3\ ^^v great deal larger, and resem-

bling in form, and almost in

size, those of P. Sabim-
ana. Leaves, in Douglas's
specimen, from 3 in. to4iin.

long; on the plant in the

2172

Horticultural Society's Gar-

den, from 5 in. to 7 in. long.
This pine is well named

insf^nis; its general ap-

pearance being indeed re-

markable, and totally differ-

ent from that of every other species that has yet been introduced. The
leaves are of a deep grass green, thickly set on the branches, twisted in every
direction, and of different lengths. The plant seems of vigorous growth,
and as hardy as any of the Californian pines. It was sent home by
Douglas in 1833; and the plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
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anil in the Dnke of Devonshire's villa at Chiswick, are from 3 ft. to 5 ft.

in height. It is needless to say that such a pine ought to be in every
collection. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 51. each.

1 28. P. TEOCO^TE Schiede et Deppe. The Teocote, or tivistcd-leaved, Pine.

Identification. Schiede et Deppe in Schlecht Linnaea, 5. p. 76. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 20.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 20., from specimens furnished by MM. Schiede and Deppe, the

discoverers; and our figs. 2173. and 2174., from Lambert's figures, and from a specimen of a living

plant at Boyton.

2173

2174

Spec. Char. y fyc. Leaves in threes, com-

pressed, flexuose, scabrous ; sheaths

about in. long. Cones ovate,
smoothish. (Lamb. Pin.) A native

of Mount Orizaba, near Vera Cruz,
in Mexico. Introduced by A. B. Lam-

bert, Esq., in 1826, or before.

Description. Branchlets very leafy, with

a persistent epidermis. Buds imbricated

with lanceolate, acuminate, ciliate, and
torn scales. Leaves
in threes, erect,

rigid, compressed,
acute, tortuous

;

light green, bica-

naliculate above,

slightly convex be-

neath, very smooth ;

the intermediate

slightly prominent
angle, and the mar-

gins, crenulated,
scabrous ; sheaths

cylindrical, about
1 in. in length, persistent, torn on the

margin. Cones ovate-oblong, drooping,
smoothish, scarcely 3 in. long; scales di-

lated at the apex, somewhat trapezoidal,
much depressed; in the young cones always
mutic. (Lamb.) This is a very rare species ;

there being no plants of it either at Drop-
more or in the Horticultural Society's
Garden. Indeed, so far as we are aware,
it exists in no other collection in Britain,
than that of Mr. Lambert at Boyton.

i 29. P. PA'TULA Schiede et Deppe MSS. The spreading-/tmW Tine.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., ed. 1., t 19.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 19. ; and figs. 2175. and 2176., from Mr. Lambert's figure.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves in threes, very slender, 2-channeled, spreading ;

sheaths about 1 in. long. Cones ovate-oblong, polished. (Lamb. Pin.)
A native of Mexico, at Malpayo de la Joya, in the cold region, where
it was discovered by MM. Schiede and Deppe, and introduced into

England by Mr. Lambert.

Description. Branchlets covered with a smooth, ash-lead-coloured, and

persistent epidermis. Scales of the bud lanceolate, acuminate, carinate,

rigid, thread-like, and ciliate. Leaves in threes, slender, recurved and

spreading; soft, light green; deeply bicanaliculate above, convex beneath,
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marked with many dotted lines;

6 in. to 9 in. long ; the intermediate

somewhat prominent angle, and

the margins, sharply serrated,

scabrous ; sheaths cylindrical, 1 in.

to lin. long; apex and margin
of the scales thread-like and cili-

ated. Cones ovate-oblong, smooth,
about 4 in. long ; scales dilated at

the apex, much depressed, flattish,

somewhat trapezoidal ;
in the

2175

'2176

young cone, mucronulate. (Lamb.)
Mr. Lambert states that he has

figured this species from specimens
received from MM. Schiede and

Deppe, and that he could add

nothing more than that it is abun-

dantly different from every other

species of the genus. He has a

plant at Boyton, which, in 1837,
was 6ft. high.

Sect. Char. Sheaths

without prickles.

xi. Llaveanse.

of the leaves caducous. Cones slightly tubercled,

30. P. NA Otto. La Llave's Pine.

Identification. The name affixed to the plant sent by M. Otto to the Horticultural Society.
Engravings. Our figs. 2180. and 2181., from specimens of the tree in the London Horticultural

Society's Garden.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves short, narrow, triquetrous, slightly twisted, in

thickly set tufts on the branches, of a glaucous green. Branches in regular
whorls, smooth, of an ash grey, declining towards the stem. Buds

exceedingly small, in form, and in every other respect, like those of
P. halepensis ; the buds are scarcely \ in. long, and from ^ in. to

| in. broad; roundish, with two or three smaller buds. (See fig.

2177.) Leaves generally in threes, often in twos, and sometimes
in fours, varying from If in. to 2f in. in length ; flat on the upper
surface, and cylindrical, with a rib below ; sheaths short, and ca-

ducous. Cones conical, pointed, 2^ in. long, and l^in. broad (see

fig. 2179); scale fin. long, and fin. broad; slightly tubercled, and
without prickles. Seed, ? A very handsome species, a native of 2177

Mexico. The plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden was received from
M. Otto of Berlin, about 1830 ; and, in 1837, was about 4 ft. 6 in. high. It

seems quite hardy, and likely to form one of the most elegant species of the
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2179

2178

genus. On application to M. Otto (from whom the plant in the Horticul-

tural Society's Garden was received) for further information, he could give
us none respecting its geography or history, further than that he had received

the cones (from one of which, very kindly sent by him to us, ourJig. 2179. is

taken) from Mexico, about 1827. P. Llaveawa is, at present, one of the

most rare species in England, though it might doubtless be propagated by
cuttings, or herbaceous grafting on P. halepensis, which it most nearly
resembles.

App. i. Species qfS-leaved Pines which cannot with certainty be

referred to any of the preceding Sections, but of which there are

living Plants in England.

1 31. P. CALIFORNIANNA Lois. The Californian Pine.

Identification. Loiseleur Deslongchamps, in the N. Du Ham., 5. p. 243.

Synonymes. P. montereyensis Godefroy; P. adfinca Sosc, as quoted in Bon Jard., P. monthera-
gensis in the Horticultural Society's Garden ; Pin de Monterey, Bon Jard., ed. 1837.

Spec. Char.y $c. Leaves in twos and threes. Cones much longer than the

leaves. (Lois.) The following description of this species, written by Pro-
fessor Thouin, is taken from the Nouveau Du Hamel: "This tree grows
in the neighbourhood of Monte-Rey, in California. One of its cones,

gathered by Colladon, the gardener belonging to the expedition of La

Peyrouse, was sent to the Museum of Natural History in Paris in

1787. The cone was in the form of that of P. Pinaster, but one third

larger in all its parts. Under each of the scales were found two seeds, of
the size of those of P. Cembra, and of which the kernel was good to eat.

These seeds, sown in the Jardin des Plantes, produced twelve
plants;

which, cultivated in the orangery, succeeded very well. Most of these

plants were afterwards sent to botanic gardens in the south of France.

There still remains one specimen in the Jardin des Plantes, which has

stood for several years in the open ground ; where, without being vigorous,
it remains in health." Loiseleur Deslongchamps adds that this specimen,
in 1812, was 7ft. high, with leaves Sin. long, very slender, and of a

deep green. M. Vilmorin informs us that the tree in the nursery
of M. Godefroy, from which all the young plants sold by him have
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of a deeper
in. in length. Buds f in.

been produced by inarching, is supposed to be the only one still existing, of

those raised from the seeds sent home by Colladon. It is protected every
winter; while those that were planted in the open ground, in the Jardin des

Plantes, are ail dead. The species is interesting, especially to the French,
as being the only plant that has been preserved, of those sent home by the

expedition under La Peyrouse. The plant in the Horticultural Soci-

ety's Garden, named there P. montherage'nsis, which was received from M.

Godefroy about 1829, forms a stunted bush, 3 ft. high, and 4 ft. or 5 ft. broad.

It is a grafted plant ; and its stunted appearance may be chiefly owing to the

scion having swelled to a much greater thickness than the stock, and
to the buds having been destroyed by insects for several years past.
The buds are small, about fin. "long, blunt-pointed, about -^ in. broad,

brown, and covered with resin. The leaves are chiefly 3 in a sheath, and from
2 in. to 3 in. long, with short black sheaths.

P. Frdseri Lodd. Cat., ed. 1837. There is a tree bearing this name in the

Hackney arboretum, which, in 1837, was upwards of 12 ft. high, with 3 leaves

in a sheath, and pendulous branches reaching to the ground. The leaves

and young shoots have every appearance of those of P. rigida; and, though
the tree has not yet borne cones, we have little doubt of its belonging to the

CTaeMae. The plant was received from the Liverpool Botanic Garden in 1820.

P. timoriensis. A tree at Boyton, which, in 1837, was 16ft. high, after

being 25 years planted, was raised from seed received by Mr. Lambert
from Timor, one of the Molucca Islands. It bears a close general resem-
blance in the foliage and habit to P. longifolia ; but the leaves (of which
there are three in a sheath) are rather more slender, and

green ; they are 8 in. long, and the sheaths about

long, and f in. broad, covered with

loose whitish scales, without resin,

and blunt-pointed. The tree has not

yet borne cones, so that nothing with

certainty can be determined respect-

ing the group to which it belongs ;

but, in the mean time, we have, for

convenience' sake, given it the name
of P. timoriensis.

App. ii. Pines supposed to have
3 Leaves, but of which the

Cones only have been seen in

Britain. The Cones are
hooked or tubercled.

t 32. P. MURICA'TA D. Don. The
smaller prickly-con/ Pine.

Identification. Lin. Trans., 17. p. 441. ; Lamb.
Pin., 3. t.84.

Synonyme. Obispo, Span.
Engravings. Lamb. Pin., 3. t. 84. ;

and our

fig- 2180.

Spec. Char., $c. ? Leaves in threes.

Cones ovate, with unequal sides,

crowded ; scales wedge-shaped, flat-

tenedat the apex,mucronate; those

at the external base elongated, com-

pressed, recurved, and spreading.

(D. Don.} Cones, in Lambert's

figure, 2 in. long, and 3 in. broad.

2180
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2181

Description. A straight middle-sized tree, about 40 ft. high. Cones
in clusters (2 or 3), unequally-sided, ovate, about 3 in. long; scales wedge-
shaped, very thick ; dilated at the apex, obsoletely 4-angled, mucronated with
an elevated umbilicus ; elongated at the external base, compressed on both
sides, callous, rigid, smooth, shining, recurved, and spreading. (D. Don.) A
native of California, at San Luis, where it is called Obispo (the bishop)
growing at the height of 3000 ft. above the level of the sea. Professor Don
informs us that the cones grow 2 or 3 together ; and adds, that he had not
seen the leaves of this, or of P. tuberculata and P. radiata, but that he thinks
it is probable that, like the greater part of the American pines, they grow
in threes." (Lin. Trans, and Lamb. Phi.)

1 33. P. TUBERCULA'TA D. Don. The tuberculated Pine.

Identification. Lin. Trans., 17.

p. 442. ; Lam. Pin., 3.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., 3. t.

85.; and our.fig. 2181.

Spec, Char., fyc. ? Leaves
in threes. Cones ob-

long, with unequal sides,
crowded. Scales qua-

drangular, and truncate

at the apex, with a de-

pressed umbilicus; those

at the exterior base

larger, elevated, and con-
ical. (D. Don.) Cones,
in Lambert's figure,
4 in. long, and 2 in.

broad. A native of Cali-

fornia, at Monte-Rey
on the sea shore.

Description. A tree

about 100 ft. high. Cones

oblong, 3 in a cluster,
of a tawny grey, 4 in.

long, 2| in. broad ; scales

wedge-shaped, dilated at

the apex, quadrangular,
truncate, with a depressed
umbilicus ; larger at the
external base, conical with
an elevated apex. (D.
Don.) Found by Dr.

Coulter, along with P.

radiata, which it resembles
in size and habit, but is

essentially distinguished

by the form of its cones.

(Don in Linn. Trans, and
Lamb. Pin.)

1 34. P. RADIATA D. Don. The radiated-scaled Pine.

Identification. Lin. Trans., 17. p. 442. ; Lamb. Pin., 3.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., 3. t. 86. j and our fig. 2182.

Spec. Char., $c. ? Leaves in threes. Cones ovate, with unequal sides.
Scales radiately cleft, truncate, with a depressed umbilicus; gibbous,
somewhat recurved, and three times as large at their external base. (D.
Don.) Cones, in Lambert's figure, 5| in. long, and 3 in. broad.
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Description, $c. An erect tree, attaining the height of about 100ft.,

with copious spreading branches, reaching almost to the ground. Cones in

clusters, ovate, about 6 in. long, ventricose at the external base; scales

wedge-shaped, thick, bright brown, shining, dilated at the apex, depressed,

quadrangular, radiately-cleft ; umbilicus depressed ; three times larger at the

external base ; apex elevated, gibbous, somewhat recurved. " Found by Dr.
Coulter about Monte-Rey, in lat. 36, near the level of the sea, and grow-
ing almost close to the beech. The trees grow singly, and reach the

height of 100ft., with a straight trunk, feathered with branches almost to

the ground. This species affords excellent timber, which is very tough,
and admirably adapted for building boats, for which purpose it is much
used."

Sect. iii. Quince. Leaves 5 in a Sheath.

xii. Occidentals.

Sect. Char. Leaves long; sheaths persistent. Cones tubercled.

1 35. P. OCCIDENTALS Swartz. The West-Indian Pine.

Identification. Swartz Prod., 103. ; Fl. Ind. Occid., 2. 1230. ; N. Du Ham., 5. p. 250. ; Lamb. Pin.,
ed. ., 1. t. 23. ; Mart. Mill., No. 10. ;

Bon Jard., 1837, p. 977.

Synont/mes. P. fbliis quinis, &c., Plum. Cat., 17., Plant. Amer., 154., Wttld. Sp. PI., 4. p. 501., Poir.
Diet. Encyc., 5. p. 34i!. ; iarix americana Tourn. Inst.,586.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 23. ; N. Du Ham., 5. t. 72. f. 2. ; Plum. Plant. Amer., t. 161. ;

and our fig. 2183., from the Nouveau Du Hamel.

7 H
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Spec. Ctiar., %c. Leaves in fives, slender ; sheaths

persistent. Cones conical, half the length of the
leaves ; scales thickened at the apex, with very
small mucros. (Lois.} The following character
of thi? pine is given by M Loiseleur Deslong-
charaps in the Novveau Du Hamel, from a speci-
men with perfect cones, preserved in the herba-
rium of M. Poiteau, who gathered it himself
in its native country. The leaves of this pine
are very slender, from 6 in. to 8 in. long, in fives

;

sheath about J in. long, not caducous, as in P.
Strdbus and P. Cembra. At the base of the leaves
is a lanceolate scale, a few lines long The cones
are about Sin. long; the scales are swelled at

their upper extremity, and angular; having an
umbilicus on the summit, terminated by a small,
straight, very slender point. This pine is a native
of the mountains of St. Domingo. There is rea-

son to believe that it may be acclimatised in the
south of France, as snow occasionally falls on the
mountains where it is indigenous. In the Bon
Jardinier, M. Poiteau observes that he met with
this pine in abundance in St. Domingo, in the

quarter of Saint Suzanne, where it grows to the

height of from 25ft. to 30 ft., with leaves 6in.

long, of a fine green, and cones somewhat larger
than those of P. sylvestris.

1 36. P. MONTEZU'MJS Lamb. Monte-

zuina's, or the rough-branched Mex-
ican, Pine.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., 1. 1. 22.

Synonyme. P. occidentals Runth in Httmb. et

Bonp. Nov. Gen. et Sp. Pi., 2. p. 4., Deppe in

Schlecht. Linnaa, 5. p. 76.

Eneravingt. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 22
;
and our

figs. 2184. and 2185., from Lambert.

2183

2184

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves in fives, erect, triquetrous; sheaths about 1 in. long, persistent Cone*
oblong, about 9 in. long, tuberculate. (Lamb. Pin.} A native of Orizaba, and other mountains of
Mexico.

Description. A tall tree. Branchlets covered with a thick scabrous bark. Leaves generally in

fives, rarely in threes or fours, stipular, persistent, lanceolate, much pointed, with ciliated and torn
scales ; erect, waved, somewhat rigid, triquetrous, callous and mucronate, glaucous green, marked
with many parallel dotted lines

; slightly bicanalicu late above, flattish beneath, 6 in. long. ; angles cre-

nulated, scabrous; sheaths 1 in. to l|in. long, persistent; scales amentaceous, ciliate and torn on
the margin, bright brown. Male catkins cylindrical, 1 in. long, with many imbricated, oval, ciliated

scales at the base. Appendage to the anthers roundish, convex, coriaceous, membranaceous on the

margin, torn, and crenulated. Cones oblong, tubercled, bright brown, thicker at the base, a little

attenuated towards the apex, about Gin. long; scales elevatedat the apex, bluntly tetragonal, trun-

cate, very thick. (Lamb.) Mr. Lambert says :
" JJaron Humboldt has referred this species to P. oc-

cidcnt&lis Suoartz; but I have ventured to separate it, as the size of the cones, which may, in general,
be relied on, as indicating a specific distinction in this genus, differs so much." Those described by
Swartz are only Sin. long, whereas those ofP. Montezunru? are more than double that length.
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2185

xiii. Leiophylla.
Sect. Char. Leaves long, slender, soft, with caducous sheaths ; cones tu-

bercled.

1 37. P. LEIOPHY'LLA Schiede et Deppe MSS. The smooth-leaved Pine.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. L21.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 21. j and our Jig. 2186., from Lambert's figure.

Spec. Char.
y fyc. Leaves in fives, very slender ;

sheaths deciduous. Cones

ovate, stalked. Scales depressed, truncate. (Lamb. Pin.) Bud closely

resembling that of P. canariensis. (fig. 2162. in p.2261.) Leaves, in the

Dropmore and Boyton specimens, from 5 in. to 6 in. in length, very slender,
and pendent, closely set on the branches, and forming large tufts at the

extremities of the shoots. The stem and old wood readily emit leaves and
shoots from adventitious buds. A native of Mexico, between Cruzblanca
and Jalacinga, in the cold region.

Description. Branchlets covered with a deciduous epidermis. Buds imbri-
cated with lanceolate, acuminate, brown scales, scarious, white, and torn on
the margin. Leaves in fives, very slender, triquetrous, mucronate; bicanali-

7 H 2
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2187

2186

culate above, flattish beneath, smooth ; angles

slightly serrated, furnished with conspicuous
dotted lines, wavy, not flexuose ; light green,
4 in. long; sheaths composed ofmany ligulate,

ciliated, and torn, bright brown, loosely obvo-

lute, caducous scales. Cones ovate, pendulous,
2 in. long, on a very short, thick, peduncle ;

scales dilated at the apex, trapezoidal, truncate,

depressed, a little hollowed; in the young cone,

elongated and mucronate. Seeds small
; wing

oblong, brown. (Lamb.) This species was
discovered by MM. Schiede and Deppe ; and
Mr. Lambert's figure was taken from speci-
mens communicated by them. The leaves,
Mr. Lambert says, are precisely those of the

Strobus tribe, with which this species also

agrees in having a caducous sheath. Mr.
Lambert sent seeds to Dropmore; where
there are three plants raised from them ; one

of which was,
in 1837, 6 ft.

high, and had
stood out six

years without

any protection;
and two others, 12 ft. and 14 ft. high, which
are covered every winter in the same manner
as P. longifolia, and which have been more in-

jured than those which were left without pro-
tection. Fig. 2187. is a portrait of one of

the Dropmore trees, which, in 1837, was 14 ft.

high.

J xiv. Cembrae.

Sect. Char. Leaves short, nearly straight, with longitudinal silvery channels.

Cone, with the scales not thickened at the apex, globose, about as long as

the leaves.

1 38. P. CAMERA L. The Cembran Pine.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1419., Syst, ed. Reich., 4. p. 173. ; Mill Diet, No. 6. ; Pall. FL Ross.,
1. p. 3. ;

Vill. Dauph., 3. p. 806. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 369. ; Willd. Berol. Baumz., p. 212. ; Lamb.
Pin.,ed.3.,l. t.30, 31.;N. Du Ham., 5. p. 248. ; Hayne Dend., p. 174.; Hoss Anleit, p. 11. ;

Law-
son's Manual, p. 358. ; Bon Jard., 1837, p. 977. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Synonymes. P. fOliis qi-lnis, &c., Gmel. Sib., 1. p. 179., Du Ham. Arb., 2. p. 127., Halb. Helv.,
No. 1659., DM Rot Harbk., ed. Pott, 4. p. 29. ; P. satlva Amm. Ruth, p. 178. ;

P. sylvestris, &c.,

Bauh. Pin., 491. ;
P. sylvestris Ctmbro Cam. Epit, p. 42. ;

Larix sempervlrens, &c., Breyn. in

Act. Nat. Cur. Cent., 7, 8. ; Pinaster Aleuo, &c., Bell. Conifer., p. 20. b. 21. ; Ta'da &rbor, Ct!ml>ro

Italbrum, Dale Hist., 1. p. 47. ; Aphernousli Pine, five-leaved Pine, the Siberian Stone Pine, the
Swiss Stone Pine; Aroles, in Savoy; Alvies, in Switzerland; Cembra, in Dauphine; Ceinbrot,

Eouve, Tinier, Fr. ; Zurbelkiefer, Get: Kedr, Russ. (see Pall. Fl. Ross.}

Engravings. Pall. Ross., 1. t. 2. ; Gmel. Sib., 1. t.39.: Du 'Ham. Arb., 2. t 32. ; Breyn. Obs , 2.

1. 1. f. 3, 4, 5. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t 30, 31. ; N. Du Ham., 5. t. 77. f. 1. ; our fig. 2191., to our usual

scale ; figs. 2188. to 219i)., of the natural size ; all from Dropmore specimens ;
and the plate of this

tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves in fives ; sheaths deciduous. Cones ovate*

erect, about as long as the leaves, and having, when young, the scales

pubescent ; the wings of the seed obliterated ; anthers having a

kidney-shaped crest. (Lois.) Buds, in the Dropmore specimens,
from in. to fin. broad; globose, with a long narrow point; white,
and without resin ; not surrounded by smaller buds (see fig. 2188.)
Cones about 3 in. long, and 2 in. broad. Scales 1 in. long, and
about the same width in the widest part. Seed larger than that of

any other species of Pinus, except P. Pinea, in. long, and -^ in.

broad in the widest part, somewhat triangular, and wedge-shaped; 2188
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without wings, and having, probably from abortion, a very hard

shell, containing an eatable, oily, white kernel, agreeable to the

taste. Cotyledons 11 to 13 (see/. 2189.). A native of Swit-

zerland and Siberia ; flowering in May, and ripening its cones in

the November of the following year. Introduced in 1 746.

?ties.

P. C. 1 sibirica; P. Cembra Lodd. Cat., ed. 1837; Kedr,
Pall. ; Cedar of some authors ; the Siberian Stone Pine,
or Siberian Cedar, Hort. The cones are said to be

longer, and the scales larger, than in the Swiss variety ;

the leaves are, also, rather shorter ; and the plant is of
much slower growth in England. According to Pallas,
this is a lofty tree, and not found beyond the Lena. In

general appearance, it resembles P. sylve'stris, but is more
tufted, from the branches being thinner, and from the

number and length of the persistent leaves. Trunk em

straight, often 120 ft. high, and 3 ft. in diameter near the b
in old trees, naked till near the top. Bark smoother, greyer,

2190

ase

and

more resinous than in P. sylvestris. Branches commonly disposed
3 or 4 in a whorl, sometimes scattered, more slender and spreading
than in the Scotch pine; covered with a greyish ash-coloured
furrowed bark, marked by the cicatrices of the fallen leaves. Leaves

7 H 3
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culate above, flattish beneath, smooth ; angles

slightly serrated, furnished with conspicuous
dotted lines, wavy, not flexuose ; light green,
4 in. long; sheaths composed ofmany ligulate,

ciliated, and torn, bright brown, loosely obvo-

lute, caducous scales. Cones ovate, pendulous,
2 in. long, on a very short, thick, peduncle ;

scales dilated at the apex, trapezoidal, truncate,

depressed, a little hollowed; in the young cone,

elongated and mucronate. Seeds small ; wing
oblong, brown. (Lamb.) This species was
discovered by MM. Schiede and Deppe ; and
Mr. Lambert's figure was taken from speci-
mens communicated by them. The leaves,
Mr. Lambert says, are precisely those of the

Strobus tribe, with which this species also

agrees in having a caducous sheath. Mr.
Lambert sent seeds to Dropmore; where
there are three plants raised from them ; one

of which was,
in 1837, 6 ft.

high, and had
stood out six

years without

any protection;
and two others, 12 ft. and 14 ft. high, which
are covered every winter in the same manner
as P. longifolia, and which have been more in-

jured than those which were left without pro-
tection. Fig. 2187. is a portrait of one of

the Dropmore trees, which, in 1837, was 14 ft.

high.

xiv. Cembrae.

Sect. Char. Leaves short, nearly straight, with longitudinal silvery channels.

Cone, with the scales not thickened at the apex, globose, about as long as

the leaves.

1 38. P. CAMERA L. The Cembran Pine.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1419., Syst, ed. Reich., 4. p. 173. ; Mill Diet, No. 6. ; Pall. FL Ross.,
1. p. 3. ;

Vill. Dauph., 3. p. 806. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 369. ; Willd. Berol. Baumz., p. 212. ; Lamb.
Pin., ed. 3., 1. t. 30, 31 .; N. Du Ham., 5. p. 248. ; Hayne Dend., p. 174. ;

Hdss Anleit., p. 11. ;
Law-

son's Manual, p. 358. ; Bon Jard., 1837, p. 977. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Synonymes. P. foliis qi'lnis, &c., Gmel. Sib., 1. p. 179., Du Ham. Arb., 2. p. 127., Halb. Helv.,
No. 1659., Du RoiHarbk., ed. Pott, 4. p. 29. ; P. satlva Amm. Ruth , p. 178. ;

P. sylvestris, &c.,
Bauh. Pin., 491. ; P. sylvestris Cembro Cam. Epit., p. 42. ;

Zkrix sempervlrens, &c., Breyn. in

2187

2186

. . .

Act. Nat. Cur. Cent., 7, 8. j Pin&ster Aleuo, &c., Bell. Conifer., p. 20. b. 21. ; TaeMa &rbor,

Italbrum, Dale Hist., 1. p. 47. ; Aphernousli Pine, five-leaved Pine, the Siberian Stone Pine, the
Swiss Stone Pine ; Aroles, in Savoy ; Alvies, in Switzerland ; Cembra, in Dauphine ; Ceinbrot,
Eouve, Tinier, Fr. ; Zurbelkiefer, Get; Kedr, Russ. (see Pall. Fl. Ross.}

Engravings. Pall. Ross., 1. t.2. ; Gmcl. Sib., 1. t.39.: Du 'Ham. Arb., 2. t. 32. ; Breyn. Obs., 2.

t. 1. f. 3, 4, 5. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 30, 31. ; N. Du Ham., 5. t. 77. f. 1. ; our fig. 2191., to our usual

scale
; figs. 2188. to 2190., of the natural size ; all from Dropmore specimens j

and the plate of this

tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char.y Sfc. Leaves in fives; sheaths deciduous. Cones ovate> JL

erect, about as long as the leaves, and having, when young, the scales

pubescent ; the wings of the seed obliterated ;
anthers having a

kidney-shaped crest. (Lois.) Buds, in the Dropmore specimens,
from in. to fin. broad; globose, with a long narrow point; white,
and without resin ; not surrounded by smaller buds (see Jig. 2188.)
Cones about 3 in. long, and 2 in. broad. Scales 1 in. long, and
about the same width in the widest part. Seed larger than that of

any other species of Pinus, except P. Pfnea, in. long, and -^ in.

broad in the widest part, somewhat triangular, and wedge-shaped; 2188
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without wings, and having, probably from abortion, a very hard
.

shell, containing an eatable, oily, white kernel, agreeable to the p

taste. Cotyledons 11 to 13 (seeJig. 2189.). A native of Swit- I

zerland and Siberia ; flowering in May, and ripening its cones in \

the November of the following year. Introduced in 1 746.

Varieties.

It

P. C. 1 sibirica; P. Cembra Lodd. Cat., ed. 1837; Kedr,
Pall. ; Cedar of some authors ; the Siberian Stone Pine,
or Siberian Cedar, Hort. The cones are said to be

longer, and the scales larger, than in the Swiss variety;
the leaves are, also, rather shorter ; and the plant is of
much slower growth in England. According to Pallas,
this is a lofty tree, and not found beyond the Lena. In

general appearance, it resembles P. sylve'stris, but is more

tufted, from the branches being thinner, and from the

number and length of the persistent leaves. Trunk 2189

straight, often 120 ft. high, and 3 ft. in diameter near the b ase
in old trees, naked till near the top. Bark smoother, greyer, and

2190

more resinous than in P. sylvestris. Branches commonly disposed
3 or 4 in a whorl, sometimes scattered, more slender and spreading
than in the Scotch pine; covered with a greyish ash-coloured
furrowed bark, marked by the cicatrices of the fallen leaves. Leaves

7 H 3
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in fives, rarely in fours or threes; at first sheathed, afterwards

naked, very long, sharply triquetrous ; the 2 angles rough, cana-

liculate, sharp at the point. The wood of the cembra is light, soft,

white, resinous, loose in the fibres, not tough. The resin, which

may be collected in quantities, is somewhat of the odour of citron,

and is pellucid, yellowish, and hard. (Pa//.)
f P, C. 2 pygmtE^a; P. 6\ pumila Pall, Ross.; Slanez, Russ. According to

Pallas, the trunk of this variety does not exceed 2 in. in thickness,
and it is rarely above 6 ft. in height ; the branches being not more
than 1 in. in diameter. Some specimens are much lower in height,

prostrate, and shrubby. The branches of this variety are more

slender, the bark rougher and yellower, and the leaves more crowded,
and shorter, than those of the species. The cones are scarcely larger
than those of P. sylvestris ; and the scales and seeds less than those

of P. C. sibirica. In the east of Siberia, this variety is found

covering rocky mountains, which are so barren, that herbage of no
kind will grow on them ; and also in valleys, where, however, it

never attains the size of a tree. Those found on the mountains are

much more resinous and balsamic. The young shoots are reckoned

an excellent antiscorbutic, and are much more agreeable in taste

than those of the yfbies. Pallas had a specimen from Montanvert,
in Savoy, which resembled the Siberian variety in the number and

closeness of the leaves, only they were much thicker. (Pall.) There
is a plant at Dropmore which has been twenty years planted, and, in

1837, was not more than Gin. high, which we presume to be this

variety. The same may be said of a tree in Hopetoun Gardens,
near Edinburgh, said to be upwards of 100 years old, and which, in

1836, only measured 5 ft. 6 in. high.
1 P. C. 3 helvetica Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; the Swiss, Cembran, or Stone

Pine ; has the cones short and roundish, with close scales ; and the

plants are of more vigorous growth than the Siberian variety ; the

wood, also, is said to be more fragrant. This is much the com-
monest form of P. Cembra in British gardens ; and it has been

treated as a species by Du Hamel and Haller. In the Briancon-

nais, this variety is called Alvies ; and in Savoy, Aroles. In Dau-

phine, it has a different name in almost every village. (See Villars's

Plantes du Dauphine, iv. p. 807.) In Kasthofer's Voyage dans les

petits Cantons, et dans les Alpes Rhetienncs, it appears 'that this

variety grows at the elevation of 6825 ft. above the level of the sea ;

and it vegetates there so slowly, that it does not increase more
than a span (9 in.) in height in six years. A tree, the trunk of

which was 19in. in diameter, when cut down, was found to have

353 concentric circles. The wood is very fragrant, and retains its

odour for centuries. In the ruins of the ancient Chateau of Tarasp,
Kasthofer found the greater number of the chambers ornamented
with this wood, which, after having remained there for centuries,

still continued to exhale its delicious perfume. (Voy.^ &c., p. 196.)
This odoriferous property in the wood, while it is agreeable to

man, is so offensive to bugs and moths, as to deter them from

establishing themselves in rooms where it is used, either as wain-

scoting, or as furniture. When this variety of P. Cembra was in-

troduced into British gardens is uncertain, but it is now common in

the nurseries.

Description. In England, P. Cembra is an erect tree, with a straight

trunk, and a smooth bark. When standing singly, it is regularly furnished

to the summit with whorls of branches, which are more persistent than

the branches of most other species of Jlbietinae. The leaves are from 3

to 5 in a sheath, three-ribbed ; the ribs serrated, one of them green and

shining, and the other two white and opaque. In most species of pine,
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ias been observed that the leaves incline more to-

wards the shoots which produce them during winter

than in summer, as if to prevent the snow from

lodging on them ;
and this is .said to be much more

conspicuously the case with the leaves of P. Ccmhra
than with those of any other species. The male
catkins are red, and appear at the base of the young
shoots. According to Lambert, the flowers have a

more beautiful appearance than in any other species
of pine, being of a bright purple ; and the unripe

full-grown cones, he says, have a bloom upon them
like that of a ripe Orleans plum. The tree is of

remarkably blow growth in every stage of its pro-

gress, more especially when young ; seldom advanc-

ing more, even in rich soils, than 1 ft. in a year

(though, in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, as will

be hereafter noticed, it grows much faster); but it

grows quicker when it becomes older. It is readily

known from all the other species of pines by its nar-

row, conical, compact form, and the shortness of its silvery leaves, which
form tufts at the extremities of the branches. In England, it is a formal,
and we do not think it can be considered a handsome, tree : it presents
to the eye a multiplicity of tufts of leaves, piled up one above another,
of the same size, and equidistant; and every where of rather a dull green
colour. The uniformity
of shape is nowhere

broken, except at the

summit, where alone

the cones are pro-
duced ; and hence, as a

mass, it may be charac-

terised as formal and

monotonous, without

being grand. In proof
of this, we may refer to

a plate of this tree in

our last Volume. In

Siberia and Switzer-

land, trees such as those

mentioned by Pallas as

being 120 ft. in height,
have a much more

grand and picturesque

appearance ; and fig.
2192. is a portrait of

one of these trees.

The largest tree that

we know of in England
is the original plant
at Whitton, which, in

1837, after being 91

years planted, was only
50 ft. high, with a trunk
1 ft. 6 in. in diameter.

This tree bears cones
and ripens seeds every
year ; and, though it appears to have suffered from the soil round it having
been raised above a foot in height, yet it still continues to grow with vigour,

7 ii 4

'-7--^ ^C.<

2192
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retaining its branches from the ground upwards. The tree at Dropmore is

nearly as high, though not planted above forty years.

Geography, History, fyc. P. Cembra is indigenous to the alps of Siberia,
to Tartary, Switzerland, Italy, and to Dauphine and other parts of France.

According to Kasthofer, it is found to a greater height on the Swiss

mountains, than any other species of pine or fir. (Voy. y &c., p. 150.) Villars

found it, in Dauphine, on high mountains, growing with different varieties of
P. sylvestris, but rare. According to Boss, it grows on the alps of

Hungary and Austria; and, according to Pallas, as we have seen above,
it has a very extensive geographical range in Siberia. It was introduced
into England by Archibald Duke of Argyll, in 1746 ; but whether from
Siberia or Switzerland is uncertain, though, in all probability, from the

former country; as the cones of the original tree, still existing at Whitton,
answer better to the description of those of P. C. helvetica than to those of P. C.

sibfrica. The Swiss variety was strongly recommended by the Rev. J. Harte,
in his Essays on Husbandry, published in 1746; and it is not improbable
that it was he who communicated the seeds to the Duke of Argyll, though
we have no positive evidence on the subject. Mr. Lambert states that

a great many seeds were brought from Switzerland about the end of the

last century ; and that more than 2000 plants, raised from
part

of them,
were planted at Walcot Hall, the residence of Lord Clive, in Shropshire.
These plantations are still in a healthy state, many of the trees having
attained the height of 40ft. or 50ft., and producing cones. Several trees

were also planted, at the same time, at Gledhow, near Leeds, where some
of them still exist, and whence arose the name of Gledhow pine, which
is often applied to this tree. In 1828, Mr. Lawson of Edinburgh imported a

quantity of seeds of P. Cembra from Switzerland; and dispersed them through-
out Scotland for experiment ; raising, also, a great many plants in his own

nursery. (Quart. Journ.
ofAgric.,']. p. 813.) In 1836, the plants sown in 1828

had, in several places in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, attained the

height of from 8 ft. to 12ft. From this, Mr Lawson very properly concludes

that, though some varieties of P. Cembra grow remarkably slowly, yet P.
C. helvetica, after three or four years' growth, will make annual shoots from
I ft. to 18 in., or even 2ft., annually in length. There can therefore be
no doubt, he says, but that this variety, from the high altitude at which
it naturally grows, is well adapted to clothe the tops of many hitherto

almost barren mountains in Scotland, not only with fresh and luxuriant

vegetation, but with valuable timber. (Man., p. 359.) The finest trees

in the neighbourhood of London are at Whitton, Kew, Dropmore, and
Mill Hill, at all which places they bear cones. The Gledhow pines were
examined for us, in October, 1837, by Mr. Murray, nurseryman, Leeds. He
found in the plantations at Gledhow several trees, most of which were of

small dimensions, and going fast to decay ; particularly those in exposed
situations. The largest and best tree which he found was 35 ft. high, with a

trunk 3 ft. 2 in. in circumference, at 3 ft. from the ground, after being planted
from 45 to 50 years. It stands on a lawn sheltered from the north, east,

and west, and exposed to the south. The tree is now abundant in the

nurseries, and, being remarkably hardy, is likely to be soon generally
distributed ; but, owing to its very slow growth, it will be liable to be

choked by the trees among which it is planted, unless greater attention

be paid to thinning and pruning than is generally the case in ornamental

plantations.

Properties and Uses. The wood of P. Cembra is very soft ; and its grain
is so fine, that it is scarcely perceptible. According to the Nouveau Du
Hamel

t it is very resinous, which is the cause of its agreeable fragrance.
It is not commonly large enough to be used in carpentry; but in joinery
it is of great value, as it is remarkably easy to be worked, and is of great

durability. In Switzerland, it is very much used by turners ; and the shep-
herds of the Swiss Cantons, and of the Tyrol, occupy their leisure hours
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in carving out of it numerous curious little figures of men and animals,

which they sell in the towns, and which have found their way all over

Europe. The wood is much used for wainscoting; having not only an

agreeable light brown appearance, but retaining its odour, according to

Kasthofer, for centuries. The kernel of the seed, in Dauphine, Villars

informs us, is eagerly sought after by a species of crow (C'orvus Caryo-
catactes L.), which shows an almost incredible degree of skill in

breaking the hardest shells. In Switzerland, the seeds are used in some

places as food, and in others as an article of luxury ;
and the shell

being very hard, and requiring some time and skill to separate it from

the kernel, the doing so forms an amusement for young persons in the

long winter evenings ; who, Kasthofer observes, show a degree of skill

in it that might vie with that of the squirrel. In some places in the

Tyrol, the seeds are bruised, and an oil obtained from them by expression.
So abundant is this oil in comparison with that produced by other seeds,

that, while a pound of flax seed yields only 2 oz., 1 Ib. of cembra seed

yields 5 oz. Cembra oil is used both as food, and for burning in lamps ;

but, as the breaking of the seeds requires a long time, it is generally dearer

than most other oils : it has a very agreeable flavour when newly made,
but very soon becomes rancid. The shells of the kernels, steeped in any
kind of spirits, yield a fine red colour. In Siberia, the seeds of the

cembra are sometimes produced in immense quantities ; but in other sea-

sons there is scarcely any crop. In abundant years, they form, according
to Gmelin, almost the sole winter food of the peasantry. The seeds, both
in Siberia and Switzerland, are employed medicinally ; and Gmelin relates

a story of two captains of vessels, who were suffering dreadfully from the

scurvy, and whose crews had almost all died of the same disease, being
cured in a few days by eating abundantly of these seeds. In Britain,
P. Cembra can only be considered as an ornamental tree; and, though
we hold it to be scarcely possible for a pine to be otherwise than ornamental

(if it were for no other reason than its being an evergreen), yet we cannot

help, as we have already observed, considering the Cembran pine, when

compared with other species, as rather monotonous, both in form and co-

lour. The summit of the tree, however, and its purple cones, we acknow-

ledge to be truly beautiful. That we may not run the slightest risk of

injuring this tree, we may mention that Mr. Lambert, so far from enter-

taining the same opinions as we do respecting it, looks upon it as " one of
the handsomest trees of the whole genus." (Pin., ed. 2., i. p. 49.)

Soil, Situation, fyc. Though the Cembran pine, as we have seen, will grow
in the poorest soils, and in the most elevated and exposed situations, where
no other pine or fir will exist, yet it will not grow rapidly, except in a free soil,

somewhat deep, and with a dry subsoil. This is rendered evident from the
trees at Dropmore, which, though they cannot have been planted above
half the time of the trees at Whitton and at Kew, are above 40 ft. high,
with trunks from 1 ft. to 14 in. in diameter. The tree at Whitton is on very
moist soil, and that at Kew on very dry poor soil. The soil at Dropmore is

also dry, but it is not so much exhausted by the roots of other trees as the
soil in the arboretum at Kew. All the varieties are propagated from imported
seeds, which may be sown in the same autumn in which they are received ;

or, perhaps, kept in a rot heap for a year, as they lie two winters and one
summer in the ground before germinating. The plants grow exceedingly slowly
for 4 or 5 years, seldom attaining in that period a greater height than from
1 ft. to 2 ft. When they are to be removed to any distance, they are best

kept in pots ; but, the roots being small and numerous, large plants of
P. Cembra transplant better (when they are not to be carried to too great a

distance) than most other species of Pinus.

Statistics. Plnus Cembra in England. At Syon, it is 30ft. high ; in the Mile End Nursery, it is

14 ft. high ;
at Walton on Thames, it is 35 ft. high. In Surrey, at Farnham Castle, 35 years planted,
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it is <_'u it. hiph ;
at Claremont, it is :>4 ft. hiph, tin- diameter of the trunk 1 l\. S in., ami of the head

27 H. In Bedfordshire, at Woburn Abbey, ^ years planted, it is -J.'ir hiph. In Berkshire, at Ditfon
Paik. r. ye.;rs planted, it is .:n tt. hiph. In Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, 40 years planted,
it is 'J(i ft.'hiph. In Che>hire, at Ivtton Hall, S years planted, it is tilt. hiph. In Hertfordshire, at

Cashiobury,;;n years planted, it is 'JO ft. lnp.li ; at Chethunt, lo year? planteil, if is 14ft. hiph. In
<) xfordsl.ire, in the Oxford Botanic Garden, -() yearn planted, it is iMt. In^-h. In Stattbnlslure, at

'i'renthain, il'ti years planted, it is
-

i ft, hiph. In Worcestershire, at Cn.oine, :~, '> vears planted, it is

4;, ft. liiph. In Yorkshire, at Medhow, ;>:, ft. hiph.
Duns (Ymbra in S,\,f/,ni<(. In Berwickshire, at the Hirsel. ."< years planted, it is .! ft. n in. hiph.

In Kile-hire, at Balrarras, it is Jo ft. high, and ripened seed in Isv;, from which yonnp plants have
been raised.

r'uius Ceinbra in Ircliinil. At Dublin, in the ftlasnevin Botanic (i-irdcn '','< ve ir-- pl-inteil it is

1-i it. hi.-h ;
at Teremire, 1.1 year> j.lanted, it .< <i. ft. high. In Antrim, at ( ramnore, it is ^ it. 'hiph.

In Louth, at Oriel Temple, od years planted, it is ,;j ft. hiph.
P ;//;/.< Ceinbra in Furi'i^n Ctuinti ;V.v. In France, near 1'aris. at So'aux, 1" year-- planted, it is

IV ft. hiirh. In Hanover, at Sehwnbber it is ;1o ft hi"h in the (.ottin-cn Bot-tnie (.-irden It)

years planted, it is loft, hiph. In Saxony, at Wrrlitx, .In years planted, it i> .lit ft. hiph. In ( as'sel,
at \Vilhelmsnoe, iin years old, it has a trunk I ft. <\\n. in (iiameter. In I'rus.-ia, at 1'erlin, at Sans
Sonri, :>n year- planted, it is -JO It. hiph.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 2-v. (k/. each;
at Bollwyller, 2 francs each

;
and at New York, 2 dollars.

xv. $f rob/'.

Sect. Ch nr. Leaves rather lonuer than in / 'inihr<r. Cones \\ith the scales

not thickened at the apex, pendulous, and much longer than the leaves.

*
of). /-". A'TRo'urs L. The Strol)us, or Jrci/tiiuuth, Pine.

Identification. Lin. Sp PI., 1 H!>., Syst., ed. Keich.. 1. \>. 171. ; Mill. Diet., No. 1.3.
;
Hunt. Evel.

Syl., p. 2rl;J. ; \Vanp. Beyt., 1. t.l.j Ait. Ilort. Ke\v , .". p. /;<>.; Du Roi Harbk ., ed. Pott., C.

p.'78. ;
Marsh. Arb. Amer., p. 1()1.

;
Poir. Diet., .~>. p. .!41. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. L'., 1 t. ;>2. ; N. Du

Ham, .',. p. 'J-l'.'.
;

Pursh I'l. Amer. Sept...' p. i!H.
; Hayne Dend., p. 17ii.

,
Lawx-n'-s Manual,

p. :'A'i(i.
; Bon Jard., ]>. !'77. ;

L";id. Cat., ed.
"

'.

.^V'""'.'/W( ''S'- !' ffj'iis (jiilnis, iYe., Uron. I'tr^., '~. p. 1.V2. ;
/'. cannib'nsis (juiuquef6lia 7>w Jlajn.

Aili..,. p. 1-.7. ; /'. virpiniana I'liik. Aim., p. -!>7. ; /Jinx eanadensis Taurn. lust., p. .".So. ; New
Knpland Pine, white Pine, Pumpkin Pine, Apple Pine, Saplinp Pine, Aincr.

;
Pin du Lord, Pin

du Lord Weyniouth. Fr.

r.iiriivhu>s. Wang. Be\t., 1. t. 1. f. 1., Lam. Illust., t. TSii. f. ;>. : Lamb. Pin., ed. 'J., 1. t. .'>:.;

Miehx.'N. Amer. Syl.,',-. t. 14.-"i. ; N. Du Ham., r.. t. Tti. ; our ji^g. 2l!. to l

jl!6., from s],eeimeii>
from \Vhitton, and the plate of the tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., <$c. Leaves slender, \\itliout sheaths. Male catkins small.

Cone cylindrical, long, and pendulous. (M/ch.i\) Buds from -^ in.
Jr-X

to
\:

in. long, and from T',T in. to fVin. hroad
; ovate-, pointed, and

sli (,r litlv resinous
; surrounded bv one or two small buds. ( Sec ff^.

^10.'>. ) Leaves from ,'i in. to o.
1

,
in. loiiLr - Cone (see //if. "~

;
!!'.">.

N from
,-j in. to (iin. lonu, and I'rom 1 ', in. to l^in. broad, on a peduncle

J
in. loii (_r ;

^c'ales ( >ei' //if. "^]l'l.) 1.', in. loii'j, and trom "'

in. to ' ;

in.

broad. Seed
^-\

in. loni:, and ^ in. broad ; olu)vate, pointed below,
with awing which, including the >eed, i-. about 1 in. loni:, and

\
in. nJ

broad, in the wide,t part. Cot\ !ed<>;i> ij to Id. A native of North J^
America. Introduced in II (>.">; and Howering in April. o] () ;

rarit'tirs.

1 \\ S. :> nlhn Ilort. h; the leaves and bark much u Inter than the

specio. There i,-, a plant in the Horticultural Society's (iarden,

which, in Is.'ii, alter being 1 ~.i vears planted, was 2(M't. hiirh.

T P. ,V. :{ lin-rifulia Ilort. has '.horter leaves.

? P. .V. ! rtnnjm'xm P.ooth; /'. S. nova Ladtl. Cat., ed. |s:i(i; I'loetbeck

\\C\mouth Pine. Also much shorter in the leaf, and probably the

same as /'. S. brevifolia.

T)rsrri})l/<i>t.
A tall tree, which, in America, according to Michaux, vanes

in hei^lit from 100 ft . to I SO ft ., \\ ith a straight trunk, from about } ft. to (i ft.

or 7ft. in diameter. The trunk is generally free from branches lor two thirds

or three fourths of its liei (_'ht ;
the brandies are short, and in \\horls, or

disposed in stages one above another, nearly to the top, which consists, of

three or four upright bram he-, forming a small conical liead. In rich strong

loams, the tree doc- not '_:ro\v so liijh. and a^smin s a more spreading shape;
but it is stiil taller and more vigorous than mo-t of the tree-, b\- \\hich it is

surrounded. The bark, on \onn-_' trees, is smooth, and evc-n i)olished ; but.
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as the tree advances in age, it splits, and be-

comes rugged and grey, but does not fall

off in scales like that of the other pines.
The leaves are from 3 in. to 4 in. long,

straight, upright, slender,

soft, triquetrous, of a fine

light bluish green, marked
with silvery longitudinal

channels; scabrous and in-

conspicuously serrated on
the margin; spreading in

summer, but in winter con-

tracted, and lying close to

the branches. Sheaths and

stipules none, or deciduous.

Male catkins short, elliptic ;

pale purple, mixed with yel-

low, turning red before

they fall ; on long foot-

stalks, and arranged like those of P. australis.

Crest of the anthers very small, and com-

posed of two erect very short bristles. Fe-

male catkins ovate-cylindrical ; erect, on

short peduncles when young, but when full

grown pendulous, and from 4 in. to 6 in.

long, slightly curved, and composed of thin

smooth scales, rounded at the base, and

partly covered with white resin, particularly
on the tips of the scales ; apex of the scales

thickened. Seeds ovate, of a dull grey. The
cone opens, to shed the seeds, in October

of the second year ; and in America, accord-

ing to Michaux, part of the seeds are gene-

rally left adhering to the turpentine which

exudes from the scales. The wood is soft,

light, free from knots, and easily wrought ;

it is also durable, and not very liable to

split when exposed to the sun : but it has

little strength, gives a feeble hold to nails,

and sometimes swells from the humidity of the atmosphere; while, from

the very great diminution of the trunk from the base to the summit, it is

difficult to procure planks of great length and uniform diameter. The

proportion of sap wood is very small ; and, according to Michaux, a trunk

12 in. in diameter generally contains 1 1 in. of perfect wood. The wood of

this tree is remarkably white when newly sawn into planks; whence the

common American name for it of white pine. The rate of growth of this tree

in Britain is, except in very favourable situations, slower than that of most

European pines. Nevertheless, in the climate of London, it will attain the

height of 12ft. or 13ft. in 10 years from the seed. When planted singly,
like most other pines, it forms a branchy head ; but, when drawn up among
other trees of the same species, it has as clear a trunk in Britain as in

America. The general appearance of the tree, when standing singly in

English parks and pleasure-grounds, is well represented by fig. 2196., which
is the portrait, to a scale of 24 ft. to 1 in., of a Weymouth pine in Studley
Park, which, in 1836, was 60ft. 6 in. high, with a trunk about 8 ft. in circum-

ference, at 1 ft. from the ground.

Geography. According to Pursh, the white, or Weymouth, pine grows in

fertile soil, on the sides of hills, from Canada to Virginia ; attaining the largest
size in the state of Vermont. Michaux informs us that the tree is diffused,
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though not uniformly, over a vast extent

of country; but that it is incapable of

supporting either intense heat or intense

coM. The elder Michaux, after travers-

ing 300 miles, on his return from Hud-
son's Bay, without perceiving a vestige
of it, first observed it about 40 leagues
from the mouth of the Mistassin, which

discharges itself into the Lake St. John,
in Canada, in N. lat. 48 50'. Two de-

grees farther south, he found it common.
It is, however, most abundant between
N. lat. 43 and N. lat. 47 : farther south,
it is found in the valleys and declivities

of the Alleghanies, but will not grow at

any distance from the mountains on
either side, on account of the warmth of
the climate. In New Hampshire, in

the state of Vermont, and near the

commencement of the river St. Lawrence,
it attains its largest dimensions. " In

these countries," says the younger
Michaux,

" I have seen it in very dif-

ferent situations ; and it seems to accommodate itself to all varieties of soil,

except such as consist wholly of sand, and such as are almost constantly

submerged ; but I have seen the largest specimens in the bottom of soft,

friable, and fertile valleys, on the banks of rivers composed of deep, cool,
black sand ; and in swamps filled with the white cedar (Cupressus tfhyoides),
and covered with a thick and constantly humid carpet of Sphagnum. Near

Norridgewock, on the river Kennebeck, in one of these swamps which is

accessible only in the middle of summer, I measured two trunks felled for

canoes, of which one was 154 ft. long, and 54 in. in diameter, and the other
142 ft. long, and 44 in. in diameter, at 3 ft. from the ground. Mention is

made, in Belknap's History of New Hampshire, of a white pine felled near the
river Merrimac, 7ft. Sin. in diameter; and near Hollowell, I saw a stump
exceeding 6 ft. in diameter. These enormous trees had probably reached the

greatest height attained by the species, which is about 180ft. I have been

assured, by persons worthy of belief, that, in a few instances, they had felled

individual trees of nearly this stature." (Michx. North Amer. Syl. t iii. p. 161.)
Michaux adds that he has "always observed the influence of soil to be greater
on resinous than on broad-leaved trees." The qualifies of the white pine, in

particular, are strikingly affected by it. In loose, deep, humid soils, it unites

in the highest degree all the valuable properties by which it is characterised,

especially lightness and fineness of texture, so that it may be smoothly cut in

every direction ; and hence, perhaps, is derived the name of pumpkin pine.
On dry elevated lands, its wood is firmer and more resinous, with a coarser

grain and more distant concentric circles, and it is then called sapling pine.
In the district of Maine, and the province of Nova Scotia, the white pine has

been observed to be the first to take possession of barren deserted lands, and

the most hardy in resisting the impetuous gales from the ocean.

History. Pinus Strobus received its name from Linnaeus, and was first

cultivated in England by the Duchess of Beaufort, at Badmington, in 1705.

Great quantities were soon afterwards planted at Longleat, in Wiltshire, the

seat of Lord Weymouth, where the trees prospered amazingly, and whence
the species received the name of the Weymouth pine. Several were also

planted at Mersham Hatch, in Kent ; and a number at Whitton, by the Duke
of Argyll. These plants began to bear cones with perfect seeds about 1720;
and the species has been since extensively raised by nurserymen, from the

seeds produced at these places ;
and the plants have been thus distributed
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throughout the island. Miller says that the seeds were first brought to

London for sale from Mersham Hatch, Sir WyndhamT.Knatchbull's seat,

near Ashford, in Kent, in 1726. There were also cones, he says, produced
at Longleat ;

" but it has been chiefly from the seeds of Sir Wyndham Knatch-
bull that the much greater number of these trees now in England have been
raised ; for, although there has annually been some of the seed brought from

America, yet those have been few in comparison to the produce of the trees

in Kent ; and many of the trees which have been raised from the seeds of

those trees now produce plenty of good seed, particularly those in the garden
of His Grace the Duke of Argyll, at Whitton, which annually produce large

quantities of cones, which His Grace most generously distributes to all the

curious." (Z)e'c., ed. 7., 1759.) Many of the trees in these places are still in

existence, and are from 70 ft. to 80 ft. high. There are also some remarkably
fine specimens at Strathfieldsaye : some of them, according to Mitchell, had, in

1827, trunks 100ft. high, and 10ft. in circumference. The largest tree at

Whitton was, in 1835, 81 ft. 6 in. high, with a trunk 1 1 ft. 3 in. in circumfe-

rence at 2 ft. from the ground. This tree stands singly, and divides into

a great many large woody limbs, so as to form a very irregular head.

In Scotland, the Weymouth pine is considered rather tender; and, as it

requires a better soil than most other species, it is not much planted for its

timber. Sang observes that it is a plant of too delicate a habit ever to

become a large or valuable tree in Scotland, in exposed situations ; but that,
where it is sheltered and properly treated, it forms a fine-looking single tree.

In Ireland, according to Hayes, it was not introduced till about 1770; but
there are trees of it in various places above 50 ft. high. The Weymouth pine
is not very common in France ; but there are trees at the Trianon, which, in

1834, were between 40 ft. and 50 ft. high, after being about the same number
of years planted.

Properties and Uses. The wood of this species is more employed in

America than that of any other pine. Throughout the northern states, at

the time the younger Michaux published his North American Sylva (1819),
seven tenths of the houses, except in the larger capitals, were of wood ; and
about three quarters of these were built almost entirely of white pine ; and,
even in the cities, the beams and principal woodwork of the houses were of
this wood. " The ornamental work of the outer doors, the cornices and friezes

of apartments, and the mouldings of fireplaces, all of which, in America, are

elegantly wrought, are of this wood. It receives gilding well, and is, there-

fore, selected for looking-glass and picture frames. Sculptors employ it

exclusively for the images that adorn the bows of vessels, for which they
prefer the kind called the pumpkin pine. At Boston, and in other towns
of the northern states, the inside of mahogany furniture and of trunks, the

bottoms of Windsor chairs of an inferior quality, water pails, a great part
of the boxes used for packing goods, the shelves of shops, and an endless

variety of other objects, are made of white pine. In the district of Maine, it

is employed for barrels to contain salted fish, especially the kind called the

sapling pine, which is of a stronger consistence. For the magnificent wooden

bridges over the Schuylkill at Philadelphia, and the Delaware at Trenton ; and
for those which unite Cambridge and Charleston with Boston, of which the
first is 1500ft., and the second 3000 ft., in length ; the white

pine
has been

chosen for its durability. It serves exclusively for the masts of the numerous
vessels constructed in the northern and middle states ; and for this purpose it

would be difficult to replace it in North America. The principal superiority
of white pine masts over those brought from Riga is their lightness; but they
have less strength, and are said to decay more rapidly between decks, and at

the point of intersection of the yards. This renders the long-leaved pine
(P. australis) superior to the white pine, in the opinion of the greater part of
the American shipbuilders; but some of them assert that the white pine would
be equally durable, if the top were carefully protected from the weather.
With this view, an experiment has been suggested, of a hole, several feet deep,
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made in the top of the must, filled with oil, and hermetically sealed ; the oil is

said to be absorbed in a few months. The bowsprits and yards of ships of
war are of this species. The wood is not resinous enough to furnish turpen-
tine for commerce." ( KHch.r. ) Before the American war, England is said

to have furnished herself \\ith masts from the United States; and she still

completes from America the demand which cannot be supplied from the north
of Europe. The finest timber of this species is brought from Maine, and

particularly from the river Kennebeck. Soon after the establishment of the

American colonies, England became sensible of the value of this resource, and
solicitous for its preservation. In 1711 and 1721, severe ordinances were

enacted, prohibiting the cutting of any trees proper for masts on the pos-
sessions of the crown. The order had reference to the vast countries bounded
on the south by New Jersey, and on the north by the upper limit of Nova
Scotia.

"
1 am unable to say," adds Michaux,

" with what degree of rigour
it was enforced before the American revolution

; but, for a space of GOO miles,
from Philadelphia to a distance beyond Boston, 1 did not observe a single
tree of the white pine large enough for the mast of a vessel of GOO tons."

(Mic//.v.) The white pine is also used extensively in America for clap-boards
and shingles. The clap-boards are of an indeterminate length, (Jin wide, ^ in.

thick at one edge, and much thinner at the other; they form the exterior

covering of the walls of the wooden houses, and are placed horizontally, lapping
one over the other, so that the thinner edge is covered. The shingles are com-

monly 18 in. lout:, from 3 in. to G in. wide, -\
in. thick at one end, and 1 line thick

at the other : they should be free from knots, and made only of the perfect wood.
These shingles are used instead of tiles to almost all the houses east of the

river Hudson; but they only last \2 or 15 years. They are exported in great

quantities to the West Indies. The timber of the Weymouth pine continues to

be imported into Britain in immense quantities; but it is considered as very
inferior to some of the other American pines, and to the pine timber of the north

of Europe. In M'Culloch's Dictionary of Commerce, speaking of the white

pine of America, as compared with the Baltic pine, an extract is given from
the evidence of Mr. Copland, an extensive builder and timber-merchant,
wlu-n examined before parliament as to the comparative value of European
ami American Timber. '' The American pine is much inferior in quality, much
softer in its nature, not so durable, and very liable to dry rot : indeed, it is

not allowed by any professional man under government to be used; nor is it

ever employed in the best buildings in London : it is only speculators that are

induced to use it, irom the price
1 ot it being much lower (m consequence of

its exemption from duty) than the Baltic timber. If yon were to lav two

planks of American timber upon each other, m the course of a twelvemonth
thcv \\ould have the dry rot, almost invariably, to a certain extent." M'Cul-
loch adds that 'many passages to the same effect might be produced from the

evidence of persons of the greatest experience in ship-building." (
J/'( 'nlloch's

Cmii. Dirt., art. Timber Trade.) The wooil of Weyinouth pines grown in

England has been used for floors, and by cabinet-makers ; but, as the species
is generally valued as an ornamental tree, it is seldom cut down for timber.

Its picturesque beauty, according to (iilpin, is not ureat.
"

It is admired,"
he says,

"
for its polished bark, though the painter's eye pays little attention

to so trivial a circumstance, even when the tree is considered as a single

object : nay, its polished bark rather depreciates its value, for the picturesque
eve d\\ells with more pleasure on rough surfaces than on smooth : it sees

more richness in them and more \anctv. l>ut we object chiefly to the Wev-
moiith pine on account of the regularity of its stem and the meagrcncss of its

f'oliaire. Its stem rises with perpendicular exactness; it rarely varies; and its

branches issue \\ith equal formaliU from its shies. Its foliage
1

, too, is thin,

and wants both richness and effect. If I were speaking, indeed, of this tree

in composition, ! inL'lit add that it mav oltcn appear to i^reat advantage in a

plantation. Contract, we know, produces beamy, even from deformity itself.

Opposed, therefore, to the wildness of other trees, the regularity of the VVYv-
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mouth pine mav have its beauty : its formality may be concealed. A few of

its branches, hanging from a mass of heavier foliage, may appear light and

feathery, while its spiry head may often form an agreeable apex to a clump."
(For. Seen., i. p. 87.)

Soil, Situation, $c. We have already observed that the soil and situation

for this tree ought to be better than for most other species of pines. Seeds

are procured in abundance; and the plants, when sown in spring, come up
the first year, and may be treated like those of the Scotch pine.

Statistics. In the Environs of London. At Whitton Place, there are many trees, the tallest of
which is 81 ft. 6 in. high, and the diameter of the trunk 4ft

;
at York House, Twickenham, it is 48 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 18 ft.
;
at Chiswick Villa, there are various

trees, from 50 ft. to 60 ft. high ;
at Abercorn Priory, near Stanmore, it is 53 ft. high, diameter of the

trunk 1 ft. 9 in., and of the head 30 ft South of London. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 40 years
old, it is 36 ft high ;

at Compton House, 60 years old, it is 80 ft high, with a trunk 3 ft. in diameter.
In Hampshire, at Alresford, 41 years planted', it is 53 ft. high ; at Strath fieldsaye, it is 95ft. high, with
a trunk 4ft. 6 in. in diameter. In Somersetshire, at Kingston, it is 95ft high, with a trunk 3ft. in

diameter. In Surrey, at Claremont, it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head
36 ft. ;

at Deepdene, 10 years planted, it is 22ft. high. In Wiltshire, at Wardour Castle, 50 years
planted, it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 9 in., and of the head 57 ft North of Lon-
don. In Bedfordshire, at Southhill, it is 45 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. 6in. in diameter. In Berkshire,
at Bear Wood, 14 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, 40 years
planted, it is 50 ft high. In Durham, at Southend, 40 years planted, it is 60ft high ; at Stanwick
Park is one with a trunk 2ft in diameter. In Leicestershire, at Elvaston Castle, 33 years planted,
it is 42 ft. high. In Nottinghamshire, at Clumber Park, it is 54 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 44 ft.; atWakefield Lodge, 12 years planted, it is 25 ft. high. In Shropshire, at

VVilley Park, 18 years planted, it is 28ft. high. In Staffordshire, at Trentham, it is 50ft. high. In

Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, 70 years planted, it is 70ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 6 in.,
and of the head 50 ft. In Warwickshire, at Coombe Abbey, 60 years planted, itis 60 ft. high ;

the dia-

meter of the trunk 3ft., and of the head 33ft In Yorkshire, at Grimston, 12 years planted, it is

32ft. high.
PIMM.V Stri>bus in Scotland. In the Environs of Edinburgh. At Hopetoun House, it is 50 ft

high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft 10 in., and of the head 40 ft South of Edinburgh. In Ayr-
shire, at Dalquharran, 55 years planted, it is 68 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. In Berwick-
shire, at the Hirsel, 20 years planted, it is 20ft. high. In Renfrewshire, at Erskine House, it is 55 ft.

high, with a trunk 2ft. 4 in. in diameter. North of Edinburgh. In Argyllshire, at Toward Castle,
13 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. In Banffshire, at Gordon Castle, it is 48 ft high, the diameter of
the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 36 ft. In Clackmannanshire, in the garden of the Dollar Institu-

tion, 12 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. In Forfarshire, at Kinnaird Castle, 45 years planted, it is 45 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in.
;

at Courtachy Castle, 14 years planted, it is 15ft high.
In Inverness-shire, at Cowan, 30 years planted, it is 35ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft, and of
the head 25 ft. In Stirlingshire, at Blair Drummond, 120 years old, it is 73ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 42 ft ; at Brucefield, it is 60 ft high, the diameter of the trunk
1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 30 ft. ;

at Callendar Park, 39 years planted, it is 45ft high.
PJww.v S^roAf/s in Ireland. In Down, at Ballyleady, 60 years planted, it is 46ft. high. In Fer-

managh, at Florence Court, 30 years planted, it is 55 ft. high. In Galway, at Coole, it is 40ft high,
the diameter of the trunk 2 ft.

Plnus Strdbus in Foreii-.n Countries. In France, near Paris, at Beauvais, 30 years planted, it

is 80ft high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft, and of the head 30ft.; at Colombey, near Metz,
70 years planted, it is 60ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft.; at M. Angot's, 29 years
planted, it is 40ft. high ;

in the Park at Clervaux, 32 years planted, it is 71 ft high. In Hanover,
at Harbcke, 10 year

" ' ""
diameter of the
of the trunk 4 ft.

4ft in diameter. In Bavaria, in the Botanic Garden at Munich, 18 years planted, it is 20ft. high ;

in the English Garden, 25 years planted, it is30fthigh. In Austria, atVienna, at Luxemburg, 30 years
planted, it is 25 ft. high ;

in RosenthaPs Nursery, 60 years planted, it is 40 ft. high ;
at Hadersdorf,

50 years planted, it is 40 ft high ;
at Briick oii the Leytha, 30 years planted, it is 40ft high. In

Prussia, at Berlin, at Sans Souci, 45 years planted, it is 40ft. high; in the Pfauen Insel, 40 years
planted, it is 50 ft. high. In Italy, at Desio, near Monza, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 30 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are, per thousand,
1 year's seedlings, 8s.; 2 years' seedlings, 12s.; 1 year's transplanted, 20s.; and

transplanted plants from 9 in. to 12 in. high, 50s. At Bollwyller, plants are

from 1 franc to 2 francs each ; or, per hundred, 4 years old and transplanted,
30s. At New Yorl;, plants are from 50 cents to 75 cents, and as high as

1 dollar each, according to their size.

1 40. P. (#.) EXCE'LSA Wallich. The lofty, or Bhotan, Pine.

Identification. Wall. PI. As. Ran, 1 201. ;
Lamb. Pin., 1. t. 33. ; Royle Illust; Lawson's Manual, p. 363.

Synonymes P. Dicksdnti Hort. ; Chilla.or ChyUa, Himalayas ; Kuel, Sirmone and Gurhwal ; Lem-
shing, Bhotea ; Raesula, or King of the Firs, Hindostan.

Engravings. Wall. PI. As. Rar., t. 201. ;
Lamb. Pin., 1. t. 33. ; our fig. 2199., to our usual scale-

;

and figs. 2197. and 219)> ,
of the natural size, from Wallich, Lambert, and from living specimens.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves in fives, very long, and slender, loose. Crest of the

anthers roundish, truncate ; simple, lacerated. Cones cylindrical, smooth,

pendulous, longer than the leaves. (Wall.) Buds, on the tree in the Hor-

m. nign ;
in me rarK ar uiervaux, 02 years piantea, it is /i it. nign. in Hanover,

years plant ed, it is 16 ft. high ; at Schwobber, 80 years planted, it is 100 ft. high, the
> trunk 3 ft. In Saxony, at Worlitz, 60 years planted, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter
t. 6 in., and of the head 40 ft. In Cassel, at Wilhelmshoe, 60 years old, it has a trunk
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ticultural Society's Garden, in. long
and -^ in. broad ; conical, with straight

sides, and pointed. (Fig. 2197.) Leaves
rather more than 6 in. long. Cone 9 in.

2198

long, and 2 in. broad, with a footstalk

1 in. long; scale
1|

in. long, and l|in.
broad. Seeds ^ in. long, and f in.

broad; with the wing, lin. long, and

fin. broad. A native of Nepal, on
mountains. Introduced in 1823.

2197
Description. A tall, handsome, pyra-

midal tree, attaining the height of from 90 ft. to

120ft. Branches numerous, ascending, divid-

ed, disposed in whorls. Bark entire, smooth,

soft, pale grey. Wood white, abounding in

a liquid resin. Leaves in fives, very long, slen-

der, triquetrous, loose; glaucous green, pli-

able
; 5 in. to 7 in. long, roughish on the angles from small teeth ; furnished at

the apex with a small callous mucro, crowded on the branches, particularly
towards the apexes ;

bicanaliculate above, flat beneath
; sheaths about in.

long, caducous, imbricated with numerous, linear-oblong, brown, membrana-
ceous scales. Catkins terminal, with numerous membranaceous brown scales
at the base; male ovate, short, obtuse, sessile, dense, collected into a head
about 3 lines long, and 1 in. thick. Stamens monadelphous. Anthers very short
roundish, opening below

longitudinally, filled with

sulphur-coloured pollen ;

crest small, roundish,

simple, membranaceous;
dark-brown, fringed and

torn on the margin ;

female oblong, cylindri-

cal, in threes or fours,

erect, when young pe-
dunculate ; scales broad,

roundish, imbricated in-

wards, coriaceous, thick,

margined,smooth. Cones
3 or 4 together, cylin-

drical, pedunculate, na-

ked, smooth ;
6 in. long,

pendulous when ripe,

2 in. in diameter, some-
what attenuated towards

the apex; scales broad,

wedge-shaped, coriace-

ous, thick, closely imbri-

cated, smooth ; light

brown ; apiculate above,
with a short, thick, ob-

tuse, dark brown mucro.

Seeds ovate, compressed
on both sides ; testa

bony, black, marked with grey spots; wing oblong-obtuse, membranaceous,
ferruginous, somewhat cimeter-shaped, reticulate. (Lamb.) P. excelsa, Mr.
Lambert observes, approaches so near in habit, and in the shape of its cones,
to P. Strobus, that, were it not for the simple, round, membranaceous crest
of the anthers, it would be almost impossible to distinguish them specifically.
The leaves are longer than in P. tftrobus, and the cones are thicker. Dr.

2199
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Royle makes a similar remark
as to the resemblance of this

tree to P. tftrobus, and adds
"
that it is remarkable for its

drooping branches, whence it

is frequently called the
"
weep-

ing fir," by travellers in the

Himalayas. It is found in

company with the deodar ce-

dar at Narainhetty, in Nepal,
and at Simla, Theog, &c., and
in the Bhotea Pergunnahs of

Kamaon. Dr. Wallich men-
tions a variety, if not a species,
still nearer to P. 5trobus, at

Bainpa and Toka, in Nepal.

(Royle Illust.) The rate of

growth of this tree, in the cli-

mate of London, appears to be

nearly the same as that of P.
Strobus. A plant in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden, of
which fig. 2202. is a portrait,
8 years planted, was, in 1837,
12ft. high; one at Dropmore,
of which Jig. 2201. is a portrait,
the same age and 10ft. high,
has produced a cone; and one
in the Kinnoul Nursery, in the

neighbourhood of Perth, was,
in 1836, 15 ft. high. P. excelsa

is frequent both in Upper
Nepal and Bothsam. In the

latter country, its timber is

preferred by the inhabitants

to that of every other pine. It

yields in great quantities a

2201

pure and limpid turpentine, by the slightest incision. The scales of the cone
also exhibit turpentine, see fig. 2200. to the natural size. The species was
introduced into England by Dr. Wallich about 1827; and several plants
were raised by Mr. Lambert at Boyton, and in the Horticultural Society's
Garden, in that year. Some appear, according to Mr. Lawson, to have been
raised, also, in the Glasgow Botanic Garden. Plants, which are rather rare
in the London nurseries, are 21s. each.

7 i
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* 41. P. (S.) LA.MBEUTIA^NA Dougl. The gigantic, or Lambert's, Pine.

Identification. Dougl. in Lin. Trans , 15. p. 500. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 34. ; Lawson's Manual
P. 361. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 34. ; our fig. 2206., to our usual scale
; and figs. 2203. to 2205.,

of the natural size ; the cone and scale from Douglas's specimens in the Horticultural Society's
herbarium, and the buds and leaves from the tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden.

Spec. Char., &c. Leaves in fives, rigid,

roughish ; sheaths very short. Cones

thick, very long, cylindrical ; scales loose,
roundish. (Douglas.) Buds, in the spe-
cimen from the Horticultural Socie-

ty's Garden, ^ in. long, and | in.

broad; roundish, pointed, and with

3 smaller buds. (See fig. 2203.)
Leaves 2|in. to 3 in. long; in

Douglas's specimens, 4^ in. and
5 in. long. Cones from 14 in. to

16 in. long, and said to be some-
times 18 in. long, and 4 in. in

diameter in the widest part ;

scales 1 in. wide, and nearly 2 in.

2203
long. Seed large, oval, ^in. long,

and nearly f in. broad ; dark brown :

wing dark brown, and, with the seed,

If in. long, and | in. broad in the widest

part. Native of the north-west coast of

North America, where it was discovered

by Dpujlas ; and introduced into Eng-
land in 1827.

Description. According to Douglas,
" the trunk of P. Lambertiana grows

from 150 ft. to above 200 ft. in height, varying from 20 ft. to near 60 ft. in cir-

cumference. One specimen, which had been blown down by the wind, and which

was certainly not the largest, was of the following dimensions : Its entire

length was 215 ft.; its circumference, at 3 ft. from the ground, was 57 ft. 9 in.,

and at 134 ft. from the ground, 17 ft. 5 in. The trunk is unusually straight, and

2204
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2203

destitute of branches about two thirds of its height. The bark is uncommonly
smooth for such large timber, of a light brown colour on the south, and
bleached on the north, side. The branches are pendulous, and form an open
pyramidal head, with that appearance which is peculiar to the yTbies tribe. The
leaves are between 4 in. and 5 in. long, and grow in fives, with short deciduous

sheaths, like those of P. Strobus : they are rigid, of a bright green colour, but
not glossy, and, from minute denticulations of the margin, are scabrous to the
touch. The cones are pendulous from the extremities of the branches : they

7 i 2
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are two years in acquir-
ing their full growth ;

they are at first upright,
and do not begin to /^

droop till the second V
\ear. When vonng, they ^ . V~
have a very taper figure. f*t., ^
When ripe, they are -V*---,

about I 1 in. in circum-

ference at the thickest

part, and vary from I^in.

to 16 in. in length. The
scales are lax, rounded ^
at the apex, and per- g*
fectly ilestitnte of pric- ^
kles : the seeds larne,

S lines loin:, and 1 broad
;

$'<

oval
; and, like those of i .

the P. 7'inea, their ker- *>'

nels are sweet, and ver\

pleasant to the taste.

The wing is membranaceous, of a dolabrifonn figure, anil fuliginous colour,

about twice as long as the seed; it has an innumerable quantity of minute
sinuous vessels, filled with a crimson substance, and formmii most beautiful

microscopic objects. The embrvo has 1^ or I.'i cotyledons. The whole
tree produces an abundance of' pure amber-coloured resin. Its timber is

white, soft, and li^ht ; it abounds in turpentine reservoir-; and its specific

gravity ha- been ascertained, from a specimen sen. to Kngland, to be O'-ili.'s.

The annual layers are very narrow : in the above specimen, there were o(i

in the space of I
1

, in. next the outside. The specie.-, to which this pine is

most nearly allied is, undoubtedly, /'. .Vtrohus, from which, however, it is ex-

tremely different in station, habit, and parts of fructification." (J)on^l. in

/,////. 7'/////.s., \\ . p. 1 ?)!).)

(ii'n^niplniy lltstnrit, i\r. This -pccics
" covers lame districts about 100 miles

from the ocean, in hit. I.'i N ., and extends as far to the south as 40." It first

came under the notice of Dou^la- in Aliens;, Is -.'.>, while at tin- he. id waters
of the .Multnoniah river. In October, I ^<>, continues Douglas, "it was my
Ljood fortune to meet with it be\ond a raiii^e of mountains ninnim: in a south-

western direction from the Hock\ Mountains towards the sea, and terminating
at the Cajti-

< >i ford of Van com i r. It Lirow - sparin^K upon low lull-, and the 1

undulating conntr\ ea-t of the raiii^e of mountain- just mentioned, \s here the

-oil con-i-t s cut ireh of pure -and, and in appi arance i- incapable of supporting
vegetation. Here it attains its ^I'eatest si/e, and perfect.- its fruit inmost
abundance. The trees do not form dense forests, a- most of the other pines
w Inch clothe the I 'ace of North-west America

;
but , like I', resin o- a, which grows

amoiiLT them, the\ are -cattcred SIIIL;|\ over th

plain-., and may be considered to form a ort of

connecting link bet wei MI the gloom \ forests of the

north and the more tropical-looking \cninre of

( alitornia." ( I/ml., p. Ill's.) I 'hints w ere raised

of this species in the Horticultural Societ\\ (iar-

(ien in I
s

'-7, and distributed in the following \ ( ar
;

but it is remarkable that the greater part of them
h;:\e -nice died, Lieut raiK when the\ \\ere about

1 ft. or .t it. in hei'jht. Notwithstanding this, tin-

specie- doe- not appear to be mm h more tender

than /'. .S'trobu-. Tin- larue-t exist ing plant that *$$%
we know ofi^ in the garden of William Wells, KMJ., at Kedleaf, where, having
b(cn -own in |s^!, it is loft. X in. high, (me in the ('hiswick (Jarden, sown
th<: same year, and of which//". :^^(i7. i- j poi trait, i.-, onl\ (> ft. <i in. high.

-j

\f,/' '''o"
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Properties and Uses. The resin, Douglas observes,
" which exudes from

the trees of P. Lambertw/?#, when they are partly burned, loses its usual

flavour, and acquires a sweet taste ; in which state it is used by the natives as

sugar, being mixed with their food. The seeds are eaten roasted, or are

pounded into coarse cakes for their winter store. I have, since my return, been
informed by Mr. Menzies, that, when he was on the coast of California with

Captain Vancouver, in 1793, seeds of a large pine, resembling those of the

stone pine, were served at the dessert by the Spanish priests resident there.

These were, no doubt, the produce of the species now noticed. The vernacular

name of it in the language of the Umptqua Indians, is ndt-cleh." (7AzW., p. 499.)

1 42. P. (S.) MONTI'COLA Doug/. The Mountain, or short-leaved Wey-
mouth, Pine.

Identification. Lamb. Pin.

ed. 2., vol. 2., after P.

Sabinidna, 3. t. 87.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin.,
3. t. 87., and our figs.

2208. and 2209., from

Douglas's specimens in

the herbarium of the
Horticultural Society.

Spec. Charac.y fyc.

Leaves in fives,

short, smoothish,
obtuse. Cones

cylindrical, and
smooth ;

scales

loose, pointed.

(Z>. Dow.) Buds,
in the plant in the

London Horti-

cultural Society's

Garden, small, re-

sembling those of

P, Lambertiana.

Leaves from 3
Jin.

to 4 in. long, with-

out the sheaths.

Cone, from Dou-

glas's specimen,
7 in. long, and

If in. broad; ra-

ther obtuse at

the point; scales

fin. broad at the

widest part, and
from If in. to

2 in. long, and
covered with re-

sin. Seed small,

-^ in. long, and

TVin. broad; with

the wing, 1 in.

long, and in.

broad. Cotyle-
dons ? A native

of the high moun-
tains, at the Grand

Rapids of the Co-
lumbia ; and in

California, on the

7 i 3
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rockv hanks of the Spokan river. Discovered by Douglas, and intro-

duced in 1 VJ I .

Description, AY-. A resinous tree, with

brownish-coloured bark. Leaves in fives,

triquetrous, obtuse; bieanaliculate above,
carinate below, with a blunt elevated line ;

obsoletelv crenulated on the margin ;

snioothisn, glaneous green; 1 \ in. to 3 in.

lomz. Sheaths imbricated with elliptic-ob-

long, obtuse, thinly membranaceous, loose,

bright brown scales, quickly falling oft'.

C ones cylindrical, smooth, 6 in. to 8 in.

long, generally in whorls ; scales spathn-
late, apiculate ; slightly convex beneath, dark

ash-yellow. Seeds oval, with a crustaceous

testa; wing hatchet-shaped, obtuse, striated,

dull yellow, shining. (Lawi.) Except in

its much shorter and smoother leaves, this

species differs but little from P. Strobus, of

which it may prove to be only a variety;

but, until an opportunity occurs of examin-

ing the male catkins, and ascertaining other particulars, it is considered best

to keep it distinct. Judging from the appearance of the specimens sent

home by Douglas, the tree must abound in resin. The plant in the Horti-

cultural Society's Garden is only a few inches high. Among Douglas's spe-
cimens, there is a variety with red cones, from which no plants have yet
been raised.

A pp. i- Spccit's of Pine \cJiich arc not yet introduced, and of
ti///V/? little is

D..ulas. The /r,"/v/.Y/-branchcd Pine. JUids roundish, with a blunt point, covered with
>\vu Leave- -' in a sheath. '_' in. long ; sheath very short, imbricated, blark. (.'ones from
Ion}; ,

am! iVoin ? in to 1 in. broad
;
scales will) the apices having a depressed lateral

ing in a blunt point, furni.-ru'd \v\th a caducous inner <. The flouts are regularly and
closely covered with leaves, inucJ) in

the s-nne manner a- those of /'. ,s.
N

puinilio, to which the .-penmen sent
home by Douglas, in the Horticul-
tural Society's herbat mm, bear.- a

general resemblance. This pine was
found by Douglas in North-west
America, on .-watupy ground near
tie sea coast; and, abundantly, near
(ape Disappointment and Cape
Lookout. Dried specimens, with
cones, were sent home in lV.~i-i>-7

;

but no plants, have been raised from
them. No remarks respecting this

species, as far as we have been able
to learn, are among Douglas's pa.
pers. I-'ii>. 'JJli)., to our usual scale,
and Ji<f. I' '.11., of the natural .-i/e,

are from the specimens in the Hor-
ticultural Society's herbarium.

I'. *i/u<in/i HI Hose docs not appear
to have been noticed by any other bo-
tam.-t Leave- J in a sheath, less glau-
nuinerou-. t han those of /'. syhc-tri-.
ne-. which are of a clear brown colon

ids are large, obtu>
iller than

al p .ackwards. It is a

ind in some of the
on-iders it a distinct

tho-eof /'. *. genevensK The pyra
ii'itive of the Lo-.M-r Alps; and there a

1'r .-!)( h nur-eriev It i-,in all probability,

.'jiceie-. ,V.;w. (VyMr.s f/'.-/A'r/>., art. I'in.j ;

1'. tn)-l,nii I, i Hose has tiie leave- i.' ill a sheath, slightly glaucou-, scarcely 1 in. long. The buds
arc very small, reddish, fringed, and not re-mou-. 'J he cones are in whorl's from '1 to :, together,

shnrply pointed, longer than the le.ive--, with the scales almost Mjuare, and not pyramidal. Hose
think-that ; t i- probably a nat ivi oi North America; but hi description is taken trorn a tree in the

garden of the I'ctit 'I'rianon, about J'ift. high, the only one he had ,-ecu. He adds that its general
;;[.p( -araiK -e rc-em'ol( - that ot /'. miti ,

but it diflcr.-. in its leaves being much shorter, and its, tones
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;fBIES D. Don. THE SPRUCE FIR. Lin. Syst. Monce'cia Monadelphia.

Identification. D. Don in Lamb. Pin., vol. iii.

Synonymes. Plnus of Lin. and others, in part; Picea Link in Abhand. Konig. Akad. Wissent.

Berlin, p. 179., for 1827 ;
Xv

bies of Tourn., Mill., and others, in part ; Picea .of the Ancients j

Sapin epicea, Fr. ; Fichtenbaum, Ger. ; Abiete, Ital.
; Abieto, Span.

Derivation. From abeo, to rise ; alluding to the aspiring habit of growth of the tree ; or, according
to some, from apios, a pear tree ;

in allusion to the form of the fruit.

Description. Evergreen trees ; natives of Europe, Asia, and America ; re-

markable for their tall, erect, pyramidal forms, and profusion of foliage. One
or more species are useful, and the rest ornamental. In Britain, they flower

in May and June, and ripen their cones in the spring of the following year.
All the species bear seeds at a comparatively early age ; and all of them may
be readily propagated by cuttings taken off in the spring, according to Dumont
De Courset ; or in autumn, according to the practice of British gardeners.
All the species hitherto introduced are quite hardy in British gardens. The

genus, taking it altogether, is so truly natural, that, without any great violence,
all the different kinds of which it is composed might be reduced to three or

four species.

Sect. i. Leaves tetragonal, awl-shaped, scattered in Insertion.

(D. Don.)
1 1. A. EXCE'LSA Dec. The lofty, or Norway, Spruce Fir.

Identification. Dec. FL Fr., 3. ; Poir. Diet. Encyc., 6. p. 518.
; N. Du'Ham., 6. p. 2S9.

Synont/mes. A. communis Hort. ;
A^bies Picea MiU. Diet., No. 2 , Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 172. ;

A. fbliis solitariis, &c., Lin. Hort. Cliff"., 449., Fl. Suec., ed. 1., p. 879., Fl. Lapp., ed. 1., No. 347.,
Gmel. Sib., 1. p. 175. ; Pinus A'bies Lin. Sp. PI., 1421., Syst., ed. Reich., 4. p. 177., Fl. Suec.,
No. 875., Lapp., No. 347., Huds. Angl., 424., Hunt. Evel. Syl., p. 266., Fl. Dan., 1. 193., Pall. Fl.

Ross., I. p. 6., Allion. Fl. Fed., 2. p. 180., Fill. Dauph., 3. p. 810., Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 371.,
Willd. Berol. Baumx., p. 221., Smith in Rees's Cyc., No. 20., Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 35., Hbss
Anleit., p. 21. ;

P. Picea Du Rot Harbk., ed. Pott., 2. p. 156. ; P. foliis solititriis, &c., Hall. Helv.,
No. 1656. ; P. exclsa Lam. Fl. Fr., ed. 1., 2. p. 202.

j common Spruce, Prussian Fir ; faux
Sapin, E'picea, Sapin-Pesse, [Serente, Sapin gentil, Finesse, Fr. ; Lafie, in the Vosges ; gemeine
rothe Tanne, Ger.

Engravings. Nov. Act. Ac. N. Cur., 3., App., t. 14. f. 5. 10., and t. 16. f. 1. 10. ; Blackw., t. 198. ;
Fl.

Dan., t. 193. ; Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. t. 1. f. G. ; Wood. Med. Bot, t 208. j Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 35. ;

N. Du Ham., 6. t 80. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. t 146. ; our fig. 2212. ;
and the plates of this

tree in our last Volume.

7 i 4
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Spec. Char., $c. Leaves scattered, quadrangular. Cones cylindrical, terminal,

pendent ; scales naked, truncate at the summit, flat. Crest of the anthers

rounded. (Lois.) Cone from 5 in. to Tin. long, and from 1| in. to 2 in.

broad; scale from 1 in. to l^in. long, and from in. to fin. broad. Seed

very small, scarcely in. long, and ^in. broad ; with the wing, f in. long,
and in. broad. Cotyledons 7 to 9. Indigenous to the north of Europe,
more particularly to Norway; and in cultivation in Britain since 1548.

Varieties.

t A. e. 1 communis. The common Spruce, or White Fir of Norway. The

foliage is shorter, more slender, and lighter-coloured, than in the

following form ; though the difference may be in part owing to soil

and situation. In Norway, as we are informed by Mr. White, the

inhabitants make a distinction between the white and the red spruce :

the former grows on light poor soils, and in elevated situations,

and has a lighter foliage, and white wood ;
the latter grows in

more substantial soils, in the valleys, and has a darker stronger

foliage, and red wood, which is more resinous, and of much greater

strength and durability.
f A. e. 2 ntgra. The black-leaved Spruce, or Red Fir of Norway. There is a

tree in Studley Park, known there as the black spruce, of which a

portrait is given in our last Volume. In the foliage, it answers to

the description given of the red fir of Norway ; its leaves being

very thick, strong, and dark-coloured; its bark red ;
and its cones

longer than those of the common spruce. The leaves, in the speci-
men sent to us, are 1 in. in length ; and the cones

from 5^ in. to 6 in. long, and from lin. to l^in.
broad. The scales (see fig. 2213.) are much more

pointed than those ofthe common spruce, and longer.
The tree at Studley is 121 ft. high ; and, from its

dense mass of dark foliage, it is considered a much
finer tree than the common spruce.

1 A. e. 3 carpatica ; A. carpatica Hort. and Loud
Hort. Brit. The Carpathian Spruce. This variet

has vigorous shoots, and foliage as dense and long
as that ofthe preceding, but lighter. There is a tree

at Dropmore, which in 1837, after being five or

six years planted, was nearly 6 ft. high.
1 A. e. 4 pendula; A. communis pendula Booth', Pinus A^b'ies pendula

Lodd. Cat.,ed. 1836. The pendulous, or weeping, branched Norway
Spruce. This is distinguished from the species by the drooping habit

of its branches ; and also by the darker glossy green colour, and

greater length, of its leaves. There is a plant in the Hackney ar-

boretum 5 ft. high, the shoots of which are somewhat pendulous.
i A. e. 5 foliis varicgatis, P. A. foliis variegatis Lodd. Cat., has the leaves

blotched with yellow, and forms a more compact dwarf-growing tree

than the species. There is a plant in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, 8 years planted, which is 7 ft. high.
* A. c. 6 Clanbrasil&na; P. Clanbrassitowa Lodd. Cat.,ed. 1837; is a low,

compact, round bush, seldom seen higher than 3 ft. or 4 ft., and never,
that we have heard of, producing either male or female blossoms.

The annual shoots are from 1 in. to 3 in. or 4 in. in length ; the

leaves from in. to in. long; and their colour is lighter than that

of the species. The original plant is said to have been found on the

estate of Moira, near Belfast, probably about the end of the last

century ; and to have been first introduced into Great Britain by
Lord Clanbrasil ; whence the specific name. The largest plant that

we know of in the neighbourhood of London is at Cashiobury, near

Watford; where, in 1837, it was 3 ft. 6 in. high, having been 30 years
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planted ;
at Kenwood, Hampstead, it is 3 ft. high, after being 8 years

planted ; at Dropmore, it is 2 ft. (> in. high ;
and in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, after being 10 years planted, it is 3ft. high. At

Cranmore, near Belfast, it is 3ft. high ; diameter of the stem 2 in.,

and of the head 3ft. It appears to us very doubtful whether such

a stunted variety as this was ever found in a bed of seedlings: we
think it much more probable that it is a continuation by cuttings of

one of those bird-nest-like monstrosities that are occasionally found
on all trees, and which are to be met with on several trees of the

common spruce at Pain's Hill, and various other places. A. e. Clan-

brasikaw/, like the other varieties of the spruce fir, is readily pro-

pagated by cuttings, and makes a beautiful little fir for growing in

a pot.
A e. 7 ClanbranKea\& str'u-la. This variety was found in the park at

Florence Court, by Mr. Young, gardener there, who sent us a

drawing of the bush, and a specimen, in 1834. The bush has a clear

stem of about 1 ft. in height ; the head is of a narrow ovate conical

form
;
and the shoots are of upright rapid growth ; forming, Mr.

Young observes, a very beautiful shrub for a lawn, Plants of it

have been sent, by Mr. Young, to Mr. Knight of the Exotic Nursery,
King's Road, and to Messrs. Smith, nurserymen, Ayr.

. A. c. 8 pygmafa, A. nana in the Horticultural Society's Garden, A.

elegans Smith of Ayr, is said to be a dwarfer plant than A. e. Clan-
brasi\ui)ia. A specimen in the Horticultural Society's Garden, 2

years planted, was, in 1837, 6 in. high.
* A. e. 9 tenmfolid, A. tenuifolia Smith of Ayr, has very slender leaves and

shoots. A plant in the Hackney arboretum is 1 ft. high.
1 A. e. 10 giganti'a, A. gigantea Smith ofAyr. There is a plant at Messrs.

Loddiges's 1 ft. high, with leaves rather larger and stronger than
those of the species.

* A. e. 11 monstrostty A. monstrosa Hort., has the shoots and leaves thicker

than those of the species, and is said never to make any lateral

branches. The plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden, after

having been 12 years planted, consists of a single, upright, unnatural-

looking, thickened shoot, 3 ft. in length, and densely covered with

leaves.

Other Varieties. Bosc mentions a variety which was cultivated in the

royal nurseries at Paris, and had been sent thither from the Vosges. It

had the leaves flatter and more pointed than the common spruce, and
different cones. Bosc says that this kind might, perhaps, form a distinct

species ; but that the plant was torn up when the royal nursery in which
it grew was destroyed, and he had neglected previously to describe it.

Hayes speaks of a seminal variety of the spruce, which has been deno-
minated the long-coned Cornish fir, the cones being frequently nearly
1 ft. long ; and of which, in the year 1790, there was a fine tree in the park
of Avondale, in the county of Wicklow. (Pract. Treat., p. 165.) Linnaeus
has five varieties in his Flora S-uccica ; but, as we are not aware of their

having been propagated in British nurseries, we have not enumerated them.

According to Gaertner, the species is exhibited in two forms, called the
white and the red Norway spruce ; one with pale, and the other with deep-
coloured, cones ; but the timber of both is white. Although these dis-

tinctions are not known in British gardens, we have thought it right to

direct attention to them.

Description. The Norway spruce fir is the loftiest of European trees,

attaining the height of from 125ft. to 150ft., or even, in some cases, IftQfe-;^^
with a very straight upright trunk, from 2ft. to 6ft. in diameter; ap^'
widely extending branches, which spread out regularly on every sijle, so
as to form a cone-like or pyramidal shape, terminating in a straight arrow-

frV^\3
'<<*>\^
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like leading shoot. The branches, in young trees, are disposed in regular
whorls from the base to the summit ; but in old trees the lower branches

drop off, and the tree terminates in a pyramid of open angular branches,
so that the regular whorls only occupy the middle portion of the tree. In

young trees, the branches are nearly horizontal ; but in old trees they droop

gracefully at their extremities; and this pendulous disposition of the branches,

joined to the dark sombre green of the leaves, gives to the whole tree

somewhat of a gloomy or melancholy aspect. (See fig. 2214., to a scale

of 24 ft. to 1 in.) Between the regular whorls of branches, a few small abor-

tive shoots appear occasionally. The bark of the trunk is rather thin,

warty, and of a reddish brown, becoming wrinkled and scaly on old trees.

The roots are spread-

ing, without a taproot,
and with numerous
fibres. The leaves

are solitary, of a dark

grassy green, gene-

rally under 1 in. in

length, curved or

bent, sharp-pointed,

very straight and

stiff, and more crowd-
ed together laterally
than on the upper
and under sides of
the branchlets. The
male catkins are nu-

merous, solitary, in

pairs, or a few toge-

ther; from A in. to

1 in. in length, on

long peduncles; cy-
lindrical, generally
curved, of a yellow-
ish colour, tipped
with red ; resem-

bling at first a half-

ripe strawberry, but

gradually lengthen-

ing and becoming
looser; and, when

ripe, discharging a

great quantity of yel-
low pollen from the anthers. The female catkins are produced at the

extremities of the branches; and the cones, as they ripen, become pendent.
When in flower, the catkins are red or purplish, and pointed; but they
soon take the form of a cone, or, rather, pointed cylinder; their colour

then becomes greenish, and this changes, as they ripen, into a rich red-

dish brown. In different soils and situations, the colour of the female

catkins, when in flower, varies from a dark red or purple to a pale red
or yellow, or even to a greenish hue. The ripe cones are from 5 in.

to Tin. in length, and from lin. to 2 in. broad. The scales are rhom-

boidal, slightly incurved, and rugged or toothed at the tip, with two seeds
in each scale. The seeds are very small, and resemble those of P. syl-
vestris ; but are sharper-pointed, of a deep reddish brown, and rougher
to the touch. In Germany, according to Hartig, they are frequently
used for adulterating those of P. sylvestris, as they are obtained from
their cones with scarcely any trouble; while those of P. sylvestris require
considerable time and labour, and very frequently the employment of a
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kiln, to extricate them. The wings of the seeds are oval, and pale brown ;

forming at the base a kind of spoon, in which one of the sides of the seed

is enclosed, while the other is exposed to view. The seed does not es-

cape immediately that the cone is ripe, but requires heat and drying winds

to open the scales. This generally takes place between the months of

February and May of the second year. The cones have each eight rows
of scales in a spiral direction from the base to the summit ; each row has

from 20 to 23 scales, in each of which there are two seeds; and, conse-

quently, an ordinary-sized cone contains from 320 to 368 seeds. The
rate of growth in the spruce is nearly as great as that of the Scotch pine.
For three or four years, at first, it does not average a growth of more than

from 6 in. to 8 in. a year ; but, after the plants are 3 ft. high, and till they
attain the height of 50 ft., the rate of growth is from 2 ft. to 3 ft. a year,
in favourable soils. In 10 years from the seed, the plants will attain the

height of 12ft. or 15ft. in the climate of London; and, in 50 years, the

height of from 90 ft. to 100 ft. The tallest specimens that we know of in

the neighbourhood of London are at Syon, where it is drawn up among
other trees, with a slender trunk, to nearly 100 ft. in height ; but the most

vigorous specimens are at Whitton, and they are from 85 ft. to 90 ft. high,
with trunks from 2 ft. to 2 ft. 6 in. in diameter. The largest in England,
that we have had any account of, is a tree at Studley, of which a portrait

by H. W. Jukes, Esq., is given in our last Volume, and which is 132 ft.

high, with a trunk 6 ft. 5 in. in diameter, regularly clothed with branches
from the base to the summit. This tree is said to have been planted by
Eugene Aram, who was steward of the Studley estate, about the middle

of the last century. This spruce stands in the pleasure-grounds, near

one of the cascades. We remarked its great height and fine appearance
when we visited Studley, in 1806 ; and Mr. Jukes informs us that it is

still in a state of vigorous growth, and adding to its height yearly. The
lower branches form an ample canopy, beneath which a person may stand,
and look up close to the bole of the tree to its very summit; the insertions

of the branches being naked, the trunk perfectly straight, and the remainder
of the branches being densely clothed with leaves, and forming a thick casing
which excludes the light, and acts on the vision of a spectator below
like the tube of a telescope. The duration of the tree in its native ha-

bitats is considered to be from 100 to 150 years. The trunk seldom, if

ever, attains so great a thickness as that of P. sylvestris; but it is uniformly
straighter; and the wood is whiter, more elastic, less resinous, and con-

sequently lighter, than the timber of that tree.

From the pendent habit of the lower branches of the spruce, some
curious anomalies are occasionally found in its habit of growth. The
shoots next the ground, when they have attained a considerable length,

naturally rest on the soil at their extremities ; and the soil being kept moist

by the shade of the branches, these often root into it; and the points of

their shoots taking a vertical direction, a series of new trees are formed
in a circle round the old tree. Some of the most remarkable examples
of this kind that we are aware of are to be found at the Whim, an
estate formerly belonging to the Duke of Argyll whose name, as an

arboriculturist, has been so frequently mentioned in this work. An ac-

count of these spruces has been given in the Gardener's Magazine, by Mr.
James M'Nab, of the Experimental Garden, Edinburgh, from which the

following is an extract :
" The Whim is situated on the high grounds

bordering the Pentland range of hills, 14 miles south-west of Edinburgh.
The soil is chiefly composed of brown moss or bog earth, which is deep
and spongy ; the subsoil is various, but is chiefly a retentive whitish clay.
A large proportion of this property was planted with the Norway spruce
and a few black spruces, by the Duke of Argyll, soon after 1730. Nearly
all the fine old specimens of spruces and other trees on this estate were
cut down about 1810 ; but there are still some spruce firs, about 60 ft. high.
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The tiirt of the largest
common spruce on

the estate is ,j ft.

1 1! in. at the surface

ot' the ground; and
that ot' the large*'-

black spruce is ft.

1 in. The peculiari-
ties of growth which
we have mentioned
are shown in several

specimens in different

parts i>f the proper-

ty ; the most fantastic

of which is one <;row-

ing in the centre of

a piece of elevated

mossv ground, about

an acre in extent,
and \\ithin the bound-
ary of the kitchen-

garden \\all, called the

Wilderness. This tree

has received the ap-

pellation ot' the Tra-

velling Fir. on ac-

count of its branches

having taken root

vsherever the\ have
come in contact \sith the soil. In this specimen (//if. "^1/j., to a scale of

1 in. t<> 1'^tt.), main natural layers trom the trunk, and from the primary
substems, have taken root, so as to torm a double series of \oung trees,
in t\\o concentric circles round the parent trunk. The depth of the peat
soil \\here this remarkable spruce grows is about lift. That portion of

the branch which is between the trunk of the original tree and the part where
it roots into the ground, and \\hich is sometimes several teet in length, rarelv

increases in diameter alter its cxtremitv has rooted (as sho\\n in //if. ~2~1 I'i.,

a scale ot 'i in. to 1-tt.). It these horizontal branches do increase in dia-

ter, it i- in a ver\ -li-h.t decree; as some branches proceeding both from
main trunk and trom prmiar\ substems, m the first concentric circle

o* \Kini_' tree- formed b\ them, van trom :> tt. to (i tt. in length, and art;

oni\ from \\\\\. to 'i in. in diameter; \\hile their extremities, \\hich have
rooti d m the Around, and assumed the appearance ot stems, van trom (Jin.

IK -^it. in i -ircnmt' rence. I he branches proceeding trom the primary substems
have also branches, cijualiv healthy with themselves, proceeding from them,

even appearance ol their producing others
; which, if allowed room,

jonrse ot' time, cover the \\hole Wilderness. That portion of the

in, or trunk of the parent tree, which remains above the surface of

soil, i- little more than I It . high bet ore upright branches are produced ; and
1 ft. in it s greatest circumference. These upright branches, or rather limbs,

eight. The j)rmiar\ substcms, \\hich constitute the

omii: tree>, vary from M't. to :t.')\\. in height; and
ai'e trom .'io tt. to .'i.'j it. in

inner concentric circle of

the secondan substem-., whii'h form the trees of tlu' outer circle, are from

I ft. to l< tt. In-h. There are npuards of thirty rooted stems .surrounding
the mother tree; and .'in It. i-, the greatest diameter <;t the .space covered

bv stolointeroiis branches; though in one case a secondary la\er has reached

a~, far as Is ft. from the main trunk. The other specimen- of this kind of tree

were far interior in si/e to the one now described ; perhaps ouing to the cattle

browsing the side .shoots, and destroying the tops of the young offspring;
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whereas no cattle could enter the Wilderness to injure the spruce growing
there. Besides the tree mentioned, other anomalies, equally interesting,

occur in two specimens, also of Norway 2217
spruce, which were blown down a great

many years ago. The gardener, Mr.

Young, has been at the Whim 15 years ;

and, during that period, no difference,

he says, has been observable on the ho-

rizontal portions ; but he knows consi-

derable alteration in the upright stems,
both as regards their circumference and

height. One of these is called the Man-
of-War Spruce. ( Fig. 2217., to a scale

of 1 in. to 12ft.) It has four stems, dif-

fering in height and distance from each

other, as represented in the figure ; the

tallest being 34 ft. in height from the

ground. At first sight, this tree seems

to derive its principal nourishment from

the lower portion of the root, at the ex-

tremity of the fallen stem : such, how-

ever, is not the case; for, on digging
beside the horizontal trunk, several

strong roots were found to have pro-
ceeded from the under portion of it, and
these roots spread out many feet, at a

few inches under the surface. In the

other specimens (fig. 2218., to a scale

of 1 in. to 12ft.), roots were seen pro-

truding above ground, from the side of

the horizontal stem ; anil, when ex-

amined by digging, the under surface was also found to have produced
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roots. In both examples, the original

tops had decayed close to the uppermost
arborescent branch; no doubt, in con-

sequence of their not being able to turn

upright : notwithstanding, however, the

extremities of both have a tendency to-

wards the upright position." (Gard.
Mag., vol. xiii. p. 249.)

Geography. The common spruce is

indigenous to the hills and mountains
of Europe and Asia, in places where
the surface of the soil is moist, and
the atmosphere cold and humid. It is

most common in Norway, Sweden, Lap-
land, Denmark, and throughout the

north of Germany. It is found on
mountains in France, on the Alps, the

Pyrenees, in the Vosges, in Burgundy,
on the Jura, in Switzerland, and in Bel-

gium. According to Pallas, it abounds
in the north of Russia, and in Siberia ;

occupying cold, marshy, and springy

places, and the valleys between moun-
tains. Beyond the Lena, and in Kamt-
schatka, it is wanting; but it frequently
occurs in the Kurile Isles. In the north
of Russia and Siberia, it reaches to the arctic circle, and in some places

beyond it ; and in the north of Sweden and Lapland, as far as N. lat.

69. It grows on the Swedish mountains at the elevation of 2000ft.,
where P. sylvestris, according to Dr. Agardh (Gard. Mag., vol. xii. p. 63.), is

found principally in the plains. On the Lapland mountains, it grows at the

height of 1000 ft. The spruce, in Norway, according to Schouw, extends to

N. lat. 70 , and there grows at an elevation of 750 ft. In the south of Norway,
it grows at the height of 3000 ft. The order of hardiness of the Scandinavian

trees, according to Schouw, is : 1. the birch, which grows nearest the summits
of the mountains; 2. the spruce fir; and, 3. the Scotch pine. The supe-
rior hardiness of the spruce to any other trees of the pine and fir tribe is

thus established beyond a doubt. (See Gard. Mag., vol. xii. p. 60.) The
soil in which the spruce fir is generally found differs from that in which
the Scotch pine abounds, in being softer and moister on the surface.

Among dry rocks and stones, where the Scotch pine would flourish, the

spruce fir will scarcely grow. The spruce fir, on the Alps of Switzerland,
is frequently found above 150 ft. in height, with trunks from 4 ft. to 5 ft.

in diameter, growing in moist soil in mountain valleys ; and the timber of
these trees is hard, tough, and very durable. The finest forests of this

tree which we have seen are on the southern shores of the Baltic, between
Memel and Konigsberg, where the surface consists of a thin stratum of black

peaty soil, incumbent on a bed of sand, and the whole of which is under
water a great part of every winter. We have also seen the tree making a

fine appearance on rocky banks in different
parts

of Sweden ; but scarcely

anywhere in that country is it to be found in situations so grand and pic-

turesque as it is in Norway.
In the year 1817, and subsequently, a great many views in Norway were

taken by James White, Esq., all of which he has kindly lent to us ; and,
from these we have made a selection to show the effect of the spruce fir,

the Scotch pine, and, as connected with them, the common birch, in land-

scape scenery.

Fig. 2219. is a view of the Pass of Kroglevin, on the road to Ringerike,
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near the Lake of Tiri Fiord, showing the effect of the spi

the Scotch pine, on rocky precipices,
the lake seen in the middle distance

is Tiri Fiord.
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Fig. 2220. is a view of a lake,
and the surrounding hills and moun-

tains, near Wasbotten, between the

towns of Porsgrund and Laurwig,

shewing the spruce fir, together '^

with some groups and masses of \

Scotch pine on mountain scenery.

Fig. 2221. is a view on the road
from Porsgrund to Laurwig, not far

from the town of Porsgrund, which
shows the effect of the spruce fir on
low hills and in bottoms.

Fig. 2222. is a view of Illoe

Fors, near Schion, showing an ex-

tensive forest of Scotch pine on an

extent of table land, with groups of
the spruce, as contrasted with those of the birch

;
and .showing the fine effect

of the latter tree when standing singly, or in small loose groups. In this

respect, indeed, the birch differs from most other trees, at no period of its

growth having a picturesque effect in masses.

History. Pliny frequently men-
tions the spruce fir, which he calls

picea (whence the French names

E'picea and Sapin-Pesse), and

which, he says, produced tears of
resin that could scarcely be dis-

tinguished from incense. He also

mentions its use in funeral ceremo-

nies, on which occasions a branch
was placed at the door of the house
of the deceased ; and informs us

that it was used when green for the 222l
funeral pile.

Though the spruce fir is generally allowed not to be a native of

Britain, it appears to have been introduced at a very early period, as Turner
includes it in his Names of Hcrbes, published in 1548; and both Gerard
and Parkinson not only give very good engravings of it, but speak of its

being found in great quantities in different parts of the island. The early
British writers on trees, however, appear to have often confounded the

Scotch pine with the spruce fir ; and it is remarkable, that neither of the

above-mentioned writers mentions the Scotch pine at all, though it is probably
the tree Parkinson means, when he speaks of the "firre tree" growing wild

in Scotland. The name of the fir tree, according to Gerard, was originally
fire tree, in allusion to the use of the wood for torches and fuel ; and it was
also called the mast tree, and the deale tree. The spruce fir has always been

considered, in Britain, as an ornamental tree; and, from the time of Miller,

it has been introduced as such in parks and pleasure-ground scenery. About
the end of the last century, and in the beginning of the present one, it was
recommended by Adam, Sang, and others, in Scotland, and by Pontey in

England, as well adapted for sheltering other trees ;
but it has never been

planted in immense masses in Britain, as a timber tree, like the Scotch pine,

though it has been so in Germany ; and, from the various uses to which

it may be applied even in a young state, it well deserves to be so in every

country where it will thrive. The timber, which is called, in Norway, spruce

pine, has been for an unknown period imported from that country into

Britain, chiefly in the form of entire trunks, which are used for scaffolding-

poles, spars, oars, and masts for small craft; but partly, also, sawn into planks
or deals, known in commerce as white deal, white Baltic deal, and white

Christiania deal ; the red deal being, for the most part, the timber of P. syl-
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vestris ; though, as before stated, p. 2294., the wood of the spruce is red,

when the tree is grown in certain soils and situations. The poles, spars,
and oars are the thinnings of the Norwegian woods; and the deals

and planks are made from the larger trees, which are left. The slenderest

poles are taken from the largest and oldest woods, and are called seedlings :

they are always found where the wood is most dense, and very often close by
the side of a large tree. They grow very tall and slender, wholly without

branches, except at the summit, and, though often only a few inches in

diameter, are of great age. Some curious information on this subject,
communicated by a Norwegian woodman, will be found in Monteath's

Forester's Guide, from p. 226. to p. 232.

Poetical Allusions. According to some, the spruce fir was dedicated to

Diana. Virgil speaks of it as being used in the funeral ceremonies of Mi-

senus :

" Procumbunt picear." &n., vi. 180.

He also says :

Lucus in arce fuit summa, ...
Nigranti picea, trabibusque obscurus acernis.'

A grove waved on the summit of the hill,

Dark with black picea, and the lofty maple.

JEn., ix. 87.

In the Georgics (lib. ii. 257.), Virgil speaks of the spruce fir as one of the

indications of a cold soil.

The British poets so often mention the Scotch pine under the name
of fir, which name they also apply to the spruce fir, that it is sometimes diffi-

cult to know which of these trees is meant ; the following quotations, how-

ever, appear to belong to the spruce :

" Here spiry firs extend their Icngthen'd ranks,
There violets blossom on the sunny banks."

FAWKES'S Bramham Park.

Spenser speaks of it as "the fir that weepeth still;" and Fairfax terms it

" the weeping fir ;

"
both evidently alluding to the pendulous disposition of the

branches. Prior, also, says :

" There towering firs in conic forms arise,
And with a pointed spear divide the skies."

7 K
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Properties and Uses. The wood of the spruce fir is light, elastic, and vary-

ing in durability according to the soil on which it has grown. Its colour is

either a reddish or a yellowish white, and it is much less resinous than the

wood of P. sylvestris. According to Hartig, it weighs 64 Ib. 1 1 oz. per cubic

foot when green, 4-9 Ib. 5 oz. when half-dry, and 35 Ib. 2 oz. when quite dry ;

and it shrinks in bulk one seventieth part in drying. The value of the wood
for fuel is to that of the beech as 1079 is to 1540 ;

and its charcoal is to that

of the beech as 1 176 is to 1500. Both as fuel and charcoal, the spruce fir is

superior to the silver fir. As fuel, it is to the silver fir as 1211 to 1079;
and as charcoal, as 1176 to 1127. The ashes furnish potash ; and the trunk

produces an immense quantity of resin, from which Burgundy pitch is made.
The resin is obtained by incisions made in the bark, when it oozes out between
that and the soft wood ; and the mode of procuring and manufacturing it will

be detailed hereafter. The bark may be used for tanning; and the buds and

young shoots for making spruce beer, the details respecting which will be given
under the head of Anigra. The cones, boiled in whey, are considered good in

cases of scurvy. The principal use to which the wood is applied is, for scaffold-

ing-poles, ladders, spars, oars, and masts to small vessels ; for which purposes,
the greater proportion of the importations of spruce fir timber from Norway
are in the form of entire trunks, often with the bark on, from 30ft. to 60 ft. in

length, and not more than 6 in. or 8 in. in diameter at the thickest end. The

planks and deals are used for flooring rooms, and by musical instrument makers
and carvers; they are also used by cabinet-makers for lining furniture, and for

packing-boxes, and many similar purposes. The wood, being fine-grained, takes

a high polish, and does well for gilding on ;
and it will take a black stain as well

as the wood of the pear tree. In carving, the grain is remarkably easy to

work, taking the tool every way. No wood glues better ;
and hence its great use

for lining furniture, and making musical instruments. The young trees, espe-

cially when the bark is kept on, are found to be more durable than young trees

of any other species of pine or fir, with the single exception of the larch ; and
for this reason they are admirably adapted for fencing, for forming roofs to

agricultural buildings, and for a variety of country purposes. The durability
of young trees of the spruce fir was first pointed out by Pontey in his

Profitable Planter ; and the circumstance which led him to discover it was,
the sound state in which he found the dead branches in spruce fir plantations,

which, though probably some of them had been dead more than twenty years,
he uniformly found not only undecayed, but tough. This agrees with an ob-

servation of Mitchell, that the lateral branches of both the silver fir and the

spruce fir are so full of turpentine, as to be as red as brick, and 4 Ib. per
foot heavier than oak. On further examination, Pontey discovered that young
trees, which had been employed as beams in buildings, were perfectly sound at

the end of 24 years ; the bark, which had been left on, being also perfectly
sound. There are but few spruce fir trees in Britain old enough to produce
timber of large dimensions ; but some of the older trees cut down at Blair, on
the estate of the Duke of Athol, have been used as spars and topmasts, and
found equal in quality to those imported from Norway. The value of the

bark for tanning is nearly equal to that of the birch and the larch, quite equal
to that of the silver fir; and much stronger than that of the Scotch pine. In

Sweden, and also (according to Kasthofer) in Switzerland, the young shoots

form a winter food for cattle and sheep. The inhabitants of Finmark mix the

points of the shoots with the oats given to their horses ; and the Laplanders
eat an excrescence about the size of a strawberry, which they collect from the

extremity of the branches, where it is produced by the puncture of insects.

The floors of rooms in Norway and Sweden, we are informed by Mary Wol-

stonecroft, and also by Samuel Laing, Esq., (the author of Journal of a Re-
sidence in Norway during the Years 1834-35-36,) are, at least once a week,
strewed over with the green tops of the fir er juniper; which, on a white

well-scoured deal floor, have a lively and pretty effect, and prevent the mud on
the shoes from adhering to and soiling the wood, giving out at the same time,
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when trodden on, a refreshing odour ; the more necessary in countries where
the rooms being heated by stoves, for the sake of saving fuel, are badly
ventilated. At funerals, the road into the churchyard and to the grave is

strewed with these green sprigs ;
the gathering and selling of which is a sort of

trade for poor old people about the towns. In both Sweden and Norway, the

inner bark is made into baskets ; and the canoes, which are made of the

timber of the large trees, and which are so light, as Acerbi informs us, as

to be carried on a man's shoulders when a rapid or cascade interrupts the

navigation, have their planks fastened together with strings or cords made of

the roots, so that not a single nail is used in their construction. The long and
slender roots are made use of to form this kind of strings ; and they are ren-

dered flexible by splitting them down the middle, and by boiling them for two or

three hours in water mixed with alkali and sea salt. After this, they are dried

and twisted into cordage, which is used as a substitute for hemp, both for naval

and agricultural purposes. In Britain, the frond-like branches form an excel-

lent protection to the blossoms of fruit trees on walls ; being tucked in among
the shoots of the fruit trees, when the blossom buds of the latter are beginning
to expand, and left in that position till they have shed their leaves ; by which
time the fruit is set, and requires no farther protection. Spruce fir branches

are also used for sticking early peas, to which they form a secure protection
from spring frosts ;

and they might be used with excellent effect for protecting

half-hardy plants, whether against walls or in the open garden.
The Spruce Fir is one of the best Nurses for other trees, not only from its dense

mass of foliage, which may be considered as a reservoir of heat, but because,
from its conical form, and its being abundantly furnished with branches on
the surface of the ground, it acts as a non-conductor, and keeps the soil from
cold and drought ; and, while it protects the plant to be sheltered from high

winds, it admits the top of that plant to the free enjoyment of light and air.

From the great abundance of resin in the leaves and bark, the tree is consi-

dered a powerful non-conductor ; and it is said that the snow that falls on its

branches melts much faster than that which falls on any other tree, which
is another argument in its favour as a nurse plant. William Adam, Esq., of

Blair, in Kinross-shire, a planter of great experience, gave the following opinion
as to the comparative merits of the larch, the spruce, and the silver fir, in

1794, :

" The larch being deciduous, is not a good nurse ; and, from its quick

growth, it is probable that it is a great robber of the nourishment of other

trees. From my own experience, I have no hesitation in saying that the

spruce is to be preferred beyond all the other trees as a nurse. I have thou-

sands of instances of oaks and elms growing up uninjured in the bosom of

spruces. The fact is most important, and reason at the same time supports
it. Deciduous trees send their roots downwards, particularly the oak : the

spruce spreads its roots close under the surface ; and their nourishment is

drawn from different sources. The larger the oak grows, the more it derives its

nourishment from the subsoil, and, consequently, the less its roots interpose
with those of the spruce. This last rises, in a regular and very pointed cone,
so that it leaves full space for the spreading top of the oak. The spruce is thickly
clothed with leaves, and its branches are of a strong unpliable nature ; conse-

quently, it gives much protection, and does little injury to its neighbour;

and, as it is very much feathered and bushy at the root, it protects the forest

tree from being'wind-waved. The larch, on the contrary, is naked of leaves

during the worst of the season ; and, from its boughs being thin and pliable, it

lashes the neighbouring trees unmercifully, and it is in a condition, from its

nakedness, to make every lash be felt just at the time when its neighbours

begin to spring. It has also no peculiar thickness at the bottom, to protect
the others from wind-waving. It might be supposed that the silver fir would
make as good a nurse as the spruce ; but, in point of fact, I have not observed
that the forest tree grows so kindly with this fir as with the spruce ; and it

may be observed that the silver fir is not so thoroughly leaved as the spruce :

the sides of the bough only are coveVed with leaves ; and the tree itself is

7 K 2
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not so well clothed, especially near the surface of the earth." (Gen. Rep. Scof.,

vol. iv. p. 477.)
No tree is better adapted than the spruce fir for plantinu in narrow strips

for shelter or seclusion ; because, though the trees in the interior of the strip

may become naked below, yet those on the outside will retain their branches
from the ground upwards, and effectually prevent the eye from seeing

through the screen. The tendency of the tree to preserve its lower branches
renders it an excellent protection to game; and for this purpose, and also for

the sake of its verdure during winter, when planted among deciduous trees,
and cut down to within 5 ft. or (>ft. of the ground, it affords a very good and

very beautiful undergrowth. The tree bears the shears; and, as it is of rapid

growth, it makes excellent hedges for shelter in nursery gardens. Such hedges
are not unfrequent in Switzerland, and also in Oarpathia, and in some parts
of Baden and Bavaria. In IS 14, there were spruce fir hedyes in some

gentlemen's grounds in the neighbourhood of Moscow, between 30 ft. and 40 ft.

high. At the Whim, already mentioned, p. 2297., a spruce fir hedge (Jig. 2223.)
was planted, in 1823,
with plants 10 ft. high,

put in 3 ft. apart ; and,
with the exception of

three left to shoot up.
for the purpose of be-

ing clipped into or-

namental figures, the

whole were cut down
to 5 ft., and after-

wards trimmed to the

shape represented in

the figure. The hedge
was first cut on Ja-

nuary 2 .3., the year
after planting ; and,
as the plants were
found to sustain no

injury, about the end
of that month has

been chosen for cut-

ting it every year
since. Kvery portion
of this hedge, Mr. M'Nab observes, "is beautiful and green; and the annual

growths are very short, liivini: the surface of the hedge a fine healthy appear-
ance." (Gurd. AI(/L!., vol. xiii. p. 2,')-\-.)

As an ornamental tree, all admirers of regularity and symmetry arc partial

to the spruce, unless we except the author ol the Planter's Kalendar, who
savs that, next to the Lombardy poplar and the Scotch pirn;, it is the least

ornamental of common trees ; the meaning of the writer probably being,
that it has less variety in itself, (iilpin is evidently no great admirer ol' the

tree; but still he allows it to have its peculiar beauties.
" The spruce fir,"

he says,
"

is generally esteemed a more elegant tree than the Scotch pine; and

the reason, 1 suppose, is, because it often feathers to the' ground, and grows
in a more exact and regular shape: but this is a principal objection to it.

It often wants both form and variety. We admire its floating foliage, in

which it sometimes exceeds all other trees ;
but it is rather disagreeable to

s< e a repetition of these feathery strata, beautiful as they are, reared tier

above tier, in regular order, from the bottom of a tree to the top. Its

perpendicular stem, also, which has .seldom au\ lineal variety, makes the

appearance of the tree still more formal. It is not always, however, that

the spruce fir grows \\ith so much regularity. Sometimes a lateral branch,
here and there, taking the lead beyond the rest, breaks somewhat through
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the order commonly observed, and forms a few chasms, which have a good
effect. When this is the case, the spruce fir ranks among picturesque trees.

Sometimes it has as good an effect, and in many circumstances a better,

when the contrast appears still stronger; when the tree is shattered by
some accident, has lost many of its branches, and is scathed and ragged.
A feathery branch, here and there, among broken stumps has often an

admirable effect ; but it must arise from some particular situation. In all

circumstances, however, the spruce fir appears best either as a single tree,

or unmixed with any of its fellows ; for neither it, nor any of the spear-
headed race, will ever form a beautiful clump without the assistance of other

trees." (For. Seen., i. p. 93.)
"
Luxuriantly as the spruce fir grows with us in

Britain," says Sir Thomas Dick Lauder,
" we must crave for it the same justice

we have demanded for the Scotch pine, and deprecate any rash judgment
being formed, either on its external appearance, or on its timber, from

any other than the specimens exhibited in its native forests; where in-

dividuals are to be found 150ft. high, and with trunks 5 ft. in diameter.

The spruce fir is the great tree of the Alps ; and, so far as our opinion
of its effect in landscape may go, we can only say that, with us, it is

so mentally associated with the grandeur of Swiss scenery, that the sight
of it never fails to touch chords in our bosom which awaken the most

pleasing recollections. What can be more truly sublime than to behold,

opposed to the intensely blue ether, the glazed white summits of Mont
Blanc, or the Jungfrau, rising over the interminable forests of spruce
firs which clothe the bases of the mountains; whilst some such gigantic

specimens as those we have been noticing rise in groups among the rocks

before us, many of them shivered, broken, and maimed by tempests, their

dark forms opposed to all the brilliant prismatic hues of some immense

gorgeous glacier, which nourishes in its vast bosom a mighty river, that

is doomed to fertilise and to enrich whole kingdoms." {Lander's Gilpin, i.

p. 178.) Sir James Edward Smith observes that the long, sweeping, fan-like

branches of the spruce, after broken down by loads of snow, and boiste-

rous winds, have a grand effect in alpine landscapes, and have been well

employed in the sublime compositions of Salvator Rosa and the German

engravers.
The resinous Products of the Spruce Fir are of a different kind from those

of most of the trees of the genus Pinus. The sap does not flow from the tree

in the form of turpentine, but slowly oozes out from between the bark and
the soft wood, hardening by exposure to the air. The principal product of
this tree is the Burgundy pitch of the shops, which is the congealed sap
melted, and clarified by boiling it in water. To collect it, the operator,
in spring, before the sap is in motion, cuts out a strip of bark 3 ft. long, and
1 in. or 1 in. wide, vertically from the south side of the tree, as deep as the

soft wood, but without wounding it. This is done with an instrument made
on purpose, resembling a knife, with a crooked blade at one end, and a

flat blunt piece of iron at the other. The lower part of the incision, which
is brought down to within 20 in. of the ground, is cut sloping, so as to prevent
the rain water from lodging in the groove. As soon as the sap is in motion,
the sides of this groove begin to fill with resinous matter, which, however,
accumulates very slowly ; and it is not till the month of July or August in

the following year that the groove will be full ; when the resin is scraped out

with the hooked-bladed knife before mentioned, and put into a conical

basket, or scuttle, made of bark, till wanted for manufacturing. In the

spring of the next year, a thin slice of bark is cut off each side of the groove ;

and in the August of the year following, a second crop of resin is obtained;
but this is much inferior to the first. As the process may be carried so far

as to destroy the tree, the following rules have been laid down by Hartig
for procuring the resin : 1st, To choose the trees only from forests destined

to furnish wood for fuel. 2dly, Not to begin to extract resin till within 10 or
12 years of the period when the trees are destined to be cut down; and

?K 3
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not to collect resin more than five or six times from each tree. Sdly, Not to

scrape off the resin before the month of July or August of the year after that

in which the groove has been made, or its edges fresh-pared, in order to give
the resin time to harden, and the bark under it to heal sufficiently to prevent
the rain from rotting the wood ; and, 4thly, Not to make more than one groove
at a time upon a tree if it be small, or two if it be large ;

and never to

make the grooves more than 4ft. in length or, more than 1 in. or l|in.
in width. Attempts have been made to show that resin may be procured
from trees artificially, without seriously injuring them ; and one author (M.
Burgsdorf) asserts that, if the spruce fir has attained its full growth, all its

resin may be extracted from it without injuring the quality of the wood for

fuel or charcoal ; while another (M. Malus) assures us that the timber of the

tree may still be used even for the purposes of construction. Du Hamel,
Hartig, and most other authors, however, are of a very different opinion ;

Hartig having found that carrying the process of extracting the resin to an

extreme degree, not only renders the wood unfit for the purposes of con-

struction, but even makes it almost useless for fuel. In Sweden, and on the

southern shores of the Baltic, a similar opinion prevails ; and the resin is

there only collected from those trees which have been pruned; in which
case it generally oozes out from the wound.
Mode of preparing itie Burgundy Pitch. This pitch, or rather resin, is

principally made in the Vosges. The slightest scar in the bark of the tree

will be sufficient to make the resin ooze out ; but it must be observed that it

never flows to the ground like turpentine, but congeals as soon as it issues

from the wound, and remains attached to the bark in tears or crystals,

something like the gum of cherry trees. To procure the sap in abundance, it

is necessary, as we have already observed, to take off a narrow strip of bark,

which is done with the broad end of the instrument before mentioned, or

with a small hatchet ; great care being taken not to wound the wood. The
resin from young trees is softer than that from old ones ;

but it is always

dry enough to be put into bags, in which it is kept till a sufficient quantity
is collected. To prepare the pitch, it is first necessary to melt the resin ;

and, for this purpose, caldrons are set in masonry, in such a manner that

the fire only touches the bottom of the caldron; and the chimney is

carried to such a height, or to such a distance, as to prevent all danger
of the flame issuing from it being driven by the wind or other causes on the

resin. A quantity of water is then put into the caldron so as to fill it

4 in. or 5 in. high ;
and into this the resin is put a little at a time, till the

caldron is about four fifths full. A gentle fire is then lighted below,

which is gradually augmented, till the water boils, and the resin is all melted.

It must now be gently stirred ; after which, the fire is withdrawn, and the

resin is in a state for being purified. This is done by pouring the liquid
from the caldron into a bag made of coarse linen, which has been previously
wetted ; filling it not more than two thirds, and afterwards putting it under

a light press. The resin flows pure and clear into small casks made of

fir wood ; and in this state it is the yellow Burgundy pitch of commerce.
The refuse left in the sack, being pressed a second time, yields a blacker

resin, which is used for the same purposes as the colophony of the pine ;

and what remains, after this has been pressed out, is burned in order to

make lampblack. In general, lOOlb. of resin, as collected from the tree,

yields 50 Ib. of Burgundy pitch, and 2 Ib. of colophony. Trees grown on
fertile soils are said to yield a greater proportion of resin than those grown
on poor soils ; and the pitch is said to be better when the resin has been

collected in a hot dry summer, than in a cold and humid one. An essential

oil is produced from the Burgundy pitch, by distillation ; but it is very inferior

to spirit of turpentine. A strong and vigorous spruce fir will yield, every
second year, from 40 Ib. to 50 Ib. of congealed resin ; and this may be col-

lected for from 20 to 25 years, if no other value is set on the tree ; but, if (lie

collection of the sap be continued for this length of time, the tree becomes
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rotten and decays, giving birth to myriads of insects, which seriously injure
the surrounding trees. It is therefore better to cut the trees down after

extracting the sap for 10 or 12 years, as before advised; because the wood

may then probably be used for packing-boxes, &c., and, at any rate, will be

good for fuel and charcoal.

Soil, Situation, Propagation, and Culture. All agree that the spruce fir

requires a soil somewhat moist. Like all other firs, Sang observes, it will

grow and thrive in soils of very different qualities ; but it never attains large
dimensions in shallow soils and exposed places. On dry soils, it invariably
becomes stunted, produces a great number of cones at an early age, and soon
dies. The check given to large trees by transplanting also throws them
into bearing; by which means, even in the most suitable soils, the progress
of the tree in making wood is much impeded. Hence, in the case of the

spruce, as in all the other ^bietinae, the great advantage of transplanting the

tree when young. The spruce fir grows most luxuriantly in deep loams
and low situations ; or on acclivities with a north-east aspect, and a moist

sandy soil ; in which last situation, at Blair and other places in Scotland,
it is found to produce timber as strong and durable as that imported from

Norway. The mature cones may be gathered any time between November
and April : they should be chosen from healthy vigorous trees, and exposed
to the heat of the sun, placed in a warm room, or slightly dried on a kiln ;

after which, the seeds will drop out by merely shaking the cones, or gently

thrashing them. Fifteen gallons of cones will produce 2lb. of seeds with

their wings, or 1 Ib. 4oz. without them. After being collected, the seeds may
be kept three or four years, and will still preserve their vitality ; but it is

always safest to sow them immediately after taking them from the cones, or
in the course of the following March or April. The seeds of the spruce fir,

being nearly of the same size as those of the Scotch pine, may be treated in

the nursery in a similar manner (see p.2 179.); but, as the plants,when they come
up, are more prolific in fibrous roots, and less so in shoots and leaves, they
may be kept in the nursery, by frequent transplanting, till they attain a much
larger size. The most convenient time for planting them where they are

finally to remain is after they have been two years in the seed-bed, and one
year transplanted ; and the operation should never be performed but in

mild weather, and when the air is somewhat moist. Where the seeds are to

be sown to grow up at once into a plantation, without transplanting, the same

quantity may be used as in the case of the Scotch pine (see p. 2178.). In

Germany, and in some parts of France, according to Baudrillart, the seeds
of the common spruce are sown along with those of oats, rye, or barley,
at the rate of from 2 quarts to 4 or 5 quarts per acre; and, after the

crop of corn is removed, the ground is enclosed, and left to become a

spruce fir wood. The same thing is practised with the Scotch pine, and
various other forest trees. The first year from the seed, young plants of the

spruce fir make very little progress, not producing more than eight or nine

leaves, and not rising higher than from 1 in. to 2 in. The second year, they
push from 2 in. to 4 in.; and the third year they put out lateral branches.
The fourth and fifth years, the plants begin to grow fast, showing whorls
of branches in the same manner as full-grown trees. The period of growth
for the annual shoots, from this year, and ever afterwards, is from two to

two and a half months; but the roots continue growing the whole summer.
The eighth year, the length of the leading shoot will be from 2 ft. to 3 ft.

Where the tree is grown principally for its branches, either as undergrowth
for hedges, or as strips for shelter or seclusion, the plants ought to be placed
5 ft. or 6 ft apart, and thinned out as soon as they touch each other ; but,
where they are planted in masses for the purpose of producing rods for

stakes, or poles for hops, fencing, or spars, they may be planted from 3 ft.

to 6 ft. apart every way, and not thinned till they are of such a length
as to be sufficient for some useful purpose. Full-grown plantations of

spruce firs should be thinned either by cutting out the smallest, where the
7 K 4
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main object is to produce timber trees
;
or by cuttini: out the largest when lit for

poles, if this, | )C the main object. Verv little pruning is required for the spruce
fn

%

, except in the case of large trees; when the lower branches may be cut
olt'elo>e to the stem, to the heighth of a fourth, or from that to a third, part
of' the height of the whole tree. When pruned, the brandies ought to be cut
off close to the stem, in order that the wound mav heal over as specdilv
as possible. Hayes mentions a practice adopted by a gentleman in Ireland,
of cutting off every other tier of branches, for the purpose of strengthening
those which were left; and, by allowing the branches to ban-; down more

freely, thus to increase the picturesque appearance of the tree. (Pi-act.

Treat., p. 16(5.) At whatever age the trees are cut down, the roots ought
to be grubbed up, as they furnish a valuable material for fuel or charcoal.

The season of felling, where the bark is to be kept on, should be mid-winter,
when the sap is in its most dormant state : but, where the bark is wanted for

tanning, May is preferable ; because then the sap is in motion, and the bark

easily separates from the wood.

Statistics. In the Environs of London. At Mount Grove, Hampstead, IS years planted, it is v?!' ft.

high; at Syon, it is between <H)ft. and KM) ft. high; at Chiswick Villa, it is til) ft. high ;
at Whitton,

between 80ft. and <)ft. high. South of Ixindon. In Somersetshire, at Kingsweston, it i> <>.> ft.

high, with a trunk .T ft. in diameter. In Surrey, at i;ag..hot I'ark, hi years planted, it is ,xj ft. high ;

at Claremont, it is Si.">ft. high, the diarreter of the trunk 2ft., and of the head ofj 11, In Sussex, at

Cowdrey, it is 80 ft. high, with a trunk oft. !>in. in diameter. In \Vilt.shire, at Longleat, SO years
planted," it is !'!> ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4ft., and of the head 44 ft. North of London.
In Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, 40 years planted, it is ".Oft. high. In F.ssex, at Audley F.nd,
til years planted, it is on ft. high, the diameter of the trunk U ft. tiin., and of the head 30 ft. In Here-
fordshire, at Haltield, Id') years old, it is 71 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk -J ft. ti in., and of the
head l.'dt. In Hertfordshire, at Aldenham Abbey, :

:A years planted, it is ti.jft. high. In Leices-

tershire, at Doiinington, ;5S years planted, it is ,VJ ft! high". In Norfolk, at Merton Hall, it is 87 ft.

hisrh, with a trunk ;> ft. ti in. "in diameter. In Shropshire, at Hardwicke Grange, 10 years planted, it

i< -- it. high -. at Willey 1'ark, IK years planted, it is -10ft. high, the diameter of the "trunk 1 ft., and
of the he. id ljn ft. In "Staffordshire, at Trentham, it is <ift. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft.

4 in., and of the head oO ft. In Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, fiO years planted, it is lonft. high, the
diameter of the trunk .> ft , and of the head /io ft. In \Voreeste~$hire, at Hadzor House, 10 years
planted, it is 'jnft. high. In Yorkshire, in Studley I'ark, the tree of which a figure is given in our
last Volume, 1 .ijft. hiL'h. In Scotland. In Ayrshire, at Kilkerran, .

r
>.~> years planted, it is !)."> ft.

high, with a trunk ,i ft. ti in. in diameter, and that of the head SO ft. In Aberdeenshire, at Thainston,
oT years planted, it is ti7 ft. high. In Argyllshire, at Toward Castle. I.") years planted, it is .Soft,

hiu'h. In Forfarshire, at Monboddo, L'S years planted, it is :>()ft. high : at Courtachy Castle, 14 years
planted, it is -7 ft. high; another, /JO years planted, is .j.jft. high. In Inverness-shire, at Couan,
4o year- planted, lt is tin ft. high. In Perthshire, at Invermay, it is S l ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk ,", ft. <iin., and of the head til- ft.

;
at T.tymotith, it is 100 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk

4 It
,
and of the head .",1 ft. In Stirlingshire, at Sauchie, it is !',; ft. high, diameter of the trunk 'J ft.

i, in., and of tin- bead ,50 ft. ;
at I'.lair Drummond, 1.0 >ears old, it is osft. high, the di.micter of

the trunk L' fl. tini., and of the head 'JO ft. In Ireland, 'in Fermanagh, at Florence Court, .-".."> years
planted, if is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 It. tun., and of the head on ft. ; at Castle Coo'le, it

i> ti'Jft. high, thi> diameter of the trunk '.'ft. In Sligo, at Mackrec Castle, it is Hi ft. high, the dia-

meter of the trunk 2 ft.
v in. Ill Tyrone, at I'.aron's I 'ourt. on \ears plaiited.it is Inn ft. high, the

diameter of the trunk - ft. ti in., and" of the head ,">ntt. In Saxony, at \\ i >i lit/, tin years planted,
it i MI ft. high, the diameter of the trunk -1 It

,
and of the head IMt. In I a>. I." at U dhtlm-

Mun'ich,'.
1

} years planted, it i- loft high. In AiMria, at Vienna, in the University Hotanie Garden,
.' year.s planted, it is Vi ft high ;

at Briick on the Leytha, tiO years planted, it i> 'inn ft. ), IK |]._ in

l'rii-ia, near Met lin, at Sans Souci, 40 years planted, i't i> tin ft. "high.

CinniiHTi-idl Sldtixllcs. Price of seeds, in London, .'>.s. per Ib.
;
and of plants,

one \ ear's seedliiiL's, l.v. (\<I. per thousand; three \ ears' seedlings, S.v. per
thousand; and transplanted plants, from l^in. to isin. high, ^.;.v. per thou-

sand. At lidllu \ller, single plants are s cents each; and at New York, from
.;() cents, to I

'. dollar, according to the si/e.

T ->. A. \'I.H\ Midi. i. The white Spruce Fir.

l,lcntijiciiH<tti Michx. Y\ I'.or. Amer., '.'.. p. JO?., Arb., 1. p. U>. ; N. Amer. Syl.,:;. p. lyj.
; I'oir.

Diet Kncvc . ti p ,,Jl ; N. Du Ham., n p _"<l.

Si/Hiirii/Mfx.' /'bras ,'tlba .lit. Hot. A',-?/-., .J. p. oTF, HV/A/. AV;W. />',iu,,iz., p. 'J'Jl., l.tunh. /'/;,.,

'i-,l. :-, 1 t. .,-.. ; ]'. l/ixa K/ir/i. Ik-itr.,:!. P- 'Jk; /'. i-anacjr-nsis /Jw Ki II,,, hi. p. \:\.. n;IHf;/i.

I'.,-,/! , t 1 ,/Miii-s /J icea fi.his, ,\c
,

lint. ./:/., 'J. t. I, Diill,i,,i .l,-h.,\ p.;; ,
./. cnrvihdia

11,,,-t sai-de Spruce, [incr ,
I i'pmt tie blanche, '( -,,,111,1,1 ; S.ipmettr blanche, /'; .

/.,/ ,v//v;i/'.v.

'

La ml). I'lll., ed.
..'.,

1. t :Jti
; \Vangh. He\t.,

:

.>. t. I. f . -'. , Hmt Allgl., ..'. t. 1
;
N. Du

ila-n., t '-I. I. _'.
;
.Michx. N. Amer. Syl., .). t. 14s. ;

mir Jig. ."JJ4. ;
and the plate ol' this tree in our

last Volume.

S/,rr. ( '/,'//., A-'-'. Leaves somewhat glaucous, scattered round (he branches,

erect, quadrangular. Cone., oblong-c\lindrical, pendulous, lax; scales

>,'. iili en! ire ]nar"in^. ( M/c/t.f. )
('ones trom I

,

{ m. to '.i\ in. loni:, and from

in. to '; in. broad; on the tree at Dropinore, 1 in. long. Seed very small;
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with the wing, | in. long, y\ in. broad. Leaves in. long ; on the tree at Drop-

more, twice the length of those of A. nigra, very glaucous when they first

come out. A tree, from 40 ft. to 50 ft. high, a native of North America.

Introduced in 1700; flowering in May and June.

Variety,

1 A. a. 2 ndna Dickson of the Chester Nursery is a low-growing plant,

apparently somewhat distinct. The specimen in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, 10 years planted, is 3 ft. high.

Other Varieties. Loiseleur Deslongchamps states that, according to the

specimens of A. orientals which Tournefort brought from the Levant, this

alleged species cannot be separated from A. alba. He therefore introduces

A. orientalis Tourn., Poir. Diet., vi. p. 508., and Lamb. Pin., ed. 1., ii. t. 39.,

as a variety of A. alba. We have placed it at the end of this section, in

small type, as not having been seen by us in a living state.

Description, $c. The general aspect of the white spruce is much lighter

than that of any other species of the genus. It has a tapering trunk, which,

according to Michaux, in America, rarely exceeds 50 ft. in height, and 1 ft. or

1 ft. 4 in. in diameter ; and its branches form a regular pyramid. The bark is

considerably lighter in colour than that of any other spruce ; the leaves are

also less numerous, longer, more pointed, at a more open angle with the

branches, and of a pale bluish green. The male catkins are pendulous, on

long footstalks, and of a brownish yellow. The female catkins are ovate and

pendulous. When ripe, the cones are small, of a lengthened oval in shape, and
a light brown colour ; the scales are loose and thin, round or bluntly pointed,
with entire edges. The seeds are minute, with a very small wing, and ripen
a month earlier than those of the black spruce. When the tree is agitated
with the wind, or when the cones are gently struck with a stick, the seeds

drop out, and fall slowly to the ground with a tremulous fluttering motion,

burning.
the district of Maine. It extends from the Lake St. John, in 48 or 49, to

about 70 N. lat. ; but is much less common than the black spruce is in the

same districts. Dr. Richardson, in his Appendix to Captain Franklin's Tour
to the North Pole, mentions A. alba as the most northerly tree that came under
his observation ; and states that, on the Coppermine River, within 20 miles

of the Arctic Sea, he found trees of it 20 ft. high. The wood is considered of
little value ;

but the fibres of the roots, macerated in water, are very flexible

and tough when deprived of their pellicle, split, and cleaned ; and they are

used, in Canada, to stitch together the canoes of birch bark
(see p. 1709.), the

seams of which are afterwards smeared over with a resin, improperly called

gum, that distils from the tree. (Michx., and Gard. Mag., vol. vi. p. 406.)
Mr. Lambert states that the bark is used in tanning, and the young sprigs for
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spruce beer ; but both these appear to be mistakes. Michaux and Pursh,

indeed, both expressly assert that the branches are quite unfit for making
beer; and Michaux adds that the leaves, when bruised, diffuse an unpleasant
odour. It was introduced into England by Bishop Compton, in 1700. The
rate of growth, in the climate of London, in sandy soil somewhat moist, is

from 12ft. to 15 ft. in 10 years. In 30 years, the tree will attain the height
of from 30 ft. to 40 ft.

; but in dry soils it seldom reaches either this age or

height : indeed, all the American spruces may be considered, in England, as

short-lived trees. The largest specimen that we know of in England is one at

White Knights, where, in 1837, after being 40 years planted, it was 50 ft. high;
one at Dropmore is 47 ft. high ; and a plant in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, 12 years planted, is 14 ft. high. The tree is very ornamental when its

summit is richly laden with cones.

Statistics. In England. In Surrey, at Farnham Castle, 50 years old, it is 40ft. high ;
at Bagshot

Park, 16 years planted, it is 35ft. high ; at Deepdene, 9 years planted, it is 20ft. high. In Oxford-
shire, in the Oxford Botanic Garden, 40 years planted, it is 20ft. high. In Staffordshire, at Tren-
tham, it is 20 ft. high. In Scotland. In Forfarshire, at Courtachy Castle,14 years planted, it is 18 ft.

high. In Berwickshire, at the Hirsel, 18 years planted, it is 23 ft. high. In Ireland. At Dublin, in

the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. In Down, at Ballyleady, 60 years
planted, it is 55 ft. high. In Gahvay, at Cool, it is 56 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and
of the head 37 ft. In France, near Paris, at Sceaux, 10 years planted, it is 24 ft. high__ In Hanover,
at Harbcke, 10 years planted, it is 16ft. high. In Austria, near Vienna, at Briick on the Lcytha,
50 yearsj)lanted, it is 40 ft. high. In Bavaria, at Munich, in the English Garden, 20 years planted,
it is 18 ft. high. In Prussia, at Sans Souci, near Berlin, 30 years planted, it is 40 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. Price of seeds, in London, 4.?. per Ib. ; of plants,

two-years' seedlings, 10s. per thousand. At Bollwyller, plants are 1 franc

each ; and at New York, 50 cents.

1 3. A. NI
VGRA Ait. The black Spruce Fir.

Identification. Poir. Diet Encyc.,*6. p. 520. ; Michx. Arb., 1. p. 123. ;
N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 176. ;

N.
Du Ham., 6. p. 292.

Si/nonymes. Plnus nlgra Ait. Hort. Keu>., 3. p. 370., Willd. Herol. Baumx., p. 220., Lamb. Pin.,
ed. 2., 1. t 37., Du Roi Harbk., ed. Pott, 2. p. 182. ; P. mariana Ehr. Beyt., 3. p. 23. ; A^bies
mariana Wangh. Beat., p. 75. ; double Spruce.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 37.
;
Michx. N. Amer. Syl. 3., t 147. ;

our fig.

plate of this tree in our last Volume.
. 2225. ;

and the

Spec. Ckar., $c. Leaves soli-

tary, regularly disposed all

round the branches; erect,

very short, somewhat qua-
drangular. Cones ovate,

pendulous ; scales somewhat
undulated ; the apex of the

scale crenulated or divided.

(Michx.) Cones from IJin.
to 1| in. long, and from

tin.

to nearly 1 in. broad.

eed rather larger than that

of A. alba, but the wing
smaller. Leaves from A in.

to in. long. A large tree,
a native of North America.
Introduced in 1700 ; flower-

ing in May or June.

Varieties. The kind generally designated as A. riibra, P. rubra Lamb., is as-

serted by Michaux to be only a variety, or rather variation, of A. nigra,

produced by the influence of the soil on the wood. " The inhabitants of

the country, and mechanics who work in the woods," says Michaux,
" take

notice only of certain striking appearances in forest trees, such as the

quality of the wood, its colour, and that of the bark ; and, from ignorance
of botanical characters, they give different names to the same tree, according
to certain variations in these respects arising from local circumstances. To
this cause must be attributed the popular distinction of red and black
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spruce." (JV. Amer. Syl., iii. p. 178.) As the variety appears tolerably
distinct in British gardens, as far as respects the colour of the cones, we
have, for convenience' sake, given it as a species ; though we entirely agree
with Michaux in thinking it only a variety.

Description. A tall tree, attaining in America the height of 70 ft. or 80 ft. in

the woods, though the trunk is seldom more than from 1 ft. 3 in. to 1 ft. 8 in. in

diameter. The branches spread more in a horizontal than in adrooping direction,
like those of the Norway spruce ; and, consequently, the black spruce (notwith-

standing the darkness of its foliage) has not the gloomy aspect of the European
tree. The trunk is smooth, remarkably straight, and diminishes regularly from

the base to the summit, which is terminated by an annual lance-like shoot, 1 ft.

or 1 ft. 3 in. long. The bark is smooth and blackish. The leaves are of a

dark sombre green : they are short, being scarcely \ in. long, thickly set,

stiff, and are attached singly to the branches, which they cover all round.

The male catkins are cylindrical, erect, and on peduncles ; about 1 in. long;

yellowish, with red-tipped anthers. The female catkins are oval, and at first

erect, but soon become pendulous : they are purplish, and almost black,

when young; but become, when ripe, of a dusky reddish brown. When full-

grown, they are about 1 \ in. long, and f in. in diameter at the middle. The scales

are blunt, rounded, very thin, and, when ripe,rugged and torn on the margin, and

sometimes half through the scale. The seeds are small, scarcely more than

a line in length, with rather a small rigid wing. The rate of growth of A.

nigra is more rapid than that of A. alba under similar circumstances. The
finest specimens that we have seen in the neighbourhood of London are at

Pain's Hill, near the Temple ofBacchus ; where, in 1837, there were several trees

between 60 ft. and 70 ft. high, laden with cones. The tree in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, after being 12 years planted, was 20 ft. high. One at Drop-
more, lately planted, was, in 1837, 10ft. high, bearing abundance of cones.

A. nigra, like A, excelsa, is liable to take root at the extremity of the branches,

and form circles of trees round the parent plant. There is a remarkable

specimen of this kind at Syon, of which fig. 2226. is a portrait to the scale

of lin. to 12ft. The
entire mass, which
consists of a centre

tree, with a double

circle of young trees,

is 30 ft. high, and
30 ft. in diameter;
and the trees ofwhich
it is composed bear

abundance of cones.

One is described by
Mr. Gorrie, in the

Magazine of Natural

History, vol. ii. p.

173., as standing in

the woods of Braco

Castle, Perthshire ;

of which jig. 2227.

is a portrait by Mr.
Gorrie. This tree, in

1828, was about 40

years old, and its

height about 40ft. Mr. Gorrie adds that a natural seedling, which had

sprung up not far from the mother tree, and was apparently about 12 years
of age, was also, in its turn, already surrounded by a numerous and healthy

progeny of young trees, proceeding from the extreme points of the branches.

Geography and History. According to Michaux, this tree is a native of

the coldest regions of North America ; but is most abundant in the countries
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lying between 44 and 53 N. lat., and between 55 and 75. w. long.; viz.

in Lower Canada, Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, the district

of Maine, Vermont, and the upper parts of New Hampshire, where it is so

abundant, as to constitute a third part of the native forests. Farther south
it is rarely seen, except in cold and humid situations on the top of the

Alleghanies.
"

It is particularly remarked in a large swamp not far from

Wilkesburg in Pennsylvania, and on the Black Mountain in South Carolina ;

which is one of the loftiest summits in the southern states, and is probably
thus named from the melancholy aspect occasioned by the dusky foliage of
this tree. It is sometimes met with, also, in the white cedar swamps near

Philadelphia and New York ; but in these places, which are always miry, and
sometimes submerged, its vegetation is feeble." (Michx^) The regions in

which the black spruce is most abundant are often diversified by hills ; and
the finest forests are found in valleys, where the soil is black, humid, deep,
and covered with a thick bed of moss ; and where the trees, though crowded
so as to leave an interval of only 3ft., or at the most 5ft., between the

trunks, attain their greatest height. It is found in the same countries on the

declivities of the mountains, where the soil is strong, dry, and covered only
with a thin bed of peat, and on what are called in America the poor black

lands j but in these situations it does not exceed 50 ft. in height, with short

thick leaves, of a blackish green, and cones scarcely more than half their

usual size. This tree is called epinette noire, and epinette a la biere, in

Canada; double spruce in the district of Maine; and black spruce in Nova
Scotia. It has been long known in Europe ; and Josselyn, in his History of
New England, published in London, in 1672, informs us that it was con-

sidered, at that period, to furnish the best yards and topmasts in the world.

It was introduced into England by Bishop Compton, before 1700. Cones

being frequently imported, the tree is abundant in British nurseries, and
has been generally distributed as an ornamental tree ; which it richly merits,
not only on account of the colour of its cones when young, but of the

dense habit of growth of the tree.

Properties and Uses. The black spruce, according to Pursh, is of "
great

mechanical use" in America, besides being "the tree of which that whole-
some beverage called spruce beer is made." Michaux says

" the distinguish-

ing properties of the black spruce are, strength, lightness, and elasticity. In

the dockyards of the United States, the spars are usually of black spruce
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from the district of Maine ; and it is exported in great quantities, for the

same purpose, to the West Indies and Liverpool. The knees of vessels, at

Boston and in the district of Maine, are sometimes made of the base of this

tree, and one of the principal roots ; and it is substituted for oak in many
places, where the timber of that tree is becoming scarce. In Maine and

Boston, it is often employed for the rafters of houses, and is more esteemed
for that purpose than even the hemlock spruce. It is sometimes used for

floors; for which purpose it is found tougher than the white pine (P.

Strobus), but is more liable to crack. In all these regions, but particularly in

Maine and New Brunswick, the black spruce is sawn into boards of consider-

able width, which are sold a fourth cheaper than those of white pine, and are

exported in great quantities to the West Indies and to England ; being used
in the latter country, principally at Birmingham and Manchester, for packing-
cases. This species is not resinous enough to afford turpentine as an
article of commerce; and the wood snaps when burning, like that of the

chestnut.

Mode of making Spruce Seer. The following is the method given by Du
Hamel : "To make a cask of spruce beer, a boiler is necessary, which will

contain one fourth part more than the quantity of liquor which is to be put
into it. It is then filled three parts full of water, and the fire lighted. As
soon as the water begins to get hot, a quantity of spruce twigs is put into it,

broken into pieces, but tied together into a faggot or bundle, and large enough
to measure about 2 ft. in circumference at the ligature. The water is kept
boiling, till the bark separates from the twigs. While this is doing, a bushel
of oats must be roasted, a few at a time, on a large iron stove or hot plate ;

and about fifteen galettesy
or as many sea biscuits, or if neither of these are

to be had, fifteen pounds of bread cut into slices and toasted. As these

articles are prepared, they are put into the boiler, where they remain till the

spruce fir twigs are well boiled. The spruce branches are then taken out,
and the fire extinguished. The oats and the bread fall to the bottom, and the

leaves, &c., rise to the top, where they are skimmed off with the scum.
Six pints of molasses, or 12 Ib. or 15 Ib. of coarse brown sugar, are then

added; and the liquor is immediately tunned off into a cask which has con-
tained red wine ; or, if it is wished that the spruce beer should have a fine red

colour, five or six pints of wine may be left in the cask. Before the liquor
becomes cold, half a pint of yeast is mixed with it, and well stirred, to incor-

porate it thoroughly with the liquor. The barrel is then filled up to the bung-
hole, which is left open to allow it to ferment ; a portion of the liquor being
kept back to supply what may be thrown off by the fermentation. If the cask
is stopped before the liquor has fermented 24 hours, the spruce beer becomes

sharp, like cider; but, if it is suffered to ferment properly, and filled up twice
a day, it becomes mild, and agreeable to the palate. It is esteemed very whole-

some, and is exceedingly refreshing, especially during summer." (DuHam. Arb. y

i. p. 17.) According to Michaux,
" the twigs are boiled in water, a certain

quantity of molasses or maple sugar is added, and the mixture is left to
ferment." The essence of spruce (which is what spruce beer is made from
in this country) is obtained "

by evaporating to the consistence of an ex-
tract the water in which the ends of the young branches of black spruce
have been boiled." Michaux adds that he cannot give the details of the

process for making the extract, as he has never seen it performed ; but that he
nas often observed the process of making the beer, in the country about Halifax
and the Maine, and that he can affirm with confidence that the white spruce
is never used for that purpose. He also states that spruce beer is con-
sidered very salutary, and, in long voyages, is found efficacious in preventing
attacks of the scurvy.

Statistics. In England. At Kenwood, Hampstead, 40 years planted, it is 28 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 1ft. 6 in., and of the head 20 ft. In Surrey, at Deepdene, 9 years planted, it is 20ft.
high. In Sussex, at Kidbrooke, it is 60ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft, and of the head 45 ft.

In Wiltshire, at Longleat, 80 years planted, it is 53ft. high. In Buckinghamshire, at Temple House,
40 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle, 50 years planted, it is 70 ft.
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high, the diameter of the trunk -2ft. Min., and of the head ;Jlft. In Sutlblk, at Finborough Hall,
on years planted, it is!M)ft. high, the diameter of the trunk -J ft !'in., ai;d of the head .Vu ft. In

Worcestershire, at I'roome, 4u year- planted, it is .;.") ft. high. In Scotland. In Hanfl'-hire, at Gordon
('a- tie, it i. -."i ft. high, with a trunk !' in. in diameter

; at C'ullen Hou-e, Ni year- old, it i.- 77 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. (i in., and ot" the head 5U ft In I'lat kinaiin.i'n.-liire, in the garden of
the Du'iar In-titntion, lu years planted, it is U'ft. high. In Forfar-hire, at Courtaehy Castle,
H \e:ir- planted, it is IV ft. high. I n I reland. At Dublin, in the (.la-nevin 15otanie lia'rden, ;>5

year- planted, it i- .<") ft. high. In Fermanagh, at Florence C'ourt, 40 years planted, it i.- 4.) ft.

"high : at Ca.-tle Coole, 4<) years planted, it is M ft. high. In Louth, at Oriel Temple, 5ii years planted,
it i- :><'> ft. high.

C'oniniercia/ Stdtixliex. Plants, in the London nurseries, two-years' seed-

lings, are ^o.v. per thousand; transplanted plants, -^ ft. high,
%

^.j.v. per thousand.

f 4. A. (N.) Kl
v

im.\ Pair. The red Spruce Fir, or Xeirflni/ 'Hand red Pine.

l/icnlijictition. Poir. Diet. F.nryc. ; Du Hoi Harbk., ed. Pott., 'J. p. ivj.

Si/nuHi/wcf. P. ameriei'ma rubra ll'a/i^ lici/t., p. 7.
r
>.

;
/'Inns rubra La>nl>. I'in., 1 t. ;]S.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin.,ed. .'., 1. t. oS. ; Wang, lieyt.. t. Iti. f. .04.
;
and our jit;. C-AN.

Sj)ee. Char., $e. Leaves solitary, awl-shaped, acuminate, (.'-ones oblong,

blunt; scales round, somewhat 2-lobed, entire. (Lamb. Pin.) Leaves
little more than -\ in. long; slightly tetragonal, (.'ones about 1 in. lon<:,

and
.',
in. broad; scales notched. Seeds very small. A large tree, cul-

tivated in England before 1705; flowering in May.

Vtini'tii. A. (//.) /'. '2 cccridt'ft, A. casruleu Booth, is a variety or subvarietv of

uhich there are young plants in the Flotbeck Nurseries, which were received

from M. Reichenberg of Leipsic, in 18.'^. It has glaucous leaves, and

appears to us to differ from ./. (n.) rubra onlv in the colour of the cones.

l)ascrij>[ion,<$*c. The
red spruce, although
it is treatetl as a spe-
cies by Mr. Lambert,
and by 1'ursh, \\"an-

genheim, and others,
is consiilercd by Mi-

chaux to be merely a

variet \ ot A. nigra.

(See
'

|). :^'>1^.) Ac-

cordir.n to Mr. Lam-

bert, NVannenheiin de-

scribes it as a trc'e

not exceeding -'ill ft. in

he'mht, with short, au 1-

sha|ied, acute leaves, and a reddish brown bark. The cones are rather longer
and redder than those of ./. ninra, and covered with resin. Mr. Lambert

-.tates that, on examining t\so [)arcels
ot cones obtained irom America, he

found those of ./. rubra ''
longer, larger, more obtuse, of a shining reddish

brown colour: the scales semicircular, each divided by a notch in the

middle, and \\ith their margins entire." Michaux savs that the red spruce is

in no uav inferior to the black spruce in the quality of its timber, which

"unites m the lushest decree all the <M>od qualities that characterise the

^pecies.
"

lie also .states that, instead of beim: a low tree, it is superior in

si/e to the black spruce, as it generally <:rows in richer soil; and that the

wood i-, n-ddish, instead of being white. In Lawsoifs Manual, it is stated

that ./. rubra differs essentially both from ./. nigra and A. alba in all its

parts; and particularly in its leaves, which are more slender and sharper-

pointed than in either of these specie's. ( Man., p. .'{<;!). ) According to

\Vau"culieim, it is a native of Nova Scotia and Nc wibundland, and the more

northern parts ot' North America. It w as cultivated in Kngland, bv Miller,

lietore \'t :>'>. The rate' of -jrowth is the same as that of J. uigra, from

uh'uh the trees in the Horticultural Society's (iardeu, and at Dropmore,
seem .-,carc( Iv to ditie.r, ( xcept. in the colour of the coue.s.

S///A/iV.v. In linxland : in licrk-hin-, at Hearwi
1 1. n kress, l*i >eais jilanU .1, it is t,u ft. high, the

in York-hire,
id of the head
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Ion, ; at (trimston, u years planted, it is <HJU. nign. in ireiana, ai uuoim, in me
Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is 35ft high. In France, in the Park of Clervaux, '28 years

planted, it is 39 ft. high. In Bavaria, in the English Garden at Munich, 18 years planted, it is

14 ft. high.

5. A. SMITHIA^NA Wall. Smith's, or the Himalayan, Spruce Fir.

Synonymes. Plnus Smithiana Wall. PI. Asiat. Rar., 3. p. 24. t 346., Cat., No. 6063., Lamb. Pin., 3.

t. 88.; P. Khutrow Royle 111., t. 84. f. 1. ; A. Morinda Hort; Raga, or Raggoe, in the Parbutee

Wal1 - PL As- Rar > * 246'
J
R yle Ill * 84' f- 4 - Lamb " Pin'' 3 ' * 88> '

2229

- - 2229-

from Royle.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves compressed, tetragonal, straight, awl-shaped, sharp-

pointed. Cones ovate-oblong; scales obovate-roundish, coriaceous, rigid,

smooth on the margin. Crest of the anthers roundish, irregularly cre-

nated. (D. Don. in Lamb. Pin.) Leaves, in Royle's specimen, and in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, from 1 in. to Hin. in length. Cone, in

Royle's figure, 6 in. long, and 2in. broad; scale" l^in. in length, and the

same in breadth at the widest part. Seeds about the size of those of the

common spruce; with the wing, ^in. long, and fin. broad. A pyramidal

drooping-branched tree; growing, in the Himalayas, to the height of 50ft.

Introduced in 1818.

Varieties. Dr. Royle observes that the leaves of A. Smlthidna, in Wallich's

figure, are much broader than those in his figure ; and that they may pro-

bably be different species or varieties. Judging from the leaves, the tree

in the Horticultural Society's Garden appears to be Dr. Royle's variety.

Description, $c. A pyramidal tree, 50 ft.

or more in height, with a light grey bark.

Branchlets remotely verticillate, spreading,
somewhat pendulous. Unexpanded buds

copper-coloured. Leaves turned in every
direction; from 1 in. to l^in. long; erect

and spreading, fine, compressed-tetragonal,

straight, awl-shaped, stiff and mucronate,

rigid; pale green, and somewhat glaucous,

arising from a very faintly marked silvery line

in the grooves between the angles. Male
catkins solitary, thick, oval-oblong, obtuse ;

scarcely 1 in. long; yellow, with numerous

oblong-obtuse, revolute, brown scales, torn

on the margin. Anthers linear-wedge-

shaped ; 2-celled, opening beneath longitudi-

nally by two fissures ; 3 lines long ; crowned
with a roundish, slightly crenulated, carti-

laginous, rather rigid, convex crest. Cones

terminal, solitary, pendulous, ovate-oblong,

cylindrical, 4 7 in. long, swelled in the

middle; scales obovate-roundish, coriace-

ous, rigid, quite entire, rarely cracked ;

brown, convex, smooth, loosely imbricated.

Seeds wedge-shaped, angled ; brown, with a crustaceous testa ; wing unequally
sided, obovate, thinly membranaceous, dark yellow, truncate at the apex, obso-

letely crenulated. {Lamb., Laws., and obs.) According to Royle, a very fine

resin is secreted on the cones, which would yield a superior kind of turpentine.
The rate of growth of this tree in British gardens is almost as rapid as that
of the common spruce, perhaps equally so. A tree at Hopetoun House,
raised from seed in 1818, was, in June, 1837, 17ft. C in. high ; though the

early growth of the plant had been checked by its having been kept for

two years in a pot. The tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden has
been 8 years planted, and is 12 ft. high. The Himalaya spruce is a native
of Kamaon and Sirmore; and, according to Professor Don, it is chiefly
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distinguished from A. orientalis Tourn, P. orientalis Lamb. Pin., t. 39., a

nearly related species from Armenia and the western parts of Georgia, by
its more compressed and slenderer leaves, and by its larger cones with

broader scales. Cones of this species were first sent to the Earl of Hope-
toun, by Dr. Govan of Cupar, in 1818; who had received them from his

son in the East Indies, under the name of khutrow ; and from these seeds

six plants were raised the same year. After having been kept in pots for

two years, two of them were planted in the arboretum at Hopetoun House,
one was sent to the Horticultural Society of London, and the remainder to

the Botanic and Experimental Gardens at Edinburgh. We have already
mentioned that the larger of the two at Hopetoun House was 17ft. 6 in. in

June, 1837; the diameter of the trunk, at 1 ft. from the ground, 2ft. 2 in.;

and of the space covered by the branches, 1 1 ft. The branches, Mr. Smith
informs us, are a little pendulous; and the leading shoot, in 1836, was
about 18 in. long. Some scions from the side branches of this tree have
been grafted, in the herbaceous manner, on the common spruce, at the

height of 4 ft. or 5 ft. from the ground, allowing three or four tiers of branches

of the spruce to remain ; and the contrast between these branches and
those of the Himalayan spruce is very striking. Several plants have been
raised from the trees at Hopetoun House by cuttings, which form as hand-

some young trees as those raised from seed. Cones and seeds have since

been received by different persons ; and there are several in Lawson's museum,
Edinburgh. These cones, it is observed, are in size and shape somewhat

resembling those of A. excelsa, but differ in their scales, which are almost

round and entire on the margin ; while those of the Norway spruce are of a

rhomboidal shape, and rugged or notched on the outer extremity. The seeds

/, p. 370.)
be little or no doubt, but that this tree is as hardy in the climate of Britain

and wings are also very similar. (Lawsorfs Manual, p. 370.) There can

as the common spruce; and, as it is unquestionably more ornamental, it

well deserves a place in every collection. It is readily propagated by cut-

tings ; and, as the trees in this country will probably in a short time pro-
duce cones, plants, if there should be an extensive demand for them, will

soon be nearly as cheap as those of the common spruce fir. In the mean

time, the price, in the London nurseries, is 21*. each. A great many plants
of this species have been raised in Knight's Exotic Nursery, from seeds

received from the Himalayas, and extensively distributed under the name of

P. Pindrow. Some confusion in the description of this species, in the Penny

Cyclopaedia
and in Lawson's Manual, has resulted from the cones in Dr.

Wallich's figure being placed upright, which, if they had been actually so,

would have constituted it a Picea ; and, accordingly, Dr. Lindley calls it the

Indian silver fir. (See Professor Don, in Lambert's third volume, t. 88.)

6. A. (? E.) ORIENTALS Tourn. The Oriental Spruce Fir.

Identification. Tourn. Cor., 41. j Du Ham. Arb., 1. p. 4.

Synonyme. Plnus orientalis Lamb. Pin., ed. 2 , 1. t. 39., Lin, Sp. PI., 1421., Syst., ed. Reich., 4.

p. 178., Vitman. Sp. PI., 5. p. 346.

Engraving. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 39.

Spec. Char., Sec. Leaves solitary, tetragonal. Cones ovate-cylindrical; scales rhomboid. (Lamb.
Pin.} Mr. Lambert states that he inserts this species on the authority of Tournefort, who says

(You. du Levant, p. 288.) that he found it growing in the vicinity of Trebisonde, where it is known

by the name of elate. Its trunk and branches he states to be about the size of those of Picea

pectinata. The leaves are 4 or 5 lines in length, and not more than half a line in breadth ; their

colour is a shining greenish brown. The cones are described as being nearly cylindrical, about

2* in. long, and 8 or 9 lines in diameter
; pointed, and composed of soft, thin, rounded scales, which

cover very minute and resinous seeds. The above description was written in 1804, before Mr.

Lambert had seen a specimen of A. orientalis, either recent or dried, from a drawing made of the

plant in the time of Tournefort. Previously to the publication of his second edition, Mr. Lambert

received a specimen from Sir Gore Ousely, collected by that gentleman in the vicinity of Teflis ;

from examining which, he states the specific distinctions of A. orientalis to be: " short quadran-
gular leaves, closely and imbricately arranged on the branches ;

and oblong elliptical cones, four

times shorter than those of A. excelsa, with rhomboidal entire scales. The leaves are twice or

thrice shorter than "those of A. excelsa, and are distinctly mucronulate, not pointless, as
repre-

sented in Mr. Lambert's figure. The scales of the cone finally become emarginate, or slightly

crenulate. Mr. Lambert's figure being, according to his own account, very imperfect, we have

not copied it. We have already mentioned, under A. alba, the.opimon of Loiseleur Deslong-

champs (formed, as he states, after comparing the drawings made for Tournefort with the speci-

mens of A. alba brought from America by Michaux), that A. orientalis is only a variety of that

species. (See N. Du flam., v. p. 291.) We think it only a variety of A. excelsa.
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Sect. ii. /'-eaves jlat, generally glaucous beneath^ imperfectly
2-rowed*

1 7. A. DOUGLA V
S// Lindl. The trident- bracted, or Douglas's, Spruce Fir.

Identification. Lindl. in Penn. Cyc., 1. p. 3'J.

Si/nunumes. P. texifblia Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t. 47., Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 640. ; A. Califor-

nia Sort. ; Plnus Dougl&stf Sabine MSS., Lair.b. Pin., vol. 3. t. 90. ; the Nootka Fir, Smith in Rees's

Cyc., No. 28.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin. ed. 2., 2. t. 47., and vol. 3. t. 90. ;
our fig. 2230., from a specimen and

skt-tch sent to us by Mr. M'Nab, jun., of the Caledonian Horticultural Society's Garden
;
and the

plate of this species in our last Volume, taken from the young tree in the London Horticultural

Society's Garden, and from a drawing in the possession of the Horticultural Society.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves flat, blunt, entire, pectinate, silvery beneath. Cones

ovate-oblong. Bracteas elongated, linear, 3-pointed. (Z). Don in Lamb.

Pin.) Leaves from 1 in. to 1 in. long. Cones from 3| in. to 4 in. long,
and lin. to If in. broad; scales, without the bractea, l|in. long, and
the same broad; with the bractea, If in. in length. Seed, with the wing,

| in. long, and fin. broad; without the wing, A in. long, and f\in. broad.

The seeds are about the same size as those of Picea pectinata, but more

oblong. Cotyledons, ?. A native of the north-west coast of North Ame-
rica, where it was discovered by Menzies about 1797, and afterwards by
Douglas, who introduced it in 1826. It flowers at Dropmore in May.

Varieties. Pursh states that he has among his specimens two varieties, or

probably distinct species, which, for want of the fructification, he can not

decide upon. One has acute leaves, green on both sides ; and the other

emarginate leaves, glaucous beneath. The seedling plants of A. Douglas;'?',

raised in England, exhibit some difference in the length and width of their

foliage ; but, as far as we have observed, none worthy of being propagated

by extension as a distinct variety. Mr. M'Nab, jun., and Mr. Lawson, how-

ever, inform us that there is a very distinct variety in several gardens in

the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, which was raised from seeds sent home
by Drurnmond. The largest specimen is in the collection at Lahill, near

Largo, in Fife, where it is 1-tft. high; and there is one in the Caledonian
Horticultural Society's Garden, under the name of A. faxifolia, which, in

1837, was 5 ft. high. From what Mr. M'Nab, jun., told us, it may be
described as follows :

t A. D. 2 taxifolia. Stem and side branches straight ;
while in A. Don-

glasw they are always, when young, more or less in a zigzag direction,

though they become eventually straight. Leaves twice the length
of those of A. Douglas/?, and of a much deeper green. Fig. 2230,
is from a specimen and a

sketch received from Mr.

M'Nab, showing the foliage
and manner of branching of
A. Douglass in the Cale-
donian Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, and which

corresponds exactly with

the trees of this name in the

London Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, and at Drop-
more. Fig. 2231. is from a

sketch of the mode of rami-

fication and of the foliage of
a tree named A. /axifolia in

the Edinburgh Botanic Gar-

den, and which was raised

from seeds received from the late Mr. Thomas Drummond, after

the arctic expedition. It is, Mr. M'Nab observes, an upright-growing
tree; and, with its long and dark leaves, very distinct from all the

specimens of A. Douglas that he had seen elsewhere. The tree

7 L

22.30
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of A. D. faxifolia in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden is 8ft. high, di-

ameter of the head 4ft. Gin., and of the trunk Sin. The tree

of A. Douglass in the Caledonian Horticultural Society's Garden
Mr. M'Nab describes as a large bush, with a very weak leading
shoot, 8 ft. high, diameter of the head 10 ft., and of the trunk 4 in.

Description, fyc. A large conical tree, with a rugged greyish brown bark,
from 6 in. to 9 in. thick, and abounding in balsamic resin. Leaves somewhat

pectinate and spreading, narrow-linear, obtuse on the margin and apex, quite

entire, flat
;
dark green above, marked on the middle with a depressed line,

and silvery beneath ; 1 in. long. Male catkins short, dense, obtuse, scarcely

^ in. long. Bracteas scarious, concave, very obtuse, ciliate and torn on the

margin. Anthers obcordate, very short, 2-celled; crest very short, obtuse,

thick, tubercle-like. Cones terminal on the apex of the branches, solitary,

pendulous, ovate-oblong, bright brown, with many linear acuminate bracteas

at the base; scales roundish, concave, coriaceous, quite entire, persistent,
smooth. Bracteoles linear, tricuspidate, cartilaginous and membranaceous,
twice as long as the scales ; teeth acuminate, middle one by much the longest.
Seeds oval; testa crustaceous ; wing elliptic, obtuse, chestnut brown, slightly
convex on the exterior margin. (Lamb., Penn. Cyc., and obs.) According to

Douglas, the trunks of this species, in the forests of the north-west of Ame-
rica, vary from 2 ft. to 10 ft. in diameter, and from 100ft. to J80 ft. in height.

Occasionally, the tree arrives at still greater dimensions ;
as a proof of which,

Douglas mentions a stump which still exists near Fort George, on the

Columbia river, which, exclusive of the bark, and at 3 ft. from the ground,
measured 48ft. in circumference. The bark in young trees has its recepta-
cles filled with a clear yellow resin, in the same manner as that of the balm
of Gilead ; and the bark of old trees is said to make excellent fuel. The
timber is heavy, firm, with few knots, about the same yellow colour as that of

the yew, and not in the least liable to warp. The rate of growth of this tree,

in the climate of London, appears to be nearly as great as that of the common

spruce; but, as it has a tendency to send out a profusion of side branches,
it does not increase in height so much as it does in width and bushiness.

It often protrudes two growths in a season, but often, also, sends up contend-

ing leading shoots. When this is not the case, the terminal shoot of the

season, under favourable circumstances, in a tree 6 ft. high, is from 1 ft. 3 in. to

1 ft. 8 in. in a year. The tallest specimen in the immediate neighbourhood of

London is in the Horticultural Society's Garden ; where, in 1837, 10 years
from the seed, it was 10ft. high. A plant at Dropmore, of the same age, was,

in August, 1837, 19 ft. high, and bearing several cones.

Geography, History, $c. ^4
v
bies Douglass is found in immense forests in

north-west America, from 43 to 52. N. lat. It was originally discovered

by Mr. Menzies, at Nootka Sound, when he touched at that coast during his

voyage round the world with Captain Vancouver, in 1797 ; and, from a speci-

men without flowers or cones, a figure was published by Mr. Lambert, under
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the name of Plmis texifolia, in 1826. It was also gathered on the banks of
the Columbia by Mr. Lewis, and specimens of it were seen in his herbarium

by Pursh. In 1825, the tree was re-discovered by Douglas, and cones
were sent home by him, from which plants were raised by the London Hor-
ticultural Society, in 1826, and distributed throughout the country. The
trees appear to be as hardy in England as the silver fir ; and in Scotland, in

Perthshire, at Methven Castle, they produce shoots of from 1 ft. 4 in. to 1 ft.

(> in. long every year. The tree bore cones, for the first time in England, at

Dropmore, in 1835, when the plant there already mentioned produced one
cone. This year (1837) it has above a doxen ; so that, in all probability, there

will soon be abundance of seeds of this species, from which extensive planta-
tions may be raised, and the value of the species as a timber tree proved.
In the mean time, the plant is readily propagated by cuttings, which appear to

make as good trees as seedling plants.

Statistics. In the neighbourhood of Ix>ndon, at Muswell Hill, it is 9 ft. high ;
at the Duke of De-

vonshire's Villa, at Chiswick, and at Hendon Rectory, 9 ft. high. In Kent, at Cobham Hall, it is 8 ft.

high. In Bedfordshire, at Flitwick House, it is 6 ft. high. In Berkshire, at Highclere, it is 8ft. high ;

at Englefield House, 13 ft. high. In Hertfordshire, at Danesbury, it is 6ft. high ;
at Cheshunt, it is

9 ft. high. In Yorkshire, at Scoresby, in the garden of J. Wooti, Esq., it is ID ft. 4 in high. In Stafford-

shire, at Rolleston Hall, it is 8 ft. high. In Scotland, at Edinburgh, in the Experimental Garden,
Inverleith, it is fi ft. Gin. high. In Cromarty, at Cool, it is 6ft. high. In Dumfriesshire, at Jardine

Hall, it is 13ft. Sin. high. In Fifeshire, at Lahill. the variety is 14ft, high. In Renfrewshire, at

Caldcleuch, near Glasgow, the species is 7ft. 6 in. high.

t 8. A. MENZIE'S// Douglas. Menzies's, or the warted-branched, Spruce Fir.

Identification. Doug. MS., Lindl. in Penn. Cyc., 1. p. 32.

Si/nonyme. Plnus Menzidsu Lamb. Pin., 3.

Engraving*. Lamb. Pin., 3. t. 89. ;
and our Jig 2232. from Lambert, and the seeds from specimens

in the Horticultural Society's herbarium sent home by Douglas.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves acute, flat; silvery beneath, turned in every direc-

tion. Cones cy-
lindrical ;

scales

scarious, gnawed
on the margin.

(D.Don in Lamb.

Pin.) Leaves fin.

Jong. Cones from

2f in. to Sin. long,
and from 1 in. to

1 Jin. broad; scales

in.long,and|in.
broad. Seed ve-

ry small, scarcely
in. long ; with

the wing, ^ in.

long. A native of

the north of Ca-

lifornia, where it

was discovered by
Douglas, and in-

troduced by him
in 1831.

Desciiptiony fyc. A
tree with the gene-
ral appearance of A.

Douglasw. Branch-
es and branchlets tu-

bercled. Buds ovate,

acute, covered with resin. Leaves turned in every direction, resupinate from

being twisted at the base, linear, mucronulate, incurved ; silvery beneath,
7 i, 2



: atcd with ;iii elevated tubercle, vcrv short, not more than ~* in.

IODL:, ru'ul, rather sharp-pointed, ami \cry soon tallinu oil' the dried spe-
cimens. Cones pendulous, cylindrical, .'> in. lt>ii'_

r
; scales elliptic', obtuse,

loo.-e, >ome\\hat wav\, cartilaginous aiul scarious; bright brown; ranged,

\\hcn mature, <>u the upper margin; persistent alter the seeds have

dropped. Braetcolcs lanceolate, acute, rather ri_:'ul. irreiiularlv crcnnlated

on the margin; hall' the- length ol' the scales. Seed - Miiall, brown, first

convex, aiul then flat ; uini: somewhat elliptic, slight 1\ ami irregularly

crcnuiated at the apex ;
the other margin straight, thick, and revolute.

t LII/H-'I., l\i:ii. C//r., and observations.) Douglas describes the wood of this

species as beiu^ of excellent quaiitv ;
but little is kno\\n respecting the habit

oi' lii.- tree. It was found on the north-west coast of America, in North

California; and named bv its discoverer in honour of our much esteemed

friend, Archibald Menxies, Esq.; a botanist who has introduced many valu-

able species; and who. havinn discovered mam others, of which he \\as

unable to procure' seeds, nearlv 40 vears a;jo, has had the pleasure of seeing

them at length introduced, and brought into general cultivation. Only a very
ie\\ plants, of J. Men/ii ->ii were raised in the Horticultural Society's Garden
in the vear IX>^; so that the species is at present extreme!)' rare in this

countrv ; it is, however, as v e art' informed bv Mr. Lawson and Mr. M'Nab,
juii.. much more plentiful in Scotland. The plant in the Horticultural

Society's Garden is nearly 3 ft. liii^h ;
and there are plants about the same

height at lli'Jicleie and llendon Rectory. It is rcadil\ propagated bv cut-

tiiii:>; and plants may be procured in the nurseries at :> guineas each.

? !. A. CANAUI/NSIS /,. The Canada Pint-, or ILonlock Spruce I
;
ir.

IdcntijicHthn. Miclix. N. A HUT. Syl., ,;. \\ 1\J.

Si//ii,iii/nit\i. J'. caiiadciisis /.///. S/i~. /'/., 1U1.
;

/'. aiiu-ric;u)n /)// Hoi Ilarlil,-., cd. Pott., -2. p. I.",!.,'

.lit.' 11, rt. AY;/'., 3. p. 37U., I.anih. Pin., cd. L'., 1. t. 4."., .V////V in /.'.v.v'.s Ci/r.. No. '.!'.: /'. .-V\w>

aiiHTii-aiui M,i>*/t. Afh. Amcr.t p. Ki.J.
; l'i-rus>o, liy tlic Frcnrh in Canada; Sapin du Canada, /';-. ;

S liu-rlinx.- 1'iclitc', do:
/.//_/,;;/,,->. I.anih. I'in, cd. C., 1. t. 45.

;
Alidix. X. AIIHT. S>!.,;?. t. IV.'.: N. Du Ham., '.. t. S'J.

t. 1.
,
and tin.- plati'i oi' this tree in (jur la>t \OluiiH'.

S/ifi-. ('/if//-., <.}<. Leaves solitary, flat, slightly dentieulate, obtuse, two-ranked.
( 'oiK-M oval, tei'iniual, peiuk-nt. naked, scarcely longer than the leaves. (

7,n/.v. )

Leaves i'roni ^ in. to
;'

in. lonn, and
t \-.

-in. broad. Cones from ^ in. to ;
in.

lon.r

,
and : <

in. broad; scales rountl-oblong, -.', in. long, and i in. broail.

>eed \'ei'\ small, scarcely ' in. lon^ ; and \\iih the \\ini:, ^ in. Ion::. Native

ol North America. Introduced in I'ioii.

I)r?;rrij)t/ti. The hemlock sjiruce, in l
;

,uroj)e, is a most elegant tree, i'lom

the s\'inmetrical tlisposition ol its branches, which droop yracefnlh at tlieir

(jxtremities, and its light, and yet tufted, foliage. In America, \\liile the tree

i> vouni: and under '.'>() It. hiLih, it is as beautiful as in England ; but, when it

attain- its i'ud Drouth, Michaux informs us, the large limbs are usiialh broken
oil i It. or :> It. irom tluj trunk, and the withered extremities are seen "

staring
out" through the little twi'_r s \\hieh have spruni: out around them. ''

In

tin-, mutilated state, bv \\hich it is c'asil\ recognised, it lias a disagreeable

aspect, and presents, while in full vigour, an mia^e of decrepitude." This

b.eal.hiL! of the hmbs is attributed to the siiou lod^iiii: upon the close, tufted,
honxonial branches

;
and it ue\ er happens to \ oiui 1

.: trees, the \\ ood of which
i- more ela-' ic. ( >ee p. 'i I '.>'i

.)
Alicliaux adds t hat the \\ oods in the northern

tales are filled v, ith dead trees of the hemlock spruce; but lie is unable to

-a v \\ lie' her 1 1 ic v have been killed b\ an insect
,
or b\ soi IK; other cause. I he

dead mo-vs-'jro'.v u tree> of this species, he adds,
" \\hieh stand mouldering

for '^11 or .'>n veal's, dd'onM the forests of this part of the I niled Slates
;
and

uive th m a 'iloomv and desolate appearance." This spe<K s has the pecu-
lini'it \ (f sometime.-) ceasing to LM'OU at the height of :i ft. or :

J
. ft . (i in. In this

-tale, >.;iys Mi; haux, it has a p\ramidal shape, and its compact tufted branches
aiiiierc i(> the ground. 'I he trunk ot llie hemlock spruce is straight, and of

iimlorm s;/e for l\\o thirds of its height. The branches are numerous and
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spreading, but slender in proportion to their extent. The bark is light-

coloured and smooth, except on very old trees. The leaves are from \ in. to

8 lines long, flat, mucronous, and disposed, though irregularly, in two ranks ;

and downy when young, and serrated, or rough, at their margins ; they are

of a very vivid light green, with two silvery stripes underneath. The male
flowers are few together, forming a small head on a long footstalk. The cones

are only a little longer than the leaves ; pendulous on the extremities of the

branches ; green when young, but becoming brownish when ripe ; the scales

are few, roundish, smooth, and entire on the margins. The seeds are very
small, and of a light brown, with the wings nearly white. (Michx.) The full-

grown trees of the hemlock spruce, in England, have a rounder head, and a

more pendulous habit of growth, than is the case with any other fiv, either

of America or Europe. Most of the largest specimens, also, such as the

original tree at Mill Hill, a large tree at Woburn Farm, one at Claremont,
and that at Strathfieldsaye, have forked trunks. When the tree is young,
the branches are quite pendulous, and remarkably elegant. The rate of

growth, in the climate of London, is rather slow ; but plants, in 10 years, will

attain the height of 6 ft. or 8 ft. ;
and in 20 years, of 15ft. or 20ft. The finest

specimens in the neighbourhood of London are those alluded to above, which
are from 50 ft. to 60 ft. in height ; and some trees at Whitton (of one of which
a portrait will be found in our last Volume), which are from 30 ft. to 50 ft.

in height, with trunks from 1 ft. 6 in. to 2 ft. in diameter.

Geography and History. According to Pursh, the hemlock spruce is found
in the most northern regions of Canada, and on the highest mountains, as far

south as Carolina. Michaux says that it is a native of the coldest regions of
the New World, and that it begins to appear about Hudson's Bay. Near the

Lake St. John, and in the neighbourhood of Quebec, it fills the forests; and in

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, the district of Maine, the state of Vermont,
and the upper parts of New Hampshire, it forms three quarters of the ever-

green woods, of which the remainder consists of the black spruce. Farther

south, it is Jess common; and, in the middle and southern states, is seen

only on the Alleghanies ; and, even there, it is often confined to the sides of

torrents, and to the more humid and gloomy exposures. In the country east

and north of Massachusetts, which, without embracing Canada, is more than
750 miles long, by about 250 miles broad, these trees are constantly found at

the foot of the hills, and constitute nearly half the unbroken forests which
cover that extensive region. In this district moist soils appear unfavourable
to its growth ; but it attains a large size on soils proper for growing corn.

The hemlock spruce was introduced into England by Peter Collinson, about
the year 1736 ; arid the original tree is probably that still standing in the grounds
at Mill Hill, where it has two trunks, each about 1 ft. in diameter, and 50ft. high.

(See p. 57.) The tree is occasionally found, both in France and Germany, of
considerable size, and ripening its seeds. As seeds are annually imported,
and even produced by the old trees in this country, the plant is not scarce in

the nurseries.

Properties and Uses. The wood of the hemlock spruce, according to Michaux,
is less valuable than that of any other of the large resinous trees of North
America ; but the bark is inestimable, in that country, for the purposes of the
tanner. It is esteemed an excellence in wood to split in a straight line, which
it does when the fibre is vertical : but that of the hemlock spruce is so oblique,
that it makes the circuit of trunks 1 ft. 3 in. or 1 ft. 8 in. in diameter, in ascend-

ing 5ft. or 6ft. Besides this defect, which is general, and which renders it

unfit for rural fences, the old trees frequently have their concentric circles

separated at intervals, or, in the language of the country, are shaky, which

greatly impairs their strength. This effect is produced by the winds, which
have a powerful hold upon the large compact summit formed by the head
of the hemlock spruce, exposed, as it generally is, above the heads of the

surrounding trees. The wood is found to decay rapidly when exposed to
the Atmosphere, and is therefore improper for the external covering of

7 L 3
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houses; which is another important defect in a country where nearly all the
houses are of wood : but when covered it is of great duration ; and as

the white pine (P. Strobus) becomes rarer, the hemlock spruce is sub-

stituted for it as extensively as possible. It is firmer, though coarser

grained ; affords a tighter hold to nails ; and offers more resistance to the

impression of other bodies. For this reason, it is employed, in the district

of Maine, in the form of 2-inch planks, for threshing-floors. But the most
common use, in which great quantities are consumed in the northern states,
is for the first sheathing of wooden houses, which are afterwards covered
with clap-boards (see p. 2284?.) of white pine. For economy, the interior

frame is sometimes made of hemlock spruce ; and it is found, when guarded
from humidity, to be as durable as any other species. It is always chosen
for the laths of the interior walls, and is exported in this form to England. In
the district of Maine, it is usually taken for the posts of rural fences, which last

about 15 years, and are preferable to those of the grey and red oaks (Quercus
ambigua and Q,. rubra). It contains little resin, and the trunk is but slightly
coated with turpentine, even where large pieces of bark have been a long
time removed. The bark, when used for tanning, is taken from the tree in

the month of June ; and half the epidermis is shaved off with a plane before it

is thrown into the mill. From the district of Maine, it is exported to Boston,
Providence, &c., and is almost exclusively employed in the tanyards at those

places. It is brought to New York from the upper parts of the Hudson, and
is sometimes carried to Baltimore. Its deep red colour is imparted to the

leather ; and, though it is inferior to the bark of the oak, the American tanners

think the bark of the two kinds united are better than either of them alone.

Hemlock spruce bark was once exported to England, but the commerce has

ceased with the demand. The Indians are said to use it in dyeing their light
baskets made of red maple. (Mic/ix.) The young twigs and ends of the

shoots are used by the settlers as a substitute for tea ; the essence of spruce
is also extracted from the shoots. In England, the hemlock spruce forms
one of the most ornamental of the fir family; being among needle-leaved

evergreen trees what the weeping willow is among the willows. As it bears

the knife* and is extremely hardy, it might be employed as hedges ; for

which purpose it is used in the American nurseries, along with the jThiiju
occidentalis.

Statistics. In the environs of London, at Kenwood, Hampstead, 60 years planted, it is 25 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 40 ft.

; at York House, Twickenham, it is 30 ft.

high, with a trunk 1 ft. 2 in. in diameter; at Muswell Hill, it is 30ft. high ; at Abercorn Priory, at

Stanmore, it is 30 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 33 ft. South of London.
In Devonshire, at Bystock Park, 21 years planted, it is 50ft. high. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park,
15 years planted, it is 23 ft. high. In Hampshire, at Alresford, 41 years planted, it is 59 ft. high ; at

Strathfieldsaye, it is 45 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 42 ft. In Somerset-

shire, at Kingsweston, 12 years planted, it is 18ft. high. In Surrey, at St. Ann's Hill, 34 years
planted, it is 38 ft. high ; at Claremont, it is 45 ft. high, the diamefer of the trunk ft. 9 in., and of
the head 55ft.; at Ockham, 35 years planted, it is 18 ft. high. In Sussex, at Westdean, 10 years
planted, it is 19 ft. high. In Wiltshire, at Wardour Castle, 50 years planted, it is 30ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and of the head 43 it. North of London. In Bedfordshire, at

Southill, it is 22 ft. high, with a trunk 1 ft. in diameter. In Berkshire, at Bearwood, 10 years planted,
it is 15 ft. high ;

at Ditton Park, .34 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Hereiordshire, at Stoke Edith

J'ark, 50 years old, it is 30ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft 8 in., and of the head 26ft. In
Hertfordshire, at Cashiobury, 30 years planted, it is 28 ft. high ; at Cheshunt, 10 years planted, it is

17ft. high. In Leicestershire, at Elvaston Castle, 16 years planted, it is 12ft. high; at Belvoir

C.istle, 18 years planted, it is 15 ft. high. In Nottinghamshire, at Clumber Park, it is 25 ft high. In
.Vuiffoidiliire, at T.-entham, it is 16ft. high In Warwickshire, at Combe Abbey, 60 years planted,
it is 41 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. Sin., and of the head 36 ft. In Worcestershire, at

Croome, 40 years planted, it is 35 ft. high. In Yorkshire, at Grimston, 12 years planted, it is 1 ft.

high. In Scotland, at Hopetoun House, it is 35 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk nearly ft, and
of the head 21 ft In Roxburghshire, at Minto, 50 years planted, it is 35 ft high. In Perthshire, at

Taymouth, it is 20 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. riin., and of the head 12ft. ; another, 50

years planted, is 26ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 6 in., and of the head 18ft. In Ross.

sUire, at Brahan Castle, it is ioil. high, the diameter of the trunk 14 in. In Ireland, in Louth, at

Oriel Temple, 35 years planted.it is 32ft. high. In France, at Colombey, near Met/, 67 years

planted, it is40ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in. In Hanover, in the Botanic Garden,
(Jottingcn,20 years planted, it is 20ft. high In Saxony, at Worlitz, 60 years planted, it is 60 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 3 It., and of the head 40ft. In Austria, at Vienna, at Brtick on the

Leytha, 36 years planted, it is 26ft. high. In Bavaria, in the English Garden at Munich, 10 years

planted.it is 10ft. high. In Prussia, near Berlin, at Sans Souci,50 yearsplanted, it is 40 ft. high.

Commercifil Statistics. Plants, in London, are 25.?. per hundred ; .2 ft. high,
50*. per hundred : at Bollwyller, from 3 francs to 5 francs each ; and at New
York, 50 cents.
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1 10. A. DUMO'SA Lamb. The bushy alpine Spruce Fir.

Synom/mcs. TMnus dumbsa Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 46. ; A'bies Brunoniuna Lindl. in Penn. Cyc.,

No. 9. ; P. decfdua Jf'all. MS. : P. Krunoniana Wall. Plant. As. Rar., 3. p. 24. t. 247.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 46.
;
Wall. Plant. As. Rar. 3. t. 247. ;

and our figs. 2233. and 2234.

Spec. Char., S;c. Leaves solitary, linear, obtuse, mostly on one side of the branches ; glaucous be-

neath, denticulated. Cones ovate, terminal, solitary : bracteoles wedge-shaped, plicate, emargi-

nate, glabrous. (Lamb. Pin.} Leaves | in. to 1 in. long. Cones, scales, and seeds scarcely

different froia those of A. cana:li5nsis. A native of Nepal, not yet introduced.

Description. A dense and very
bushy tree, 70 ft. or 80 ft. high, with

the appearance of .4'bies canaden-
sis. Branches numerous, spreading,
twiggy, covered with an ash-co-
loured brownish bark. Leaves soli-

tary, linear, obtuse, 2-rowed, some-
what pectinate, more crowded than
in A. canadensis ; from 5 lines to 1 in.

long, 1 line broad
; green above, sh in-

ing and glaucous beneath ; deflexed
on the margin, obsoletely denticulate
towards the apex. Cones terminal,
solitary, ovate, mucronate, smooth,
sessile, 1 in. long; scales roundish,
somewhat membranaceous, brown-

ish, curled and torn on the margin :

bracteoles very short, somewhat
membranaceous, roundish, wedge-
shaped, slightly plaited, nearly fan-

shaped, emarginate ; margins un-

equal, smooth. Seeds small, cuneate,
ferruginous, furnished with an ob-

long, obtuse, pale, shining, mem-
branaceous wing. (Lamb., Wall.,
and Penny Cyc.} Dr. Wa'Jich ob-

serves that the leaves of this fir are

mealy beneath, and that they are so

extremely deciduous, that the slightest shake of the branch is sufficient to detach them. The natives,

who call the tree Tangshtng, do not use the wood, as they find it liable to warp. It was discovered by
Captain Webb, and named Brunom'ana by Dr. Wallich, in honour of Mr. Brown ; the specific name
of dumusa refers to the bushy habit of the tree. This species is a native of Nepal and Bhotan. Dr.
Wallich 's collectors gathered it on the lofty peak of Gossainthan. According to Dr. Royle, it is

rare, and was only seen by him on the more northern parts of the hills. Mr. Lambert justly observes

that this species is very nearly allied to the hemlock spruce; but he adds that it differs from it, in

having longer and more crowded leaves, with their margins deflected. The cones are larger, with
their scales wavy, and somewhat erose at the edges, and the bracteas not fringed at the margins. As
there can be little doubt of its being quite hardy in England, it is much to be desired that it should
be introduced.

1 11. A. CEPHALO'NICA. The Cephalonian Silver Spruce Fir.

Synonymcs. Koukounaria, and also Elatos, in Cephalonia ; A. faxifolia Hort. ; A. luscornbea'na

Hort. ; the Mount Enos Fir.

Engravings. Our figs. 2235. and 2236., from living specimens received from Hampton Lodge, Lus-

combe, and Dropmore.

Spec. Char. Cones, ?. Leaves subulate, flat ;
dark green above, and silvery

beneath ; tapering from the base to the summit, which terminates in a sharp

spine. Petioles very short, dilated lengthwise at the point of their attach-

ment to the branches ;
the dilated part of a much lighter green than the rest

of the leaf. A tree, in its native country (Cephalonia), upwards of 60 ft. high,
with a trunk 9 ft. or 10 ft. in circumference, and numerous side branches,

which, when young, give it the general appearance of an araucaria. Intro-

duced in 1824.

Description. General Charles James Napier, who, when governor of

Cephalonia, paid great attention to this tree, and first sent seeds of it to

England, informs us that the largest specimens which he saw of it in Cepha-
lonia were 60 ft. high and upwards ;

and that the side branches, when the tree

is not crowded by others, are very numerous, and spread out to a great
distance, so as to form a very broad tree in proportion to its height. The
leaves, on plants raised in England, are equally and thickly distributed over the

branches, and stand out nearly at right angles on every side. They are of a
fine shining dark green above, and have two rather obscure silvery lines, sepa-
rated by the midrib, beneath. They differ from those of all other species of
^4

v
bies and Picea, in terminating in a long, brown, sharp, prickle, and in having

the footstalks (which are so short that the leaves are almost sessile) dilated

lengthwise in the direction of the branches ; the dilated part being of a much
7 L 4
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lighter green than the rest of the leaves.

The leaves, on branches at some distance
from the ground, and on the leading
shoot, as compared with those of other

pines and firs, may be described as dagger-
shaped, or as resembling miniature bay-
onets. They are equally and closely-
distributed over the branches ; and, being
almost without footstalks, and broad at

the base in proportion to their length,

they give the branches which are clothed
with them a good deal of the appearance
of Araucdria brasiliensis. The leaves, on
the branches which are close to the

ground, are rather more two-rowed, in

the manner of the silver fir, than those on
the higher branches ; as may be seen in

fig. 2236., which represents a portion of
the lowest branch of the young tree in

the pinetum at Dropmore. The colour
of the bark of the young shoots is a
decided brown ; which, contrasting with
the light colour of the petioles, and the
dark green of the upper surface of the

leaves, and their silvery lines below, gives the plant at once a rich and a lively

appearance. The buds are prominent, somewhat square-sided, pointed, and

slightly covered with resin. In plants kept under glass, they have much
more resin than in those kept in the open air. The branches are very nume-
rous ; and, though originating at the main stem

\j^f 223d
in regular tiers, yet, at a short distance from
it, they divaricate in all directions; and, in

plants in pots, from 3ft. to 4ft. high, which
are the largest that we have seen, they form a
bush broader than it is high. This is also said

to be the casewith the plants in the open ground
at Luscombe and at Hampton Lodge. The
general resemblance which the plant, in this

state, has to an araucaria is very remarkable ;

and, if the cones should prove to be as dif-

ferent from those of other species of ^bies and
Picea as the leaves, this tree will form a con-

necting link between the firs and the arau-

carias. The cones have not yet been seen in Britain ; but General Napier
thinks that they are sometimes pointing upwards, and sometimes turned
down ; and Mr. Curling, who was superintendent of the Colonial Farm in

Cephalonia at the time that General Napier was governor of the island, and
who is now steward to Sir Henry Bunbury, at Mildenhall, Suffolk, thinks

that he recollects that the cones were soft and pendulous, like those of the

spruce fir. This point, through the kindness of General Napier, now (Janu-

ary, 1838,) residing at Bath, who has promised to procure cones for us, and a

specimen of the wood, we hope soon to be able to determine.

Geography. The only known habitat of this remarkable fir is in Cepha-
lonia, on a ridge of mountains, the highest point of which was anciently called

Mount Enos ; but the general name of the ridge is now the Black Mountain.
This ridge is between twelve and fifteen miles in length, and between 4000 ft.

and 5000ft. above the level of the sea. Dr. Holland, who saw it in 1813,
describes it as the most striking feature in the general aspect of the island.

On the summit of the highest point of this ridge, the Mount Enos of antiquity,

stood, according to Strabo, an altar dedicated to Jupiter jEnesius ;
and Dr.
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Holland was informed that some of the stones of this altar, and of the bones

of the animals sacrificed on it, were still occasionally to be found on its site.

" The name of the Black Mountain," he says,
" was obtained from the large

pine forests which once covered its acclivity ; but, during the disturbed state

of the islands .fifteen years ago (about 1798), these forests were wantonly set

on fire, and in great part destroyed; so that now (Feb., 1813) the appearance
of the mountain entirely contradicts its name. This is especially the case on
its southern side, where the precipitous point, which rises by a single majestic
elevation from the base to the summit, is broken by numerous deep gullies,

displaying the white limestone rock of which the mountain is composed."
(Travels in the Ionian Isles, &c., p. 35.)
The main ridge of the Black Mountain lies in the direction of north-west

and south-east. The upper part only is, or rather was, covered with forest ;

while the lower part of the sides is covered with vineyards, olive grounds,
corn fields, and gardens. The ridge, General Napier informs us, is very
narrow, and its sides steep, and in many places almost without soil

; never-

theless, this fir springs, in many places, from the crevices of the rock, though,
like other mountain trees in similar cases, the tree only attains a large size

in mountain hollows, where the soil is deep and the situation sheltered.

Neither Pouqueville nor Olivier mention this forest ; and, though Dr. Pococke

speaks of the mountain, the highest point of which he calls Mount Gar-

gasso, he does not mention its trees. This omission is, however, accounted
for by the fact, that Dr. Pococke did not go on shore on the island. In

General C. J. Napier's work, entitled The Colonies, published in 1833, there are

more ample details. It is there stated that, notwithstanding a great part of this

forest was burned down several years ago, it is still very extensive ; though it is

greatly injured by the vast number of goats which are permitted to range at

pleasure among the trees, and which destroy the young ones by uniformly

biting off the leading shoot. As wood is very valuable in Cephalonia, the

forest, General Napier observes, might be made a source of great riches and

utility ; and twenty years' care, would make it magnificent. Count Ma-
rine Mataxa, one of the nobles of the island, he adds, told him that,

" when
he was presented to the Emperor Napoleon, His Majesty's first question
was about the forest on the Black Mountain." (Colonies, &c., p. 336.) The
following is an extract from an Agricultural Report made to Colonel Conyers
respecting this forest in 1832, by Mr. Edward Curling, the director of the
Colonial Farm already mentioned :

" Before I conclude, I must draw your
attention to the fine forest of firs that might be had on the Black Mountain
of Cefalonia. With a very little attention, this would form a source of riches

to the islands, which, at present, import all the wood they require for houses,

ship-building, &c. This forest, at one time, contained some of the finest trees

in the world, but was unfortunately burned down by the negligence of some
Greeks in setting fire to their lands ; and, since then, the goats have effectually

prevented anything like a good tree from growing. These animals always eat

off the leading shoot, and thus entirely ruin the tree : for this fir does not
renew its leading shoot when injured. And thus, only stunted crooked trees

are to be found, except a few that have sprung up since Colonel Napier took

pains to keep the goats out ; though, immediately that the island was left in

less attentive hands, the goats renewed their incursions. Even these young
trees are in danger of being destroyed by the women who collect resin, who
take off about a foot of the bark of the leading shoot ; and, of course, the tree

dies. Colonel Napier has made a road up to the forest ; and the thinnings
would pay all the expenses of taking care of it, as firewood sells enormously
dear at Argostoli." (Colonies, &c., p. 283.)"

It has been said that '
it is useless to take any pains to protect this forest,

as there is scarcely a tree in it worth the trouble ;' but this is the very reason

why it should be protected, to prevent the trees from being injured as they
have hitherto been, and to allow the trees to attain a timber-like size." (Ibid.)

History. As far as we have been able to discover, no botanist has yet



noticed this tree. \\"e were once inclined to conjecture that it mitdit be the

.Thus orientalis of Tournefort, notwithstanding the discrepancy between the

description and the Cephalonian plant ; but, having examined the specimen of

. Thies orientalis in Mr. Lambert's herbarium, we are satisfied that the latter

i> a variety ol the common spruce fir. The merit of introducing .d.ccphalonieii
into England entirely belongs to (ieiu-ral Napier, who, from his work. The
('< 'oitie.-;, and also from a i amphlet b\' him, entitled, ^lemuir on the A'um/.v of
( ',

j/'ui/onifi, seems to possess an enthusiastic attachment to the island, and an

ardent desire tor its improvement, lie was particularly anxious that this forest

ndiie .should be enclosed so as to exclude the goats, and to allow the trees to

grow up and become timber; and, \\hen he was governor, made main remon-
.-.trances on the subject to Sir Frederick Adam, the chief commissioner, but

v. ithout ett'ect. In lS^!,in compliance with a request of llenn L. Long,

Esq., of Hampton Lodge, near Farnham, who was desirous of knowing the

species of fir described by the ancient \\riters as the peuke and the (late,

i 'olonel Napier sent a packet of seeds of the Cephalonian fir to England. The
seeds were without tlie cones, and were sent to the care of the colonel's sister,

Lady Bunbury. The packet was duly forwarded to Hampton Lodge: but

some seeds having dropped from it, Lady Bunbury gave these seeds to Charles

Hoare, Esq., of Luseombe. Mr. Richard Saunders, the woodreeve at Lus-

eombe, in a letter dated November, 1837, informs us that he recollects receiving
the "seeds from Colonel, now (ieneral, Napier, about thirteen \ears since;"
and "

hearing that the general had obtained them from his brother, at that time

governor of Cefalouia." " The seeds," he adds, "were of the largest si/e. 1

raised twelve plants from them, four of which 1 lost, when young, by damp and

frost, having planted them out in the open ground at the age of t\\o years only.
Three of the plants raised were given to Mr. Piuee of the Exeter Nursery,
and one to Mr. Poutey of the Plymouth Nursery. The other four plants are

remaining at Luseombe, flourishing exceedingly vell, and never having had

any protection during the winter, since they were planted in the open air. The
largest of the plants at Luscombe is 3ft. 10 in. high, and the branches cover a

space 1ft. ohi. in diameter. All the plants are very thickly furnished with

side branches quite close to the ground, forming, at a distance, very hand-

some green biislus. A'. S. Liiseo/ii/jc, Xor. (i. 1837." It thus appears that

the ./'hies cephalunica v>as introduced into England by General Charles .lames

Napier in |s^l. though it never was heard of in any public collection, or in

the nur-erics, till within the last tuo or three years.
The; plant sent to the- Ph month Nursirx \\a-, in IS37. sold to the Duke of

Bedford tor "'.') iMimeas. T\\o of thr.se sent to the Exeter Nursery we're sold

to the Kev. Theodore \\ illiams oi Heudon Kectory, for about the same sum
each; and the third i- retained as a stock plant to prop.r;at- from.

The M-t is -Liit to Hampton Lodge \\erc safely received, and vegetated
\\ithoiitdiiiicultv. Mr. Long, in a letter dated Dec. o. 1S37, says:

"
1 lo-t a

_r reat number of plants by sprmn frosts and bv rabbits, owing to \\aut of care

\\hil-t I was on tiic (.'eminent. I have only three plants left ; and the) are in

full \ Lour, and have made shoots, during the past summer, from (> m. to 7 in. in

length."' The highest plant is :{ft., and the breadth of space covered by
its branch^ i* ! it. in diameter. "

I <_
rave some |>lailts to Lord Orford, i<r his

\\olleriou, in Norfolk; Mime to Lord Kii)'_r , for \\\~- collection at

>! Snnnin>:hi!l ; three

i \ i-ar to Mr. Peiinv
,

account for all
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dimensions of our cedars of Lebanon, which there is no reason to suppose it

will not do in favourable situations, its timber may probably be found as useful

here as it was in Cephalonia. Should, however, its timber be of no more use
than that of the cedar of Lebanon, it is still in every way as worthy of being

planted as an ornamental object as that fine tree. As the plant strikes with

great readiness by cuttings, a number have been propagated in the Devonshire

nurseries, and also in the neighbourhood of London. There are plants in the

pinetum at Dropmore, and in the garden of Robert Mangles, Esq., of Sun-

ninghill. The large plants at Hendon Rectory, and in the pinetum at Woburn

Abbey, are upwards of 3 ft. high ; but the one at Dropmore is only about
18 in. high. Price of plants, in the British nurseries, 2 guineas each.

App. i. Species of Allies of which .little more is known than

their Names.
A. oboydta D. Don MS., Picea obovata Led. Icon. PI. Fl. Ross., t. 500. Leaves arranged in

many series, curved upwards. Cones erect, cylindrical. Scales abruptly dilated at the cuneate base
into a quadrangular lamina, broader towards the point. Bracteas somewhat quadrangular, mucro-
nate, not half the length of the scale, scarcely broader than the wing of the fruit, which is straight on
both margins towards the apex. Found on the Altai Mountains, at an elevation of 5272 ft. Flowering
in May; not yet introduced. Professor Don informs us, that he strongly suspects this tree to be
only a northern form of ^'bies Smithzana. Ledebour, he says, has committed the same error in

regard to his P. obovata, as Dr Wallich did in the case of ^4
N
bies Smith/awa ; that is, he has described

the cones as erect, while, from the other parts of his description, it must belong to .d'bies.

A. Mertens\zna. Bong, and A. sitchensis Bong, are mentioned by M. Bongard in his observations
on the Island of Sitcha, on the west coast of North America, in N. lat. 57, as indigenous there.
The article is quoted in the Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 2d ser. , torn. iii. p. 237. ; but no description
is given. A. trigftna, A. heterophylla, A. arotndtica, A. microphylia, A. obliquuta, and A. Jalcata
are mentioned by Kafinesque as being found in the Oregon country; but, as he gives no description
of these trees, it is uncertain whether they belong to .4'bies or Picea. The same observations will

apply vO A. hiitella Humboldtet Kunth Nov. Gen. et Sp. Plant., pi. 2. p. 5., of which nothing is

known either of the flowers or cones ; and A. K(empjlr\\ and A. Thunbe'rgii, mentioned by Thun-
'berg; and A. Morni, A. Torano, and A. Arargi, enumerated by Sieboldt in Verhand. Batav.
Gcnootsch. t xii. p. 12., as quoted in Pen. Cyc.

GENUS III.

PI'CEA D. Don. THE SILVER FIR. Linn. Syst. Monoe'cia Monadelphia.

Identification. D. Don in Lamb. Pin., vol. 3.

Synonymes. Pinus Lin., in part ; ,4'bies Link, Nees von Esenbeck, and Ledebour; .4H)ies Du Roi,
in part ; Sapin, Fr. ; Tannen, Ger.

Derivation. From pit, pitch ; the. tree producing abundance of resin. Loiseleur Deslongchamps
observes that the silver fir was called by the ancients Abies, and the spruce Picea; and that
Linnasus has created much confusion by reversing the application of the names. He proposes,
therefore, to call the silver fir yTbies vera, and the spruce fir ^4'bies Picea. (N. Du Ham., v. 214.

note.) Link has divided the spruces and silver firs into two genera, and given the classical names
of Picea to the tirst genus, and A bies to the second (see Abhand. Akad. der Wissenschaften, jahr
1827, p. 157.) ; and in this he has been followed by Nees von Esenbeck, and Ledebour.

Description. Trees remarkable for the regularity and symmetry of their

pyramidal heads ; readily distinguished from the genus ;fbies, by their leaves

being more decidedly in two rows ; by their cones being upright, and having
the scales deciduous ; and by the seeds being irregular in form. The nucleus

of the seed is exposed at the inner angle, through a considerable opening in

the outer testa, as if the junction of the two sides had been ruptured by the

rapid enlargement of the nucleus. (Z). Don.) They are natives of Europe,
Asia, and America; but, generally, in regions more temperate than those
in which the species of spruce abound. In Britain, with the exception of
P. pectinata, they are solely to be considered as ornamental trees.

1 1. P. PECTINA
VTA. The comb-\\ke-leaved Silver Fir.

Synonymes. ^'bies of Pliny; Plnus Pfcea Lin. Sp. PL, 1420., Syst., ed. Reich,, 4. p. 175., Huds,
AnKl., p. 423., Scop. C.irn., No. 1193., Pall. Fl. Ross., 1. p. 7., AUion. Fl. Ped., 2. p. 179., VU1.

Dauph., 3. p. 8(>9., Ait. Hort. Kew., 3. p. 370., Willd. Berl. Baumz., p. 217., Haune Dend ,

p. 17ti., Hbss Anlcit., p. 17., Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 40.. Hal. Helv., No. 1517.; P. ,Tbies Du
Roi Hurhk., ed. Pott, t. 2. p. 133., Rcit. und Abel. Abb., t. <.

; Ambles alt-a Mil. Diet., No. 1., Lin.
Hort. Cl'jff:, p- 449. ; A. Taxi f61io Tourn. Inst., p. 585., Du Ham. Ar ., 1. p. 3., bavh. Pin.,
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505. ; A. vulgaris Pair. Diet. Encyc., 6. p. 514.: A. pectin&ta Dec. Fl. Fr., 2. p. 275., N. Du
Ham^ 5. p. 294. ; A. texifolia Hort. Par. ; A. Picea Lindl. in Penn. Cyc., No. 1. ; A. excelsa
Link Abhand., &c., jahr 1827, p. 182. ; Spanish Fir ; Sapin commun, Sapin S Feuilles d'lf, Sapin
blanc, Sapin argent^, Sapin en Peigne, Sapin de Normandie, Fr. ; weiss Tanne, Edeltannc, Gcr.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 40 ;

223?
Nov. Act. Acad. Nat. Cur., 3. ; App.,
t. 13. f. 29. 44. : Pall. Ross., 1. t. I. f.

F. ;
Woodv. Med. Bot., t. 209. : Reit.

und Abel. Abb., t. 98. ; N. Du Ham.,
5. t. 82.; our fig. 2237. of the natural

size, and fig. 2238. to our usual scale ;

and the plates of this species in our
last Volume.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves soli-

tary, flat, obtuse; 2-ranked,
with their points turned up.
Cones axillary, cylindrical,

erect; scales with a long
dorsal bractea. Anthers with

a short crest, with two teeth.

(Z/oe's.) Buds short, egg-

shaped, blunt; of a reddish

yellow, with from 16 to 20
blunt scales. Leaves from
A in. to 1 in. long, stiff, turned

up at the points; of a shining
dark green above, and with

two lines of silvery white on
each side of the midrib be-

neath. Cones from 6 in. to

8 in. long, and from 1| in. to

2 in. broad; cylindrical; green
when young, afterwards red-

dish, and, when ripe, brown.
Scale | in. to 1 in. long, and
1J in. broad. Seeds variously

angular, f in. long, and T
3
F in.

broad. Cotyledons 5. The
blossoms appear in May, and

the cones are matured in the

October of the foliowingyear.

Varieties.

1 P. p. 2 tortuosa Booth has

the branches and
branchlets remarkably
twisted or crooked.

There is a plant in

Messrs. Loddiges's ar-

boretum 3 ft. high,
f P. p. Sfoliis vaiiegdtis has

the leaves variegated.
There is a fine plant
of this variety, about
4ft. high, in the col-

lection of the Rev.
Theodore Williams,
at Hendon ; and the

lower branch of a

large tree at White

Knights has become variegated, from which we have brought cut-

tings, and presented them to the Horticultural Society, and to the
Hammersmith and Fulham Nurseries.
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f P. p. -icinirca, /'inns /'icca cinJ-rea Baum. Ca/.,ed. 1835, is a low plant with greyish bark.

not yet introduced.

Description. The silver fir, the noblest tree of its genus, except P. Webb-

idmi, rises to the height of from 160ft. to 180 ft., with an erect stem, regularly

furnished with whorls of candelabrum-like branches. The trunk, in full-grown

trees, is from 6 ft. to 8 ft. in diameter, covered, till its fortieth or fiftieth year,

with a whitish grey bark, tolerably smooth ;

but, as it increases in age, becoming cracked

and chapped. At a still greater age, the

bark begins to scale off in large pieces,

leaving the trunk of a dark brown colour

beneath. The branches stand out horizon-

tally, as do the branchlets and spray, with

reference to the main stem of the branch.

The leaves, on young trees, are distinctly

two-rowed, and the general surface of the

rows is flat ; but, as the trees advance in

age, and especially on cone-bearing shoots,
the disposition of the leaves in rows is less

perfect. The leaves are, in every stage of the tree's growth, turned up
at the points; but more especially so on old trees, and on cone-bearing
branches. The leaves are of a darker green above than those of any other
fir

;
and underneath they have two white silvery lines running lengthwise

on each side of the midrib. As the leaves are partially turned up,
these silvery lines make a conspicuous appearance in the general aspect of
the tree ; whence its name. The cones are large, and have a magnificent

appearance, both before and after they are mature. They are cylindrical,

erect, and bluntly pointed at both ends. When nearly full grown, the scales

are of a fine red; and the bracteas are long, and of a Tight green. The seeds

are of an irregular form, enveloped and surmounted with a membranaceous

wing, somewhat broader above than below. The roots spread horizontally,
not so near the surface as in the spruce fir. They extend to a great distance,
and are not so abundantly furnished with fibres as in the case of most of the

spruces, nor have they a conspicuous taproot, as is the case, more or less, with
all the genus Pinus. The rate of growth of the tree is slow when young, but

rapid after it has attained the age of 10 or 12 years. The following scale ofthe

progress of the silver fir in the Jura, in France, is given by Baudrillart ; but
its growth in England is much more rapid. The first year, it rises in five or
six weeks after it has been sown, with five or six leaves, and is about ^ in.

in height. The second year, it advances 1 in., retaining the leaves of the
first year. The third year, it advances from 1 in. to 2 in., indicating the
rudiment of a small lateral branch. The fourth year, it advances about 2 in.,

showing a second lateral branch ; and, if taken up at this time, the plant will

be found to have a small taproot. The fifth year, it begins to grow somewhat
more freely, but still so slowly, that, unless under very favourable circum-

stances, the plants are seldom found, at that age, above 9 in. or 1 ft. in height.
About the eighth year, they begin to increase more rapidly ; gradually length-

ening the annual growth of the leading shoot, till, at their 20th year, it is from
2 ft. to 3 ft. in length. Cones with fertile seeds are seldom produced before

the tree has attained its 40th year ; though cones without seeds often appear
before half that period has elapsed. The female catkins are often produced for

years together, without any males appearing on the same tree. In the Jura, a
silver fir, at the age of 20 years, is commonly from 9 ft. to 10 ft. in height, with a
trunk from 12 in. to 1ft. 4 in. in circumference. After this, it increases in

height at the rate of from 1 ft. 8. in. to 2 ft. 2 in. a year. At 40 years' growth,
the trunk is from 3 ft. to 3 ft. 6 in. in circumference ; at 50 years, from 4 ft. to
5 ft. ; at 60 years, from 6 ft. to 8 ft. ; at 75 years, from 10 ft. to 1 1 ft. 6 in. ;

and, at 100 years, about 13ft. From 100 to 120 years' growth is
necessary

to produce a tree of from 114ft. to 130ft. in height : after which period, it
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scarcely grows higher, but continues to increase slowly in thickness till it

has attained the age of 150 years; when it begins slowly to decay. The rate

at which the tree tapers, in the Jura, is about 1 in. in 6 ft. ; so that a trunk
60ft. high, and 6ft. in diameter at the lower end, would be 5 ft. 2 in. at the upper
end. In England, in favourable situations, the growth of the silver fir seems
to be at least twice as rapid as in the Jura ; but it is apt to lose its leader by
very severe spring frosts ; and, hence, we frequently find old silver firs with
forked trunks and branchy heads. Even young plants in the nurseries are

apt to lose their leaders from the same cause; for which reason, in the Gold-
worth and Knaphill Nurseries, in Surrey, the common silver fir and the balm
of Gilead silver fir are always sown and transplanted under a spreading deci-

duous tree ;
most commonly the apple or pear. The silver fir does not bear

the knife, and cannot be made into hedges, like the spruce; but, after it has
attained 20 or 30 years' growth, the lower branches may be cut off to a con-
siderable height up the trunk, with advantage to the progress of the head. A
silver fir, planted when two years old, at Harefield Park, in Middlesex, in 1603,
which was one ofthe first planted in England, was in 1679, according to Evelyn,
81 ft. high, though forked at the top ; and the girt, a little above the ground,
was 13 ft. The quantity of timber in the trunk of this tree was estimated at

140ft. In Ireland, Lord Farnham had many silver firs of 40 years' growth,
which had trunks 12ft. in circumference at the ground; and one still thicker,
which contained 76 ft. of solid timber. In the Park at Woburn Abbey, there

is a tree which, on the 1st of February, 1837. was exactly 114 ft. high, with a
trunk 1 1 ft. 1 in. in circumference at 4 ft. from the ground. This tree was
measured eight years before (viz. in 1829); and its increase during this short

period was, in height, 4 ft. ;
in circumference, 7 in. ; in cubic feet of timber in

the trunk, 1 1 ft. ; and in cubic feet of timber in the branches, 24 ft. The
total amount of available timber in the trunk of this tree, on the 1st of Fe-

bruary, 1837, was 210^ cubic feet; and in the larger branches, 139ft. 6 in. ;

making a total of 350 cubic feet of marketable timber, exclusive of 20 ft.

of forked head. The age of this tree was probably not much above 100

years, as most of the old pine and fir trees at Woburn are said to have

been planted in the time of Miller. The loftiest silver fir in England is

believed to be a tree at Longleat, which, in 1834, being then 180 years

planted, was 138ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5ft. 8 in., and of the head
44 ft. The largest tree in Scotland is supposed
to be one at Roseneath, 124ft. high; the most

remarkable one is also at Roseneath, of which

a portrait was published by Mr. Strutt, in his

Sylva Britannica, and of which fig. 2239. is a

copy, reduced to the scale of 1 in. to 50 ft.

This tree, we were informed by Lord Frederick

Campbell, in 1835, was then in much the same ^
state in which it was when Mr. Strutt made his

""

drawing, about 1829 : it was at that time 90 ft.

high ;
the diameter of the trunk, at 1 ft. from

the ground, was 7 ft. 7 in. ;
and the diameter of

the head was 66 ft. Its solid contents were

estimated at 619 cubic feet 10 in.; and it was

supposed to be 200 years old. The largest tree

in the neighbourhood of London is one at

Whitton, planted by the Duke of Argyll, pro-

bably about 1720, which, in 1837, was 97ft. high, with a trunk 3ft. 9 in. in

diameter. In the immediate environs of London, the tree does not thrive ;

nevertheless, we found in the Layton Nursery the young tree figured in our

last Volume, which had attained the height of 22ft. in about 15 years. The

silver fir ripens its seeds freely both in England and Scotland. In the woods

at White Knights, wherever there are old silver firs, there are numerous

young plants arising around them from self-sown seeds.
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One of the most remarkable circumstances connected with the silver fir is,
the vitality of the stump for many years after the tree has been cut down. As
far as we are aware, this was first noticed by Loiseleur Deslongchamps, in
the Nouveau Du Hamcl, v. p. 316.; where he says, speaking both of the
silver fir and the spruce, that, after being cut down, the stump vegetates for
some time ; its external ligneous layers increase with the liber, and endeavour,
by forming a callosity inwards, to cover the section of the stump. M.
Dutrochet had observed this process taking place on the stumps of the silver
fir in the Jura, in 1833; and he procured, in 1805, several stumps from the
Jura forests, which were in a living state when taken up. One of these was
the stump of a silver fir felled in 1821, which had thus been increasing in dia-
meter during 14 years ; the new wood and bark being easily distinguishable from
the former wood and bark, which were in a state of incipient decomposition.The total thickness of the 14 layers of this new ligneous production was 5*669
lines(nearly iin.)inthevertical part ofthe stump; and this thickness is increased
to 8*032 (f in.) in the ligneous part of the callosity (bourrelet) protruded over
a part of the section made by the axe. Another stump was that of a tree
felled in 1743; and it was still full of life when examined at the end of the
year 1836. The wood formed since the tree was felled consisted of 92 layers
the total thickness of which was nearly 2 in. The wood of which the stump'was composed when the tree was felled had entirely disappeared ; and the
thick rind, or callosity, which had formed round the margin had curled over
so as almost to cover the top of the stump. This stump, which had lived
and increased in diameter during 92 years, would, in all probability, have en-
dured much longer ; so that we are ignorant how far this singular prolongation
of life and increase of growth may extend, in stumps deprived of their trunk
and leaves, and which only receive nourishment from the roots. (Gard Mae
vol. xiii. p. 93.)

Geography. The silver fir is indigenous to the mountains of Central Eu-
rope, and of the west and north of Asia, rising to the commencement of the
zone ot the Scotch pine. It is found in France, on the Pyrenees, the Alpsand the Vosges ; in Italy, in Spain, and Greece in the south of Germany
anil Russia, and m Siberia : but it is not found in Sweden or in Scotland
On the Carpathian Mountains, it is found to the height of 3200 ft. ; and on the
Alps, to the height of from 3000 ft. to 4000 ft. It attains a large size in the
narrow valleys between the Swiss mountains ; in the Black Forest in the south
Of Germany ; and on the Pollino, and in the Forest of Rubia, in the kingdom

Naples. According to Pallas, it is common in Caucasus, the Uralian
Altaic, and Baikal Mountains, growing in the clefts of the rocks ; but it is
seldom found in the plains. The trees on Caucasus have the branches more
elongated and slender, and the leaves more thinly scattered, broader and
!"ore e'rginate, than the trees f Siberia ; these last beinS> in all probabilitythe ^bies Pzchta of Fischer. Wherever it is found attaining a large size

t invariably grows in good soil, and in a situation sheltered rather than
exposed. In Germany, in the neighbourhood of Darmstadt, Baden and
Donaueschmgen, m the Black Forest, it is found growing among oaks and
other trees, in deep loamy soil, moist rather than dry; attaining the
height of from 80 ft. to 100ft., with trunks from 16ft. to 20ft. in circum-
ference at 6ft. from the ground. In the neighbourhood of Strasburg, and in
the Vosges, where it has attained the height of 150ft., the situation has
always been low and sheltered, and the soil a deep loam.

History. Some confusion exists in the works of modern authors respectingthe silver fir and the spruce ; partly, as it would appear, from the circumstance
ot Lmnams having made an erroneous application of the names given to these
trees by Pliny. The tree which Theophrastus calls Elate, Pliny calls Abies
and Linnaeus Finns Pfcea; while the tree that Pliny calls Picea, and which
is our spruce fir, is named by Linnaeus P. A^bies. The silver fir was esteemed
by the Romans for its use in carpentry, and for the construction of vessels-
and hence Virgil's expression,
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And in ( 'laudian,
"
Apta freti> abies."

'1'iie tir u-el'ul in >tnp -buiiJm-.

Iii the /-.VA^^'.v, Virgil sa\ s, alluding to the situation- in \\hich it irrows,
.

''
I'lilclierrima

abies in montibus alti.-." /;</.. vii. I'M'..

Tlie allies is tliemo-t beautiful tree on lofty mountains.

ic'ul he says,
"
Cndique colics

Tncluserc' cavi, et nigia nemus aluete cin^unt."
" Hills clad with tir, to guard the hallow'd bound,

The wood was employed bv the ancients {'or main different purposes. Plinv

.-peaks of it in several places. It is preferred to that of the larch, he savs, foV

the masts of vessels, on account of its lightness. In his |(jth hook, la-

speaks of a silver fir that formed the mast of a vessel on board \\hich the

Kmpcror Caligula had an obelisk transported from Kg\ pt to Koine. This
mast required the outstretched arms of four men to encircle it, and cost

si),UOO sesterces, or about 30/. The Komans employed the silver fir for jave-
lins, as appears by the following lines from Virgil :

Adi-erM longa tran.-verberat abiete pectus.
"

.-7,';.-., xi. tltM.

'Whose breast exposed the long lir spear transpierced.

The resinous products of the silver fir were also well known to Theophrastus
and Pliny, who both detail the modes practised by the (irecks and Komans
in preparing pitch and tar, which scarcely differ at all from those in common
use at the present day.
The silver fir was introduced into England in the seventeenth century ;

but the precise period is not known. Plot and Kay mention some trees

growing near Newport in Shropshire; and Evelyn speaks of two Spanish or

silver firs growing in Harefield Park, Middlesex, that were planted then- in

If i(i.'>, at two \ears' growth from the seed. The tree was strongly recom-
mended by Kvelyn for its beauty, and it:-, fitness to adorn walks and avenues

;

and it has, accordingly, been vcrv generally planted lor ornamental purposes.
In ITfh, the Society of Arts gave their gold medal tollenn Vernon, Ksq.,
of Hilton Park, near Wolverhampton, for having planted upwards of (i(K)O

.silver firs. As this tree ripens seeds freely, it is no\\ common in the nurseries,
and ver\ generally introduced into plantations, especially such as are orna-
mental

; and, in grounds laid out before the middle of the eighteenth century,
it may seen near mansions, rearing its fine puamidal head above all other

trees.

I^ropcrtics and f'.vrx. The wood of the silver fir is elastic, and the colour
i^ \\hitish. The <_

r rain i.^ irregular, as the fibres \\hich comj)osr it are partly
white and tender, and partly \ ellow, or fa\\ ii-coloiired, and hard. The narrower
the white lines are, the more beautiful and solid is the urain of the wood.
In the Vost:cs, it is said that the external la\ers are more compact than the

internal ones; which may arise ii'om the' practice ol harking the trees there

before they are cut down. The weight of tins wood varies exceedingly,
aci onlm_' to the age of the tree, the place where it grew, and even the part
of the trunk from which it \\ as taken. According to llarti^. the \\ood of a

tree M) \e;u^ old \\eii_'hs (Kill). II o/. per cubic' loot ureen, and II Ib. .j o/.

\\lien dr\
;

\\liile that of a tree lo \'ear> old weighs onl\ .'17 Ib.
(
. )(.>'/.. \\hen

dr\. It shrinks considerably in drying, like all \\hite \\oods. It is used for

jilanks, and carpentrv of all kinds; for the masts of small vessels
;

for joists
and rafters; and for building the boats used lor navigating rivers. It is said

to endure a IOIILP time when used as piles, and to be much employed in Hoi-
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land for that purpose. In the Vosges, it is used in every department of

agriculture, carpentry, joinery, and even cabinet-making and sculpture. In

England, the wood of the silver fir has been chiefly used for flooring; and,

according to Arthur Young, and also to Mitchell, boards sawn out of full-

grown trees may be laid down at once, without any risk of their shrinking.

(See Young's Tour in Ireland, vol. i. p. 245., and Mitch. Dend., p. 270.)
As fuel, the wood of the silver fir is to that of the beech as 1079 is to 1540 ;

and to that of the spruce, as 1079 is to 1211. The charcoal is to that of the

beech as 1127 is 1600. Though the charcoal is much inferior to that of
the beech, yet it is preferred for heating iron that is to be forged ; as pro-

ducing the heat more slowly, in consequence of which the iron is more

pliant to work. The bark may be employed for tanning leather, and is used

generally in some parts of Switzerland. A resinous sap flows from the trunk
and branches, called larmes de sapin. This sap is bitter, acrid, and viscous ;

and its smell approaches to that of the citron : it is healing, balsamic, and

antiseptic. The resinous fluid is found in small tumours or blisters, under
the epidermis of the bark j

and in the green cones, from the latter of which
it is collected about midsummer. From the resin of this tree are manufac-
tured Strasburg turpentine (so called from a large forest of silver firs, the

Hochwald, near Strasburg), colophony, and white pitch. The quantity of

potash furnished by the bark and wood is in the proportion of 2 Ib. of potash
to 1000 Ib. of wood and bark ; which places the silver fir in the rank of 21 in a
series of 73 ligneous plants. In some parts of Europe, the young cones,
reduced by boiling to a pulp, and preserved with sugar, are eaten as a sweet-
meat. This conserve is put into tea, to which it is said to communicate an

agreeable odour. The leaves serve for litter ; and, in Switzerland, according
to Kasthoffer, are given to sheep and goats ; but they are said to give the milk
a peculiar taste.

Mode of extracting and preparing the Strasburg Turpentine. Every year,
about the month of August, the Italian peasants who live near the Alps
make a journey into the mountains to collect the turpentine. They carry in

their hands cornets of tin, terminating in a sharp point, and a bottle of the
same metal suspended to the girdle round their waists. Some use bullocks'
horns instead of vessels of tin. Thus accoutred, the peasants climb to the
summits of the loftiest silver firs ; their shoes being armed with cramping-irons,
like spurs, which enter into the bark of the trees, and thus support the

climber; who also clings to the trunk of the tree with his knees, and one
arm, while with the other hand he presses his cornet to the little tumours, or

bladders, which he finds in the bark, to extract the turpentine within them.
As soon as a cornet is filled with the clear turpentine which flows from the

tumour, or blister, on the tree, it is emptied into the tin bottle, which is carried

suspended from the waist ; and, when this bottle is full, its contents are
strained into a large leathern bottle, or goatskin. The straining is to free the

turpentine from the leaves, and bits of bark and moss, which may have fallen

into the contents
; and this is the only preparation that is given to this kind

of turpentine, which is kept in the goatskins, or leathern bottles for sale.

Besides the turpentine collected from the tumours, or blisters, an inferior

kind is produced by slightly wounding the bark of the tree. In rich soils, the
trees will yield their sap twice a year, viz. in spring and August; but, in gene-
ral, the tumours, or vesicles, form only once a year, viz. in spring, and are full

of turpentine in August. The tumours are sometimes round, and sometimes
oval ; but, when the latter, their greatest length is always in a horizontal di-

rection. Good Strasburg turpentine ought to be clear, free from impurities,

transparent, and of the consistence of syrup, with a strong resinous smell,
and rather a bitter taste. It is employed, as well as the essential oil of tur-

pentine which is distilled from it, both in medicine and the arts ; being found

superior to all the other substitutes for the turpentine of Pistacia Terebin-
thus. It is the only kind of turpentine, produced by any kind of pine or fir

tree, which is used in the preparation of the clear varnishes, and by artists

7 i
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for their colours ; and its oil sells it a higher price than any other. It is dis-

tilled with water, in the same manner as the other kinds of turpentine, and
the residuum is a kind of colophony ; a name applied to black resin, because
a natural hard resin, sometimes used in plasters, and said to be the product of
the Ddmmara orientalis, which is mentioned by Dioscorides, was brought from

Colophon, in Ionia. The proportions for making oil of turpentine from the

Strasburg turpentine are, 5 Ib. of liquid resinous juice to 4 pints of water,
distilled in a copper alembic. This is the essential oil of turpentine ; and,
if 1 Ib. of it be redistilled with 4 pints of water, it is called rectified or aetherial

oil of turpentine. Both preparations are used, in small doses, as diuretics,
and in cases of rheumatism : they are also considered powerful styptics. In

farriery, the essential oil of turpentine is much used for strains and bruises,
and is found very efficacious.

The Silver Fir in British Plantations. Though the silver fir has been planted
in some instances, in Britain, in masses, with a view to producing timber, yet its

principal use has been as an ornamental tree. Before the cedar of Lebanon be-

came so common, or was known to be so hardy as it has been since found to be,
the silver fir was planted near mansions, as a choice and a striking tree, which,
as the cedar does now, might distinguish the residence of the large landed

proprietor from those of his more humble neighbours. This it did, not only

by raising its pyramidal head above all other trees, but by its striking regu-

larity of form, fine dark green foliage, and candelabrum-like regular tiers of

branches. This regularity of form was, ofcourse, objected to by the admirers of

the picturesque. Gilpin says :
" The silver fir has very little to boast in point

of picturesque beauty. It has all the regularity of the spruce, but without its

floating foliage. There is a sort of harsh, stiff, unbending formality in the

stem, the branches, and in the whole economy of the tree, which makes it

disagreeable. We rarely see it, even in its happiest state, assume a pictu-

resque shape. Assisted it may be in its form, when broken and shattered ,

but it will rarely get rid of its formality. In old age, it stands the best chance

of attaining beauty. We sometimes see it, under that circumstance, a noble

shattered tree, finely adorned with ivy, and shooting out a few horizontal

branches, on which its meagre foliage and tufted moss appear to advantage.
I may add that the silver fir is, perhaps, the hardiest of its tribe. It will out-

face the south-west wind ; it will bear, without shrinking, even the sea air :

so that one advantage, at least, attends a plantation of silver firs; you may
have it where you can have no other ; and a plantation of silver firs may be

better than no plantation at all." (For. Seen., i. p. 90.)
" As to the pictu-

resque effect of this tree," Sir Thomas Dick Lauder observes,
" we have seen

many of them throw out branches from near the very root, that twined and

swept away from them in so bold a manner, as to give them, in a very great

degree, that character which is most capable of engaging the interest of the

artist." (Laud. Gilp., i. p. 180.) The advantage of planting the silver fir, in

preference to the spruce, on stiff soils, Mr. Curtis of Glazenwood observes,
is that the one advances to a large timber tree, while the other stops at 20 ft.

or 30 ft. high, and becomes
rusty

and stunted. There are, in Essex, in the

neighbourhood of Glazenwood, silver firs of 100ft. high, on soils in which the

spruce would not have attained half that height.

Soil, Situation, $c. The silver fir, like all the other Jbietinae, will attain a

large size on soils of a very opposite description ; but a loam, rather rich and

deep than otherwise, appears to suit it best. It has attained its greatest

height, in soils of this description, at Studley and Castle Howard ; but it has

also attained a very great height in sandy loam at Woburn Abbey, and on clay,

incumbent on a retentive clayey subsoil, at Panmure. It is in vain, says Bout-

-cher, to plant silver firs in hot, dry, or rocky situations, where they com-

monly not only lose their top shoots, but their under branches soon become

ragged; and, in place of that lively shining verdure peculiar to them in a suit-

able soil, they become of a pale languid hue ; nay, he adds,
"

I have known
trees of them about twenty years planted out in such soils, entirely destroyed
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by a hot dry summer. At the same time, they are, in other respects, amongst
the least delicate of any plants in the choice of their food; as the largest and

most flourishing trees of them I have ever seen, over the island, in general grow
on sour, heavy, obstinate clay, of all different qualities and colours ; and though
for ten or twelve years, they do not advance so fast as several of the other pines
and firs, yet in twenty years they will outgrow them all, and continue that ad-

vantage till they arrive to their greatest magnitude." The silver fir requires
a low situation, comparatively with the spruce fir, not being nearly so hardy
as that tree, either when in the nursery or full grown. The cones, which

are apt to shed their seeds in spring, ought to be gathered in October or

November, and kept in a dry place till the sowing season. The seeds may
be easily separated from them by a very slight exposure to the sun, and then

by thrashing them, without having recourse to the kiln. The seeds should be

sown, according to Sang, in March, and at such a distance as to allow the plants
to rise 1 in. apart ; and the covering, he says, should be a full inch thick.

When the plants are 2 years old, they may be transplanted into nursery lines ;

and, after being 2 years in that situation, they may either be again trans-

planted in the nursery, to a greater distance apart, or removed to where they
are finally to remain.

Accidents, Diseases, fyc. The silver fir suffers more from extreme drought
than any other species of the pine and fir tribe; whole forests being occasion-

ally destroyed in this way in the north of France and in Switzerland. When
the trees are young, they are liable to have their leading shoot injured by
the frost ; but this is not the case after the plants have attained the height
of 5 ft. or 6 ft. The tree suffers from various insects, as has been already
noticed in our general introduction, p. 2139.

Statistics. Recorded Trees. The two trees at Harefield Park, planted in 1603, and one of which,
in 1679, was 81 ft. high, and contained 146 ft. of good timber, have been already mentioned. Mitchel
mentions scores of trees at Wardour Castle,

" whose aspiring heads," he says, were far advanced
beyond all other trees there." At Longleat, he mentions a grove of 16 trees, 22ft. apart, 110ft.

high, and from 10 ft. to 13 ft. in circumference. Each tree contained upwards of 200 ft. of timber.
At the above distance of 22 ft., this would give 90 trees per acre, or 360 loads of timber ; which, at the

very moderate price of 51. a load, is 1080/. In 1813, Mitchell felled three silver firs, which were
planted in 1786: they stood in a line, 15ft. apart, and were from 100ft. to 112ft. high. Each tree
had lost its leader at 40ft. high, and had formed a branchy head. The first tree contained 299 ft. of

timber; the second 273 ft, and the third, 164 ft. The lop (that is, tops and lateral branches) made
288 hevans 2 cords and 88 parts of cordwood. A silver fir at the House of Polkemmet, in West
Lothian, measured in October, 1799, was 10ft. in circumference, at 4 ft. from the ground. One at

Binning Wood, 70 years old, was, in 1812, 10 ft. 4 in. in circumference, at 4ft. from the ground. A
silver fir at Drumlanrig Castle, in Nithsdale, was, in 1773, 12 ft. in circumference. One at Wood-
houselee, Mid-Lothian, measured in 1793, was lift. 1 in. in girt ; and in 1835 it was 14ft. lOin. in

firt,

and 94 ft. high. Under this tree, now in a state of decay, we have often played in our boyish
ays. A tree in Styria, growing on the Martinsberg, in the forest district of Zirl, measured 5ft. in

diameter, at 9ft. from the ground ; and, at a height of between 90 ft, and 95ft. from the ground, still

retained a diameter of between Sin. and 9 in. (Handbook for Southern Germany, p. 262.) In the
Museum of Natural History, at trasburg, is a section of the trunk of a silver fir. cut so as to form
a seat, called there Le grand sapin du Hochwald, a Barr, department de Bas Rhin. This tree was
150ft. high, with a trunk straight and clear of branches to the height of 50ft., at which point it

became forked. The diameter of the trunk, at the surface of the ground, was 8 ft. ; and, at the
height of 50 ft., 5 in. The estimated age of the tree was 360 years. It was cut down on the 16th of
June, 1816, the trunk having begun to decay in the centre. We were informed, when we saw this
section in 1828, that there was a tree standing very near where this one stood almost as large. The
Forest of Hochwald was composed entirely of silver firs, and before the revolution belonged to the
town of Strasburg.

Existing Trees. In the environs of London, at Whitton Place, near Twickenham, it is 97ft.

high, with a trunk 3 ft. 9 in. in diameter ; at Syon, the tree figured in our last Volume is 96 ft high.
South of London. In Cornwall, at Carclew, it is 99 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 9 in., and
of the head 20 ft In Devonshire, at Bicton, 104 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the
head .36 ft ;

at Luscombe, 21 years planted, it is 37 ft. high ; at Bystock Park, 41 years planted, it is

55ft high; at Endsleigh Cottage, 22 years planted, it is 65ft high. In Hampshire, at Alresford,
81 years planted, it is 83ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. ;

at East Tytherley.80 years planted,
it is 120ft. high, the trunk containing 230 cubic feet of timber, the diameter of the head is only
42 ft. ; at Strath tieldsaye, it is 120ft high, with a trunk 4 ft. 6in. in diameter. In Kent, at Knowle
106 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 10 in., and of the head 187 ft. In Somersetshire, at Kings-
weston, 104 ft. high, with a trunk 4ft. 3 in. in diameter. In Surrey, at Bagshot Park, 12 years planted,
it is 30 ft high. In Sussex, at Cowdrey, it is 120ft. high, with a trunk 4ft. 6 in. in diameter, clear of
branches to the height of 55 ft.

;
at Kidbrooke, it is 80 ft. high, with a trunk 4 ft. in diameter. In Wilt,

shire, at Longleat, 180 years old, it is 138ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft. 8 in., and of the head
44ft. ; at Wardour Castle, 50 years planted, it is 60ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5ft. 4 in., and of
the head 42 ft. ; at Longford Castle, it is 60 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. in diameter. North of London.
In Bedfordshire, at VVoburn Abbey, the tree already mentioned, p. 2332., is 1 14 ft. high ;

at Southill, it
is 80 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 4 in., and of the head 54 ft. In Buckinghamshire, at
Temple House, 40 years planted, it is 60 ft. high. In Cheshire, at Eaton Hall, 14 years planted, it is

20 ft. high. In Derbyshire, at Kedleston, arc several trees, from 130 ft to 150 ft. high, and girting froir

7 M 2
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1 ft. to 16 ft. In Denbighshire, at Llanbede Hall, 45 years planted, it is 50ft. high. In Durham, at
Stanwick Park, is one with a trunk 4ft. in diameter. In Essex, at Audley End, 60 years planted,
it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 24 ft. In Hertfordshire, at Cheshunt,
20 years planted, it is 36 ft. high. In Leicestershire, at Donnington Park, 49 years planted, it is 7'2 ft,

high. In Nottinghamshire, at Clumber Park, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 11 in.,
and of the head 44ft. In Northamptonshire, at Wakefield Lodge, 16 years planted, it is 20ft. high,
In Northumberland, at Hartburn, 83 years planted, it is 138ft high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft.,

and of the head 40 ft.
;
another is 96 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 38 ft.

These two trees, on account of being superior in height to all the trees around them, are here called
the " Noil Queens." In Oxfordshire, in Tew Park, it is 110ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
5ft., and of the head 54ft. In Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle, it is 68ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 2ft. 4 in., and of the head 40ft. In Shropshire, at Willey Park, 18 years planted, it is

30 ft. high ; another, 9 years planted, is 30 ft. high ;
at Kinlet, 60 years planted, it is 80 ft high. In

Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, 14 years planted, it is 34ft. high ; at Stretton Rectory, it is 90 ft. high,
with a trunk 4ft. 6 in. in diameter. In Warwickshire, at Combe Abbey, 60 years planted, it is 70ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and of the head 80 ft. In Worcestershire, at Croome,
50 years planted, it is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 4 in., and of the head 40 ft. In York-
shire, at Castle Howard, it is 130 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in.

;
at Sudley, it is 96ft.

6 in. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and of the head 50 ft. In Scotland, near Edinburgh, at

Woodhouselee, the tree already mentioned, p. 2337. ;
at Hopetoun House, 100 years old, it is 90ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 7 in., and of the head 45ft. South of Edinburgh. In Ayr-
shire, at Kilkerran, it is 90ft. high, with a trunk 5ft. in diameter; at Auchincruive, it is 80 ft.

high, with a trunk 3ft. 6in. in diameter. In Berwickshire, at the Hirsel, 8 years planted, it is 15 ft.

high. In Renfrewshire, at Erskine House, it is 70 ft. high, with a trunk 2ft" 10 in. in diameter. In

Koxburghshire, at Minto, 75 years planted, it is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in.

North of Edinburgh. In Argyllshire, at Toward Castle, 13 years planted, it is 18 ft. high ;
at Rose-

neath Castle, 138 years old, it is 124ft. high, the diameter of the trunk, at 3ft. from the ground, 6ft.
4 in., and of the head 74ft. ; another, of the same age, and about !20ft. high, has a trunk 7ft. in
diameter at 1 ft. from the ground ; there is also the remarkable tree figured in our last Volume.
In Banffshire, at Gordon Castle, it is 54ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 8 in., and of the
head 45 ft. In Clackmannanshire, in the Garden of the Dollar Institution, 12 years planted, it is

26 ft. high. In Cromarty, at Coul, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the
head 90ft. In Forfarshire, at Kinnaird Castle, 80 years planted, it is 85ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 4ft., and of the head 50ft.

;
at Courtachy Castle, 102 years old, it is 85 ft. high, the diameter

of the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and of the head 32ft.; at Gray, there are several specimens 80ft. high,
with trunks nearly 4 ft. in diameter. In Morayshire, at Ballindalloch, are two silver firs, one
78ft. high, and 10ft. 6 in. in girt at 1ft. from the ground, and 8ft. 6 in. at 10ft. from the

ground; the other is 96 ft. high, 13ft. 4 in. in girt at 1ft. from the ground, and 9 ft. 6 in. at 10ft.
from the ground. In Perthshire, at Dupplin, it is 55 ft. high, with a trunk 5 ft. in diameter

;
at

Taymouth, it is 90ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 6m.,and of the head 36ft. In Stirling,
shire, at Blair Drummond, 120 years old, it is 90ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft, and of the
head 36 ft. ;

at Airthrey, it is 80 ft. high, with a trunk 4 ft. in diameter
;
at Sauchie, 30 years planted,

it is 26ft. high ; in Bannockburn Wood, it is 89 ft. high.
In Ireland. At Dublin, in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is 40 ft. high. In

Kilkenny, at Woodstock, 80 years planted, it is 91 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and
of the head 52ft. In Down, at Mount Stewart, 50 years planted, it is 56 ft. high ; at Moira, it is

90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and of the head 46 ft. ; at Tullymore Park, 60 years
planted, it is 84ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5ft, and of the head 60ft. ;

at Ballyleady, 60

years planted, it is 52ft. high. In Fermanagh, at Florence Court, 20 years planted, it is 36 ft. high ;

at Castle Coole, 50 years planted, it is 80 ft. high, the diameter of the "trunk 2ft. 6 in. In Sligo, at
Makree Castle, it is 86ft. high, and the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in.

In Foreign Countries. In France, at Colombey, near Metz, 70 years planted, it is 69ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. In Hanover, at Harbcke, 10 years planted.it is 16 ft. high; in

the Gottingen Botanical Garden, 40 years planted, it is 50ft. high. In Bavaria, at Munich, in

the English Garden, 50 years planted, it is 70 ft. high. In Prussia, near Berlin, at Sans Souci, 45

years planted, it is 40ft. high ; in the Pfauen Insel, 35 years planted, it is 36ft. high. In Denmark,
at Droningaard, 40 years planted, it is 100 ft. high. In" Sweden, in the Botanic Garden at Lund,
it is 30ft. high. In Italy, at Monza, 70 years planted, it is 75 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. Price of seeds, in London, 2s. 6d. per pound : plants,
two years' seedlings, are 15.?. per 1000; transplanted plants, 6 in. high, 20s. per
1000 ; from 9 in. to 12 in. high, 30s. per 1000 ; 1 ft. 6 in. high, 10*. per 100 ; 2 ft.

high, 16s. per 100. At Bollwyller, plants are 3 cents each
; P. cinerea, 4 francs

each. At New York, plants of the species are 75 cents.

1 2. P. (P.) PI'CHTA. The Pitch Silver Fir.

Synonymes. Plnus Ptchta Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836; P. sibirica Hart. ; A'bies sibirica Ledebour Icon.

PI. Ft. Ross.,t. 499., Lindl. in Penny Cyc., No. 2. ; A. Plchta Fischer
; Pichta, Russ.

Engraving. Led. Icon. PI. Fl. Ross., t. 499.

Spec. Char., 8fc. Leaves solitary, tetragonal, dark green. Cones cylindrical,

erect. Scales cuneate-obovate, rounded at the apex, quite entire, convex

externally. A native of the Altai Mountains, at an elevation of 4000 ft.,

where it forms whole forests ; towards an elevation of 5272 ft., it gradually
becomes more rare. (Ledeb.) Introduced in 1820, and differing from a

young silver fir, chiefly in having the leaves closer set on the branches, and

not so silvery beneath. Professor Don suspects it to be only the Siberian

variety of Picea pectinate, which ranges from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

The tree in the Horticultural Society's (Jarden was, in 1837, after being
4 years planted, 2 ft. 6 in. high.
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3. P. BALSA VMEA L. The Balm of Gilead, or American, Silver Fir.

Synonymes. Plnus balsamea Lin. Sp. PI., 1421., Syst., ed.

Reich., 4. p. 176., Smith in Sees's Cyc. t No. 26., Gron. Firg.,
. p. 152., Wang. Beit., p. 40., Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 41.,
Du Roi Harbk., ed. Pott., 2. p. 144. ;

P. ^fhies balsamea
Marsh. Arb. Amer., p. 102. ; /Tbies Jlaxi fulio, &c., #or*.

An-;/., 2. p. 2., 7)w Hflw. ^r*., 1. p. 3., Pluk. Aim , 2. t. 121.,
A. balsammea N. Du Ham., ~>. U-295. ; .4. balsamffera Michx.
Ar

. ^/wer. %/., 3. p. 191. ; BalsartTFir ; le Baume de Gilead,
le Sapin Baumrer de Gilead, Fr. ;

Balsam Fichte, Balsam
Tanne Ger.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. 1. 41. ; Pluck. Aim., 2. 1. 121.
f. 1.

;
N. Du Ham., 5. t. 83., f. 2.

; Mich. N. Amer. Syl., 3. t.

1.50. ; and our Jig. 2242. to our usual scale, and Jigs. 2240.
and 2241. of the natural size.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves solitary, silvery beneath,

apex emarginate, or entire ; somewhat recurved,
and spreading. Cones cylindrical, violet-co-

loured ; and pointing

upwards. (MichxJ)
Leaves & in. long.
Cones 4 in. to 4 in.

long, and ^ in. broad;
scales from f in. to

f-
in. broad, and f-

in.

long. Seed, with the

wing, | in. long, and

f-
in. broad. Seed

very small, irregular;
about half the size

of that of the common silver fir. Cotyledons,?.
A tree, introduced in 1696. In Britain, sel-

dom above 20 ft. high ; flowering in May,
and ripening its cones in autumn.

2240

Variety.

P. b. 2 longifolia Booth has leaves longer
than the sheaths, with the branches

somewhat more upright.
2241

Description, $c. A pyramidal tree, in general appearance resembling the
silver fir of Europe ; but seldom found, even in America, above 20 ft. or 30 ft.

in height, and not of more than the same number of years in duration. The
trunk tapers from 1 ft. in diameter at the surface of the ground, to 7 in. or
8 in. at the height of 6 ft. When standing alone, it forms a regular pyramidal
head, abundantly furnished with branches and cones. The leaves are 6 or 8
lines long; of a bright but dark green above, and a silvery white beneath.
The male catkins are numerous, crowded round the shoots of the preceding
season, and more persistent than in the silver fir. The cones are nearly
cylindrical, of a darker purple than in the silver fir; 4 in. or 5 in. long, 1 in.

in diameter, tapering towards the upper extremity, and generally sprinkled
with resin, at least on one side. The bark is thickly interspersed with
small vesicles, containing a clear limpid resin. The wood is light, yel-
lowish, and slightly resinous. The rate of growth, in the climate of London,
is rather more rapid than that of the silver fir, the tree attaining the height of
10i ft. in as many years, and arriving at maturity in 20 or 25 years ; soon after

which it dies, the symptoms of its decay being, as observed in Lawson's
Manual, an apparent overflow of sap, and an unnatural thickening of the ter-

minal shoots ; which may probably arise from the richness of the soil and the
warmness of the situation in which the tree is planted. The balm of Gilead
fir was cultivated by Bishop Compton in 1697; and its seeds being gene-
rally imported, and sometimes ripened, in this country, it is easily procured in

7 M 3
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the nurseries, and is frequent in ornamental planta-
tions. The wood is but little employed in America,
on account of its deficiency in size and strength ;

but it is sometimes used for the staves of casks for

packing fish. The sap is extracted by means of

incisions in the body of the tree, or collected from

the exudations which talgfc place on its bark, in the

same manner as is done with that of the silver fir.

It is sold, in the United States and in England,
under the name of balm of Gilead, or Canada
balsam

; and, combined with spirits, Sir J. E. Smith

observes, it makes a not unpleasant dram. The fresh turpentine is, how-

ever, acrid and inflammatory, and, applied to wounds, causes heat and
acute pain, though it is considered of great efficacy in certain stages of con-

sumption. It is a greenish transparent fluid, with a very penetrating taste.

The true balm of Gilead is produced by the ^myris gileadensis. The

largest of the specimens of the balm of Gilead fir in the neighbourhood of

London are at Syon, Whitton, and Chiswick Villa, where it is from 30ft.

to 40 ft. high. The tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which, in

1837, had been 10 years planted, was 10ft. high, and had produced cones.

Throughout the country, there are numerous trees from 25ft. to 30ft. high.
Price of seeds, in London, 2s. 6d. per oz. : plants, two-years' seedlings, 10s.

per 1000; transplanted plants, Sin. high, 40s. per 1000. At Bollwyller,

plants are from 1 to 2 francs each ; and at New York, plants 4 ft. high are

75 cents each,

t 4. P. (B.) ERASER/ Pursh. Eraser's, or the double Balsam y Silver Fir.

Synonymes. Plnus Fraseri Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 639., Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. t. 42. ; .4'bies

Fraserz Lindl. in Penny Cyc., No. 5.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1.

t. 42. ; and our figs. 2243, 2244.

2243

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves

linear, emarginate, silvery
beneath. Cones oblong,

squarrose. Bracteoles somewhat leafy, obcordate, mucronate, half exserted,
reflexed. (Z)o in Lamb. Pm.) This tree so closely resembles the pre-

ceding kind, that it is unnecessary to describe it. It is not noticed by
Michaux ; but Pursh found it on high mountains in Carolina, resembling,
he says, P. balsamea in several respects, but differing, at first sight, in being
a smaller tree, the leaves shorter and more erect, and the cones not one
fourth the size. It was introduced into England by Mr. Eraser, in 1811 ;

and the original tree is in the Hammersmith Nursery, where, in 1837, it

was 15 ft. high, and had, for two or three years, produced cones, but no male
catkins. This last circumstance has given rise to the idea that the male
and female are produced by different trees, which is exceedingly improbable.
There are two plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden : one, considered

the male, in 1837, after being 3 years planted, was 2ft. high; and the other,
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supposed to be the female, of the same age, was 4 ft. high. Plants, in the

London nurseries, are 5s. each ;
and at Bollwyller, 3 francs.

1 5. P. GRA'NDIS Dougl. The great Silver Fir.

Syaonymcs. Plnus grandis Doupl. MS., Lamb. Pin., 3. t. 94. ;
^bies grandis Lindl. in Penny

En'rravi^ss "lAmb ?" t S^ wrjfc.SMS from Lambert's Pin us, vol. Hi., and fig. 2246., from

iSouglaf's specimens in'the herbarium df the Horticultural Society, and tl

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves flat, obtuse, emargi-

nate, pectinate, silvery beneath. Cones cylin-

drical ; bracteoles ovate, acuminate, irregu-

2245

larly dentate, very short. (Don in Lamb. Pin.}
Leaves from f in* to 1 in. long. Cones, ac-

cording to Lambert, 6^ in. long and 3|in.

broad; but in Douglas's specimens the largest

cones are only 3^ in. long, and 2 in. broad,the
others being much smaller. Scale f in. long,
and | in. broad. Seed small ; with the wing,

fin. long, and |in. broad. A native of the

north-west of America; discovered by Dou-

glas, and introduced by him in 1831. 224-6

Description. A noble tree, akin to P. balsamea, growing from 170ft.

to 200 ft. high, with a brown bark. Leaves pectinate and spreading, linear,

roundish at the apex, emarginate, callous on the margin, quite entire; green
and shining above, silvery beneath, somewhat dilated towards the apex ;

1 in. long. Cones lateral solitary, cylindrical, obtuse, very similar to P.

Cedrus, but larger, 6 in. long, of a chestnut-brown colour ;
scales transverse,

very broad, lamelliform, deciduous, stalked, incurved on the margin, quite
entire. Bracteoles ovate-acuminate, irregularly crenulate on the margin,
much shorter than the scales, included. Seeds oblong, with a coriaceous

testa ; wing very broad, axe-shaped, truncate at the apex, slightly scarious

and membranaceous, brittle, shining, pale. (Lamb, and Dougl. in Comp.
7 M 4
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Bot. Mag. t ii. p. 147.) A native of northern California, in low moist valleys
where it attains the height of 200 ft. The wood is soft, white, and of inferior

quality, like P. religiosa, to which, according to Professor Don, it is nearly
related. It resembles the cedar of Lebanon in the form and structure of its

cones, which are three times the length of the leaves ; with ovate-acuminate

bracteas, much shorter than the scales. (D. Don.) The plant in the Horti-

cultural Society's Garden was, in 1837, 1 ft. high.

f 6. P. AMA'BILIS Doug. The lovely Silver Fir.

Synonyme. Plnus amabilis Douglas MS.
Engravings. Our figs. 2247, 2248., from Douglas's specimens in the herbarium of the Hort. Soc.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves flat,

obtuse, entire. Cones cy-

lindrical; bracteoles very
short, pointed. Scale tri-

angular; the upper margin
rounded, entire. Leaves,
on Douglas's specimen,
li in. long, and on the

young plant in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Gar-

den,^in. long. ConesCin.

long, and 2|in. broad.

Scales, 1J in. broad, and
about IJin. long. Seed, .

2247

with the wing, 1 in. long ;

wing in. broad. The
cone in Douglas's speci-
men is about twice as large
as those sent home by him
of P. grandis, and the

leaves are entire instead

of being emarginate; but,
in other respects, we have
been quite unable to dis-

cover any difference, either

between the dried speci-

mens, or theyoung plants,

worthy of being consi-

dered specific. The cones were sent home by Douglas in 1831, without

any further information than the name. As there are young plants in the

Chiswick Garden, all that is here said must be considered as provisional,
till these plants have shown some characteristic features by which they

may be either distinguished from, or associated with, other species.

t 7. P. NO'BILIS Dougl. The noble, or large-bracted. Silver Fir.

Synonymes. Plnus nobilis Doug. MS., Lamb. Pin., 2., last fig.; A. nobilis Lindl. in Penny Cyc., No. 5.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin. Icon.; and our figs. 2249. and 2250., from Douglas's specimens in the
herbarium ofthe Horticultural Society.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves mostly on one side of the branches, falcate, short,

acute, silvery beneath. Cones cylindrical ; bracteoles elongated, spathulate,
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^\(''xQk)ffvVxskvS'M

gnawed, imbri-

cated backwards

(Don in Lamb.

Pin.) Leaves

If in. long.
Cone 6in. long,
sessile ; 2f in.

broad. Scale

triangular; with-

out the bractea,
1 in. long, and
the same in

breadth; bractea

in. long. Seed

small, irregular;
with the wing,
li in. in length.

"Wing | in. broad
in the widest

part. Cotyle-
dons,?. Natives

of the north-

west of North

America, where
it was discover-

ed by Douglas,
and introduced
in 1831.

Description, tyc.

A large tree, with

cinnamon colour-

ed bark. Leaves

crowded, 2-rowed,
linear, falcate, for

the most part
acute, compressed
trigonal ; flat a-

bove, marked with
a depressed line;

silvery beneath ;

scarcely 1 in. long.
Cones solitary, la-

teral, cylindrical,

thick; brownish; 6 7 in. long, and 8 9 in. in circumference : scales lamelli-

form, stipulate, copiously covered with minute down; incurved and quite
entire on the margin. Bracteoles much ex-

serted, spathulate, adpressed backwards, im-
bricated ; laminae dilated, membranaceous ;

points elongated, awl-shaped, rigid. Seeds

oblong, with a coriaceous testa : wing broad,

axe-shaped, thinly membranaceous, pale-co-
loured ; nearly allied to P. Fraseri, but with
cones five times as large. (Lamb.) According
to Douglas (Comp. Bot. Mag., ii. p. 147.), this

is a majestic tree, forming vast forests upon the
mountains of Northern California, and produc-
ing timber of excellent quality.

"
I spent three

weeks in a forest composed of this tree," he says,
"
and, day by day, could

not cease to admire it." The plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden
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t. 2.
j and OQlJlgt. 2251. and 2252.

was, in 1837, 1 ft. high. The finest plants of this species in the neighbour-
hood of London are at the Hendon Rectory, where, in October, 1837, one
was 2 ft. high, and the other 1 ft. 8 in., both in pots. Price of plants, in the

London nurseries, three guineas each.

1 8. P. WEBBIA^NA Wall. Webb's purple-coned Silver Fir.

Synonymes. Plnus WebbJna Wall, in Litt., Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t. 44. ; P. spectabilis Lamb.
Monog., 2. ; p. 3. t. 2. ; ^'bies \Vebbidna Lindl. in Penn. Cyc., No. 7., Royle Illust. ; Chilrow,
and the Oonum, or purple-coned fir, in the Himalayas.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 44. ; Monog,
"

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves 2-

rowed, linear, flat, obtusely

emarginate, silvery beneath.

Cones cylindrical ; scales

kidney-shaped, roundish ;

bracteoles oblong, apiculate.

(D. I)on.j Buds round,

pointless, thickly covered

with a yellow resin, by which

alone the tree may be

readily distinguished from

every other species ofPicea.

Cones from 6 in. to 7 in.

long, and above 2 in. broad.

Leaves of young plants, in

the Horticultural Society's

Garden, from 1 in. to 2 in.

long. Scale above 1 in.

long, and 1 in. broad.

Seeds, with the wing, f in.

long; wing f in. broad in

the widest part. Seeds

^ in. long, and^ in. broad.

In general they are smaller,

but longer, and with a sharper

point, than those of the

common silver fir; and, like

the seeds of the common
silver fir, they are ofa brown-
ish purple colour. Cotyle-

dons, ?. A tree, a native of

Nepal, in which country it

was discovered by Captain
W. S. Webb. Introduced

into England by Dr. Wal-

lich, in 1822.

Description, fyc. A large,

handsome, pyramidal tree, from

80 ft. to 90ft. high, with a trunk

from 3 ft. to 4 ft. in diameter

near the base. Branches nu-

merous, spreading horizon-

tally, much divided, densely
clothed with leaves, disposed
in whorls, covered with a pale

ash-coloured, rough, scaly bark ; bent upwards at the apex. Wood compact,
whitish rose-colour. Leaves linear, solitary, crowded, 2-rowed, spreading,

coriaceous, smooth, shining; l^in. to 2 in. long, 2 lines broad; very dark

green above ; canaliculate, somewhat deflexed on the margin, quite entire ;
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2252white beneath, emarginate at the apex.
Catkins lateral, sessile ; having at the base

man v, short, closely imbricated scales, round

and membranaceous in the male, and broad

ovate in the female. Male catkins numerous,

cylindrical, slender, simple, springing from

the lower side of the extremities of the

branches : stamens monadelphous : anthers

short, obcuneate, on short stalks, imbricated

backwards, having at the apex a convex

somewhat kidney-shaped crest ; conical and

2-horned above ; horns very short, obtuse,
divaricate. Female catkins solitary, oblong,

cylindrical, erect ;
1 in. long, dark purple :

scales short, roundish, wedge-shaped, membranaceous on the margin, re-

pando-denticulate, recurved at the apex, mucronate. Cones solitary, erect,

obtuse, cylindrical ;
4 in. to Gin. long, and l|in. to 2 in. in diameter, pro-

ceeding from the upper side of the extremities of the branches; of an intense

purple ; full of resin, which exudes in numerous transparent pendulous glo-

bules, yielding by expression a purple pigment. Scales short, broad-wedge-

shaped, much dilated at the apex ; leathery, roundish, quite entire, inflexed,

densely imbricated, with a very short, mutic, persistent scale (bractea) at the

base. Seeds oval-oblong, angular, obvolute in a thick hard coriaceous testa ;

taste acrid, and odour very resinous : wing slender, membranaceous, broad,

quite entire, obovate-axe-shaped. (Lamb.) It is a native of the alps of
Gossainthan in Nepal, and of the Himalayas, where it was discovered by
Captain W. S. Webb,

" a distinguished traveller, and a zealous investigator
of natural history, deservedly known for his admirable survey of the Himalayan
alps." Captain Webb gave the following account of the tree to Dr. Wallich :

" This purple-coned pine attains a height of 80 ft. or 90ft., with a diameter
of the stem near the ground of from 3 ft. to 4 ft. The cone is produced on the

extremity of the shoots. The leaves are about 1 in. long, of a beautiful light

green, having a white stripe in the centre. The wood even equals, in the

texture of its grain and in odour, the Bermudas cedar. The fruit is said

to yield, at full growth, a purple pigment by expression. The silvery hue
of the bark, the beautiful contrast of the leaves with the rich purple of
the cone, glittering with globules of transparent resin, produce in combina-
tion one of the most striking objects which can well be imagined, and
entitle the tree to precedence for ornamental purposes." Seeds were repeatedly
sent to England, by Dr. Wallich, to Mr. Lambert and others; but none appear
to have vegetated till about 1822; when some plants were raised in the
Fulham Nursery. The largest of these, which is now at Drop-
more, and of which our^?g.2253. is a portrait, to scale of 1 in. to

8 ft., was, in 1837, after being 10 years planted, 8 ft. high ; and had
a cone which on the 14th of July was 3 in. long, and on the

1st of October, was about 5 in. long. As the tree has produced
no male catkins, no perfect seeds can be expected from this

cone ; but its intensely dark, and yet brilliant purple hue, amply
justifies the description of Captain Webb. The plant, in the

climate of England, appears rather more tender than the silver

fir ; being liable, from its vegetating very early in spring, to have 2253

its leading shoots pinched by the frost. After a series of years, however, and

propagation from seeds ripened in this country, it will, in all probability,
accommodate itself in a considerable degree to the peculiarities of our
climate. When once the tree begins to bear cones, they may be fecundated
with the male blossoms of the common silver fir, and thus a hybrid pro-
duced somewhat hardier than the female parent. As a timber tree, it is never

likely to be of much value in this country ; though, in India, its wood is

said to equal in the texture of its grain, and in its odour, the Bermudas cedar
;
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but, as an ornamental object, all who have seen the tree, either at Dropmore
or in the Horticultural Society's Garden, must allow that it is one of the finest

of the silver firs. There are very handsome plants in the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, which, after being 6 years planted, were, in 1837, nearly 6ft.

high. At the Hendon Rectory, there are several plants in pots, from 3 ft.

to 4ft. high. Price of plants, in the London nurseries, 2 guineas each.

These plants are generally raised from cuttings ; but, notwithstanding this,

they make apparently as good and as erect-growing plants as those raised

from seeds. %

9. P. PI'NDROW Royle. The Pindrow, or tooth-leaved, Silver Fir.

Plnus Pindrow Royle 111., t. 86., Lamb. Pin., 3. t. 92.; T&xus Lambertida Wall.

Cat Pindrow, and sometimes Morinda, in the Himalayas.
Sunanymes.

Engravings. Royle III, t. 86. ; Lamb. Pin., 3. t 92. j our <ig. 2254. and 2255., from Royle.
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Spec. Char., $c. Leaves 2-rowed, linear, flat, of the same colour on both

sides ; sharply 2-toothed at the apex. Crest of the anthers 2-horned.

Cones oval ;
scales trapezoideo-cordate ; bracteoles roundish, emarginate,

irregularly crenulate. (Don in Lamb. Pin.) Leaves 3 in. long. Cone 4f in.

long, 3^ in. broad, of an intense purple. A tree of Kamaon, discovered by

Captain Webb and Drs. Govan and Royle, and introduced by Dr. Royle
in 1837.

Description, $c. A large tree. Trunk straight, covered with an ash-grey

bark, 80 ft. to 100ft. high. Branches verticillate, spreading, leafy. Leaves

2-rowed, spreading, scattered in insertion, twisted at the base, linear, flat,

acutely bidentate at the apex (teeth callous, connivent, and often unequal) ;

obtuse and quite entire on the margin ; of the same colour on both sides ;

shining, marked above with a somewhat depressed line, rather silvery beneath;
when young, having an elevated roundish midrib, 2 in. and more in length,
and about I line broad. Male catkins lateral, scattered, cylindrical, 1 in. long,
imbricated with many very short, obtuse, concave, dark yellow scales ;

scari-

ous on the margin. Stamens crowded, imbricated. Filaments very short,

distinct. Anthers linear wedge-shaped, dark yellow, 2-celled ; crest very

short, coriaceous, rigid, 2-lobed

(lobes divergent, horned) ; cells in-

serted beneath, swelled, membra-

naceous, opening by an oblong fis-

sure; one of the cells sometimes

abortive, and hence the anther

1 -celled. Cones lateral, solitary,

erect, oval, very obtuse, 5 in. long,

greyish brown : scales trapezoid-

heart-shaped, somewhat square, co-

riaceous, rigid, striated ; superior

margin roundish, incurved, quite
entire ; angles dilated, recurved,

roundish, membranaceous, ragged :

stalk angled, very short, keeled on
both sides, prolonged above the

base : bracteas very short, roundish,

emarginate, irregularly crenulated

on the margin. Seeds small, angled, brown, shining ; exterior testa

(primine) disjoined on the inner side, from the growth of the ovule,

lengthened into the large, quite entire, axe-shaped, pale brown wing; inte-

rior (seciindine) closely investing the nucleus, terminated by a very short,

paler, irregularly crenulated wing. (D. Don.) P. Webbidna differs in having
leaves only half as long, obtusely emarginate, silvery beneath; cones cylin-

drical, longer ; scales kidney-shaped, roundish ; bracteoles oblong, apiculate ;

and finally in the seeds and wing being of a pale bright brown. (Id.) Pro-
fessor Don observes that P. Pindrow is liable to be confounded with P.
Webbidna ; but that the former is readily distinguished from the latter by its

longer and acutely bidented leaves, of nearly the same colour on both sur-

faces ; and by its shorter and thicker cones, with trapezoid-formed scales, and
rounded notched bracteoles. Dr. Royle, who appears to have been the only
botanist who found the tree either in flower or in fruit, states that it grows to

a large size, varying from 80ft. to upwards of 100 ft. in height, with widely

spreading branches ; and that he met with it at an elevation of 1000ft. above
the level of the sea. From cones presented by Dr. Royle to the Horticul-

tural Society, one or two plants were raised, in 1837, by the care and attention

of Mr. Gordon. It is difficult to decide in the case of any species of Abie-

tinae from very young seedling plants ; nevertheless, from those in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden, and especially from the incipient bifurcations of
the leaves at the apex, we feel disposed to consider P. Pindrow as only a variety
of P. Webbifhvt.
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1 10. P. BRACTEA'TA D. Don. The /m/y-bractecl Silver Fir.

Plnus bracteata Lin. Trans., 17. p. 443 , Lamb. Pin., 3. ; P. venusta Dougl. in Comp.
to Bot. Mag., 2. p. 152.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., 3. t. 91. ;
and our fig. 2256. from Lambert.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves 2-rpwed, linear, mucronate, flat, silvery beneath. Cones ovate. Bracteoles
3-lobed ;

the middle division very long, leaf-like, recurved. (D. Don.) Cones 4 in. long. Bractea
nearly Sin. long. Leaves 2 in. long. A large tree, a native of California, discovered by Douglas in

J832, and about the same period by Dr. Coulter, but not yet introduced.

Description, (C. An elongated pyramidal tree. Trunk very>traight and slender, 120 ft. high; scarcely
1 ft. in diameter at base

; only the upper third covered with branches. Bark chestnut-brown. Branches
verticillate, spreading ;

lower ones slightly decumbent Leaves crowded, scattered in insertion
;
but

2-rowed, linear, mucronate, flat, coriaceous, rigid ; 2 in. to 3 in. long, 1 line broad
; light green, and

shining above, marked with a depressed line; silvery beneath, slightly revolute on the margin;
midrib and apex callous. Cones on adult branches only, solitary, lateral, almost sessile, erect, ovate
turgid ;

4 in. long, and 2 in. in diameter; with numerous, ovate-oblong, acute, scarious, torn, bright
brown, revolute, persistent scales, at the base

;
scales kidney-shaped, roundish, concave, stalked,

thick, indurated ; pale brown, incurved on the margin, crenulate, glaucous externally ;
stalk sharply

keeled above, shorter than the disk. Bracteas wedge-shaped, adpressed, coriaceous, rigid; of the

2256

same colour as the scales, but shorter ;
adnate and callous below, 3-lobed at the apex : lobes lateral,

very short, roundish, irregularly dentate; middle one recurved, 1$ in. long, resembling true leaves

in every respect, but only half the breadth. Seeds wedge-shaped, oblong, tetragonal ;
exterior

testa (primine) greyish brown, disjoined, and open at the interior angle, where the nucleus is

exposed, with the apex extended into the unequally sided, obovate, quite entire, thinly membrana-

ceous, flat, reticulated wing. Nucleus included in a crustaceous, dark brown, proper testa (secun-

dine), crowned at the apex by a very short, membranaceous ragged wing. (Don in Lin. Trans.)
This curious and interesting species of fir was discovered by Douglas, in March, 1832, on the high
mountains of Colombia. Dr. Coulter found it on the sea side range of Santa Lucia, about 1000 ft.

lower down than P. Cotilteri. The trunk rises to the height of 120 ft. ; is very slender, not exceed-

ing 2 ft in circumference
-,
and as straight as an arrow. The upper third of the tree is clothed with

branches, giving it the appearance of an elongated pyramid. The branches are spreading : the lower
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are decumbent. The bracteas are low and recurved, and but little changed from the ordinary
aves, which gives the cones a singular appearance." (Lamb. Pin., vol. iii.)

" When on the tree,
being in great clusters, and at a great height withal, the cones resemble the inflorescence of a

Banks/a, a name I should like to give this species, but that there is a P. Bfenksj'i already. This tree
attains a great size and height, and is on the whole a most beautiful object. It is never seen at a
lower elevation than 6000 ft. above the level of the sea, in lat. 36, where it is not uncommon."
(Dovgl. in Comp. to But. Mag., 2. p. 152.) From the singular appearance of the cones, and general
beauty of the tree, this seems to be a most desirable species for introduction.

* 11. P. RELIGIONSA Humb. et Kunth. The sacred Mexican Silver Fir.

Synoni/mes. Plnus religiosa Humb. et Kunth Nov. Gen. et Sp. PL, 2. p. 5., Schiede et Deppe in
Schlecht. Linncea, 5. p. 77-, Lamb. Pin., 1. t. 43. ; ^

v

bies religibsa Lindl. in Penny Cyc.
Engravings. Lamb. Pin., 1. t. 43., and vol. 3. t. 95. ;

and our Jig. 2257.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves linear, acute, quite entire, somewhat pectinate. Cones roundish-oval ;

scales trapezoideo-cordate, lamelliform ; bracteoles the length of the scales, spathu late-oblong,
sharply dentato-serrate; wings of the seed plicate. (Don in Lamb. Pin., iii.) Leaves 1$ in. long.
Cones 2f in. long, and 2 in. broad. Seed small and irregular. Cotyledons, ?.

Description, S(C. A tall tree. Branches covered with a brown bark. Leaves scattered in inser-

tion, but 2-rowed, somewhat pectinate, linear, acute ; obtuse on the margin, quite entire, coriaceous,
glabrous ; 1 in. long, marked above with a depressed line, silvery beneath, especially when young ;

afterwards both sides of the same colour. Cone like that of the cedar, roundish-oval, IJin. long,
very obtuse, brown

;
scales very broad, lamelliform, deciduous, somewhat trapezoidal ; heart-shaped

at the base ; acute, quite entire and incurved on the margin ; angles lengthened, coriaceous, rigid ;

stalk very short, wedge-shaped, keeled on both sides, the under angle more elevated. Bracteoles
about the length of the scales, spathulate-oblong, obtuse, membranaceous, sharply and irregularly

dentato-serrate. Seeds of a pale bright brown, wedge-shaped, a little compressed ; exterior testa widely
disjoined on the inner side ; wing axe-shaped, thinly membranaceous, somewhat transparent, folded
lengthwise. Nucleus entirely covered with the interior testa, obliquely crowned with a very short
wing. (Lamb.) This is a tall and elegant tree, found by Humboldt on the lower hills of Mexico,
between Masantln and Chilpantzingo, at an elevation of. 4000 ft. Deppe and Schiede found it upon
the cold mountains of Orizaba, at the highest limit of arborescent vegetation. The leaves are
larger, and the branches more slender than those of any other of the silver fir tribe; and they are
used by the Mexicans for adorning their churches. The flowers have not yet been described by
European botanists. It is easily recognised from every other species of silver fir by the shortness of
its cones, which, in form and structure, bear a marked resemblance to those of the cedar of Lebanon,
although they are considerably smaller. From the elevated situation on which it grows, there can
be little doubt of its proving perfectly hardy in Britain

;
and the botanists now exploring Mexico

will, no doubt, soon send home seeds of it.

? P. Mrttlla ;
A^ica hirtella Lindl. in Penn. Cyc., No. 11.

;
Plnus hirtella Humb. et Kunth, L c.; has

the young branches covered with hairs. Leaves arranged in 2 rows, flat, acute, glaucous beneath ;

about IJin. long. Flowers and cones unknown. Found on the mountains of Mexico at an eleva-
tion of 8000 ft. or 900011. A low tree, from 18 ft. to 20 ft. high ;

not yet introduced.
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GENUS IV.

Z/AVRIX Tourn. THE LARCH. Lin. Syst. Monoe y
cia Monadelphia.

Identification. Tourn. Inst., 586.; Bauh. Pin., 493.; Bellon. Arb. Conif., p. 23. 25.; Tab. Icon.,
940

Synonymes. Pinus of Lin. and others ; -fTbies Rich.
; Mel^ze, Fr. ; Lerchenbaum, Ger. ; Laricio,

Ital.

Derivation. From lar, fat, Celtic ;
the tree producing abundance of resin.

Description. Deciduous trees, some of them of large dimensions ; natives

of the mountainous regions of Europe, the west of Asia, and of North
America ; highly valued for the great durability of their timber. The com-
mon larch is found extensively on the alpine districts of the south of Ger-

many, Switzerland, Sardinia, and Italy ; but not on the Pyrenees, nor in Spain.
The Russian larch (L. e. sibirica) is found throughout the greater part of

Russia and Siberia, where it forms a tree generally inferior in size to L.

europae
N
a. The black, or weeping, larch (L. americana pendula) is a slender

tree, found in the central districts of the United States ; and the red larch

(L. americana rubra), also a slender tree, is found in Lower Canada and
Labrador. In Britain, all the species are ornamental ; but the first is the

only one at all deserving of culture as a timber tree. Much more experience

having been gained in Scotland respecting the larch than in England, and
more by Mr. Gorrie than by any man in Scotland that we know, we have sub-

mitted the whole of our article upon the larch to him, and he has kindly sent

us some notes and comments, which will be found in their proper places.

1. ZT. EUROP^VA Dec. The European, or common, Larch.

Identification. De Cand. Fl. Fr., No. 2064.

Synonymes. Plnus Larix Lin. Sp. PL, 1420., Syst., ed. Reich., 4. p. 175., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 503.,
Hunt. Evel. Syl., p. 267., Trew in Nov Act. A. N. C., App., 3. t. 13., Pall. Ross., 1. p. 1., Pall.

Itin., 1. p. 451. and 2. p. 127., AUion Fl. Fed., 2. p. 178., Vill. Dauph., 3. p. 807. ; Aft. Hort. Kew.,
ed. l.,3. p. 369., Willd. Berl. Baum%., p. 210., Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 48., Hall. Helv, No. 1158.,
Du Rot Harbk., ed. Pott., 2. p. 85., Rcitter und Abel. Abbild., t. 96., Willd. Baum., p. 274., Hayne
Dend., p. 175., Hayne Abbild., p. 211., Hdss Anleit., p. 15.; ^ v

bies Lin. Hort. Cliff, 450., Gmel.
Sib., 1. p. 176. ;

Zarix decidua Mill. Diet., No. 1. ; Larix f&lio decfduo, &c. Bauh. Hist., 1. p. 285.,
Hort. Angl., p. 43., Du Ham. Arb., 1. p. 332., Tourn. Inst., p. 586. ; ifirix Bauh. Pin., p. 493.,
Dod. Pempt., p. 868., Cam. Epit., 45, 46. ; A'bies iarix Lam. Illust., t. 785. f. 2., Pair. Diet., 6.

p. 571., N. Du Ham., 5. p. 287. t. 7961., Rich. Mtm. sur les Conif., p. 65., Lindl. in Penn. Cyc., L,
p. 32. ; Meldze commune, Fr.

; Lorche, Lorcher-Fichte, gemeiner Lerchenbaum, Terbentin-
baum, Europaische Ceder, weisser Lerchenbaum, Ger.

Engravings. Nov. Act. A. N. C., App., 3. t. 13. f. 8. 28.
;

Pall. Ross., 1. 1. 1. ; Ludw., &c., t. 86. ;

Blackw., t. 477. ; Wood. Med. Bot., t. 210. ; Reitt. and Abel. Abbild., t. 96. ; Du Ham. Arb., 1.

t. 1. ; Hayne Abbild., t. 154. ; N. Du Ham., 5. t. 79., f. 1. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t. 48. ; our

fig. 2258. ;
and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. C/iar.y fyc. Leaves fascicled, deciduous. Cones ovate-oblong; scales

reflexed at the margin, lacerate; bracteoles pandtiriform. (Willd.) Leaves

linear, soft, 1 in. long. Cone from 1 in. to 1 in. long, erect. A tall pyra-
midal tree, a native of the alps of the south of Europe; in cultivation in

Britain since 1629; flowering in March or April.

Varieties. All the larches in cultivation are, probably, only different forms of

the same species ; but, as the American larches, which have small fruit,

come tolerably true from seed, we shall treat them as one species, and the

European larch as another. The latter is characterised by large cones,

rapid growth, and robust habit; and the former by small cones, slow growth,
and slender habit.

L. e. 1 communis Laws. Man., p. 386., the common European Larch,
has branches "

aspiring towards their points ; branchlets very nume-

rous, and forming a dense conical or pyramidal top ; foliage of a

light grassy or vivid green, and bark rather more rugged than that

of L. e. 2 Jaxa."
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L. e. 2 /.m Laws., 1. c. 7%tr /ooAr-headed European Larch. " True spe-

cimens of this variety may easily be distinguished from the others

when in nursery rows, by their more rapid growth, more horizontal

and less crowded branches, and by the darker green, or somewhat

glaucous, colour of the foliage. When the trees advance to a more

mature age, they, besides their greater size and the preceding pecu-
liarities of the foliage, are easily distinguished by their larger, thin-

ner, more graceful and somewhat pendent branches; cones also

larger, more tapering, pointed, and less compact, than those of the

common sort. These remarks are merely from observation of the

trees in a young state ; but it would be a matter of some importance
to ascertain the difference, if any, in the value of their timber."

(Laws. Man., p. 386.)
If L. e. 3 compacta Laws., 1. c. The compact, or crowded-branched, Larch.

This name is applied, in Lawson's Manual, to a very distinct kind

of larch, without any regard as to whether it should be allowed to

rank only as a variety of Z/arix europasX or form a different species.

Specimens of the cones and branches of L. e. 3 compacta were re-

ceived from Mr. A. Gorrie, Annat Gardens, who had the seeds sent

him, about 20 years since, from Yorkshire, as those of the American

black larch (L. americana pendula) ; to which, however, it does not

bear the least resemblance. " The trees at Annat Garden are growing
OH very superior, rather heavy, deep, blackish soil ; and the largest

iiad not, in 1835, attained more than 16ft. in height, not being much
more than half the size which the common larch would have attained

under similar circumstances. In habit of growth, the tree is conical

or pyramidal, like the common larch ; bu.t its branches are very
brittle, or easily broken from the trunk ; numerous, horizontal, or

slightly bent down near their base ; aspiring afterwards, and the larger
ones are finally erect towards the point, with pretty regularly ver-

ticillate branchlets ; towards the centre of the tree, however, these

are pendulous, and remarkably thickly interwoven with one another.

The bark is very rugged or scaly, and thick ; cones often small,

irregularly shaped, with very much waved and incurved, or folded,

scales; but, when fairly grown, nearly as large as those of the

common larch ; than which, however, their scales are smoother,

blunter-pointed, considerably more incurved at the margins, and

equally persistent. Bracteas much shorter than the scales. The seeds

are seldom perfected in this country ; and the foliage is of a light

grassy-green colour. Regarding the quality of the wood of this

variety or species little is known ; but, from its slow growth, it does
not appear likely ever to become of importance as a forest tree.

"

L. c. 4 pendula Laws., 1. c. The weeping European Larch ; the weepingvccping Europec
. Trans., vol. i\

(Lawson's Manual, p. 387.)
>., 1.

Larch from the Tyrol, Hort. Trans., vol. iv . p. 416. This,~Mr.
Lawson observes, is rather a scarce variety, and very distinct.

There are large trees of it in the Duke of Athol's plantations at

Dunkeld, raised from seeds received from the Tyrol. The tree is

distinguished by the very pendulous habit of its branches, which
somewhat resemble those of L. americana pendula ; from which,

however, it differs in the greater length of its leaves, and the larger
size of its cones.

L. e. 5 repens Laws. 1. c. A tree with this name in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, received from Lord De Roos, has a tendency to

extend its lower branches along the ground, rather more than the

common larch. It is of luxuriant growth, and, from its leaves and

cones, evidently belongs to L. europae
x
a. It was, in 1837, after being

12 years planted, 16 ft. high ; and the branches covered a space

upwards of 20ft. in diameter.

7 N
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L. e. 6 Jlore rubro. The common Larch, with red or pink Flowers,
Hort. Trans., iv. p. 416. This variety is the most common in ex-

tensive plantations of larches. The flowers vary in shade of red or

pink, and some of them are more or less mixed with yellow. The
cones are also red, or reddish yellow. The majority of the trees in

the Duke of AthoPs plantations at Dunkeld and Blair have red

flowers.

It L. e. 7 Jlore albo. Larch from the Tyrol, with white Flowers, Hort.

Trans., 1. c. The leaves of this variety are not different from those

of the common larch ; but the shoots are said to be much stronger ;

and the cones white, as well as the flowers.

L. e. 8 sibirica ; L. sMrica. Fisch. ;? L. archangelica Laws. Man., p. 389. ;

L. rossica Sab. in Hort. Soc. Gard.
; Pinus L. sibirica Lodd. Cat.

The Russian Larch, Hort. Trans., iv. p. 416. There are trees of

this variety in the Duke of AthoPs plantations, raised from seeds

procured from Archangel in 1806. The appearance of the tree is

said to be coarser than that of L. e. communis : it is of much
slower growth than the larches of the Tyrol ; and the leaves come
out so early in spring, that they are liable to be injured by frost.

The female catkins do not expand their flowers till some time after

those of the European larch appear. The cones are like those of

the American larch. The bark is quite cinereous, and not distinctly

scarred, as in the common larch. This variety, Professor Pallas in-

forms us, is found in cold mountainous places, from the Ural Moun-
tains northwards, through Siberia and Kamtschatka, to the Pacific

Ocean. It delights in a middle station on the sides of mountains,
where it is sheltered from the north, and exposed to the east wind,

growing in a gravelly or rocky soil. In valleys and marshes, or on
the very tops of mountains, it never occurs. It extends as far

north as lat. 68, where it forms a trailing shrub
; but, in the south

of Siberia and Russia, it grows to the same height and bulk as the

European larch. In the north, it has more the habit of the Ame-
rican larch ; but it differs, he adds, from that species very essentially.

(Fl. Ross., part i. p. 2.) The Siberian hunters of ermines, Gmelin

observes, when their yeast or leaven, which they carry with them
to make the acid liquor which they call quass, is spoiled by the cold,

scrape off the soft wood, under the bark of the larch, which is

very juicy and sweet ; digest it with water over the fire during an
hour ; make it into dough with their rye meal, which they bury in

the snow ; and, after twelve hours, they find it in a state of ferment-

ation, and ready for use. Baudrillart states that an officer employed
in the management of the Russian woods informed him that ships
of war, of even 120 guns, were built of larch at Archangel; and, of

course, other smaller vessels. In consequence of a similar report,
the late Duke of Athol procured seeds from Archangel, which he
sowed among his plantations of the common larch. The young
plants grew vigorously at first; but, in the course of a few years, they
were found very far inferior to the common larch, and, when cut

down, to be of very little value. The Siberian larch was introduced

into England by Messrs. Loddiges, to whom the seed was sent by
Professor Pallas, about the end of the last century. The plant in

the Horticultural Society's Garden, after being five years planted, is

4 ft. high, with a peculiarly stunted appearance.
3k L. e. 9 dahurica ; L. dahurica Laws. Man., p. 389. ; the Dahurian

Larch ; is said to be a stunted, bushy, and irregular-growing tree. It

is a native of Dahuria, and was first introduced into Britain in

1827. It is generally propagated by cuttings or layers, which will

account for its stunted appearance.
3f L. 10 intermedia ; L. intermedia Laiuson, p. 389.; Pinus intermedia Lodd.
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Catted. 1836. 77/6- intermediate, or Altaian, Larch. According to

Lawson, this variety
" seems naturally possessed of a very strong

luxuriant habit of growth, with pendulous branches, and very large
leaves ; but, like many more Siberian or northern Continental

plants, it produces its leaves on the first approach of spring, and is

therefore very liable to be injured by the cold changeable weather
to which this country, in the earlier part of the season, is so liable."

(Lams. Man.
y p. 389.) We have only seen the plant at Messrs.

Loddiges's, which is 5 ft. high, with longer leaves than the species,
but stunted and unthriving in its general appearance. It was intro-

duced in 1816, or before.

Other Varieties. L. Fraseri is included in Comp. Sot. Mag., vol. ii. p.

304., in a list of North American plants discovered and introduced by
J. Fraser and his son between 1785 and 1817 ; but we know nothing farther

of the plant.

Description. A tree, rising, in favourable situations on the Alps, and also

in Britain, from 80 ft. to 100 ft. in height, with a trunk from 3 ft. to 4 ft. in

diameter; and having a conical head. It is well described in Lawson's

Manna/, as having the " branches subverticillate, and spreading horizontally
from the straight trunk ; occasionally, however, rather pendulous, particularly
when old. Branchlets also more or less pendulous. Leaves linear, soft,

blunt, or rounded at the points,
of an agreeable light green co-

lour; single or fasciculated; in

the latter case, many together
round a central bud ; spreading
and slightly recurved. Male
catkins without footstalks, glo-

bular or slightly oblong ;
of a

light yellow colour ; and, toge-
ther with the female catkins, or

young cones, appearing in April
and the beginning of May ;

the

latter varying from a whitish to

a bright red colour. Cones of

an oblong-ovate shape, erect,

full 1 in. in length, and of a

brownish colour when ripe ;

scales persistent, roundish,

striated, and generally slightly

waved, but not distinctly notch-

ed on the margin ; bracteas ge-

nerally longer than the scales,

particularly towards the base of

the cones." Seed of an irregular or ovate form, fully
i in. long, and more

than half-surrounded by the smooth, shining, persistent pericarp. Coty-
ledons 5 to 7." (Laws. Man., p. 383.) The cones are ripened abundantly
in most parts of Britain, and the tree in many situations in Scotland dis-

seminates itself as if it were a native, almost as freely as the Scotch pine.
The tree, in its native habitats, is of a remarkably healthy and vigorous con-

stitution, and particularly so, De Candolle remarks, in the trunk. Larches

are, he says, rarely attacked by the Ztermestes (Hylurgus, see p. 214.), which
is so formidable to pines and firs. (Quart. Journ. of Agr., v. p. 405.) The
wood of the larch is compact, and of a reddish or brown tinge; and, on
favourable soils, is said to be fit for every useful purpose in 40 years' growth ;

while that of the pinaster requires 60 years, and the Scotch pine 80 years.
The greatest drawback to the wood of the larch is its liability to warp. At
Blair Adam, Ballindalloch, and other places, the tree springs up from seeds

7 N 2
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ripened and shed in the plantations. (See Gcnwal Report of Scotland, vol.

iv. p. 476.)
The Rate of Growth of the Larch, in the climate of London, is from 20 ft. to

25ft. in 10 years from the seed ; and nearly as great on the declivities of hills

and mountains in the Highlands of Scotland. In the course of 50 years, the

tree will attain the height of 80 ft. or upwards ; and, in its native habitats,

according to Willdenow, it lives from 150 to 200 years. Dr. Bain planted
between 500 and 600 acres of larches on his estate at Heffleton in Dorset-

shire, between 1798 and 1808. Three of these trees, after being 12 years

planted, were respectively 17ft, 18ft., and 20ft. high, and 2ft. 5 in., 2ft.

8 in., and 3ft. in circumference at the ground. Three larches, also planted
in 1798, and measured in November, 1810, but on land of a better quality,

were, respectively, 23 ft. 1 1 in., 23 ft. 9 in.,^nd 24 ft. 6 in. high, and 2 ft. 5 in.,

2 ft. 6 in. and 3 ft. in circumference. Dr. Bain obtained the gold medal of

the Society of Arts for this plantation. (See Transactions, &c., vol. xxix.,

p. 25.) The increase of a larch 22 years' old, in the New Forest, Hampshire,
Mr. Davis of Portway House informs us, was as follows : It was planted in

1805; in 1813, the trunk, at 1 ft. from the ground, measured 1 ft. 9iin. in cir-

cumference ;
in 1816, it measured 2ft. 6in.; in 1820, 3ft. 3|in. ; and in

1827,4ft. 2^ in. The increase of timber during the last seven years, of a

portion of the trunk 12 ft. in length, is, to the increase in the first seven

years, as 1 1 is to 7. The annual increase of the larch, in Scotland, has

been ascertained to be at the rate of from 1 in. to IA in. in circumference,
at 6 ft. from the ground, on the trunks of trees from 10 to 50 years of age.

(Communications to the Board of Agriculture, vol. i. p. 5.) In Perthshire,
larches at 47 years' growth, measured 30 in. in diameter, or 942 in. in cir-

cumference, at 5 ft. from the ground ; thus giving rather more than 2 in. of

annual increase from the first planting. (Perthshire Report.) A larch at

Blair Drummond, near Stirling, at 54 years of age, measured 78 in. in cir-

cumference at 6 ft. from the ground ; giving an annual increase from the

first planting of near l^in. Being measured again 18 years afterwards, it

was found to measure 88 in. at the same height, having gained in that period
little more than A in. annually. {Gen. Report of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 256.) At
Athol and Dunk e'ld, the average growth of the larch, at 8 years from the seed,
is 1 1 ft. ; and the average annual growth, till the 50th, is 6 in. ; and, after

that period, 10 in. per annum for 22 years longer ; so that the average of

trees 72
years

of age is 93ft. 4 in., which agrees with actual experience. The
larch differs from the spruces and silver firs in growing rapidly when it is

young, and slowly after it has attained the height of40 ft. or 50 ft. ; while the

spruces and silver firs grow slowly when they are young, and rapidly after

they have attained from 15 to 20 years' growth. The growth of the larch

has been remarkably rapid at different places in Inverness-shire and Moray-
shire. The following tabular view of the progress made by six trees, in the

course of 70 years, at Ballindalloch, in the latter county, has been obligingly
communicated to us by Macpherson Grant, Esq., the proprietor.

Girts of Larches at Ballindalloch, planted in 1 767, and measured in

August, 1837.

No.
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I then desired it might be cut down, but not sold. My carpenter cut it

into deals that measured 10 ft. in length, and 1 ft. 10 in. in breadth, and made
out of it a dialog-table large enough for fourteen people, and two very good
breakfast-tables. It is very little inferior in appearance to mahogany. The
silver fir measured at 18 in. from the root, is 7 ft. 10 in. in circumference,
and its height is 65 ft. The platanus, at the same distance from the root,

measures 7 ft. 3 in. in circumference, and at 6 ft. above, 6 ft. 5 in. Its height
is 55 ft." (Trans. Soc. Arts, vol. xxi. p. 102.) ^

The finest Larches in the neighbourhood of London
are at Kenwood and Syon ; at both which places they
are upwards of 90 ft. in height ; but the largest in

Britain are supposed to be those at Dunkeld and

Monzie, planted in 1738. The largest larch at Ken-
wood is drawn up among other trees, as will be seen

by the portrait of it in our last Volume ; but those at

Svou preserve the drooping character of the trees, as

will be seen by fig. 2259. (to a scale of 1 in. to 50 ft.),
^

taken from one of those trees, by Mr. Le Jeune, in

the summer of 1837. The largest of the larches at

Dunkeld was accurately measured by Mr. Blackadder,
in 1831, when the tree had been 95 years planted,
and found to be 100 ft. high, the circumference of the

trunk 10 ft. 6 in. at 5 ft. from the ground, and the

cubic contents 368 ft. Fig. 2260. is a portrait of this

tree, to a scale of 1 in. to 50 ft. The same year (1831), Mv. Blackadder
saw the larches at Monzie ;

and the tallest of these he considered to be

about 90 ft. high, and to contain about 250 cubic feet of timber. According
to a statement in a newspaper, the tallest of these trees is now (1837)
102 ft. high ;

and its branches cover a space
of above 100 ft. in diameter. A larch cut

down at Blair, from which the coffin was

made of that celebrated Duke of Athol who

planted the larch so extensively at Dunkeld

and Blair, measured 106ft. in length. (See
Gnrd. Mag., vol. xi. p. 176.) One cut

down near the cathedral of Dunkeld, about

the year 1810, after it had been 60 years

planted, was 110 ft. high, and contained

160 cubic feet of timber. At Dalguise,
about 5 miles north from Dunkeld, are a

few larches of the same age as those at

Monzie and the large trees at Dunkeld,

The measurement ofone, taken by Mr. Tyrie,
forester there, on the 20th November, 1837,

is : circumference, at 3 ft. from the ground,
9 ft. 11 in., and at 30 feet, 6 ft. 10 in.;

height, 95 ft. The soil is a dead sand.

The oldest larches in Scotland are those

at Dalwick, the seat of Sir John M. Nasmyth, near Peebles. (See p. 94.)

There are nine larches at Dalwick, all of which were planted in 1725, by the

grandfather of the present baronet ; and the most remarkable of these is

a singularly picturesque tree, which had one of its principal limbs shattered

In liirhtning in 1820. Of the remains of this tree, known as the Great, or

Crooked, Larch,/,?. 2261. is a portrait, to a scale of 1 in. to 20ft., taken

from a drawing kindly lent to us by Sir John Nasmyth in 1836. The height

of the tree is only between 4-0 ft. and 50 ft. ; but the girt of the trunk

above the roots is 19ft.; immediately under the two great limbs, 15ft.;

and about the middle, 13ft. Fig. 2262., to a scale of 30 ft. to 1 in., is the

portrait of another of the nine old larches at Dalwick, which is upwards of

7 N 3
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80 ft. high, and 15 ft. in circumference above the roots, and which is called

the Tall Larch. A larch at Kippenross, near Dumblane, in Stirlingshire,

was measured by Mr. Blackadder ^
in 1817, and again in 1832; when
it was found to be 15 ft. higher than

it was in 18 17, and to contain 50 ad-

ditional cubic feet of timber.

Geography. The European larch

grows on the Alps of France and

Switzerland, on the Apennines in

Italy; on the mountains of Germany,

principally in the Tyrol ; in Hungary,
and in different parts of the south of

Russia. On the Alps, it is found

at the elevation of 5000 ft., and on

the Carpathian Mountains at that

of 3000 ft. It is not found on the

Pyrenees ;
nor in Spain, Sweden,

Norway, or Britain. According to

Hoss and Willdenow, it is found

of the largest size in loamy soil,

formed from the debris of granitic

or slaty rocks ; but it is also found of

large size in calcareous soil ; where

the surface is kept cool by moisture.

In ascending the Simplon from the

Italian side, a part of the road passes

through a larch forest, in which there were some immense trees in 1819,

growing on the steep sides of the mountains; and in Mr. Brockedon's grand
and picturesque views of the Tyrol, from which figs. 2263. and 2264-. are copied,
the larch is, in all elevated and rocky situations, the prevailing tree-

History. The larch does not seem to have been known to the Greeks, as

it is not mentioned by Theophrastus, or any Greek writer on plants, unless it

be, as some suppose, the Greek pitus, though this does not appear pro-
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bable. Pliny frequently mentions the larch; and, in his 16th book, has

given the description of it which we have already quoted (see p. 2112.). In

another place, he tells us that larch timber is not corruptible like that of any
other pine ;

and that, when set on fire, it burns more like a stone than a

piece of wood, never causing flame. (Lib. xvi. c. 40.) He also says the tree

never flowers. These exaggerated assertions have occasioned doubts to

be expressed as to whether Pliny was really acquainted with the larch ; but

we find so many similar exaggerations and fabulous relations in his work re-

specting other trees, that we see no sufficient reason to doubt it. When
Tiberius Caesar built his Naumachia, or aquatic amphitheatre, for exhibiting
a naval action as a public spectacle, an enormous larch was brought to Rome,
which measured 120ft. in length, and 2ft. in diameter at the smallest end.

This tree, of which Pliny says,
"
Amplissima arborum ad hoc aevi existimatur

Romae visa," Tiberius admired so much, that he would not permit it to be used

as timber, but had it preserved as a curiosity for public admiration. Nero, how-

ever, had it cut up for an amphitheatre erected by him. The Fornm of Augustus
was built with larch wood, as were several bridges in Rome. Vitruvius men-

tions the larch, and attributes the decay of the buildings of Rome, erected in

his day, to the circumstance of this wood being no longer used in their con-

struction, the forests of the larch in the neighbourhood of Rome having been

exhausted, and the builders not choosing to be at the expense of bringing
the timber from a distance. He also says that the wood is so ponderous,
that it will sink in water ; and he repeats the assertions of Pliny as to its

incorruptibility and incombustibility; adding that Julius Caesar, wishing to

set fire to a wooden tower, placed before the gates of a castle in the Alps,
called Larignum, which he was besieging, heaped up logs of larch wood
around it, which he attempted to ignite, but in vain. It is probably, in
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allusion to this, that Caesar, in his Commentaries, speaks of the larch as
" robusta larix, igni impenetrable lignum." Several other wonders relating
to the larch, and taken from ancient writers, are mentioned by Evelyn ;

one of which is, that the wood is so transparent, "that, in the dark night,
when cabins made of the thin boards have lighted candles in them, people
who are at a distance out of doors would imagine the whole room to be on
fire!" (Hunt. Evel., i. p. 310.) Evelyn also quotes from Witser (a Dutch
writer on naval architecture) an account of a ship made of larch wood and

cypress, which was found in the Numadian sea, 12 fathoms under water; and

which, though it had lain 1400 years submerged, was yet quite hard and
sound. In latter times, the wood of the larch appears to have been much
used in Venice, both for piles and houses ; and, in some very old mansions
in that city, beams of larch have been found of enormous size, and showing
no symptoms of decay.
The larch is mentioned, and very well described, both by Tusser and Gerard ;

but the first account we have of larch trees growing in Britain is in Parkinson's

Paradisus, in 1629, where he speaks of the tree as "rare, and nursed up but

with a few, and those only lovers ofvariety." Evelyn, in 1664, mentions a larch

tree of " goodly stature, growing at Chelmsford, in Essex ;

"
but the tree appears

to have been still rare in his time. Miller, in the first edition of his Dictio-

nary, published in 1731, says, "This tree is now pretty common in English

gardens ;" adding that there were then some large trees at Wimbledon, which

produced annually a great quantity of cones. In the edition of 1759, he

says that
" the larch was then very plenty in most of the nurseries in Eng-

land ;

"
and,

" of late years," there had been "
great numbers of the trees

planted ;" adding that those which had been planted in
" the worse soil and

situations" had " thriven best." In confirmation of this, Mr. Gorrie informs

us that,
" on the rich and fertile soils on the braes of the Carse of Gowrie,

Perthshire, which consist of strong black loams, yielding, with ordinary cul-

ture, five quarters of wheat per acre, the larch does not thrive nearly so well as

farther north, on both sides of the Tay, where the soil is gravelly, or poor,
inert, and somewhat moist sand ; and hence there are no fine larch trees in

that fertile district." Harte, in 1764, and again in 1770, in his Essays on Hus-

bandry, speaks very highly of the larch, antl strongly recommends its cul-

ture as a timber tree ; a proof that then plantations were, at least, not common.
In the Account of the Larch Plantations on the Estates of Athol and Dunkcld,

published in the Transactions of the Highland Society, &c. (vol. xi. p. 169.), it is

stated that Goodwood, the seat of the Duke of Richmond, near Chichester,
was probably the first place where the larch was planted as a forest tree, and
even there it was only in small numbers. In 1782, a very extensive planta-
tion of larch was formed at Hafod. In 1786, we find the Society of Arts
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awarding a premium to Mr. Thomas White, landscape-gardener, of Rctford,

Nottinghamshire,
who had made a large plantation ofibrest trees (more than

one half of which were larch) at Batsfield, in the county of Durham. (Trans.
Soc. Arts, vol. iv. p. 5.); and, in 1788, the Society of Arts offered three gold
medals, and a premium of 30/., for planting the larch, and making known the
useful properties of its timber. In consequence of the public attention being
thus called to the tree, it has been more extensively planted in Britain,

particularly since the commencement of the present century, than any other
timber tree whatever, not even excepting the oak.

The introduction of the larch into Scotland is involved in some uncer-

tainty. The crooked larch at Dalwick (see p. 2356.) is said to have been

planted in 1725 ; but, according to Dr. Walker, whose attention to the

history of exotic trees in Scotland is well known, the first larches were

planted at Dunkeld in 1727. Sir Thomas Dick Lauder tells us that the

popular account is, that the first larches introduced into Scotland were sent
to the father of the late Duke of Athol in 1727 ; and the plants having arrived
at Dunkeld along with some orange trees, and a number of other exotics,
natives of Italy, they were all treated in the same way, and placed in a hot-

house. The larches soon withered under this treatment ; and, being supposed
to be dead, were thrown out on a heap of rubbish in the garden. Being
there covered with dead leaves and other rubbish, and aided by a wet season,

they revived, and, sending forth shoots, soon became vigorous-growing trees.

In the Highland Society
1

s Transactions, vol. xi. p. 165., already mentioned, the

following account is given of the introduction of the larch into Scotland :

" In the year 1738, Mr. Menzies of Migenny, in Gleniyon, brought a few
small plants of the larch in his portmanteau from London, five of which he
left at Dunkeld, and eleven at Blair in Athol, for Duke James," the grand-
father of the celebrated Duke of Athol already mentioned. It is probable
that this account, of which one version states that the servant of Mr.
Menzies carried the larches before him on his saddle, is quite incorrect ;

for we can hardly suppose that Dr. Walker would give the date of 1727
as that of the first planting,of the larch at Dunkeld, without some positive
evidence of the fact. Whatever may be the exact date of the introduction of
the larch into Scotland, there can be no doubt that it was first extensively

planted in that country by the Dukes of Athol at Dunkeld and Blair; and
we shall here give a short account of these plantations to the reader, extracted
from that in the Highland Society's Transactions, before referred to :

" Be-
tween 1740 and 1750, Duke James planted 350 larches at Dunkeld, at an
elevation of 180 ft. above the level of the sea; and 873 at Blair, among lime-

stone gravel, in a sheltered situation, which was worth from 20$. to 30s. per
acre, at an elevation above the sea not exceeding 560 ft. All these larches

were planted in the ornamental grounds around Dunkeld House and Athol
1 louse, the two residences of His Grace. So situated, and in regular rows wide

apart, they were evidently intended more as a trial of a new species of trees

than for forest timber. But, in 1759, Duke James planted 700 larches

over a space of 29 Scotch acres, intermixed with other kinds of forest trees,
with the view of trying the value of the larch as a timber tree. This planta-
tion extended up the face of a hill from 200 ft. to 400 ft. above the level of
the sea. The rocky ground of which it was composed was covered with
loose and crumbling masses of mica slate ; and was not worth above 31.

a year altogether. This may be considered the first attempt at mountain

planting in Scotland. According to the fashion of the time, the trees were

arranged in rows, and the rows converged towards a small piece of water
in the centre, like radii. This concluded the whole attempts at planting of
Duke James. Before he died, however, in January, 1764, he had tried the

quality of the larch as timber, and was quite satisfied of its superiority over
other firs, even in trees of only eighteen or nineteen years old."

John Duke of Athol succeeded Duke James in 1764. "
It was he who

first conceived the idea of planting larch by itself as a forest tree, and of
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planting the sides of the hills about Dunkeld. The former of these ideas was

put into execution in 1768, by the planting of three acres with larches alone

on Craigvinian, above the wood which Duke James planted on the same
hill in 1759, at an altitude of from 100ft. to 200ft. above it; or 500ft.
or 600 ft. above the level of the sea, on soil that was not worth Is. per acre.

The latter idea of Duke John was effected by the enclosing of a considerable

extent of ground for the planting of mixed wood at Dunkeld, and of near
300 acres at Blair, forming a total of 665 acres. Of these he finished the

planting of 410 acres before his death in 1774.
" The greatest obstacle to the progress of the Duke John's planting was, the

scarcity, and consequent dearness, of the larch plants. He had raised a few

plants himself from cones gathered from some trees at Blair, which began to

bear fruit at the commencement of his operations ; but this supply did not
exceed 1000 plants in a season. At the same time, three and four years trans-

planted larches were selling in the nursery grounds as high as 6rf. per plant.
All that could therefore be obtained for planting did not exceed fifty plants

per acre in the large plantations ; and the rest of the quantity, amounting to

4000 plants per Scotch acre (that being the allowance of plants to the acre

at that time), were made up of the Scotch pine, and the different kinds of hard
wood. The larch was planted at a height not exceeding 600 ft., and the

Scotch pine at 900 ft., above the level of the sea. Another difficulty which
the Duke John had to encounter was from the broom, furze, juniper, and

heath, which flourished abundantly in the region allotted to the larch, and
which had not been entirely eradicated before the planting began. The broom,

though indicative of a good soil for larch, is a troublesome plant to young
trees ;

its long switch-like elastic twigs whipping their tops violently in windy
weather; and the furze, with its thick-set prickly branches, smothers, or draws

up prematurely, the young plants. These, and many other obstacles, would
no doubt have been removed by the Duke John, had he had leisure to attend

to planting only ; but, having been obliged to be frequently in London regard-

ing his title, and the affairs of the Isle of Man, his attention was otherwise

occupied for the greater part of the short time which he enjoyed his property.
Such were the state and extent of the larch plantations at Dunkeld and Blair,
when the late duke succeeded his father in 1774*

" The first object of this duke was to plant the 225 acres which formed a

part of the plantations that were left unfinished by his father at his death in

1774. This, with some larches planted about the Loch of the Lows, occu-

pied him till the year 1783. This delay was owing to the difficulty of obtain-

ing larch plants, all the number that could be obtained during that time

amounting only to 279,000.
"
Observing the rapid growth and hardy nature of the larch tree, the duke

determined on extending the sphere of its occupation to the steep acclivities

of mountains of greater altitude than any that had yet been tried. Hitherto

the larch had chiefly been planted along with other trees ; but the duke en-

closed a space including 29 acres, on the rugged summit of Craig-y-barns,
and planted a strip consisting entirely of larch, among the crevices and hol-

lows of the rocks, where the least soil could be found. At this elevation, none
of the larger kinds of natural plants grew, so that the ground required no

previous preparation of clearing. After 1774, larch plants fell in price from

6d. a plant to 355. per thousand, two and three years transplanted, and

ranging from 2 ft. to 3| ft. in height. The expense of enclosing and planting
at this time was the same as in the time of Duke John; namely, I/. 19s. \d.

per acre. This alpine plantation was formed in 1785 and 1786.
" From 1786 to 1791, the duke planted 480 acres at Dunkeld, the greater

part of which was only sprinkled with larch from 6 ft. to 30 ft. asunder,

owing to the difficulty of procuring a sufficient number of plants ; and 200
acres at Blair, which were planted wholly of larch, at 6 ft. apart. The num-
ber of larch plants consumed in these plantations in the five years was

500,000. Wages rising at this period, and there being a greater substitution
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of larch for Scotch pine, the expense of planting was considerably increased.

That, with the enclosing, amounted to 21. 10s. 6d. per acre. The pitting alone

cost 10*. 6rf. per acre.
" In the eight years from 1791 to 1799, the duke still continued to

diminish the number of Scotch pines in his plantations, and to increase that

of the larch. During this time, the banks of the Bruar Water, extending to

70 Scotch acres around the beautiful waterfall, were planted. It is not un-

likely that the humble petition of Bruar Water,
" To shade its banks wi' towering trees,
And bonnie spreading bushes,"

so well expressed in the words of the poet, might have had the effect of draw-

ing His Grace's attention the sooner to the embellishment of this delightful

spot. At Logierait, Inver, and Dunkeld, the space altogether planted ex-

tended to 800 acres, 600 of which were entirely of larch, but only planted so

thinly, from a paucity of plants, as to leave after merely a scanty thinning, only
a sufficient number of trees for naval purposes. The duke's desire to extend
his plantations solely with the larch, in elevated situations, had to struggle

very severely and painfully against the scarcity of plants that prevailed in the

country, even at this period, when the value of the larch tree was begun to be

appreciated. The expense of planting this piece of ground was the same us

the last, and though the number of larch plants consumed in it only amounted
to 800,000, even this number was obtained with great difficulty."

Observing with satisfaction and admiration the luxuriant growth of the

larch in all situations, and its hardihood even in the most exposed regions,
the duke resolved on pushing entire larch plantations still farther to the sum-
mits of the highest hills. The Scotch pine, that was planted at 900 ft. above
the sea, had the vacancies occasioned by deaths or accidents filled up, ten years
afterwards, by the late duke, with larch, as an experiment. In 1800, when the

duke was anxious again to extend his larch plantations, the effect of this

experiment confirmed him in an opinion which he had previously conceived
of the very hardy nature of the larch. These Scotch pines, in a period of

nearly forty years, had only attained a height of five or six feet
; while the

larches, which had been planted among them ten years after, were from 40 ft.

to 50 ft. high. Nine hundred feet was an elevation at which it was before

supposed that the larch was incapable of vegetating. A favourable circum-

stance, too, happened in 1800, which concurred with the result of the above

experiment to give an impulse to the commencement of a great undertaking
in planting. In that year, several of the farms at Dunkeld fell out of lease;

and, as they were all in miserable condition, His Grace took them into his

own hands, to improve them, and to build suitable farm-houses and offices

on them. This circumstance gave the duke the command of a range ofmoun-
tains, extending from the edge of Craig-y-barns, over a space of ground of 1600
Scotch acres. This space included a common, the rights of which the duke

bought up. It formed the background to the farms which the duke had
taken into his own hands. It was situated from 900 ft. to 1200 ft. above the
level of the sefc. Its soil, presenting the most barren aspect, was strewed
over thickly with fragments of rocks, and vegetation of any kind scarcely
existed upon it.

* To endeavour to grow ship-timber,' remarks His Grace,
'

among rocks and shivered fragments of schist, such as I have described,
would have appeared to a stranger extreme folly, and money thrown away ;

but, in the year 1800, I had for more than twenty-five years so watched and
admired the hardihood and the strong vegetative powers of the larch, in many
situations as barren and as rugged as any part of this range, though not so

elevated, as quite satisfied me that I ought, having so fair an opportunity, to
seize it.'

"
During the same period in which the duke planted this mountain range,

he also planted 400 acres in other situations ; making a total of 2409 Scotch

acres, 1800 of which consisted solely of larch, and 300 acres of this occupied
a region far above the growth of the Scotch pine. These plantations, in enclos-
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iiiLi and planting, occupied the long period of years from IMM> to Isl.}. This
delay arose greatly i'roni the difficulty of obtaining larch j)lants, and \vhich

on!\ permitted them to be- planted to a tliickness of from l.jOO to 1M)0 per
acre. I

;rom a different mode of planting being adopted, however, and the
^election of plants of an earlier age (an account of hoth of \\hich will he
hereafter given), the cost of fencing ami planting this extensive ranue of

ground did not exceed lO.v. in!, per acre.
"
Having now no doubt whatever of the successful growth of the larch in

very elevated situations, the duke still farther pursued his object of covering
'/// his mountainous regions with that valuable wood. Accordingly, a space to

the northward of the one last described, containing -^J.jf) Scotch acres, was

immediately enclosed, and planted entirely with larch. This tract, hing
generally above the region of broom, fur/e, juniper, and IOIIL' heath, required
no artificial clearing. An improved mode of planting was emploved here,
that of using young plants only, two or three years' seedlings, put into the

ground by means of an instrument invented by the duke, instead of the
common spade. This change of arrangement facilitated the operation, and,
at the same time, greatly increased the supply of the plants, so as to enable
the whole ground to be planted in three years, from the 4th of December,
Islj, to the ;?d of December, IS is. The increased number of plants per
acre, and the high price of the plants, enhanced the cost to l(i.v. Sr/. per
acre, for enclosing and planting this forest of Loch Ordie, so named from a

beautiful sheet of water in it, of 100 acres in extent.
"

lu ls->|, the growth of the larch in Loch Ordie Forest having greatly

exceeded the sanguine hopes and expectations of the duke, he determined on

a.iding to it an extensive adjoining tract, consisting of ^.'H Scotch acres,

denominated Loch Iloishnie. The preparations of fencing, clearing (where
that was necessary), making roads, and procuring, plants from different nur-

serymen, occupied the time till October, [S^/i, when the' planting commenced,
iiui \\as carried on in Mich good earnest, that the whole was finished b\

December, lb^(>. The fencing anil planting cost I.JA. per acre. There was
no plantation which His (Jrace had executed that ga\e him so much satis-

'action in the work, as that of the Forest of Loch Iloishnie.
" The planting of this forest appears to have terminated the labours of this

hike in planting; and the following table will show at a glance the extent

of' the larch plantations executed bv the different noble dukes, and which
\ill form a summary of what has been stated above 1

:

omit of larch plants, mixed or unmixed \\ith other

to the enormous number of I I
,< >!>,"< ' ' plants; mid,

, per acre for the amount that was mixed with other

>u!d occnp\ a space, if planted alone of larch, of .Vi.'i

le extent of Around occupied b\ larch amount-, to

1 1 1..')-.-
1

! acre-, imperial.

kinds,

if \\e

kinds

acres,

S(iO)
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" There is no name that stands so high, and so deservedly high, in the list of
successful planters, as that of the late .John Duke of Athol. His Grace planted,
in the last years of his life, 6500 Scotch acres of mountain ground solely with

the larch) which, in the course of seventy-two years from the time of planting,
will be a forest of timber fit for the building of the largest class of ships in His

Majesty's navy. Before it is cut down for this purpose, it will have been
thinned out to about 400 trees per acre. Each tree will contain at the least

50 cubic feet, or one load of timber ; which", at the low price of one shilling

per cubic foot (only one half of its present value), will give WOO/, per acre ;

or, in all, a sum of 6,500,0007. sterling. Besides this, there will have been
a return of 11. per acre from the thinnings, after deducting all expense of

thinning, and the original outlay of planting. Further still, the land on which
the larch is planted is not worth above from 9d. to 1*. per acre. After the

thinnings of the first thirty years, the larch will make it worth at least 10s.

an acre, by the improvement of the pasturage, upon which cattle can be kept
summer and winter."

On this passage Mr. Gorrie remarks :
" The prospective value of the timber

and improved pasturage, as here stated, will seldom be realised, even on the
best mountains or moorlands in Scotland ; but larch is certainly by far the
best improver of heath or moor pasturage yet known in this country. To
effect such improvement in little time, the plants should at first stand so close
as to choke the heath and coarser grasses ; when this is accomplished, as

may be done in from 10 to 15 years, gradual thinning will be followed by the
Fcstuca ovina and duriuscula, Cynosurus cristatus, Jgrostis vulgaris, Poa
compressa, &c. &c., with the foliage possessing a softness and luxuriance
not acquired in open situations. Seeds of the Poa nemorulis, scattered over
the ground after removing the first thinnings, would wonderfully improve the

pasture."
About the year 1777, Dr. Anderson, under the name of Agricola, strongly

recommended the larch as a timber tree ; and, in consequence of the popularity
of his writings, the tree began, before the end of the last century, to be planted
in the north as much as, or more extensively than, the Scotch pine, which
had till then been the principal tree planted in Scotland. One of the greatest
planters, at this time, in Scotland, was the Earl of Fife, as may be seen by the
various letters written by His Lordship respecting his plantations, in the early
volumes of the Transactions of the Society of Arts ; and he also planted a great
many larches. At the present time, as Sir Thomas Dick Lauder has remarked,
Scotland is preeminently the country for the larch

; and at Dunkeld, Blair,

Monzie, and Gartmore, in Perthshire ; at Alloa, in Stirlingshire ; at Panmure
and Brechin Castle, in Forfarshire

;
at Cullen House (Lord Fife's), in Banff-

shire ; at Gordon Castle, Ferness, and Tarnawa, in Morayshire ; at Ballin-

dalloch, in Inverness-shire ; at Dalwick, in Peeblesshire, and at many other

places in Scotland
; larches are to be found which have all the boldness of

character of the tree in its native Alps.

Early in the present century, the larch, both in England and Scotland, was>
in many places, attacked in its foliage by a white woolly aphis, commonly
known as the yTphis laricis; and, from 1820 to the present time, it has been
found that, when larches have grown on certain soils, the wood is apt to-

decay, and become hollow at the heart ; a disease which, in Scotland, is called

K
umping, from the trunks of trees affected by it conveying the idea from their

ollowness, of their being fit for pumps, or pipes for conveying water under

ground. The insects have long since disappeared ; but the decay of the timber
at the heart continues, and has led to much more attention being paid to the
soil in which the tree is planted ; the disease having rendered it evident that
the larch is, perhaps, more powerfully affected by soil and situation than any
other timber tree. In order to ascertain how far the effect of change of seed

might prevent this disease, the Highland Society of Scotland have offered pre-
miums for the greatest quantity of seed imported from the native larch forests
of Switzerland ami the Tyrol ; and many trees, raised from seeds so imported
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by Messrs. Lawson and Son of Edinburgh, have been planted in different parts
of the country. The larch, ripening abundance of seeds in Britain, is now raised

in larger quantities by the Scotch nurserymen than any other timber tree ;

and there is scarcely any Scotch proprietor, of the mountainous districts more

especially, in whose plantations the larch is not the prevailing species. In

Ireland, it is also a favourite tree in the elevated regions ; though the extent

to which it has been planted in that country is trifling, when compared with

either Scotland or England.
In France, the larch does not appear to have been planted to any consi-

derable extent ; though De Candolle mentions having seen flourishing plant-
ations of this tree in the Vosges. Malesherbes, in 1778, having seen some
houses in the Vallais, which had been constructed of this wood 240 years

previously, examined the timber, and found it not only perfectly sound, but

so hard that he could not penetrate it with the point of a knife. In 1798,
M. Boissel de Monville conveyed a number of trunks of larch to Toulon,
with a view to their being used in the construction of ships for the French

navy ; and they were examined for that purpose by the Commissioners of the

Marine, on the 6th of August in that year. The result, as reported by Des-

fontaines, in his Hutoire des Arbres, &c., was : 1 . That the wood was more
resinous than that of P. Laricio, though, at the same time, it was much lighter,

in the proportion of 25 or 26 to 29 : 2. That the fibres of the larch were very

strong, and well able to resist twisting : and, 3. That branches clear from

knots might be used for topmasts ; but that trees must not be chosen for this

purpose which were either standing singly, or in thin plantations ; because,
in the one case, their trunks were likely to be strained by the wind, and in the

other to be injured by the multiplicity of branches causing knots. Notwith-

standing the favourable nature of this report, it appears from Malesherbes and

others, that all the previous experiments made with regard to using the larch

for the masts of large vessels were unsuccessful ; principally because the

tree, when of sufficient height, was never found of sufficient thickness. To

remedy this defect,Varennes de Fenille suggested the thinning of the native

forests, to allow the trees to acquire greater bulk of trunk ; but it was found

that, instead of this being the case, it encouraged them to throw out branches,
and the wood, consequently, became full of knots. Baudrillart, in 1825,warmly
recommends planting the larch in the forests of the north and middle of

France, and especially in mountainous situations ; quoting from Martyn' s

Miller what had been done in Scotland by the Dukes of Athol and others.

Delamarre, in 1831, acknowledges his own want of experience in this tree;

and states that in Normandy, in his neighbourhood, the larch had been planted
to some extent ; and that, after 40 years' trial, the rate of growth was not satis-

factory ;
and that the trees had the great disadvantage of not disseminating

themselves by their seeds, like the pine and fir tribe. Near Coutances, in

Normandy, M. le Comte de Rambuteau has formed a plantation of larches

on a grand scale, with a view to study the value of that species as a timber tree.

In Germany, the larch has been introduced into plantations in Wirtemberg,
Bavaria, and some other states ; but, as it is indigenous in several districts, as

well as in Poland, it is less planted than might have been expected. De
Candolle mentions that M. De Charpentier expresses admiration of the mag-
nificent plantations of larches at Moritzburg and at Thorauz, near Dresden,
which are only 238 ft. above the level of the sea. They grow in sands almost

pure, not marshy, but habitually and moderately moistened by the filtrations

from large ponds in the neighbourhood ; and, at 40 or 50 years' growth, they
rival in size the most beautiful larches of the Vallais.

Poetical Allusions. These are very few. The larch does not appear to

have been mentioned by any of the Greek poets, and by few of the Roman
ones. A supposition has, indeed, been broached, that the trees into which

Ovid describes the sisters of Phaethon to have been turned were neither poplars
nor alders, but larches. This supposition appears to have been founded on
the circumstance of a Roman medal having been found with three larches on
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it; and on the following lines in Ovid, which seem to allude to sonic resin-

ous tree,
" The new made trees in tears of amber run,
Which harden into value by the sun."

Lucan tells us that the "gummy larch" was one of the articles burnt to drive

away serpents. Among the British poets, Ben Jonson mentions the larch.

A witch says,

"
Yes, I have brought to help your vows
Horned poppy, cypress boughs,
The fig tree wild that grows on tombs,
And juice that from the larch tree comes." Masque of Queens.

Properties and Uses. The wood of the larch, according to Hartig, weighs
68 Ib. 13oz. per cubic foot when green, and 36 Ib. 6 oz. when dry; and

according to Kasthoffer, it lasts four times longer than that of any other

species of ^bietinae. That of trees produced in a good soil is of a yellowish
white; but that of trees grown in a cold and elevated situation is reddish or

brown, and very hard. In a suitable situation, the timber is said to come to

perfection in 40 years, while that of the pinaster requires 60 years, and that

of the Scotch pine 80 years. (Trans. Soc. Art., vol. xxix. p. 25.) Though
the wood of the larch ignites with difficulty, and a fire made of it will, if not
attended to, extinguish itself before the wood is half-consumed, yet, if properly
managed, the wood of old trees is capable of producing an intense heat ; and
M. Hartig ranks it, in comparison with that of the beech, as 1248 to 1540.

The charcoal of the larch, according to M. De Werneck, is more rich in

carbon than that of either the spruce or the silver fir, but less so than the

pine or the beech; being as 6409 to 7299 for the pine, and 6409 to 7871 for

the beech. The charcoal of the larch is very heavy, and weighs 16ilb.

(7^ kilogrammes) per cubic foot : it is said to be excellent for iron founderies.
The bark of young larches is astringent, and it is used in the Alps for tanning
leather ; where the leaves and young shoots are sometimes given to cattle.

The only objections which have been made to the wood of this tree in Britain

are, according to Monteath, its being so remarkably hard to season, that it is

almost impossible to keep it from bending and twisting ; and that, when it is

properly seasoned, it is so very hard, that it is difficult to work, and more

especially to be smoothed on the surface with the plane. To remedy the evil

of twisting, some adopt the method of steeping it (whilst in the log) in water
for twelve months, and then taking it out, and drying it for twelve months
more, before cutting it up. Steaming has also been resorted to for the same

purpose ; but Monteath prefers a practice which has been often recommended,
though but little employed, viz. that of barking the tree standing, and then

leaving it a year before it is cut down.
The Uses of the Wood of the Larch in France and Switzerland. According

to Varennes de Fenille, the disposition of the fibres of the wood resembles
that of the silver fir

;
and each annual layer consists of a zone of very hard

wood of dark orange, and a zone of softer wood which is of a pale orange
or yellow. The President de la Tour d'Aigues, who has written copiously
on the uses of the larch, says :

" The wood is not filled with knots, like that
of the spruce fir : it is excellent for carpentry ; beams made of it are very
strong, and not subject to rot ; it may be employed safely in damp places, as,
for instance, in cellars ; and it will remain sound and uninjured, even when
resting on the earth." According to Rozier: "

Every one who knows the
larch agrees that it is the best of all the different kinds of wood, whether for

the carpenter or the cabinet-maker. Its strength is at least equal to that of
the oak. The Germans make casks of it, which may be said to last for ever,
and from which the spirituous particles of the wine are hardly ever found to

have evaporated. In Upper Dauphine, Savoy, and the Pays de Vaud, houses
are built of it, by placing squared trunks, of the thickness of 1 ft., one upon
another, in the manner of building log-houses. (See p. 2123.) The heat of the
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sun melts the resin contained in the wood, which, running down the sides,

fills up the interstices between the logs ; and the edifice, thus rendered im-

penetrable to air and moisture, will last for centuries without alteration."

This tree, says Malesherbes,
"

is the highest, the straightest, and the most

incorruptible of all the Swiss indigenous woods. It is excellent for all pur-

poses ; and is so much sought after, that, in several cantons of Switzerland,
a piece of larch wood costs double the price of a piece of oak wood of the

same dimensions." Notwithstanding this, the same author adds that, after

many experiments, the wood of the larch has been found unsuitable for masts.

(See p. 2364.) No wood remains uninjured by water longer than the larch ;

and, for this reason, it is in general use, in France and Switzerland, for water-

pipes. At Aix, Marseilles, and throughout the greater part of Provence,
where the land is frequently irrigated, the pipes used to convey the water to

the ground are always of larch. In Provence, it is also much used by the

cabinet-makers, as, from the closeness of its grain, it takes a fine polish.

(Nouv. Du Ham.) Desfontaines, in his Histoire des Arbres et Arbrisseaux
t

gives a very interesting report made by M. Boissel de Monville on the uses

of the larch. This account confirms what previous writers had asserted

respecting the durability of the cottages in the Vallais ; and adds that larch

wood is much used, in Switzerland, for shingles to cover the roofs of the houses,
and for vine props. For the latter purpose, it is found the most durable of

all kinds of wood : the vine props made of it are never taken up ; they remain

fixed for an indefinite succession of years, and see crop after crop of vines

spring up, bear their fruit, and perish at their feet, without showing any

symptoms of decay. In most cases, the proprietors of the vineyards are per-

fectly ignorant of the epoch when these props were first placed there : they
received them in their present state from their fathers, and in the same
state they will transmit them to their sons. Props made of the silver fir,

and used in the same soil for the same purpose, would not last more than ten

years. In traversing the forests of the Alps, continues M. Boissel,
"

I found

frequent proofs of the excellence of the wood of the larch. The lightning
often strikes and shatters these trees, the winds break them, and the

effects of time cause them to perish by old age ; all these modes of destruc-

tion, and many others, made me find a great number of mutilated and dead
trees in these forests. Those which were mutilated had not perished on
that account. The branches which remained uninjured were still growing
with vigour; the heart wood was sound and unchanged; and the tree con-

tinued to live during a long series of years. The wood, even of those

quite dead, showed no signs of decay, and had evidently remained in the same
state a great number of years. I gathered several of the branches, and di-

vided some of the trunks of the dead trees ; and, though some of the branches

were become so brittle as to break easily with the fingers, and the wood of

the trunks so dry as to separate into scales, neither showed the least signs
of rottenness. The silver fir, on the contrary, when broken or shattered by
lightning, soon perishes; and the wood of dead trees, in the course of a few

years, becomes quite rotten." (Hist, dcs Arb., &c., ii. p. 603.) The fine grain
of the larch wood, its durability, and its not being subject to crack, have

long made it used by painters for their palettes, and even to paint their pic-

tures on. According to Pliny, it was employed for this purpose by the ancients

(lib. xvi. c. 39.) ; and Evelyn tells us that several of the paintings of Raphael
are on larch wood.

The resinous Products of the Larch are, Venice turpentine, and the manna
de Briancon ; and both are used in the state in which they are procured from

the tree. To obtain the turpentine, trees are chosen which are neither too

young nor too old ;
as only full-grown trees, not yet in a state of decay, will

yield good turpentine. When the sap begins to be in motion in spring, if a

few drops of turpentine are seen exuding from the bark, it is a proof that the

tree is full of resinous juice; and, if the trunk were split, there would be

found, 5 in. or C in. from the heart of the- tree, and Bin. or 10 in. from the
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bark, several depots of liquid resin, contained in cavities which are some-
times 1 in. thick, Sin. or 4 in. broad, and as much in height. In a trunk of
40ft. in length, as many as six of these large reservoirs of liquid resin have
been found, and several smaller ones. When the wood of a tree cut down
in this state is sawed up, a cut with a hatchet will make the turpentine flow

abundantly ; and the sawyers often find the movement of the saw impeded by
it. Young and vigorous larches have none of these reservoirs, which appear
not to be formed till the tree has attained its full growth ;

and it is conse-

quently in this state only that the tree is in a fit condition for being pierced for

the extraction of its resin. The peasants of the Valley of St. Martin, in the

Pays de Vaud, use augers nearly an inch in diameter, with which they pierce
the full-grown larches in different places, beginning at 3ft. or 4ft. from the

ground, and mounting gradually to 10 ft. or 12 ft. They choose, generally,
the south side of the tree, and, where practicable, the knots formed by
branches which have been broken or cut off, and through which the turpen-
tine is seen exuding naturally. The holes are always made in a slanting

direction, in order that the turpentine may flow out of them more freely; and
care is always taken not to penetrate to the centre of the tree. To these
holes are fixed gutters made of larch wood, which are l^in. wide, and from
15 in. to 20 in. long. One of the ends of each gutter terminates in a peg,

through the centre of which is bored a hole about Hin. in diameter. This
end of the gutter is forced into the hole made in the tree, and the other end is

led into a small bucket, or trough, which receives the turpentine. In the coun-
tries where larches are abundant, says Du Hamel, particularly in the Bri-

anconnais and the Vallais, may be seen, in the fine weather of spring, a

prodigious quantity of little buckets at the foot of the trees, each attached to
a tree by a slender tube, or gutter, through which the clear limpid turpen-
tine, glittering in the sun, trickles down, and soon fills the bucket ; while

every morning and evening, the peasants hasten from tree to tree, examining
their buckets, taking away or emptying those that are full, and replacing them
with empty ones. This harvest, if so it may be called, continues from May
till September ; and the turpentine requires no other preparation, to render
it fit for sale, than straining it through a coarse hair cloth, to free it from

leaves, or any other accidental impurities that may have fallen into it. When
a hole made in a tree does not produce turpentine, or when the turpentine
ceases to flow, the hole is stopped with a peg, and not opened for a fortnight
or three weeks. When these holes are reopened, the turpentine is generally
found to flow from them in greater abundance than from the other holes in

the tree, and they continue to give still more and more, till the flow of the

sap is stopped in autumn by the cold. A full-grown healthy larch, if tapped
when of the proper age, will yield 7 Ib. or 8 Ib. of turpentine every year, for

40 or 50 years.
The wood of a tree from which the resin has been extracted is never used

for building purposes : it is, indeed, only good to burn ;
and the charcoal

made from it is very much lighter than, and very inferior in every respect to,
that made from larches which have not been deprived of their resin. The
turpentine of the larch is called Venice turpentine, because it used formerly
to be sent to England and the north of Europe only from that commercial

city. It should be clear, transparent, free from all impurities, of the con-
sistence of a thick syrup, with a bitter taste, and a strong disagreeable smell.

It is employed in medicine, and particularly in veterinary surgery ; and it

is reckoned excellent to draw out thorns, splinters, &c., and to cure ulcers

and old wounds which appear to be in danger of gangrene. It is used in the
formation of what arc called drawing plasters, and also for making several

kinds of varnish. It is sometimes distilled with the addition of water, like the

turpentine of the pinaster; but its essential oil, colophony, &c., are very
inferior to those produced by distilling the turpentine of any other of the

pine and fir tribe.

The Manna of Briaw-un is a kind of sap of a sweetish but insipid taste,
7 o
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which, towards the end of May, and during the months of June and July,

exudes, according to some, during the night, from the bark of the young
shoots; but which, according to others, transpires from the buds and leaves,

on which it coagulates in the form of little white glutinous grains, which are

easily scraped off. In the morning, young larch trees, before they are struck

with the rays of the sun, will be found covered with it
;
but the grains, if not

gathered, will soon disappear. Very cold winds prevent the formation of

this substance, which is called manne de JBriancon, because it is found in most
abundance in that country. It resembles the manna of the flowering ash

(O'rnus rotundifolia, see p. 1242.), but is less purgative. It is not much
used, as but very little is produced, except in Briancon ; and, even there, it

is very difficult to collect before it melts.

The Leaves of the larch, Kasthoffer considers as less injurious to pasture
than those of any other pine or fir ; and, for the same reason, he says that

they are better worth collecting as a manure. They are eaten in Switzerland

by cattle and sheep, but less eagerly than those of the evergreen pines and
firs ; because they, being deciduous, are only to be found in an eatable, that

is green, state, when the more palatable food of grass is abundant.

Uses of the Larch in Britain. Public attention was first drawn to the uses

of this tree, as we have already observed, by Dr. Anderson, in 1777, when
the oldest larch trees in Scotland could not have been above 50 years old,

and, doubtless, none of them had been cut down ; as the earliest notice of

one of the Athol larches having been felled is in that year. ( See App. to Gen.

Rep. of Scot., vol. iv. p. 493.) Dr. Anderson's sources of information, there-

fore, must have been foreign authors, the more important of whom have

been already quoted. The first British author who treats of the value of

the wood of the larch at length, and from his own experience, is Pontey ;

who, in his Forest Pruner, the first edition of which was published in 1805,
states that the larch excels foreign fir in all the following respects :

"1. It is much clearer of knots, provided a very small degree of attention

be paid to it, during the first twenty years of its growth.
"

2. It is more durable ; for though it produces dead knots, when neglected,
still it produces no rotten ones, or what carpenters call cork-knots. The
fact is, that not only the heart and sap of the wood, but even the bark, are

so durable a nature, that we know no means of estimating when any one of
them will decay, except under some species of mismanagement. There is a

particular criterion by which larch is distinguishable from any other wood,
which is, at the same time, a decisive proof of its durability ; viz. the dead

knots, or branches, wood and bark, being always found fast wedged, as it were,
in the timber; so that every knot of that description has a sort of ring round
it nearly black. Any person who has larches growing, of some tolerable age,

may convince himself of their durability, by examining their dead branches;

which, whether great or small, are neverfound rotten.
"

3. Larch is much less liable to shrink than foreign deal. It is well

known that the latter is exceedingly liable to that defect, in the first instance ;

and the joiners tell us that, when a board of it has been twenty years in use,

if planed over again, it will again shrink : but not so with larch ; for, if well

dried at first, it never shrinks at all.

" A piece of larch wood, split from the root end of a slab, was weighed at

different periods. The tree having been cut down in August preceding,
and sawn up a few days previous to the first weighing, gave the following
results :

Date when weighed. lb. oz. Date when weighed. Ib. oz.

"1799, 1st October - - 12 11 "1799, 9th December, - - 7 11

19th October 10 4 30th December, .-79
25th October - 90 1800, 31st January, 7 9

13th November, - - 7 13

" The weighing has often been repeated since, but no variation was found

while it was in the same place ; namely, a dry room over one where a good
fire was kept. The piece is nearly all sap wood. From which we gather
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this important information ; the larch may be perfectly seasoned in three

months, with a very moderate heat, and probably much sooner, as the next

circumstance to be noted seems to show. When wood can lose no more

weight, we take it for granted it is perfectly seasoned ; and, as this is so

soon attained by the larch, there can remain no just apprehensions of its

shrinking.
"4-. Larch will not crack, with any degree of heat that can be called tole-

rable, when in plank or boards, or when the poles are split as rails. When
in bulk (that is not sawn up), the case is not different, provided

the bark

remains upon it
;
but if that be taken off while the wood is green, it cracks

considerably, as will be noticed under the seventh head.
"

5. Larch is much more tough than foreign deal. It splits with great

difficulty, and never in any length with the grain. Foreign deal being so

exceedingly apt to split, can seldom be used very thin ; but the larch may
be used as thin as the sawyers can cut it, without any danger on that head.

"
6. It has two properties, the first of which the foreign deal does not pos-

sess, and the second but in a very inferior degree ; namely, its beautiful colour,
and its capability of receiving a degree of polish equal to any wood yet
known, and much superior to the finest mahogany.

"
7. It may be used in situations where the best foreign deal proves of

very short duration; namely, as posts for every description of fencing."
The knotty tops ofsome larch trees were sawn, in 1800, into scantlings of

about lin. square, for the purpose of staking and tying up plants in Mr.

Pontey's nursery. On examining their condition four years afterwards, the

whole of them were perfectly sound above ground, the only symptoms of

decay appearing on the sappy parts of the wood, that had been in the ground.
A larch post, which, in 1800, had been in the ground upwards of 20 years,
was perfectly sound above ground, and not decayed under it deeper than the

sap wood
; and, where the bark was not removed under ground, even the sap

wood was uninjured. (For. Prun., cd. 4., p. 83.)
Matthew is the next British author who writes on the uses of the larch

from his own experience; and his work On Naval Timber is dated 1831.

The larch, compared with pines and firs, he says, has the timber much

stronger when young, and even when the trunk is under a foot in diameter,
than when old and large. Near the top of the tree, the timber is very
inferior, and deficient in toughness, to what it is at the root. The wood is

finer grained, and has fewer large knots, than that of the Scotch pine. A thin

larch board, when dried, is at once strong, tough, durable, and extremely light.
It is difficult to split larch even by wedges ; which is owing to the netted
structure of the fibres of the wood : whereas the wood of the Scotch pine,
as of other pines, is easily split, owing to its reedy structure, the longitudinal
fibres running parallel to each other, with comparatively very few transverse

ones. Some experiments conducted at Woolwich, which will be hereafter

given, show the strength of Highland larch to be to that of the Riga pine
as 1000 to 804 ; and to that of white American pine (P. Strobus), as 1000 to

8:24. In Scotland, it is universally allowed to be stronger than the Scotch

pine ;
as a proof of which, the sawyers employed to cut it up have one fourth

more pay when cutting larch, than when cutting pine. The larch, compared
with any other of the Coniferae, Matthew justly observes,

" has comparatively
smaller and more numerous branches ; and, consequently, the timber is freer

from large knots, and has more equable strength, as well in small spars, as

when large and cut into joists and beams ; provided the timber be not too far up
the tree." (On Navul Timber, p. 105.) The larch, says Mr. Sang, will arrive at

a useful timber size in one half or a third part of the time, in general, which the
Scotch fir requires ; and the timber of the larch, at 30 or 40 years old, when
placed in soil and climate adapted to the production of perfect timber, is in

every respect superior in quality to that of the fir at 100 years old. (Plant.
AV.) The price of the wood of the larch, in Scotland, at the present time

(1837), varies from ~d. to \d. per cubic foot more than that of the Scotch pine.
7o 2
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" The larch," Sir Thomas Dick Lauder observes,
"

is unquestionably by much
the most enduring timber we have. It is remarkable, that, whilst the red wood,
or heart wood, is not formed at all in the other resinous trees till they have lived

for a good many years, the larch, on the other hand, begins to make it soon
after it is planted ; and, whilst you may fell a Scotch fir of 30 years old,
and find no redwood in it, you can hardly cut down a young larch large

enough to be a walking-stick, without finding just such a proportion of red

wood, compared to its diameter as a tree, as you will find in the largest larch

in the forest compared to its diameter." (Land. Gilp., i. p. 153.)
For Naval Purposes, Matthew observes, the larch, from its general lateral

toughness (particularly the root), and from its lightness, seems better adapted
for the construction of shot-proof vessels, than any other timber." It has
been used for ship-building in the Tay, he says, since 1810; and there were, in

1830, several thousand tons of shipping constructed of it.
" The Athole

frigate, built of it about 1818 ; the Larch, a fine brig, built by the Duke of
Athole several years earlier ;

and many other vessels^ built more recently ;

prove that larch is as valuable for naval purposes as the most sanguine
had anticipated. The first instance we have heard of British larch being
used in this manner was in a sloop repaired with it about 1808. The person
to whom it had belonged, and who had sailed it himself, stated to us, imme-

diately after its loss, that this sloop had been built of oak about 36 years
before; that at 18 years old her upper timbers were so much decayed as

to require renewal, which was done with larch ; that 18 years after this

repair, the sloop went to pieces on the remains of the pier of Methel, Fife-

shire, and the top timbers and second foot-hooks of larch were washed ashore
as tough and sound as when first put into the vessel, not one spot of decay
appearing. The owner of a larch brig, who had employed her for several

years on tropical voyages, also assures us that the timber will wear well in any
climate, and adds that he would prefer larch to any other kind of wood, espe-
cially for small vessels ; he also states that the deck of this brig, composed of
larch planks, stood the tropical heat well, and that it did not warp or shrink,
as was apprehended.

" Larch knees are possessed of such strength and durability, and are of such

adaptation by their figure and toughness, that, were a sufficient quantity in

the market, and their qualities generally known, we believe that none else

would be used for vessels of any description of timber, even for our war navy
of oak. The knees of vessels have a number of strong bolts, generally of

iron, passing through them to secure the beam-ends to the sides of the ship.
Larch knees are the more suited for this, as they do not split in the driving of
the bolts, and contain a resinous gum, which prevents the oxidation of the
iron.

" In all places where larch has become known, it has completely superseded
other timber for clinker-built boats, surpassing all others in strength, light-

ness, and durability. For this purpose, young trees of about 9 in. in diameter,
in root-cuts from 10ft. to 20ft. in length (for as you ascend the tree, the
timber deteriorates greatly), with a gentle bend at one end, such as the larch

often receives from the south-west wind, are the most suitable. The log
should be kept in the bark till used ; and, in dry weather, the boards put upon
the boat's side within two or three days from being sawn out, as no timber
we are acquainted with parts sooner with its moisture than larch ;

and the

boards do not work or bend pleasantly when dry. When dried, the thin

larch board is at once strong, tough, durable, and extremely light." For rural Purposes generally, larch is incomparably the best adapted tim-

ber, especially for rails, fences, or out-door fabrics exposed to wind and
weather. It is also getting into use for implements of husbandry, such as

harrows, ploughs, and carts. We have seen a larch upright paling, the timber
of which, with the exception of the large charred posts, had only been eight

years in growing, standing a good fence, sixteen years old, decked out by
moss and lichen in all the hoary garniture of time.
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"In the Construction of Buildings, larch is valuable only for the grosser parts,
as beams, lintels, joists, couples. For the finer boarded part, it is so much

disposed to warp, and so difficult to be worked, as generally to preclude use.

It is, however, asserted that, if larch be seasoned by standing two years with

the bark stripped from the bole before being cut down, the timber becomes

manageable for the finer house-work."
The Durability of the Larch, when alternately exposed to Water and Air, was

proved by an experiment made in the river Thames, at the suggestion of the

Duke of Athol. "
Posts," Sir Thomas Dick Lander observes,

" of equal
thickness and strength, some of larch and others of oak, were driven down

facing the river wall, where they were alternately covered with water by the

flow of the tide, and left dry by its fall. This species of alternation is the

most trying of all circumstances for the endurance of timber ; and, accordingly,
the oaken posts decayed, and were twice renewed, in the course of a very
few years ; whilst those which were made of larch remained altogether un-

changed. "We had ourselves," says Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, "occasion to

erect a foot-bridge to a pleasure walk over a sunk road, and this we ordered to

be constructed of two long stretching beams, covered transversely with larch

planks. In 14 or 15 years afterwards, we discovered symptoms of decay in

the bridge, and ordered the carpenter to new plank it
; but, when he came to

carry our directions into execution, he discovered that the whole planks were

quite sound, with the exception of three ; and that these three, which were
rotten almost to powder, were Scotch fir planks, which had been taken in

a hurry, at the time the bridge was built, to supply a deficiency in the

original number of the larch planks." (Laud. Gilp., i. p. 154.)
In Mill-work, and especially for mill axles, where oak only used formerly

to be employed, larch has been substituted by the Duke of Athol, in 1806,
with the best effect. In the winter of that year, in cutting up an old decayed
mill wheel, His Grace found those parts of the water cogs which had been

repaired with larch in 1786, though black on the surface, on the hatchet being

applied, as sound and fresh as when put up.
In Railroads, it is found to form excellent sleepers, and so great was the

demand for it in 1836 and 1837, for this purpose, that it could scarcely be

supplied even with the extensive plantations in Scotland.

As Hop Poles and Stakes for Plants, no wood whatever equals the larch.

For these purposes, it ought to be planted close, so as to be drawn up with

trunks of the requisite degree of slenderness ; for, when planted thin, the

stems are apt to become disproportionately thick below, as Cobbett describes

to be the case with the sweet chestnut. (See p. ]996.) We have seen the

larch, at 3 ft. apart, drawn up to the height of between 40 ft. and 50 ft., with
clear straight stems, admirably adapted for hop-poles, and for poles for orna-
mental purposes in gardens ; 'such as staking roses, forming arches and rustic

work for training creepers, espaliers for fruit trees, &c. Even the young trees,
which have been allowed to attain the height of 4 ft. or 5 ft. in nursery lines,
make excellent props for the more delicate plants ; and, when used with the
bark on, will last, for an indefinite period.

As Guardsfor single Trees and small Groups, the larch possesses the advan-

tages of strength to resist the rubbing of cattle ; of durability at the surface
of the ground, where it is alternately wet and dry ;

and of economy, because,
when the bark is kept on, the expense of painting or Kyanising is unnecessary.

As live and as dead Fences, the larch possesses peculiar properties, bearing
the shears apparently as well as the spruce. (See p. 2306.) Sir Thomas
Dick Lauder once saw a very pretty larch fence in a gentleman's pleasure-
ground near Loch Lomond. " The trees were planted at equal distances

from each other; and, being clipped, were half cut through towards the top,
and bent down over each other. In many instances, the top shoot of the
one had insinuated itself into that adjacent to it, so as to have become cor-

porally united to it ; and, strange as it may seem, we actually found one top
that had so inserted itself, which, having been rather deeply cut originally by

7 o 3
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the hedge bill, hail actually detached itself from the parent stock, and was now

growing grafted on the other, with the lower part of it pointing upwards into

the air !" (Laud. Gilp., \. p. 157.)
A Larch Hedge, which immediately became a Fence, was formed, in the spring

of 1831, to enclose a four-acre field of high, dry, and rather poor land, in the

following manner : A ditch was dug, 4 ft. wide, in the direction of the fence ;

and Mr. Gorrie having some plantations of larches, of nine years' standing, on
an adjacent eminence, which required thinning, it occurred to him that it

might be possible to construct of them a live fence that would have imme-
diate effect ; and, with this view, he had them taken up carefully, as marked
out for thinning, about the beginning of March. He employed two other men
in planting them among the earth thrown out of the 4-ft. ditch ;

he holding
the tree, and giving it the intended position. It occurred to Mr. Gorrie that

wind-waving was one principal preventive of the growth of larches transplanted
at that age, which would be avoided by laying the trees in a slanting direction ;

besides, fewer trees would form an efficient fence, than if standing perpen-

dicularly.
" The trees were from 10 ft. to 12 ft. long, and were laid at about

an angle of 30 with the horizon, the tops inclining a little over the ditch to

the interior of the field, whence the danger from cattle attempting to break

through was to be apprehended ; the surface of the ditch bank being about

from I ft. 8 in. to 2 ft. above the ordinary level of the ground, and the upper

part of the roots about 3 in. below that surface, when the earth was dressed

off' The plants were well feathered to the bottom with side branches, which

were all allowed to remain on the trees ; and at the surface the roots were

from 2 ft. 6 in. to 3 ft. distant, but the stems, or centres, of the trees, from the

sloping direction given them, were only from 1 ft. 3 in. to I ft. 6 in. distant,

centre from centre, which, with the branches, presented an obstruction appa-

rently more formidable than really so ; and which had the effect of preventing

any of the enclosed horses or cattle from making an attempt at taking a leap.
The expense ofdigging the ditch and planting did not exceed Is. per Scotch fall

(18 ft. 6 in.) ; and thus an effective live fence was put up, at less than would
have erected a 3-railed paling, the decay of which would commence the day
on which it was erected ; while the living larches, that otherwise would have
been almost useless, will acquire yearly strength, which will soon present an
insurmountable barrier to the passage of live stock ; besides affording imme-
diate shelter, which will be annually increasing. This year I find (as was to be

expected) the leading shoot begins to assume a perpendicular direction ;
and

every fourth or fifth tree, I intend to allow to grow to full maturity, when
the proprietor of future times may find it convenient to have them cut up for

naval timber. I did not expect that every plant transplanted at that age
should grow ; and the dry weather which followed in the summer of 183 1

was by no means favourable to their success : about 80 plants died of 760.

Thi'se I, this spring, interlined with young plants of about 3ft. in length, trans-

planted larches from the nursery, inserted under the back-gone plant, the

dead branches of which gav the young plant, with a little assistance, the

proper direction. In order to make assurance doubly sure, I planted a row
of young transplanted larches from the nursery at about 1 ft. apart, and 1 ft.

separate from the old plants, to which they had a contrary direction given
them. Here I should have taken blame to myself, if I had to record the

death of a single plant. The whole are now in a thriving condition ; and I

can, with some degree of confidence, recommend the process to those who
may have upland fences to form, and thinnings of larches of 9 or 10 years'

standing to spare Arch. Gorrie. Annat Gardens, Oct. 1. 1832." Mr. Gorrie
informs us (December, 1837) that these larches have thriven amazingly, and
that the trees placed in a slanting position now form most beautiful curves.
Dead Fences of larch branches, wattled between large stakes, have been

tried in different parts of Scotland, and found to last many years. Young larch

trees have also been planted (after being killed by being left several months
out of the soil) in the form of a hedge, for shelter in a garden; and found to
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vc the advantage of producing .shelter and shade without exhausting the soil

l>y their roots, as in the case of live hedges.
77/6' Bark of the I,arch has long been used for tanning in its native Country

(see p. 2365.), and it seems first to have been employed for that purpose in

Britain, by Thomas White, Esq., of the Woodlands, near Durham, about the

beginning of the present century. (See Gen. Rep. of Scotland, vol. iv. p. 501.)

According to Monteath, when the best oak bark is 12/. 12s. per ton, the best

larch bark is 5/. 5,y. In general, he considers the bark of the larch to be

equal to that of the birch ; which, as it is well known, is generally used for

the purposes of tanning in Sweden and Russia.

As a Nurse Tree, we have already mentioned, when treating of the spruce

(p. 2305.), that the larch can be by no means recommended. By its vigorous

growth, it robs the soil of what ought to nourish the trees to be protected ;

and, by its long, flexible, spiny shoots, it not only overtops them, but lashes

and injures the leading shoots of the young trees.

Mr. Gorrie tell us, however, that
" an exception may be taken in favour of

the larch, as a nurse to the oak, the roots of which descend below the range
of those of the larch. Its openness accords with the hardy nature of the

oak in winter, and thus allows the tree to acquire protecting properties,
before the nurses are removed. I have always found the oak to thrive, and

acquire vigour, when nursed by larches. Of course, lashing and overtopping
must be prevented, but this is easily done."

The Improvement of the Soil in which the Larch grows is one of those import-
ant results first discovered by the Duke of Athol, and is thus described :

" The lower and stronger branches meet together in six or seven years after

planting, so as to form a complete matting over the ground. The air and

light being excluded by them, all plants that are under them die. At the
same time, the annual deposit of leaves from them, by means of decompo-
sition, forms, in the course of time, a soil of considerable depth. At the age
of 24, the larches lose the spines on the lower branches altogether, and that

is the natural mark of their being ready to be removed by thinning, to a con-
siderable extent. On the air being readmitted by the removal of the trees,
the surface of the new-made soil wherever it has been formed, even among
the rocks, becomes immediately covered with natural grasses, among which the

//olcus mollis and H. lanatus seem to predominate. These grasses continue
to grow, and to thicken into a sward, by the annual top-dressing which they
receive from a continued deposition of leaves. The improvement of the
natural surface of the ground for pasturage, by means of the larch, appears
to be a property peculiar to this tree. This pasturage is quite capable of

improving the condition of cattle either in winter or summer." (Highl. Soc.

Trans., vol. xi. p. 188.) The grasses here mentioned, Mr. Gorrie observes,
"

are bad pasture grasses, and should be discouraged j but, as already ob-
served (p. 2363.), finer grasses will grow under these trees.

As an ornamental Tree, the larch is generally considered to produce a very
good effect, particularly in hilly scenery. It is admired, says Baudrillart,

"
for

its pyramidal shape and spiry head ; for the tender green, and peculiar dis-

position of its foliage ; and for its female catkins, which spread over the tree,

and, seen at a little distance, resemble wood strawberries in their form, colour,
and size ; contrasting strongly with the pale green of the beautiful tufts of
leaves with which the branches are uniformly furnished. Placed singly on a

lawn, or rising from a group of other trees, this species is rarely surpassed in

beauty." The opinions of some English writers of acknowledged taste are,

however, very different from this. Gilpin says :
" The larch we have in

England, compared with the larch of the Alps, is a diminutive plant. It is

little more than the puny inhabitant of a garden, or the embellishment of
some trifling artificial scene. The characters of grand and noble seldom

belong to it. It is, however, an elegant tree ; though, in our soil at least, it

is too formal in its growth. Among its native steeps, its form, no doubt, is

fully picturesque, when the storms of many a century have shattered its

7o 4-
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equal sidei5, and given contrast and variety to its boughs." (For. Seen.)

Wordsworth, in his Description of the Scenery of the Lakes, says :

"
It must

be acknowledged that the larch, till it has outgrown the size of a shrub,

shows, when looked at singly, some elegance in form and appearance ; espe-

cially in spring, decorated as it then is by the pink tassels of its blossoms :

but, as a tree, it is less than any other pleasing. Its branches (for boughs it

has none) have no variety in the youth of the tree, and little dignity even
when it attains its full growth. Leaves it cannot be said to have; and, conse-

quently, it affords neither shade nor shelter. In spring, the larch becomes

green long before the native trees
;
and its green is so peculiar and vivid, that,

finding nothing to harmonise with it, wherever it comes forth a disagreeable

speck is produced. In summer, when all other trees are in their pride, it is

of a dingy lifeless hue ; in autumn, of a spiritless unvaried yellow ; and, in

winter, it is still more lamentably distinguished from every other deciduous

tree of the forest ;
for they seem only to sleep, but the larch appears abso-

lutely dead." (Description, &c., p. 93.) There is great truth in Wordsworth's

description. The circumstance of the tree having no boughs, but only

branches, doubtless detracts from its contrast and variety of form as a pic-

turesque object ; but the smallness of these branches, by never absorbing the

wood of the trunk, renders it peculiarly valuable as a timber tree. Its chief

beauty, therefore, consists in its powerful unity of expression as a timber

tree. When its leading shoot is broken, and one or more of the side

branches take the character of boughs, (as in the Dalwick tree, fig. 2261.

p. 2356. ; a tree at Knowle, in Kent ; and some others that might be men-

tioned;) it then becomes as varied and picturesque as Gilpin or Wordsworth
could desire. Its death-like character during winter is very remarkable, and
almost peculiar to the tree. The Gymnocladus canadensis, or stump tree of

the French (see p. 656.), conveys the same death-like expression, but by a

totally different form. After all, the larch can only be seen in its charac-

teristic beauty on the steep sides of the mountains of Switzerland ; or, pro-

jecting from the rocky precipices of the Tyrol. (See fig. 2263. in p. 2357.)
It will, doubtless, have something of the same expression on the mountains
of the Highlands of Scotland; but there its picturesque effect must be

greatly diminished, from the uniformity with which the surface is covered,
and the trees being comparatively equidistant, and all of the same age and
size. At least, this was the case in the neighbourhood of Dunkeld, the last

time we were in that romantic country, in 1806. " To produce an ornamental

larch, it should be carefully nursed, removing the nurses gradually, to allow

air enough to encourage the lower branches, but affording shelter enough to

produce length of stem. I do not know a more beautiful object on a lawn in

the early summer months, though not picturesque, than a tree so treated,

forming a delicate pea-green cone, from the grass to the height of 50 ft. or

60 ft. If properly managed, the lowest branches will live as long as the tree."

We fully acknowledge the justice of this remark, and have felt it ourselves,
when seeing even the young larches in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
and some of the fine old specimens at Syon, Whitton, and Pain's Hill, the

lower branches of which sweep the ground.
Soil and Situation. The larch will grow rapidly upon almost any soil, and

in any situation, for the first 20 or 30 years ; but it is only in a clear dry

atmosphere, on a cold-bottomed soil, somewhat moist on the surface, that its

timber is brought to perfection. In plains, and near the sea, it grows rapidly
for 30 or 35 years ; but, when felled in such situations, the wood is found

rotten at the heart, and unfit for any purpose except fuel. This decay of the

wood is much aggravated, when the larches are planted thick, so as to expose
but a small portion of their foliage to the sun, and to retain among their

lower branches an atmosphere surcharged with moisture. The larch will

grow, and become valuable timber, at a much greater elevation above the sea

than the Scotch pine, thriving at the height of 1800ft. in the Highlands,
where the Scotch pine does not attain a timber size at a greater elevation
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than 900 ft. In Switzerland, Kasthoffer informs us, it is found in the highest

perfection in soil composed of the debris of calcareous rocks, as well as in

granitic, argillaceous, and schistose soils.

The following admirable remarks by Professor De Candolle show the neces-

sity of a clear and dry atmosphere, and a soil somewhat moist on the surface,
to the prosperity of the larch as a timber tree :

"
Amongst all the general

circumstances which have an effect on vegetation, that which appears to me
most necessary to the larch is, that it have at the same time its roots in a

soil habitually, but moderately, damp, and its top exposed to the direct rays
of the sun, so that the evaporation of water, and the decomposition of car-

bonic acid, may go on with activity. I support this opinion, 1st, on general
observation of the places where I see the larch prospering ; 2dly, on theory.
The larch has fine and minute leaves, and, of all trees which shed their leaves,
it must present a less surface; consequently, the action of these surfaces must
be greater to produce the same results. Larches generally thrive on the de-

clivities of our mountains, seldom on flat places ; because on declivities there

is always a little dampness in the earth, descending from the surface above ;

and, at the same time, the trees, on account of the inequality of their bases,
have more space at their tops, and are better exposed to the light ; whereas
flat places are often too dry, and the trees, being all of the same height, over-

shadow each other. Among declivities, those which are connected with
summits covered with perpetual snow are those where larches grow best ;

because there they are slightly and continually watered by the gradual melting
of the snow during summer, and, at the same time, their heads are well exposed
to the sun. Declivities, and, in general, elevated countries, suit larches best ;

because the action of the light is more intense there than in low countries :

yet the larch succeeds well enough in situations only a little elevated above
the level of the sea, provided the atmosphere be not obscured by fogs and
constant cloudiness. If the larch seems to like to have its roots in a soil

moderately damp, it likes also to avoid the dampness of the atmosphere. On
that account, it grows badly near lakes, rivers, cascades, and under the shade
of rocks, even in those countries where, in other situations, it would flourish.

We are here (Geneva) very near the countries where the larch grows beauti-

fully. We are at a height superior to that where we know of fine larches

existing; yet it does not thrive in our valley, particularly near the lake and
the river. The constant dryness of the air of the Alps is also one of the
causes which makes it prosper there. The dampness of the air tends to
diminish the evaporation of the leaves, which is so necessary to the health
and vigour of the tree. It has been remarked that the larch does not grow
well near the sea, which proves what I have just advanced. The sea pro-
duces an increase of dampness in the air in two ways: 1st, like the surface
of fresh water, it exhales much moisture into the atmosphere; 2dly, the watery
particles which are thrown out by the waves are carried here and there, and

deposited on all solid bodies ; and, when the moisture they contain evaporates,
it leaves behind a certain quantity of salt, more or less deliquescent (muriates
of lime and soda), which constantly attracts dampness.

" In Switzerland, the larch grows better in those parts exposed to the north
than to the south. The difference is sometimes so striking, that in the

valleys parallel to the equator, it is not rare to see all the side to the north
covered with larches, and none at all to the south. 1 am inclined to believe

that this arises from the irregularity of our spring, which causes the buds of
the larches to be too precocious on the southern declivities; and, consequently,
they are frequently killed by the frost. In the latitude of Great Britain,
where the spring is more regular, I think this cause will not operate ; and I

should say that, if the southern declivities be not too dry, the larches will

succeed better there than here." (Quart. Journ. ofAgr., vol. v. p. 409.)

Sang mentions it as a fact ascertained by experience, that the larch thi

best in inland and elevated situations. It will not, he says,
"
gro\

perfection, even in the best soils, and in situations most favourable
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general, if these be low ; and, where oak, chestnut, elm, and ash have produced
wood perfectly sound, the larches in the same soil and situation have had
their trunks quite hollow a good way upwards." (Plant. Kal., p. 93.) At

Raith, at Leslie, and at other places in Fifeshire, the larch had, in 1812,
attained a great size on rich banks and in warm situations ; but, in nearly
1000 trees which were cut down at that time, there was scarcely one in which
the trunk was not beginning to decay at the heart. (Ibid.) p. 59.) The fitness

of soil for larch, Matthew observes/" seems to depend chiefly upon the abi-

lity the soil possesses of affording an equable supply of moisture ;
that is,

upon its mechanical division, or on its powers of absorption or retention of

moisture ; and its chemical composition would seem only efficacious as con-

ducive to this." Throughout Scotland, he says, wherever he has observed

the decay of larch wood, it has resulted almost solely from unsuitableness of

soil.
" We have witnessed," he continues, "the tree as much diseased on

our highest trap hills, 1000 ft. in altitude, as on a similar soil at their base.
"

(Ibid., p. 78.)
" The larch," Sir W. Jardine observes,

"
is very soon lost

when planted above a substratum of red sandstone. In the vale of the

Annan, wherever the sloping banks have a substratum of this rock, or one

composed of a sort of red sandstone, shingle, or gravel, the outward decay of

the tree is visible at from 15 to 25 years of age. The internal decay com-
mences sooner, according to the depth of the upper soil, in the centre of the

trunk at the root, in the wood being of a darker colour, extending by degrees
in circumference, and up the stem, until the lower part of it becomes entirely

deprived of vegetation, and assumes a tough and corky appearance. This

extends to the whole plant, which gradually decays and dies. On the same

soil, the oak grows and thrives well." (Sir W. Jardine, in his notes to White's

Nat. Hist, of Selborne.) Mr. Matthew divides soils and subsoils into two
classes : the first, where larch will acquire a size of from 30 to 300 solid feet,

and will generally be found free of rot; the second, where it reaches only
from 6 to 20 solid feet, and, in most cases, becomes tainted with rot before it is

80 years old. As this subject is of great importance to the planter of the

larch, and as Mr. Matthew is an author whose science and practical knowledge
may be relied on, we quote his observations on the subject at length :

" CLASS I. Soils and Subsoils properfur the Larch. 1. Sound Rock, with a

covering of firm loam, particularly when the rock is jagged or cleft, or much
broken, and mixed with the earth. In such cases, a very slight covering or

admixture of earth will suffice. We would give the preference to primitive

rock, especially micaceous schist and mountain limestone. Larch seldom
succeeds well on sandstone or on trap, except on steep slopes, where the rock
is quite sound, and the soil firm. We have had no experience of larch,

except very young, growing on chalk and its affinities. Primary strata are

generally well adapted for larch, except where the surface has acquired a

covering of peat moss, or received a flat diluvial bed of close wet till, or soft

moorish sand, or occupies too elevated or exposed a situation ; the two latter

exceptions only preventing the growth, not inducing rot.
"

2. Gravel, not too ferruginous, and in which water does not stagnate in

winter, even though nearly bare of vegetable mould, especially on steep slopes,
and where the air is not too arid, is favourable to the growth of the larch.

The tree seems to prefer the coarser gravel, though many of the stones exceed
a solid yard in contents. The straths, or valleys, of our large rivers, in their

passage through the alpine country, are generally occupied, for several hundred
feet of perpendicular altitude up the slope, by gravel ; which covers the pri-
mitive strata to a considerable depth, especially in the eddies of the salient

angles of the hill. Every description of tree grows more luxuriantly here than
in any other situation in the country. The causes of this are : 1. the open
bottom allowing the roots to penetrate deeply, without being injured by stag-
nant moisture ; 2. the percolation of water down through the gravel from the

neighbouring hill ; 3. the dryness of the surface not producing cold by eva-

poration, and the ground, on this account, soon heating in spring; 4. the moist
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air of the hill refreshing and nourishing the plant during the summer heats,
and compensating for the dryness of the soil ; 5. the reverberating of the sun's

rays between the sides of the narrow valley, thus rendering the soil compara-
tively warmer than the incumbent air, which is cooled by the oblique currents

of the higher strata of air, occasioned by the unequal surface of the ground.
This comparatively greater warmth of the ground, when aided by moisture,
either in the soil or atmosphere, is greatly conducive to the luxuriance of

vegetation.
"

3. Finn dry Clays, and sound brown Loam. Soils well adapted for wheat
and red clover, not too rich, and which will bear cattle in winter, are

generally congenial to the larch.
"

4. All very rough Ground, particularly ravines, where the soil is neither

soft sand nor too wet; also the sides of the channels of rapid rivulets. The
roots of most trees luxuriate in living or flowing water; and, where it is of
salubrious quality, especially when containing a slight solution of lime, will

throw themselves out a considerable distance under the stream. The reason

why steep slopes and hills, whose strata are nearly perpendicular to the

horizon, are so much affected by larch and other trees, is, because the

moisture in such situations is in motion, and often continues dripping

through the fissures throughout the whole summer. The most desirable

situation for larch is where the roots will neither be drowned in stagnant
water in winter, nor parched by drought in summer ; and where the soil is

free from any corrosive mineral or corrupting mouldiness. Larch, in suit-

able soil, 60 years planted, and seasonably thinned, will have produced double
the value of what almost any other timber would have done in the same time
and situation ; and, from its general adaptation both for sea and land pur-

poses, it will always command a ready sale." (On Naval Timber, p. 85.)
CLASS II. Soils and Subsoils where Larch takes the Dry Rot. The same ex-

perienced and scientific author has enumerated the situations, soils, and subsoils

in which the larch, if planted, though it will grow freely, is subject to the rot, or

to other diseases.

1. Situations (steep Slopes excepted) with cold Till Subsoil, nearly imper-
vious to Water. The larch succeeds worst when moorish dead sand, alone
or with an admixture of peat, occupies the surface of these retentive

bottoms. Where the whole soil and subsoil are one uniform, retentive,
firm clay, the larch will often reach considerable size before being attacked

by the rot. When this heavy clay occupies a steep slope, the larch will

sometimes succeed well, owing to the more equable supply of moisture, and
the water in the soil not stagnating, but gliding down the declivity. In

general, soils the surface of which assumes the appearance of honeycomb in

time of frost, owing to the great quantity of water imbibed by them, will not

produce large sound larch.
"

2. Soft Sand Soil and Subsoil. Sand is still less adapted for growing larch

than clay, the plants being often destroyed by the summer's drought before

they attain sufficient size for any useful purpose : the rot also attacks them
earlier on sand than on the clay. It appears that light sand, sloping considerably
on moist back-lying alpine situations, covered towards the south by steep
hills, will sometimes produce sound larch ; whereas, did the same sand occupy
a dry front or lowland situation, the larch would not succeed in it. The
same moist back situation that conduces to produce sound larch in light dry
soils, may probably tend to promote rot in the wet. The moisture and the
less evaporation of altitude may also, in some degree, diminish the tendency
to rot in

dry light sand, and increase it in wet clay. Larch will sometimes
succeed well in sharp, dry, alluvial sand left by rivulets.

"
3. Soils incumbent on brittle dry Trap, or broken slaty Sandstone. Although

soil the debris of trap be generally much better adapted for the production
of herbaceous vegetables than that of sandstone or freestone, yet larch does
not seem to succeed much better on the former than on the latter. The
deeper superior soils generally incumbent on the recent dark red sandstone,
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are better suited for larch than the shallow inferior soils incumbent on the

old grey and red sandstone.
"

4-. Ground having a Subsoil of dry rotten Rock, and which sounds holloiv to

the Foot in Time of Drought.
"
5. Rich Earth, or Vegetable Mould. Independently of receiving ultimate

contamination from the putrid juices or exhalations of this soil, the larch

does not seem, even while remaining sound, to make so much comparative

progress of growth in it as some of the hard-wooded trees, as elm, ash, and

sycamore.
"

6. Black or grey moorish Soils, with Admixture of Peat Moss. Although
the soils specified in this class will not afford fine large larch for naval use,

yet they may be very profitably employed in growing larch for farming pur-

poses, or for coal-mines, where a slight taint of rot is of minor importance.
The lightness of larch, especially when newly cut (about one third less

weight than the evergreen Coniferae), gives a facility to the loading and

carriage, which enhances its value, independently of its greater strength and

durability. Those larches in which rot has commenced are fully as suitable

for paling as the sound : they have fewer circles of sap wood, and more of

red or matured wood. When the rot has commenced, the maturing or red-

dening of the circles does not proceed regularly, reaching nearest the bark on
the side where the rot has advanced farthest." (Ibid., p. 88.)

Gathering the Cones and extracting the Seeds. The cones may be gathered

any time during the winter season, and kept in a dry place till a week or two
before the time of sowing, which generally takes place in April. Boutcher
found that, though the cones of the larch are at their full size in autumn, yet
the greatest part of the seeds they contain are not then arrived near their

maturity, and that they ripen hanging on the trees, during even the coldest

winter months. He therefore defers gathering the cones till the month of

March or April, when they easily part from the tree, and many of them drop
from it. The seeds, when kept in the cones, will retain their vitality for four

or five years ; but, when taken out of them, they lose it in a few months. De
Candolle attaches no great importance to the choice of seeds ; though it

cannot be denied, he says, that trees growing from seeds taken from diseased

trees must be more liable to those same diseases. He cautions such as

procure seeds from the Tyrol against a practice which he has heard prevails

there, of placing the cones near a large fire to make them open ; by which
the seeds must be greatly injured, if not totally deprived of their vitality.
The cones gathered in the Vallais, he says, are generally opened by the heat
of the sun, or over a slow fire; and the seeds from that quarter are preferred

by the cultivators of France and Germany. Cones ripened in Britain may
either be dried on the kiln, without previous preparation, in the manner

already directed for the ^4bietinae in general (see p. 2131.); or each cone

may be split before putting it into the kiln, which is a safer method, and less

likely to injure the seeds. The operation of splitting, Mr. Sang informs us,
"

is performed by a small, flat, triangular spatula, sharpened at the point and

cutting-angles, and helved like a shoemaker's awl. The cone is held by the

fore-finger and thumb of the one hand, upon aflat piece of wood; while with
the other, by the splitter, it is split up from the thick end; and afterwards

each half is split up the middle, which parts the cone into four divisions.

This affords occupation, in wet or stormy weather in the winter season, for

the workmen of a place, or for boys or girls, or old people; and is by far the

best and least destructive to the seeds of any methods we know; because the

cones so split, when exposed to the heat, are suddenly opened, and readily

discharge the seeds ; which, consequently, are less injured by the fire heat than

they would be if the cones were longer exposed to it ; which, if not split,

they would require to be, to cause them to open." Besides the above method
of splitting, there are others. " Some people," Sang continues,

" use a cone

mill, which has large sharp teeth in a concave cylinder, and others fixed in a

corresponding roller. The mill is worked by turning the roller with a handle
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resembling that of a common winnowing-machine. The cones are let into

the mill through a hopper. This instrument is very difficult to work, and

bruises the seeds very much, many of which are, of course, destroyed. We
have several times made use of the improved bark mill, for separating the

seeds from larch cones ; but the cones are thus so much compressed and

bruised, that the seeds suffer exceedingly ; and we would by no means advise

its use. Indeed, among all the methods which we have known adopted, to

perform the painful and laborious work of extracting the seeds of the larch,

the plan of splitting the cones singly, as above described, is infinitely the best

and safest for the seeds, and ought to be adopted by every one who has

occasion to use only small quantities of seed." {Plant. AW., p. 827.)

Nursery Culture. The seeds may be sown in April, on finely prepared

soil, and so as to rise about the same thickness as the Scotch pine, that is,

at about a quarter of an inch distant from each other. Mr. Sang recom-

mends sowing the larch on ground from which a crop of two years old seed-

ling Scotch pines has been removed. No preparation of the soil, he says,
can equal that of the roots of seedling Scotch pines ;

and the next best pre-

paration is a crop of two years' seedling larch. In either case, the seedlings
are supposed to be removed in September, and the soil dug over several

times between that month and the April following, so as to expose it

thoroughly to the winter's frost. When the soil is manured, new dung from

the stable or cow-house must be carefully avoided, as proving highly per-
nicious to the young plants ; but old rotten dung may be used with advan-

tage. After the seeds are sown, previously to covering them, a light roller

should be drawn over the bed, to press the seeds firmly into the earth. The

covering should be from in. to ^ in. in thickness, according as the soil is

sandy or loamy. The plants may remain two years in the seed-bed, and
afterwards be planted out into nursery lines, or in plantations where they are

finally to remain. The season for transplanting is the autumn, or very

early in spring, because the larch vegetates earlier than most other trees, and
suffers more than any other when removed after it has begun to grow.

Culture in Plantations. In general, very little preparation of the soil,

except draining, is required for a larch plantation ; partly, because the larch

is generally planted on declivities, the soil of which, if loosened by digging or

trenching, would be washed away by rains j and partly because such declivi-

ties are generally so rocky, or covered with large stones, as to render digging
or trenching impracticable. In all the extensive plantations of the larch

made in Scotland, two years' seedlings, or strong one year's seedlings, one

year transplanted, are made use of; and the mode of planting adopted is the

slit manner, already recommended for the Scotch pine. (See p. 2179.) The
larch, where the object is clean straight timber, should be planted in masses

by itself, at the rate of from 3000 to 4000 plants to the acre ; to be thinned

out to 400 or 500 trees per acre, which is supposed to be the number that

that portion of surface will bring to perfection. The larch is also very com-

monly introduced in mixed plantations, to be thinned out as these advance
to maturity ; young larches being more valuable for country purposes than

any other young tree whatever. From what has been already said on the

influence which soil and situation have on the wood of the larch (see

p. 2376.), the propriety or impropriety of allowing larches in mixed planta-

tions, or, indeed, in any other, to attain their full size, may be determined.

In general, there are few situations, in the plains either of England or Scot-

land, where full-grown larches will be found sound at the heart ; but, at the

same time, perhaps none where any tree will prove so valuable as the larch,

when it is to be cut down just as the rot is beginning to appear. The larch

is also sometimes planted as a nurse ; though for this purpose it is found far

inferior to the Scotch pine and the spruce fir, as already mentioned (p. 2305.).
It has, however, the advantage of being more valuable than the Scotch pine
when cut down. The great value of the larch is as a mountain tree j and on



this suhjvvt we refer to the history of the larch plantations at Atliol and

Dunkeld, Driven at tin- end ot'this article.

Thinning tint! 1'rnnin'^. \\ here the object is timber of large sixe, the trees

oiuht to he thinned out soon alter the branches at the lower part of the

trunk interfere with one another to such an extent as to destroy all vegeta-
tion on the surface of the ground beneath them

; but, where they are intended

for pole-, fencing, or other minor country purposes, they ought to be allowed

to stand thick, so as to be draun up clean, slender, and straight. De Can-
doile thinks the plantations of larches in Britain much too close. The
trees are generally at the distance of .'> ft. or 4 ft. from each other, which
is much closer than the Continental practice ; and he recommends double,
or even triple, that distance. Air and light would thus penetrate better

amoni: the trees, and would correct the defects arising from the want of

evaporation, and the decomposition of the carbonic acid. You should not,
he adds,

u
be:,r in planting at the distance of 10 ft.

;
but you should begin thin-

111111: out gradually, so as to bring your trees to the distance of 10 ft. apart
\\lien -^0 years old. Considering the atmospherical circumstances of Britain,
larch trees should be at a greater distance than they are in Switzerland,
and vet thev are at considerably less; he therefore strongly recom-
mends thinning; and this recommendation, he says, is supported by the

judgment of the most judicious observers, vi/., M. De Charpentier and
Kmmanuel Thomas (the latter a nurseryman and seed dealer at Berg, in the

Canton de Vaud, and the former the author of a work on the Pyrenees).
These persons propose the distance of 15 ft., instead of I Oft., from observing
what takes place in the Alps, where the larches generally make forests very
far from close, ((l/inrt. Jour//.

<>J' Airr., vol. v. p. -1-Of). ; and Jii'i/. L'nir. dc

(rcnt-rc, Feb. Is.'i/j.) Very little pruning is required lor the larch. Accord-

ing to Mr. Sang, the pruning of larch trees growing in masses, and intended
to attain a timber-like sixe, should be commenced about the sixth year of

their growth; and no more than one, or at the most tut), tiers of branches
should be- removed at a time, otherwise the trees will be much retarded in

their growth. Alter this, a tier of branches may be cut off' annually, taking
care that, in all larches ^0 \ears old and upwards, not more than two thirds

of the trunk should be clear of branches. The branches should be cut oil'

close to the stem, in order that the \\ound may be speediK healed over by
the bark. The time of pruning is the u inter season, when the sap is in its

least active .state. The larch trees at Dunkeld seem scarcely to have been

pruned at all; and, indeed, the tree having naturally only small branches,
\\ hich never attain a timber sixe, less pruning is required for it in a state of art

than for any other trees, except, perhaps, the spruce and the silver firs. Mr.
I'onte\ has shown, in In- /' /<</ I'n/n<r. ed. }-.. p. 7 1 ., In a diagram, of which

//A-. -^-^ >.'). is a reduced co\ , that even the dead branches of the larch, when

r

'

,

\ V
'

y---Mi

"i?^^^
;

1

"

/' / /

'

fflf! Ifl i

rnelo-ed in the trunk of a tree, remain sound in it
; and, consequently \\hen

the v. nod i^ sa\\ n up into boards, it does not produce rotten knots, as is

frcfjiiently the case v. hen dead branches have been enclosed by i^rowinif over
in the evergreen //bietina1

;
and as always happen^ in similar ca.se.s with the

common broad-leavt d trees. /'/^'. :^:^(i.>. represints a jtiece of larch board,
'.iken from the root cml of a tree a.boyc :i It. in diameter: n slious he cor--
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or centre of the trunk, and the origin of a branch ; b the part which was the

outside of the tree when the branch died, and likewise some remains of the

woody part of the branch. The dark space from c to c is the cavity made in

the wood by enclosing the branch with the bark upon it, after it was dead ;

"
part of the bark still remaining in it, as the saw has accidentally gone ex-

actly in the line between that and the wood. If we count the annual circles

of the wood, or curved lines, we find it remained in that state at least 32 years

upon the tree; but how much longer we cannot say, as the wood has not all

the sap wood left upon it. It must have been sound all the time, otherwise the

pressure of the wood, in enclosing, would have displaced it ; and, from its

size, it could not be otherwise than mostly of sap wood. It is also worthy
of remark, that the board is from the root end of the tree ; the situation of
the branch having evidently been within 1 ft. of the ground, and, of course,
more exposed to moisture than one more elevated." (Forest Primer, p. 72.)
In the Highland Society''s Transactions, vol. xii. p. 141., published in December,

1837, is a digest of five essays on the pruning of forest trees, sent to the

Society by well-known practical writers. On the pruning of the Coniferae

generally, these writers seem to differ considerably in opinion ; the majority

appearing to think as we do, that no branch ought to be cut off till it bqnna to

show indications of decay. On the subject of the larch, Mr. Grigor of Forres,
a communication from whom has already been given, p. 2181., has the fol-

lowing observations :

" The larch may be pruned with advantage at the time it sheds its leaves.

As it naturally advances in a fine figure, pruning is unnecessary until it attains

a height of from 10 ft. to 14ft. The strongest of the lateral branches should
then be regularly lopped off, about 2 ft. from the stem, with a pruning knife or
bill. In two years after, these should be removed close to the stem, and
those farthest advanced in size among the upper branches should be shortened
as above described, it not being safe to allow those most vigorous to be at

once cut off close by the trunk. In this manner the tiers should begone over

every two years. The healthiest larches produce cones sparingly. Nothing
marks the little progress of growth more than a great crop of seed ; and when
once the growth is impeded by such, the tree commonly continues to yield

abundantly. In such cases, pruning is particularly advantageous. In exposed
places the tree should not be wholly cleared of branches to a certain height.
The weakest should be allowed to remain, which serves to keep the tree moro

steady in rough weather" (Highland Soc. Trans., xii. p. 162.). Mr. Gorric,

speaking of the pine and fir tribe generally, says that pruning may be ventured
on in open situations, where length and soundness of stem are required ; but
that no branch intended to be pruned off, for the purpose of producing a clear

stem, should be allowed to exceed in. in diameter. Mr. Gorrie adds this

important remark :
" When trees of the pine and fir tribe that have been thus

attended to in their growth are sawn into deal, the wounds have decayed and

present a fresh and compressed bird's-eye-like appearance." (Ibid.)

Sending and kneeing the Larchfor Ship Timber. This practice has been ur-

gently recommended by Mr. Matthew ; who says that, in all larch plantations
on proper soil, not too far advanced, a proportion of the trees intended to

remain as standards should be bent. The operation, he says, should be
commenced when the plants are 3 ft. high, or upwards. The plants, the first

season, should be bent to an angle of from 40 to 60 with the horizon ; antl

the next brought down from 10 to 6, or lower, according to the size of the

plant, or the curve required. The same practice of bending the larch, and for

the same objects, has been recommended by Billington, ourselves, and various
others. Billington recommends tying the trees to one another, or to stakes
driven firmly into the ground ; and South, in the Bath Society's Transactions,

Monteath, Pontey, &c., recommend bending by the proximity of other larger
trees with spreading heads, which are to be afterwards cut away. For example
under the spreading branches of an elm, willow, or poplar, of ten or twelve

years' growth, plant four or five larches at ^qual distances from one another,
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immediately under the line formed by the circumference of the branches of

the centre tree. As the larches advance in growth upwards, the branches of

the elm or other tree will extend horizontally, and force the former to take

a bent position outwards. To us, it appears that this is too servile an imita-

tion of nature, and that a more effective mode would be, to bend down the

trees as recommended by Mr. Matthew, or to cut them over, and treat them
in such a manner as to encourage a lateral branch to become the leader, as

shown in the portrait of the Great Larch at Dalwick (fig. 2261. p. 2356.)
Another method, which has been recommended by South and Matthew, where
it is wished to grow crooked timber, is, to undermine the trees, so as to throw
them over to one side, when they have attained a certain height, say from
10 ft. to 20ft. or 30ft. ; and leave them in that position to recover the per-

pendicularity of their leading shoots, by their annual growths.

Probing the Roots of the common Larch, and laying bare thosefittedfor Knees

for Ship-building. Mr. Matthew finds, from experience, that the roots of larch

form the best of all knees ; and that they might be much improved by culture,

though the practice does not seem to have been attempted or thought of.

The following are his very ingenious, original, and rational directions, for at-

taining this object ; and we would strongly recommend them to the attention

of all possessors of larch plantations, where the timber is likely to become fit

for ship-building :
" To form the roots of the larch properly into knees, should

the plants be pretty large, the planter ought to select those plants which have
four main roots springing out nearly at right angles, the regularity of which
he may improve a little by pruning ; and he should plant them out as stan-

dards in the thinnest driest soil suited for larch, carefully spreading the roots

to equal distances, and in a horizontal position. To promote the regular

square diverging of these four roots, he should dig narrow gutters, about 1 ft.

deep and 3 ft. long, out from the point of each root, and fill them in with the

richest of the neighbouring turf, along with a little manure. When the plants
are small, and the roots only a tuft of fibres, he should dig two narrow gutters
about 8 ft. long, crossing each other at the middle at right angles, fill these

as above, and put in the plant at the crossing : the rich mould of the rotted

turf, and its softness from being chopped, will cause the plant to throw out
its roots in the form of a cross along the trenches. When the plants have
reached 5ft. or 6ft. in height, the earth may be removed a little from the

root; and, if more than one stout root leader have run out into any of the
four trenches, or if any have entered the unstirred earth, they ought all to be
cut except one, the stoutest and most regular in each trench. In a few

years afterwards, when the plants have acquired some strength, the earth

should be removed gradually, baring the roots to from 2 ft. to 5 ft. distance

from the stool, or as tar as the main spurs have kept straight ; and cutting off

any side shoots within the distance, should it be found that such late root-

pruning docs not induce rot. This process of baring the roots will scarcely

injure the growth of the trees, as the roots draw the necessary pabulum from
a considerable distance

; nor, if done carefully, will it endanger their up-
setting ;

and the roots, from exposure to the air, and freedom from the pressure
of the soil, will swell to an extraordinary size, so as to render them, ere long,
the firmest-rooted trees in the wood. The labour of this not amounting to

the value of sixpence each tree, will be counterbalanced thrice over by the

ease ofgrubbing the roots for knees ; and the whole brought to the shipwright
will produce more than double the price that the straight tree alone would
have done." On this passage, Mr. Gorrie observes, that "

cutting the roots

of a growing larch is dangerous, and will inevitably produce rot." Mr.
Matthew continues :

" Theforester should also examine and probe the roots ofhis growing larch,even
those of considerable size, in sound ground ; and, when several strong horizontal

spurs, not exceeding four, are discovered nearly straight, and from 2ft. to 5ft.

long, he ought to bare the roots to that distance, that they may swell, carefully

pruning away any small side roots, and reserve these plants as valuable store,
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taking good heed that no cart-wheel, in passing, or feet of large quadruped,
wound the bared roots. In exposed situations, the earth may be gradually
removed from the roots.

" The rot in larch taking place in the part appropriate to knees, the forester

cannot be too wary in selecting the situations where there is no risk of its

attack, for planting those destined for this purpose. It is also desirable, if

possible, to have the knee timber in ground free of stones or gravel, as the

grubbing in stony ground is expensive, and the roots often embrace stones

which, by the future swelling of the bulb, are completely embedded and shut

up in the wood, particularly in those places between the spurs where the saw
section has to divide them for knees. Were the roots carefully bared at an

early period, it would tend to prevent the gravel from becoming embedded
in the bulb. Nothing can be more annoying to the shipwright, when he has

bestowed his money, ingenuity, and labour, upon an unwieldy root, and

brought his knees into figure at the cost of the destruction of his tools by
the enveloped gravel, to discover stains of incipient rot, which render the

intended knee mere lumber.
" As the larch, unlike the oak, affords few or no crooks naturally, excepting

knees, the artificial formation of larch crooks is of the utmost consequence to

the interest of the holders of larch plantations now growing. In order to

obtain a good market for their straight timber, it is absolutely necessary to

have a supply of crooks ready as soon as possible to work the straight

up. This would increase the demand, and then enhance the price of the

straight more than any one not belonging to the craft could believe. In good
soil many of the crooks would be of sufficient size in 20 years to begin the

supply, if properly thinned out. In a forest of larch, containing many thou-
sand loads, and which had been untouched by any builder, we have seen the

greatest difficulty in procuring crooks for one small brig. It is only on very
steep ground, and where the tree has been a little upset after planting, that

any good crooks are found. From the rather greater diameter required of
larch timbers, and also from the nature of the fibre of the wood, we should

suppose that steam-bending of larch timbers would scarcely be followed, even
as a dernier ressort."

Felling. The larch is a remarkably easy tree to fell, from having no large

boughs to interfere with the adjoining trees. The best season for performing
the operation is winter, and the trunk may either be severed from the root,
or otherwise, according to the object in view. If the ground among the re-

maining trees is to be kept as grass, root-felling is obviously to be preferred ;

as will generally be the case when the roots are of any value as fuel. In

order to season the wood of the larch, as we have already seen, p. 2365., Mr.
Monteath recommends barking the trees standing, and leaving them in that

state for one, or even two, summers, before they are cut down. A number
of larch trees on Dunnipace estate, in Stirlingshire, were barked by Mr.

Monteath, and stood in the peeled state two summers, before they were cut

up, and the wood made into paneled doors; which stood perfectly without

warping or twisting. He has since frequently himself used, and seen used

fry others, the timber of larch trees, after having stood twelve months with

the bark taken off, then cut down, and immediately cut up into battens for

flooring ; and also made into paneled doors and window frames, for the better

sort of houses, with equal success. (Forest. Guide, ed. 2., p. 240.) It has been

remarked, that the roots of the larch, when left in the ground, decay much
sooner than those of the Scotch pine ; the former being liable to the attacks

of an insect which does not prey upon the latter.

Accidents, $c. From the larch having only small branches, and from its

leaves being deciduous, it is liable to few accidents, either from wind or

snow. A fall of snow, the Duke of Athol observes,
"

will destroy in one

night, and break and tear down, sometimes more than one third of a Scotch pine

plantation, at all ages. High winds also destroy pines in numbers ; but the

7 P
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larch is never broken by snow ; and very seldom torn up by winds, and then

only in single trees." (Gen. Rep., &c., vol. iv. p. 500.)
IJiseases. The larch De Candolle considers as the alpine tree which is

less liable to disease than any other. u There is," he says,
" a peculiarity

which all persons accustomed to observe these trees have been struck with ;

namely, that the trunks are remarkably healthy. They are, in particular,

rarely attacked by the Derme'stes (Hylurgus), which is so formidable to pines.

Sometimes, but very seldom, we see a small caterpillar devouring the leaves,
but no damage results from it. M. De Charpentier has even seen, in the

Vallais, in July, 1820, all the trees, from the Valley of Conches to the bottom
of that of Ferset, bereft of their leaves through the same cause ; but none of
these trees perished. Sometimes, also, we see the larches having a wound of
resinous cancer ; but this seems to proceed from some accidental cause, such
as a blow or knock, which the tree may have received when it was infull sap.
All these observations incline me to think that the cause of the diseases

which attack the British larches," De Candolle continues,
" must be sought for

in some difference existing in the physical nature or in the culture of your
trees and ours. The want of a sufficiently intense light, owing to the ob-

liquity of the solar rays, and to the opacity of the atmosphere, and the over

damp state of the latter, appear to me permanent causes which, in your
climate, must predispose the larches to a state of watery plethora, which is

probably the cause of the destruction remarked in the heart of the wood.
This cause has little or no effect during the youth of the tree, because then
its vegetation is vigorous ; but it goes on increasing until the tree arrives at

the age when, in all trees, vegetation begins to be feebler."

The Larch Slight (Coccus Idricis). This insect, according to Sang, was
first observed by him on the larch, at Raith, in Fifeshire, about 1785 ; but did

not appear to have done any great injury to the trees. The Duke of Athol saw
it first on his trees in 1795, many of which, growing in low situations, it de-

stroyed ; which was also the case, the Duke of Portland informs us (Quart.
Journ. ofAgri., vol. iv. p. 548.), in low damp situations in the neighbourhood of
Well beck, in Nottinghamshire. The season at which it was most prevalent,
the frosts were very severe, late in the spring, and the clouds of frost-fog,
which rested on the larch on calm mornings, when the trees were just coming
into leaf, were supposed by the duke to have "

produced the blight." His
Grace did not find trees above 25 ft. or 30 ft. in height affected by it ; neither

did it appear at all on the high grounds, where a slight breeze of air could

shake the trees. (Gen. Rep., iv. p. 500.) According to Mr. Webster (40
years gardener at Munches), the trees affected with this blight appear to have
their foliage covered over with a whitish substance, which adheres to the fingers
when touched, and consists of small globules. When the trees infested shed

their leaves, they appear covered with blackish stains, both on the trunk

and branches, and especially on the side most washed by the rains ; and this

blackness is so conspicuous, that Mr. Webster says he could always point

out, in winter, the trees that had had their leaves infested the preceding sum-
mer. (See Quar. Jour. Agri., vol. v. p. 536.) Pontey judiciously observes that

the insect is always most abundant upon trees which have been previously in

an unhealthy state ;
and that, in elevated situations, it is comparatively rare.

Both he and Sang agree that the multiplication of the insect depends greatly
on the languor or vigour of the tree ; and, as these are much affected by the

seasons, two or three fine summers and severe winters, in succession, generally
so reduce the numbers of the insect, as to render the injuries it commits of no

account. These insects appear to have been most abundant from 1802 to

1806; but have since gradually disappeared ; and, from 1815 to 1837, have

scarcely been noticed as injurious by planters. The coccus, however, is an

insect which is found on various trees, indigenous and exotic
; and, as it can

never be wholly eradicated from the country, it may be expected to make
occasional reappearances. In the Duke of Devonshire's plantations, made in

J816, at Low Plains, near Penrith, the roots of the larch, wherever it was
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planted upon dry soil, were attacked by a small insect, resembling the wire-

worm, from in. to fin. in length. From 10 to 20 worms, and sometimes

more, have been observed at the root of one tree. (Trans. Soc. Arts, vol.

xxxviii. p. 6.)

Fungi. The European larch, and also the Russian variety, when old, or when
the trunk is beginning to decay, will produce the boletus laricis, which is called

by some authors Jgaricus pungens, and which is used in Russia, and some
other parts of the north of Europe, as an emetic in intermittent fevers. It is

also the agaric of the larch of the shops. The body of this fungus is sapona-
ceous ; and, Pallas informs us, is used by the women in some parts of Siberia

to wash themselves and their linen. The Tungouses dye the hair of their

reindeer with it and the roots of Galium verum, of a deep red colour. For
other Fungi growing on the larch, see the general article on the Fungi of the

Abietinve, p. 2146.
The Rot in Larch Wood is a disease which has hitherto baffled every attempt

of physiologists and planters to ascertain its cause. It seems to have been
first observed about the beginning of the present century, when some larch

trees growing in fertile soils were cut down and sawn up for use. We are

not aware of any record of the disease earlier than that given in our Treatise

on Country Residences, published in 1806. In Sang's Planter's Kalendar, the

first edition of which was published in 1812, several instances are given of

the rot having appeared in Fifeshire, apparently from the trees having been

planted in too rich a soil, and too warm a situation. Pontey does not notice

the rot in larch, though he does that of timber trees in general ; but Matthew
treats of it at some length. In the Gardener's Magazine, the subject is dis-

cussed by Mr. Gorrie and Mr. Munro ; and there are several articles on the

subject in the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture ; one of which, written in an-

swer to certain questions put by the editor of that journal to Professor De
Candolle of Geneva, we have already quoted from. From all these sources,
and some other incidental ones, we are only able to give the following un-

satisfactory account :

The rot attacks trees at various ages, and in different soils and situations.

There are instances, in Scotland, of larch trees of 8 or 10 years' growth having
the interior of their stems tainted with the rot ; but, in general, both in Eng-
land and Scotland, it does not attack the trees till they are from 20 to 30

years of age. It generally commences at the root, and proceeds upwards,
rotting the heart of the trunk ; but, in some instances, it has been found to

commence at the top of the tree, and proceed downwards. In a majority of

cases, Matthew observes, the rot commences in the roots which have struck
down deepest into the earth ; especially those immediately under the trunk
of the tree. Thence, the corruption proceeds upwards in the centre of the

trunk ; which, when much diseased, swells considerably for a few feet above
the ground ; evidently, Mr. Matthew observes, from the new layers of sap wood
forming thicker there, to afford necessary space for the fluid to pass upwards
and downwards ; the matured wood, through which there is no circulation,

approaching, at the lower part of the trunk, to within one or two annual

layers of the bark. The disease can scarcely be detected by the external

appearance of the tree ; but, when it is cut down, the interior of the trunk is

found brown and rotten to a greater or less extent ; and, in trees which have
been subject to the disease for some years, the centre is so entirely rotten as

to have become hollow, like a pipe or wooden pump ; and hence, as before

observed, the name of pumping has been applied to this disease. Sections of
trees, of different ages and sizes, affected in this manner, have been sent to us

by Mr. Gorrie and Mr. Munro. (See Gard. Mag., vol. ix. p. 551. ; and vol. x.

p. 554.) Fig. 2266. a shows a section of a larger-sized tree, in which the pump-
ing has only just commenced, though the rot has extended itself so as to dis-

colour the whole of the heart wood ; and Jig. 2266. b a section of a young tree
in which pumping has begun early, and extended very considerably, in pro-
portion to the diameter of the trunk. In some soils, the rot commences as

7 P 2
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early as seven or eight _niiihj' r*
?. 2266

years after planting,
and in all it seems to

proceed with the great-
est rapidity ; some-
times destroying the

trees entirely, between
15 and 25 years old,
on soils in which the
oak prospers. (See
p. 2376.) With regard
to the cause of this

disease, it is by most planters attributed to the soil and situation ; and by
some to improper management. The latter seems to be supposed to con-
sist chiefly in improper pruning, that is, cutting off part of its roots in the

process of planting, or depriving the tree of part of its branches in the

early stages of it growth. The rot in the larch, Mr. Gorrie observes, "has
been found to prevail on rich deep soils, and in poor shallow soils, on
retentive and porous subsoils, on soils incumbent on freestone, limestone,
and whin, or green, stone; and, also, on all these descriptions of soil and

subsoil, the larch has been found tolerably free from this hidden disease. This

being the case, we are led to suppose that the rot in larch takes its rise from

something accidental, rather than from any natural property in the soil. It has
been a common practice to follow a crop of Scotch pine with this more lofty
and promising plant; and the writer of this has recently discovered, in nume-
rous instances, that, where this has taken place, the rot uniformly commences in

fearfully numerous instances. This effect is produced as soon as 7 or 8 years
after planting; while plantations ofthe same plant, on the same estate, planted at

the same period, and in every respect similarly circumstanced to the other,
with the important exception that they did not follow the Scotch pine, con-

tinue entirely free from the rot. In old plantations, too, where the Scotch

pine and larch had been mixed together, and where the disease was by no
means prevalent, the new crop of larch was completely affected ; giving room
to infer that the rotting roots of the Pinus sylvestris, or Scotch pine form, at

least, one powerful agent in promoting this disease." (Gard. Mag., vol vii.

p. 574.) In the Quart. Jour, of Agri., vol. v., Mr. Gorrie repeats the above

observations, and adds :
" In this opinion I am supported by my esteemed

friend, Mr. James Young of Pitfour, whose sound judgment and practical
skill place him high in the estimation of his professional brethren." Mr.
Gorrie then gives some extracts from a communication by Mr. Young, from
which it appears that Mr. Young, when thinning out a plantation of young
larches, (which had been planted as nurses to oaks, and had succeeded a crop of

Scotch pines,) found the proportion of decaying plants about GOOO to 50
;

while larches in the neighbourhood, on similar soil, but not succeeding the

Scotch pine, were found, when cut down at 60 years' growth, "to be of

excellent quality, only one in six or eight showing slight symptoms of the

disease." Mr. Young adds that he cannot bring himself to believe that

there is anything deleterious in the soil naturally ; but that he thinks it pos-
sible that the Scotch pine

"
roots, in the course of decay, after the trees

have been cut down, may have communicated some poisonous quality to the

soil, which promotes or originates this disease in the larch." Mr. Webster
observes that the disease is most prevalent in plantations of the larch

where the trees are planted so closely together as not to admit a free circu-

lation of air. Mr. Munro thinks it probable that an extensive annual deposit of

albumen, when the tree is young, is the cause of the rot. (Gard. Mag.,\o\. ix.

p. 555.) ; but Mr. Gorrie has shown (Ibid., vol. x. p. 546.) that this is not

likely to be the case. Mr. Matthew, finding the rot in trees which had
been chilled in wet cold clays, and in others which had been starved in dry
sand, and, again, in the most luxuriant-growing plants, in open situations,
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iched to the ground, and growing in deep soil free from stagnating water,
concludes that there must be " some constitutional tendency to corruption
in the larch," which is excited by a combination of circumstances ; and that

we must limit our knowledge, for the present, to the fact that certain soils,

perhaps slightly modified by other circumstances, produce sound, and others

unsound, larch. According to Mr. Munro and a writer in the Quarterly
Journal of Agriculture, the rot has even made its appearance in the mountain

plantations of Dunkeld, in many situations, more especially in those which are

moist.

Canker. It has been found, at Athol and Dunkeld, that, when larch is

planted on soil that has borne crops of corn, it cankers ; and this is the case,

also, when it is planted in wet situations. Among the larch plantations formed
since the commencement of the present century, Mr. Munro informs us, a

malignant distemper has broken out, which resembles the canker in apple
trees. "

First a branch gives way ;
then a black liquid issues from the point

of union with the trunk, the regular ascension of the sap seems to be impeded,
and the albumen is disposed in rather large quantities on each side of the
affected part, which gives the tree a very unsightly and gibbous appearance.'*

(Gard* Mag., vol. ix. p. 553.) Any attempt to cure this disease by external

application, Mr. Munro holds to be ineffectual; but he thinks it may be pre-
vented by using transplanted plants, and carefully planting them. This dis-

ease is not mentioned by any other writer, unless it be the blister mentioned

by the editor of the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, and in the editor's letter

to Professor DeCandolle (Bibliotheque Universellc, February, 1835, p. 115.), as
" another disease incidental to the larch, which threatens to involve larch plant-
ations in serious consequences." (Quart. Journ. Agr., vol. v. p. 404.)

Culture and Management of the Larch on the Estates of Athol and Dunkeld.
We have thought it better to give the mode of culture practised on these
estates in a connected relation, than to separate it into fragments, and place it

under the different heads already given ; because the practices employed, and
the results obtained, will in this manner be better understood, and more likely
to lead to useful deductions by the reader. John Duke of Athol gave a short
notice of his plantations to the Commissioners of Naval Revision in May, 1807,
which was published in the General Report of Scotland,vo\. iv. p. 498. ; but by
far the most complete account is that published in the Highland Society's

Transactions, drawn up from papers and documents communicated by His
Grace's trustees to the Highland Society of Scotland

; from which we have

already quoted the history of the Athol and Dunkeld plantations. The fol-

lowing abridged quotations will describe the mode of culture pursued, and
the results obtained or anticipated.

It is observed by the editor of the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, that the

practical sagacity of the late Duke of Athol confirms in a most remarkable man-
ner the theory of M. De Candolle, on the proper soil, situation, and culture of
the larch. The duke began without much experience ; but, in the course of prac-
tice, he found that " elevated situations were better for the larch than low
ones; that declivities were better than flats; that 15 ft. or 16ft. was the best
distance at which larch plants could be planted asunder; and that they
should be planted in autumn, in preference to spring." This, in short, may be
considered the essence of the duke's experience. As introductory to the
observations which are to follow, we cannot help noticing the great pleasure
which the duke seems to have taken in his different plantations ; some extracts
from his memorandum-book reminding us of Evelyn's Diary, and of passages
in the letters of the Earl of Fife, the greatest planter in Scotland in his time,

published in the early volumes of the Transactions of the Society of Arts. For
example :

" Drove up to Loch Ordie, and home by the back of Craig-y-barns
everyway much gratified with the growth of the larch and the spruce; a

very fine, grand, picturesque drive, not to be equalled in Britain ! The extent
of the drive through the woods of my own planting, from 1 to 40 years old, is

7p 3
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15 miles." And many other passages of a similar nature. The following is

abridged from the Highland Society's Transactions :

" The experience acquired during a period ofmore than half a century, in

forming all kinds of plantations, suggested to the duke many improvements
in the mode of planting trees in general, and particularly that of the larch,

and the treatment of that wood during the progress of its growth. The result

of that experience has introduced a simple, cheap, and "efficacious mode of

inserting larch plants into the ground. It has also determined the proper

age of the plant at which it should be planted, so as it may acquire the

greatest state of perfection ^t the earliest possible period. It has indicated

the proper number of plants to be employed in planting an acre, both

in low and high situations. It has proved, beyond dispute, the capability of

the larch not only to vegetate, but to thrive luxuriantly, in elevations far

beyond what were previously prescribed for its locality ;
and it has shown

that larch timber may be judiciously employed in the construction of the

largest class of vessels. The late duke earned on all his plans in planting

systematically, which enabled him to detect any improvement on every new
trial. Every new trial did, in fact, discover some improvement en the former, till

the very last plantation which he executed gave him greater satisfaction in

the work than all the preceding. Seeing the advantages of enclosing the

ground before planting it, as practised by his father, in preserving the woods
from the depredations of men and animals, he enclosed every piece of ground
substantially with a high stone wall, dry built, for which there was abundance
of excellent materials on the spot, before it was planted. Seeing, also, the

disadvantages of allowing the wild shrubs to interfere with the growth of trees,

he had them all previously removed by burning, pulling, and eradicating.
These slirubs never grow to a troublesome height at an elevation exceeding
700ft. above the level of the sea. At lower levels, most of them grow from
10ft. to 12ft. in height: the juniper pushes out strongly; and even the

heath attains to the height of upwards of 2 ft. Feeling, too, the inconve-

nience of being shut out from viewing the interior of a plantation, he caused

roads to be formed in every convenient direction through the grounds which
"were to be planted. These roads were not metaled, but they were made

quite accessible to wheel-carriages, by the filling up of hollows, and the

levelling of elevations ; by making a ditch on each side of them, and suffi-

cient openings across the hollows, to let off the superfluous water; and by
running them across the face of acclivities, not only to avoid currents of
water from the high grounds, but swampy places in the low grounds. Paths

only of four <or five feet in width were left in the highest parts of the ground,
where wheel-carriages could not venture, but which were necessary as foot-

paths for the inspection of the woods. These roads and paths were always
.formed before the ground was planted, as the lines ofthem could then be more

easily traced on the ground. It was not found necessary to drain the accli-

yities of the mountains. Open cuts were formed in low swampy grounds,
which were always planted with spruce instead of larch, as being a tree more
suited to that particular state of the ground.

" The Season ofplanting the Larch commences as soon as the last year's
shoots are entirely stripped of their leaves. In seedlings, this does not take

place till the end of November or the beginning of December. About the 12th

of April, the buds of the larch break forth rapidly into leaf. So that 65 days
will embrace the longest period which can be allotted to the planting of the

larch. With a planting instrument one man will plant from 800 to 1000
larches in a day; and, if 2000 plants are allowed to a Scotch acre, the cost

per acre will be two days' wages of a man.

Age of the Plants, and Mode of Planting.
"
Finding great difficulty in col-

lecting a sufficient number of 3 or 4 years transplanted larches, the age at

which he had begun to plant, the duke resolved, previously to the planting of
the large forest of 2409 acres, begun in 1800, on trying one or two years

seedlings, or at the oldest one-year transplanted plants. After the large
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shrubs were entirely removed, young and small plants seemed more desirable

than large ones, especially as young ones could be inserted with greater

facility into the ground, and at much less cost than old ones. The plant
of making pits with the spade is always an expensive one ;

and the planting in

pits can never be accomplished without the assistance of two people, one to

hold the plant upright, and the other to shovel in the turf and the earth with

the spade. The turf being thrown on its back into the bottom of the pit, to

facilitate its rotting, it forms a serious obstacle to the expansion of the tender

roots of the young plant. These pits, when made in the beginning of winter,

get filled with rain water or melted snow ; and, even should the plants be in-

serted into them when they are in a dry state, the water will afterwards run

into the hollow around the plant. This hollow in the top of the pit is formed

from the circumstance of the earth, which had been taKen out of it at first

being unable to fill it again. This is a property of mould well known to

planters and labourers. The roots of the plants become chilled. Three or

four years old transplanted plants may be so chilled in this manner, as to

prevent their pushing out a shoot above 2 in. in length in one season for

several years. The slit, on the other hand, formed by the planting instru-

ment, resists all ingress of wetness or cold, the surface closing together as if

it had never been cut ;
and the natural grassy covering protects the young

plant from the severer effects of the frost. A one-year-old transplanted plant
or a seedling, when inserted into a slit in the ground, takes immediate hold of

the mould below, and grows onwards without molestation from the weather.

This plant instrument consists of a flat piece of iron, shaped like the head of

a flat spear or a mason's trowel, 10 in. in length, and 5 in. in breadth at the

widest part. Its neck, which is of one piece with the blade, is 7 in. long, and

passes through and is riveted to a cross handle of wood, that remains firm

in the plane of the blade. The whole instrument is made stout, and of the

best materials. It costs only 1*. 6d. In using this instrument, the planter
holds it in one hand, and the plants in the other ;

and he makes a slit in the

ground of the requisite depth for the plant to be inserted j then pushing the

roots of the plant carefully into the slit, so that they shall not point upwards,
he finishes the operation by treading with his heel the ground firm around the

plant.
" The Expense of Labour in planting was greatly reduced by the use of this

instrument. Pit-planting required 20 men to pit and plant an acre in a day ;

whereas two men will do the same work, in the same time, withjthe spear-

planter. The three and four years old transplanted larch cost 10s. per 1000 :

the seedlings only cost 2s. Gd. per 1200. But, besides this direct saving of

expense in employing the slit to the pit planting, there is the advantage of

scarcely one plant going back by the former mode ; whereas, by the latter,

many go back, which are obliged to be filled up afterwards with fresh plants,

creating an additional expense ;
and many that continued to grow assumed a

sickly hue for some years after they were planted."
Here three tabular views are given, by which it appears that two-years-old

transplanted plants, that had been chilled in winter-made pits with cold and

wetness, and which were 1 ft. 2 in. high when planted, were, after being 6 years
in the pits, only 3 ft. 7 in. high. The same-sized plants, planted in spring-made

pits, were, at the end of 6 years, 6ft. 10 in. high; and the same description
of plants, planted by slit, were 1 1 ft. 2 in. high in the same period ; being
no less than 7 ft. 5 in. higher than those planted in the autumn-made pits,
at more than treble the expense.

Soil and Situation.
"

It is an error to suppose that the larch will thrive in

all soils and in all situations. There are many kinds of soils in which it will

not thrive, and ought not to be planted. It has been found that, in soils

which have been turned up by the plough, and which have borne corn crops,
the larch cankers : it cankers in wet situations also." On this passage, Mr.
Gorrie observes, that he has not found the larch, generally, to canker when
planted on land that has borne crops.

" In soils resting on a clayey subsoil,
7 P 4
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it decays at the heart, after arriving at 40 years of age. In situations where
water stands for a length of time about the roots, it becomes covered with

lichens; but in all rocky situations, and particularly those which are composed
of mica-slate containing crystals of garnets, among the fissures and fragments
of which they can push down their roots, larches thrive to admiration. The

geognostic character of the country from Dunkeld to Blair is primitive. At
Blair is gneiss, at Dunkeld clay-slate, and the intermediate space is occupied

by mica-slate. They lie conformably to one another.
" The Advantages resultingfrom planting Mountain Ground appear, at first

sight, in the greater number of trees that may be supported on the acclivity
of a mountain, than on a surface equal to its base. Trees derive nourishment
from the soil immediately around the place in which they are fixed

; and, as

the superficies of that soil must, of course, be greater on an acclivity than on
the base, a greater number of trees will be there supported. Practically

speaking, 100 trees at 6 ft. apart can be planted on the hypotenuse of a

right-angled triangle, whereas the base would only permit 80 at the same
distance. Another and a great advantage derived from planting mountain

ground is, that, on an acclivity, the trees expose a greater surface to the

influence of the sun, air, and rain, than they can do on a level surface. The
outside trees in a forest are always the strongest. On an acclivity they all

possess the advantages of outside trees, and at the same time most of the

shelter enjoyed by those in the interior."

Number of Plants annually planted.
" From the great scarcity of arch

plants at the commencement of the larch plantations at Athol, it was not

possible to extend their cultivation beyond a very limited number or space in

any one year. They were at first planted very little thicker on the ground,

among other trees, than they would have been, had they been thinned out to

stand for naval purposes. Generally, in mixed plantations, they were put
in from 700 to 1000 plants per acre. In the first attempts at planting them

entirely by themselves, they were increased only to 1500 plants per acre, from
the want of plants. The keeping of the plants in the nursery grounds till

they were 3 and 4 years transplanted from the seed-bed, tended greatly to

decrease the disposable quantity of plants from such sources. Finding 1500

plants rather too few among broom and furze, they were increased to 1800

per acre. Even after one-year-old seedlings were planted, which practice

immediately threw an immense number of plants into the market, they were

only extended to 2000 per acre, on the higher and barer parts of the moun-
tain range : 2000 per acre, the duke thinks may be considered by many thin

planting, and up to the region of broom and furze, that number may have

enough to do to contend with them ; for, however these shrubs might have
been subdued for a time, and, in many places, completely eradicated, yet, in

more favourable situations, they would spring up again, were there not a
sufficient number of trees to overtop and keep them down, by the exclusion

of the pure atmospheric air. It must be observed, however, that were 3000

plants planted per acre, that would only bring the trees about half a foot

closer to each other ; whereas the lower branches of the 2000, having plenty
of air, will meet one another when the plants are only eight years old from
the seed, and they will then entirely prevent the growth of the shrubs. But,
in the higher region, beyond the growth of the larger shrubs, 2000 plants per
acre, the duke maintains, are not too few, when it is considered, in the first

place, that this open planting delays greatly the period of thinning, and, of

course, curtails expense, which is an object of consideration in large under-

takings. In the next place, it is well known, that the lower branches of the

larch assist more than any of the others to strengthen the roots, and increase

the thickness of the base of the trunk of the tree. Strength of roots and
a good girt give great stability to trees exposed to the fury of the elements in

a mountainous country. The tops of the larch vibrate in the blast like the

points of fishing-rods. By the time they are thinned, they will individually
be able to withstand great blasts of wind with impunity. Besides, the lower
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and larger branches being permitted to remain for a considerable time, thev

will, during that period, have deposited a large quantity of leaves for the

nourishment of the ground below. The first thinnin/g will be of such value as

to compensate for the great labour of performing it, when it is thus long de-

layed ;
and it could not have been so long delayed, had the trees been planted

thicker. The duke seems to be aware that the opinions of many planters,
and many practical ones too, run counter to the practice of thin planting, as

recommended by him ; but it is questionable whether any of them has had the

experience of rearing larch to the height of from 700 ft. to 1600 ft. above the
sea. At that elevated region, it appears to the duke proper to follow the
dictates of experience, rather than those of custom ; and, though he may him-
self have, perhaps, at first adopted it from necessity, arising from a difficulty
of obtaining plants, he continued it when that necessity no longer existed,
because he had seen the good effects arising from it. Thin as 2000 plants
may appear on an acre, they will only stand 5 ft. 3 in. apart."
The Process of the Thickening ofthe Soil by the Larch is one very important

in its results ; and we have already given it in p. 2373.

Comparative Effect of the Larch with other Trees in improving the Soil.
" In

oak copses, the value of the pasture is only 5s. or 6*. per acre lor 8 years only
in every 24 years, when the copse is cut down again. Under a Scotch pine
plantation, the grass is not worth 6d. more per acre than it was before it was

planted. Under beech and spruce it is worth less than it was before ; but the

spruce affords excellent shelter to cattle, either from the heat of summer or
the cold of winter. Under ash, the value may be 2s. or 3s. per acre more
than it was in its natural state ; but under larch, where the ground was not
worth 1*. per acre, the pasture is worth from 8*. to 10s. per acre, after the first

30 years, when all the thinnings have been completed, and the trees left for

naval purposes, at the rate of about 400 to the acre, and 12 ft. apart."

Thinning.
" The great object of the late duke seems to have been to raise

larch timber on his property fit for naval purposes. With that view, he

planted his trees, and thinned his plantations. No demand for wood for mere
country purposes would have warranted him to plant so extensively as he did.

He found that larches could grow to a great size at only 12ft. apart ; and this

distance gives 380 trees to the Scotch acre, which is little more than one fifth

part of the 2000 per acre originally planted. The first thinning should be a

slight one, of about one fifth of the whole, by removing only those trees that
are of least value, or worthless. After 24 years from the time of planting, the
leaves fall off the lower branches, which are, of course, no longer useful to the
soil below. From 20 to 30 years old, the thinning is carried on so exten-

sively as to remove two thirds of those trees which were left standing by
the first thinning. In thinning, it is necessary to observe that all the strongest
and healthiest trees should be left, even if two or three of them should be
closer together than 12 ft. These small clumps happening to light on a
favourable situation, they will thrive well, as the air has access to each tree,
around two thirds of its circumference. This thinning being delayed so long,
the trees thinned out will be valuable for a variety of purposes. One of these

purposes is the profitable use which may be made of the bark. The last thin-

ning should be given when the trees are from 30 to 35 years old, which will

leave from 380 to 400 trees per acre. The 380 will require a little pruning
and trimming of the lower branches, in order to give head room to the cattle

which are to browse on the grass below. The whole primings and thinnings
will cost about 5/., and their produce will fetch about 12/., leaving a profit on
them of about 11. an acre."

. Planting the Scotch Pine along with the Larch. " The rapid growth of the

young larch trees, even in exposed situations, is certainly matter of surprise.
This property convinced the late duke of the inutility of providing nurses for

them. His gardener, Alexander Macrostie, whose name as a planter the
duke mentions with approbation, and who was at the head of all His Grace's

plantations, thought proper, during the duke's absence, to fill up with Scotch
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these Scotch pines had not attained a height exceeding 3 ft., while the larches,

which they were intended to nurse, were from 15 ft. to 20 ft. high. In the

lower part of the same plantation, where the Scotch pine had grown to 20ft.

in height, the larch exhibited a stature of from 30 ft. to 40 ft. ; and, in the

instance before referred to, in an elevated situation, at 900 ft. above the sea,

where the Scotch pines were more than 42 years old, they were only 5ft. and 6ft.

high ;
whilst the larch, in the same situation, and planted 10 years after them,

had reached up from 40 ft. to 50ft. in height. In 1816, the duke measured a

larch, on a pinnacle of the highest ridge of the ground alluded to above, at

only 9 years after planting, which was quite straight and vigorous, and stood

16 ft. high, and the nearest Scotch pine to it was only 2 ft. Gin." On this

passage,Mr. Gorrie remarks, that the Scotch pine should never be mixed with

the larch in plantations, as it will produce rot.

Rate of Growth of the Larch. "
Taking the average height, then, of an average

larch of 8 years from the seed at lift., it will be nearly accurate to allow

16 in. as the annual growth, till the tree is 50 years old ; and after that, only
10 in. per annum, for 22 years longer, as the length of the tree lessens in

growth as the bulk of the wood increases. These data give a larch tree of 72

years of age a height of 93 ft. 4 in. ; a fair average, agreeing with actual expe-
riment. The shoots of larches beyond 35 years of age are heavier, though they
are not so lone; as those of younger trees. The larch, like the oak, puts forth

two shoots every year, the one in spring, the other in autumn. The spring
shoot has no lateral branches : the autumnal shoot pushes out like the spring

one ; but, at the time this process is going on, the spring one is throwing out

lateral branches. These lateral branches are firm and woody. In regard to

the growth of the girt, a larch tree, on an average, will acquire 1 in. in girt

per annum, till it be 24 years old ; and from that time, till it has acquired the

age of 72 years, it will grow 1 in. in girt every year j thus,

In 24 years, it will be 2 ft. in girt, at 1 in. per annum.
48 more 5 l -

In 72 it will be 7 ft.

The larch begins to make wood at 24 years of age.

At 50 years old, it will contain 26 cubic feet of wood.
60 14 more.
72 20

In all, 60 cubic feet of wood
;
or one load of 50 cubic

feet, and 10 ft. more.

" These results correspond exactly with the quantities which the duke ob-

tained at these respective ages. Larch appears to be on its greatest increase

for timber from 57 to 72 years old. A larch containing 50 cubic ft., or one
load of timber, is quite fit for naval purposes. At half that size it is suitable

for every country purpose.

"Afew Examples of the sizes of the timber which the duke felled may not

prove uninteresting. In 1806, twenty larches, at the age of 64 years, were cut

for centres to the bridge building at Dunkeld. These trees having been drawn

up by close planting, they were from 105 ft. to 109 ft. in length ; their girts

were from 5 ft. to 5 ft. 4 in. ;
and they averaged from 80 to 90 cubic feet of tim-

ber. In 1810 and 1811, 600 trees were felled at Dunkeld and Blair, to send

to Woolwich dockyard, the aggregate amount of which was 606 loads. The
timber was much admired by the best judges. One of the logs contained 83 ft.

of wood.
" The Larch will thrive better in a northern than in a southern Exposure, till it is

about 30 years of age; but, after that period, there is no perceptible difference.

This circumstance may be explained by the favourable effect of an equable

temperature on the health of trees. The vicissitudes of frost and thaws must
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produce a greater effect on the sunny side of mountains than on the opposite.
The tallest larches do not always contain the greatest quantity of timber, as is

instanced in the case of two trees which were felled on the 1st of June, 1829,

aged 82 years. The one, which was only 97ft. in length, yielded 138 cubic

feet; while the other, which was 104ft. in length, only gave 81 cubic feet.
" One of the greatest Advantages of planting Larch is derived from its

peculiar property of thriving in very elevated situations. Immense extents

of mountain ranges may thus be applied to useful purposes, which other-

wise would have been quite unavailable. The Scotch pine thrives at an
elevation below 900ft.; but the larch ascends to 1600ft. above the sea,

and it may ascend higher. This is an important fact, in a national point
of view. Much of the mountain land of Great Britain, which is at pre-
sent worthless, may grow timber to supply her navy and merchant ship-

ping, without at all interfering with the land which produces her cereal crops,
or even her fine pasture land in a lower situation. But here the duke antici-

pates an objection which might be started by some, and that is, whether the

larch will certainly become useful timber at these elevations.
* An argument,'

says he,
'

may, indeed, arise, whether, all the upper part of the mountain being

rugged, trees can grow in many parts to stand for timber, at 400 per acre.

Reasoning from the experience of 43 years, which proves trees fully to that

extent per acre to contain 10 or 15 cubic feet or more of wood already to

exist, I am clearly of opinion that 400 trees may grow, within 70 years, to

average one load of wood or more, at a height of from 1200 to 1600ft. above
the sea ;

and the researches which the larch makes with its roots among the

crevices of the rocks and the shivered fragments are such, and the ground so

found being virgin soil, that, along with the rains and mists imbibed by the

tops, and invigorating the trunk, I am quite convinced they will have the effect

to produce a load of timber, or more, within the period mentioned. Some of

the trees, of the age of 57 years, cut in 1816, among rocks fully as rugged as

those described, exceeded 60, and some 70, cubic feet of wood
; and the 223

cut from similar situations averaged, at 57 years of age, 40 cubic feet of

timber, laid down at Woolwich dockyard in 1817.'
" Mountain Planting may be very well illustrated by the following diagram;

in which the space occupied by the larch is seen to exceed greatly in height
the site of every other species of useful tree. It also occupies, in common
with the other trees, the ground at the lowest level ;

so that its range of

growth is extensive.

-.[IdOO
1500
11400 ;

Larch & 1300

Spruce. 1200
1100 Hea
10(11)
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Loads, ft.

JOO larch trees, at 64 years old, would give 1 load per tree, = 100

100 _ 68 1 =100
102 72 1 10 ft., = 122 10

302 trees, at an average of 68 years old, would give - 322 10

It is said that 3000 loads of timber are required to build a 74-gun ship.

Ten acres, therefore, of larch would easily supply that quantity. Now, an

English acre will only grow 40 oaks at 34 ft. apart, the distance required for

their growth ; and, allowing oak to yield a load of timber at 68 years of age,

that would only yield 40 loads of timber per acre ; or, in other words, it would

require 75 English acres to supply the requisite quantity of oak to build a

74-gun ship.
Accidents and Diseases. " The larch, like other trees, is liable to accidents

and diseases. Wind may drive them down by the roots, but it can very sel-

dom break them, which shows the toughness of the wood. In November,
1826, a hurricane was very fatal to the Scotch fir, and it tore up many larches

by the roots. The depredations committed by wild animals are sometimes

considerable, such as those done by red deer, the roe, hares, rabbits, and even

the black game. Fences of good stone walls will certainly form a powerful
barrier against the inroads of all these creatures; but still they find an entrance

into the woods by gateways, and such like openings, for the sake of shelter.

The red deer but seldom leave their more herbaceous pasture about Blair ; but

the roe deer commit considerable depredations about Dunkeld, insomuch that

war was obliged to be declared against them in 1816 ; and in that season, 170

were brought in dead; and others, dying from wounds, would swell the number
of slain, that season, to upwards of 200. Before 1774, the roe deer were not

known to exist nearer than 30 miles to Dunkeld ; and then they were scarce

any where ; but, since they have received shelter and protection from the nu-

merous young plantations, they have increased very fast in numbers. Their

habits are peculiar : they always go in herds of odd numbers, from 3 to 9.

The doe generally produces two at a birth, and can rear them easily : but one
or both of the fawns are often destroyed by the foxes. The weight of a good
buck with the skin, but without entrails, is 40 Ib. ; that of a doe from 32 Ib. to

38 Ib. The principal mischief committed by them is by the buck rubbing his

horns between two trees, to get rid of the velvet which covers them. A dozen
of trees may be seen at one view, of from 7 to 8 years of age, completely

stripped round of their bark. Both the buck and the doe eat the tops of the

young larch. Hares and rabbits, but particularly the former, appear to be

seized with an idle but mischievous curiosity to taste the tops of a new plant-
ation in its first year's growth, though they never eat the tops they nip off.

Not destroying for the gratification of hunger, their depredations are the more
extensive.

*

Black game, too, nip off the tops of young plants for a year or

two, but they never eat them. Plantations above 700 ft. of elevation are only

annoyed by the deer.

Larch Slight. "Previously to the year 1795, a blight (occasioned byan insect)
affected the larch, and of those in low situations many died. At that time the

frost was very severe, and heavy frosty fogs hung about the trees in spring.
After this phenomenon, the blight appeared. Trees above 30ft. in height,
and in high situations, escaped this affection, where the wind could shake them.

This blight destroyed the flower of the larch, and prevented the formation of

the seed, and consequently the propagation of the plant. The first appear-
ance of the blight was indicated by a substance on the larch, resembling small

balls, of a fine white matter like cotton. These balls, or nidi, enclosed small

insects, a species of aphis, the two sexes of very different appearance. They
appeared to live upon the juices exuding from the bark of the tree, and not

upon the leaves ; and they probably prevented the sap from ascending, at least

no fresh shoots were thrown out by the tree that season. Many trees were
much injured by this disease ; and, fora long time afterwards, they presented a

remarkable appearance, that of being completely covered over with lichens.
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The trees, however, shot up clean stems 20 ft. to 25 ft. above the part covered

with moss ;
and these stems were as healthy as those of the healthiest trees,

that had never been affected. On cutting the wood, the covered part was no
more injured in quality than the wood of the healthiest trees, though the

Jichen had adhered to them for 15 years. The effect of this blight, then, was

only superficial. The existence of this disease for 8 or 10 years certainly re-

tarded the growth of the trees ; but it did not cause the duke to relax in the

least in his efforts to form large larch forests : on the contrary, it impressed

upon him the necessity of planting the high ridges of the mountains, in order

that the trees might be placed beyond the influence of the disease, which did

not appear higher than 600ft. above the level of the sea.
" In Felling large Trees ofLarch, care must be taken to use plenty of rope, and

to take advantage of the direction of the wind. A windy day should be avoided.

It was found that, in digging the Scotch pine out by the roots from among
the larch, the ground was much shaken about the roots of the larch, so as to

endanger their stability. Ever after, the pine was cut over by the ground.
" The Seasoning ofLarch Timber is accelerated by stripping offthe bark before

felling. In May, 1815, the duke experimented on 50 trees of larch at Dun-
keld, that were growing in a situation, among other wood, that was nearly in-

accessible for want of a road or path to it. In 1816, they were cut down and
used for several purposes, and they appeared to be completely seasoned.

They contained 25 cubic feet of wood each. Larch trees that had been only
10 months cut down were built into a steam-boat on the river Thames; but

they had not been seasoned enough, as the planks above water, near the deck,
shrunk a little. In this case, however, the scantlings were made the same as

of oak, which were of too slight dimensions for larch.
" The probablefuture Supply of Larch Timberfrom the Woods of Athol is thus

calculated by the duke. The experiments performed on the value and dura-

bility of larch, as ship timber, were performed chiefly on the 1900 trees planted
by Duke James, and which had attained a serviceable size during the time of
the late duke. Of them only 800 or 900 were left as ornaments about the
lawns and parks of Dunkeld and Blair. Unfortunately, a blank of 15 years
took place in the planting of larch by Duke John. To compensate, as far

as was in the power of the late duke, for this great deficiency in the regular

supply of timber, he resolved, in 1817, not to cut any trees for ship-building
till the year 1832 ; thus sacrificing his own personal emolument for the sake of
the estate. The most of the trees planted by Duke John were too young for

ship-building. After 1832, the annual cuttings for ship timber may be calcu-

lated at the following rates :

The produce
Loads. of Acres.

12 years cutting after 18-32 to 1844 = 1,250 annually.
10 1844 to 185-1 = 8,000 7
8 1854 to 1862 = 18,000 > 2000
8 _ 1862 to 1870 = 30,000 3

Ii5 1870 to 1886 = 52,000 2000
18 1886 to 1904 = 120,000 3000

72

" The Value of Larch Timber may be seen from the prices which the duke
received for it for various purposes. In 1806, the duke cut 20 larch trees of
the age of 64 years, to make the centres of the middle arch, of 90 ft. span,
of the bridge that was building across the Tay at Dunkeld. They were from
105 ft. to 109ft. in length, and they contained from 80 to 90 cubic feet of
timber each. After standing ,or 3 years as centres, they were sold by public
sale, at 2s. Sd. per cubic foot In 1810, Messrs. Symes and Co., ship-builders
in Leith, bought 11 trees, producing 1066 cubic feet, at 3s. per foot. In Fe-

bruary, 1819, the duke sold to Messrs. Bolton and Watt, and laid down for

them at Evan's Yard, London, 4176 cubic feet of larch, at 3s. 6d. per foot,
for the building of steam-boats. Mr. Ainslie, ship-builder, Perth, bought 500
trees, yielding not less than 12 ft. each, at ]s. 6d. per foot ; the buyer paying
all expenses of cutting down and carrying away. The duke also supplied
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larch for the building of 2 brigs at Perth
;
the one, the brig Larch, built by Mr.

Brown, of 171 tons register; and another, of 240 tons, built by Mr. Ainslie.
" The Value of Larch Wood, exclusive of the Value of the Pasture under it, may

be estimated in this manner : Suppose the plantations are thinned out by 30

years to what they are to stand for ship timber, that is, to 400 trees per Scotch

acre; suppose, after that period, the whole were cut down at the following

respective ages, the value of the whole per acre, at the different periods, would
be as follows :

s. d.

400 Trees at 80 years old, at 2J cubic feet each tree, = 1000 cubic feet, or
20 loads, at Is. 6d. per foot profit, =per acre - 75

400 Trees at 43J years old, at 15 cubic feet each tree, = 6000 cubic feet, or 120

loads, at is. (id. per foot profit,
= per acre - 450

400 Trees at 59 years old, at 40 cubic feet each tree, = 16,000 cubic feet, or
320 loads, at 2*. 6d. per foot profit, = per acre - - 2000

400 Trees at 72 years old, at 60 cubic feet each tree, = 24,000 cubic feet, or
480 loads, at 2*. 6d. per foot profit, = per acre - - 3000

" The average of these prices would be 1381/. 5*. per acre; so that 1000/.

per acre is not too high a calculation of the value of the duke's larch planta-
tions.

" The comparatively superior Value of Larch to Oak per Acre has already been

alluded to, when the comparative quantities of timber per acre were made out,

by a statement in favour of the larch. In comparison to Scotch pine, as a

comparison of one kind of fir with another, the difference is still more striking.

Fifty larch and 50 Scotch pine trees were cut out of the same plantation.
The average contents of the fir were 8 cubic feet, at Is. 3d. per foot, or 10s.

per tree. The larch averaged 30 cubic feet each, and fetched 2s. 6d. per foot,

or 31. 15s. per tree. So that the larch was superior in contents 3^ times, and
in value more than 7 times, to the Scotch pine.

" The superior Value of the common Larch, when compared with the Russian

Larch. The duke, having heard of the valuable properties ofthe Russian larch,

with some difficulty procured the seed of it from Archangel, reared the plants,
and planted them out, in number about 200. They shot out about 8 days earlier

than the common larch, but they did not attain to one third of its ize in the

same time ; and, both in their appearance as trees, and their value as timber,

they were found much inferior to the common larch.
" The Uses to which the Larch Tree may be applied are various and

important. In one instance, the duke applied larches successfully as nurses

to spruce firs, which were going back. The requisite shelter recovered the

health of these valuable trees. The great thinnings of larch plantations,
which take place from 20 to 30 years of their age, supply useful materials

for various purposes. Posts and rails for fencing may be made either out

of the tops or the trunks of young trees. While fir posts and rails last

only about 5 years, and are wormeaten after that period, the larch posts
stand for 20 years, and never get wormeaten. But the trunks of young
trees are preferable for this purpose to the tops, as they have less sap wood.
In 1807, the duke fenced a nursery ground with young larch trees cut up the

middle, made into a railing 7 ft. high. In 3 years after, the sawn side assumed
a leaden-grey colour, and in 1817 the whole railing was quite sound. The

railing round the lawn at Dunkeld, made out of the tops of trees, was taken

down in 1818, after it had stood for 10 years. Six inches only of the posts
were decayed under ground, which being cut off, the rail was nailed up again.
A rustic bridge was thrown over a high road and a ravine, as an easy access

to the nursery ground, which remained, in 1817, quite sound.

Tanning.
" About the year 1800, the tanning properties of larch bark were

tried by a tanner at Perth, by the duke's desire. It succeeded tolerably well ;

but the tanner complained that the bark had not half the strength of oak bark.

The bark of old trees cut at Blair, the duke found quite unsaleable. The
duke was not at all sanguine about the bark of the larch affording a valuable

tan
; but, in fact, though more encouraging markets had been found for it, it

is questionable whether the loss arising from the deterioration in the quality
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of the wood, by being cut full in the sap, did not counterbalance all the advan-

tages derived in the shape of increased value of bark. Even in the case of

young trees which were appropriated to posts and rails after having been peeled
for their bark, great expense was incurred in paint, in order to preserve the rails

after they were deprived of their bark, which is a great preservation to posts
and rails. If any profit is to be derived from larch bark to the grower, it must

be from the produce of that great thinning which takes place when the trees are

from 20 to 30 years old. The making of a road, in June 1819, to carry off the

wood from the top of Craig-y-Barns, gave the duke a favourable opportunity of

trying the peeling of the bark from trees that were cut down at that season of

the year when the sap was quite full in them. Some of the trees, that were 50

years old, peeled from end to end without difficulty, and each of them pro-
duced from 5 to 6 stones Dutch of bark. Thickly planted trees of 33 years of

age, and 37 ft. in length, and 25 in. in girt, 3 ft. from the but end, were also

peeled, and they each yielded about a Dutch stone of bark. At an age of 20 or 21,

and height of 28 ft., they yielded only half a stone ; but even this small quantity,
calculated at the current price of larch bark, at Wd. per stone, gave 5d. a tree,

a price greater than any Scotch pine near them was worth altogether, of the

same age." At present, Mr. Gorrie informs us, larch bark does little more
than cover the expense of peeling, drying, and carrying to market

; and that

it now sells at from 6d. to 8d. per stone.
" Larch Tops which had lain cut for 4 years, and were, of course, well worn,

were found useful in filling drains where stones were at a distance ; and they
continued sound in them for many years.
"Larch Timber was used for axles to different kinds of mills, from 1793 to

1802; and up to 1817 they continued quite sound, though constantly in

water,

"j^or Buildings, the larch is found equally desirable. In 1779, the duke built

the shooting-box in Glentilt, called Forest Lodge, the floors and joists of

which were made of larch. The wood was under 40 years old ; and, as an ex-

periment, some of the deals were cut up narrow, and others as broad as they
could be wrought. In 1817, the narrow boards continued quite close together.
After the bridge was thrown over the Tay at Dunkeld, the duke altered the

course of the great northern road to Inverness, which caused him to build

new porter's lodge, stables, and offices to Dunkeld-House, near the new line

of road. The whole woodwork of these buildings was executed with larch.

They were finished in 1812. In 1813, part of Athol House was burnt down,
and the repairs of wood, consisting ofjoists, floors, doors, and windows, were
all made of larch. This wood was so red in colour, that it looked like cedar.

Several houses were also repaired in the town of Dunkeld with larch. At
Dunkeld 271, and at Blair 170, larch trees had been used, by 1817, for building

purposes.
" The

first Attempt to use the Larchfor the Purposes of Navigation was in the

construction of fishing-cobles on the Tay, in 1777. Previously to that, they
were made of Scotch pine ; and they lasted only three years, when they had to

undergo a thorough repair. In fifteen years more, ferry-boats were constructed

of larch, instead of oak, for the conveyance of passengers across the different

ferries on the numerous rivers on the property. The oars, too, in the course

of time, were made of larch, and they were found to be excellent in lightness,

toughness, and elasticity. In 1809, 8491 cubic feet of larch timber were sent

to Woolwich dockyard, the greatest part of which was employed in the repair
of the Serapis store-ship in 1810; and the state of its soundness was favour-

ably reported on in 1817. One beam of it was put into the large frigate

Sybelle, in 1816, after it had lain six years in the dockyard.
" The next trial of larch in ship-building was in the Sir Simon Clerk mer-

chant vessel, of 375 tons register, built by Messrs. SVmes and Co. of Leith, in

1810; but, as that vessel was soon afterwards taken by the Americans, no
account could be got regarding the durability of the timber.

Knee Timberfor Larch Roots. " In order to dress the ground, and lay it
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down properly to grass, upon which the sixty large trees sent to Woolwich
had grown, the duke caused the large roots to be extracted out of it. After

they were out of the earth, the duke was struck with their apparent capability
of being cut up into knees for ships ; and he immediately entreated the Navy
Board to try them for that purpose, but the proposal was declined. Thus

rejected, the fate of some of these roots, in the shape of knees, was curious,
and is thus described by the duke: 'In 18 11, an American vessel, the

Frances of Baltimore, of 160 tons register, a brig, sustained very considerable

damage on her voyage to Leith, and came in nearly a wreck. Messrs. Symes
and Co., who repaired her, put into her some of these larch knees offered to

the Navy Board. The captain of the vessel said he never saw any wood of
so fine a quality, and so applicable for knees; and he was

extremely urgent
to know what kind of wood it was, and if he could get any more of it : but

they had no more to give him.
" The Larch has been tried in a small Way as Masts. Three sloops at Perth

were fitted up with them j but, as they all soon left the Tay, its value as such
could not be ascertained.

" The great and important Trial of the Larch, as a valuable Tree for naval

Timber, was made from 1816 to 1820, in the building of His Majesty's frigate
the Athol. Her keel, masts, and yards were made wholly^of larch. She was
launched on the 2 1st of November, 1820. Her dimensions are as follows:

Length of deck, 113 ft. 8 in. ; keel for tonnage, 94 ft. 3f in. ; extreme breadth,
31ft. 6 in. ; moulded, Slft.j depth of hold, 8ft. 6 in.; admeasurement,
499|^ tons. She carries 20 guns of 32 lb., 6 guns of 18 lb., and 2 guns of
6 lb. ;

in all, 28 guns. Her main, fore, and mizen masts, with their topmasts
and topgallant-masts, and their respective yards, bowsprit, sprits, and tops,

tit-booms, and spedding-booms, were all of larch. She drew of water, afore,
8ft. 11 in. ; and abaft, 11 ft. 3 in. When launched, her weight was 267 tons.

Many minute inspections took place at different times, by competent judges,
of the state of the larch in the Athol, and all are very laudatory of its qualities
as ship timber. The following important particulars regarding the larch in

general were related by Mr. Symes of Leith, after he had inspected the

Athol in Leith Roads, in July, 1824. The larch becomes harder and more
durable by age in a ship. It holds iron as firmly as oak ; but, unlike oak, it

does not corrode iron. Iron bolts may be driven out afterwards perfectly
clean. It does not shrink : the Athol had been caulked but once in four

years. It possesses the valuable property of resisting damp, inasmuch as the

pump-well was as dry as the cabin. This is a very important fact, as regards
the durability of the ship, and the health and comfort of the crew. The
beams and knees in the gun-deck were as well finished as the best joiner's

work, and they had no appearance of shrinking or straining. The Larch, a

brig, the Diana, a steam-vessel, and other ships, were afterwards built of
the larch, and all with favourable results.

Incombustibility ofLarch Woodland its Property of not splintering.
"
Among

the properties of larch which may be considered as valuable in respect of

ship-building, is the one of its being slow of kindling by fire. Though hot
embers be thrown on a floor of larch, it will not get suddenly up into a

blaze, like other kinds of fir. It is admirably adapted to be formed into

wooden steps for guard-ships or quays, the edges of them not breaking or

splintering like other fir wood. The property of its not splintering makes
it a valuable wood for the upper works of men-of-war. The splinters made

by cannon-shot are often more hurtful to the seamen in action than the

shot themselves. A shot-hole through larch closes and does not splinter.
Larch treenails were allowed by Sir Robert Seppings to drive remarkably
well.

" The Products arising from the chemical Treatment of Larch Wood may be
useful to the arts. The following results were obtained by chemical experi-
ments made by Mr. Brown of Old Brompton, on the 19th of March, 1828. A
piece of larch wood of 6 lb. weight was placed in a retort, which was heated
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to a red heat, and 3U cubic feet of olefiant gas came over. This gas was

not fit for the purposes of illumination. Of crude pyrolignous acid, there

was 1 pint. Half a gill of tar, of superior quality to that made from coal,

and 1 Ib. 9 oz. of charcoal were the rest of the ingredients obtained. The

pyrolignous acid, in the crude state, is sold in large quantities at Id. per gal-

lon. It may be obtained from the loppings of the larch trees. Charcoal, in

large quantities, varies in price from I*. Id. to 1*. Sd. per bushel. Pieces ot

wood 29 in. in length, and 4 in. in diameter, could easily be converted into

charcoal, for which there is a demand in this country to the value of

10,0007. yearly."
Some examples are next given of the elasticity, durability, strength, and

resilience of larch timber ; but, as they are at great length, and illustrated by

minute tabular details, and as the general results have been given in a pre-

ceding part of this article, we omit them, and refer the reader to the original

paper in the High/and Society's Transactions, vol. xi. p. 165. to 219.

Statistics. Near London. At Syon, it is 79 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 8 in., andof the

head 42 ft.
; at Gunnersbury Park, 33 years planted, it is 60 ft. high. South of London. In Devon,

shire, at Grilston, 21 years planted, it is .51 ft. high : at Killerton, it is 73 ft. high, the diameter of tl

trunk 3 ft., and of the head 34 ft, ; at Bystock Park, 21 years planted, it is 50 ft. high ;
at Endsleign

Cottage, 22 years planted, it is 80ft. high. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 55 years planted, it i

60 ft. high. In Hampshire, at Strath fleldsaye, it is 130 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in. ;

at Alresford, 41 years planted, it is 72 ft. high ;
at Testwood, 70 years planted, it is 80ft. high, th<

diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 30 ft. In Somersetshire, at Leigh, it is 90 ft. high,

the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. In Surrey, at Bagshot Park, 22 years planted, it is 40 ft. high. J

Sussex, at Cowdrey, it is 55ft. high, with a trunk 4ft. in diameter: at Slaugham Park, 9 years

planted, it is 24 ft. high. In Wiltshire, at Longford Castle, 5 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. North

of London. In Bedfordshire, at Flitwick House, it is 75 ft high, with a trunk 2 ft. 6 in. in diameter.

In Berkshire, at Bear Wood, 14 years planted, it is 30ft high. In Denbighshire, at Llanbede Hall,

45 years planted, it is 53 ft. high. In Durham, at Southend, 18 years planted, it is 45 ft. high. 1

Essex, at Audley End, 36 years planted, it is 60ft. high. In Herefordshire, at Haffield, 15 years

planted, it is 45 ft. high. In Hertfordshire, at Aldenham Abbey, 34 years planted, it is 75ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and ofthe head 30 ft.

; at Cheshunt, 13 years planted, it is 30 ft. high.
In Leicestershire, at Donnington Park, 60 years planted, it is 86 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk

2ft. 6 in., and of the head 43ft.
;
at Belvoir Castle, 14 years planted, it is 40ft. high. In Monmouth-

shire, at Tredegar, 55 years planted, it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head
66 ft. ; at Dowlais House, 10 years planted, it is 16 ft. high. In Nottinghamshire, at Clumber Park,
it is 78 ft. high, with a trunk 3ft. Sin. in diameter ; at Worksop Manor, 120 years old, it is 95 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft, and of the head 101 ft. In Northamptonshire, at Wakeneld
Lodge, 14 years planted, it is 32 ft. high. In Northumberland, at Hartburn, 83 years planted, it is

89 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 47 ft. In Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole

Court, 30 years planted, it is 40ft. high. In Shropshire, at Hardwick Grange, 10 years planted, it

is 39ft. high : at Willey Park, 18 years planted, it is 49 ft. high ; and 9 years planted, it is 45 ft. high.
In Staffordshire, at Trentham, it is 100 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and of the head
32ft. In Suffolk, in the Bury Botanic Garden, 10 years planted, it is 26ft. high ; at Finborough
Hall, 14 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Worcestershire, at Hagley, are several with trunks 4 ft.

in diameter
;
at Hadzor House, 10 years planted, it is 26ft. high : at Croome, 50 yeara planted, it is

95ft. high. In Yorkshire, at Hackress, 20 years planted, it is 42ft. high; at Grimstone, 13 years

planted, it is 56 ft. high ; at Studley, 112 ft high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 60 ft.

In Scotland, in the Experimental Garden, Edinburgh, 10 years planted, it is 19ft. high; at Cra-
mond House, it is 70 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and of the head 50ft. ; at Hope-
toun House, it is 75 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and of the head 48ft. In Ayr-
shire, at Doonholm, 70 years old, it is 85ft. high ;

at Doonside, 60 years old, it is 80 ft. high, with a
trunk 3ft. 6 in. in diameter. In Roxburghshire, at Minto, 100 years old, it is 90ft. high, with a

trunk 4ft. in diameter. In Bar?ffshire, at Cullen House, 90 years old, it is 85ft high. In Perth-

shire, at Gleneagles, many pine trees from 80ft. to upwards of 90ft high : at Taymouth, 70 years
old, it is 96 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 8 in. ; and another is 120 ft. high. In Ross-shire,
at Brahan Castle, it is 80ft. high. In Sutherlandshire, at Dunrobin Castle, it is 86ft. high. In

Stirlingshire, at Blair Drummond, 100 years old, it is 105ft. high; at Airthrey Castle, it is 100ft.

high ; and at Tullibody, 85ft. high. In Ireland, in Tyrone, at Baron's Court, it is 94ft. high. In

France, at Nantes, in the nursery of M. Nerrieres, 40 years planted, it is 50 ft. high. In Saxony,
at Wdrlitz, 60 years old, it is 80 ft. high. In Austria, at Briick on the Leytha, 50 years old, it is

70ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. Price of seeds, in London, 3s. per Ib. : ofone year's

seedling plants, Is. Qd. per thousand; of two years' seedlings, 2s. 6d. per thou-
sand : transplanted plants, from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high, 10*. per thousand ; from
2 ft. to 3 ft. high, 25*. per thousand : plants raised from Tyrolese or Vallais

seeds, one year transplanted, 5s. per hundred. At Bollwyller, two years' seed-

lings, 2 ft. high, are 10 francs per hundred. At New York, plants are 50 cents,

each.

% 2. L. AMERICA'NA Michx. The American Larch.

Identification. Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3. p. 213.

Synonymes. PJnus /aricina Du Rot Harbk., ed. Pott, 2. p. 117. : P. mictocarpa Willd. Baum., p, 275.,
Lamb. Pin, ed. 2., t. 50. ; A Dies microcarpa Pair. ; Hackmatack, Amcr. ; Tamarack by the
Dutch in New Jersey ; E'pinette rouge in Canada.

7 Q
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Engravings. Michx. N. Amer. Syl.,3. t. 153. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 50. ; and the plate of this tree in
our last Volume.

Spec. Char., %c. Leaves short. Cones small, ovate-roundish, with few scales.

(Michaux.} Leaves from \ in. to f in. long. Cones from \ in. to | in. long, and
from | in. to fin. broad. A tree, with a slender trunk, and attaining, in Ame-
rica, as great a height as the European larch does in Europe. Introduced
in 1739, and flowering in May. None of the varieties of this species can be at

all compared with the European larch, in point of utility, or even ornament.

Vanetics.

1 L. a. 1 riibra; L. microcarpa Laws. Man.,p. 388. ; Pinus microcarpa
Pursh Fl. Amer., Sept., p. 645., Lodd. Cat. ; E'pinette rouge, Canada.
The small red-coned American Larch. The following characters

of this variety are given in Lawson's Manual: "
Tree, medium-

sized, upright, of a slender, conical, or pyramidal habit of growth, but
not so much so as in L. a. pendula. Branches horizontal, or slightly

pendulous, except the upper, which are rather aspiring; branchlets

also pendulous, and, together with the branches, more numerous and
dense than those of L. a. pendula. Bark smoothish, of a brownish

grey, and light brown on the young twigs. Leaves of a vivid grassy
green, and shorter and narrower than those of L. europae^a. Catkins

very similar to those of the L. a. pendula ; but the bracteae of the

female or young cones are of a more regular oval shape. Ripe cones
about I in. in length, easily detached from the branches, of an oblong
shape ; scales also somewhat oblong or oval, light brown, slightly

incurved, and rougher, or more distinctly striated, than those of the

black larch. Seeds also shorter, or more rounded, and, together with
the alae, of a lighter brown.'* A native of North America. Intro-

duced in 1760, and flowering in April. (Laws. Man.,p. 388.) There
are trees of this variety in the Duke of Athol's plantations, which,
in 1820, were 50 years old, and did not contain a third part of the

timber of the common larch of the same age. The wood, however,
is so ponderous, that it will scarcely swim in water.

1 L. a. 2 pendula; L. pendula Laws. Man., p. 387. ; Pinus pe"ndula Ait.

Hort. Kew. y ed. 1., iii. p. 369., Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., ii. p. 645., Willd.

Baumz.y p. 215., Lamb. Pin.,ed.2., t. 49.; P. intermedia Du Roi

Harbk., ii. p. 115., Wang. Beit., p. 42., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; P. Za-
rix nigra Marsh. Arb. Amer., p. 203. ; ^fbies pendula Poir.Dict., p. 514.,
N. Du Ham., v. p. 288. ; Tamarack, Amer. The black pendulous-
branched American Larch. According to Lawson, this is a "

tree of

mediumsize, slender,and generally bendingtowardsthetop. Branches

verticillate,few, remote, and pendulous; branchlets also thin, and more

pendulous than the branches. Bark smooth, and very dark-coloured ;

that on the youngest twigs of a dark purplish colour, inclining to

grey. Leaves like those of the common larch in shape, but rather

longer, darker in colour, and arising from shorter and much darker-

coloured buds or sheaths. Male and female catkins small and short ;

the latter generally tinged with reddish purple. Cones, when ripe,

easily detached from the branches, generally under in. in length ;

scales round, or slightly approaching'to an oval shape, smoothish, of

a dark brown colour, few, loose, and slightly incurved on the mar-

gins ; bracteae much shorter than the scales, of a somewhat lyrate

shape ; waved on the margins, and tipped with a short, soft, acute

point. Seed considerably smaller than that of L. europae'a, and of an

oblong shape ; alae, or wings, of a brownish-purple colour. Native of

North America. Introduced into Britain in 1739. The L. a. pendula

grows only in the colder parts of North America, being entirely con-

fined to the northward of 40 of latitude ;
and is found in greatest

abundance in mountainous parts, on rather moist and inferior soils.

The timber of L. a. pendula is of a darkish brown colour, waved, very

tough, durable, and, where it is plentiful, preferred, for general pur-
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poses, to any of the American pines or firs which grow in the same

parts." (Laws. Manual, p. 388.) Mr. Blair, when in Canada, was
informed that the wood of this tree is preferred to maple, hickory,
or beech, as fuel for the steam-boats on the St. Lawrence. (Blair
in Gard. Mag., vol. viii. p. 488.) In Mr. M'Nab's article on the

local distribution of different species of trees in-the native forests of

America, published in the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, he states

that on a flattened, low, moist meadow, on this line of road, was an
extensive forest of the tamarack, or black American larch, which
he calls Zarix pendula, tall straggling trees, with stems not exceeding
1 ft. 8 in. in circumference. "

Through the tract of country which we
have passed," he adds, "this tree was by no means plentiful, having
only seen four masses of them, and these very distant from each
other : all were in similar situations." (Quart. Journ. of Agr., vol.

v. p. 601.)
i L. a. Sprolifera ; L. prollfera Malcolm. Theproliferous-branched Larch.

In this variety, the axis of the cones is prolonged in the form of a

shoot ; a kind of monstrosity which is found in all the varieties of

L. americana, and also occasionally, as Richard has shown, in some

species of vTbies and Picea. The plant in the Horticultural Society's
Garden, after being 12 years planted, is 15ft. high.

Description, $c. Michaux describes the American larch as a tall slender

tree, with a trunk 80ft. or 100 ft. high, and only 2 ft. or 3 ft. in diameter. Its

numerous branches, except near the summit, are horizontal or declining.
The bark is smooth and shining on the trunk and larger branches, but rugged
on the smaller branches. The leaves are flexible, and shorter than those of
the European species. The cones are small and erect ; green in spring, and

generally brown when ripe, but sometimes they are found of a violet colour.

The wood, Michaux says, is equal to that of the European larch, being exceed-

ingly strong, and singularly durable. The American larch is most abundant
in Vermont, New Hampshire, and the district of Maine ; but, though the
soil is well adapted to its growth, it does not form the hundredth part of the
^bietinae in these latitudes. According to the elder Michaux's observations,
in his journey to Hudson's Bay, it is only beyond the St. Lawrence, parti-

cularly near Lake St. John, and the Great and the Little Lake Misstassin,
that it begins to abound, and to form masses of wood, some of which are
several miles in extent. It is abundant in Newfoundland, in nearly the same
latitude. New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and the coldest and gloomiest expo-
sures in the mountainous tracts of Virginia, are the limits of its appearance
towards the south ; but it is rare in these states : and, in Lower Jersey and
the vicinity of New York, it is seen only in the swamps of white cedar

(Cupressus rfiuyoides), with which it is scantily mingled. According to

Pursh, the two forms of this species, though united in one by Michaux, are

specifically and constantly different. He never saw them both growing in the
same place, or even near one another. L. a. pendula was introduced by
Peter Collinson, in 1739; and the original tree planted by him at Peck-
ham was afterwards removed to Mill Hill ; where it was cut down, says
Sir James Edward Smith, "about the year 1800, to make a rail, by its

sapient possessor. The abundance of seeds," he adds,
" which it annually

produced might have been a far more lasting source of profit, as few exotic
trees are more worthy of cultivation. It was from this tree that Solander
first described L. a. pendula as a distinct species, L. a. riibra not having
been introduced till 1760. The original tree of this latter variety was planted
by John Duke of Argyll at Whitton, where Sir James Edward Smith and
Mr. Lambert saw it early in the present century, and where we examined
it on the 21st of July, 1837, and found it between 40 ft. and 50ft. high. The
wood, in America, and especially in Canada, according to Michaux, is con-
sidered among the most valuable timber, and has no fault except its weight.
In the district of Maine, it is more esteemed than any other resinous wood

7 Q 2
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for the knees of vessels ; and Michaux thinks that it would be much more

employed in America than it is, if it were not comparatively rare there. In

Britain, it can only be considered as a curious or ornamental tree. Seeds

are sometimes ripened in this country, and are also sometimes imported ;
in

consequence of which, both varieties are not uncommon in the nurseries.

Statistics. ~Larix americana rubra. In the environs of London. At Syon, it is 67 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 3 in., and of the head 35 ft. This tree is figured in our last Volume.

South of London. In Surrey, at Farnham Castle, 35 years planted, it is 20 ft. high, the diameter
of the trunk 1 ft. 8 in.

; at Bagshot Park, 16 years planted, it is 25 ft. high ;
at Claremont, it is 70 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 40ft. In the Isle of Jersey, in Saunders's

Nursery, 10 years planted, it is 24ft. high North of London. In Bedfordshire, at Southill, it i

65ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 65 ft. In Warwickshire, at Combe
Abbey, 60 years planted, it is 84 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 42 ft. In Wor-
cestershire, at Croome, 40 years planted, it is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of

the head 20ft. In Scotland, in the environs of Edinburgh, at Dalhousie Castle, 15 years planted,
it is 19 ft. high. In Ireland, in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 20 years old, it is 16ft. tygh. At
Cypress Grove, near Dublin, it is 40ft. high. In King's County, at Charleville Forest, 45 years
planted, it is 94 ft. high.
Larix americana pendula. In England. In Berkshire, at White Knights, 34 years planted, it is

48ft. high. In Staffordshire, at Trentham, 2rt years planted, it is 40ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 1 ft. 4 in., and of the head 25ft. In Worcester, at Croome, 35 years planted, it is 40ft. high.

In Scotland, in the Experimental Garden, Edinburgh, 6 years planted, it is 12 ft high. _ In Ire-

land. AtTerenure, near Dublin, 15 years planted, it is 10 ft high. In Louth, at Oriel Temple,
55 years planted, it is 52 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. Price of seeds, in London, 2s. (id. per oz. ; of plants,
10*. per 100. At Bollwyller, plants are 2 francs each; and at New York,
75 cents,

GENUS V.

CE VDRUS Barrel. THE CEDAR. Lin. Syst. Moncev
cia Monadelphia.

Identification. Barrelier Plantae per Galliam, &c., observatae, &c., Ic., 499.

Synnnymes. Plnus Lin., in part; .4'bies Pair., in part ;
Z/arix Tourn., in part ; Cddre, Fr. ; Ceder,

Ger.
Derivation. Some suppose the word Cedrus to be derived from Cedron, a brook in Judea, on the
banks of which the cedar of Lebanon was once plentiful : others (see M. Thdis Gloss. Bot., p. 366.),
from kaio, I burn ;

from the wood of some of the kinds of cedar being burned as incense : and

others, from the Arabic kedroum,or kedre, power. (See Golius Lexicon Arab., col. 1861.)

Description* Majestic evergreen trees ; natives of Asia and Africa, with

large spreading branches. Extremely ornamental, and one species producing
excellent timber.

t 1. C. LIBA'NI Barr.
,
The Cedar of Lebanon.

Identification. Barrel. Ic., 499. ; Edw. Ornith., t. 188. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 380. ; Bon Jardinier,
ed. 1837, p. 981.

Synoni/mes. Plnus Cedrus Lin. Sp. PI., 1420, Syst., ed. Reich,, 4. p. 174., Smith in fiees's Cyclo.,
Hunt. Evel. Syl., p. 311., Ait. Hart. Kew., 3. p. 369., Vitm. Sp. PI., 5. p. 345., Willd. Bert.

Saumx., p. 214. ; P. foliis fascicuRtis, &c., Du Roi Harbk., ed. Pott, 2. p. 120. ; 7,arix Cfedrus
Mitt. Diet., No. 3.; Larix orientals Tourn. Ins., p. 586., Du Ham. Arb., 1. p. 332.; Cedrus
magna Dod. Pempt., 867.; C. conifera Bauh. Pin., p. 490., Rait' Hist., p. 1404. ; C. phoenicea
Renealm. Sp., p. 47. ; Cedrus Bell. It., p. 162., Cam. Epit., p. 57. ; A^ies Cedrus Pair. Diet.

Encyc., 6. p. 510., N. Du Ham., 5. p. 287., Lindl. in Penn. Cyc.

Engravings. Du Ham. Arb., 1. t. 132. ; Trew Ehret, t. 1. 4. 28. 60, and 61.; Nov. Act. A. N. C.,
3. App., t. 13. f. 1. 7. 11, 12., and 14. ; Barrel. Ic., t. 499. ; Edw. Ornith., t. 188. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2.,

t. 51. ; our Jig. 2267. ;
and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves tufted, perennial. Cones ovate, abrupt; their scales

close- pressed. Crest of the anthers ovate, flat, erect. (Smith.) Cones

ovate, from 3 in. to 5 in. long, and from 2 in. to 2% in. broad. Seeds of an

irregular triangular form ; nearly \ in. long, with a very broad membrana-
ceous wing. Cotyledons 6. A tree, a native of Syria, on Mount Lebanon ;

and of the north of Africa, on Mount Atlas. Introduced before 1683.

Varieties.

1 C. L. 2 foliis argenteis has the leaves of a silvery hue both above and
below. There are very large trees of this variety at Whitton and
Pain's Hill, and a dwarf bushy one, remarkable for its silvery aspect,
at the Countess of Shaftesbury's villa (formerly the residence of
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Thomson the poet), on the banks of the Thames at Richmond, of
which there is a portrait in our last Volume. It is singular that the

nurserymen have never taken the trouble to raise plants from the

seeds, or from scions, of this very beautiful variety,
t C. L. 3 ndna is a very dwarf variety, of which we have only seen one

plant at Hendon Rectory, Middlesex, which, 10 or 12 years old,
is only from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, making shoots from 2 in. to 3 in. in a

year.
Other Varieties. At Pepper Harrow, in Surrey, the seat of Lord

Viscount Middleton, there are a great many cedar trees, some of which
are quite fastigiate in their habit of growth, resembling immense cypresses ;

while others have the branches depressed at their insertion in the trunk, and
their extremities pendulous like those of the hemlock spruce. Some are
dwarfand bushy, and others very tall, with comparatively few branches

; the
leaves of some are dark green, while those of others are quite glaucous.
The cones are of very different sizes. These variations arise, no doubt,

simply
from the tendency of the cedar to sport when raised from seed ; as

similar variations are always found, more or less, wherever the cedar has been

planted in considerable quantities. In the Garden Lemonnier, at Versailles,
is a cedar about 20ft. high, with a trunk 2ft. in circumference at the
base. It is apparently very old, and has a knotty stunted appearance, like

the gnarled branches of an aged oak. It has never produced seeds (Atm.
<CHort. t xvi. p. 337), and is most probably only a variation.

Description. A widely spreading tree, generally from 50 ft. to 80 ft. high ;

and, when standing singly, covering a space with its branches, the diameter of
which is often much greater than its height. The leading shoot, in young
trees, generally inclines to one side, but it becomes erect, as the tree increases
in height It is covered with a brownish

bark, which becomes cracked as the tree 2267

advances in age. The horizontal branches,
or limbs, when the tree is exposed on

every side, are very large in proportion
to the trunk: they are disposed in

distinct layers, or stages, and the dis-

tance to which they extend diminishes

as they approach the top ; thus forming
a pyramidal head, broad in proportion
to its height. The extremities of the

lower branches, in such trees, generally
rest on the ground, bent down by their

own weight ; but they do not root into it. The summit, in young trees, is

spiry; but in old trees it becomes broad and flattened. When the cedar of
Lebanon is drawn up among other trees, it produces a clean straight trunk,

differing only in appearance from that of the larch in the colour of its bark
;

but having been long considered more as an ornamental than a useful tree, it

is seldom found planted in masses, or intermixed with other trees in planta-
tions. If a branch of the cedar is cut off, it is stated in Lambert's Pmi/ t that
" the part remaining in the trunk gradually loosens itself, and assumes a
round form resembling a potato ; and, if the bark covering it be struck smartly
with a hammer, the knot leaps out." This fact, Mr. Lambert states, was
communicated to him by Sir Joseph Banks ; but he adds that he had tried

the experiment himself. The branchlets are disposed in a flat fan-like

manner on the branches
; and, as they are numerous and thickly set with

leaves, single detached trees appear, at a little distance, a dense mass of

foliage. The leaves are straight, about 1 in. long, slender, nearly cylindrical,

tapering to a point, and are on short footstalks : they are generally* of a dark

grass green ; but, in the variety called the silver cedar, they have a beautiful

glaucous hue. The leaves, which remain two years on the branches, are at
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first produced in tufts ; the buds from which they spring having the appear-
ance of abortive shoots, which, instead of becoming branches, only produce a
tuft of leaves pressed closely

together in a kind of whorl.

These buds continue, for

several years in succession,

to produce every spring a

new tuft of leaves, placed
above those of the preceding

year; and thus each bud

may be said to make a slight

growth annually, but so

slowly, that it can scarcely
be perceived to have ad-

vanced a line in length;

hence, many of these buds

may be found on old trees,

which have eight or ten rings,

each ring being the growth
The Syon Cedar'

of one year; and sometimes they ramify a little. At length, sooner or later

they produce the male and female flowers. The male catkins are simple,

solitary, of a reddish hue, about 2 in. long, terminal, and turning upwards.
They are composed of a great number of sessile, imbricated stamens, on a
common axis. Each stamen is furnished with an anther with 2 cells, which

open lengthwise by their lower part ; and each terminates in a sort of crest

pointing upwards. The pollen is yellowish, and is produced in great abun-
dance. The female catkins are short, erect, roundish, and rather oval : they
change, after fecundation, into ovate-oblong cones, which, when they ap-

proach maturity, become from 2| in. to 5 in. long. The cones are of a greyish
brown, with a plum-coloured or pinkish bloom when young, which they lose

as they approach maturity : they are composed of a series of coriaceous im-

bricated scales, laid flat, and firmly pressed against each other in an oblique

spiral direction. The scales are very broad, obtuse, and truncated at the

summit; very thin, and slightly denticulated at the edge; and reddish and

shining on the flat part. Each scale contains 2 seeds, each surmounted by a

very thin membranaceous wing, of which the upper part is very broad, and
the lower narrow, enveloping the greater part
of the seed. The cones are very firmly at-

tached to the branches : they neither open
nor fall off as in the other ^bietinae ; but, when

ripe, the scales become loose, and drop gradu-

ally, leaving the'axis of the cone still fixed on
the branch. The seeds are of an irregular,
but somewhat triangular, form, nearly l^in.

long, of a lightish brown colour. Every part
of the cone abounds with resin, which some-
times exudes from between the scales. The
female catkins are produced in October, but
the cones do not appear till the end of the

second year ; and, if not gathered, they will ^ Cedar
remain attached to the tree for several years.
The tree does not begin to produce cones till it is 25 or 30 years old ; and,
even then, the seeds in such cones are generally imperfect, and it is not till

after several years of bearing, that seeds from the cones of young trees can
be depended on. Some cedars produce only male catkins, and these in im-

mense abundance; others only female catkins; and some both. There are

trees at Whitton, Pepper Harrow, and other places, which, though upwards
of 100 years old, and of vigorous growth, have scarcely ever produced either

male or female catkins. The duration of the cedar is supposed to extend to

several centuries.
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The Chelsea Cedars.

The rate of growth of the cedar is generally considered slow ; but, under

favourable circumstances, it is at least as rapid as that of other resinous

trees. Loiseleur Deslongchamps, in his very able article on the cedar in

the Nouveau Du Hamel, compares the rate of growth of the tree in Eng-
land and France, by showing the increase in a given 2270

number of years of the trees at Chelsea, and of that

in the Jardin des Plantes. The trees in the Chelsea
Garden were planted in 1683, being then 3ft. high;
and, in 1766, two of them were upwards of 12ft. 6 in.

in girt at 2 ft. from the ground, and their branches
extended more than 20 ft. on every side ; which

branches, Miller adds,
"
though they were produced

12ft. or 14ft. above the surface, did, at every termi-

nation, hang very near the ground, and thereby afford

a goodly shade in the hottest season of the year." The cedar in the Jardin

des Plantes measured, in 1786, at the ground, 4ft. 6 in. French (about 5ft.

English) in circumference; in 1802, according to M. Dutour (Nouv. Diet.

d'Hist. Nat., iv. p. 449.), it was 7ft. 10 in. (nearly 8ft. 6 in.); and in 1812,
when it was 78 years old, it was 8 ft. 8 in. (9 ft. 4 in.) In 1834, according
to the Return Paper we received from M. Mirbel, the same tree, then exactly
100 years old, was 10 ft. 6 in. (11 ft. 4 in.) in circumference; and the largest
of the Chelsea cedars, in the same year, was nearly 15 ft. in circumference,

they being upwards of 150 years old. The rapid growth of the Chelsea

cedars during the first 83 years is accounted for by the circumstance of their

standing near a pond, into which their roots extended ; and, when this pond
was filled up (which it was a few years after 1766, when Miller measured

them), their growth was instantly checked ; and so much so, that, in 1793,
when measured by Sir Joseph Banks, the largest was only 12ft. 11^ in. in

circumference, having in- 2271

creased only 5^ in. in 30

years. The cedar in the

Jardin des Plantes, though
the most celebrated, is not

the largest in France :

another plant, brought
from England by Jussieu

at the same time, and

planted in the garden of

the Chateau de Montigny,
had a trunk, in 1832, when
measured by M. Murat,

nearly 1 7 ft. French ( 1 8 ft.

5 in. English) in circum-

ference at 4ft. from the

ground. It had lost its

leading shoot, and was only
a little higher than the tree

in the Jardin des Plantes. The Croome Cedar

The two largest cedars at

Whitton, which, in 1837, were 105 years old from the seed (see p. 57.),

were upwards of 70 ft. high, with trunks 14 ft. 6 in. in circumference at 2 tt.

from the ground. The pinaster, Scotch pine, silver fir, and larch, at

Whitton, in the same soil and situation, had not made nearly so much timber;

though it is proper to state that these last kinds had rather less room than

the cedars. One of the largest of these cedars was blown down in the violent

storm of wind in November, 1836, The lower part of the trunk, after being

squared, measured nearly 4 ft. on the side
;
and the annual growths were so

large, that 20 of them measured across 6i in. The largest of these annual

layers was no less than in., and the smallest exceeded in. A plank ot this

7 Q 4
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2272

The Hammersmith Cedar.

most remarkable tree was kindly presented to us by the proprietor, J. Gost-

ling, Esq.; on a portion of which we made several experiments, which proved
it to be very inferior in point of strength
to the common English-grown Scotch

pine, and the remainder we have had made
into a table. The colour and the grain of
the wood are precisely the same as those of

a specimen accompanied by cones and leaves

received by Mr. Lambert from Morocco.
At St. Ann's Hill is a cedar planted by the
Honourable Mrs. Fox, in 1794, which, h.

1834, was 50 ft. high, diameter of the
trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and of the head 72 ft.

At Redleaf, near Penshurst, there are

cedars which, in 1837, were 36ft. high,
and girted 4 ft. 6 in. at 3 ft. from the

ground. These were raised from seeds exactly 20 years before, by the pro-
prietor, W. Wells, Esq., who purchased the cone from which the seeds were
taken in a London seed-shop in 1816. Another cedar at Redleaf, after being
planted 27 years, when under 3ft. high, is 52ft. high, and 5 ft. 6 in. in circum-
ference at 3 ft. from the ground. In Scotland and Ireland, in sheltered situa-

tions, and on good soil, the growth of the cedar is found to be nearly as rapid
as that of the larch. When the leading shoot of the cedar is broken, it

does not form another, and ceases to grow in height. The cedar in the Jardin
des Plantes, which lost its leader at the commencement of the French revo-

lution, has not increased in height since; but its branches have extended
45ft. French (nearly 50ft. English) on each side, giving a diameter to the
head of nearly 100ft.
The most remarkable cedars in point of age, near London, are those in

the Chelsea Botanic Garden, now in a state of rapid decay ; and of which

fig. 2270. is a portrait to the scale of 1 in. to 50 ft. There was till lately a
fine old tree at Hammersmith, in the garden of a house which was formerly
occupied by Bishop Atterbury, of which fig. 2272. is a portrait from an en-

graving by Strutt. There is a very old cedar at Enfield (fig. 2269.), by some

supposed to be older than the Chelsea cedars.
At Croome, in Worcestershire, there is a cedar
remarkable for its magnitude, and the naked-
ness of its branches, of which fig. 2271. is a

portrait reduced from a drawing kindly made
for us by Miss Radcliffe of Worcester. The
tallest cedar in the neighbourhood of London
is one at Kenwood, figured in our last Volume,
which is 95ft. high; and the handsomest is

one at Syon, also figured in our last Volume,
and of which fig. 2268. is a portrait reduced
to the same scale as the other figures of cedars
here given. In Scotland, the largest cedars
are at Hopetoun House, and in Dalkeith Park

;

and there is a very handsome one, comparatively young, on the estate of Gray,
in Forfarshire, of which fig. 2273. is a portrait, reduced from a drawing sent
to us by Mr. Robertson, gardener to Earl Gray, at Kinfauns Castle. The
largest cedars in Ireland are believed to be those at Castletown, the seat
of Colonel Conolly ; or at Mount Anville, the seat of Counsellor West.

Geography. The cedar of Lebanon is generally supposed to grow no
where but on that mountain; but it was discovered, in 1832, on several
mountains of the same group, by N. Bove, ex-director of agriculture of Ibra-
ham Payha, at Cairo. In passing from Sakhlehe to Der-el-Khamer, on
the afternoon of October 11., M. Bove"

passed through a valley, the right
side of which was bounded by a mountain, and on its summit some thou-
sands of cedars of Lebanon were growing, covered with catkins.

" These

2273

The Gray Cedar.
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trees," he says, "are from 3ft. to 16ft. French, in circumference, and
their height exceeds 50ft. French. I suppose," he adds/, "that they owe
their preservation to their being situated on a mountain difficult of access,
and at a distance from towns where their wood could be used, and to which
from their present habitat, it could now be only transported on the backs
of animals." (Ann. Scien. Xat., 2. s., vol. i. p. 235.) The cedar has also been

lately discovered on Mount Atlas, whence cones, and specimens of the

branches, leaves, and wood, have been sent by Mr. Drummond Hay, the

British consul at Tangier, to Mr. Lambert ; and specimens have also been
received from Morocco by P. B. Webb, Esq. The probability is, that the

range of the tree not only extends over the whole of that group of moun-
tains which is situated between Damascus and Tripoli in Syria, and which
includes the Libanus and Mounts Amanus and Taurus of antiquity, and
various other mountains, but that its distribution on the mountainous re-

gions of the north of Africa is extensive ; though of the botany of these

latter regions scarcely anything is at present known. The ancient writers

who mention the cedar state that it had many different habitats; and

Theophrastus and Pliny make it a native of Egypt, Crete, Cyprus, &c. ;

but, as they included the junipers, and probably several other trees, under
the general name of Cedrus, no reliance can be placed on their testimony.
The cedar has been said by some authors, both Continental and British,
to be a native of Mounts Amanus and Taurus, and of Siberia ; but, though
the first statement is probably true, the second, as will hereafter be shown,
is decidedly erroneous. Loiseleur Deslongchamps in the Nouveau Du
Hamel, and Baudrillart in the Dictionnaire des Eaux et Forets, inform us
that Belon found the cedar growing on Mount Amanus and Mount Taurus ;

and that Pallas states, in his Observations faites dans un Voyage, &c., that
he found it in the countries between the Wolga and the Tobol, in Siberia,
and on the Altaic Mountains, Baudrillart adding that he had been informed

by a Russian officer in the administration of the forests, that the wood of the
cedars found in Siberia was so soft and so brittle, as to be unfit for the con-
struction of ships. Mr. Lambert also quotes Pallas, to prove that the cedar,
in Siberia, does not thrive so well in dry as in moist ground.

Belon, who wrote about 1550, mentions the cedar among the "
singulari-

ties
"

observed by him during his travels in the East (see Les Observ., &c.,

p. 162. 166.) ; and states that it grows not only on Mount Libanus, "on which
some remain even to this day, planted, as it is thought, by Solomon himself;

"

but also " on the mountains Taurus and Amanus, in cold stony places."
He adds that the merchants of the factory of Tripoli, in Syria, told him
that " the cedar grew on the declivity of Mount Lebanon next that city,
and that the inhabitants of Syria made boats of it, for want of the pine
tree." In Belon's treatise, De Arboribus Coniferis, published in 1553, the
author says he was told that the cedar of Solomon is found on Mount Le-

banon, and also on Amanus and Taurus, and on the mountains above Nicea ;

but nowhere in the Isle of Crete. He then mentions several kinds ofjuniper,
all of which he calls cedars ; and states it to be his opinion, that the great
cedar of Mount Lebanon was not the wood used for building Solomon's

temple, (p. iv.) In another page, after relating his visit to Mount Lebanon,
he says,

"
Right true and excellent are the trees of Mount Lebanon." He

afterwards describes their appearance and mode ofgrowth, adding:
" The cedars

that we saw on Amanus and Taurus were very similar to these. They grow in

moist places, like those in which the spruce fir (picea, Ambles L.) delights ; and

they are also found in moist valleys : Cedros quas in Amano et Tauro vidi-

mus, eandem cum praedictis habere similitudinem comperimus. In humidis nati

quemadmodum picea, oblectatur, atque etiam convalles humorem habentes

sequL" He adds that these trees grow somewhat like the silver fir (abies,
Picea I/.), but have a portion of the trunk smooth (glabro), and unclothed. It

is very probable, the trees found by Belon on Mounts Amanus and Taurus
were not cedars of Lebanon, but the Pmus Cembra. With regard to the

assertion, that Pallas found the cedar in Siberia, M. Delamarre, in his
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Traite pratique de la Culture des Pins, p. 315., observes :
" There appears

to be an error in the statement that Pallas found the cedar in Siberia, and on
the Altaic Mountains. M. Ferry, a literary man, who resided three years in

Siberia, has published a paper in the Bibliotheque Physico-economique, in which
he proves that the tree called by the French translator of Pallas's Travels the

cedar, was, in fact, Pinus Cembra ; the Russian name for which is kedr. He
adds, in confirmation of this, that Pallas, in his Flora Rossica, does not men-
tion the cedar of Lebanon, though he speaks fully of P. Cembra ( JFY. Ross.,

p. 4.); stating that he found it both in forests by" itself, and intermixed with
other trees; and that it preferred cold moist places to dry ground. M. Ferry
adds that Pallas, in his Travels, invariably calls the trees he mentions by their

popular names in their native countries; and that the French translator,

meeting with the word kedr in the German work, fancied that it must mean
cedar, and translated it accordingly." M. Loiseleur Deslongchamps has also

noticed this error in an article entitled Histoire du Cedre du Liban, published
in the Annales de VAgrlc. Franc., for 1837, a copy of which we have received

since this sheet was in type.
History. The first account we have of the cedar of Lebanon is that contained in the Bible, where

we are told that Moses commanded the lepers among the Israelites to make an offering of two spar-
rows, cedar wood, scarlet (that is a lock of wool twice dyed), and hyssop. (Levit., xiv. 4. 6.) The
houses in which lepers had dwelt were purified in the same manner. (Ibid., 49, 51, and 52.) When
Moses and Aaron were ordered to sacrifice a red heifer (Numbers, xix. 6.), they were also com-
manded to throw cedar wood, hyssop, and scarlet into the midst of the burning sacrifice ; the ashes
of which were gathered up to serve as a purification from sin. \VVhen Solomon rebuilt the temple
of Jerusalem, he obtained permission from Hiram, king of Tyre, to cut down the cedar and fir

necessary from Mount Lebanon
;
and for this purpose he sent fourscore thousand hewers to cut

down the trees. There was also a palace built by Solomon, which was called the House of the Forest
of Lebanon, from the great quantity of cedar used in its construction. Solomon is stated to

have paid to Hiram twenty thousand measures of wheat, and twenty measures of pure oil,

annually, while the work was in progress ; and, when it was completed, he ceded to him twenty
villages in Galilee. In the Psalms, there are frequent allusions to the cedar: " The righteous
shall flourish like the palm tree : he shall grow like a cedar in Lebanon." " The hills were covered
with its shadow, and the boughs thereof were like goodly cedars," &c. In the Book of Ezekiel is

the following striking passage :
"
Behold, the Assyrian was a cedar in Lebanon, with a shadowing

shroud of a high stature; and his top was among thick boughs. The waters made him great ; the

deep set him up on high with her rivers running round about his plants, and sent out her little rivers

unto all the trees of the field, therefore his height was exalted above all the trees of the field,

and his boughs were multiplied; and his branches became long, because of the multitude of
the waters where he shot forth. All the fowls of heaven made their nests in his boughs, and
under his branches did all the beasts of the field bring forth their young, and under his shadow
dwelt all great nations." (Ezekiel, xxxi. 3, 4, 5, and fi.) Many other passages might be quoted,
but these will suffice to show the very frequent allusions to the tree in Holy Writ. Some persons,
however, suppose that the cedar of the Bible is not that of Mount Lebanon ; as the wood of the

latter, though slightly fragrant, is not durable, and the tree cannot be called very lofty. It is possible
that the wood of old trees, growing in their native habitat, may be much harder, of finer grain, and
consequently less liable to corrupt, than the timber of young trees grown rapidly in this country ; and,
thougli there is no tree now existing on Mount Lebanon, or elsewhere, of very lofty stature, the
terms employed probably alluded rather to the grandeur and magnificence of the tree, than to its

actual height. Some writers have supposed that the cedar of the Bible was a kind ofjuniper ; others
that it was the Cedrus Deodara ; and some, that it might be the Thuja articulata

;
but the expres-

sion of the Psalmist, when, in allusion to the flourishing state of a people, he says, "they shall

spread their branches like the cedar," seems clearly to allude to the cedar of Lebanon.
In profane history, many writers mention the usefulness and durability of the cedar. Diodorus

Siculus tells us that Sesostris the Great, king of Egypt, built a vessel of cedar, 280 cubits long, which
was covered with gold both within and without. (Lib. i. 2.) Theophrastus and Pliny say that the

Egyptians used the cedar instead of the pine, which did not grow in their country (Theoph., lib. v.

cap. 8. ; Plin., lib. xvi. cap. 40.) ;
and they are said to have used the extract of cedar, mixed with

other drugs, to preserve their mummies. The largest cedar recorded in ancient history is one which
was employed to make a galley for King Demetrius, which had eleven ranks of oars; but this

tree, as it grew in the Isle of Cyprus, was probably the evergreen cypress : its length was ISO ft, and
its thickness 18 ft. The Emperor Caligula had constructed of the wood of the cedar what he called

Liburnian ships, of which the poops were enriched with precious stones, and the sails were of differ-

ent colours ; and which contained baths, and dining-rooms decorated with painting and carving.

(Suet, in Caligula, cap. xxxvii.
; Plin., lib. xiii. cap. 5.) The ancients considered the cedar as an

incorruptible kind of wood, which would last for ever; and for this reason they made with it their

temples, and the statues of their gods and kings. Virgil says,
"
Quin etiam veterum effigies ex ordine avorum
Antiqua e cedro." Mneid. vii. 177.

" Before the gates, a venerable band,
In cedar carved, the Latian monarchs stand." Pitt's trans.

According to Vitruvius (lib. iii. cap. 9.), the leaves of the papyrus, and other objects, were rubbed
with the resin of the cedar, an oil, or juice, which he calls cedria, in order to preserve them from
the worms; as, according to Pliny and others, it did the Egyptian mummies. (Plin., lib. xvi.

cap. 11. ; Dtod. Sic., lib. i. $ 2.) Vitruvius also mentions the Junlperus Oxycedrus, but clearly dis-

tinguishes it from the great cedar, which is supposed to be the cedar of Lebanon. The celebrated

temple of Diana at Ephesus, which was accounted one of the seven wonders of the world, whii-h

took 220 years in building, and which was burned down to the ground the night Alexander the
Great was born, was principally constructed of cedar. Pliny tells us of a temple of Apollo at Utica

(the well-known city of that name in Africa), in which was found cedar timber that, though nearly
2000 years old, was perfectly sound. At Saguntum, in Spain, continues Pliny, was a temple conse-
crated to Diana, which was built 200 years before the destruction of Troy ; and it contained a statue
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of the goddess formed of cedar, which had been formerly taken from the Island of Zacynthus (now
railed Zante) by the inhabitants, when they formed the colony of Saguntum. When the inhabitants
of the city, after having endured a siege of eight months, destroyed themselves and their city by fire,

this temple, standing in a valley beyond the walls, escaped ;
and the cedar image of the goddess was

found by Hannibal, who would not suffer it to be injured by his soldiers. The books of Numa, which
were preserved so many centuries, are said to have been smeared over with the cedria, or juice of

cedar. According to Virgil, the ancients used it in their dwelling-houses, as well as for their

temples. What proportion of the above history belongs to the cedar of Lebanon, and what belongs
to other Conitcra-, it is impossible at this distance of time to determine.

The modern history of the cedar of Lebanon is attended with much greater

certainty. It may be said to commence with the revival of literature,

as almost every modern traveller who has visited Syria has ascended
Mount Lebanon, and recorded his visit. One of the first travellers who has

given any particulars of Mount Lebanon is Belon, who travelled in Syria
about 1550. About 16 miles from Tripoli, a city in Syria, he says,

"
at a

considerable height up the mountain, the traveller arrives at the Monastery of
the Virgin Mary, which is situated in a valley. Thence, proceeding four

miles farther up the mountain, he will arrive at the cedars ; the Maronites or

the monks acting as guides. The cedars stand in a valley, and not on the top
of the mountain ;

and they are supposed to amount to 28 in number, though it

is difficult to count them, they being distant from each other a ifew paces.
These the Archbishop of Damascus has endeavoured to prove to be the same
that Solomon planted with his own hands in the quincunx manner, as they
now stand. No other tree grows in the valley in which they are situated ;

and it is generally so covered with snow, as to be only accessible in summer."

{De Arb. t &c., p. 4.) About this period, paying a visit to the cedars of Mount
Lebanon seems to have been considered as a kind of pilgrimage ; and, as every
visiter took away some ofthe wood ofthe trees, to make crosses and tabernacles,
the patriarch of the Maronites, fearing that the trees would be destroyed,
threatened excommunication to all those who should injure the cedars ; and,
at the same time, exhorted all Christians to preserve trees so celebrated in

Holy Writ. The Maronites were only allowed to cut even the branches of
these trees once a year ; and that was, on the eve of the Transfiguration of
our Saviour ; which festival occurs in August, and consequently at a suitable

period for visiting the mountain. On this festival, the Maronites and pilgrims

repaired to Mount Lebanon, and, passing the night in the wood, regaled
themselves on wine made from grapes grown on the mountain, and lighted their

fires with branches cut from the cedars. They passed the night in dancing a
kind of Pyrrhic dance, and in singing and regaling ; and the following day the
festival of the Transfiguration was held on the mountain, and the patriarch
celebrated high mass on an altar built under one of the largest and oldest
cedars. (Bel. in Arb. Con., &c. ; and Lois, in JV. Du Ham., v. p. 300.) Dr.

Hunter, in his notes to Evelyn's Sylva, says,
" we are informed, from the

Memoirs of the Missionaries in the Levant, that,, upon the day of the Transfigu-
ration, the patriarch of the Maronites (Christians inhabiting Mount Libanus),
attended by a number of bishops, priests, and monks, and followed by five or
six thousand of the religious from all parts, repairs to these cedars, and there
celebrates the festival which is called

* the Feast of Cedars.' We are also
told that the patriarch officiates pontifically on this solemn occasion ; that his

followers are particularly mindful of the Blessed Virgin on this day, because
the Scripture compares her to the cedars of Lebanon ; and that the same
holy father threatens with ecclesiastical censure thosewho presume to hurt or di-

minish the cedars still remaining." (Hunter's Evelyn, ii.
p. 5.) La Roque, in his

Voyage de Syrie ct du Mont Liban,in 1722,mentions this fete ; and adds :
" The

Maronites say that the snows no sooner begin to fall, than these cedars, whose
boughs are now all so equal in extent that they appear to have been shorn,
never fail to change their figure. The branches, which before spread them-
selves, rise insensibly, gathering together, it ma}

7 be said, and turn their points
upwards towards heaven, forming altogether a pyramid. It is nature, they say,
that inspires this movement, and makes them assume a new shape, without
which these trees could never sustain the immense weight ofsnow remaining for
so long a time." (Voy., &c., as quoted in an able article on the cedar, in the
Gent. Mag., 2d series, iv. p. 578.) Rauwolf, who visited the cedars in 1574,
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says that his partyascended thehighest point of the mountain, "and saw nothing
higher, but only a small hill before us, all covered with snow, at the bottom
whereof the high cedar trees were standing. And, though this hill hath, in

former ages, been quite covered with cedar trees, yet they are since so de-

creased, that I could tell no more but twenty-four, that stood round about
in a circle; and two others, the branches whereof are quite decayed for age.
I also went about in this place to look for some young ones, but could find

none at alL These trees are green all the year long ; have strong stems, that

are several fathoms about; and are as high as our fir trees." (Itin., part
ii. chap, xii.) Thevenot, a French traveller, who visited Mount Lebanon in

1655, makes the number of trees twenty-three; and alludes to a popular
superstition, which appears to have been prevalent in his day, that " when
the cedars of Mount Lebanon are counted several times, their number is found
each time to vary." (Voy. du Levant, part i. p. 443., ed. 1664.) The Dutch
traveller, Cornelius Bruyer, in his Voyage to the Levant, the English edition

of which was published in 1702, appears firmly to believe in this superstition;
and says it is impossible to count them. He, however, thought the number
was about thirty-six, Maundrell, in his Journeyfrom Aleppo to Jerusalem,
in 1696, gives a more detailed account. After ascending the mountain for

four hours and a half, he came to a small village called Eden ; and in two
hours and a half more, to the cedars. " These noble trees," he says,

"
grow

amongst the snow, near the highest part of Libanus; and are remarkable, as

well for their own age and largeness, as for the frequent allusions made to

them in the Word of God. Here are some very old, and of a prodigious bulk;
and others younger, of a smaller size. Of the former, I could reckon up only
sixteen : the latter are very numerous. I measured one of the largest, and
found it 12 yards 6 in. in girt, and yet sound ; and 37 yards in the spread of

its boughs. At about 5 or 6 yards from the ground, it was divided into five

limbs, each of which was equal to a great tree." (Journ., &c., p. 142.) Miller,
in the first edition of his Dictionary, art. Cedrus, states that a friend of his, who
visited the trees in 1720, confirms this account, except that he found the

spread of the largest tree to be 22 yards in diameter, instead of 37 yards in cir-

cumference. La Roque, who visited the cedars in 1722, says that he counted
20 large cedars, the largest of which had a trunk 19ft. in circumference,
and a head 120ft. in circumference. (Voy., &c.) Dr. Pococke, who visited

Syria in the years 1744 and 1745, has given us the following account of the

state in which he found these celebrated trees :
" From the Convent of St.

Sergius (Latin Carmelite friars), there is a gentle ascent, for about an hour, to

a large plain between the highest parts of Mount Lebanon. Towards the

north-east corner of it are the famous cedars of Lebanon : they form a grove
about a mile in circumference, which consists of some large cedars that are

near to one another, a great number of young cedars, and some pines. The

great cedars, at some distance, look like very large spreading oaks : the bodies

of the trees are short, dividing at bottom into three or four limbs, some of

which, growing up together for about 10 ft., appear something like those Gothic
columns which seem to be composed of several pillars : higher up they begin
to spread horizontally. One that had the roundest body, though not the

largest, measured 24 ft. in circumference ; and another, with a sort of triple

body, as described above, and of a triangular figure, measured 12ft. on each

side. The young cedars are not easily known from pines : I observed they
bear a greater quantity of fruit than the large ones. The wood does not differ

from white deal in appearance, nor does it seem to be harder. It has a fine

smell, but is not so fragrant as the juniper of America, which is commonly
called cedar ; and it also falls short of it in beauty. I took a piece of the

wood from a great tree that was blown down by the wind, and left there to

rot : there are 15 large ones standing. The Christians of several denomina-
tions near this place come hereto celebrate the festival of the Transfiguration,
and have built altars against several of the large trees, where they administer

the sacrament. These trees are about half a mile north of the road, to which
we returned, and, from this plain on the mountains, ascended about three hours
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up to the very summit of Mount Lebanon ; passing over the snow, which was
frozen hard. These mountains are not inhabited higher up than the Carme-

lite Convent ; nor all the way down on the east side, which is steep, and a bar-

ren soil. I observed the cypresses are the only trees that grow towards the

top, which, being nipped by the cold, do not grow spirally, but like small oaks ;

and it may be concluded that this tree bears the cold better than any other.'*

(Pococke's Description of the East, vol. ii. part i. ; Obs. on Syria, p. 105.)

Kinneir, in 1813, found cedars no where but on Mount Lebanon, and their num-

ber, he says, amounts to 400 or 500. (Travels in Asia Minor,fyc. y
in 1813-14.)

In Wolff's Missionary Journal, 1823; and 1824, he states that, on visiting
Mount Lebanon, he counted 13 large and ancient cedars, and numerous
smaller ones, making in the whole 387 trees. Buckingham, in 1825, says :

"
Leaving Biskerry on our right, we ascended for an hour over light snow,

until we came to the Arz-el Libenien, or the cedars of Lebanon. These
trees form a little grove by themselves, as if planted by art, and are seated in

a hollow, amid rocky eminences all round them, at the foot of the ridge which
forms the highest peak of Lebanon. There are at present, I should think,
about 200 in number, all fresh and green. They look, on approaching them^
like a grove of firs; but, on coming nearer, are found to be in general much

larger, though the foliage still keeps its resemblance. There are about 20-

that are very large; and, among them, several that have trunks from 10ft.

to 12ft. in diameter, with branches of a corresponding size, each of them
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like large trees, extending outwards from the parent stock, and overshadowing
a considerable piece of ground." (Travels among the Arab Tribes, p. 475.)
The general appearance of these cedars, about the time Buckingham saw
them, is represented in fig. 2274. Dr. Pariset visited Mount Lebanon in

August, 1829, and has given some account of the cedars in a letter pub-
lished in Loiseleur Deslongchamps's Histoire du Cedre. There are not, he

says, above a dozen large trees, but there may be from 400 to 500 small
ones. Lamartine, who visited the trees in 1832, says: "We alighted
and sat down under a rock to contemplate them. These trees are the
most renowned natural monuments in the universe: religion, poetry, and

history, have all equally celebrated them. The Arabs of all sects entertain
a traditional veneration for these trees. They attribute to them not only
a vegetative power, which enables them to live eternally, but also an intel-

ligence, which causes them to manifest signs of wisdom and foresight, si-

milar to those of instinct and reason in man. They are said to understand
the changes of seasons ; they stir their vast branches as if they were limbs ;

they spread out or contract their boughs, inclining them towards heaven or
towards earth, according as the snow prepares to fall or to melt. These trees

diminish in every succeeding age. Travellers formerly counted 30 or 40 ;

more recently, 17; more recently still, only 12. There are now but 7.

These, however, from their size and general appearance, may be fairly pre-
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sumed to have existed in biblical times. Around these ancient witnesses of

ages long since past, there still remains a little grove of yellower cedars, ap-

pearing to me to form a group of from 400 to 500 trees or shrubs. Every year,
in the month of June, the inhabitants of Beschierai, of Eden, of Kanobin,
and the other neighbouring valleys and villages, climb up to these cedars, and

celebrate mass at their feet. How many prayers have resounded under these

branches ; and what more beautiful canopy for worship can exist !

" Ge-
ramb was on Mount Lebanon in 1832, and reckoned about the same number
of large trees as Pariset. (Pelcrinagc a Jerusalem, &c., vol. ii. p. 355.)
M. Laure, an officer in the French marine, in company with the Prince de

Joinville, visited Mount Lebanon in September, 1836. " After having quitted
the village of Eden, the chief place of the Maronites," says M. Laure,

" and

having followed for two or three hours a path bordered sometimes by cul-

tivated fields and plantations of mulberries, but more frequently by rocks,
we arrived at El-Herze, an almost level space or plain entirely surrounded

by the steep peaks of the mountains. In this space, or rather hollow,
are the celebrated cedars; and the circuit, not of the forest but of the

plain, is not more than three or four miles. Fifteen of the sixteen old

cedars mentioned by Maundrell are still alive, but are all more or less in

a state of decay ; and one of them is remarkable for three immense trunks,

proceeding from the same stump, at a short distance above the soil. Another,
one of the healthiest of the old trees, though perhaps the smallest, measured
33ft. French (35ft. 9 in. English) in circumference. All the trees are much
furrowed by lightning, which seems to strike them more or less every year.
In the middle of these old trees are about forty other cedars comparatively

young, though the trunk of the smallest of them is from 10ft. to 12ft. in

circumference. At the base of eight or nine of the old cedars are altars

constructed with large and rough stones, which were formerly used by the

inhabitants of the Maronite villages, who, headed by their pastor, went to El-

Herze' on the day of the Transfiguration. At this festival all the priests said

mass at the same time, each priest officiating at the foot of the cedar belong-

ing to his village. Disputes having, however, arisen from this practice, the

patriarch of the Maronites has made a new arrangement ; and now, though
the Maronites still continue on the festival of the Transfiguration to repair to

El-Herze, only one mass is celebrated, which is performed on the altar of a

different cedar every year, in order that the trees of all the villages in turn

may enjoy the same privilege. There is not one young cedar in all the wood
of El-Herze. The soil of the forest of Lebanon, on which there was not a

single blade of grass growing in September, 1836, is covered to the thickness

of half a foot with the fallen leaves, the cones, and scales of the cedars, so

that it is almost impossible for the seeds of the trees to reach the ground and

germinate." (Laure in the Cultlvateur Provencal, p. 317. to 323, as quoted in

Deslongchamp*s Histolre du Cedre* p. 63.)
The date of the introduction of the cedar into England is uncertain. Aiton,

in the Hortus Kewensis, makes it 1683, the date of the planting of the trees

in the Chelsea Botanic Garden ; but, as these trees were 3 ft. high when

planted, the introduction of the tree must at least be placed somewhat sooner,
even supposing these trees to have been the first planted in Europe. The
tree at Enfield is, however, probably as old. (See p. 48.) This tree, and the

equally celebrated one at Hendon, blown down in 1779 (see p. 57.), are said

to have been planted by Queen Elizabeth ; but it is not likely that the cedar

was introduced till long after her reign, as Turner does not mention it in his

Names of Herbes ; and Gerard and Parkinson, though they describe it in detail,

speak of it as a plant that they have never seen. It is most probable that Evelyn
was the introducer of the cedar, as he says, after praising it as a " beautiful

and stately tree, clad in perpetual verdure," that it grows
" even where the

snow lies, as I am told, almost half the year ; for so it does on the mountains
of Libanus, from whence I have received cones and seeds of those few remaining
trees. Why, then, should it not thrive in old England ? I know not, save for

want of industry and trial." It is extremely improbable that a man so fond
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of trees as Evelyn, and so anxious to introduce new and valuable sorts into

his native country, should have suffered
" cones and seeds

"
of such a tree as

the cedar to be in his possession, without trying to raise young plants from

them ; particularly as he was a man of leisure, residing in the country, and
fond of trying experiments. (See Sir John Cullum's paper on this subject, in

the Gent. Mag. for March, 1779.) Supposing Evelyn to have raised plants
from his cones, the great cedar at Enfield may have been given by him to Dr.
Uvedale ; as Evelyn's Sylva was written in 1664, and Dr. Uvedale resided at

Enfield from 1665 to 1670 (see Hunter's Evelyn, ii. p. 3.) ; between which

years his cedar must have been planted. The story of the Enfield tree

having been brought by one of the doctor's pupils from Mount Lebanon

(p. 48.) rests solely on tradition ; like that of the Enfield and the Hendon
trees having been planted by Queen Elizabeth ; and, possibly, one tale is not
more worthy of credit than the other. Lord Holland is of opinion it was
introduced by his ancestor, Sir Stephen Fox. In a letter to us dated No-
vember 23. 1836, His Lordship mentions a cedar at Farley, near Salisbury,
the native village and burial place of Sir Stephen Fox,

" the very first, I

believe, ever planted in England. It was standing in 1812, near the vault

of Sir Stephen Fox, who had imported it from the Levant; and who
planted other cedars in the gardens at Chelsea." The cedar at Farley,
His Lordship informs us in a subsequent letter, dated February 16. 1837,

was, when he saw it in 1812,
"
barked, and some part of it lopped, in prepara-

tion for the axe. It was nearly the largest in girt that I had ever seen, but
the branches, judging by what remained of them, did not grow boldly out
from the trunk, but were more perpendicular, or cypress or poplar-tree fash-

ioned, than is usual with cedars of Lebanon. That tree, or those at Chelsea
or at Chiswick, all, I believe, planted under Sir Stephen Fox's direction, were

unquestionably the first introduced into England. The circumstance is men-
tioned in Evelyn." We have not been able to find the passage alluded to.

The particulars of the tree at Farley, Lord Holland had the kindness to pro-
cure for us from Mr. Thomas Parsons, who had them from the person who cut

it down, and measured it.
" He gave me," says Mr. Parsons,

" the following
information. The tree was stripped of its bark in 1812; the next winter it

was grubbed down. He had 11. for grubbing it down. I do not know what
the expense of sawing off the root was. The expense of cutting the tree in

quarters, viz., two cuts as it lay, each 14ft. long, was 10/. The total

weight of the tree was above 13 tons, without the bark; all the wood at and
above 24 in. round included. All the rest went for firewood, of which there

was an immense quantity. I remember, a few years before it was cut, there

was a bough broken off by the weight of the snow. T. P. Farley, Feb.
2. 1837." According to a tradition in the family of Ashby, whose seat is at

Quenby Hall, in Leicestershire, one of the first cedars raised in England was
from seeds brought from the Levant by Mr. William Ashby, a Turkey mer-

chant, and given by him to his nephew George Ashby, Esq., called in his time,
and also on his monument,

' honest George Ashby, the planter,' who is

supposed to have planted the old cedar in front of Quenby Hall, between
1680 and 1690. (See Nicholas Hist. Lcicest.) William Ashby Ashby, Esq.,
the present possessor of Quenby Hall, has kindly endeavoured to find

among his ancestor's papers some specific document respecting the intro-

duction of the cedar, but could give us nothing farther than the general

family tradition ; except that Evelyn is said to have paid a visit to Quenby.
The tree at Quenby Hall was, in 1837, 47 ft. high, the trunk 7 ft. 9 in. in cir-

cumference at 1 ft. from the ground, and the diameter of the head about 71 ft.

When first introduced, the cedar, being a native of the hot climate of

Syria, was supposed to be tender. Sir Hans Sloane, in a letter to Mr. Ray
dated March, 1684-5, says :

"
I was the other day at Chelsea, and find that

the artifices used by Mr. Watts have been very effectual for the preservation
of his plants ; insomuch, that this severe weather has scarce killed any of
his fine plants. One thing I much wonder to see, that the Cedrus Montis
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Libani, the inhabitant of a very different climate, should thrive here so well

as without pot or green-house, to be able to propagate itself by layers this

spring. Seeds sown last autumn have, as yet, thriven very well, and are likely
to hold out. The main artifice I used to them has been to keep them from

the winds, which seem to give great additional force to the cold in destroying
tender plants." (Ray's Letters, &c., p. 176.)
The cedars at Chelsea, as before observed, and several of those at Chiswick,

in the grounds of the villa of the Duke of Devonshire, still exist, and these

may, as they generally are, be considered the oldest yet standing in Britain.

Evelyn had, doubtless, planted some cedars about the same time at Sayes
Court ; because in his letter to the Royal Society, detailing the effect of the

previous severe winter, dated Sayes Court, Deptford, April 16. 1684, he says,
" As for exotics, my cedars, I think, are dead." (Misc. Writings, &c., p. 693.)
Whoever introduced the cedar, one of the greatest planters of it, in Miller's

time, was the Duke of Richmond, who, as Collinson informs us, introduced

many hundred plants in his park at Goodwood. Peter Collinson left the fol-

lowing MS. memorandum on this subject, in his copy of Miller's Dictionary.
"

I paid John Clarke, (a butcher at Barnes, who was very successful in raising
cedars and other exotics,) for 1000 cedars of Lebanon, June 8th, 1761,
797. 6s. in behalf of the Duke of Richmond. These 1000 cedars were planted
at five years old, in my 67th year, in March and April, 1761. In September,
1761, I was at Goodwood, and saw these cedars in a thriving state. This

day, October 20th, 1762, I paid Mr. Clark, for another large portion of

cedars, for the Duke of Richmond. The duke's father was a great planter,
but the young duke much exceeds him ; for he intends to clothe all the lofty

naked hills above him with evergreen woods. Great portions are already

planted, and he annually raises for that purpose infinite numbers of pines,

firs, and cedars." (MS. notes, communicated by Mr. Lambert to the

Linn. Soc. Trans., vol. x. p. 275.) Of the cedars at Goodwood, the present
Duke of Richmond informed us, in 1837, that 139 remain. The cedar ap-

pears to have first produced cones in England, in the Chelsea Botanic

Garden, about 1766 : since which, partly from imported cones, and partly from

cones ripened in this country, it has been extensively multiplied, and there are

now few gentlemen's seats in Great Britain that do not possess several trees.

The first cedars planted in Scotland appear to have been some at Hopetoun
House, which, tradition says, were brought thither by Archibald Duke of

Argyll, in 1740. (See p. 102.) The date given by Dr. Walker, is 1748;
but the same author elsewhere states that the cedar was not planted any-
where in Scotland till after 1730, thereby showing that he had no positive
data as to the year of its introduction. Boutcher, writing in 1775, says that

he had raised more cedar trees than any other man in Scotland ;
and that he

was the first who made them common in that part of the island. When it was
introduced into Ireland is uncertain. (See p. 114.)
The cedar was not introduced into France till 1734, when Bernard De

Jussieu, returning from his first visit to England, brought with him two plants,
so small, that, to preserve them more securely, he is said to have carried them
in the crown of his hat. One of these plants was placed on the mount in the
Jardin des Plantes (see p. 137. and p. 2405.) ; and it was not known what had
become of the other, till, in 1832, it was discovered by M. Me"rat, at the Cha-
teau de Montigny, near Montereau, a little town about eighteen leagues from
Paris. This chateau was built by Daniel-Charles Trudaine, Intendant des
Finances under Louis XV., and embellished by his son, Trudaine de Montigny;
but, in 1836, it was in the possession of an English nobleman. (Ann. d'Hort. de
Paris, xviii. p. 114.) The tree in the Jardin des Plantes was measured by
Loiseleur Deslongchamps in January, 1812, and again in March, 1837. At
the former period, the circumference of the trunk was 8 ft. 8 in. ; and, at the
latter, 10 ft. It was observed to this author, by Professor Desfontaines, that
this cedar had been greatly injured by an accumulation of soil, which was
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heaped up round the base of its trunk, as high as 3ft., about 30 years ago;
and indeed, had not the tree been planted on a mound of rubbish, which was

dry, and consequently pervious to the atmosphere, the accumulation of soil

must have killed it. The cedar at Montigny, planted at the same time as that

in the Jardin des Plantes, but in a good soil, has a trunk at least one third

larger than that of the tree in the Jardiu des Plantes. A cedar planted on
the estate of Du Hamel, at Vrigny, near Pithiviers, in 1743, had, in

1835, a trunk 12ft. Sin. in circumference, at the height of 6ft. from the

ground, and 16ft. in circumference at the base. This tree is between 70ft.

and 80ft. high, French (between 75 ft. 10 in. and 86 ft. Sin. English), and
is in a very flourishing state, resembling a magnificent pyramid. M. Loise-

leur Deslongchamps mentions two other fine cedars at Vrigny, and several

at Denainvilliers ; both estates which belonged to the celebrated Du Ilamel,
and which are now the property of his grand-nephew, M. Fougeroux. Other
remarkable cedars in the neighbourhood of Paris are, one in the ancient

garden of the Marechal des Noailles, at St. Germain ; that in the garden
Marbceuf, in the Champs-Elysees ; those of Trianon, which are from 8 ft. to

10ft. in circumference, at the height ofa man from the ground ; and one in the

park at Franconville, seven leagues north from Paris, the property of M. A.

Leroux, which, in May, 1837, had a trunk 12 ft. Sin. in circumference at the

base, and which was planted by a man who was still alive in 1837, and who
was then 90 years of age. (Hist, du Cedre du Liban, &c., p. 39.)

It appears from the ages and dimensions of these trees, that the cedar

thrives fully as well in France as it does in England ; and, as there is a great
want of evergreens in the neighbourhood of Paris, and in all those parts of
France which have an equally cold climate, it seems very desirable that the

cedar should be more generally planted in that country than it at present is.

The greatest planter of cedars in France appears to have been the father

of the present Viscount Hericart de Thury, who, in 1780, planted many
trees on the mountain of St. Martin-le-pauvre, Department de 1'Oise. These

trees, in 1837, Loiseleur Deslongchamps informs us, were in a state of the most

vigorous vegetation. (Ibid., p. 45.) The tree is propagated in all the prin-

cipal French nurseries; partly from imported cones, and partly from cones

ripened in the country.
The botanical history of the cedar is short. Dodonaeus, and other ancient

obtanists, called it Cedrus magna, the great cedar, adding other epithets ;

but all agreeing that it was one of the Coniferae. Tournefort considered it a

larch, and called it .Larix orientalis ; in which he was followed by Du Hamel.
Miller called it Zarix Cedrus. Linnaeus considered it to be a pine ; and his

name for it of Pinus G'edrus has been adopted by most of the Continental and
British botanists. Poiret, in his Dictionnaire Encyclopcdique, calls it /Tbies

6T
edrus ; and he has been followed by Loiseleur Deslongchamps, in his very able

article on the cedar in the Nouveau Du Hamel, and in his Histoire du Cedre,
&c., received by us since this article has been in type ; and by Dr. Lindley,
in the Penny Cydopcedia. Barrelier, in his posthumous work, Plantce per Gal-

Ham, Hispaniam, ct Italiam obsei'vatte, published in 1714, at Paris, by Jussieu,
makes it a distinct genus, and calls it 6'edrus Libani.

Poetical Allusions. The cedar is frequently mentioned by the Latin poets;
but most of the allusions appear to have reference to the junipers that are

called cedars, rather than to the cedar of Lebanon. Virgil, speaking of the

forests of Caucasus, says,
' Dant utile lignum

Navigiis pinos, domibus cedrosque, cupressosque." Gear., ii. 442.
" Heaven their various plants tor use designs ;

For houses cedars, and for shipping pines. Dryden's Trans.

Ovid, in the first of his Elegies, says that an illuminated title, and paper stained

with the juice of the cedar, would ill agree with the unhappy circumstances of
their author :

" Nee titulus niinio, nee cedro charta notetur." Trist., i. 7.

Alluding to the custom of anointing the leaves of books with cedar juice, to

preserve them from the depredations of the worm.
7 R
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Lucan speaks of it as the breeding-place of the eagle; and Horace hopes
that his verses will be as lasting as its wood.

Among the British poets, Spenser thus describes a cedar :

"
High on a hill a goodly cedar grew,

Churchill says,

Of wond'rous length and straight proportion,
That far abroad her dainty odours threw,
'Mongst all the daughters of proud Lebanon.'

The cedar, whose top motes the highest cloud,
Whilst his old father Lebanon grows proud
Of such a child, and his vast body, laid
Out many a mile, enjoys the filial shade."

Mason describes the cedar as spreading :

" Cedars here
Coeval with the sky-crown'd mountain's self,

Spread wide their giant arms."

Thomson gives a beautiful picture:
" On some fair brow

Let us behold, by breezy summers cool'd,
Broad o'er our heads the verdant cedar wave."

Shakspeare's lines on the fall of Warwick are well known :

" Thus yields the cedar to the axe's edge,
Whose arms gave shelter to the princely eagle,
Under whose shade the ramping lion slept,
Whose top branch overpeer'd Jove's spreading tree,
And kept low shrubs from winter's powerful wind."

Third Part of Henry VI., act v. sc. 3.

In the last scene of Henry VIII., Cranmer says, speaking of James I.,

" He shall flourish,

And, like a mountain cedar, reach iiis branches
To all the plains about him."

Shakspeare makes several other allusions to the cedar. Drayton calls, it
" the tufted cedar;" and Fairfax,

" the proud cedar." Spenser also calls it
" the cedar proud and tall ;" and Sir Philip Sydney terms it

"
queene of the

woods."

Many allusions to this tree are also found among the modern poets :

" On high the cedar

Stoops, like a monarch to his people bending,
And casts his sweets around." UARHY CORNWALL.

" Down in a vale, where lucid waters play'd,
And mountain cedars stretch'd their downward shade." MONTGOMKUV.

The following lines from Southey allude to the power supposed to be possessed
by the cedar of freeing itself from the snow. (Seep. 2110.)

"
It was a cedar tree

That woke him from the deadly drowsiness
;

Its broad round-spreading branches, when they felt

The snow, rose upward in a point to heaven,
And, standing in their strength erect,
Defied the baffled storm." Thalabit.

Moore says,
" Now upon Syria's land of roses

Softly the light of eve reposes,
And,' like a glory, the broad sun

Hangs over sainted Lebanon." Paradise and the Peri.

" As Lebanon's small mountain flood

Is render'd holy by the ranks
Of sainted cedars on its banks !

" Lalla Rookh.

The following verses of Racine are so well known, and so much admired, in

France, that we quote them:
" J'ai vu 1'impie adore sur la terro :

Pareil au cfedre, il cachait dans les cieux
Son front audacieux ;

II scmblait a son gre gouverner le tonnerre,
Foulait aux pieds scs cnnrmis vaincug :

Je 11 'ai fait que passer, il n'ctail dcj^\ plus."
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Many other examples might be given ; but these will suffice to show the use

the poets have made of this tree.

Properties and Uses. The wood of the cedar is of a reddish white, light

and spongy, easily worked, but very apt to shrink and warp, and by no means

durable. The horizontal section, as Loiseleur Deslongchamps justly observes,

exhibits the annual layers very distinctly marked. Each year has apparently
t\\o layers; the^one narrow, close-grained, hard, and of a reddish brown ; and

the other three or four times broader, loose, spongy, and whitish. In general,

the section of the trunk of a cedar bears a nearer resemblance to that of the

silver fir, than to that of any other of the ^bietinae. When the tree has

grown on mountains, the annual layers are much narrower, and the fibre

much finer, than when it has grown on plains; so much so, that a piece of

cedar wood brought from Mount Lebanon by Dr. Pariset, in 1829, and which

he had made into a small piece of furniture, presented a surface compact,

agreeably veined, and variously shaded; and which on the whole may be con-

sidered handsome. (Hist, du Ccdre, &c., p. 43.) The weight of the wood of

the cedar, according to Varennes de Fenille, is 29 11* 4 oz. per cubic foot;

but Mussenbrack makes it 42 Ib. 14 oz., and Hassenfratz 57 Ib. This enormous

difference, says Baudrillart in the Dictionnairc dcs Eaux et Forets, is enough
to convince us that the wood could not be in the same state of dryness.
The average of these weights gives 43 Ib. per cubic foot; but it is doubtful

whether the wood of the cedar weighs so much. Varennes de Fenille con-

siders it as the lightest of the resinous woods ; and he adds that it contains

very little resin, that its grain is coarse, and that he thinks the wood can be
neither so strong nor so durable as it has the jeputation of being. He conti-

nues, that we cannot suppose that the temples of Jerusalem and Ephesus
were of the dimensions stated; or, if they were, that the wood of the cedar of

Lebanon was used in their construction. He is still more incredulous as to

the statue of Diana having been sculptured of so soft a wood, and one the

grain of which was so unequal and subject to crack; besides which, he says
that the s.i e '1 of the wood, so far from being fragrant, greatly resembles
that of t he pine. It is very liable to warp and split in drying, on which
account it does not hold nails well (a remark which was made by Pliny) ;

and it is unfit for use, except in large masses. A table which Sir Joseph
Banks had made out of the Hillingdon cedar was soft, without scent (except
that of common deal), and possessed little variety of veining; and the same
remarks will apply to a table which we have had made from the plank already
referred to, as having been kindly presented to us by J. Gostling, Esq., of
Whitton Park. The wood of the cedar burns quickly, throwing out many
sparks, though but little heat in comparison with that of the oak or the beech ;

though the flame of the cedar wood is more lively and brilliant, on account
of the resin which it contains. The charcoal formed from it is very light,

produces little heat, and becomes quickly covered with ashes, like the char-
coal of the poplar and of the willow. The bark may be used in tanning ;

and, according to an analysis made by Professor Chevreuil, its astringent pro-
perties are, to that of the oak, as 12-75 is to 19'75. The resin of the cedar
resembles that of the larch, but it is much less abundant. It flows from
wounds made accidentally or by design in the bark, and from the scales of
the cones, but no use is made of it. The resin is very abundant in the seeds,

being, according to an analysis made by Professor Chevreuil, 41 per cent;
while in those of the Pinus Cembra it is 2 1 per cent, in those of the P. Pinaster
24 per cent, and in those of the P. Plnea 9 per cent. The leaves which
fall from the trees remain on the ground for several years before they become
mould ; and Loiseleur Deslongchamps, having seen a plantation of cedars of
15 years' growth, with a layer of decaying leaves and mould on the ground
underneath the branches of in. in thickness, and having learned also that
this layer under the old trees of Mount Lebanon is above a foot thick, sug-
gests the idea of planting the cedar on the poorest soils, with a view of

ultimately enriching them, and rendering them fit for the growth of pasture
7 R 2
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or corn. The pollen of the male flowers, which is produced in immense

quantities, is a fine powder, of a lively yellow, without taste or smell ; which
inflames readily, and burns brightly, like that of the powder of the Lycoperdon,
which it greatly resembles, it has been analysed by M. Macaire Prinsep

(Bib. univers. de Geneve, 1830, p. 45.), but it has not been yet applied to any
useful purpose.
The wood called cedar by the ancients was supposed so incorruptible,

that the expression of dignus cedro (worthy to be preserved in cedar) was

applied to anything thought worthy of immortality ; and, in allusion to this,

Persius says, in his first satire,
" Et cedro digna locutus" (worthy to be

placed in cedar). The words " cedro digna" are often applied as a compli-
ment at the present day. The resinous products of the tree were, like

the wood, highly valued by the ancients. The Romans believed that the

gum which exuded from this tree, and which they called cedria, had the

property of preserving incorruptible every thing that was steeped in it.

Vitruvius states that the leaves of papyrus, when rubbed with it, were never
attacked by the worms ; and Pliny, that the books of Numa, which were found

uninjured in the tomb of that prince, 500 years after his death, had been

steeped in the oil of cedar. The Egyptians also used this cedria in embalming
their dead ; and Pliny, Dioscorides, Scribonius Largus, &c., recommend the

cedria for curing the toothache, and for various other complaints.
As an ornamental object, the cedar is one of the most magnificent of trees ;

uniting the grand with the picturesque, in a manner not equalled by any other

tree in Britain, either indigenous or introduced. On a lawn, where the soil

is good, the situation sheltereu
1

, and the space ample, it forms a gigantic py-
ramid, and confers dignity on the park and mansion to which it belongs ; and it

makes an avenue of unrivalled grandeur, if the trees are so far apart as to allow

their branches to extend on every side. If planted in masses, it is, like any
other species of the pine and fir tribe, drawn up with a straight naked trunk,
and scarcely differs in appearance from the larch, except in being evergreen.
This is exemplified at Kenwood, at Claremont, and other places near London.
On the other hand, where the cedar is planted in masses, and a distance of
50 ft. or 60 ft. allowed between each tree, nothing in the way of sylvan majesty
can be more sublime than such a forest of living pyramids. 'This is exemplified
around the cedar tower at Whitton, and on the cedar bank at Pepper Harrow.

Gilpin, speaking of the cedar of Lebanon, says:
" To it preeminence belongs,

not only on account of its own dignity, but on account of the respectable
mention which is every where made of it in Scripture. Solomon spake of

trees, from the cedar of Lebanon, to the hyssop that springeth out of the wall;
that is, from the greatest to the least. The Eastern writers are, indeed, the

principal sources from which we are to obtain the true character of the cedar,
as it is an Eastern tree. In the sacred writers particularly, we are presented
with many noble images drawn from its several qualities. It is generally

employed by the prophets to express strength, power, and longevity. The
strength of the cedar is used as an emblem to express the power even of
Jehovah: * The voice of the Lord breaketh the cedars of Lebanon.'
David characterises the palm tree and the cedar together, both very strongly.

* The righteous shall flourish like a palm tree, and spread abroad like a

cedar of Lebanon.' The flourishing head of the palm, and the spreading
abroad of the cedar, are equally characteristic. But the prophet Ezekiel hath

given us the fullest description of the cedar :
'

Behold, the Assyrian was a
cedar in Lebanon, with fair branches, and with a shadowing shroud, and of
a high stature ; and his top was among the thick boughs. His boughs were

multiplied, and his branches became long. The fir trees were not like his

boughs, nor the chestnut trees like his branches, nor any tree in the garden
of God like unto him in beauty.' In this description, two of the principal
characteristics of the cedar are marked : the first is the multiplicity and

length of its branches. Few trees divide so many fair branches from the main

stem, or spread over so large a compass of ground.
' His boughs are multi-
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plied,' as Ezekiel says,
* and his branches become long ;'

which David calls

spreading abroad. His very boughs are equal to the stem of a fir or a chest-

nut. The second characteristic is, what Ezukiel, with great beauty and

aptness, calls his shadowing shroud. No tree in the forest is more remarkable
than the cedar for its close-woven leafy canopy. Ezekiel's cedar is marked
as a tree of full and perfect growth, from the circumstance of its top being

among the thick boughs. Every young tree has a leading branch or two,
which continue spiring above the rest till the tree has attained its full size :

then it becomes in the language of the nurseryman, clump-headed ; but, in the

language of Eastern sublimity, its top is among the thick boughs ; that is, no
distinction of any spiry head, or leading branch, appears ; the head and the

branches are all mixed together. This is generally, in all trees, the state in

which they are most perfect and most beautiful ; and this is the state of
Ezekiel's cedar. But, though Ezekiel hath given us this accurate description
of the cedar, he hath left its strength, which is its chiefcharacteristic,untouched.
But the reason is evident : the cedar is here introduced as an emblem of

Assyria ; which, though vast and wide- spreading, and come to full maturity,
was, in fact, on the eve of destruction. Strength, therefore, was the last idea

which the prophet wished to suggest. Strength is a relative term, compared
with opposition. The Assyrian was strong, compared with the powers on
earth ; but weak compared with the arm of the Almighty, which brought
him to destruction. So his type, the cedar, was stronger than any of
the trees of the forest ; but weak in comparison with the axe, which
cut him off and left him (as the prophet expresses the vastness of his

ruin) spread upon the mountains and in the valleys, while the nations shook
at the sound of his fall. Such is the grandeur and form of the cedar of

Lebanon. Its mantling foliage, or shadowing shroud, as Ezekiel calls it, is

its greatest beauty; which arises from the horizontal growth of its branches

forming a kind of sweeping irregular penthouse. And, when to the idea of

beauty that of strength is added, by the pyramidal form of the stem, and
the robustness of the limbs, the tree is complete in all its beauty and ma-

jesty. In these climates, indeed, we cannot expect to see the cedar in such

perfection. The forest of Lebanon is, perhaps, the only part of the world
where its growth is perfect ; yet we may in some degree perceive its beauty
and majesty from the paltry resemblances of it at this distance from its native

soil. In its youth, it is often with us a vigorous thriving plant; and, if the

leading branch is not bound to a pole (as many people deform their cedars),
but left to take its natural course, and guide the stem after it in some irregular

waving line, it is often an object of great beauty. But, in its maturer age, the

beauty of the English cedar is generally gone : it becomes shriveled, de-

formed, and stunted ; its body increases, but its limbs shrink and wither.

Thus it never gives us its two leading qualities together. In its youth, we
have some idea of its beaut}', without its strength ; and in its advanced age,
we have some idea of its strength, without its beauty : the imagination, there-

fore, by joining together the two different periods of its age in this climate,

may form some conception of the grandeur of the cedar in its own climate,
where its strength and beauty are united. The best specimen of this tree I

ever saw in England was at Hillingdon, near Uxbridge. The perpendicular

height of it was 53 ft., its horizontal expanse 96 ft., and its girt 15 ft. 6 in. When
I saw it in 1776, it was about 118 years of age; and, being then completely

clump-headed, it was a very noble and picturesque tree. In the high winds,
about the beginning of the year 1790, this noble cedar was blown down. Its

stem, when cut, was 5 ft. in diameter." (For. Seen., i. p. 81.) On these obser-

vations of Gilpin we shall only remark, that there are now, 1837, 60 years
after Gilpin saw the cedar at Hillingdon, many hundred cedars in Eng-
land more grand and picturesque than that tree ; and, not to go further

than Syon, Whitton, and Pain's Hill, there are at these places, cedars which
are both higher, and cover a larger space with their branches, than that at

Hillinijdon. With respect to the age which Gilpin assigns to the Hillingdon
7 R 3
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tree, it is probably incorrect ;
if otherwise, it must have been upwards of 20

years older than those at Chelsea.

Mr. Thompson, an artist, writing in the Gardener's Magazine on the effect
of the cedar in landscape scenery, observes that " there is something even
architectural in the form of the cedar; the thick upright stem, and the hori-
zontal branches which it supports, in a great measure accord with the pillars
and copings of buildings. This may be seen by reference to the inspired
pictures of Martin, when Assyrian history has been the subject of his pencil.
He has realised all that the most vivid imagination could conceive of Eastern

splendour ; and^
the famous hanging gardens have not been forgotten. In

them the cedar is the most prominent tree, which he has shown mixed with

cypresses and a few low shrubs and flowers, forming a mass simple but grand,
and quite in unison with the architectural character of the scene. The accom-
panying sketch (fig. 2275.) is from an etching of the destruction of Babylon,
and represents part of the hanging gardens. Thus it mav be inferred' that

2275

cedars should always be the accompaniment of palaces, public buildings, and

superior residences. The finest cedars I have seen are at Blenheim
; but

even there they are not much contrasted with the architecture, but are spread
generally throughout the whole of the gardens ; and they appeared to me in a

great measure lost, from being so mixed up with other trees and shrubs :

however, they serve to maintain the character of grandeur which belongs to

the place. On the banks of the great lake, where the present duke, since he
left \Vhite Knights, has formed his new flower-garden, extending from the
house to the cascade, there are some very fine cedars ; and it is curious to

observe how well they accord with the simplicity of garden scenery: but this

may be accounted for by their being supported by other large trees, from
the extensiveness of the gardens, and from every thing around them being on
so grand a scale. There are some garden scenes in which cedars would be
found not only misplaced, but out of character, and injurious : as, for example,
in the grounds of a small modern villa, they would be quite at variance with
our ideas and associations as to what should attach to such a place. The

accompanying sketch (fig. 2276.), though it forms a tolerable picture, will, I

trust, illustrate what I have been stating. The villa is rendered insignificant by
the stately presence of the cedars; and the cedars seem to have been there before

the villa was built, as if they came by accident, and were foreign to the scene.

In the next sketch (fig. 2277.), where I have supplied their place with a few

pendent and appropriate trees, the picture produced seems more consistent,
more complete, and in better keeping. The form and character of the cedar
are not suited to anything on a small scale, or that betrays want of effect in its

architectural features, or in the disposition of the ground : thus, one would not

place them in the centre of a home meadow or arable field, where oaks and
elms are sometimes met with having a very good effect ; nor should they
ever appear where the scenery is either domestic, homely, or tame. Nothing
is more offensive, than to find a cedar, a cypress, or other stately tree, con-
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trasting itself with hay-ricks, corn stacks, and dovecots, in the garden of

some old farm-house ; which, though little remains of its former greatness,

might originally have been the residence of the lord of the manor, or of some
titled person. When, however, any of these old-fashioned red-brick resi-

dences are to be met with in their original state, their terraces adorned
with vases and figures ;

their gardens in the old geometric style, with costly
iron palisading, &c. ;

a few venerable cedars will generally form a highly

grand and picturesque addition to the scene. Cedars will not bear to be

planted too thickly, or too close together : they should be placed by twos
and threes, in conspicuous situations, such as on small mounds, or by the side

of water, next to bridges or temples ; sometimes on lawns, or rising grounds,
that command extensive prospects, where they may serve as a foreground ;

but they must not be made common by being seen at every turn. Too many
cedars, in any situation, will always destroy their own effect : they are of such
an exclusive character, that they are more calculated to act upon a scene as

figures do in landscape composition, than to form the basis of it. A red-
coated soldier or two would enliven a view, but a file of them would be any

2277

thing but picturesque : unless, indeed, in a battle scene, where they formed

the principal feature. So it should be with the cedars : if they must be to-

gether, let them form a grove ; they would then have a character of gloomy
magnificence, which might be a very fine addition to a residence. I should

imagine that such a grove of full-grown cedars would be highly interesting
and attractive. We will just suppose that the banks of an artificial river or

lake were bounded on one side by grassy hills, planted with a fesv evergreens
and birches, and that the other side was a gentle slope, covered with a grove
of cedars ; that a winding and almost natural path conducted you among their

7 R 4
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ponderous trunks ; that the grass was kept tolerably free from weeds ; that

hollyhocks, peonies, roses, and other flowers of a large and imposing character,
were raising their heads here and there ; and that the woodbine was also

twining around some of the trees : then suppose a clear summer evening, the

water reflecting the yellow light of the sunset, and the trunks of the cedars

touched by its rays ; and I think we shall have conceived one of the calmest

and most solemn scenes that could be found in nature, or that it is in the

power of art to create. In the above sketch (fig. 2278.), I have endea-
voured to convey some idea of the subject; but the smallness of the scale, and
the absence of colour, are much against my portraying such a scene.

"
I would not recommend the introduction of cedars into plantations or

belts, as they are generally lost amidst the other trees ; and, if brought to the

margin of the plantation, they form too violent a contrast with what is around
them. They may be sparingly introduced in clumps ; but, when they are, they
should always take the lead : a few dwarf round-headed trees or shrubs, with
the poplar or cypress, are the best forms to group with them. (8ee/J#. 2279.)

2279

However, they are much better solitary ; and in the fore courts of palaces, or
other buildings of sufficient consequence, I would have nothing but a cedar or
two. It is said that the New Palace at Pimlico is to have a large area before

it, surrounded by a railing of mosaic gold : the broad carriage-way, the dark

grass, and a few cedars, are all that I would introduce in it; unless it were a

very few flowering shrubs, hollyhocks, or standard roses, and these not in dug
beds, but on the grass. There are two cedars on a small mound at Syon
House, which may be viewed from the Thames, and which are sure to attract
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the attention of every artist. I have seen numerous sketches and drawings
of the scene around them, and I may venture to say that it was the cedars,
and they only, that were the inducement. Those in the Botanic Garden
at Chelsea (see fig. '2270. in p. 2405.) are never passed unheeded; thus

showing how valuable cedars are in landscape composition, and, consequently
in landscape-gardening." (Gard. Mag. y i. p. 122.)

The architectural character of the cedar, noticed by Mr. Thompson, has
rendered this tree a great favourite with painters, and more especially with
the justly celebrated Martin. This great artist has introduced the flat head of
the aged cedar into his imaginary view of the Garden of Eden (fig. 2280.) ;

2280

into the terraces of the gardens of Babylon (fig. 2281.) j and into his beau

ii/i-al of the gardens of Nineveh (fig. 2282.), as shown in his celebrated picture
of the fall of that city.

Soil, Situation, Propagation, fyc. The cedar, as may have been observed in

the case of the Chelsea trees, thrives well in dry gravelly soils, where the roots

can have access to water ; which may be said to be the case with most of the

ylbietinae. Perhaps it may be sufficient to observe, that the cedar will grow
in every soil and situation suitable for the larch. We are not certain that it

will grow equally well with that tree at great elevations ; though we have
little doubt of it, provided it were planted in masses. In the neighbourhood
of London, it has certainly attained the largest size in deep sandy soil, as at

Syon, Whitton, and Pain's Hill ; but the sand at these places is not poor ; and
at Whitton, where the tree has attained the greatest height and bulk, the

roots are within reach of water. Boutcher observes that no tree will grow
in more forbidding, poor, and hungry soil, than the cedar ; and he instances,
in proof of this, the trees on Mount Lebanon ; but these, in point of height
and the spread of the branches, are mere bushes in comparison with those at

Whitton. The cones, which, as already observed, are not ripe till the autumn
of the third year, will keep five or six years after being taken from the

tree, so that there is never any risk of getting seeds too old to vegetate, in

purchasing the cones that are imported from the Levant. If cones produced
in Britain are kept a year after being gathered, they may be opened with

greater ease than when recently taken from the tree. To facilitate the opera-
tion of extracting the seeds, the cones may be steeped in water for a day or

two, and afterwards split by driving a sharp conical iron spike through their
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axis. The scales being then opened with the hand, the seeds readily come
out. The following mode of extracting the seeds is recommended by M. Loise-

leur Deslongchamps :
" As good seeds are never found within 6 or 8 lines

of either the base or the summit of cones, the extreme ends of each cone are

first sawn off; the cones, for this purpose, being put into a vice. After this

a hole may be drilled through the axis, or they may be split in the manner

already recommended. According to M. Loiseleur Deslongchamps, a work-
man will prepare 20 cones in an hour ; each cone, if somewhat large, will con-
tain 100 seeds, and consequently one man may separate 20,000 seeds in a

day. The smaller cones contain from 30 to 60 seeds ; and the larger from
110 to 170 seeds, exclusive of from 10 to 15 per cent of abortive seeds."

(Hist, du Cedre, &c., p. 50.) These abortive seeds are filled with a soft resin-

ous matter, instead of a kernel ; and they may easily be separated from the

perfect seeds, by throwing the whole into water before sowing. The seeds

ought to be committed to the soil immediately after being taken out of the

cones ; more especially if the latter have been steeped, because in that case

the seeds have swelled, and might be injured, if left to shrink. If the seeds

are sown in March or April, they will come up in a month or six weeks ;

and still sooner if they have been steeped. Like the other Jbietinae, they
should be sown in light rich soil, and covered thinly. Sang recommends
the covering to be ^ in. deep ; and this depth may be diminished or increased,

according to the lightness or heaviness of the soil. The seeds may be either

sown in beds in the open garden, or in large flat pots or boxes; but the latter

is the more convenient mode, as it admits of preserving the whole of the roots

in transplanting. The plants rise 3 in. or 4 in. high the first year, with scarcely

any taproots ; but these increase afterwards, as the plants advance in size.

At the end of the first year, the seedlings may be transplanted into nursery
lines, or, what is more convenient, into small pots; and, in commercial nurse-

ries, they should every year be shifted into pots a size larger, till they are sold
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In private nurseries, where the plants are not likely to be sent to any distance,

they may be planted in the free soil in nursery lines, like the pinaster and other

of the more rare pines and firs
; and, when they are removed to their final situ-

ation, their roots may be protected from the air, by immersing them in mud or

puddle. In the nursery culture of the cedar, care must be taken not to injure
the leading shoot, which is said not to be readily renewed when broken off.

In general, it is advisable to tie the leader to a stake, till the plants are placed
where they are finally to remain; after which they may be left to themselves.

In their progress from young plants to full-grown trees, they require very
little pruning, and suffer severely when large branches are cut off. Miller

mentions two of his four trees, which had some branches cut off to admit the

rays of the sun into a green-house, whereby they were so much checked, as, in

above 40 years' growth, to be little more than half the size of the other two,
which were not pruned ; and, Boutcher having planted two trees, they grew
for 16 years amazingly fast, and promised to be noble plants, till an ignorant

gardener unadvisedly cut off several of their oldest under branches ; after

which, he says, they advanced little or nothing in height, lost their leading

shoots, and became ragged and bushy. Notwithstanding this, it is the practice
of nurserymen to shorten the lateral branches of the larger plants kept for sale;

and it does not appear that they suffer much by it. When the cedar is

planted in close masses, either alone or with other trees, the side branches are

choked, but stiil the tree continues to grow almost as rapidly as the larch, or

silver fir, when similarly treated ;
so that, after all, the cedar is, perhaps, not

more injured by the removal of its side branches, than any other pine or fir

would be. All the v4bietina?, as we have before stated, suffer more or less

by the shortening or removal of branches, whether small or large, which have
not begun to decay.

Accidents, Diseases, fyc. The wide-spreading branches of the cedar are apt
to be weighed down and broken by heavy falls of snow; but the tree is less

liable to be blown down by high winds than the larch, or such pines and firs

as do not throw out wide-spreading branches near the ground. It is not

.subject to diseases, and it is less liable to be attacked by insects, as far as we
have heard or observed, than any other species of the pine and fir tribe. The
seeds being large are eagerly sought after by squirrels ; but these animals, in

parks and pleasure-grounds, are generally considered more ornamental than

injurious.

Statistics. Recorded Trees. The large tree at Hillingdon has been already mentioned, and its

dinii'nsions are given jn p. 5U. The dimensions of the large cedar at Hendon are given in p 57. ;
and

those of the Enfield cedar in p. 48. Another remarkable tree, not so well known as the above, is

that already noticed as having been planted by Sir Stephen Fox, in his native village, and burial

place, of Farley, near Salisbury, about the same time as, or before, those at Chelsea and Chiswick. The
Farley cedar was cut down by the late Earl of Radnor in 18',2, and was then 66 ft. high ; the diame-
ter of the trunk 5 ft. 6 in., and that of the space covered with its branches, from east to west, 130 ft.

It was a remarkably sound tree, not a single branch being decayed. The Hammersmith cedar
{fig. 2272. in p. 2406."), cut down in 1836, was 59ft. high, the diameter of the trunk about 5ft, and
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of the head 80 ft. The house to which it belonged was once the residence of Oliver Cromwell ; and
tradition says that he there signed the warrant for the execution of Charles I.

Remarkable existing Trees. The oldest trees now standing in Britain are supposed to be the two
cedars still remaining of the four which were planted in the Chelsea Garden in 1683 ;

the cedar at

Enfield ;
and probably some of those at Chiswick House, formerly the property of Sir Stephen Fox,

who died there in 1714 or 1715. The largest of the Chelsea cedars is nearly 60 ft. high, with a trunk
about 5ft. in diameter ;

and the other is very nearly the same size. Both trees have lost all their

lower branches (see fig. 2270. in p. 2405.), and have a miserable and stunted appearance. The largest
cedar at Chiswick (now theDuke of Devonshire's) is 70ft. high, diameter of the trunk 4ft. 6 in., and
of the head 65 ft The loftiest cedar in England appears to be one at Strathfieldsaye, which is 108 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 74 ft. The highest in the neighbourhood of Lon.
don is at Claremont, and is 100 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 5 ft. 6 in. The largest cedar tree in

England is, probably, the magnificent specimen at Syon, figured in our last Volume, and it is un-

questionably the handsomest. This noble tree is 72 ft. high, diameter of the trunk, at 3 ft. from
the ground 8ft., and of the head 117 ft. At Charley Wood, near Rickmansworth, on an estate of the

Duke of Bedford are, near the house, eight remarkable cedars, the largest of which has a trunk 18 ft.

in circumference, dividing into 12 large limbs, from which spring 32 branches, of a size fit to be
measured as timber, and containing 613 solid cubic feet. The head covers a space nearly 100 ft, in dia-

meter, or about the sixth of an acre. The cedars at Wilton, near Salisbury, are also remarkably fine

trees, and were once so celebrated as to entitle the place, according to Mitchell, to the name of the
British Mount Lebanon. It appears from a paper communicated to Mr. Lambert by the Hon. and Re-
verend William Herbert, that the cedars at Wilton were probably raised between 1710 and 1720. He
adds, that they were kept by "the Countess of Pembroke, in pots at her window; till, growing too

large, they were planted upon the lawn between the house and the water ;
a situation very favourable

to their growth." The largest ofthese trees measured, in 18.35, at 3 ft. from the ground, nearly 7 ft. in

diameter ;
and at 1 ft. from the ground, 8 ft. 9 in. in diameter. (See an able paper on the subject of the

cedar, by the Rev. J. Mitford, in the Gent. Mag., 2d ser., vol. iv. p. 579.)
" There is a cedar, at Osgood

Hanbury's, near Coggeshall, in Essex, which is of interest, as it was planted by Collinson's own hand,
67 years since, in 1768. We transcribe the memorandum on the subject very kindly sent us by Mr.

Hanbury : 'In token of the love and friendship which has for so many years subsisted between my-
self and my dear friend John Hanbury and his family, and as a lasting memorial of that friendship, I

desire that one guinea may be given to my sincere friend Osgood Hanbury, to purchase of Gordon two
cedars of Lebanon, to be planted in two places of the new part of the park last taken in. Let the occa-

sion of the said cedars and of their ages be registered in the Great Bible at Coggeshall, that succeed-

ing generations may know our friendship, and the antiquity of these trees. To my worthy friends

Osgood Hanbury and his son, I recommend their care and protection. P. Collinson.'" (Ibid., p. 579.

Cedrus l.ibuni in the Environs of London. At Syon is the tree already mentioned, and another

grar.
glauca), which is 77 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 5 ft. 6 in., and of the head 57 ft. This is a

ne upright tree, with a different character from the first At Mount Grove, Hampstead, it is 65 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in., and of the head 68 ft. At Whitton Place, Twickenham,
there are many large cedars, one of which is 75ft. high, with a trunk 5 ft in diameter. At Pope's
Villa, it is 85 ft. high, with a trunk 4 ft. in diameter. At Kenwood, Hampstead, 90 years planted, it

is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 6 in., and of the head 40 ft. At Ham House, it is 42 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and of the head 73ft. ;
another has a trunk 4ft. 4 in. in

diameter at 5 ft. from the ground. At Gunnersbury Park, it is 69 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
5ft 6 in., and of the head 86ft.; and there are many other fine specimens. At Charlton, it is 55 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 4 ft. At Stamford Hill, it is 63 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 5 ft 6 in.,

and of the head 109 ft. At Hanwell is one with a trunk 5 ft. 4 in. in diameter.
Cedrus Libani South of London. In Devonshire, at Luscombe, 30 years planted, it is 47 ft. high,

the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head 40 ft.
;
at Haldon House, 35 years planted, it is

40 ft. high ;
at Endsleigh Cottage, 30 years planted, it is 35 ft. high. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury

Park, years planted, it is 28ft. high. In Hampshire, at Strathfieldsaye, it is 108ft high, the
diameter of the trunk 3 ft, and of the head 74 ft.

; at Farnham, 50 years planted, it is 70 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 4ft, and of the head 75 ft. ; at Testwood, 70 years planted, it is 51 ft high, the
diameter of the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and of the head 44 ft. In Somersetshire, at Leigh Court, 14 years
planted, it is 30 ft. high ; at Nettlecombe, 64 years planted, it is 37 ft high, the diameter of the trunk
3 ft. 6 in., and of the head 61 ft. ;

at Crowcombe Court are two remarkably fine specimens, from 50 ft.

to 70 ft high, the diameter of their trunks 6ft, and of their heads 80ft. to 90ft. In Surrey, at

Bagshot Park, 22 years planted, it is 25 ft. high : at St. Ann's Hill, it is 50ft. high, the diameter of
the trunk 3ft. 6 in., and of the head 72 ft.

;
this tree was planted, about 1794, by the Honourable

Mrs. Fox : at Claremont, in front of the house, it is 100ft. high, with a trunk 5 ft. 4 in. in diameter;
and another in the park is 100ft. high. ; at Ockham Park, 34 years planted, it is 45 ft. high, the dia-

meter of the trunk 2 ft 6 in., and of the head 36 ft ; at Walton on Thames, 60 years planted, it is 63 ft.

,
it is 16 ft. high. In Sussex, at Good'
and 70 ft.

; they are all on thin <irj

years planted, it is 40 ft. high; at Westdean, 90 years planted, it is 64ft. high, the diameter of 'the
trunk 4 ft., and of the head 80ft. ; at Slaugham Park, 10 years planted, it is 18ft. hi<;h. In Wiltshire,
at Bowood, 50 years planted, it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft 6 in., and of the head 62 ft;
at Wilton House are several large cedars, 170 years old, one of which has a trunk 8 ft 8 in. in dia-
meter at 1 ft. from the ground.
Cedrus Libdni North of London. In Bedfordshire, at Woburn Abbey, are many fine cedars, nine

of which are noble trees, varying from 62 ft. to 84 ft. in height, and their trunks from 4 ft. to nearly
6ft. in diameter ; at Ampthill is a cedar 85 years planted, which is 55ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 4ft 6 in., and of the head 80ft. ; at Flitwick, 19 years planted, it is 20ft. high, with a trunk
1 ft. 1 in. in diameter ; at Southill, 70 years planted, it is 50 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 3 ft.,
and of the head 45ft. In Berkshire, at High Clere, are several fine cedars ;

the two oldest were
raised in 1739, from a cone brought from Lebanon by Dr. Pococke, in 1738, and they were removed
to their present situation when 30 years old; and the largest was raised from a cone borne by the
Wilton cedars, in 1772 ; at Bear Wood, 10 years planted, it is 15ft. high ;

at Ditton Park, 90 years
planted, it is 80ft. high, with a trunk 5ft. in diameter; at White Knights, 75 years planted, it

is 50ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 6 in., and of the head 60ft. In Buckinghamshire,
at Temple House, 40 years planted, it is 45ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 6 in., and of
the head 33ft; at Beaconsfield, planted by Waller the poet, 80 ft. high, with a trunk 2ft. 6 in. in

diameter. In Cambridgeshire, at Gamlingay, 112 years old, it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 3 ft. 9in. In Cardiganshire, at Hafod, 40 years planted, it is 32 ft. 6 in. high, diameter of the
trunk 1ft 2 in. In Cheshire, at Kinmcl Park, 30 years planted, it is 30ft high; at Katon Hall,
13 years planted, it is 16ft. high. In Caeimarthensire, at Golden Grove, it is 50ft. high. In I)t>n-

high, with a head 60 ft. in diameter; at Deepdene, 9 years planted, it is 16 ft. high. In Sussex, at Good-
wood Park, are 139 cedars, the highest of which is between 60 ft. and 70 ft.

; they are all on thin dry
soil on chalk: at Cowdrey, it is 60 ft. high, with a trunk 4 ft. 6 in. in diameter; at Kidbrooke, 25
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bighshire, at Llanbede Hall, 14 years planted, it is 18 ft high. In Derbyshire, at Hassop, it is 24ft.

high ;
at Elvaston Castle, it is 73ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 8 in., and of the head 76 ft.

In Durham, at Southend, 28 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Essex, at Audley End, 72 ye.irs

old, it is 60 It. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 73 ft.
;
at Hylands, 10 years

planted, it is 2t> It. high ;
at Faulkbourn Hall, it is 80 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 6 ft. 6 in.,

anil of the head l',H)ft.
;
at Thorndon Hall, it is 40ft. high, with a trunk 4ft. in diameter; at Short

Grove is a remarkable cedar, 80ft. high, with a trunk 4ft. 4 in. in diameter at 1ft. from the

ground. About 13 ft. from the ground is a large limb, very nearly the size of the trunk
;
and a small

branch from this limb grows, or is inosculated into the trunk. There are 68 cedars on this estate.

In Gloucestershire, at Doddington Park, 35 years planted, it is 30ft high, the diameter of the trunk
1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 60 ft. In Herefordshire, at Eastnor Castle, 18 years planted, it is 30ft.

high; at Haffield, 13 years planted, it is 25ft. high. In Hertfordshire, at Aldenham Abbey,
34 years planted, it is 50ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 30ft ; at Cashio-

bury, 30 years planted, it is 45 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 42ft. ; at

Cheshunt, 20 years planted, it is 22 ft. high. In Lancashire, at Latham House, 30 years planted,
it is 23 ft. high. In Leicestershire, at Quenby Hall, a cedar supposed to be among the first planted
in England, the seeds of which were brought from the Levant by Mr. William Ashby, a Turkey
merchant, between 1680 and 1690 (see Gard. Mag., vol. vii. p. 423.) ; at Whatton House, 30 years
planted, it is 36ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 2 in., and of the head 48ft. ; at Donnington
Park, 80 years planted, it is 62 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 8ft. 6 in., and of the head 68 ft.

In Lincolnshire, at Scrivelsby, there are many fine cedars of different varieties, and of great age
and size. In Northumberland, at Woolsington, 20 years planted, it is 20ft. high. In Norfolk, at

Merton, is a cedar 78ft. high, with a trunk nearly 4ft in diameter. In Nottinghamshire, at
Clumber Park, var. glauca is 80ft high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft. 11 in., and of the head
44ft: at Worksop Manor, it is 64 ft. high, the diameter of the

J
trunk 4ft., and of the head 63ft. ;

another, 100 years old, is 65 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5ft, and of the head 61 ft. In North-
amptonshire, at Castle Ashby, one 80 years old is 72 ft. high, with a trunk nearly 5ft. in

diameter, and a conical well-shaped head ; another, 63ft 7 in. high, has a trunk about the same
size : at VVakefield Lodge, 20 years planted, it is 25 ft. high. In Oxfordshire, at Oxford, in the
Botanic Garden, 40 years planted, it is 30ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1ft 3 in., and of
the head 27 ft. In Pembrokeshire, at Stackpole Court, 35 years planted, it is 38 ft. high, the dia-
meter of the head 33ft. In Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle, 50 years planted, it is 5ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 8 in., and of the head 51 ft. In Rutlandshire, at Belvoir Castle,
28 years planted, it is 30ft. high. In Shropshire, at Hardwicke Grange, 10 years planted, it is 19ft.

high ; at VViliey Park, 19 years planted, it is 26 ft. high ; another, 15 years planted, is 38 ft. high ;
at

Kinlet, it is 27 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft., and of the head 26ft. In Staffordshire, at

Trentham, it is 60 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4ft., and of the head 50ft.; at Blithefield,
48 years planted, it is 52ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1ft. 6 in., and of the head 36ft ; at

Teddesley Park, 14 years planted, it is 26 ft. high ;
at Rolleston Hall, 30 years planted, it is 25 ft.

high ; at Wrottesley House, it is 60ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and of the head
42ft. In Suffolk, on the lawn at Hardwicke, it is 50ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 5ft, and
of the head 43ft. ; at Finborough Hall, 80 years planted, it is 80ft., the diameter of the trunk 4ft.
3 in., and of the head 80ft. ;

at Stretton Parsonage, there is one 90 years old, with a trunk 5 ft. in

diameter
;
at Wolveston Hall, it is 65 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 6 in., and of the head

80 ft; at Campsey Ash is a group of 8 or 10, with trunks from 4ft. to 6ft. in diameter; at

Ampton Hall, is one with a trunk 5 ft in diameter, and the diameter of the head 90 ft. In Warwick-
shire, at Combe Abbey, it is 47 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft, and of the head 80ft. In

Worcestershire, at Hagley, is one with a trunk 5 ft. 4 in. in diameter, and the diameter of the head
85 ft.; at Croome, 80 years planted, it is 100 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft., and of the head
120ft. In Yorkshire, at Hackress, 12 years planted, it is lift, high ; at Grimston, 13 years planted,
itj is 12 ft. high.
Cedrus Libdni in Scotland. In the Experimental Garden at Inverleith, 10 years planted, it is

10 ft. high; at Gosford House, 30 years planted, it is 20ft. high; at Beil, 110 years old, it is 54ft.
6 in. high, the diameter of the trunk 4 ft. 7 in., and of the head 67 ft. ; at Hopetoun House, 86 years
planted, it is 68 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 4ft. 6 in., and of the head 81 ft. ; at Ratho are

many fine cedars, with trunks from 3ft. to 5ft. in diameter. In Ayrshire, at Loudon Castle, it is

30ft. high, with a trunk 4ft in diameter. In Berwickshire, at the Hirsel, 30 years planted, it is

23ft. high. In Kirkcudbright, at Cassincarrie, it is 50ft high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft.
In Haddingtonshire, at Tyninghame, 24 years planted, it is 27 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
I ft, and of the head 27ft. In Aberdeenshire, at Thainston, 20 years planted, it is 9ft high. In

Argyllshire, at Toward Castle, 15 years planted, it is 13ft. high: at Roseneath Castle, 45ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in. In Bute, at Mount Stewart, 12 years planted, it is 13 ft. high. In

Brmrfshire, at Gordon Castle, it is 33ft. high, with a trunk 1ft. in diameter; at Huntley Lodge,
10 years planted, it is 14 ft. high ; at Cullen House, it is 44ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft.,
and of the head 44 ft. In Fifeshire. at Danibristle Park, 12 years planted, it is 12ft. high. In For-

farshire, at Gray House, it is 60 ft high, the diameter of the trunk 5 ft 6 in., and of the head 65 ft. ;

at Invergowrie is one with a trunk 4 ft. in diameter. In Perthshire, at Taymouth, 40 years planted,
it is 36ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1ft. 6 in., and of the head 20ft. ;

at Perth, in the nursery
of Messrs. Dickson and Turnbnll, 15 years planted, it is 19ft. high. In Ross-shire, at Brahan
Castle, 50 years planted, it is 40 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft, and of the head 36ft. In
Stirlingshire, at Blair Drummond, 50 years planted, it is 45ft high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in ,

and of the head 25ft. ; at Airthrey, 36 years planted, it Is 136 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
II in., and of the head 19ft. ; at Callender Park, 15 years planted, it is 21ft in height.
Cedrus Libani in Ireland. In the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is 24ft. high,

the diameter of the trunk 2ft., and of the head 27ft. ;
at Cypress Grove is a cedar of dwarhsh

growth, 10 ft. high, and covering a space 6 ft. in diameter ; at Terenure, 20 years planted, it is 18 ft.

high ; at Glasnevin is a fine specimen, with a trunk 2ft. 6 in. in diameter, and clear to the height
of i!0 ft. ; at Colonel Conolly's, Castletown, it is 28 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 6 in., and
of the head 50 ft. In Antrim, at Antrim Castle, 10 years planted, it is 17 ft. high. In Fermanagh, at
Florence Court, 35 years planted, it is 36ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft., and of the head
30ft. In Louth, at Oriel Temple, 35 years planted, it is 33ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft.

8 in., and of the head 28 ft.

Ci-drus Libdni in Foreign Countries. In France, in the Jardin des Plantes, 100 years old, it is 80 ft

high, the diameter of the trunk 3ft 6 in., and of the head 85 ft. ;
at Fromont, 32 years planted, it is

58ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1ft 6 in., and of the head 86ft.; in the Botanic Garden at

Toulon, 18 years planted, it is 22ft. high ; at Barres, 28 years planted, it is 28ft high ; at Nantes,
in the nursery of M. Ncrrieres, 40 years planted, it is 50 ft high, with a trunk 4 ft in diameter

;
in the

c^Garden at Avranchcs, 24 years planted, it is 40 ft. high. In Germany, it will not stand out
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without protection, and, consequently, there are no large trees. In Saxony, at Wdrlitz, is one 16
years planted, which is 25 ft. high. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 24 years planted, it is 24 it.

high, the diameter of the trunk 16 in,, and.of the head 24ft.

Commercial Statistics. Price of cones, in London, 6d. each ; plants in pots,
1 ft, high, 2s. 6d. each ;

2 ft. high, 3s. 6d. each
; 5 ft. high, 5,v. each : and 10 ft.

high, I/, each. At Bollwyller, plants 1 ft. high, from 2 to 4 francs; and at

New York, from 2 to 3 dollars.

t 2. C. Deoddra Roxb. The Deodara, or Indian, Cedar.

Identification. Roxb. Fl. Ind. ined.
; Laws. Man., p. 381.

Synonymes. Plnus Deodara Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 52.; .4'bies Deoddra Lindl. in Penn.Cyc. ;

Devadara, or Deodara, Hindostanee; the sacred Indian Fir.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t 52. ; our fig. 2283. to our usual scale ; and figs. 2284. and 2286. of
the natural size.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves fascicled, evergreen, acute, triquetrous, rigid. Cones

twin, oval, obtuse, erect
;

scales adpressed. (Lamb. Pin.] Cones from

4^ in. to 5 in. long; and from 3$ in. to 3^ in. broad. Seed with the wing

nearly 1 in. long ; scale about the same length, and 2 in. broad. A native of
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the Nepal and Indo-Tataric mountains, at 10,000 ft. or 12,000ft. above

the level of the sea. Introduced in 1822.

Varieties. According to Dr. Lindley, two varieties, or perhaps nearly allied

species, called the Shinlik and Christa rooroo, are mentioned by Moorcroft

as natives of the forests of Ladakh. (Penn. Cyc.)

Description. A lofty and very graceful tree, sometimes attaining the height
of 150 ft., with a trunk 30 ft. in circumference, or even more ; and rarely, in

the Himalayas, falling very far short of these

dimensions. The branches are ample and

spreading ; ascending a little near the trunk of

the tree, but drooping at the extremities. The
wood is compact, of a yellowish white, and

strongly impregnated with resin. The bark is

greyish, and, on the young branches, covered

with a glaucous bloom. The leaves are either amir-
solitary or tufted, and are very numerous : they ^jjjflf^&F,
are larger than those of C. Libani, and of a

bluish but dark green, covered with a light

glaucous bloom. The male catkins are upright,
without footstalks; cylindrical, somewhat club-

shaped; and yellowish, tinged with red. The
cones are upright, generally in pairs, on short,

thick, woody footstalks; of nearly the same

shape as those of the cedar of Lebanon, but

broader and longer; slightly tapering at the base, and somewhat more pointed
at their summit. They are of a rich reddish brown, very resinous, and with

the margins of the scales slightly marked with green; about 4 in. in length,
and from 1 in. to 2^ in. broad. The
scales are nearly of the same size and

shape as those of C. Libani ; but they
fall off when ripe, like those of the silver

fir. The seed is light brown, and ir-

regularly shaped, with a large bright
brown wing. The rate of growth, in

the climate of London, appears to be
much the same as that of the cedar
of Lebanon ; and it is equally hardy.
A plant in the Horticultural Society's
Garden, of which fig. 2285. is a por-
trait, after being 7 years planted, was, in

1837, 8 ft. high, with the habit of the
common cedar ; but differing in the

glaucous or silvery hue of its leaves,
and in the points of its branches being
more pendulous.

Geography and History. The Cedrus Deoddra, the deodar, or kelon, of
the hills, according to Royle, is the most celebrated coniferous plant of the

Himalayas. It is found in Nepal, Kamaon, and as far as Cashmere, at eleva-
tions of from 7,000ft. to 12,000ft. from Sirmore and Kurhawal; as, for ex-

ample, on Mouma, Deohan, Choor, Kederkauta, and Najkanda. Roxburgh
calls it an inhabitant of the mountains in Eastern India, in Nepal, and Thibet.

According to Dr. Royle, the deodar cedar is mentioned by Avicenna. It

appears, in the quality and durability of its wood, its fragrance, and the

quantity of resin which it produces, to accord so well with the cedar of the

ancients, as to be by some identified with that tree. Its loftiness and its

spreading branches accord admirably with the descriptions given of the cedar
in Holy Writ ; and its wood (which is said to be incorruptible), from its hard-
ness and the fineness of its grain, might easily have been wrought as that is
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described to have
been which was used
in the construction of

Solomon's Temple.
The principal diffi-

culty, with reference

to its being the cedar

of Holy Writ, is, that

it has never been
found on, or near,
Mount Lebanon. It

is regarded by the

Hindoos as a sacred

tree, and is called by
them Devadera, or

the Tree of God. In

some places it is 2986
highly venerated, and
never used but to burn as incense on occasions of great ceremony ; but, in

others, it is employed for building houses, &c., as a valuable timber tree.

Mr. Moorcroft, in his Journal, as quoted in Lambert's Pinus, gives the following

proofs of the durability of the wood of this tree :
" A few years ago a building

erected by the order of the Emperor Akbar was taken down, and its timber

(which was that of the deodar) was found so little impaired as to be fit to be

employed in a house built by Rajah Shah. Granting that the former edifice was
constructed at the same time as the fort of Nagurunger, A. H. 1006, or A. D.

1597, its age must have been 225 years. Zenool Abudeen began to reign over

Kashmeer A. H. 820, or A. D. 1417; and died A. H. 878, or A. D. 1473. His
mother was interred in a domed building of excellent brick and mortar work,

reported to have been erected in the time of the Hindoo sovereigns. In this

building, pieces of deodar were inserted in the walls, by way, apparently, of

strengthening the bond ; and their ends or sides were left on the same plane
with the brickwork. The window frames were of the same material, with

the difference, however, of the former being squared and deprived of their

sap wood, whilst the latter, somewhat carelessly, had part of the sap wood
left ; and the surface was only slightly smoothed, and partly retained its

original form. In the latter instance, the crust of the wood was generally
somewhat crumbly, and had been pierced by a worm about in. in depth;
whilst that of the squared wood, exposed much more to the influence of the

weather, was neither crumbly nor wormeaten, but was jagged, from the softer

part of the wood, between the plates or ribs, having been often washed by the

rain, though its structure had not been attacked by the worm."
The tree alluded to in the following extract from a letter from Bishop

Heber to Lord Grenville appears evidently to have been the deodara. The
bishop, speaking of a visit which he paid to the Himalayan Mountains, and of
the pines which he found there, adds :

"
Another, and of less frequent occur-

rence, is a splendid tree, with gigantic arms and dark narrow leaves, which is

accounted sacred, and chiefly seen in the neighbourhood of ancient Hindoo

temples, and which struck my unscientific eye as very nearly resembling the

cedar of Lebanon. I found it flourishing at nearly 9000 ft. above the level of
the sea, and where the frost was as severe at night as is usually met with at

the same season (November and December) in England." In Burnes's Travels

in the Mysorey he states that " the frameworks of the houses are made of
deodara cedar, which is floated down with the inundations of the river Schem,
or Hydaspes, from the Himalaya. The durability and fragrance of the wood
recommend it for buildings of every description. We saw a cedar tree," he

continues,
"

lying on the banks of the Hydaspes, with a circumference of
13ft. On this river the Macedonians constructed the fleet by which they
navigated the Indus ; and it is a remarkable fact, that in none of the Punjab
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rivers arc such trees floated down, nor do there exist anywhere else such

facilities for the construction of vessels." (Travels, &c., vol. i.
p. 50.) Tie

cellars which Victor Jacqueniont found on the Himalayas and on tfie mountains

of Cashmere, at 5360 ft. above the level of the sea (see Co-nexp., &c., vol. i.

p. 291., and vol. ii. p. 74-.), were, doubtless, this species, and not cedars of

Lebanon.

Properties and Uses. The wood of the Cedrus Dcodara possesses, as we
have before observed (p. 2429.), all the qualities attributed by the ancients to

that of C. Libani. It is very compact and resinous, and has a fine, fragrant,

refreshing smell, like that felt when walking in pine groves towards evening, or

in moist weather
;
and very different from that of the cedar of Lebanon. Its

wood has a remarkably fine close grain, capable of receiving a very high polish ;

so much so, indeed, that a table formed of the section of a trunk nearly 4ft.

in diameter, sent by Dr. Wallich to Mr. Lambert, has been compared to a

slab of brown agate. Dr. Royle informs us that the wood is particularly
valued for its durability, and is much used in the construction of Himalayan
houses. In Cashmere, according to Mr. Moorcroft (Lamb. Pin., ii. p. 94.),
it is used for buildings, both public and private, and for bridges and boats.

Strips of it are also employed for candles. Dr. Lindley states that" Mr. Moor-
croft procured specimens from the starlings of the Zein ool Kuddul bridge in

Ladakh, where it had been exposed to the water for nearly 400 years." (Penn.
Cyc.) The following extract is from a letter from the Honourable W. Leslie

Melville to the secretary of the Highland Society of Scotland, dated Calcutta,

January, 1836, and printed in Lawson's Manual: " The timber is employed
for roofing, and other purposes ; and, if sheltered from the weather, is very
durable. It is found perfectly sound in the roofs of temples which cannot
have stood less than 200 years. For out of door purposes, I understand it

requires paint, which, however, perfectly
7

protects it."

The turpentine from this tree, Dr. Royle informs us, is very fluid, and,

though coarse, is much valued in Upper India for medical purposes; the

leaves and twigs are also used by the natives in medicine; and tar and pitch
are procured from the trunk.

In England, the specimens of it are at present small ; but the feathery

lightness of its spreading branches, and the beautiful glaucous hue of its

leaves, render it, even when young, one of the most ornamental of the coni-

ferous trees; and all the travellers who have seen it full grown agree that it

unites an extraordinary degree of majesty and grandeur with its beauty. The
tree thrives in every part of Great Britain where it has been tried, even as far

north as Aberdeen ; where, as in many other places, it is found hardier than
the cedar of Lebanon. It is readily propagated by seeds, which preserve their

vitality when imported in the cones, but scarcely otherwise. It also grows
freely by cuttings, which appear to make as handsome free-growing plants as

those raised from seed. It has been inarched on the larch ; but the latter tree-

being deciduous, it may be doubtful whether plants so propagated will attain

a large size, and be of great duration. It has been grafted in the wed^e
manner on the common cedar, in considerable numbers, by Mr. Barrow, gar-
dent r to the Earl of Harrington, at Elvaston Castle. Mr. Barrow has given
a detailed account of his process, and of the success which attended it in

Gard. Mag., vol. xiv. p. 80. The nursery culture, and the soil and situa-

tion in which it is to be finally planted, may be considered in all respects the
same as those of the common cedar.

Statistics. In the neighbourhood of London, in the Horticultural Society's Garden, 7 years
planted, it is 8ft. high ;

at Kew, it is 3 ft. high ; at the Duke of Devonshire's villa, at Chiswick, it

is 3 ft. high ; at Hendon Rectory, itisSft. 6in. high. In Bedfordshire, at Flitwick, it is .' ft. h^h.
In Berkshire, at Dropmore, it is upwards of 6ft. high : it was sown in March, 1831, and planted out
in the autumn of the same year. In Derbyshire, at Chatsworth, it is 3ft. Sin. high. In Devon-

-

shire, at Hic-ton, it is 4ft. high. In Kent, at Kedleaf, it is lift. high. In Wiltshire, at Boyton, it is

3ft. high. In Scotland, in the Experimental Garden, it is 4ft. (5 in. hiph. In Aberdeenshire, in

Hoy's Nursery, it is 1 ft.fi in.high. In Fileshire, at Lahill, it is ,3ft. high In Ireland, there are plants
in the Trinity College Botanic Garden, in the Glasnevin Garden, and at Tiltour, near Mount Ken-
nedy. In Paris, there are plants in the nursery of M. Daniell, on the Boulevard Mont Parnas.se
In Germany, it is in the Berlin Botanic Garden, and in the Flo'theck Nurseries.
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Commercial Statistics. The price of plants, in the London nurseries, is two

guineas each.

GENUS VI.

ARAUCA VRIA Ruiz et Pav. THE ARAUCARIA. Lin. Syst. Dice'cia

Monadelphia.

Synonymes. Eutassa Sal., Colymbea Sal., Dombe'ya Lamb., Cupr^ssus Font., the Southern
Pine.

Derivation. From Araucanos, the name of the people in whose country Araucaria imbricata grows
in Chili.

Description, $c. Magnificent evergreen trees, natives of South America,

Polynesia, and Australia ; one of them, the Araucaria imbricata, as hardy in

the climate of Britain as the cedar of Lebanon.

f 1. A. IMBRICA NTA Pav. The imbricate-leaved Araucaria, or Chili Pine.

Identification. Pav. Diss. in M?m. Acad. Reg. Med. Mat., 1. p. 197. ; Willd. Sn. PI., 4. p. 850. ;

Ait. Hort. Kew., 5. p. 412.
;
Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., No. 52.

; Laws. Man., p. 395.

Synonymes. A. Dombfcyz Rich. Me'm. sur les Conif., p. 86., Lindl. in Penn. Cyc. ; Plnus Araucaria
Mol. Sag. sulla Star. Nat. del Chili, p. 182. ; Colymbda quadriftria Salisb in Linn. Trans., 8. p. 315.;
Dombeyrt chilensis Lam. Encyc. ; Pino de Chili, Span. ; Peghuen in the Andes : Sir Joseph
Banks's Pine.

The Sexes. There is a tree at Kew which bore female catkins in 1836
;
and a male plant at Boyton,

which blossomed in the same year.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 56. and 57. ; Rich. Mem. sur les Conif, t. 20. and 21. ; and our
figs. 2286. to 2293. Fig. 2287. is a cone or female catkin in a young state, from Lambert ; fig. 2292.
is a specimen of the female tree at Kew

; fig. 2291. is a portion of the male tree with the full-

grown catkin, from Lambert's Monograph ; and fig. 2238. is the full-grown female cone ; all to

our usual scale, that is, a sixth part of the natural size.. Fig. 2286. is a portion of a cone of the
natural size. Fig. 2290. a. is a seed with the scale and wing of the natural size, and b is the kernel

;

and^fg. 2289. is a leaf of the natural size.

Spec. Char. Leaves in eights, imbricated, ovate-lanceolate, with per-
sistent mucros. (Pay.) A tree, growing to the height of 150 ft. ; a native

of the Cordilleras, in Chili. Introduced in 1796, and flowering from Sep-
tember to November.

Description. Flowers dioecious. Male. Catkin dipsacus- (teasel-) shaped,
ovate-cylindrical. Scales numerous, sessile, closely imbricated round a com-
mon conical axis ; filament-like, obovate, somewhat woody ; with an oblong
reflexed point. Anthers numerous, oblong, 2-celled ; connate a little below
the points of the scales, afterwards dependent; free, at first adpressed to the

scales, afterwards, having shed their pollen, divaricate. Female. Catkin
ovate. Scales numerous, wedge-shaped, 2-flowered. Germen wedge-shaped,
compressed in the two opposite sides. Style none. Stigma 2-valved, callous,
thick : exterior valve ovate-acuminate, larger, concave, with a linear inflexed

point ; interior smaller, somewhat linear, obtuse, erect. Pericarp : cone

sphaerico-ovate ;
scales connivent, coriaceous and woody, wedge-shaped,

terminated by a long awl-shaped point, 2-seeded. Seed : nut wedge-shaped,
terminated at the apex by a short, callous, marginal wing, bluntly tetragonal
at the base; afterwards gibbous, compressed, with opposite sides: tegument
coriaceous. Nucleus of the same figure. (Pavon Dissert, in Mem. Acad. Reg.
Med. Matrit.>\. p. 197., as quoted by Lambert.) Cone from Sin. to 8^ in.

broad, and from 7 in. to 7^ in. long ; seed 2\ in. long, and | in. broad.

This is a very remarkable tree, the female of which, according to Pavon, is

about 150ft. high ; while the male is seldom more than 40ft. or 50ft. high.
The trunk is quite straight, and without knots, with a strong arrow-like leading

shoot, pushing upwards. It is covered with double bark, the inner part of

which, in old trees, is 5 in. or 6 in. thick ; fungous, tenacious, porous, and

light ; and from it, as from almost every other part of the tree, resin flows in

great abundance : the outer bark is of nearly equal thickness, resembling cork
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cleft in different directions, and equally resinous with the inner bark. In

young trees, the bark of the trunk is studded with leaves from the base of the

tree upwards, which remain attached for 12 or 15 years. The branches are

produced in whorls of 6, 7, and sometimes 8, in a whorl, the greater number

being nearest the ground ; and the branches diminish in length as they ascend

higher up the tree, till at the top they terminate in a kind of pyramidal head.

They are horizontal, inflexed, and ascending at the extremities. These large
horizontal arms, clothed with closely imbricated leaves, resemble, in young
trees, snakes partly coiled round the trunk, and stretching forth their long
slender bodies in quest of prey. The leaves are sessile, somewhat thickened
at the base, ovate-lanceolate, stiff, straight, somewhat keel-shaped below, and

strongly mucronate at the apex ; verticillate, with 7 or 8 in a whorl
; imbricate,

and closely encircling the branches; concave, rigid, glabrous, shining, marked
with longitudinal lines, dotted on both sides ; leathery, with a cartilaginous

7s 2 /
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margin, and remaining attached to the tree for several years. The male and
female catkins are on separate trees : the males are 6 or 7 in a cluster, pe-
dunculate, terminal, yellow, and oval, with numerous scales ; imbricated, long,
and recurved at the points : the female catkins are oval, with numerous
imbricated wedge-shaped scales, with narrowed oblong brittle points ; and

they are produced at the ends of the branches, where they look at first sight
like an unnatural thickening of the leaves. The cones, when fully ripe, are

globular, from Sin. to 4 in. in diameter, and of a dark brown colour. The
scales are deciduous, and easily detached. The seeds are 2 to each scale,

wedge-shaped, and very large, being more than 1 in. long, with a thick hard
shell surrounding an eatable kernel : wings short and obsolete. The male
tree has its leaves somewhat differently shaped from those of the female tree,

and very much resembling those of A. brasiliana in shape, though of a dif-

ferent texture and
colour. The fol-

lowing interesting

description of this

remarkable tree is

from Poeppig's Tra-
vels in the Peruvian

Andes, as quoted in

the Companion to

the Botanical Mag-
azine : "When we

|

arrived at the first

araucarias, the sun
had just set: still

some time remained

for their examina-

tion. What first

struck our atten-

tion were, the thick

roots ofthese trees,

which lie spread over the stony and

nearly naked soil, like gigantic serpents,

2 ft. or 3 ft. in thickness : they are

clothed with a rough bark, similar to

that which invests the lofty pillar-like

trunks of from 50 ft. to 100 ft. in height.

The crown of foliage occupies only about the upper quarter of the stem, and

resembles a large depressed cone. The lower branches, eight or twelve in

number, form a circle round the trunk : they diminish till they are but four or

six in a ring, and are ofmost regular formation, all spreading out horizontally,

and bending upwards only at their tips. They are thickly invested with leaves

that cover them like scales, and are sharp-pointed, above an inch broad, and

of such a hard and woody texture, that it requires a sharp knife to sever them

2289
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from the parent branch.

The general aspect of the

araucaria is most striking

and peculiar, though it un-

deniably bears a distant

2291

2292
family likeness to the pines
of our country. The fruit,

placed at the ends of the

boughs, are of regular
globular form, as large as a man's head ; and each consists of beautifully im-
bricated scales, that cover the seeds, which are the most important part of this

truly noble tree." (Comp. Bot.

Mag., i. p. 351.)
" The wood

of the araucaria is red where it

has been affected by the forest

fires
; but otherwise it is white,

and, towards the centre of the

stem, bright yellow. It yields
to none in hardness and solidi-

ty, and might prove valuable
for many uses, if the places of

growth of the tree were less in-

accessible. For ship-building
it would be useful ; but it is

much too heavy for masts. If
a branch be scratched, or the
scales of an unripe fruit be bro-

ken, a thick milky juice immedi-

ately exudes, that soon changes
to a yellowish resin, of which
the smell is agreeable, and
which is considered by the Chi-
lians as possessing such medi-
cinal virtues,, that it cures the
most violent rheumatic head-
achs when applied to the spot
where the pain is felt." (Ibid.) Of the rate ofgrowth of this tree in its native

country very little is stated by travellers It is probably slow, as appears to

7s 3
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be the case with plants in the climate of London ; though scarcely any of

these have yet had full justice done to them. The largest specimen in Europe,
which is that at Kew, and of which fig. 2293. is a portrait taken in 1836, was
then 12 ft. high, after having been above 40 years planted; but young plants,
established in the open ground at Dropmore, make shoots, occasionally, of
above a foot in length. It may be remarked of the araucaria in Britain, that

young plants sometimes remain a whole year without making any shoot
whatever ; and that, at other times, the same plants require two years to

produce one shoot ; that is, the shoot continues slowly increasing in length,
from the midsummer of one year to that of the year following.

Geography. The araucaria is a native of South America, in a part of
the Andes inhabited by the Araucanians, a people who are said by Molina
to pride themselves on their name, its signification being frank, or free. ( See
Molina's History of Chili, &c.) The tree is found in large forests on the

mountains Caramavida and Naguelbuta,in Chili, belonging to the Llanista, Peg-
huen, and Araucano Indians. This chain, or Cordillera, of the Andes, says
Pavon, as quoted by Mr. Lambert,

"
offers to the view, in general, a rocky soil,

though in parts wet and boggy, on account of the abundance of rain and snow
which falls in these regions, similar to many provinces in Spain." It is also

found in the neighbourhood of Concepcion, in Chili. Preppig says :
" The

araucaria forest of Antuco is the most northerly that is known in Chili; so

that the northern boundary of this king of all the extra-tropical American trees

may be estimated at 36 south latitude. The extreme southern limit is not
so clearly ascertained ; which is not surprising, when we consider how little,

comparatively, is known of Western Patagonia : it seems probable, however,
that it does not stretch far beyond lat. 46. Between Antuco and Valdivia,
this tree only grows among the Andes, and, as the Indians assert, solely on
their western declivities, and nowhere lower than from 1500 ft. to 2000 ft.

below the snow line, up to which they frequently reach. Further to the

south, the araucaria appears at a lower elevation ; and, in the country of the

Cuncos, and about Osorno, is said to occur on mountains of a very moderate

altitude, near the sea. The Corcovado, a mountain that rises opposite Childe,
is said to be studded, from its foot to the snow line, with large groups of
these beautiful trees. Of all other vegetation, the araucarian forests are as

bare as the pine woods, offering but few plants which can interest the botanist.

Steep rocky ridges, where there is no water, are its favourite habitat." (Pcepp.
in Comp. Bot. Mag.)

History. The Spaniards, having settlements in the immediate vicinity of
the country of the Araucanians, employed Don Francisco Dendariarena, in

1 780, to examine the trees, with a view of discovering if any of them were
suitable for ship-building. The result of his experiments was to select this

species (the Peghuen of the natives), which was accordingly made use of to

repair the Spanish squadron, then lying at anchor in the port of Talcaguano.
The Abbate Molina, who was then writing his Civil and Natural History of
Chili (published at Bologna in 1782) supposed the tree to be a Pinus; and
he described it in his work under the name of Pmus Araucana. In 1782,
the Spanish government commissioned Don Joseph Pavon to search for this

tree ; and he, finding both its flowers and fruit, ascertained that it was a distinct

genus, and called it Araucaria imbricata. Don Joseph Pavon (who had pre-

viously visited Chili, in company with Don Hippolito Ruiz and the French
botanist Dombey, in 1777,) sent specimens of Araucaria imbricata to France, to

the care of Dombey, who showed them to MM. Lamarck and De Jussieu, in

Paris ; the former of whom called it Dombeya chilensis, while Jussieu re-

tained the name of Araucaria. Don Joseph Pavon, however, complains, in

his account of this tree, published in the first volume of the Memoirs of the

Royal Academy of Sciences at Madrid, that both Jussieu and Lamarck made
several mistakes in their description of the botanical characteristics of the

species, which had been avoided by both Molina and himself. In 1795,

Captain Vancouver touched at the coast of Chili ; and Mr. Menzies, who
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accompanied the expedition, procured cones, seeds from which he sowed on
board the ship, and brought home living plants, which he presented to Sir

Joseph Banks, who planted one of them in his own garden at Spring Grove,
and sent the others to Kew. From this circumstance, the tree was called at

first, in England, Sir Joseph Banks's pine. The tree at Kew was kept in the

green-house till about 1806 or 1808, when it was planted out where it now
stands, by Mr. M'Nab, the present superintendent of the Edinburgh Botanic

Garden. After it was planted out, not being considered quite hardy, it was

protected, during winter, with a temporary frame, covered with mats ; and,

having become habituated to this mode of treatment, it has been considered

unsafe to leave it off. The species is, however, now found quite hardy at

Dropmore, and other places ; and we have no doubt that, as soon as plants
can be procured from seed at a reasonable rate, it will be as generally planted
as the cedar of Lebanon, or the deodar, and will be found to be quite as hardy
as these trees.

The Araucaria imbricata was introduced into France before 1822, and was
treated there as a hot-house plant. Dr. Pceppig, who introduced it into

Germany, gives the following description of the difficulty which attended his

procuring seeds :
" We were obliged to seek water at a considerable distance

from our bivouac ; but, our frugal supper not requiring much cooking, we
soon stretched ourselves on the hard rock to sleep, under the lullaby of a

storm, to which the lofty summits above us imparted the most singular tones.

All of us who had been accustomed to such primitive beds might have rested

well enough, if a fog had not descended upon us about midnight, which was
so dense as nearly to extinguish our fire. Matters became still worse, when
violent thunder and hail apprised us that not even a forest of araucarias

could shelter the traveller from the wrath of the Cordillera. We all trembled ;

my companions, however, chiefly from fear and superstition ; though the tem-

perature was sufficiently low to occasion a shudder in thinly clad travellers.

The anxiously looked-for morning brought a brighter sky, and the means of

kindling a cheerful and genial fire. A young man, who had joined us the

preceding day, succeeded (by means of his lasso, which he threw over one of
the lowest branches) in ascending a tree, from which he brought down many
branches, loaded with their truly colossal fruit, which have since arrived

safely in Germany." (Pceppig''s Travels in the Peruvian Andes, as quoted in

Comp. Sot. Mag., vol. i. p. 355.)
" The reason," he adds,

"
why many of

the seeds of the araucaria that have been sent to Europe did not vegetate is,

because the collectors did not procure them from the Indian country, but

bought them in the market at Valparaiso, where they are offered for sale

boiled and dried. My excursion to Quillay-Leuvu obtained for me fresh

seeds of the araucaria, which reached Germany in October, 1829, being seven
months after they were ripe ; and, being sowed immediately, the period was
just that of the Chilian spring. Of some hundreds, about 30 came up; but

ignorance of the true climate, which led to the error of placing the young
plants in a hot-house, killed the greater part during the first year. To my
great satisfaction, however, about six individual plants have been preserved
in different places. The specimen in the Botanic Garden at Leipzic flou-

rishes beautifully: it is (? 1832) about 1ft. 8 in. high, and already bears
four long branches in whorls." (Ibid.)

Properties and Uses. Don Joseph Pavon describes the wood of this tree
as of a yellowish white, fibrous, and full of beautiful veins, capable of being
polished and worked with facility. He also states that it is well adapted for

ship-building, as was proved by the experiments of Don Francisco Denda-
riarena, in 1780. The resin, abounding in all parts of the tree, is white : its

smell is like that of frankincense, and its taste not unpleasant. It is applu
as a plaster to contusions, and for various medical purposes. The Indiai _

consider the fruit as a very nourishing food : they eat it raw, as \vell as
boiled and roasted ;

and they distil from it a kind of spirituous liquor. They
have stated times to collect the fruit, which they preserve to make use of as

7s4
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required. (See Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., ii. p. 108.) Dr. Pceppig says:
" The

araucaria is the palm of those Indians who inhabit the Chilian Andes, from
lat. 37 to 48 ; yielding to these nomade nations, a vegetable substance that is

found in the greater plenty the more they recede from the whites, and the

more difficult they find it to obtain corn by commerce. Such is the extent
of the araucarian forests (pinares\ and the amazing quantity of nutritious

seeds that each full-grown tree produces, that the Indians are ever secure
from want; and even the discord that prevails frequently among the different

hordes does not prevent the quiet collection of this kind of harvest. A single
fruit (cabeza, a head,) contains between 200 and 300 kernels ; and there

are frequently 20 or 30 fruits on one stem ; and, as even a hearty eater among
the Indians, except he should be wholly deprived of every other kind of sus-

tenance, cannot consume more than 200 nuts in a day, it is obvious that

18 araucarias \vill maintain a single person for a whole" year. The kernel,
which is of the shape of an almond, but double the size, is surrounded with a
coriaceous membrane, that is easily removed ; though relishing, when pre-

pared, it is not easily digestible, and, containing but a small quantity of oil, is

apt to cause disorders in the stomach with those who are not accustomed to

this diet. When the scarcely matured seeds are dried in the sun, a sugary
substance exudes, which appears to reside chiefly in the embryo. The Indians

eat them either fresh, boiled, or roasted ; and the latter mode of cooking
gives them a flavour something like that of a chestnut. For winter's use, they
are dried after being boiled ; and the women prepare a kind of flour and pastry
from them. The collecting of these fruits would be attended with great labour,
if it were always necessary to climb the gigantic trunks ; but, as soon as the

kernels are ripe, towards the end of March, the cones drop off of themselves,

and, shedding their contents on the ground, scatter liberally a boon, which

nothing but the little parrot (.Psittacus chorae vus MoL), and a species of

cherry finch, divide with the Indians. In the vast forests, of a day's journey
in extent, that are formed by these trees in the districts of Pehuenches and

Huilliches, the fruits lie in such plenty on the ground, that but a very small

part of them can be consumed. In former times, a great quantity came to

Concepcion and Valdivia, by trading with the Indians ; and thence they found
their way to Valparaiso and Lima ; but now they are seldom met with any
where near the coast, till they are too old to be palatable." (Ibid.)

Propagation, Culture, $c. The treatment of this tree, when raised from

seeds, may be considered in all respects the same as that of the cedar ; regard

being had to the different size of the seeds, which will, of course, require a
thicker covering. Plants may be raised from cuttings ; and these, we have no

doubt, will in time assume a leading shoot, like that of seedlings ; but, as the

plant has been only a short time propagated in this way, the only instance in

which we are certain of this having taken place is at Dropmore ; where, in con-

sequence of all the shoots of a plant raised from a cutting, now 6 or 8 years

old, having been pegged down to the ground, a vigorous erect shoot, which,
in 1837, was 2 ft. high, has been protruded from the collar, and promises to

make as handsome a tree as any seedling plant whatever.

Statistics. The largest specimen in the neighbourhood of London is that at Kew, which, in 1836,
was 12 it. high, having been raised from seed in 1796, and planted out in the open air in 1806. In

the Horticultural Society's Garden, 8 years planted, it is 6 ft. high. In Bedfordshire, at Flitwick,
4 years planted, it is 3 ft. 5 in. high. In Berkshire, at Dropmore, are several from 8 ft. to 9ft. high.
In Hertfordshire, at Cheshunt, 3 years planted, it is 3ft. 6 in. high ;

at Bayfordbury, it is 4 ft. Sin.

high. In Kent, at Redleaf, it is 5ft. high. In Lancashire, in the Manchester Botanic Garden,
2 ft. 8 in. In Northumberland, at Belsay, it is 5 ft. 1 in. high In Scotland, in the Experimental
Garden at Inverleith, 6 years planted, it is 3 ft. high ;

and in the Botanic Garden, 3 ft 6 in. high }

in Lawson's Nursery, 3 years planted, it is 2 ft. 6 in. high. At Aberdeen, in Roy's Nursery, it is 2 ft.

6 in. In Stirlingshire, at Buchanan, 3ft. high. In all these places, except Kew, it stands without
the slightest protection ; and, at Aberdeen, is found more hardy than the common cedar of Lebanon.

In France, in the garden of M. Brunei, at Avranches, 6 years planted, it is 11 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are rarely to be met

with, and they are charged from 2 to 5 guineas each, according to their size.
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t >. A. BRASILIA'NA Rich. The Brazil Aruucaria, or Brazil Pine.

Identification. Richard in Diet. Class. d'Hist. Nat, 1. p. 152. ;
Mem. sur les Conif., p. 154. ; Lamb.

Pin., i-d. 2., t. 58, 59, 60. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 396.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t. 58, 59, 60.
;
our figs. 2295. and 229G. to our [usual scale ; and

fin. 'A'!>4. of the natural size.

Tke .sVjv.y. It is uncertain whether both are in Britain or only one ; only a male plant, at Boyton,
having flowered in 1836.

. Char., $c. Leaves loosely imbricated, lanceolate, mucronate, glaucous

green, keeled beneath. Female catkins roundish-oval; scales recurved at

the apex. (Lamb. Pin.) A large tree, a native of the Brazils. Introduced
in 1819, requiring protection during winter, or a green-house.

Description, $c. A tree, in general appearance and size, like A. imbricata ;

but much more loose and spreading. Branches numerous, leafy, approximate,
sometimes almost verticillate ; branchlets, in the young trees, flexible, spread-
ing, twiggy, round, covered with a green smooth bark.
Leaves lanceolate, mucronate, quite entire, a little car-

tilaginous, much more loose, and three times thinner
than in A. imbricata ; somewhat pliant, smooth ; con-
cave above, light green, and shining ; beneath glaucous
and keeled; Hn. to 2 in. long, in. broad; marked
on both sides, but especially on the lower, with many
dotted lines ; scattered on the young tree, spreading, VB^
linear-lanceolate, attenuated, 2 in. long, scarcely 2 lines

broad. Male catkins not yet known. Female,
roundish-ovate, solitary on the apex of the branches,
-t- ile, similar in size and appearance to the heads of
flowers of/h'psacus sylvestris; scales thick, compressed, wedge-shaped-oblong,
quadrangular, of a firm corky substance, closely placed together above a conico-
cylindrical receptacle, each terminated by a lanceolate, acute, recurved ap-
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pendage, hollow within at the base of

the upper side, and furnished with a

young monospermous nut. Nut, in

size and colour, like the preceding.

(Lamb.) The Araucaria brasiliana

forms a tree from 70 ft. to 100ft. high.
It bears considerable resemblance to

A. imbricata ; but the leaves are larger
and less rigid ; they are also much less

closely imbricated, and are somewhat
reflexed. The tree, when full grown,
has a large

"
irregular head, with hori-

zontal, pendulous, and aspiring branch-

es, at the extremities of which the

branchlets are collected into tufted

masses. The cones are rather smaller,
more compact, and harder than those

of A. imbricata; from which they
differ in the scales being thick, and
furnished with small, sharp, recurved

spines on their points." A. brasiliana grows much more rapidly than A.

imbricata; a tree at Dropmore, 10 years planted, being, in 1836, 11 ft. Gin.

high, while one of A. imbricata, standing near it, and 13 years planted, was

only 8 ft. high. It is, however, much more tender than A. imbricata, and will

not stand the winter in the climate of London without protection. Accord-

ing to the Dictionnaire Classique d'Histoire Naturelle, torn. i. p. 512., this tree

forms immense forests between the provinces of Minos Geraes and Saom-
Paulo,to the north of Rio Janeiro. It was introduced into England in 1819,

by Mr. Lee of the Hammersmith Nursery, who received a cone from Rio de

Janeiro, and raised some plants from the seeds. It was at first supposed
to be the same as A. imbricata, but M. A. Richard, in the Dictionnaire Classique,

&c., published in 1822, states that he considers it a separate species, and
that he has given it the name of A. brasiliana ; adding that it differs from A.
imbricata in the whiteness and softness of its wood, and in the disposition
of its branches ; but that its principal botanical distinction is, that it is

entirely without any winged appendage to its fruit, as shown at a in fig.
2294. (See, also, Mem. sur les Conif., p. 154., published in 1826 ; and Lamb.
Gen. Pin., ed. 2., ii. t. 58., published in 1832.) The nuts, which have very
little resin, are sold as an article of food in the market of Rio de Janeiro ;

and the resin, which exudes from the trunk of the tree, is mixed with wax to

make candles. Seeds are frequently sent to England ; but they will seldom

vegetate unless sent over in the cone. It propagates freely from cuttings ;

and Mr. Lambert has now several plants raised in that manner. In Britain,
it can only be considered as fit for the green-house ; though in the Horticultural

Society, and at Dropmore, Woburn, Cheshunt, and various other places, there

are plants in the open ground, from 3ft. to 10 ft. high, which, however, are

protected during winter, so as to exclude the frost. The plant in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden, after being 3 years planted, is 5 ft. high ; that at

Dropmore, the largest plant, was, in 1837, 12ft. high.

9 3. A. EXCE'LSA Ait. The lofty Araucaria, or Norfolk Island Pine.

Identification. Ait in Hort. Kew, ed. 2., 5. p. 412. ; Rich. Mem. sur les Conifferes, p. 154. ; Lamb
Gen. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t. 61, 62. ; Lindl. in Penn. Cyc. ; Lawson's Manual, p. 396.

Synonifm.es. Eutassa heterophjrlla Sal. in Lin. Trans., 8. p. 316. ; Cupr^ssus columnaris, &c., Forst.
Fl. Ins. Aust. ; Dombfeyn excelsa Lamb. Monog., ed. 1., p. 87. t 39, 40. ; Altingzo excelsa Loud.
Hort. Brit., p. 403. ; Pin de Norfolk, Fr.

Engravings. Lamb. Mon.,:t. 39, 40., Pin., t. 61, 62. ;
and ourfigs. 2297. to 2302.

Spec. Char., $c. Adult leaves closely imbricated, bent inwards, mutic. (Ait.)
A lofty tree, a native of Norfolk Island and New Caledonia. Introduced in

1793; and requiring protection during winter, or to be kept in a green-
house ; being still more tender than A. brasiliana.
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Description. A majestic tree, growing to the height of from 160ft. to
228 ft., with a trunk sometimes 1 1 ft. in diameter, and free from branches to
the height of 80ft. or 100ft. "

Its trunk rises erect, and, in old trees, is

sparingly covered with long, drooping, naked branches, towards the extremities
of which the leaves are clustered : these latter, when the plant is young, are

long, narrow, curved, sharp-pointed, and spreading, as shown inJig. 2301. ; but,
when the tree is old, they become shorter and broader, and are pressed close
to the branches, as shown in fig. 2300. to our usual scale, and Jig. 2298. of the
natural size. (Lindl. in Pcnn. Ci/c.) In consequence of this difference in the

disposition of the leaves, old and young trees are so little alike, that they might
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easily be mistaken for distinct species. The bark abounds
in turpentine; but there is none in the wood, which is white,

tough, and close-grained. Captain Cook, de-

scribing the tree when he discovered it, says :

" The wood is white, close-grained, tough, and

light. Turpentine had exuded out of most of
the trees, and the sun had inspissated it into a

resin, which was found sticking to the trunks,
and lying about the roots. These trees shcot
out their branches like all other pines; with

this difference, that the branches of these are

much smaller and shorter, so that the knots

become nothing when the tree is wrought for use. I took

notice that the largest of them had the smallest and

shortest branches, and were crowned, as it were, at the top by a spreading
head, like a bush. This was what led some on board into the extravagant
notion that they were basaltes." (Cook's Second Voyage, \o\. ii. p. 149., as

quoted by Lambert.) In Captain Hunter's Journal of the Transactions at Port
Jackson and Norfolk Island, also quoted by Mr. Lambert, it is mentioned that

these trees grow there to a prodigious height, and are proportionably thick,

being from 150 ft. to 200 ft. high, and from 12 ft. or 14ft. to 28 ft. or 30 ft. in

circumference.
" These trees," Captain Hunter continues, "from their immense

height, have a very noble appearance, being, in general, very straight, and free

from branches to 40 ft., and sometimes 60 ft., above the

ground." When some of these trees were felled, Captain
Hunter observed that " most of them discharged a consider-

able quantity of clear water, which continued to flow at every
fresh cut of the axe." He adds, that

there was no turpentine in them, but what
circulated "between the bark and the

body of the tree, and which is soluble in

water;" also, that the timber is very
short-grained and spongy. He states that

the wood is so heavy, that 5 trees out of

6, when cut down, sank in water; but that,
out of 37 trees cut down for repairing a

ship, 27 were found defective. In green-
houses near London, the rate of growth
is 1 ft. or more a year ; and a tree in the

palm-house of Messrs. Loddiges attained

the height of 40 ft., when it was stopped
in its progress by the glass roof, but, in general, this is the

case when they are less than half that height.

Geography, History > fyc. The Araucaria excelsa is a native

of New Caledonia, in Queen Charlotte's Foreland, and on
a small neighbouring island, which is a mere sand-bank,

only f of a mile in circuit ; also on the Isle of Pines, where it was found

by Captain Cook. It was subsequently found by Dr. Brown, when on
board the Investigator, with Captain Flinders, growing in great abundance
on several parts of the east coast of New Holland ; but it was there not
above 60 ft. or 70 ft. in height. It was introduced, according to Lambert, by
Govjrnor Philip; but, according to the- Hortns Kewensis, by Sir Josepn
Banks, in 1793. The plant is not uncommon in green-house collections,
in most of which, in a few years, it grows as high as the roof will admit.
One at Kew, which was at one time the largest in the country, was tried

in the open air, and died the first winter. One in the conservatory in

the Hammersmith Nursery, which was planted in April, 1804, in seven years
rose as high as the glass, and was obliged to be cut down ; and this has been
the case repeatedly since. It has now wide-spreading, pendulous, deep green

2300
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branches, and a trunk upwards of 6 in. in diameter. One at Dropmore, in the

open ground, was 14 ft. high in 1837 ; being protected during winter, so as to

exclude the frost. One in M. Boursault's garden in Paris, which was kept
in a conservatory during winter, and turned out during summer, was, in 1828,
12 ft. high ; and, of this tree, the vignette ^/Eg. 2302. contains a portrait; it has

since been removed to the conservatory at the Jardin des Plantes.

The timber of the Araucaria imbricata was found by Governor King to be
sound only in the lower part of the trunk ; but, in the upper part, too

knotty, hard, and brittle to be useful ; for which reason, no dependence
could be placed on it for masts and yards. It is, however, he says, very
suitable for buildings ; and, when employed in erecting houses, it stands

the weather very well.
" The turpentine, which exudes freely from the

bark, is of a milk-white glutinous substance ; but it is rather remarkable that

there is none in the timber. It was tried in paying boats, and for other pur-

poses, but without success, as it would neither melt nor burn ; it was also

tried to make pitch or tar, by burning the old trees ; but, there being no tur-

pentine in the wood, all efforts of this kind were found useless." The fronds

may be propagated by cuttings ; and, when these have attained 5 or 6 years'

growth, our opinion is, that, if the branches were pegged down, an erect "shoot

would arise from the collar ; but this has scarcely been proved, except in the

case of a plant observed by us in 1801, at Mongewell, near Wallingford, in

Berkshire. A necessary precaution with this, and with every other species
of the more valuable of the ^bietinae, is, during a storm of snow, occasionally
to shake from the branches what adheres to them in masses. This should be
done not only with young trees, but with trees in every stage of their growth ;

for the largest cedars, even in the climate of London, occasionally have their

branches broken, in consequence of being heavily loaded with snow near their

extremities.
"

It is a highly interesting fact," says Dr Lindley,
" that a plant very

nearly the same as this araucaria certainly once grew in Great Britain.

Remains of it have been found in the lias of Dorsetshire, and have been

figured in the Fossil Flora, under the name of Araucaria primaeVa." (Pcnn.
Cyc.,\\. p. 249.)

t 4. A. CUNNINGHA XM// Ait. Cunningham's Araucaria, or the Morcton

Bay Pine.

Identification. Ait. MS. ; Swt. Hort. Brit, p. 475. ; Lamb. Pin., 3.

Si/noiii/me. Altfng/Vi Cunningh&nwY G. Don in Loud. Hort Brit, p. 408.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., 3. t. 96.; our fig. 2304. to our usual scale ; andj?g. 2303. of the natural size.

Spec. Char., $c. Decandrous. Leaves of the young tree vertically com-

pressed, spinuloso-mucronate, straight ; those of the full-grown tree lance-

olate, acute, imbricated. Cones ovate; scales acuminate at the apex,
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recurved, with membranaceous

wings on the margin, replicate.

(Lamb. Pin., iii.) A tall tree,
a native of New Holland. In-

troduced in 1824, and requiring
the protection of the green-
house.

Description. A tall tree, but
more loose than A. excelsa ;

varying from 60 ft. to 1 00 ft. in

height, with a very straight naked

trunk, covered with a brownish

bark, from 4 ft. to 8 ft. in diame-

ter. Branches verticillate, spread-

ing. Leaves smooth, shining

green, of different forms : in the

young tree, vertically compressed,
divaricate and spreading, 2-rowed
in a quincunx manner, linear-

awl-shaped, spinulose and mucro-

nate, straight, rigid, decurrent at

the base, in. long ; in the full-

grown tree horizontal, and in a

close spiral, incurved, loosely
imbricated, lanceolate from the

broad base, acute, glabrous, thick

and coriaceous; flattish above
keeled beneath, ^ in. long. Male
catkins terminating the branch-

lets, solitary, sessile, cylindrical,

obtuse, 3 in. long, about as thick

as the finger, a little contracted

at the apex and base ; scales

peltate, stalked, closely imbri-

cated, discoid and flattish, semi-

-ovate, mucronulate, callous ;

stalk linear compressed, bluntly keeled before, scarcely longer than
Anthers many (10), linear, parallel, inserted under the disk of the

2 rows, and there connate, but in other respects free, pendent
rather large, spherical, smooth. Young
cones only seen, terminal, solitary,

sessile, ovate, 3 in. long, and of nearly
the same thickness ; about the size of

the head of Z)ipsacus fullonum : scales

wedge-shaped, thick, coriaceous, dark

yellow, % in. long, membranaceous and

winged on the margin, replicate and

wavy; point linear awl-shaped, spinulose
and mucronate, recurved, callous, ^ the

length of the scale. Ovule conferrumi-

nate with the scale (flattened pericar-

pium), not free, but, as it were, con-

cealed in the scale. Mature seed not

2303

the disk.

scales, in

Pollen

Geographyy fyc. The Moreton Bay
pine is found, as the name imports,
on the shores of Moreton Bay : it

has also (according to a statement published by Mr. Allan Cunningham,
the colonial botanist, in the 3d volume of Lambert's Pinus), a range
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of 900 miles between the parallels of 14 and 29|, on the eastern coast

of New South Wales. On the alluvial banks of the Brisbane River, 27

30", it rises to the height of from 100 ft. to 130 ft., with a girt of from

14ft. to 16ft., and a clear trunk of 80ft. It is found at a short distance

from the river, in lat. 28, and to the extent of 80 miles inland ; but the

trees are there comparatively small ; and farther inland they entirely disap-

pear.
"

Its maximum, therefore," says Mr. Cunningham,
"

is evidently
on the coast, immediately within the influence of the sea air." This tree was

first seen by Sir Joseph Banks and Dr. Solander, in 1770; but when the

Araucaria excelsa was discovered on Norfolk Island in 1774, it was supposed
to be the same species ; the two trees, in their full-grown state, being very
much alike. The Norfolk Island and Moreton Bay pines were consequently
considered the same till the year 1824; when Mr. Allan Cunningham, visiting

Moreton Bay in company with the late Mr. Oxley, satisfied himself " that it

was a very distinct species, not simply in its habit of growth, which is very
remarkable, but in the character of its leaves." Mr. Cunningham adds that
"

this pine bears young cones in the month of September. Its wood is of a

pale yellowish deal, and is commonly used in house carpentry for making
common furniture ; and in boat-building at Brisbane Town. In the green

state, its spars have been formed into masts for vessels

of 200 tons, which are said to stand so long as the

sap continues in them ; but, after becoming dry, they
are not to be depended on." It was sent from Syd-

ney to Kew Gardens in 1824, and several plants have

subsequently been imported. There are handsome

specimens at Kew, Messrs. Loddiges's, Dropmore,
and other places. That at Dropmore, presented to

Lord Grenville by George IV., and of which/g. 2305,
is a portrait, was, in 1837, 10ft. high, after having
been 7 years planted. It is carefully protected during ^
winter, like the other tender species of this genus. 2305

GENUS VII.

CUNNINGHAVM/^ R. Br. THE CUNNINGHAMIA. Lin. Syst. MonreVia

Monadelphia.

Synonymes. Plnus Lamb., Belis Salisb.

Derivation. Named by Mr. Brown in honour of Mr. James Cunningham,
" an excellent observer

in his time, by whom this plant was discovered ; and in honour of Mr. Allan Cunningham, the

very deserving botanist who accompanied Mr. Oxley in his first expedition into the interior of
New South Wales, and Captain King, in all his voyages of survey of the coast of New Holland.

(Bot. Mag., t. 2743.).

Description. Only one species has been discovered, which is an evergreen
moderate-sized tree, a native of China. Introduced in 1804.

1 1. C. SINE'NSIS Rich. The Chinese Cunninghamia, or Broad-leaved

Chinese Fir.

Identification. Rich. Conif., p. 149. t 18. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t 53.

Synonymes. Belis jaculifblia Salisb. in Lin. Trans., 8. p. 316. ;
Plnus lanceolate Lamb. Monog.,

ed. 1., t. 34. ; J'bies major sinensis, &c., Pluk. Aim., 1. t. 351. f. 1. j Cunninghamio lanceolata R.

Br. ; Araucaria lanceol&ta Hort.

Engravings. Rich. Conif., t. 18. ;
Lamb. Monog., ed. 1., t. 34. ; Pluk. Aim., t. 351., f. 1. ; Lamb.

Pin., ed. 2., t. 53.
;
Bot. Mag., t. 2743. ;

our fig. 2307. to our usual scale ; and fig. 2306. of the

natural size.

Description, $c. A middle-sized tree, having the general appearance of

Araucaria. Branches for the most part verticillate, spreading horizontally.
Leaves sessile, deflexed, and spreading in every direction, 1^ in. long; lanceo-
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late, much pointed, rigid, flat, quite entire, 2306
somewhat scabrous on the margin. Male
catkins terminal, fascicled, cylindrical,

scarcely 1 in. long. Cones about the size

of a walnut, sessile, drooping, globose,
smooth. Scales ovate-acuminate, cori- Xj^J \^i'/l'i
aceous, sharply denticulated on the mar- ..fflHlJUF
gin. (Lamb.) This remarkable tree is a

native of China, and was introduced in

1804, by Mr. Wm. Kerr, by direction of'

the Honourable Court of Directors of
the East India Company. It was first

supposed to belong to the genus Pinus, ^^HNHfl !i^% l
\jK%

and was called Pinus lanceolata, from its

sharp lanceolate leaves; but, on more
careful examination, it was made a sepa-
rate genus by Mr. Salisbury, in the Lin-

ncEan Transactions, under the name of Belis, from bclos, a javelin ;
from the

leaves somewhat resembling in form the head of that weapon. The name of
j&ellis having been already applied to the daisy, that of Belis was considered to

bear too strong a resemblance to it, and accordingly it was afterwards changed
by Mr. Brown to Cunninghams ; by which name it was first described by
M. Richard, in his Memoires sur les Conifcrcs. For many years after it was
first introduced, it was kept in the green-house; but, in 18 16, a plant was turned
out into a sheltered part of the pleasure-ground at Claremont, where it has

continued to live without protection ; and, though injured more or less by severe

winters, it was, in 1837, 18ft. .^
high, the diameter of the trunk
7 in., and of the head 16ft. A
tree at White Knights, which had
stood without the slightest protec-
tion for upwards of 10 years, was,
in 1837, upwards of 25ft. high, J^/ ^^JHi^ ^ft^>
and formed a most beautiful ob-

ject. A tree at Dropmore, planted
in the open ground in 1822, was,
in 1837, 17 ft. high. It was mat-
ted up every winter for several

years after it was planted out ;

but, since 1828, it has received

no protection whatever, and is

now a very fine tree. This spe-
cies is very readily propagated
by cuttings ; and there are some trees at Dropmore, raised in this manner,
which have thrown up erect stems from the collar, which will doubtless

form as handsome trees as seedlings. The practice of pegging down the

branches of plants of Coniferae raised from cuttings, with a view to the pro-
duction of erect stems, appears to have been first exemplified in this species,
and by Mr. Stewart Murray, the curator of the Glasgow Botanic Garden, who
has given the following account of it in the Gardeners Magazine:

" In the

Glasgow Botanic Garden, in 1825, were two plants, 2ft. or 3ft. high, -struck

from cuttings several years previously, the tops of which, though the trees

were in very luxuriant health, still retained the appearance
of a branch, which,

even when tied up to a stake, always seemed as if endeavouring to regain its

horizontal position. During the winter of 1825," continues Mr. Murray,
"

I

loosened the top of one from its stake, and fastened it down quite in a hori-

zontal direction ;
in about six weeks afterwards, a very vigorous shoot made its

appearance from below the surface of the earth in the pot. When this shoot

had attained the height of 8 in or 9 in., I cut away the old top entirely, and at
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this time (February, 1827) the centre shoot produced is nearly 2 ft. high, and
is furnished all round with three sets, or tiers, of regular horizontal branches. I

may add that this plant flowered with us in January, 1827, and was figured
in the Botanical Magazine, t. 2743. In 1826, 1 repeated my experiment on the
other plant with the very same success." (Gard. Mag,, ii. p. 4-10.)

Statistics. In the environs of London the largest plant is in the Hammersmith Nursery, which
is upwards of 10ft. high, and would have been twice that height had it not been cut clown, upwards
of 10 years ago, on account of its being too high for the house in which it then stood. At Fulharn
Palace, it is 5 ft. high ; and there are plants o( about this height in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
Messrs. Loddiges's arboretum, Cheslumt, Uavfordbury, and various other places. Those at Clare-
rnont, and White Knights, have been already mentioned At Hedleaf, it is 8ft. L2 in. high. At
Edinburgh, in the Botanic Garden, it is 4ft 6 in. high; and in the Experimental Garden, 2ft.
din. high. In Ireland, there are plants in the different botanic gardens; and at Oriel Temple there
is one, which, in 1834, after being 12 years planted, was 7 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, at Laxen-
burg, where it receives protection during winter, 5 years planted, it is 6 ft. high. In Italy, at Monza,
1U years planted, it is 20ft. high. Price of plants, in the London nurseries, one guinea each.

GENUS VIII.

<MK
JT

DA'MMARA Humph. THE DAMMAR, or AMBOYNA, PINE. Lin. Syst.
Moncs x

cia Monadelphia.
Synonymes. Pinus Lamb.,

A'gathis Sal.

Derivation, From dam-
mar, the name, in Am-
boyna,of the resin which
it produces.

Description. Large,
broad-leaved, evergreen,
timber trees, abounding
in resin; natives of Am-
boyna and New Zealand ;

and requiring, in England,
the protection of a green-
house.

* 1. 1}. ORIENTA-
LIS Lamb. The
Oriental Dammar
Pine, or Amboyna
Pitch Tree.

Identification Lamb. Pin.,
t. 54.

Xi/nonymt's. Pinus Dam.
,
mara Willd. So. PI-., 4.

p. 503., Lamb. Monog.,
ed. 1., p. 32., Ait. Hort.
Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 321.

;

Ddnimara alba Humph.
.lt//boi/n.,<2.t.5~.; A ga-
this /oranthifblia Sal. in
Linn. Trans., 8. p. 312.,
l.inril. in I'cnn. Ci/c. ;
A. Ddmmara Rich
Conif., p. 83. ; A'rbor
j:ivanui,;>, &c

., Jtafi
lliKf., .'3., Deinlr. p. l.;o.

Engravings Lamb. Pin.,
t. 5i.

; Lin. Trans., 8.
t. 15.

; Rich. Coi;if t

81.
; Lamb. Monog.j

ed. 1., t. 38., and ourJig.
2309. to our usual scale,
andJig. 2308. to the na-
tural size.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves
opposite, oval-oblong
parallel.veined, attenu-
ated at the base. Cones
turbinate; scales ad-
prmed, round at the
apex. (Lamb. Pin.) A 2308

4 ~.-,. \+;n fft,is. fffl.J /\

tree, a native of Amboyna. Introduced in 1804.
, $,. Rumphius describes it as a very tall tree with

7 T
straight, upright, cylindrical
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trunk, smooth bark, and rather small head. Branchlets

leafy and tetragonal. Loaves alternate or opposite, lance-

olate, oblong, quite entire, glabrous, of a coriaceous tex-

ture, and a glaucous green ; about 2 in. long, and nearly
1 in. broad, slightly striated longitudinally. The flowers
are unisexual ;

the male catkins are ovate-oblong-shaped,
about the size of a pigeon's egg, on a short peduncle, thick,
and placed a little above the axes of the leaves. The
male catkins are composed of a great number of obtuse
imbricated scales: each scale is wedge-shaped, and ab-

ruptly curved inwardly at its upper extremity ; the lower
extremity is occupied by from 8 to 15 anthers, disposed
in two rows. The female catkins are of the same form
aj the males; and they also are formed of obtuse, imbri-

cated, thick, coriaceous scales. The dammar is distin-

guished from the pines and firs by its female flowers being
solitary and not twin

;
and by the form and structure

of its male flowers. It approaches nearest to the genus
Araucaria, from which it differs in the form of its scales,
in the absence of a bractea to each female flower, and by
its seed being winged only on one side. (A. Rich, in
Diet. Class. d'Hist. Nat., t. 5. p. 321.) The tree is found
on the very summit of the mountains of Amboyna and
Ternate. and in many of the Molucca Islands. The wood is said to resemble that of the cedar,
and to be light and of inferior quality, wholly unfit for any situation exposed to the action of
the weather, but answering tolerably well for indoor purposes. The most interesting produce of
the tree, however, is its resin. (See Dr. I.indl. in Penn. Cyc.} The resin, when it first flows from
the tree, is soft and viscous ; but in a few days it becomes as hard as stone, and has all the transpa-
rency and whiteness of crystal, especially that which adheres to the trees, and sometimes hangs from
them in the shape of icicles. These crystals are sometimes .3 in. or 4 in. broad, and 1 ft. long, and
exhibit an elegant striated appearance. They are very brittle, and, when broken, shine like glass.
The resin does not retain its whiteness more than five or six months ;

after which it assumes a
beautiful amber colour. Though the resin generally exudes naturally in great abundance, it is

sometimes obtained artificially by making incisions in the bark. The smell of fresh and soft dam-
jnar is resinous; but, when dry, it does not em ; t any particular odour. When thrown upon burning
coals, it smells like turpentine and mastich. It is very inflammable, and burns without crackling,
though it emits a great quantity of acidulous smoke, which produces a very unpleasant effect on
those who are unaccustomed to it. (See Lambert's Pinus, ii. p. 99.) Dr. Lindley says :

"
Liquid

storax is thought to be yielded by the dammar pine ;
and a substance called in India dammer, or

country resin, is procured from the same plant, or from a tree which Dr. Buchanan calls Chloroxy-
lon Dussada." (Ainslie, i. p. 337., as quoted in Nat. Syst. Bot., ed. 2., 1836.) This species was intro-

duced into England in 1804, by Sir Joseph Banks ; but, not being readily propagated, it is extremely
rare. The only plant that we recollect to have soen is that at Kew, where it is kept in the green-
house; though, as it is found on high mountains, it may possibly be as hardy as Cunningh&rm'a.

1 2. D. AUSTRA^LIS Lamb. The southern Dammar, or Kauri, Pine.

Idenfification. Lamb. Pin., ed 2., 2. t. 55.

Synonymes. A'gathis australis Limil. in Penn. Cyc. ; Cowrie tree, New Zealand Pitch tree, Kowrie
Pine.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t. 55.; our Jig. 2310. to our usual scale ; and Jig. 2311. of the
natural size.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves alternate or opposite, linear-oblong or elliptic, veinless, rigid. Cones tur-

binate; scales spreading, acute at the apex. (Lamb. Pin.} A large tree, a native of New Zea-
land. Introduced in 1821, but requiring the protection of a green house.

Description. A large tree, attaining the height of from 80 ft. to 140 ft. Trunk very straight, with-
out branches to the height of 40 ft. or 70 It , and from 4 ft. to 7 ft. in diameter ; covered with an

entire, very thick, lead-coloured bark. Branches numerous, spreading, somewhat remote, about the
thickness of a man's body, divided into numerous small branches; ascending and leafy towards the

top, naked at bottom from the falling of the leaves. Wood
white, abounding in a liquid resin. Leaves numerous, op-
posite, often (in adult trees) alternate, sessile, linear-oblong,
or rarely elliptic, very similar in texture and appearance to
those of /?uxus, obtuse, quite entire, emarginate, coriaceous,
rigid, erect, and spreading ; from $ in. to 1j in. long, and in.

to Jin. broad; flat on both sides, shining, nerveless; pale
green ;

broadish at the base, not narrowed, as in D. orientalis.
Catkins solitary, axillary on the tops of the branches, on very
short thick footstalks; male cylindrical, erect, 1 in. long,
2 lines in diameter, very compact, imbricated, hard, in some
having rounded bracteas at the base. AnthersS Ron one
scale, pendulous, situated under a convex, somewhat orbicu-
late, thick, bony, entire crest, scarcely adhering together, dis-

posed round the lower side of the columella, each filled with
yeUow pollen, 1-celled, opening longitudinally ; female erect,
oblong, 1 in. in length, on a very short, thick, woody, pedicel.
Cones scattered, solitary on the tops of the branches, turbinate,
erect, pedicellate : scales short, broad, wedge-shaped, thick,
coriaceous, closely imbricated, ferruginous on the inside;
dilated, waved, and membranaceous on the margin; thicker
externally towards the apex, woody, cartilaginous, smooth,
hard, of a dull leaden ash-colour, spreading and acute at the
apex : seeds in twos, wedge-shaped, brown, having at the

apex on one side a membranaceous, quite entire, oblique, pale-coloured wing. (Lamb.)

there
Cook's

2310

Geography, History, ftc. The kauri pine is a native of New Zealand, on the banks of the river
iere which Captain Cook named the Thames. It was discovered in the year 1769, on Captain
ook's first voyage, and an enormous tree of it was then cut down. The stralghtneM of the trunk,
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and fine grain of the wood, made Captain Cook
think that, if it proved light enough, it would
make excellent masts. In consequence of his

report, but several years afterwards, a small

spar was brought to England by the Catharine
whale-ship, which proved, to use the seamen's
phrase, "a stick of first-rate quality." Cap-
tain Cruise was afterwards sent out in the

Dromedary to bring home some spars of this

wood. He found many trees with trunks JOO ft.

high, without a single branch, and then form-
ing large heads ; while the trunks of others,
not so tall, were 40 ft. in circumference. It

was, however, very difficult to procure spars, as
the large trees grew on the very summit of the

highest hills. Two ships were afterwards sent
out uiif'er Captain Downie, who not only
brought home timber, but a living plant, which
was presented to the Horticultural Society
about 1821. (See Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. p. 103.)
In 1833, another expedition was sent out for
kauri pine in His Majesty's ship Buffalo; and
it was accompanied from Sydney by the late
Mr. Richard Cunningham, who found " many
fair and noble specimens of the undisputed
monarch ofthe forest, the kauri pines with their
vast heads towering above the other gigantic
timbers of those deeply shaded regions, sup-
porting on their upper branches large tufts of
those tillandsia-like epiphytes, the species of

Astdlia, originally discovered by Sir Joseph
Banks. These plants are much valued by the
natives for the sweetness of the stem on which
the flowers grow. They (the natives) will climb,
says Mr. Gates, the highest tree, in search of
these epiphytes; and, when they have gathered
them, they will sit for a long time at the bot-
tom of the tree, sucking out the juice of the
stem ; which to them, especially on a hot day,
is peculiarly grateful. These plants give the
smaller groves the appearance of an English
rookery, and there only wants thetui (Merops
cincinnatus Lath.}, that polyglot bird of the
woods of New Zealand, to imitate the cawing
of the rook, to make the deception complete."
(Camp, to Bot. Mag., ii. p. 217.) The excellence of the wood of this tree has been already men
tioned, and Mr. Lambert adds to his account of it, that, on an experiment being tried as to the corn

parative strength of the wood, and that of the Riga pine, the result was as follows : Both pines
were 1| in. square, 3 ft. long, and suspended 10 in. from the end. The kauri pine bore a weight of
1 cwt. 2 qr. and 15 Ib. before it broke, and the Riga pine only 1 cwt. 2 qr. and 1 Ib. ;

but the
kauri pine weighed lib. 13 oz., while the Riga pine weighed only lib. 8oz. (Lamb. Pin.\

In

1837, a contract was made to send a large quantity of wood of this pine to England. The tree yields,
both spontaneously and by incision, a great quantity of pure limpid resin, which hardens by exposure
to the air, and which is excellent as varnish. In 1837, Mr. Lambert received an immense mass of
this resin, 6 in. or 8 in. in diameter. The outside is opaque, and of a dirty white ; but, where broken,
it has a glassy transparent look, and a pale green tinge. The Ddmntara australis was first treated
as a hot-house plant in England, but has since been found to thrive better in the green-house.
There is a tree planted out at Dropmore, which, in 1837, was 5ft. high. It was, however, very
unhealthy, and requires to be strongly protected in winter.

App. i. A Tabular View ofthe principal Pinetums^ or Collections

ofAbietinte, in Europe.
The names of the pinetums are arranged, as nearly as could be ascertained,

in the order in which they were commenced ;
and the species in the order

in which they are described in the preceding pages. The existence of a

species in any pinetum
is indicated by its height in feet, according to measure-

ments sent us in 1837; but, when the height is not exactly known, the exist-

ence of a species or variety in any pinetum or collection is indicated by a

cross, thus + . When the species or variety is of doubtful existence in any
collection, a point of interrogation is used ; and when it is wanting, a cipher
is introduced.

It is proper to observe, that our table, which occupies the two following

pages, does not contain nearly so many names purporting to be species and

varieties, as are in some of the original lists of the collections sent to us. For

example, in the catalogue of the pinetum at Flitwick, (which ranks next to

that at Dropmore, in the number of kinds,) there are of Pinus 59 names of

species and varieties, of ^ v

bies (including Picea) 27, and of Larix 7. The
reason why we have omitted several of these names is, that we are doubtful as

to the application of some of them, and consider others as only varieties, or as

7 T 2
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synonymes ; while some of the names, which we acknowledge to be those of

existing varieties, are omitted, because we think the varieties themselves of very
little consequence, and scarcely worth notice.

Besides the pinetums and collections shown in the above tabular view, there

are others which would have been included in it, had there been room ;
and

a number of collections, more or less complete, which deserve to be recorded,
as illustrative of the present taste for the culture of the pine and fir tribe.

All of these that we have been able to recollect at the moment are included

in the following paragraphs :

In England, besides the pinetums noticed in the tabular view, there are

collections at Syon and Whitton Park, Middlesex ; Pain's Hill, Claremont,
and Ockham Park, Surrey; Redleafand Deepdene, Kent ; Bayfordbury, Hert-

fordshire; White Knights and Bear Wood, Berkshire; Wardour Castle,

Bowood, and Boyton House, Wiltshire; Bicton, Devonshire; Croome, War-
wickshire ; Trentham, Staffordshire ; Carlton Hall, Durham ; Clumber Park,

Nottinghamshire.
The English Nurseries which possess the best collections are those of

Messrs. Loddiges, Hackney; Messrs. Whitley and Osborn, Fulham ;
Messrs.

Lee, Hammersmith ; Messrs. Brown, Slough ; Mr, Donald, Goldvvorth ; and

Messrs. Dickson, Chester. The best assortment of pine and fir seeds for sale

is kept by Mr. Charlwood, London.
In Scotland, the best collections not included in the tabular view are : at

New Posso, Peeblesshire ; Oxenford Castle, and Hopetoun House, near

Edinburgh ;
and Methven Castle, Perthshire.

The Scotch Nurseries which contain the best collections are those of

Messrs. Cunningham and Messrs. Lawson, Edinburgh ; Messrs. Turnbull and

Dickson, Perth ;
and Mr. Roy, Aberdeen. The best collection of pine and

fir seeds is kept by Mr. Lawson of Edinburgh.
In France, there are the following collections :

1. True Pinetums (Collections botaniqucs). Madame Aglae Adanson, at

Balenie, near Moulins, Allier ; Dumont de Courset, at Courset, near Samer,
Pas de Calais ; M. Ivoy, at Bordeaux.

2. Botanical Forests (Botaniqueforestiere). M. Vilmorin, at Barres, near

Nogent sur Vernisson, Loiret.

3. Amateur Collections less complete than the Pinetums. Count de Mont-

bron, at Chatellerault ; Baron de Tschoudi, at Metz; Viscount Hericart de

Thury, in the environs of Paris ; M. Bobee, near Chateauneuf, Haute Loire ;

M. De Lorgeril, at Baumanoir, near Rennes; Marquis de la Boessiere, at

Malleville, near Ploermel ; Baron de Morogues, at La Source, near Orleans ;

M. Mallet De Chilly, at Sologne, near Orleans; M. De la Giraudiere, So-

logne, near Blois ;
M. Macarel, near Gien ; M. Doublat, at Epinal ;

Viscount

de Courval, and Count de Burnonville, in the environs of Paris ; Count de

Tristan, at Orleans. The late M. De Courson, near St. Briene
;
the late

Du Hamel du Monceau, at Denainvilliers, at Monceau, and at Vrigny, near

Pithiviers ; and of M. De Malesherbes, at Malesherbes.

4. Experimental Plantations (Plantations (non plus Collections) forcstieres

fxperimentales. M. Delamarre, at Harcourt ; M. Marcellin Vetillard, at Mans ;

M. Berard, sen., at Mans; M. Bataille de Mandelat, at Autun; M. Doulcet,
La Fay, near Aubigny; and the government plantations in the forests of

Fontainebleau, Compiegne, and Villers Cotterets, and in the Bois de Boulogne.
5. Plantations ofparticular Species. Pinus Laricio, by M. Le Roy, at Bou-

logne-sur-Mer ; and the Count Lemarrois. P. sylvestris, by the Viscount

Ruinard de Brimour at Rheims ;
and many others in Champagne. Z/arix

europae
v

a, by the Count de Rambuteau. Pfcea pectin ata, by M. De Cande-

coste, at Laigle ; besides many other plantations in Normandy.
The principal nurseries in France which contain collections of pines and

firs are, those of M. Cels, M. Godefroy; and M. Soulange-Bodin, at or near

Paris
; and that of Messrs. Baumann at Bollwyller. The seedsman who keeps

the most extensive collection of pine and fir seeds is M. Vilmorin, Paris.

In Be/ginm, the collection of the Baron de Serret, at Bruges.
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In (icrmnni/, the principal collections, next to that in the Botanic Garden

Berlin are : at Worlitz, in Saxony; at Harbcke, in Hanover; at Briick on the

Leytha, near Vienna ;
in the University Botanic Garden, Vienna; and in

the Botanic Garden, Gottingcn. The nursery in Germany in which there

is the most complete collectionof Coniferae is that of Messrs. Booth, Ham-

burg, who also keep the best assortment of pine and fir seeds.

In Russia, there are collections in the Imperial Botanic Garden, St. Peters-

burg; and in the Government Garden at Nikitka, in the Crimea,

In Denmark, there is a collection in the Royal Gardens, Rosenburg,

Copenhagen.
In Sweden, in the Botanic Garden at Lund.
In Italy, in the Botanic Garden at Monza, near Milan.

THE Cupressinae differ from the ^bietinae in being for the greater part
shrubs or low trees, instead of lofty trees. They are all evergreen, with the

exception of one species of Taxodium (T. distichum, the deciduous cypress) ;

and none of them have the branches disposed in whorls, as is the case with all

the pines and firs without exception. The greater part of the species are

natives of warm climates, and comparatively few of them are perfectly hardy in

British gardens. One only, the common juniper, is a native of Britain; but

between 30 and 40 foreign species and varieties endure the open air in

England; and 8 or 10 of these (exclusive of Taxodium), which have been
not less than 30 or 40 years in the country, and which have had time to

display their shapes, form very handsome or remarkable evergreen low trees,

or tall shrubs ; such as the red cedar, the white cedar, the eastern and western
arbor vitae, the Phoenician and tall juniper, the cedar of Goa, the com-
mon and spreading cypress, &c. The greater number of the species or

alleged species have, however, been but a short time in British nurseries, and
are onty to be seen as very young plants in the nurseries, or in very choice

collections. These lately introduced kinds are so imperfectly known among
cultivators, that little dependence is to be placed on the names which
are applied to them ; and therefore all that we can recommend is, that

they should be as extensively introduced into collections as possible, in order
that they may grow up to some size, and be examined in various situations

by different botanists. In collecting, with a view to this object, some of the

alleged kinds will doubtless turn out duplicates, but the only objection to

this, in the case of such very rare and interesting evergreens, is the first cost,
which is comparatively a trifle. It may be observed of all the species of

C'upressinae, that it is not easy to describe by words, and scarcely practicable
to illustrate by figures, without the fruit, many of the different species of this

family ; nevertheless, to a practised eye, it is easy to distinguish the three

leading genera, viz. Thuja, 6\ipressus, and Junfperus, by a portion of the

branch, without either flowers or fruit The flattened, two-edged, scaly, imbri-

cated shoots of all the thujas, including Callitris (which ma}', if the reader

chooses, be considered a subgenus), are two-edged, whether the specimen
be young or old

; those of fupressus are scaly and imbricated, but angular
or roundish, and never two-edged; and those of ./unfperus, in the young
state of the plants, have distinct acerose leaves, generally glaucous above, and
often in threes joined at the base.

Propagation and Culture. All the kinds may be propagated by layers and

cuttings ; and the most common species ripen seeds in Britain in abundance.
The seeds, which generally lie a year in the ground, may be sown in spring ;

and the young plants may be treated in all respects like those of the pine7x4
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and fir tribe. When the seeds are sown in autumn, immediately after being

gathered, they sometimes come up the following year. Cuttings should be

made in autumn, of the wood of the same year, with a small portion of the

preceding year's wood attached ; and they should be planted in sand, or in a

very sandy loam, in a shady border, and covered with hand-glasses. Cuttings

put in in September will form callosities at their lower extremities the same

autumn, and should be protected by mats during severe frosts in winter : the

following autumn they will be ready to transplant. Layers may be made
either in autumn or spring.

GENUS IX.

THU'JA L. THE ARBOR VITJE. Lin. Syst. Monoe'cia Monadelphia.
Identification. Lin. Gen., 1078. ; Reich., No. 1176. ; Schreb., No. 1457. ; Tourn., t. 358. ; Juss.,413.;

Gajrtn., t 91. ; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2.

Synonymes. Thuya, or Arbre de Vie, Fr. ; Lebensbaum, Ger.
Derivation. From thyon, sacrifice ;

in consequence of the resin of the Eastern variety being used
instead of incense in sacrifices. Why it was called Arbor Vita? is uncertain. Parkinson says the
American species was presented to Francis I. under this name, and that it has been continued
ever since, though for what reason he knows not. It was called the Arbor Vitae by Clusius.

Royle mentions that, in the East, the cypress is called the tree of life ; and that its berries, &c., are
considered a cure for all diseases.

Description, $c. Narrow, pyramidal, evergreen trees, or large fastigiate

shrubs; natives of Asia, Africa, and North America, and for the most part

hardy in British gardens. The species have been divided by Professor Don
into the following sections :

1. Thiijte verce. Cones oblong-compressed ; scales consisting of a definite

number (4 or 6), coriaceous, smooth, with one tubercle under the

apex ; two exterior ones shortened, boat-shaped. Seeds compressed,
winged. To this belong T. occidentalis L., T. plicata Donn, and
T. chilensis D. Don. In T. occidentalis the seeds are flattened, winged
all round, emarginate at the apex.

2. Biota. Cones roundish, squarrose ; scales indefinite in number, peltate,

woody. Seeds bellying, crustaceous, without wings. To this belongs
T. orientalis L.

3. Cyparissa. Cones roundish ; scales indefinite in number, peltate, woody.
Seeds winged at the apex. To this belong, T. cupressoid.es L., 2^.

pensilis D. Don. y
and T. pendula D. Don.

1. Thujce veraz.

11.7". OCCIDENTALS L. The western, or American, Arbor Vitas.

Identification. Ilort. Cliff., 449.'; Hort. Ups., 289. ; Roy Lugd., 87. ; Smith in Rees's Cyc. No. 1.;
Kalm Itin., 3. p. 389. ;

Mill. Diet., No. 1.
;
Du Koi Harbk., 2. p. 455. ; lilackw., t. 210.

; Kniph. Cent.,
1. No. 91. ; Wang. Amer., 7. t. 2. ; Willd. Arb., 383.; Baum., 504.; Sp. PL, 4. p. 508. ; Michx. Arb.,
3. t. 29. ;

N. Du Ham.t 3. p. 12. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 646. ; Michx. N. Amer. Syl., 3.

p. 226.
;
Rich, sur les Conif., p. 4'3.

Synonymes. Thuja Theophrastt Bauh. Pin., 488. ; A'rbor VHse Clus. Hist., 1. p. 3ft
;
white Cedar,'

Amer.
; Cedre ameiicain, Cfedre blanc, Arbre de Vie, Fr. ; gemeiner Lebensbaum, Ger. ; Albero de

Vita, Ital.

Engravings. Blackw., t. 210. ; Wang. Amer., 7. t. 3. ; Michx. Arb., 3. t 29. ;
Rich. Con., t. 7. f. 1. ;

ourfigs. 231'2. to 2314.; and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., $c. Branchlets 2-edged. Leaves imbricated in 4 rows, ovate-

rhomboid, adpressed, naked, tuberculated. Cones obovate; interior scales

truncate, gibbous beneath the apex. {Willd.) A moderate -sized tree, or

large shrub ; a native of Canada, and in cultivation in England since 1596;,

flowering in May, and ripening its cones in the following autumn.

Varieties.

1 T.o.2variegata Marsh., p. 243. ; T. o. foliis varie^tis Lodd. Cat., 1836;
has the leaves variegated. There is a tree in the Horticultural
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Society's Garden, 8ft. high, which was received in 1831, from Mr.

Hodgkins of the Dunganstown Nursery, in the County Wicklow.

f T. o. 3 odorata Marsh., 1. c., N. Du Ham., iii. p. 1.3., is said to be more fragrant than the species.

We have not seen the plant.

Description, fyc. The American arbor vitae, in its native country, according
to Michaux, is a tree from 45 ft. to 50 ft. in height, with a trunk sometimes

more than 10 ft. in circumference ; though, in general, it is not above 11 in.

or 15 in. in diameter at 5ft. from the ground. From the

number of the concentric circles, 117 of which Michaux has

counted in a log 13 in. 5 lines in diameter, its growth appears
to be extremely slow. The foliage is numerously ramified, and

flattened, or spread out laterally. The leaves are small, oppo-
site, imbricated scales: when bruised, they diffuse a strong
aromatic odour. The sexes are separate upon the same tree :

the male catkins are in the form of small cones, which, when

ripe, are yellowish, about 4 lines in length, and composed of

oblong scales, which open throughout their whole length for

the escape of several minute seeds, each of which is sur-

mounted by a short wing. The flowers appear early in spring,
and the catkins are matured towards the end of September.
In America, the full-grown arbor vitae is easily distinguished
from all other trees by its shape and foliage. The trunk

tapers rapidly from a very large base to a very slender sum-
mit

; and it is furnished with branches for four fifths of its

height. The principal limbs are widely distant from each

other, placed at right angles with the trunk, and have a

great number of drooping secondary branches. The bark

upon the trunk is slightly furrowed, but smooth to the touch,
and very white when the tree stands exposed. The wood is reddish, some-
what odorous, very light and soft, and fine-grained. (Mickx.) Compared \\ith

the Chinese arbor vitae, the American species is a loose irregular-headed tree,
with the branches much more horizontal than in that species. The rate of
growth, in the climate of London, is from 6 in. to 1 ft. in a year. In ten

\cars, in favourable soils, it will attain the height of 10ft. or 12 ft.; and in
30 or 40 years, in moist sheltered situations, drawn up by other trees, it will
attain the height of 30 ft. or 40 ft. The largest specimens in the neighbour-
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hood of London are at Syon, where it is between 25 ft. and 30 ft. high. At
Pain's Hill, in a moist bottom near the water-wheel, there is a tall erect tree,

between 30 ft. and 40 ft. high ; and, in Studley Park, the spreading tree of

winch ^/Jg. 2314. is a portrait to the scale of 1 in. to 12 ft., is 45 ft. high, with a

head 40ft. in diam. This remarkable tree has no main trunk, but divides into

several large limbs near the ground. Another tree in the same park, of which

fig. 2313. is a portrait to the scale of 1 in. to 24 ft., is, on the contrary, 50 ft.

high, with the side branches small like those of a larch.

Geography and History. The Thuja occidentals is found in North Ame-
rica, from Canada to the mountains of Virginia and Carolina. According to

Pursh, it is rather scarce in the southern states, and is only found there on
the steep banks of mountain torrents. Michaux states that it is found on the

Hudson in abundance, and near the Rapids of the Potomac, in Virginia.
Goat's Island, round which the Niagara divides itself to form the stupendous
cataract so universally admired, is bordered with trees of 71inja occidentalis.

Mr. M'Nab, in 1834 (see p. 182.), found it in abundance in these habitats, and
in various other places between New York and Canada. In Canada, and in

the northern parts of the United States, it is called the white cedar
;
but in

the district of Maine it is more commonly known as the arbor vitse. In

Lower Canada, New Brunswick, Vermont, and the district of Maine, the

arbor vitae is the most abundant of the resinous trees, after the black and the

hemlock spruces. A cool soil seems to be indispensable to its growth. It is

never seen on the uplands among the beeches, the birches, &c., but is found
on the rocky edges of the innumerable rivulets and small lakes which are
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scattered over these countries ;
and it occupies in great part, or exclusively,

swamps from 50 acres to 100 acres in extent ; some of which are accessible

only in the winter, when they are frozen over and covered with several feet of
snow. It abounds exactly in proportion to the degree of humidity which
exists in the soil ; and in the driest marshes it is mingled with black spruce, the

hemlock spruce, the yellow birch, the black ash, and a few specimens of the

white pine. In all of these marshes, the surface is covered with a bed of Sphag-
num, so thick, and so surcharged with moisture, that the foot sinks half-leg

deep into it, while the water rises under the pressure. On the borders of the

lakes, where the arbor vitas has room, and enjoys the benefit of the light and

air, it rises perpendicularly, grows more rapidly, and attains a greater size, than
when crowded in the swamps, where its thick foliage intercepts the light from
the trunk, and impedes the circulation of the air. In the swamps, its trunk is

rarely straight, but forms an elliptic curve, more or less inclined to the ground.
(Michx.)

"
By a strange mistake of Linnseus, this species is handed down

as a native of Siberia ; because Gmelin (Fl. Sib.,v. i. 182). mentions a jThuja,
to which he misapplies the synonymes of the present, but which, by his own
account, is different ; for he says it is paler than the garden kind, and smaller

in all its
parts.

It was brought to him by a travelling surgeon, from rocks
near Pekin in China, and could be no other than T. orientalis." (Smith in Rces's

Cyc.} The American arbor vitae appears to have been first introduced into

Europe in the time of Francis I., at the beginning of the sixteenth century ;

Clusius having stated that the first tree that he saw of it was one in the Royal
Garden at Fontainebleau, which had been sent from Canada as a present to

that monarch. It was cultivated in England by Gerard, who observes, writing
in 1596, that, though not a native of the country, it grew in his garden very
plentifully. As the tree ripens abundance of seeds, it is readily propagated,
and, from the time of Gerard, has been one of our commonest hardy evergreens.

Properties and Uses,Sfc. From the shape of the main stem, Michaux observes,
it is difficult to procure trunks of a considerable length, and a uniform diameter ;

hence, in the district of Maine, the timber of this tree is little employed for the

framework of houses, though in other respects it is proper for this purpose.
It is softer than the white pine, and gives a weaker hold to nails ; for which

reason, the Canadians always join it with more solid wood. The elder Mi-

chaux, in his journey to Hudson's Bay in 1792, found the church established

there by the Jesuits
yet standing. This building, constructed in 1728, as

was proved by an inscription over the door, was built with square logs of the
arbor vitae, laid one upon another, without covering on either side ; and it

had remained perfectly sound more than 60 years. The most common use
of this tree is for rural fences, for which it is highly esteemed. The posts last

35 or 40 years, and the rails 60 years ; or three or four times as long as those
of any other species. The posts remain undecayed twice as long in argil-
laceous as in sandy soils. In Canada, the wood of the arbor vitas is selected
for the light frames of bark canoes. Its branches, garnished with leaves, are
formed into brooms, which exhale an agreeable aromatic odour. Kalm affirms

that the leaves, pounded and mixed with hog's lard, make an excellent oint-

ment for the rheumatism. (Michx.)
In Britain, the American arbor vitae can only be considered as an orna-

mental shrub or low tree ; thriving well in any soil, even in the most exposed
situations, but attaining its largest size in low* sheltered, and moist places. It

bears the knife and the shears ; and is frequently employed to form hedges for

shelter in gardens and nursery grounds. The smaller branches are long,
slender, and remarkably tough, and may be used as ties to faggot-wood, or
wattles to fences, where strength and durability are required. The tree is

readily propagated by seeds, which are procured in abundance from America,
or gathered from British trees ; or by cuttings.

Statistics. In the environs of London. At Mount Grove, Hampstead, it is 20 ft. high, with a trunk
10 in. in diameter

; in the Fulham Nursery, 20 years planted, it is 30 ft. high ; at Stanmore, at
Abercorn Priory, it is 33 ft. high ;

at Gunnersbury Park are several cone-shaped trees, 30ft high.
South of London. In Hampshire, at Alresford, 13 years planted, it is IP ft. high. In Surrey, at
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Bagsliot Park, 12 years planted, it is 20ft. high. In Berkshire, at White Knights, 34 years planted,
it is '25 ft. high. In Buckinghamshire, at Temple House, 40 years planted, it is 16 ft. high. In E<sex,
at Rraybroke, 51 years planted, it is 35ft. high. In Nottinghamshire, at Clumber Park, it is 30 ft.

high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the head 22 ft. In Radnorshire, at Maeslaugh Castle,
it is 30ft. high, the diameter of the trunk lift., and of the head 15ft In Shropshire, at Kinlet,
60 years planted, it is 30ft. high. In Staffordshire, at Teddesley Park, 14 years planted, it is 16ft.

high ;'
at Rolleston Hall, 50 years planted, it is y5ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the

head 10 ft. In Suffolk, at Finborough Hail, 70 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Worcestershire,
at Croome, 40 years planted, it is 20ft. high. In Scotland. In the environs of Edinburgh, at

Gosford House, 80 years planted, it is 20ft. high ; at Hopctoun House, it is 35 ft. high. In Banff-

shire, at Gordon Castle, it is 30 ft. high. In Berwickshire, at the Hirsel, 30 years planted, it is 21 ft.

high. In Haddingtonshire, at Tynningham, 72 years old, it is 17| ft. high. In Perthshire, at

Inverary, it is 28ft. high ;
at Taymouth, 50 years planted, it is 36ft. high ; at Perth, in the nursery

of Messrs. Dickson and Turnbull, 22 years planted, it is 12 ft. high. In Ross-shire, at Brahan
Castle, 30 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. In Stirlingshire, at Airthrey, 43 years planted, it is 30 ft.

high, the diameter of the head 18 ft In Ireland. In the environs of Dublin, in the Glasnevin
Botanic Garden, 30 years planted, it is 16ft high; and at Cypress Grove, 20 years planted, it is

18ft. high. In King's County, at Charleville Forest, 25 years planted, it is 20ft. high. In the

County Down, at Ballyleady, 22 years planted, it is 16ft high. In Fermanagh, at Florence Court,
50 years planted, it is 26 ft. "high. In Louth, at Oriel Temple, 30 years planted, it is 30ft. high.
In France, near Paris, at Sceaux, 10 years planted, it 20ft. high. In Hanover, in the Gottingen
Botanic Garden, 25 years planted, and from 30ft to 40 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, in the

University Botanic Garden, 20 years planted, it is 36ft. high; at Laxenburg, 25 years planted,
it is 20 ft. high ;

at Briick on the Leytha. 40 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Prussia, at Berlin,
at Sans Souci, 90 years planted, it is 14ft high ; in the Pfauen-Insel, 40 years planted, it is 14ft.

high. In Sweden, at the Botanic Garden at Lund, it is 20 ft. high. In'ltaly, at Monza, 24 years
planted, it is 18 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics Seeds, in London, 4s. per Ib. Plants, in the London
nurseries, are from 6d. to I*, each ; at Bollwyller, 1 franc; and at New York,
50 cents.

1 * 2. T. (o.) PLICA^TA Donn. The plicate, or yee\ Arbor Vita?.

Identification. Donn Hort. Cantab., 6. p. 249.; Lamb. Pin. ed. 2., 2. No. 61.; Lodd. Cat,
ed. 1836.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Branchlets compressed, spreading. Leaves rhomboid-ovate,

acute, adpressed, imbricated in 4 rows, naked, tubercled in the middle.

Cones oblong, nodding. Seeds obcordate. (Lamb. Pin.) A native of

Mexico, where it was found by Nee; and of the western shores of North

America, at Nootka Sound, where it was found by Menzies. Introduced
into Britain by the last botanist, in 1796.

Description, $c. A very branchy, spreading, light green tree. Branches

crowded, covered with a reddish brown bark ; branchlets dense, often

divided, pectinate, compressed. Leaves rhomboid-ovate, acute, closely ad-

pressed, imbricated in 4 rows, crowded together between the nodes
; glabrous,

quite entire, shining, tubercled in the middle. Cones scattered, solitary,

nodding, oblong : scales elliptic, obtuse, flat, obsoletely furrowed. Seeds

compressed, winged all round, emarginate at the apex, obcordate-oblong.

(Lamb.) There are plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden, at Messrs.

Loddiges, and in other collections in the neighbourhood of London, where it

has every appearance of being a variety of T. occidentalis, of which we, at

least, have no doubt.

1 3. T. CHILE'NSIS Lamb. The Chili Arbor Vitae.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. p. 128., No. 62.

Synonyme. Cupressus /hyoides Pavon MSS.

Spec. Char., %c. Branchlets jointed, spreading, compressed. Leaves ovate-oblong, obtuse, some-
what 3-angled, imbricated in 4 rows, adpressed, naked, furrowed on both sides. Cones oval-oblong ;

scales 4, compressed, elliptic, obtuse. Seeds winged at the apex, entire. (Lamb. Pin., ii. No. 62.)A native of Chili, on the Andes ; where it was found by Nee and by Pavon. Not yet intro-
duced.

Description, 8[C. A beautiful, dark green, spreading tree. Branches numerous, drooping, and
covered with a greyish-brown bark. Branchlets crowded at the apexes of the branches, often

divided, compressed, articulated. Leaves oval-oblong, obtuse, somewhat trigonous, imbricated in
4 rows, adpressed, naked, somewhat distant; internodes distinct, especially in adult ones ; glabrous,
marked near the edge on both sides with a whitish, broad, depressed furrow, closely joined at the
base, sheathing the branchlets. Cones numerous, terminal, drooping, oblong, compressed, 4-valved ;

exterior valves ovate-oblong, boat-shaped, pointed, externally convex ; interior 2, opposite, spathu-
latc, flattened at the apex, roundish, having a smaller nearly obsolete tubercle sometimes fertile.
Seeds 2, sometimes inserted into the base of the interior valves, having a head scanous and membr.*-
naceous, very blunt; wing at the apex, decurrent at the base.
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ii. Biota.

1 4. T. ORIENTALS L. The Oriental, or Chinese, Arbor Vitae.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1422. ; Willd. Sp. PI., p. 509. ; Baum., p. 505. ; Du Roi Harbk., 2. p. 458. ;

Thunb. Jap., p. 266. ; Hort Cliff., 449. ; N. Du Ham., ,J. p. 11. ; Rich. Conif., p. 40.

Engravings. Dend. Brit., t 149.
; Rich. Conif., t. 7. f. 2.

;
and Gmel. Fl. Sib., i. p. 182.; Smith in

Rees's Cyc. ; and our Jig. 2315.

Char., $c. Brauchlets 2-edged. Leaves imbricated in 4 rows, ovate-

rhomboid, adpressed, furrowed along the middle. Cones elliptic ; interior

scales blunt, mucronate beneath the apex. ( Willd.} A low tree, or fastigiate

2315

shrub ; a native of rocky situations in China and Siberia ; and also, according
to Thunberg, on the mountains of Japan. (Fl. Jap., 266.) Introduced in

1752, and flowering in May.
Varieties.

1 T. o. 2 stricta Hort.; T. pyramidalis Bauh. Cat., ed. 1837; and the

plate of this tree in our last Volume, from the specimen in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden ; is more fastigiate than the species in its

habit of growth, and forms a tall narrow shrub, or low tree.

* T. o. 3 tatdrica, T. tatarica Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, has the leaves, and
the entire plant, rather smaller than the species. There is a plant in

the Horticultural Society's Garden, 6 ft. high.

Description. A low tree or large shrub, distinguishable at first sight from the
American arbor vitae, by its more dense habit of growth, by its branches being
chiefly turned upwards, and by its leaves or scales being smaller, closer to-

gether, and of a lighter green. The common height of full-grown trees of this

species is from 18ft. to 20 ft. The trunk is straight, with a brownish and
somewhat rough bark ; the branches are numerous, pointing outwards, so as

to form almost a right angle with the stem ; but soon afterwards they are
turned upwards, in a direction almost parallel to the trunk. The leaves are

flattened, and of a darker green in winter than in summer : they are imbri-

cated, opposite, small, obtusely pointed, adpressed against the petioles, con-

vex, furrowed at the back, and furnished with a clear green, smooth, shining
gland. The male catkins are somewhat elongated, about 2 lines in length,

composed of pointed scales disposed in 4 ranks. The female catkins are

roundish, somewhat elongated, and composed of scales pointed at their summit,
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which is recurved. When mature, the scales are thick, fleshy, rough, and

opening lengthwise. The seeds are naked, ovoid, somewhat angular, reddish

brown, and containing a kernel of the same form, but white. The fruit re-

mains on the tree during winter, and opens and sheds its seeds with the ftrst

warm weather of spring. It is a native of China and Japan ; and, according
to Miller, it was first sent to Europe by the French missionaries. It has been

in cultivation in England since 1752, and is a more compact-growing and
handsomer species than the American arbor vitae. It is quite hardy in the

climate of London, where, in fine seasons, it ripens seeds. These are generally
sown in pots immediately after they are gathered in autumn, in which case the

plants come up the following summer ; but, if the seeds are not sown till

spring, they frequently do not come up for a year. Layers generally require
two years to root sufficiently ; and cuttings are rather more difficult to

strike than those of T. occidentalis. In a young state, the plants are some-
what tender; but they become quite hardy when old, even in the climate of

Edinburgh. The largest trees of this species in the neighbourhood of London
are at Syon, and are nearly 20 ft. in height; there are also large trees on
both sides of the road between London and Turnham Green.

Statistics. In the environs of London. At Mount Grove, Hampstead, 18 years planted, it is 14 ft

high, the diameter of the head 8 ft.
;
at Ham House, Essex, it is 25 ft. high, the diameter of the

trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and that of the head 23 ft. South of London. In Surrey, at Farnham Castle, 50

years old, it is 45ft high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft. 4 in., and that of the head 30ft. ;
at Clare-

mont, it is 30ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft, and of the head 15 ft.
;
at Nutfield, it is 24ft.

high, and the diameter of the head 17 ft. In Sussex, at Westdean, 11 years planted, it is 14 ft. high,
the diameter of the trunk 8 in., and of the head 8 ft. In Bedfordshire, at Southiil, 22 years planted,
it is 25ft. high. In Berkshire, at Bear Wood, 12 years planted, it is 15 ft. high. In Denbighshire, at

Llanbede Hall, 15 years planted, it is 21 ft. high. In Staffordshire, at Teddesley Park, 14 years
planted, it is 14ft. high. In Warwickshire, at Coomb Abbey, 60 years planted, it is 31 ft. high. In

Worcestershire, at Croome, 30 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. In Scotland. In the environs of

Edinburgh, at Gosford House, 14 years planted, it is 10ft. high. In Ayrshire, at Aucheiicruive, 40

years planted, it is 20ft. high. In Perthshire, at Taymouth, it is 40ft. high. In Stirlingshire, at

Callendar Park, it is 23 ft. high. In Ireland. In the environs of Dublin, in the Glasnevin Bota-
nic Garden, 30 years planted, it is 15ft. high ; at Cypress Grove, it is 15ft. high. In France. At
Paris, in the Jardin des Plantes, 35 years planted, it is 36 ft. high ; at Sceaux, 10 years planted, it is

20ft. high. In the Botanic Garden at Toulon, 36 years planted, it is 29ft. high ;
at Nantes, in the

nursery of M. Nerrieres, 40 years old, it is 29 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 8 in.
;
at Avranches,

in the Botanic Garden, 40 years planted, it is 29 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft., and of the
head 16 ft. In Hanover, in the Gottingen Botanic Garden, 20 years planted, it is from 8ft. to

10 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, in the University Botanic Garden, 35 years planted, it is

30 ft. high ;
at Bruck on the Loytha, 40 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. In Prussia, at Berlin, at

Sans Souci, 90 years planted, it is 20 ft. high ;
in the Pfauen-Insel, 6 years planted, it is 10 ft. high.

In Sweden, in the Botanic Garden at Lund, it is 10ft. high. In Italy, at Monza, 24 years planted,
it is 20 ft. high.

Commercial Statistics. Price of plants, in the London nurseries, 1*. Qd.

each ; at Bollwyller, 1 franc ; and at New York, 50 cents.

iu. Cyparissa.

5. T. CUPRESSOI VDES L. The Cypress-like, or African, Arbor Vitae.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 510. ; Lin. Mant., 125. ;
Thunb.

Prod., 110.; N. Du Ham., 3. p. 16.; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5.

p. 322.

St/nonyme. T. aphylla Burm. Prodr., 27.

Engraving. Ourfig. 2316. of the natural size.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Branchlets round. Leaves imbri-

cated in 4- rows, oblong, depressed, smooth.

Cones globose, somewhat 4-angled. ( Willd.) A
native of the Cape of Good Hope. Introduced

into Kew Gardens, by Dr. Roxburgh, in 1799.

Fig. 2316., of the natural size, is from a specimen
of a young plant which bears the name of Thuja
cupressb'ides in some of the nurseries; but, as

none of the plants exceed 2 ft. in height, and very
little is known of their origin, the correctness of

the application of the name may reasonably be

doubted.

i 6. T. PE'NSILIS Lamb. The pensile Arbor Vitae.

Identification. Staunt. Embass., p. 436. ; Lamb. Pin., 2., No. 63.



THUJA.

:. Char., Sfc. Leaves alternate, 3-rowed, trigonous, awl-*hnped. Cones obovate. Scales ouneate,
tubercled. Branches filiform, erect. (J.anih. 1'nt.} A native of China, whence Sir Geo. Sta union
brought specimens to England, but there are no living plants in the country.

Description, fyc. An elegant much branched tree. Bnmrhlets crowded, filiform. Leaves scat-

tered, 3-rowe>l, spreading, trigonous, acutely keeled, mucromilate, 23 lines long, light green;
younger ones closer at the apex of the branchlets, shorter, adpressed. Galbulus pear-shaped, large,
inany-valved : scales wedge-shaped, thick, woody, nmricate externally ; margin crenated. Seed*

winged at the apex. (Lamb.)

f 7. T. PE'NDULA Lamb. The pendulous, or weeping, Arbor Vitae.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t. 67.

Engravings. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t. 67. ; our fg. 2318. to our usual scale ; and fig. 2317. of the
natural size.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves opposite and de-

cussating, spreading, lanceolate, mucronu-

late, keeled, somewhat distant. Cones

globose. Scales convex, smooth. Branch-
es filiform, pendulous. (Lamb. Pin., ii.

t. 67.) Branches very long, hanging
down in the most graceful manner ; light

green. Cones globose, about the size of
a wild cherry, 6-valved ; valves roundish,

very thick, fungous, externally convex,
smooth. A native of Tartary, probably,
Mr. Lambert thinks, from that part of it

which is included within the Chinese em-

pire ;
as it is nearly related to T. pensilis,

which is known to come from that part
of Tartary. Mr. Lambert's plant was kept
in the conservatory at Boyton ; and he

says, writing in 1832, that it is perhaps the only one in Europe. He re-

ceived it from Messrs. Loddiges, and has since given it to Mr. Anderson of
the Botanic Garden, Chelsea, where it is kept in the green-house ; and,
when we saw it in 1837, it was about 6ft. high. Cuttings have been
struck from the plants in the Chelsea Botanic Garden, and they have
stood at Dropmore in the open air for two or three winters. There is a

cupressinous plant, without a name, evi-

dently of the same species as that at

Chelsea, in the arboretum at Kew, which,
in December, 1837, was upwards of 10 ft.

high. Dr. Wallich, in 1830, is said to

have recognised this plant as a native of

Nepal, but he does not appear to have

given it a name. In 183o it bore fruit,

which, Mr. Smith informs us, closely re-

sembled that of a./uniperus ; and indeed
we have little doubt, from the foliage of
the plant, that it is likely to prove either

a Juniperus or a C'upressus ; at all events,
we do not think it can be a Thuja,
two-edged branchlets being in our opinion
essential to that genus. But whether a

Cupressus or a Juniperus, or, what is not

unlikely, worthy to be considered as a

distinct genus, this plant deserves to be

extensively cultivated, and introduced into

every collection. Its long, slender, pen-
dulous shoots bear no resemblance to the

branches of any other species of Cupressinae ; and the fruit, though con-
sidered as that of a juniper, does not, in our opinion, present an insur-
mountable barrier to the identification of the Kew plant with the one
figured bv Lambert, since the berried appearance in Junfperus is merely
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owing to the scales which compose the cone being more closely adpressed
than they are in Cupressus. In some species of /uniperus, and in some
individual berries of other species, such as J. phoenicea, J. drupacea, &c.,

the scales appear quite distinct, and they terminate in horny-looking prickles
or appendages, which give the fruit fully as much the appearance of a Cu-

pressus as of a <7unfperus.

App. i. Species not sufficiently known to be referred to any of
the preceding Sections.

T. fiUformis Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836. There are plants in the Hackney arbo-

retum, but they are too small to enable us to determine anything respecting
them.
T. dolabrala Lin. Suppl., p. 420 , Thunb. Jap., p. 266., Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 509., Lamb. Pin.,

ed. 2., t. 68.,'from a specimen in Kamipfer's herbarium, at the British Museum ; Quai, vulgo Fi
no kf, and Ibuki, Ktempf. Amcen., p. 884. Branchlets 2-edged. Cones squarrose. Leaves broad-

ovate, obtuse, imbricated in ,'> rows, white, and hollowed beneath. (Lamb. Pin.) A large, lofty,
and very handsome tree. Branchlets very numerous, alternate, flattened, irregularly divided.

Leaves imbricated in 3 rows, ovate, obtuse, thick, much larger than in the other species; convex
above, of a beautiful green, shining, furrowed in the middle ; .concave, margined, and white
beneath. Cones squarrose. A native of Japan, where Thunberg 'observed it in the countries of

Oygawa and Fakonia, between Miaco and Jedo, and found it planted along the high road on the
hill of Fakonia. He speaks of it as a tree of vast height and dimensions, the most beautiful of all the

evergreen tribe, but it has not yet been introduced. Mr. Lambert states that he has no doubt of its

being perfectly hardy.
Other Species. There are various names in nursery catalogues, but the plants to which they are

applied bear so close a resemblance to those already described, that we cannot venture to consider

them distinct.

GENUS X.

CA'LLITRIS Vent. THE CALLITRIS. Lin. Syst. Monoe'cia Monadelphia.

Identification. Vent. Dec. Nov. Gen. ; R. Brown in Litt. ; Richcl Mem. sur les Coniftres, p. 141.

Synonymes. Thuja, part of, Lin. ; Fresnfelza Mirbel Mem Mus.

Description, &c. Evergreen low trees, natives of Africa and Australia, and

requiring, in England, the protection of a green-house. This genus was esta-

blished from the Thuja articulata of Desfontaines. It differs from the genus
Thuja in having the scales of the female catkins constantly from 4 to 6, all

opening like the valves of a regular pericarp ; and in having, at the base of

each of these scales, a number of seeds winged on the margin.

1 1. C. QUADRIVA'LVIS Vent. The four-valved Callitris.

ov. Gen.
;
Rich. Mem. sur les Coniferes, p. 46.

sf. Atl. t 2. p. 353., Arb. et Arbriss., 2. p. 576., Willd. Sp. Pi., 4.

. ; Cupressus frfictu quadrivalvi Shaw Afric., No. 188., icon. :

ahl. Si/mb., 2. p. 96. *

Engravings. Shaw, 1. c., icon. ; Vahl Symb., t. 48. ; Desf. Atl., 2. t. 252., N. Du Ham., 3. t. 5., Lodd.
Bot. Cab., t. 844., and our fig. 2319. from specimens received from M. Otto of Berlin.

Spec. Char. Leaves flattened, articulate. Female catkin tetragonal, with 4
oval valves, each furnished with a point, and 2 of which bear seeds. (Desf.)
A low tree; a native of Barbary. Introduced in 1815, and flowering
from February to May.

Descriptiony fyc. A tree, attaining the height of from 15 ft. to 20 ft., accord-

ing to the soil and situation in which it grows, with a trunk from 1 ft. to 3 ft.

in diameter. Branches forming an open angle with the trunk, with nume-
rous smaller shoots, flattened, striated, articulated, fragile, and of a green
colour. Articulations enlarged at their summit ; about 3 lines in breadth, and
from 9 to 10 lines in length. Leaves very small; straight, unequal, and mu-

cronate, with very small glands at their base. Flowers monoecious. Male

Identification. Ventenat, Dec. Nov. Gen.

Synonymes. Thuja articulata Desf.

p. 509., N. Du Ham., 3. p. 15. ;

Thuja strobilis tetragonis, &c. Vahl. Si/mb., 2. p. 96.
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catkin a small cone, somewhat

pendent, obtusely tetragonal. ^ & e^
Scales disposed in four ranks,

pediculate, buckler-shaped,
and ofa pale yellow. Anthers
3 or 4- at the base of each

scale ; sessile, somewhat
rounded. Female catkins so-

litary, and situated at the

summit of the branches. Cone

tetragonal, with obtuse an-

gles ; scales 4, woody, thick,

heart-shaped, hollowed longi-

tudinally on their exterior

surface, convex on the inte-

rior, and open from the base

to the summit ; the two large

opposite scales bearing seeds,
and the two small ones sterile.

Seeds few, small, and with

a wing at the side. A native of Mount Atlas, and of other uncultivated hills

on the coast of Africa, where it was discovered by Desfontaines, and seeds sent

to the Jardin des Plantes, about 1796. The trees seen by Desfontaines in Al-

giers were only from 15 ft. to 20 ft. high ;
but Broussonet states that he had

seen larger ones in the kingdom of Morocco. In the climate of Paris, it

requires the protection of the conservatory during winter. In the con-

servatory of the Botanical Garden, at Berlin, there is a plant 15 ft. high,
which flowers and fruits every year, but the seeds do not germinate. Cal-

litris quadrivalvis was introduced into England in 1815; and there are plants
at Messrs. Loddiges's, where, trained against the wall of one of their green-

houses, it grows vigorously, and in January, 1832, flowered for the first

time in this country. There are also plants in some other collections,
but it is by no means common. In the kingdom of Morocco, according
to Broussonet, this tree produces the gum sandarach of commerce. This
substance is in tears, clear, shining, diaphanous, of a whitish yellow, and free

from impurities. Dissolved in the spirit of wine, it produces a delicate varnish,

easily scratched ; reduced to a fine powder, it forms a very superior kind of

pounce, and is applied to paper and parchment to make them bear ink. It was
for a long time thought that the gum sandarach was obtained from some species
of Junfperus. Captain S. E. Cook, in his Sketches in Spam, vol. ii., has brought
to light the interesting fact, that the woodwork of the roof of the celebrated

mosque, now the cathedral of Cordova, which was built in the ninth century,
was of the wood of this tree. It had been previously thought to be that of
the larch, from the resemblance of the Spanish word alerce, which is applied
to the wood of Callitris quadrivalvis in Spain and Barbary, to the Latin word
larix ; whence the English word larch. The larch, however, is not found in any
part of Spain. After carefully examining the wood in question, and comparing
it with the timber of the roofs of the Alhambra, the Alcaza, or Royal Palace
of Seville, and other remains of the Moors in Andalusia, the roofs of which
are of the Pinus P\nea, or stone pine, once extensively grown in Andalusia,

Captain Cook came to the conclusion, that the origin of the timber of the

mosque must be sought elsewhere, and that it was not of any Spanish or even

European, tree.
"
By a singular coincidence, the subject had been undergoing

investigation about the same time in Africa. Mr. Drummond Hay, the British

consul at Tangier, had, by tracing the Arabic etymology of the word alcrrc,

by availing himself of the extensive botanical researches of the late Mr.

Schawboe, the Danish consul in Morocco, and by collating the accounts of
the resident Moors, made out that the alerce was the TTiuja articulata,

Desf. (Callitris quadrivalvis Vent.), which grows on Mount Atlas, in the
7u
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vicinity of Tangier. In corroboration of his views, a plank of the timber in

question was transmitted to London. This plank, which is still in the rooms
of the Horticultural Society, in Regent Street, is 1 ft. 8 in. in diameter ;

and

Captain Cook says that he is perfectly satisfied of its identity with the parts
of the timber of the mosque at Cordova which he examined. It is highly
balsamic and odoriferous; the resin, no doubt, preventing the ravages of

insects, as well as the influence of the air. There is reason to believe that it

was the sandal wood of the Orientals, and that this species was employed,
whenever it could be procured, in the construction of their religious edifices.

Captain Cook adds that he sees no reason to apprehend that this species,
which is nearly allied to the Italian cypress (C'upressus sempervirens) and the

juniper of the south of Europe (Juniperus phoenicea), should not be as hardy
as its congeners, which are natives of similar latitudes, and which grow as well

in the warmer parts of England, as in the south of Europe." (Gard. Mag.,
xiii. p. 523.) He therefore strongly recommends a trial of the tree in the

open air in this country. At present, plants are rather scarce, but they might
easily be increased by cuttings, or by importing seeds from Morocco.

1 C. Fothergilli, ? Cupressus FothergilH. There are young plants of this

name at Elvaston Castle, and in some of the nurseries, which in general

appearance resemble the common evergreen cypress.
i C. triquetra, Cupressus triquetra Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, is a native of the

Cape of Good Hope, introduced in 1820. There are plants at Messrs.

Loddiges's, and also at Elvaston Castle, where it has stood out three years,
and appears quite hardy.

1 C. cupressiformis Vent., Loud. Hort. Brit., p. 490., is a native of New
Holland, introduced in 1826. There are small plants of it in various nur-

series.

* C. macrostdchya Hort. There is a plant at Elvaston Castle.

App. i. Species of Callitris Natives of Australia* and not yet
introduced into Britain.

C. rhomboldea R. Brown, Rich. Conif., p. 47. pi. 118. No. 1. A low tree, with the habit of a
cypress, and thin articulated branches. The leaves are imbricated, and closely adpressed to the
branch. The female catkins are small, solitary, and terminal. It is a native of New Holland,
whence specimens were brought by Mr. Brown, and communicated by him to M. Richard.

C. obldnga Rich. Mem. sur les Conif., p. 49. pi. 18. No. 2., C. fruticbsa R. Jtrown, has the nut
dry and opening, like that of the preceding species, but much larger. It is a native of Port Jackson,
and specimens were brought home by Mr. R. Brown.

GENUS XL

CUPRE'SSUS L. THE CYPRESS. Lin. Sysc. ivionoe'cia Monadelphia.
Identification. Lin. Gen., No. 1079. ; Reich., 1177. ; Schreb. 1458. ; Gasrtn., t. 91. ; Tourn., t. 358.

Juss. 413. ;
Lamb. Pin., ed. 2.

Synonyme*. Cyprfes, Fr. ; Cypresse, Ger. ; Cipresso, Ital. ; Ciproste, Port. ; Cypros, Hungarian.
Derivation. According to some, from kuo, to produce, and parisos, nearly resembling ; in allusion to

the regularity of the branches ; or from Cyparissus, a beautiful youth of the Island of Ceos, who was
changed into a cypress ; or, according to others, from the Isle of Cyprus, where one species of the
tree was found in abundance.

Description. Evergreen low trees ; natives of Europe, Asia, and North
America ; remarkable for the fine grain and durability of their wood.

t 1. C. SEMPERVI^RENS L. The common, or evergreen, Cypress.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. 511. ; Raii Hist, 1406. ; Gouan Mons., 495. ; Mill. Diet., No. 1. >

Scop. Cam., No. 1199.; Fabric. Helms., 442.; Rfegn. Bot. ; Hort. Cliff., 449. ; Hort. Ups., 288. ;

Roy Lugdb., 88.; Tourn. Inst.,587. ; Bauh. Pin., 488. ;
Cam. Epit, 52. ; N. Du Ham., 3. p. 2.;.

Lam. Diet, 1. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; Bon Jard., ed. 1837 ; Laws. Man., p. 390.

Synonymes. C. pyramidalis Hort. ; Cyprfes pyramidal, Cypres ordinaire, Fr. ; gemeine Cypressen-
"baum, Ger. ; the Italian Cypress.

Engravings. Dend. Brit, t 155. ; N. Du Ham., 3. t 1. ; Lob. Icon, 2. p. 222. ; Blackwall's Herb.,
127. > our fig. 2320. ; and the plates of this tree in our last Volume.
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Spec. Char., $c. Branchlets quadrangular. Leaves imbricated in 4 rows,

obtuse, adpressed, convex. Cones globose ; scales mutic. Branches

straight. ( IVilld.) An evergreen tree, a native of the south of Europe.
Introduced before 1548.

Varieties.

i C. s. 1 stricta Mill. Diet., Cypres male, JFV., has the branches upright,
and closely pressed towards the trunk ; and is the most common
form of the species. ( See the plate of C. sempervirens in our last

Volume.)
1 C. s. 2 horizontalis Mill. Diet.; C. horizontal N. Du Ham., 3. p. 6.;

C. expansa Hort. Par. ; has the branches spreading. (See the plate
of this tree in our last Volume.) In the Nouv. Du Hamtl, it is stated

that there is a very fine specimen of a horizontal cypress, which is

quite a distinct species, received from the Levant, in the Botanic
Garden at Montpelier, which has borne seeds, from which young
plants quite true to the parent have been raised. There is a tree

in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which is named C. s. hori-

zontalis, 12 ft. high, and received about 1825, from Godefroy, near
Paris ; and another named C. horizontalis, received from Audibert's

Nursery, in the south of France, also in 1825, but which is only 6ft.

high. Mr. Gordon considers them to be quite distinct ; but they
appear to us to be the same. There is, also, in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, a cypress, received from Messrs. Audibert in

1835, under the name of C. expansa; but we do not know whether
it is the C. expansa Hort. Par., and it is at present too small, for us
to determine whether it is the same as M. Audibert's C. horizontalis.

Description. The evergreen cypress is a flame-shaped, tapering, cone-like

tree, with upright branches growing close to the trunk, and resembling in

general appearance the Lombardy poplar; but, even in its native country,
rarely rising above the height of 50 ft. or 60 ft., though it is sometimes found
much higher. Its frond-like branchlets are dichotomous, and are closely covered
with very small imbricated leaves, which, when old, become more distinct,

diverging, and sharp-pointed : they are of a yellowish green, smooth, shining,
and persistent, remaining on the tree for 5 or 6 years. The male catkins are

yellowish, about 3 lines long, and very numerous. The female catkins are much
fewer, and of a roundish-oblong form. The cone, or nut, which was called by

7 u 2
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Varro galbulus, is from 1 in. to 1^ in. in diameter, sessile, and generally pro-
duced in pairs, on the sides or at the extremities of the branches

;
it ripens

during the winter, and opens with the first warmth of spring. The cone is

composed of large, angular, corky scales, slightly convex on the outside,

streaked in rays, and mucronate in the centre; becoming woody and se-

parating when ripe ;
on the inside, ending in a thick angular peduncle, to the

extremity of which adhere 4 little nuts, which are bony, obovate, compressed,
or irregularly angular, and covered with a thin membranaceous skin of a dun
colour. The seed is of a bay colour, and of a linear-oblong shape. The
wood is hard, fragrant, and of a remarkably fine close grain, very durable, and

of a beautiful reddish hue, which Pliny says it never loses. Du Hamel says
that he has observed on the bark of young cypresses small particles of a sub-

stance resembling gum tragacanth, and that he has seen bees taking great pains
to detach these particles, probably to supply the glutinous matter used by
them in forming their combs. The rate of growth, in the climate of London,
will average, for the first 8 or 10 years, from 1 ft. to 1 ft. 6 in. a year; after

which the tree grows more slowly ; and, when it has attained its full size, and
is between 30 ft. and 40 ft. high, it will live many years without any percept-
ible increase in dimensions. The largest, and probably also the oldest, ever-

green cypresses in the environs of London, are at Syon, where there is one
tree (probably one of those planted there by Dr. Turner, in the reign of

Henry VIII.) upwards of 52 ft. high. A tree, probably contemporary with

this, is now in ruins in the park at Ditton, near Windsor, said to have been

planted by Cardinal Wolsey. The trunk is 8 ft. in circumference ;

but the head and branches are in a state of great decay. There
are some very fine specimens atCroome,oftwo of which

figs. 2321. and 2322. are portraits, kindly presented to

'us by Miss Radcliffe of Worcester. Fig. 2321. is a

portrait of C. s. horizontals, which, in 1836, after

being 30 years planted, was 65 ft. high ; and Jig, 2322.

is a portrait of one of several trees of C. s. strlcta,

which, after being 40 years planted, was 35 ft. high.
The largest, the oldest, and, doubtless, the most cele-

brated evergreen cypress in the world, is that at Soma, in Lom-
bardy, which has been already noticed in p. 169., and of which a

2321 portrait and the history will be given in a future page.

Geography. The common evergreen cypress is a native of the islands of

the Archipelago; particularly Candia (the ancient Crete) and Cyprus. It

is also a native of Greece and Turkey, and of Persia and Asia Minor.

It is found apparently wild in Italy ; but Pliny tells us that it was introduced

into that country from Greece, and first planted there in the environs of Ta-
rentum. Desfontaines states that he has seen it growing on Mount Atlas,
and in some of the gardens at Algiers. It was found in great abundance on
Mount Ida, and also, as is mentioned in the Bible, on Mount Sion. It

flourishes in various soils and surfaces, from moist bottoms to dry rocky preci-

pices ; but it is always found of largest size in soils which are deep and sandy,
rather dry than moist, somewhat sheltered, and at no great elevation above

the level of the sea.

History. The upright cypress is mentioned in Holy Writ, in the Book of

Ecclesiasticus : "I am exalted like the cedar in Lebanon, and like a cypress
on Mount Sion." The gopher wood, of which the ark was made, is also sup-

posed by some to be cypress. This tree was known both to the Greeks and

Romans. Herodotus tells us that the Egyptians made their mummy-cases
of the wood. Theophrastus states that it grew naturally in the Isle of Crete,

on the mountains covered with snow (Hist., lib. iv. c. ].); and that it would

not thrive in situations that were too warm. He adds that those who wish

to have the cypress flourish, must procure u little of the earth of the Isle of

Cyprus for it to grow in. (Lib. v. c. 2.) Thucydides says that the Greeks

who died for their country had their ashes preserved in cypress. According
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to Theophrastus, it was dedicated to Pluto ; because the tree, when cut down,
never throws up suckers ; and hence also, perhaps, the custom mentioned by
Horace, of shutting up in the tomb with the dead a branch of cypress, and

enveloping the body in its fronds; though some suppose it to have originated
in the supposition that the balsamic odour of the cypress would neutralise the

infectious exhalations proceeding from the corpse. Among the Romans,
many authors mention this tree. Pliny tells several extraordinary stories

respecting the durability of its wood; the statue of Jupiter in the Capitol,
which was formed of cypress, had existed above 600 years, without showing
the slightest symptom of decay ; and the doors of the temple of Diana at

Ephesus, which were also of cypress, when 400 years old, had the appear-
ance of being quite new. He also says that, in his time, the wood was used

for many rural purposes, particularly for vine-props, for which the wood of

the horizontal variety was preferred. He adds that the plantations of cy-

press were cut down every 13 years, for poles, rafters, and joists; which made
the wood so profitable, that a plantation of cypress was thought a sufficient

marriage portion for a daughter ; and, hence, the tree was sometimes called
" dos filiae." (Plin., lib. xvi. c. 33.) In another place, he informs us that the

Romans made verdant walls of cypress in their gardens ; and also that they

clipped the entire trees into a variety of forms, so as to represent a chase, a.

fleet of ships, and numerous other fancies. He adds that, in his time, there

were standing at Rome some cypresses that were more ancient than the city
itself. Plato had his code of laws engraved on cypress wood, as being more
durable than brass. Vitruvius and Martial also speak of the great dura-

bility and beauty of cypress timber. Columella mentions the various rural

uses of the cypress wood; and Cato (De Re Rustica] gives directions for

making plantations of cypress trees, recommending the planters to procure
the seed from Tarentum. The odour of the cypress was thought so balsamic,
that the Eastern physicians used to send those of their patients who had weak

lungs to the Isle of Crete. In the middle ages, we find this tree frequently
mentioned. Leon Alberti, a celebrated Florentine architect of the fifteenth

century, tells us that he found the wood of a vessel which had been submerged
1300 years, and which was perfectly sound, to be principally of cypress. The
doors of St. Peter at Rome, which had lasted from the time of Constantine

to that of Eugene IV. (that is, above 1 100 years), were of cypress, and were

found, when removed by Pope Eugene, to give place
to brass, to be perfectly

sound. The popes, in the middle ages, were buried in coffins of cypress wood,
from the belief that it would never decay. The Turks plant cypress trees in

their&emeteries, one at each end of the grave, when they inter their dead ; and
these are so numerous at Scutari, that the cemetery there (see^g. 2323.) re-

sembles one vast forest of cypress. This magnificent burying-ground extends
for miles in length ; and, among high and turbaned tombstones, gold-lettered

inscriptions, and graves ornamented with flowers, the tall evergreen cypress
has a very striking effect. (Alex. Trav., p. 240.) The cemetery at Pera (see

fig. 2324.) is on a comparatively level surface : it is of great extent, bordered

by the sea, and thickly set, in many places, with Turkish monuments, shaded

by cypress trees.

The question as to whether the upright and spreading cypresses are the

same, or two distinct kinds, has long engaged the attention of botanists. Theo-

phrastus says that they degenerate into each other, and both bear seeds alike.

Pliny supposes C. s. horizontals to be the male, and C. s. stricta to be the female;
and his opinion seems to have been adopted by most of the earlier botanists.

Gerard calls the upright, the tame cypress ;
and the spreading, the wild ; but

Johnson, in his edition of Gerard, seems to have supposed the upright cypress to

have been made so by art. Miller, writing nearly a century later, appears to be

almost of the same opinion, as he says :
" The cypresses were formerly planted

in the borders of pleasure-grounds, and kept shorn into a pyramidal or conic

form
;
and some people, believing them to be subject to be killed if they cut

them, tied them up with cords into a pyramidal figure, which form they are

7 u 3
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naturally disposed to grow in ; but this winding them about prevented the air

from entering the inward parts of the branches, so that the leaves decayed,
and became unsightly, and greatly retarded their growth." Lamarck, Des-

fontaines, and some other French writers, assert that, if the seed of either

variety be sown, the produce will consist partly of both kinds ; but M. Fou-

geraux, in a memoir read to the Royal Agricultural Society of Paris, in 1786,
asserts that he has sown the seeds of both varieties repeatedly, and has always
found them come true. He adds that the spreading cypress is hardier, and
furnishes wood of a better quality, from the air getting free access among the

branches, which it cannot do in the upright variety. Dr. Walsh, in his
" Notes

on the Botany of Constantinople," published in the Horticultural Transactions

for 1824, is decidedly of opinion that C. horizontalis is a distinct species." The character of the whole tree," he says,
"

is distinct and permanent. The
branches project as horizontally as those of the oak ;

and the tree more resem-
bles a pine than a cypress. It is in great abundance, mixed with C. semper-
virens, in all the Turkish cemeteries. Whenever a Turk of respectability
buries one of his family, he plants a young cypress at the head of the grave,
as well because its aromatic resin qualifies the putrid effluvia of the place, as

because its evergreen foliage is an emblem of immortality."
The exact date of the introduction of the cypress into England is uncer-

tain
; but Turner mentions it as "growing plenteously at Syon," in the edition

of his Names of Herbcs which was published in 1548, when Turner was phy-
sician at Syon; and Gerard, writing in 1597,mentions that there are trees of
it at "

Syon, a place neere London, sometime a house of nunncs. It groweth
also at Greenwich, and at other places, and likewise at Hampstead, in the

garden of Mr. Wade, one of the clerkes of Her Majesties prive councell."

(Herb., 1368.) As seeds are ripened abundantly in England, the tree has long
been plentiful in British nurseries ; and, in consequence, it has been so exten-

sively distributed, that there is scarcely a suburban villa or a country seat in

which it is not to be found. In France, in the climate of Paris, it can scarcely
be considered as hardy, being killed to the ground by severe winters. It is,

however, much cultivated there in pots and tubs, for the decoration of par-
terres and apartments, in the summer season. In this case, it is always neatly
tied, so as to insure the permanence of its pyramidal form. In the south of

France, as at Montpclier for example, it attains a large size
;
but in the north

and throughout Germany, it is a greeu-house plant.
7 u 4
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Remarkable Cypresses. Perhaps the oldest tree of which there is any record

in the world is the cypress of Soma, or Somma, in Lombardy. This celebrated

tree, of which/g. 2325. is a portrait (from an original drawing kindly sent to us

by Signer Manetti of Monza), is generally supposed to have been planted the

year of the birth of Jesus Christ, and on this account is treated with great re-

verence by the inhabitants of that part of Lombardy where it grows ;
but the

Abbe Beleze informs us that there is an ancient chronicle extant at Milan,which

proves that it was a tree in the time of Julius Caesar, B. c. 42. (See p.
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When measured for us by direction of Signer Manetti, this tree was found to

be 121 ft. high, and 23ft. in circumference at 1 ft. from the ground. Besides
its great age, the cypress of Soma is remarkable for having been wounded by
Francis I., who is said to have struck his sword into it, in his despair at losing
the battle of Pavia ; and for having been respected by Napoleon, who, when

laying down the plan for his great road over the Simplon, diverged from the

straight line to avoid injuring this tree.

The cypress of Hafiz, near Shiraz, is mentioned by several writers. Taver-

nier, in 1 665, says that it required four men to embrace it. Chardin also

mentions it; as does Johnson, who visited it in 1817. This tree is said by
some to have been planted by the poet himself; and, by others, to have grown
over his grave. In Kaempfer's Amcenitates Exotic<e,&c. y however, there is given
a plate of the sepulchre of Hafiz (see^g. 2326.), from a Persian drawing ; and,
in the description, it is stated that Hafiz, who died in 1340, was buried in a

square cemetery shaded by poplars, a rare tree in Persia ; and that the wall

which surrounded it was built to coincide in direction with the boundary of
the cypress grove in the adjoining garden, which had belonged to the poet,
and was bequeathed by him for the preservation of his cemetery. In this

garden, probably, was the celebrated cypress alluded to by the travellers.

The small tombstones shown in fig. 2326. are those of persons who wished
to be buried under the guardian influence of the poet.
The cypresses of Chartreux were planted by Michael Angelo ; and they were

seen by M. Simoncl, who, in his Travels through Italy in 1817, visited the

garden of the convent of the Chartreux, situated on the site of the baths of
Dioclesian at Rome. There are three trees, all nearly the same size; and
the trunk of the largest, when measured by M. Simond, was about 13 ft. in

circumference.

Los Cypresses de la Reyna Sultana are mentioned by Hunter in his edition

of Evelyn's Sylva, and by M. Loiseleur Deslongchamps, in his very able article

on the cypress in the Annales de la Societe a"Horticulture dc Perm, vol. xv. These
noble trees formed an avenue in the gardens of the palace of the Generalife at

Granada; and under their shade the last Moorish king of Granada is said

to have surprised his wife with one of the Abencerages, which led to the

massacre of thirty-six princes of that race. These trees were still in exist-

ence in 1832, when (as according to the legend, they were large trees in 1490)
they must have been nearly 400 years old.

The oldest and largest cypress in France is one near St. Remy, in Pro-

vence. When measured by MM. Audibert and Varrel, in October, 1832, it

was 55 ft. 6 in. high, French (above 60 ft. English) ; the circumference of the

trunk was 14 ft. (15 ft. 2 in.), and of the head 75 ft. (82 ft. 3 in.). This tree
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is supposed to be 300 years old ; and it is said that, when Philip, Infant of

Spain, and son of Philip V., was defeated in Italy, in 174-7, the remains of
his army took refuge in Provence, and 22 of the Spanish soldiers hid them-
selves in this tree. (Annales de la Soc. (THort. de Paris, vol. xv. p. 41.)

Poetical and mythological Allusions. The cypress was considered by the

ancients as an emblem of immortality, and, as such, was dedicated to the dead.

It was also held sacred to Proserpine and Pluto. It was esteemed the

emblem of immortality, from its being evergreen, and from its power of rising

again when bent down by the wind, or manual force. This power is alluded

to in the following lines from Statius:
" The mountain cypress thus, that firmly stood
From age to age, the empress of the wood,
By some strong whirlwind's sudden blast declined,
Bends arching down, and nods before the wind :

The deep roots tremble till the blast blows o'er,
And then she rises stately as before." HARTE'S Statius.

The ancient poets who have mentioned this tree are very numerous :

Homer, Virgil, Ovid, Lucan, and many other of the poets of antiquity,
make frequent allusions to it. Virgil frequently speaks of its use in funeral

ceremonies, particularly at that of Misenus :

"
Ingentem struxere pyram : cui frondibus atris
Intexunt latera, et ferales ante cupressos
Constituunt, decorantque super fulgentibus armis." JEncid. vi. Cia.

" And first with massy logs the pile they rear,

Spreading the gloomy fronds above with care.
In front, the tapering cypress rears its head,
And bears the shining armour of the dead."

The legend of the origin of the cypress is given by Ovid : A beautiful stag,
the favourite of Apollo, was accustomed to come every day to be fed by the

god, or his faithful attendant, Cyparissus. One day, the youth was hurling
his spear merely for exercise, when, unfortunately, it struck and killed the

stag, which was coming bounding from the forest to Cyparissus, expecting to

be caressed as usual. The youth's grief at this accident was so great, that

Apollo endeavoured in vain to comfort him : he threw himself to the ground
in despair,

"
Praying, in expiation of his crime,
Thenceforth to mourn to all succeeding time.
And now, of blood exhausted, he appears
Drain'd by a torrent of continual tears.

The fleshy colour in his body fades,
A greenish tincture all his limbs invades.
From his fair head, where curling ringlets hung,
A tapering bush, with spiry branches, sprung.
Which, stiffening by degrees, its stem extends,
Till to the starry skies the spire ascends.

Apollo saw, and sadly sighing, cried,
'

Be, then, for ever what thy prayer implied.
Bemoan'd by me, in others grief excite,
And still preside at every funeral rite.

' "
OVID, book x.

Claudian, in his poem of the Rape ofProserpine, says that the two torches

which Ceres employed to seek her daughter were not pine trce.s, but two

cypresses, which grew on Mount Etna.

Tasso, in his Gcrusalemme Liberata, says,
" Sorse a pari col sole, ed egli stesso

Seguir la pompa funeral poi voile ;

A Dudon, d' odorifero cipresso,

Composto hanno un sepolcro a pic d' un colic." Canto iii.

The following lines are by De Lille, in Les Jardins :

" Et toi, triste cypres,
Fiddle ami dcs morts, protecteur de leurs cendres,
Ta tige, chfere au coeur, melancolique et tendre,
Laisse la joie au myrte, et la gloire au laurier.

Tu n'est point 1'arbre heurcux dd'amaul, du guerrier,
Je le sais

;
mais ton deuil compatit & nos peincs."

Among the English poets, from the time of Spenser to the present day, the

allusions to the cypress are very numerous. Lord Byron says, speaking of

the simoon :
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" Beneath whose widely wasting breath
Tlu> very cypress droops to death :

Dark tree! still sad when others' grief is fled,
The only constant mourner of the dead."

Sir Walter Scott's ballad in Rokcby is well known :

"
Oh, lady ! twine no wreath for me,
Or twine it of the cypress tree.

Too lively slow the lilies light,
The varnish 'd holly 's all too bright ;

The mayflower and the eglantine
May shade a brow lc>'s sad than mine :

But, lady, weave no wreath for me,
Or weave it of the cypress tree."

Properties and Uses. The wood of the cypress, as we have already seen,
was much used by the ancients for all purposes which required durability ;

and Horace says that whatever they thought worthy of being handed down
to the most remote posterity was preserved in the wood of that tree, or of the

cedar. It was occasionally used for building; and the bridge thrown by Semira-

mis over the Euphrates is supposed to have been built of it. The Romans used

the wood of the wild, or spreading, cypress, which they called citron wood, for

beds and tables ; and it was highly esteemed for its numerous spots and figures,

from which the tables made of it were called memo; tigriruE etpantheriiuc. It was
used in the funeral ceremonies ; and, when any one was dead, it was placed at

the door, or in the vestibule of the house in which the body lay. Evelyn
enumerates many purposes to which the wood of the cypress was applied :

" What the uses of this timber are for chests and other utensils, harps, and
divers other musical instruments (it being a sonorous wood, and therefore em-

ployed for organ-pipes, as heretofore for supporters of vines, poles, and planks,

resisting the worm, moth, and all putrefaction, to eternity), the Venetians suffi-

ciently understod, who did every twentieth year, and oftener (the Romans every
thirteenth), make a considerable revenue of it out of Candy (Candia)
But there was in Candy a vast wood of these trees, belonging to the republic, by
malice or accident, or, perhaps, by solar heat (as were many woods, 74 years
after, here in England), set on fire; which, beginning 1400, continued burning
7 years before it could be extinguished ; being fed by the unctuous nature of the

timber, of which there were to be seen at Venice planks above 4ft. broad."

Evelyn adds that the chips were used to flavour rich wines ; that the cones
and chips burnt, will destroy and drive away moths, gnats, and flies ; and
that it yields a gum not much inferior to mastic. The tree is not found of
sufficient size, or in sufficient quantities, for the wood to be employed as

timber at the present day; but it is said to be still used for building in Candia and

Malta; and it is employed as the inner coffin, or shell, for burying the popes,
there being also a coffin of lead, and an outer one of pine or fir. Du
Hamel says that he had the fence of his melon-ground made with posts of

cypress, which, at the time he wrote, had been 25 years in the ground, and
were still quite fresh. He recommends trees of 7 in. or Sin. in diameter for

forming palisades for the defence of fortified towns during war, and for other
services of a similar kind, where oak of the same dimensions does not last

above 7 or 8 years. The young branches of the cypress make, he says, excel-

lent props for vines ; and, doubtless, the young shoots in England would make
very durable props for supporting plants. In Britain, however, the cypress
is only to be regarded as an ornamental tree, and it is one of the most
remarkable belonging to that class, the future growth and shape of which

may be predicted with tolerable certainty. The planter of an oak, an ash,
or an elm, can never tell, till the tree is full grown, whether it will have a

widely spreading, or a tall erect, head ; but the planter of the spruce or silver

fir, or of the Lombardy poplar or evergreen cypress, can predict with certainty
that the form will be conical ; and he may estimate the size and shape of the cy-

press, in a given time, with more exactness than he can that of any ofthe others.

Like other trees of narrow conical forms, such as the Lombardy poplar, or even
the spruce fir and the larch, the cypress is not calculated to produce a grand
effect when planted in masses ; but in rows, singly, under certain circum-
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stances, in a group of trees of other shapes, or to break an outline formed

by round-headed low trees or shrubs, the cypress is particularly suitable.

It is also, from its narrow form and erect habit of growth, well adapted for

small suburban gardens, and for planting near buildings, with which, by the
contrast it affords to their horizontal roofs, it harmonises better than most
other trees. It does not, however, thrive so well within the smoke of cities

as the Lombardy poplar. In a picturesque point of view, it may be used in

Britain for all those purposes to which we have shown, when treating of the

Lombardy poplar (see p. 1662.), that that tree may be applied ; but with this

difference, that, as the cypress is of slower growth than the Lombardy poplar,
and does not attain half its height, the description of round or irregular-headed
trees, with which it is to be associated or contrasted, must be proportion-
ately small ; and thus, instead of elms, sycamores, and, perhaps, round-
headed poplars and pines, must be used, thorns, crabs, sorbs, amelanchiers,
cotoneasters, yews, hollies, Portugal laurels, ilexes, &c. Thus far as to the

picturesque uses of the common cypress ; but every one knows that there
are certain associations connected with this tree, which are supposed to

render it particularly suitable for places ofburial. " Ifthe name of the cypress,"
Bosc observes,

"
calls up gloomy ideas, it is not because its foliage has a sad hue,

as is commonly alleged, but because its pyramidal shape, affording a striking
contrast to the general forms of trees, and its head, occupying but a very limited

space, and requiring no pruning, have occasioned it, from the earliest times,
to be chosen as an object of decoration ; and, as tombs and cemeteries were more
decorated, in the earlier ages, than gardens, the cypress was frequently planted

among them ; till, at last, it has become, in the language of the poets, a symbol of
the last residence of man. This is so true," he says,

"
that the appearance of

the cypress produces no gloomy ideas in the minds of the inhabitants of the north

of Europe, who only see it in the gardens of the living, or in conservatories ;

or on those who see the tree without knowing its name or having read any-

thing respecting it. Hence," he continues,
"

it is only in the imaginations of

those who are prepossessed with the supposed character of this tree, that it

is considered an image of sadness : other persons regard it as a very beautiful

object, fit for forming avenues and planting in pleasure-grounds. Singly, and
of a large size," Bosc continues,

" the cypress has a grand and very impos-

ing appearance. In pots and tubs, it is highly prized both in France and Italy,
and is used, along with orange trees, pomegranates, cleaners, &c., for deco-

rating churches, and other public buildings, during great fetes ; for forming

gardens of pots on balconies and on house tops, and even for ornamenting

private apartments on holidays." In the Nouveau Du Hamel, the cypress
is considered as recommending itself for being planted among tombs by filial

piety, not only from the gloomy aspect of the tree, but on account of its Jong
duration.

"
Depuis quelques annees," the author says,

" on reserve un
endroit solitaire dans les pares et lesjardins, pour y placer des urnes et des

monumens funeraires. Le cypres doit y occuper la premiere place : il doit

accompagner de son silence lugubre la retraite paisible des morts. Lorsque
tous nos amis nous auront dit un eternel adieu, le cypres fidele nous pretera
son ombrage. Les urnes, les cercueils, periront : il se renouvellera, pour
annoncer aux races futures qu'une main hospitaliere 1'a place aupres de nous :

il pourra quelquefois leur rappeler les bienfaiteurs de Phumanit e.

" C'est ainsi, Du Hamel, qu'aux jours de Pavenir

Tes nevcux fortunes, plein de ton souvenir,
Sans aller te pleurer au pied d'un mausolee,
S'imagineront voir ton ombre console
Errer dans les bosquets, sous les arbres cheris

Que tes mains ont plants, que la terre a nourris."

E'pitaphe dc Colardeau a Du Hamel de Denainvilliers,
le Frire de Du Hamel.

Soil, Situation, Propagation, and Culture. Any common garden soil suits

the cypress ;
but it attains its largest size in such soils as are rather dry and

deep, and in situations sheltered rather than exposed. It may be propagated
either by cuttings or seeds; the former being put in in autumn, and treated like
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those of Thuja, ( See p. 2460.) The cones, which appear to be ripe in autumn,
are not perfectly so, but require to hang on the trees till the following March
or April. They may then be gathered, and placed in a warm room, or in a box
or basket, and set in a dry stove. In a few days, the scales will open, when
the cones may be thrashed and the seeds collected : they may be immediately
afterwards sown, and treated like those of the ylbietinse. In England, it is

common to sow the seeds in flat pans or in boxes ; because, as they are

somewhat tender when they first come up, they admit of being more readily

protected by being carried to a pit. Unlike the seeds of the genus ^huja,
which commonly lie in the ground a year, those of the cypress come up in three

or four weeks. They grow to the height of 3 in. or 4 in. the first season, and

maybe transplanted into pots, and kept in a pit through the winter. At the end of

the second autumn, they may be planted where they are finally to remain ; but,

if it bethought necessary, they may be kept three or four years in pots ; shifting
them frequently, or allowing them to remain in the pot unshifted, according
as the object may be to produce large plants, or to concentrate the roots in a

small ball, so as to occupy less space in sending the trees to a distance. When
the cypress is planted where it is finally to remain, and the situation and soil

are suitable, it may be said to require no farther attention during the whole of

its existence. It always grows erect, so that no care is requisite tcr train up
a leading shoot ; and, as its branches occupy little space, it seldom or never

requires pruning. The only culture which we have ever seen given to it in

England is, replacing some of the side shoots when their points may have

been blown out, by a violent storm of wind and rain, so as to protrude beyond
the regular head: but this happens only in very old trees, and in exposed
situations ; as, for example at Croome.

Statistics. At Syon, it is 52 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft'Sin., and of the head 8 ft. ; at

Fulham Palace, 50 years planted, it is 40 ft. high. In Devonshire, at Kenton, 38 years old, it is 60 ft.

high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft. In Dorsetshire, at Melbury Park, 44 years planted, it is 44 ft. high.
In Surrey, at St. Ann's Hill, it is 35ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. In Northumberland, at

Heartburn, 80 years planted, it is 35 ft. high. In Suffolk, at Stretton Rectory, it is 63 ft. high, with
a trunk 2 ft in diameter. In France, at Avranches, in the garden of M. Brunei, 26 years planted,
it is 30ft high. In Italy, at Monza,;i50 years old, it is 90ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2ft.

6 in., and of the head 20 ft.

Commercial Statistics. Price of seeds, in London, of both varieties, 6*. per

pound; and of plants in pots, 1*. 6d. each.

1 2. C. THYOIDES L. The Thuja-like Cypress, or White Cedar.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 512.
;
Kalm It., 2. p. 175. ;

Mill. Diet, No. 5.; Du Roy Harbk.,
2. p. 198. ; Wangh. Amer., 8. t. 2.

; Willd. Arb., 92. ; N. Du Ham., 3. p. 6. ; Bon Jard., ed. 1837 ;

Vt/nonymes C nana mariana, &c., Pluh. Mant., 61., t. 345. f. 1. ; Thuja sphazroid&Us Rich. Mem.
sur les Conif., p. 45. ; Cypres faux Thuja, Fr.

Eneravines Wangh. Amer., t. 2. f. 4.
;
Pluk. Mant., t. 345. f. 4. : N. Du Ham. 3. t. 2. : N. Amer.

Syl., 3. t. 152. ; Wats.JDend. Brit, t. 156. j and our fig. 2327.

Spec. Char., $c. Branch- ^ fl 2327
lets compressed. Leaves

imbricated in 4 rows,

ovate tuberculate at

the base. (Wil/d.) An
evergreen tree; a na-

tive of North America.

Introduced in 1736;

flowering in April and

May.

Variety.
i C. t. 2/o//w varie-

gatis has clus-

ters of the leaves variegated, or blotched, with white. The plant in

the Horticultural Society's Garden, after being 6 years planted, is

5ft. high. It was received from the Dunganstown Nursery in Ireland
about 1831.
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Description. The white cedar, according to Michaux, is a tree from 70ft.

to 80 ft. high, and rarely more than 3 ft. in diameter, unless, perhaps, in some
of the great swamps, which have not been thoroughly explored. When the
white cedars grow close together, the trunk is straight, perpendicular, and
destitute of branches to the height of 50 ft. or 60 ft. The bark is very thin

on young trees ; but on older trees it becomes thick, of a reddish colour,
and similar to that of an old vine. When cut, a yellow transparent resin

exudes from it, of an agreeable odour, but in such small quantities, that only
a few ounces could be collected in the course of a summer, from a tree 3 ft.

in diameter. The wood is light, soft, fine-grained, and easily worked. When
perfectly seasoned, and after it has been some time exposed to the light, it

is of a rosy hue. It has a strong aromatic odour, which it preserves as long
as it is guarded from humidity ;

and it resists the alternations of dryness and
moisture longer than the wood of any other species of American tree. The
concentric circles are always perfectly distinct, even in trunks of consider-
able size ; but their number and compactness prove that many years must

elapse before the tree arrives at its full growth. Michaux informs us that he
has counted 275 annual layers in a trunk only 1 ft. 9 in. in diameter, and 47
in a plank only 8 in. thick. The tree, in the climate of London, is of slow

growth, seldom exceeding the height of 4ft. or 5ft. in 10 or 12 years. There
is an old shattered specimen at Mill Hill, probably one of the original plants
which were raised by Collinson, which, in 1836, was 15ft. high; and a mag-
nificent tree at Pain's Hill, near the temple of Bacchus, which, in 1837, was
50ft. high, with a trunk 2ft. in diameter; the trunk is erect, and the branch-
lets are pendulous, somewhat in the manner of those of a spruce fir. There
is a very handsome tree of about the same dimensions near the Duke, of De-
vonshire's villa at Chiswick, on the property which in the 17th century be-

longed to Sir Stephen Fox, and which is now occupied by Lance, Esq.,
a well known cultivator of Orchidaceae. Plants, in the Horticultural Society's
Garden, which have been 12 years planted, are only 5ft. high; and there

are some of the same age, but rather higher, in the Hackney arboretum.

Geography, History, fyc. In America, the white cedar grows only in wet

grounds in the maritime districts of New Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia,
where it nearly fills the extensive marshes which lie adjacent to the salt mea-

dows, and are exposed, at high tides, to be overflowed by the sea. In New
Jersey, it covers, almost alone, the whole surface of the swamps, of which
the tupelo and red maple occupy the skirts. Farther south, it is mingled
with the deciduous cypress, by which it is at length entirely supplanted.
In Lower Jersey and Maryland, the swamps are accessible only during the

driest part of the summer, and when they are frozen during winter. The
trees stand so thick in these swamps, that the light can hardly penetrate

through the foliage; and, under their gloomy shade, at every step, are found
tufts of the dwarf rhododendron, azalea, and andromeda, the luxuriant

vegetation of which proves that they delight in dark and humid places.
The Dismal Swamp, near Norfolk, in Virginia, is covered with the white
cedar and the deciduous cypress ; the cedars being in the centre of the

swamp, and the cypresses on the margin. The white cedar was introduced

into England by Peter Collinson, in 1736; and, though it is not so frequent
in collections as the common cypress, it is still to be met with in the prin-

cipal nurseries. The tree at Pain's Hill, which is in deep sandy loam, shows

that, if not cpmmon in the climate of London, it is not because it will not

thrive there.

Properties and Uses, $c. The wood, on account of its lightness, and its

power of resisting alternations of dryness and moisture, is in common use, at

Baltimore and Philadelphia, for shingles, which are cut transversely to the

concentric circles, and not parallel to them like shingj^s of the deciduous

cypress. They are from 2 ft. to 2 ft. 3 in. long, from 4 in. to 6 in. broad,
and 3 lines thick at the larger end. At Baltimore, they are commonly called

juniper shingles, and are there preferred to those of the deciduous cypress,
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as they are larger, and free from the defect of splitting when nailed upon the

rafters. The houses of Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New York are covered

with them ; and large quantities are exported to the West Indies. The

shingles of the white cedar are much more durable and secure from worms
than those of the white pine, generally lasting from 30 to 35 years. The
wood is also considered well adapted for joinery and for household utensils.

In Philadelphia, there is a distinct class of mechanics, called cedar coopers,
who make pails, wash-tubs, churns, &c., of the wood of this tree, for both

the domestic and the foreign markets. These utensils are held together
with hoops made of young cedars stripped of their bark, and split down the

middle. In some places, the sides of fishing-boats are covered with white

cedar clap-boards, which are preferred to those of the deciduous cypress, as

being lighter, more durable, and less liable to split. The wood makes excel-

lent sounding-boards for pianofortes ; and casks formed of it are found better

than any others for preserving oils. The young wood makes an excellent

charcoal for gunpowder ; and the smoke of the seasoned wood affords a beau-

tiful lampblack, which weighs less, and is more intensely coloured, than that

obtained from any species of pine. When employed as fence-wood, the rails

of young trees, either entire, or split down the middle, and deprived of their

bark, last from 50 to 60 years. In England, the white cedar is only planted
as an ornamental shrub or low tree ; in Scotland, it is rather tender

;
and in

the climate of Paris is rare, seldom rising above 5 ft. or 6 ft. high, and re-

quiring protection during winter. In German}', it is a green-house plant.

Propagation and Culture. Cones are sometimes imported, and the seeds

may be sown early in spring, and treated in all respects like those of fupres-
sus sempervirens : it may also be propagated by cuttings ; and, in the London
nurseries, it is sometimes raised by layers. It would probably attain a much

larger size than it generally does in England, if planted in a moist soil, more

analogous to that in which it is found in its native habitats ; at the same

time, as our summers are far from being so warm as those of Maryland and

Virginia, it is not likely that it would succeed in swamps in England so well

as it does in those countries ; because the average of cold and moisture and
warmth must

necessarily
be materially different. In deep sandy soils, as is

proved by the tree at Pain's Hill, it not only grows luxuriantly, but ripens its

wood, which it would probably not do in Britain, if grown in a swamp. Price

of plants, in the London nurseries, 5*. each ; at Bollwyller, 1 franc 50 cents ;

and at New York, 25 cents.

3. C. LUSITA'NICA Town. The Cedar of Goa, or Portuguese Cypress.

Identification. Tourn., 587. : Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 511. ; Mill. Diet, No. 3.
;
Du Ham. Arb., 1.

p. 198. ;
Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 1. L 65. ; Laws. Man., p. 391. ;

Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Svnonumes. C. glauca Brot. Fl. Lus., 1. p. 216., Lam. Encyc., 2. p. 243. ; C. pendula L'Hdrit. Stlrp.

Nov., p. 15., Hort. Kcw., 3. p. 1373., JV. Du Ham.. 3. p. 7., Son Jard., ed. 1837, p. 970. ; Cedar
of Bussaco. C. pendula TAunb., Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t. 66., is supposed to be a different plant.

Engravings. L'Herit Stirp. Nov., t & ; Lainb. Pin., t 65. ; N. Du Ham, 3. t 3. ;
our fig. 2328. ;

and the plate of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char., $c. Branches flexuose, spreading; branchlets quadrangular.
Leaves imbricated in 4 rows, acute, keeled, glaucous, adpressed. (Lamb.
Pin.) A tree ; a native of Goa, in the East Indies. Said to have been

introduced in 1683.

Description, $c. A branchy tree, attaining, in its native country and in

Portugal, the height of 50 ft. and upwards : branchlets scattered, irregular,

flexuose, and spreading : branchlets incurved, very numerous ; quadrangular
when young, thickly covered with leaves; roundish when old. Leaves scale-

like, somewhat stem-clasping; broad at the base, attenuated upwards,

awl-shaped, remaining on very long; when young, imbricated in 4 rows,

glaucous, marked on the back lengthwise with a concave resinous gland;
when old, somewhat distant, scarcely imbricated, rigid afterwards, withered

and brownish. Male catkins numerous, ovate, obtusely 8-angled, terminal,

solitary, yellowish, 2 lines long; scales about 20, convexo-concave, yellow,

greenish externally at the apex. Female catkins solitary, surrounded by the
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leaves; depressed, minute. Cones ovate-globose, roughish, muricate, about
the size of a sloe, covered with a grey powder. Scales 8-angledj mucros

elongated, reflexed. Seeds yellowish. (Lamb.} This species forms, in the

climate of London, a remarkably handsome low tree, with spreading branches,
somewhat pendulous, and covered with fine glaucous foliage. It is, however,
rather scarce ; and almost the only specimens that are to be met with in the

neighbourhood of London are in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and at

Purser's Cross; at both which places it is upwards of 12 ft. high, after being
12 years planted. The largest specimen which we have heard of is in Ire-

land, at Oriel Temple, the seat of Lord Viscount Ferrard, the history of

which has been given at p. 109., and which was, in 1834-, 32 ft. high, after being
24 years planted. There is another fine tree in the nursery of Mr. Hodgins,
at founganstown, near Wicklow (see p. 116.), which, after being 54 years

planted, was 20 ft. high. From Ray's Letters, as quoted in the Hortus Kewensis,
the tree appears to have been introduced into England by Bishop Compton,
in 1683 ;

but it still continues rare. Mr. Lambert had a tree in his conserva-

tory at Boyton, which produced
" hundreds of cones, when not more than

12 ft. high." In Miller's time, there were specimens of it in different gardens ;

but most of them were killed by the severe frosts of 1740 and 1762. Accord-

ing to Brotero, it has been long in cultivation in Portugal, where it grows
much faster than the common cypress. The tree is abundant at Bussaco,
near Coimbra, in Portugal, whence cones might be imported, and thus so

fine a tree rendered frequent in collections. Its seeds may be treated like

those of the white cedar ; or it may be propagated by cuttings, treated like

those of TTiiija. Judging from the two very handsome trees in the Horticul-

tural Society's Garden, and that at Purser's Cross, it grows luxuriantly in a

deep loamy soil. In the climate of Edinburgh, it requires protection during
winter ;

and at Paris it is kept in the conservatory. Price of plants, in the

London nurseries, 2s. 6d. each.

t 4. C. TORULO'SA Lamb. The Bhotan, or twisted, Cypress.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. No. 59. ; D. Don in Prodromus Nepalensis, p. 55. j W. S. Webb
in Litt. ; Royle Illust.
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Engravings. Our figs. '2329. to 2331. of the natural size, from specimens taken from the plant in the
Hort. Soc. Garden, and showing the very different appearance that the shoots assume on the same
plant, and that even a young one.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves ovate-obtuse, imbricated in 4 rows. GalbuJus

globose, pedicellate. Scales bossed. Branchlets round, knotted, divari-

cate, crowded, spreading. (Lamb. Pin., ii. No. 59.) A tree, a native of

Nepal, on the Bhotan Alps. Introduced in 1824 ; flowering in April.

Description, fyc. A beautiful, pyramidal, much-branched, evergreen tree

covered with a brown bark. Branches crowded, ascending ; branchlets much
crowded, round, divaricate, spreading, knotted, 2 in. to 6 in. long, very closely
imbricated with leaves. Leaves small, ovate-obtuse, convex, smooth, imbri-

cated in 4 rows, adpressed, green; adult ones persistent, and falling off,

2329

2330

with the bark. Only young male catkins seen : these numerous on the
summit of the smaller branchlets, club-shaped, tetragonal, imbricated. Gal-
bulus globose, on a very short scaly pedicel, pitch-black, of a glaucous hue ;

scales trapezoidal, bossed in the middle, thick, woody. (Lamb.) Found by
Dr. Royle on the Himalayas, at 11,500 ft. above the level of the sea; also in

Kunawar, on the borders of Chinese Tartary. Seeds were sent to England
in 1824, and again in 1830, by Dr. Wallich ; and there is a plant in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden, which, 6 years planted, is now 6 ft. high. There
are also young plants in the Fulham and several other London nurseries ; in
the pinetum in the Chester Nursery, and in that at Elvaston Castle. As it

appears tolerably hardy, and is very handsome, it well deserves a place in
collections.

1 5. C. PE'NDULA Thunb. The weeping Cypress.
Identification. Thunb Fl. Japon., p. 265. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 512. ; Staunt. Embass., 2. p. f>85.
Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 66.

2333

7 x
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Synonymc. Fi-raoro, Ktempf. Ama-n.y p. 883.

Engravings. I>amb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 66. ;
Staunt. Embass., t. 41. : our fig. 2332. to our usual scale ;

figs. 2333. of the natural size ; andjig. 2334. showing parts of the shoots magnified.

Spec. Char., SfC. Branchlets 2-edged, leafy ; the oldest very long, pendulous ;

the younger short, alternate, 2-rowed, spreading. (Lamb.) A tree, with a

large expanded head. Branches dichotomous, loose, leafless, much divided :

branch lets long, compressed, pendulous, closely covered with leaves
; again

divided, secondary branchlets short, spreading. Leaves imbricated in 4 rows,
rather stem-clasping, and triquetrous ; keeled, adpressed. Male catkins

numerous, ovate, more than one line long, solitary on the apex of the

branches, sessile ; female depressed, surrounded by spreading leaves, termi-

nating the very short inferior branchlets. Cone brownish, about the size

of a sloe. Scales 8-angled; mucros obtuse. Seeds yellowish. (Lamb.) A
tree, a native of China, said to have been introduced in 1808, but re-

specting which we know nothing with certainty. The pendulous cypress,
or Hmja, at Chelsea, and in the Kew arboretum, may possibly be the same as Thunberg's plant.

App. i. Kinds ofCupressus ofwhich there are Plants in British

Gardensi but ofwhich very little is known.

C. horizonttilfs Audibert. This plant has been already referred to, p. 2465 ,
as being considered by

some to be the same as the spreading variety of C. sempervlrens ;
and by others, as a distinct species'.

As it has produced co:ies exactly resembling those of C. sempervlrens, we have no doubt of its being
only the spreading variety of that species. The tree in the Horticultural Society's Garden, received
from Audibert in 1825, is now 6ft. high, of vigorous growth, and with spreading branches.

C. expi'tnaa Audibert, ? C. expansa Hart. Par. The tree received from Audibert's Nursery at
Tarascon in 1834, and now in the Horticultural Society's Garden, was, in 1837, 2 ft. high. The C.

expansa of the Hurt. Par. is C. s. horizontals.
C. Fothergilll Lee. A plant under this name is in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which was

received from the Hammersmith Nursery in 1834. It is now 2 ft high, and is found rather tender.
C. thurijera. A plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden, bearing this name, is only a few

inches high.
C. Tonnirforfil Audibert. The plant bearing this name in the Horticultural Society's Garden,

received from Audibert in 1834, is 2ft. high.
C. bacciformis Willd. A hardy tree, 20 ft. high. Introduced in 1818.
C. austnilis Pers. A shrub, with slender branches, a native of New Holland, and rather tender.
Before anything can be determined with certainty respecting the above kinds, they must have

produced fruit ; and, consequently, several years must elapse. Most of them are probably only
sy HOD vines to species of Cupressus above described, or of some of the kinds of Juniperus which will

hereafter be given.

App. ii. Kinds of Cupressus not yet introduced.

C. nootkatensls Lamb. Branchlets tetragonal. Leaves broad-ovate, acute, convex on the

back, imbricated in 4 rows, adpressed. Galbulus globose, almost sessile. Scales bossed, smooth,
(Lamb. Pin., ii. No. 60.) A tree. Branches round, spreading, scaly from the withered leaves,
covered with a brownish bark. Branches numerous, somewhat distant, tetragonal, short, spreading.
Leaves broad-ovate, acute, very thick, glabrous, shining, closely adpressed, imbricated in 4 rows,
convex on the back ; adult ones shortly awl-shaped at the apex. Galbulus globose, lateral, the size of
a wild cherry, covered with a glaucous hue, on a very short scaly footstalk, similar to a branchlet ;

scales trapezoidal, peltate, smooth, bossed in the centre. (Lamb.) Discovered by Mr. Menzies, in
Nootka Sound, on the north-west coast of North America.
C. japdnica Thunb. Jap., p. 265., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 513., Lin. Supp., p. 421. Leaves4-rowed,

compressed, furrowed, decurrent. (Thunb.)

GENUS XII.

TAXO v DIUi\[ Rich. THE TAXODIUM, or DECIDUOUS CYPRESS. Lin. Syst.
Monce'cia Monadelphia.

Identification. Rich. Conif., p. 143.
; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2.

Synonymes. Cupressus /,., Schubertia Mirb., Condylocarpus Salisb.

Derivation. From tatus, the yew, and eidos, like ; the trees resembling the yew.

Description. Lofty, deciduous, and evergreen trees, natives of the southern

part of North America ; separated from the genus Cupressus, principally be-

cause the male catkins are disposed in loose spreading bunches, instead of

being solitary and terminal ; and because the female catkins are roundish and

scaly, like the male, arid each scale has only 2 perfect flowers. The genus is

also distinguished by the embryo having from 5 to 9 cotyledons. The species
are generally propagated by seeds, and the varieties by cuttings or layers.
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*t I. T. DI'STICIIUM Rich.

CUPRE 2481

The two-ranked-/<?aved Taxodium, or Deciduous

Cypress.

Identification. Rich, in Ann. Mus., xvi. p. 298. ; Mt^m. sur les Conif., p. 53. 143. ; Lamb. Pin.

Synonymcs.' Cupressus disticha Lin. Sp. PI., 1422., Hort. Cliff., p. 499., Gron. Virg., p. 153.,

Michx. Fl. Bar. Amer., 2. p. 208., Arb., 3. p. 4., N. Amcr. Syl., 3. p. 197., Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept.,

2 p. 645., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; C. americana Cat. Carol., 1. p. 11. : C. virgini&na Comm. Hort.,

1 p 113 Pluk Aim., p. 125.; Schubertm disticha Mirb., Laws. Man., p. 392. ;
bald Cypress,

Cypress, Amer. ; Cvpres de l'Am<5rique, Cypres chauve, Fr. ; zweyzeilige Cypresse Ger.

Envravines Rich. Conif., t. 10. : Michx. Arb., 3. t. 1., North Amer. Syl., 3. ; Catesb. Car., t. 11. ;

Comm. Hort., 1. t.59. ;
Pluk. Aim., t. 85. f. 6.; Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., t. 63. ;

our fig. 2335.; and the

plates of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Cfiar., 8?c. Leaves 2-rowed, flat, deciduous. Male flowers leafless and

panic-led. Cones somewhat globose. (Willd.) A lofty deciduous tree;

a native of North America. Introduced before 1640.

2335

T. d. 1 patens Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., v. p. 323. Leaves approximate,
and strictly 2-rowed. This is the most common form.

T. d. 2 nutans, 1. c. ; T. d. pendula Loud. Hort. Brit. ; the long-leaved
deciduous Cypress ; has the leaves much longer and drooping, but
more remote and thinner. There is a tree of this variety in Lod-

diges's arboretum, of which figs. 2336. and 2337. are portraits ; Jig.
2336. being taken when the fronds or deciduous shoots are first

7x 2
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developed in June, when they have the tortuous curly appearance
shown in the figure; and fig. 2337. showing the fronds fully ex-

panded, as they appear in August. A
-^ 233S

specimen of the early shoots is shown
more in detail in Jig. 2338. There is a

tree of this variety at Hendon Rectory,
which, in 1837, was 15 ft. high. There
are also fine specimens at Messrs.

Loddiges's, in the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, and more especially at

White Knights.
* T.d.S excehum Booth. There is a plant

of this variety in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which, in

1837, when 2 years old, was 2 ft. high.
*t T. d. 4 sinense, T. sinense Noisette. There is a tree in the Horticul-

tural Society's Garden, which was received under this name from
M. Noisette, and which, in 1837, was 6 ft. high, after having been

planted 10 years. How far it differs from T. d. nutans, or whether
it differs at all, we are uncertain.

t T. d. 5 s. pendulum, T. sinense pendulum Hort. There is a tree

under this name in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which was
received from Mr. Knight in 1827, and which in 1837 was 6 ft.

high.

Remarks. The deciduous cypress is one of those trees that sport exceed-

ingly in the seed-bed ; and, hence, wherever a number of them are found

growing together, scarcely any two appear to have precisely the same habit.

This is strikingly the case at White Knights, where there are several scores of

trees, presenting a variety of forms and foliage almost as great as their number.

They may all, however, as well as those enumerated in the above list, be
reduced to the following four forms. 1. The species, having the branches
horizontal or somewhat inclined upwards. 2. T. d. pendulum, with the branches

pendulous. 3. T. d. nutans, with the branches horizontal, and the young shoots

of the year pendulous ; the leaves being twisted and compressed round them
in the early part of the season, but fully expanded, like those of the species,
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towards the autumn. Most of these shoots have their points killed every
winter, and many of them are entirely destroyed. 4. T. d. tortuosum pen-
dulum, with the leaves on the young shoots tortuous, and the branches pendu-
lous. There is a very elegant specimen of this tree at White Knights. With

respect to the T. sinense of cultivators, we have not been able to discover in

what it differs from T. nutans.

Description, A tree, in North America, 120 ft, high. Trunk very thick,
often from 25 ft. to 4-0 ft. in circumference at the base. Branchlets very
slender, elegantly pinnate, bark brownish. Leaves pectinate and distichous ;

spreading horizontally, from being twisted at the base ; linear, mucronulate,
flat, 1 -nerved (nerve somewhat depressed above) ; glabrous on both sides,

light green ; margins acute, exterior somewhat convex, 1 in. or more in length,
about 1 line broad. Male catkins roundish, in a racemose panicle ; scales

very short, obtuse, concave, keeled, membranaceous on the margin. Galbulus
roundish or roundish-oval, of the size of a pigeon's egg. The tree, though
pyramidal in form when it is young, yet, when full-grown, has a spreading
broad head, somewhat in the manner of that of an old cedar of Lebanon.
There are but few trees in Britain which have assumed this character ; but,

according Michaux, it is common in the swamps of America ; and it has also

begun to show itself in some of the old trees at Whitton and Syon. The
bark of trees which grow near the natural beds of the rivers, and are half the

year surrounded with water to the height of 3 ft. or 4 ft., is lighter-coloured
than that of trees which stand in places which the waters do not reach ; the

wood, also, is whiter, less resinous, and less heavy. These are called white

cypresses. The others, of which the bark js browner, and the wood heavier,
more resinous, and of a duskier hue, are called black cypresses ; whence we
have, in some catalogues, T. d. nigrum ; but this name we have not given in our
list of varieties, as it is obviously only that of a variation. The wood is fine-

grained, and, after being for some time exposed to the light, becomes ofa reddish
colour : it possesses great strength and elasticity, and is lighter and less re-

sinous than that of the pines. It has also a greater power of resisting heat
and moisture. The foliage is open, light, and of a fresh agreeable tint; each

frond, or young shoot, is 4 in. or Sin. long, and consists of two parallel rows
of leaves upon a common stem. The leaves are small, fine, and somewhat
arched, with the convex side outwards. In the autumn, they change from a

light green to a dull red, and soon after fall off. The deciduous cypress blos-
soms in Carolina about the ] st of February. The male catkins are produced
in flexible pendulous aments, and the female in very small bunches. The
cones are about as large as the point of the thumb, hard, roundish, and of an
uneven surface. The seeds are small, ligneous, and of irregular shapes, with
a cylindrical kernel : they are ripe in October, and retain their productive
power two years. (Lamb., JUicfcr., attd obs.)
The deciduous cypress, in America, attains its largest size in the swamps of

the southern states and the Floridas, on the deep miry soil of which a new layer
is every year deposited by the floods. These trees, which are sometimes 40 ft.

in circumference at the base, are, however, always at least three times as thick
there as they are in any other part of the trunk. The base is usually hollow for
three quarters of its bulk ; and its surface is longitudinally furrowed with deep
tortuous channels. In consequence of the hollowness and comparative worth-
lessness of the lower part of the trunk, the negroes raise themselves on scaf-
folds 5 ft. or 6 ft. from the ground, when the trees are to be felled, in order to
cut off only the sound part of the tree. The roots of large trees, particularly in
situations subject to inundation, are charged with conical protuberances, com-
monly from 1 ft. Gin. to 2ft. high, and sometimes from 4ft. to 5 ft. in thickness :

they are always hollow, smooth on the surface, and covered with a reddish bark,
like the roots, which they resemble also in the softness of their wood. Michaux
says that " no cause can be assigned for their existence : they are peculiar to the
deciduous cypress, and begin to appear when it is only 20ft. or 25 ft. high. They
are made use of by the negroes for bee-hives." He adds that they exhibit
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no signs of vegetation, and that he has never succeeded in obtaining shoots

from them by wounding the surface, and covering them with earth. These
facts are confirmed by Dupratz, the author of Voyage a la Louisiane, who
savs that he has seen protuberances which had grown up from the roots of

deciduous cypresses after they had been cut down, in the form of a sugar-loaf,
to the height of 10ft., being a fourth part as broad as they were high, and

without having ever produced either a root or a shoot. Bosc, who mentions

this on Dupratz's authority, doubts the accuracy of his observation, and says
that he never saw these protuberances of more than 1 ft. in height. Flint,

in his Geography and History ofthe Western States, mentions these "
curiously-

shaped knobs," which, he says, are, in America, commonly called "
cypress

knees ;

"
while the hollow base of the trunk is called " the tree's buttock."

" The cypress," he says,
" loves the deepest, most gloomy, inaccessible, and

inundated swamps ; and seems to flourish where water covers its roots more
than half the year. When the water rises from 8 ft. to 10ft. from the over-

flow of the rivers, the apex of the tree's buttock is just on a level with the

surface of the water. It is then, in many places, that they cut it. The

negroes surround the tree in periogues, and thus get at the tree above the

large and broad buttock, and fell it with comparative ease. They cut off the

straight shaft as suits their purpose, and float it to a raft, or the nearest high

grounds." (Geog. and Hist., &c., vol. i. p. 62.) The knees are produced abun-

dantly by the large trees at Syon and Whitton, where they rise upwards of 1 ft.

above the surface of the soil ; and more than double that height from the roots

under water, in the case of trees growing by the sides of lakes at these places.
These protuberances are shown in the plate of the full-grown tree of this

species in our last Volume. The tree is of comparatively slow growth in

the climate of London ; and the fronds, or points of the shoots, are frequently
killed back by early frosts. Nevertheless, it attains the height, in moist

soils, of 5ft. or 6 ft. in 6 or 8 years, and of 15 ft. in 12 or 15 years ; and, in

40 or 50 years, it is 40 ft. or 50 ft. in height. The largest tree in the envi-

rons of London is at Whitton, where, in 1834, it was 81 ft. high, with a trunk
5 ft. in diameter at 2 ft. from the ground. There are trees nearly 70 ft. high at

Syon ; and trees at Bagshot, St. Ann's Hill, and Purser's Cross which have
borne male blossoms and cones. The first tree on record which bore cones
in England was one at Wimbledon, before 1752. (See History.) The tree

thrives well in Scotland, and also in the climate of Paris, and in central

Germany.
Geography. The deciduous cypress is found on the banks of the Indian River,

a small stream that waters part of Delaware, in lat. 38 50', and which may be
considered as its northern boundary. Hence, proceeding southward, it becomes
more abundant in the swamps ; but, in Maryland and Virginia, it is confined

to the view of the sea, where the winter is milder, and the summer more
intense. Beyond Norfolk, its limits coincide exactly with those of the pine
barrens ; and, in the Carolinas and Georgia, it occupies a great part of the

swamps, which border the rivers after they have left the mountains, and
entered the low lands. In East Florida, the soil is, in general, more uni-

form ; and here the long-leaved pine (P. australis) and deciduous cypress
are very abundant ; the one on the low grounds, and the other on the

uplands. The Mississippi, from its mouth to the river of the Arkansas, a
distance (following its windings) of more than 600 miles, is bordered with

marshes, which, at the annual overflowing of this mighty stream, form a
vast expanse of waters. In Louisiana, those parts of the marshes where
the deciduous cypress grows almost alone are called cyprieres or cypress
swamps, as those in which it is mingled with the white cedar are called cedar

swamps, and they sometimes occupy thousands of acres. In the Floridas,
these swamps are contiguous to the immeasurable tracts covered with pines,
and called pine barrens ; or with tall rank grass, and called savannahs. In
the midst of the pine forests and savannahs is seen, here and there, a bog,
or a plash of water, filled with deciduous cypresses, the squalid appearance of
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which, when they exceed 18ft. or 20ft. in height, proves how much they are

affected by the barrenness of the soil. From these particulars an idea may be
formed of the situations and soils in which the deciduous cypresses are found,
over an extent of more than 1500 miles, from their first appearance in

the north, to the Mississippi. Michaux adds that he 1ms some reason to

believe that the deciduous cypress is found as far south as the mouth of the

Rio del Norte, lat. 36; which, if we measure the circuit of the Gulf of

Mexico, makes a range for this tree of more than .3000 miles. (Michx.)
History. The deciduous cypress appears to have been introduced before

1640; as Parkinson, writing in that year, speaks of it.
" The Americane ci-

presseis, as it is said, in sundrie countries of the North America; its seed was

brought by Master Tradescant from Virginia, and sown here, and doe spring very
bravely." (Park. Theat., &c., p. 1477.) Miller, speaking of this tree, says :

" One in the gardens of John Tradescant, in South Lambeth, near Vauxhall,
is upwards of 30 ft. high, and of considerable bulk ; and, though in a common
yard at present, where no care is taken of it, but, on the contrary, many hooks
are driven into the trunk to fasten cords thereto for drying clothes, yet the
tree is in great health and vigour, but has not produced any fruit as yet,
which may be occasioned for want of moisture ; for we often see aquatic

plants will grow upon a drier soil, but yet are seldom so productive of either

flowers or fruit as those which remain growing in the water." (Diet., ed. 1731.)
In a subsequent edition, Miller says :

" There is also a pretty large tree of
this kind now growing in the gardens of Sir Abraham Jansen, Bart., at Wim-
bledon, in Surrey, which has produced a great quantity of cones for some years
past, which, in favourable seasons, come to maturity; and the seeds have been
as good as those which have been brought from America. This tree was trans-

planted when it was very large, which has stunted its growth," and may have
thrown it into fruit. (See Diet., ed. 1752.)
The deciduous cypress appears to have been introduced into Scotland

about 1746; as Dr. Walker, in 1776, speaks of a fine tree of it in the grounds
at London Castle, in Ayrshire, which, he says, was then 30 years old, and 25 ft.

high. This tree, he adds, was
" the only considerable tree of the kind in North

Britain. It was feathered down to the ground with branches ; and is, without

exception, the most elegant tree of the kind to be seen in our climate. It

used formerly to be kept in the green-house, which, from this instance, appears
quite unnecessary, as the tree has never suffered in winter. It stood well

sheltered, and in a heavy clay soil." (Essays, c., p. 80.) Humboldt mentions
that there are some trees in Mexico, which were planted in the garden of the

emperor there, before the Spanish invasion ; and it is probably to these that

Ward alludes in his Mexico. " The cypress of Montezuma," he says,
" stands

in the gardens of Chapultipec, near Mexico
; and, as it had attained its full

growth when that monarch was on the throne (1520), it must now be nearly
400 years old. The trunk is 41 ft. in circumference, and it is so high as to

appear slender." At Santa Maria de Tula, in Oaxaca, is a cypress 93 ft. in

circumference.

Botanical History. Parkinson, in 1640, expresses his doubts that this

tree was not " a true cipresse," and suggests that it must have been called

so from the fragrance of the wood. It was, however, classed by Linnaeus,
and all succeeding botanists, as a Cupressus, till M. Richard, in the Annales
du Musee, torn. xvi. p. 269., constituted it a genus, under the name of Taxo-
ditim ; which name was applied from the leaves being disposed in the same
manner as those of the yew. Two years afterwards, M. Mirbel and M.
Schubert described it as a separate genus, under the name of Schubert/a

(Nouv. Bull, de la Soc. Phil., iii. p. 123.) ; but the name of Taxodium having
been applied first, and accompanied by a scientific description, necessarily
takes precedence.

Properties and Uses. The wood is universally employed, throughout the
United States, for the best kind of shingles ; and in Louisiana it is used
for almost every other purpose to which timber is applied. Nearly all the
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houses in New Orleans, in

1819, Michaux informs us,

were of wood, and not only
the frame, but the interior

work and the outer covering,

were, in most cases, of cypress.
The shingles made of this

wood are split off parallel to

the concentric circles. At
Norfolk, in Virginia, near
the Dismal Swamp, immense

quantities of shingles are made
both of this wood and of that

of the white cedar. Through-
out the southern states, it is

used for the interior fitting up
of brick houses, for window
sashes, and panels of doors

exposed to the weather ; and
cabinet-makers use it for the

drawers, &c., of mahogany
furniture. It has been em-

ployed, in Louisiana, for the

masts and sides of vessels;
and is often used for canoes,

which, when fashioned from i

a single trunk, and about 30 ft.

long and 5 ft. wide, are light,

solid, and more durable than
those formed ofany other tree.

It makes excellent and very
durable posts for fences, and

pipes to convey water under ground ; particularly the kind grown on dry
land, and called the black cypress, the wood of which is more resinous and
solid than that of the white. A resin, of an agreeable odour and red colour,
exudes from the bark; but not in sufficient abundance to be used for the

purposes of commerce, though more copious than that of the white cedar :

the negroes prefer it to that of the pines for dressing wounds. The protu-
berances formed by the roots, as already observed, are used by the negroes as

bee-hives. In England, the deciduous cypress is only valued as an ornamental
tree ; and the delicacy of its foliage, and the graceful pendent disposition of
its lower branches, insure it a place in every collection where the soil is natu-

rally moist, or where it can be planted in the vicinity of water. The noble

trees at Syon and Whitton are admired by all who have seen them. The
most graceful pendent-branched tree which we have seen is that at St. Ann's

Hill, already mentioned ; and, in the wood at White Knights, there are above
a score ofyoung trees, so different in their foliage, in the fastigiate, spreading,
or pendulous disposition of their branches, and also in the twisted or flattened

2-ranked arrangement of the leaves, that each might be considered as a dis-

tinct variety.

Soil, Propagation, $c. A rich moist soil is required to produce the deci-

duous cypress of any size, and it will not thrive in elevated situations. The

species is increased by seeds, which are procured from imported cones : they

may be treated in all respects like those of the common evergreen cypress,

and, like them, come up the first year. The tree may also be propagated by
cuttings, put in in autumn, in sand or heath soil, in the shade, and kept
moist; a practice which, Bosc observes, is in use in the nurseries at Orleans,
but not in those at Paris. Cuttings of the winter's wood, or of the sum-
mer's shoots with the leaves on, will root in a vessel of water in a very few
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weeks ; and, if an nch of soil be placed at the bottom of the vessel, the

fibres will root into it, and the plants may be used as if they had been struck

in the usual manner. Layers, put down in moist soil, root the first year.

Statistics. In the Neighbourhood of London. At Whitton, it is 81 ft. high, diameter of the trunk
5ft. at 2ft. from the ground; at Purser's Cross, it is between 70ft. and 80ft. high (this tree has
borne cones and male blossoms) ;

at Abercorn Priory, at Stanmore, it is 42 ft high, diameter of the
head 75ft.; at Muswell Hill, it is 43 ft. high; at Kenwood, 50 years planted, it is 40ft. high, dia-

meter of the trunk 2 ft 8 in., and of the head 24 ft.
;
at Gunnersbury Park it is 51 ft. high, diameter

of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in.
;
at York House, Twickenham, it is 52ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3ft.,

and of the head 33 ft.
; and at Syon there are several from 60ft. to 70 ft. high, and, among others, the

tree of which we have given a portrait in our last Volume South of London. In Cornwall, at Port

Elliot, 80 years planted, it is 50 ft. hjgh, diameter of the trunk 3 ft., and of the head 30 ft. In Hamp-
shire, at Strathfieldsaye, it is 46 ft. high, with a trunk 3ft. 4 in. in diameter. In Surrey, at St. Ann's

Hill, 35 years planted, it is 45 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 30 ft., bearing cones

abundantly. North of London. In Berkshire, at Ditton Park, 90 years old, it is 80 ft. high, with a
trunk 3 ft. 6 in. in diameter. In Cambridgeshire, at Wimpole, 45 years planted, it is only '27 ft. high.
In Essex, at Hylands, 10 years planted, it is 13ft high. In Herefordshire, at Haffield, 11 years planted s

it is 14ft high. In Leicestershire, at Elvaston Castle, 16 years planted, it is 15ft. high. In Suffolk, at

Great Livermore, 35 years planted, it is 37ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 2 in., and of the head
18 ft. In Warwickshire, at Combe Abbey, it is 47 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 3 in., and
of the head 24 ft In Worcestershire, at Croome, 60 years planted, it is 55 ft high, the diameter of
the trunk 2ft, and of the head 40ft. In Yorkshire, at Studley, the very handsome tree of which
fig. 2339. is a portrait, 36ft. high. In Scotland, in Ayrshire, at Fullarton, 20 years planted, it is 20 ft.

high In Ireland, in the county of Down, at Ballyleady, 22 years planted,- it is 16ft. high In
France. In the Botanic Garden at Toulon, 38 years planted, it is 80 ft. high, the circumference of the
trunk 10ft. 4 in. On the Government Farm of Rambouillet are several from 65 ft. to 70ft. high,
with trunks about 10ft. in circumference ; and several others with trunks from 3ft. to 8ft. in cir-

cumference. At Avranches, in the Botanic Garden, 20 years old, it is from 30 ft. to 40 ft. high, the
diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 2 in., and of the head 24 ft. In Austria, near Vienna, at Bru'ck on the
Leytha, 30 years planted, it is 36 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the head 13 ft.

In Prussia, at Berlin, at Sans Souci, from 45 to 50 years old, it is 20ft. high, the diameter of the
trunk 1 ft., and of the head 9ft. In Italy, in Lombardy, at Monza, 24 years planted, it is 62 ft.

high, the circumference of the trunk 4 ft. 2 in., and the diameter of the head 45 ft. In America, at

Philadelphia, in Bartram's Botanic Garden, it is 120ft high, with a trunk 28* ft in circumference,
above the buttock.

Commercial Statistics. Price of cones, in London,' 3*.

per quart; plants Is. each : at Bollwyller, plants are from
1 franc to 2 francs; and at New York, 50 cents.

t T. sempervirens Lamb. Pin., ed. 2., 2. t 64. ; our fig. 2340. to our
usual scale; and fig. 2341. of the natural size. The evergreen Taxo-

dium. Leaves distichous, linear, acute, evergreen, cori-

aceous, 'glabrous, opaque. (Lamb.) An evergreen tree.
Branchlets angled, leafy, glabrous, Leaves linear, acute,
distichous, coriaceous, glabrous : opaque- and shining on
both sides, keeled beneath, flat on the margin ; J in. to
lin. long,"* line broad, decurrent. Galbulus terminal,
solitary, roundish, with short imbricated scales at the base ;

scales trapezoidal, peltate, thick, fungous and woody;
rough above, and radiately striated ; depressed in the
centre, terminating at the base in a thick angular pedicel.
Seeds many to a single scale, angular, yellowish. (Lamb.
Pin.) This species was discovered by Mr. Menzies, on
the north-west coast of America, in 1796 ;

and immense
trees of it were seen by Dr. Coulter in 1836 ;

but it has
not yet been introduced. It will probably prove hardy ;

and, in that case its introduction would be exceedingly
desirable.

$ T. capense ; Cupressus /uniperb'ldes Lin. Sp. PI., 4. ;

2340
t *1c African, or Cape, Cypress; has the branches loose
and spreading; leaves nearly lin. long, of a light green

colour, and continuing the same all the year. Galbulus black when ripe.
A native of the Cap*.- of Good Hope; cultivated before 1756 by Miller;
and flowering in April and May. It requires the protection of the
greenhous-e.

2341

GENUS XIII.

ilHH
JUNl'PERUS L. THE JUNIPER. Lin. Syst. Dice'cia Monadelphia.

Identification. Lin. Gen., No. 1134. ; Reich., 1240. ; Schreb., 1552. ; Gsertn., t, 91.
; Tourn., t. 361.

Juss., 413. ;
Lamb. Pin.. "J.

Sablna Bauh. ; Ccdrus Tourn. ; Gen^vrier, Fr. ; Wach holder, Ger.
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Derivation. From Juneprtts, rough or rude, Celt., the plants of this genus being stiff shrubs; or
from jiinhrcs jiaricns, from the young and old leaves being on the tree at the same time, or with
reference to the young fruit being produced before the old fruit drops off.

Description, Geography, $c. Evergreen shrubs and trees ; natives of Eu-

rope, Asia, Africa, and America ; mostly hardy in British gardens. The wood
of all the species is more or less aromatic, and very durable. The berries are

employed in medicine as a diuretic, and are used in flavouring gin ; but in

some species the aromatic is united with an acrid principle, as in the savin.

According to Royle, the berries of the common juniper secrete sugar, as well

as an essential oil. The genus has a very extensive geographical range.
The common juniper is found in most parts of Europe and North America;
and it was also seen by Capt. Webb on the Neetee Pass, in the Himalayas,
where it is called Bilhara, also Pudma, and Pumaroa ; and by Mr. Ingli.s, in

Kunawar. Here there is also another species, J. religiosa Royle (? J. recurva

Ham.), called Gogul by the natives, and employed for burning as incense in

their religious ceremonies. The most common species, however, in India,
is J. squamosa Royle (J. squamata D. Don}, occurring on such mountains as

Choor and Kedarkauta, as high as 1 1,000ft.; as well as near Neetee, &c. ;

and on Peer Punjal, as well as Gossainthan. In the last-mentioned place,
J. recurva is also found. As there is some difficulty in distinguishing the

species, it is not easy to ascertain what species is called bastard, or creeping,
cedar, in contradistinction to the Himalaya cedar wood (Juniperus excelsa),
found in Gossainthan, in Kamaon, and on the confines of Tartary. This,
in its foliage, resembles Cupressus torulosa, specimens of which, indeed, are

mixed with those of J. excelsa in the East Indian herbarium. The former

appears to be the plant called Theloo by the natives, and seen by Huree Sing
between Simla and Phagoo, near a small piece of water ;

and by Murdan

Aly, a very intelligent plant collector, near Saughee Ke Ghat, a high hill

to the southward of Rol. It is also found in Kamaon, near Neetee, Simla,
and in Kunawar. (Royle III.} The species, with the exception of three or

four, which have grown to some size, and ripened fruit in England, are

very imperfectly known to British cultivators; and, probably, some of those

kinds which we have given as distinct species may prove not to be so.

We could not, however, avoid this, from the impossibility of seeing any
plants of many of the kinds, but those which were quite young. All the

species are readily propagated by seeds, which retain their vitality, when

kept in the berry, for several years ; and, when sown, lie one year, and often

two years, before they come up. They may also be increased by cuttings,

planted in sandy soil, in a shady situation, in the autumn, and covered with

a hand-glass during winter ; or by layers.
Insects. The juniper is not much frequented by insects. Two species of

British lepidopterous insects, however, derive their names from feeding upon
this tree; namely, Thera juniperata, a very rare species of Geometridae

(Steph. Hlust.y pi. 31. f. 2.) ; and Anacampsis Juniperella (one of the Tineidae).
Three species of Linnaean Hemiptera, also, are named from their inhabiting
this plant; namely, Pentatoma juniperina (one of the field bugs), A'phis

junfperi (a species of plant louse), and J'hrips juniperi ; as well as a saw-fly

(Tenthredo juniperi). J. O. W.
The Fungi are not very numerous. On the leaves of Ju-

niperus communis are found Hysterium Pinastri var.

Juniperi Fr. y Hysterium Juniperi Grev., t. 26., and our

fig. 2342. ; and Podisoma foliicolum Berk. On the living
branches are found Gymnosporangium Juniperi L/C., and
Podisoma Juniperi communis Fr., which are a kind of per-
ennial mildew, resembling in structure Puccini^, with the

addition of copious gelatine. On Juniperus abina occurs

Podisoma Juniperi Sabinae. M. J. B. 2342
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I. Qxycedri. Leaves sheading in the adult plants. D. Don.

1. J. COMMU N
NIS L. The common Juniper.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1470.; Willd., 4. p. 853.; Fl. Br., 1085.; Eng. Bot , t 1100.; Hook.
Scot., 290. ; Woodv., t. 95. ;

Mill. Illust, t. 95. ;
Ehr. PI. Oft!, 449. ; Engl. Flor, 4. p. 251. ;

N. Du
Ham., 6. p. 46. ; Hook. Brit Fl., p. 434. ; Liruil. Syn., p. 241. : Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; Boa Jard.,
ed. 1837.

Synonymes. J. No. 1661a., Hall. Hist., 2. p. 319. ; J. vulgaris, &c., Raii Syn., 444., Bauh. Hist., 1.

pt. 2. p. 293., Bauh. Pin., 488., tier: Em., 1372., Matth. fat^r., 1. p. 109., Cam. Ejnt., p. 53., Lob.

Ic., 2. p. 222. ; J. minor Fuchs Hist., p. 78., Ic., t. 44., Dalech. Hist., p. 67. ;
J. communis saxatilis

Pall. Ross., 2. p. 12. ;
J. alpina Clus. Hist., 38., J. Bauh., 1. lib. 9. p. 309. ;

J. minor montana C.

Bauh. Pin. ;
Genevrier commun, Fr.

; gemeiner Wachholder, Ger.

ravings. Engl. Bot., t. 1100. ; Woodv., t. 95. ;
Mill. Illust., t. 95. ; N. Du Ham., t. 15. f. 1. ;

ayne Abbild., t. 206. ; our Jig. 2349. to our usual scale ; andjig. 2348. of the natural size.
Engr
Ha

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves in threes, spreading, mucronate. Berries longish.

(WiUd.) An evergreen shrub; a native of Europe, North America, and
Asia

; flowering in May.

Varieties.

* J. c. 1 vulgaris Park. Theat., 1029., Mart. Mill., No. 7.; /. v. fruticosa

Bauh. Pin., p. 488. ; J. c. erectis Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., ii. p. 646.

Leaves, according to Hayne, ^ in. in length. A bushy shrub, from
3 ft. to 5 ft. high ; but, in favourable situations, growing much
higher. (Willd.)

* J. c. 2 suecica Mart. Mill., Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., v.

p. 414. ; J. suecica Mill. Diet., No. 2. ; J. vulgaris arbor

Bauh. ; the Swedish, or true, Juniper ; (Jig. 2343.) has

the leaves spreading and acute, and according to

Hayne, 1 in. in length; and the branches erect, with

oblong fruit. This kind was supposed by Miller to

be a species, because he found it always come true from
seed. It generally attains the height of 10 ft. or 12 ft.,

and sometimes of 16 ft* or 18ft. The branches are

more erect than those of the common juniper ; the

leaves are narrower, they end in more acute points,
and are placed farther asunder on the branches ; the

berries are also larger and longer. It is a native of

Sweden, Denmark, and Norway, and is in common
cultivation in British nurseries. The leaves of the

plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which
are marked J. suecica, and also those of the plants
that are sold for that variety, or species in the British nurseries, are

rather shorter than those of the common juniper ; or, at all events,
not longer. Perhaps the variety J. c. oblonga, mentioned below,
which has leaves an inch long, and the fruit oblong,
may be the true Swedish Juniper.

J. c. 3 nana Willd. Sp. PL, iv. p. 854. ; J. communis
FL Br., 1086., Light/., p. 624., Lin. Sp. PL, 1470.;
J. c. saxatilis Pall. Ross, ii. t. 54.; J. No. 1661.

Hall. Hist., ii. p. 320. ; J. alpina Ray Syn., 444.,
Bauh. Hist., i. pt. 2. p. 301. f. 302., Clus. Hut., p. 38.,

Pann., p. 26. f. 25., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; J. alpina
minor Ger. Emac., 1372. ; J. minor montana, &c.,
Bauh. Pin., 489., N. Du Ham., vi. p. 46. ; J. nana
Smith Engl. FL, iv. p. 252. ; J. sibirica Hort. ; J.

daurica, Hort. ; J. c. montana Ait. Hort. Kew., v.

p. 415. ; and our fig. 2344.; has the leaves broader
and thicker, and the fruit longer, than the spe- 2344
cies.

* J. c. 4 oblonga, J. oblonga Hort., (fig. 2346.) has longer
leaves than any other variety, and small oblong fruit.

There is a large bush of this variety in the Horticultural Society's
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Garden, which is only 4 ft. high, after having been planted 12 years,

and which was received

from M. Godefroy, Ville

d'Avray, near Paris.

2347

* J. c. 5 o. pendula. (fig. 2345.) We apply this name to a plant at Kew,
which resembles that in the Horticultural Society's Garden, in

every respect, except that the habit of the main branches is fasti-

giate ; and the points of the shoots pendulous. It forms a very

graceful plant, about o ft. high.
* J. c. 6 canadensis, J. canadensis Lodd. Cat., ed.

1836, (fig, 2347.) is a handsome vigorous-grow-

ing variety, coming near in foliage to J. c. nana
;

but, as we have only seen a small plant of it in

the collection of Messrs. Loddiges, we are

unable to depict the particular feature in which
it differs from the species. In Lawson's

Manual, a variety of this name is referred to

J. virginiana.
tL J. c. 8 deprdssa Pursh FL Amer. Sept., ii. 646., is a native of

North America, and does not grow above 1 ft. or 2ft. high ;

though its root will sometimes cover a space of from 15 ft. to

20 ft. in diameter. It does not appear to have been introduced.
Possibly this may be the J. canadensis ofLodd. Ca.,No.G. above.

Other Varieties. In Loddiges's Catalogile, there are

.7. cracovia and J. hibernica, very small plants, but

obviously belonging to J. communis. There can be no
doubt of this, though as in the case of .7. c. canadensis
in the same collection, we cannot point out in what
the difference consists. There are other names cur-

rent in the nurseries, in some of which they are applied to J. commnunis, in

others to J. /Sabina, and in others to J. virginiana.

Description, fyc. The common juniper, in its native habitats, is a low
shrub, seldom rising more than 3 ft. high, and sending out many spreading
tough branches, which incline on every side, and are covered with a smooth
brown or reddish bark, with a tinge of purple. The bark of the young
branches is green ; but that of the trunk and old wood is of a greyish brown,
cracked and scaly. Leaves narrow, awl-shaped, ending in acute points,
placed by threes round the branches, pointing outwards ; bright green on
one side, and grey on the other ; continuing throughout the year. The male
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flowers are sometimes on the same plant with

the females, though at a distance from them ;

but they are commonly on distinct plants. The
female flowers are succeeded by roundish ber-

ries, which are first green, but, when ripe, are

of a dark purple or blackish blue colour, co-

vered with a bloom. They continue on the

bush two years, and are sessile in the axils of

the leaves. They are juiceless, spongy-fleshed,
and each contains 3 stones. Each berry is

marked at top with 3 raised dots and a 3-forked

groove, received at bottom into a very small star-

red involucre. When planted in a deep sandy
loam, the common juniper will grow 15ft. or

16ft. high, and will form a handsome bushy
shrub. In Birch Wood, near Farningham, is the juniper of whichjtfg. 2350. is a

portrait to a scale of 1 in. to 12 ft., for the drawing of which we are indebted

to J. F. Christy, Esq. This remarkable tree is 20 ft. high, with a trunk 5 ft.

8 in. in circumference at the base, and 4 ft. 1 in. at 2 ft. from the ground. In

the grounds at Pain's Hill is a bush 15 ft. high, and 3G ft. in diameter. At
White Knights, there are several hundreds of plants, varying
in height from 2 ft. to 12 ft. ; but the largest of the species in

England is probably that at Wardour Castle, which is 30 ft. high.
Of the variety J. c. 2suecica, there is a specimen at Farnham

Castle, 40ft. high. The rate of growth of the taller-growing

varieties, in the climate of London, is from 6 in. to 9 in. a

year, till the plants are 6 ft. or 8 ft. high, after which they

grow more slowly ; and their duration is more than a cen-

tury.

Geography. The juniper is common in all the northern

parts of Europe, both in fertile and barren soils, on hills and
in valleys, in open sandy plains or in moist and close woods.
On the sides of the hills, its trunk grows tall; but on the 2349
tops of rocky mountains, and in bogs, it is only a shrub. In

England, it is found chiefly on open downs, in a chalky or

sandy soil. In the southern countries of Europe, it is less common, except in

very elevated situations. According to Pursh, it is found in North America,
about rocks, near the falls of rivers, in Canada, and the western part of New
York ;

and the variety J. c. depressa in the state of New York, and particu-

larly in the province of Maine, in rocky or gravelly situations. The common

juniper, he adds,
"
may probably have been originally brought from Europe ;

but the variety, or, probably, distinct species, .7. c. depressa, seems to be

really a native." (Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., ii. p. 646.) In Asia, the common

juniper was found by Capt. Webb in Nepal, and on the Bhotan Alps. In all

these countries it generally grows in dry soil, and never attains a large size

but in soils which are dry and deep.

History. The juniper is mentioned in the Bible, in the First Book of

Kings, as the tree under which the prophet Elijah took refuge in the wilder-

ness of Beersheba, to avoid the persecution of King Ahab. It was known to

the Greeks, who used its berries medicinally, though they thought its shade

unwholesome. Pliny says the juniper has the same properties as the cedar ;

adding that, in his time, it grew in Spain to a great size ; but that wherever

it grows its heart is always sound.. He also says that a piece of juniper

wood, when ignited, will, if covered with ashes of the same wood, keep on
fire a whole year. It is mentioned by Virgil, who says that its shade is hurt-

ful both to men and corn. The species referred to by the classical writers is,

in all probability, not the common juniper, but the Phoenician, or some other

species of the south of Europe. The botanists of the middle ages appear to

have had a high opinion of the virtues of the common juniper. Tragus asserts
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that its berries will cure all diseases ; and Mathiolus, that its virtues are too nu-
merous to mention. Turner says that, in England, thejumper

"
groweth most

plenteouslie in Kent : it groweth, also, in the bisshopryche of Durram, and in

Northumberlande. It groweth in Germany in greate plentye, but in no

place in greater than a lyttle from Bon ; where, at the time of year the

feldefares fede only of junipers berries, the people eate the feldefares

undrawen, with guttes and all, because they are full of the berries of

juniper." (Names of Herbes, &c., fol. 25.) The*juniper is treated of at length
in both Gerard and Parkinson, who enumerate a great many virtues belonging
to it. In the Highlands, it is the badge of the clan Murray.

Poetical Allusions, 8fc. The ancients consecrated this shrub to the Furies,
and threw its berries on the funeral pile, to protect the departing spirit from
evil influences. They also offered it in sacrifice to the Infernal Gods, to
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whom they believed its perfume was acceptable, and burnt it in their dwell-

ings to keep away demons. A similar custom still prevails, to a certain

extent, in various parts of the Continent; where the peasants believe that

burning juniper branches before their doors will prevent the incantations of

witches, and keep away evil spirits. It is probably in allusion to this belief

that Sir Walter Scott says, in the Lady of the Lake,
" A heap of wither'd boughs was piled
Of juniper and rowan wild,
Mingled with shivers from the oak,
Kent by the lightning's recent stroke."

Properties and Uses. The wood is finely veined, of a yellowish brown,
and very aromatic. It weighs, when dry, above 42 Ib. per cubic foot. It

makes excellent vine-props, but is generally considered too valuable to be

applied to such a use, as, from its beauty, and the high polish it will take,

it is employed for walkingsticks, cups, and various articles of turnery. It

makes excellent fuel, and is used in Scotland and Sweden for smoking hams.

The bark is made by the Laplanders into ropes. The berries are, however,
the most useful product of the juniper. Many kinds of birds feed on them ;

and, when burnt, they were formerly thought to possess the power of prevent-

ing infection. They are, however, now principally used in making gin, which
is simply a spirit distilled from corn, and flavoured by an infusion of these

berries. When crushed and distilled, the berries yield an essential oil.

They are used by the peasants, in some parts of France, to make a kind of

beer, which is called genevrette. For this purpose, they take equal parts of

barley and juniper berries, and, after boiling the barley about a quarter of an

hour, they throw in the juniper berries. They then pour the whole into a

barrel half full of water, and bung it closely for two or three days ; after

which they give it air to promote fermentation. Some persons add molasses

or coarse sugar, to make the liquor stronger. This beer is ready to drink in

about a week, and it is bright and sparkling, and powerfully diuretic. Apples
or pears, slightly crushed, are sometimes substituted for the barley ; but the

liquor thus made is apt to turn sour, or become vapid, in a short time. It

was formerly supposed that this shrub, when grown in hot countries, pro-
duced the substance called gum sandarach, which, when powdered, is called

pounce ; but it is now discovered that this gum is the produce of Callitris

quadrivalvis (see p. 2463.). The entire juniper bush was formerly much
employed in topiary work ; and Evelyn mentions that his brother had
an arbour, which three persons could sit in, cut out of a single plant. This
arbour was 7 ft. wide, and 1 1 ft. high. The juniper is occasionally still seen

in modern gardens, trained and clipped into the form of an open bowl
or goblet. There is a fine specimen, a bowl, in the gardens of Mrs. Marryatt, at

Wimbledon House, and another in the nursery of Mr. Waterer, at Knaphill.
In France, being one of the few evergreen shrubs that will stand the open air

in the climate of Paris, it is often planted as a screen to objects which it is

desired to conceal, and trained and clipped into the form of evergreen walls,
called there rideaux de verdure. The low trailing varieties are well adapted
for covering rockwork.

Statistics. In Devonshire, at Endsleigh Cottage, 12 years planted, it is 16 ft. high, diameter of
the head 10ft. In Surrey, at Bagshot Park, 12 years planted, it is 15ft. high. In Wiltshire, at
Wardour Castle, 40 years planted, it is 30ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 6 in., and of the head
12 ft. In Bedfordshire, at Ampthill, 22 years planted, it is 10ft. high. In Suffolk, at Finborough
Hall, 40 years planted, it is 16 ft. high. In Yorkshire, at Hackress, 40 years planted, it is 12ft. high.
In Ireland, in King's County, at Charleville Forest, 25 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. In France, in

Brittany, at Barres, 50 years old, it is 9 ft. high, and the diameter of the trunk 1 ft.
;
at Avranches,

in the garden of M. Angot, 29 years planted, it is 24ft. high. In Germany, in Bavaria, in the
Botanic Garden, Munich, 24 years planted, it is 6ft. high, in Italy, at Monza, 29 years planted, it

is 20 ft. high.
J. c. 2 su6cica. In Hampshire, at Farnham Castle, 50 years planted, it is 40 ft. high, the dia-

meter of the trunk 2 ft., and that of the space covered by the branches 20 ft. In Surrey, at Bagshot
Park, 12 years planted, it is 20 ft. high. In Sussex, at Westdean, 14 years planted, it is 17 ft high.
In Berkshire, at White Knights, 24 years planted, it is 32 ft. high. In Ireland, in Louth, at Oriel
Temple, 18 years planted, it is 12 t. high.

Commercial Statistics. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 9d. each, and of
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the varieties 1*. 6d. each; at Bollwyller, the varieties, 2 francs each. At New
York, plants of the Swedish juniper, which requires protection there during
winter, are 50 cents each.

* 2. J. OXY'CEDRUS L. The Sharp Cedar, or broiun-berried, Juniper.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1470. ; Willd. Sp., 4. p. 854. ; Lam. Diet., 2. p. 625. : Desf. Fl. Atl., 2

p. 270. ; Lois. Fl. Gall., p. 684. ; N. Du Ham., 6. p. 47.

Synom/mes. J. major Cam. Epit., 54. ; J. m. monspeli^nsium Lob. Ic., 2. p. 223. ; J. phoanicea, &c.,
J. Bauh. Hist, 1. p. 277.; J. mhjor, &c., C. Bauh., p. 489., Tourn. Inst, 589., Du Ham. Arb.,
p. 322. t. 128., Rait Hist., 1413.; Cedrus phoenfcea Matth. Valgr., 127.; Oxycedrus Clus. Hist.,
p. 39. ; O. phcenfcea Dod. Pempt., p. 853. ; the prickly Cedar

; le Cade, Fr.
; Spanische Wach-

holder, Ger.

Engravings. Du Ham. Arb., 2. 1. 128. ; N. Du Ham., 6. t. 15. f. 2.
; our fig. 2352. to our usual scale :

andfig. 2351. of the natural size.

Spec. Char.y $c. Leaves in threes, spreading, mucronate, shorter than the

berries. (Willd.) An evergreen shrub, native of Spain, Portugal, and the

south of France. Introduced before 1739; flowering in May and June.

Description, %c. A shrub, closely allied to J. communis, from 10 ft. to 12 ft.

high, and feathered from the ground. The branches are small and taper, with-
out angles. Berries very

large, of a brownish red,
and marked with two
white lines. This species
is said to form ahandsome
shrub when allowed suffi-

cient space ; and to be
rather more tender than J.

communis. In France, an

essential oil is distilled

from its wood, called huile

23.51 lf~^
"""^ de cade, which is used

in veterinary medicine.
There are small plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden, at Kew, and at

a few other places ; but we have never been able to see any above 1 ft. in

height.

3. J. MACROCA'RPA Smith. The large-fruited Juniper.

Identification. Smith in Fl. Gra?c. Prod., 2. p. 263. ; ? Tenore Syll. Fl. Neapol.
Synonyme. J. major, bacca ca>rulea, Tourn. Inst., 589.

Engravings. Lob. Icon., 2. p. 223. f. 1. ;
Tourn. Inst., 589. f. ; and our fig. 2353. of the natural size,

copied from the figure of L'Obel.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves ternate, spreading, mucronate, sharply keeled,
one-nerved. Berries elliptical, longer than the leaf. (Smith Fl. Or., 2.

p. 267.) A shrub, a native of Greece, with leaves like those of J. Ox-
ycedrus, but the berries are twice as large, elliptic or obovate, and
black covered with a violet bloom. There is a specimen in Sibthorp's
herbarium, in the Linnaean Society. (Du Ham.) Berries have been
sent to us by the Honourable W. Fox Strangways, under the name
of J. macrocarpa, (but which were of a brownish red, and only differ-

ing from those of J. Oxycedrus in size,) accompanied by the following
remarks :

"
Juniperus macrocarpa is described in Tenore's Syllog. Fl.

Neapol., 1832, 8vo. It is common along the sea-shore, particularly
near Baia, Cuma, and Licola

;
and is a low thick bush, haying neither

the cedar-like spread of the common juniper, nor the upright stature

or J. Oxycedrus. J. Oxycedrus appears to be intermediate between
J. communis and J. macrocarpa ; having the small fruit of the former,
and the spreading prickly leaves, wide apart, of the latter. It is not

common in Italy, but is abundant in Istria and Dalmatia, where it

bears the Fiscum Oxycedri. W. Fox Strangways. January 20. 1838."
Professor Don doubts much whether Tenore's J. macrocarpa be any
thing more than a variety of J. Oxycedrus. As Mr. Strangways has

given seeds ofTenore's plant to the Horticultural Society, and to other

collections, it will be known in a few years what it is. 2 353

23.5-2

tt. 4. J. DRUPAVCEA Lab. t N. Du Ham. The drupaceous, or large-fruited,

Juniper.

Identification. Labillard. Icon. Plant Syr. Dec., 2. p. 14. ; Mart. Mill., No. 11. ; Desfont. Hi-t. des

Arbres et Arbriss., 2. p. 558.
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_ _ 23.5,?

Synonymes. Hdbhcl fructus Clus. Hist. Ic.,

37. ; J. m^jor Jiellon Obs., 2. p. 162.

Engravings. Clus. Icon. ;
Labillard. Icon. ; our

fig. 2354. reduced to our usual scale from the

figure of La Billardikre ;
and Jigs. 2355. and

2356. of the natural size, also from the same
authority. Fig. 2355. shows the. scales of the
fruit much opener than is usual in Juniperns;
it is, however, a correct copy ofthe original.

Spec. Char. Leaves in threes, spreading, acute, three times shorter than the fruit. Nut 3-celled.

(LabiUard.) A shrub, a native of Syria. Introduced in 1820 ;
but we have not seen the plant.

DescriptioHj f(C. Stem erect, branched. Branches
spreading; branchlets 3-sided. Leaves lanceolate, 006
sessile, somewhat glaucous, with a double line above.
Fruit testaceous, often three times as long as the
leaves ; large, roundish, angular, dark blue, with a
glaucous bloom, and marked with six or nine retuse
tubercles. Nut subovate, large, with three small

cells; very hard, hollowed above with three lines;
kernel solitary, oblong, fixed by a pellicle to the
bottom of the cell. A native of Mount Casius, and
probably the same with the greater junipers observed

by Bdlonius on Mount Taurus, which he describes as

rising to the height of a cypress, and bearing a sweet
fruit, the size and shape of an olive, which is eaten by
the inhabitants of the mountains. (Mart. Mill.} This
species was seen by Desfontaines in Paris, in the nursery of M. Cels. Clusius received it from the

East, under the name of Habhel.

1 5. J. VIRGINIA'NA L. The Virginian Juniper, or Red Cedar.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1471. ; Willd. Sp. PI. ,4. p. 853.; Michx. Arb. For., 3. p. 42.; North
Amer. Syl., 3. p. 222. ;

Mart. Mill,, No. 6.
; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 415.

Synonymes. J. major americana Raii Hist., 1413. ; J. maxima, &c., Sloan, Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836,
Bon Jard., ed. 1837 , Laws. Man., p. 399.

Engravings. Michx. Arb. For., 3. t. 5.
; North Amer. Syl., 3. t. 155. ; ourfig. 2357. ;

and the plates
of this tree in our last Volume.

Spec. Char. Leaves in threes, the three growing together at the base ;

young ones imbricated, old ones spreading. ( Willd.) An evergreen tree ;

a native of North America. Introduced before 1664; flowering in May,
and ripening its fruit in October.

Varieties.

1 J. v. 2 hitmilis Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836. The only plant that we have seen
is at Messrs. Loddiges's, and it is there so very small and sickly,
that it is difficult to form any opinion respecting it.

J J. v. 3 carolinidna ; J. caroliniana Du Roi, Mill. Diet., No. 2. Miller says that the lower
leaves of this kind are like those of the Swedish juniper ; but that the upper leaves are
like those of the cypress; while in the Virginian cedar all the leaves are like those of the

juniper. The name is in Messrs. Loddiges's catalogue for 1837 ; but, as the plant in
their collection is dead, we can say nothing as to the difference between it and the species.

Other Varieties. The red cedar varies exceedingly from seed. At White

Knights, where there are some hundreds of trees, some are low and spread-
7 T
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ing, and others tall and fastigiate ; some bear only male blossoms, and
others only female ones. The foliage, in some, is of a very light hue ; in

others, it is glaucous ; and in some a very dark green. The fruit, also, varies

considerably in size ; but, perhaps, the most striking variety is one in which
the branches are decidedly pendent. Miller mentions a variety which has
leaves like a cypress.

2357

Description, $c. The red cedar, in its native country, is a tree from
40 ft. to 45 ft. high, with a trunk from 1 ft. to 1 ft. 6 in. in diameter. Its

branches, which are numerous and close, spring near the earth, and spread
horizontally; and the lower limbs are, during many years, as long as the

body of the tree. The trunk decreases so rapidly, in diameter as it

ascends, that the largest specimens rarely afford timber for ship-building
more than 1 1 ft. in length. The diameter of the wood is also very much di-

minished by deep oblong furrows in every part of the trunk, occasioned by the

large branches persisting after they are dead. (Michx.) The wood is fragrant,

compact, fine-grained, and light ; though heavier and stronger than that of

either the white cedar or the deciduous cypress. The bark is thin and scaling
off. The leaves are fastened at the base by their inner side, in the new shoots,
imbricated in four rows, giving them the appearance of being quadrangular ;

the year following these spread from the branch at an acute angle, and appear
to be disposed in six rows, or longitudinal phalanxes. The male and female

flowers are small, not conspicuous, and borne separately on the same or on
different trees. The berry is dark blue, and covered with a whitish resinous

meal. The rate of growth, in the climate of London, is 10 ft. or 12 ft. in ten

years ; and the duration of the tree is upwards of a century. The largest

specimens that we have seen are at Whitton, where there is one 60 ft. high,
with a trunk 2 ft. in diameter ; at Pain's Hill, where there is one 40 ft.

high, with a trunk 2ft. in diameter, and the diameter of the head 40ft.; and
at Syon, where there is the tree figured in our last Volume.

Geography and History. According to the elder Michaux, Cedar Island, in

Lake Champlain, nearly opposite to Burlington, in lat. 44 25', is the most
northern boundary of the red cedar. Eastward, it is found near Wiscasset, a
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small town of the district of Maine, at the mouth of the Kennebeck; whene
it spreads, without interruption, to Cape Florida, and thence round the

Gulf of Mexico, to beyond St. Bernard's Bay, a distance of more than 3000

miles. As it retires from shore, it becomes gradually less common and less

vigorous ;

"
and, in Virginia and the more southern states, it is rare at the

point where the tide ceases to flow in the rivers : farther inland, it is seen only
in the form of a shrub, in open dry sandy places. In the western states, it is

confined to spots where the calcareous rock shows itself naked, or is so thinly
covered with mould, as to forbid the vegetation of other trees. Though the

red cedar grows naturally in the district of Maine, and in the islands of Lake

Champlain, it is repressed by a winter as intense as that of the north of Ger-

many ; and developes itself less vigorously than in Virginia and farther south,
where the soil and climate are favourable to the growth of the tree, and the

perfection of its wood. Upon the downs, it is often buried in the sand cast

up by the waves, except the summit of the branches, which appear like young
trees above the surface. When unencumbered with sand, as in the middle of

the islands, and on the borders of the narrow sounds which flow between them
arid the main, it attains the height of 40 ft. or 45 ft. ; but it would be difficult

to meet with trees of this size northward of the river St. Mary,, within the

ancient limits of the United States." (Michx.) According to Pursh, it is

found in dry and rocky woods and fields, from the province of Maine to

Georgia. It is mentioned by Parkinson ; but he says that he has only seen

the wood. It is said, in the Hortus Kewensis, to have been introduced before

1664, by Evelyn; and it has long been one of the commonest evergreens
in British shrubberies. It endures the open air in Paris, and in Central

Germany.
Properties and Uses. The name of red cedar has reference to the heart

wood of this tree, which is of a beautiful red, while the sap wood is perfectly
white. It is so strong and durable, that it would be preferred, in America, to

every other kind of wood for many rural purposes, if it were not become so
scarce in that country as to be very dear. According to Michaux, the barriers

of the side walks in the streets of Philadelphia are made of this wood : they
are 10ft. or lift, long, and Sin. wide; and they are sold at 80 cents each;
while those made of white cedar cost only 16 or 17 cents. The wood of the
red cedar is admirably fitted for subterranean water-pipes ; but it is rarely
used for that purpose, from the difficulty of procuring trunks of sufficient size.

The wood of the red cedar grown in the southern maritime states is reckoned
the best ; and it is used, combined with live oak, for the upper part of the
frames of vessels ; it is also generally used, in the southern states, for coffins.

In Philadelphia the turners make their large stop-cocks of it; they also
make very elegant little tubs, neatly wrought, and hooped with brass, resem-

bling the Scotch bickers, of alternate staves of the heart and sap wood. It

makes admirable fuel ; and, when used for this purpose on board the steam-
boats, the volumes of smoke which issue from the boiler furnaces are said to

perfume the air for several miles in the track of the boat, or in the direction
of the wind. The timber is imported into England for the manufacture of
black-lead pencils ; though the Bermuda juniper is preferred for that purpose.
In Britain, the red cedar it is not planted as a timber tree ; though, from
the size which it attains in deep dry sandy soils, it might be worth while to

plant
it in masses for this, purpose. As an ornamental tree, or large shrub,

it is highly valued, either for planting singly on lawns, or in groups along
with other trees and shrubs. It is more especially adapted for grouping
with other Cupressinae, the pine and fir tribe, and the yew.

Soil, Propagation, Culture, &c., as in the common juniper.

Statistics. In the Environs of London. At Ham House, Essex, it is 38 ft. high, with a trunk 1 ft
9 in. in diameter ; in the Fulham Nursery, 12 years planted, it is 15 ft. high. _ South of London In
Devonshire, at Bicton, 10 years planted, it is 12 It. high. In Hampshire, at Strath fieldsaye' it is
47 ft. high, with a trunk 2ft. in diameter. In Somersetshire, at Nettlecombe, 60 years planted' it is
3fift. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft., and of the head 25ft. In Surrey, at Bagshot Park vears
planted, it i* 22ft. high. In Sussex, at \Vestdean, 1* years planted, it is 99ft. high. Vorth of

7 v 2
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London. In Bedfordshire, at Southill, it is 38 ft. high, diameter of the trunk 2 ft. 3 in., and of the
head 2? ft. In Berkshire, at White Knights, 34 years planted, it is 30ft. high. In Cambridgeshire,
at Wimpole, 100 years old, it is 32ft. high, diameter of the trunk 3ft. In Essex, at Bra\ broke,
51 years planted, it is 32 ft high ;

&t Hylands, 10 years planted, it is 16 ft. high. In Gloucestershire,
at DoddingtOD Park, 27 years planted, it is 18ft. high. In Hertiordshire, at Cashiobury, 30 years
planted, it is 34ft. high. In Leicestershire, at Elvaston Castle, 55 years planted, it is 31 ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 8 in. ; at Whatton House, 20 years planted, it is 24 ft. high. In Notting-
hamshire, at Clumber Park, it is 36ft. high. In Staffordshire, at Holleston Hall, 50 years planted,
it is 32 ft. high. In Suffolk, at Finborough Hall, 70 years planted, it u 60 ft. high ; at Stretton Rec-
tory, 90 years old, it has three stems, the t otal circumference of which is 11 ft. In Warwickshire,
at Combe Abbey, 60 years planted, it is 44ft. high, diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 9 in., and of the head
20ft. In Worcestershire, at Croome, 50 years planted, it is 65ft. high, the diameter of the trunk
1 ft. 8 in., and of the head 30 ft. In Yorkshire, at Hackress, 40 years planted, it is 14 ft . high. In
Scotland. In the environs of Edinburgh, at Gosford House, 30 years planted, it is 15ft. high ; at
Dalhousie Castle, 20 years planted, it is Hi ft. high. In Berwickshire, at the Hirsel, 30 years planted,
it is 21 ft. high. In Haddingtonshire, at Tyningham, 23 years planted, it is 17ft. high. In Rox-
burghshire, at Minto, G5 years planted, it is 35 It. high. In Aberdeenshire, at Thainston, it grows
about il in. a year. In Perthshire, at Taymouth, 50 years planted, it is 36ft. high. In Ross-shire,
at Brahan Caslle, 50 years planted, it is 54ft. high. In Stirlingshire, at Blair Drummond, it is 40ft.

high. In Ireland. In the environs of Dublin, in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 30 years planted, it

is IS ft. high. In Fermanagh, at Florence Court, 50 years planted, it is 40 ft. high. In Louth, at
Oriel Temple, 35 years planted, it is 26 ft. high. In France. At Paris, in the Jardin des Plantes,
35 years planted, it is 52ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1ft, and of the head 25ft.

;
in the

Botanic Garden at Toulon, 36 years planted, it is 29 It. high. At Avranches, in the garden of M.
Brunei, 29 years planted, it ia 24 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 6 in., and of the bead 20 ft.

In Hanover, in the Gottingen Botanic Garden, 50 years planted, it is 40 ft. hiph. In Bavaria, in
the Botanic Garden, Munich, 20 years planted, it is 12 ft. high. In Austria, at Vienna, in the Uni-
versity Botanic Garden, 30 years planted, it is 25 ft. high ;

at Laxenburg, 30 years planted, it

is 20 ft. high ;
at Briick on the Leytha, 45 years planted, it is 30 ft. high. In Prussia, at Berlin, at

Sans Souci, 90 years planted, it is 40 ft high ;
in the Pfauen Insel, 40 years planted'lt is 26 ft. high.

In Sweden, in the Botanic Garden at Lund, it is 22ft. high In Italy, at Monza, 29 year*
planted, it is 20 ft..high.

Commercial Statistics. Price of berries, in London, Is. 3d. per quart ; of

seedling plants, 5.?. a hundred; plants from 12 in. to 18 in. high, 75s. a

hundred. At Bollwyller, plants in pots are 1 franc each ; or seedlings, one

year transplanted, per hundred, 30 francs. At New York, plants are 25
cents each.

1 6. J. BERMUDIAVNA L. The Bermudas Cedar.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1471. ; Reich., 4. p. 276. ; Herm. Lugdb., t. 347.; Raii Hist, 1414.

Synonyms. Cfedrus Bermuda? Rai/'s Letters, p. 171.

Engravings. Herm. Lugdb., t. 347. ; and our fig. 2358. of the natural size, from a young plant at
Messrs. Loddiges's.

Spec. Char. Leaves in threes; upper in pairs, decurrent, awl-shaped,

spreading, acute. (Willd.) A tall tree, a native of the Island of Bermudas.
Introduced before 1683, and flowering in May and June.

Description, fyc. A lofty tree, with loose, thin, reddish bark, and very fra-

grant wood. When young, it has acutely pointed leaves,
which spread open,and are placed by threes round the branches;

but, as the trees advance in age, their leaves alter, and become

very short ; lying over each other by fours round the branches,
so as to make the branchlets appear 4-cornered. The berries

are produced towards the end of the branches, and are of a

dark red colour, inclining to purple. According to Ray's
Letters, p. 171., it was introduced in 1683; but, in Martyn's
Miller, it is said that it was first cultivated by the Eari of

Clarendon, in 1700. The wood is much used, in the West
Indies, for wainscoting, and different articles of furniture, as

it is never attacked by cockroaches or other insects. It is

imported into England for the purpose of making black-lead

pencils ; and shavings of it, under the name of cedar shavings,
are used to put in drawers, &c., to keep away moths. The tree, being rather

tender in the climate of London, is not frequent in collections ; but plants

may be obtained in the principal nurseries. The largest specimen which we
have seen is at Hendon Rectory, where it is about 2 ft. high. There are plants
in the Fulham Nursery, and in the Horticultural Society's Garden. Price of

plants,
in the London nurseries, 2s. 6d. each. At Bollwyller and New York, it

is a green-house plant.
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J. nepalcnsis Hort., Cupre'ssus nepalensis Hort. Seeds of this species
were sent to the Horticultural Society's Garden, by Mr. Ward of the Isle of

Wight, in 1834, and many plants raised from them. They are of vigorous
growth, and have the general appearance of the common red cedar.

largest plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden is 2ft. high.

ii. Sablnce. Leaves ofthe adult plant imbricated. D. Don
* 7. J. /SABI^NA. The common Savin.

2359 2360

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1472. ; Hort. Cliff. ; Woodv. Mecl. Bot., p. 256. t. 94. ; Gouan Hort. Monsp.,
510. ; Hall. Helv. No. 16o2. ; Scop. Cam., No. 1228. ; Gmel. Sib., 1. 183. No. 34. : Pall. Itin., 3. 368. ;

Fl. Ross., 1, 2. 15. t. 56. f. 2.
; Mart. Mill., No. 5. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. 852. : Ait. Hort. Kew., 5.

p. 414.; Du Ham. Arb., 2. t 62. ; Dosf. Hist, des Arb., &c., 2 p 559.

Engravings. Woodv. Med. Bot., t. 94. ; Pall. Fl. Ross., t. 56. f. 2. ; Du Ham. Arb., 2. t. 62, 63. j

Bull. Herb., t. 139.; and our fig. 2364.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves oval, opposite, imbricated, somewhat acute, convex
on the back ; the male catkins pedunculate. Berries of a
blackish blue, generally monospermous. (N. Du Ham.) A
low shrub, introduced before 1548, and flower-

ing in March and April.

Varieties.

* J. S. 1 cupressifolia Ait. Hort. Kew
t., v. p,

414.; J. lusitanica Mill. Diet.
, No. 11.;

Sabina Dod. Pempt., 854.; S. folio

Cupressi Bauh. Pin., 487., Du Ham.
Arb., ii. t. 62., Rail Hist., 1415.; la

Sabine male, Fr. ; the Cypress-leaved
Savin ; (Jig. 2359.) has the leaves like

those of a cypress.
J. S. 2 tamariscifolia Ait., 1. c. ; Sa-
bina folio Tamarisci Dioscoridis Bauh.,
1. c.; J. Sabina Mill. Diet., No. 10.; la

Sabine femelle ; the Tamarisk-leaved,
or berry-bearing, Savin. (Jig. 2360.)

* J. S. 3 foliis variegdtis Mart. Mill, has the leaves variegated.
There are plants of all the above varieties in the Horticultural

Society's Garden. *
* J. S. 4 prostrdta, J. prostrata Michx., J. repens Nutt., J. hudsonica

Lodd. Cat., 1836, and our

fig. 2361., is a low trailing

plant, seldom rising above
6 in. or 8 in. in height, but

rooting into the soil, and ex-

tending its branches to a great
distance.

jL. J. S. 5 alpina, J. alpina Lodd.

Cat., 1836, (fg. 2362.) is a

procumbent plant, more slen-

der in its habit, but, in other

respects, only slightly different

from J. prostrata. The plant
in the Horticultural Society's
Garden is about 18 in. high. 2361 2362

Description. $c. The savin, though generally seen, in British gardens, as

a low spreading shrub, has sometimes an upright trunk, clothed in a reddish

brown bark, and rising to the height of 10 ft. or 12 ft., or even higher. Its

branches are nearly straight, very much ramified, and form, with the trunk,
a regular pyramid. Its young branches are entirely covered with imbri-

cated leaves, which have a very strong and disagreeable odour, and a
7 Y 3
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very bitter taste. The male flowers are disposed in small

catkins, on peduncles covered with little imbricated leaves,
and are dispersed laterally along the youngest branches.
The female flowers are generally produced on separate
trees, and are disposed in the same manner : they are

succeeded by oval berries, of a blue so deep as to be
almost black, and are about the size of a currant : they
generally contain only one seed, which is long, oval, and
somewhat compressed. The variety J. S. famariscifolia is a
much lower shrub, with spreading branches, and longer
leaves, which are only half-opened. (N. Du Ham.) Miller

says that the cypress-leaved savin is by many supposed to

be only an accidental variety ; but the branches grow more erect, the leaves are

shorter, and end in acute points, which spread outwards. It rises to the height
of 7 ft. or 8 ft., and produces great quantities of berries ; whereas the tamarisk-
leaved savin very rarely produces either flowers or seeds in British gardens.
(Mart. Mill.)Tlns last-mentioned variety sends out its branches horizontally,
and seldom rises more than 3 ft. or 4 ft. high, but spreads to a considerable dis-

tance every way. The leaves are very short, acutely pointed, and running over
each other along the branches, with the ends pointing upwards. The berries are

smaller than those of the common juniper, but of the same colour, and a little

compressed. The savin is a native of Spain, Italy, part of France, and the

Levant. Professor Pallas says that it is also found in the Taurian Cherso-

nese, where it often has a trunk 1 ft. in diameter, and an upright habit of

growth, like a cypress ; whereas in the Tanais it is procumbent, the branches

extending on the sand several fathoms. The wood very much resembles that

of J. lycia, but has a more unpleasant smell. (Mart. Mill.) Both the two
first-mentioned varieties, or, rather forms of the species, were in cultivation in

British gardens before 1548, as they are mentioned in Turner's Names of
Herbes, Etc., published in that year. The leaves of the savin are used in me-

dicine, as a diuretic; but, if taken in large quantities during pregnancy, as well

in the human species as in domestic animals, will produce abortion. When
dried and pulverised, they are used for cleansing foul ulcers. The upright savin

was formerly much used in England, and still is in some parts of France, in

topiary work, as it bears the sheers very well. In France, it is employed in the

same manner as the common juniper, to form screens (rideaux de verdure), and
to cover walls which it is wished to conceal. The Baschkirs, a people of Russia,
between the Volga and the Oural, use fumigations of savin to cure the dis-

eases of children ; they also believe it to have a great effect against witches,
for which purpose they hang branches of it at the doors of their houses. The
ancient Germans, it is said, gave savin to their chargers to give them ardour.

In Britain, the savin is a very common ornamental evergreen, thriving in the

poorest soils, and in exposed situations; in the latter remaining an humble

prostrate shrub, and in the former attaining a considerable size. Price of

plants, in the London nurseries, of the species 6d. each, and of the varieties

Is. 6d.; at Bollwyller, of the species 1 franc 50 cents, and of the varieties 2

francs; and at New York, 50 cents each.

L 8. J. DAFRICA Pall. The Dalirian Juniper.

Identification. Pall. Ross., 2. p. 13. t. 55. ;
Gmel. Sib., 1. p. 185. No. 55.

;
And. Rep., 534.

;
Mart.

Mill., No. 12. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 414.
;
Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Engravings. Pall. Ross., t. 55. j our Jig. 2365. to our usual scale ;
and Jig. 2366. of the natural size.

Spec. Char. y $c. Leaves opposite, acute, imbricate-decurrent, spreading, and

awl-shaped, (Willd.) A prostrate shrub, a native of Daliria. Introduced

in 1791, by John Bell, Esq., and flowering from June to August.

Description, $c. The limbs of this juniper are large and very thick, and are

usually found lying prostrate on the rocks. The branches are dichotomous,
and covered with imbricated young leaves, and the remains of old leaves,

which change into acuminate scales before they fall off. The leaves differ in
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2364

2365

berries. The

the different sexes : in the male* they are decurrent, with a short awl-shaped

point, and closely

imbricated,with here

and there a longer

needle-shaped leaf

on the branches.

This kind, though
principally bearing
male catkins, has
sometimes on the

tips of the branch-

lets a few female

flowers. The female

tree is covered with

berries all over the

branches, except the

outer and younger
shoots ; and the

leaves, like those of
J, Oxycedrus, are

sharp and needle-

shaped, spreading
outwards from the base, and are almost as long as the
berries are globular, more bitter than those of the common juniper,
blackish when ripe, but appearing blue from the white meal that covers them ;

peduncled, as it were, by standing on a leafless thickened branchlet, and con-

taining one or two stones. It is a native of Siberia, but is totally different from
J. lycia. (Pall. Ross., ii. p. 13.) There are plants at Messrs. Loddiges's.

t 9. J. PHCENI
/CEA L. The Phoenician Juniper.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1471. ; Willd. Sp., 4. p. 855. ; Mart. Mill., No. 9.; Lam. Diet. Encyc.,
2. p. 628. ;

Desf. Fl. Atlan., 2. p. 371.; Pall. Ross., 2. p. 14. 57. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., 5. p. 415. ; N.
' Du Ham., 6. p. 47. ;

Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; Bon Jard., ed. 1857.

Synonymes. J. m^jor Dioscoridis Clus. Hist., 38. ; Cedrus phcenicea media Lob. Icon., 2. p. 221. ;

C. l^cia retusa J. Bauh. Hist, 1. lib. 9. p. 300. ;
C. ftlio Cupressi major, &c., C. Bauh. Pin., 487.,

Tourn. Inst.,588., Du Ham. Arb., 1. p. 140.; Oxycedrus lycia Dod. Pempt., 853.; Genevrier de

Phenicie, Fr. ; dichtnadliger Wachholder, Gcr.

Engravings. Du Ham. Arb., 1. t. 52. ; Pall. Ross., t. 56. ; N. Du Ham., 6. pi. 17. ; and our

fig. 2367.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves in threes, obliterated, imbricated, obtuse. (Willd.)-
A native of the south of Europe, Russia, and the Levant ; cultivated in

Britain in 1683, and flowering in May and June.

Description, fyc. The Phoenician juniper is a shrub, the trunk of which is

loaded with numerous branches, disposed so as to form a pyramid, and both
trunk and branches are covered with a reddish brown bark. The young
branches are slight, entirely covered with very small leaves, which are dis-

posed in threes opposite to each other, closely covering the surface of the

branches, and laid one upon another like scales. These leaves are oval, ob-

tuse, somewhat channeled, and convex on the back, perfectly smooth. On
some of the branches, a few sharp linear leaves are found, which are about
3 lines long, and quite open. The male and female flowers are sometimes
found on the same tree, but they are generally on different trees. The form
and disposition of the male and female flowers closely resemble those of J.

iSabina. The berries are about the size of a pea, and of a pale yellow when
ripe, which is not till the end of two entire years. They generally contain
9 bony seeds in each, of an irregular oval, slightly compressed and angular :

the pulp is dry and fibrous, in the middle of which are 3 or 4- bladders,
filled with a sort of resinous fluid. The Phoenician juniper was first cul-

tivated in Britain by Mr. James Sutherland, of the Botanic Garden,
" '

burgh, in 1683. It is now occasionally to be met with in collections ; mn 1S

7 Y 4 S-\
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much less common than so fine a shrub deserves to be. The plant in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, after being 10 years planted, is 10ft. high.

In the Botanic (iarden at Toulon, 48 \ears planted, it is 19ft. high, and the

diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 2 in. Plants, in the London nurseries, are 2s. 6d.

each ;
and at Bollw\ller, 3 francs.

10. ./. (P.) I.Y'CIA L. Tlie Lvcian Juniper.

;,. I'l., iv. p. S.V>.
;

Pall. Ross., ii. ]..
14. t. .ni. ; Ait. Hort.

i.. \~\. p. 17. ; Tidrus plxrnirea iiltcra Plinij ct Tlioophrasti
\c , C. //,/;///. /'/;/., ]). 4S7.

Ham., G. t. 17.; and our .//^. 'J 'tiT., aiidy/. C.^HR. from Pallas.

Identification. Lin. Sp.

Kew., v. p. 41">.
;

I.<1<

Syni>ni/,ncs. ./. p. .1 lv

I.o>, Ir., ii. P L'-Jl ; ('.

Engraving.*. Pali. ]; ( s >

A'/;rr. (7u//\, ST. Leaves in threes, imbricate on all sides, ovate, obtuse.

( ll'illil.) Miller describes the Lvcian cedar as having its branches "growing
(red, and covered with a reddish brown bark.

Lcave> small, obtuse. Male flowers at the ends of

the branches, in a conical ament
;
and the fruit single

from the axils below them, on the same branch.

Berries lartie, oval, and, when r;pe, brown." Ac-

cordint: to Pallas, ./. lycia is an entirely prostrate

shrub, with the trunk branching from the verv C

bot:om, and often thicker than the human arm.

1 hi 1

,
and the branches, are often various! v deformed,

x

with M'arcelvanv outer Itark. Tiie wood smells very

stront:, like that of the liennudas cedar. Branches

and braiu hlets \\and-like, and covered \sith a testa-

ceous bark. Shoots dark grc-cn, didiotomous, and

imbricate with scale-formed sharp leaves. Berries

terminal, globular, middle-si/ed, nearly black \\hen

ripe, and covered \\ith a glaucous bloom; con-

tainint: .'{ or -1 stones. Pailas adds that it greatly resembles the dwarf

.in, and that it differs principally in the greater
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and in the leaves being acute and less clustered. Native of the south

of Europe, the Levant, and Siberia. It was cultivated in 1759, by Miller, who
received it from Spain and Italy. In its native climate it produces the resin-

ous gum called olibanum, which has a strong smell,

and a bitterish and somewhat pungent taste. When
burned, it diffuses a fragrant smell, and is supposed
to be the incense which was used by the ancients

in their religious ceremonies (though not the same
as the substance known by that name in the shops.)
It is much employed by the Roman Catholics, in their

churches, for similar purposes. It is used in medicine,
as an astringent. The only plants that we have seen

of it were quite young ; that in the Horticultural

Society's Garden being, in 1837, only 2ft. high;
the upper part of the plant so closely resembling
J. phoenicea as scarcely to be distinguished from it,

but the lower part with the leaves glaucous on both

sides, and 4-rowed. There is a large plant at Boy-
ton, of which we have received specimens from Mr.

Lambert, and the shoots of which were covered with

a white resinous matter, like minute scales. Mr. Lam-
bert describes his plant as hardy, very much branched,
and 6 ft. or 8ft. high. It is the only plant, he says, which he has seen of
the species.

1 U. ,7. THURI'FERA L. The incense-bearing, or Spanish, Juniper.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1471. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4, p. 851.; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 413. ; Mart.
Mill., 1.

; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. J. hispanica Mill. Diet., No. 13., Lam. Encyc. Diet., 2. p. 626., A7
. Du Ham.,6. p. 50. ;

Cedrus hispanica, &c., Tourn. Inst., p. 588.

Engraving. Fig. 23C9 , from a specimen received from Mr. Lambert.

Spec. Char.y tyc. Leaves imbricate in 4 rows, acute. tJI 2369

( Willd.) A tree, a native of Spain and Portugal ;

cultivated in 1752, by Miller; and flowering in May
and June.

Description, fyc. An evergreen low tree, growing to

the height of from 25ft. to 30 ft., and sending out

many branches, so as to form a pyramidal head. The
leaves are acute, and lie over each other in four rows,
so as to make the branches appear four-cornered. Ber-
ries very large, and black when ripe. There is a tree

at Mr. Lambert's seat at Boyton, which, in 1837, was
28ft. high, with a trunk 9 in. in diameter; one at

Bagshot Park, 12 years old, which is 12ft. high; and
one at Croonie, 40 years planted, which is 30 ft. high : there are also plants in
the Horticultural Society's Garden, and in the Fulham Nursery, in both places
3 ft. high. Price of plants, in London, 3s. 6d. each ; at Bollwyller, 3 francs.

1 12. J. EXCE'LSA Willd. The tall Juniper.
Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 852. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 413. ; Laws. Man. p 399
Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 647. ; Royle Illust. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ; Bon Jard., ed. 1837.

Syrw/ii/mes. J. Sablna var. Pall, floss., 2. p. 15.
; Himalaya Cedar-wood.

Engraving. Fig. 2370., from a plant about 2ft. high.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves opposite, somewhat obtuse, with a central gland ;

4-ranked and imbricate ; slender, acute, disposed in threes, and spreading.
Stem arboreous. (Willd.) A tall evergreen tree. Introduced in 1806.

Description, $c. A very handsome and elegant tree, with an upright trunk,
and slightly pendulous branches. Leaves opposite, imbricated in 4 rows, and

haying
a raised line on the back. This species has a very extensive geogra-

phical range. It was first discovered in Siberia, by Pallas ; and it was intro-
duced in 1806, by Sir Joseph Banks. Some years afterwards, it was discovered
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in North America, on the banks of the waters of the Rocky Moun-
tains, by Mr. Lewis (see Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., ii. p. 647.) ; and,

since, it has been found on the Himalayas, by Captain Webb, in

Gossainthan, Kamaon, and on the confines of Tartary. It is a very
free grower ; and there are plants at Messrs. Loddiges's, in the
Horticultural Society's Garden, and in the Fulham Nursery. There
is a large tree of this species in the Jardin des Plantes, 32 ft. high,
diameter of the trunk 1 ft. 3 in., and of the head 25 ft.

13. J. SQUAMA^TA D. Don. The scaled Juniper, or creeping Cedar.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., 2. No. 66. ; D. Don Fl. Nepalensis, p. 55. ; Royle Illust.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves in threes, closely imbricated, ovate-oblong, more or less pointed ;

remaining on after they are withered
; young ones inflexed at the apex, as if obtuse-

Berries ovate, umbilicate on the top. Branches and branchlets crowded round. Stem
prostrate. (Lamb. Pin.) A large, decumbent, much-branched shrub. Branches large,
3ft. to 6ft., reclinate; apices ascending. Bark brownish purple, scaling off. Branchlets
crowded round, closely imbricated with leaves. Leaves in threes, oblong, closely imbri-

cated, of an intense green, very smooth, externally convex ; young ones generally ob.

tuse, with an inflexed point ;
adult ones more or less pointed; when withered, always

having a very long point, persistent, and adhering to the branches like scales
; whence

the name. Berries numerous, roundish-ovate, solitary, red, on a short scaly footstalk,
umbilicate at the summit, a little larger than in the common juniper. (Lamb. Pin.)
Found in Narainhetty, in Nepal, by Dr. Hamilton

;
and on the Bhotan Alps, by Cap-

tain Webb : flowering in August. It was introduced in 1824
;
but we have not seen the 2370

plant.

m 14. J. RECU'RVA Ham. The recurved Nepal Juniper.

Identification. Ham. MSS., as quoted in Don's Flora Nepalensis, p. 55.

Engraving. Our Jig. 2371.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves linear-lanceolate, mucronate

loosely imbricated, smooth, convex beneath. Berries

roundish oval, tubercled. Branches and branchlets

recurved. (D. Don.) A shrub, found by Dr. Hamil-
ton in Narainhetty, in Nepal, and flowering there in

February. There is a plant in the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, which, in 1837, after having been
four years planted, was 3 ft. high ; and one at Messrs.

Loddiges's, 4 ft. high, which ripened fruit, and from
which our figure was taken. It forms a graceful

bush, or low tree, from its pendulous habit ; and it is

readily distinguished from all the other species, not

only by this circumstance, but by the mixture of its

brown, half-decayed chaffy leaves of the past year,
with its greenish grey leaves of the present year.
The bark is rough, brown, and soon begins to curl

up ; when it has a rough appearance, and ultimately
scales off.

15. J. UVI'FERA D. Don. The grape-bearing, or large-fruited, Juniper.

Identification. Lamb. Pin., 2. No. 67.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves ovate, obtuse, adpressed, imbricated in 4 rows. Branchlets short, erect,
crowded, knotted. Drupes terminal, roundish. (Lamb. Pin.) A decumbent, much branched
shrub. Branches ascending, round, covered with a greyish brown scaly bark. Branchlets short,
erect, crowded, closely imbricated with leaves, knotted, twiggy. Leaves ovate, obtuse, adpressed,
imbricated in 4 rows, quite entire, coriaceous, glabrous, smooth. Drupes roundish, purple, about
the size and shape of a small grape, solitary on the apexes of the branchlets, sessile, smooth.
Abundant about Cape Horn, and the only species in the southern hemisphere. It was introduced
from Cape Horn by Mr. Middleton, probably about the beginning of the present century, but we
have not seen a plant. (See Lambert.)

1 16. J. BARBADE'NSIS L. The Barbadoes Juniper.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1471.; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 851.; Reich., 4. p. 276.; Pluk. Phyt.,
t 197. f. 4. ; Mart. Mill., No. 2.

;
Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 647.

; Jamaica Berry-bearingSynonymes. J. bermudi^na Hort. Ang., t. 1. f. 1., Brown Jam.,
Cedar.

Engraving. Pluk. Phyt., t. 197. f. 4.

Spec. Char., %r. All the leaves imbricate in 4 rows; the younger ovate, the older acute. (Willd.)
A large timber tree, with very widely spreading branches. The bark 'is rugged, of a very dark
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brown, and splits off in strings. The leaves are extremely small, and always imbricate. The
berries are smaller than those of the Bermudas cedar, and are of a light brown colour when ripe.
It is a native of the West Indies, and also, Pursh says, on the authority of Michaux, of the coast
of Florida. It was cultivated in England in 1759, by Miller, but we have not seen the plant.

* j 17. J. CHINE'NSIS L. The Chinese Juniper.

Identification. Lin. Syst., 894. ; Reich., 4. 277. j Mant, 127. : Lour. Coch., 636.

Engravings. Ourfigs. 231*. and 2373.

Spec. Char. Leaves decurrent, imbricate-spreading, clustered ; stem leaves
in threes, branch leaves in fours. ( Willd.)

Description, $c. According to Martyn's Miller, Loureiro describes the
Chinese juniper as a shrub of 3 ft. in height, with twisted and very spreading

branches. Leaves awl-

shaped, hardish, dark green : 2373

according to Linnaeus,

spreading, green on both

sides, more clustered than
in the other sorts, fastened

at the base, scarcely pun-
gent, and extremely distinct

by the density of the leaves.

(Mant.) There are two

plants in the Horticultural

Society's Garden bearing
the name ofJ. sinensis, male

and female, 12ft. and 10ft. high. The leaves are green, short, and imbri-

cated ; the fruit rough, angular, and dry ; and the plants do not accord, in

some respects, with the species described by Loureiro. Specimens of the

plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden were, however, compared by Pro-
fessor Don with the Linnaean specimens, and he is of opinion that it is correctly
named.

J. c. 2 Smith\\. A species of Juniperus in the Horticultural Society's
Garden (fig. 2374.), without a name, and said to have been
received from Smith of Ayr, about 1825 or before, bears a close

resemblance to J. chinensis, but the fruit is rather more

angular. The plant in the garden is of vigorous growth, 8 ft.

or 10ft. high; it produces both male and female blossoms,
and ripens fruit. There can be no doubt that it is not a

European plant ; nor are there an}' species at all resembling
it from North America. We have been informed that there

is a species in some of the Scotch nurseries raised from Nepal
seeds, and commonly called Juniperus nepalensis, which bears

so close a resemblance to Mr. Smith's plant, as to leave little

doubt of their identity. Mr. Smith, to whom we have written

on the subject, can give us no satisfactory information ; and
it even appears to us doubtful if the plant in the Horticul-

tural Society's Garden was received from him. We have
ventured to give it a name, merely to prevent it from being
lost sight of; and because we should wish to see such a vigo-

rous-growing healthy species propagated, and introduced into collections.

App. i. Kinds ofSuniperus mentioned in Booksy but ofwhich

very little is known.

J . fcctidissimn Willd. Sp. PI. approaches J. excelsa, but has not been yet introduced.
J. capensis Lam. Diet., p. 626., Desf. Hist, des Arb., &c., Dum. Bot. Cult., 6. p. 144., has an

upright trunk, and numerous branches, which are short and close together. The leaves, at the

extremity of the branches, are in threes, linear, sharply pointed, and glaucous ; the others are smaller
and imbricated. Lamarck mentions having sent this species to Kew ; but it is not included in the
tlorlus Kewensis. Desfontaines says that the species is rare and little known, and that it requires
protection during winter.

2374-
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CHAP. CX1V.

01 THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER A'MPETK A'CE/t.

Ittcntificati^i. Nutt. (ien., _'. -;/;.; Don in Kdinb. Nu\v I'tiil. .lourn., l^.'ii; Hook in Hot. Mag
t. i.'75S. ;

LitKll. Syn.. -.-J4. ; Uart. Onl. Nat., ,-;7-'. ; Arnott in Eclinb. Em-yc., k'!'.

6V. f//<//. o/'///r Order. Flowers semi-sexual. Sepals hypogynous im-
bricated scales, the innermost of which are sometimes petaloid. Stamens

equal in number to the inner sepals, and alternate with them
; anthers

ronndish, ^-celled, the cells distinct, bursting longitudinally. Ovarv superior,
seated in a fleshy disk, 3- (>- or 9-cel'ed

; ovules solitary, ascending. Style 1 ;

stigma radiating, the number of its rays corresponding with the cells of the

ovary. Fruit fleshy, seated in the- persistent calyx, 3- 6- or 9-celled
;
the

coating of the cells bony. Seeds solitary, ascending; embryo taper, in the
axis of fleshy watery albumen; radicle inferior. Small shrubs, with heath-like

evergreen leaves, without stipules, and with minute flowers in their axils.

A very small group, comprising a few species from North America, the south
of Europe, and the Straits of Magellan. (Lindl. Nat. Syst. of Hot., \>.\\1.)
The fruit is in all a small berry.

There are onlv three irenera, which are as follows :

i"MPETRUM L. Calyx 3-leaved, coriaceous, with 6 imbricated scales at the

base. Petals ,'i. Stamens 3. Stigma (i 0-clelt. Berry depressed, 6 9-

stoned. Small, branchy, procumbent shrubs; natives of the north of

Kurope and the Straits of Magellan. Leaves alternate, linear tongue-

shaped, obtuse
;

flat above, convex and marked witli a membranaceous line

beneath
;
dark tureen, shining. Flowers axillary, solitary, sessile, dark red.

J ierries black or red. (1). l)n in Edhih. Xc/r I*hlL Jonr/i.)
('(>KI:\M.\ D.Don. Calvx 3-leaved, membranaceous, naked at the base.

Petals.']. Stamens.']. Stigma G-elelt. Berry globose, 3-stoned. A small,

erect, branchy, rigid shrub, covered with resinous dots; a native of the

.south of Kuropc. Lc'aves scattered, linear, obtuse, spreading ;
flattish above,

revolute on the margin. Flowers in terminal heads, sessile, situated on a

hairv disk
; white, large. Heads having villous scales. Berries white.

(D.'Dun in Kdtnh. Xnr Phil. Jonrn.)
CKKATI'OI.A Rich. Calyx ^-leaved, membranaceous, with -I scales at the base.

Petals :i, converging into a tube. Stamens -2. Stigma (i-cleft. Berry

globose, <? stoned. A small, upright, branehy, rigid shrub; a native of

North America. Branches straight, simple. Leaves alternate, spreading,

needle-shaped, obtuse, ulabrous, shining, green ;
marked beneath with a

narrow furrow; slightly canaliculate above; about
J in. long ; sometimes

crowded, as if vorticillate. Floucrs axillary, sessile, numerous ('2 4),

rarely solitary; sometimes (like the leaves) vcrticillatc. Berries red,?

(D. 'Don in Kdinb. Xc/r I'liil. Jn/ir/i.)

/,. Tin: CKO\\ in.KKV. l.'m.
.S//.v/.

Dia-Via Triandria.

:,\:>. .In--., IiiJ.
,
M. Kr ., 107'J. ; Tourn., t. 41'!.; Lninb., t S03., Ga-rti

.on. aii'l f>r f I'll*,
''

i
' 'k . in allusion to tht plnrc r.f ^r)\vth.
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is somewhat smaller than the
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Description, $c. Small evergreen heath-like shrubs, natives of Europe and

South America. Propagated by cuttings or seeds, and thriving best in peat
soil.

- 1. E. M VGRUM L. The black Crowberry, or Crakeberrt/.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1450. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 713. ; Fl. Br., 1072. ; Eng. Dot., t. 526. ;

Hook. Scot., 287. ; Mill. Illust., t. 86. ; Fl. Dan., t. 975. ; Dicks. H. Sice., fasc., 2. 10. ; Eng, Fl.,

4. p. 233. Mackay Fl. Hibern., p. 238. ;
Hook. Br. Fl., p. 431.

;
Limit. Synop., p. 224. ;

Lodd.

Cat.ed. 1836.

Synonymes. E. mont&num fructu nlgro Rait Syn., 444. ; E. No. 1605., Hall. Helv., 2. p. 279. ;

rica Mtitt/i. J'algr., 1. p. 1 >!
J

.
; Erica tjaccif'era Cam. Epit., p. 77., Cltts. Pan., p. 49., Dalech.

Hist., p. 188., Bnuh. Hist., 1. p. 526.; E. coccffera procumbens Ger. Emac., p. 1383. ; E. C6ris

folio undecima Cius. Hist., 1 p. 45.

Engravings. Eng. Hot., t. 526.
;

Mill. Illust., t. 86. ;
Fl. Dan., t 975. ;

our fig. 2375. to our usual

scale; and fig. 2376. of the natural size.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves linear-oblong. Berries black and clustered. (Hook.}
A procumbent shrub, a native of Britain.

Variety.
. E. n. 2 scoticum Hook. Br. Fl., p. 431

species.

Description, $c. A small, procumbent,
much-branched shrub

;
the outer bark of

which is deciduous and brown, but the

inner bark is yellow. The branches are

rough with the* remains of the petioles of

the fallen leaves. The leaves are in fours,

somewhat 3-cornered, with a white linear

keel, and petioled; and they have their

margins so much recurved as to meet be-

hind. The flowers are axillary towards the

summits of the branches, small, and pur-

plish, with a whitish calyx. The berries

are of the size and colour of juniper berries, but become of a brownish

black when ripe. They are marked at top with a small round hole, and pro-

tected at bottom by the persistent calyx. The flesh

is rather firm, and of a pale green, except in the

centre, where it is purplish. The receptacle is co-

lumnar, and slender; and from 6 to 9 bony pale-
coloured seeds are fixed round it in a ring, and
attached to it a little above the base. This species is

a native of the north of Europe, generally in elevated

situations, both on dry and barren, and on moorish or

boggy, soils. It is found in moors, from the Baltic to

the Eastern Ocean, in Kamtschatka, and in the islands

towards America. According to Linnaeus, it will live

on the mountains of Lapland, where other plants

perish with cold. It is found in Warwickshire, Staf-

fordshire, Derbyshire, and the northern counties of

England, and abundantly in Scotland. The Scotch

Highlanders and the Russian peasants eat the berries,

which are esteemed antiscorbutic and diuretic. Grouse and heathcocks

feed on them ; and, boiled in alum water, they afford a dark purple dye.
Linnaeus mentions that the Laplanders use them for dyeing otter and

sable skins black. Cattle do not browse on this shrub. The crowberry is

the badge of the clan M'Lean. The .E'mpetrum nigrum thrives very well in

gardens, but it requires a moist boggy soil, and a shady situation. The seeds

remain a year in the ground before they vegetate, and the plants are very
slow in their growth. (Mart. Mill., and Hook. Brit. Fl.)

- 2. E. RU^BRUM L. The red-fruited Crowberry.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 713. ;
Lindl. Bot. Reg., t. 1783.

2376
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Synonyme. Cranberry of Staten Island.

Engravings. Bot. Reg., t. 1783. ;
our fig. 2377. to our usual scale

;
and fig. 2376. of the natural size.

Spec. Char. Leaves and branches with woolly margins. Berries red.

(Lindl.) An evergreen procumbent shrub, with brownish

purple flowers, and red fruit. A native of the southern

point of South America, where it is found
"
along the sandy coast, spreading over the

stones, but especially thriving at the back of
the low sand hills, by which the shore is often

skirted." (Sot. Mag.) It is also found near

Concepcion. It was introduced in 1833, by
Mr. Low of the Clapton Nursery, and flowered

2377 there in July, 1835. "
According to Gaudichaud,

the red berries are pleasant to eat." It grows freely in

peat, and is quite hardy. 2378

GENUS II.

CORE"MA D. Don. THE COREMA Lin. Syst. Dice' cia Triandria.

Identification. D. Don in New Edin. Phil. Journ. ; Lindl. in Nat. Syst. of Bot.

Synonyme. jE'mpetrum, in part, L.
Derivation. From korema, a broom ; in allusion to the habit of the plant.

Description, fyc. An upright shrub, a native of Portugal ; closely allied to

.E'mpetrum, and requiring the same soil and culture in British gardens.

L 1. C. A'LBA D. Don. The wlnhe-berried Corema.

Identification. D. Don in New Edin. Phil. Journ.

Synonymes. .E'mpetrum filbum Lin. Sp., 1450., Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 712., G&rtn. Fruct., 2. 107.,
Mart. Mill., No. 1., Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 366. ; E. lusitanicum, &c., Tourn. Inst., 579. ;

.Erica er^ctis, &c., Bauh. Pin. ; the white-berried Heath, Portugal Crakeberry.

Spec. Char., Sf-c. Stem erect. Branches pubescent. Leaves linear, with revolute

margins ; somewhat scabrous above. ( Willd.) A shrub, a native of Por-

tugal. Introduced in 1774.

Description, fyc. An upright-growing low shrub, very much branched,

rigid, sprinkled with resinous dots. Leaves scattered in all directions, linear,

obtuse, spreading ; flattish above, revolute on the margin. Flowers terminal,

grouped, sessile ; imposed upon a hairy disk, white, and larger than those of

JS'mpetrum. Groups bracteolated with villose scales. Berry white. Intro-

duced from Portugal, in 1774, by Messrs. Kennedy and Lee. Culture the

same as for jE'mpetrum nigrum.

GENUS III.

CERATrOLA Michx. THE CERATIOLA.
Diandria.

Lin. Syst. Monce^cia

Identification. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 222. ; Lindl. in Nat. Syst. of Botany, ed. 2.

Derivation. From keration, a little horn ; in allusion to the shape of the stigma.

Engravings. Pursh, 1. t. 13. ; Bot. Mag., t. 2758. ; our fig. 2380. to our usual scale
;
andfig. 2379. of

the natural size.

Description, fyc. A small, heath-like, evergreen shrub ; a native of North

America; grown, in British gardens, in peat soil, and propagated by cuttings.
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* 1. C. SRicoYoEs. The Erica-like Ceratiola.

Identification. Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., 2. p. 222.
; Bot. Mag., t. 2758 : Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 712.

Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. t. 13.

Spec. Char., $c. Flowers in the axils

of the upper leaves, solitary, except
a small abortive one by the side of
the principal flower.

Description, $c. An upright much
branched shrub, greatly resembling a

heath, and varying from 2 ft. to 8 ft.

high. Branches subverticillate, erect,
and marked with the remains of the

petioles of the fallen leaves. The
upper and younger branches retain
their leaves, which are slightly tomen-
tose. Leaves in whorls of 4, spreading,
long, linear, rigid, acerose. Flowers

very small. A native of South Carolina,
on the Edisto River, where it covers a

space 300 or 400 yards in width, and
two or three miles long, which appears
to have been a sand-bank formed by
some of the ancient freshets of the

river, and on which only a few stunted
oaks (Q. Catesbae'z and Q. nigra) are found intermingled with it. Ac-
cording to Pursh, it is also found in the gravelly dry soil of Georgia and
Florida; and, in great plenty, on the islands at the mouth of St. Mary's River.
It was introduced in 1826.

2379 2380

CHAP. CXV.

OF THE HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS BELONGING TO THE ORDER

Identification. Lindl. Nat. Syst. Bot., p. 359.

Synonifmes. Liliaceaj, in part, Juss. Gen., 48. ; Sarment&ceae, in part, Nees Von Esenbeck Gen. PI. ;

Smilhcea;, in part, R. Brown Prod., p. 22,. Lindl. Synops., p. 270., Bart. Ord. Nat., p. 52.

Derivation. From Smilax, a beautiful youth, fabled to have been changed into this plant (see Ovid
Met.) ; or, according to others, from smile, a scraper, from the roughness of the stems of most of
the species.

General Characteristics, Sfc. Monocotyledonous. Flowers hermaphrodite or

dioecious. Calyx and corolla confounded, inferior, 6-parted. Stamens 6,

inserted into the perianth near the base ; seldom hypogynous. Ovary 3-

celled; the cells 1- or many-seeded. Style trifid. Stigmas 3. Fruit a

roundish berry. Albumen between fleshy and cartilaginous. Embryo
usually distant from the hilum. (Lindl. in Nat. Syst. of Bot.) Small climbing

shrubs, with woody stems, and reticulated leaves, though they are con-

sidered as monocotyledonous plants. This order is nearly allied to iili-

aceae, of which it was formerly considered to form a part. The plants

composing it are found in small quantities in most parts of the world ; but

the only ligneous plants which it contains belong to the genus Smilax.
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GENUS I.

SMPLAX L. THE SMILAX. Lin. Syst. Dice'cia Hexandria.

Identification. Lin. Gen., No. 1120. ; Reich., No. 1225. : Schreb., No. 152a ; Tourn., t 421. : Juss..
42, ; Gaertn., t. 16. ; Mart Mill.

Description, Sfc. Evergreen shrubs, climbing by means of their tendrils,
with stems that are generally prickly. Leaves with veiny disks. The ten-

drils are intrapetiolar stipules. Natives of Europe and North America. In

British gardens, they grow in sandy loam, and are readily propagated by divi-

sion of the root. They are not showy, but they are interesting from their

twining character, as being generally evergreens, and as being some of the few

hardy ligneous plants which belong to the grand division of vegetables Mono-

cotyledoneae. The species being little cultivated, and many of those which
are being seldom seen in flower, are very imperfectly known by cultivators.

The greatest number of species are at Messrs. Loddiges's, in the Botanic
Garden at Twickenham, and at Kew. Plants, in the London nurseries, are

from 2*. to 5*. each, according to the scarcity of the species.
The following fungi are found upon the North American species : Sphae^ria

smilacicola Schwein, S. erumpens Schwein, Rhytisma tfmilacis Schwein, chiefly
on S. /aurifolia and S. rotundifolia ; Hysterium Smilacis Schwein, on S. rotundi-

folia ; Cladosporium iSmilacis Fr. t t/redo tfmilacis Schwein, ^Ecidium iSmf lacis

Schwein. M.J.B.

i. Stems prickly and angular.

fl- 1.5. A'SPERA L. The rough Smilax.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1458.: Gron. Orient, 316. ; Scop. Cam., No. 1221.; Gouan Hort Monsn.,
505. ;

Vill. Dauph., 3. p. 272. ;
Mart. Mill., No. 1. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. Rough Bindweed ; Smilax, Fr. and Ger.

Engravings. Schk. Han., 3. 328. ; and our fig. 2381.

Spec. Char., fyc. Stem prickly, angular ; leaves toothed and prickly, cordate,
9-nerved. (Willd.) A native of the south of Europe, Asia Minor, and
Africa. Cultivated in the Oxford Botanic Garden in 1648.

Variety.
.1 S. a. 2 auriculdta Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. iii. p. 401., has the leaves ear-

shaped at the base.

Description, $c. An evergreen climbing shrub, with numerous slender an-

gular stems, armed with short crooked spines, and having tendrils on their

sides, by which they fasten themselves to any neighbour-

ing object for support. The roots are thick and fleshy,
"
spreading wide, and striking deep." The leaves are

rather large, and heart-shaped ; somewhat stiff, of a

dark green, marked with 5 longitudinal nerves, and with

a few short reddish spines round their margins. The
flowers are axillary, on short'branches, small and whitish ;

and those on the female plants are succeeded by berries,

which are sometimes red and sometimes black. It is a

native of the south of France, Italy, Spain, and Carniola;

and it has also been found near Tripoli, and between

Rama and Joppa. It is stated, in Martyn's Miller, to

have been introduced by Mr. John Tradescant, in 1656 ;

but the Hortus Kewensis informs us that it was cultivated in the Oxford
Botanic Garden before 1648. The roots are sometimes sold by the druggists
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of the south of Europe for those of S. Sarsaparilla ; and they possess nearly
the same qualities, hut in an inferior degree : they are also larger, and more

porous. In British gardens, it is commonly trained against a wall ;
but it

will also attach itself to rough stakes, though it seldom flowers when so

treated. It will attain the height of about 6 ft.

*- S. a. 2 mauritdnica, S. mauritanica Poir., was introduced in 1820, and

there are plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden,

fl- 2. S. EXCE'LSA L. The tall Smilax.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1458. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 774. : Mart. Mill., No. 2.
;
Ait. Hort. Kew.

ed. 2., 5. p. 387. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1S36.

Synonymes. S. orientalis, &c., Tourn. Cor., 45., Bux. Cent., 1.18. ; S. fcspera Alp. JEgypt., ed. 2., 140.

Engravings. Bux. Cent, 1. t. 27. ; Alp. JEgypt., ed. 2., t. 141. ;
and our fig. 2382.

Spec. Char., $c. Stem prickly, angular. Leaves A 2382

unarmed, cordate, 9-nerved. (Willd.) A climb-

ing shrub, a native of Syria ; cultivated before

1739, by Miller; and flowering in August and

September.

Description, fyc. Stems 4-cornered, and prickly;

mounting to the tops of tall trees, by means of

their clasping tendrils. Leaves 2 in. long, and

IJin. broad at the base, having 5 longitudinal

nerves, but no spines on their margins. The
flowers and fruit are like those of S. aspera. The
roots resemble and possess the same qualities as

those of S. aspera, but are inferior to those of S.

Sarsaparilla. It is a native of Syria, whence it

was introduced before 1739, and was at first

thought tender; there are, however, plants in +

Messrs. Loddiges's arboretum, in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and
other places, which appear quite hardy.

i- 3. S. RU VBENS Wats. The red-tendrifed Smilax.

Identification, Watson Dend. Brit, t. 108. ; Loud. Hort. Brit.

Engravings. Dend. Brit, t. 108. ; and our Jig. 2383.

Spec. Char., fyc. Stem angular, prickly. Leaves

ovate-subcordate, rather obtuse, mucronate, co-

riaceous, 5-nerved; margin mucronate-denticu-
late near the base. ( Wats.) A handsome climbing
shrub, with the leaves edged with short prickles,
and brown stipules, with a red spiral tendril

on each side. A native of North America,
in woods and by streams. There are plants in

the Botanic Garden, Twickenham, where one
flowered in July, 1821. This is a most orna-
mental species, from the contrast between the

colour of its leaves and that of its tendrils ; it

is, however, in very few collections.

2383

L 4. S. SARSAPARI'LLA L. The medicinal Smilax, or Sarsaparilla.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1459. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. 776. ; Ait. Hort. Kew ed 2 5 o 388 Mart
Mill., No. 4.; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 249. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Synonymes. S. ftspera peruviana Sarsaparilla Bauh. Pin., 296., Rail Hist, 656 : S peruvifcna Sar
saparilla Ger. Emac., 859. ; S. ispera peruviana Park. Theat.. p. 173 ; S. elauca Mich* 2
p. 2.37., H'alt. Fl. Car., 245. ; the glaucous-leaved Smilax.

C"*-' 2 '

^iTuTc'tT'
Sarsaparilla is compounded of two Spanish words

; viz., zarza, red, and parilla, a

Engravings'. Park. Theat., t 174. f. 3. j Dend. Brit, t 111. ; and our Jig. 2384.

Spec. Char., %c. Stem prickly, angular. Leaves unarmed, ovate-lanceolate,
ending in a long sharp point; 5-nerved, glaucous beneath. (WtfM.) A
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native of North and South America. Introduced before KJG4-, and flowering
in July and August.

Description, <$<. Stems shrubby, long, slender, and climbing. Roots di-

vided into several long slender branches, which are somewhat thicker than a

goose-quill, straight, brown on their exterior, but
\vhite internally, and from 3ft. to 4ft. long. Leaves s 23s }

alternate and pointed, with long tendrils at the base.

Flowers lateral, usually three or four together on one
common peduncle. A native of Peru, Brazil, Mexico,
and Virginia. It is included in Evelyn's Kalt-ndar, as

having been in cultivation before 166-t
; but, according

to Plukenet, it was first brought to England by Mr.

Foster, in 1691. Caspar Bauhin informs us that the

root was introduced into Spain from Mexico, as a

medicine, in 1573; but Monarda asserts that it was
known there twenty or thirty years previously. Sar-

saparilla, on its first introduction, was considered as a

specific against numerous disorders
;
but it has since

gradually fallen into disuse. It is, however, still occa-

sionally employed in rheumatic complaints, scrofula,
and all cutaneous diseases,

" where an acrimony of the fluids prevails." The

plant is at Messrs. Loddiges's, and in the Botanic Garden, Twickenham
;

but it does not grow so freely as S. aspera, and is somewhat tender.

fi- 5. S. HASTA'TA IVilld. The spear-shaped Smilax.

Identification. Willcl. Sp. PI., 4. p. 782. ;
Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p.

CJ4!. ; Lodd.

Synmymes. S. Bdna nox Micfix. Fl. Amer., i>. p. iioT., H'alf. Fl. Car., 'J45 ;
S. ;

Encyc., i>. p. 4f>5.

Engraving. Pluk. Aim., t. 111. f. ,x

,S/>ec. '/W. Stem subarmed. Leaves lanceolate, acuminate ;

auriculate, or spear-shaped, at the base; ciliated or prickly
on the margin; 3 5 nerves. Berries round. (IVilld.)

A native of the sea coast of Carolina and Florida. Intro-

duced in 1820.

Variety.
L. S. //. ~i lanccoldtn. Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., i. p. 24-0. ;

,V. lanceolata /!>///. FL Car., 24-.:").;? S. longifolia
Wutx. Dni/1. lint., t. 1 10. : and our fig. 23S5. ; S.

Watson/ Sweet
;
has the leaves longer and narrower

than the species, and not spear-shaped at the

base.

Description, cSV. A weak climbing shrub, with subangnlar,

green, smooth branches, with horizontal, acute, short spines.
Leaves alternate, glabrous, and of the same colour on both

sides
;
and with long spiral tendrils. There are plants at

Messrs. Loddiges's.

JL (i. S. WALTF/R// Pursh. Walter's Smilax.

, ed. 1836.

ra var. IM

2385

Iftrnfificatt'on. P
Synunynn: S (1

irsh Fl. Amor. St-jit., 1. p. L'1!'.

lua li'ult. /''/. Car., p. >2\:>.

trr. Clirtr., cV<". Stein prickly. Leaves ovate cordate, smooth, 3-nervcd.

Berries acuminate. (Purxh.) A native of the low sandy parts of Virginia
and Carolina, on the river sides. It is rather ornamental, from the shape
of its leaves, and its having red berries. It was supposed bv Walter to be

.V. China
;
bntit differs in its leaves having only 3 nerves, and in some other

particulars. It is rather tender. There are plants in the Horticultural

Society's (iardcn, against the conservative wall.
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ii. Stem prickly, round.

i. 7. S. CHI\NA . The Chinese Smilax.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI, 1459. ;
VVilld. Sp. PI 4. p. 778. ; Gron. Orient, 317. ;

Brown Jam., 3.j<>. :

Thunb. Jap., 152. ;
Lour. Coch., 622. ; Mart. Mill., No. 6. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 388.

Synanymes. China radix Bauh. Pin.. 89fi., Park. Theat., 1578., Rait Hist.. 65". ;
C vulgiris offi-

cinarum Ger. Emac., 1618 ;
Smilax ispera minor Plum. lc., 183.

; Sankira, vulgo Quaquara, &c.,

Keempfer Amcen. Ex., p. 781.

Engravings. Gmel. It., 3. t. 6.
; Blackw., t. 433. j Ka?mpf. Amoen., t. 782. ;

Pluk. Amal.,
t. 408. f. 1.

Spec. Char., $c. Stem round, with a few
spines ; leaves roundish-ovate, with

acute points, 5-nerved. (Willd.) This is a climbing shrub, rising, in its

native country, to the height of 20 ft., with thick leaves, long tendrils, and
red berries. The root is very large, fleshy, and reddish : it is used for food, in

some parts of China, instead of rice ; and is considered extremely nourish-

ing. It is a native of China and Japan, and also of Jamaica ; and of Car-

thagena, in New Spain, whence Miller received it before 1759. Brown
found it in abundance in Jamaica, where the roots are used to feed hogs.
When first brought to England, it was cultivated in the stove : it was after-

wards transferred to the green-house ; and, in 1831, was planted out against
a wall in the Horticultural Society's Garden, where it has remained unin-

jured ever since.

i. 8. S. ROTUNDIFO XLIA L. The round-leaved Smilax.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1460.; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 779. ; Mart. Mill., 7. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2.,

5. p. 388. ;
Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 2. p. 2.50. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Spec. Char., fyc. Stem round, somewhat prickly. Leaves roundish-ovate,
or cordate, very smooth, 5-nerved. Berries spherical. (Willd.) A climb-

ing shrub, ascending to the height of about 6ft., with flexuose stems, and
a very few straight prickles. Leaves naked, 5-nerved, wider than long,

acute, on short petioles, with 2 filiform tendrils. A native of North Ame-
rica, where, according to Pursh, it is common in hedgerows from Canada
to Carolina. It was found in Canada by Kalm, and sent by him to Eng-
land, where it was first cultivated by Archibald Duke of Argyll, in 1760.

There are plants at Messrs. Loddiges's.

fl_ 9. S. LAURIFO'LIA L. The Laurel-leaved Smilax.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1460. ;
Willd. Sp. PL, 4 , p. 779. ; Mart. Mill., No. 8. ; Ait. Hort. Kew.,

ed. 2., 5. p. 388. ;
Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 250. ; Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

tnonymes.
S. feltera, &c., Plum. Ic. ; S. la^vis, &c., Catcsb. Car., 1. t. 15.

igramngs. Cat. Car., 1. t. 15. ;
Plum. Ic.

Spec.Char.,fyc. Stems round; main stem prickly. Branches unarmed. Leaves

coriaceous, elliptic, 3-nerved. Umbels on very short peduncles. (Willd.)
A very handsome climbing shrub, rising 10ft. or 12 ft. high, with smooth
coriaceous leaves (which, Linnaeus says, are thicker than those of any of

the other species of (Smilax), and black berries. It is a native of North

America, in sandy boggy woods, from New Jersey to Georgia, and was in

cultivation in England, by Miller, before 1739. There are plants at Messrs.

Loddiges's.

L 10. S. TAMNOI'DES L. The black Bryony-like Smilax.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1460. ;
Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 780. ; Mart Mill., 9. ; Pursh FL Amer.

Sept., 1. p. 251. ;
Lodd. Cat, ed. 1836.

Sunoni/me. S. 7?rydniaE nlgrae, &c., Catesb. Car., 1. t 52.

Engraving. Cat Car., 1. 1. 53.

Spec. Char., $c. Stem round and prickly. Leaves unarmed, cordate-oblong,
7-nerved. (Willd.) A climbing evergreen shrub, rather suffrutescent than

woody; with taper stems, and leaves 4 in. long, and 2^ in. broad at their

base, having 7 longitudinal veins. The flowers come out in long loose

bunches from the sides of the stalks, and the berries are black. (Mill.) A
native of North America, in sandy wet woods and bogs in Virginia and
Carolina. It was cultivated by Miller before 1739, and flowers in June
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and July. A very handsome species, of which there are plants at Messrs.

Loddiges's.

-A 11. S. CADUVA L. The deciduous Smilax.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1460. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 780. ; Mart. Mill., No. 10. ;
Ait. Hort. Kew.,

ed. 2., 5. p. 389.; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 250. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Stem round, prickly. Leaves unarmed, ovate, 3-nerved.

( Willd.) A deciduous climber, with a flexible stem, armed with a few short

spines, black at the tip. According to Miller, he received this plant from

Carthagena, in New Spain ; and he describes it as rising to the height of

30 ft., and having thick heart-shaped leaves. In the Hortus Kewensis, it

is said to be a native of Canada, and introduced before 1 759 ; but Martyn
says that it was introduced in 1775, by Mr. William Young. A species
was found in China by Loureiro, which he calls S. caduca ; and the descrip-
tion of it agrees with that of Linnaeus ; but Professor Martyn appears to

think it improbable that the same species should be a native of three

climates so different as those of Canada, South America, and China. There

are plants of S. caduca at Messrs. Loddiges's.

iii. Stalks unarmed, Wangled.

tL 12. S. BO VNA NO'X L. The Bona nox,or ciliated, Smilax.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI., 1460. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 781. ; Mart. Mill., No. 11. ; Ait Hort. Kew.,
ed. 2., 5. p. 389. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 249.

Synonymes. S. aspera India; occidental Bauh. Pin. ; S. fbliis l&tis, &c., Pluk. Phyt., 348. ;
S.

variegata Walt. Fl. Car., 244.

Engraving. Pluk. Phyt, t. 111. f. 1.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Stalks unarmed, angular. Leaves cordate-ovate, with an acute

point, ciliated, 7-nerved. (Willd.) A native of North America, in the

woods of Carolina and Georgia ; cultivated by Miller, according to the

Hortus Kewensis, before 1739, and flowering in June and July. Plukenet
mentions a variety, which he has figured under the name of S. B. caroli-

niana Pluk. Phyt. t. 111. f. 3. There are plants in the Horticultural

Society's Garden.

jj_ 13. S. LATIFO V
LIA R. Br. The broad-leaved Smilax.

Identification. Brown Prod., 293. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 390.

Spec. Char. $c. Stem unarmed, angular Leaves ovate ; base half-heart-shaped
or obtuse, glabrous, 5-nerved ; petioles bearing tendrils. (Brown.) A native

of New Holland. Introduced by Sir Joseph Banks, in 1791. It was first

placed in the green-house, but has since been found to stand out at Kew.

fl- 14. S. QUADRANGULA
N
RIS Muhl. The four-angled Smilax.

Identification. Muhl. in Flora Dan. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 5775. ;
Wats.

in Dend. Brit, t. 109. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 249.

Engravings. Dend. Brit, t. 109. ;
and our fig. 2386.

Spec. Char., $c. Stem prickly, tetragonous. Leaves un-

armed, ovate, acute, 5-nerved. (Willd.) A native of

North America. Introduced in 1812, and flowering in

June and July.

Description, fyc. A weak twining shrub, with Wangled

glabrous branches, covered with pale spots. Leaves gla-

brous, alternate, deltoid-orbicular, with an entire margin ;

subcordate at the base, and obtusely acuminate at the

point, with a short, glabrous, grooved, and reddish petiole.

Tendrils 2, from a sheath at the base of each petiole ;

long, filiform, and glabrous. The berries are black. A
native of North America, in woods, on the edges of

ponds, from Pennsylvania to Carolina. It was introduced

in 1812, and is occasionally to be met with in collections. There arc plants
in the Botanic Garden, Twickenham.
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iv. Sfcms unarmed, round.

A- 1,3. S. LAXCEOLA^TA L. The lanceolate-A?aved Smilax.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1460. ; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 783. ;
Lour. Coch., 683. ;

Ait. Hort. Kew.,
ed. 2., 5. p. 390.; Pursh FL Amer. Sept., 1. p. 250.

Synonyme. S. non spinbsa, &c., 6'a/. Car.

Engraving. Cate.b. Car., 2. t. 84.

Spec. Ckar., $c. Stem unarmed, round. Leaves unarmed, lanceolate. ( Willd.)

A climbing shrub, with a short, very branchy stem, and smooth, entire,

3-nerved leaves, and red berries. Catesby found this species in Carolina,

hanging from the branches of lofty trees, to which it had attached itself.

The leaves are long, narrowed at both ends, thick, stiffj and shining, with a

very conspicuous rib down the middle. They are alternate at very consi-

derable distances. The flowers, which are of a greenish white, are pro-
duced at the ends of the branches, in small tufts ;

and are succeeded by
globular, mucilaginous, red berries, each containing one very hard round
stone. These berries serve as food for birds. It is a native of Virginia,

Carolina, and Cochin-China ;
in which last country it was discovered by

Loureiro; and it was introduced from America in 1785, by Mr. William

Young.

A- 16. S. VIRGINIA\\A Mill. The Virginian Smilax.

Identification. Mill. Diet., No. 9. ; Mart. Mill., No. 20. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Engraving. Pluk. Phyt., t. 110. f. 4.

Spec. Char., $c. Stem prickly, angular. Leaves lanceolate, unarmed, acu-

minate. (Mill.) This species is somewhat tender ; but there are plants in the

open ground at Messrs. Loddiges's.

tL 17. S. PU VBERA Willd. The downy Smilax.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PL, 4.; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 390. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1.

p. 250.

Synonyme. S. pumila Walt. Car., 244.

Spec. Char., 8fc. Stem unarmed, round. Leaves oblong, acute, cordate, indistinctly 5-nerved ; soft

and pubescent beneath. Berries oblong, acute. (Willd.} A climbing shrub, a native of North
America. Introduced in 1806, by Mr. John Lyon, who found it in shady woods in Carolina and

Georgia. According to Walter, the berries arc white. We have not seen the plant.

App. i. Kinds of Smilax which are either not introduced, or of
which we have not seen the Plants.

S. ovata Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 249., has the stem subarmed ;
the leaves smooth, ovate,

3-nerved, and very shining on both sides ; berries black. A native of Georgia, near Savannah, flower-

IRK in July.
S. alba Pursh, 1. c., p. 250. Stem subarmed, slightly zngular ;

leaves 3-nerved, lanceolate, cp.
riaceous, glabrous ;

berries white. Found by Walter, in sandy ground on the edge of rivulets, in

Carolina ; flowering in June.

S. pandurdta Pursh, 1. c., p. 251. Stem prickly ;
leaves ovate, fiddle-shaped, acuminate, 3-nerved;

smooth and shining on both sides. Found by Pursh, in sandy woods, from New Jersey to Carolina;

flowering in July.
S. tugra W. and S. cataldnica Poir. are natives of Spain, from which country they were

brought to England in 1817. The first is probably a black-berried variety of S. aspera.

S. hdrrida Desf. is a native of North America, introduced in 1820.

S. glatica Walt, is a native of North America, introduced in 1811
;
and is probably a variety of S.

Sarsaparilla.
S. alplna W. is a native of Greece, introduced in 1820.

CHAP. CXVI.

OF THE HAHDY AND HALF-HAUDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS BELON(;iN(l

TO THE ORDER /, I LI A \JE.fc.

THE only genera containing hardy ligneous plants, in the order Z,iliuceoe,

belong to the section /Isparageae, and are as follows :
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^SPA'RAGUS L. Corolla six-parted, erect
; the three inner petals reflexed

at the tip. Berries 3-celled, 2-seeded. Suffruticose plants, climbing and
erect. Natives of Europe, Asia, and Africa.

Rv'scvs L. Flowers unisexual. Male. Calyx 6 sepals. Corolla none.

Nectary central, oval, and perforated at the apex. Female. Calyx, corolla,
and nectary like those of the male. Style 1. Berry 3-celled. Seeds
2. Evergreen shrubs, with inconspicuous flowers, which are borne on
the leaves. Natives of Europe and Africa.

YI/CCA L. Corolla bell-shaped and spreading. Style none. Capsules 3-

celled. Aloe-like shrubs,, with very long, lanceolate, sharp-pointed
leaves, and tall spikes of bell-shaped flowers. Natives of North and
South America.

GENUS I.

^SPA'RAGUS L. THE ASPARAGUS. Lin. Syst. Hexandria Monog/nia.
Identification. Lin. Gen., No. 424. ; Reich., 457. ; Schreb., 573. ; Tourn., 154. ; Gaertn., 16. ; Juss.,

41. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 5. p. 273. ; Mart. Mill.

Synonymes. Sarmentacea?, part of, Juss., Nees von Esenbeck; Asperges, Fr. ; Spargel, Ger. ; Coral-

cruyt ; Dutch ; Sperage, Old English ; Corruda, Span.
Derivation. According to some, from a, not, and sparasso, to tear

;
from the prickles not being very

strong : or from asper, rough, and gustus, a taste
;
in allusion to the common asparagus being rough,

and yet eaten as food. Gerard says that the Latins used the word asparagi to signify the young
shoots or sprouts of any plant ; and that this was applied to asparagus, because it is only the young
shoots of the common asparagus that are eaten. Coral-cruyt signifies coral-wort, from the coral,
like appearance of the berries.

Description, $c. Slender-stemmed suffruticose plants ; natives of Europe
and Africa, not remarkable for beauty. All the species grow freely in deep
dry sandy soil, at the base of a wall with a southern exposure ; and they are

propagated by division of the root. They are seldom met with, except in

botanic gardens.

JL \. A. SCA'NDENS Willd. The climbing Asparagus.

Identification. Willd. Sp. PL, 2. p. 152. ; Ait Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 2. p. 273.

Spec. Char., $c. Stem unarmed, twining. Leaves lanceolate and sickle-

shaped. (Willd.) A suffruticose, climbing, evergreen shrub; a native of

the Cape of Good Hope. Introduced by Mr. Fr. Masson, in 1795. There
is a plant against the conservative wall in the Horticultural Society's
Garden, which was planted out in 1831.

t 2. A. A'LBUS L. The white Asparagus.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PJ., 449. ; Reich., 2. 70. ; Raii Hist., 684, 685. ;
Mart. Mill., No. 7. ; Ait. Hort.

Kew., 2. p. 279. ;
Lodd. Cat., 1836.

Synonymes. A. spin&su*, &c , Park. Theat., p. 455. ; A. sylvestris, &c., Ger. Emac., p. 1611.
; Cor-

ruda tertia Clus. Hist., 2. p. 178. ;
Wild Thong Sperage.

Engravings. Park. Theat, p. 455. f. 5. ; Ger. Emac., 1111. f. 5.

Spec. Char., fyc. Prickles solitary. Branches angular, flexuose. Leaves fasci-

cled, triquetrous, awnless. (Willd.) Stems shrubby, 3 ft. cr 4 ft. high, with

very white bark, and armed with strong thorns, which are single, and come
out just below each tuft of leaves. The stems continue several years, and

put out many branches, with short narrow leaves ; and these continue green
all the winter, if the plants are screened from severe frost. It is a native

of Spain and Portugal, but has been long in cultivation in British gardens.

According to Gerard, it is mentioned by Belon in his Singularities, $c.,

lib. i. cap. 18., as growing in Candy; that is, Candia. Parkinson, in 1640, first

mentions its being cultivated in Britain. He calls it the "
asparagus with

cruell sharpe thornes," and says that it grows
"
in rough uneven places, very

plentiful about Lishborne, in the common wayes, and by the river Tagus,
and in many other places, both in Spain and Portugall, and in Candy like-
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wise; but it will hardly endure our cold climate." There are plants at

Messrs. Loddiges's.

3. yf. APHY'LLUS. The leafless, or prickled Asparagus.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PI , 450. ; Reich. ,2. 70. ; Mart. Mill., No. 10.
;

Ait. Hort. Kew., No. 11.

Synoiit/mes. Corriida ultera Clus. Hist., 2. p. 1/8. ; A. petra
v

a, Prickly Roclie Asparagus, Park.
Theat.

Engraving. Park. Theat., 454. f. 4.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Stem regular, shrubby. Leaves or spines awl-shaped,

diverging. (Willd.) A shrub, with many weak irregular shoots, which
have no leaves, but, instead of them, are armed with short stiff' spines, in

fascicles of 4 or 5 together, and spreading out from each other every way.
The flowers are small, and greenish ;

and the berries, which are larger than

those of the common sort, are black when ripe. A native of the south of

Europe. Introduced in 16-10. We observed it, in 1819, common in the

hedges by the road sides, in various parts of Tuscany.

Variety.

* A. a. 2 creticusfruticosus, $c., Tourn. Inst., i. 273. Somewhat more

ligneous than the species.

at 4. A. (A.) ACUTIFO
X

LIUS L. The acute-leaved Asparagus.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 449. ; Reich., 2. 70. ;
Mart. Mill., No. 8. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 2. p. 275.

Synont/mes. A. Corruda Scop. Cam., No. 417., Vill. Dauph., 2. p. 275. ; A. fbl. acutis Bauh. Pin.,
490. ;

,4. sylvt'stris Cam. Epit., 2TO., Matth., 349. ; A. petre'us Ger. Emac., 1110., Rail Hist., 683. ;

Corruda 1. Clus. Hist., 2. 177., Bauh. Pin. Hist, 3. 726.

Spec. Char., $c. Stem unarmed, angular, shrubby Leaves needle-shaped, rather rigid, perennial,
mucronate, equal. (Willd.} This species has crooked shrubby stems, with white bark, which rise

4ft. or 5 ft. high, but have no spines on them ; the leaves come out in clusters, like those of the
larch : they are very short, and in sharp prickles. Scopoli thinks that this may be the same as

Linnaeus's A. aphyllus ;
what are above called leaves, being, in fact, only spines, which are con.

sidt-rcd by botanists as abortive shoots. It is a native of Spain and Portugal, and was cultivated
before 1739, by Miller. We have not seen the plant.

j_ 5. A. HO'RRIDUS L. The horrid-spined Asparagus.

Identification. Lin. Syst., 333. ; Reich., 2. 70., Supp., 203. ; Mart. Mill., No. 9.

Synonyme. A. hispanica Tourn. Inst., 300.

Spec. Char., fyc. Stem shrubby, five-cornered. Prickles four-cornered, compressed, striated. The
spines of this plant are said to be 2 in. or 3 in. in length, whence the name. It is a twining shrub,
and was introduced in 1800. We have not seen the plant.

GENUS II.

\
.ftU'SCUS L. THE BUTCHER'S BROOM. Lin. Syst. Dice'cia Triandria.

Identification. Lin. Gen., 534. ; Juss., 42. ; Fl. Br., 1073. ; Tourn., t. 15. ; Lam., t. 815. : Gtertn ,

t. 16.

Synonyrnes. Fragon, Fr. ; Mausedorn, Ger.
Derivation. It is said to have been anciently called Bruscus, from beur, box, and kelem, holly

(Celtic), box holly ; or from buxus, box. Some suppose it to be derived from russus, flesh-coloured
;

alluding to the colour of the fruit. The word ruscus was, however, applied to any prickly plant
by the ancient Romans, as rusciu sylvestris, the holly, &c.

Description, $c. Though, in a practical point of view, the species in British

gardens are treated as evergreen shrubs, yet, in a strict sense, they are
biennial plants, like the raspberry and the bramble. Popularly, they are

evergreen undershrubs, and one a climber. They have stiff sharp-pointed
leaves, on which the flowers and fruit of the plant are produced, except in

R. racemosus. Natives of Britain and other parts of Europe, and of Africa.

Soil and culture the same as those of Smilax and Asparagus. Though the berry
contains the rudiments of several seeds, they are generally all abortive but
one. Sphse

v

ria atrovirens and S. J?usci Fr. are occasionally found upon the
different species of this genus.

7 z 4
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OL 1. R. ACULEA XTUS L. The prickly, or common, Butcher's Broom.

Identification. Lin. Sp. PL, 1474.; Willd. Sp. PL, 4. p. 874.: Fl. Br., p. 1073/; Eng. Bot., t 560.:
Hook. Scot., p. 288. ; Woodv. Suppl, t. 237. ; Mill Illust., t. 96. ;

Bull. Fr., t. 243. ; Engl. Fl.,

4. p. 235. ; Hook. Br. FL, p. 431. ; Lindl. Synop., p. 270. ; Mart. Mill., No. 1. ; Ait. Hort. Kew.,
ed. 2., 5. p. 420. ;

Desf. Hist, des Arb., &c., 1. p. 11. ;
Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836; Bon Jard., ed. 1837.

Synonytnes. .Riiscus, No. 1238., Hall. Hist., 2. p. 116., Rait Syn. t 262., Tray. Hint., p. 919., Matlh.

falgr.,2. p. 555., Cam. Epit., p. 935., Bauh. Hist., 1. p. 579., Jiauh. Pin., 470.; Myrtacantha
Lob. Ic., 637. : R. f. Briiscus Ger. Emac., p. 907. ;

R. myrtiftlius aculeatus Tourn. Inst., Shaw
Afric, No. 518., Du Ham. Arb., 2. 236. t. 57. ;

/fuscus Dod. Pempt., 744. ;
Box Holly, Knee Holly,

wild Myrtle, prickly Pettigree ;
Houx Frelon, petit Houx, Buis piquant, Fragon epineux, Fragon

piquant, Fr. ; Stechender Mausedorn, Ger.

Engravings. Woodv. Suppl., t. 237. ; Mill. Illust, t. 96. : Bull. Tr., t. 243. ; Lob. Ic., 637.; Eng.
Bot, t. 560. ; and our fig. 2387.

S])ec. Char., fyc. Leaves ovate, sharp-pointed, flowering on the upper side,

without a leaflet. (Smith.} An evergreen suffrutescent plant, a native of

Britain ; flowering in March and April, and ripening its berries in the

beginning of winter.

Varietiei.

- R. a. 2 rotundifolius Barrel. Ic., 517., Mart. Mill.; R. vulgaris folio

ampliore Dill. Elt/i., 333., 334. t. 251. f. 324. ; has the leaves some-
what larger and rounder than those of the species.

it. R. a. 3 laxus Smith; R. laxus Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836. Mr. Fairbairn,

gardener to the Company of Apothecaries at Chelsea, presented to

the Linnaean Society, in 1796, a specimen of .fluscus which had
been long in cultivation in the garden under his care, but had till

then been overlooked. The leaves were elliptic, acute at both ends,
and the branches loose. From the last circumstance, Sir James
Edward Smith gave it the name of R. laxus. (See Lin. Trans., iii.

p. 334. ; and Eng. FL, iv. p. 235.) R. flexuosus Mill. No. 6., Pro-

fessor Martyn thinks, is probably this variety.

Description, Sfc. Suffruticose plants, with tough, stiff', round, green, striated

stems, from 1 ft. 6 in. to 3 ft. in height, sending out from the sides many short

branches. The stems do not flower till the second year;
after which they die down to the ground, like those of the

raspberry, and some species of tfmilax and Asparagus.
The leaves are a continuation of the branches ; equally
firm, and equally durable, as they never drop off', but

die along with the branch, or frond. The leaves are

numerous, and of the same size and shape as those of the

myrtle, but very stiff", and ending in short prickly points :

they are alternate, about ^in. long, and A in. broad near

the base ; ovate, quite entire, and sessile. From the

middle of the leaf above, comes out a single flower, on
a very short pedicel : it is small and yellowish-green, or

purplish. When it first appears, which is about March
or April, it is of the size and shape of a small pin's head ;

and, when it is fully expanded, which is in May or June,
it is composed of three outer sepals, which are widish, and three nar-

rower sepals, which are within the others, and are like rays ending in a
narrow point : the last three some botanists consider as petals. The roots are

thick, fleshy, white, branching at the crown, and afterwards twining about
each other, and putting out frequent fibres, like those of the asparagus ; oblique,
and striking deep into the ground. The circumstance of the flower being

produced on the leaf, without any apparent stalk, is so remarkable, that it

has led some botanists to suppose that the leaves are, in fact, only expanded
branches, or, rather, footstalks to the flowers. According to Woodward, as

quoted by Professor Martyn,
" the flower does not properly grow out of the

leaf, but on a pedicel springing from the bosom of the leaf, which is immersed
beneath the outer coat, whence it may with ease be dissected." The female

flowers are succeeded by bright red berries, which are almost as large as wild

cherries, and of a sweetish taste ; having two large orange-coloured seeds in
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each, gibbous on one side, flat on the other, and extremely hard. It is a

native of Europe, hut not of the more northern parts. It is also found in

Asia and Africa. In England, it is common in woods and hedges, in Norfolk,

Suffolk, Berkshire, Oxfordshire, Essex, and Middlesex. It is often found in

the neighbourhood of London, and was formerly abundant on Hampstead
Heath, and at Norwood in Surrey. It has also been discovered in Cambridge-
shire, in the New Forest in Hampshire, and in Kent. It is rare in Scotland,

but has been found in Bothvvell Woods near Glasgow, and in Sheldon Woods
near Ayr. It is not found in Ireland. It is very common in Italy, where
it is frequently made into besoms; and the hucksters, both in Italy and

Germany, place boughs of it round their bacon and cheese, to defend them
from mice; whence, perhaps, the German name of mausedorn. It is also

used in Brittany, to make little brooms, or scrubbing-brushes, to clean the

inside of the kitchen utensils. In England, the green shoots are cut, bound
in bundles, and sold to the butcher's for sweeping their blocks ; whence the

popular English name of butcher's broom. It is also used, in London, by the

manufacturers of cigars, &c., for sprinkling the saline liquor over the tobacco

leaves. The tender young shoots, in spring, are sometimes gathered and eaten

by the poor, both in England and France, like those of
asparagus;

and the

branches, with ripe fruit on them, were formerly stuck up in sand, with the

stalks of the common peony and wild iris (/Vis fcetidissima), full of their ripe

seeds, which altogether made a show in rooms during winter. Planted under

trees or shrubs, the J^uscus aculeatus will spread into large clumps ; and, as it

retains its leaves all the winter, it has a good effect as a low undergrowth,
more especially as it will live in situations so shady as to be unfit for almost

any other plant. The root is of a bitterish taste, and was formerly much
used in medicine as an aperient and diuretic, particularly in cases of dropsy.

L 2. R. HYPOPHY /LLUM L. The under-leaf Ruscus, or broad-leaved

Butcher's Broom.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1474. : Reich., 4. 284 ; Desf. Atlan., 374. ; Hist des Arb., &c., 1. p. 11. ;

Mart. Mill., No. 2. ; Willd. Sp. PI., 4. p. 879. ; Ait. Hort., ed. 2., 5. p. 420.

Synonymes. R. latifMius, &c.. Tourn., Inst., 79. ;
Laurus alexandrina Lob. Adv., SfC., 509., Bauli.

Hist., Rati Hist., 663. 2. ; L. a. Charaaedaphne Col., 8(C., 1. par. 1. p. 364. f. 1. ; L. a. genuina Park.
Theat., 700. 1. ; L. Chamaedaphne vera Diosc6ridis, Park. Theat, 700. 2. ; L. a. altera Matth.

841., Tourn. Ic., 862. ; L. a. vra Clus. Hist., 278., Rait Hist., 663. 3. ; Fragon sans Foliole, Fr. ;

breitblattriger Mausedorn, Get:

Engravings. Tourn. Ic.
; Colum. Ic. ; Bot. Mag., 2040. ;

and our fig. 2388.

Spec. Char., $c. Flowers produced underneath the leaves. ( Willd.) The
roots of this species have large knotty heads, with

long thick fibres, like those of the preceding kind.

The stalks are tough and flexible, rising about 2 ft.

high. Leaves stiff, ovate-oblong, ending in points ;

more than 2 in. long, and almost 1 in. broad ; placed
alternately. The flowers, which appeal* in May and

June, are small and inconspicuous, and are pro-
duced on the under surface of the leaf, close to

the midrib; the female flowers being succeeded by
small red berries, about the size of those of the

common juniper. The stems die down the second

year, like those of the preceding species. It is a
native of Italy and Africa, and was cultivated in

1683, by Mr. James Sutherland. There are plants
at Messrs. Loddiges's.

Variety.
n. R. h. 2 trtfolidtum, R. trifoli&tus Mill. No. 5., has ovate-acuminate leaves, placed by threw,

and flowers on their upper sides. It is a native of Zante, and some other of the Greek
islands, where it grows about 2 ft. high.

a. 3. R. (H.) /JYPOGLO'SSUM L. The Under-tongue Ruscus, or double-

leaved Butcher's Broum.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 1474.; Scop. Cam., 1231.; Desf. Atlan., 374.: Mart. Mill., 3.; Willd.
Sp. PI, 4. p. 875. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., 5. p. 421. ; Lodd. Cat., ed. 183(1
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Synonymes. R. angustifblius, &c., Tourn. Inst., 79. ; 7/ypogl6ssum I.ob. Adv., 284. ; Lafirus alex-

andrina, functo pediculo insidente, Bauh. Pin., 304., Rail Hist., 663. 1.
; Uvularia.BrMn/., 3. 96,

97. ; Fragon a Foliole, Fr. ; Zungen Mausedorn, Gcr.

Engravings. Lob. Adv. Ic., 638. ; Barrel. Ic., 2.50. ; Schk. Han., 340.
; Blackw., t. 128.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves floriferous underneath, with a leaflet- (Wil/d.)
Root like the preceding. Stems about 10 in. high. Leaves lanceolate,
about 3 in. long, and 1 in. broad in the middle, drawing to a point at both

ends, afad having several longitudinal veins running from the footstalk to

the point. They are mostly alternate, but sometimes opposite. On the
middle of the upper surface conies forth a small leaf of the same shape ;

and at the same point, from the bosom of the small leaves, about April or

May, come out the flowers, which are of a pale yellow, and have peduncles
longer than themselves. The berries are almost as large as those of R.
aculeatus : they are red, and ripen in winter. Seeds one or two, bony,
hemispherical. A native of Italy, Idria, Hungary ; and found in Africa,
about Algiers. It was cultivated by Gerard, in 1596. There are plants
at Messrs. Loddiges's. Desfontaines considers this as a variety of R. hypo-
phyllum, diflering only in the narrowness of the leaves, and in the flowers

emerging from the middle of the leaf, under a leaflet.

4. R. RACEMOV
SUS. L. The racemose Ruscus, or Alexandrian Laurel.

Ait. Hort. Kew.,Identification. Lin. Sp., 1474., Syst., 896. ; Reich., 4. 285. ; Mart. Mill, No. 5.

ed. 2., 5. p. 421.
;
Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. R. angustif61ius, fructu summis ramulis, &c., Tourn. Inst., 79., Du Ham. Arb.,4. ;

Fragon a Grappes, Fr. ;
Trauben Mausedorn, Ger.

Engravings. Dead. Brit., t. 145. j
our fig. 2389. to our usual scale

j and fig. 2390. of the natural
size.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Flowers hermaphrodite, produced at the ends of the

branches. (Willd.) Roots like those of the other species. Stalks slender,
and much more pliable : they rise about 4 ft. high,
and send out many side branches. Leaves oblong,

acute-pointed, about 2 in. long, and
iin. broad; rounded at the base,

smooth, of a lucid green, placed al-

ternately, and sessile. Flowers in

long bunches at the ends of the

branches ; of a greenish-yellow co-

lour. Berries like those of R.

aculeatus,but smaller; fleshy,smooth,

red, with a round coriaceous white

disk at the base ; ripening during
winter. They are 3-celled, each

cell containing one seed ; but all the

cells, except one, are frequently
abortive; from which circumstance

2389 the berry often appears 1-celled.

A native of Portugal, cultivated by Miller in 1739.

According to some, this species is supposed to be the

plant with which the ancients crowned their victors ; but, though the stalks

are flexible enough to wreath easily, and the leaves resemble those re-

presented on ancient busts, yet the fruit, being terminal, does not agree

nearly so well with the fruit represented in the crowns on these busts as

that of the Z/aurus nobilis, which is axillary, and resembles that shown in

the coronal wreaths.

$ R. andrdeynus Lin. Sp., 1474., Ait. Hort Kew., No. 4., Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, Bot. Mag., 1898.,

has the leaves'floriferous on their margins. It is a native of the Canary Islands, and was cultivated

before 1713, in the Royal Gardens at Hampton Court. It is a twining shrub, rising to the height
of 7 ft. or 8ft., and is one of the oldest inhabitants of our green-houses; where, when planted in

the ground, and allowed to twine round a rod, it produces a fine effect by its numerous smooth shining

leaves, which in the shade become very dark, and pale green when fully exposed to the light. The
flowers are white, and are produced in clusters on the edges of the leaves. The berries are round

;

at first, green, then yellowish, and finally red. They are smaller than those of fluscus aculeatus, and
are not produced in great abundance, though the flowers are numerous, and continue to appear

during great part of the summer. As the main source of vitality, in all plants of this genus, is

2390
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in the root, we have no doubt that R. androgynus, and some other species which are now kept in

the green-house, would live against a conservative wall.

GENUS III.

YU'CCA L. THE YUCCA, or ADAM'S XEEDLE. Lin. Syst. Hexandria

Monogynia.
Identification. Lin. Sp., 456. ; Reich., 2. 83. ; Willd., 2. 183. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 2. 291. ;

N.
Du Ham., 3. 145.

Derivation. The name of the plant in Peru.

Description, %c. Low evergreen shrubs, with the habit of palm trees;
natives of North and South America. In British gardens, most of the species
are somewhat tender. They prefer a dry and deep sandy soil, or a sandy
loam ;

and they are readily propagated by suckers, which are thrown up by
the roots, or by side shoots, which are occasionally produced on the stem.

They sometimes ripen seeds, which, if sown immediately after they are

gathered, and placed on a moderate hot-bed, will come up in six weeks. In

their native countries, their leaves, treated like the stalks of hemp or flax,

afford a fibre which may be used like that of those plants, in the manufacture
of cloth or cordage; and the stems, macerated in water, deposit a feculent

matter, from which starch may be procured. In a floricultural point of view,
all the species are highly ornamental ; and no lawn or flower border ought to

be without some of them. Considered with reference to landscape-gardening,
the yucca, like other trees and shrubs of formal shapes and rigid habit, when

planted in masses, cannot readily be made to harmonise with the masses sur-

rounding it ; but, as a single object, it is well adapted for attracting attention

on a lawn, for the summit of a formal knoll, for growing out of rockwork,
for ruins, and for various purposes of a similar nature. As the yucca grows
naturally on the sea shore, it is particularly adapted for marine gardens. In

imitating Italian scenery round an Italian villa, the yucca, planted in large
vases, may be substituted for the agave. Plants, in the London nurseries,
are from 2s. to 5,y. each.

* 1. F. GLORIOUSA L. The glorious Yucca, or Adam's Needle.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 456.; Reich., 2. 83.; Willd. Sp. PI., 2. p. 183. ; Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2.,

2. p. 291. ; Desf. Hist, des Arb., &c., 1. p. 17. ;
Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836.

Synonymes. Y. fbliis ^'loes Bauh. Pin., 91. ;
Y. canad^na Aid. Hort. Par., 33.

; Y. indica, &c., Barr.
Rar., 70. t. 1194. ; Y., or Yucca, peruana, Ger. Emac., 1543., Raii Hist., 1201., Park. Parad., 434.
t. 435. f. 1. ; 1". ndva gloriosa, &c., Lob. Adv., 2. p. 507. ; Cordyllne, &c.,Roy Lugdb., 22. ; the

superb Yucca; Yucca nain, Bon Jard., lt-37 ; Yucca a Feuilles entidres, Fr. ; prachtiger Yukka,
Ger.

Kngravingt. Hot Mag., t 1260
;
and our Jig. 2391.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Leaves entire. { Willd.) A native of North America. In-

troduced in 159G, and flowering in July and August.

Variety.
Y. g. 2foliis variegdtis Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836, has the leaves variegated.

Description, $c. This species has a stem, or trunk, about 2 ft. or 3 ft. high,
clothed with leaves almost to the ground. The leaves are broad and stiff, but
thin : they are of a very dark green, and end in a sharp black spine. The flower-

stalk is generally about 3 ft. high, branching out on every side to a considerable
distance

; but the flowers are very wide asunder on the stalk. Sometimes the

panicles of flowers spring at once from the centre of the leaves, without the in-

tervention of a stalk. The flowers are bell-shaped, and hang downwards; and
each petal is white within, but is marked with a purple stripe on the outside.

They are scentless,appear from July to September, but are seldom succeeded by
seeds in England. This yucca is a native of Virginia and Carolina, of Cartha-

gena in New Spain, and of theWest Indies ; and, though a native of warm coun-
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tries, it is perfectly hardy in the climate of London. It was first cultivated in

England by Gerard, about 1592, who says :

" This plant groweth in all the tract
ofthe Indies, from the Magellane Straits unto the Cape of Florida, and in most
of the islands of the Canibals, and others adjoining ; from whence I had that

plant brought me that groweth in my garden, by a servant of a learned and skil-

ful apothecary of Excester named Mr. Thomas Edwards." Gerard supposed
that the cazava, or Indian bread, was made from the root of this plant ; but
his commentator, Johnson, says that this was " wherein he most shewed
his weaknesse, for that he doth confound it with the manibot, or true yuicca."
Gerard also supposed that it was " a low herbe, consisting onely of leaves and
roots. It hath neither stalks," he says,

"
flowers, nor fruit, that I can under-

stand of others, or by experience of the plant itself, which hath grown in my
garden four yeares together, and yet doth grow and prosper exceedingly."
On this passage Johnson observes, that Gerard's plant,

" some few yeares after

he had set forth his worke, flowered in his garden ;

"
adding that he himself

once saw a yucca in flower "
in the garden of Mr. Wilmot, at Bow, but never

since, though it hath been kept for sundry yeares in many other gardens, as

,with Mr. Parkinson and Mr. Tuggy." Respecting the plant in Gerard's gar-
den "

at Holborne, in the suburbs of London," Parkinson, in his Paradisus,

p. 434., tells us that Gerard kept it till his death ; after which "
it perished

with him who got it from his widow, intending to send it to his country
house;" adding that Gerard sent a sucker of it to Robin, gardener to

Henry IV. in Paris, which was the first seen in France. Michaux found it

growing on the sea shore in Carolina. The fibres of the leaves are used by
the Indians to make a kind of cloth, and also cords, which they use to fasten
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their houses together, and to make their swinging beds, called hammocks. At

Carthagena, a starch, or rather glue, is made from the stem, which is sold

there at \\d. the Spanish pound. A specimen of this starch was sent to us

in 1834, by Dr. Hamilton of Plymouth. (See Gard.Mag., vol. x. p. 454.)

i 2. F. (G.) SUPE'RBA. The superb Yucca.

Identification. Haworth Suppl., Plant. Suec., p. 35. ; Bot. Reg., 1698.

Synonyme. Y. gloribsa And. Bot. Rep., t. 473.

Engravings. Bot. Rep., t. 473/; Bot. Reg., t. 1698. ;
and our fig. 2392.

Spec. Char., $c. Stem arborescent. Leaves sword-

shaped and plaited, with a very strong spine. Flow-

ers ovate, bell-shaped, and drooping; pure white.

(And.} This species was separated from Y. gloriosa

by Mr. Haworth, on account of its more arborescent

stem, the greater density of the flowers, and the

whiteness of their petals when expanded ; the young

gloriosa. In cultivation in Malcolm's Nursery about
buds, however, have a tinge of purple

Malcolm'

le like those of

1810 ; and there are plants in the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden.

1 3. Y. v4Loi'FO
v
LiA L. The Aloe-leaved Yucca, or Adam's Needle.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 457.; Reich., 2.83.; Willd., 2. 184.; Mart. Mill., 2. ;
Ait. Hort. Kew.,

ed. 2., 2. p. 291. ;
Desf. Hist, des Arb., &c., 1. p. 18. ; N. Du Ham., 3. p. 14fi. ; Lodd. Cat.,

ed. 1836; Bon Jard., 1837-

Synonymes. Y. arbor^scens, &c., Dill. Elth., 435.; A'loe Yuccee foliis, caulescens, Pluk. Aim., 19.,

A. americana Yuccte fb\ns, arborescens, Com. Prtel., 64. ; Y. caulscens, fbliis lineari-lanceol&tis,

&c., Michx. Fl. Bar. Amer., 5. p. 196.

Engravings. Dil. Elth., t. 323. f. 416.; Pluk. Aim., t 256. f. 4. ;
Comm. Prael., t. 14.

;
Bot. Mag.,

t. 1700. ; and our Jig. 2393.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves crenulate, stiff. {Willd.) A native of South Ame-
rica. Introduced before 1696, and flowering in August and September.

Variety.

1 Y. a. 2 pendula Cat. Hort. Par., p. 24., N. Du Ham., iii. p. 147., Bon
Jard., ed. 1837, has the leaves pendent.

Description, $c. A remarkable palm-like tree, with a thick tough stem

or trunk, 10ft. or 12ft. high, crowned with a header tuft of stiff, narrow,

light green leaves, the edges of which are slightly t

serrated, and the points ending in sharp, strong, very
hard spines. The flower-stalk rises from the centre

of the leaves, and is 2ft. or 3ft. high, branching out

so as to form a pyramid. The flowers grow close

to the branches, and form a regular spike : they are

purplish without and white within. When the flowers

have dropped, the head from which they sprang
dies ; but, generally, one or two young heads come
out from the side of the stalk, below the old head.

This species is rather more tender than F. gloriosa.

It is a native of South America, and was cultivated

before 1696, in the Royal Gardens at Hampton
Court. Fig. 2394. is a portrait of a plant, or rather

tree, of Y. alo'ifolia, growing in the gardens at Adare,
which was taken in October, 1837, and kindly sent

to us by the Countess Dunraven. The plant mea-
sures 28 ft. in height ; the circumference of the trunk, at 10 ft. from the ground,
is 17 in.; and, at the height of 20 ft., it divides into six massy branches,
each terminating in a pyramid of flowers. In the figure, only four of these

branches are exhibited, this being the greatest number that could be seen at

one time from any one point of view. It is supposed to have been planted

upwards of 40 years, and appears, from the drooping habit of the leaves,
to be the variety Y. a. pendula. It is the finest specimen of Yucca that we

2393
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have had any account of, either at home or abroad. There are plants, both of
this variety and of the species, in the Horticultural Society's Garden, in tin

Epsom Nursery, and at Messrs. Loddigess.
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4. DRACU\\IS The Dragon Yucca, or drooping-lcavcd Adam's

Needle.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 457. : Reich., 2. p. 84. ; Willd., 2. 184. ; Mart. Mill., No. 3. ; AiL Hort

Kew., cd. 2., 2. p. 291. ; Desf. Hist, dcs Arb. et Arbriss., 1. p. 18. ; Ham. Supp., p. S3. ; Elliot Fl.

S. Car., 1. 401. ;
Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ;

Bon Jard., ed. 1837.

Synonymes. Y. draconis folio serr&to reflexo Dill. Kith., 437., Com. PrceL, 42. 67. ; Dractmi

arbori, &c., Eauh. Pin., 506. ; Tac6ri fblio Dracbni fcrboris simili Bauh. Hist.

Engravings. Dili. Elth., 324. 117. ;
Bot. Reg., t. 1894. ; and OUT fig. 2395.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves crenated, nodding. (Willd.) Native of South Caro-

lina. Introduced in 1732, and flowering in October and November.

Description, tyc. Stem rising to the height of 3 ft. or 4 ft. Leaves narrow,
dark green, hanging down, serrated, and ending in acute spines. Flowers

pendulous, milk-white, with a strong unpleasant smell. Gaertner describes the

fruit as a fleshy oblong berry, contracted at the top, with a narrow aperture
between the sessile stigmas ; obscurely 6-cornered and 6-celled ; cuticle very
thin, not separating ; pulp firm, of a dark dusky 2395
blood-red colour ; three of the partitions thicker

than the other three, all longitudinal : between
these are transverse, membranaceous, very thin,

white diaphragms, forming partial cells for each

of the seeds. Receptacle none, except the cen-

tral angle of the cells, to which the seeds are

fastened horizontally in a single longitudinal row.

Seeds numerous, spherically triangular; flattish

on both sides, dark, but not shining. This

species is a native of South Carolina, whence
Miller received the seeds under the name of oil-

seed. It had, however, been previously intro-

duced into Europe; and it flowered in August, 1729, at Hamburg, in the

garden of M. Von Sprekelsen. The plant was 20 years old, with a trunk 8 ft.

high, and the flower-stem was 2 ft. 6 in. long. The flowers were white,
and about 150 in a thyrse. The seed-vessel was 3-celled ; and the seeds

were horny, wrinkled, and blackish when ripe. Y. draconis, says Dr. Lindley,
in the Botanical Register for September, 1836,

"
is one of the most stately

species of the genus. It grows along the sea shore of Carolina, frequently
intermixed with Y. gloriosa ; and flowers from May to August, and sometimes

grows as much as 9 ft. or 10ft. high. The great peculiarity by which it ap-
pears to be distinguished is, the spreading of the flowers, the segments of

which, instead of remaining closed in a globose manner, as in most of the
other species, expand till they diverge from the flower-stalk nearly at a right

angle. The main stem, clear of leaves, was [in the plantfigured in the Botanical

Register] 2 ft. long, and terminated in three clusters of leaves, from the centre

ofeach of which rose a flower-stem 3 ft. high. The foliage, notwithstanding its

stiffness, does not offend the eye, as the leaves gradually turn back as they
grow old," till at last they form a very graceful arrangement.

"
Nothing can

be better adapted than these plants, for ornamenting either artificial or natural

masses of rockwork, precipitous banks, or other situations where their sin-

gular stems can be so much above the eye as to form a bold and prominent

object standing out in strong relief against the sky." Y. draconis is perfectly

hardy, and stands out, without the slightest protection, in the nursery of
Messrs. Backhouse of York. There are also plants standing out in the

Horticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick, which " no weather seems to

harm." (Bot. Reg.) Dr. Lindley also observes that yuccas are very suitable

for gardens near the sea coast, from that situation being similar to their native

habitat.

5. Y. STRI'CTA Sims. The upright Yucca, or Li/on's narrow-leaved Adam's
Needle.

Identification. Sims in Bot. Mag., t. 2<222.

Engraving*. Bot. Mag., t. 222-J
;
and our Jig. 2396.
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Spec. Char., $c. With a stem. Leaves linear-

lanceolate, very stiff; elongated at the apex.
Flower-stem branched at the base; branches

simple. Flowers orbiculate, bell-shaped. (Sims.)
The leaves are very long, straight, and tapering
to a long point, with a very few scattered

threads on the margin. They are of a deep green,

edged with yellow. The flowers are globular,

greenish, with a purplish tinge, arid large. The
flower-stem is about 4 ft. or 5 ft. high, growing
very upright, and branching at the base. It was
found in Carolina by Lyon, and introduced about
1817.

2396'

* 6. Y. RECURVIFO'LIA Salisb. The recurved-leaved Yucca.

Identification. Salisb. in Parad. Lond., 31. ; Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept, 1. p. 228.

Synonyme. Y. reciirva Hort.

Spec. Char.ySfc. With a stem. Leaves linear-lanceolate ; green, recurved,

deflexed, slightly thready on the margin. Petals broad in the interior-

{Salisb.) Stem about 3 ft. high. Flowers a greenish yellow, with a tinge of

purple. Found on the sandy shores of Georgia by Le Comte; flowering
in July and August. Introduced in 1794.

* 7. Y. FILAMENTO V
SA. The filamentose Yucca, or thready Adam's Needle.

Identification. Lin. Sp., 457.; Reich., 2. 84. ; Willd., 2. p. 184.
;
Trew Ehret, t. 37- ; Mart. Mill.,

No. 4.
;

Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 2., 2. p. 291.
;
N. Du Ham., 3. p. 147. ;

Lodd. Cat., ed. 1836 ;
Bon

Jard., ed. 1837.

Synonymes. Y. fbliis filamentosis Moris. Hist., 2. 419. : Y. virginiana, &c., Pluk. Aim., 396.

Engravings. Bot. Mag., t. 900. ;
and our fig.

"

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves serrated

and thready. ( Willd.) The stalk

and leaves are like those of I",

gloriosa ; but the leaves are ob-

tuse, and have no spines at their

ends. The flower-stalk rises

5 ft. or 6 ft. high, and is generally
covered with flowers for most of
its length. The flowers are larger
and whiter than those of Y. glo-

riosa, and sit close to the stalk.

On the sides of the leaves are

long threads, which hang down.
Morison states that he saw this

species bearing seeds in the garden of Mr. George Crook of Waterstock,
near Oxford, in 1675 ; and that the capsules were 3-sided and 3-celled. It

is a native of Virginia, and flowers in September and
October. It is perfectly hardy.

* 8. Y. (F.) ANGUSTIFO XLIA Pursh. The narrow-leaved
Yucca.

Identification. Pursh FJ. Amer. Sept., 1. p. 227. ; Nuttall Gen. PI.

Amer., 1. p. 218. ; Sims in Bot. Mag., t. 2236.

Engravings. Bot. Mag., t 2236. ; and OUT fig. 2398.

Spec. Char., Sfc. Without a stem. Leaves long-linear,

rigid ; margin slightly filamentose. Capsules large,

obovate-cylindrical. (Pursh.) This species has been
sometimes confounded with Y. stricta ; but the leaves

are narrower, and more recurved, and the threads

on the margin much longer. The whole plant is of

humbler growth : the flower-stem is not branched ; and
the flowers are more oblong than round, and of a greenish white, without

any tinge of purple. Found by Nuttall on the banks of the Missouri; and
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described by Pursh, from the specimen in Nuttall's herbarium,

resembling Y. filamentosa. Introduced in 1811.

* 9. F. FLA'CCIDA Haw. The flaccid-leaved Yucca.

Closely

2399Identification. Haw. Supp., p. 35.; Lindl. in Bot. Reg., vol.

xxii., under Y. dracdnis.

Engravings. Bot. Reg. ; and our fig. 2399.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves all very flaccid, weak,
bent below the middle and recurved, very long
and lanceolate, flat, concave and mucronulate
at the apex, roughish ; marginal filaments

strong, yellowish. (Haworth Suppl., p. 35.)" A pretty and apparently distinct species,
well marked by its thread-edged scabrous

leaves, and pale flowers, which appear in July."
Introduced from Georgia in 1819.

10. Y. GLAUCE'SCENS Haw. The glaucescent Yucca.

Identification. Haw. Sup. PI. Sue., p. 35. ; Swt. Brit. Fl.-Gard., t. 53.

Engravings. Brit. Flow.-Gard., t. 53. ; and our Jig. 2400.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves linear-lanceolate, entire, con-

cave, glaucescent, straight ; margin slightly filamentose.

(Swt.) A stemless species, with very stiff concave

leaves, of a dull glaucous colour, terminating in a sharp
horny spine ; margin entire, with here and there a slen-

der white thread, slightly twisted. Flowers of a

greenish white, tinged with yellow. A native of North
America. Introduced by Mr. John Lyons in 1819.
This plant was first given to the nurseries from High
Clere, where it flowers freely every year. It has the
habit of Y. filamentosa, with larger and more numerous
blossoms, and more elegant sharp-pointed foliage. (See
Gard. Mag., vol. x. p. 254.)

2400

CHAP. CXVII.

HALF-HARDY MONOCOTYLEDONOUS PLANTS, DESERVING A PLACE
IN THE BRITISH ARBORETUM.

FOURCROY'A longa^va Karw. et

Zuccar, Trans. Munich, vol. xvi.

part 2. t. 48, 49. A splendid plant,

brought from South America to Eu-

rope, in 1828, by the Baron Kar-

winski; and introduced into England
by M. Francis Rauch, in 1833. A
tree, with a straight cylindrical

trunk, 40ft. or 50ft. high, and from
12 in. to 18 in. in diameter, and'

surmounted by a flower-stem from
36 ft. to 40 ft. high. It is found on
the summit of Mount Tanga, in the

province of Oaxaca in Mexico, at an
elevation of 10,000 ft. above the level

of the sea, growing in declivities

along with oaks and arbutuses. It flowers there in May, and ripens its fruit
in the following winter. Baron Karwinski mentioned to M. Rauch, in 1833,

8 A
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that, where he found

the plant, the ground
was covered with snow
and ice ; so that there

can be no doubt of its

being hardy in the cli-

mate of London. It is

of such remarkably slow

growth in its native ha-

bitats, that the inhabi-

tants say it flowers only
once in 400 years. Fig.

2402., reduced from Ba-
ron Karwinski's plate to

a scale 1 in. to 1 2 ft.,

shows the general ap-

pearance of the full-

grown plant, with its

noble spike of flowers.

Fig. 2401. shows the

flowers of the natural

size. Only seven plants
were introduced, one of

which was purchased by
the Duke ofDevonshire,
and the rest sold to

Messrs. Loddiges. Price

five guineas each.

F. gigantea Vent.,
Bot. Mag., t. 2250., is

an agave-like plant,
with leaves 7ft. long,
and a flower-stem 30 ft.

high ; a native of South
America: introduced in

1690. It flowered in

1821, at the Earl of

Powis's seat at Wallcot,

Shropshire.

ARBORETUM. PAKT III

Brig.; AgaVe gemmi-
flora Ker-y Bonapartea

juncea Haw., Hort.

Journ. Roy. Inst. y iii.

t.l.; and ourfig. 2403.;
is a native of Peru, in-

troduced in 1800; and,

though commonly kept
in the green-house, it is

probably as hardy as

some kinds of Yucca.

The plant of which our

figure is a portrait, with

a single flower of the

natural size, flowered in

the conservatory of

Knight's Exotic Nur-

sery, King's Road, in

1826. The flower-stem

first appeared about the

2402
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Idle of August ; anJ, for about six

weeks, it made the rapid growth
of about 4 in. every 24 hours. After

this, its growth gradually became

slower, till, on the llth of No-

vember, the spike was 14ft. high, as

shown in the figure, and bearing 846
flowers in various stages of progress.
The flowers were green without, and
of a greenish yellow within. A spe-
cimen in the conservatory of the geo-

graphical establishment of Van der

Maelen at Brussels flowered in De-

cember, 1837. The height of the

flower-stem was 30 ft., and it was
furnished with from 1200 to 1500

flowers. The same plant had flowered

some years previously, so that this

second flower-stem in all probability

proceeded from a sucker. (ISE'cho
du Monde Savant, Dec. 29., 1837.)
The plant has ripened seeds freely
in the conservatory of M. Soulange-
Bodin, with whom it flowered in

1825, and who had, in the following

year, 1000 plants raised from its seeds.

Agave americdna, the American

Aloe, a native of the tropical part of

South America, on mountains 900 ft.

above the level ofthe sea.
"
Thence,"

says Sir W. J. Hooker,
"

it has been
introduced into the warmer parts of

the old world, where fences are made
of it, and a fermented liquor called

pulque ; and fibres for thread, and a

substance analogous to soap, have
also been extracted. It was, by the
late Mr. Yates, planted in his garden
at Saltcombe Bay, in Devonshire,
in 1804, when only 3 years old, and
but 6 in. high. It was placed in the

open air, without any protection, save
what was afforded by the neighbour-
ing hills. In the year 1820, it had
attained a height of 1 1 ft., and covered
a space of ground the diameter of
which was 16 ft., when it threw

up a flower-stem, which grew for 6
weeks at the rate of 3 in. a day, and
in September measured 27 ft. in

height, its branches being loaded with

16,000 blossoms; thus contradicting
the generally received opinion, that
the American aloe flowers only once
in 100 years." (M'Culloch's Statis-

tics of the British Empire, i. p. 126.;
PMmiium tena.v, the New Zea-

land Flax, is also quite hardy both
in the south of England and Ireland,
and is technically n shrub. 8x2
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21-04

Chamce^rops hiimilis L.
;
Phoenix humilis Cav. ; Falnia humilis Bauh.; Pal-

miste E'ventail, Fr. ; Zwergpalme, Ger. ; the dwarf Fan Palm, or Palmetto;
N. Du Ham., iii. t. 58., and our fig. 2404.; is a native of the south of Europe,
and, in dry warm situations in England, will stand the winter with very little

protection.

Though this palm is designated dwarf, yet, according to the Nouveau Du
Hamel, it grows to the height of 30 ft. or 40 ft. in Spain ; and one in the

Jardin des Plantes, in a tub, attained the height of 30 ft. In England, one in

an old conservatory at Buckeridge House, near Godalming, was, in 1836,

upwards of 12 ft. high. The trunk of plants of this size is cylindrical, perfectly
naked from the ground to within a short distance of the leaves, where scales

commence, of a reddish hue, being the bases of the footstalks, which remain

for some years after the leaves and petioles have dropped off; and which

scales, with great plausibility, have been considered as giving the first hint for

the foliaged capitals of Corinthian columns. As this palm produces abun-

dance of seed in Italy and Sardinia, if large quantities of it were imported, and

the plants raised from it exposed to the frost, some would doubtless be found

more hardy than others ;
and these might be perpetuated from the suckers,

which rise abundantly from the roots. The soil which this palm prefers is a

deep sand ; in which soil it is said to grow in the south of Europe, and spread
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over the surface, in the same manner as the fern does in England. As a single

object on a British lawn, few, in rarity and singularity, can surpass a handsome
fan palm. A plant has stood out in the open air in the Edinburgh Botanic

Garden for several winters, with scarcely any protection.
The Chamae'rops hdmilis,being a plant of small size and slow growth, is very

easily covered in such a manner as effectually to exclude frost ; and, if it is found

worth while to protect the pines and araucarias of warm climates, it surely will

not be thought too much to recommend the bestowing of this care on the only

species of palm yet known which is likely to make a fine appearance in the

open air in British gardens. It may be observed, that the dwarf fan palm,

having strong tough fronds, may be protected throughout the winter without

the admission of light, which acids greatly to the facility and economy of the

operation of protection. On the other hand, pines, firs, and most dicotyle-
donous plants, when protected during winter, not only require the frost to be

excluded, but light and air to be frequently admitted. A cylindrical frame

of iron rods, with a cover formed of a slightly convex plate of zinc, manufac-
tured by Messrs. Cottam and Hallan, is well adapted for protecting plants of

this kind. The zinc cover throws off

the rain and protects the plant under it

from perpendicular snows, while the

sides are covered with mats, which can

be taken off or put on at pleasure, and
in a few minutes. Fig. 2406. shows
one section of the skeleton cylinder,
which may be increased to any height by
placing others of the same dimensions
over it ; and fig. 2405. shows the zinc

cover. Covers of this kind are admir-

ably adapted for protecting shrubs which
flower early in spring, such as the Paeonia

Moutan, MagnolzVz conspicua, camellias,
&c. ; and in autumn they may be placed
over currant bushes, or over Buttner's

mirellio cherry trees ; by which means
the fruit may be preserved hanging on
the branches, and fit for the table, till

November. Instead of having the skele-

ton cylinders of iron, and the cap zinc,

the former we should greatly prefer

being made of Kyanised willow or hazel rods, and the latter of oiled paper,
or of birch bark fastened to a wickerwork frame. Even if the cap were 5 ft.

or 6 ft. in diameter, it might still be covered with plates of bark, such as

that of oak, beech, birch, &c., cut in the form of plain tiles, but larger for

placing round the circumference, and smaller for the centre, and projecting a

few inches all round, so as to clear the sides from the drip and perpendicular
rain. The different sections forming the sides might also be covered with

bark, or, if not with bark, with straw or reeds, unbruised, and placed in a verti-

cal direction, so as to throw off side rains. Where these frames are used, they
are commonly covered with straw or hay ropes, or with bast mats ; but, these
not presenting either a smooth surface like the bark, or a channeled surface

like the straw or reeds, absorb the moisture which falls on them, and thus not

only chill the atmosphere within, by the evaporation which takes place while

they are drying, but rot the material. We have a great objection to the use
of iron in the support or protection of plants, where wood can be substituted,
and an equal objection to the preference generally given to wood prepared
with the saw and the plane, and painted, rather than to poles or rods with the
bark on. The reason for our objections is : the great disparity between the
nature and durability of the protector and supporter, and the thing protected or

supported. The means appear badly adjusted to the end, and the end seems as
it were only secondary to the means. It is true, there has been hitherto a

8 A 3
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powerful inducement to the use of iron rods for supporting standard roses,

dahlias, and similar plants, and it is very proper that such rods should be

painted to give them durability; but there is less excuse for employing
iron rods, or rods of joiner's work, for tying up small green-house plants, and
small plants in the open border

; and none, as we think, for painting either

wooden or iron rods of a pea-green. The natural colour of the bark of young
trees is, in our opinion, greatly preferable. In the present day, when it is so

clearly proved that stakes and rods with the bark on can be rendered at least

of 6 or 7 years' duration by the kyanising process, we should always recommend
their use in preference to iron. We acknowledge, however, the value of the

latter material for espalier rails, some descriptions of trellis-vork, sash-bars, &c.
C. serrulata Willd., Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., i. p. 206., Pursh Fl. Amer.

Sept., i. p. 239., grows on the coast of Georgia and Florida, and differs very
little from the dwarf fan palm of Europe.

C. hystrix Pursh, 1. c., p. 240., has a creeping root, like the former, but differs

in having the petioles of the leaves long, with prickles resembling porcupine's

quills. Found near the town of Savannah, in Georgia.
C. Palmetto Willd., Pursh, 1. c., Michx. N. Amer. SyL, iii. 1. t. 101.; C6-

rypha Palmetto Walt. ; the Cabbage Tree, Amer. This is a tree with a trunk
from 40ft. to 50ft. high, of a uniform diameter, and crowned with a regular
and tufted head, composed of leaves of a brilliant green, palmated, and borne

by petioles from 1 ft. 6 in. to 2 ft. long, nearly triangular and united at the

edges. The leaves vary in length and breadth from 1 ft. to 5 ft., and are so

arranged, that the smallest occupy the centre of the summit, and the largest
the circumference. Before their developement, they are folded like a fan ; and,
as they open, the outside sticks of this fan separate and fall, leaving the base

surrounded with filaments woven into a coarse and flimsy russet web. The
base of the unclosed bundle of leaves is white, compact, and tender : it is

eaten with oil and vinegar, and resembles the artichoke and the cabbage in

taste ; whence the American name of the cabbage tree. The flowers are of

a greenish hue, and are produced in long clusters : they are succeeded by
black horny fruit, about the size of a pea. This tree is found on the sea coast

of Carolina and Florida, where the wood is used for forming piles for building
wharfs ; for which purpose it is preferred, though it is extremely porous, from
its power of resisting the attacks of the sea-worms, which, during summer,
destroy most other kinds of wood placed in situations accessible to them.
When subject to be alternately wet and dry, it decays as rapidly as any other

wood. In the war of independence, it was used for building forts, as, when
a ball entered the wood, it immediately closed over it. (Michx.) The leaves

are manufactured into light and very durable hats. As there are several

trees and shrubs, natives of Carolina, Florida, and Georgia, which endure
the open air in England, it is at least worth while to try these three palms,
which are, probably, as hardy as the ChamseYops humilis.

Bambusa ;
the Bamboo. There are two kinds of bamboo in the Horti-

cultural Society's Garden, which have endured the open air for 10 or 12 years,
without any protection whatever. One of these, B. nigra Lodd. Cat., the

black bamboo, was, in 1837, 7 ft. high, with several stems varying in thickness

from in. to 1 in. Though a native of India, it appears nearly as hardy
as the European reed. Another species, in the same garden, B. flrun-

dinacea, has stood out during the same period at the base of a wall with

an eastern aspect, but has not grown so freely, probably owing to its being in

a drier soil. In Jersey, there are several species and varieties in Saunders's

Nursery, which stand out perfectly well without any protection.

Arundo Donax is a grass with woody stems, a native of the south of

Europe ;
and on Mount ^Etna supplying stakes for supporting the vine. It

sometimes grows 15 ft. high in one season, in the climate of London
; and makes

a fine appearance on the rocky margin of a pond.



SUPPLEMENT,
CONSISTING OF

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Part I. HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY, ETC.

WHEREVER the words " Schubertza dfsticha" occur, substitute
" Taxodium

dfstichum;" for " yfbies Picea," read "Picea pectinataj" and for
"
Populus dilatata," read "

Populus fastigiata."

Page 48. line 6., for
"
70," read " 65."

51. 1. 15., for "/ruxinifolia," read "/raxinifolia."
58. 1. 15. and 16., for " the Misses Gostling, the present proprietors of

Whitton Place," read "John Gostling, Esq., the present proprietor
of Whitton Park."

75. 1. 7. from the bottom, for
" William Swainson, the proprietor of some

popular vegetable medicines," read " Isaac Swainson, who was origin-

ally a clerk to a woollen draper, but who afterwards purchased a share

in De Velno's Vegetable Syrup."
78. 1. 22. ditto, for

" the stock was sold off," &c., read " the stock was adver-

tised to be sold off, and the ground let for building on," &c.

91.1. 16. from the top, after
"
amerina," insert

"
[decipiens Hoffman; see

Hook. Brit. Flor., i. p. 414.]"
1. 20., for

"
longifolia," read "

palustris [australis]."

97. 1. 16. from the bottom, after the word "son," insert "of the brother.'

103. 1. 15. ditto, for "ii.," read "iii."

106. 1.8. ditto, dele" ."

119. 1. 21. from the top, dele
" inebrians."

125. 1. 12., insert
"
c." before "

Douglasw," and "
[C. occidental]

"
after it.

after 1. 16., insert:
" Cratae

v

gus Douglasw.

punctata brevispina."
after 1. 19., insert :

"
Philadelphus GordomVma."

1. 25., for
" Pinus SabimaW var.," read " Pinus macrocarpa [Coulter*]."

1. 10. from the bottom, for "
Meath," read "

King's County."
134. 1. 3., dele " mediterranea."

135. 1. 18., after
"
Characias," add

" or amygdaloides."
140. 1. 7., from the bottom, after "deciduous," insert

"
cypress."

145. 1. 26. ditto, for
"
nearly 50 ft.," read " 35 ft. ; and its age, as estimated

by Dr. Kops in 1835, between 70 and 80 years."
146. 1. 15. ditto, dele

"
.Euphorbia sylvatica."

148. and 149., for
"
Schwobbache," read " Schwobber."

149. 1. 7. from the top, insert, after full stop,
"
(See Gard. Mag. y viii. p. 445.)"

151. 1. 2., dele
"
.Larix europae

v

a, microcarpa, and pendula."
1. 5., dele "

androgynus."
153. 1. 6. from the bottom, dele " Linnae

N
a borealis."

1. 9. ditto, dele "
Phyllodoce /axitolia (Menziesia caerulea)."

1. 13. ditto, dele "
hastata."

1. 16. and 17. ditto, dele "Potentilla fruticosa."

8 A 4
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Page 156. line 18. from the bottom, dele "
Phyllodott? caerulea."

166. 1. 3. ditto, dele "minor."

1 13. ditto, dele " mediterranea (Portugal)."
167. 1. 18. ditto, dele "sylvatica (Portugal and Sicily) Characias."

173.1. 14. ditto, insert "f" before "/raxinifolia ;

" and dele "f
"

before
" Dobinse'a."

177. 1. 21. from the top, after
"
clrinense," insert "longiflorum."

180. 1. 22. and 23., dele "^olifolia angustifolia, joolifolia latifolia."

1. 29., dele "
caerulea."

181. 1. 34., dele "J^'mpetrum nigrum."
184. 1. 11. from the bottom, for "shrub," read "scrub."

188. 1. 26. ditto, for "has since been added," read "was published in

and a third in 1837."

1. 25. ditto, before "
has," insert

" of the first two volumes."

1 89. 1. 24. ditto, insert " North "
before " American.'

1 ''

192. last line, for
"
Encyclopaedia," read " work."

Part II. OF THE SCIENCE OF THE STUDY OF TREES.

Page 193. to p. 230.

195. 1. 31. and 32. from the bottom, for
"
Sorbus," read "

Pyrus."
201. 1. 32. ditto, dele

"
first."

206. 1. 14. from the top, for
" Part IV. of this Encyclopaedia," read " our

Encyclopedia of Arboriculture"

209. 1. 5. from the bottom, for
" the series of plates," &c , read

" our volumes
of plates."

1. 7. ditto, for
"
These, in the plates," &c., read "

These, in our volumes
of plates."

210. 1. 19. from the top, for "volume," read "volumes."

219. 1. 13. from the bottom, for "
Encyclopaedia," read " work."

223. 1. 4. and 5. from the top, for "the plates which form a separate volume,"
read " our volumes of plates."

1. 17., for
"

all," read "most."

Part III. THE ARBORETUM ET FRUTICETUM BRITANNICUM.

Page 231. top. 2532.

Wherever the words " our plate in Vol. II.," or " our plate in Vol. III.,"

occur, substitute
"

in our volumes of plates."

CLEMATI'DEJE.

Fungi. 233. 1. 13. from the top, after the full
stop,

insert :
" The principal

fungi found on the Clematfdeae are, Solenia urceolata Wallr.
y and

jEcfdium Clematidis Dec."
ClematK triterndta. 238. 1. 21., add :

"
According to Mr. Gordon, it is of

stronger growth than any of the atragenes ; and is so like C. virginiana,
as to be probably only a variety of that species."

Fldmmula. 240., at the end of i., introduce :

" C. nepalensis Dec. Syst., i. p. 164., Prod., i. p. 9., Wall. Cat., 4680.,

Royle Illust., p. 51.; C. montana D. Don, Prod., p. 192. ; C. m. var. Ham. MSS.
Peduncles many ; each 1-flowered, longer than the leaves, jointed, and with

an involucre below the apex. Leaves ternate or trifid, glabrous; leaflets

lanceolate, acute, cut, 1-nerved. Perianth oblong, ash-coloured, and woolly.
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(Z). Don.) A native of Choor, Urukta, and other mountains in the Hima-

layas, at the elevation of from 9,000 ft. to 10,000 ft. ; flowering in May.
(Royk.) There is a plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which has

not yet flowered
; but, from its foliage, Mr. Gordon considers it to belong

to the Flammula.
" C. Hendersonii Hort. There is a plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden

bearing this name, which was raised from seed by Mr.Henderson of Pine-Apple
Place. It has the appearance of the herbaceous species of Clematis, C.

integrifolia, but is decidedlv shrubby."
C.Jlorida. Page 241. line 3. from the top, for

"
Variety," read" Varieties;" and

insert 2 after f. After line 5., add :

" C. /. 3 Sieboldti D. Don in Sweet's Brit. Fl. Gard., t. 396. ;
C. Sieboldti

Pax. Mag. of Bot.,iv. p. 147.; C. bfcolor Hort. This is a very beauti-

ful variety. The sepals are cream-coloured suffused with violet spots,
so as to give the plant what is termed by florists a dark eye. The leaves

and branches are more hairy, and the flowers much larger than those
ofthe species. It is a native ofJapan,whence it was brought to Europe
by Dr. Van Sieboldt ; and Messrs. Low and Co. of the Clapton
Nursery introduced it into England from Belgium in 1836. (See
Gard. Mag., vol. xiii, p. 430.)"

Before C. Viticella, insert :

J. *13. C. C^ERU'LEA Lindl. The blue, or violet, flowered Clematis.

Identification. Lindl. in Bot. Reg., t 1955.

Synonymes. C. aziirea grandiftora Sieb. ; C. grandifldra Hort.

Engravings. Bot Reg., t. 1955. ; and ourfig. 407. 2407

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves spreading, hairy,
ternate ; segments ovate-acute, entire.

Peduncles 1-flowered ; sepals 6 8, oblong,
lanceolate, acute, membranaceous ; margin
distended. (Lindl.) It is a free-growing
and profuse-blooming plant, with large
violet-coloured flowers, and deep purple
stamens. Dr. Lindley observes that it is

nearly related to C. fl6rida, from which it

differs not only in the colour, delicacy, and

transparency of its blossoms, but also in its

leaves being only once ternate, and in the

sepals not touching and overlapping each
other at the edges. A native of Japan.
Introduced into Belgium by Dr. Van Sie-

boldt, whence it was sent to England to
Messrs. Loddiges, in 1836."

C. Viticella. 241. 1. 3. from the bottom,
dele :

"- C. V. 5 baccdta Dec. The berried-frmted Vine-bower Clematis ;" it being
the same as C. campaniflora. 2408

C. campaniflora. 242. add "
C. Viticella baccata Dec."

to the list of synonymes.
C. balearica. 244., add to the list of Engravings,

" and

our/g. 2408."
C. montdna. 245. 1. 2. from the bottom, after the full

stop, insert : "It was first sent home in 1831,
by Lady Amherst."

246.1.4. from the top, add :
"

It may also be propagated
by cuttings."

Anticipated Introductions. 246. 1. 21., dele "
nepalensis."

P&onia. 250. 1. 5. from the top, add :

"
SphaeYia flaccida

A. $ S. is found on the leaves of P. officinalis,
but is probably not confined to that species."
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Magnolia, grandifiora. Page 262. line 3., for "
prae

v
cox Andre" read

"
precoce d'Andry."

1. 10., add :
" In the nursery of M. Roy, at Angers, are 18 varieties, part

of which do not appear to be in British gardens, and some of which,
M. Roy informs us, are very much hardier than the species. (See
Gard. Mag., xiii. p. 21.) The Hon. and Rev. W. Herbert thinks it

probable that some beautiful and hardy varieties may be raised by
fertilising the seed of M. grandiflora with the pollen of M. tripetala and
M. conspfcua."

266. 1. 25., after full stop, add :
" In one of Drummond's letters to Sir W.

J. Hooker, he states that Epidendrum conopseum grows parasitically

upon M. grandiflora, as well as on Quercus virens in South Florida,
at Apalachicola. (See Comp to Rot. Mag., i. p. 46.)"

last line, add :
" At Desio, near Milan, it is 50 ft. high ; diameter of the

trunk 1 ft. lOin., and of the head 30 ft."

M. glaiica. 269. 1. 4., for
"
that at Syon figured in our Second Volume,"

read " one at Syon 20 ft. high."
Statistics. 269. 1. 13., for "

Cownan," read " Conon."
M. tripetala. 270., to "

Propagation and Culture" add :
" Mr. Herbert suggests

that, from its hardiness, it would be desirable to try to produce some

hybrids between it and the more delicate Chinese species."
272. 1. 12. after full stop, add : "It ripened seeds at Desio, near Milan, in 1835;

and 150 young plants were raised from it in the spring of 1836; among
which were some, from seed which had been fecundated with the

pollen of M. conspfcua and M. purpurea."
M. purpurea. 282., to the paragraph headed "

Varieties," add :
" A curious

variety of this species has been raised at Desio, near Milan, by Signer
Casoretti, the garden director there, which has all the characteristics

of the species, but is only 1 ft. 6 in. high. Signer Casoretti calls this

variety M. obovata pumila."
Linodendron Tulipifera. 289., after the paragraph headed "

Propagation and

Culture," add :
" Thefungi found on the Liriodendron are, Lentinus

strigosus Fr., Polyporus gilvus Schwein., P. corticola Fr.,Peziza Erina-

cei Schwein., SphaeVia Liriodendrus Schwein., S. subiculata Schwein.,
Ectostroma Liriodendri Fr., Trichoderma glo-
bosum Schwein. M. J. B."

ANONA^CEM.

Asimina. 293., after the paragraph headed
"
Geography,

History, fyc." add :
" The only fungus which is

known to be found on plants of this genus is

Ectostroma Aribnce Fr."

BERBERj CEM.

299., add after the paragraph headed MAHO^N/J: " These

genera contain all the ligneous species in the

Berberide&j but in the Nandince is one half-

hardy ligneous species, Nandina domestica."

Berberis vulgdris. 30 1
., add

" and ourfig. 2409."

1. 29. Varieties, dele " B. v. 2 lutea," &c., it being
the same as B. v. 8 asperma.

1. 34. for "
Kielm," read " Kalm."

1. 16. from the bottom, after" B. v. S asperma," add
"
syn. B. v. lutea."

303., after the paragraph headed "
Diseases, #c-" add :

" Also to Peziza Berberidis Pers., Sphse'ria cle-

triisa Fr., S. Berberidis Pers. (syn. Cucurbitaria

Berberidis Grev ., t. 84., and fig. 16384. in the

Encyclopedia of Plants), and S. epidermidis Fr., on the leaves.

.Erysiphe penicillata Scklect., which is found on the honeysuckle and
the gooseberry, is also found on the common berberry. M. J. B."
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B. {.'tniictrifoKa. Page 306. line 21. from the top, for "Engraving" read
"
Engravings ;" and add " Swt. Brit. Fl.-Gard., 2d ser., t. 350."

1. 23., after
"
(Don's Mil/., i. p. 117.)," add :

" A low procumbent shrub,

with slender, twiggy, angular branches, covered with a chestnut-coloured

bark. Leaves fasciculate, linear, mucronate; revolute and entire at

the margins ; glaucous ;
about A in. long, and nearly a line in breadth.

Peduncles 1-flowered, solitary or in pairs, slender, filiform, often curved,
as long as the leaves. Flowers rather large, spreading. Sepals ellip-

tical, yellow. Petals orange, obovate, retuse, shorter than the sepals.

Stamens 6, shorter than the petals, pale yellow. Ovarium elliptical,

green. Stigma broad, peltate, sessile, yellow. A native of the Straits

of Magellan, whence it was sent to the Clapton Nursery by Mr.

Anderson, an indefatigable collector for that establishment, who

accompanied Captain King in his voyage of survey. The plant was

originally discovered by Commerson, and has been long known from

the specimens collected by that botanist. The habit of the plant is

extremely delicate ;
but its flowers are large, and of a rich orange

colour. It is readily increased by layers. (Brit. Fl.-Gard., 2d ser.)"

B. Jioribunda. 306. 1. 36. after
"
Synonymes" add " B. Lycium angus-

tifolium lioyle"
B. asiatica. 306. 1. 4. from the bottom, after

"
Synonymes? add " the

ijcium of Dioscorides Royle in Lin. Trans., xvii. p. 83., Ann. des

Scien. Nat., t. 2. p. 181."

307. 1. 17., after
"
racemes," add: " The fruit of B. asiatica was formed, and of

considerable size, at Syon, on July 20. 1837, when B. aristata was beau-

tifully in flower, and with many of the flower buds not fully expanded.
The fruit of B. asiatica was oblong, pinkish or purplish, wrinkled, and
covered with a fine thick bloom, like the best table raisins. The
flowers of B. aristata were of a brilliant yellow, and the plant was
covered with them."

B. dcalbdta. 307. 1. 33. after full stop, insert :
" Mr. Gordon says that the

fruit is of a yellowish purple; and adds that the flowers are sweet-

scented, and the plant quite hardy."
Additional Species of Berberis. 308., add to the beginning of the paragraph :

" B. Coriuria Wall, et Royle has been raised from seeds received

from Dr. Wallich and Dr. Royle, in the Horticultural Society's Gar-

den, and another species from Kamaon, both of which are quite hardy."
308. 1. 38., after

"
p. 306.," add :

" Mr. Gordon informs us that there are

plants of B. Auxifolia in some of the London nurseries, from which it

appears to be very nearly related to B. dulcis. It is the true B. pro-
vincialis of the French."

Mahotiia. 309., add to the first paragraph :

"
Sphae'ria aequilinearis Schwein.

occurs on some of the species."

M.fasciculdris. 309. 1. 16. from the bottom, after
"
distinguished," insert

" even."

I. 15. ditto, insert a comma after
"
distance."

M. repens. 311. 1. 27., for
" but these have not

yet been succeeded by fruit," read "
and,

like M. ^quifolium, it ripens seeds freely.

The seeds should be sown in a cold-pit, as

soon as they are ripe, and they will come

up the following spring."

Nandinse. Add as a paragraph at bottom ofpage.
" Nandina domestica Thunb. Nov. Gen., 1. p. 14.,

Bot. Mag., t. 1109., and our Jig. 2410., is an

elegant evergreen shrub, growing to the height of

5 ft. The flowers are white, with yellow anthers; 2410

and the berries, which are about the size of a pea, are red. It is a native of

China and Japan, whence it was brought to England in 1804, and is now
not uncommon in British green-houses."
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CRUCIA^CE^E.

Cheiranthus Cheiri Jruticulbtus. Page 313. line 7., after
"

wallflower," add
"

(the leaves of which are sometimes spotted with Macrosporium
Cheiranthi />.)"

Iheris semperwrens. 313. 1. 11., after the full stop, add :
" A plant of/, sem-

pervirens, in the Trinity College Botanic Garden, Dublin, which was

planted out in 1809, had, in 1837, attained the height of 3ft. in the

centre, and formed a hemispherical tuft, which, if it had not been con-

stantly cut in every year, would have been several yards in diameter.
It flowers in the month of May, and, at that season, resembles a heap
of snow."

CISTA'CE^E.

317. 1. 15., after the full stop, add: " Antennaria cist6phila Fr. is found on the

leaves of some of the species."

Cistus latifolius.
327. 1. 22., add :

" There is a plant of this Cistus in the

Horticultural Society's Garden."

Helidnthemum umbellatum. 329. last line, add :
" There are plants in the Hor-

ticultural Society's Garden, raised from seeds collected near Paris."

POLYGALA V
CE^E.

Polygala Chamabuxus. 356. 1. 9., after
"
Switzerland," add :

" On the lime-

stone rocks, on the road from Zurich to Zug, it is very fine and abun-
dant." After "

rocky situations," add "
generally."

2411

Hibiscus synacus. 362. 1. 2., from the bottom, after full stop,
add :

"
SphseYia Hibisci Sckwein. is found on the

leaves."

363. before App. I ., add :
" l&dlva Munroana D. Don, JBot.

Reg., t. 1306., and our/g. 2411., is a hardy sutfru-

tescent plant, from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high, a native of Co-

lumbia, introduced into England in 1828, and pro-

ducing its scarlet flowers from May to October."

Ti'lia. 364. 1. 17., add to "Derivation:" " The French derive

their name tilleul from tattler ; either because the tree

bears pruning well, or because the wood may be

easily carved into any required form. The ancient

German name of bast holtz, literally bark wood, is

evidently derived from the use made of the bark of

the lime in forming mats."

1. 25., add to " Gen. Char., #<?.," after the full stop :

"
Host, in his Flora Aust., has described 14 species ;

viz., T. vitifolia, T. eorylifolia, T. grandifolia Sm.,
T. corallina (syn. T. europse^a Hook. Lond.), T.

mutabilis, T. latibracteata, T. prae^cox, T. pyramidalis,
T. intermedia, T. tenuifolia, T. obliqua, T. europse^a Sm., T. parvi-
folia Sm., T. argentea (syn. alba Wald. et Kit., icon., t. 3.). Host also

observes that he has always found the calyx 6-sepaled, and the corolla

12-petaled."
T. europce^a. 368., before the paragraph headed "

Properties and Uses,"
insert :

" Remarkable Trees. In the middle ages, during the struggles of the Swiss

and Flemish people to recover their liberty, it was their custom to plant a
lime tree on the field of every battle that they gained over their oppressors ;

and many of these trees, particularly those planted by the Swiss in com-
memoration of their victories over Charles the Bold, are still remaining (see

p. 162.), and have been the theme of many ballads.
"
Evelyn, in his Sylva, mentions some large lime trees

'
at Basil, and that a
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Augsburg, under whose prodigious shade they so often feast and celebrate

their weddings ; because they are all of them noted for their reverend an-

tiquity ; that of Basil branching out one hundred paces in diameter from a stem
of about 20 ft. in circle, under which the German emperors have sometimes
eaten ; and to such trees, it seems, they paid divine honours, as the nearest

emblems of eternity.' (Hunt. Evel.,\\. p. 180.) At Neustadt, in Wirtemburg,
there is a prodigious lime tree, which gives its name to the town, that being
called Neustadt an der Linden. This tree is said by Evelyn to have had, in

his time, a trunk above 27 ft. in circumference, and the diameter of the space
covered by its branches to have been 403 ft. It was '

set about with divers

columns and monuments of stone (82 in number, and formerly above 100

more), which several princes and noble persons have adorned, and which, as

so many pillars, serve likewise to support the umbrageous and venerable

boughs ; and that even the tree had been much ampler, the ruins and distances

of the columns declare, which the rude soldiers have greatly impaired.' (Ibid.,

p. 187.) Evelyn adds copies of many of the inscriptions on the columns, the

oldest of which is dated 1550 ; and the column on which it is inscribed

supports one of the largest limbs, at a considerable distance from the tree,

which must thus have been of enormous size nearly three hundred years
ago. In the wars which afterwards desolated the country, this lime tree

suffered severely ; and Gilpin tells us that its limbs were mangled in wanton-
ness by the troops besieging Neustadt. This tree is still (1838) in exist-

ence; and, by a drawing of it made for us in 1837, by M. Abresch, a

young German artist, we find that its trunk is now 18 ft. in diameter, and is

surrounded by a balustrade of wood raised on a low wall coped with stone ;

and that its limbs are supported on 108 columns. The people of Neustadt
are in the habit of sitting in this tree to eat fruit, &c. ; and several gooseberry
bushes have sprung up in the crevices and hollows of the bark, the fruit of
which is sold to visiters.

"
Evelyn mentions another remarkable lime at Oleves, cut in eight sides,

supported on pillars, and having a room in the middle of the tree ; ami another
at Tillburg, near Buda, in Hungary, growing in the middle of the street, and

having its branches supported by 28 columns. Besides these trees, he notices

'the famous tilia of Zurich;' and 'the linden of Schalouse, in Swisse,
under which is a bower, composed of its branches, capable of containing
300 persons sitting at ease : it has a fountain set about with many tables,
formed only of the boughs, to which they ascend by steps, all kept so accu-

rately, and so very thick, that the sun never looks into it.' (Ibid.) In Evelyn's

Diary, he tells us that, in the year 164-1, in the cloister garden of the Convent
of St. Clara, at Bois le Due, there was an overgrown lime tree, out of the stem
of which, near the root,

* issued five upright exceedingly tall suckers, or boles,
the like whereof, for evenness and height, were never observed.' (Diary,
&c., 8vo edit., i. p. 38.)

* An extraordinary and stately tilia, linden, or lime

tree, there groweth at Depeham, in Norfolk, ten miles from Norwich, whose
measure is this: The compass, in the least part of the trunk or body, at about
6 ft. from the ground, is 26 ft. ; near the ground, 46 feet ; and at 3 ft., 36 ft.

The height is about 90 ft.' (Ibid.)
" In the cemetery of the hospital at Annaberg,in Saxony, is a very old lime

tree, with enormous branches. The planter of this true, who is buried under
its shade, left a sum of money to have a sermon preached every Trinity

Sunday under it. This tree is of enormous size, and is said, when young,
to have been planted with its head downwards, and root upwards.

" In Prussia, near Konigsberg, are two large lime trees growing closely

together on a grassy bank. The legend is, that beneath these trees are buried, a
bride who died on her wedding day, and her husband, who did not long survive
her loss, both lying in one grave. This tree is a favourite trysting-place for

lovers. In the churchyard at Seidlitz, in Bohemia, are some old lime trees,
the leaves of which are hooded ; and the peasants affirm that they have been
so ever since some monks from a neighbouring convent were hanged on the
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boughs. The principal street in Berlin is called Untcr den Linden, from its

being planted with an avenue of lime trees. The name of Linnaeus is taken

from an ancient lime tree, of great magnitude, which grew near his dwelling;
linn being the Swedish name of the lime.

" In England are many old limes, the tree having been anciently much

planted in towns ; because its odour was considered to purify the air, and to

be good against epilepsy.
" Poetical and mythological Allusions. Theophrastus, Homer, Horace,

Virgil, Columella, and Pliny mention the lime tree, and celebrate its

bark and wood ; and Ovid tells us that Baucis, when Jupiter and Mer-

cury, after they had partaken of her hospitality, offered to grant any
request she might make, only asked to die on the same day as her hus-

band ; and that the gods, granting her prayer, when she and Philemon
had both attained a good old age, she was changed into a lime tree, and her

husband into an oak. Ovid adds that, while the transformation was taking

place, they continued speaking affectionately to each other, till the bark had

quite closed round them ; and that, even when they had become trees, they
entwined their branches closely together. (Ovid. Met., lib. viii. v. 631., &c.)

"
Among the British poets, Cowley says,

' The bee
Sits on the bloom, extracting liquid sweets

DeliciousLy.'

" And Cowper speaks of the lime,
' At dewy eve

Diffusing odours.'

" Mrs. Howitt says :

' Above waves wide the linden tree ;

With humming bees the air is thrill'd
;

And through the sleeping bush is heard
The sudden voice of the woodland bird,

Like a sound with which a dream is fill'd.'
"

Page 368. 1. 17. from the bottom, after
"
wood," insert :

" The celebrated

sculptor, Gibbons, always used the wood of this tree for his inimitable

carvings of flowers, fruit, dead game, &c."
371. Before the paragraph headed " Statistics" insert :

" The Fungi on the lime are, Clavaria Ardenza Sow., which is also found on
the hazel ; Crinula caliciiformis Fr., Peziza tiliacea Fr., P. stipata Fr., which
is also found on the beech; Tremella disciformis Fr., Exfdia truncata Fr.,

SphaeVia leprosa Pers., S. velata Pers., S. pusilla Pers., S. aurora Fr., S.

acinosa Fr., S. tephrotricha Fr., S. Tiliae Pers., and S. melanostyla Dec., on
the leaves. Cytispora carphosperma Fr., which is also found on the apple
tree ; Asterorna Teliae Rudolphi, Ectostroma Tiliae Fr., on the leaves : and

Helminthosporium Tiliae Fr., syn. Exosporium Tiliae Grev.,t. 208. One or two
Erinea are found on the leaves ; but mycologists in general are of opinion that

they are mere anamorphoses of the cellular tissue. M. J. Z?."

372. 1. 6., for
"
Linde," read " Linden."

Other Species belonging to the order Tilidcece. Grewia occidentals. 376. 1. 28.,

after" Bot. Mag., t. 422.," add " and our/g. 2412."

Gord~bma. 379. 1. 1 ., for
"
Alexander," read " James."

Camellia reticuldta. 389., add to list of Engravings, "and our/g. 2413."

AURANTIA'CEJE.

396. 1. 21., after the full stop, add :
" The leaves of orange and lemon trees

are often covered with Cladosporium Fumago Lk. ; and the fruit is

attacked by several kinds of mould, one of which is peculiar to it :

Oidium fasciculatum Berk.t first described by Dr. Greville, in the

Flora Edinensis. There is a very interesting paper in the Zoological

Journal, iv. p. 475., on an insect, Ceratitis citriperda, which is very
destructive to oranges. M. J. J9."
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/TrPERICA x
CEJE.

Page 397. line 18., after the full stop, add :
" On the leaves of plants of this

order are found Laredo //ypericorum, and jEcidium //yperici frondosi

Schwein."

398., dele the whole of "
//ypericum folidsum," it being a syn. of H. Kalmf-

dnum.
H. canaricnse. 399., add to list of Engravings,

" and our fig. 2414."
H. ctiinense. 399., to "

Synonymes," add "
? H. nepalense

Hort "

H. JT/mianiim. 400. 1. 3., after semicolon, add " H. foli- $* ^ *&*

osum Ait. Hort. Kew., ed. 1., iii. p. 104.; shining
St. John's Wort."

2414

andH. prolificum. 401., add to list of Engravings,
our Jig. 2415."

H. esgypt\acum. 401., add to list of Engravings,
our fig. 2416."

403., at the end of the paragraph headed " Other Species of Hypericum" add:
" There is a plant entitled H. nepalense in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, and another at Flitwick."

Fungi. 405. 1. 6., add as a paragraph :
" The principal fungi found on the

genus ^Ver are, Thelephora acerina Pers., which also occurs on the

beech; Peziza Platani Pers , on the leaves of -4
v
cer jolatanoides;

Sphae^ria incrustans Pers. y also sometimes found on the poplar;
S. hystrix Tode, S. subtecta Fr., and S. diofca, found on the syca-

more; S. pugillus Schwein.'t S. scutellata Pers., found also on the

alder ; S. protracta Pers., on the common maple ; S. papula Schwein.
;

S. inquinans Tode; S. acericola Duby; Rhytisma punctatum Fr.,

on the leaves; Phacidium acerinum Fr.; jErysiphe bicornis Lk., and

Puccinia ^4'cerum Lk., on the leaves ; Myxotrichum molle Fr. ; Volu-

tella pallens Fr. ; and Coryneum umbonatum Nees. M. J. B"
A^cer oblongum. 405. last line from the bottom, add

" and our figs. 2417.

and 2418."
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A. Pseudo-Pldtanus. Varieties. 415., dele the paragraph beginning
" A. P. G

lacinidta"

417., add to the paragraph headed "
History:"

" The most remarkable sycamores in Scotland are those which are called

dool trees. These trees were used by the powerful barons in the west of

Scotland, for hanging their enemies
and refractory vassals on, and were
for this reason called dool, or grief,

trees. There are three very large
trees of this description still slanding
in Ayrshire, all of which formerly
belonged to the powerful family of
the Kennedys, from whom the pre- 3413

2417 sent Marquess of Ailsa is descended.

One of these trees stands near the fine old castle of Cassilis, one of the seats

of the Marquess of Ailsa, on the banks of the river Doon. It is a noble-look-

ing spreading tree, with a head above 1 90 ft. in circumference
; and is raised

on a pyramid composed of six steps, covered with turf. The last time this

tree was used as a gibbet was for the execution of Johnny Faa, the gipsy,
and seven of his men, who, the legend says, in the old Scotch song of Johnny
Faa, were hanged on this tree for running away with the Countess of Cassilis.

Through the kindness of the Marquess of Ailsa, we have, however, been
favoured with a drawing of the tree, the following account of it, and the

legend." * The Cassillis dule, or dool, tree, is not so remarkable for its girt of stem
as for its wide-spreading branches and luxuriant foliage: in its branches,
from 20 to 30 men could be easily concealed. This tree, like other dool

trees, was used by the family of Kennedy, who were the most powerful barons

of the west of Scotland, for hanging their enemies and refractory vassals on.

The last time it was used for such purposes is said to have been about

200 years ago, when Sir John Fau of Dunbar was hanged on it, for having
made an attempt, in the disguise of a gipsy, to carry off the then Countess
of Cassillis, who was the daughter of the Earl of Haddington, and to whom
he had been betrothed prior to his going abroad to travel ; but, in his ab-

sence, he having been detained for some years a prisoner in Spain, and sup-

posed to have died, the lady married John Earl of Cassillis. It is said that

the lady witnessed the execution of her former lover from her bedroom
window.'

" The other two dool trees are on the estate of Blairquhan, now in the

possession of Sir David Hunter Blair, who has kindly favoured us with a

drawing of the trees, and the following particulars respecting them. The

largest is 72ft. high, with a trunk 17ft. in circumference at 10ft. from the

ground ; the other is somewhat less.
'

They are in great health and vigour, and are probably nearly three cen-

turies old. The date on the old coat of arms of the Kennedys, in the ad-

joining court of the castle, is 1573.'
" Besides these dool trees, there is another remarkable sycamore in the

west of Scotland, which grows out of the wall of Sweetheart Abbey, near

Dumfries. This tree consists of two large limbs, being divided near the

root by a stone, the largest of which is 21 ft. high above the wall. The tree

is covered with woodbine, and has a beautiful and very singular appearance."
A. campestre. 429., add to "

Varieties :"
" $ A. c. 5 IcBvigdtum Hort. has the leaves smoother than the species.

There are plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and in the

arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges.
" & A. c. 6 ndnum Hort. There are plants in the Horticultural Society's

Garden."
Before the paragraph headed "

Soil, Situation, $c." insert :

" Poetical Allusions. Maple dishes are frequently mentioned by the Latin
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poets, and Virgil represents ^Eneas seated on a trunk of maple for a

throne.

" ' On sods of turf he set the soldiers round;
A maple throne, raised higher from the ground,
Received the Trojan chief; and o'er the bed
A lion's shaggy hide for ornament they spread.'

"
Cowper, and many modern poets, also mention the maple bowls of shep-

herds and hermits."

Doubtful Species of AVer. Page 431., at the end of the paragraph, add :
" We

are informed by Mr. Gordon that there is a plant of A. lobatum in the
Horticultural Society's Garden, which was received from M. Fischer
of Gottingen, and which is the same as the A. hybridum in the collec-

tion of Messrs Loddiges."
Anticipated Species of AVvr. A. ibericum. 431., add to the paragraph :

' There
are plants under this name in the Horticultural Society's Garden, both

imported and raised from seed, which, Mr. Gordon thinks, strongly
resemble A. lobatum."

A. kevigdtum. 431., add to the paragraph :
" This is a totally different

plant from the A. l^vigatum in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges,
which is a variety of A. campestre."

A. villosum. 431., add to the paragraph :
" A. villosum Presl is men-

tioned in the Companion to the Botanical Magazine, as being found
with A. monspessulanum on Mount Etna ; but, as it is said to be pecu-
liar to that mountain, it must be a different plant from the A. villosum
of Dr. Wallich."

Negundo. 460., add to "
Varieties:

" " * N. f. 3 violdcea Booth."
461., to the paragraph headed "

Soil, Situation, $c." add :
" The only fungus

found on the Negundo is Leptostroma scriptum Fr"

JE'sculus. 643., after the paragraph headed "
Description," add :

' The
fungi found on trees of this order are, Cryptospdrium -/22'sculi Fr. ;

Sphae
v
ria sculfcola Fr., on dead leaves ; and Polyporus ^'sculi

Schwein., on Pavia flava Fr. M* J. B"
JE. Hippocastanum. 463., to the "

Varieties," add :

" t JE. H. 4>Jvliis argenteis. There is a plant in the Horticultural Socie-

ty's Garden, the leaves of which are blotched or striped with white,
instead of yellow."

M. (H.) ohiensis. 467. 1. 9., for
"
inferior," read "

superior ;

" and add after the
full stop :

"
It has fine large leaves, of a bright green, and quite white

flowers."

JE. (H.} rubicunda. 467. 1. 23., after " Lindl." add :
" M. rdsea differs slightly

from JE. rubicunda both in flowers and foliage, but not sufficiently to
constitute it a variety."

468., dele the paragraph beginning
" 1 6. JE. (H.) LYO

V
N/J."

Pdvia hybrida. 472. 1. 22. from the bottom, for
" flowers variegated with

yellow, white, and purple," read " flowers yellow."
P. macrostdchya. 474. first line, for "

1820," read "
1786, by Mr. John

Eraser!"

Statistics. Add to the end of the paragraph :
"
Probably the largest tree of

this species in England is one at the Vicarage at Rickmansworth,
which is 16 ft. high, and covers a space of 29 square yards. It stands
within a few yards of a rivulet, in a dark porous soil, on a bed of fine

gravel, about 2 ft. below the surface, which evidently suits it very
well."

Other Varieties of Pdv'ia. 474., 1. 14. from the bottom, after the full stop,
add :

" Mr. Gordon informs us that the tree in the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden, marked there ^E'sculus Lyon, is a Pavia."

SB
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Ampelopsis (h.) Ursuta. Page 482., after the paragraph headed "
Spec. Char.,

8fc." add :
" There is a plant of this kind in the Horticultural Society's

Garden which retains its leaves much longer than A. ^ederacea ; and

they do not die off scarlet."

lUilta graveolcns. 486. last line, add :
" The fungus Dothidea TZiitae Mont.

is found on the leaves."

Half-hardy Species of Riita. 487., add to the paragraph :
" There are

plants of R. chalepensis m the Horticultural Society's Garden, from
the south of Europe, which are much stronger scented than the com-
mon rue."

Add before Chap. XXX. :

"
App. I. Half-hardy Species of l&utdcecB.

" Corra*&dlba Smith in Linn. Trans., iv. p. 219., Vent. Malm., t. 13., Andr.
Bot. Rep., t. 18., and ourjg. 2419. ; C. cotinifolia Sal. Par. Lond.. 1. 100. ; has

the corolla white, and the leaves white, or rufous above, and rather whitish

beneath. A showy flowering shrub, growing to the height of 10 ft., a native

of New South Wales, introduced in 1793, and flowering from April to

July.
"
C. a. 2 rotundifolia Dec. Prod., L p. 719., Don's Mill., i. p. 790. ; C.

2420 2421

rufa Vent. Malm., t. 13. No. 2. ; has the leaves somewhat rounder than

the species." Crowea mUgna Smith in Linn. Trans., iv. p. 220., Vent. Malm., t. 7., Sims

Bot. Mag., t. 989., Andr. Bot. Rep., t. 79., and ourfig.
2420. is a well-known green-house shrub, with beautiful

pale purple or purplish flowers, and willow-like leaves. It

is a native of New South Wales, whence it was introduced

in 1790. It flowers from July to December.
"
JBoronia serruldta Smith in Linn. Trans., viii. p. 284.,

Bot. Reg., t. 842., Lodd. Bot. Cab., t. 998., Swt. Fl Aus.

t. 19., and our Jigs. 2421. and 2422. A very beautiful shrub,

growing to the height of from 1ft. to 6ft., with deep
rose-coloured and very fragrant flowers ;

and trapeziform,

acute, slightly serrulated leaves, which are smooth and full

of glandular dots. It is a native of Port Jackson, in New

Holland, whence it was brought to England in 1816. It

flowers in June and July."

XANTHOXYLA^CEJE.

Ptelea trifolidta. Varieties. 489., in the paragraph beginning P. t. 2 penta-

2422
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phylla" for " Munchh. Hans.,' read "Munch. Haus.;" and, after

the full stop, add :
" There is a plant in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, the leaves of which vary from 3 to 5 in number."

Coridria myrtijvlia. Page 493., add to the first paragraph: "The fungus
Dothidea C'oriariae Mont, is found on this species."

C. microphylla. 593., add :

" There was a plant under the name of Coriaria

sarmentdsa in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges in August, 1836."

~Eu6nymus europ^us. 497., add to the paragraph headed " Casualties :"
" The

following fungi are found upon this species: SphaeVia jEuonyrni Kz.

S. foveolaris Fr. y Perisporium alienum Fr. t and Uredo Ribesii Lk. ;

the last being also found on some species of Ribcs. M. J. JB."

E. sarmentosus. 500., add to the paragraph headed ." Spec. Char. :
" " There

were plants at Messrs. Loddiges's under the name of E. scandens,
in August, 1836."

E. gam'waefolius. 501., in the last line of the paragraph headed "
Spec. Char.,

$c." for
" but we have not seen plants of it," read " there were plants

of it in the Horticultural Society's Garden in August, 1836."

E. grandiflonis. 501., in the last two lines of the paragraph headed "Spec.
Char. y #e.," for

" This very desirable species has not yet been intro-

duced," read " This species was introduced in 1824;
" and add :

" E. caucdsicum Lodd. Cat., and

our/g. 2423. ;
? E. nana Bieb.

There is a plant in the arbo-

retum of Messrs. Loddiges,
from which our figure was

taken."

E. japonicus. 501., after
"
Thunb.," add,

" and our/g. 2425. :" and at the

end of the paragraph insert,
" There are plants in the Horticultural

Society's Garden of this species, and a variety with variegated leaves,
both of which stand out with a little protection."

Ce/dstrus scandens. 502. 1.22. from
the bottom, after "

culti-

vated," insert :
"
SphaeVia

C'elastri Schwein. is found
on this plant."

Before the paragraph head-
ed "

Half-hardy Species of
Celdstrus" insert :

" C. nepalensis and C. pyracan-
thtEfolia were in Messrs. Lod-

diges's arboretum in August,
J836."

Nemopanthes canadensis. 503.,
to the list of Engravings,
add :

" and our fie.

2424."
2424

Aquifolium. Page 509., add to "
Varieties:"

I. A. 24 fructu nigro Host. The black-fruited common Holly. There
are plants of this variety at Messrs. Loddiges's."
efore the ararah " Stati

.

515., before the paragraph headed "
Statistics? insert

SB 2
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"
Fungi, ^garicus Hudsom Pers., syn. A. pilosus

Sow., on the leaves ; SphaeYia ^quifolii Fr., and
S. insculpta Fr., on the bark ; and S. /'licis Sckl.,
S. zlicincola, Stegia /'licis Fr., syn. Xyloma con-
cavum Grev., and Ceuthospora phacidioides Grev.,
on the leaves. M. J. B."

Page 509. line 31. from the bottom, insert : "In
Suffolk, at Stutton Rectory, there is a holly
90 years planted, with a trunk 3 ft. 9 in. in

diameter."
I. baledrica. 516., add to the list of Engravings:" and our fig. 2426."

519., before App. i., insert:
" i I. magelldnica Lodd. Cat., 1836. There are

plants of this species in the arboretum of Messrs.

Loddiges, and in the Horticultural Society's
Garden." \

2426

Prinos deciduus. 521. 1. 6., add to the end of the paragraph :
"
SphaeVia

friabilis Pers. is found on the bark ; and Rhytisma zlicicola Fr., and
R. velatum Fr., on the leaves. M. J. B."

P. verticilldtus. 521. 1.7. from the

bottom, after the full

stop, add :
"

Rhytisma
Prini Fr. is found on
this species."

P. gldber. 522, in the line

headed "
Engraving," for

" The figure," &c., substi-

tute " and our/g. 2428."

P. coridceus. 523., to the para-

graph headed "
Engrav-

ings," add :
" and ourjtfg.

2427." 2428

2429

Zizypkus sinensis. 525. last two lines, for " and we have never seen it," read
" there is a plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden."

Z. Jujuba. 527., add to the paragraph :

"
Fig.

2429. shows the leaves, fruit of different

shapes, and stones (the last of the

natural size), ofZizyphus Jujuba, taken

from Hooker's Journal of Botany,
2d sen, t. 140. In the account of

this species given in the Journal of

Botany, vol. i. p. 320., by M. L. Bouton,

Vice-Secretary of the Natural History

Society of the Mauritius, it is stated,

that the Zfzyphus Jujuba^ which is

known in the island by the name of

Masson, grows there to the height of

about 25ft. or 30ft. There are a
number of different varieties, which

he divides into two sections, viz.

those with flesh adhering to the nut,

and those with flesh that does not adhere. The colour of the fruit,

when ripe, is a greenish yellow in some varieties, and a reddish brown
in others. Z. mauritiana and Z. rotundata Dec. Prod., M. Bouton
considers to be only two of the varieties which he has described. The
different forms of the fruit are shown in the engraving from which our

figure is copied; as are the two forms of the stones, or nuts, which are
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given of the natural size, though the fruit is to our usual scale. The
different varieties flower after the rains in the months of January and

February ; and the fruits ripen in June and July, continuing to hang
on the tree till the beginning of September. Z. Jujuba is not in-

digenous to the Mauritius, but has been long cultivated almost all over
the island."

Paliurus. Page 528., after the paragraph headed "
Statistics,'

1

insert :

"
2. P. VIRGA^TUS D. Don. The twiggy Christ's Thorn.

Identification. D. Don in Bot Mag., t. 2535. ; FL Nep., 189. ;
G. Don't

Miller, 2. p. 23.

Engravings. Bot. Mag., t. 2535. ; and our fig. 2430. 2430

Spec. Char., S?c. Branches smooth. Leaves obliquely
cordate or elliptical, 3-nerved, shining ; wing of fruit

entire. (Don.) A beautiful, hardy, deciduous shrub,

growing to the height of 10 ft. ; with serrulated leaves,
each of which has two thorns at its base, one straight and
the other hooked. The flowers, which are produced in

July and August, are of a greenish yellow, and in ax-

illary corymbs. It is a native of Nepal, whence it was

brought to Britain in 1819 ; and there is a very handsome

plant of it in the Chelsea Botanic Garden, which, in 1836,
was 10 ft. high."

Uhamnus. 529., add to the paragraph headed "
Description, $c. :" "

found on the plants belonging to this order are : Tympanis Frangula
Fr.j SphaeVia punicea Schmidt, S. .Rhamni Nees, S. rhodostoma H. et S. y

on R. Frangula ;
S. nucnla Fr., on R. alpina; .Mucor nigrescens Schum.,

jEcidium crassum Pers., M. .Rhamni Pers. M. J. B"
R. hybridus. 531. 1. 28., after the full stop, add :

" There is also a plant in

the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges, under the name of R. burgundi-
acus."

R. Erythroxylon. 534., in the list of Engravings, for " t. 62.," read "
t. 63.;"

and for "
our/g. 204.," read " ourJig. 205."

R. E. angustissimum. 535., for
"

(fig. 205.)" read "
(fig. 204.) ;" and add :

" There are plants of this variety in the Horticultural Society's Garden."
R. persicifolius. 538., dele the whole paragraph, and substitute :

" R. persicifolius Bert., Moris. Stirp. Sard., f. 2., we are informed by
Signer Manetti, is an erect shrub, from 10ft. to 12ft. high, with lanceolate

minutely crenated leaves, pubescent on the under side, and on long petioles ;

calyx free. It is a native of Sardinia, where it flowers in March and April."
538., after the paragraph beginning

" R. tenuifolius,'
y

near the bottom, add :

" R. glandulosus Host. An evergreen shrub, of wiiich a plant has stood out

against a wall, in the Horticultural Society's Garden, since 1830."
Ceanothits aziireus. 539., add to the paragraph headed "

Spec. Char., Sfc. :
"

" There is a variety with white flowers in the Horticultural Society's
Garden."

C. intcrtncdius. 540., add to the paragraph headed "
Spec. Char., $c. :"

" There
are plants of this species in the Horticultural Society's Garden, raised
from seeds sent there by the late Mr. Fischer of Gdttingen."

540., before "
App. i. Other Species of Ceanothus," insert :

tL 8. C. COLLI'NA Doug. The Hill-side Ceanothus.

Identification. Doug, in MSS.; Fl. Cab., t. la

Engravings. Fl. Cab., 1. 1. 13. ;
and our fig. 2431.

Spec. Char., fyc. Branches decumbent, round, and smoothish ; leaves ovate
or elliptic, somewhat clammy, glandular- serrated; upper surface shining,
under surface covered with adpressed hairs, 3-nerved : stipules awl-shaped ;

panicles axillary. (Knowles and Westcott.) This is a low decumbent
shrub, scarcely rising a foot from the ground : it is a hardy evergreen, and

produces its white flowers in great abundance. It is a native of North
BBS
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America, whence the seeds were sent home by
the unfortunate Douglas in 1827 ; and those sown
in the London Horticultural Society's Garden
did not vegetate. Seeds were, however, distri-

buted; and of those sent to Messrs. Pope and
Co. of the Handsworth Nursery, near Birming-
ham, one germinated, and produced the plant
figured in the Floral Cabinet. This species has
not yet borne seeds in England; but it has been

abundantly increased by layers, which strike

readily."
Colletia. Page54 1

., after the paragraph headed "
Col-

letia" insert :
"
C. horrida Willd. (/g.2432. c)

appears somewhat different from C. spi-
nosa (fig. 217. p. 541.); and both it and
C. ultcina Gil. (fig. 2432. a) are evergreen
shrubs, which are found as hardy as the
common furze in the arboretum of Messrs.

Loddiges."
Retanflla. 541., in the last line but one of the para-

graph headed "
Retanilla," after t. 16., add :

" and our figure b in fig. 2432."
Pomaderris. 542., to the paragraph headed "

Pomaderris" add : "P. plumosa
has stood out for several years in Devonshire. P. ^runifolia also

stands out ; and, though it is sometimes killed down to the ground
it springs again from the root."

Pistdcia. 545., to the paragraph headed " Gen. Char." add :
" The fungus

{/redo T^erebfnthi Dec. is found on the leaves of plants of this

genus."
Wins. 549., to the paragraph headed " Gen. Char." add :

" The following

fungi are found on plants of this genus : jFTydnum Rhois Schwein.,

Sphae
v
ria Rhois Schwein.; S. quaternata Pers., on R. glabra; S. sub-

solitaria Schwein., Cytispora rhoina Fr., Dothidea Rhois Fr. ; Helmin-

thosporium rigidum Fr., on R. radicans. M. J. B."
557. head line, for "Duvaua," read "tfhus."
R. suaveolens. 557., dele the entire paragraph.
R. aromdtica. 557., add after the line headed "

Engraving:"
"
Synonymes. R. suavfeolens Ait. Hort. Kew., 1. p. 368., Dec. Prod., 2. p. 72. ; JV/yrlca trifoliMa

Hort. ; Toxicodendron crenktum Mill. Diet., No. 5."

557., before the last paragraph, three lines from the bottom, add :

" t R. caustica Hook., Z^aurus caustica Mol.t
is an evergreen tree, a native

of Chili, introduced in 1828, of which there are plants in the Horticultural

Society's Garden. There are also plants under the same name in the Horti-

cultural Society's Garden, raised from seeds sent by Dr. Wallich from the

Snowy Mountains of Nepal."
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Diivaiia ovdta. Page 559., add to list of Engravings :
" and our fig. 2433."

2435

2433

LEGUMINO N
S;E.

Sect. I. SOPHO'REM.

Sophora. p. 565., in the paragraph headed "
Statistics" after

" In Austria,"

add :

" At Schonbrunn, it is 48 ft. high, and the diameter of the head

55 ft. It flowers abundantly every year."
567.. before App. i., introduce :

"
Baptisia tinctoria R. Br., and our fig. 2434., is a suifruticose plant, with

yellow flowers; a native of North America, introduced in 1750."

Add to Half-hardy Sophoreae :

**

\nagyris fee''tida Lin. Spec., 534., Lodd. Cat., 740., and OUT fig. 2435., is

a shrub from 6 ft. to 8 ft. high, a native of the south of Europe. It was intro-

duced in 1670, and requires a slight protection during winter. It is fetid in

every part when bruised.
" A. /. 2 glauca Dec. Prod. 2. p. 99., has the leaves more glaucous

than those of the species.
" A. latifolia Willd. Enum., 489., has the leaflets broad and obtuse. It is

a shrub about 10 ft. high, anative of Teneriffe, where it was introduced in 1815."

Brachyscma latifolium. 568., turn the cut fig. 247.

Sect. II. LOTXJR.

UVex. 571., add to "
Varieties :"

" Other Varieties. Sir George Head, in the continuation of his Home Tour,
observes :

'
I also remarked the unusual stature of the furze plants in the

hedge that crowns the summit, the spring shoots being, everywhere in the Isle

of Man, more like those of a young fir tree, than of an ordinary plant. A
dwarf species called Manx furze grows on the hills in a compact matted mass,
that spreads like thick moss over several acres of ground in a plot ; and is so

springy that a man may walk without much difficulty across the surface,

although at every step he may sink in up to his knees, the plant, pressed by
his foot to the earth, by its elastic reaction rises again immediately, unbroken.
Both sorts are used in winter as provender for cattle, the thorns being pre-

viously crushed by a machine adapted for the purpose, which implements, of

simple construction, are merely a pair of wooden mallets worked by a small

water wheel. Of these there are many among the streamlets in the moun-
tains.' (Head's Continuation of Home Tour, p. 82.)"
The Use of Furzefor Hedges. 573., add:

" Sir George Head, speaking of Guernsey, observes :
' A high mound of

earth, surmounted by a strong furze hedge, is the usual fence of the country,
therefore the premises of a Guernsey farmer are as impregnably fortified and

8 B 4
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secured, as if he were the owner of an estate and farm surrounded by a high
stone wall.' (Head's Continuation ofHome Tour, p. 171.)"

Page 574., after the last paragraph, introduce :

"
Fungi. Polyporus lentus Berk., and Sphas'ria elongata Fr., syn. Cucur-

bitiiria elongata Grev., t. 195.: the last being found on all the Lejmminosae
M. J. B."

Spdrtium junceum. 576., add to
" Varie~

I^JK 2436
ties :"

" * S. j. 3 odoratissimum D. Don in Swt.
Brit. Fl. Gard. 2 ser., t. 390., and

our^g. 2436., is distinguished
from the species by its more slen-

der and spreading habit, its more

silky leaves and shoots, and its

smaller and more fragrant flowers.

It was raised by the Rev.

Duke, of Lake House, near Salis-

bury, from seeds stated to have
been received from Persia."

577., before Genus VII. introduce :

" S. acutifblium Lindl. in Bot. Reg. There are plants under this name in

the Horticultural Society's Garden, which were raised from Turkish seeds ;

and the flowers of which are very fragrant. Dr. Lindley doubts whether this

plant may not be a variety of S. j'unceum. He describes it as having longer
and taper-pointed leaves, laxer racemes, and a more graceful habit of growth.
It is probably the same as the S.j. odoratissimum of Don."
Genista parviflora. 578., add to the paragraph headed "Spec. Char.,

$c. :" " There are plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden."
G. umbelldta. 578., add to the paragraph headed "

Spec. Char., $c. :"
" There

are plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden ; from which Mr. Gor-
don thinks it nearly related to G. radiata."

G. monosperma. 582., add to the paragraph headed "
Spec. Char., $c. .*"

" Mr.
Gordon informs us Jhat this species is not more than half-hardy."

G. (Ethnensis. 582., add to paragraph headed "Spec. Char., $c. :" " In the Com-

panion to the Botanical Magazine, it is stated that G. aethnensis inhabits

the woody regions of Mount Etna, between 3,200ft. and 6,200ft.
above the level of the sea, where it was found growing in company
with yTcer villdsum and A. monspessulanum. (Comp. Bot. Mag., vol. i.

p. 91.) There are plants of this species in the Horticultural Society's

Garden, raised from seed sent there by the Honourable W. Fox

Strangways, which are not more than half-hardy."

583., dele the whole of G. scariosa, and add to the synonymes of G. anxan-
tica:

" G. scariosa Viv. Ann. Bot., i. p. 2.175. ; G. januensis Viv.

Cat., p. 10., Bert. PI. ; G. genuensis Pers. Ench., No. 5."

Add to the paragraph headed " G. t. 2 latifolia Dec. :"
" There is a sub-

variety with double flowers in the Horticultural Society's Garden."

G. sagittalis. 585., add to the paragraph headed "
Spec. Char., $c. :" " The

fungi Dothidea genistalis Fr., and Helminthosporium Genistas Fr., are

found on this
species."

G. procumbens. 585., insert: "
Engraving. Bot. Reg., t. 1 150." Add to para-

graph headed "
Spec. Char., $c. :" "

It is a pretty little hardy shrub,

well adapted for growing on rockwork."

588., before App. ii. introduce :

" In the Companion to the Botanical Magazine, it is stated that M.

Durien, in a botanical excursion to the mountains of Asturias, found a

beautiful species of Genista with white flowers, which would prove a

highly ornamental garden shrub. The seeds, however, were not sufficiently

mature to afford hope of their germination."
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24-37

G. canaricntis. Page 588., after
" Bot. Heg., t. 217.," add :

" and o\\vfg. 2437." Add below :

" G. sptindcns Webb et Bert. Hist. Natur. des lies

Canaries, t. 43., is a beautiful species not yet intro-

duced.
" G. stenopetala Webb et Bert., 1. c. t. 45., is also a

native of the Canaries, and not yet introduced."

G. microphylla. 588., add after "Dec.:" "Webb et

Bert! Hist. Nat. des lies Can., t. 42."

Cytisus Laburnum. 590., add to "
Engravings:

"

" and the plate of this tree in our Volumes of

Plates."

591. 1. 5., for "p. 225.," read "
p. 369. ;" and add to the

paragraph :

" Our tree has, indeed, had the variety
and both the parents in flower at the same time;
the laburnum flowers producing seed.

" Other Varieties. In addition to these varieties, it may
be remarked, that some plants of both C. Xaburnum and
C. alpinus have been found with fragrant flowers and
that these varieties have been propagated by grafting, and may be had in

the nurseries, under the names of C. L. fragrans, and C. a. odorata."

Statistics. 593. 1. 32., add after full stop :

" In Northumberland, at Alnwick

Castle, are three very fine laburnums ; the largest of which, in Oc-

tober, 1835, measured 6 ft. 11 in. in circumference, and contained 46ft.

of measurable timber. The three trees containing in all 118 ft. of

timber."

C. scoparius. 596. last line, after the full stop, add :
" A decoction of the re-

cent shoots is used by shepherds, in the north of Scotland, for dressing
the backs of sheep, instead of tobacco-water. D. Beaton"

C. Weldeni. 601., add to the last line:
" There are plants bearing this name

in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which bear great resemblance
to young plants of C. alpinus."

C. proliferus. 602., to the paragraph headed "
C. proliferus," add: "It has

stood in the open air, against a wall, at Chiswick, since 1836.

602., add to the Half-hardy Species :

"* C. (Bolicus Guss., Bot. Reg., t. 1902., Swt.

Brit. Fl. Gard., and our fig. 2438., has the

branches round, and, as well as the leaves, hoary.
Leaves trifoliate ; leaflets oval, tomentose on the

margin. Flowers ternate, almost bractless, ra-

cemose. Calyx membranaceous, campanulate, pu-
bescent. Legume glabrous. A tall hoary shrub,
with yellow, campanulate, pubescent flowers, and
the young legumes glabrous. A native of Stromboli.

Introduced in 1835, by the Honourable W.
Fox Strangways, in whose garden it flowered for

the first time in May, 1836. There is a fine plant

2438

against a wall in the Horticultural Society's Gar-

den. ' In foliage,' Dr. Lindley observes,
'
it bears

a striking resemblance to C. proliferus ; but its

flowers are altogether different. Its real affinity seems to be with C. triflorus,

from which it differs in being a much larger and more woody plant, with
terminal racemes of flowers; in its larger, deeper, and more distinctly

campanulate calyx, and smooth, not hairy, pods. It seems as if it were
an intermediate species between C. Laburnum and C. triflorus.' {Bot. Reg.)" * C. elegans Ait. A tall evergreen shrub, a native of the Cape of Good
Hope, introduced in 1821, has stood out against a wall in front of one of the
houses at Kew for several years, and is among the most beautiful species of
the genus.
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add: "There

2439

"
t*. C. racemdsus Marnock Fh Mag., t. 18., is a handsome shrub, of mode-

rately robust habit, about 3 ft. high. Introduced by P. B. Webb., Esq., in

1835, from the Peak of Teneriffe. It flowered, for the first time, in the

nursery of Messrs. Young at Epsom."
Page 602. line 19. from the bottom, dele "C. racemosus," and transpose

" and" before "
C. tetragonocladus."

Adenocarpus. 604., dele the paragraph headed " A. foliolosus Dec.'*

Amorpha (/.) gldbra. 607., add to the paragraph headed "
Spec. Char.?

^c..-"
" There are plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden, raised

from seeds received from M. Audibert of Tarascon."

Robinia. 609., add to the paragraph headed "Desertion:"
" The fungi on

the Robinia are : SphaeVia Robin^ Schvvein., S. anomia Fr., S.

profusa Fr., S. fissa Pers., Cytispora coccinea Reb., Mylftta Pseud-

acaciae Fr. (a truffle-like fungus, on the roots), Sporocybe Robing
Fr. The leaves of these and many other Leguminosae are infested

by t/redo apiculosa Lk. sub Ccem., U. appendiculosa Lk. sub Ccem

M.J.B."
R. dubia. 627., to the paragraph headed "

Spec. Char.,

are plants in the Horticultural Society's
Garden."

R. hispida. 628. 1. 27., after
"
X, or a cross,"

add : as in/g. 2439."

Caragana (a.) microphylla. 630., add to the

paragraph headed "
Spec. Char., fyc. :"

" The plant bearing this name in the

Horticultural Society's Garden was received from Hamburg ; and
we are informed by Mr. Gordon that it is the same as C. frutescens.'"

630. last line, for "
C. Altagdna," read "

C. arborescens."

Coliitea arborescens. 636., add to the list of

Engravings :
" and Jig. 2440., showing

the flowers of the
natural size."

Half-hardy ludlece.

?'a rufa. 640. 1. 6.,

after " Bot. Cab.,
t. 1119.," insert:
" and our Jig.
2441."

Anthyllis erinacea. 641. last line, add :
" This

species has stood for some years, with-

out protection, in the open air, in the
Horticultural Society's Garden."

2410

2441

Sect. III.

Add to Half-hardy VLcdysarecs:

Desmbdium. 645., last line, instead of " The only ligneous species which is

already introduced," read :
" Drummond also found 13 species in the

southern and western parts of North America; but the only half-hardy
ligneous species that have been introduced, as far as we are aware,
are :

" D. polycdrpum Dec. Prod., ii. p. 334., Don's Mill., ii. p. 295., Lam. 111.,

t, 628., and our Jig. 2442. ; //edysarum polycarpum Poir. Diet., vi. p. 416. ;

has the stem round, erect, and clothed with adpressed pubescence; leaves

trifoliate, with obovate obtuse leaflets, the terminal the largest; racemes
of flowers terminal and axillary, crowded; legumes with 6 8 semi-orbicular

joints. Flowers purple. A native of the East Indies : notwithstanding
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which, it stands out, without any protection, against a wall at Kew; and, in

September, 1836, it was as high as the wall, and covered with flowers. Our

fig. 2442. was taken from a sprig of this plant.
"

Z). nutans Wall. MSS., Graham in Edin. Phil. Journ., Don's Mill., ii.

295., Hook. Bot. Mag., t. 2867., and ourJig. 2443., is a shrub, with numerous

pendulous branches ; racemes of flowers compound, terminal, and axillary;

leaves pendulous; leaflets roundish, rhomboid, tomentose on both sides ; flowers

twin ; corolla bluish lilac ; stamens monadelphous. A native of the East Indies.

Introduced in 1823, and flowering in July and August. There is a plant in

the Horticultural Society's Garden, which has stood out for some years

against a south wall, flowering freely every year, and ripening seeds, fromwhich

young plants have been raised."

Sect. IV. PHASEO'LE^E.

Wistaria, ckinensis. 648. line 23. from the bottom, add, after
" British gardens :"

" Mr. Knight, of the Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, has a simple method of

causing this plant to flower three times in the year, by the following
treatment. After the first flowering is over, which will be about the end
of May, he strips off all the leaves, and cuts off all young and super-
fluous shoots which have been formed, to within a few eyes of the

stem, which causes it to throw out fresh leaves, and to flower again
in the months of July and August ; and, after this flowering is over,

the same process is repeated of cutting off the leaves, and this causes

it to flower again in the months of October and November. It may
be said that this plant will naturally flower twice, and sometimes thrice,

in the season; but, when it does (which is but very seldom), the flowers

are so very weak, and there are so few of them, that it is never worth

notice; whereas by the above simple process an abundant succession of

flowers may be insured throughout the whole season. It should be

remembered that these remarks will not apply to young plants, but

only to those that are well established. ( See Paxt. Mag. of Bot.

Feb. 1837.)"

Add to App. II. Halfhardy Phaseolece. 649.

(enncdyz. rubicunda Vent. Malm. t. 104., Don's Mill. 2., 343. ; Gljcine
rubicunda Curt. Bot. Mag., t. 268.; CarUwa rubicunda Mcench; is a

shrub, a native of New Holland, introduced in 1788. Flowers scarlet.
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K. ovdta Sims Bot. Mag., t. 2 169., and our

Jig. 2444. ; K. cordata Lindl. Sot.

Reg., t. 944. ; has the leaves broad-

ovate, cordate, acute, racemes many-
flowered. The flowers are bluish

violet.

K. monophylla, K. inophylla, K. Compton-
iana, K. prostrdta, K. bractedta, and
K. sericca are all handsome twining

shrubs,natives of New Holland, which
would probably stand out against a

conservative wall."

Sect. V.

Page 660., after
"
Half-hardy Species of Cassiece" insert :

"Powana pulcherrima Dec. Mem. Leg., 118. 457., Bot. Mag., t. 995., has

an upright branchy stem, with pinnate leaves. It has stood out in Knight's
Exotic Nursery two years, without protection, flowering freely every year ;

but it has not yet ripened seed."

Other Half-hardy Legumindcece.

Acacia Cavema. 665., add to the end of the paragraph :
" There are

large plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and in the Fulham

Nursery."
A. Julibrissin. 666., add to the end of the paragraph :

" There is a tree of this

species at Desio, near Milan, 66 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 2 ft.

4 in., and of the head 24 ft. G. Manetti."

Sect. I.

Amygdalus ndna. 674., add to the paragraph headed " A. n. 3 campestris :
"

" This variety is in the Horticultural Society's Garden, where it was
raised from seeds received from Dr. Fischer." To the paragraph
headed " A. n. 4 incdna" add :

" This kind is in the Horticultural

Society's Garden, and was received from Sir Oswald Moseley." Add
to the paragraph headed " A. n. 5 sibirica :

" "
It is in the Horti-

cultural Society's Garden."

Persica. 680., add to the first paragraph :

" The fungi on plants of this

genus are : Polyporus cervinus Schwein., SphaeYia persicaria Schwein., on

peach stones ; S. putaminum Schwein., on peach stones, but also on
American walnuts and acorns ; Sporocybe Persicae Fr., investing the

branches, twigs, and trunks of dead peach trees in vast quantities.
M. j. B:>

P. vulgaris 6 compressa. 680., turn the cutJig. 397.

Armcniaca. 681., to the first paragraph add: " The fungi are : Oidium

fructigenum Kz., on the withered fruit still hanging on the branches :

this also grows on plums and other fruit. Collarium nigrospermum Lk. t

Epochnium virescens Fr., on fruit. M. J. J?."

684., before Genus IV., insert :

" A. pedunculdta Hort. There are plants in the Horticultural Society'?

Garden, raised from seeds received under this name from Dr. Ledebour."

Prunus. 684,, before the paragraph headed " P. spinosa" insert:
" The Fungi found on plants of this genus are : Peziza Rosse var. Mont.,

Phacidium plicatumjFr. ; Cenangium clavatum Fr., on P. ser6tina ; C. Pru-

nastri Fr., on Prunus domestica ; SphaeVia Prunastri Pers., S. fibrosa Pers., S.

microstoma Pers., S. morbosa Schwein., covering the small branches ofAmerican

plums to the thicknesjs of an inch, with a bullate, irregular, black crust, causing
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a fatal disease ; S. vibratilis Fr. ; S. erythrostoma Pei-s., on dead leaves still

hanging to the twigs ; Dothidea rubra Fr. ; and Puccinia Prunorum Lk., on
the leaves. M.J.B."
Priimis domestica 4 myrobalana. Page 688., insert at the end of the paragraph :

"
Myrobalans are fruits resembling dried plums, sold in India for giving

a black dye to leather when mixed with iron filings, and also for

fixing colours. ( See M'Culloch in Trans. Soc. Arts, vol. xix. p. 343.)"
P. cdndicans. 690., add to list of Engravings, "Bot. Reg., t. 1135." Add

to last line:
"

It was first described by M. Balbis in the Cat. of the

Taurida Garden, in 1813; and it was introduced into Britain from
BollwyHer in 1825. This species is quite hardy ; easily cultivated; and
so laden with white blossoms in spring, as to appear a mass of snow
whence the name, and not from the leaves, as Seringe supposes. (See
Bot. Reg., t. 1135.)"

Cerastts. 692., after the first paragraph, add :
" The fungi on the common

cherry are : I'rpex Cerasi Fr., Cenangium Cerasi Fr. ; Sphagna pul-
ch611a Pers., also on the birch ; S. varia Pers., on the bird-cherry ;

Sclerotium areolatum Fr., Dothidea fulva Fr., Asteroma Padi Dec.,
C/redo porphyrogenita Lk., all on the leaves; and Scolicotrichum

virescens Kz., on the branches. On the leaves of the cherry laurel

are : Ceuthospora .Lauri Grev., Phacidium Laurocerasi Desm., which
also grows on Cerasus lusitanica. M. J. B."

C. sylvestris. 695., add to paragraph headed "
Geography :

" " Cherries grow
wild at Portella, on Mount Etna, at 2970 ft. above the level of the sea ;

but not lower, as the climate becomes too warm for them. (Com. Bot.

Mag., i. p. 91.) On the Swiss Alps, according to Kasthofer, C. syl-

vestris ripens fruit at Chiirwalden, 3964 ft. above the level of the sea,

where no kernel fruit will grow. (Voyage, &c., p. 145.)"
C. chicasa and C.pubescens. 705., both these species Mr. Gordon considers

as belonging to Prunus, instead of Cerasus.

C. Pddus 4 bracteosa. 709. This, Mr. Gordon informs us, is the Padus race-

mosus ofLoddiges and others.

He adds that there is another

distinct late-flowering variety
in the Horticultural Society's
Garden, raised from seeds

received from Douglas ; and
which appears to be the same
asC. mollis. (Seep. 714.)

C. lusitanica. 714., add to our list of

Engravings : After " C. /. 2

Hixa Ser." add :
"

C. Hixa
Webb et Bert. Hist. Can., t.

38., and our fig. 2445. taken

from that magnificent work."
715. 1. 15., insert

" not" after
"

is."

716. 1. 6., after the full stop, insert:
" In Cheshire, at Combermere

Abbey, it is 28 ft. high, and
the branches cover a space
196ft. in circumference."

1. 8., after the full stop, insert :

" In Suffolk, at Stutton Rec-

tory, it is 25 ft. high, and the

branches cover a space 225 ft.

2 in. in circumference."

Sect. II.

. 722. 1. 28., after the full stop, insert :
" A plant of this state of

the species (see fig. 2446.) was sent to the Horticultural Society's

2445
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Garden in tlie beginning of 18,'>5, when it was in full flower. It was
planted in the open ground, where it has since stood without any
protection, ami has grown vigorously and flowered."

J ! 1 8

Spiraea chamaxlrlfuHa media. Page 7-24-., add :

"
and our/". 2449."

S. \\lnnfoliapliyllantha. 725., add: ""and our fig. -244s."
S. cratcEgifolia. 725., add :

"
Engraving. Our Jig. 2450."

S.
betu/cejv/ia. 725., add to the list of Engravings ; "and our/". 2447.'

2449

725. 1. 5. from the bottom, for " We have not seen the plant," read " There
is a plant of this species in the garden of the Horticultural Society,
received from M. Fischer of (iottingen. It is a very distinct little

species, approaching S. racciniifolia I). /;,/."
S. aljnna. 720. The species mentioned by J. 1). is, Mr Gordon informs us

S. /halictroides (p. 728.), and is known under the names S. //vperieifolia
var. flava, and S. alpina latifolia.

S, \\upcririf\ilitt y/f.s.svTiana.

727., add : "and our ,^ f .

.. .^J
S. ccanothifnl'm. 72S., add

; "v^

2452?'
S. salici/o/ia alpi'stris. 72!>.,

iuld:
"
Our/X'. 245,'i."

732.. insert before the last
'

paragraph :

" There;
'

c
-^p^^

are plants under the

name of S. nulnnx,

from the Himalayan Mountains, in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
which were raised from Mr. Ko\le's seeds; :md these Mr. Gordon
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thinks the same as S. argentea. There is also a plant named S. tauricn,

a very distinct upright species, which flowers sooner than any other

of the genus; and there are two species from the Himalayas, which

are without names."

Sect. III. POTENTI'LLEJE.

JHubus. Page 735., after line 12. introduce:
" The Fungi on the different kinds of bramble are : Peziza plagopus

Wormsk., on /Zubus triflorus ; P. clandestina Butt. P. rufo-olivacea A. et F. ;

Sphae
N
ria rostellata Fr., also on roses; S. clypeata Nees, S. callimorpha

Mont., S. Chamaemori Fr. ; Dothidea impressa Fr. t
on living leaves of

R. Chamaemorus ; D. Chaetomium Fr., on leaves ; Phacidium .Rubi Fr., also

on leaves; P. rugosum Fr., Hysterium JZtibi Pers., Excfpu'la Rubi Fr.,

Leptostroma ?pirae
v
ae Fr., Diderma depressum Fr., Physarum flavum Fr.

On the leaves grow Aregma bulbosum Fr., A. acuminatum Fr. t
Uredo J?u-

borum Dec., U. interstitialis Schlecht., U. gyrosa Reb., Sclerotium .Rubi

Carm.; and on the leaves of J?ubus strigosus >v ^ 2454
./Ecidium nitens Schwein. M. J. ."

R. idce^us. 737., to the list of Engravings, add: " and
our fig. 2454."

R. fruticosits L. 742., at the end of the para-

graph headed " R. f. 4 Jlore roseo pleno"
for " but we have not seen it," &c., substi-

tute,
" and there are plants in the Horticul-

tural Society's Garden."
Potentilla fruticosa. Varieties. 748., to the para-

graph headed, in the preceding page,
" P.

f. 2 dahiirica" add :
" There are plants in

the Horticultural Society's Garden and in the Epsom Nursery.
It is a much smaller plant than the species, and has smaller leaves."

To the paragraph beginning "P./. 3 tenuiloba" add :
" There are plants in

the Horticultural Society's Garden, under the name of P. floribunda."

748 .insert :

"GENUS X. a.

COWAVN7J D. Don. THE COWANIA. Lin. Syst. Icosandria Polygynia.

Identification. D. Don in Swt. Brit. Fl.-Gard., 2d. ser., t. 400.

Gen. Char., $c. Calyx 5-cleft. Petals 5. Ovaries 514. Ovule erect. Styles

terminal, continuous. Achenia awned with the plumose persistent styles.

Embryo erect. Evergreen, leafy, much -branched shrubs ; natives of Mexico.

Leaves lobed, coriaceous. Stipules adherent. Flowers terminal, solitary,
almost sessile ; red, and very handsome. (D. Don.)

"
j* 1. COWAVNJ^ PLICAVTA D. Don. The laited-feflt><?d Cowania.

Identification. Don in Sweet's British Flower-Garden, t. 400. ; Gard. Mag., 13. p. 452.

Engravings. Swt. Brit. FL-Gard., t. 400. ; and our Jig. 2455.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves wedged-shaped, oblong, pinnatifid, plaited. Ovaries,
14. (D. Don.*) A rigid, evergreen, decumbent, much-branched shrub
about 2 ft. high, and furnished with a dark brown bark. Branches copiously
clothed with stalked glands ; scaly below, from the remains of past leaves.

Leaves cuneately oblong, pinnatifid, plicate, in. or more in length ; dark

green, minutely glandular, and shining above ; white and downy beneath
with adpressed cottony pubescence : the nerves prominent : lobes varying
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from o to 7, short, obtuse ; the mar-

gins revolute and occasionally toothed.

Petioles very short, slightly chan-

neled above, sheathing at the base.

Stipules adherent ; the free apices

subulate, hairy, green, shorter than

the adherent portion. Flowers ter-

minal, solitary ; when in the bud

state, exactly like those of /?6sa. Pe-
duncles extremely short, cylindrical,
thickened towards the apex, copiously

downy and glandular, and furnished

at the base with a single, linear, acu-

minate, channeled, glandular bractea.

Calyx turbinate, hollow, copiously downy and glandular ; tube glabrous,

shining and green within ; limb o-parted, spreading ; segments ovate, acumi-

nate, entire. Petals 5, obovate, double the length of the calycine segments,
of a rich lilac. Stamens 72, disposed in many series. Filaments capillary,

glabrous, white, pink at the base. Anthers cordate, yellow, bilocular ;
the

cells parallel and opening lengthwise. Ovaria 14, free, arising from the

centre of the torus, which is seated at the bottom of the calyx ; oblong,
clavate, copiously silky. Styles continuous, short. Stigmas terminal,

simple, yellow
r

, minutely papillose. Achenia about 8, turbinate, silky,
crowned by the persistent feathery styles, which are H in. long.

' We have

seldom,' Professor Don remarks,
' had an opportunity of laying before our

readers a subject of equal interest and beauty with the present, which is not

only a new7

species, but a new genus, to our gardens. It was raised by our
zealous friend Mr. Thomas Blair, gardener to Mr. Clay at Stamford' Hill,

from seeds picked from a specimen collected by Captain Colquhoun in the

uplands of Mexico. It promises to be sufficiently hardy to endure our
winters in the open air; and, as it is an evergreen shrub, with a peculiar
habit, and large showy blossoms resembling a small rose, it must be regarded
as the most valuable addition made to our gardens for some years past.'
The genus was originally founded by Professor Don, in the Linntcan Trans-

actions, vol. xiv., on another species, collected in the same country by
Sesse and Mocino, and which is distinguished from the present one by its

tripartite leaves, with entire lobes. Professor Don considers the genus to

be exactly intermediate between Dryas and Piirshw, differing from the

former in the quinary arrangement of the floral envelopes ami definite

ovaria ;
and from the latter, in the more numerous acheuia, crowned by the

persistent feathery styles."

Sect. IV.

.w. Page 750., add to the first paragraph :

" The Fnni are: SphocYia Dothi-
dea M<ni.

y
also on the ash; S. sa-pincola />., 7f

,'rysiphe pannosa Wallr.,

Coryneum marginatum AVr.v, Cladosporium fuscum ///.; Naemaspora
ftosjf Dcsin., on the fruit; Fusarium fructfgenum /'V., Sporotrichum
eheochroum /'V., on the leaves

; Perisporium spt'ireum 7'V., Aste-

roma radiosum 7'V., Septaria .ftosa? Uesni.} Aregma speciosum /'V.,

on If. corymbffera; A. mucronatum 7-V., svn. Puccinir/ /I'osa? Grrr.,

t. l.j., L
r
redo /Msze Dec., l\ pfuguis I)cc.M..J. 11."

microphylla. 751., add to the end of the paragraph headed "
SJH-C. Char.,

iV'.:"
" There is a variety in the Horticultural Society's Garden called

H. ?//. ull>(i"

(il/unn. 7.00., add to
"

I'firiefics :"
"

ii K. <i. \~)xj>rrii>sri Hoit., Druiniiiond's Thornless, was raised by Mr.

Drummond, iu tlie Cork Botanic (Jarden."
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Sabmi. Page 758., add to "Spec. Char., #c.:"
" There is a variety in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, under the name of R. s. gracilis."

Doniana. 759., add to the paragraph headed "Spec. Char, ftc.:"
" There is

a variety in the Horticultural Society's Garden, called R. D. horrida.

Wilsom Borr. in Brit, Fl. y ed. 3., p. 231., Eng, Bot. Suppl., t. 2723.

On this rose, Dr. Lindley remarks, that it seems one of the endless

varieties of R. mollis ; approaching R. Domdna, in the presence
of setse on its branches ; and proving, among other things, that R.

involuta, R. Donidna, R. Sabinzaraa, &c., are all one and the same
natural species. (See Comp. Bot. Mag., \. p. 189.)

R. damascena. Add to "Engravings:" "and our fig. 2456., of R. d. sub-

alba."

2456

R. ccntifolia. 760- , after the paragraph headed " R. c. 2 muscosa" insert :

"
at R. c. m. cristata Hook. Bot. Mag., t. 3475. A very beautiful and curi-

ous variety of the moss rose, introduced from France in 1833, and
remarkable for the manner in which the moss springs from the

edges of the sepals."

Add, after
" R. c. 3 pomponia Dec. :" N. Du Ham., viii. p. 37. ; R .

jiompdnia Red. Ros., p. 65." Add to the end of the paragraph :

" These roses should be cut down
every year, when they have done flow-

ering, that they may send up new
shoots to produce flowers every spring.
If this be not done, the principal
branches will dry up, and become bare,
like those of the bramble."

R. gallica. 760., add to list of Engravings:
" and fig. 2457., of the species."

R. alba. 764., add to list ofEngravings :
" and

fig. 2458., of the double variety, com-
mon in gardens."

R. lutea. 765., after
"

Varieties,
' add :

" * R. /. 4 fiore p/eno. Williams's double

yellow Sweet Briar. This very
beautiful variety was raised from
seeds of this species by Mr. Williams
ofPitmaston. It is a free flowerer,
and forms a very ornamental low shrub. There are plants in the
Horticultural Society's Garden."

8 c

2458
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" * R. /. > 7/<>^ii D. Don mSii't. Brit. Fl.-Gard., t. 410. An uprigbt-
braiu hing shrub, with brownish purple branches, armed with nu-

merous, straight, spreading unequal prickles. Leaves pale green ;

petiole anil rachis slender, filiform, sparingly hairy and glandular ;

leaflets elliptical, imicronulate, doublv and sharply serrated, mem-
branous, glabrous and concave above, sparinsjlv glandular beneath,

.', in. long. This variety was brought from New York, by Mr. James

M'Nab, who received it from Mr. Thomas Hogg, nurseryman in that

cit\, by whom the plant was raised from seeds of the single yellow-

rose
;
and it is known in the nurseries bv the name of

'

Hogg's
Yellow American Rose.' It is a pretty variety ;

but it is surpassed
in the fulness of its flowers, and in richness of colouring, by ^ il-

liams's double vellow rose. It is of easy culture, flowers freely, and

may be increased by layer*, or by beini: budded
on stocks of the sweet briar and dog rose. (Stet.

Brit. Fl.-Gard., Dec.)"
R. rubiginosa. Page 766., add to

"
Varieties :"

4> & R. ;. 13 Li/unn llort. There are plants in

the Horticultural Society's Garden."

R. ea/una. 767., add to "Engravings:" "and our ftu,.

2459."

R. 'indiea. 771., add to
"

Varieties :"
" & R. /. 12 Jtaveseenx llort. This, Mr. Gordon

assures us, is the true tea-scented yellow China

rose, and not the preceding variety, which is ge-

nerally confounded with it."

u * R. i. 13 Bla in D. Don in Sict. Brit. Fl.-Gard., t. 405. A tall-growing

shrub, raised about seven years ago, by Mr. Blair, from the

seeds of the yellow China, which had been fecundated by the pollen
of the Tuscan rose. Its aspect is more robust than that of the

other varieties of the China rose
;
and it is remarkable for the size

of its leaves and flowers. The petals are yellow at the base, espe-

cially towards the centre of the flower ; and are, besides, frequently
furnished with a white stripe along the middle ;

a character also

present in the common blush China rose. The blossoms are pro-
duced in abundance : they arc verv fragrant, and their colour is of a

rich purple. It is a strong-growing kind, and there are few varieties

more worthy of cultivation. It may be increased by cuttings, or

budded on any of the common roses.

There are plants at Mr. Clay's,
Stamford Hill. ( Sirt. Brit. Fl.-Gard.,

Nov.)"
{{..mined, 776., add to "Si/iHiinjines ;" "A*, hys-

trix Lindl. MOIIO^. ;
A', luevigata Mn'lt.i.

Fl. Bor. Anier., on the authority of

Dr. Lindley, in But. AY^." Add to
"
Engravings:

" " Bot. Reg., t. 1922.,

and our Jig. 24(>0."

R. iiKU'Yophylla. 77H., add to the end of the

paragraph :

" There are plants of this

species in the Horticultural Society's

Garden. There are also plants of A'.

tetrapetala raised from seed sent home fry Mr. Ro\le; and several other

species received from the Snouy Mountains of the Himalayas."
~<X'}., add to the paragraph, last line but one :

" Mr. River*, in November,
1S37, publislied a general description of the ro.ses in common cultiva-

tion, under the name of the A'o.sr Aninti itr\v Guide."
HiMii-iutn. 7JM-. to 7!T/. /\t the end ol'lhe article add as follow .s:

'

/'/. :>Kil. is a design ior a io>aiiiiin. b\ Mr. Ruttrer. It is formed on a

Jl(il)
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flat surface of lawn, at one side of which is a terrace walk(a) in front of a wall

for climbing roses (6), from which there is a descent by steps (c c c). The beds
are of various forms, but the spaces between them and the walks, and also

between one and another, are never narrower than 6 ft. ; in consequence of

which the spectator may walk round the whole, either on grass or on gravel,

according to his taste. The terrace walk (a) and the side walks (ddd) are

12 ft. wide. The rose wall is supposed to be 10 ft. high, fronting the south-

east, and the roses are planted behind it ; in part brought over the wall

and trained downwards, the other side being also covered, and in part

brought through holes in the wall near the bottom, and trained upwards.
The wall is ornamented with piers surmounted by vases. Among the beds on

8c 2
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the lawn are interspersed standard roses, as indicated in the figure. In the

centre there is a basin and fountain. The walks (ddd) are supposed to be

covered with arcades of roses ; the side next the rosarium to have open arches,

and the other side to be closed."

Cratce^gus coccinea. Page 817. line 20., dele
"

c.
"
before "eoccinea."

To the
" Varieties" add :

" 1 C. c. 5 neapolitdna Hort.
; JMespilus constantinopolitana Godefroy."

C. punctdta. 818. to the "
Varieties

" add :

" 1 C. p. 4 brevispina Doug., and ourjig. 2462.

A very handsome fastigiate tree, with

large, very dark, purplish-red
fruit." 24,52

C. ovalifolia. 821., in the list of Engravings, dele
" and the plate of this species in our Se-

cond Volume."
C. Dougldsii. 823., dele the Synonyme, which, as

stated above, belongs to C. punctata.
C. trilobdta. 824., in the list of Engravings, dele

" and the plate of this species in our
Second Volume."

C. Aronia. 827., in the paragraph headed " En-

gravings" for " Pococke Crataegi," read
" Pococke's Travels;" and dele "

according to Willdenow." In "
Spec.

Char., Sfc." 1. 4. from the end, for "
It produces its foliage early,"

read "
It produces its foliage late."

C. heterophylla. 829., dele the Synonymes, as they belong, as stated above, to

a variety of C. coccinea.

C. Oxyacdntha. 831., in the " Varieties" add to the paragraph headed " C. O.

9 purpurea :
" " Mr. Gordon informs us that this plant is now no

longer in the Epsom Nursery, and that the plant now called there the

red-twigged variety is C. ^runifolia."

832., after
" C. O. 21 stricta Lodd. Cat., C. O. rigida Ronalds" insert: "and

the plate of this tree in our Volumes of Plates."

840., to
" Recorded old Hawthorn Trees" add :

" There is a very remarkable
thorn at Cawdor Castle, which is said to be coeval with the building."

841., add to the paragraph headed "
C. Oxyacdntha, and its Varieties, North of

London: " " In Yorkshire, in Studley Park, it is 43ft. high, diameter

of the trunk 4 ft., and of the head 48 ft. This fine tree is figured in

our Volumes of Plates."

C. mexicdna. 843., to the list of Synonymes, add :
"

C. Lambertzawa Hort."
xvi. Glauca. 844., dele the whole of this section, C. glauca being now

made a separate genus under the name of Stranvse v

sza, as indicated

in p. 2563.

Synopsis of the Species of Crates^gus, &c. 845., in the Synonymes to C. cor-

data, to "
populifolia Fischer" add "

Gottingen."
C. Oxyacdntha ytcrifolia. 846., insert, after 1. 2. :

" There is another C. pterl-

folia, which is very distinct ; and also C. O. oxyphylla, received from

Major-General Monckton, in the Horticultural Society's Garden."
C. oxyacanthoides. 846., to the paragraph beginning,

"
Only differing, &c.,"

add :

" and in the fruit containing more than one seed."

846., after "
31. C. tanacetifolia glabra," add, "31.*C. t. Leeana;

" and after

38. C. coccinea maxima, add,
" 38.* C. c. acerifoliaj" both as para-

graphs.
After "40. C. georgica Doug.," add,

"
syn. C. indentata Lodd."

847., after
"
47. C. punctata stricta," &c., add " 47.* C. p. brevispina."

Among the Synonymes to 55. C. viridis, dele
"
florida Lodd" &c., and

"
grossulariaefolia Lee" &c.

Before "
56. C. virginiana," &c., add :

" 55.* C. spatulata Lindl.

syn. florida Lodd., fig. 613. in p. 867.
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" 55.** C. grossulariaefolia Lee, Jigs. 559. and 616.

syn. linearis Lodd.

parvifolia Lee"
Add to the end of the section :

"
C. triloba Lodd."

For "
C. glauca," &c., read "

Stranvae\sfa glaucescens Lindl"

Add to "
Additional Species of Cratafgus" Page 848.

"
Cratce^gusflorentina Zucch. ; Jfespilus florentina Bert. Leaves long-ovate,

heart-shaped at the base, dentate, woolly underneath. Calyx woolly, lobes

deciduous. Fruit ovate-globose, glabrous, 5-seeded. A native of Tuscany;
flowering in spring, and ripening its fruit in autumn. This species, of which a

notice has been sent us by Sr. G. Manetti, does not appear to have been

introduced,
" C. opdca Hook, et Arn., Comp. to Bot. Mag., 1 . p. 25. This species was

found by Drummond, near New Orleans, in 1833. It is described as having

oblong, obtuse, opaque leaves, attenuated at the base, and subsinuated ; ob-

scurely serrated, glabrous above, and ferruginous pubescent near the nerves

beneath. The specimen found by Drummond was in fruit, and he did not

see the flower. The fruit was about the size of that of C. Oxyacantha, marked
in the dry state with five furrows, alternating with the cells, and crowned
with the triangular segments of the calyx, Dr. Hooker thinks it quite distinct

from any other species that he is acquainted with."

849., before App. iv., insert :

" These species of Cratae
v

gus were all taken up, and replanted, in the

autumn of 1836, and some changes made, in consequence of which our

Synonymes will no longer apply; but those who purchased plants from Messrs.

Loddiges previously to that year may rely on its correctness."

868., insert:

"GENUS XIIL*

Lindl. THE STRANVJESIA. Linn. Syst. Icosandria Di-

Pentagynia.

Identification. Lindl. in Bot. Reg.
Synonyme. Cratae'gus, in part.
Derivation. " Named after the Honourable William Thomas Homer Fox Slrangways, F.H.S., a

learned and indefatigable investigator of the flora of Europe."

Gen. Char. Calyx 5-toothed. Petals 5, concave, sessile, spreading, villous

at the base. Stamens 20, spreading. Ovary villous, superior, 5-celled ;

cells containing 2 ovules. Fruit spherical, enclosed by the calyx, contain-

ing the superior, 5-valved, hard, brittle, dehiscent capsule. Seeds oblong,

compressed; testa cartilaginous; radicle exserted. Evergreen trees, natives

of the temperate parts of Asia. Leaves simple. Flowers corymbose.

(Lindl.)

"1 1. S. GLAUCE'SCENS Lindl. The glaucous-feared Stranvsesia.

Identification. Lindl. in Bot. Reg., t. 1956.

Synonyme. Crata^gus glauca Wall. Cat., 673.

Engravings. Bot. Reg., t. 1956. ;
and our figs. 562. and 563., in p. 845.

Spec. Char., $c. Leaves lanceolate, coriaceous, serrated, pointed at the

base ;
midrib and nerves on the under side, as well as the young twigs, hairy ;

corymbs somewhat woolly ; pedicels three or four times as long as the bud.

(Lindl.y For description, &c., see that of CVatae^gus glauca, p.-
844.

Cotonedster (v.) laxiflora. 871., after the paragraph headed "Spec. Char., 4-c.,"

insert :

8c 3
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"
C. (t>.) /. 2 uniflora Fischer. There are plants in the Horticultural

Society's Garden."

C. numimddria. Page 872., after the paragraph headed " Derivation" insert :

"
Synonymes. C. elliptica Hort. ; Eriobotrya elliptica Lindl., Lin.

Trans. ; Jfespilus Cuile Hort.

872. To the paragraph headed "
Spec. Char, *e.," add :

"
It bears numerous

berries, which are black when ripe."
C. IfB^vis Lodd. There is a plant bearing this name in Messrs. Loddiges's

arboretum, which appears to approach C. nummularia ; but, as we have never

seen either flowers or fruit, we cannot speak decidedly.

Pj/rws commiinis. Statistics. 888., add before "
in Scotland," &c. :

" In York-

shire, at Doncaster, there is an old pear tree in the garden belonging
to one of the houses in the High Street, which, tradition says, was

planted by Charles I., who in one of his progresses dined at this town.

Though much decayed, it bears annually an abundant crop of small

brown fruit."

P. variolosa. 891., add to "
Spec. Char., *e. :

" " The young seedling plants
of this species, Mr. Gordon informs us, have their leaves cut like

those of Cratae
x

gus Oxyacantha."
P. Michauxn. " There are plants of this species in the Horticultural

Society's Garden."

P. (Mdlus) pruni/olia. 892., in the list of Engravings, dele the words " and
the plate in our Second Volume."

Pj/rus (Mdlus) dioica. 893., add to "
Spec. Char., 8fc.:" "Mr. Gordon

informs us that there are plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden."

The Little grey Ermine Moth. 906., after the second paragraph in p. 907.,

insert :

"
It is a peculiarity in the history of this insect, that it is not only social

in the caterpillar state (fig. 2463. a), but that it retains its sociality during

2463

the period of its pupation (), the cocoons being formed within the web
which had served for the abode of the caterpillars. These webs are quitted
from time to time, and new encampments established at short distances

from each other ; hence, each brood constructs several webs in the course of
its caterpillar state ; the reason of which is, that the caterpillars do not quit
their webs to feed, but only eat such leaves as are enclosed in each web.
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The number of inhabitants in a colony varies from 100 to 200; and, hence,
the more numerous the colony, the more frequently is a change of residence

required. These webs consist of a great number of threads, not unlike spider

webs, arranged somewhat irregularly, but sufficiently loose to enable the in-

habitants to be seen through the covering. The caterpillars eat only the

parenchyma of the upper side of the leaf; they also arrange their threads

longitudinally, each, apparently, having a thread of its own, along which
it moves either backwards or forwards without disturbing its neighbours,
which, when in repose, are arranged side by side. The larger-sized nests

include several of the smaller branches or twigs with their leaves ; and some

parts are of a firmer texture than the rest, apparently for resisting the wet.

When the parenchyma of the upper sides of the leaves enclosed in the web
has been consumed, the nest is abandoned, and a new one made, enclosing
a fresh bunch of twigs, each of the caterpillars spinning a considerable number
of threads ; and thus each colony constructs as many as 6 or 8 distinct webs,

disfiguring the tree, especially when, as is often the case, there are many
societies established upon it. The leaves, thus half-consumed, wither up, as

well as the young branches, for want of support, and the tree assumes the

appearance of having been entirely scorched up with fire. The caterpillars

rarely quit their nests ; but, when alarmed or disturbed, they endeavour to

make their escape by spinning a long thread, and dropping to the ground.
When touched, also, they writhe about with great activity, and will run
backwards nearly as fast as forwards.

" When full grown, about the beginning of July, each caterpillar encloses

itself in a long and nearly cylindrical cocoon of white silk (fig* 2464. d), of

2464

a leathery consistence ; and these cocoons are arranged side by side at one
end of the nest, forming a mass not unlike, only considerably larger than,
a mass of ants' eggs, as the cocoons of the ant are commonly called. As the
whole of a colony has been reared from one brood of eggs, it is generally the
case that the entire number commence the construction of their cocoons at

the same time, and the whole are generally completed in the same day. In
this cocoon, the insect immediately undergoes its change to the chrysalis
state (fig. 2464. c) ; and its chrysalis, which does not materially differ from
those of other small lepidopterous insects, is of a shining chestnut colour.

It differs, however, from the chrysalides of the leaf-rollers, in wanting the
transverse series of hooks with which the abdominal segments of the latter

chrysalides are furnished ; and hence, when, at the expiration of about 20

days, the perfect insect is ready to come forth, being unable to work the

chrysalis out of the cocoon, the escape of the imago is effected within the

latter, and the moth, with its wings in an unexpanded state, makes its way
out of one end of the cocoon, after which its wings soon spread to their full

size.
" The perfect insect is- shown at e in fig. 2464., with its wings expanded,

and magnified ; / is the same, with its wings closed, and of the natural size ;

and g, the caterpillar, rather magnified. J. O. W?
P. (c.) angustifolia. 909., dele the (c.).

Additional Species ofPyrus belonging to the Mdlus. 910.
" P. ? Schotti Ledeb. There is a plant in the Horticultural Society's

< Jarden, received, under this name, from Dr. Ledebour.
" P. stipuldcea Hort. There are plants in the Horticultural Society's

8c 4
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Garden, the seeds of which were received, under this name, from the

Himalayas."
P. AVia. Page 910., in the " Varieties" after

" P. A. 4 angustifolia Lindl.,
1. c.," insert :

" P. A. longifolia Hort"
P. A. 6 cretica. 910., after

" P. grae
vca Hort.," insert :

" P. A. edulis Hort.,
Cratae

v

gus grae^ca Hort."

P. rivuldris. 915. 1. 29., for "
Hooper's," read " Hooker's

;

" and add to the

end of the paragraph :

" Plants of this species are in the Horti-

cultural Society's Garden, and were raised from seeds sent home by
Douglas."

P. americdna. 920., add to the list of Synonymes
" P. canadensis Hort"

P. Sorbus. Statistics. 924. 1. 15., dele " In Shropshire, at Kinlet, it is 45 ft.

high."
924. 1. 19., for "and is about 25 ft. high," read "(see fig. 644. in p. 922.)"
P. spuria. 1. 8. from the bottom, dele the "

?
"

be-

fore
" P. sambucifolia," in the list of Sy-

nonymes.
P. (arbutifolia) melanocdrpa. 926., add to the list

of Synonymes :
"
-Mespilus capitata Lodd. ;

M. floribunda Lodd. ; M. pubens Lodd.

Cat., 1836."
P (a.) m. 2 subpubescens Lindl. 927., after the

other references, insert:
"
P.m.xanthocarpa

Hort"
P. grandifolia. 928., add to list of Engravings,

" and

fig. 2465."
P. Chamcemespilus. 928., to "

Spec. Char., -e.," after
"
(Dec. Prod., ii. p. 637.)," add :

" The
fruit is orange-coloured."

Eriobotrya. 934., dele the whole of the paragraph headed " E. elliptica"
the plant proving the same as Cotoneaster nummularia. (See p. 2564.)

Kageneck'ia cratcegbides. 934. 1. 25., add, after the full stop :
" Tho o1"

flowers are in bunches, and terminal, as

shown in fig. 657.; but the female flowers

are solitary. Pig. 2466. shows a specimen of
the fruit, which ripened in the Horticultural

Society's Garden in the autumn of 1837."

To the end of the paragraph, add :

" There is

another species of Kageneck/a in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden, with leaves

nearly twice the size of those of K. cratae-

go'ides."

Calycdnthus Icevigatus. 937., 1. 8. from the bot-

tom, for "
ferox," read "

ferax."

Chimondnthus frdgrans. 938., add to "
Varieties :"

" * C. f. 4 parviflorus Hort. This, Mr. Gordon
informs us, is a very distinct and late-

flowering variety. There are plants in the

Horticultural Society's Garden."

The male

Tunica Grandtum. Soil, Situation, and Culture. 942. 1. 9., after full stop, insert :

" The double pomegranate, grafted on the single, is a less vigorous tree,

and more productive of flowers. If in good rich soil, properly managed
and supplied with water, it will continue flowering for four or five

months."

Fuchsia microphylla. 944., add to the end of the paragraph : "The berries are

very sweet."
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F. excorticdta. Page 945., add to the end of the paragraph,:
" The berries are

so sweet, that the missionaries have been trying to introduce the species
into Otaheite, as a sugar plant ; but have been unable to procure seeds,
as in New Zealand the berries are eaten greedily by the pigs, as soon

as they appear."
"
F.fulgens Dec., Lindl. in Bot. Reg., n. s. t. 1. This is a splendid plant, a

native of temperate regions of Mexico, which will probably prove half-hardy."

PHILADELPHA X
CEJE.

Philadelphus. 954., before ii. insert :

" P. Gordomana Hort. is a kind received from the banks of the Columbia;
which grows in its native country like underwood, and flowers later than

most of the species."
After ii., &c., insert :

" & 6.* P. SPECIO XSUS Schrad. The showy-flowered Philadelphus, or Mock
Orange.

Identification. Schrad. Diss. Phil. ; Lin. Bot. Reg., t. 2003.

Engraving. Bot. Reg., t. 2003.

Spec. Char., fyc. Leaves ovate, rarely oval-ovate, long-pointed, sharply
toothed and serrated

; hairy beneath. Flowers ternate and solitary. Lobes
of the calyx very sharply pointed. Style deeply 4-cIeft. Stigmas longer
than the stamens. (Schrad.) P. speciosus is a hardy shrub, 8 ft. or 10 ft.

high, with gently bending branches, loaded with very large and scentless

white flowers. This species, Dr. Lindley observes, though one of the hand-

somest of the genus, is one of the least common. There are plants in the

Horticultural Society's Garden."

P. grandiflorus. 954., dele the line headed "
Synonyme" the words " and our

fig. 676.," and the last sentence in the paragraph headed "
Spec. Char"

Deutzi-d scdbra. 956., Mr. Gordon informs us, proves to be quite hardy.

956., add, after the paragraph headed " D. Brunonia :

"

" D. grandiflbra Hort. There is a plant bearing this

name in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which
was received from China."

Eucalyptus robusta. 959. 1. 2., add after parenthesis :

"fig. 2767. shows a full-grown tree of this

species, growing near Port Jackson."

959., in the paragraph headed " E. amygdalina," for
"

94.,
"
read " 694."

Before the last paragraph, insert :

" E. alpina Hort. There is a plant bearing this name
in the Norwich Nursery, which appears hardier than

any other species of the genus : it is also of much slower

growth, and is of a bushy compact habit, sending out

laterals at every joint. It is a native of Mount Welling-
ton, in Van Diemen's Land, where the climate is very
similar to that of England; and the seeds of it were sent

to England by Mr. James Backhouse, about 1834."

961., add to the paragraph headed "
Leptospcnmtm

lanigerum :"
" This species is called, in Van Die-

men's Land, the hoary tea tree; from the cir-

cumstance of the leaves having been used as a

substitute for tea. Several other kinds of Lep-
tospermum are designated tea trees, from the

same cause
; such as L. baccata, the smooth, or

berry-bearing, tea tree ; L. flexudsum, the forest

tea tree; L. grandiflorum Lodd. Bot. Cab. t t. 514., &c. They are all

beautiful myrtle-like evergreen plants, which would probably prove
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hardy, or very nearly so, in this country ; and have all showy white

flowers, with the exception of L. stellatum, the flowers of which are

yellow."
" L. scoparium Forst., Jacksonia scoparia Cunn., and our jig. 2468., the

Broom Tree, or Dogwood Tree, of Van Diemen's Land, is also a native

of New Zealand, where it was employed for tea by Captain Cook and his

crew; whence its common name of the New Zealand tea plant. (See Comp, to

Bot.Mag.,n.p.70.228.y

2469

Myrtus communis L., page 963., the common Myrtle, and our figs. 2469, 2470.

To the first paragraph, add :
" The garden of Sir Walter Raleigh, now

the property of Colonel Fount, runs along the ancient city wall of

Youghal, which is covered to the top by flowering myrtles of the most
luxuriant growth."

2471

CRASSULA V
CEJE,

Sedum popttttfilium. 965., add, after the references : "and our/g. 2471."
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Page 967., add before Chap. LIV.

"CHAP. LIII.*

OF THE HALF-HARDY LIGNEOUS PLANTS OF THE ORDER
REAUMUR/./ CEJE.

Reaumiiria hypeincoidcs Willd.

Spec., 2. p. 1250., Bot. Reg., t.

845., and our figs. 2472 and 2473. ;

7/ypericum alternifolium Labill;

has fleshy leaves, somewhat lan-

ceolate, flat, rather remote. A
shrub from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high, a na-

tive of Syria, in arid places j intro-

duced in 1800, and producing its

rose-coloured flowers from June
to October.

R. vermiculata Linn. Spec. 754., has the leaves subulate, semiterete, imbri-

cated, and crowded on the branches. It is an elegant little shrub, a native

of Sicily, Barbary, and Egypt, on the sea shore. Flowers white or pale
red. Introduced in 1828. The leaves of both species are dotted, and exude

globules of a saline alkali."

2472

2473

Opuntia vulgdris. 967., after the

references add :
" and our

/g.2474." Add to the end
of the paragraph :

" The
fungi found on it are :

SphaeVia Tunes Spreng.,
and S. Cacti Schwein,

M. J. B."

2475

GROSSULAV
CEJE.

Ribes. 968., end of paragraph headed "
Description" introduce :

"
Fungi. These are : Polyporus Ribis Schum., Cenangium Ribis Fr. ; C.

repandum Fr. y on R. petrae
Num ; Sphae

v
ria strumella Fr., S. vestita Fr.y S.

Ribis Tode, S. uberiformis Fr., S. Grossularias Fr., and S. ribicolaFr., on leaves;

Cytispora Ribis Ehr., Dothidea ribcsia Fr., Didymosporum truncatum Corda,
C7redo Ribcsii Lk. sub Coem., ^Ecidium Grossulariae Dec., Puccinia Ribis Dec.
M. J. R."

R. lacustre. 976., dele the last sentence, beginning
"
Sir W. J. Hooker," &c.

R. multiflorum Kit. 980., to the list of Synonymes, add :
" R. vitifolium Hort."

981., R. prostrdtum, its variety, and R. resmosum, Mr. Gordon informs us,
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have their fruit black, instead of red. In the latter, in the list of En-

gravings, for" ourfig. 731.," read "our Jig. 732."

R.rigens. Page 982., dele entirely; it being the same as ^R.floridumgrandiflorum.
R. punctdtum. The fruit, Mr. Gordon informs us, is black, not red. A spe-

cimen (fig. 2475.) has been sent us, from Mr. Pope of the Handsworth

Nursery, near Birmingham, of a Ribes which strongly resembles R.

punctatum. It is an evergreen, with small yellow flowers, and very
sweet-scented."

K.fioridum. 986., to the "
Varieties," after

" R. (n.)f. 2 grandifiorum Hort.," add :

" R. rigens Michx. Fl. Bor. Amer., i. p. 110., Pursh Fl. Amer. Sept.

i. p. 136." R. inebrians and R. cereum have their fruit amber-coloured,
not black.

R. viscosissimum. 987., to the list of Engravings, add :
" and our fig. 738."

R. (a.*)fiavum. 990., to the list of Engravings, add :
" and our fig. 2476."

991., in Mr. Gordon's list, to "R. muitifbrum" add: "
syn. vitifolium."

R. punctdtum. syn., for
"
prostratum," read "

glandulesum."

To " R. trifiorum," add :

"
var. R. t. mdjus."

2477Escalldnia. 694., add, after " E. pulverulenta :
"

" E. glandulosa Hort. There are plants of this spe-
cies in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which have

flowered there."
" E. illinita Presl, Lindl. in Bot. Reg., t. 1900., and

our fig. 2477., has the leaves oblong, lanceolate, serru-

late, clammy or varnished (whence the name) ; and co-

rymbs 3-flowered, racemose. (Lindl. ) This is an evergreen

bushy shrub, covered all over with a clammy varnish ;

emitting an odour, according to Dr. Lindley, like melilot

or fenugreek; but, according to others, like that of swine.

The flowers are in terminal racemes, and are of a greenish
white. The plant is a native of the mountains of Chili ;

but it appears the hardiest of all the species of Escallonia

in British gardens."

Hydrangea. 994., add to the paragraph headed " Gen. Char., $c."
"

Sphae^ria

sphaerocephala Schiuein. is found on the leaves."

UMBELLAV
CEJS.

T&upleiirum fruticosum. 997., to the "
Engravings" add,

" and
our fig. 2478."

Hedera Helix. Varieties. 1000., before " The Varieties in British

Gardens" add :
" A variety with white berries is mentioned

by Theophrastus, Pliny, Virgil, and Dioscorides. Pliny
also speaks of a kind which he calls

'

pallentes hederse,'

which Melmoth supposes to be the silver-striped."
1006. 1. 17. from the bottom, before "Plants," insert: * The

following fungi are found on the ivy: SphaeVia sino-

pica Fr., S. microsc6pica Fr., S. Mougeotw Fr. ; S. tri-

chella Fr., on the leaves, and also on those of the

willow; S. J7e*derae Sow., S. taderae'cola Fr., andDo-
thidea .ffe'derae Fr., on the leaves; Phoma //ederae

Desm.M. J. B."

"Ramamelis virginica. 1007. 1. 4.' from the bottom, after full stop, insert:
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" Both sexes are in the Twickenham Botanic Garden. The
male plant sometimes shows a few female flowers ; but no male

flowers have been observed on the female plant. The male blossoms

appear in October, and continue through the winter ; and the female

flowers begin to open about November, and are very ornamental."

CORNA N
CFwE.

Corntu. Page lOlO.line 12., after "204." insert: "The following fungi are found

on plants of this genus : On C. florida are : Peziza roseo-alba Schwein.,
Tremella virens Schwein. ; Sphae

N
ria nidulans Schwein., also on some

American species. On the common cornel are : SphaeVia coronata

Hoffm., also on the hawthorn ; S. mammillaria Fr. t also on the buck-
thorn ; S. Corni Mont. y S. cornicola Fr. y and .Erysiphe tortilis Lk. t

on the leaves ; Hysterium Corm K. et S., on Cornus alba. M. J. S."

Viscum. 1022. 1. 2., add to the end of the paragraph :
"

It is generally

supposed not to be now found on the oak ; but, in March, 1837, a

specimen was sent to us from the neighbourhood of Eastnor Castle,
near Hereford, by Mr. D. Beaton, then gardener at Haffield. The
mistletoe was of very vigorous growth ; and Mr. Beaton informed us

that there were several other plants of it on the same tree, one of
which is of very great age, and forms a bush nearly 5 ft. in diameter.

It has also been seen on the oak, and in great abundance on the

willow, near Ledbury."
1025., for the paragraph beginning

" The propagation of the mistletoe," &c.,
substitute :

" Mr. Moss, a nurseryman at Malvern, near Worcester, has invented an
excellent plan of propagating the mistletoe, by engrafting it standard high,
on young apple and pear trees in his nursery. The next best stocks are strong-

growing poplars and willows. The grafts should be put in the first or second
week in May ; and they should never be lower than 5 ft. from the ground,
or higher than 10 ft. The mode of performing the operation is very simple :

where the graft is not more than | in. in diameter, an incision is made in the

bark, into which a thin slice of mistletoe is inserted, having a bud and a leaf

at the end. In grafting longer pieces, a notch should be cut out of the

branch ; the incision made below the notch, and a shoulder left on the graft
to rest on the notch, in the manner of crown-grafting. It must be observed,
that the spaces between the joints will

not do for grafting; there must be a joint
let into the bark of the stock. About
the middle of May is the best time for

budding; and the operation differs in

retaining a heel of wood below the bud,
for insertion. (Gard. Mag., xiii. 206.

285.) The only fungus found on the mis-

tletoe is SphaeVia atrovirens H. et S"
Aucuba. 1026., to the list of Engra-

vings," add: "and our fig.
2479."

1026., after
"
App. I." &c., for " L.

europce^us" read " Loranthus

Add to paragraph headed " Various

other Species:" "In the extreme
south-west of Australia, at

King George's Sound, occurs
a similar exception to the almost universal law in the vegetable
kingdom, that truly parasitical genera are incapable of growing in
the earth. On all the coasts of Australia, the Loranthus is found
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growing sparingly, like the mistletoe, upon the branches of Eucalyp-
tus, Canarina, Acacia, and Melaleuca; but in King George's Sound
a terrestrial species occurs, forming a small tree 15 ft. high. (Penny
Cyclop. , vol. iii. p. 124.)"

CAPRIFOLIA VCE^E.

Sambucus. Page 1027., add to the paragraph headed "Gen. Char., $c. :"
" The

fungi on plants of this genus are : Peziza capula var. Holmsk ., Oe-

nangium aciitum Fr., Exidia auricula Judae Fr., Sphagna spiculosa
Pers., S. floccosa Fr., S. pulicaris Fr., S. surculi Fr. ; S. hirta Fr.,

on Sambucus racemosa; S. patula Fr., Dothidea Sambuci Fr., Hys-
terium tfambuci Schwein. M. J. B"

Viburnum. 1032., after the paragraph headed "
Description, fyc." add :

" The fungi on plants of this genus are : Sphae
v
ria prorumpens Wfi/lr.,

on V. (Xpulus ; S. friabilis Pers.
t
and S. Fiburni Schwein., on V. ^iruni-

folium; Cenangium Fiburni Fr., on some American species; Puc-
cinia Linkw Klotzch. M. J. j&."

V. IfEvigdtum. 1035., add to the "Synonymes :"
"

V. carolinianum Hort"
V. Lantana. Varieties. 1036. T. L. 2 grandifblia. This, Mr. Gordon

thinks, is the same as V. lantanoides.

V. cotmifolium. 1037., between "
Identification" and "

Engravings" insert:
"
Synonyme. V. Mulldha Ham. in D. Don. Prod. Fl. Nep., p. 141."

1038., dele the paragraph headed " V. Mullaha."
V. O'pulus. 1040., add to "

Varieties:" -
"

Ife V. O. 4 nana Hort. A very distinct little plant, not more than 6 in.

or 8. in. high. There are plants in the Horti-
cultural

Society's Garden, and in the Hammersmith

Nursery."
"Lonicera. 1043. 1. 14., before

"
Price," in-

sert :
" The fungi on this genus are :

Polyporus LonicerWeimn.,Peziza
barbata Kz. y

P. Lonicera A. et S.,

Tympanis Lonicera Moug., Sphag-
na umbilicata Pers., S. Xylostei

Fr., S. cingulata Mont., S. Lonl-

cer^ Sow., Dothidea Xylostei Fr.,

Lasiobotrys Lonicer^ Kz., Mcldium

Periclymeni Dec., and M. xyloste-
atum Lk.M. J. B."

L. parviflora. 1048., add to the list of Engravings : "/g*. 2480 " and 2481."

L. sempei*virens. Varieties. 1049. L. s. 2 major. Add, after" Schmidt Baum.,
t. 104. :"

" and our/g. 807."

1050., before the paragraph headed
" L. pilosa" insert :

" L. hispidulay Caprifolium hispi-
dulum Dougl. t and our^g. 2483., is a

native of the west coast of North

America, and was sent home by
Douglas in 1827 There are plants
in the Horticultural Society's Gar-
den."

L.longiflora. 1051., add to list of En-

gravings: "andour^g. 2482."

1055., before the "
Hardy Species not

yet introduced" insert :

" L. montdna Hort. There is a

plant under this name in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden."

Symphoricdrpos racembsus. 1058., add " Sclerotium concuvum Dcsm. is found
on the berries."

2483

2482
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Cephaldnthus. Page 1061., add to " Gen. Char., $c."
"

Sphae'ria Cephalanthi
Schwein. is found on the leaves."

1062., add to the Half-hardy Plants belonging to the Order Hubiacece :

"Luculia graiissima Sweet Brit. Fl.-Gard., 1. 145.; Cinchona gratissima Wall.

in Fl.Ind.,2.p. 154.; Muss&'nda Luculia Ham. MS., D. Don Prod. Fl.

Nep. ; Luculi Swa, Nepalese ; and our fig. 2484. ; is a shrub, or small tree,

with opposite, dotted, and slightly pubescent branches; leaves opposite,

acuminated, paler green on the under side, the nerves strongly marked,
and covered with a short villous down,
with a little bunch of down in the axils of

each. Flowers disposed in a terminal

cyme; large, showy, of a beautiful pink
or light rose colour, and delightfully fra-

grant. Calyx of 5 linear sepals, seated on a

short crown which terminates the ova-

rium, and dropping off shortly after the

expansion of the flowers. Corolla funnel-

shaped, the limb divided into 5 lobes;
stamens 5, inserted in the throat ; ovaries

slightly top-shaped, fleshy, covered with

a villous down, 2-celled. As this plant
was found by Dr. Wallich growing on ex-

posed hills in Nepal and Silhet, blossoming
all the year, there is no doubt that it

would stand on a conservative wall, with

very little protection during frost. It

was raised at Ashridge, from Nepal seed,
in 1816, and is kept there in a green-
house, in loam and peat, blossoming from

October to the end of January. It roots freely from cuttings taken off at a

joint, and is frequent in collections."

COMPO'SIT^;.

Artemma. 1068., add to the paragraph
headed "

Description .*"
" ZTredo

Artemisia Lk.is sometimes found
on the leaves."

Culdtium. 1074. 1. 3., for " our Jig.

862.," read " ourJig. 858."

Pyrethrum. 1074.1. 16. for "
863.," read

" 859. ;

" and add,
" and Jig.

2485."

1. 20. Introduce as a paragraph:" Afnthemis porrigens Hort., and our

Jig. 2486. There are plants in the

Chelsea Garden quite shrubby, and
with a very strong scent ; and there is

in the Horticultural Society's Garden a plant of A. Mar-
shallzawa quite shrubby, and very distinct."

Eriocephalus afiicanus. 1074.,after
"
Sot. Mag., t. 893.," add :

" and ourJig. 2487."

EPACRIDA^CEJE.

2485

Stenanthera pinifolia. 1075., after

"and our Jig. 2488."

Sot. Reg., t. 218.," add
2486
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2488

2487

Erica. Page 1079. line 18., after full stop, insert :
" The following fungi are found

on plants of this genus : Peziza erioloma Fr., Cenangium .Ericae Fr. ;

SphaeVia obturata Fr., on the leaves ; S. -Ericae Fr., Antennaria en-

c6phila Lk.M. J. B."

E. fetralix. Varieties. 1079. E. T. 4 Mackaiana. Add to the end of the para-

graph, omitting the full stop :
" and is, perhaps, a hybrid between these

species. The same plant, or one very like it, was found by H. C.

Watson, on the Downs, near Truro."
" E. Mackazz was found by Maccallen, a schoolboy and the son of the inn-

keeper at Roundstone, Cunnemara, about the same time that Mr. Mackay
detected the E. mediterranea, in the same neighbourhood, in 1829. (Comp.
Sot. Mag., i. p. 159.)"
E. arborea. 1080., add to "

Spec Char., $c. :"
"

It is found on Mount Etna,
at 3800 ft. j and in the Canaries, as high as 4200 ft. (Comp. Bot. Mag.,
i. p. 51.)

E. cilia. 1082. 1. 3., add, after full stop :
" and of Dorsetshire."

Calluna vulgdris. 1085. 1. 5., after
"
sea," and omitting full stop, add :

"
though,

in England, it is not found so high as 2500 ft."

1105., to the"end of the directions for the culture of Cape heaths, add :

" Two thirds of the .Ericas at the Cape, Mr. Anderson observes, are

either in, or on the margin of, small rivulets falling from the Table
Mountains ; which proves that they require a good deal of moisture

to their roots, though it rots the stem. He adds that the best way
to keep heaths in England is, in a pit made of turf, without fire, but

covered with skeleton lights, mats, ferns, or reeds. When caught
by the frost ?n a green-house, the treatment he recommends is, to light
the fires, and, as soon as the warmth begins to take effect, to sprinkle
the plants all over with the syringe."

Andromeda. 1 106., add to "
Spec. Char., $c. :"

" The following fungi are found
on this species : Tjmpanis Andrdmed^ Fr., Cenangium Andromeda
Fr.; Rhytisma Andromeda Fr., on leaves ; R. decolorans Fr., on leaves

of A. /igustrina Schwein., Phacidium Andromeda Fr. M. J. ."

Cassiope. 1107., after
"

Derivation," add :

"
Fungi. Hysterium orbiculare Ehr., and H. gracile Ehr., on leaves of Cas-

siope lycopodioides
pand tetragona ; H. gracile Ehr., with the former, on

C. lycopodioides. M.J. B."

Lyonia. 1109., after
"

Description," add :
"
.Hydnum olivaceum Schwein. is

found on L. arborea ; and Exidia recisa Fr. on that and the other

species, though it is by no means peculiar to the genus."
L. marginata. 1110., add to Engravings:

" and fig. 2489."
L. maridna. 1111., add to the Variety, L. m. 2 oblonga: "and our fig.

2490."
L. racemdsa. 1111., add to list of Engravings : "and ourfig. 2491."
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2491

2489

Afrbutm Wnedo. Page 1117., add: "Derivation. The specific name is

said to be derived from units, one, and edo, I eat ; meaning that those
who taste the fruit will find one enough."

A. hybrida. 1119., add to list of Engravings :
" and this tree in our Volume

of Plates.

A. Andrdc/ine. 1120., add to list of Engravings : "our/g. 2492. 1. 25., dele

Statistics. 1121., after " There is a tree of this species in the Edinburgh
New Botanic Garden, which was removed thither from the old garden
in 1822, when it was 13ft. high, with a trunk 10^ in. in diameter

2493

2192

at 1ft. from the ground;" add: "This tree, in September, 1836,
was 19ft. high, and the diameter of the branches from east to

west was 23 ft. (See^. 2493.) The age of this tree is not known,
but it is supposed to be between 30 and 40 years."

1122., before App. i., introduce :

" A. speciosa, and another species without a name, have been raised

in the Horticultural Society's Garden, from Mexican seeds. They have
also a species named A. nepalensis"

Arctostdpkylos U^va-ursi. 1123., add to "Spec. Char., $c.:"
"
Sphagna

flrbutlcola Sow. and S. ,4'rbuti Fr. are found on this plant."" m Variety. A. u. 2 austriaca Lodd. is somewhat larger than the species."

Pernettya mucrondta. 1124., transfer the cut and reference to P. pilosa.
Gaultheria. Shdllon. 1126. 1.24., dele the full stop, and substitute:"; the

natives make this fruit into a kind of bread, which forms a great part of
their winter store, and some ofwhich wasbrought to England by Douglas."

Epigafa rcpets. 1127., add:
"

Variety.
r. rubicunda Sweet Brit. Fl.-Gard., 2. ser. t. 384. This new

and very beautiful variety was raised by Mr. John Milne, of the Albion
8 D
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Road Nursery, Stoke Newington. The flowers are considerably

larger than those of the species, and of a rich pink. It is an abun-

dant flowerer and quite hardy.
Rhododendron. Page 1130., after the first paragraph, add :

" Thefungi found

on this genus are: Rhytisma TZhododendri Fr., on R. camtschaticum ;

Didymium crustaceuni Fr., Uredo j?hododendri Dec. M. J. B."

R. ponticum. Varieties. R. p. 6 azaleoides. 1131., add: " This variety was ob-

tained from an accidental impregnation of an azalea with R. ponticum,
in the Mile End Nursery. Messrs Chandler have a variety obtained

in the same manner, which they call R. p. fragrans."
R. maximum. Varieties.

1134., after
" R.

max. 3 hybridum
Hook. Bot. Mag.,
t. 3454." insert:

249 6

species impreg-

2494
"
and our fig.

2494." Add to

the end of the pa-

ragraph:
" The

High Clere hy-
brids have been all raised from the seed of this

nated with the pollen of R. arboreum."

R. Purshli. 1 135. There are plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
under the name of R. maximum album.

R. punctatum. 1 136., list of Engravings, for
" our fig. 935.," read " our fig.

2495."

li.p. 2 majus. 1137., add: "and ourfig. 935."

R. nudiflorum. Varieties. 1141., R. n. 2 riitilans, add : "and our fig. 2496."
R. viscdsum. Varieties and Hybrids in Loddiges's Cata-

logue for 1836. 1143., to "17 Cartons," add :

" and our^. 2497."
1144. 1. 3., for

" 73 miniata," read "73 m6nica."
R. Tlhoddra. 1 145., in the list of Engravings, for " our

fig. 951.," read " ourfig. 2498."
Xalinia. 1151., to paragraph headed "

Description,'" add :

"
Hysterium Kalm&e Schwein. is found on plants of

this genus."
Menziesia,. M. globularis. 1153., add, after the list of

Synonymes :
"
Engraving. Ourfig. 2499."

Azalea procumbens. 1154., to the list of Engravings,
add to " our fig. 964. :"

" from Lodd. Bot. Cab.,
and fig. 2500. from the N. Du Ham."

\icdum. 1155., add to
"
Description :"

" On these plants are found : Peziza Ledi

A. et S.y Phacidium Ledi Schwein., Hysterium Ledi Fr., H. sphaerioides
A. et S., and Uredo Ledi A. et S., on the leaves. M. J. B."

Vaccinium. 1 156., after
"
Description," add :

Fungi. On V. Fitis ida'a : Sphae
x
ria Taccinii Sow., S. cytisporea Fr., S.

steimmitea Fr., Dothidea latitans Fr., Phacidium Faccinii Fr., P. leptidcum
Fr., Hysterium melaleucum Fr., Helminthosporium Faccinii Fr., all but the

2497
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first and last on leaves. On other species : SphaeVia
con&rta Fr., on the leaves of V. uliginosum; Rhytisma
Faccinii Fr., on leaves of V. frondosum ; Hysterium de-

generans Fr., on twigs of V. uliginosum ;
H. maculare

Fr., Didymium melanopus Fr., Stenionitis ascyrioides
Sommer. (but on other plants), JErysiphe Myrtilli Fr.,

and (/redo Facciniorum Dec., on the leaves. M. J. B"
Vactinium grandiflbrum. Page 1162., add to the list

of Engravings :
"
andj?g. 2501. from Watson.'*

V. padifoKum. 1164., add to list of Engravings: "fig.
2502. is from a specimen of this species grown in

the Hammersmith Nursery."

Oxycoccus. 1168., add to "Description:"
"
SphseYia cin-

cinnata Fr., Phacldium Oxyc6ccos Fr., on leaves ;

Hysterium Oxycoccos Fr., on the leaves.

M. J. B."

Half-hardy ligneous Species of ^Lricacea. 1173., add

to these :

"
Cyrilla. racemosa N. Du Ham., 1. p. 215. t. 46.,

and our fig. 2503. ; C. racemiflora Z. ; C. caroliniana

Mich.?., Pursh, Bot. Mag. t. 2456. ; Andromed plumata 2498
Marsh. Cat. Arb., p. 13. ; /'tea caroliniana L'Herit. Serf. Ang.; I. Cyrilla
Siut. ; I. racemiflora Lam. Hort. A tree 15ft. or 20ft. high, with a straight

2499 2501
2500

trunk, and bushy head. The flowers are white, and hang in bunches of

long pendent racemes. The capsules when ripe are of a greyish brown.
It flowers in the middle of summer, and retains its blossoms a month or six

weeks, but the seeds are rarely ripened in Europe. It is a native of Brazil,

2503

2502

but has also been found in the United States, in the Carolinas, in marshes,
and on the banks of rivers."

8n 2
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1'aLV IK'l., before Chap. LXX II I. insert :

J/YRS1NA\ E.t.

\\ /rstnc (ifricdnn Lin. Spec., JSj.; M. <:labra (itcrtn.

/'/Mr/.. i. -^-2\ Htis iilit-'a a.>thiopica ('<//////. ////.,

->,()! \v* i- l"-^>- t- 101.; />u\ns africaiui

T^ 7Y/.-. 7%/., t. M). f. 5., and our
<

; 'JtH.-ip /(" 2504. Flowers axillary, in

"''-"VC^^r t-
threes, on short peduncles. Co-

"

.

-

V.*-' .

v

. f' \C^ rolla pale, rugged with testaceous
.

.
. .

'

\ '4-'j^^5;"^fc
t

' ots
' filiate, closed. Stamens oj)-

* :

y\ :̂^ Y

jT./jf.,'
posite to, and not alternate with,

''' tn<-' segments of the corolla. Stig-
Ina

j)i-'neil-fthaped. ,13erry of the

same form and shape as that of
'

'\ r x

va-i'n-si, bine. Nucleus of the
'

, /
'

same sha[)e. Seeds (i, placed be-

yond the receptacle, in a rini_r ; only
one or two ripening. Leaves elliptic, acute. F.owers

\ello\v. (MurL MM.} A native of the Cape of (iood

Hope, introduced in Ki91. A plant has stood at Bays-
water for several years, with very slight protection.

Manulilla A//Y/mana />< rs., liut. J/^., t. 1S5S. ;

Sideroxylon mite L. ; J/vrsine mitis Xpr. ;
and our

_//if. r^.jO.j. ;
is an evergreen low tree, a native of the

Cape of Good Hope.

S.iror,i\ i:.i;,

tiut/u/ia
\yci'<ii;lct;.

1 ! !)3., add to the list of J'Jii-

yaritigs :" ''
;.nd Ji<

r
. yjl)(i., oi the natural

size."

dd to ])aragraph headed '' B.

KaHci/i'i/ifi," oinittini: the lull

stop:
"

as shown in f/'u. ^r>0/." ~

7^iosp\ri A'r////v ///., Dothideaj
N

orbiculata //., and 1). 1 )io^-

j\ ri />., on the h-avi's of I).

viririiiiaiui. M. ./. />'."

add to "
Oil/, r SjH-r'u-x? \'C. :

"
I), intermedia, J).(\\<j.\ nia, and

1). stricta are in the 1 iortic'iil-

tural Society's (Jarden."

i\ 1/1

mitata C/'/c////., Sph;e ria pro- IN. I'-' y

(Visa /'/'., S. ( I)eha/e ) Li-ns-

Hstnnii. 1 I!>S., add t

C,W., tfr.:" "Telephora li-

Hj//
tri /A \///., arc found on plants ^^
o!' this genus. J7. ./. //." ^.'jltli

ji'.ciilinii. I'^lll., in the li-t of St/i/tnit/iiics, dc'h'

" A. ue|)alensc: v.ir. glahriuii," and reference.

.After the paragraph lieaded
"

.S'yrr. C/mr^Jyt:''

add :

"
IV/ivV-///.

11 ? L. .v -^ "Iiiln-Hin Hook, in Hot. Mag., t.

^'^1. This i- a natne of the mountains
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of Nepal, where it is called

Goom-gacha, and where it

grows to be a considerable

tree, much branched, the trunk
and limbs covered with warts,
but the younger branches gla-
brous. It produces, from

April to June, profuse clusters

ofwhite sweet-smelling flowers ;

which are succeeded by small

oval berries of a brilliant blue

colour, and covered with a

beautiful bloom. It was dis-

covered by Dr. Wallich, who
sent a plant to the Glasgow
Botanic Garden, where it flow-

ered for the first time in Au-

gust, 1828."
L. lucidum. Page 1202., add to the para-

graph headed " L. /. 2 fionbun-
dum,

'
after

" Donald's Cat. :"
" and ourJig. 2508."

L. japonicum. 1202., add to paragraph :

" There are now (1838) plants of
this species in the Horticultural Society's Garden, which have been
raised from seed. Mr. Gordon thinks that they approach L. lucidum,
but they are at present too small to enable us to speak decidedly."

PhUlyrea. 1203., add to " Gen. Char., $c.:
" " ^Ecidium Phillyreae 'Dec. is

found on the leaves."

OVm. 1207. 1. 7. from the bottom, add: "
SphseVia OMeae is found on the

leaves; and Agancus olearius Dec., remarkable for its luminosity,
on the trunk."

O. capensis. 1208., after
"

Bot. Reg., t. 613.," add :

" and our Jig. 2509."
" Notel^a \igitstrina Vent. Ch., 256., and our fig. 2510., the southern

olive, is a very handsome evergreen shrub, greatly resembling an olive ; a na-
tive of Van Diemen's Land. Introduced in 1807."

2509 2510

Syrfnga. 1209. 1. 16., after full stop, add :
"
^garicus reductus Fr. is found

on the leaves ; and Dacrymyces Syringa; Fr., SphseVia oculata Fr.,
S. Syring<z Fr., and Condplea olivacea Pers., the last being also occa-

sionally on the beech. M. J. S."
S. Josikes^a. 1210., add to list of Engravings:

"
Botanist, t. 24."

S. Emddi. 1212., for
" ourfig. 1041.," read " ourfig. 1042."

Frartnw. 1214., after the paragraph headed " Gen. Char., $c." insert:
"

Fungi, Agaricus Gunnerz Fr., Polyporus imbricatus Fr., P. .Fraxini Fr.,
Peziza fascicularis A. et S., P. connivens Fr., Tympanis Fraxini Fr., Stictis

sphasralis Fr., Exidia lobata Sommerfelt ; Sclerotium scutellatum A. et S., on
80 3
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leaves, but on other plants also
; SphaeYia Candida Schwrin., on JFVaxinus

pubescens ;
S. tremelloides Schum., S. spondylina Fr., S. eunomia Fr. ;

S.

excipuliformis Fr., also on the maple; S. spina Schwein.; S. ocellata -Fr.,

also on willows ; S. corticis Pen-., also on the poplar ; S. pruinosa Fr.,

Dothidea .Fraxini Fr., Hysterium J^raxini Pers., Hyphelia nigrescens Fr.,

Septaria jPraxini Fr.
; ^Ecidium .Fraxini Schwein., on leaves. M. J. 2?."

Page 1217., to the paragraph headed " F. e. 4 aurea," add :
" In the park at

Clervaux, near Chat-Merault, is a tree of this species, which, when 34

years planted, was 29 ft. high."
ft. excelsior. 1217., to the paragraph headed " F. e. 8 purpurascens" add :

" There is a plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden, under the

name of F. purpurea."
Statistics. 1225., add to " Recorded Ash Trees in England :"

" In the

Gentleman
1

s Magazine for 1804, p. 909., a curious ash tree is figured, with

two trunks, parted, and quite distinct at a short distance from the root,
and afterwards joined again. This tree, which grew at Shirley Street, near

Birmingham, was split to cure a rupture in the child of a farmer in the neigh-
bourhood; and it is supposed that the two parts, thus separated, became each

covered with bark, and have thus formed two trunks. The trees that have
been tried for this purpose are preserved with great care; as the belief is that,
if the tree is felled, the rupture returns, mortifies, and kills the person for-

merly cured. Mr. Fennel, in an article on the ash, in the Mirror, vol. xxv.

p. 212., mentions a remarkable ash which grew at South Runeton, in Norfolk,
and which, when cut down, though only 45 ft. high, was found to have a root

133ft. in length."

1226., add to
" Recorded Ash Trees in Scotland:" " Mr. Fennel mentions * an

aged ash, known by the name of the Maiden of Midstrath, at Birse,
in the north of Scotland, which perished by the winds in 1833, and
was supposed to have existed ever since the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury. At the time of its fall, the circumference of its trunk was found
to be 21 ft. near the earth, and 18 ft. at the elevation of 9 ft. from
the ground. Another, at Dumbarton, is said

to have been 17 ft. in circumference."

1227., add to " Recorded Ash Trees in Ireland:" " Mr.
Fennel records

' one at Galway, in Ireland, the

circumference of which is said to have been
42 ft ; another Irish specimen is mentioned

by Arthur Young, as having, in the course of

35 years, nearly attained the height of 80 ft.'

(Mirror, vol. xxv. p. 212.)
"

Existing Ash Trees, $c. 1227. 1. 23., for
"
above,"

read "in p. 1225."

1227. 1. 35., after
"
head," add: "

circumference ofthe

trunk at 3ft. from the ground, 31 ft.; and
at 6 ft., 16 ft. 6 in. ; height about 90 ft." 251 1

F. (e.) angustifolia. 1229., insert :
"
Engraving. Our

F. \entiscifolia. 1231., for "fig. 1054.," substitute "fig.
2512."

F. epiptera. 1237., add to the list of Engravings:
" and the plate of this

species in our Volumes of Plates."

1238. 1. 3., for
"
30," read 50."

1. 6. for
"

15," read " 20."

1240., last line, for " We have not heard of this species being in Britain,"
read :

" Mr. Gordon informs us that there is a fine tree of this species
in the Surrey Zoological Garden, and another in Buchanan's arbo-

retum, Camberwell."

1246., in the alphabetical list of ^raxinus and O'rnus, under " F. ^'uglandi-
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folia," turn 1. in
"
lancea;" and under F. am.^'uglandifolia, in the next

column, for
"

lancea," read "
epfptera."

Page 1246. last line but 3, dele "
Theophrastz'," and " am. Theophrastz," this

kind being the same as nana.

1247., make the same alterations as in p. 1246.

Jasmtnum. 1248., after
" Gen. Char., tyc." add :

" Puccinia Jasmini Dec. is

found on the leaves of /. frutieans."

Vinca. 1254., add to " Gen. Char., $c. :" The following fungi are found on
these plants : Sphas'ria agglomerata Pers., C/redo fincae Dec., and
Puccinia Tineas Berk., on the leaves. M. J. B."

1256., before App. I. add :

" Vinca acutiflora Bert. Leaves ovate, acute at both ends ; margin gla-
brous. Segments of the calyx narrow, linear, naked. Segments of the

corolla oblique, ovate-acuminate. Flowering in March and April. We are

indebted for an account of this species to Signer G. Manetti, of Monza."

1258., after the paragraph commencing
" The Half-hardy Species ofPeriploca,"

insert :

"
Physidnthus dlbicans Hort., P. undulatus Hort., is a hardy climber, from

South America, which has stood out in the Vauxhall and Fulham Nurseries

without any protection."

Bigndnia. 1259., add to " Gen. Char., $c.:" Sphae
v
ria sacculus Schwein., S.

Bignonue Schwein., and Dothidea Bignonztf Fr. M. J. B."

Tecoma radicans. Varieties. T. r. 2 major. 1259., for
" a paler scarlet," read

" darker scarlet."

Solatium. 1266., for
"
CRABO'WSKI,*," read " GRABO'WSKU." Add to " Gen.

8D 4
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Char., 4-c.:
" " The fungi are :

Sphae
v
ria Dulcamara Schw."

S. bonanense. Page 1268., add to end
of paragraph :

"
It stands out

in the open ground in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden.

S. Balbisn Dun. 1268., add: "S. decur-

rens Balb., and our jig. 2514.,

2513 2514

syn. S. brancaefdlium Jacq,, S. mauritianum Willd., S. viscosum Dec."

S. littordle Hort. 1269. There is a species under this name in the Hor-

ticultural Society's Garden, which Mr. Gordon thinks

tolerably distinct.

2515

2516

Lydum ianceolatum. 1272., add to list of Engra-

vings :
" and ourJigs. 2513, and 2516."

L. turbindtum. 1272., add to list of Engravings :
" and

fig. 2517."

SCROPHULARIA^CEJE.

1277., add to the Half-hardy Plants of this order :-

Pentstemon Scouleri Doug., JBot. Reg., t. 1277., and
our fig. 2518., is a half-shrubby evergreen plant, dis-

covered by Douglas at the Kettle Falls of the Columbia

River, and introduced in 1827.

P.atropurpurea G. Don, Swt. Fl. Gard., t. 235., is a

native of Mexico, also half-shrubby ; and both are well-

deserving a place in rockwork, on account of the great

beauty of their purple flowers, which are produced
in profusion from May to August, or later.

2518

Thymus grandifldrus. 1278., add :
" and ourfig. 2515.
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Prostanthera lasidnthos. Page 1284-.,

add: "and our fig. 2519."

2519

Vttexincisa. 1286., add :
" This plant

is in the Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden."

Clerodendrum speciosissimum. 1286.,
add to the paragraph :

" This
has since been discovered to

be the same as C. squamatum
Vahl, Sot. Reg., t. 649. A
native of China; and intro-

duced in 1790."

Aloysm citriodora, in the garden of

Sir Walter Raleigh's house,
at Youghal, is 25 ft. high,
with a stem 3 in. in dia-

meter.

PLUMBAGIN A V

CE^E.

Plumbago capcnsis. 1287., introduce after
" Sot. Reg., t. 417.:

" " and our

/-.2520."

CHENOPODIA^CE^E.

&triplex Halimus. 1289. This species
is abundant in a wild state about

King George's Sound, on the ex-

treme south-west of Australia, and is eaten by the settlers as an

agreeable food.

JTocfaa prostrdta. 1291., add :

" This species is quite hardy in the Horticultural

Society's Garden."

Tragopyrum. 1294., before the paragraph headed " T. pungens" introduce :

" T. maritima Doug. There are plants, raised from seeds sent home by

Douglas, in the Horticultural Society's Garden."

Taurus nobilis. 1298. 1. 1., add, after "Tauria:" "It is not really wild

in any part of Sicily, though it grows in hedges near the towns.

(Comp. Sot. Mag., i. 51.)
End of the paragraph, after

"
Knights of the Round Table," add :

" The
flowers of the sweet bay afford the best kind of honey, and are nume-

rously frequented by bees. The blackbirds, in winter, are very fond of

the berries. (Host Ft. Aus., ii. p. 66.)"
L. Sassafras. 1303., before

"
Statistics'' insert :

"
Insects and Fungi. The Papilio Ilioneus Sm. et Abb. Iris, of Georgia, t.2.,

and our fig. 2521., the black swallow-tail butterfly, in its larva state, feeds on
the leaves of this tree. Thefungi are : Calocera Z/auri Srot., Hysterium .Lauri

Fr., Sphae'ria Sassafras Schwein., S. pentagona Pers., Actinocladium penicillus

Fr., and Sphae
N
ria conferta Schwein. ; which last is also found on L. Benzoin."
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2521

PROTEA^CEJS.

Page 1306., add, after the paragraph headed " Bdnksia. littordlis:
"

B. latifolia R. Br., Bot. Mag., and our fig. 2522., is a tree growing to the

height of 30 ft. ; a native of New South

Wales; introduced in 1820.
2522

Daphne Mezereum. 1308. 1. 15. from the

bottom, introduce :
" Dothidea Mezerei \

Fr. is found on the leaves of this

plant."

hortensis orientdlis. 1322., add
to the last line :

" Mr. Lambert has,

in his garden at Boyton, four plants
of this JElaeagnus, raised from seeds

received from Persia, which, in 1836,
were 30 ft. high."

E. conferta. 1324., add :

" There is a plant
in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
which has stood against a wall in the

open air for six or seven years, but

which is generally killed down to the ground every winter."

In fig. 1205., dele the germen placed horizontally at the bottom

plate."

llippophae Rhamnbides. 1325. 1. 4. from the bottom, after full

of the

stop,
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add :

" Professor Link observes that a traveller from the Island of

Rtigen to Geneva will only find this plant at those two points, where

it grows abundantly, but is not found in the whole intermediate

space. (Jam. Joum., vol. xii. p. 305.)"

^RISTOLOCHIA'CEJE.

Page 1328. line 5. from the bottom, add: "jEcidium ^ristolochiae Schlcicli.

is found on the leaves of both species."

Euphorbia spinosa. 1331., for
" our Jig. 1209.," read " our fig. 1213."

Add at the bottom of the page :

" E. Myrsinites and E. rtgida are in the Horticultural Society's Garden."
Biu-MS sempervirens. 1338. 1. 8. from the bottom, after full stop, add :

" The most interesting garden of this kind now existing in England
is probably that in the grounds at Holland House. It is of consider-

able size, and consists of two parts, divided by a high closely clipped

hedge. The larger portion contains parterres of embroidery formed of

box, in the manner shown in,/zg. 1217. ; and in the smaller garden is

the crest of the family, a fox, with a legend below, all formed of

box."

1340., add to last line, omitting full stop : ", as are Sphae'ria .Buxi Desm. in

Litt., S. atrovirens, S. 6uxicola Fr., Dothidea puccinuwfos Fr., Fusis-

porum J9uxi Fr., and Blennoria JBuxi Fr. Sphae'ria sanguinea var.

cicatricum Berk, is found on the bark. M. J. B"
after the word "

Statistics" insert :

" The largest box trees in England
are, probably, two at Eyford House, near Stow in the Wold, Glouces-

tershire. The height of both trees is above 32 ft., and the branches

spring from the trunks at about 12ft. from the ground ; the trunks

are rather more than 2 ft. in circumference ; and the diameter of the

space covered by the branches of the largest tree is 20 ft., and by
those of the smallest about 19 ft."

1341.

2523
2524

Half-hardy Species ofEuphorbiacese. 1342.

Plagianthus divaricatus. Add: "andour./?g. 2524."
" Croton rosmarinifolia Cunn., and our^g. 2523., is a native

of New Holland, which was introduced in 1824.

"Adelia Acidoton L., and our./?g. 2325., is quite hardy among
a group of American .Ericaceae at Syon. It is a native of

Jamaica, and introduced in 1768."
2525
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C/RTICA'CE^E.

M. nigra. Page 1345., a'dd to 1. 12. :

"
Fig. 2526. is a sketch of a remarkable

black mulberry tree at Canterbury, growing on the land formerly used

as a garden by the monks of St. Augustine, near the Gothic gateway

yet remaining of that monastery. Mr. Masters, nurseryman of Can-

terbury, who kindly sent us the drawing from which Jig. 2526. was

2526

engraved, conjectures it to have been planted by the elder Tradescant,
who was once gardener to Lady Wootton, at Canterbury. No one
remembers to have seen the original trunk in an upright position, and
the two arms shown as springing from it have now become large trees.

The very remarkable mulberry at Battersea, figured in our Volumes
of Plates, is supposed to be 300 years old."

M. alba. Varieties. 1349. M. a. Morettiwmz is in the Horticultural Society's
Garden. M. a. macrophylla Mr. Gordon thinks different from M.
hispanica, the former having much the larger leaves.

1358., add to the paragraph entitled "Insects and Diseases:" " Mr.

Berkeley mentions .dgaricus rhagadiosus Fr., Polyporus -Mori Fr.,
and Stictis coccinea Fr., as the fungi on Morus."

Broussonei\2i papyrifera. Varieties. 1361., add:

"&B.p. Sfructu albo has the fruit white."

1362., before
"
Statistics" add :

"
Sphae'ria peregrina Mont, is found on this

plant.

Borya acuminata. 1371., add to paragraph headed "Spec. Char., $c. :"
" Mr. Gordon informs us that B. acuminata grows much larger than

B. /igustrina, and bears a considerable resemblance to a Persian lilac."

flcus. 1370., add to the "
Statistics:" "In Suffolk, at Stutton Rectory, 90

years old, it is 30 ft. high, with two stems, each about 3 ft. 6 in. in

circumference."

{/LMA'CEjE.

U'lmus campestris. 1378., add to
"

Varieties:
"

"U. c. 19 ndna Hort. is, Mr. Gordon informs us, a very dis-

tinct variety, not growing above 2ft. high in 10 or 12 years. A
plant in the Horticultural Society's Garden, when taken up to be

removed, was found to have a root running along the surface of the

ground, which measured between 7 ft. and 8 ft. long."

1390., insert before " Recorded Elms: "

" The Fungi on the elm are : ^garicus wlmarius Bull. (E. of Plants, 15924.),
A. vulpinus Sow. (E. of Plants, 16006.), Polyporus wlmarius Fr., Peziza
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leonina Schwein., P. fibuliformis Bolt., SphseVia stellulata Fr. ; S. dissepta

Fr., but not confined to elms ; S. ciliata Pers., found also on the alder ; 8.

melastroma Fr., S. hypodermia Fr., S. naucosa Fr. ; S. ulmea Schwein., on
U'lmas americana; S. cubicularis Fr., Cytispora carbonacea Fr., Dothidea
U'lmi Fr. (E. of Plants, 16467.), D. astroidea Berk., Rhytisma U'\m\ Fr.,
Asteroma C7'lmi Grev., HypheHa fusca Fr., Tipularia fulva Chev., Septaria,
U'lmi Fr., on leaves. M. J. S."

Page 1394-. line 6., for
"
Gredington," read "

Gredlington."
1. 29., for

"
Stoakpole," read "

Stackpole."
1. 42., for

"
Harwood," read " Howard."

Statistics. 1403. 1. 11., for "the Oxford Botanic Garden," read "Magdalen
College Grove;

"
and for "2ft. 10 in.," read "

10ft."

U. americana. 1406., add to
"

Varieties :
"

" U. a. 5 foliis variegdiis Hort. There are trees in the Horticultural

Society's Garden."
1407. 1. 19., after

"
(Michaux.}," insert: "It was under a magnificent tree

of this species, that Penn signed the treaty with the American
Indians."

JUGLANDA'CE^.

Juglans. 1422., after
"
Description," add :

" Numerous fungi are found on trees of this genus, the principal of which
are : On J. regia, Polyporus alligatus Fr., Peziza roseola Fr., Sphae'ria tubu-
lina A. et S., also on the fir; S. lixivia Fr., S. escharouiea Fr., S. Juglandis
Fr. ; S. leptostyla, on leaves; S. juglandicola Fr., on leaves; Mucor JugJan-
dis Fr., on nuts; Botrytis atrata Fr., also on horsechestnut. On J. nigra, or
some American species, are : Hydnum Himantia Schwein., Peziza Erinaceus

Schwein., Cypella pendula Fr., Sphse'ria *coparia Schwein., Hysterium puli-
care ft Juglandts Schwein. M. J. B."

Garya alba. 1448. 1. 12., add to paragraph:
"
^garicus niger Schwein., and

Spha3'ria ^'uglandicola Schwein., are found on this species."

Pterocdrya caucdsica. 1452., add to "Identification:"
"
Mey. Verz. Pflanz.

Cauc., p. 134."

1. 31., for "at the foot of Caucasus," read "on Mount Caucasus, at

an elevation of 900 ft."

Salix. 1484., before " The Study of the Species," insert:
"
Fungi, ^garicus epichysium Pers., A. Dunalw Dec., A. salfcinus Pers.

; A.
urbicus Fr., at roots; A. translucens Dec. ; Cantharellus cupularis Fr., on S.

johylicifolia ; Dasdalea saligna Fr., D. suaveolens Fr. ; D. rubescens A. et S.,

on leaves ; Polyporus fumosus Fr., P. suaveolens Fr., P. odorus Fr., P. con-

chatus Fr., P. *alicinus Fr. ; -ETydnum crustosum Pers., also on pine; Peziza

poriaeformis Dec. ; P. amenti Balsch, on catkins ; P. ianthina Fr., P. salicella

.Fr., P. flexella var. Fr., Ditiola sulcata Fr., Tympanis salfgna Fr., Cenangium
fuliginosum, Stictis Lecanora Fr., S. pelvicola Fr., Cryptomyces Wauchw Grev.

(E. of Plants, 16289.), Tremella indecora Sommerfelt, Exidia recisa Fr., Scle-

rotium salicinum Fr., SphaeYia confluens Tode, S. corrugata Chev., also on

poplar; S. bullata Pers., also on hazel ; S. subcutanea Wahl., on S.^hylicifblia;
S. salicella Fr., S. tessella Pers.

;
S. salicina Fr., also on the vine; S. centripeta

Fr., S. dolosa Fr., S. acervalis Moug., S. byssiseda Tode ; S. papillata Schum.,
on A'alix fragilis; S. mastoidea Fr., S. truncata Fr., S. hasmatorhyncha Somm.,
S. palina Fr. ; S. capreae Dec., and S. *alicicola, on leaves; Sphaeronema
cylindricum Fr., also on the oak ; Cytispora xanthosperma Fr. ; C. fugax Fr.,
also on the hazel; Phoma salfgna Fr., Dothidea paraddxa Fr., Rhytisma
maximum Fr. ; R. *alicinum Fr. (syn. Xyloma salicinum Grev. t. 118., and
E. of Plants, 16490.), on leaves; thacidinm laciniatum Fr., on leaves; P.
carbonaceum Fr., Hysterium ellipticum Fr. ; H. versfcolor Fr.,on S. hastata;
and S. arbuscula, Apiosporium 5alicis Kz., Helminthosporium simplex Kz. ;
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H. clavuligerum Fr , on S. alba; Sporotrichum fulvum Ft-., S. salicinum Fr.;
Fusisporium ebulliens Fr., on mollissima; Nasmaspora incarnata Desm.,
Conoplea cinerea Pers. ; C/redo mixta Lk., U. saliceti Schlecht., U. epitea Kz.,
U. caprearum Dec., and Puccinm *$alicum Lk., on
leaves. M. J. /?."

S. babylonica. Varieties. Page 1514., after "
S. b.

Napoleons." add :
"
May 10th, we received

specimens from the brickfield at Hanwell,
Pope's Villa, and the Twickenham Botanic
Garden, in blossom

; all with female flowers."

nigra. 1529., add to the paragraph headed
"
Spec. Char., Sfc. :

"
InJig. 2527. a shows

S. nigra, and b S. /igustrina."
S. versicolor. 1541., add to list of Engravings :

" our
1602. After "

App. i.," add:
41

S. colutemdes Mirb. Mus., vol. xiv. t. 20., and our fig. 2529., has the

S.

2527
2528 "

2529

leaves elliptic, blunt, terminated by small mucros. quite entire, glabrous, on
short footstalks, wedge-shaped and oblique at the base, glaucous beneath.
Male catkins appearing with the leaves, oblong-conical, interrupted at the

base. Stamens 8 12. Filaments unequal. (Mirbel.) A shrub or tree, a
native of Senegal, where it was discovered by M. Perodet. Leaves from
i in. to 1 in. in length, and from 3 to 5 lines in breadth ; rounded at the

tip. Female not known, (p. 463.)"
1602., add to Kinds of Sdlix not introduced:

S. sitchensis Hort. is mentioned in the Mem de PAcad. des Scien. Petersb.^
as quoted in Ann. des Scien. Nat., 2d ser., t. iii. p. 237.

Populus. 1637. 1. 18., after
" surface" add, omitting full stop :

"
; the buds

are also without gum."
Last line but one, add :

" The flavour of the herbage of P. nigra and P.

fastigiiita, when bruised, is very peculiar; and the smell of a dried

branch resembles that of the common walnut."

1638. 1. 9. from the bottom :
" The following list of fungi found on the

species of this genus, has been sent to us by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley :

Jgaricus Battarnz? Fr., A. haustellaris Fr., Dasdalea angustata Fr.,

Polyporus joopulinus Fr., P. castaneus Fr., Thelephora floccnlenta

Fr.y T. rosea Pers., T. suaveolens Fr., Peziza sceptrum Balsch, in

poplar groves ; P. corticalis Pers., also on the oak
; P. spadfcea Pers. ;

P. caucus Reb., on catkins ; Stictis ocellata Fr., S. farinosa Fr. ; S.

rhodoleuca Somm., also on pine cones; Sclerotium inclusum S. et K.,
S. jpopulneum Fr., on leaves ; S. rhizomorpha Fr., S. protuberans Fr.,

SphaeVia ligniota Fr., S. aneirina Somm.,S. operta Schmidt, S./?opulina
Pers., S. mutila Fr., S. ceuthocarpa Fr., S. exilis A. et S., S. macularis

Fr., S. tremulae'cola Fr., S. frondicola Fr., on leaves; Cytispora chry-

sosperma Fr., on leaves ; Phoma filiun Fr., Dothidea sphaero'ides Fr. ;

Phacfdium fimbriatum Schmidt., on leaves ; Hysterium emergens Fr.,

Didymium serpula Fr., Perichae'na />opulina Fr., Hyphelia ?-<>,sea Fr. ;
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Perisp^rium maculare Fr., C7redo allochroa Lk., U. cylfndrica Strauss

(also on the birch), and 7. aegerina Schlecht., on leaves.

P. alba. Page 1639., add to
"
Spec. Char. :" " The leaves of P. alba, and all

its varieties, are not folded in the bud, and the buds are without gum
"

P. tremula. Geograp/iy. 1647. 1. 9., add, after full stop :

"
It is found on

Mount Etna, at the height of 5500 ft. (Com. Sot. Mag., i. p. 91.)"

P.fastigidta. 1661. J. 10., dele " said to be;" and
1. 11., after

"
Himalayas," add, "where it was

found by Dr. Royle;" and for
"

to have

been," read" was." 1. 16. after full stop, add :

" Near Pavia was till lately a very large poplar,
into which Francis I. struck his sword, after

losing the battle of Pavia."

1669. 1. 13., add :
" The wood is little used in Britain;

but in Hampshire, Vancouver tells us, thin

strips or shavings of it are employed for

making chip hats. (Survey, &c., p. 300.)"
P. balsamifera. 1673., add to "Engravings :" " and

our Jig. 2530. from Pall. Ross."

A'lnus. 1686., add to the paragraph headed "Ac- ffX^ 2530

cidents, Insects, and Diseases :" " The follow-

ing list of fungi on the common alder, ^,nd on plants of this genus,
has been sent to us by the Rev. M.J.Berkeley: ^garicus salicinus

|8 beryllus Pers., A. lnicola Fr., Merulius confluens Schwein., M.niveus

Somm., M. crispatus Mull., Daedalea m611is Somm,. Polyporus Neesw

Fr.; Hydnum pudorinuni-Fr.,on A'lnus incana; H.viride'-Fr., H. stipatum

Fr., Radulum pendulum Fr., Thelephora alnea Fr., Clavaria contorta

Holmsk.y Peziza urceolus A. et S., P. phiala Schum. ;
P. complanata -Fr.,

on ^'Inus cordata; Tympanis alnea Fr., Tremella fimbriata Pers., Scle-

rotium olivaceum Fr., Nidularia denudata Fr.; SphaeVia lutea A. et S.,

also on the willow ; S. verrucella Fr., S. suffusa Fr., S. diatrypa Fr. ; S.

frit Fr. ; also on NegundofraxinifoVmrn; S. thelebola Fr., S. mucosa .Fr.,

S. ditopa jFr. ; S. alnea Fr., on leaves ; Cytispora atro-virens Fr. t

Dothidea alnea Fr. and D. rhytismoides jFr., on leaves ;
Phacidium

alneum Fr., Perisporium alneum J^r., Ax
nthina dichotoma -Fr."

App. i. Other Species of A'lnus. 1690., add :

" A. acumindta Hum. et Bonpl., Mem. Mus., vol. xiv. p. 464. t. 22., and our

2532

fig. 2531., has the leaves ovate, or ovate-oblong, acuminate, roundish at the

base, doubly serrated, glabrous above ; the veins downy beneath. Panicle
naked. Female catkins terminal. (Mirb.) A tree, a native of Peru, where
it was found by Dombey, and also by Humboldt and Bonpland. Leaves
from 3in. to 6 in. long, and from lin. to 3 in. broad.
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" A. castancfifi/ia Mirb. Mem. Mus., vol. xiv. t. 21., anil our Jig. 2532., has

the leaves oblong-elliptic, blunt, repand ;
or oblong-lanceolate, eroso-dentate

petiolate; glabrous above; the axils of the veins downy beneath. Panicle

leaf\ at the ha-e. Male catkins leafy, erect. (Mir/>c/.j A tree, found by

Dombey, near Tarma, in Peru. Leaves from :> in. to .> in. Ions:, and from 10

to \:> lino broad. Stipules small, glabrous, membranaceous, linear-lanceolate.

Male catkins from 1 in. to 2 in. long, more slender than in A. glutinosa, and

4 or .; in a panicle. Female catkins about 2 lines long, 4 or o on a common

pedicel. (Man. Mus., xiv. p. 464.)"
\\i-tula iillxi. Page 1704., add to the list of fun<:i : "Besides the species

mentioned above, Mr. Berkeley informs us that the following are tonml

upon the birch: Jgaricus torulosus 7V/-.v., A. puhnonarius Fr., A.

alualus Fr., A. ringens Fr., Dajdalea albida TV., 1). discolor Fr.,

Polyporus chionens Fr., P. pubescens Fr.
;
P. nidulans Fr., also on

the beech ;
P. annosus 7-V., TTydnum diversidens Fr., 11. leoninum

7'V., 11. corrugatum 7*V., 77. aureuui TV., II. subcarneum TV., 77.

cristuUitum 7'V., 77. argutum TV.. 77. subtile TV., Thelcphora sareoides

7'V., T. anthochroa TV., T. mucula TV., T. conrhiens, 7Jexiza Schuma-
cher/ Fr., Patellaria olivaeeo-viiens TV., Bulgaria pellucens 7*V., (Je-

nanuium pulveiiieeum TV.; C. urceolus TV., also on the heath; C. 7/etulaj

Fr., Tremella clegans Fr.
;

Exidia repanda TV., also on the alder ;

B. frulu'oxa. 170.5. \". 2o for "AY///-//?.," read " Scltrmik."

B. papi/iacca. 1700. 1. 10. from the bottom, for
" Gard. A fag., vol. xi. p. 407.,"

read " Gard. Alag., vol. vi.
[).

40j."

CORY LAY K.I:.

(nt-rcim. 1729., 1. 20.. for "Part IV. of this work," read " our Encyclo-

jHi'flia of Arboriculture"

(<). xcsxi/ijtora. 1 <3(i. 1. 11., add :

" In the First Annual Rcjtort of the Edin-

burgh Iioianical Socicii/, p. !J.j., Dr. Graham states that he found

three varieties of oaks on the banks of Loch Lomond
;

and that

they are the same as those figured in Martyr's Flora Rusttea, t. 10,

1 I, 'and 12."

1. .'W., add, after full stop :

" At Woburn Abbey."
17-16. 1. 21., ibr

*'
(ii-eat part of the Forest of Ardennes," <\-c., read :

" In the

di-trict of Warwickshire, called the Forest ol Arden, are several

\\ooiN v. hii'h consist almost entirely,'' t\c.

I77.'J., add to the paragraph headetl " Irrlund :" "We have been informed by
Sir Ko'oerl Bateson, that there is an oak in Belvoir Park, in the

county <n l)o\\n, \\lncii is ,supp(tsed to be above a thousand \ears old.

Its trunk measures 2s it. in circumference, at

6ft. from tiie ground; and its branches cover a

space the diameter oi which is 70 ft."

17f0. 1. I., for
' we know tree," read "we know no

tree."

|hl)*). 1. 14. from tlie bottom, for ''small ones,'' read
" small arms."

. 1. 2:5. .add: " Scolvtus pygm;e"us (see j>. !:;!)().)

"

^ V^ ^^Ki'V^
is said to iiave destroyed so,000 young trees in '7/4^ *'$?K '""

the Hois de Boulomie." '& t A^NL
'.'il., before the paragraph beginning "The other

lichens," insert:
"

(
T

'snra bai'bata, Ar/t. Si/n.,

.'i((6.
;

/JciuMi bariiains L///II., articnlat us ,>

F.n:i. Ho/., t. 2."^. f. 2. ; and our Jig. 2.j.'<:$., is ^ ''

^^\
also found on t lie oak."

v'>7., add to first paragraph :

" In addition to the above, the Hev. M. .1.

Berkele\ has sent us the following list of fuiiL.
r

i found on the oak : A<z(\-

ricus das\pus /'c/.v.
;

/I. spcireus /'/. also beech
; .-/. chama 7/o.vr, A. pin-

-itus Fr.; A. tessulatns ///'//., also on pine; . /. i\'u inns !)((., on (j. /Mex .
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Daedalea aurea Fr., D. serpens Fr., Polyporus frondosus Fr., P. giganteus

Fr., P. cristatus Fr., P. graveolens Schwein., P. rutilans, Fr., P. croceus

Fr., P. micans Ehr., Hydnum ^uercinum Fr., I'rpex sinuosus Fr., I. deformis

Fr., Radulum molare Fr., R. Botrytis, Fr., Thelephora discif(5rmis Dec.,
T. Candida Schwein., T. frustulata Fr., Clavaria anomala Fr., Cal6c%era glos-
soides Fr. ; Peziza calycif6rmis Fr., on leaves ; P. cinnamomea Dec., and

P. purpurea Fr., on stumps; P. erratica Fr., P. ceracella Fr., P. ferru-

ginea Schum., P olivacea Batsch, P. melanophae
v
a Fr., P. compressa A.etS.;

P. inclusa Pers., also upon sallow; Ditiola volvata Fr., Cenangium trian-

gulare Fr., C. turgidum Fr., Stictis hysterina Fr., S. alba Fr., Tremella

frondosa Bull. Fr., Agyrium nfgricans Fr. ; Nidularia farcta Fr., also on pine;

SphaeVia colliculosa Schwein., on Q. lyrata; S. succenturiata Tode, also

upon other trees ; S. atropunctata Schwein., on Q. lyrata ; S. scabrosa Dec.,
S. infernalis Kz., S. Micheliana Fr. ;

S. gyrosa Schwein., also on beech ; S.

Qucrcuum Schwein., on American species ; S. mutabilis Pert. ; S. canescens

Pers., also on beech; S. ordinata Fr., S. seriata Fr., S. ovoidea Fr., S.

mobilis Tode, S. latericolla Dec., S. vilis Fr., S. stricta Pers. ; S. barbata

Pers., on leaves ; S. myriadea Dec., on leaves ; Spha3ronema pyriforme Fr. ;

Cytispora guttifera Fr., also on hazel ; Phacidium caliciforme Fr. ; Hysterium
varium Fr. ; H. flexuosum Schum., also on plum ; H. punctiforme Fr., on
leaves ; Rhytisma i/uercinum Rudolphi, on Quercus coccifera ; Diderma
ramosum Fl. Dan., Physarum piceum Fr. ; Arcyria ochroleuca Fr., also on
beech ; Perichae

vna ^uercina Fr. ; Licea suberea Fr., on cork ; Dichosporium

aggregatum Nees, ^rysiphe epixylon Schlecht., A'nthina purpurea Fr., A.

penicillata Fr. ; CEdemium ramosum Fr., also on Andromeda arborea ; Myx-
otrichum cae'sium Fr., Helicosporium vegetum Nees, H. obscurum Corda,

Helminthosporium subulatum Nees, H. microtrichum Corda ; Dactylium can-

didum Nees ; Fusldium flavo-virens Diim., and F. griseum Ditm., on leaves ;

Psilonia glauca, also on beech; P. maculaeformis Fr., also on lime; Nae-

maspora microspora Dec., also on hornbeam; Stilbospora rhadospora Fr.,

Sporidesmium ciliatum Corda."

Page 1837. line 4. from the bottom, after
" In Kent," add :

" At Knole is a

very remarkable tree, which has been called the Old Oak for more than

two centuries. Its height is only 42 ft., but its girt, at 4 ft. from the

ground, is 28 ft., and the diameter of the space covered by its branches

186ft."

Q. Cerris. Varieties. 1848., Before "
Q. C. 3

variegdta
"

introduce :

"
Q. C. 2 lacinidta. fig. 2534. There is

a fine tree of this very remarkable

variety in Hackwood Park, from

which specimens have been kindly
sent to us by Lady Bolton."

Q. heterophylla. 1894. Mr. Gordon informs

us that there is an oak under this

name in the Horticultural Society's ^534
Garden, received from Bartram's Bo-
tanic Garden ; and that he thinks it a

variety
of Q. Phellos.

Q. PheUox. 1897. 1. 15., add :
" Phalae

vna Polyphemus Abb. and Sm. Ins. of

Geor., t. 47., and our^g. 2535., the peacock emperor moth, feeds, in the

larva state, on this and other kinds of oaks."

Q. Ballota. 1906. 1. 33., after full stop, add :
" Mr. Gordon informs us that

plants have been raised in the Horticultural Society's Garden, from

acorns collected by M. Vilmorin from the true ballota in the Jardin

des Plantes ; and that they appear to be identical with Q. gramuntia,
and the Q. hispanica of Captain Cook."

Q. virens. 1918., add to "
Synonymes :

" "
Q. hemisphae'rica of Bartrara's Botanic

Garden."

Q. serrdta. 1936., add to paragraph .

" Plants of this species were brought to

8 E
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233,5

Kew Gardens, from Leyden, in 1837, having been previously intro-

duced into the Botanical Garden there by Dr. Von Sieboldt."

Q. glaberrima. Page 1938., add :

" Plants were brought to Europe by Dr.
Von Sieboldt, and introduced into Kew Gardens in 1837."

Mexican Oaks. 1941. Acorns of Q. xalapensis have been received from

Xalapa, in Mexico, sent by M. Hartweg to the Horticultural Society's

Garden, from which plants have been raised. The acorns are flatter

than those shown in fig. 1852. ; but the leaves are the same.
Mr. Low of the Clapton Nursery has received several kinds of acorns

of Mexican oaks, but without names, from which plants have been

raised, and are now (February, 1838) several inches high. The acorns

were all gathered on the mountains in the neighbourhood of Real del

Monte ; but the trees are found in various parts of the country, at an
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elevation of from 4000 ft. to near the regions of perpetual snow. The
trees are all evergreen in their native country. They have entire leaves

in the manner of Q. Phellos ; but, as the leaves of this species, as we
have seen in p. 1895., vary much as the plants grow up, their ultimate

forms maybe lobate like those of Q. virens (see p. 1919.), which, as

there shown, are also entire when young. If the reader will look over

the figures of Mexican oaks, given between p. 194-1. and p. 1949., he will

find some species resembling Q. Phellos, and some resembling Q. virens.

l?dgus. Page 1949., after last line, insert :

" Professor Mirbel, in the Memoires du Musee, makes the following obser-

vations on this genus :
* The introduction into the genus .Fagus of three or

four species which had not been described modifies the generic character, and
authorises the division of the group into two distinct sections, as follows :

" ' Gen. Char. Flowers monoecious. Male, solitary or in aggregate heads.

Perianth simple, membranaceous, 1-leaved; stamens 8 40. Female, twin

or ternal, in a 4-partite cupule. Perianth simple, adherent, 6-toothed.

Ovary 3-celled, each cell containing 2 ovules. Style 1, short. Stigmas 3,

awl-shaped. Fruit 3-angled, 1-celled, 1-seeded. Seed pendulous. Radicle

turned to one side, short. Cotyledons thick, fleshy. Perisperm none.
" '

Sect. I. Cupule muricate, capsuliform. Ovaries included. Young
leaves plicate." '

Fagus sylvatica.

ferruginea.

obliqua.
" *

Sect. II. Cupule involucriform ; segments narrow, laciniate. Ovaries

laterally exserted. Young leaves not plicate.
"

Fagus Dombeyi.
5etuloides.

dubia.'
" Mirbel adds that he cites

*
neither antarctica Forster, nor F. cochinchi-

nensis Lour., nor the Fagus which, according to Cunningham (King's Survey
of the Coasts of Australia, i. p. 158.), grows in Van Diemen's Land. The

description of the first is nothing, because the female flower is not yet known.
The description of the second is so far from giving an accurate idea of the
tree seen by Loureiro, that we may doubt whether or not it is a Fagus ; and
the species of Van Diemen's Land, mentioned by Cunningham, has neither

been described nor named.' (Mirb. in Mem. Mus., xiv. p. 472.) The .Fagus
mentioned by Cunningham is probably the F. 6etuloides, as that is stated

by Backhouse (Gard. Mag., vol. xi. p. 40.; and Comp. to Sot. Mag., vol. ii.

p. 40.) to be found wild in Van Diemen's Land."
F. sylvatica. 1970. 1. 16. from the bottom, insert : "The marriage beech at

Inverary, of which we have been favoured with a drawing by our friend

W. A. Nesfield, Esq., from which^g. 2536. is engraved, is another ex-

ample of inosculation ; the arm which unites the two trees being about
20 ft. from the ground.

" The beech tree is a non-conductor of lightning ; and so notorious
is the fact in America, that the Indians, whenever the sky wears the ap-
pearance of a thunder-storm, leave their pursuits, and take refuge under
the nearest beech tree. In Tennessee, the people consider it a com-

plete protection. Dr. Becton, in a letter to Dr. Mitchell, states that

the beech tree is never known to be struck by atmospheric electricity,
while other trees are often shivered into splinters. (American Paper,
as quoted in Morn. Chron., October 21. 1837.)

"

1976., insert, after the paragraph headed " Lichens:
"

" The following list of additional fungi, found on the beech, has been
sent to us by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley : -4garicus supinus Fr. ; A.
corticalis Fr., also on hazel; A. spodoleucus Fr., A. ursinus Fr., A.
fluxilis .Fr. ; A. nidulans Pers., also on birch ; A. atrocaeruleus Fr.,
A. planus Fr., A. nanus Pers., A. hispidulus Fr., A. placidus Fr., A. L'mkii

Fr., A. reticulatus Pers,, A. aleuriatus Fr., A. ephebius Fr., A. Vahlw
8 E 2
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2536

Schum., -4. byssisedus Pv., A. nucisedus Fr., Dastlalea variegata Fr. t D.

ferruginea Schum., D. latissima Fr., Poljporus umbellatus Fr., P. lacteus

Fr., P. dichrous Fr., P. subspadiceus JFV., P. nitidus Fr., P. purpureus Fr.,
P. rhodellus Fr., P. vitreus Fr., P. farinellus Fr. ; 7/ydnum Ramaria Fr. ; #.
cirrhatum Pers., also on oak ; H. fusco-atrum Fr. ; H. diaphanum Schrad.,
also on birch ; H. obtusum Schrad., H. squalinum Fr., I'rpex lacteus Fr., I.

carneus Fr., Radulum fagineura Fr., Thelephora ciliata Fr., T. punicea A.
et S., T. pubera Fr., Peziza plumbea Fr., P. gemmata Schum. ; P. capillaris

Fr., on leaves j P. fuscescens Pers., P. melaxantha Fr., P. crucibulum Batsch,
P. lenticularis Bull., P. luteo-virens Fr., P. disciformis Fr. ; P.yaginea Pers.,
on mast ; Ditiola paradoxa Fr., Solenia Candida Fr. ; Sclerotium /?ezizaeforme

Schum., on leaves ; S. truncorum Tode, Periola hirsuta Fr., Polyangium
umbrinum Fr., Sphse^ria polymorpha Pers. ; S. carpophila Pers., on mast ;

S. corniformis Fr., S. cohae'rens Pers., S. lactea Fr., S. atropurpurea Fr. ;

S. lenta Tode, also on sallow ; S. pilulifera Fr., S. conspurcata Kz. ; S.

sphinctrina Fr., also on crab ; S. thelena Fr. ; S. crinita Pers., also on hazel ;

S. umbonata Fr. ; S. rostrata Fr., also on birch ; S. hiascens Fr., S. Depazea
^icola Fr. ; Sphaeronema conicum Fr., also on fir ; S. hemisphae'ricum Fr.,
also on pine ; 8. colliculosum Fr., Hysterium acuminatum Fr., H. tiimidum
Fr.t Reticularia plumbea Fr., Diderma lepidotum Fr., Didjmium margina-
tum Fr., D. furfuraceum Fr., Phjsarum psittacinum Ditm.t P. bullatum Lk.,
P. connatum Schum., P. utriculare Fr., P. paniceum JFV., P. thejdteum Fr.,
on the leaves ; P. virescens Ditm.t Stemonitis mammosa Fr., Trichia rubi-

formis Pers., T. clavata Pers., T. nigripes Pers., JLicea badia Fr., Onygena
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/aginea Fr., Trichoderma rubrum Pers., Perisporium /agfneum Fr. t Isaria

clavata Ditm., I. glauca Ditm., A'nthina flavo-virens Fr., A. filaris Fr., Scorias

spongiosa Fr., Stilbum luteum A. ct S., S. turbinatum Todc, S. gelatinosum
Pers., Hydrophora minima Fr., Sporocybe calicioid.es Fr. y (Edemium atrum
Fr., Helminthosporium cylindricum Corda ; Botrytis Fumago Fr., leaves ;

Psilonia nivea Fr. ; Melancoiiium Papularia Fr., leaves."

Page 1977. line 5. from the bottom, insert:
" In Surrey, at Deepdene, is a

beech tree 85 ft. high ; trunk 31 ft. in circumference at 1 ft. from the

ground; spread of the head 219ft."
1978. I. 27., insert :

" In Kent, at Knole, is a beech 89 ft. high ; girt of the
trunk 25 ft., and diameter of the bead 352 ft."

Castdnea. 1999., end of the paragraph of " Accidents and Diseases" add:
" The Rev. M. J. Berkeley has sent us the following list of the fungi of
this genus : Peziza echinophila Bull., which is found upon the rotting
involucres of the chestnut on the Continent ; Fistulina radicata Schwein.,

Sphas'ria Castaneae Schwein. ; S. Depazea castanae'cola Fr., on the
leaves (this is properly an abortive state of Phacidium dentatum) j

Hysterium fastaneae Schwein. ; Craterium globosum Fr., husks
; Dic-

tydium didermoides Fr.t leaves ; Dematium Castaneae Schwein. t Spo-
rotrichum caesiellum Fr."

Cdrpinus. 2008. 1. 14. from the bottom, add to the paragraph :

"
Fig. 2538.

p. 2596. will give an idea of a labyrinth planted with hornbeam hedges,
similar to that still existing at Hampton Court. The object in planting
a labyrinth is to form a puzzle, first to discover the centre, and after-

wards to find the way out again. For this purpose the hedges should
be sufficiently thick not to be seen through, and sufficiently high not to

be seen over; and in order that the surface of the ground may be dry,
the whole ought to be thoroughly drained before planting. The horn-
beam is preferred for labyrinths, on account of its rapid growth, and
because it retains its leaves throughout the winter. The building in the
centre may be a summer house, and the labyrinth may be rendered more
intricate by introducing stop-hedges across the path, at different places,
as indicated in the figure by dotted lines."

Accidents and Diseases. 2012., three lines from the end of the paragraph,
for. "have been observed," to the end, substitute "are also found on
the hornbeam : as are, Merulius rufus Pers., also on beech ; Radulum
las'tum Fr.t also on beech ; Peziza. carnea Fr. y also on beech ; Stlctis

-Setuli Fr., Sphae'ria argillacea Fr., S. gastrina Fr. ; S. cuspidata Fr.,
also on beech ; S. amce'na Nees, also on hazel ; S. Depazea carpini-
cola Schwein., on the leaves ; Actinocladium

rhodosporum Ehr., Oidium virescens Lk.,
t/redo Carpini Desm."

Q'strya virgmica. 2016., add to list of En-

gravings :
" and fig. 2537."

Corylus Avelldna. Varieties. 2017., add to
"
C.

A. 4 purpurea :
" " When grafted on a

common hazel, it imparts its colour to the

leaves of the stock."

2024. 1. 9., after full stop, add :
" Hazel nuts are

grown in such quantities in the cultivated

region of Mount Etna (which extends to

3300 ft. above the level of the sea), that

they form a considerable article of export
from Sicily, especially to England. (Cowjo.
to the Sot. Mag., vol. i. p. 50.)"

Fungi on the Hazel. 2028. Add to the end of

the paragraph :
" The following addi- 2537

tional list has been sent to us by Mr. Berkeley : ^Igaricus euchrous
8 E 3
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Pers., also on alder ; Peziza fissa Fr., P. bolaris Batsch ; P. vulgaris
Fr. y

also on bramble ;
Phallus caninus Huds., SphaeVia unita Fr., S.

versatilis Fr.
y
S. leucopis Fr., S. tessera Fr. t S. conjuncta 2V<?^, S.

umbilicata Pers. ; S. conglobata Fr., also on birch ; S. subusta Fr. ,

S. C'oryli Batsch, and S. cilicffera Fr., on the leaves; A'nthina

fulvi Fr."
C. rostrdta. Page 2030., add, after

" Boston :

" " The nuts are so hard, that

they are said to have been used by the inhabitants as shot."
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PLATANA'CE^E.
Pldtanus. Page 2042. insert, before "Statis-

tics:"
" The only fungi found on plants of

this genus are: SphaeYia medusina Fr.,
and S. pupula Fr.

; the latter being found,
also, on the maple."

.SALSAMA'CEJE.

Liquidambar Styraciflua. 2052., add to

the paragraph headed "Accidents,

Diseases, $c. :

" " The follow-

ing list of fungi has been sent
to us by the Rev. M. J. Berke-

ley : Thelephora Styraciflua
Schwein. ; Peziza flammea A. et S.,

also on apple and hornbeam;
Stictis farinosa Fr. ; Sphagna car-

pophila Pers., also on beech mast
;

S. perforata Schwein., S. Liqui-
dambaris Schwein., S. petiolorum
Schwcin"

MYRICA'CEJS.

Myrica Gale. 2057., add to first para-

graph :

" Peziza ciliaris Schrad. is

found on this species,"

GNETA'CE^E.

^/phedra americuna. 2065., add to list

of Engravings :
" and fig. 2539."

TAXA^CEJE.

Tdxus baccata. 2074. 1. 9. from the bot-

tom, for
" short equal but," read

" short squat but."

2091., add to paragraph entitled "Acci-

dents, Diseases, $c. :

" " The fol-

lowing additional list of fungi has
been sent to us by the Rev. M. J.

Berkeley : Thelephora Chailletw Fr., T. areolata Fr., T. sangiunea
Fr., T. odorata Fr., Sphagna dispar Fr., Phacidium Taxi Fr."

Phyllocladis tnchomanoides. 2102., after the name, dele " R. Br., and."

CONI'FERJE, Sect. JBIE'TIN^:.

2106., add, before Sect. I. :

" Professor Link, in a very able article On the Genus Pinus, and its European
Species, proposes to separate the genera Ddmmara, Cunninghaim'a, and Arau-
caria from the ^Ibietinae, not only on account of the breadth and expan-
sion of their leaves, but from their containing spiral vessels sufficiently

large to be easily perceptible in the leaves produced on the old wood,

(whereas, in the genera Pinus and -4'bies, the spiral vessels are very small, and,

indeed, only perceptible in the young shoots,) and from the inverted position
of the female blossoms. This new family he proposes to call Dammardcece"
Pmus. 2152., add to "Description:"

" Professor Link agrees, with Mir-

bel and Schubert (part xv. Annales du Mus., and part iii. Bull, de

la Soc. Phil.) in considering the genus Pinus to belong to Monoe v
cia

Monandria, instead of Mono2vcia Monadelphia, where it was placed by
Linnaeus; and he instances Pinus Tae'da as affording a convincing

proof of the correctness of this classification."

P. sylvestris. 2170. 1. 11., for
"
James," read "John."

1. 1. from the bottom, for "builder," read "timber merchant."
2183. 1. 14. from the bottom, for

"
wood," read " road."

8E 4
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Page 2184. Before "
Statistics" insert :

"
Fungi. We have received the following list from the Rev. M. J.

Berkeley, who remarks that the species given here as belonging to Pinus, and

also those stated to belong to ^bies (see p. 2601.) and to Picea (see p. 2602.)
are not exclusively confined to these genera. It is probable that a great number
occur indifferently on all pines and firs. ^garicus trichae'us Pcrs., J.Mecorus

Fr.,A. marginellus Pers., Alacteus Per5.,^.chrysophyllus/*V., A. sapineus Fr. t

A. picreus, Pers., A. flammans Batsch, A. astragalinus Fr. ; A. atro-tomentosus

Batsch, also on willow ; A. proboscideus Fr., Merulius fugax Fr., M. vastator

Tode, M. molluscus Fr., M. himantioides Fr., M. porinoides Fr., M.

squalidus Fr., Daedalea Pini Fr., D. heteromorpha Fr., Polyporus gallicus

Fr., P. pes caprae Fr., P. destructor Fr., P. stypticus Fr., P. mollis Fr.,

P. tephroleucus Fr. ; P. alutaceus Fr., also on beech ; P. ^infcola Fr., P.

bombycinus Fr. ; P. sanidsus Fr., also on fir ; P. mucidus Fr., P. reticulatus

Nees, JETydnum macrodon Pers., H. Pinastri Fr., H. alutaceum Fr., H. fas-

ciculare A. et S., I'rpex paleaceus Fr., I. fusco-violaceus Fr., Thelephora

crispa
Pei-s., T. blcolor Schrad., T. Pini Schleich., T. reticulata Fr., T.

olivacea Fr., T. violascens Fr., T. papillosa Fr., T. calcea Pcrs., T. mollis

Fr., T. ochracea Fr., T. granulosa Pers., T. serialis Fr., T. livida Fr.,

Clavaria pyxidata Pers., C. vii'gata Fr., Jf/elvella infula Schceff. ; Peziza

tuberosa Bull, b., on cones ; P. rubricdsa Fr., amongst leaves ; P. byssiseda

Fr., P. ^inicola Rebent., P. tenerrima Fr., P. chionea Fr., P. abacina Fr.,

P. chrysocoma Bull., P. aurea Fr., Patellaria pulla Fr., Ascobolus lignatilis

A. et S., A. denudatus Fr., Stictis hemisphae'rica Fr. ; Solenia fasciculata Pcrs.,
also on birch ; Exidia pithya Fr., Dacrymyces fragiformis Fr., D. tortus Fr.,

Pachyma Cocos Fr., Pyrenium lignatile Fr., Sclerotium strobilinum Schum.,
S. immersum Fr. ; S. floccipendulum Fr., on leaves ; S. emergens Fr., Thele-

bolus sudans Fr., SphaeVia lobata Wormsk., S. lineata A. et S. ; S. colliculus

Wormsk., on P. pygmae'a ; S. Pini A. et S., S. clopima Fr., S. decumbens

Schm., S. joithyophila Schm., S. chionea Fr., S. vermicularis Nees, S. picastra

Fr., S. stilbum Schm., S. pulverulenta Fr., S. operculata A. et S., S. socia

Nees, Lophium mytilinellum Fr., L. aggregatum Fr., Sphaeronema rufum Fr. ;

S. aciculare Fr., also oak ; S. truncatum Fr., also on fir ; Cytispora Pinastri

Fr., on leaves ; Dothidea Pinastri Fr., Phacidium jolthyum Fr., P. pulveru-
lentum Schm., P. lacerum Fr., Hysterium graphicum Fr., Lycogala plum-
beum Fr., Reticularia versicolor Fr. ; Diderma valvatum Fr., also on alder ;

Didymium rufipes Fr., also on fir ; Physarum Pini Fr., P. Licea Fr., P. nigrum
Fr., Stemonitis ferruginea Ehrenb., S. oblonga Fr., S. papillata Pers., Dicty-
dium splendens Schrad., D. micropus Fr., Perichae'na contorta Fr., Licea
flexuosa Pers., L. minima Fr., Coniosporum olivaceum, on boards of Pinus

maritima; C. nigrum, Isaria monilioides A. et S., Ceratium aureum Lk.,
Stilbum byssisedum Pers. ; S. pubidum Tode, on leaves ; S. piliforme Pers.,

Myxotrichum rarum Fr., M. patulum Fr., Sporotrichum turbinatum Fr.,
S. virescens Lk., S. vitellinum Lk., Torula rudis Fr."

2185. 1. 36., for " Stretton Parsonage," read t( Stutton Rectory."
1. 43., add to paragraph :

" At Thirkleby, it is 11 ft. 6 in. in circumference,
at 3 ft. from the ground."

P. pumilio. 2186., to the list of Synonymes, add :
" P. humilis Link in

Bert. Abhand., 1827, p. 172."

P. p. Mughus. 2187., add to "
Synonymes:"

" P. pumilio Link, \. c."

2188. 1. 23., for
" P. s. uncinata," read " P. uncinata."

2189., add to " Other Varieties :" "Professor Link mentions P. rotundata,

which, from the description he gives of it, appears to be the same as

the P. uncinata of Captain Cook. (See p. 2188. ; and Cook's Sketches

in Spain, ii. p. 230.)"
P. Laricio. 2200., add to

"
Identification:'*

" Link in Berl. Abhand., p. 174."

P. austnaca. 2205., add to "Synonymes:"
" P. nigra Link Berl. Abhand.,

p. 173." Under the wood-cut, for
"
2005," read " 2085."

P. Pinaster 2213., add to "Identification:
" " Link in Berl. Abhand., 1827,

p. 175."
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P. P. Lemomana. Page 2215. line 12., for "2101.,'* read "2103. in p. 2216."
P. halcpensis. 2231. Professor Link, speaking of this species, says that

Lambert has given a good figure of it; but that he is wrong in 'stating
that the cones are single, as they are never less than two or three

together on wild trees. (Serf. Abhand., p. 177.)
P. h. maritima. This pine, which Link calls P. maritima, has, he states, the

cones on long footstalks, bent downwards, and in clusters of at least

two or three together. (Ibid., p. 177.)
P. brutia. Page 2234. Professor Link describes this species as forming a tree as

lofty as P. Laricio. The cones, he adds, are

not sessile, but on very short footstalks, a little

bent downwards. The wing of the seed is

from 6 to 8 lines long, sword-shaped, narrow
at the base, but widening gradually towards
the summit. It is a very handsome tree,

and is easily distinguished by its very long
slender leaves, and nearly smooth cones ; the

points of the scales being very much pressed
in. (Ibid., p. 176.)

P. varidbUis. 2243. 1. 45. After ' The buds in Mr.
Lambert's figure appear to be resinous," add : [A/

2540
" and are nearly smooth (see Jig. 2540.) ;

"

"
but," &c.

P. Llaveana. 2267., for
"

Otto," read " Schiede et

Deppe" as the authority for the name. In

the list of Engravings, for "our figs. 2180. and 2181.," read "our

figs. 2177. to 2179. ;" and add, after full stop :
" The cone, seed, and

scale are from specimens kindly sent to us by M. Otto of Berlin."

P^bies. 2293. Professor Link, in 1827, divided the species which compose
this genus, from Pinus under the name of Picea, the Latin for the

spruce fir, as ^4'bies is for the silver fir; the mistake of the older

botanists, which was followed by Linnaeus, in reversing these names,

having led to great confusion.
" This genus," Professor Link observes,

"
approaches the nearest

to that of Pinus, and, upon close inspection, still more so than at the

first glance. For instance, if the leaves that stand singly are examined

minutely, it will be seen that several of them have their surfaces (ober-

flachen) grown together ; and, consequently, they are in tufts, like the

leaves of the pine. As a proof that this is the case, it will be found
that there is no upper surface on the leaves of the fir ; but that the

leaves present only the under surface on both sides, as will be seen on

comparing them with the leaves of the pine. The seam (fuge) where
the leaves are joined may be distinctly seen : it forms a line in relief

on both sides of the leaves of the common spruce ; which is never the

case when such a line is formed by the midrib, because it is then either

on the upper or under side. Some firs have two leaves grown
together, others four. The sheaths at the base of the leaves are not

observable, but they appear to have grown together in the short foot-

stalk."

A. cxceha. 2293., add to "
Synonymes :

" " Picea vulgaris Link in BerL
Abhand., p. 180."

2295., add to the paragraph headed " Other Varieties:" "Pinus viminalis

Alstrasm., the Hangetanne of Sweden, with long, slender, pendulous,
leafless twigs, is a kind frequently found in spruce fir woods ; but
Link considers it only a variety of the common spruce. (Berl.
Abhand. t p. 182.) The Earl of Aberdeen mentions a spruce at Hare-
wood House, Yorkshire, resembling very much the A. e. tenuifolia, or
A. e. elegans, in leaves and shoots.

* The tree,' His Lordship ob-

serves,
'
is of a peculiar habit and character. It is about 40 ft. high ;

the branches are all slender, and point upwards, giving the tree a
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compact and conical appearance. The branches grow each from a

sort of protuberance on the main trunk of the tree; especially the

larger ami lower branches. I have never observed cones. Nothing
is known of the history of the tree ; but, from its position, it is probable
that it \\as planted at the same time as those in its neighbourhood,
several ot which are common spruce and silver fir, and are of much
greater size : perhaps 70ft. or 80 it. high.'

" The specimens sent to us by His Lordship were considered by Mr.
1'rost and Mr. (iordon, who have attended in a particular manner to

the ^Ibietimc, to belong to ./. alba, or A. nigra, rather than to the

common spruce. We have subsequently received specimens from
llarewood House, which we have distributed among the nurserymen,
under the name of A. e. stricta. The gardener at llarewood has never

observed any cones on the tree ; which induces us to consider it as a

kind of monstrosity, like the last variety mentioned, and A, e. Clan-

hrasil/f/M/z
; the species beiiiLT prone to produce extraordinary varieties

of this kind."

.'i 1<>. Before "
Statistics" introduce:

l>;c<tscx, F/tngi, cVc. In the Afagazi/ic of Xutnral History is a commu-

nication from the Rev. \V. 1. Clarke, A.M.,
from \\hich it appears that the barnacles

( Aepas '/na! ilei'a; are found on the wood of

the -pmce fir. as \\ell as on tl.at of the oak.

In l-'el>ruar\ , Is.'il-, part of the branch of a e

-pruce fu\ \\itli tlie bark on, v, as picked up
in I'oole ! larbour, completely covered with

harnacie>. In (i^. :^.V!L, \ shov.s a por-
tion of tin- \\oo;l, much perforated \\ith

the '/'credo : I',, the 7,epa-, \\itii \oiing
individual.^ !_

r rouniL.r upon the older. <' s!io\\s

the animal exposed b\ the removal of the

upper louer valve
; r/, the under lo\\er \alve ; A, the bod\ of lobes, that of each

supporting a pair of ciliated tentacula or feet; c, the double interior tubes.
i' in ',', a --n i _.]< pair oi Ciliated feet, ma mil lied ; n, one ol the two .strong joints
!'elo\\ the bifurcation. The iir branch is supposed t<> have been tuo or three
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years in the water, as the wood was become soft and pulpy ; and it had evi-

dently been perforated by the Tferedo (as some shells of these creatures were
found in the thickest part of the branch), before the barnacles took possession
of it. Barnacles are also found attached to other kinds of wood, particularly
to logs of mahogany, which from any accident have become adrift. The

fungi on the ^4 vbies are: ^.garicus adhaeVens A. et S., A. pristoides Fr. ; A.

i'plachnoides Home, and A. perforans Hoffm., on the leaves ; A. Albertinz Fr.,

A. acerosus Fr. y
Merulius umbrinus Fr., Polyporus borealis Fr., P. fragilis

Fr., P. serialis Fr., P. stereoides Fr., P. benzoinus Wahl., P. odoratus Fr.,
P. roseus Fr., P. unitus Pers., P. violaceus Fr., Hydnum gelatinosum Scop. ;

H. coralloides Scop., also on beech ; H. minutum Schum., H. bicolor A. et S.,

H. Agardhw Fr., Frpex spathulatus Fr., Thelephora conchata Fr., T. abietina

Pers., T. umbrina A. et S., T. sterilis Fr., Clavaria apiculata Fr., Calocera
furcata Fr., Peziza ollaris Fr., P. sulfurata Fr., P. pygmae'a Fr., P.
caerulea Bolt., P. pilosa Schum., P. acuum Fr., P. porioides A. et S., P.
Jutescens A. et S. ; P. versiformis Pers., and P. conigena Pers., and

b., on cones ; P. resinae Fr., P. lignyota Fr., Sarea difformis Fr., Bul-

garia nigrita Fr , Cenangium ferruginosum Fr., Stictis chrysophae^a Fr.,
Exidia saccharina Fr., Sclerotium carneum Fr., Sphagna Kunzez Fr., S.

de :6rmis Fr. ; S. strigosa Fr., also on pine ; S. resinas Fr. ; S. sapinea
Fr., also, but smaller, on the pine ; Strigula abietina Fr., Phacidium Pinastri

Fr., P. abietinum Schm., Hysterium elatinum Pers., Actidium hysterioides Fr.,
Diderma stellare Schrad., D. minutum Fl. Dan., Didymium tigrinum Schrad.,

Physarum fulvum Fr., Stemonitis pumila Fr., S. physaroides A. et S., Dic-

tydium ambiguum Schrad., D. microcarpum Schrad., D. venosum Schrad.,
Cribraria macrocarpa Schrad., C. fulva Schrad., C. pyriformis Fr. ; C. argillacea

Pers., also on pine; C. rubiginosa Pers., C. purpurea Fr., C. intricata Fr.,
C. aurantiaca Fr., C. tenella Fr., Arcyria nutans Fr., A. umbrina Schum,,
Trichia serotina Schrad. ; Perichae'na strobilina Fr., also on pine; P. incarnata

Fr., Licca cylindrica Ft:, L. fragiforrais, Fr., L. variabilis Schrad., Chseto-
mium pusillum Fr., Apiosporium 5bietis Kz., Isaria calva Fr., A'nthina cano-
fusca -Fr., Ceratium porioides A. et S., Stilbum smaragdinum A. et S., Spo-
rocybe resin ae Fr."

Page 2310. line 42., insert, before " In Stirlingshire :" "At Dupplin Castle

it is 107 ft. high, with a trunk 3 ft. in diameter."

A'bies Smilhiana. 2318. 1. 12., for
"
diameter," read "

circumference."

A. cephalonica. 2325. Throughout the whole of this article, for " General

Napier," read "
Major-General C. J. Napier."

2328. 1. 18., after
"
Lady Bunbury," add :

" who was then residing in Devon-
shire with another brother, Major-General G. T. Napier, now Go-
vernor of the Cape of Good Hope."

Picea. 2329., after the paragraph headed "
Description," add :

" Remarks. In addition to the specific differences already given in p. 2105.,
Professor Link (who calls this genus -4'bies) points out the following differ-

ences in the leaves, between it and the spruce fir :
* The leaves do not grow

together, but are single, and have the usual form of single leaves ; the midrib

being only visible on the under side, and the upper side having a furrow down
the centre of the leaf. They are flat, and in two or more rows. In many
species, they are divided at the point. They are also of a very dark green
above, and have generally two strips of white on the under side, one on each
side of the midrib, which is not the case with the spruce.' (Abhand., &c.,

p. 181.)
" The Highland Society, in their list of premiums for 1 838, offer a medal

for the best account of the disease which has of late years attacked the stem,

larger branches, and occasionally the twigs, of the silver fir, somewhat re-

sembling the well-known rot of the larch ; with suggestions founded on expe- ,<
.

rience, for checking the progress of the malady, or for preventing it. We had /s >
not before heard of this disease."

Picea pectindta. 2332. 1. 24. from the bottom, add :
" At Stodley Park is a
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2543

2542

beautiful tree (fig. 2542.), 96 ft. high ; diameter of the trunk 3 ft. 6 in.,

and of the head 50 ft.'*

Page 2333., add to the paragraph headed "
Geography :

" "
Professor Link

observes that this species never essentially constitutes a whole forest,
but is always found mixed with the spruce fir, and other species of
^bietinse. (Ibid., p. 182.)"

2337. Add to
"
Accidents, Diseases, fyc. :

" " Thefungi found on this species
are : Hydnum Hollw Schmidt, Thelephora Mougeotw Fr., Peziza
Piceae Pers., P. pithya Pers., P. elatina, Cenangium chlorellum Fr.,

Cypella digitalis Fr., Sphaeronema acrospermum Fr., Hysterium ner-

visequium Dec., Antennaria joinophila Nees. M. J. B."
Picea religiosa. 2349., add to "

Engravings:"
" and our^g. 2543., from the

drawing, of the natural size, of a cone of this species in the Berlin

herbarium, kindly forwarded to us by M. Otto."

Lara: europ^a. 2387., add to the paragraph headed "Canker:" "We
have been confirmed in this conjecture by the editor of the Quarterly
Journal, Henry Stephens, Esq., who informs us that this disease is

named from the rising of the bark like a blister, followed by a copious

discharge from it of the resinous sap of the tree ; the whole tree

afterwards becoming short and dry, like a cork. Mr. Stephens also

mentions the disease described in p. 2387., by Mr. Munro, as re-

sembling the canker in apple trees, and says it
'

appears like an

ichorous discharge around the setting on of the lower branches, in
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consequence of which the branches snap short off the trunk.'

H. S. Redbrae Cottage, Edinburgh, March 2. 1838."
L. americdna. Varieties. Pages 2400. and 2401., substitute the sign of a

deciduous tree for that of an evergreen one, for all the varieties.

Cedrus Libdni. 2413. 1. 14. from the bottom,
after the words " the old cedar in front of

Quenby Hall," add : "see our /g.2544."
Add to the end of the paragraph :

" In a

letter from Evelyn to Pepys, when the lat-

ter was at Tangier, is the following pas-

sage :

* Mr. Sheeres will remember the poor

gardener, if he happen on any kernels or

seeds of such trees and plants, especially

evergreens, as grow about those precincts.
Were it not possible to discover whether 2544

any of those citrine trees are yet to be found, that of old grew about

the foote of Mount Atlas, not far from Tingis ? Now, for that some

copies in Pliny reade cedria, others citria, 'twould be enquired what

sort of cedar (if any) grows about that mountaine.' (Mem. and Corr.

of Pepys, v. p. 105.) It is remarkable that the cedar has since

been found on Mount Atlas."

C. Deodara. 2431., add to the first paragraph :

" In the very interesting
review of Moorcroft's Travels in Ladakh, Kashmir, Bokhara, &c., in

the Quarterly Review for January, 1838, an account is given of the

excursion of Captain Johnstone, in August, 1827, to penetrate the

Himalaya to the sources of the Jumna, and thence to the confines of

Chinese Tartary. They traced the course of the river up to Jumno-
tree. Cursola, a small village in the very heart of the chasm, is

described as an isolated cluster ofabout 25 houses, 9000ft. above the sea,

with three or four small temples, having excellent roofs of carved deo-

dar wood. The glen from this village to Jumnotree was gloomy, and the

peaks were completely hidden by forests of the gigantic deodar. The

Brooang Pass was only accessible over a bed of snow ; and, on their

descent from it on the northern side, they measured a deodar cedar,
and found it 33ft. in circumference, and from 60ft. to 70ft. high,
without a branch. (Quart. Rev., vol. Ixi. No. 121. p. 105.) On the

mountains that enclose the valleys of Kashmir, Moorcroft tells us, are

immense forests of deodars ; the timber of which is extensively used in

their temples, mosques, and buildings in general. Such, says Moor-
croft, is its durability, that in none of the 384 columns of the great

mosque of Jana Musjid was there any vestige of decay, either from

exposure or insects, although they had been erected above a century
and a half. Most of the bridges are of this timber ; and some pieces in

one were found very little decayed, though they had been exposed to

the action of the water for 400 years. (Ibid., p. 1 18.)"
Araucaria excelsa. 2443. 1. 6., add, after full stop :

" A tree at Laxenburg,
near Vienna, Baron Jacquin informs us, is one of the finest and most

picturesque specimens of this species that can be seen."

1. 7., for
" Araucaria imbricata," read " Araucaria excelsa."

A. Cunninghdmn. 2443., add to list of Engravings:
"
Our^g. 2545. shows

the female cone, and a sprig bearing male cones, to our usual scale;
and a young male cone, the point of a shoot, and the leaves on an old

branch, of the natural size."

Dammara australis. 2449. I. 54., for
" In 1837," read " In December,

1837."

1. 56., after
" a pale green tinge," add :

" In the London and Edinburgh
Philosophical Magazine for March, 1838, p. 249., is an article on 'the

Kouri, or Cowdee, Resin, by J. Prideaux, Member of the Plymouth
Institution.' In this, it is stated that some cargoes of kouri timber
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had arrived at Plymouth, for the use of the dockyard there, which
were found fully to sustain the high reputation the wood had pre-

viously attained. Mr. Yate, in his Account of New Zealand, &c.,
describes the tree as affording trunks from 85 ft. to 95 ft. long without a

branch, and sometimes 12 ft. in diameter ; yielding a log of heart timber
1 1 ft. in diameter. One which he measured, and which was perfectly

sound, was 40ft. 11 in. in circumference. The wood has the appear-
ance of deal, works well under the plane, and smells strongly of resin.

The general appearance of the tree in its native forests is most remark-
able ; the small size and great number of its leaves giving it somewhat
the appearance of a box tree. The resin, which is too hard to be
scratched by the nail, was found by Mr. Prideaux to be very inflamma-

ble, and to burn away with a clear bright flame, but not to drop. On
attempting to melt it, it was found to froth and swell, giving out water
and aromatic oil, and becoming transparent, but not liquid. After
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cooling it was transparent, and nearly as tough and hard as shell lac.

After many experiments, Mr. Prideaux considers that the kouri resin

will be an important addition to our materials for alcoholic varnishes.

It is harder and more free from colour than mastic, quite as soluble,
and perhaps less than one tenth of the price. He also thinks it may
by used as a gas-light. It was tried as sealing-wax, but found not to

adhere to the paper. (Ibid., p. 254.)"
Cupressus sempervlrens. Page 2466. line 32., add :

" There is also a very
beautiful old cypress at Stockton House, in Wiltshire, the only relic of
the old garden. It is not very tall, as the leading shoot was broken

by wind and snow many years ago ; and it terminates in several spires.
We have no means of ascertaining its age ; but it is evidently very old,
and is a remarkably fine specimen. S"

1. 44., add, after
" Mount Sion :

" " A tall cypress, an American traveller

informs us, is now the only tree on Mount Sinai. It stands in the

centre of a valley, high up the mountain, surrounded by other moun-
tains, one of which bears the sacred name of Horeb. The cypress was

planted by the monks, more than 100 years ago : it is surrounded by a
stone fence, and near it is the fountain of Elias, which the prophet is

said to have dug with his own hands. (Incidents of Travel in Egypt,
&c., as quoted in the Athenceum, Aug. 26.)"

2471. 1. 3., dele "for having been wounded by Francis I., who is said to

have struck his sword into it, in his despair at losing the battle of

Pavia," &c. The tree struck by Francis was a poplar ; see p. 2589.

1. 7., add, after full stop :
" In the year 1810, this remarkable cypress was

struck by lightning, and left in its present shattered condition ; but

previously to that time it had a handsome well-proportioned head.

At the height of 19 ft. from the ground it divides into six large limbs.

Its roots extend to a great distance, and to such an extraordinary depth,
that when a well was dug near the tree some years ago, they were
found 150 ft. below the surface of the ground."

1. 27., add to the end of the paragraph :
" These trees, in 1838, were in a

state of rapid decay."

2475., add, before "
Statistics :

"

" The Fungi on the cypress are : Peziza cupressina Batsch, Cypella

Cupressi Fr., Stachylidium sceptrum Corda. M. J. B."

1. 32., add to
"

Statistics," before
" In France :

" " In Scotland, at Biel,

in East Lothian, it is 120 years old, 41 ft. 2 in. high, and with a trunk

6 ft. 10 in. in circumference at 2 ft. from the ground."

Juniperus. 2488., add to the list of fungi :

"
Agyrium caesium Fr., SphaeYia

Juniperi Fr. ; Hysterium tortile Schwein., on ,7. virginiana ; Podisoma

Juniperi virginianae Fr., C/redo Juniperi Lk. ; Gymnosporangium sabi-

num Fr., on savine. M. J. B."

2505., add, at the bottom of the page :

"
J. hemisphce'rica Presl grows above the boundary line of trees on Mount

Etna, as high as 7100ft.; as does Berberis etnensis Presl. (Comp. to Bot.

Mag., i. 92.)"

Agave americdna. 2529., add to the paragraph as follows :
" In the year

1837, a plant of this species of Agave flowered at Clowance, in Corn-

wall, the seat of Sir John St. Aubyn, Bart., of which the following
account has been sent to us by the gardener, Mr. T. Symons :

* This

plant, of which fig. 2546. is a portrait to a scale of 1 ft. to 4 in., by
Mr. Rutger, jun., is 23ft. high. Mr. Rutger, sen., my predecessor,
informs me that, when he came to Clowance, in the year 1800, he
found the plant in a small tub ; and that about the year 1806 he
turned it out, and planted it in the flower-garden, on the site where
its remains still stand. For many years, it was nearly stationary,

making but little progress in point of size ; which may be accounted
for by no particular attention having been paid to the preparation
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of soil, as the object of planting it out was rather to obtain ad-

ditional room in the green-house, than any ulterior view with respect
to its flowering. About ten years ago, the plant began to appear
in a more thriving state ; and, during the last four years, it made

rapid advances towards maturity. At the latter end of last June,
when the flower-stem made its first appearance, the plant was
7 ft. 2 in. high ; the diameter of the trunk, at 1 ft. 8 in. from the

ground was 2ft. Sin. ; and the leaves 7ft. 3 in. long, 13 in. wide, and
from 5 in. to 6 in. thick near the base ; its rapid growth during the last

four years is, most likely, owing to the roots having penetrated into

a subsoil more congenial to its growth than the soil in which it

was planted. Allowing the plant to be about 25 years old when
turned out, it may be considered as being about 56 years old when it

flowered. Its site was in the flower-garden, on a border sloping to the

south, backed with a fence and shrubbery as shown in the sketch,
where it never had any protection, otherwise than by being screened
from the north by the shrubbery behind.

"
Indications of its blossoming appeared towards the latter end of

June, when I
perceived

that the central leaves were bursting open ;

and, being gratified at the idea of seeing it in bloom, I was determined
to particularly observe the growth of the flower-stem, and accordingly

kept a daily journal of its progress. During the first 10 or 12 days,
it grew from 6 in. to 7 in. in 24 hours : afterwards its daily growth
gradually diminished ; and, when approaching its extreme height, its

progress was not more than
Jin. during the above period: cloudy

weather or a fresh breeze invariably retarded its growth. On the 1st

of July, the flower-stem was 10 ft. 11 in. high, and by many it was at

that time thought to resemble a gigantic asparagus. On the 19th of

July, its height was 16 ft. ;
and from that period, at about 4ft. or 5 ft.

below the top, lateral buds began to make their appearance, which,
as the stem grew, formed the peduncles on which the clusters of
flowers expanded. On the 31st of July, the flower-stalk was 19ft.

high, when there were 13 lateral and alternate shoots thrown out.

On August 15. there were 22 peduncles put forth, differing in length in

proportion to their age, the lower ones measuring 2 ft. 6 in. in length,
and bearing on their extremities numerous clusters of flower-buds ;

these subdividing, and giving space for each individual flower, and

measuring across the clusters from 14 in. to 18 in. At this period, the

height of the stem was 22 ft. 6 in. On the 7th of September, the

flower-stem attained its extreme height, namely, 25 ft. ; and the num-
ber of peduncles was 34, besides a cluster of flower-buds on the top
of the stem. The first flower-buds began to expand on the 28th of

September, and on the 10th of October the lowermost clusters were
in great perfection. The flowers on the whole

plant
were carefully

counted, and the number amounted to 5088, of the colour of sulphur,
and above 5 in. in length. So richly were the flowers charged with a

juice resembling the taste of honey, that it dropped from them in

abundance, especially from about 9 o'clock in the morning until about

12 o'clock at noon. Bees came by myriads, and feasted themselves on
the fast-flowing fluid. Observing such a quantity of the juice falling

on the ground, I put vessels beneath to receive it as it dropped from

the flowers, and filled six soda-water bottles with it. After being
corked and rested a few days, it was acknowledged to be an excellent

cordial ; but after a while it fermented, became acid, and acquired a

fetid smell.
" From the 10th of October to the middle of November, the stately

appearance of the plant, with its gracefully curved branches expand-

ing like candelabra, and sustaining such a number of erect blossoms and
8 F
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buds, the flowers beautifully succeeding each other, presented to the

eye a spectacle highly gratifying. The upper blossoms were in per-
fection so late as the 24th of December, when, a frost setting in, they
were nipped ; thus terminating the beauty of a plant that will long
live in the recollection of its numerous visiters, the number of which,
of all ranks, amounted to 7517. It may be worthy of remark, that,

as the flower-stalk grew and the flowers expanded, the leaves of the

plant became flaccid and drooping, and are now rapidly withering ;

but the stalk is still green, and will take several months to get dry."
During its progress towards flowering, in order to secure it from the

wind and rain, I erected over it a temporary covering with pit lights,
and underneath a flight of steps to a platform 12 ft. from the ground,
which enabled the visiters to approach the lowermost flowers.

T. Symons. Clowance, Feb. 1838."

Plates. Vol. IV. Dele the following, as being varieties distinguished by colour,

and, therefore, not suitable for plates which, in the greater number of

copies, will not be coloured :
"
Magnolia grandiflora ferruginea (2),

Tilia europae
xa glauca (16), Tilia europae^a rubra (17)." Dele " Lirio-

dendron Tulipifera obtusiloba (14), as being a variety readily under-
stood from description." In a few copies, the plates of T. (e) alba,

the Hungarian Lime, are named T. argentea ; and T. americana is

named T. alba. A^cer obtusatum, in a few copies, is named A. hybri-
dum. Though botanists are well acquainted with these synonymes,
we have judged it advisable to name them here, for the sake of the

general reader, and to enable the binder to arrange the plates properly.

ERRATA AND ALTERATIONS OMITTED.
ERRATA IN CONTENTS.

Page six. line 5., for "
Bilberbaum," read "Bie-

berbaum."
13. for" Varieties, 272," read

"
Varieties, 278."

38. Liriodendron, for Bieberbaum," read
"
Tulipeerbaum."

xx. 1. 27., for " 295," read " 294."
39. for "29," read "295."
16. Berberis, for "

298," read "
299."

xxi. 1. 28. Mahbnwi, for " Ash Berry," read
" Ash Berberry."

xxiv. 1.31. Pittdsporum, for "538," read "358."
6. Malvkcea?, for "362," read "360."
6. from the bottom, for

"
633," read "363."

xxvii. 1. 1., for " Lindl.," read " Juss."
13. Tflia americana, for "372," read "373."
21., after "

Iaxifl6ra," insert " pi. 21."

43., for "
176," read "376."

xxix. 1. 35. tfypericum, for "362," read "396."
1., for "598," read "398."

xxxiv. 1. 12. Xanth6xylum, for "
pi. 6.," read

"pi. 56."
xxxv. 1. 41. Eudnymus latifolius, for "

fig.

661." read " fig. 166."

15. E. echinatus, add "
fig. 170."

8. from the bottom, for
"
501," read "504."

"

xxxrii. 1. 14. PrJnos verticil&tus, for "522,"
read "521."

23., for " f. 191.,'- read
"

fig. 192."
41. Zfzyphus vulgaris.for "524," read "525."
13. Palitirus, fir

"
528," read "

527."
xxxviii. 1. 41., frr "295," read "535."

44., for "
555,

' read " 535."

47., for
"
533," read " 535."

16. R. Frangula, for "539," read "537."
54. Ceanbthus americanus, insert "

fig." before" 214."
xli. 1. 27. Spartium jfinceum, for "

575," read
"576."

xlii. L 1. Genista radiata, for "519," read "579."
43. G. aphylla, for "528," read "582."

Page xlv.1.43. G. diffUsa, for "584," read "585."
41. for "

fig. 336," read "
fig. 306."

xlvi. 1. 42. Cbiatea mddia, for "635," read " 636."
xlviii. 1. 56. Cassidae, for "660," read " 650."
lii. 1/18. from the bottom, for "

702," read "709."
liv. L 28., for "725," read "727."

6. from bottom, for "L. alba,"read"S. alba."
lv. 1. 3. from the bottom, for "

784," read " 743."
Ixiii. L 24., for " 603," read "

608."

26., for "663," read " 603 "

Ixiv. 1. 13. from the bottom, dele "StranvaVa."
Ixviii. 1. 28. from the bottom, for

"
923," read

"928."
lxxi.1. 14. from thebottom, for "950," read "956."
Ixxxv. 1. 16. Saxifrages, for

"
294," read " 994."

Ixxxvi. 1. 10., for "
1018," read "

1012."-
Ixxxiv. 1. 21. from the bottom, for

"
1131," read

" 1134."
xcix. 1. 14. from the bottom, for "

125," read
" 1256."

c. 1. 4., for "1364," read "1264."
cL 1. 26., after "Barbary Boxthorn," insert

"
fig. 1109. 1270."

17. from the bottom, for " 1115," read " 1113."
For "

Crabowskjfl," read " Grabowskw."
cii. L 3. from the bottom, for " Salsola Sp."

read " Salsdla L."
cxxiL 1. 30., for " 1509," read " 1645."
cxxiii. 1. 23. from the bottom, for "

168," read
"
1689."

cxxv. 1. 12., for " fig. 1560," read " fig. 1569."

ERRATA IN SUPPLEMENT.
Page 2542. line 23., insert "and" after "tree."

2568. 1. 4., dele " JacksbmYi scoparia Cunn."
2585. 1. 3. from the bottom, for "fig. 2325.,"

read "
fig. 2525."

2588. 1. 12, 13., for " a shows S. nlgra," &c.,
read " b shows S. nlgra, and a S. flgtistrina."
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APPENDIX I.

SPECIMEN OF <l RETURN PAPERS
"
CIRCULATED IN 1834 AND 1835; IN

GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTH AMERICA, IN ENGLISH ; IN FRANCE AND
RUSSIA, IN FRENCH; IN ITALY, IN ITALIAN; AND IN GERMANY, DEN-

MARK, SWEDEN, ETC., IN GERMAN.

One largefolio sheet contained the Names of all the principal Genera, urith blanks under
each proportioned to the number of Ligneous Species which each Genus contains.

ARBORETUM ET FRUTICETUM BRITANNICUM;

THE TREES AND SHRUBS THAT ENDURE THE OPEN AIR IN GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRELAND,

PICTORIALLY AND BOTANICALLY DELINEATED, AND SCIENTIFICALLY AND POPULARLY DESCRIBED.

BY J. C. LOUDON, F.L.S., &c.

THE nature of the Arboretum Britannicum is described in the advertisement on'the last page of this sheet ;

and in the Gardener's Magazine for December, 1834. The object of this Return Paper is, to procure Notices
of Trees and Shrubs, whether old or young, indigenous or foreign, hardy or half-hardy, of all the kinds men-
tioned below, from all parts of Great Britain, Ireland, and the Continent of Europe.
The Proprietor, Amateur, Nurseryman, Gardener, or Forester, who may receive this Paper, will greatly

lerve the cause of Arboriculture, if he will fill up with the names and other particulars of such species of the

genera enumerated as may be on his property, within the range of his observation, or under his care The
objects are : 1 . To show the different degrees of progress which trees make in different localities and climates,
and in different soils and situations ; 2. To record the Arboretums, and also the smaller Collections of Treei
and Shrubs that have been made in different places ; and, 3. To notice Specimens remarkable for their bulk,
age, beauty, singularity, or peculiarity of form ; or, in the case of very young trees, for their'rapidity of growth.

It is requested that this sheet, when filled up, may be returned to the undersigned, at Messrs. Longman's,
39. Paternoster Row, London, at the earliest convenience of the party to whom it is addressed.

J. C. LOUDON.
London, Nov. 1834 ; May, 1835 ; and July, 1835.

Generic and
; Specific Names.
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APPENDIX II.

LIST OF TREES AND SHRUBS INDIGENOUS TO, OR CULTIVATED IN, ITALY.

WITH THEIR SYSTEMATIC AND POPULAR ITALIAN NAMES.

Communicated by Signor Giuseppe Manetti, of the Administration of the Imperial and

Royal Gardens at Monza, in Lombardy.

Systematic Names.
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Systematic Names.
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Systematic Names.
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Systematic Names. Italian Names.
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Systematic Names.
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Syrtematic Names.
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Systematic Names.
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Systematic Names.

C. sempervirens ho-
rizontalis

Schubertm (Taxb-
dium) dfsticha

Junfperus
communis

Oxycedrus
phcenfcea
Sablna

virginiana

Smilacea;.

Smllax
aspera

Italian Names.

Cipressa, Cipresso femmina.

Cipresso gaggia.

Ginepro.
Ginebro,

"

Ginepro, Ginepro
nero, Zinepro.

Cedro Fenicio, Ginepro rosso.

Cedro Licio.

Sabina, Savina, Pianta danna-

ta, Cipresso del Maghi.
Ginepro di Virginia.

Smilace.

Edera, Rogo acerbone, Rogo

Systematic Names.

S. China

Sarsaparilla

.Ruscus
aculeatus

Jfypoglossum

racembsus

Italian Names.

cerbone, Rogo cervino, Ro-
vo cervino, Rogo cervione,
Smilace.

Cina, (Jina gentile, Cina petri-

ta, Radice di Cina.
- Salsapariglia, Sarsaparilla,

Zarsaparilla, Zarzaparilla.
- Rusco.
- Brusco, Bruscolo, Pugnitopo,

Pungitopo, Ruschio, Spru-
naggio, Sprunaggiolo, Stri-

notopo.
- Bislingua, Bonifaccia, Lauro

Alessandrino, Lingua pa-
gana, Linguella.

- Lauro alessandrino, Lauro
d' Alessandria, Lauro ideo.

APPENDIX III.

PRICED CATALOGUES OF TREES AND SHRUBS, CONTRIBUTED BY BRITISH

AND CONTINENTAL NURSERYMEN.

THE prices of trees and shrubs vary permanently in different countries from

permanent causes, and also locally and temporally, in every particular country, from

difficulty-or facility of cultivation, or from scarcity or abundance. The prices in Lon-

don, Bollwyller, and New York, as given in the body of this work, after each ofthe prin-

cipal species described in it, will convey a sufficiently accurate idea of the comparative

prices of ligneous plants in both hemispheres. Nevertheless, we have thought it ad-

visable to publish the following five Catalogues, as well to show the variation in

prices in different parts of Europe, as to exhibit a list of names of species and

varieties which existed in the year 1838 in British and Continental nurseries.

How far the plants to which these names are applied in the nurseries, are identical

with those to which they are applied in this Arboretum, it is impossible for us, in

many cases, to say. The reader can only ascertain this by examining the living

plants, and comparing them with our descriptions and figures. The greater number

ofthe names in these Catalogues, however, are, we think, correct; though, in the case of

some of the genera, such as Cratae'gus, Quercus, Pinus, &c., this is not likely to be

the case with all of the species ; and in other genera, such as Salix, Rosa, C'ytisus,

Genista, Spiraea, Cistus, Helianthemum, &c., it cannot be expected that the nursery-

men's names should be correct, since scarcely any two botanists are agreed respecting

them : nor is correctness in the names of all the species and varieties of some of

these genera of much consequence in a practical point of view, provided the more

striking kinds are known and propagated. A great improvement in the nomenclature

of hardy fruits has been made in British nurseries, by reference to the collection in

the Horticultural Society's Garden ; and especially by country nurserymen obtaining

Drafts from the Society, with the names adopted in the Society's Fruit Catalogue

attached. Till lately, the same attention was not paid to ornamental trees and shrubs

that has, ever since the Society possessed a garden, been paid to fruit trees ; but

a reformation in this department is now going forward, and, if London nurserymen

were to compare their plants and names with the names and plants in the Horticul-

tural Society's Garden, they might be enabled to render their catalogues of them as

perfect, and their plants as true to their names, as is now the case with their cata-

logues and plants of fruit trees. Country nurserymen generally come to London

once a year, and, by bringing specimens of their trees and shrubs with them, they

might ascertain the correct names by comparing them with the living plants in the

Chiswick Garden. As cuttings for propagation, or to be used as botanical speci-

mens for determining the kinds, will, probably, in a short time be spared from the

Horticultural Society's Garden, country nurserymen, Fellows of the Society, might
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correct their nomenclature by sending for these. One great use of the Arboretum
et Fruticetum Britannicum will be, to render the employers of nurserymen, and espe-

cially botanical amateurs and ladies, familiar with the correct names of ligneous

plants. This will soon create among commercial gardeners a demand for a correct

nomenclature, which the nurseryman will supply when he finds it his interest to do

so, but not before.

In the following Catalogues, with one exception, no authorities for the names have

been given by the nurserymen who sent them. The practice of affixing the autho-

rities is adopted by all the first nurserymen on the Continent, but is almost always
neglected in this country. These Catalogues were prepared before the severe

frost of January, 1838, which destroyed many thousands of ligneous plants in

British nurseries, and which will probably occasion a temporary rise ofprice in various

articles for a year or two.

I.

Catalogue of American and other Tree and Shrub Seeds, imported,
or procured,for Sale, by GEORGE CHARLWOOD, 14?. Tavistock Row,
Covent Garden.

Acacia.
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s. d.
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Menispermum
canadense
virginicum

Passiflora
caertlea

hybrida
Cblvilli*

Maydna
Periploca
grae'ca

.Rosa
Boursaiilt*

Per Per
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Per Plant.
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er Plant.
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Per Plant.

S. d. S. d.
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III.

List of Trees, Plants, fyc., with the Prices for 1838, sold ly PETER
LAWSON and SON, 3. Hunter Square, Edinburgh, Seedsmen and

Nurserymen to the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

SEEDLING FOREST TREES.
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Per 1000.

s. d.

nlgra Ph. (Black ditto) 1 to 1$ feet, per 100 7 6
excelsa Pair. (Norway Spruce), 6 to 8 inches 7 6

ltolfoot 15

Pfcea W. (Silver Fir), 6 to 9 inches - 15

.Sycamore (or Plane),
1 to H foot - - - 12 6

2 to 2 feet - - - 15

;
3 to 3 feet - - - 20
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Cotoneaster, on thorn stocks,
*microphylla Wai., 3 feet
*rotunditblia B. R., 3 feet

Cratae^gus
arbutifblia, 24. to 3 feet

new varieties, 2i to 3 feet
ietutefblia Sooth, 1 to 14. foot
coccinea IV., 24, to 3 feet

new van, 2 to 24 feet
cordata W., 1 foot

Crus.galli.L., 5 to 54. feet

splendens H. K., 2 to 3 feet
dubia W., 24. to 3 feet

grossulariaefolia Booth, 1 to 14 foot

heterophylla King, 3 to 4 feet
mexicana M. et S., IA to 2 feet

medlar-leaved, 3 to 4 feet

ohcordata Booth, 2 to 3 feet
odoratissima B. R., 2 to 3 feet . ^
olivaef6rmis Booth, 24. to 3 feet
orientalis Booth, 24. to 3 feet

Oxyacantha E. B., fol. var., 2 to 24 feet
fl. pleno, 24. to 3 feet

rbsea, 24. to 3 feet

superb, 24. to 3 feet

pendula, 2 to 3 feet

flava, 2 to 24 feet

pectinata .SooM, 1 to 14 feet

spathulata Ph., 1 foot

stipulacea Booth, 3 feet
tanacetifblia B. R,, 2* to 3 feet
tomentbsa Booth, 24. to 3 feet
without stone, 24 to 3 feet

pyrifblia W., 1 foot
'

-
'

.

punctata W., 24. to 3 feet
'

sanguinea Pall., 3* feet
*
Cunningharm'a
*sinensis R. Br., 3 feet
*

e
6 to 12 inches

Cytisus, on laburnum stocks,
argenteus JF., 5 feet ...
capitatus W., 5 feet

nfgricans W., 34. feet

purpureus W., 3 feet

sessilifblius W., 34 feet

suplnus W., 4 feet
.Laburnum W., fol. variegatis, 4 feet

quercifolium, 4 feet

pendulum, 4 feet

purpurascens, 34 to 4 feet

Waldd.m, 6 feet

alplnus W., fragrans, 34. feet

Z)iospyros
/.btus W., 4 to 6 inches
virginiana W., 4 to 6 inches

.Euonymus
americana W.

t 3 to
34. feet

atropurpurea W., 4 to 5 feet

europae
va W., 34, feet -

fruct albo, 3$ feet

coccineo, 3 feet

*jap6nica W., 1 foot

fol. atireis variegatis, 1 foot -

foL argenteis variegatis, 1 foot

.Pagus
sylvatica W. asplenifblia, 1 to U feet

purpurea, 5 to 6 feet

laciniata, 3 feet

pendula, 5 feet - . .
fol. aureis varieg., 2 feet
fol. argenteis varieg., 2 feet

^raxinus
acuminata Lamb., 2 to 3 feet
americana W., 2$ to 3 feet

gla-bra, 2 to 3 feet
excelsior lucida W., 24 feet

aurea, 2^ to 3 feet
fol. var., 2$ feet

pendula, 6 feet

heterophylla VaM, 24 feet

^uglandifblia W., 1 to U foot
/entiscifblia pendula TK, 5 feet
nana Bosc, 3 to 4 feet

Each.

*. d.
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5

1

1 6
2

6
2 ti

3 6

3 6
2 6
1 6

1 6

Each.

Sal s. d.

*canadensis //. A'., 1 to H foot -
(in pots) 9

*Clanlirassilfl H. K., 1 foot - 26
*excelsa fol. v.ir., Pair., 1 foot - 36
*balsamea var. longifbl. Booth, 5ft. 76
*DouglasM Hort., 14 foot - 25
*Fraser/ Ph., 1 foot - - _ 2 6
Mensi&tf Douglas, 4 inches - 63

*Miirhida Wai., <> to 12 inches - 10 6
*Pfcea var. tortubsa Booth, 4 ft. 76
*Pichtn Fis., 1 foot - _ 26
*/axifblia Lamb., l. foot 36
*rubra Lamb., 4 to 9 inches - 06

Z-urix Sal.

europa?
v
a var. pendula Dec., 3 feet - 16

raicrocarpa Lamb., fi feet - 3 6

Vendula Lamb., 34, feet

1 Planera
Richard/ Mich., 1J foot

Platanus
flcerifblia W., 3 feet

cuneata W., 1 foot

digitata Booth, 1 foot

occidentals W., 3 feet

oriemalis W.. 3 feet

Populus
a?gyptlaca Booth, 2 to 2A feet

Lindleyawrt var. crispa Booth, 14 foot

trepida W., 14 to 2 feet

sp. from Belgium, Booth, 3 feet

suaveolens Fis., 1 foot

Primus
Cocomilla Tern., 4 to 4* feet

pumila H'., 1 foot - -

spinbsa fl. pleno W., 2 feet

Ptelea
trifoliata L., 3 to 34, feet

Pyrus
amygdalif&rmis VU., 3 feet

baccata W., 4 feet

communis fol. var. W., 3 feet

fl. pleno, 2$ to 3 feet

semidouble, 3 to 3 feet

coronaria W. , 4 to 44, feet

edulis W., 3 to 4 feet

fla:agnifblia Pall., 3 to Si feet

intermedia W., 2 to 3 feet

lanuginbsa Dec., 2 to 3 feet

melanocarpa Ph., 3 feet

nepalensis Lo. C., 1 to 1$ foot

pinnatifida F. B., 24 to 3 feet

Pollvdna W., 2i to 3 feet

prunifblia W., 5 feet

var. cocci'nea, 5 to 5\ feet

dulcis, 5 to 5i feet

Harvey's new, 5 to 6 feet

North's new, 5 to 6 feet

spectabilis W., 3 feet

upsalensis Lo. C., 2J- to 3 feet

Quercus
Bam'steri Mich., 1 foot

bfcolor Ph., 6 to 9 inches

CatesbaeV \V., 6 to 9 inches

coccinea Ph., 6 inches

fastigiata Lam., U foot

riex W., \\ foot

2 years' seedlings, in pots, per 100

ditto ,
in beds, per 100

Lucombeaa Swt., 6 inches
3 to 3 feet

6 to 7 feet

gramuntia IV., 1 foot, in pots

lyrata Ph., 1 foot - -

*maritima Ph., 9 inches

palustris Ph., 6 to 9 inches
*Phellos Ph., 1 to If foot

Prlnus Ph., 6 to 9 inches

sp. from America, 14 foot

*Siiber IV., \i foot

Tatizin Lam., 2 years' seedlings, per 100
3 years' ditto per 100

trfloba Ph , 1 foot

.flbbur fol. var. W., 2 feet

[fol. atro-purpureis, 2 feet

6
6
6

3 6

1

4
1

6
3 6
1 6

30
20

6
3 6
2 6
3 6

6
6
4

1

1

10
15-0
0"6
1 6
1

8 G

Robin ia

Pseudacacia W., 1 year's seedlings, per 100

1 to 2 feet

crispa, 1 foot

monstrbsa, 2 feet

tortubsa, 2$ to 3 feet

gigantea Booth, 2 to 3 feet

hfspida W., 3 to 4 feet -

grandiflbra, 4 to 4J feet

inermis, 1$ to 2 feet

microphylla Lo. C., 2 to 3 feet

strfcta Lk., 5 to 6 feet -

viscosa W., 2 to 3 feet ...
alba, 3 feet

hdrriIda, 2 to 3 feet .

amorphaefblia Lk., 2 to 3 feet

Salix
annularis Hort. -

var. pubescens
babyldnica L. -

var. bedfordiensis
var. Napolebno

moschata Booth - -

Sixty distinct species,_2 plants of each for,

(Sambucus
canadensis W., 14. foot

nlgra W., 3 to 4 teet, per 100 - -

fol. var., 1 foot

rotundifblia Booth, 1 foot

Sophbra H. K
jap6nica W., 1 to 1| foot

fol. var., 2 feet

pendula, 1 foot

*grandiflbra, 1 foot
* Taxus
*baccata W., 1^ to 2 feet, per 100
* 2 to 3 feet
* foL var. 1 foot, each
*canadensis W.
*hibernica Hooker, 6 inches

2 to 3 feet
* Thuja
*occidentalis L., 9 to 12 inches
* 2 to 2| feet

*orientalis L., 4 to 6 inche i

2 to 2| feet

*l>licata Lam., 6 inches

Tilia
americana L., 2 to 3 feet

nigra, 2 to 3 feet

canadensis Booth, 24, to 3 feet

foL variegatis, 3 to Ji feet

parvifblia Ehrh., 2 to 3 feet

osplenifblia, 3 feet

grandifblia Ehrh.

aurea, 24 feet

laxiflbra MX., 24 to 3 feet

pubescens H.K.,5 feet

t/'lmus
americana Ph., 2 to 3 feet

Aetulifhlia Booth, 2} to 3 feet

detuloldes L., 24 to 3 feet

campestris L., 3 to 3 feet

fol. argenteis, 14,
to 2 feet

fol. aureis, 2 to 24 feet

asplenifblia, 1^ to 2 feet

var. stricta, 2^ to 3 feet

crispa W., 2i to 3 feet

glabra E. A, 2i to 3 feet

glomerata Booth, 1^ foot .

gigantda, 2^ to 3 feet

fungbsa, 24 to 3 feet - -

microphylla Pers., 1 to 2 feet

wzyrtifblia, 1| to 2 feet

nana, 6 inches ...
plicata, 3 to 4 feet

pumila Pall, 1$ to 2 feet

sibfrica, 3 to 4 teet

scabra Mic., 1 foot

suberbsa Mcench, 2$ to 3 feet

t6rtula, 14. to 2 feet

tortubsa, 6 inches

viminalis, 1^ foot

viscbsa, 1 to 2 feet

4

Each.

s. d.

1 6
6
61

1

2
2
1

1 6
1 6
1 6
1 6
1 6
2 6
2 6
1 G

1

2 6
6
6

1 6
2
42

1 6
10
1

1 6

1

2 6
3 6
5

15
20
2 6
3 6

6

4
9
6

1
5

1 6
1

1 6

I1 6
6

2
1

1 6

i o
6

1

1

1

1 6
9
9

2 6
6

1

9
1 6

9
9
6

1

9
6
6

1

3 6
I
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Vlmus
new Exeter, 24 to 3 feet

black Canadian, 1 to 14 foot

species from Hamburgh, 1 to 2J feet

Those without authorities are named as in the

Edinburgh Botanic Garden.

Each.
s. d.

1

1

1

ORNAMENTAL TREES.
First assortment, per 100
Second ditto
Third ditto

SHRUBS AND AMERICAN PLANTS.
(Those marked thus * are

Evergreens.)
PLANTS REQUIRING PEAT SOIL.

Andromeda
arborea W., 14. foot,
*6uxifblia Lam., 1 foot,
*Catesbae

x
i W., 1 to 14, foot,

calyculata PA., 14 to 2 feet,
*

nana, 14 foot
frondbsa Ph., 14. foot,
mariana IV., 14, foot,

specibsa var. pulverulenta, 14 foot

/x>lifblia W., 1| foot,
*do. in 10 varieties

! specibsa Ph., 14. foot,

*tetragbna L. t 4 inches,
*A'rbutus
*alplna W. ...
Mndrachne W., 2| feet,

var. serratifblia, 24, feet
*mucronata L.fiL, 6 inches,
*pilbsa, 6 inches

*procera Dou., 14, foot,

nepalensis, 14, foot

iTnedo W.t 9 to 12 inches, in pots.
1 to li foot

*
. fl. pleno, 1 foot

*
scarlet, 1 foot

*UVa tirsi W.
*sibfrica, 6 inches

Azalea
calendulacea Mich., H foot

cr6cea, 2 feet - r

glauca Lam., 1 to
14, foot

glabra, 1 to 14 foot f
nitida PA., 1 to 14. foot
nudiflbra L., 1 foot - -

alba, 1J foot-

pdntica L., 14 to 2 feet

alba, 1 foot

viscbsa L., 1 to 14, foot

alba, 14 toot -

vittata, 1J foot

Calycanthus
fertilis W., U foot

fldridus W., Ufoot
oblongifblius Nut., 24 feet ,

asplenifblius Booth., 3 feet

Chimonanthus
fragrans Lindl., 14 foot

grandiflbrus Lindl.

IJ foot

Ceanothus
americanus W., 1 to 14 foot

Clethra W.
acuminata Ph., 24 feet
alnifblia Ph., 2 to 24 feet

paniculata W., 2 to 24, feet

pumila Smith of Ayr, 1 foot
* Cneorum

*tric6ccum L., 6 inches

Dryas
*Drumm6ndi Hooker
*integrifblia Wahl.
*octopetala W.

*jB'mpetrum
*nlgrum L.,

Erica
*arbbrea L., 1 foot
*au8tralis L., 1 foot
*carnea L.
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*
Oxycoccus
*macrocarpus Pers.

*palustri Ph.

*PbJygala
*Chama?buxus L. -

jRhodora
canadensis W., 1 to 1$ foot

.Rhododendron
azaledldes Hort., 2J feet

*arbbreum Sm., U foot
* hybridum Hort., 1 foot
* catawbiensePA., 4 to 6 inches

hybridum Hort., 2 to 3 feet

*caucasicum /F., 1 foot

*Chama;cistus JF.

dauricum JF., 1 foot

*atrovlrens, 1 feet

*ferrugineum JF., 6 to 9 inches
*hirstitum W., 1 foot

*lapponicum Wahl., 6 inches
*maximum W., ti to 9 inches
* li to 2 feet

*myrtifblium Lod., U foot

odoratum Hort., 1 foot

*p6nticum JF., 6 to 9 inches
1 to 2 feet

2 to 3 feet

var, H foot

Lbwrt, 1 loot

m&gno\fa'foliu)n,
:

3 feet

album Ph., 1 foot

angustifblium, 1 foot

atropurpureum, 2 feet

aureum, 2 to 24 feet

fl. pleno,
rbseum, U foot

kalmiobfo, H foot

fol. argenteis, 1 foot

*rotundifblium, 2 feet

*punctatum JF., 2 feet

*venustum JFa/.

Stuart/a

virgfnica TDcc., 1 foot r

P"accinium
Fitis ida-

v
a major L.
maxima

Fitex
^4'gnus castus L., 1 foot

4 to 6 inches

06
9

9

3 6
2

9
2

6
1 6

20
2 6
30
26
3 6

36
2 6

105
3 6
20
36
26
20
30

2 6

09
9

6
9

1

PLANTS NOT REQUIRING PEAT SOIL.

Amorpha
plabra Desf., 6 to 9 inches
fruticbsa L., H to 2 feet

Lewfsw Lo. C., 1 to 2 feet

Artemisia
arborescens L.,'3 feet

yfbrotanum L., 1^ foot - - -

argentea H. K., 1^ foot

Asimina
trdoba Dunal, 1^ to 2 feet

'Astragalus
*rragacantha L., 4 to 6 inches (in pots)

-

*Aucuba
jap6nica L., 6 to 12 inches, per 100

1$ to 2 feet

do. in pots

*.Z?accliaris

Aalimifblia L., 6 inches

*Btinthami'a

*fragifera, 6 to 12 inches
*Berberis

*aristata Dec., 6 inches
*asiatica Rox., 6 inches
canadensis Mi/., I foot ...
cratzEginea Dec., U foot

*dulcis Sivt., 1 to l| foot

*/licifblia Forst., 1 foot

9

50

1

3 6

2 6

6

2 6

Each.
s. d.

*Berberis
*ilicifblia glauca, 1 foot - - 2 6
ovalifolia Booth, 1 foot - - 2

*empetrifblia Lamb., 6 inches - - 10

hybrida Booth, fi inches - 06
sinensis DCS/., 1 foot - - - 6

vulgaris alba L.,li foot - 1 6

laxa, U foot - 1 6

liitea, 1^ foot - - 1

stoneless, U foot - 1

fruc. cairuleo, 1J foot - 20
*Mahonta
*/iquif61ium Nut., 4 to 6 inches 1

1 to 14 foot - 3 6
*fascicularis Dec., 1 foot - - 10 6

*glumacea Dec., 1 foot - - - 20

*repens G. Don, 1 foot 10

*B6rya
*figustrina W., 1 to 1 foot T - 2 6

Buddlca
globbsal,., 1 to 2 foot - ,06

Z?upleurum
fruticbsum Thun., 1 foot . 16

*balearica W., 6 inches - 1

*sempervlrens W., 14 foot, per 100 - 12 6
* fol. aureis, 1^ foot, per 100 - 20
* tol. argenteis, 14 foot, per 100 20

*7wyrtifblia, 1 foot 4

Cassia
marilandica L., 1$ foot * 9

Catdlpa J.

syringafbMa H. K., 1 foot - - 9

Cerasus /.

Laurocerasus Loi. - 06
lusitanica Loi. - 6

Chionanthus
virgfnica L., 2 feet - - 1 6

* Cistus
*acutifblius Swt., 14 foot - - 1

*albidus L., li foot . - 1

*creticus L., 1 foot ,. ..09
*CupaniaM5 Presl, 1 foot - 9
*hirsutus Lamb., 1 foot - 9
*italicus Pers., 1 foot - 09
*ladanfferus L., 14 to 2 feet - - 6
*latifolius Swt., 1 to li foot - - 6
*laxus H. K., 1 to 14 foot , - 1

*Libanbtis W., 6 inches - ^10
*l.usitanicus Booth, 6 inches - 1

*monspehensis L., 1 foot - 9
*platysepalus Sweet, 1 foot - - 9

*/opulifolius Lam., 1 foot -
,

- 09
*salvit'61ius L., 1 foot - 9

*Helianthemum
*algarvense Dec., 1 foot - 10
formbsum Dec., 1 foot - - 1 6
Collection of 30 sorts named, 1 plant \ on ft

of each - >
*Clianthus

*punfceusimrf/.,6to9inches - 36
Colutea
arborescens W., 1 to 2 feet - 04

Corchorus
jaixinicus L., 2 to 2J feet . 6

Compton/a
Asplenifblia H. K., 1 foot 1

Coriaria

nzyrtifblia L., 6 inches - 06
Cornus
canadensis /,., 2 to 2 feet - 6
candidfssima Booth, tol. var., 1 foot - 16
fldrida L., 1 foot . - 1
iiij'isriila L., 2^ feet - - 1

paniculata Herit., 3 to 3J feet - - 1

sangufnea L., 3 to 3j feet - .04
fol. var., 3 to 3^ feet - 06

sibirica Lo. C., 1 J to 2 feet - - 10
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s. d.

Coronilla
E'mcrus L., U to 2 feet

glauca L ., 11 to 2 feet

foL var. 1$ to 2 feet

Cotoneaster
acuminata Lindl., I foot - -

*aflflnis Lindl., 1 foot

wrbutifblia Booth, 1 to 11 foot

*frigida Z,tN<a, 3 feet

1 foot

microphylla ffA, 1 to 1 foot

6 to 12 inches
*rotundifblia JFa/., 1 to 1 foot

tomentbsa Lindl., 1 to 1* foot

*LTva-ursi Hort., 1 foot

vul.earis Lindl., 1 foot

Cydonia
japdnica P.S., 1 to 1 foot

fl. pleno, 1 loot

fl. albo, U foot

*lusitanica Mil., f| foot
*sinensis Thouin, 1 foot

*
Cupressus
*lusitanica Tou., 1 foot

*sempervlrens L., I1 foot (in pots)
* horizontal, 14 foot (in pots)

*/hyoldes L., 1 foot

Taxodium
dfstichum Rich., 1J foot

pendulum Booth, 2 feet

Cytisus
elongatus W. et K.,Q$to3 feet

nfgricans L., 1 foot

purpureus Sco., 1 to 14 foot

albus, 1 foot -

suplnus Joe., 1 to 1 foot

Daphne
alplna L., 1 to 1 foot

Cneorum L.,1 foot

fol. var. 1 foot
colllna Sm., 1 foot -

Gnfdium L., 1 foot

hy"brida Swt., 1 to 11 foot

Laureola L., 1 to U foot

fol. var. 1 foot

Mezlreum L., 6 to 12 inches

album, 1 foot

autumnale, 1 to 1^ foot

neapolitana Lod., 1 to 1 foot

pdntica /,., 1 to ]J foot - -

rfcbra, 1 to 1 foot

T&rton-raira L., 1 loot

Dirca
palustris L.,l foot

Deutzia
scabra Don, G inches *

Edwardsia
grandiflbra Sal., 21 feet

microph^lla Sal., 6 inches

jElaeagnus
angustifblia L., 1 to 1J foot

macrophylla Sweet, 1 to 1 foot

Eucalyptus
pulverulenta Lk , 1^ foot

*Escall6ma
*floribunda H. et R, 1 foot

glandulbsa Sm., 1 i foot

rubra Pert., I foot -

* Fontanesza

*/jhillyrctildes Lab., 1 inches

fl6rida L., 1 foot -

lugitanica L. t 1 foot

*iagittalig L., 6 inches
tinctbria L., fl. pleno, 1 foot

Garrya
ellfptica, D. Don

*Hartogia Thun.
*capensis L., 1 foot -
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mos
jorunifolius Dexf., 1 foot

Piinica
Granatum W., 1 foot

niiiitiplex, 1 foot

flava, 1 foot

*^laternus L., I to 1$ foot T

argentcus, 1 foot

aureus, 1 foot -

mat'ulatus, 6 inches

alplnus L., 1 foot

a/nifblius Herit., 2 to 2 feet

crenulatus, 1 to li foot

Frangula /.., H foot

*latifblia Herit., 2 feet - *

jRhus
aromatica Jac. , 1 to IA foot
Cdtinus L., 1 toot

elegans W., IA to 2 feet

glabra L., U foot

radlcans L., IA foot
Toxicodendron L., 1 to li foot

typhlna L., 2 feet

vernix L., 6 to 9 inches

Rlbes
aureum Ph., 2 to 21 feet

divaricatum Don, 2 feet

fldridum Dec , IA to 2 feet

glutir.bsum Douglas, 1 foot

gracile Booth, U foot

lacustre Dec., l| foot

wzalvifblium Hurt., 1 foot

nigrum fol. var. L., 1 foot

fvuc. vfridi, IA foot

recurvatum Booth, li to 2 feet

sangufneum Ph., 2A to 3 feet

atrorubrum, 2| to 3 feet
var. serotinum, IA feet

specibsum Dec., IA foot

Roses
A collection of SOO named sorts, 2 plants of
each for .10

Mixed, per 100, 15s.

Moss, 12 sorts, <>, or from 6W. to 5s. each
Chinese, a collection of 80 select sorts for
j*d 6s. (one plant of each).

Scotch, a collection of 80 select sorts, two
plants of each, for 2 10s.

Standard from 4 to 6 feet, including many
of the finest new sorts, 3s. 6d. to bs.Jod.

*.Kosmarinus
*officinalis L., 1 foot
* fol. var., 1 foot

7?ubus
arcticus E. B., 4 to 6 in.

ealifdrnidu Douglas, U foot
discolor Weihe, 3 feet

leucodermus Booth, 3 feet

nootkatensis Mceti. , 3 feet

odoratus IV., 3 feet

spectabilis Ph., \\ foot

*aculeatus /.., 1 foot

*//ypogl6ssum I.., I foot
*laxus L., I foot

*racem6sus L., 1 foot

*herbacea L., S in.

Salisbur/a
adiantifblia Sm., 1 to 2 feet

Shcplierd/a
canadensis Nut., IA foot

*
Spartium
*/unceum L., li to 2 feet

fi.pldno, 1 A feet

*multifU>rum H. K.

Staphylea
tritblia L., 2 to 3 feet
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Those marked f are tender.
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Each.
a. a.

Targonelle Pear, on quince stocks,

dwarf, trained - - 3 6

Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot,
dwarf - -16
rider - 25. 6d. to 3

dwarf, trained - 55. to 7 6

rider, trained - 75. 6d. to 10

Almond,
fruit-bearing, standard - 2

dwarf, trained - 35. 6rf. to 5

in sorts

Medlar,
dwarf-
standard

VI ul berry,
black, standard, 4 feet,

5 to 6 feet

rider, trained

tfuts,

in sorts

Is. Gd. to 2

1

2 6

25. 6d. to 5
55. to 7 6
- 10 6
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I till.

1

i IK. :,
- n

- // -A . ./. ar-. Lam. - 1

t 'i,
A. lie S:i eno

-!- U

4 U
i. fit -/.

ni.inana, A. ilu Maryland, p. t.

ut : /... Anil, pumoulo, p. t. -J.'U
! .. 7.

,
And. ;i tovnl. ili' pulium, p. t. U ,V)

,:.i. A , ; a ;'. d'olivior, p. t. 1 :, i

roMiiarinitulia, ./. an^n>tii. p. t. 1 .",u

pul-. r 'euta var. #pi ausa, p. t. - ;J u

r:.. mfc-a /.., Ana. i\ grappes, p. t. Si <>

-; f 'iiij.i, A. I'onii.'-i-iiiia -
:', I)

N.li. Idi-iii. uiK'ciilk'rtioii dcl-J i'sprc(-> "]

as.-urtii.'- i-t-i- no:ns, an i-lioix ties ire-res
|

Jiamiianii : IV.IIL' Sananlunur \ oil 1J Sor-
f> !,")

tii, :i!.t N";i n !!, na - h *'.i.-r \Valil vun lie-
;

l;i iiduni l!:MUii.tn!i, 7U J

*.//.(

ra /.,v(.. p. t. - J

*Ar:.lia

*.pin>")?a /.., A v.:!;:i (pii'.i'Uie
- ,J

.h-istoluc'-ia

..ijiliu /,'/.;., Aristoloche Syphon, p.l.- 1 ; A)

/'inla odniiita, p. t.

''mm-:,, A. ( v..,-:,to. p. t. - :',

." maxima, p. t. - - 4

ylaill-a /.., A/ai.-a -laii,;uo, p. t. - 1

~

|J
;

con.nata, p.
t.

'

-

hiiidaM''tr
a "

. i

:n ixima, odorata, p. t. - 4

pini.sjiviiiiica. p. t.

si-iihra, p. t.

t<rtiiu.>a M. iilbo plono, p. t,

vittata, p. t.

pontioa In tea /.., A. j'auno, Az. du }
1'unt. p. t. - 3

jusniminora
Jiuiiili'ii.a

Axak'a
"

i Lileiidulficea, p. t.

rumens, p. t.

min'ibilis

major, p.t.

hybrida ("andollo, p. t.

t'iu-ni',-. Arohiduc Joan

l-rodro//

Mar-ball/, p. t.

O'ttoz

Smith//
Sinr ')}.'//

Spitzemberp
S>u-h...,.e'wkaj

nc ))la> ultra - ;>

iiuailrfcolor, p. t. - 3

tru-olor, p. t.

Carlowftx/; - 4

vittata - ;>

vi^cbsa Hssa, A. (loribanda. j\ t. - :;

scrotina
aurantiaoa -

.")

1." no collection li'a/aloa ilo .'Jo c.-pr-cos an ~l

L' i) choix desl-'rejrosHaumann; KinoSamm- t .-

lull},' v(.n ;MJ Norton A/aloa, nach dor T
, ! Wabl der (Jebrialor J5aumann. zu 3

'^ () |

Id., L'.') lioanx plants on iuchai^o ;

12J )
,

}

s"hono 1'tlanxi-n 1111 Rum. J

1 (i
i

fcuxifolia Law. - 4

,-; i
erotica /;, Cmirf.

:, ii ! om.ir^inuta \\dld.

J. li
' sinon-is - 1

4
;

vulgaris almrtiva - 1

4 (i

'

ranadonsis. lip. vin. iln C'an. -
1

4 o
i

m

vidliict-a - 1

.

"
i *{\Uul!>,t t Cntdlfia si/riiipfRtYM

- 1 a 1

Idem, li() roplants n'un an ; KM) I'll, zn 10

Mom, ;jojennos plautes; ;>() juuye 1'ilanxon ii

\v

.,. ,

v ,iMo.nimu-.

n ! IV rax //,-/-/y. f'oi., ('. ijlai'iciis 1

,. ,
llori-lcs /.., Calycanihiisdc- Virgiuic -

1

,', j la'vipatus, ('. iiYouillos glabros, p. t. - 'J

I lunn'iN C. iiain, p.t.
-

1

oiili'jlljMS Alton ? -
1

pr.-i-\-.ix, Mc-iM/i/ Cra-r.-uis //.
/.-,-//.,

1

('hiiii()iraiitliu.s I if: train /;, (',///- 1-

,/,,'/-, P. i. 3
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Celastrus
seamiens Lin. - -10

Ci'ltis

americana Mill. - - 1 50

australis Lin. - 1 50

fcordata, C. crassifblia Lam. 1

occidentalis L., Micocoulier de "Vir- 1 , n
ginie

- j
l

Cephalanthus
occidentalis Lin. - 1

Cercis
canadensis Lin. -10
*Siliquastrum L., Arbre de Judee 1

Idem, 25 plantes d'un an
;
25 jahrige ? o r\

Pflanzen - 15"
fibre albo - 1

Chionanthus
pubescens - - 4

virgfnica L., Arbre de neige 2

Clematis

angustifblia De Cand. - 1

crfspa
- - 1

Flammula, Clematite odorante 80

glaiica
- 1

integrifblia, 50 plantes, 50 Pflanzen - 6

marftima Lin. - - 1

orientalis - 1

parviflbra De Cand. - 1 50
sibfrica Spr. - - 2
Vidrna - 2
Viticella - 80

fibre pleno, C. a fleurs doubles 1 50

Clethra
alnifblia L., Clethra a feuil. d'aune? j Q

p. t. - -3
tomentbsa Pursh - 2

Colutea
arborescens L., Baguenaudier coinrnun 50

Idem, 100 replants de 2 ans ; 100 2-jahrige ? F n
Pflanzen j

5

media Willd, - - 50
orientalis Lam.

'

- 50
Poc6ck Ait, C. haleppica - 1

Comptorua
aspleniifblia L'Her., p. t. 2

Corchorus
jap6nicus fl. pleno H. g., Cor. du Jap. 50

Idem, 50 replants de 2 ans
; 50 St. 2-jah. Pfl. 2

*Coriaria

wzyrtifblia L., Redoul a feuil. de Myrthe 50

Coronilla
E'merus Willd. - 50

Cornus
alba L., Cornouiller blanc 50
fol. variegatis 1

alternifblia L., C. a feuilles alternes 1

*fl6rida L., Cor. a grandes fleurs, p. t. 1 50

fmascula L., C. male 50

fructu luteo - 1

paniculata VlUrit. - 50

siWrica, nov. sp. - 2
strata L'llerit., C. elance - 50

Corylus
americana Mich., Noisettier d'Amerique] 1 50

atropurpiirea nova -30
Colurna L., N. de Byzance 50
laciniata nbva '.. -30
rostrata Nois., cornu - -30
tubulbsa Willd. - - 50

Cotoneaster
aff'inis - -10
acuminata -10
duxiftlia - 1 50

trfgida nbva - -20
laxiflbra - - 1 50
racemiflbra Spreng. -20
vulgaris Lindl. -10

Cratae^gus
acuminata -10
*Azart>lus L., Nefl. azerolier ou de 7 i

La Pifece. Das Stuck. Fr. Ct.

Azarblus Arbnia, Azerolier d'orient 1

Celsza/w Bosc \
- 1

coccfnea Willd., Neflier ecarlat - 50

corallina, C. rtcerifblia, A/esp. Phsnopyr. G 50

Crus-galli Willd. ^/espilus lucida Erh. 50

media, C. lucida media - 50

splfendens - - 80

ellfptica Ait. - - 1

glabra Thunb. - 2

glandulbsa Mcench. C. rotundifblia - 50
lucida latifblia - '-10
mexicana nbva - - 2

mon6gyna fibre r^ibro Willd. - 1

odorata - - 1 50
orientalis Spreng. - 1 50

Oxyacantha fibre pleno albo 1

fbliis variegatis, Aube-epine a feuil. p. 1

tanacetifblia Poir., Nefl. a feuilles de Ta- 7
, Rn

naisie - - j
1 M

axillaris, M. xanthocarpus 1 50
uniflbra - 1 50

Cupressus
dfsticlia L., Cypres "chauve, (arbre^
unique pour etre plante dans 1'eau

;
> 1 a 2

einzig zu Wasserpflanzungen,) p. t. 3
^hyoides, Faux thuya, p. t. 1 50

*
Cydonia
*sinensis Herb. gen. -

Cytisus
biflbrus -

arg^nteus -

elongatus Willd. -

hirsiltus L., Cytise herisse -

Xaburnum L., Cytise des Alpes -

Idem, 100 plants ; 100 junge Pflanzen -

coccineum Adami -

inclsum, C. ^uercifblius -

latifblium -

monstrbsum
pfendulum - .

sessilifblium -

nfgricans - -

Idem, 25 jeunes plantes ;
25 junge Pflanzen

purpureus Willd., Cytise a fl. pourpres
Idem, 25 replants de 2 ans. ; 25 St. 2-jah.l

sessilifblius Lin. - -

50
50

SO
50

o
o

60
50

50
3

50

3

50

Laureola Willd.

Mezt-reum L., Boisgentil
Idem, 12 replants : 12 Setzlinge

fibre albo

50
50

- 3
- 1 50

ZHospyros
ibtus L., Plaqueminier lotus -10
Idem, 25 jeunes plants ;

25 junge Pflanzen 3
Iticida - -.30
virginiana Lin. - - 1

JEJlaeagnus
angustifblia L., Olivier de Boheme -10

.B'mpetrum
nlgrum, E. a fruit noir, p. t. - 1 50

*Erica
cinerea, p. t. - l 50

Ju6nymus
angustifblius - - 1 50
atropurpureus - - 1

europa2
vus fol. variegatis - 50.

fructu albo - 50
HamiltomVJwtts, nova . - 3
latifblius - - 1 50
nepalensis fbliis variegatis - 3

jaspfdea, nova - .30
verrucbsus Scop. 1 Q

Fagus
splenifblia, Hetre a feuil. d'Asplen, p. t. 2

atropurpurea, H^tre pourpre, p. t 2 a 3
Castanea fbliis argenteo-variegatis - 5
cristata, F. incisa, p. t. - 3
ferrugfnea Ait., F. faxifblia - 3
pendula - - 3
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.Fagus
sylvatica fol. variegatis - 2 50

Fontanesia
phillyreoldes Billard., Font a f. de sil. 50

.Fraxinus

calabriensis, nov. sp.

fcaroliniana Willd.

fcinerea Bosc

fepiptera Mich.
excelsior aurea, Fr. Ifrtea

crispa L., F. atrovlrens

f- jaspfdea, Frene jaspe
pendula, Frene a parasol
salicifblia, F. ex. crbsa, F. a

feuilles de saul

variegata

expansa
Juglandifblia Lam.
Jancea Bosc

microphylla rotundifblia

monophylla, F. heterophylla Vahl

microph^lla
nana Willd., Frene nain
nbva Anglbrum
nlgra, Fraxinus pubescens Wield.
O'rnus florifera

ovata Bosc

oxyphy'lla, F. oxycarpa Willd.,

pannbsa Bosc

polycarpa Willd.

quadrangulata Mich.
Kichardz Bosc
ambucifblia Willd., Fra. excelsior div.

sinensis

Gaultheria

procumbens
Shdllon Pursh

* Genista
*anglica Lin.
candicans

germanica
/inifblia Lin.

lusitanica Lin.

ovata Waldstein
tinctbria sibfrica, G. de Siberie

f* Ginkgo
tMloba L., Salisbtiria adiantif. Smith 5 a 10

fGleditschm
fmacrac&nthos, Fev. a grosses epines - 1

fmonosperma Walt. - 2

ftriacanthos L., Fevier & trois pointes 1

inermis, G. la^vis, Fev. sans epines 1

Glycine
frutescens L., Glycine arbrisseau - 1

sinensis Bot. Mag. - - 3

Gordoma
pubescens Herb, gen., p. t. 4

tGuilandina
diofca L., Gymn6cladus canad. Lam. 1 50

Halesza
dfptera

- 3

tetraptera L., Halesie a quatre ailes, p. t. 2

parviflbra Mich. - 5 o

J/edera
Welix, fol. variegatis, p. t - ] 50

hibernica, p. t 1 50

quinquefOlia /,., Cfssus, quinq. 7 n -3n

Vigne vierge j
* /hibiscus

*syrlacus L., Mauve en arbre - 1 50

Idem, 100 plants d'un an
; 100 jahrige 7 c ,.

Pflanzen j
f

* fibre albo pleno - 2
* fibre riibro pleno - 2
* fibre violaceo - 1 50
* fibre violaceo pleno - 2

7/ippophae
argentca Pursh - 2
canadensig Lin. 3
rhamnoldes L., Argousicr rhamnoide 50

-
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Lonicera
Diervillrt L., Diervilla jaune
flava De Candolle

grata!,., /'erictfmenum belgicum Willd

Sell one Lonicere ...
iberica

nlgra Lin.*

Pericly'menum ^uercifblium fbliis variegfctis

pyrenaica fl. rubro L., Chev. des Pyrenees
sempervlrens Willd., Chevref. toujours vert

a fleurs rouges
coccinea, Ch. touj. vert & fl.

ecarlates

symphoricarpos L., Symphorine
tatarica fl6re rubro

xylocarpa nbva L., leucocarpa

JLycium
europae

Num L., Lycium d'Europe

Maclum
aurantlaca, Broussonet/a tinctbria Kunth

\Magnolia
acuminata L., Mag. a feuil. aigues, p. t. 1

maxima, p. t.

Alexandrine
auriculata Mich , Magnol. auricule, p.t.

pyramidata, p. t
cordata Mich., Cucumber Tree, p. t.

discolor - - - 1

glauca, Arbre du Castor, p. t. - 1

macroph^lla Mich., p. t
purpurea
Soulangedwrt -

Thomp>on/<i/ia, nov., p. t. - 2

tripetala L., Magn. Ombrella, Herb. 7
2

g., p. t. - - - 3
Yblan Des Fontaines

Melia
Axe'darach Lin.

Menispermum
canadense L., Menisperme du Can.

Afespilus
axillaris - -

Ame/dnchier longifblia
canadensis

Chamaemespilus L.
fissa Poiret - -

flabellata Base ...
germanica minor
grandiflbra Atton -

olivasttirmis .

pentagyna Sprengel -

*Pyracantha - -

stipulacea

Mitch ella

repens Willd. p. t.

4Aforus
f^ llia L. , Murier blanc

Idem, 100 replants d'un an ; 100 St. 7

jahr. Pflanzen - 3

hispanica, 25 plants, 25 Setzlinge

cochleata, M. p. cochleata

constantinopolitana
multicaulis, nov. spe. - - 1

pajiyrffera L., Broussonetia papyri- 7

fera Vent. 3
rubra Lin.

tatarica, Murier de la Tartarie

Afyrica
cerifera L., Cirier de la Louisiana, p. t

Idem, 12 replants; 1 '2 versetzte Pflanzen

Nyssa
biflbra Pursh
*grandidentata, Large Tupelo, p. t.

*sylvatica, N. montana hortulanbrum
*villbsa

Ononis
fruticbsa Willd.

ft.
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Planero
Richardi ...
Wmifblia ....

Platanus
cuneata Willd.

fmacroph^lla ....
foccidentalis L., Platane d'occident - 1 a
forientalis, P. d'Orient

fPopulus
falba L., PYpreau
argentea, P. heterophflla Mich.
bals unffera Lin.

fcanadfensis Mich., P. du Canada
candicans Ait., var. P6pulus balsamtfera

carolinensis, Pdpulus angulata, Willd.

grafca. Willd., Peuplier d'Athenes
grandidentata, P. trepida Willd., P. agr.

dents ...
hudsdnica Mich., P. tetulifolia, Ameri-'
can black Poplar

Htalicadilatata Willd., Peuplier d'ltalie"

lapvigata Ait. -

fmarylandica, nova species
ontariensis

suavi'olens, nov. spec.

Potentilla
fruticbsa L., Potentille arbrisseau 50

Prinos
glaber L., Prinos lisse, p. t 2

Prunus
acuminata - - - - 1 50
avium fibre plgno, Merisier a fl. doubl. 1

briganttna Pil. - 1

caroliniana, P. de Caroline, p. t. 2
Cerasus fl. pleno - - - 80
Chamaecerasus Willd., Cerisier de Si- 7 ,

berie
Cocomilla De Cand. - I

domestica fbliis variegatis . - 2
f-flbre pleno, Prunier a flours doubles 1

grae
%ca - - -2

incana, ^mygdalus incana - 2
*Laurocerasus L., Laurier amandier, p. t. 1

*lusitanica L., Ceris. Laur. de Portu- 7 ,

gal, p. t
Mahuleb L., Arbre de St. Lucie .

nlgra fl. plfcno, Prunelle a fleurs doubles 1

Padus bracteata De Candolle

50 a 60
1 50
1 50
2
3

rubra, Merisier a grappes rouges
Idem, 25 jeunes plantes ;

25 junge Pflanzen 2

pumila Mich.

pygmsa Willd.
reclinata
ser6tina Willd. t Prunier tardif

susquehana De Cand.

Ptelea
trifoliata, 100 de 4 ans, 100 4-jahrige

1

2
1

1

1

15

Pyrus
Ameldnchier W., Mespilus Ameldnchier \
Ehr. - -3

angustifblia Willd., Malus sempervlrens >

Decand, ?atrovlreng - 3
arbutifblia nlgra, M. <irb. nlgra
^v

ria Willd., Sdrbus A^ria, Crat A^rla, .

rotundifblia
suecica

baccata L., Pommier baccifere
communis fibre pleno, Poirier a fl. doubles
communis fol. variegatis
coronaria, Pommier odorant
edulis Willd., CrataVus edulis Loddiges
da-agnifblia Pallas

grae^ca - -

rtfbrida ....
intermedia Willd., Py. hfbrida Wendl.

*jap6nica fl. rubro
fibre albo

A/alus fbliis variegato.marginatis, P. a 7

f. pan. . 3
melanoc&rpa Willd.

Michaux* nov. spec.

50

50
1 50
1

50
50

1

1

1 50

La Piece. Das Stuck.

Pyrus
microcarpa - -

mdntis Sinai, Poirier du mont Sinai

nepalensis -

nivalis Willd., Poirier blanc de neige -

odorata - ...
Pollvgria Willd., P. bollvilleriana De C.

praj'cbx - -

prunifblia, Pflaumenblattrige Birne -

salicifblia Willd., Poirier a feui lies de saule 1

salvifblia . . 1

spectabilis fibre pleno - 1

torminalis, Crat. torminalis Lin. - 1

Quercus
in. . . - 2

austrlaca Willd. . I
Ballota Desfont, Chene d'Espagne - 3
Banfsten' Mich., Bear's Oak - 1

Idem, 25 plants, 25 Pflanzen 4
Castanea Willd. - .2
CemsLin. . - 2
cinerea Mich. . .4
coccinea - - - 2
conferta, Q. confertifblia H. et B. - 1
discolor Willd., Plant de 2 ans : 2-iahr. 7 .

Pflanzen - - . j
J

ferruginea - - 4
heterophylla - . .4
imbricaria Mich. . . - jl
laciniata, nov. spec. . - 10

macroc&rpa Mich. . . 4
palustris Mich., Qu^r. paludbsa, Pine Oak 1

Phellos Mich., Willow Oak . . 2
Prlnus, Chesnut-leaved Oak 1

Prinus dfscolor Mich., Swamp white Oak 1

monticola -

tomentbsa Mich., Q. Wcolor Willd. 2
pyramidal is - - - - 1

.Rbbur macrocarpum . <- -^
macropli^llum - -3
fbl. variegatis . 2

rtibra montana Mich., Ch. rouge des mont. 1

tinctbria Mich., Quercitron, Farher-7
Eiche - j

2

Idem, une collection de 15 cspeces de-.

^uercus (Chene) avec noms, au I

choix des PYeres Baumann
; Eine ! o^

Sammlung von 15 Sorten Quercus, f
w

nach der Wahl der Gebruder Bau- I

mann . . ->

JJhamnus

canadensis -

infectbrius Lin.
*latifblius L'Herit.

Rhododendron
azaleoldes

fl. albo odorato
Catesba>N Lod. -

*caucasoldes, nov. spec., p. t.

Chamajcistus Lin., petit, klein
dauricum Wiilrt., p. t. -

ferrugfneum rbseum
hirsutum De Cand., p. t
h^bridum rbseum -

magnoUtefblium, p. t.

maximum ...
Idem, 25 replants de 2 ans ; 25 ;2-jahr. ;

Pflanzen ...
Idem, 25 plants de 3 ans: 25 3-jahr.!

Pflanzen ...
fibre rbseo carrnoslno, p. t.

maximum, fibre albo

*neriifblium, nov.

p6nticum ... .
;

Idem, la douzaine replants de 3 ans;"]
das dutzend 3 jahriger Pflanzen . j

Idem, le 100 replants de 3 ans; lOOS-jah-i
rige Pflanzen

Le 1000 replants de S^ans; das lOOol
3-jahrige Pflanzen j

p6nticum coronatum
* fibre pleno, p. t.

fibre purpureo
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.Rhododendron
pdnticum latifblium, p. t.

miniatum, p. t. - 2 50

*pulverulentum, R. maculatum ang. p.t.

*punctatum, Rhod. ponctue, p. t. -

olandrt^/oltum, nov., p. t - 12

N. B. Les Rhododendron en boutons
coutent un quart de plus. Die Rho-
dodendron rait Knospen kosten ein

Quart mehr.
Idem, une collection de' 15 especes de-j
Rhododendron avec noms, au choix

j

des freres Baumann; Eine Samm-l
<jg Q

lung von 15 Sorten Rhododendron f
mit Namen, nach der Wahl

derj
Gebriider Baumann, zu

JMiodora
canadensis L., R, du Canada, p. t. 3

.Rhxis

copallina L., Sumac aile

Idem, 12 replants de 2 ans ; 12 2-jahr. Pfl.

Cotinus L., Sumac fustet -

Idem, 25 plants, 25 Pflanzen -

felegans Jt'illd. - .0
Toxicodendron L., Sumac veneneux - 50

tvphina L., Sumac de Virginie - 50

v'ernix . - .10
Idem, '25 replants de 2 ans ; 25 2-jahr. ? fi ft

Pttanzen - 3

Ribes

itro.sangufneum nbvum, Chrysobd
tryum intermedium Spach

a6reum fructu-globulbso Herb. gen.
biflbrum -

coccfneum nbvum, R. purpureum
diacanthuir, R. Diacantha IVHid.

fl6ridum Willd. t Gross, de Pennsylvanie
nigrum variegatum, Gross, noir panache
palmatum fructu-ob!6ngo Desf., Chry-"
sob6tryum revolutum Spach

rtgens Roemer
saxatile Pall.

specibsum^novum
triflbrum Pursh

Robinm
Altagana ...
famorpha?fblia
Caragana L., Robinier de Siberie

grandiflbra
Chdmlagu Willd., Rob. de la Chine

fdubia, R. viscbsa hybrida
ferox, R. spinbsa
frutescens Lin.

tGunduliu, R. strfcta, R. monstrbsa

Halodendron, R. satine'

hfspida L., Acacia rose

arbbrea

finermis, R. umbraculffera De Can.,
Acacia sans epines, Acacia- boule,
Kugel-Acacien - - -

Idem, 100 beaux haut-vents; das 100^
schone hochstammige Kugel-Aca.
cien . -

macrophy"lla, nov. spec,

fmicroph^lla
procdra
pygmae

v
a Lin.

fPseudo-^cacia L., Robinier-acacia,
Faux ac.

Idem, 100 replants d'un an ; das 100

jahr. Pflanzen -

Idem, 100 replants de 2 ans ; das 100

2-jahr. Pflanzen

Idem, 1000 plants d'un an
;
das 1000

jalir. Pflanzen

fcrispa, nov. var, krausblatterige Ac-
cacie ...

finermis, R, spectabilis

ipendula ...
t*o/)Aorfblia, nov. spec,

spinbsa ...
tortubsa, nova, R. tortueux

L

j
4
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Rosa
*The'a, R. The - 3

bocage jaunatre - -40
Catherine II. - 3
Dame blanche, jaunatre - 8

f Faquir, cramoisie pourpre - 2 a 4
Flore . -~40
gracilis, rose pourpre . 3
hortense - -30Drtense
leontlna
lilucina
Maillard

mirabilis, rosee
Miralba
mon heritage
Moreau, rose pourpre
Palavicini, rose
Heine Golgonde
Roi d'Yvelot

3
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
3

strombio, belle Joseph, de Liege, earn. 3
triomphant - - - 2

Triomphe de Bollwiller, blanche, 7 o *
cceur changeant carnee - j

^ a

Zethulbe, rose
* zulme cramoisie fonce

Rosters remontants.

damascena, Adelaide gros, pourpre carm.
Agate Capiomont

2
2

Arnold, Sophie - 3
belgia, grande fleur pale 2
belle Auguste, carnee 2
belle Elise . -20
belle Italienne, rose .40
belle de Segur - - 3
belle de Vergnier - 3
Billiard, rouge -30
blanched feuilles marbrees,- 3
Bonaparte, cerise -"-30
bullata, des quatre saisons, rose 3
Cartier, rose carne - 2
Clemence d' Isaure

; carminee 3
Corvisard, rose pourpre - 2
Couronnee perpetuelle - 3
Deesse Flore, blanche - 2
Esquermes, foncee 3
Febvrier (Madame) - 3
Flore perpetuelle -30
Foy (Comte de), grande fleur rose 3
General Bertrand, rose carnfc 2
Gloire des Agates - 2
Gloire des perpetuelles - 3
Graine d'or, pale - 2
Grand Cels, carmin pourpre 3
Grand Maman . - 3
Grand Papa, rose violet 2

> Henriette Boulogne - 3
Jeanne d' Albert, rose fonce 2
Importante, rose carne - 2
Josephine Antoinette - 3
La mienne, carminee, perpe- 7

'
n

tuelle - . J
*

Lamarque, pourpre veloutfe 2
Latone, rose - - 2
Launay (de) - - 3
lucida plena - -10
Madame de Stael - 3 50
Madame de Tressan, rose tendre 3
Marguerite de Valois, pourpree 3
Marie Denis - - 3
menstrualis fibre albo 2
Miroir(le) -30
Moderne (la) - 3
monstrueuse, grande fleur rose ,3
Moyses, cramoisie violet 2
Noel, rose . .30
nouvelle Justine - 3
Palmyre, rose tendre - 2 & 3
parisienne, grande fleur rose 2
perpetuelle Cuvier .49

t perpetuelle Philippe I., ) .

carmine violet - 3
* * " "

perpetuelle du Trianon - 3
t Philippe I. . 4 o

Pierre Corneille, cerise pourpre 2
Polotte . - 3

La Pice. Das Stuck. Fr. Ct.

damascena, pompon des 4 saisons, rose carne 2
Prince de Furstenberg - 2
Provin eclatant, pourpre violet 2
Pulperie - - 3
Heine des perpetuelles -30

t Rose du Roi, carminee - 2 a 4
Stossin - - 3
Thecal - - - 3

Theophanie, rose carne 3
Tendresse admirable, carnee 2

Triomphe de Rouen, rose carne 2

Unique admirable, grande 7
fleur rose - . J

*

Valentine, rose carne - 2
Vaubeard - - 3
Vibert . - 3
Warwick - - 3
York et Lancastre, rose 2

gllica, Antiope, foncee - 3

atropurpurea, Bizarre triomphant 1 50
belle Heroine double 2
belle mignonne, rose pourpre - 2
belle de Stors - - 2
Berenice, rose pourpre violet - 2 50
Casimir Perrier, carmine violet - 3
Comte Camaldoli, f. p. pourpre carnfe 2
de la Borde, carminee 2

Eloide, cramoisie clair 2

Etubie, carnee - - 2
Ferox _ . - 2
faux Wellington, carmine purpre 3
Glacee (la) carnee - - 2
grande renoncule, pourpre fonce - 3
Henri (jeune), cramoisie clair -20
Infante - - - 3

Tenner, carnee - - 1

Jeanne Seymour - .30
Josephine d'Hohenzollern, rose 7 a
carmine, . j

^

la dominante - - .30
la plus foncee des pourpres 1

Leonidas, rose pale - 2
Louh XV11I., cramoisie pale - 2

Miaulis, cramoisie violet - 2

Montgolfier, rose pourpre
nigrbrum, foncee - 3
Pach a d'Egypte, pourpre violet -30
petit Roi de Home - 2

pourpre strie - . - 2
Prince de Galles, rose carminfe - 2

Pyrolle, carminee - - 3

ranunculoldes, pourpre violet fonce 1
Reine de Masulipatam 2
RoideFrancais - -30
Roi tres-sombre, pourpre violet 7 <,

yeloute . j
J

Stephanie (grande duchesse) - 2
tendre chiffonnee

tenebreuse, foncee 3

tigrfdia - - - 3

tricolor, pourpre blanc et jaune .20
veisfcolor, double - - 3

f versfcolor tres pleine, pourpre? <? x 4 n
raye de rouge et blanc - j

violette de la Belgique, cerise violet 3
Warratah, cramoisie violet -20

h^brida, Adelmone - - .30
adhire, carnee - .20
A Iphonse Mai lie, pourpre cerise- 3

t Ancelin, cerise cendre - 2 a 4
Astrolabe - - 3

Athalin, cramoisie pourpre - 2
Barbel , .30
BaumanwVJfl, carnee .-30
belle Arsine - . 3
belle Christine, rose pale .20
belle Judide, carne panache .20
belle de Segue - ,30
Bequet . . . i
Bertholdi - .30
Biss - .30
bonne Genevieve - .30
bonne Louise - 3
Brennus - . .30
Camuset, grande fleur rose .20
candeur - -30
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bfbrida, f Cara, foncee
Charles- Auguste

f Chastelux

t ( liatellin

Cheron
Celestial

Claire Duchateau
Claude de Cressac, rose

f Conjte Tavcrnes, rose

Colbert

f Coutard, carnee
Demoiselle anglaise, carnee
du Koi, carmin pourpre
Dupuytrin (Madame)
Duroc, carnee
Duvier
Fabre (belle) carnee

Favier, rose vive
Favorite des Dieux, rose
fleur blanche (a)

Fleurite, rose pourpre
Fsoclora, blanche

Foulard, rose
Floride (de la), carnee

f Gamier Pages
George III.

Gloire de Hardy, perpetuelle cerise

Gloire des hybrides
Henneguin, rose

Horaces, pourpree
Jacques, pourpre ibnce-

Julie de 1'aneange
Kersabieck

t Las Cases

Lastenie, rose lilas

Laurea
Lisbeth

Mably, veloute pourpre
Maffai
Marchdse
Marie Tudor
fMaubachjViol. vel., fonce chan-

geant
Monsieur Capan

f Nora
nuage des tempetes, foncee

t Pallagie, pourpre
Pauline, carnee

t Pinks

ponctuee (la)

Reine des quatre saisons

t Riego
Roi des hybrides, rose carnee
rose de 1'age
St. Barthelemi, rose fouettee

Sydonie
Toilette des Roses
tricolor

Triomphe de Laffay, rose

Triomphe de Rheims
Velour episcopal
versicolor pltina, panachee
Victor Hugo

lucida plena, R. luisante double
Ititea fl6re simplici W. y R. Eglantlria -

microphylla plena, rose
*moschata fl. pldno Ros. R. de Damas,
muscade, lilas double

multiflora, L.aure Davoust
muscbsa fl. albo plena, R. mousseuse bL

fl. albo varieg. R. m. b. nouv. va-

riete

5 tres grande fleur, carnea semipl
coccinea

t Blush moss rose, mouss euse 7 9 * 4,

Nankin
ferugineuse, rose foncee
feu i lies panachees (5), carnee
feuilles de sauge (a), carnee
Fleche (de la) R, m. wnemoneflbra
fl6re rdseo plfeno, Gefiillte Moosrose 2

* flore rdseo pleno, varie.
* rldre r&seo-sfmplici, cinfache

Moosrose
im~'dia

* minor, R. mousseuse pompon
r. fonce

ck. Fr.

- 2
- 3a 4
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JRosa

provincialis, Barbanegre - 3
beau carmin, rose fonce - 3
beaute surprenante - 3
belle Africaine, pourpre noir 7 t

veloute - . S
f belle Arsene - -

SJa" 4

f belle Vergnier - - 3 & 4
belle victoire, carminee - 2

f Beniowski - 3 a 4
Bishope, 1'eveque, velout67 n

fonce, - S
boule de neige, blanche 2
bouquet channant, rose - 2
carmin amoureux, cerise 7 n
changeant - - j

2

Calypso, rose, carne - 3
Celestine, carnee - 2
Charles Nodier - 3
Clelie - - .40
Comtesse - - 3
Constance, Gracieuse de S. 7 Q n

Clerc - . j
3

t Cora, cerise - - 3 a 4
Courtin, carnee - - 2

Dadigne - 3
Danal a grandes fleurs 3
Delaix - - - 3

t De Launay - - 3 a 4
Due de Choiseul, rose .20
Duchesse d'Angouleme, nouv. 3
Duchesse de Berri, carnee- 2
Due de Montebello, carne rose 2
Dupuiterie . - 3
Emma, carminee 2
Fanny Bias, rose carnfe 2
General Foy - - 2
General Thiars, pourp. ve. 7 <,

fonce loute - j
J

Globe, blanche - 3
grande merveilleuse, rose 7 Q n
carmine - - J

* u

grande monarchic, carnee- 2
Guerin, cramoisie violet - 1 50
Hybride de Luxembourg, 7 A

viol, rouge - - J
*

Joyeuse, pourpre fonce - 3
Ladoiska marin, pourpre 7 Q n

veloute - - j
3

Lady Morgan, rose pourpre 2
Lee, carnee - 3

f Marchesy - - 3 a 4
Marie-Louise - - 3
Marius - 3
Mazonietti - - 3
mexicaine, pourpre veloutfe 7 o n
panache - - 3

*"

miroire des Dames, blanc rose 3
Murinoir (Comte) - 3
Ninon de 1'Enclos, rose pourpre 2
Nisida - 2
Ornement de carafe, rose - 2
Orphise - 3
petite Sophie, carnee - 2

f Ponceau capiomont - 3 k 4
pourpre panache, pourpre 7 e

violet - - J
2

Prevost (Adele) - 3
Prince Leopold de Saxe-Cobourg2
Prince de Salme, rose carne 2
Princesse Amelie - 3
Prouville carminee - 3
Pulcherie de Miellez - 3
Regina Isabella, rose pourpre 3
Reine de Baviere, rose violet 2
Reine de Saxe; rose pourpre 2
Renoncule ponctuee -30
rien ne me surpasse, pourpre 2
Roi d'Angleterre, carnee -30
Roi de Rome, de Hollande, 7

r. pourp. - j
3 w

Roi des roses, rose - 3
Roi de Wiirtemberg, era- 7 f
moisie claire - j

2

Salomon, rose - 3
Sfedentrice (la) - 3
Siro, pourpre - - 3
Triomphe de Breslau - 2

La Piece. Das Stuck. FT. Ct.
-Rosa

provincial, Virginie, rose carne - 2
Vandaels obscurite, pour- 1

pre veloute - _ J
d

volupte - 3
rubiginbsa, Berenice, fibre pleno, rose 7

carne - - j
1'Enfant de Jesus, rose carnee 3 V
Hessoise, pourpre double 2

Poniatowski, carnee - 3
Voltaire - .40

sempervlrens, Adelaide d'Orleans - 3
Due de Broglie - 3

Eugene d'Orleans -30
Fanelli, blanche . 3 Q
felicite perpetue -40
pleno Willd., f. p., blanc pur. 2

pourpre semi-double - 1

Princesse Louise, blanche 3
Princesse Marie, pourpre 7 a

veloute - - j
2

sulphurea fldre pleno, R. ^ fl. jaunes 7
doubl. . j

3

p&rva, Rosier pompon jaune- 7 A
verdatre double - J

*

turbinata lucida plena . -30
villdsa, Psiche, carnee . 3

Leda - ..30
Une collection de 100 especes de rosiers^

basses tiges, assortie avec noms au
choixdesfreresBaumann;EineSamm-l ~ K A
lung von 100 Sorten niederstiimmigen f

'^

Rosen mit Namen, nach der Wahl der I

Gebruder Baumann.-zu
Les 25 especes au choix des amateurs ; 7
25 Sorten nach der Wahl der Lieb- f 70
haber zu - 3

Idem, 100 especes au choix'des amateurs: }
100 Sorten nach der Wahl der Lieb- J- 160
haber j

Idem, la collection de 18 rosiers.hautes^
tiges, en 18 especes assorties", avec /
noms

; Die Sammlung von 18 hoch- > 54
stammigen Rosen, in 18 Sorten mit\
Namen, zu - . - J

Les especes marquees f. p. seront four-
nies & franc pied, et les autres sont
ecussonnees sur eglantiers.

Die mit f. p. bezeichneten Sorten, ko'n-
nen acht aus der Wurzel, die iibrigen
aber nur oculirt abgegeben werden.

^iibus
fruticbsus laciniatus, Ronce lacinie

fibreWbopldno
fibre rbseo pleno

hfspidus
infermis De Cand.

1

1

3
1

3
odoratus L., Framboisier du Canada -

spectabilis, nov. spec. - 2 50

Salix

Aglaie . .10
argentea - - 50

fbaby!6nica L., Saule pleureur, Babyl.
Weide . - 80

Idem, 25 jeunes plantes ; 25 junge Pfl. - 5

baby!6nica annularis, Saule de Ste. Helene 2
Wcolor Bourgs., Saule a deux couleurs 30
Caroliniana Mich. - 1

cinerea foliis variegatis
- 50

rfaphnoldes, S. cinerea Willd. 50
holosericea . - 50
Lambertaa Smith - - 50
/aurifblia - - 1

rosmarinifolia . - 50
tristis Ait. - -10

Sambucus
angustifblia . 1

canadensis De Cand. - - 1 50
laciniata var., S. nlgra, Sur. noir lacinife 50
monstrbsa - - 1

nlgra fbliis varicg^tis - - 50
fructu viridi - 50
racembsa - 50
rotundifblia - .10

f Sophdra
japdnica L., Sophora du Japon - 1 50
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Sophdra
pendula - - 4

fol. variegatis
- - 2

t Sorbus
famericana, Sorbier d'Amerique - 1

faucui&ria/,., Sorbier ties Oiseleurs - 1

fdomestica, Eschkrieche - - 3
*
iSpartium
yunceum L., Genista juncea, Gen. 7

d'Espagne - - - 3
Idem, 100 jeunes plantes ; 100 junge ? .

Pflanzen - - - - 3
incarnatum - 1

Spiraea,
acutifblia ...
alplna Pallas -

aria>fblia, nova - - 2
bella Bot. Mag. - 1

4etula?fT>lia ...
cana De Cand. - - 1

crenata L., Spir. a feuilles crenelees

Aypericifblia Lin. . -

tevifjata W., S. altaica, Spir. a f. lisses, p. t 3

opulifblia L., Spir. a feuilles d'Obier
fbl. luteis -

wlicifblia fibre albo, Spir. a feuilles de Saule
fibre ruseo -

sorbifblia L , Spir. a feuilles de Sorbier

tomentdsa, Spiree cotonneuse, p. t. -

triloba, Spiree a trois lobes -

ttlmifblia Scopoli - 1

Staphylea
pinnata L., Staphilier a feuilles pen- >

nees - - 3
trifoliata L., St. a trois feuilles

Stuartt'a

Malachodendron, St. monostyle, p. t. -

*
Stillingw
sebffera Willd. -

Symphoria
mexicana De Cand. - - -

Syriitga
chinensis Willd., Lilas varin

Josika
va nov. spec. -

persica, Lilas de Perse ...
fibre albo - -

laciniata, Lilas a feuilles decouples
sauger

vulgaris L., Lilas commun
grandiflbra
fl. albo, Lilas com. a fleurs blanches
fibre rubro, L. de Marly

Tamarix
gallica L., Tamarisc de France

germanica L., Tamarisc d'Allemagne
Taxus
baccata L., If commun, p. t

Idem, 12 replants de 3 ans
; 12 St. 3-jahr. )

Setzling - 5
fbliis aureo variegatis, p. t.

*nudfera, p. t.

pyramidata, p. t.

Thuja
occidentalis L., Arbre de vie d'occid. p. t 1

orientAlis L., Arbre de vie d'orient, p. t.

pyramidalis, p. t.

50

LaPifcce. Das Stuck.

Tilia

tatarica, p. t. - -

alba Hurt. Kew
famericana L.,Tilleul d'Amerique

nlgra -

argentea nbva -

asplcnifblia nbva, a d'Asplenium
feuropa;

va L., Tilleul d'Europe
aurea, T. dorfe

fmacrophylla . ...
fmississippiensis ...
fviridis, nov. sp.

I7'lex

europae^a . -

hibernica, nov. spec,
nana fibre pleno

U 'Imus

Fr. Ct.

m
50
50

50

1 50
1 50
3

50
2
1

fulv
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CVatae^gus
Oxyacantha, Epine blanche

*
Cytisus
*Z,aburnum

I?u6nymus
europa^us, Fusain, bonnet de pretre .

Fagus
sylvatica, Hetre

Genista

germanica, Genet d'Allemagne
Hippophae
rhamnoldes, Rhamnoide

*t7asminum
*fruticans, Jasmin cytise

*Z,igustrum
*yulgare,

Fraisillon

Morus
alba, Murier blanc

Pinus
^bies, Epfcea

*Ribes

*Grossularia, Grosseiller epineux
Robim'a
Psetid.^cacia, Robinier

oo
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Xigustrum
vulgare italicum 3

folibsum 9
Linnae

%
a

borealis - 10
americana 2 6

Liquidambar
Styracfflua L. 03
imberbe 7 6

Liriodendron
Tulipfera - 06

integrifblia 3 9
obtusiloba 3 9

Lonicera (A.)
alpigena - 04
altaica

ciliata Pursh - 6
ca-rulea . 04

prae^cox 1

Diervilla (Diervilla

lutea) - 03
hispida - 2 6
iWrica - - 1 6

nlgra L. -03
orientalia - 10
siblrica - -04
Solbnis (Xyl6steum
Solbnw) - 06

tatarica - 03
alba 3
baccisalbisl
rubra 6

villbsa Pursh 6
Xyldsteum - 03

nlgrum 1

Caprifolium ( B. )
italicum - 03

fl. albo 3
fl. rubro 3
foL van 6

balearicum - 16
etrtiscum - 16
diofcum - 06
flexubsum - 06
FrasereV - 16
G61diV - 1 6
gratum . 10
hispfdulum - 10
Ledeboun* - 50
longifblium - 20
parvifblium - 30
Pericly"menum 3

fol. var. 6
tfuercifblium 6

proliferum (from
America) - 06

sempervlrens 4
coccineum 1

scmiplenum 2 6

Z,ycium
barbarum _ 03
carolinianum 3
chint-nse - 09
europae'um L. 03
lanceolatum 9
ovatum . 09
ruthenicum - 6
Trevridnum 6
rigidum . 40

Lyom'a
paniculata (Andr6-
meda) - 06

Madura
nuraullaca - 20

Magnolia
acuminata L. 1 6
maxima - 60
conspfcua - 50
cordata - 36
glauca - 10
Tnacrophy"lla - 8
obovata (purpurea)
5 varieties, 2 6 each

"

Magnolia
Soulange^na 6
ThomsonYdwo 6
umbrella (tripetala) 2

Menispermum
canadense L. 02

Menziesia
globular is - 26
polifblia(-ricaDab.)0 3

fl. albo 9
minor 6
purptirea 6

Afespilus
(Vide Pyrus et Cra-

tae^gus)
arbutifblia (v.

P^rus) - 6
fr. nlgro 6

canadensis (v. P^rus
Botr.) . 6

Chama?mespilus L.

(v. P^rus) - 9
floribtinda - 26
germfenica diffusa 6

fr. sine nucleo 9

raacroph^lla 2 6

Pyracantha - 03
nltida - 36

Mitchella

rdpens Willd. 2 6

Aforus
albaZ. - 03

Morettidna 9
nervbga - 10 6

tatarica 1

canadensis -16
glabra 1 6

constantinopolitana 2 6
multicaulis (alba

bullata) - 1 6

nlgra - 06
papyrffera (vid.
BrouttooetMi
papyrffera)

pennsylvanica 1 6
rubra L. - 10

Myrica
caroliniensis 6
cerifera L. - 03

ouercifblia 9
G&U - 03

foem. - 3

Pennsylvania 1 6

Nyssa
biflbra (aquatica

Pursh}
candicans . J-l 2
denticulata
villbsa

O'strya
virgfnica - 06
vulgaris - 06

Paeonia
arbbrea . 26
jsapaveracea 5
rbsea . 10 6

Paliurus (Zi'zyphus)
australis - 09

Periploca
grae

v
cal,. - 03

Prsea
Sdssqfras, vide

Z/aurus . 10
Philadelphus
coronarius L. 03

fl. pi. 4
fol. varieg. 4

gracilis Dec. (hir-

sutus) - 04
grandiflbrus (latifb-

lius) - 09
inodbrus L. 04

*. d.

Philadelphus
laxus - 1 6
nanus - 03
Zeyheri Schrader 1 6

Phillyrea
7 spec, et var. 0916

Pinus(A.)
altfssima (Laricio) 4
austrlaca - 04
BanksfViTW Willd. 7 6

hardy, 12.
Cembra L. - 6

helvetica 1 6

caramanica,5or6 15

Ffscheri Booth
(Caled. Hort T.)

hardy - '10 6

halepensis Willd.
tender G. H, 06

Inops, hardy - 6

insfgnis
- 75

Lambcrtia/io 300

hardy 8 or 10
lutea 5
marftima Willd.

hardy - 06
mltis MX., hardy 6

nigrfescens, hardy,
Nepal - 5

palustris, tender 3.

excelsa Booth (Cal.
Hort. T.) quite
hardy - 63

Pinea tender, 3
not stand 4.

ponderbsa, quite
hardy, 6 fl. 10 6

pumilio (Mughus)
Willd. - 3

resinbsa, half-hardy 1 6

rfgida, hardy 1

Sul>inm/w, out
two winters 6 15

variet. not
tried 15

serotina, quite
hardy - 16

Strbbus, hardy 3
compressa Booth,
hardy . 7 6

sylvestris - 03
TVda, hardy 6
tatirica, hardy 10 6
uncinata - 10 6
variabilis, hardy 6

<fbies(B.)
&lba - 03
brutia, rather ten-
der . 21 o

balsamffera - 03
longifblia - 10

canadensis - 03
Clanbrasilaa 2
cserulea Reichenb.,

quite hardy 10 6
Douglas/V, as hardy

as the common
oak, lift, in 5 or
6 years 10 030

excelsa (Pin.^bies)
fol. varieg. 3

pendula - 26
pygma?

N
a . 50

Frasen, hardy 6
Morlnda, hardy 3 6
n6bilis, hardy 60
Itfbrida (new), be-
tween A. excelsa,
and Plcea pecti-
nata, hardy 21

nlgra . 3
Pfcea 3

fol. var. - 36
tortubsa - .; ti

Pichta, hardy 50
rtibra, hardy 2
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INDEX TO THE GENERA :

WITH THEIR

SCIENTIFIC SYNONYMES, POPULAR ENGLISH NAMES, ETC.

The small Roman numerals refer to the Contents, where will be found a scientific Synopsis of the

Species and Varieties. The large Roman numerals refer to the volumes
;
and the Arabic figures

refer to the pages of the body of the work, and of the Supplement. All the systematic Synonymes
are indented, and all the Half-hardy Species are in small type.

A.

A*RON'S Beard, I. 400. See /fypericum.
Abele tree, 111. 1638. See Populus.

Abelicea, 111. 1413. See Planera,

.4
v
bies D. Don, cxxxvii. IV. 2105. 2293. See

Cddrus, Larix, 7Jitea, and Cunningham?'a.
^bietinse Richard, cxxxiii. IV. 2104. 210G.

Abr6tanus Dod., Ixxxii. II. 1068. See Arte-

misia.

Absinthium Lob., Ixxxii. II. 1069. See Arte.

mlsz'a.
AbuUlon Hot. Mag., xxvi. I. 36.1. See Sida.

Acacia Willd., xlix. II- 6fi'2. IV. 2.354.

\cacia, False, II. 609. See RobimYi.

L4< IV. 2541.

l., xxx. I. 405.

Achras sp. Lin., xcv. II. 1192. See

Achyronia K^emH., xlvii. 11.640.

yf'cynos Link, cii. III. 1282.

Adam's Needle, cxlv. IV. 2521. See Yticca.

Adelia Michx., cviii. III. 1370. See B6rya.
Adelia L., clii. IV. 2585.

Adenocarpus Dec., xliv. II. 603. ; IV. 2552. See

Calophaca.
Adesmia Dec., xlvii. II. 615.

Andrachnc of Theophrastus,lxxxvii. II. 1120.

See .4'rbutus.

Jschvn6mcneRoKb.,\\v. 11.609. See Robima.
^sculacese Lindl., xxxii. I. 462. ; IV. 2543.

.A>sculus, xxxii. I. 462.
;
IV. 2543. See P&via.

Aoapetes D. Don, xciv. II. 1173.

Agarfcte G. o, Ixxxviii. II. 1129.
'

Anatha>a. Cas., Ixxxii. II. 1071. See Cineraria.

A gathis Sal., cxl. IV. 2447. See Dammara.

.xvi. 11.520. See Prlnos.

Ailantus Desf., xxxiv. 1.487,490.

Algaroba'free, 11.661. See Prosdpis.
Alatern;,ide Walt., cxxxii. IV. m->S.

\laternus, II. 529. See Tihamnus.

Alcornoque, Span .111.1911. See Cork Tree.

Alder, cxxiii. 111. 1678.

Alexandrian Laurel, cxlv. IV. 2520. See fluscus.

Alhbin Desf., Manna plant, xlviii. 11.646.

Allsaints' Cherry, II. 701.

Allspice Tree, Ixix. See Calycanthus.
Almond Tree, II. 673.

yi'lnus Tourn., cxxiii. III. 1677. See J?etula.

Alon^j R.et l'.,ci. III. m7.
Alovsw Or.,<-ii. 111. i

Althzea Frutex, I. 362. See 7/ihiscus.

Althipa Hurt. Brit., cxx. IV. 2440. See Arau-

jtlftngfa Noronha, cxxxii. IV. 2049. 2054. See

Liquidambar.
^Ivssum, xxi. I. 313.

rm Walsh, Ixxxi. 11.1062.

Antt-lunchicr Med., Ixv. II. 673. 874.

American Allspice, Ixix. II. 936. See Calycan-
thus.

American Aloe, cxlv. IV. 2529. 2605. See Agiive.
American Beech, III. HIM'.

American Cranberry, II. 1170. See Oxycoccus.
American Kims, III. 1>1. 1406.

American Hazel, cxxxi. III. 2030.

American Honeysuckle, II. 1140. See Azalea
muliflora.

American Hornbeam, cxxx. III. 20H.

American Laurel, It 1151. See K&ltnm.
American Mossy-cupped Oak, III. 1H(J'.>.

American Rose Bay, II. 1134.

American Turkey Oak, III. 1803.

American Wayfaring Tree, II. 1037.

American White Oak, III. 1MU.
AmmtJrtine Pursh, xcii. II. 1154.

Amorphai., xlv. 11.606.

Ampelopsis Michx., xxxiii. I. 477.481.; IV. 2M4.
See Fltis.

Amygdaldphora Neck., xlix. II. 673.

^mygdalus Tourn., xlix. 11.671,673.; IV. 2554.

See Persica and Cerasus.
^myridacese Lindl., xl. II. 561.

ylmvris, xl. 11.501.

Aniiltfihisrf ., ciii. III. 1291.

Anacardi^cea? Lindl., xxxix. II. 545.

/inag^ris L., cxlv. IV. 2549. See Piptanthus.
Anctitrum Lam. 111., Ixix. II. 934.

Andersonia R.Br., Ixxxiii. II. 1075.

Andrdcfine Clus., Ixxxvii. II. 1117.
Andromeda L.,lxxxv. II. 1077. 1105.; IV. 2571.

See Cassiope, Cassandra, Zendbia, Lydn/a,
Leucothde, Pleris, Phyllodocc DabceV/a,

^rctostaphylos, Pernettya, Agarista, Cy-
rilla, Bryanthus, and Facciniurh.

Andrjphilaj: Wend., xx. I. 297. See C<5crulus.

^ndrosae^mum Chois., xxx. I. 397.403. See Hy-
pericum.

Angelica Tree, IT. 998. See Aralia.
Ansel,* H. B. et Kunth, ci. III. 1277
Angdphora R. Br., Ixxi. II. 960.

Anisdnthus Willd, Ixxxi. II. 1058. See Sym-
phoricarpus.

Aniseed Tree, xviii. 1.256. See Illicium.

AnbnaL., xx.292. See As'imina.

Anonticece, xx. I. 292.
Anbnis Mcench, xliv. I. 604. See Ononis.

Anomjmus Walt., xlviii. II. 647. See \\ istarw
^'nthemis Hort., cxlv. 1 V. 2573.
Anthocercis /.'. Br., ci. III. 1277.

Anthospennum L., Ixxxi. II. 1062.

ylnthyllis L., xlvii. II. fill

Aotus Don't Mill., xli. 11.567.

A>os Pursh, xlviii. II. 647. See Wistaria.
Aplophyllum And., xxxiv. I. 487. See Kiita.

//pocynaceas, xcix. II. !_."'.

Apple-bearing Rose, II. 763. See fl6sn v

Apple-bearing Sage, III. 1281. Sec .Salvia

pomifera.
A] .pie-berry, 1.356. See Billardidra.

Apple Tree, II. *'.U.

Apple Tree of New Holland, II. 960,

Apricot, II. 681.

Apyr6phoruni Nnck.Jxvi. II. S79. SeePyr'is.
Aqudrtia Jacq., c.*III. 1266. See Solanum.

^quifoliacefcD.-c., xxxvi. I. 505.

Aquijdliunt Tourn., xxxvi. I. 505. See /'lex.

AraliacesB, Ixxv. II.

Aralia L., Ixxv. 11.998.
Araucaria A', et P., cxl. IV. 2105. 2432.

Arbor Vitae, cxl. IV. 2454. See Thuja.
Arbutus Cam., Ixxxvii. II. 1077, 1117.; IV. 2575

See //rctostaphylos, Pernettya, GaulthdriYi,
and Phalerocarpus.

^rctostaphylos Adnns.. Ixxxvii i. II. 1078, 1123
;

IV. 2575. See^rbtitus.
Arrlul- I.., Ixxxii. II. 1H72.
Arenaria H'., xx\

S 1



'2656 INDEX TO Till-. CiENF.ltA,

l,":tn>,i II, em. el S. halte-. xriv. 11. ll'.'l. B.-a-i -Caper. I. I-!.

\V/.: l.'Olicl l\\ii. II. '.'!".; I V. >:>*''<. See Bear Oak. lll.lv<3. :

/'v,-n- Be.irberrv. II. IPr.. ^^

fri.-to'iochi'acea- e\ i III. !.">. Bear's Crape Whurileli

;-,[,.',,. !,j t / e\< 111. !."'->. cimam.
ArUtotel/,: I.'lU-nt. xxxix. II..M3. iu-auf

;

.rii,i H. Hr.,Kxi. II. "

/riiieni-u-i 7'cM/-w ! II ''71 '>-!.; 1 V. >

J"'"<-1. Beech. txxi\. III. I'.'l:'.

A,[iii:ii 1'cr* . l\\iii. II. V-.'. See/ J

yrn>. .]/ r-
"/;,'^,'','i.i .w"';J,

l

\.i i ."ii.

X

ii;''.

Itnifhicr. and ( rat a- j/as. /;, /(S
.

sali>b.,cxl. 1\'. .'11.'). >ee C'aiininphamu/.
Vn.aia Tlitirn, 1I.-J,. 15. llacia .!</... xxxi\ . I. IV. See /'telea.

Arn.w-w.Kl, II. HH*. See ribariuan.
[u-nj.unin tre. 111. 13U<. See / auniv nnr.inn.

./rt-iiii</i/ Cass.. Ixxxii. 11. I", t. !(..,. Hcathain/,; I.indl., lx\\ ii. 11. H'i'.i. HH'.'
' ' vh - IV -'''-

... Benxoiii ('.<;. .V.-W l\i I'.tciilr.-i-L ,ch - 111.1303

\:j.
Tree? xcviL Il'l^i:?: Si't

: /-raxniu>. ^vt^'^/xx!' L Sj./'iv"!'^.
\>M Berberry, xxi. !..>((><. >ee Malion/M. ,, ., , .,,, ^ ./../...

\>li-ieaved Maple. I. Ui'i. SIM- \c>;fiilu.

Juaiiiui Allans., xx. 1. -".'-.
,
IV. ^C,.

.

. 'iV ''."ill; ]'//., Lob.. c\\v. III. -.:(' H. Sec Carjiiiiu.-
-

;l , a. i ,,ixxxi.i. II. H'7-^. liiK,-lui>\;\ S/n.,c\\ii. 111. i:<7<'. Sft- Buryw.
L/...IXXM.I,

ii. in:-. BipnonWnwM'. 111. 1-^v
.-ftrajrt'iu- L.. xvni. I. 'j-Ji. See ( k-matis.

lii -MOII/V/ Tnur-i c 111. l"-
r
' s . Sec Catalan.

.-/tripl.-x /...ciii. 111. TJs^. rj^'.t. Tt'tMwti. a.i.l (icisCmiiuu.
Aitd'ha Tliunb.. lxx\i'-

^ll^li^'i.
;
IV. '2571.

liillirrry, H. H-Ml. SIT /acciiiiuin.

\i'eUana\ III. 'Julii. See (Vry!u>. IJin'h". cxxiVi'.'l l'l'. IGW.
Avignon lU-rrios, I !..">:. Si>c A'hamnus. .

j^,. ( j ci u .,-,- v j] 7(..<i

Axyri* I... Hii. 111. I /.). See DiMis.
Kinl's-eye tiapl'e, 1. 411.

Axalila W. /Jrw. xrii. 1 1. I '7^. 1 l.
r
>:<. ; I \'. ^."O. uinhv.o'rt. 1 1 1. I :*_". >.

.h.t'it--i: !,..!\\\i\. II. 1 1 Id. Sec A'liuiloiU'-iulrcu. Hitter Oak 111 IMfi Sec (/ui'-n-ii> CetrU
A/aloa, ciiinmim. ll.lll'i. Blm-k April-lit. ll.f.s.S.

Azfir/j K. rt 1'.. xxxix. II. Ml. Hlackberrv. 11.71--'.

Ax-arole Tlioni, Il.v_>i. Hlark(iuin, 111. i:H7.
.l\(i>-!>/it*. II. M"i. St-o frata?'gus. Hlack Irish Klin. 1 11. IHits.

AzcdarticJi, I. -17'i. See .Vt-lia.
I{| ;U,K .lack Oak. HI. l^i'O. l^'.'s .

Hlack Oak. III. !<<*!.

15 lilai-k Scrub O:.k. III. Is'. 3.

HIack Thorn. II. XV
Aacchari> /.'. /)'/'.. Ixxxii. II. IOi',3, lor,:,.

,u .

u . k ^v .

(1)
.

lt _ m ] j;,-,

Ii. ,/,,;, I.., Ixxxi,,. II. M;.'. SiL-JlradixIo.-'!!.!.
l!l. u -kw,-li;,, D.M-. xxxix. II. .',11.

Bleaberry. II. 1 I "'-

Itlir'ri'f.lxxxv. II. Io>l.

!51ae (lain Tree. II. '.i.'o. ! .
.

Iljtlm of(,]]ead I" ir.'cxxxix. 1\'. --'.'O'.!. See /'ice.-.
,

!{,,!, ,|,, ste. I.acie. II. 7i'7.

liil-u'iV 1'opiar. III. 1H73. Bundur, H. t..';.' See (iymnut iada.s.

!. i-iv. III. r.'.".t. See / aun
Baiiili 10. cxh . IV. i'''.'iV.

, \ . . I '..'-

l{..,ii . i:. !',r.,,iv. III. i:,u,.

','!.%; fc, llvii ii.r.n. N, ,i,,,bvi!i.. Sr^wood. I'n.^aia.

1 '

sVeMaclaiV,

Harbadoes Te.lar. IV. 2.VU. See Jiinipcras B<x 1-l.ler, I. H.O.

bnrbaileiisis. H"^ Thorn. III. I

1

-")'.'.

Barcelona Nat cxxxi. IIl.'JUI.s. See Torylas. Box Tree, 1 1 1. 1 :;.'!.'<.

Barren Scrub Oak, ill. l^'.i. See ^aerca'- Ca Box. Dwarf. III. i:ra.

Broom Tree of Van DiemeiiV I .and, cxlv. II.

l',a-tar,|

Cork^Tiee. Broa>sunetJ</ Vent., cviii. 1 1 1 . 13-I-'. 13'il . See

Bastard ('"yti-as, 1. HI'.'. See /Vila.

i (^aince, I!. ('T See /'yras CMiama--

nii'-P'l" -

!', ,' Swi-el liii III. !/.".: ( lu rn , liii. 1 1. 7M. Back's lion-. Sn- //In

7l'i; Bin Kthom. II. :.:; '. Se /.'iiaai

i:,,,i Tni vxxi.i. 1 17- Si-< -/, ., Backeu-, 1 UN Sec ! swVi.



WITH THEIR POPULAR ENGLISH NAMES, ETC.

HiiddU'n L.,ci. III. 1276.
Hull (Jrape. See Htis rotundifdlia.

Bullac-e, II.IW7. See Prmms insititia.

/Aimelia fitrartz. x--v. II. 1192.

#uplcurum Tourn., Ixxv. II. 997. ; I\'. 2571).
Bureerurar Kunth, xl. 11. Ml.
Hurs;iriaO,i-..xxvi. I

Hurtonm K. lir. xli. II

Butcher's Broom, cxliv. IV. 2517. See Tiiiscus.

Butter Nut, III. I HI!. See Tanya.
Button-wood, 11.1061.; IV. '20-13. See Cepha-

lanthus.
Button Tree, IV. 20, 43. See Platanus occiden-

talis.

.ffuxus Tourn.. cvii. III. 1330. 1332.

C.

(<i<v./t<j L., Ixxxiii. II. 1072. See Culcitium.
Cactacea:, Uxii. II. 967. ; IV. -

Cactus, II. 907. See Opuntia.
C,idia L'Heiit., xlix. II. 660.

(ii-s.ili.inw Ait., xlix. II. 660.

r.l.'.mpelis D. DOH,C. III. 1263.

:a-ia/.., ci. III. 1277.
Cal&idula Ke., Uxviii. II. 1072.
Calico Bush, II. 1151.

Calico Flowers, 11.1151. See KalnuYz.

Calligonum L., ciii. III. 1292, 1295.
rallista (Erica L.) Bot. Cab., Ixxxiv. II. 1089. 1091.
<

'

illi-temon Dec., Ixxi. II. 960.

Callistachys Sims, xli. II. 567.

Callitris Vent., cxli. IV. 2105, 2462.
Calluna Sal., Ixxxiv. II. 1076, 1084.

Calophaca Fisch., xlvi. II. 635.
Oalothamnus R. Br., Ixxi. II. 957.

Calycanthacea: Lindl., Ixix. II. 935,936.; IV.
2566.

Calycanthus L., Ixix. 11.935. See ChimonSn-
"thus.

CalycMome Link, xliv. II. 597. See CJtisus.
r%thrix, R. Br., Ixxii. II. U61.

Camellia L., xxviii. I. 381. ;
IV. 2540.

Campanulaceae, Ixxxi. 11.1063.

Campanula L., Ixxxi. II. 1063.

Camphor Tree, III. 1305.

CamphordsmaSoAt. ciii. III. 1291.
Canarium Kiinig, xl. 11.561.

Candleberry Myrtle, cxxxii. IV. 2055.
Canoe Birch, III. 1708.

Canoe-wood, xix. 1. 284. See Liriodendron.
Cdntua Juss., ci. III. 1274. See Vest i.

Cape Heaths, List of, Ixxxiv. II. 1089. 1091.

Cape Phillyrea, II. 504. See Casstne.

Caper Bush, 1.313.

fapparidaceoe Lindl., xxi. I. 313.

Capparis L., xxi. 1.313.

Caprariai.,ci. III. 1277.

Caprifoliacea?, Ixxvii. II. 1026.

Caprifilium L., Ixxix. II. 1045. SeeLonicero.
Capsicum Gerard, ci. III. 1268.

Caragdna, xlv. 11.629.; IV. 2552. See Hali-
modendron.

Carlowfzin Moench, Ixxxii. II. 1072.

Carmichaeliu R. Br., xlvii. II. 642.

Carob tree, II. 660. See Ccratonia .S'iliqua.

Carolina Poplar, III. 1670.

Carpinus L., cxxx. III. 2004. See O'strya.
Oarpodetus Forst., xxxix. II. 542.

Carthaginian Apple, II. 939. See Pomegranate.
Carya Nntt., cxi. III. 1421, 1-141.

Carvophyllaceae, xxvi. I. 359.
i:<i (anu-r.,cvi. III. 1320.

Cassandra D. Don, Ixxxvi. II. 1377. 1108.

., xlix. II. 660.
Casslna Ham., 1USS. cxxix. III. 1933. Sec QniMM semi-

raniif61ia.

Casslne L., xxxv. II. 503.

Sec (Vltistrus, II. 495.

See Elzeodendron, II. 504.

Sec /'lex, II. 518.

See /Vinos, 11.521.

See Hburnum, II. 103.').

Casslopr D.Don, Ixxxvi. 11.1077,1107.; IV.2574.

Caitanacca? Lk., xxxii. I. 462.

Castanea Tourn.. cxxx. III. 1983. See Fagus.
. i-p'-nnuin Cunningham, xlix. II. 660.

Casuaraceae, cxxxii. IV. 2060.

Casuarinn, cxxxii. IV. 2060.

Cfitalpti Juss.. c. III. 125S. 1261.
|-.- lvt.iulishf-j I.in<tl..xriv. 11. 117.-V

hus /...xxxviii. II. F. See

SriUia, Colubrlna, and Willnnftm.

Cedar of Goa, cxli. IV. 2477. See fi;
:

lusitdnica.

Cwlar of Lebanon, cxl. IV. 2402. 26a3.

C<-(lar, Hod, IV. 2495. See Juniperus virginiana.
Cedar \Vliite. IV. '217X Sec Cuprf-ssus /hyoldcs.
Cddrus Barret., cxl. IV. 2105. '-'Id-'.

rut Tourn., cxlii. I V. 2487. See Juniperus.
Telastraceae Dec., xxxv. II. 495.

us L., xxxv. II. 502.
;
IV. 25-15. See

Mtotattu.
Ct'l-w Jacq., ci. III. 1277. See Alonsoa.

Ci-ltis Tourn., ex. III. 1413.

Cembra, IV. 2274. SeePlnus.
Cephalanthus L., Ixxxi. II. 1061.
Ceramia (Erica L.) Lotl.l., Ixxxiv. II. 1089.

Cerasus Juss., li. 11.672.692.; IV. 2555. See
Prunus.

Ceratlola MX., cxliii. IV. 2506. 2-'

Ccratotdes Tourn., ciii. III. 1290.
Cerat6nia L., xlix. II. 660.

Ceratotptfrmum Pers., ciii. III. 1290.
Ceratostema R. et P., xciv. II. 1173.

Cercis L., xlviii. II. 657.
Cercocarpus H. B. rt Kunth, Jxix. II. 934.

Cerris, cxxv. III. 1846.

Cerrus Dalech., cxxv. III. 1846.

Cestrum L., ci. III. 1274.
Chatnomelcs Lindl., Ixviii. II. 931.

Chanuebfixus, 1. 356., IV. 2538. See Poly'gala.
ChamcecSrasus Pers., Hi. 11.702. See Cerasus.

ChamcEcerasus, Ixxx. II. 1050. See Lonicern
and Xylosteum.

Chamcecistm Clus., xxiv. I. 346. See Helian-
themum pilosum.

Chamcedaphnoldes Alpin., cv. III. 1312. See

Daphne oleoldes.
Chamaefistula Don't Mill., xlix. II. 661.
Chamaelaticium Deif,, Ixxii. 11.964.

Chanueledon Link, xcii. II. 1153. See Azalea
D. Don.

ChamcEmespilus Dec., Ixviii. II. 928.
Chanuemdrus . See .Rubus.
Cham&rhododcndros Tourn., Ixxxix. II. 1130.

See Rhododendron.
Chamffi*rops L., cxlv. IV. 2530.

Chamldgu, xlv. II. 629. See Carngdna.
Champion Oak, III. 1877. See Quercus rubra.
Chardcias. See uph6rbio.

Chaste Tree, III. 1285.

Cheiranthus, xxi. I. 313, 359. ;
IT. 2538.

Chenopodiacea:, cii. III. 1287.

Chenop6dium L. t cii. III. 1288.

Cherry, 11.692.

Cherry Birch, III. 1713.

Cherry Crab, II. 893.

Cherry-fruited Pimelea, III. 1315.

Cherry Plum, 11.688.

Chestnut, III. 1983.

Chestnut Oak, III. 1737. See Quercus Prlnus.
Chestnut of New Holland, II. 660. See Castano-
spermum australe.

Chicasaw Plum. II. 705.

Chimonanthus, Ixix. II. 935. 937. ;
IV. 25C6.

China Roses. See .Bbsa.
China Bauh. &c., cxliv. IV. 2513.

China Root, IV. 2513. See Smllax.
Chinese Cherry, II. 701. 706.
Chinese Crab, II. 909.
Chinese Tree, I. 249. See PaedrnV*.

Chionanthus L., xcvi. II. 1098, 1205

Chittim-wood, III. 1639.

Choke Cherry, II. 703. 704.
Chordzeraa .R. Br., xli. I. 567.
Christ's Thorn, II. 527.

Chrysdcoma L., Ixxxiii. 1 1 1072.

Ckrysophijllum Aubl. and others, xcv. II. 1192.
See ^umdlia.

riiwAima Pair., Ixxxi. II. 10^2. S.v l.i,,,,l':<..

Cineraria Leasing, Ixxii. II. 1064. ld7J.
Cinnamon Tree, III. 1307.
nnn.inrinnum Cdmphora Swt., civ. III. 1305.

Cissampelos L., xx. I. 297. See Menisperreum.
Clssus L., xxxiii. I. 477, 483. See Ampelopsis.
Tistaceae Lindl., xxi. I. 316, IV. S

Cistus i., xxi. 1.317; IV. 2538. See Helian-
themum and Hudsdnm.

Citronelle, II. 1068.

Citrons, 1.396.
amis/,., xxix. l.

Claret Grape, I. 478.

8 I 2
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Clematis Z,., xvit. 11.232; IV. 2535. See

^trSgene.
Clerodendrum R. Br., cii. III. 1286. See Volkamcria.

Clethra-L., Ixxxviii. II. 1078. 1127.
Clianthus Solan-'!., xlviii. II. 646.

Chffurtia, Ixix. 11.935.
Cluytia Bot. Mag., cvii. III. 1341.

C/i/mCTUwL'Obel.xxx. 1.403. See Xndrosaexmum.
Cneorum L., xl. II. 560.

Coooriiiese, c. III. 1264.
Cobo;V.Cav.,c. III. 1264

CobaT& Neck., Ixxx. II. 1050. See Lonicera
Xyl6steum.

Cob Nut, cxxxi. III. 2018. See Corylus.
Cocculus Bauh., xx. I. 297. See Wendlandta.
Cockspur Thorn, II. 820.
CofTeaHooA:rfXrn.,lxxviu. II. 1039.

Colletia. xxxix. II. 541. See Retanilla.

Coltirna, III. 2029. See Corylus.
Colubrina Brown., xxxix. 1. 642.

Colutea R. Br., xlvi. II. 635 ; IV. 2552. See
Calophaca and Sutherland^.

Columbia Sal., cxl. IV. 2432. See AraucSria.

Composite, Ixxxii. II. 1063.

Comptbmo, cxxxii. IV. 2059.
Condalia Cav . xxxix. II. 541.

Condylocarpus Salisb., cxli. IV. 2480. See
Taxbdium.

Coniferae, or Pinaceas, cxxxiii. IV. 2103.

Constantinople Hazel, cxxxi. III. 2029. See

Corylus Colurna.

Convolvulaceae, c. III. 1264.
Convolvulus/-., c. III. 1264.

Con^za Jacq., Ixxxiii. II. 1072.

Copper-coloured Beech, III. 1950, 1951. See

Pagus.
Coral Tree, II. 649. See Erythrlna.
Cdrchorus Thunb., liii. II. 722. See KemYz.

CordiAcea?, c. III. 1265.

Corema D. Don, cxliii. IV. 2506v 2508.

CoriSceae, xxxiv. I. 492.

Coriaria Niss., xxxiv. 1.492., IV. 2545.

Cork Tree, III. 1911. See Quercus Suber.
Cornaceae L., Ixxvi. II. 1009.

Cornel, II. 1014.

Cornelian Cherry Tree, II. 1014.

Cornish Elm, HI. 1376.

Cornish Moor Heath, II. 1082.

Cornus Z,., Ixxvi. II. 1009. 1019. ; IV. 2571. See
Benthamia.

Coronilla Neck., xlvii. II. 643.
Corne'a Sm., cxlv. IV- 2544.

Corruda Clus., cxliv. IV. 2516. See Asparagus.
Corylaceae, or Cupuliferae, cxxiv. III. 1715.

Corylus L., cxxxi. III. 1716. 2016.

Costorphine Plane, I. 414.

C6tinus, II. 549.
~

Cotoneaster Med., Ixv. II. 673. 869.
;
IV. ?563.

Cotton Tree, III. 1652. 1670. 1672.; IV. 2043. See
Populus and Platanus.

Cotton-wood, III. 1655. See Populus oana-
densis.

Cowania D. Don, cxlv. IV. 2557.

Cowdie Pine, IV. 2447. See Ddmmara.
Cowberry, II. 1164.

Crab, common, 11.892.

Crab, sweet-scented, 11.908.

Crab, transparent, II.

Crack Willow, III. 1516. See SSlix fragilis.

Cranberry, II. 1168. See Oxycoccus.
Crassulacese, Ixxii. II. 965.

Crat33
v
gus Lindl., Ixi. II. 813. ; IV. 2562. See

Photlnia, Rhaphiolepis, Ameldnchier, P%-
rus (A'ria., torminalis, Arbnia, and Chamae-

mespilus), Eriob6trya, and Stranvae' sic.

Cress Rocket, 1.312. See Fella.

Crista-gdUi, II. 649. See Erythrlna.
Crotalaria xlvii. II. 640.
Croton Cunn., cxlv. IV. 2585.

Crowberry, cxliii. IV. 2506.

Cr&wea Sm., exlv. IV. 2544.

Crucia^ceae, xxi. I. 312.

Cruciferte, xxi. 1.312.

Crus-galli, 11.820. See Cratse^gus.
(JryntAndra Smith, xxxix. 1.542.

Cuckold Nut, cxxxi. III. 2030. See Corylus
americdna.

Cucumber Tree, xix. 1. 273. See Magnbha.
Cuellaria R. et P., Ixxxviii. II. 1127. See

Clethra.
Culcftium, Ixxxiii. II. 1074.
Cullumio R. Br., Ixxxii. II. 1072.

CunninghJimjrt R. Br., cxl. IV. 2105, 24-15.

Cupressinae, cxl. IV. 2453.

Cupressus L., cxli. IV. 2105. 2-1R4. Sec 71>uja,
Araucaria, Callitris, Taxddium, Schubertm,
and Juniperus.

Curled Maple, I. 426.

Currant, Red, 11.977.

Currant, Black, II. 983.
Custard Apple, xx. I. 292.
Cut-leaved Alder, III. 1678.
Cut-leaved Beech, III. 1951.
Cut-leaved Oak, III. 1732.
Cyathodes Labil. Ixxxiii. 11. 1075.
Cycl6pia R. Dr., xli. I. 667.

Cydbnia Tourn., Ixviii. II. 929.

Cypress, Deciduous, IV. 2480. See Taxodium.
Cypress, Evergreen, cxli. IV. 2464. 2605. See

Cupressus.
Cypress Poplar, III. 1660. See Populus fas-

tigiata.
Cyrnio L., cxlv. IV. 2577.

Cy^isus Dec., xliii. II. 588. : IV. 2550. See Ge-
nista, Adenocarpus, and Cal6phaca.

D.

DaboTczo, Ixxxvii. II. 1077. 1116.

Dacrjdium Solander, cxxxiii. IV. 2100.
Dahliu Cav., Ixxx. II. 1072.
Dahoon Holly, 11.519.
Damask Roses, II. 759. 781.
Ddmmara Rumph., cxl. IV. 2105. 2447.
Dammar Pine, IV. 2447. See Ddmmara.
Dandolo's Mulberry, III. 1349.

Daphne L., civ. III. 1307.
Darwima Rud., Ixxii. II. 964.

Das\anthes(i'ricai.) Andr. Heath., Ixxxiv. II. 1089.

Date of Trebisonde, 11.1149. See iJiospyros
Ldtus.

Date Plum, II. 1194.
Datura arhtirea Hort., ci. III. 1274. See Brugmiinsm.

Daviesw R. Br., xli. II. .567.

Deciduous Cypress, cxlii. IV. 2480. See Tax-
6dium.

Decum^ria L., Ixxi. II. 955.

Deodara, IV. 2428. See C&lrus.
Deodar Cedar. See Deoddfu.
Doris G. Don, xlix. II. 661.
Desmia (Erica L.) Andr. Heath., Ixxxiv. II. 1089.
Desm6dium Dec., xlvii. II. 645., IV. 2552.

Deutzza, Ixxi. II. 9.% ; IV. 2567.

Devil-wood, II. 1208.

Dewberry, II. 739.
DiiJnthus L., xxvi. 1.359.
DicermaDec., xlvii. I. 645.
]>i( lulus Dec., xlvii. II. 641.
Didilta H. K., Ixxxii. II. 1072.

Diervillo Tourn., Ixxix. II. 1027. 1042. See
Lonicerrt.

Dillenidcc*, xix. I. 292.

Dillw^nia .Smith, xli. 1. 567.

.Diospvros L., xcv. II. llf,4.

Dibtis Schreb., ciii. III. 12^8. 1290.

Dirca /,., cv. III. 1307, 1394.
Disoaria Hook., xxxix. 1.541.
Disemma Dec., Ixxii. II 965.
DoMnea, xxxii. I. 402.
Dodoiwe'u L., xxxiii.'I. 476.

Dog Roses, II. 267.

Dogwood, II. 496. See .Euonymus.
Dogwood, II. 1009. See Cornus.

Dogwood, male, II. 1014. See Cornns mas.
Ddlichot Thun. xlviii. 11.648. Sic U i-i.ir/,,.

Dombeyn Lamb., cxl. IV. 2432. See Arau-
c^ria.

Vdnax, IV. 2532. See ^rundo.
Ddnia G. et D. Don, xlviii. II. 646.

Dool Tree, IV. 2542.

norycnium Tourn. xlvii. I. 630.

Double Chinese Almond. II. 706.

Double Chinese Cherry, II. 701.

Double dwarf Almond, II. 706.

Double -flowered Cherry, II. 699.
DracocAjhalum COOT., cii. 111.1283.

l>racophi)llu.m R. Br., Ixxxiii. II. 1075.

Drypis, xxvi. I. 359.

Duke of Argyle's Tea Tree, 1 1 1 . 1 269, 1 270 See

L^cium.
Dulcamara, III. 1266. See Sol^num.

Duranto Hort., cii. III. 1286.
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Durmast Oak, III. 1737.
Dutch Beech, III. HJ39.
Dutch Elm, III. 139"), 1396.
l)tiviiu Kth., xl. II. or*. ; IV. 2549.
Dwarf Chestnut, III. 2002.
Dwarf Chestnut Oak, III. 1875.
Dwarf Fan Palm, IV. tftfo. See Chaime'rops.
Dwarf Jagged Oak, III. 1892.
Dwarf Medlar, II. <r>X.

Dwarf Red Oak, III. 1893.

Dyer's Broom, II. 5s:j.

Dyer'.s \\Ved, II. 583.

Dyttola Lour., Ixxxi. II. 1062.

E.

Eagle's Claw Maple, I. 410.

Eben&ee, xcv. II. 1194.
A'lH.nus /.., xlv.ii. II. 611!. See .imhsllis.

V/henus Comm., xcv. II. 11!M. See /Jiospyros.

.

.\vxv. II. 10'Jl.
KtlwanUw -Mi,-r<, xli. II. 5<i7.

Eglantine (Sweet Briar), II. 765. Honeysuckle,
III. 1643.

Egyptian Poplar, III. 1640.
Ehri-tw Roxb.,c. III. 1265.
EhretiA L'Hcrit., ci. III. 1273. See Gra-

bowsk/a.
Elceagnacese, cvi. III. 1320.

-Elaeagnus Tourn., cvi. III. 1320, 1321.

Elfigmu Card., cxxxii. IV. 2056.
EUeodendron Spreng., xxxvi. II. 504. See

Hart6g/a.
Elceodendron Retz., xciv. II. 1192. See Ar-
gania.

Eledgnum Lob., cii. III. 1285.

Elder, II. 1027.
Elm Tree, III. 1373.

Emhrydpteris L., xcv. II. 1197.
E'mtnts Mill. Icon., xlvii. II. 614. See Coronilla.

Jmpetracea3, cxliii. .IV. 25()6.

E mpetrum L., cxliii. IV. 2506.

E'mpetrum L., cxliii. IV. 2508. See Cordina.
Enkianthus Lour., xciv. II. 1172.

Epacridaeec-B, Ixxxii. 11.1075.; IV. 2573.
E'pacris Sm., Ixxxiii. 11.1075.

Kpif,'a5
x
a L., Ixxxviii. II. 1078. 1126. ; IV. 2575.

A"phedra L., cxxxiii. IV. 2062.
Kqni^tum Alp., cxxxiii. IV. 2065.

Ericaceae, Ixxxiii. II. 1076. ; IV. 2574.
Erica D. Don, Ixxxiii. II. 1076. 1079.; IV.2574.
See Calluna, Gypsocallis, Phyllodoce, Dabcev

-

cia, MenziSsia.

Eriobotrya Lindl., Ixix. II. 933. ; IV. 2556. See
JtfScpiuu and Photinia.

Eriocephalus I,., Ixxxiii. II. 1072.
Eriocoma D. Don, Ixxxiii. II. 1072.

Eriolobus Dec., Ixvii. II. 915.
Erythrlna L., xlviii. II. (il'i.

Erf/tkr^j.-1/lon, II. .534. See KhAmnus.
EscaHon/acc<z-, Ixxiv. II. !

Escalldnm Mutis, Ixxiv. II. 9<J3. ; IV. 2570.
E'sculus, III. 1844. See ^uercus.
Eilbasts Salisb., Ixxvij. II. 1026.

Eucaiyptu,, Ixxi. II 958.; IV. 2567.
KH,)HIU>. r.,xli. 11.567.
Eml,-s,nia . Dr., Ixxi. II. 958.

uonymus Tourn., xxxv. 1 1. 495, 4! (6. ; IV. 2.". 15.

E;'.;//.i/mi Thunb., xxvi. I. 358. Sev I'ltttisporum.

Euonymoidts Moench, xxxv. I. 502.
KHOSHIUS Nutt., civ. III. 13(13.

/;uphorb/ace^, cvii. III. 1330.

/-.uphorbzo L., cvii. III. 1331.

Eurya Rnyle, xxix. I. 395.
K r\l.-pi,(/-.'ru-aL.) WetuU. Kric., \\vnv. II 1089.

a (firi<:a L.) Hot. C,tl>., Ixxxv. II. 10'Jl.

Kiitaxsa Sal., cxl. IV. 2432,2440.
Eutaxia ft. Br., xli. I. 569.

Evergreen Beech, III. 1982.

Evergreen Honeysuckle, II. 1048.

Evergreen Magnolia, xix. I. 261.
E \.T-reen Oak, III. Is'.i'.i.

Evi-rgreen Thorn, II. Ml.
Evergreen Turkey Oak, III. 1851.

Ev.-rlastiiig, II. 1070.
Exeter Elm, III. 1399.

F.

Fabdgo, I. 4l. SeeZyRopli
Fabriciz, II. %1. IV. 2-X17. Set- Leptosi>crmum .

Fa^ara Lam. xxxiv. I.

1.1 G. Don, xl. I. 561.

.ix. III. 1715. 1949. See Castanea
and farpinus.

l.ilM- Acacia, 11.609. See RohlmVi.
Fan Palm, cxlv. IV. 2.

:

):id. See C'hama.^rops.
Fealierry, Il.'.'7'J. See (Jooseberry.
Eeabes, or Fi'apes, II. !<72.

Female Cornel, II. inio.
Flcus Tour,,., cviii. III. 1343, 1365.

Fig Marigold, II. 966. See Mesembryan-
tlien'.snn.

Fi^:, Indian, 11.967.
Fig Tree, III.

Filbert, cxxxi. III. 2017.
Fir Tree, cxxxvii. IV. 2293, 2599.

Fischcr-A Sirartz., xcii. II. 1154.
Five-leaved Ivy, xxxiii. I. -H2.
riatnnwla 1M11., xvii. 23><.

Flajninj-w Roxb., xlvii. I j

Florence Court Yew, cxxxiii. IV.
Flowering Ash, II 1241.

Flower-fence, IV. 2554. See PoiuciM.
Fly Agaric, III. 1704.

Fly Honeysuckle, II. 1050.
FontanSszYz Lahill., xcvii. II. 1198. 1213.
Forbidden Fruit, IV. 2033.

Forsytlii* Walt., Ixxi. II. 955. See Decu-
maria.

Fothergi!lL., Ixxvi. 11.1008.
Fourcro/a Kar., cxliv. I\". 2527.
fralM* Dot. Mag., ci. III. 1277.

Frdngula Tourn., xxxviii. II. 537.
Franklimsi Marx//., xxviii. I. 380.

Franzeria VV., Ixxxiii. 11.1072.
Fraxinus Tourn., xcvii. II. 1198. 1213. ; IV. See

rnus.
French Plums, II. 689.
French Willow, III. 1499.
Fresne&a. Mirbel, cxli. IV. 2462.

Fringe Tree, II. 12(15. See Chionaiithus.
FAchsia L., Ixix. II. 944. ; IV. 25C(J.

Fulham Oak, III. 1850.

Furze, xli. II. 571. See ZTlex.

Fustic-wood, III. 1361. See Broussonetza.

G.

Gale Ray, cxxxii. IV. 2056. 2058. See JV/yrlca.
Gall Oak, III. 1928. See Quercus mfectoria.
Gardoqula Benth., cii. III. 1^82.

Garrycve cxxxi. IV. 2031.

Garrya Doug., cxxxi. IV. 2031.
Gastroldbium Her, rli. I. 567.
Gatten tree, II. 1010. See Euonymus.
Gaulthdrza L., Ixxxviii. 11.1078. 1125. 1127 IV

2575. See Oxycoccus.
GaylussacciaH. B. et Kunth.xciv. II. 1173
Gean, II. 693. See 6'erasus.
Gcltimium Michx, xcix. II. 12.16.

Genista Lam., xli. II. 577.; IV. 2550. See
Stauracanthns, .S'partium, T'lex, t^tisus,
and Adenoc-arpus.

Georginz, II. 1072. See Dahl/a.
Genistoides Mcench Meth., xlii. I. 584.
Genistella Mcench, xlii. I. 584.

fitr.iniacesK, xxxiv. 1.483.
Gerinium, 1.483.
German Tamarisk, II. 949.

Germander, III. 1279. See Tebcrium.
Ghent Azaleas, II. 1143.
Giant Ivy, 11.1000.

Ginkgo tree, cxxxiii. IV. 2094. See Salisburta
Glanslerri Dalech., exxvi. III. 1861.

Glasswort, III. 128. See Sals61a.

Glastonbury Thorn, II. 833. 838. 8o9. See Cra-
toe'gus.

Gleditschm L., xlviii. II. 650.

Glolmlnriace.v, c-ii. 111.1287.
<;i,,bu :;m.-iA,.,rii. 111.1287.

I... xlviii. II. ../-landx'uios
Gnaphalium L., Ixxxii. 11.1070. See 7/eli-

chrysum.
Gneldcece, cxxxiii. IV. 20C2.
Gnidia.cv. III. 1315.

Gott'l Thorn, ii. 637. See Astragalus.
Golden Osier. Ill.i;.. -

Goldylucks, II. 1073. See fhrysocoma.
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Gompholobium Smith, xli. II.J67.
GoJdia Salisb., xlvii. II. CtO.

Gooseberry, II. 972. See Ribes.

Goosefoot, III. 1288. See Chenopbdium.
Gordbma Ellis, xxviii. I. 378. ; IV. 2540.

Gorse, xli. 11.571. See tTlex.
Gouanm Jacq., xxxix. 11.542.
Grabowsk/a Schlecht., ci. III. 1266. 1273.

Granadilla, II. 965. See Passiflbra.

Granataceze D. Don, Ixix. II. 939.

Grantum, II. 939. See Punica.

Grape Pear, II. 874. See Ameldnchier .

Grape Vine, I. 477.

Grabowskia, cxlv. II. 1266; IV. 2582.
Great shrubby Horsetail, cxxxiii. IV. 2063. See

'phedra.
Green Ebony, II. 1219.

Green Weed, II. 583. See .Bhamnus tinctbria.

GreenWood, 11.583.
GrevHlea Cun., civ. III. 1306.
Grewia L., xxvli. I. 376.; IV. 2540.

Grey Oak, III. 1881.

Grey Withy, III. 1653.

Griping Wild Service, II. 913.
Grossulacea; Dec., Ixxii. II. 967.

Grossularia, Ixxii. II. 967. See Ribes.
Ground Cherry, II. 702.
Groundsel tree, II. 1065.

Guava tree, Ixxi. 11.961.
Guaiaciina Tourn., xcv. II. 1194.

Guelder Rose, II. 1039. See Hburnum.
Guilandlna. L., xlviii. II. 656. See Gymno-

cladus.

GumCistus, 1.317,327.
Gum Copal Rhus, II. 554.
Gum tree, American, III. 1317. See Nyssa.
Gum tree, Australian, II. 2958. See Eucalyptus.
Gymnocladus Lam., xlviii. II. 656.

Gypsocallis Sal., Ixxxiii. II. 1082.

11.

Hackberry, III. 1419. See Celtis.

Hagberry, II. 709. See Prunus Padus.
Hales/amz?, xciv. II. 1189.

Haldsm Ellis, xciv. II. 1189.

Hdlimus Ger. Emac., ciii. III. 1290.
Halleria L., ci. III. 1277.
HaloMndron Dec., xlvi. I. 634.

.7/amamelidaceffi, Ixxv. 11.1006.
/famamdlis L., Ixxv. II. 1006, 1007.; IV. 2570.

See Fothergilla.
Hamelia Puerari MSS., Ixxxi. II. 1060. See

Leycestdna.
Hare's Ear, 11.997. See 2?upleurum .

Hartbgza Dec., xxxvi. II. 504. 716.

Hawthorn, 11.829.; IV. 2562. See Cratse'gus.
Haxtania. Coley, Ixxxiii. 11.1072.

Hazel, cxxxi. III. 2016. See Corylus.
Heath, II. 1084. See .Erica.

Heather, II. 1084. See Calluna.
//edera Swart%, Ixxv. II. 999. ; IV. 2570. See

Aralia and Arapelopsis.
Hedgehog Holly, II. 507.

Hedge Nettle, III. 1281. See St^chys.
Hedge Rose, II. 766. See flbsa arvensis.

jtfedysareze, xlvii. II. 645.

J/ed^sarum L., xlviii. II. 016. See Alh&gi, Adesmia, and
Desmddium.

Heimta.lxx. 11.945.
Helianthemum Tourn., 'xxii. I. 317. 328. ; IV.

2538. See dsttis and'Hudsbnza.

J/elichrysum Lessing, Ixxxii. II. 1064. 1070.
See Gnaphalium and Stachys.

Heliotr&pium L.. c. III. 1265.
Hemlock Spruce, cxixviii. IV. 2322. See A'bies cana-

Herbo'f Grace, I. 485. See fluta.
Heterodendron De<f., xl. II. 560.

Hibbertia, xix. I. 292.

//ibiscus L., xxvi. 1.361.; IV. 2538.

Hickory tree, III. 1441. 1444. See Carya.
Hicdrius Kafinesque, cxi. III. 1451.

Himalayan Oaks, III. 1933.

Hippocastdnete Dec., xxxii. I. 462.

Himmcrepis Jacq., xlvii. 11.645.

J7ipp6phae L., cvi. III. 1321. 1324. 1327. See
Shepherdia.

Hog Nut, III. 1449. See Carya porclna.
Holly, xxxvi. 11.505.

Holly Rose, 1.317. See Helianthemum.
Holm Oak, III. 1899. See Quercus TU'\
Holy tree, II. 305. See Tlex
Homalinacese Lindl., xxxix. II. 542.

Honey Berries, III. 1414.

Honey Flower, 1. 484. See Melianthus.

Honey Locust, II. 650. See Gleditschio.

Honeysuckles, II. 1042. See Lonicera.

Hop Hornbeam, cxxxi. III. 2015. See 0's-

trya.
Hornbeam, III. 2004. See Ca>pinus.
Hornbeam of Nepal, cxxxi. III. 2013.

Horsechestnut, I. 462. See ^S'sculus.
Horse-tail Tree, IV. 2060. See Casuarlna.

Horttnsia, II. 996. See Hydrangea.
Hottentot Cherry, 11.504. See CtisstH,:
Hmutbni* Bot. Rep., Ixxxi. 131. 10G2. Sit H.M..

Hoveu K. Br., xlvii. II. 659. See PhiKiolobium.
Horenta Thunb., xxxix. I. 541.

Hudsbnio L., xxv. I. 317. 354.

Huntingdon Elm, III. 1404.

Huntingdon Willow, III. 1522.

Hydrangea L., Ixxv. II. 994.
HjmeninthesB/Hm., xciv. II. 1173.

Ilypcranthera Vahl, xlviii. I. 656.

ffypericacea; Lindl., xxix. I.3i6.; IV. 2.MI.

Hypericum L., xxix. 1.397.; IVr
. 25-1!

Jndrosae^mum.
Hypocaljptus Thunb., slvii. I. 640.

Hyssop, III. 1278.

7/yssbpus L., cii. III. 1278. See Stachys.

/bdris, xxi. 1.313.; IV. 2538.
Tlex L., xxxvi. II. 505. ; IV. 2545. See Myginda,

Prlnos, and Nemopanthes.
riex Tourn., cxxiv. III. 1715. Sec Quercus

/'lex.

Illicmm, xviii. I. 256.

Jncarvillea. Spreng., c. III. 1260.
Indian Azaleas, 11.1118.
Indian Lilac. I. 476. See 3/elia.

Indian Thorn, II. 932. See Raphiolepis.
Indian Physic, xix. I. 276.

Indigo, II. 642.
IndiKi5fera.,xMi. 11.642.
Irish Heath, II. 1116. See DaboeVa.
Irish Ivy, II. 1000.
Irish Yew, cxxxiii. IV. 2066.
Iron Bark Tree, II. 958. See Eucalyptus.
Iron Oak, III. 1846, 1870.

Iron-wood, 11.961. See Leptosperrnum.
Iron-wood, II. 11<J2. See Argdnia.
Iron-wood, Amer., cxxxi. III. 2016. See O'strya

virginicu.
Islca Mccnch, Ixxxi. II. 10.V!. See Loniceiv/
Islka Adans., Ixxx. II. 10.0. See Lonicera.

Isinilia, Ixxxiii. II. 1072.
Italian Beech. See Quercus fi'sculus.

Italian May, II. 726.
Italian Oak, III. 1844.

Italian Yellow Jasmine, II. 1249.
Ptea L., Ixxiv. II. 992. See CyrSllfl.
Pva L., Ixxxii. II. 10G4. 10C6.

Ivy, common, II. 999.

Ivy, Five-leaved, I. 481 . See Ampelopsis.

J.

Jiu-ksonui R. Br., xli. II. 567.
Jacobin Bonp., Ixxxii. II. 1071.

Japan Honeysuckle, II. 1051.

Japan Laurel, II. 1026.

Japan Oaks, III. 19:55.

Japan Quince, or Kriohotrya japonica, II.!

Japan Quince, or Cydfmia japonica, II. 931.

Japan Koso, I. 3S1. Se CamelhVi.
Japan Yew, cxxxiii. IV. 2100.

J(is/t>nidcc<v, xcix. II. T/4S.

Jasmine, II. 1248.

Jasminiiiilcs Niss., ci. III. 1269. 1274.
Jasminom ForskuoL xcix. II. 1248.
Jerusalem Sage, 111.1279. See Phlomi-
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Johnson's Willow, III. 151!).

.liuias Tree, II. Go?. Sec <'ercis.

./ii'-ll'iiuluee.i.', ex. III. 1420.

Juglans L., ex. III. 1420, 1-121. ll'-l. S,

ami Pteroearya.
Jujuba. 11.684. See Zizyphus.

Jujube Tree. See Zizyphus.
Julibrissin, xlix. II. W.I. Sec Jc^cia.

June Berry, II. 74. See AmelSnchier.
./imiperus />., cxlii. IV. 2ln<;. '-'is;.

Juniper, cxlii. IV. .2-is'.i, 2W5. See
and Cddrus.

Jupiter's Beard, II. 641. See ^nthyllis.

K.

Kadtura. xx. I. 295.

Kageiieck/a R. et P., Ixix. II. 934. ; IV. 2566.

Kahikatea, cxxxiii. IV. 2102.

Kaki, IV. 1197. See 7Jiuspyros.
KSloua L., xcii. II. 1078, 1151.

Kampmdnnin Rqfin, xxxiv. I. Is^.

Kawaka in New Zealand, IV. 2102.
AYr/r Pall, cxxxvii. IV. 2275.
KamMM Vent., cxlv. IV. 2553.
Kentish Cherry, II. 693.

Kentucky Coflee Tree, II. 656. See Gyinno-
cladus.

Kermes Oak, III. 1908.

Kerria Dec., liii. II. 672. 722. ;
IV. 2555.

Kidneyhean Tree, 11.647.
K.Vlii',/ Schr., ciii. III. 1291.

Kolreuten'fl Lax., xxxiii. I. 475.
Krafmhw Rafin., xlviii. I. 64;.
Krumholz, IV. 2186.

L.

Labiacex, ci. III. 1278.

Labrador, or Scrub, Pine, IV. 2190.

Labrador Tea, II. 1129. 1155.

/.abrusca, I. 477. See Pitis.

Laburnum, common, xliii. II. 590. ; IV. 2550.

Laburnum, Scotch, xliii. II. 590.

Lacathda Sal., xxviii. I. 380.

Lagonjchium Bieb. Supp., xlix. I. 661.

, Ixx. II. 945.., . . .

Iunpr6tis Dun's Mill., Ixxxiv. II. 1089.
Luntuna L., ci. III. 1277.

Larch, IV. 2350. See Larix.

Laricio, cxxxiv. IV. 2200. See Plnus.
Larix Town., cxxxix. IV. 2105. 2350. See
Plnus and
See Cedrus, cxl. IV. 2402.

/-auraceae, ciii. III. 1296.

Laurel, Cherry, II. 716. See Cerasus.

Laurel, common, 11.716.

Laurel, Spurge, III. 1309.

Laureola, III. 1309. See Daphne.
Laurocerasus, II. 716.

Lailrus Plin., ciii. III. 1296.
Laiinia Camphora L., civ. III. 1305.
l.iirus C4MM Hot. Mag., civ. III. i

Latiru* Cinnambmum L., civ. 111. 130j.

Laurustinus, II. 1032.

Lavandula L., cii. III. 1281.

LavStera L., xxvi. I. 360.

Lavender, III. 1281.

Lavender Cotton, II. IKiU. See Santollna.

Leadwort, III. 1287. See Plumbago.
Leafless Furze, II. 576. See Stauracanthus.

Leather-wood, III. 1314. See Dirca.
Lebe-ckia Thunb., xlvii. 1 1 . (i 1 1 .

Zedum L., xcii. II. 1078. 1154.
;
IV. 2576. See

Ammyrsine.
Leguminaceffi, xlix. 1.661.

Leiophyllum Fers., xcii. II. 1078. 1154.

Lemon, I. 396.

Lemon-scented Verbena, III. 1286. Sec Aloy-
sia ritriodora.

I.i-ntiigo Dec., Ixxviii. II. 1033. See Fiburnum.
Leon6tis A. Br., cii. III. 1283.

Lentftcut, II. 547. Sec Pistacia.

,xxl. 1.313.
mum, Ixxi. 11.961., IV. 2567.
Michx., xlvii. I. 646.

/ I>ec., xlviii. I. ill.-.

I.fiu-(i|>6gon A. Br., Ixxxiii. II. 107."..

LeucothoY D. Don, Ixxxvi. II. 1077. 1113.

8 l

Lever-wood, .'\\\i. MI. 201;'. See O'btrya
virgini<"i.

rw Wall., Ixxxi. II. ll.:7, 1060.

Ligustrum Tonni., xev. II. II'JS.

Lilac, II. I^ii'.t.

/.ili ; ,r.-:i-, cxliv. IV. 2.515.

Lilaeemn, xcvi. II. 1212.

I.iia,' Tree, xxvii. I. 3(i.|.
;

I V. 2539.

Limes, I. 3%.
I.iimmia, xxix. I. 905.
/.iiKi.v;i ; ,xxvi. I. .TO).

Linden Tree, IV. 2'>;W.

Ling, II. loxi.
tlnum L., xxvi. I. 3fi<i.

Liparia L., xlvii. II. (111).

Lippin Kunt/i, cii. III. law,.

Liquidambar L., cxxxii. IV. 2049.
See Alting/a Blume, cxx\ii. I \

Liriodendron L., xix. I. 2H^i.
;
IV

Liss4nthe. Br., Ixxxiii. II. 1075.
Lithtwpermuni L., c. III. IW,:>.
l.ilt;,\i Hrig., cxlv. IV.
Live Oak, III. 1'JIH. See ^uereus viren*.

Lobelidcece, Ixxxi. II. 1063.
Lobelia Ait., Ixxxi. II. 1063.

Loblolly Bay, I. 379.

Locust, Honey, II. 650. See Gleditseh/V/.
Locust Tree^ Amcr., II. 609.
Locust Tree, Russ., I. 406.
Loddig^sia Sims, xlvii. II. 641.

Loiseleitriz Desf., xcii. II. 1153. See Azalea.

Lombardy Poplar, III. 1660.

Lonicera Desf., Ixxix. II. 1027. 1042. ; IV. 2572.
See Caprifc-lium, Diervilla, Symphoricarpos,
and Xyl6steum

Lonicdre^, Ixxix. II. 1041.
Lophandra (Brtca L.) Andr. Heath., Ixxxv. II. 1091.
I.ophosiiermum D. Don, ci. 111. 1277.

Loquat Tree, 11.933.

Lorantha-cea?, Ixxvii. II. 1020. ; IV. 2571.
Loranthus L. xxTii. II. 1026. ; IV. 2571.
Lote Tree, III. 1414.

Lotos, European, II. 1194.
Lotus of the Lotophagi, II. 526.
Lotus L., xlvii. 11.642.

Ldttts sive Ctltis Cam., ex. III. 1414.
Ldwea Lindl., Ixi. II. 812. See Barberry-leaved

Rose.
Lucombe Oak, III. 1851. See Quercus Terris.
Lucillia Swt., cxlv. IV. 2573.
iuplnus Sims, xlviii. II. 619.

Lupine Tree, II. 649.

Lycwides Lin. Hort. Cliff., xcv. II. 1193.

iycmm L., ci. III. 1266. 1269. See Grabows-
kra, ci. III. 1274.

LydmVz, Ixxxvi. II. 1077. 1109; IV. 2571.
Lysinema A. Br., Ixxxiii. II. 1075.

Lythracese, Ixx. II. 945.

M.

Madura Nutt., cviii. III. 1342. 1362.

Macquarrie Harbour Vine, III. 1'.'%.

Maggio, Ital., 1 1 . 51)0. See Laburnum .

MagnoU&cea Dec., xix. I. 259.

Magndlta L., xix. I. 260. ;
IV. 25, ;i.

Mahaleb, II. 707. See Prunus.
Mah6ni Nutt., xxi. I. 308.; IV. 2537. S.-o

Btrbcrti.
Malaehodendron Cav., xxvii. I. 377. See

Stuartz'a.

Mallow, IV. 2538.
Mains Dec., Ixvi. II. 891. ; IV. 2564. See
Pyrus.

JV/alva, IV. 2538.

3/alvarca-, xxvi. I. 360.
Manettw Cham.et Schlecht., Ixxxi. II. 1062.

Manglietia, xix. 1.291.

Mangl'illa Pers., cxlv. IV. 2578.

Manna, xlviii. 11.646. See Alhdgi.
Manna Ash, II. 1241.

Maple, I. 405.

Margyricarpus A. rf P., Ixix. II. 934.

Marron Chestnuts, 111. 1984.

Mastich Tree, 11.547. See Pistacia.

Maurandya Jacq., ci. Ill

Maurocenia. Mill.. xx\v. I. 504.

May. See Crataj'gus OxvacSntha.

May Duke Cherry, 11
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May, Italian. See Spiraea Aypericifblia,

May Flowers, II. 1140.

Mdutenus Feuill., xxxv. II. 503.

Medicago L., xlvii. 11.612.

Medlar, II. 877, 92*.
Meladbra Sal. xciv. 11.1172.

Melaleuca, Ixxi. II. 957.

jV/olia, xxxiii. I. 476.

3/cliacea;, xxxiii. I. 476.
Melianthus L., xxxiv. I. 184.

JUelilotus Cattague in Litt. xlvii. I. fi-12.

Melongena Town., c. III. 12Wi.

Memecylum Michx., Ixxxviii. II. H'2(5.

Menisperma"cea2 Dec., xx. I. 296.

Menispermum L., xx. I. 296. See Cocculus.

Menziesza Smith, xcii. II. 1078, 1152.

See Dabce
x

cza, Ixxxvii. II. 1115.

Merry tree, 11.693. See Cerasus.
Mesembryacese, Ixxii. II. 965.

Alesembryanthemuin, II. 965.

Mespilophora sp. of Neck, Ixvi. II. 877.

3/espilus Lindl., Ibcv. II. 673. 877- See Cra-

tse^gus, Photinia, Cotoneaster, Amdanchicr,

Pyrus (A^ria, aucuparia, spuria, Aronia,

and Chanuemespilus), Raphiolepis, and Lri-

Mrtr^idfero's, Ixxi. II. 960. See CaUistejpon
and Lep-

tosjxirmum.
Mexican Oaks, III. 1941.

Mezereon, III. 1307.

Meze-reum, III. 1307. See Daphne.
Miche-ha, xix. 1.291.
Milkmaid Holly, II. 508.

Milk Vetch, II. 637.

Milkwort, I. 356.
Mimosa L., xlix. II. 662. See Acacia.
JWimulus Willd., ci. III. 1277.

Minorca Box, III. 1341.

Minorca Holly, II. 516.
Mirbeha Smith, xli. 1.567.

Missouri Silver Tree, III. 1323.

Missouri Yellow Currant, II. 9'Jl.

Mistletoe, II. 1021.

Mocker Nut, III. 1444.

Mock Orange, II. 950.

Mong&rium Lam., xcix. II. 1248.

Mondtoca ft. Br., Ixxxiii. II. 107o.

Moonseed, I. 296.

Moor Heath, II. 1082.

Moose-wood, I. 407.
Morello Cherry, 11.693.

Morgsana L., xxxiv.'jl. 484.

M6rus Town., cvii. III. 1342, 13-13. See Brous-
sondtza and Maclura.

Mossy-cupped Oak, III. 1846. 1809.

Mossy-cupped Oak, American, 111. 1869. See

Quercus olivaeformis.

Mountain Ash, II. 916. See Pyrus aucuparia.
Mountain Laurel, 11.1151.

Mountain Mahogany, III. 1713.

Mountain Tea, II. 1125.

Moutan, xviii I. 250.
Muciina Wall., xlviii. 11.649.

Mulberry Tree, III. 1343.
Mussch/a bumort., Ixxxi. II. 1063. See Campanula.
Muttafnda Ham., cl. IV. 2573.
Mutista U. Don, Ixxxiii. II. 1072.

Myginda Jacq., xxxvi. I. 505.

Myoporines, cii. III. 1287.

MvriporumS. Br., cii. III.l l^87

Myricaceze, cxxxii. IV. 2055.

JJfyrlcai.,cxxxii. IV. 2055.

See ^hus suavdolens, xl. II. 5:.7.

See Comptbma, cxxxii. IV. 2Co-J.

Myrobalan Plum. II. 688.

Myrobdlanus. See Prunus.
3/yrsine L., cxlv. IV. 2578.

3/yrtacese, Ixxi. II. 956.

Mr^//MsBauh.,xcii. 11.1157. SeeTaccinium.

Myrtle Bilberry, II. 1156. See Faccinium.

Myrtle, common, 11.961.

Myrtle-leaved Beech, III. 1983.

Myrtle Tree of Van Diemen's Land, III. 1982.

A/yrtus L., Ixxi. II. 968. ; IV. 2568.

See J/yrlca, cxxxii. IV. 2056.

N.

NSbca Alp., xxxvii. 11.526.

Nandina Thunb., cxlv. IV. 2637.

Napcca Lain., xxxvii. 1. 526.

Napoleon^ Willow, III. 1511. 1514. See Sallx

babylonica var.
Matrix MoDnch, xlv. I. 605.

Nectarine, 11.680.

Negundium, I. 405.

Ney.&ndo, xxxi. I. 405. 460. ; IV. 254.
Neillw 1). Don, xxxix. II. 514.

Nemoj anthes Jiaf., xxxv. II. 2.Mr..

Nepal Oaks, III. 1920.

Nepal Yellow Jasmine, II. 1249.
Atrium Oleander L., xcix. II. 1266.
Nettle Tree, III. 1413. See C'eltis.

New Jersey Tea. See Cean6thus.
New Zealand Tea.
Nicker Tree, II. 656. See Gymnocladus.
Nic-ot/om (Jrah., ci. III. 127 J.

Nightshade, III. 1266. See Solanuin.
Nintoda Swt., Ixxx. II. 1050. See Lonicem.

Nitrariacea> Lindl., Ixxii. II. 966.

NitrariaL., Ixxii. 11.966.
Norfolk Island Pine. See Araucaria exc^lsa.

Norway Maple. See A"cer platanoldes.
Norway Spruce. See ^4'bies.

Notela;va Vent., cxlv. IV. 2579.
Nut Tree, III. 2019. See C'orylus.
Nfix J^tansDod., cxi. III. 1423.

Nycterinia >. Don, ci. III. 1277.

Nycterium Vent., c. III. 1266.

Nysso L., cv. III. 1315. 1316.

O.

Oak, III. 1717. See Quercus.
Oak, Holly-leaved, III. 1893. 19G6.

Oaks, American, III. 1864.

Oaks, Himalayan, III. 1933.

Oaks, Japan, I II. 1 '.'35.

Oaks, Javanese, III. 1936.

Oaks, Mexican, III. 1941.

Oaks, Nepal, III. 1920.

Odostemon Kaf., xxi. 308.
(K'dera Thunb., Ixxxiii. II. 1072.

(Enoplia Hod., xxxvii. II. 528. See Zizynhu-
and Berchem/a.

Ogechee Lime, III. 1318. See Nvssfl
Oldfield Birch, III. 1707. See etula populi-

f61ia.

Old Man, II. 1068. See Artemisia.
OMeaL., xcvi. 11.1207. See Olive.

Oleacese, xcv. II. 1104.

Oleander, II. 1256.

Oleaster, III. 1321. See leagnus.
Oldina?, xcv. II. 1197, 1198.
Olfiiia Thunb., xxxix. II. 542.

Olive, II. 1207. See OUea.
Olive-wood, 11.504. See Eheodendron.
Onap-acece Lindl., Ixix. II. 942.
Onubrmna Link, Ixxxii. II. 1072.

0n6nis /.., xliv. II. 6(14.

Ontario Poplar, III. 1676.

O'palus, xxxi. I. 421 . See /Tcer.
O pulus Tourn., Ixxviii. II. 1039. See Vibur-
num.

Opuntia Mill., Ixxii. 11.967.

Orache, III. 1289.

Orange Tree, I. 396.

Orchiducarpum MX., xx. I. 292.
Oriental Plane, cxxxii. IV. 2033. See Platanus
0'rnus Pers., xcviii. II. 1 198. 1241. See Fraxinus
See Carpinus, cxxx. III. 2004.

Osage Orange, III. 136'2.

Osier, common, III. 1549.

Osier, Golden, III. I.
r
i2x.

Osteospermum L. Ixxxiii. II. 1072.

O'strya Willd., cxxxi. III. 1716. 2015. See Tar-
pinus, cxxx. III. 2004.

Osyris ., cvi. III. 1316. 1320.
Othdnna liot. Cab., Ixxxii. II. 1072.

Over-cup Oak, III. 1871. See Quercus lyrata.
Qxyacanlha, II. H29. See Hawthorn.
Ortfcedrus Clus., cxlii. IV. 2494. See Juni-
perus, Ox^cedrus, and Aycium.

Oxyc6ccum Cord., xciv. II. 1I6.
Oxvcoccus Pcrs., xciii. II. 1078. 11G8. Sec

1'halerocarpus.
Oxylobiuin A'. /(,.. xli. I. :,l,7.
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P.

I'a.-hyrh'i/us Dec., xlviii. II. CI"
I., Ixxxiv. 11.10

Mill. li,-t., Uli. . TUSUS.

L., xviii. i. am. ; i\

PaliClrus /.., xxxvii. II. 527. ;
IV. ^ 17.

Callow, 111. i ,\ eaprea.
Taper Birch, III. 1708. See //etula papyrarea.

iulberry, 111. 13G1. See Broussouet/a.

Vapynts Kncyc. But., cviii. III. 1361.

Paraguay Tea. / lex paraguariensis.
Parasol Acacia, II. Gld. See Uobhua.
Park Leaves, 1.403. See Tutsan.

Partridge Berry, II. llar>. See GaulthOria.
i, CT. III. 1315. See 04phne.

.,aL., Ixxii. 11. '.ml.

I'aisilluraceiE, Ixxii. II.

Passion Flower, II. UG4.
I'av/a Boerh., xxxii. I. 462. 469. ;

IV. 2543.
Pea Tree, Scotch, II. 590.
Peach Tree, II. o79.
Pear Tree, Ixvi. II. 880.
Pe!arg6nium, I. 483.
Pentstenion Don, cxlv. IV. 2588.

Peony, xyiii. 1.249.

PeppermintTree,II.959. SeeEucalfptusj>iperlta.
Perfumed Cherry Tree, II. 707. See Prunus

Ma/tiileb.

Perado.II. 519. SeeTlex.
YericlymenuHiGur., Ixxix. II. 1043. See Lo-

nicera.

Periploca ., xcix. III. 1257.

Periwinkle, II. 12.VI.

Pernettya Gaud., Ixxxviii. II. 1078. 1124.; IV.
2575.

Perpetual Roses, II. 780. 783.
l',-rsni Spr., civ. III. 1305. SeeLeonotis, cii. III. 1283.

Persian Lilac, II. 1211.
Persica Tourn., 1. II. 671. 679. ;

IV. 2554.

Persimon, 11.1195. See Diospyros.
Peruvian Mastich, 11.560.
Vcrvinca Tourn., xcix. II. 1254.

Petty Whin, II. 5s i.

Yhdgus E/ctdtDlech.,cxxT. III. 1844.

Phalerocarpus G. Don, Ixxxviii. II. 1078. 1127.

P/iellodrysMatth., cxxvii. III. IK'J'J.

Philadelphia?, Ixx. II. 9.50.

Philadelphus, Ixx. II. 950.; IV. 2567. See
Deutzia.

Phillyrea Tourn., xcv. II. 1198. 1203.
Phlomis L., cii. III. 1279. See Leonbtus, cii.

III. 1283.
Phdnnium L., cxlv. IV. 2529.1
Photinia, Ixiv. II. MX
Phvlica L., rxxix. 1 1 . 542. See Soulangia.
Phyllis I,., baud. II. 1062.

Phyllocladus Rich., cxxxiii. IV. 2100.

Phyllodorc Sal., Ixxxvii. II. 1077. 1115.

Physiauthus Hort., cxlv. IV. 2581.

fhytebma Lour., not of L., Ixxvii. II. 1027.
Picea D. Don, cxxxviii. IV. 2105, 2329.
Picea Lk., cxxxvii. IV. 2

Picca of the ancients, cxxxvii. IV. 221 3.

Pfchta cxxxix., IV. 2338. See Pfcea.
Pientta W., Ixxxiii. II. Iu72.

Pi.-ris D. Don, Ixxxvii. II. 1077. 1114.
1'imelea Lab., cv. III. 1515.

Pimento royal, cxxxii. IV. 2056.
Pin Oak, III. 1887. See guercus palustris.

Pinaster, cxxxv. IV. 2213.

Pinckiii'yn, Ixxxi. II. 1062.

Pine Tree, cxxxvii. IV. 2152.

Pine, Aleppo, IV. 2231.

Pine, Geneva, IV. 2158.

Pine, Highland, IV- 2154.

Pine, Loblolly, IV. -22:17.

Pine, Mountain, or Krumholz, IV. 2186.

Pine, Scotch, IV. 2153.

Pine, Speyside, IV. 2154.

Pine, Stone, IV. 2221
Pine, Table Mountain, IV. 2197.
Pine, Weymouth, IV. 2280.

Pine, Yellow, IV. 2195.
Plnus L., cxxxiii. IV. 2152.

See /f bies, cxxxvii. IV. -j'.MJ.

See Arauca>ia, cxl. IV. -jLij

See Cddru.s. . \i 1\

See Cunninghams, IV. 2415.

Se.- Dammara, IV. 2447.
Siv /.arix, cxxxix. IV. 2.1 .')().

I Lcea. cxxxviii. IV. 2329.

Pipperidpe Bush, I. '21(9.

Piptanthus Sirt., xli. II. 566.

Pistacia/..,xxxix. 11.545.; IV.

B, IV.223H.

111. 1311.
'.in Sivt., xlvu. I. 0.71.

<.nel., ex. 111.1372. 1409.
Plane Tree, cxxxi. IV. 2033.
Plane Tree, Scotch, I. 414.

PlatanSceae, cxxxi. IV. 2032.
Platanus L., cxxxi. IV. 2033.
Platyldbium Sm.,x!vii. II. rc>'.>.

I'lectranthusL'/frr^., cii. III. 1283.
PWcama /!<., Ixxxi. II. 1062.

Ploughman's Spikenard, II. 1065.

Plumbaginaceze, cii. III. 1287.

Plumbago Thunb., cii. III. 1287.
Plum Tree, 11.684.
PodalVria R. Br., xli. I. 567.
Pod/mthus Liiull., Ixxxiii. II. 1072.
PoUocarpus L'Hcrit., cxxxiii. IV. 2100.
Podolobium R. Br., xli. II. 567.
Poet's Cassia, III. i.

Poinciona Dec., cxlv. IV. 2554.
Poison Nut, II. 556.
Poison Oak, II. 555.

Poison Vine, II..V>;.

Poison-wood, II..V>2.

Polifblia Buxbaum, Ixxxv. II. 1105.
Poly'gala L., xxvi. I. 356. ; IV. 2538.
Polygalacese, xxvi. I. 355.

Polygonacea, ciii. III. 1292.
Polygonumft. Br., ciii. III. 1296.

Volygonum L., ciii. III. 1292. See Tragopy-
rum. See E phedra, IV. 2063.

Poly, Mountain, 11.1106.
Pomaderris Labill., xxxix. I. 542.

Pomegranate, II. 939.
Pond Pine, IV. 2240.

Poplar, III. 1636.

Poplar, Athenian, III. 1651.

Poplar, Black, III. 1652.

Poplar, Black, in America, III. 1656.

Poplar, Black Italian, III. 1657.

Poplar, common Grey, III. 1G39.

Poplar, Old English, III. 1652.

Poplar, Lombardy, III.

Populus Tourn.. cxxi. III. 1454. 1636.
Porcdlia Pers., xx. 292.

Portugal Broom, II. 589.

Portugal Laurel, II. 714.
Post Oak, III. 1870. See Quercus obtuslloba.
Potentilla L., Ivi. II. 747. : IV. 2557
Prasium L., cii. III. 1283.
Poterium /,., Ixix. II. 935.

Preniinthes L., Ixxxiii. 11.1072.
Priest ley Dec., xlvii. II. 649.
Prickly Ash, I. 488. See Xanthdxylum.
Prickly Broom. 11.571.

Prickly Cedar, IV. 2494. See Juniperus
Prickly Pear, II. 967. See Opuntia

Prosopis /,., xlix. 11.661.
Prostanthera Lab., cii. I II. 1283
Protean, civ. III. 1306
I'rmniphora Neck., i. 11.684.

Prunus Tourn., II. 671. 684. ; IV 2554
^mygdalus, ^rmenlaca, and Cerasus'

Pgutlacaciu
Mosnch, xlv. II. <;,,,. s>v Uol-i,,

Psetodo-Capsicum Mcench, c. III. 126G
Pseudo-Cerasus, II. 701.

Pteido-Cjftitia, 1.312. See Telia
Pscudoldtus Matth., xcv. II. li'it

Pseildo-Plalanus, 1.414. See ^4
N
cer

.

Psoralea L., xlvii. 11.642.
Ptelea /,.. xxxiv. I. 487. 489. ; IV. 2544
Pteroc4rpusDrr.,xlix. 11.661.

Pterocirya Kunth,c\i. III. 1421. 1451.
Pteioctcciu Pall., ciii. III. 1295.

Pulteme'a, xli. 11.567.
Mnica L., Ixix. II. 939. ; IV. 2566.
Purslane Tree. See ^'triplex.
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PurshiYi Dec., liii. II. 672. 721.

Purple Beech, III. 1950.

Purple Laburnum, 11.590.

Purple-leaved Hazel, III. 2025. See t'orylus A.
purpurea, III. 2017.

Yyracantha 11.844.

Pyracantha of the Greeks, 11.829.

Pyrdster Ray, Ixvi. II. 880. See Pyrus.
Pvrethnim ir. En., Ixxxiii. II. 1072.

>./'"'" SchulU,Esch.,xciv. II. 1172.

Pyrus LindL, Ixvi. II. 673. 879. ; IV. 2564. See
Cratee'gus, Photinia, Cotoneaster, Amelan-
chier, and Cyddnia.

Q.

Queen Mary's Thorn, 11.832.

Queen's Needlework, 11.729.

Quercitron, III. 1884. See uercus tinctbria.

Guercui L., cxxiv. III. 1715. 1717.

Quince Tree, 11.929. See 6'ydonia.
Quickset, II. 829.

R.

Rabbit Berry, III. 1327.
Rafnia Thunb., xlvii. I. 640.

Ragnal Oak, III. 1849.

Tfanunculacea; Dec., xvii. I. 231.

Raphiolepis Lindl., Ixix. II. 932.

Raspberry, II. 737. See Tiubus Fitis idfca.

Reaumur/do^, IV. 2569.

ReaumOrzfl, IV. 2569.
Red Bay, III. 1299. See Laurus.
Red-blossomed Hawthorn, II. 832.

Red Cedar, cxlii. IV. 2495. See Juniperus virgi-
niima.

Red Root, II. 539. See Ceanbthus.
Requiema Dec., xlvii. 11.641.
Restharrow, 11.604. See 0n6nis.
Retanilla Brongn., xxxix. II. 541.

TZhamnacea? Lindl., xxxvi. II.

Rhamnoldes Tourn., cvi. III. 1324.

Tttiamnus Lam,, xxxvii. 11.529; IV. 2546. See

Zizyphus, Paliurus, OSnoplia, BerchcrmVz,
^laternus, Cean6thus, Planera, Sager&m
(Theexans), Scutia, Retanilla, Colletta, and
Colubrlna.

Rhodochiton Zocr., ci. III. 1277.

Rhododendron L., Ixxxix. II. 1078. 1130.: IV.
2576.

RAorfora L., xc. II. 1145. ; IV. 2576. See Rho
dodendron.

TZhus L., xxxix. 11.548.; IV. 2548. See Allan-
tus.

Ribes L., Ixxii. II. 967. ; IV. 2569.

RobimVz L., xlv. II. 609. ; IV. 2552. See Cara-
gdna and Halimodendron.

Roble de Duela, 111.1941.

Rdbur, III. 1731. See Quercus.
Rock Rose, xxi. 1.317.
Tfosacea? Dec., xlix. II. 670.
B&sa Tourn., Ivi. II. 672. 748. ; IV. 2558. See
Lowea.

Rose Tree, II. 748; IV. 2558.

Rose S quatre Saisons, II. 759. 7HO. 8C6.

Rose, Banksian, II. 812. See Banksian.

Rose, Berberry-leaved, II. 777. See L6we.
Rose, Boursault, II. 775. 781.

Rose, Briar, or Hedge, II. 766.

Rose, Burgundy, II. 762.

Rose, Cabbage, II. 760.780.
Rose Clare, II. 773.
Rose de Meaux, II. 7fiO, 762.

Rose, double yellow, 11.756.

Rose, Everflowering China, II. 771.

Rose, Frankfort, II. 703.

Rose, Lord Macartney's, II. 759. 783.

Rose, Monthly, II. 770.

Rose, Pompone, 11.760.

Rose, Provence, II. 760. 780.

Rose, Seven Sisters, 11.774.

Rose, Tea-scented, II. 770. 782.

Rose, Yellow, II. 756.

Rose, Yellow Austrian, II. 765.
Rose Acacia, II. 627.
Rose Bay, II. 1131.

Rose Laurel, II. 1132.
Hose Willow, III. 11)1.

Rosemary, III. ]'J79.

Roses, Ayrshire, II. 77o. /si .

Roses, China, II. 770. 781, 7*2.
Roses, Climbing, II. 78l.j7v<>
Roses, Damask, II. 759, 7^1 . See Damask.
Roses, Evergreen, II.|773. 781.

Roses, Isle de Bourbon, II. 783.
Roses, Moss, II. 760. 780.

Roses, Musk, II. 775. 7*3.
Roses of Pffistum, II. 7*4.
Roses of Praeneste, II. 7x4.

Roses, Noisette, II. 770. 7S2.

Roses, Scotch, II. 757. 783.
Roses, White, 11.764,781.
#osmarlnus.L.,cii. III. 1279.
Rowan Tree, II. 916. See Pyrus aucupari.i.
ubia Ait., Ixxxi. II. 1062.

.Kubiaceae, Ixxxi. II. 161 ; IV. 2573
L., liv. II. 672. 733. ; IV. 2557. S.

Rue, xxxiv. I. 484. See Aplophyllum.
iimex L., ciii. 1 1 1. 1296.

7fuscus L., cxliv. IV. 2516, 2517.
.Ruta L., xxxiv. I. 484.

;
IV. 2544.

.Rutaceaj, xxxiv. I. 484.

S.

Sbbia Wall., xl. II. 560.
Sabina Bauh., cxlii. IV. 2487. See Juniperus

.S'ablna.

Saddle Tree, xix. I. 284.

Sagerfctia Brongn., xxxix. 11.511.

Sage. See alvia, III. 1281.

Salicacea?, cxi. III. 1453.

Salisbuna Sm., cxxxiii. IV. 2065, 2094.
Salix L., cxi. III. 1453.

Sallow, common Black, III. 1563.

Sallow, Great round-leaved, III. 1559.
Sallow Thorn, III. 1325.

Salsdla L., ciii. III. 1282.

Salt Tree, II. 634. See Halimodendron.
Salvia L., cii. III. 1282.

S'ambucus Tow.,lxxvii. II. 1027. ;
IV. 257 L>.

Sand Myrtle, TT. 1154. See Leiophyllum.
Santollna L., Ixxxii. II. 1C64. 1066.

Sapindaceae, xxxiii. I. 474.

Sapindus Lin. fil., xxxiii. I. 475.

Sapotacets, xciv. II. 1191.

SarcophSIlum Thunb., xlvii. II. 611.

Sardis Nut, III. 1987. See Juglans.
Sarmentacecc Nees Von Esenbeck, cxliv. IV.

2516.

Sarsaparilla, cxliv. IV. 2511. See Smllnx.

Sasanqua, I. 390. See Camelh'fl.
Sassafras L., civ. III. 1301. See Laurus.

Sassafras Tree, III. 1301.

Saxifrages, Ixxv. 11.994.

Xatureja L., ci. III. 1278.

Saugh, III. 1563. See Salix.

|
Savory. See Satureja, III. 1278.

Savin, cxlii. IV. 2499. See Junlperus.
! Scaldberries, 11.743.
I Scaly Bark Hickory, III. 1446. See Carya.
! Scampston Elm, III. 1404.

I Scarlet Oak, III. 1879. See Qucrcus ooo in.M
i Scarlet Thorn, II. 815.

I
Scarlet Thyme. See Gardoqula, III. 12X].

Schinus'i., lx. II. 560. See Duvaiirt.

Sehizandra Michx. xx. I. 295.

Schizandracea?, xx. I. 295.
Sch6tvi Ait., xlix. II., 660.

Schrebera Thun., xxxvi. II. 504.

Schubertia Mirb., cxlii. IV. 24W. See Taxo-
dium.

Sderothiimnus R. Br., xli. I. 567.

Scorpms Mocnch Moth., xlii. I. 581.

Scorpion Senna, II. 644. See Coronilla.
Scotch Kim, III. 1398.

Scotch Fir, cxxxiii. IV. ?153.

Scotch Laburnum, II. 590. See Cyiisusalplnus.
Scotch Pine, cxxxiii. IV. 2153.
Scdtt.aR.Br.. II. 640.

Scrophulariacea;, ci. III. 1276.
Scrub Oak, III. IHNJ. See ucrcus CatMtttV.
Si-iitin liftman., xxxix. II. .Ml.

Sea Boduhom, III. 1324. See 7/iip'phac.
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irender. See Stfitice, III. 1 '2*7.

Sea Purslane Tree, III. 121)0.

Sea liagwort, II. 1071.
N.\lum, Ixxii. li

-vivum, Ixxii. II. 'It,',

*,->iecio Ait.,lxxxii. II. 1065.
/:/. Mut;., Ixxxiii. II. 1072.

i>r/MflComm., Ixxxi. II. H)(i<!.

Service, II. 921. See Pyrus Sorbus.
Shaddocks, I. 390.

Shullon, II. 11-26. See Gaulthdria.
Shellbark Hickory, III. 1446.

Shepherd/a Nutt., cvi. III. 1321. 1327.

Shrubby Goosefoot, III. 1288.

Shrubby Trefoil, I. 489. See Ptelea.
Siberian Cedar, IV. 2275. See Plnus Cembra.
Siberian Crab, 11.892.
Siberian Lilac, II. 1212.
Siberian Tea tree, II. 629.
Sicilian Ragwort, II. 1071.
Slda (syn. Ahiiiilun) Ron,,., xxvi. 363.
Aiiderltis^iY.,cii. III. 12S3.

Siderorylon Lam., xcv. II. 1192. Sec Argdnia,
tfumelia, and 3/yrsine.

Siliquastrum Tourn., xlviii. 11.657. See Cercis.
Sil*ne..,xxvi. I. r..vi.

Silk Tree, II. 665.
Silver Fir, cxxxviii. IV. 2329. 2601. See Picea.

Sis^mbrium, xxi. I. 313.

Slippery Elm, 1 1 1. 1407.
Sloe Thorn, II. 684. See Pyrus spinbsa.
6'mllax L., cxllii. IV. 2510.

Smooth-fruitedHorsechestnut, 1.468. SeePavia.
Snake-bark Maple, I. 407. See ^'cer striatum.
Snowball Tree, II. 1040. See Fibdrnum

O'pulus.
Snowberry Tree, II. 1052. See SymphoricSrpos.
Snowdrop Tree, II. 1189. See Hales/Vr.

Snowdrop Tree, Amer., II. 1206. See Chionan-
thus.

Snow-flower, II. 1205. See Chionanthus.

Snowy Mespilus, II. 874. See Amcldnchier.

Solanacese, c. III. 1266.

Solanum, c. III. 1266.
Soli'mclrn L., ci. III. 1274.
Solenantha G. Don, xxxix. II. 5i'>.

.SollyaLindl.,xxvi. 1.357.
ScSnchus Jacq., Ixxxiii. II. 1072.

Sophdra R. Br., xl. II. 563. ; IV. 2549. See Ed-
wardsza Thermopsis, and Virgflia.

SorbusL., Ixviii. 11.921.; IV. 2566. See Pyrus.
SoulangiVi Brongn., xxxix. II. 312.

Sour Gum Tree, III. 1317. See Nyss.
Southern Olive, cxlv. IV. 2579.
Southern Wood, II. 1068. See ^rtemlsza.
South Sea Tree, II. 518. See Cassmc.
Sow Bread, II. 660. See Cerat6nia.

Spanish Broom, II. 576. See Spartiumjunceum.
Spanish Chestnut, III. 1983.

Spanish Furze, II. 5*1.

Spanish Maple, IV. 2034.

Spanish Oak, III. 1882. See Quercus falcata.

Spartianthus Link, xli. I. 570. See Staura-
canthus.

Spartium, xli. II. 576. ;
IV. 2550. See Genista,

Cvtisus, Adenocarpus, Stauracanthus.

S^erujf6i-eDesf.,lxxxi. 11.1062.

Sphdcele Renth., cii. III. 1283
Spho-rocirpa Wall., xxxix. I. .VII .

Sphccrolobium Smith, xli. I. 567.

Sphierostfema, xx. I. '^!i.">.

Sphi'iiotoma Sn't., Ixxxiii. II. 1075.

.SpiraVa L., liii. 11.722. ; IV. 2556. Sce.KemYi
Spina Christi, II. 524. See Zfzyphus.

Spindle Tree, xxxv. II. 496. See A'uonymus.
Spotted-leaved Laurel, II. 1026. See Ai'tciiba.

.Spren^-li.1 Bot. Cab., Ixxxiii. II. 1075.

Spruce Fir, cxxxvii. IV. 2298. 2599. See /T bies

excelsa.

Spurge Laurel, III. 1309. Sec Daphne pontica.
St. Dabeoc's Heath, II. 1116.

St. John's Bread, 11.660.
St. John's Wort, xxix. I. 397.

St. Peter's Wort, II. 1058.

Stachys Bieb., cii. III. 12*1.

Staehellna Lessing, Ixxxii. II. 1C63, 1064.

Staff Tree, 11.502. See Celastrus.

Stag's Horn Laurel, II. 550. See flhiis.

Staphvlea L., xxxiv. 1.493.

Staphyleac*^, xxxiv. 1.493.

Staphylodcndron Tourn., xxxiv. H. ;

M At ice t.,.ii. II !

ittius, xli. 11.676.
Sten.inlhrn/f. lir., Ixxxiii. II. 1075.

Sterculia L., xxvi. !

Sterculifcceii-, xxiii. I. 3M.
Stilling? Garden, cvii. III. 1330. 1332.

S/-Y/w.v J)od., Ixxxii. 11.1070.

Stonecrop, 11.965. See Sedum.
Storax, II. 1187.

Stranva>
N
s/ Lindl., cxlv. IV. 2503.

Strawberry Tree, II. 1117. See /4'rbutus.

Slrdbus, IV. 22*0. See Pliius.

Stringy Bark Tree, II. 959. See Kucah pi uc

Stuartza Cav. xxviii. I. 378. See Malarhodwi
dron.

Stump Tree, II. 656. See Gymnocladus.
StylopluMum Detf., xl. II. 560.

Styuh61ia . Br., Ixxxiii. II. 1075.

Stvraceae, xciv. II. 11*7.

tyrax L., xciv. II. 11-7.

Silbcr Cam., cxxviii. III. 1911.

Sugar Maple, 1.411.

Sumach, II. 548. See .Rhus.
Sun Rose, xxii. 1.328.
Sutherland^ R. Br.,xlvii. II. 643.

Swamp Oak, Aust., IV. 2060. See Casuarlna.
Swainsonifl Sal., xlvij. II. 643.

Sweet Bay Tree, III. 1297.

Sweet Briar, 11.765.
Sweet Chestnut, III. 1983.

Sweet Gale, cxxxii. IV. 2056.

Sweet Gum. See Nyssa.
Sweet Locust, II. 650.

Swiss Poplar, III. 1057.

Sycamore, I. 414. See ^'cer.

Sycamore, Amer., cxxxii. IV. 2043. See Pla-
tanus.

Symphbria Pers., Ixxxi. II. 1058.

Symphoricdrpa Neck., Ixxxi. II. 1058.

Symphoricarpus Dill. Ixxxi. II. 1027, 1058.

Symplocaceae.xciv. II. 11SG.

Symplocos Ker, xciv. II. ] 186.

Syringa L., xcvi. II. 1198, 1208.

Syringa of the Gardens, II. 951. See PhiladcU
phus.

Syrineca:, xcvi. II. 1198, 1208.

Syringddea Andr. Heath., lixxiv. II. 1089.

T.

Tacamahac Tree. III. 1673.
Taatmia, Ixxii. II. 965.

T<z?Va, IV. 2237. See Plnus.
Tanakaa, cxxxiii. IV. 2102.

jTamaricaceaj, Ixx. II. 947.
Tamarix Des., Ixx. II. 947. See Myricaria.
Tamarisk, 11.947.
TanacMum L'H6rit., Ixxxiii. II. 1074.

Tarchonanthus Lum., Ixxxiii. II. 1072.

Tarton-rafra, cv. III. 1211. See Daphne.
Tartarian Honeysuckle, II. 1052.
Tauzin Oak, lit. 1843.
Taverniferu Dec., xlviii. 11.646.

raxacea?, cxxxiii. IV. 2065.
Taxus /,.. exxxiii. IV. 2065, 2066.
See Podocarpus, IV. 2100.

Taxodium Rich., cxlii. IV. 2480.
Tea Tree, I. 392.
Tea Tree of New Holland, II. 957.
Tea Tree of Van Diemen's Land, cxlv. IV.

2567.

T'ecoma, c. III. 1259.
Teinulet6ni(i, xlvii. 11.640.
TenOr/a Spreng., Ixxv. II.'997. SeeJSupleOrum.
Terebinthaceae, xxxiv. II. 545.

TerebinthusJu&s., xxxix. 11.545. See Pistacia.

TernstromjVk<re, xxvii. 1.376.
1'etralix, II. 1079. See .Erica.

Tetrapasma G. Don, xxxix. II. 542.
Teilcrium Schreb., cii. III. 1279.
Thaliimui Sprenj?., cxxxiii. IV. 2100. SeeDncrydium.

Ttea L., xxix. 1.381,392.
The de l'Abb6 Gallois, III. 1377.

Thermopsis, II. 566. See Piptanthus and ^na-

Thibaiidirt H. 13. et Kumh, xciv. II. 1173.
Thorn Trees. See Crata-

N
gus, II. 813.

Thorny Acacia, II.

Thuja, cxi. IV. 2105. 2454. See Cupressus and
CMllitris.
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Thyme, III. 1278.

Thymelacea>, civ. III. 1306.

Thynu-l^a Tourn., civ. III. 1307. SeeDaphne.
Thymcl&a Gron., cv. III. 1314. See Dirca.

Thymus L., ci. III. 1278. See A'cynos.
Thyr.-,anthusE//>f,xlvm. II. 647.

Tii'.m'rt i'ur^i, liii. II- 721.

Tilm L., xxvii. I. 364. ; IV. 2539.

riliacea: Juss., xxvii. I. 364.

Tinus Tourn., Ixxvii. II. 1032. See Fiburnum.
Ti/iH.5 L., Ixxxviii. II. 1129. See Clethra.

Titfitfmalus Tourn., cvii. III. 1331.

Titmouse Walnut, III. 1423.

Toblra, I. 358. See Pittosporum.
Toothache Tree, xxxiv. 1.488. Syn. PricklyAsh,

Amer.
Toxicotendron, 11.552. See flhus.

Tdxylon Rafinesque. cviil. III. 1362.

Tragopyrum Bieb., ciii. III. 1292.

Trdgos Cam., Ixxxiii. IV.2o(i3.

Transparent Crab, 11.893.

Traveller's Joy, xvii. I. 235.

Tree Carnation, I. 359.

Tree Currant, 11.980.
Tree Flax, I. 360.

Tree Heath, 11.1080.
Tree Houseleek, 11.965.
Tree Ivy, II. 1000.

Tree Lupine, II. 649.
Tree Mallow, I. 360.
Tree Peony, xviii. I. 249.

Tree Purslane, III. 1289.
Tree Rhododendron, II. 1146.
Tree Sorrel, III. 1296.'

Tree Strangler, II. 502.
Tree Wormwood, II. 1069.
Trevoa Meyers xxxix. 11.541.
Triceros Lour., xl. II. 660.

Trichocarpus Neck., i. II. 679.
Trichocephalus Brongn., xxxix. II. M2.

Trildpus Mith., Ixxv. II. 1007
Tristania ft. Dr., Ixxi. II. 956.
Trochocarpa ft. Br., Ixxxiii. II. 1075.
True Service, II. 921. See Pyrus Sorbus.
Irumpet Flower, III. 1258.

Trumpet Honeysuckle, II. 1049.

Tulip Tree, xix. I. 284.

Turpentine Tree, II. 545. See Pistacia
Tp G. Don, Ixxxi. II. 1C63.

Tupelo Tree, III. 1316.

Turkey Oak, 1846. 1870.
Tutsan, common, I. 403.
Tutsan, Large-flowered, I. 400.
Twin-flowered Spurge Laurel, III. 1310. See
.Daphne pontica.

U.

., xli. II. 571.; IV. 2549. See Staura-
canthus.

t/lraaceae, cviii. III. 1371.

J7'lmus
i L., cviii. III. 1371. 1373. See Planero.

Umbellacea?, Ixxv. II. 997.
Umbrella Tree, II. 2G9. See MagmMw tripetala.
Upright Fly Honeysuckle, II. 1054. See Xylos-teum.
UrarU Oetv. xlvii. II. 645.

Woa-tirsi Spreng., Ixxxviii. II. 1123. See Fac.
cinium.

Z/rtic&ceaj, cvii. III. 1342.

V.

Faccinium L., xcii. II. 1078. 1156.

See Phalerocarpus, Ixxxviii. II. 1127.
See Oxycoccus, xciv. II. 1168.

ValoniaOak, III. iftfil.

Vascoa Dec.,xlvii. II. 640.

Velani Tourn., cxxvi. III. 1862.
Fella L.,xxi. 1.312.
Ferbdna L'Herit., cii. III. 1286. See Alovsia
Ferbenace, cii. HI. 1285.
Venice Sumach, II. 549.
V.-rmmw Hook., Ixxxiii. II. 1072.

Ver6nicaA.it., ci. III. 1277.

Vesicaria, xxi. I. 313.

Vib(5rm Spreng., xlvii. II. C40.

Fiburnum L., Ixxvii. II. 1027. 1032. ; IV. 2572.

Vi6rna, 1.238. See Clematis.
Viminnria Smith, xli. II. .567.

FincaL., xdx. II. 1254.

Vine, 1. 477. See Fltis.

Vine Bower. See Clematis Viticella, I. 241.

Vireytf, xciv. 11.1173.

Virgo, Matth., Ixxvi. II. 1010.

Virgllia L., xli. II. 565.

Virgin's Bower, xvii. I. 232. ; IV. 2535.

Virginian Creeper, a syuonyme of Ampelopsis
Aederacea, I. 482.

Virginian Date Plum, II. 1195.

Virginian Raspberry, II. 745.

Virginian Sumach, 11.550.

Ffscumi., Ixxvii. 11.1021.
Fitacea> Lindt., xxxiii. I. 477.

Vitalba, I. 235.

Fltex L., cii. III. 1285.

Viticella, I. 241.

Fitis L. xxxiii. I. 477.
\itis idie^a Tourn., xcii. II. 1156. See Facci-
nium.

Vltis ida?a rilbra Lam., xciii. II. 1104.
VMawrin L., cii. III. mJ. Set' Clerodendron.
Vulneraria Burba Jorts Lam., xlvij. 641.

w.

Wahoo Elm, III. 1408.

Wainscot Oak, III. 1846.

Wallflower, I. 313. See Cheiranthus.
Walnut Tree, III 421.1423. SeeJuglane.
Warden Pear, II. 882.

Warratah. See Camellia, I. 386.

Water Oak, III. 1892.

Wax-bearing Myrtle, cxxxii. IV. 2057.
Wax Tree, II. 1201.

Water Elder, 11.1039.

Wayfaring Tree, II. 1035.

Weeping Ash, II. 1214.

Weeping Beech, III. 1953.

Weeping Birch, III. 16!) 1.

Weeping Elm. See L7'lmus montana pendula r

III. 1398.

Weeping Oak, III. 1732. 1842.

Weeping Turkey Oak, III. 1846.

Weeping Willow, III. 1507.

Welgcl-A Thunb., Ixxix. II. 1042.

Weigeliz Pers., Ixxix. II. 1042. See Diervilla.

Wendldnd\&, xx. I. 297. See Cocculus.
Western Plane, cxxxii. IV. 2C43.

Westringm Sm., cii. 111. 1282.

Wevmouth Pine, IV. 2280.

Whin, xli. 11.571.
White Beam Tree, II. 910.
White Birch, III. 17(7, 1708.
White Cedar, cxli. IV. 2475.
White Spruce, IV. 2310. See J^bies alba.
Wr

hite Thorn, II. 829.

White Vine Clematis, xvii. I. 235.
White Walnut, III. 1439.

White Wood, xlx. I. 284.

Whitty Pear Tree, 11.921.

Whortleberry, II. 1156.

Widow Wail. See Cneorum.
Wild Allspice, III. 1303.
Wild Cornel, 11.1010.
Wild Guelder Rose, II. 1035.
Wild Honeysuckle, II. 1140.
Wild Indigo, II.6'7.
Wild Olive, II. 549. See 7/hus Cotiuus.
Wild (Hive, III. 1310. See JJaphne Thymela>

N
a-

Wild Olive, Amer., III. 1319. SeeNyssu grandi-
dentata.

Wild Olive Tree, III. 1321 . See ^Ijpagnus.
Wild Orange, Amer., II. 720. See Cerasus caro-

liniana.

Wild Rosemary, II. 1106. See Andromeda.
Wild Service, II. !H3.
Willemetia Brongn., xxxix. I. 542.

Willow, III. 1453.

Willow, Duke of Bedford's, III. 1517.
Willow Oak, III. I

\Vinterwr-w H. Br., xviii. 1.256.
Winter Berry, xxxvi. II. 520.

Winter Flower, II.37.
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WUtirfo Nutt., xlviii. II. 6-17. ; IV. 2553.

Woodbine. II. 1043.

Wonnswil, II. 1'W.
\Yvi-h Kim, III. 13:*.

\\ -j-i-h Hazel, II. 1006.

X.

Xanthorhlza, xviii. I. 2.V>.

Xaiitiioxyhu-ea>, xxxiv. 1. J*7.

Xanthoxylum L.. xxxiv. I. 4^7, 488.

Xi/l<'isteon Juss., Ixxx. II.

Xylosteum Dec., Ixxx. II. 1050. See Lonfcero.

Y.

Yellow Beech, III. 1!>53.

Yellow China Rose, II. 771.
Yellow Eglantine. II. 765.

Yellow Koot, xviii. I. 255.

Yellow Wood, II. 665. See Virgilirt.

Yellow Woo.l, in. i:r>'2.

Yew, American, cxxxiii. IV. 2093.

Yew, common, cxxxtfi. IV -

Yew, Japan, IV. 2100. See Podocarpus.
Vi/,v /...cxliv. IV. 2521.

Yulan Tree, xix. 1. 278. See Magnolia con-

spfcua.

Zanthoxylnm, I. 487. See Xanthoxylum.
Zelkoua, III. ll<a See l>laner.

/enobifl, Ixxxvi. II. 1<>77. 1108.

Zizyphus Tourn., xxxvii. II. 524.; IV. 2547.

See Paliurus and BcrchdmiYi.
7*6rniit 1'ers., xlvii. II. C\r,.

ZaccAKitiii Cav., xlix. 11.660.
X.M;. pinllaceie, xxxiv. 1.484.
ZjgophyUum, I. 484.
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dealbata, mode of protecting, by Dr.

Neill, i. 667.

Acorns, eatable, iii. 1845. 1906. 1913. 1919. Te-
resa's (see Don Quixote), iii. 1907.

Almonds as a stock for grafting, ii. 678.

Almonds, emulsion of, ii. 676.

Almonds, Bitter, ii. 677.

Almonds. Jordan, ii. 677.

Almonds, Valentia, ii. 677.

Aleppo mustard, ii. .5.11.

Amadou, iii. 1644. 18.J4. False, iii. 1833.

Amboyna pitch, iv. 2448.

American bug (A
x
phis lariigera), ii. 903.

Anisette de Bordeaux, i. 38.

Arbutus, use of the fruit of, ii. 1118.

Arcades, trees fit for, i. 369. ;
iv. 200&

Arrack, anise, i. SJ'jS.

Athenian poplar, origin of the name. iii. 1651.

Athol, Dukes of, their plantations, iv. 2359.

Athol estates, culture of the larch on, iv. 2387.

Avenues, trees for, i. 368. 418. 465.; III. 1379,

1642. 1666.1670.; IV. 2041.

Balm of Gilead, iv. 2340.

Balsam of the Poplar, iii. 1675.

Barnacles, iii. 1828. ;
iv. 2600.

Baskets, i. 237.; iii. 14+7. 1471. 1697 . 1709.

Basket-making, iii. 1471.

Bast mats, mode of making, i. 367, 368, 369.

Bachelor, derivation of the word, iii. 12<;8.

Beads, trees producing,!. 476. 4! '4.

Beating the walnut, use of, iii. 14"4.

Beech, best wood for fuel, iii. 1961.

Beehives, ii. 744. ;
iv. 2483.

Bees, food for, i. 369. ;
ii. 530.537. 577. 589. 719.;

iii. 1477. 1563.; iv. 2583.

Besoms, to make, ii. 596; iii. 1697. 201d

Bickers, ii. 497.

Bird cherry, as a trap for insects, i. 710.

Birdlime, modes of making, ii. 510. K&-2.

Bird's-eye maple wood, i. 412.

Birds, paste for, i. 298.

Black, to dye, i. 493.

Blisters on the skin, to raise, i. 233. ;
iii. 1308.1330

1368.

Boundary oaks, iii. 1779.

Bowers, to cover, i. 233
;
234.

Bowers, trees for cutting into, i. 369.; ii. 531.

iii. 1203. 13-4.; iv. '3)U), 2493.

Bows, wood used for, ii. f;!>l. ;
iii. 1364. 2070. 2086

Box edgings, to cut, iii. 1340.

Box parterres of embroidery, iii. 1337.; iv. 2585.

Boxwood for wood-engraving and turnery, ii:

1335.

Bread from chestnut flour, iii, 1987.

Bread from the lotus, ii. 526.

rignole plums, mode of preserving, ii. 689.

Jrooms, American, iii. 015; iv. 2457. English, ii.

595. ; iii. 1696. For butchers, iv. 2519.
~ull oaks, iii. 1779.

urgundy pitch, mode of preparing, iv. 2308.

C.

aledonia, why so called, iii. 2021.
Camellia garden, i. 392-
Camellia wall, i. 392.

Camphor, mode of obtaining, iii. 1305.
Canada balsam, iv. 2340.
:anella bark, i. 257.

Canoes, wood for, i. 274. 288. ; iii. 1709.

Jape heaths, list of, ii. 1089. 1091. Mode of cul-

ture, iv. 2574. Treatment of, ii. 1100.

Capers, mode of preparing, i. 313, 314. Substitute

for, ii. 596.

[Japrification, iii. 1370.
Cardinal trees, iii. 1383.

Caries of the chestnut, iii. 19P9.

Carvings in wood, i. 368. ; iii. 1415. 1642.
Casks for sugar, iii. 1879. 1881. 1883. For wine,

iii. 1991. Hoops for, iv. 1712.
Casuarina (swamp oak), mode of growing in

England, iv. 2061.

Ceps, iii. 1836.

Charcoal of the beech, iii. 1962.

Charcoal, woods suitable for, i 288. 368. 417. 424.
429. ; ii. 537. 1200. ; iii. 1368. 1525. 1563. 1647.
1681. 1962. 1991. 2009.

Charmille, iii. 2010.

Cherry brandy, ii. 697.

Cherry trees i'n pots, ii. 702.

Cherry Sunday, ii. 69.
Chestnut bread, iii. 1987. 1995, 7996.
Chestnut charcoal, iii. 1<U.
Chestnut timber, how distinguished from oak,

iii. 1981). 1991, 1992, 1993.
China turpentine, ii. 547.
Chinese method of dwarfing trees, iii. 1378.
Chinese pickle, i. 280.

Chocolate from the lime, i. 369.

Church, ancient, of oak, iii. 1748.
Cider brandy, ii. 896.

Cider, to make, ii. 897.

Clap-boards, description of, iv. 2284.

Clematine, i. 233.

Cobbett's nursery, ii. 616.

Coffee, substitute for, ii. 657.

Colophony, iv. 2125. 2223. <:

Columns of living trees, ii. .

Confitures d'epine vinette, i.

Coquette, a machine for drying plants, iii. I960.
Corf rods, iii. 2023.

Cork, mode of obtaining, iii. 1914.

Corn, effect of the berberry on, L 302.

Coughs, remedies for, i. 268. 511. ; iv. 2115.
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Cranberries, mode of growing, ii. 1169, 1170.

Crayons of charcoal, ii. 497.

Cup-shaky timber, iii. !!;>.>.

Curious substances found in the oak, iii. 1783.

Curled maple wood, i. 426.

D.

Dancing leaves, i. 558. 560.

Dead Sea apple, iii. 1931.

Deals, mode of cutting out of entire trees, iv.

2170.
Death's head moth, ii. 1253.

Deciduous cypress, knees of, iv. 2484.

Dialling of wood, iii. 1999.

Divining rod, iii. 2020.

Dogwoods in America, iii. 1018.

Dool trees, iv. 2542.

Drifting sands, modes of planting in, ii. 582. ; iv.

2219.

Drip of trees, shrubs that will thrive under, i.

403. 512. ;
ii. 718. ; iii. 1001. 1309 1339. ;

iv.

2088.

Dwarfs, Chinese, L 279.

Dye from walnuts, iii. 1429.

Dye, yellow, from the quercitron, iii. 1886.

Dying, trees and shrubs suitable for, i. 299. 302.

307. 427. 465. 493. ;
ii. 530. 532. 537. 540. 549.

552. 564. 583. 687. 744. ; iii. 1261. 1313. 1364.

1429. 1458. 1525. 1681. 1886.

Ebony, substitute for, iii. 1681.

Edging, shrubs fit for, i. 356. ;
iii. 1333.

Elm, diseases and insects of, iii. 1385.

Emperor moth, iv. 2052.

Ericacetums and American grounds, ii. 1173. to

1186.

Ericetums, or heatheries, ii. 1095. 1098.

Ermine moth, ii. 906. ;
iv. 2564.

Eustache Dubois, knives of, iii. 1961.

F.

Fevers, remedies for, i. 268. 274. 288. ; ii. 543. 550.

1019. ;
iii. 1525.

Figs, as an article of commerce, iii. 136". Mode
of drying, iii. 1369.

Figues-caques, what made of, ii. 1197.

Filberts, to keep, iii. 2027.

Fir tree, why so called, iv. 2303.

Flambeaux'of the beech (tourteaux), iii. 1963.

Flambeaux of the pine, iv. 2175.

Flax, substitute for, ii. 577.

Forest, New, first planting of. Mode of manag-
ing plantations in, iii. 1750. 1803.

Forest of Dean, iii. 1750. 1805.

Forest of the Black Mountain, iv. 2327.

Forest of Orleans, iii. 1989.

Forest of Tarnawa, in Scotland, ii. 509. ; iii. 1752.

Forests of oak in Britain, iii. 1750.

Forests of pines and firs, iv. 2113. 2165. 2220.

2300.

Fox covers, ii. 571.

Fragrant horsechestnut, i. 474.

French berries, ii. 532.

French plums, mode of preparing, ii. 689.

Fungi figured. See the List of Fungi in the Table
of Contents, clxxxi.

Fungus, eatable, on the evergreen beech in Van
Diemen's Land, iii. 1982.

Furze, as fodder, mode of bruising, ii. 572. Dil-

lenius's admiration of, ii. 572. Gigantic, ii. 571.

See Hedges.

G.

Galette, la, to make, iii. !!'!.

Galls, American, iii. 1881.

Gall nuts, iii. 1929.

Galls on the oak, iii. 1823. 1843. 1929.

Games and country sports relating to the apple,
ii, 901.

Goats, trees eaten by, ii. 477. 591. ; iii. 1513. ; iv.

2325.
Goule sheaves, iv. 2057.

Grafting clay, ii. 805.

Grafting, herbaceous, i. 253.

Granada, arms of the city of, ii. 940.

Grippling, custom of, ii. 901.

Growth, rate of, of the larch, iv. 2392. Of the
locust, ii. 612. Of the oak, iii. 17S8. Of the
poplar, iii. 1658. Of the silver fir, iv. 2332.
Of the willow, iii. 1466. 1526.

Gum Arabic, tree producing it, ii. 664.
Gum benjamin, iii. 1303.
Gum benzoin, iii. 1303.
Gum of the cherry tree, ii. GPS.
Gum olibanum, iv. 2503.
Gum sandarach, iv. 2463.
Gum tragacanth, ii. 638.

Gunpowder, charcoal used for making, i. "> T7. ;

ii. 1011.; iii. 1682. 20091 20'_'4.

Gun-stocks, wood for, iii. 1427.

H.

Hair-streak butterfly, iii. 1S69.

Half-hardy plants, remarks on the treatment of,
ii. 570, 667.

Half-hardy heaths. See Cape heaths.

Hardy heaths, lists of, ii. 1086. 1088. 1097.
Hares and rabbits, trees eaten by, ii. 592.

Hayforks, wood used for making in France, iii.

1415.

Hazel rods, use of in ornamental buildings, iii.

2023.

Heathery in the open ground, ii. 1095.

Hedges, shrubs and trees suitable for :

Acacia. See Locust.

^laternus, ii. 530.
Althaea frutex, i. 362.

Arbor Vitas, iv. 2457.

Berberry, i. 302.

Beech, iii. 1965.

Box, ii. 1340.

Bramble, ii. 744.

Buckthorn, ii. 532.

Christ's Thorn, ii. 528.

Crab, ii. 896.

Elder, iii. 1029.

Evergreen oak, iii. 1904.

Furze, ii. 573. In Guernsey, iv. 254!'. In

the Isle of Man, iv. 2549.

Gleditschm, ii. 651.

Hawthorn, ii. 836.

Hazel, iii. 2023.

Holly, ii. 518. Mode of cutting, ii. 514.

Hornbeam, iii. 2010.

Ivy, iii 1003.

Juniper, iv. 2493.

Larch, iv. 2373.

Laurel, ii. 718.

Laurustinus,iii. 1033.

Lilac, iii. 1210.

Locust, ii. 615, 625.

Lombardy poplar, ii. 1668.

Maple, i. 429.

Mulberry, iii. 1355.

Myrtle, ii. 963.

Oak, iii. 1799.

Pear tree, ii. 885.

Privet, ii. 1200.

Portugal laurel, ii. 715.

Koses, ii. 772. 790.

Sea buckthorn, ii. 1326.

Sloe thorn, ii. 687.

Spirae'a, ii. 727.

Spruce fir, iv. 2306.

Willow, iii. 1476.

Yew, iv. 2089.

Helianthemum wall, i. 349.

Hemlock spruce, singular effect of in American
woods, iv. 2323.

High Clere seedling rhododendrons, ii. 1140.

1143.

Honey, poisonous, i. 369. ; ii. 1129. See Bees.

Honeysuckle, a classical architectural ornament
ii. 1043.

Hoops, wood for, iii. 1441. 1467. 1697. 1711, 1712.

1994. 2023.

Hop-poles, wood for, ii. 621. ;
iii. 1219. 1460.

1653. 1996.; iv. 2371.

Hops, substitute for, ii. 596. 946.

HortensfVr, why this name was applied to the

Imlrangea, ii. fW.
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(flies, effect of the periploca on, hi. lJ.07.

Huile (It- inarmotte, ii,

Huile de rose, Li

Hungary water, iii. 1280.

Ice storm, iv. 2136.
Ilex oak, suitable for the sea shore, iii. 1902.
Indian paper, mode of making, iii. 1361.
Indian rubber, trees producing, iii. 1345. ;

"ndian soup, iii. 1919.

ndigo, plant producing, ii. i

ndigo, substitutes for, ii. Ml.
nk, indelible, ii. :>:>:>, ;Vi. USo.

nk, to make, iii. 1930.
Insects good for food, iii. ISlti.

Insects on the yfbielina*, iv. 2139. :

Alder, iii. 1687.

Birch, iii. 1703.

Oak, iii. 1815.
Pear tree, ii. 887.

Poplar, iii. 1638. 1654.

Rose, ii. 810.

Willow, iii. H7!'.
Insects figured. See the list in the Table of

Contents, clxxxiii.

Insects, use of bird cherry to protect from, ii. 710.

Irritability of plants, i. 300. j
ii. 55S.

Japan varnish, ii. 553.

Judas tree, use of the flowers of, in cookery, ii.658.

Jujube, syrup of, ii. 525.

Jujube trees, different kinds of, iv. 2546.

Juniper berries, uses of, iv. 2193.

K.

Kauri resin, iv. 2549.

Kcrmes, iii. 1909.

Kirschwasser, ii. 697
Knee timber of the larch, iv. 2381.
Knee timber of the oak, iii. 1807.
Krumholz of Styria, iv. 2187.

L.

Labdanum, or ladanum, the mode of gathering,
i. 320.

Labyrinths of the hornbeam, iii. 2011.

Lackey moth, iii. 1893.

Lamb's wool, the drink so called, ii. 901.

Lampblack, preparation of, iv. 2125. 2223.

Landes, mode of planting with pinasters, iv. 2219.

Landscaj>e-gardening, effect of trees in, of the
Alder, iii. 1683.

Ash, ii. 1220.

Beech, iii. 1965.

Birch, iii. 1694. 1700.
Cedar of Lebanon, iv. 2418.

Ela-agnus, iii. 1323.

Elm, iii. 1383.

Hazel, thickets of, iii. 2025.

Hornbeam, iii. 2011.

Horsechcstnut, i. 465.

Ivy, ii. 1004.

Larch, iv. 23J7, 2373.
Lime tree, ii. 369.

Locust, ii. 621.

Lombardy poplar, iii. 1632.

Oak, iii. 1789.
Plane tree, iv. 2039.

Weeping willow, iii. 1:09.

Willow, iii. 1:VJ7.

Scotch pine, iv. 2176.
Silver fir, iv. 2229.
Stone pine, iv. 2229.

Spruce fir, iv. 2301.
Sweet chestnut, iii. 1997.

Yew, iv. 2072.

Landscapes figured. See the list in Table of Con-
tents, clxiv.

Larch, rate of growth of, iv. 2354.
Laurel water, ii. 71!.'.

Lavender water, to make, iii. 1281.

Legends of the Abele, iii. 1643.

Alder, iii. 1683.

Legends of theAlmond, ii. 678.

Apple, ii. Ml).

Ash, Ii.

Aspen, iii. 1648.

Black poplar, iii. I

British oak, iii. I,

Chaste tree, iii. 1

Cornel tree, ii. lOlti.

Christ's thorn. ii. 528. .

Hawthorn, Ii

Holly, ii. 511.

Ivy, it. 1005.

Jasmine, ii. 1253.

Lime tree, iv. 2540.

Lombardy poplar, iii. Idu.'i.

Mistletoe, ii. 1

Mountain ash, ii. 917 920.

Mulberry, iii. 1345.

Myrtle, ii. 961.

Oak, iii. 1722.

Periwinkle, ii. 1255.

Pine and fir tribe, iv. 21il.
Plane tree, iv. 2037.

Pomegranate, ii. 940. 942.

Quince, ii. 929.

Kose, ii. 791.

Rosemary, iii. 1280.

Rue, i. 485.

St. John's wort, i. 3(?7.

Sycamore,!. 418.; iv.

Sweet bay, iii. 1297.

Walnut, iii. 1426.

Willow, iii. 1463.

Yew, iv. 2066.
Licts de parliament, iii. 1991.

Lightning, effect of, on the oak, iii. 1812.

Limes, substitute for, iii. 1*319.

Liqueurs, from fruit, i. 369. ; ii. 681. 690. 697.
789.

Liquid storax, iv. 2051.

Liquorice, substitute for, ii. 621.
Locust tree, rapid growth of, ii 612.

Luggies,.ii. 497.

Lumbering party in Canada, iv. 2116.

Lungs of the oak, iii. 1832.

Lye for washing linen, ii. 574.

Magnolia of Maillardiere, i. 263.

Magnolia wall, i. 264.
Manna of Briancon, iv. 2367.

Manna, trees producing, i. 410. ; ii. 646. 1246.
Manx furze, iv. 2549.

Maraschino, ii. 697.

Mastich, ii. 548. 560. Substitute for, iv. 2605.
Meat, to tender, iii. 1368.
Medical uses of the resinous products of the pine
and fir tribe, iv. 2126.

Milky sap, plants possessing, i. 409. ; ii. 553. ;

iii. 1330. 1345. 1355. 1368.
'

Mistletoe, germination of, ii. 1024. Mode of
propagating, iv. 2571. On the oak, iii

1831.

Morels, iii. 1974.

Mosque of Cordova, wood of, iv. 2463.

Moths, to keep away, iv

Mount Magnolia, described by Bartram, i. 276.

Mulberry, edict of James I. respecting, iii. 1345.
Mode of gathering the leaves for silkworms,
iii. 1355.

N.

Noccs, why so called, iii. 1426.

Noggins, ii. 497.
Norfolk beaufins, to prepare, ii. 896.

Nougat, iii. 1428.

Nurse trees, iii. 1800. :

Larch, iv. 2373.
Scotch pine, iii. 1803.

Spruce fir, iv. 2305.

Nut, maggot of, iii. 2027.
Nut oil, iii. 2024.

Nut, weevil of, iii. 2027.

Nuts,kinds of, iii. 2019. Quantity imported,
in. 2024.
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o.

Oil, beech, ii. 1963."
Oil from the privet, ii. 1200.

Oil made from the cone of Pinus Cdmbra, iv.

2279.

Oil, nut, iii. 2024.
Oil of rosemary, iii. 1280.

Oil of sweet almonds, ii. 676.

Oil of turpentine, iv. 2336.
Oil of walnuts, iii. 1429.

Oil, olive, to make, ii. 1207.

Olives, substitute for, ii. 686.

Olives, to pickle, ii. 1207.

Onguent de St. Fiacre. See Grafting clay, ii.

805.

P.

Pannage, iii. 1747.

Paper birch, uses of, iii. 1709.

Paraguay tea, mode of making, ii. 520.
Parfait amour, ii. 78!).

Parterres of embroidery in box, iii. 1337. ;
iv.

2585.

Peach brandy, ii. 681.

Pears, mode of obtaining new kinds, by Dr. Van
Mons, ii. 882.

Pears, French, mode of preserving, ii. 883.

Pears, to dry, ii. 883.

Perry, to make, ii. 884. 897-
Pines and firs, cuttings of, iv. 2128.
Pines and firs, grafting, iv. 2129.
Pine barrens, iv. 21 17.

Pine forest on fire, iv. 2137.

Pinetums, iv. 2120.

Pinetums of Great Britain, tabular view of, iv.

2450.

Pitch, iv. 2125. 2175. 2222. 2260. ,

Pitch, black, iv. 2222.

Pitch, Burgundy, iv. 2308.

Plane tree, shade of, iv. 2047.

Plane tree, wool of, iv. 2045.

Planting from pots, i. 265.

Planting in puddle, i. 371.

Planting, by fixing with water, i. 2G5.

Poetry on the Arbutus, ii. 1117.

Beech, iii. 1958.

Birch, iii. 1700.

Furze, ii. 574.

Hazel, iii. 2021.

Holly, ii. 512.

Ling, ii. 1084.

Oak, iii. 1785.

Walnut, iii. 1431.

Wayfaring tree, ii. 1035.

Yew, iv. 2083.

Poisoning plants, i. 300.

Poisonous trees and shrubs, i. 2.13. 476. 493. ; ii.

549. 553. 555. 561. 564. 610.709.719. ; iii. 1267,

1308.

Polenta, to make, iii. 1996.

Pomatum, origin of, ii. 896.
Portable house, for protecting plants, ii. 670.

Port wine from British fruit, ii. 686.

Potash, trees producing, i. 412.; ii. 572. 583. 596
1219. ;

iii. 1430. 1525. 1647.

Pounce, what made of, iv. 2403.

Protecting by gauze or bunting, i. 280. With
mats, i. 257. By straw ropes, i. 279.

Protecting frame for plants, iv. 2531 .

Protecting trees and shrubs, i. 280. 364. 392

396. ; iii. wall, 1306.

Protecting roots, i. 266.

Prunes, mode of preparing, ii. 689.

Prussic acid, plants producing, ii. 671. 714.

Public walks, trees suitable for, i. 368. 416. 418. ,

iii. 1384. 1415. 16*3.

Pumping of the larch, iv. 2385.

Purple, to dye, i. 427.

Pyrale, iii. 1999.

Pvrolignous acid, iv. 2399.

Pyrotechnic clock, 258.

Quass, mode of making, iv. 235

EL

Raisine, to make, ii. 896. 818.

laki, the liqueur so called, ii. 690.

langing timbers in America, iv. 2118.
Ratafia of Grenoble, ii. 697.
led oak staves, iii. 1886.

Red, to dye, i. 530.

Religious ceremonies, trees used in, ii. 501. 518. ;

iv. 2349.
Remarkable trees :

Alders, iii. 1687.

Apple trees, ii. 908.

Arbutus, in the Bot. Card. Edin., iv.2575.
Ash trees, ii.

122^. ; iv. 2^80.

Balsam poplars, iii. 1675.

Beeches, iii. 1954. 1970. 1976.

'Black walnut, iii. 1438.

Buyukdcre plane tree, iv. 2042.

Cedars, iv. 2404. 2425. 2500. Of Mount
Lebanon, iv. 2407 2411. Visits of travellers

to, iv. 2409.

Chestnuts, remarkable iii. 1987. 1999. Of
Mount Etna, iii. 1987.

Cypresses, remarkable, iv. 2466. 2470.
Deciduous cypresses, large trees of, iv. 2483.

Elms, iii. 1391. 1402.

Fig trees, iii. 1367.

Hawthorns, ii. 840.; iv. 2562.

Hollies, ii. 515.

Hornbeams, iii. 2007, 2012.

Horse chestnuts, i. 466.

Johnson's willow, iii. 1518.

Larches, iv. 2355.

Laurels, ii. 719.

Lime trees,:*. 371. ; iv. 2538.

Lombardy poplars, iii.1670.

Mulberry trees, iii. 1345. 1347. At Canter-

bury, iv. 2S86.

Myrtles, ii. 963.

Napoleon's willow, iii. 1511.

Oaks, iii. 1741. 1753. 1773. 1837. With con-

joined trunks, iii. 1781.

Pear trees, ii. 881. 888.

Pines in the Canaries, iv. 2263.

Plane trees, iv. 2038. 2042.

Poplars, iii. 1654.

Portugal laurel, ii. 715. ; iv. 255 r
.

Salisburias, iv. 2099.

Scotch pines, iv. 2184.
Silver firs, iv. ",037.

Spruce firs at the Whim, iv. 22
Stone pine of Sablettes, iv. 2228

Sycamores, i. 419. ; iv. 2542.
Walnut trees, iii. 1435.

Willows, iii. 1308. 1518. 1527.

Yews, iv. 2069. 2073. 2091.

Zelkoua, iii. 1411.

Resin. See Rosin.

Resinous products of the pine and fir tribes, iv.

2125.2174,2221.
Rheumatism, cures for, i. 268. 488 ; iii. 1267.

Rhododendron, honey of, ii. Jl;j2.

Hockwork, plants for, i. 313. 336 348. ffifl, 400.

402.; ii.578. 583.601. 604. fi ;s. SIX) i'titi.
;

iii.

12i8. 1277, 1278, 1237' 130P. 1313

Rosariums, ii. 794. ;
iv. 2561.

Rose Acacia, mode of training, ii. 628.

Rose, architectural, ii. 793.

Rose garden ii. 793.

Rose, history of, ii. 785.

Rose, insects on, to destroy, ii. 809.

Rose of Lancaster, ii. 761.

Rose, mode of drying the petals, ii. 787. 788.

Rose pink, ii. 681.

Rose plantations, ii. 786, 787, 7S8.

Rose-water, ii. 788. 790.

Rose wall, ii. 800.

Roses, arcades of, ii 7f'7.

Roses, attar of, ii. 789.

Roses, baskets of, ii. 800.

, best collections, ii. 7.
r
>0.Roses, best collecti

Roses, budding the, ii. Soa.

Hoses, climbing, ii. 7!'.'-.

Kcses, conserve of, ii

-ciiceof, ii. 7S!.
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Roses, hedges of, ii. 790.

-, honey of, ii. 789.

Roses, oil of, ii. 789.

Roses, parasol rods for training, ii. 799.

Rosea, pruning, ii. 807.

Roses, replanting, ii. 806.

Roses, spirit of, ii. 789.

Roses, standard, ii. 807, 808.
,

Roses, sweetmeat of, ii. 790,

Roses, training, ii. 7<9. 809.

Roses, undergrowth of, ii. 790.

Roses, vinegar of, ii. 788.

Rosette, why so called, ii. 793.

Rosin, Kauri, iv. 2549.

Rosin, mode of preparing, iv. 2125. 2221.
Rosin of ^bies Douglas*, iv. 2320.

Rosin, yellow, iv. 2222.

Rue, uses of, i. 485.

S.

Sabots, to make, iii. 1961.
Sacred trees, i. 15.

Ailantus, i. 490.

Deodar Cedar, iv. 2429.
Mexican fir, iv. 2549.

Oaks, Chaonian, iii. 1723. ; among the Celts
iii. 1752.; as land marks, iii. 1780.: ever-

green, iii. 1901.

Pine, iv. 2263,
Salicine, iii. 1459.

Salictum, iii. 1477.

Salt, pipes for, iii. 1381.

Sandal-wood, iii. 1413.

Sap green, mode of making, ii. 532.
Sassafras root, i. 258.

Savernake Forest, iii. 1792.
Scarlet leaves, plants producing them in autumn,

i. 405. 418. 427. ;
ii. 549. 553. ; iv. 2051.

Scenting linen, i. 258.

Sc61ytus destructor, iii. 1387.
Sea coast, trees suitable for, i. 418.
Sea shore, trees fit for, iii. 1903.

Seeds tenacious of life, i. 299.

Senna, leaves used for, i. 492.

Plant producing, ii. 660.

Substitute for, ii. 636.

Shaky wood, iii. 1999. 2009.

Sherbet, to make, i. 376.

Shingles, description of, iv. 2284.

Ship-building, history of, iii. 1749.
Shoemaker's wax, composition of, iv. 2127.

Silkworms, to feed, iii. 1350. 1356. 1364. 1368.

Silver fir, vitality of the stumps of, iv. 2107. 2333.

Sirop de Groseille, ii. 978.

Skewers, ii. 497.

Slide of Alpnach, iv. 2115.

Sloughing, shrubs which will produce, i. 233.

Spanish fly, ii. 1201. 1224.

Spirituous liquors from trees, i. 258. 294. 298. ;

ii. 526. 543. 558. 560. 621. 690. 697. 710. 743. 789!
884. 896. 1119. 1196. ; iii. 1345.

Sports of All Hallow E'en, ii. 901.

Spruce beer, mode of making, iv. 2315.
Stakes of oak found in the Thames, iii. 1748.
Stocks for magnolias, i. 283.

For peaches, ii. 678.

For plums, ii. 690.

For roses, ii. 783.

Storax, mode of gathering, ii. 1188.

Strasburg turpentine, mode of preparing, iv. 2335.

Sycamore, germination of, i. 415.

Sycophant, origin of, iii. l.'>6fi.

Sugar from the cones of JPinus Lambcrttna, iv.

Sugar from the fuchsia, iv. 2567.

Sugar, mode of preparing from the maple, i. 413.

Sugar, trees and shrubs from which it is made, i.

369. 410. 413. 417. 4<J4. 429. : ii. 652. 1133. : iv.

8891. 2567.

T.

Tables of citron wood of the Romans, iv. 2473.

Tamarinds, substitute for, ii. 657.

Tanning, bark fit for, i. .302. 465. 492. ; ii. 549.
553.596. 687. 1085. 1123. 1219. ; iii. 1459. 1647.
Ho,!. 1(81. 1725. 1789. 1879. 1883. 1886. 1889.

1962.. 1991. ; iv. 2124. 2236. 2365. 2373.

8

Tanning in America, iii. 1879. 1883. 1886. 1889.

Tar, best from the Scotch pine, iv. 2174. Mode
of preparing, iv. 2125. 2174. 2259.

Tea, substitutes for, ii. 686. ; iii. 1377. 1391. ; iv.

2567.

Teapot handles, ii. 510.

Tendering meat, iii. 1368.
Thickets of brambles, use of in landscape-garden-

ing, ii. 745.

Thyrsus of Bacchus, iv. 2112.
Timber in single oaks, iii. 1777.

Tobacco, substitute for, ii. 554.

Topiary-work, i.429. ; ii. 530.727. 873. ; iii. 1200.
1333. 1339, 1340. ; iv. 2013. 2072. 2454. 2487.

Toys, wood for, i. 368. 417.

Transplanting large trees, i. 370.
Trees and shrubs considered botanically, i.211.
Trees and shrubs considered pictorially, i. 193.
Trees and shrubs considered with reference to

man, i. 219.
Trees and shrubs, economical history of, i. 222.
Trees and shrubs, history and geography of, i. 15.
Trees and shrubs indigenous to Britain, i. 20.
Trees and shrubs introduced by the Romans, i. 32.
Trees and shrubs introduced in modern times, i.

35.

Trees and shrubs known to the ancients, i. 15.
Trees and shrubs, literature of, i. 187.
Trees and shrubs, study of, i. 192.
Trees and shrubs of Asia, Africa, America, and

Australia, i. 172.
Trees and shrubs of the Continent of Europe, i.

Trees of the Egyptians, i. 15.

Tre_es having the heart and sap wood alike, ii.

Trenails, ii. 614.

Truffles, iii. 1974.

Tunbridge ware, iii. 1335.
Turkish cemetery, iv. 2469.

Turpentine, ii. 547. ; iv. 2125. 2335. 2259. 2367.
Turpentine, Chian, ii. 547.

Turpentine, Cyprus, ii. 547.

Turpentine, mode of collecting in America, iv.
2259.

Turpentine, Strasburg, iv. 2335.

Turpentine, Venice, iv. 2367.

U.

Unguentum populeum, how composed, iii. 1654.

V.

Valonia, use of in dying, iii. 1862.

Varnish, Japan, ii. 553.

Varnish, mastich, ii. 548.

Verandas, to cover, i. 233, 234. 237.
Venice turpentine, mode of obtaining, iv. 2367.

Substitute for, iv. 2284.

Vinegar, ii. 560.
Vines trained on elms, iii. 1381, 1382.

W.

Wall, conservative, i. 280. 264. 392. 396.
Wall for camellias, i. 392.
Wall for helianthemums, i. 349.
Wall for magnolias, i. 264.
Wall for oranges and lemons, i. 396.
Wall for roses, ii. 800.
Walnut timber, to prepare, iii. 1427.

Walnut, to graft, iii. 1432.
Wassail bowl, ii. 901.
Wax from the candleberry mvrtle, iv. 2058.

Whips, mode of making, iii. 1867.
White balsam of Peru, iv. 2051
Wild pigeons, iii. 1889.

Willows, fences of, iii. 1476.
Willows for baskets, iii. 1468.
Willows for hoops, iii. 1467.

Willows, peeling of, iii. 1470.

Willows, plantations of, iii. 1456.

Willows, rapid growth of, iii. 1526.

Wine-casks, iii. 1881. 1883. 1991.
Wistnian's wood, Hi. 1757. 1786. 1837. 1839.
Witches and Demons, shrubs supposed to drive
away, i. 597.
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Witch's butter, iii. 1835.

Wood-engraving, iii. 1335.

Wood ne\er worm-eaten, iii. 1411.
*

Wood, ornamental, i. 412. 426. 421.460.490.; ii.

566. 596. 658. 698. 70S. 708, 709. 1219. 1-21. ;
iii.

1364. 1380. 1400. 1415. 1419. 1427. ; iv. 2040. 2046.

2051.2085.
Wr

oodpecker, ii. 700. Why called, in America,
carpenteros,iii. 1896.

Woods, natural succession of, iv. 2135.

Wych, derivation of, iii. 1381.

Y.

Yellow juice, i. 255. ;
ii. 551. 553.

Yellow leaves in autumn, i. 405. 418. 475.: ii.

566. ; iii. 2024.

Yellow morocco, mode of tanning and dying, ii.

533.
Yellow rose, history of, ii. 757.
Yellow soap, composition of, iv. 2127.

Yellow, to dye, i. 299. 302. 307. 465. ; ii. 532. 537.

564. 583. 596. 621. 687. 1085. ;
iii. 1364. 1437. 1886.

2009.
Yews in churchyards, iv. 2070.

Yew, largest, iv. 2069.

Yew, poisonous nature of, iv. 2089.

Yoke tree of the ancients, iv. 2007.

Yucca starch, iv. 2521.

Z.

Zwetschen wasser, ii.

INDEX TO PERSONS AND PLACES.

The names here collected are exclusive of the botanical authorities given with the scientific names, and als

for the most part, of the names of authors, the titles of whose books are given in connexion with the

names. The names in this index are collected from the general text, and chiefly from the historical pai

p. 1. to 230., and from the statistics. We had, with immense labour, noted down every page where tl

same name occurred
; but, after having completed the index in MS. in this way, we found the number

pages after many of the names so great, that, had we printed them, the index would have extended

nearly double its present length, without being proportionately useful. We:resolved, therefore, to confir

ourselves to a reference to one page after each name, and that page the one where the name first occurre
To give some idea of the length to which this index would have extended, had we introduced referenc
to all the pages, we may mention that the Flitwick Arboretum is referred to in fifty different places; tl

Goldworth Arboretum, in nearly sixty places ; the Hackney Arboretum, under that name, in abo<

seventy places; and under the name of Messrs. Loddiges's collection, in upwards of 150 places; tl

Horticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick in 470 places ; and so on. We have, in some cases, mark<
after the name the number of places where it occurs.

A.
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Andrews, John, 2067.

Andrews, C. J., '2067.

Andromeda, lid.").

Androvandus, ]s7.

Aneurin, 17M.
Angers, 1843.

Angots, M., i>2S5.

Anjou, 111(J.

Ankerwykc, 2076.
Anna Holey n, 2<)7l>.

Annaberg, 25J9.

Annat Garden, 2351.

Anthony, 791.

Antibes, 2234.

Antioch, 1120.

Antoninus, 478.

Antramlo, 1992.
Antrim Castle, 109.

Antuco, 2436.

Antwerp, 144.

Apalachicola, 2536.

Ap Gwyllim, David. 2079.

Apollo, 791.

Apollo, Temple of, at Utica, 2406.

Apuleius, 1023.

Aragon, 587.

Arambaro, 1949.

Arbela, 1639.

Arbigland, 91. 101.

Arborctums, or considerable col-

lections :

Alton Towers, 129.

Aniiulel Castle, 129.

Austin's, Glasgow, 132.

Backhouse's, York, 131.

Bagshot Park, 129.

Barton Hall, 129.

Belsay Castle, 129.

Berlin Botanic Garden, 151.

Bicton, 129.

Bicbrich Grand-Ducal {Botanic
Garden, 152.

Birmingham Bot. Gard., 130.

Bishop Stoke Vicarage, 129.

Blenheim, 127.

Boynton, 129.

Brown's, Perth, 132.

Briick on the Leyth a, 150.

Buchanan's, Camberwell, 131.
Buchanan and Oldroyd's, 304.
Caledonian Hort. Soc., 130.

Camberwell, 850.

Carclew, 129.

Carlsruhe, 1.52.

Charleville Forest, 129.

Chatsworth, 129.

Cheshunt, 129.

Chiswick, 208.

Cobham Hall, 129.

Colchester Botanic Garden, 130.

Cunningham's, Liverpool, 131.

Dalhousie Castle, 129.

Deopdc'tie, 129.

De Magneville's, M., 139.

Dessau, 153.

Dickson's, Chester, 131.

Dickson's, Edinburgh, 132.

Donald's, Goldworth, 131.

Donaueschingen, 152.

Dbrnbach, 150.

Dresden Botanic Garden, 151.

Dropmore, 129.

nrinnlanrig, 129.

Dumont de Courset's, M., 139.

Dunrobin, 129.

Eisen.stadt, 150.

Endsleigh Cottage, 129.

Flitwick House, 129. (and in fifty
other places).

Font hill Abbey, 128.

;u Institute, Stockholm,
155.

Glasgow Botanic Garden, 130.

Olasnevin, 130.

Goldworth, 308. (and in 53 other

places).
Gordon Castle, 129.

Arboretums continued.

Gdttingen, 151.

Hackney, 508. (and in 66 other

places).

Hadersdorf, 150.

Haftoh, 129.

Harbke, 151.

Heidelberg Castle, 151.

Held's Nursery, 150.

Herrenhausen, 151.

High Clere, 129.

Harrison's, W., Cheshunt, 1528.
Hull Botanic Garden, 130.

Hylands, 129.

Inverleith, 130.

Ivoy's, M., near Bordeaux, 139.
Jardine Hall, 129.

Josephine's, Empress, Malmai-
son, 139.

Kew, 7. (and in thirty other

places).
King of the French's, Neuilly,

139.

Knight's, Mr., King's Road,
Chelsea, 131.

Laffert's, Baron, 153.

Lanarrais's, General, 139.

Larminat's, M. De, Forest of

Fontaineblean, 140.

Latham House, 129.

Lawson's, Edinburgh, 131.

Lee's, Hammersmith, 131.

Liverpool Botanic Garden, 130.

Loddiges's, Hackney, 6. (and in
155 other places).

London Horticultural Society's,
Chiswick, 6.

Luscombe, 129.

Luxemburg, 150.

Mamhead, 129.

Manchester Botanic Garden, ISO.
Mere Cottage, 129.
Metz Botanic Garden, 140.

Milford, 427.
Millers's Bristol Nursery, 131.

Montbron's, M. le Comte de, 139.

Montpelier Botanic Garden, 140.
Munich Botanic Garden, 151.

Muskau, 151.

Newman's, Chichester, 131.

Northumberland's, Duke of, 7.

Nymphenburg, 151.
Oakham Park, 129.

Osborne's, Fulham, 131.

Page's, Southampton, 131.

Pappenheim's, Baron, Coombe
la Ville, 139.

Paris Botanic Garden, 140.
*

Pesth Botanic Garden, 150."
Pfauen Insel, 151.

Pope's, Birmingham, 131.
Purser's Cross, 208.

Rogers's, Southampton, 131.

Rosenberg, Royal Gardens of,154.
Rosenstein Palace, 152.

Rosenthal's Nursery, 150.
Sans Souci, 151.

Schonhoff, 150.

Sheffield Botanic Garden, 130.

Skirving's, Liverpool, 131.

Somerford Hall, 129.

Soulange-Bodin's, M.,' Fremont
on the Seine, 139.

St. Mary's Isle, 129.

Strasburg Botanic Garden, 140.

Syon,7 ;
and in many other places.

TchitchagoflTs, Admiral, Sceaux,
139.

Terenure, 129.

Tocplitz, 150.

Toulon Botanic Garden, 140.

Trinity College Botanic Garden,
130.

Tschoudi's, M. le Baron, Colum-
biere, 139.

Upton, 208.

Vienna Univers. Bot. Gard., 150.

8K 2

Arboretums continued.

Vilmorin's, M., Barres, 139.
Wardour Castle, 129.

Webb's, P. B., 131.

Weber's, Lieut, Dresden, 151.
West Dean, 129.

White Knights, 127.

"Wilhelmshoe, at Cassel, 152,

Woburn Abbey, 129.

Wodzieki's, Count, at Niezds-

vicdz, near Cracow, 815.

AVorlitz, 153.

Young's, Epsom, 131.

Young and Penny's, Milford,
131.

hArchangel, 2352.

Archdall, Ralph, 1778.

Ardgowan, 570.

Ardkinglass, 89.

Ardross, 2185.

Argenteuil, 1369.

Argostoli, 2327.

Argyle, Archibald Duke of, 54.

Argyll, Geo. Wm. Campbell, Duke

Argyll, Marquess of, 92.

Ario, 1942.

Aristotle, 187.

Aristomachus, 589.

Arley, 250.

Arley Hall, 253.

Armissau, 2111.

Arniston, 1957.

Armstrong, 93.
Arnold's Vale, 1686.

Arnot, 95.

Arran, 1084.

Arthur, Prince, 1747.

Artemis, 1068.

Arundel, 1523.
Arundel and Surrey, Thos. Earl

of, 717.
Arundel Castle, 1299.

Arundel, Ccuntess of, 717.

Arundel, Lord, 24.

Ascalon, 1203.

Ascham, Roger, 2070.
Ashburnham Place, 997.

Ashby Canons, 1777.

Ashby Churchyard, 2092.

Ashby, George, 2413.

Ashby, Wm., 2413.

Ashby, William Ashby, 2413.

Ashhurst, Sir W., 464.

Ashley Park, 71.

Ashmole, Mr., 53.

Ashridge Park, 358.

Ashstead, 371.

Ashton, 1837.
Ashton Molly, 1519.

Astrachan, 893.

Ashworth, Mr., 1400.

Atalanta, 930.

Athenseus, 951.

Athens, 2038.

Athol, 2334.

Athol, Duke of, 1217.

Athol, John Duke of, 2359.
Athol House, 2397.

Atkins, Sir Robert, 1999.

Atkinson, Mr., 1738.

Attar, 792.

Atterbury, Bishop of, 2406.

Atys, 2122.

Aubrey, 25.

Auchincruive, 2001.

Audibert, M.,2228.
And ley End, 655.

Audouin, M., 1389.

Augerius, Baron de Burbeck, 147.

Augsburg, 1210.

Augustine, 2071.

Augustus, 525.

Aurelian, 1351.

Aurora, 791.

Austin, Mr., 757.

Austria, Emperor of, 14&
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Avicenna, 788, 1661. 2429.

Aviemore, 1115.

Avignon, 1370.

Avitus, 1780.

Avondale Park, 2295.

Azara, Joseph Nicholas, 544.

B.

Baal, Bel, or Yiaoul, 1752.

Babbington, Mr., Ilia
Babicome, 350.

Babylon, 1005.

Babylon, Gardens of, 2420.

Bacchus, 791.

Bacheller, 464.

Back, Captain, 124.

Backhouse, James, 186.

Backhouse, Thomas, 186.

Backleton Churchyard, 2092.

Bacon, Lord, 941.

Bacon, Mr. Stephen, 81.

Baden, 147.

Baden, Grand Duke of, 147.

Baden, William Margrave of,

147.

Badmington, 1440

Bagatelle, 2097.

Bagdad, 661.

Baginton, 1779.

Bagot, Lord, 1769.

Bagot's Mill, 1402.

Bagot's Park, 1769.

Bagot, Sir Walter, 1402.

Bagshot Park, 410. (and 29 other

references).
Baikel, 949.

Baillie, George, 102.

Bain, Dr., 2354.

Baitford, 1977.

Bajazet II., 172.

Baker, W. A.. 2120.

Balbis, 2555.

Balcarras, 2067.

Balder, Apollo, 48. 1022.

Baleine, 138.

Balfour, Dr., 48.

Ballabagh, 940.

Balle, Robt., 1902.

Ballindallock, 2120.
Ballock Castle, 91.

Ballogie, 1704.

Ballybeg, 2184.

Ballygannon, 515.

Ballyleady, 427. (and 16 other re-

ferences).

Balruddery, 1033.

Baltimore, 288.

Bampton, 831.

Banate, 2205.

Banbury, 2072.

Banbury, Henry, 882.

Bancroft, Dr., 1887.

Bangor, 112.

Bangor, Viscount, 112.

Banister, 239.

Banister, Rev. John, 44.

Banks, Sir Joseph, 82. (and 24 other

references).
Bannockburn Wood, 700.

Banqueri, 2210.

Barandam, 695.

Barbauld, Mrs., 1118.

Barbe, 2157.

Barclay, Robt 342. 843. 1099.

Bargally, 91.

Barganny, 920.

Baril, 1975.

Barjarg, 1772.

Barjarg, Lord, 1772.

Barker, D., 1770.

Barking Churchyard, 1759.

Barlow, 618.

Berne, 372.
Barne Elms, 1195.

Barnes, 616.

Bamet, Mr., 833.

Barnton, 841.

Barnton Hall, 1841.
Barnton House, 1394.

Bawn, 1403.

Baron, Lord, 107.

Baron's Court, 593.

Baron, Mr., 904.

Barratt, Dr., 1457.

Barrelier, 2415.

Barres, 139, (and 18 other places).
Barrie, 1592.

Barridre de Chaillot, 518.

Barrington, Daines, 2,3.

Barrington, Lady, 1783.

Barrow, Mr., 2431.

Barry Cornwall, 1643.

Barton, 238.

Bartram, John, 82,
Bartram, W., 84.

Barwood Park, 2224,

Basil, 2538.

Basilsleigh, 2184.

Basle, 161. 697.

Basset, Lady, 2216.

Bastard, E. P., 396.

Bastia, 585.

Bataille de Mandelot, M., 2452.

Bateman, Richard, 81.

Bates, Ralph, 1783.

Bateson, Sir Robert, 49.

Bath, 71.

Bath's, Marquess of, Plantations,
2168.

Bathsheba, 1463.

Bathurst, 964.

Batsfield, 2359.

Battersea, 1347.

Baucis, 2084.

Baudrillart, 421.

Bauhin, 236.

Bauhin, C.. 505.

Bauhin, J.,'890.

Baumann, M., 366.

Baumgarten, Dr., 1210.

Bavaria, 1017.

Baxter, W., 119.

Baxter, W. H., 1481.

Bayforbury, 2120.

Bayle, 1720.

Bayonne, 1731.

Bayswater, 799.
Beacons field, 1839.

Beaconsfield, Churchyard at, 2081.

Beardstone, 285.

Bear Wood, 419.

Beaton, Mr. D., 943.

Beatrice, 1044.

Beatson, General, 1511.

Beauchamp Parsonage, 667.
Beaudesert Park, 1769.

Beaufort, Duchess of, 1440.

Beaufort, Duchess of, 51.

Beaulieu Abbey, 1383.

Beaulieu, 1221.
Beaumont and Fletcher, 1958,

Beauvais, 2285.

Beaverdam, 1365.

Bechstein, 2143.

Beckford, Mrs., 63.

Beckford, William, 128:

Beckmann, 147.

Beddington, 962.

Bede, 478

Bedford, 1839.

Bedford, America, 2194.

Bedford, Duke of, 56. (and 20
other references).

Bedford, John Duke of, 2183.

Bedington, 395.

Beech Woods, 1037.

Beechworth Castle, 2000.

Beersheba, 1720. 2491.

Beeston, Dr., 62.

Beiar, 1062.

Belese, Abbd, 169.

Belfast, 516.

Belgiosa, 1670.

Bell, John, 83.

Bellione, 2000.

Bellonius, 2495.

Belmont, 1957.

Belon, 187.

Belsay, 2120.

Belvoir Castle, 419.
Belvoir Park, 115.

Benarque, 218.

Benefield, 1766.
Ben Jonson, 1762.
Ben Lawers, 1157.

Ben.na-Buird, 2164,

Bennet, Mr., 82.

Bennett, George, 2101.

Bennett, the Hon. HenryGrey,1549
Bentham, G., 1019.

Bentick, Mr., 41.

Benvie, 1227.

Berarde, M., 2452.

Berg, 2380.

Bergius, 1295.

Berkeley, Dr., 2 126.

Berkeley, Mrs., 1970.

Berkeley, Rev. M. J., 1836.

Berkeley Street, 1284.

Berkswell, 1855.

Berleze, Abbe, 2100.

Berlin, 151.

Berlandier, 972.

Bernard de Jussieu, 137.

Bernard, M., 1369.

Berne, 161.

Bern Wood, 1756.

Berthcma, Ludovico, 757.

Bertrand, M., 1511.

Berytes, 1351.

Beschierai, 2412.

Bessa, 189.

Besser, 674.

Betch worth Castle, 2000.

Beukelson, 1467.

Bewdly Forest, 2140.

Bewick, Benjamin, 83.

Bicton, 292.

Bideford, 1746.

Bieberstein, 235.

Bicbrich, 152.

Biel, 399.

Biervliet, 1467.

Bigelow, Professor, 479.

Biggin, G., 1520.

Biggs, Mr., 893.

Bignon, Abbe, 1258.

Billington, 1800.

Binfield Wood, 1754.

Binning Wood, 102.

Bins, 1226.

Birch Wood, 1703.

Birkland, or Birchland, 1782.

Birmingham, 130.

Birse, 2580.

Bishop Auckland, 1682.

Bishop, Mr., 2201.

Bishop, Thomas, 2120.

Bishop Stoke Vicarage, 955.

Bishopton, 419.

Biskerry, 2411.

Blackadder, W., 2355.

Blackburn, John, 2189.

Blackburne, Mr., 56.

Blnckdown House, 1370.
Black Forest, 152.

Blackball, 509.

Blackmoor, 1758.

Black Mountain, 2314.
Black Notley, 53.

Blackwall, 1641.

Blackwood, Miss, 2068.

Blaikie, Mr., 138.

Blair,419. (and 18 other reference*).

Blair, Adam, 2353.
Blair Drummond, 94.

Blair, T., 2401.

Blair, Sir David Hunter, 2542.

Blairlogie, 430, 2185.

Blairquhan, 2542.

Blake, Mr., 63.
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Blakie, Mr., 469.

Blandford, 1758.

Blandford, Marquess, Duke of

Marlborough, 2212.
Blenheim Park, 70.

Blithefield, 1365.

Blockley, 1778.
Blom field, Bishop, 43.

Blume, 1173.

Blythefield, 909.

Bobart, Jacob, 51.

Bobce, M., 2452.

Bochart, 299.

Bode, 2000.

Bodnome, Master Roger, 895.

Boerhaave, 485.

Boethius, 1085.

Bognor, 1523.

Bohin, 677.

Boileau, M. P., 2188.
Bois de Boulogne, 612.
Bois de Vincennes, 1390.
Bois le Due, 2089.
Boissel de Monville, M., 2364.

Boitpoor, 919.

Bologna, 187.

Bolton, 371.

Bolton and Watt, Messrs., 2395.

Bolton, Lady, 1848.

Bolton, Lord, 1837.

Bolton, Matthew, 1394.

Bollwyller, 140.

Bonafous, M., 1364.

Bonami, 263.

Bondaroy, 1397.
Bon de Saint Hilaire, M., 147.

Bongard, 2329.
Bonhill House, 1226.

Bonifacio, 585.

Bonnevaux, 1774.

Bonpland, Aime, 121.

Bonpland, 272.

Bontemps, Colonel Augustus,
162.

Boodurwar, 940.

Booth, Messrs., 409.

Boreas, 2121.

Bornholz, 1975.

Borrer, W., 753. (and 52 other

references).
Borris, 1979.

Borris House, 1841.

Borron, Arthur, 1458.

Bory de St. Vincent, 1370.

Bosc, 314. (and 75 other refer-

ences), i

Boscobel, 1768.
Bossi ere, 163.593.

Boston, 190.

Botley, 612.

Bothwell Castle, 515.

Bothwell Woods, 2519.

Botley, 612.

Boucher, 1223.

Boughton, Sir Theodosius, 719.

Boulogne, 139.

Bourdeaux, 614.

Bourdigny, 163.

Bourne, 511.

Bourne, Frederick, 815.

Boursault, M., 266.

Boutcher, 105.

Bouton, M. L., 2546.

Bove, N., 2406.

Bowack, 47. 57.

Bowie, Mr., 061.

Bowman, J. E., 2070.

Bowman, W., 1760.

Bowring, Dr., 618.

Bowood,71.
Box Hill, 24, 25. 2091.

Boxlcy, 25.

Boxwell, 25.

Boynton House, 843.

Boyton, l-m-1

Brabant,
Braburne Churchyard, 2091.

Bracconet, 1834.

Brackenridge, Mr, 1831.
Braco Castle, 2313.

Braddick, Mr., 883.

Bradley, 54.

Brae-Kiach, 1589.

Braemar, 1646.
Braham Castle, 466.

Brampton Park, 1203.

Brand, 900.

Bray, 1033.

Braybrooke, 2092.

Braystock, 430.

Brebison, 2146.
Brechin Castle, 93.

Bree, Rev. W. T., 1223.
Breima Forest, 2205.

Bremen, 153.

Bremontier, 2124.

Bremontier, M., 2219.
Brent Downs, 350.

Brereton, Colonel, 1905.

Brest, 618.

Bretesche, M. le Comte dc la, 138.
Brctton Hall, 1103.

Brentford, 1514.

Brewer, Mr., 55.

Brianza, 169.

Brickhill, 1695.
Bridehead House, 419.

Bridges, Mr., 308.

Bridgewater, Countess of, 1977.

Bridgman, 2072.

Bridport, 766.

Brighton, 948. 1367.

Brindley, 2162.

Brinefield, 1840.

Brisbane Town, 24i5.

Bristol, 192. 1404.

British Palace, 666.

Britton, 128.

Brochill, 1917.

Brockedon, Mr, 2356.
Brockett Hall, 2185.

Brockley Hall, 371.

Bromley, 390.

Bromley, W., 959.

Brompton, 394.

Bronde, Count Trolle, 155.

Brongniart, 2111.:

Brooks, Joseph, 82.

Brooks, J. T., 406.

Brotero, 1414.

Broughton House, 1225.

Broussonet, 302.

Brown, 36.

Brown, Dr., 1886.

Brown, D. J., 190.

Brown, Robert, 256.

Brown, Mr. Hay, 1394.

Brown, Mr., Old Brompton, 2398.

Brown, Mr., Perth, 757.

Brown, Sir Matthew, 25.

Browne, Mr. Hetherset, 1523.

Brownsville, 425.

Bruce, 2079.

Bruce, Sir William, 92. 103.

Brucefield, 716.

Brtick on the Leytha, 150. (and 152
other references).

Bruen, Colonel, 1841.

Bruggen, 152.

Brugmans, 738.

Brunels, M.,.2205.
Brunn, 698.

Brunner, Mr., 1987.

Brunoy, 139.

Brunswick, America, 2240.

Brussels, 145.

Bruyer, Cornelius, 2410.

Brydone, 1988.

Buccleugh, Duchess, 1782.

Buccleugh and (Jueensberry, Duke
of, 92.

Buchanan, "I't.

Buchanan and Oldroyd, 7~>7.

Buchanan, Dr., Hamilton, I'.iJl.

8K :*

Buckeridge House, 2530. .

Buckingham, 786.

Buckingham, Duke of, 40.

Buckingham Palace, 1847.

Buckland Churchyard,Dover,2074
Buckland Hill, 1839.

Buddie-, Adam, 1276.

Buffon, 135.

Bugly, 421.

Buist, R., 1364.

Bull, Mr., 1458.

Buller, Anthony, 1020.

Bulliard, 1<>75.

"

Bullock, Mr, 333.

Bulstrode, 1761.

Bunbury, Lady, 2328.

Bunbury, Sir Henry, 2326.

Bungay, 476.

Bunge, 2095.

Bunney, 119.

Bunyard, Messrs., 622.

Burchell, Mr., 267.

Burckhardt, 1242.

Burgess, 1777.

Burgos, 1927.

Burgsdorf, 2125.

Burgundy, Duke of, 162.

Burleigh, Lord, 39.

Burlington, America, 2241.

Burmiester, Dr. H., 1828.

Burnet, Professor, 237.

Burns, 1086.

Bursa, 674.

Burton, 2073.

Burton, Robert, Esq., 1768.

Burtonjoyce, 908.

Bury Hill, 342.

Bury St. Edmunds, 1527.

Busbequius, 1210.

Busbridge, near Godalming, Sur-

rey, 73. 491.

Busch, Mr., 633.

Bush, John, 82.

Bushy Park, 465.

Bussaco, 2478.

Bute, Earl of, 2042.

Bute, James Earl of, 181.

Bute, John Earl of, 83.

Bute, Marchioness of, 2030.

Butcher, W., 188.

Buyukddre, or the Great Valley,
172.

Byron, 941.

Byron, Admiral, 2060.

Byron, Commodore, 1982.

Bystock Park, 878.

Cacus, 1643.

Cadiz, 1925. 2210.

Caen, 139.

Caerleon, 2078.

Caernarvon, Earl of, 73.

Caesar, 21.

Cassar, Julius, 169.

Caesar, Sir Julius, 1748.

Cairn Sallock, 89.

Caithness, 1157.

Calais, 1390.

Caldcleuch, 2321.

Calder House, 419.

Calicut, 757.

Caligula, 2039.

Caligula, Emperor, 2334.

Callendar House, near Falkirk, 89.

Callendar Park, 419.

Callimachus, 1725.

Callow, Mr., 833.

Cally, 920.

Camberwell, 131.

Cambrensis, Giraldus, 23.

Cambridge, 1382.

Cambden House, 941.

Camrion, 35.

Caindcn House, 314.

Camellus, or Kamel.Oco. Jos ,381 .

Camerarius, Joachim, 717.
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Cameron, 2184.
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Cole, James, 49.

Cole, Master James, 717.

Coleshill, (512.

Coleman, Rev. John, 647.

Coleridge, 1701.

Colludon, 2268, 22(59.

Collet, 541.

Collier, John, 1S37.

Collington House, 510.

Collinson, 57.

Collinson, Michael, 56.

Collinson, Peter, 42.

Collinton, 515.

Colliton, Sir John, 81.

Cologne, 1352.

Collon, 108.

Colombey, Metz, 1438.

Colonial Farm, 2325.

Colombier, 652.

Colophon, 2336.

Colquhoun, Captain, 2558.

Colton, 1783.

Columbidre, 139.

Columbus, 1302.

Columella, 187.

Colvill, Mr., 383.

Comber, 2066.

Combermere, 2091.
Combermere Abbey, 1756.

Combermere, Lord, 1756.

Comely Bank, 105.

Commenius, 1339.

Commerson, 142.

CompiSgne, 1963.

Compton, Bishop, 41.

Compton House, 515.

Compton, Spencer, 63.

Conception, 2438.

Condal, Anthony, 541.

Condor, Mr., 1931.

Conelly, Colonel, 2406.

Connor, Captain, 383.

Commelyn, 42.

Conolly, Edward, 114.

Consequa, 1.509.

Constable, Ambrose, 25.

Constable, Thomas, 25.

Constant! ne, Emperor, 1720.

Constantino!!", Madame, 157.

Constantinople, 172.

Conti, 1965.

Conway, Mr., 1820.

Conyers, Colonel, 2327.

Cook, Captain S. E., 170. (and 38
other references).

Cook, Moses, 46.

Cooke, 59.

Cooke and Co., 46.

Cooke, Lucre,.London, and Field,

Messrs., 46.

Cool, 1227.

Coole, 419. (and 29 other refer-

ences).

Coombe, 266.

Coombe Abbey, 290.
Coomb-la-Ville, 139.

Coombe Royal, 395.

Coombe Wood, 1131.

Cooper, 2138.

Cooper, Josh., of New Jersey, 898.

Cooper, T. H., 1838.

Copenhagen, 154.

Copland, Mr., 2284.

Corbett, 36.

Corbett, Bishop, 888.

Corby Castle, 70.

Corcovado, 2436.

Cordova, 171.

Cordus, 2008. 2029.

Corfe,
Corinth, l-Ji'4.

Cork, l.r>4.

Cork Convent, at Cintra, 1914.

Corley, 1738. 1840.

Cornbury Park, 1840.

Corne, 1956.

Coruutus, 745.

Cornwall, 1104.

Correa,
l/7S.

Correa de Serra, M., 1363.

Corsham, 290.

Corsica, 998.

Corydon, 1381.

Cotherstone, 1978.

Costorphine, 414.

Cotes, E., 1391.

Cothelstone, 1435.

Cotswold Hills, 700.
Cottam and Hallen, Messrs., 2531.

Cotton, Sir G., 1756.

Couan, 2310.

Couatilloux, 2157.

Couch, B., 620.

Couch, Jonathan, 903.

Coul, 290.

Coulter, Dr., 185.

Courland, the late Duchess of, 148.

Courset, 503.

Courset, near Samer, 2452.

Courtachy Castle, 466.

Cousclifle, 979.

Coutances, 13S.

Covent Garden Market, 1471.

Coventry, Earl of, 73. .

Cowan, 1670.

Cowan, Mr., 832.

Cowdray, 266.

Cowfold, 1017.
Cow ley, 1346.

Cownan House, 269.

Cowper, 574.
Cow per, Earl, 1762.

Cowihorpe, 1771.

Cox, 372.

Coxe, Edward, 1391.

Cox, Bishop, 786.

Crabowski, Dr. H., 1273.

Croesus, 2112.

Craft, Daniel, 58.

Craigie Hall, 515.

Craig Lockhart, 1675.

Craig-y-Barns, 2360.

Craik, William, 101.

Crann-more, 111.

Cramond House, 515.

Cranbourne, 1754.

Cranford, 1227.

Cranmer, Archbishop, 1367.

Cranmore, 2000.

Crowhurst Churchyard, 2091.

Croydon, 344.

Crecy, 1963.

Cree, John, 82.

Cremona, 169.

Crescentius, 187.

Cressy, 1397.

Crete, 2082.

Creveldt, 1352.

Crispus, Passienus, 1957.

Croagh Patrick, 1116.

Crocus, 2084.

Crorkern Tor, 1756.

Croft Castle, \;>'.n.

Croft, Miss, 1357.

Cromer, 132;!. I,

Crompton, 371.

Cromwell, 100.

Cronstadt, 2114.

Crook, Sir George, 2040.

Croome, 266. (and 93 other refer-

ences) .

Crossgrove Priory, 1520.

Crowcombe Court, 2426.

Crowe, James, 14V~.

Cruickshanks, 1800.

Cruisi-, Captain, 2449.

Crum Castle, 2081.

Cruxton Castle, 2079.

CruzManca, -

Cuckfield, 1745.

CuftiielN, 66-2.

Culford, 2<X).

Cullen, 1267.

Cullen, Dr., 596.

SK 4

Cullen House, 1394.

Cullenswood, 115.

Cullum, Sir Thomas G., 787.

Culpcpper, 1255.

Culross Woods, 977.

Culzean Castle, 570.

Cumber, 106.

Cumberland House Fort, 753.

Cumberland Mountains, 2196.

Cuminp, 544.

Cunnemara, 1083.

Cunningham, Allan, 2444.

Cunningham, James, 2445.

Cunningham, Richard, 2102.

Cunsborough, 1778.

Cupid, 791.

Curling, Mr., 2326.

Curtis, Mr., 252.

Curtis, William, 75.

Curtis, S., 760.

Curtois, Dr., 251.~

Curzon, Hon. and Rev. Fred., 1839.

Cybele, 2122.

Cyclops, 2121.

Cydon, 929.

Cyllene, 2203.

Cyparissus, 2472.

Cypress Grove, 111. (and 29 other

places).

Cyprus, 930.

Dacre, Lord, 509.

'

Daick. See Dalwick.

Dale, Dr. Thomas, 81.

Dale, Mr., 1818.

Dalechamp, 1456. 1845.

Dalgelly, 1745.

Dalguise, 2355.

Dalham Park, 840.

Dalhousie Castle, 414.

Dalhousie, Lord, 1905.

Dalkeith Palace, 266.
Dalkeith Park, 2.05.

Dall, James, 1215.

D'AlIan, Seigneur, 1351.

Dalmahoy, 91.

Dalman, 2146.

Dalmeny Park, 1394.

Dalquharran, 1979.

Dalrymple, Baron, 101.

Dalrymple, Miss, 101.

Dalwick, 93.

Damascus, 487.

Damascus, Archbishop of, 2409.

Dandolo, Count, 1349.

Danesbury, 2321.

Daniels, Captain, 1149.

Dannipace, 2383.

Dantzic, 2113.

Danville, 1041.

Daphne, 1005.

Darby, 46.

D'Aremberg, Due, 145.

Darley, 287.

Darley Churchyard, 2071.

Darlington, Dr., 705.

Darmstadt, 1426.
Darnawa Castle, 1225.

Darnley, 2079.

Darnlcy, Lord, at Cobham, 1794.

Dartmoor, 1753.

Dartmouth, 396.

Darwin, Dr., 1769.

D'Asso, 834.

Daubenton, 1722.
Daumont. 1843.

Davall, M., 1580.

David, 1463.

Davidson, Mr., 2067.

Davies, T. 1784.

Davis, 1800.

Davis, Mr., 1229.

Davis, T., 1804.

Davy, Sir Humphry, 947.
Dawick. See Dalwick.
Day, Daniel, 1759.

D'Ayen, Duke, 137.
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De Bourbon, Gaston, 13U).

De Brcssieux, M., 192S.

DC Candeeoste, M. Laigle, 2152.

De Candolle, 110. (and 96 other

references).
De Candolle. M. Alphonse, 161.

DC Charpentier, M.,2361.
DC Courson, M., 245-'.

De Courval, Viscount, 2452.

DeCubieres M., 1 115.

DC Dijon, M.leComte, US.
De Dunois, Count, 126s.

DC Evcrmcre, Robt., 33.

De Fouoault, M., 1397.

De Frangueville, J., 4!'.

De Frangueville, Master John, 757.

De Frios, Don Juan, 226J.

DC Gcer, 2145.
De Genlis, M.idame, 7 S7.

DC la Boessiere, Marquis, Malle-

ville, 2452.
DC la Galissonniere, M., 136.

Do la Gardic, Count, 155.

DC la Giraudiere, Hois, 2452.

De la Pey rouse, M., 1901.

DC la Pryme, Rev. Abraham, 1775.

DC la To'uchc, M., 141.

De Larminat, M., 2121. 2130. 2204.

DC Lignc, Prince, 14!'.

DC Lille, 2472.
DC I/ Isle, Lord, 1763.

DC Magncvillc, M., 139.

DC Malcsherbes, Lemonnier, 137.

2152.

De Marsigli, M., 1910.

De Montbrou, M. Ic Comtc, 139.

DC Morogucs, Baron, 2452.

De Perthuis, M., 1220.

De Pontin, 155.

De Pradcl, Seigneur, 1352.

De Rambuteau, M. Ic Comtc, 2xM.
De Roos, Lord, 2351.

De Sau ss u re, 163.

DC Son, M., 370.
DC Sorgeril, M., Baumanoir, 2452.
DC St. Fargeau, Count, 214(J.

De Tin-is, 4-vJ.

De Thury, Viscount Hericart,
2194.

De Tristan, Count, 2452.
De T.schoudi, Baron, 2-152.

DC Wad, M. E., 141.

DC NVarens, Madame, 1255.

DC Wcrnerk, M., ii>J5.

Deborah, 17-'0.

Deck, Mr. J., 1J*8, 13R9.

D. ckcr. Sir Matthew, .00').

J)eenc Park, 17*2. 1MU.

Dcepdene, 37.;.

Delamarre, '-.'!' 6.

Delaware, Lord, 17io.

Delauny, 973.

Deleu/e, I.Jo.

Delille, 1.007.

Delliuii, 1013.

Dcmoglct, 2.'i 5.

Demophoon, fi"H.

Denainvillicrs, 137.

Dendariarena, Don Francisco, ,

I lepcham, 2"<39.

I )rptford, 1750.

D.Tby, UV1.

Dcr-el-Khcimer, 1J J'<6.

Dcsccrnct,' le Chevalier, M".
De^ontameH, I

1 -'
1

, and ^1 other

Dessau, 15>.

Dessau, Duke of, 143.

Dcsvaux, 755.

Deucalion, 172.3.

Devcrcux, Robert, 59.

Devon, Earl of, 73.

Devonshire, Duke of, 73.

Diana, 7!il.

Diana of Ephesus, 2408.

Dick, Sir Alexander, 92.

Dickson, Mr., 1533.

Dickson, Archibald, 105.

Dickson and Turnbull,Messrs.,1217.
Dickson, Messrs. Archibald and
Son 1040.

Dido, no;.

Dicrville, M.. 1042.

Digby, Earls of, 36.

Dijon, 1927.

Dilkic, \V., 17SO.

Dillcnius, Dr., 75.

Dillon, Baron. 1391.

Dillwyn, L. W., S20.

DTnc.arville, 491.

D'Inrarvillc, Father, 82.

Dinglcdcrry, 1705.

Dinibristle Park, 290.

Dioclcsian, 2471.

Diodorus Siculus, 2408.

Dion, 1441.

Dionysius, 20.38.

1 )ioscoridcs,2 1 (and 28 other places) .

Dismal Swamj), 2476.
Ditton Park, 371.

Doddington, 400.

Dodoens, Rambrot, 476.

Dodona, 1723.

Dodon;eus, 231.

Dolgclly, 170).

Dombcy, 142.

Domenichino, 1065.

Domitian, 7*5.

Don, G., 1*8.

Don of Forfar, 759. (and 34 other

places).
Don Professor, 215. (and 28 other

references).
Don Luis de Gongora, 1958.

Donald, Mr., 757.

Donaldson, Captain, 71!'.

Donaldson, Mr., 1978.

Donaueschingen, 152.

Doncastcr, '-501.

lionirey, 1227.

Donn, 11*.

Dom;e-an, 232.

Doiinin;:ton, 1135.

Donovan, 15M3.

Doodv, Mr'., H"-l.

Doonholm, ;>i,i.

Doonsidc, 1855.

Dorking, 2.0.

Dnrnbach, 1.71.

Dornhobn, 11!'.

Dorothea, 792.

Dortrccht, Dort. 2111.

Doublat, M., 'J152.

Douglas, David, 11!'. (and 15 other

places.)
Dou'.dastown, 2139.

Doulcct, M., Lay Fay, 2152.

Dourfront, 177-1.

!). \a~ton, Mr.. 40.0.

iJ'ivaston, John, 'J082.

Dovaiston. J. }'. M., 206S.

Dover, _> i"4.

Dowlais lion

Downic, ('apt

Downs, 'J571.

Downsliire, Marquei
Downton Castle, 7o2.

Drake, Mr., I ,1 ..

Drake, Sir 1 raueis, !:

Dralet. 1726.

Di.-nu, 1 I I.

I liayton, !
, IV.

D,.,;ion lia- ct, IT*.-'

Drayton Green, 1172.

Dresden, 151. 1:V. 274.

Droningaard, 154.

Dropmore, 377. (and 67 other

places'*.

Drumlainrig Castle, 9C.

Drummond, Dr., 111.

Drummond, Mr., 170.

Dryandcr, Mr., 1.^)3.

Dryburgh Abbey, 2079,

Drvdcn, 17M.

Drvdcn, Sir John, 1777.

Dublin, 10.

Dubois, Charles, "xi.

Dubreuil, M., 1670.

Ducarcl, Dr., 2:5.

Ducarcl, M., 19NS.

Ducic, lrd, 24.

Du Detroit, Abbe, 1773.

Duddingston, 811.

Dudley Castle, 1777.
Dutri louse, 2354.

Dufrc.siioy, M., 2149.

Duganston, 2(KK).

Du Hamcl, 70. (and 72 other re-

ferences) .

Duke, Rev. , 2550.

Dumbarton, 21)91.

Dumfries, 1530.

Dumont, 257. 320. 493. 497. G10.

S.OO, 807. 1442.

Dumont tie Coursct, 139, 140. 142,
143. 1S9. 2293. 2452.

Dunal, 316.

Dunant, M., at Sechcron, Geneva,
161.

Duncan, Dr., 677.

Duncan, Mr., 252.

Dundalk, 108.

Dundas, Sir David, 1755,

Dundee, 105.

Dunganstone, 116.

Dunkeld, 91.

Dunkcld House, 2397.

Dunkcrron, 1976.

Dunkirk, 1 S90.

Dunmore, 2102.

Dunravcn, Countess of, 2523.

Dunraven, Earl of, 1227.

Dunrobin Castle, 290.

Dunstable, 13,'xl.

Du Petit Thouars, 1S25.

I)u|iplin,'2lNf>.'

Dujiratz, 24^1.

Durand. Abb.'. 1!'17.

Durandde Lancon, M., 158.

Durien, M., 25.00.

Durlach, 147.1002.
Durham. OK!.

Durham. Bishop of, 1393.

Durham's Park, Bishop of,

16VJ.

Du Roi, J. P., 190.

Duthce, -JOI7.

Duthel Pine Forests, 21(>5.

Dutour, M., 2i)"0.

Du Troehet, KK)2.

Duvau. M., 55-s.

Dwight, 2'Ji'^.

Dworet/koi, 1097.

Dvnnmgton Castle, 772.

Dysart House, 71o.

Jv-igle, Archiba

Eagle and Hen
Karl's Court, ,I2.

Earl's Court House, 12

Earlsniill, l-^:>.

|-:.-i-t Ilainpstead. l^i^).

Eastnor Castle, II 1.

E.i-ton Park, IMn.
i:.istwdl Paik, 1'iiii.

, 104.-
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Echlinville, 1905.

Edelfleda, 17.V..

Eden, 2410.

Kdon, Garden of, 1023.

E..IIMIS, J^UBS.
Edge, Thomas Webb, 1840.

E Igecumbe, 2000.

Edgerield Court House, 2196.

Edinburgh, 10.

Edward I., 1767.

Edward III., 1748.

Edward. IV.. 207C.

Edward VI., 73.

Edward, Thomas, 2522.

Edward the Black Prince, 1756.

Edward the Confessor, 1747.

Eggleston, 979.

Eglantine, 1229.

Egypt, 2334.

Ehrenberg, 950.

Ehrhart, 1395.

Eisenstadt, 150.

Eisgrub, 147.

Elba, 469.

Eldagseu, 152.

Elfhelmus, 1747.

Elgin, 570.

Elija, 2491.

Elizabeth, Queen, 232.

Eller.slie, 1772.

Elles, J. 801.

Elliock, Dumfriesshire, 91.

Elliot, 425.

Ellis, 379.

Ellis, Mr., 1189.

Ellis, John, 70.

Ellis, Rev. Wm., 77.
El- Herz 6, 2412.

Eltham, 1121.

Eivaston Castle, 290.

Ely, 699.

Ely House, 786.

Elywan Fields, 941.

Emeric, 1910.

Emo Park, 2184.

Emodi, 983.

Emperor Akbar, 2430.

Emperor Charles V., 1747.

Endsleigh, 290.

Endsleigh Cottage, 406.

Enfield, 466.

Enfield Chase, 1018.

Enghien, 145.

Englefield House, 965.

Enniskillen, 1227.

Enniskillen, Earl of, 114.

Enville, 371.

Ephesus, 2417.

Epicurus, Groves of, 2038.

Epirus, 1720.

Epping Forest, 1541.

Epsom, 131.

Erfurt, 153.

Erlangen, 1458.

Ermenonville, IMP.

Erne, Earl of, 2<>K1.

Ernest, Duke, 148.

Errisbeg, 107.

Erskine House, 625.

Esculapius, 2122.

Esgor, 2071.

Esher, 1080.

Essex, Earl of, 59.

Estremadura Forests, 1907.

E'tienne, 187.

Ettlinger Thor, 1663.

Eu, 1963.

Eudistes of Coutances, 1979.

Eugene IV., 2467.

Eugene Aram, 2297.

Euphorbus, 1331.

Eve, 899.

Evelyn, 25. (and 96 other plares\
ExrtW, 192. 17 (x.

Exeter, Marquess of, 1970.

Exmouth, Ix>rd, 18J7.

Eyford House, 2585.

Ezekiel, atl*.

F.

Fabricius, 792. 1827. 2141.
*

Fagon, 999.

Fairbairn, 74.

Fairchild, 287.

Fairchild,' Thomas, HO, 81.

Fairchild of Hoxton, 63.

Fairfax, 2303.

Falla, Messrs., 819.

Farley, 2413.

Farnese Hercules, 930.

Farnham, 108.

Farnham Castle, 266.

Farnham, Lord, 108. 2332.

Farquharson, of Marlee, 2161.

Farquharson, James, 2154.

Farrer, Captain, 1 150.

Fassa, 786.
Father Ximenes, 2050.

Fau, Sir John, 9542.

Faulkbourn Hall, 2427.

Fawkes, 2009.

Fawsley, 1225.

Fayetteville, 225R
Fayoum, 787.

Fee, M., 493.

Ferguson, Henry, 104.

Fenelon, 368.

Fennel, Mrs., 2580.

Fermanagh, 909.

Ferney, 163.

Ferney Park, 163.

Ferrard, Lord Viscount, 106.

Ferry, M., 2408.
Festus Pompeius, 1740.

Feuiltee, Father, 2263.

Field, 46.

Fife, Earl of, 1957.

Finborough Hall, 419.
Finch ley, 494.

Finhaven, 34.

Finhaven Castle, 90.

Finlarig, 836.

Fintelmann, M., 159.

Fintray House, 1841.

Fion, M., 395.

Firth, Captain, 944.

Fischer, Dr., 630.

Fischer, M., Gottingcn, 151.

Fitzherbert, 35.

Fitzstephen, 1750.

Fitz Stephens, 1992

Fitzwilliam, Earl, 1953.

Fleming, Dr., 941.

Fletcher, Mr., 101.

Flinders, Captain. 2442.
Flitwick House, 406.

Flora, 791.

Florence, 396.

Florence Court, 114. (and 30 other

places).

Florida, 522.

Floy, Mr., 986.

Flugge, 1600.

Foligno, 727.

Fontenay aux Rotes, 787.

Fonthill, 624.

Forbes, Mr., 1095. (and 48 other

places).

Forby, Mr., 1492.

Ford, Mr., 1399.

Forfar, 335.

Forest of Aragon, 171.

Forest of Arden. 25'JO.

Forest, Black, ].'>].

Forest of Bois de Boulogne, 2452.
Forest of Braemar, L'HH.

Forest of Brothone, 1774.

Forest of Castile, 171.

Forest of Ceris y, 1774

ofCbartarilte, n.-J.

Forest of (hatrllcraiilt. ill
1-

Forefct of Coni| n ;:u.

Forest of Delamere, 1756.
Forest of Dartmoor, 1756.
Forest of Dean, 573.
Forest of Dulnain, 2181.
Forest of Fonrainebleau, 140
Kuri>.-t of Glenmore, 2161.
Forest of Glentanncr, 215(5.
Forest of Guadorruma, 171.
Forest of Hapuenau, 2145.
Forest of Hatfield, 2116.
Forest of Hercynia, 1720
Forest Hill, 1782.
Forest of Hockwald, 2337.
Forest of Invercauld, 2156. 2181.
Forest of Ligny, 1334.
Forests of Lithuania, 2157.
Forests of Livonia, 2157
Forest Lodge, 2397.
Forest of Lonca, 2204.
Forest of Mar, 2156.
Forest of Mareuil, 618.
Forest of Montmorency, 1678.
Forest of Orleans, l<ss"".

Forest of Rannoch, 21 16.

Forest of Rastadt, 2177.
Forest of Rospa, 2204.
Forest of Rubia, 2333.
Forest of Salcey, 1750.
Forest of Segura, 171.
Forest of Sierra de Cuence, 171.'
Forest of St. Claude, 1334.
Forest of St. Germain en Laye,2000.
Forest of Villers Cottercts, 2452.
Forest of Wyre, 23.

Fornace, 2091 .

Forskoel, 124&
Forstcr, 945.

Forster, Edward, 1458.

Forster, G., 2104.

Forsyth, W., 74.

Fort Augustus, 1584,
Fort George, 2320.
Fort Mandon, 928.
Fort Vancouver, 123.

Fortescue, Earl of, 1854.

Fortingal Churchyard, 2079.
Forum of Augustus, 2357.

Foster, Captain, 46.

Foster, Mr., 2512.
Foston Hall, 716.

Fothergill, Dr., 71.

Fougeres, 1774.

Fougeroux de Bondaroy, M.. 140.

Fougeroux, M., 2157.

Fount, Colonel, 2568.
Fountains Abbey, 2069.
Fountain Bridge, 105.
Fountain Hall, 466.

Fournct, 1774.

Fox, Honourable Mrs., 2406.

Fox, Sir Stephen, 2413.
Fox ley, 1800.

Fraitinf, 2<x 0.

Framlingham, 1523. 1778.
Francis I .,2457.

Franconia, 2143.

Francois, M., 617.

Franconville, Park at, 2415.
Francis I., 1352.

Frankfort, 153. 1336.
Frankfort on the Maine, 386.

Frankfort, the Grand Duke of, 1 18.

Franklin, Captain, 124.

Franklin, Dr., 381.

Frascr, Mr., 85.

Fraser, Mrs. Christiana, 121.

Fraser, Mr. Charles, 186.

Fraser, Mr. John, 83.

Fraser, Messrs., 84. 1894.
Frederick II., 1352.
Frederick Augustus IV., 148.
Frederick the Great, 148.
Frederick William IV., 148.

Frederick William, late King of
Wnrten.hrrp, us.

Frenebai

Fredvillc, 17ti-'
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Frezier, M., 519.

Friburg, 161.

Fries, 1487.

Fries, Count, 147.

Friga, 1022.

Fromont, 272.

Fromont on the Seine, 139.

Froude, Archdeacon, 1786.

Fuchsius, 236.

Fulham, 35.

Fulham Palace, 266. (and 32 other

places).

Fuller, 35.

Fullerton, 1435.

Furber, 77.

Furber, of Kensington, 42.

Furber, Robert, 81.

G.

Gaddington, 832.

Gartner, 1086.

Gainford, 980.

Gainsborough, 1749.

Galeb, 299.

Galen, 684.

Galicia, 410.

GallisoniSre, Admiral, 461.

Gait, 2138.

Galway, 2580.

Garalingay, 1215.

Garcilasso, 1902.

Garden, Dr. Alexander, 70.

Gardner, Mr., 391.
Gardens :

Alcaza, or Royal Palace of Se-

ville, 2463.

Alcinous, 16.

Alharabra, 2463.

Angot, M., 2493.

Annat, 290.

Arquebuse, 1635.

Bernasconi, F., 648.

Blackburne's, Mr., Oxford, 56.

Boursau t s, M., 266.

Brunei's, M., 2475.

Campbell's, 2067.

Cape's, Mrs., 74.

Capell's, Sir Henry, 45.

Cavendish's, H., 2231.

Cels's, M., Paris, 525.

Chapultipec, Mexico, 2485.
Chateau de Montigny, 2405.

Chilver's, Mrs., Finchley,'494.
Christianholme, near Lolland,

154/

Clanbrassill's, Lord, Louth, 108.

Claremont, 54.

Clifford's, 233.

Collinson's, Peter, 56.

Cork Institution, 130.

Count de Vandes's, Bayswater,
386.

Courset's, 258.

Consequa's, 648.

Crook's, G., 2526.

Croome, 54.

Crowe's, Mr., 1455.

Cyrus the younger'g, 16.

Dean of Winchester's, 1367.

De Girardin's, Marquis, 1669.

De Noailles', Marechal, 141.

De Tschoudi's, Baron C., 625.

Devonshire's, Duke of, Chis-

wick, 7.

Dickson's, Mrs., 344.

Di Negro's, Signer, Genoa, 525.

Dubois's, Chas., at Mitcham, 56.

Due d'Aremberg's, Enghien,
1161.

Eden, Garden of, 15.

English, at Caserta, 266. 275. 666.

Essex's.Earl of, at Barn Elms, 36.

Farsetti's, 169.

FennelPs, Mr. Robert, 108.

Foster's Captain, at Lambeth, 46.

Fothergill's, Dr., 'Ham House,
1M1.

Gardens continued.

Fox's, Sir Stephen, at Chiswick,

Garnier's, Rev. Thomas, 955.

Gerard's, Holborn, 591.

Gerard's, Strand, 39.

Goodrick's, Sir Harry, at Rib-

stone, 56.

Gray's, Mr., 1195.

Gurney's, Upton House, 7.

Hall's, S. C., Kensington Gravel

Pits, 1262. 1511.

Hamilton's William.Woodlands,
Philadelphia, 122.

Harrison's, W., Cheshunt, 1122.

Hatkinson's, R, 1659.

Hopetoun House, Edinburgh,
2276.

Inchiquin's, Lord, 107.

King of the Belgian's, Lacken,

Kingston's, Lord, 108.

Knight's, Mr , Canonbury Place,

Islington, 1511.

Lambert's, A. B., 843.

Lawrence's, Mrs., 1 172.

Laye's, 564.

Lemon's, Sir C., 1149.

Lemonnier's,Versailles,141. 2403.

Lloyd's, Dr. Lumley, at Cheam,
56.

London's, Bishop of, Fulham, 7.

Loudon's, Baron, Hadersdorf,
1435.

Loudon's, J. C., Bayswater, 292.

Malmaison, 143.

Mansfield's, Earl of, 123.

Marbceuf's, 2415.

Marryatt's, Mrs., 2493.

Military Hospital, Avignon,1370.
Millerio's Count, near Milan, 169.

Mitford's, Rev. J., 83.

Moira's, Lord, Down, 48.

Monza, the Viceregal, 168.

Neill's, Dr., Canon Mills, 598.

Negaaristan, 786.

Negro's, Signer del, of Genoa,
168.

New Posso, 93.

Nichols's, J., 652.

Nikitka, 159.

Nile, 786.
No. 1. Porchester Terrace, Bays,
water, 1511.

No. 2. Lee Place, Lewisham,
1511.

Parker's, Mr., near Croydon, 56.
Parkinson's 2522.

Parliament Close, 87.

Percival's, Dr. Annfield, Dublin,
2262.

Perignon's, M., at Auteuil, 2201.

Pernold's, M., 2100.

Peterborough's, Lord, at Par-
son's Green, 55.

Petersburg, 157.
Petit Trianon, 263.

Post-house, Old Street, Green-
wich, 464.

Raleigh's, Sir Walter, 2568.

Reynardson's, at Hillingdon, 5fi.

Soulange-Bodin's, M. le Cheva-
lier, 22,5.

Sherard's, 235.

Smetz's, M., 1951.

Steinberg's, Baron, Bruggen,
152.

Stevens'a, Captain, Beaumont
Square, Mile End, 1511.

Strong, Mr., 396.

Tankerville's, Lady, 948.
Taurida Palace, Petersburg,

157.

Temple Gardens, 34.

Temple's Mr., 516.

Temple's, Sir William, at W<t
Sheen, 45.

Gardens continued.

TchitchagofTs, Admiral, 26fi.

Tradescant's, South Lambeth,
40.

Trelawney's, Sir Harry, Butts.

head, 56.

Tuggie's, Mrs.,Westminster, 963.

Tuggy's, Mr., 2522.
Tzarsco Celo, 1 37.

Veterinary School, at Alfort,
2213.

"

Vilmorin's, M., 654.
Von Spreckelsen's, M.,Hamburg,

2525.

Wade's, Mr., Hampstead, 2469.

Wales's, Princess Dowager of,

Kew, 57.

Walker's, Dr. Collington, Edin-
burgh, 88.

Weber's, Lieutenant, Dresden,
151.

Wellington's, 'Duke of, Apsley
House, 1676.

Whitehall, 37.

Whitmill's, Mr., Hoxton, 718.
"

Wilmot, Mr., Bow, 2522.

Woronzow's, Count, 159.

Wood, J., Scoreby, 23'2l.

Yates's, Mr., Saltcorabe Bay,
Devonshire, 2529.

Gardens, Botanic :

Altorf, 148.

Amsterdam, 1847.

Antwerp, 144.

Avranches, 1708. (and 25 other

places).
Austria University, 291.

Bartram's, Philadelphia, 182.

Beaufort's, Duchess of, at Bed-
mington, 47.

Belfast Bot. and Hort., 130.

Berlin, 151. (and 23 other places).

Birmingham, 130.

Brussels, 145.

Bury St. Edmunds, 361.

Cambridge, 245.

Carlsruhe, 1111.

Carr's, Philadelphia, 381.

Chelsea, 47. (and 75 other

places).

Copenhagen, 2089. ]

Colchester, 130.

Cork, 2558.

Curtis's, William, at Bermond-
sey, 75.
At Lambeth Marsh, 75.
At Brompton, 75.

Dimidow's, in Russia, 158.

Dresden, 151.

Dublin, 1497.

Edinburgh, 48. (and 48 other

places).

Edinburgh, New, 1121.

Eltham, 715.

Erlang, 1456.

French Colonial, Algiers, 526.
Geneva. 161, 162.491.

Ghent, 145.

Giessen, 148.

Glasgow, 123. (and 30 other

places).
Glasnevin, 11. (and 64 other

places).
Gottingen, 462. (and 40 other

places).

Holyrood, 95.

Hull, 130.

Inverleith, 2438.
Jardin des Plantes, 259. (and 80
other places).

Kew, 75. (and 102 other places).

Kingsessing, Pennsylvania. 85.

Leyden, 143.

Lisbon, 170.

Liverpool, 130. 1073.

Lund, 372.

Louvain, S86.
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Gardens, Botanic continued.

Manchester, 130.

Mctz, C>V7.

Montpelier, 13G4.

Monta,
Munich, 151. (and; 40 other

places).
North Loch, !'.".

Nuremberg, 148.

Oxford, 47. (and 56 other places).
Padua, Iti!).

Padua.
Paris, 136.

Pavia, 2100.

Pesth, 150. .

Pisa, 264.

Ray's, in Essex, 47.

Rientel, 1 4S.

Rouen, 277.

Salisbury's, William, 75.

Sheffield, 130.

Sherard's, Dr. James, at Eltham,
75.

SI oane's, Sir Hans, at Chelsea,
47.

Somerset's, Edward Duke of,

Syon, 73.

Strasburg, 2099.

St. Petersburg, 116.

St. Vincent's, 1719.

Sydney, 186.

Toulon, 266. (and 44 other

places).

Toulouse, 1735.

Trianon, 137.

Trinity College, Dublin, 108.

Twickenham, 58. (and 16 other

references).
Upsal, 1171.

Utrecht, 2095.

Uvedale's, Dr., at Enfield, 47.

Vienna University Garden, 150.

(and 360 other places).

Warsaw, 815.

Gardens Horticultural :

Caledonian, 11.

Dollar institution, 411.

Inverleith, 1403.

London, at Chiswick, 75. (and
470 other places).

Gardens, Public :

Kensington, 497.

Munich, 291.

Gardens, Royal :

Berlin, 1*16.

Copenhagen, 516.

Fontainebleau, 2457.

Hampton Court, 51.

Kew, "4.

Monza, 626.

Nymphenburg, 151.

Paris, 1417.

Pilnitz, 151.

Rosenberg, 2453.

St. James's, 51.

Strelna, 157.

Gardens, Zoological :

Regent's Park, 1858.

Surrey, 821.

Gardenstone, Lord, 1662.

Garidel, M.,1910.
Gamier, Rev. Thomas, 1178.

'

Garry, Huclon, 1841 .

Garry, Nicholas, 2031.

Gartmore, 2363.

Gastrell, Mr., 1346.

Gate House, 95.

Gates, Mr., 2449.

Gaudichaud, 2508.

Gaul, 1721.

Gaulther, 1125.'

Gaultier, M., 2212.

Gaussen, M., of Chapeaurouge.163
Gaussen de Chapeaurouge, M.,

2096.

Gaussen, M., Bourdigny, 163.

Gautieri, 2'20.

Gavartne, 2188.

Gede Mountain, 1937.

Gee, Mr. R., 1583.

Gehol, 304.

Gemmellaro, 1K7.
Gendall, J., 1837.
General ife at Grenada, Palace of

the, 2471.

Geneva, 150.

Genoa, 940.

Gentz, M., 154.

GeoffVoy, 1241.

George I., 80.

George 1 1.,81.

George III., 82.

George IV., 1754.

George Town, 1919.

Gerard, 24. (and 91 other places).
Gerard, Captain P., 2254.

Gerber, 1359.

Gerthy, 290.

Gesner, 2008.

Ghent, 145.

Gibraltar, 1923.

Gibbons, 2540.

Gibson, 45.

Giessen, 148.

Gillies, Dr., 558.

Gilpin, 100. (and 48 other places).
Giraldus Cambrensis, 1830.

Girling, Mr., of Hovingham, 1812.

Glasgow, 105.

Glasnevin, 116.

Glastonbury, 22.

Glastonbury Abbey, 833.

Glastonbury Churchyard, 1431.

Glazenwood, Essex, 252.

Gledhow, near Leeds, 2278.

Gleditsch, Gottleib, 650.

Glen, Callater, 1594.

Glen Dee, 2185.

Glendalough Churchyard, 2082.

Gleneagles, 2185.
Glen Lyon, 2079.

Glenmore, 2167.
Glenmore Forest, 2169.
Glen Nevis, 1579.

Glennie, Lieutenant, 2110.
Glen Tarfe, 1584.

Gloucester Cathedral, 1748.

Gloucester, Duke of, 1393.
Gloucester Lodge, 489.

Grnelin, 1055.

Goat's Island, 2456.

Godefroy of Ville d'Avray, 2201.

Goderich, 183.

Godfrey (or Goffby), Sir Theodore,

Godsal'l, Mr., 1255.

Godstone, 648.

Gogar House, 1394.
Gold bach, 740.

Golden Grove, 266.

Goldie, Mr., of Monkswood, 10-17.

Goldsmith, 839.

Golius, 1321.

Goodrich Castle, 1778.

Goodrick, Sir Harry, of Ribstone,

Goodwood, 59.

Goodwood Park Lodge, 1905.

Goodwyn, 1902.

Googe, 35.

Goose Creek, 1447. 1919.

Gopsall, 1840.

Gordon, 178.

Gordon Castle, 270. (and 43 other
places).

Gordon, Duke of, 2161.

Gordon, Alexander, 1282.

Gordon, Mr., Mile End, 257.

Gordon, G., 816. (and 28 other
places).

Gordon, Janu-
Gordon Robert, 1758.

Gorinki, 15s.

(Jormaftstown, Lord, 840.

Gorrie, Mr., 881.

Gosainthan, I)s7.

Gosford House, 290.
Gosh en, 1273.

Gosier, Abbe, 1670.

Go>tliiig, J., 'J417.

Gostling, Misses, 38.

Gothe, 225.

Gottenburg, 154.

Gottingen, 151.

Gouan, 548.

Gough, 36.

Govan, Dr., of Cupar, 2318.
Governor King,
Governor Philip, 2442.

Gow, Mr., 1178.

Gower, 2017.

Gower, W. Leveson, 646, 647.

Grseffer, 890.

Graham, Dr., 89.

Grainger, Mr., 1773.

Grammont, 1906.

Grampian Mountains, 1085.
Grandfather Mountain, 2199.

Grange, 884.

Grange Hall, 1978.

Grange House, fi-25.

Grant, Sir Archibald, 104.

Giant, George Macpherson, 2120.

Grant, Sir John Peter, 2166.

Granville, 1390.

Graves, Mr., 1834.

Gravesend, 486.

Gray, 37.

Gray, the poet, 100.

Gray, Christopher, of Fulham, 81.

Gray, Dr., 40.

Gray, Edward, 386.

Gray, Earl, 1841.

Gray House, 1841.

Gray of Fulham, 42.

Gray and Son, 47.

Gray and Wear, 47.

Gray's Inn Walks, 1391.
Great Canford, 2000.
Great Livermere, 625.
Great Mogul, 785.
Great Tew, 1670.

Gredington, 1394.

Gredlington, 1839.

Greene, 486.

Green Park, 1392.

Greening, John, 82.

Greenstead Church, 1748.

Greenwich, 2469.
Greenwich Park, 1904.

Gregory the Great, 2071.

Grenoble, 1326.

Grenville, Lady, 2120.

Grenville, Lord, 1779. 2430. 2445.
Gresford Churchyard, 2078.

Gresham, Sir Thomas, 1353.

Gressier, 1255.

Greville, Dr., 107.

Grew, 61.

Grey, Christopher, 909.

Grierson, Mr., 1977.

Grigor, Messrs. A. and J., 2156.

Grigor, Mr., of Elgin, 2180.

Grigor, Mr., of Forres, 2161.

Grilston, 1837.

Grimoaldus, 1956.

Grimstone, 290. (and 32 other
places^ .

Grimwood, Daniel, 83.

Grindal, Bishop of London, 35.
Grindall, Dr., 947.

Grose, 1778.

Guanajuato, 1944.

Guelderland, 1()40.

Guernsey, 2549.

Gut-rrapain, M., 564.

Guildford, Karl of, 1219.

Guildhall, 1754.

Guillemean, 74!>.

Guimpel, F., 1'X).

Giildfiistadt, 674.
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Gulf of Bothnia, llf>5.
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ccr, Sir W. J., 27.

Hooker, Dr., 240. (and 61 other

places).
1 looker, of Brenchley, 757.

Hope, 1>:

Hope, Dr. John, 1657.

Hope, Rev. F. W., 2140.

Hopetoun, Earl of, 102.

Hopetoun House, 91.

Hopkins, Benjamin Bond, 71.

Hopton, 1539.

Horace, 1005.
Horatius Cocles, 1748.

Horford, 371.

Hornby Castle, 716.

Horneman, 821.

Hornsey, 772.

Hum-Held, Dr.,
f
1820.

Horseydowne, 882.

Horsley Deep, 1749.

Hortensius, ':

Hosperdet, 1684.

Hciss, Ko7.
Host, 1456.

Hotspur, 1768.

Houel, M., 1988.

Hounslow, 1682.

Hounslow, Churchyard at, 2081.
Hounslow Heath, 57-.

House of the Forest of Lebanon,
2408.

Houston, Dr., 1276.

Houton, 2085.

Hove, 369.

Hoven, D.,541.
Hovingham Hall, 1841.

Howard, Hon. C., 51.

Howe, Earl, 1840.
Howe's Park, 1839.
Howel Sele, 1763.

Howison, Dr., 2175.

Howitt, Mary, 1086.

Howitt, Mrs., 2540.

Howitt, W., 1036.
Howth Castle, 113.

Hoxton, 718.

Huddersfield, 1G59.

Hudson, 27.

Hudson, William, 354.

Hugh, 2073.

Huifquilica, 1948.

Hull, 130.

Hull, Dr., 10S4.

Humbeque, Brussels, 815.

Humboldt, Baron von, 121.

Humboldt and Bonpland, 2065.

Hume, Lady Amelia, 373.

Hume, Sir Abraham, 118.

Hunneman, Mr., 724.

Hunt, F. and S., 63.

Hunt, Leigh, 1669.

Hunter, Captain, 2442.

Hunter, Dr. A., 80.

Hunter, Percival, 2080.

Hunter, W. H., 1772.

Huntingdon, 1404.

Huntley Lodge, 1190.

Hurdis, 574.

Hursley Park, 1837.
Hurton House, 1881.

Hyde Park, 744.

Hyland, 2092.

Hyland, Mr. William, 251.

Hylands, 497.

Hyle, 1643.

Hymen, 1430.

Hyndford, Earl of, 102.

Hyrcania, 1195.

I.

Ibraham Pacha, Cairo, 2406.

Irkham, 1336.

Iduna, Mill.

Iffley Church yard, 2076.
Illoe Fors, 2302.

Ilus, 1720.

Imiretta, 1410.

Inch Buckling Brae, 836.
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Killerton, 266. (and 19 other
t places).

Killick, 1765.

KilHn, 1577.

Killrudery House, 114.

Kilmalic Churchyard, 1226.

Kilmarnock, 105.

Kilmington Rectory, 1072.

Kilruddery, 1905.

Kimberly, 1044.

Kin, M., 2187.

Kincardine, 2092.

Kinfauns, 89.

Kinfauns Castle, 491.

King Ahab, 2491.

King Alfred, 1749.

King Arthur, 1753.

King, Captain, 305.

King David I., 90.

King Demetrius, 2408.

King Edgar, 1749.

King George's Sound, 964.

King Ina, 1746.

King James, 1762.

King John, 33.

King John's Palace at Eltham,
174?.

King, Lord, 619.

King Stephen, 1999.

Kingsbridge, 484.

King's Room, Stirling Castle,
174*:.

Kingston, 1644.

Kingston, America, 2212.

Kingston, Duchess of, 1837.

Kingston Hill, 1771.

Kingston upon Thames, 764.

Kingsweston, 2185.

Kinlet, 290.

Kincairney, 1217.

Kinkarochie, 840.

Kinmel Park, 414.

Kinnaird Castle, 625.

Kinneir, 2411.

Kinnordy, 710.

Kiow, 411.

Kinross, 92.

Kippenross, 89.

Kirby, 1480.

Kirby, Rev. W., 2142.

Kirby and Spence, Messrs., 1815.
Kirch er, 1988.

Kirkby Lonsdale, 1573.

Kirzchinval, 766.

Kitaibel, 372.

Kitley, 396.

Knatchbull, Sir Wyndham, 2283.

Knedlington, 290.

Knight, 118.

Knight, T. A., 895.

Knowle, 371.

Knoxville, 2196.

Koch, 1453. (and 33 other places).

Kolreuter, John Theophilus, 300.

Konigsberg, 2300.

Kops, Professor, 2095.

Kopensa:!, 291.

Kopenzel Berg, 150.

Kotzebue's Sound, 1155.

Koual, 2157.

Kmvno, 369.

Krause, 189.

Kremlin, the, Moscow, 1696.

Kroglevin, Pass of, 2300.

Kunawar, 950.

Kurdistan, 1721.

Kurile Isles, 2300.

La Billardiere, J. J. J., 356.
La Bresse, 1991.
La Celle, 2000.
La Curva, 1948.
La Fontaine, 1415.

La Gasca, 170.

La Mancha, 1719.

La Peyrouse, M., 2209.

La Plata, 1122.
La Roque, 2409.
La Venta de Agaquisocla, 1942.

1

,

La Venta de la Mojonera, 1942.
'

Lac d' Oo, 2188.
Lac de Gaub. 2188.

Lacalle, 587.

Lacedjemonia, 1016.

Lacken, 145.

Ladakh, Forests of, 2429.

Laertes, 835.

Lahill, 2319.

Laing, Dr., 958.

Laing, Mr., 2173.

Laing, Samuel, 2304.
Lake Baikal, 835,

Lake Erie, 1438.
Lake Huron, 970.
Lake Michigan, 1127.
Lake Mistassins, 1059.
Lake Noor-Laisan, 948.
Lake Ontario, 1407.
Lake of Petrovskoye", 1694.

Lake of Winnipeg, 1057.
Lakes of Killarney, 509.

Laleham Common, 1837.

Lamarck, 141.

Lamb, E. B., 794.

Lambarole, 25.

Lambert, A. B., 54. (and 64 other

places).

Lambeth, 40.

Lambeth Palace, 1344.

Lampsacus, 2112.

Lanark, 100.

Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 612.

Lancaster Friends' Burying-
Ground, 419.

Lance, Mr., 2476.

Landes, near Bordeaux, 1718.

Landgaurd Fort, 948.

Langham Park, 421.

Langles,787.
Langley, Batty, 80.

Langres, 1927.

Lansdowne, Marquess of,7L
Lantrissant, 1839.

Laodicea, 1213.

Lapeaute, M., 996.

Lapeaute, Madame Hortense, 996.

Largo House, 716.

Largs, 1841.

Larignum, 2357.

Larkin, Mr., 1809.
Latham House. 290.

Latrielle, 2141.

Lauder, Sir Thomas Dick, 89. (and
48 other places).

Lauderdale, Duchess of, 57.

Laulnay, 1979.

Laure, M., 2412.

Laurentine, 1298.

Laurwig, 2302.

Lavinia, 962.

Lawers, 2001.

Lawrence, Michael, l'/61.

Lawrence, Miss, 749.

Lawrence, Mrs., 1841.

Lawrence, Charles, 573.

Lawson, Messrs., 2156.

Lawson's Museum, Edinburgh,
2154.

Laxenburg, 150.

Laye, 915.
Le Comte, M., of Riceborough,

2135.
Le Comte, 2526.
Le Conte, 278.
Le Jeune, H., 2161.

Le Monceau, 187.

Le Norman, Baron, 145.

Le N&trc, '23.

Le Roy, M., 1363.
Lechenault de la Tour, M., 307.

Ledbury, 2571.

Ledebour, 308.

Ledlie, Wm., 106.

Lee, 757.

Lee, Messrs., 2440.

Lee and Kennedy, Messrs., 79.

Lee Court, Kent, 2035.
Lee Park, 1395.

Leeds Churchyard, 2092.
Lees. Mr. Edwin, 367.

Leigh Court, 266.

Leigh Park, 659.

Leinster, Duke of, 1393.
Leith Walk, 105.

Leland, 1393.

Lelius, 1023.

Lemarrais, 139.

Lemarrais, Count, 2452.

Lemon, Sir C., Bart, K',4.

Lemonnier, M., 140. 1411.

Lemonnier, Madame, 277.
Lemonnier of Montreuil, 137.

Leopold Frederick Francis Duke
of Dessau, 149.

Lepanto, 2039.

Lepelletier, 1717.

Leroux, M., 1459.

Leroux, M.A.,2415.*
Leslie, 2376.

Leslie, Hon. W., 2431.
Leslie House, 2000.

Lesser, 1816.

Lete, Master Nicholas, 757.

Lettsom, 393.

Leucothoe, 1113.

Leven, Earl of, 2120.
Leven's Grove, 1341.

Levenside, 89.

Lewes, 14f,8.

Lewin, 1481.

Lewis, 485.

Lewis, Governor, 1166.

Lewis, G. R., 1732.

Lewis, E. W., 906.

Lewis, R. H., 906.

Ley, Mr., 1223.

Leycester, Lord, 786.

Leycester, William, 1060.

Leyden, 143.

Leyton, 2099.

L'Hdritier, 244.

Lichfield, 78.

Lichtenstein, Prince, 148.

Lichtenstein, Prince, Eisgrub, 147.
Licinius Mucianus, 2038.

Lightfoot, 27.

Lima, 2438.

Limerick, 1428.

Linaker, Dr., 787.

Lincoln, 192.

Lincoln's Inn, New Square,"1640.
Lindley, Dr., 213. (and 80 other

places).

Lindsay, Mr. T. M., 2128.

Link, 666.

Linlithgow, Earl of, 89.

Linnaeus, 54. (and 72 other places).
Linna-us the younger, 1692.

Lion's Lodge, 1813.

Lippa, 950.

Lippold, Dr., 890.

Lisbon, 170.

Litchett Park, 1779.

Little Bee Tor, 1757.

Little Park, Windsor, 1755.

Little Shardon, 2091.

Littlebourne, 1384.

Littlecote Hall, 1382.

Livermore, 419.

Liverpool, 131.

Livingston, 48.

Livingston, Mr., 177.

Llanbede, 4.30.

Llanlietlc Hall, 1227.

Llandaff, Bishop of, 10,77 .

Llanfoist Churchyard, 2071.

Llanthewy Vach Churchyard.
2078.

Lleland, 2079.

Llewelyn, Dillwyn, 1839.
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Lloyd, the Rev. and Hon. Lum-
le'y, fifi. 62.

L'Obel, ;J5.

LoliM-ns, 1831.

Loch Arkeg, 1772.

Loch Hoishnio Forest, 2362.

Loch Lcven, 840.

Loch Ixmiond, 2091

Loch-na-Garr, 2164.
Loch Ordie Forest, 2362.

Loch Tay, 769.

Loch of the Lows, 2360.

Lochaher, 1772.
Loch i el House, 997.

Loch i) ell, 2080.

Loch wood, 1771.

Lockhart of Lee, 100.

Loddiges, Conrad, 83.

Loddiges, Messrs., of Hackney, 80.

(and 161 other places).
Loebichan, 148.

Logan, Albert, 888.

Logierait, 1226.

Loiseleur Deslongchamps, 189. (and
23 other places).

Loke, 899.

London, 4. (and 184 other places).
London Bridge, 1748.

London, George, 46.

London and Wise, 46.

Londonderry, Marquess of, 575.

Long, H. L., 2328.

Longaford Tors, 1757.

Longford Castle, 624.

Longford, Earl of, 1842.

Long Island, 616.

Longleat, 290.

Longman, T. N., 289.

Longtown, 1169.

Lonicer, Adam, 1043.

Lonicer, John 1043.

Loo, 144.

Los Barrios, 1925.

Losel's Wood, 1758.

Lothian, Marquess, 1772.

London, Baron, 150.

Loudon Castle, 91.

Loudon, John Earl of, 101.

Loudon, Marshal, 150.

Loudon, James, 1240.

London's Brae, 2157.
Loudon's Howe, 2157.

Lough Lane, Islands of, 108.

Louis XI., 1351.

Louis XI 1 1. ,613.
Louis XIV., 368.

Louis XV., 263.

Louis XVI., 2204.

Louis XVI1L, 1411.

Louisiana, 2484.

Louisville, 285.

Loureiro,'482.
Louth, 1195.

Louvre, 1989.

Lowe of Clapton, 119.

Low Layton, 771.

Low Plains, near Penrith, 2384.

Lowe, Rev. Mr., 812.

Lower Sketty, 1839.

Lowhill, i!20.

Lowndes, Mr., 1826.

Lowth, 1902.

Lowther, Lord, 1788.

Lucan, 1462.

Lucania, 420.

Lucky Hay, 958.

Lucombe, Mr., 1850.

Lucombe and Pince, Messrs., 1286.

Lucre, 46.

Lucullus, 22.

Lugdunensis, 2008.

Lund, 154.

Luscombe, 275.

Luscombe, John, 396.

Luther, 792.

Luttrelstown, 1393.

Luxembourg, 465.

Luxembourg Palace, 750.

Lyceum at Athens, 2038.

Lycia, !

Lycurgu>
Lydgate,
Lyndhurst, 1761.

Lyne Grove, 712.

Lyon, IK
Lyon, John, 122.

Lyon, William, 122.

Lyonet, M., 1819.

Lyons, 4(51.

Lyons, John, 2527.

Lysons, 43.

Lyte, Master, 1251.

Lyttelton, Lord, 1977.

M.

M'Clise, 901.

M'Culloch, J.R., 316. (and 17 other

places).

M'Gill, Sir John Dalrymple, 2120.

M'Gregor, Mr., 2116.

M'Intosh, Mr., 145.

M'Kie, John, of Larg, 97.

M'Killigan, Mr., 1149.

M'Leay, 1388.

M'Leay, W. S., 2140.

M'Leish, G., 1217.

M'Leod, 1226.

M'Mahon, Mr., Philadelphia, 1363.

M'Nab, Mr., 99.

M'Nab, James, 354.

M'Pherson, 1339.

Macaire, M., 738.

Macaire and Marcet, Messrs. 300.

Macartney, Lord, 304.

Maccallen, 2574.

Macculloch, Dr., 100.

Mackay, T., 27.

Mackenzie, Mr., 2212.

Mackie, John, 98.

Mackree Castle, 291.

Macleod, Mr., 1978.

Maclure, Wm., 1362.

Macquarrie Harbour, 129F.

Macrostie, Alexander, 2391.

Maddoc, 1763.

Madiot, M,, 1358.

Madrid, 170.

Maeslough Castle, 290.

Magdalen College Grove, Oxford,
1403.

Magnol, 260.

Mahomet, 792.
Mahomet II., 172.

Maia, 1298.

Maidenhead, 407.

Maidstone, 622.

Maillardiere, 266.

Main, J.,251.
Maitland, 87.

Majendie, M., 1459.

Makoy, Jacob, 386.

Malcolm, 119.

Malcolm, William, 83.

Malcolm, Sir John, 792.

Malebaye, 425.

Maledetta, 2188.

Maleshcrbes, 137.

Mallet, M., 617.

Mallet, M. de Chilly, Sologne,
2452.

Mallet, Madame la Baronnc, de

Coupigny, 11 ;.

Malmaison, 139.

Malonc, 108.

Malpayo de-la Joya, 226G.

Malpighius, 61.

Mamhead, 73.

Mamhilad Churchyard, 2077.

Mamre, Oak Grove of, 1720.

Manchester, 130.

Manetti, G., 168.

Mangle*, Captain, 1931.

Mangles, Robert, 2JJd.

Manilla, 1348.

Manilla, 2048.

Mannheim, 147.

Mans, 2216.

Manwood, 1751.

Mar, Earl of, 89.

Mar, Woods of, 2116.

Maratray, M., 42'2.

Marbo2uf, 565.

Marcgraf, :>?).

Margram, 1298.

Margraves of Baden, 147.

Marie, Her Imperial Majesty the

Empress, 121.

Marienwerder, 148.

Marino, 1902.

Markwiek, 1819.

Marlborough, Caroline Duchess of,
2183.

Marlborough, Duke of, 1202.

Marlborough, George, 4th Duke of,
127.

Marlborough House, 1769.

Marlee, near Dunkeld, 2092.

Marmier, M., 2ti4.

Marnock, Mr., 1103.

Marquis, 1717-

Marryatt, Mrs., 965.

Marseilles, 315.

Marsn, Henry, 62.

Marshall, Mr., 627.

Marshall, R., 1761.

Marshall, W., 188.

Marsham, 840.

Marsham, Robert, 17S3.
Marstoke Castle, 1227.

Marsyas, 2038.

Martefontaine, 652.

Martial, 785.

Martin, 2420.

Martin, Dr. Samuel, 1159.

Martin, Mr. Charles, 163.

Martin, D., 781.

Martius, 939.

Martyn, Professor, 302.

Marullus, 792.

Marvell, Andrew, 941.

Mary, Queen, 39.

Masantla, 2349.

Mason, 1043.

Massachusets, 1018.

Masson, Francis, 83.

Masters, Mr., 622.

Matanzas, 121.

Malaxa, Count Marine, 2327.

Maton, Dr., 2125.

Matthew, Mr., 1173.

Matthews, Mr., 185.

Matthews, Mr., of Frimley, 2023.

Mathiolus, 189.

Maule, 93.

Maundrell, 2410.

Maupertuis, 1697.

Mauritania, 998.

Mauroceni, Signer Francisco,
504.

Mausolus, 1068.

Maxwell, 2079.

Maxwell, Iwidy Heron, 96.

Maxwell, Sir Thomas, 1403.

May, Dr., 48.

Mayland, near Antrim, 106.

Mayne, 840.

Mayne, Judge, 98.

Mazanderan, 940.

Meader, 80.

Mease, Dr., 181.

Meason, Gilbert Laing, 1665.

Meath, Karl of, 111.

Mi-aux, 1379.

Mechlin. I9fi&

.Mecklenburg, 153.

Medicus, M. F. C., 617.

Bfidoc
Melbourne Hall, 290. (and 36 other

plaivs
Mclburjlellmry Park, 430.

Mclie, 17v!5.
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Melitus, 2038.

Melius, 899.

Mellerstane, Berwickshire, 91.

Melville Castle, 1481.

Melville, Lord, 1809.

Memel, 2113.

Mency, 2157.

Menelaus, 2037.

Menteath, J. S., 2172. 2177.

Menteith, Lake of, 90.

Menzies, Archibald, 118.

Menzies, Mr., of Migenny, 2359.

Merat, M., 2414.

Mercury, 1723.

Mereville, 138. 291.

Merivale, 1841.

Merlet de la Boulaye, 263.

Merlin, M., 2097.
Mersham Hatch, 2282.

Mertens, Professor, 153.

Mortens, 1486.

Merton, 1840.

Merton Hall, 1840.

Merton Park, 371.

Mesopotamia, 1721.

Methel, 2370.
Methven Castle, 2120.

Metz, 138.

Meulemeester, M., 2013.

Miaco, 2462.

Michael Angelo, 2471.

Michaux, Andre", 84. (and 196 other

places) .

Michaux, F. A., 142.

Micheli, 1832.

Michendon House, 1763.

Micklehain, 1682.

Middleton, Lord Viscount, 2403.
. Middleton, Mr., 2504.

Midstrath, 1226.

Milan, 785.

Mildenhall, 2326.

Mile End, 2086.

Milford, 131.

Mill Hill, 1733.

Miller, P., 38. (and 10/5 other

places).

Milne, Alex., 1800.

Milne, Dr. Colin., 77.

Milne, John, 2575.
Milo of Croton, 1720.

Miltiades, King of the Dolonei,
2112.

Milton, 962.

Milton House, 1527.
Milton Park, 1953.

Minard, 327.

Minerva, 791.

Mingrelia, 14.0.

Minster, 1376.

Minto, 1841.

Minuart, 312.

Minward, 719.

Mirbel, Professor, 135.

Misenus, 2472.

Missa, 369.

Mitcham, 63. 1415.
Mitcham Manor House, 1367.

Mitchell, Dr., 40.

Mitchell, Judge, 624.

Mitchell, Mr., 1223.

Mitchelstown, 107.

Mitford, Rev. J., 2426.

Mithridates, 695.

Mittau, 410.
Moccas Court, 1227. 1732. 1811.

1840.
Moccas Park, 1762.

Moanch, 1395.

Mogador, 1052.

Moira, 108

Molagnore, 163.

Molina, 2436.

Molyneux, 1822.

Monarda, 2512.

Monardcz, 1302.

Monboddo, 1227.

Monceau, 139.

Monck, Sir Charles, 2120.

Monckton, General, 815.

Monckton, Major-General, 2562.

Mongewell, near Wallingford,
1380.

Monro, Dr. 596.

Mons, 1843.
Mont Blanc, 2110.
Mont Perdu, 2110.

Montague, Lady Elizabeth, 1782.

Montanvert, 2276.

Montargis, 685.
Monte Key, 2268

Monteith, 1797.

Monteith, Mr., 89.

Montelimart, 1351.

Monterey, 2249.

Montgomery, 1463.

Montmorency, 699.

Montpelier, 140.

Montreal, 182.

Montreuil, 137.

Montrose, 570.

Monza, 168, (and 63 other places).
Monzie, 2355.
Moor Park, 23.

Moorcroft, Mr., 946.

Moore, 677.

Moore, Captain, of Eglantine, 1229

Moore, Mr., 81.

Moran, 983. 1947.

Moral, 372.

Moray, Earl of, 1225.
Mordant de Launay, 2204.

Morden, 1427.
Moredun Park, 419.

Morel, 188.

Morgan, Edward, 50.

Morgan, Hugh, 37.

Merges, 372.

Morier, 1661.

Morison, 2526.

Moritzburg, 2364.

Morley, 1756.

Morley, Earl of, 1757.
Morn Park, 1119.

Morpeth, 1006.

Morrison, 50.

Mortimer, 613.

Mortlake, 1480.

Morton, Earl of, 101.

Morton Hall, 1748.

Morton, Lord, 1226.

Moschus, 2040.

Moscow, 158. 287.

Moseley's, Sir Oswald, 225A.2554

Moses, 677.

Moss, Mr., 1831.2571.

Mossul, 661.

Moult, the, 484.
Mount Amanus, 2407.
Mount Antisana, 983.

Mount Anville, 2406.

Mount, Anville Hill, 114.

Mount Asher, 1905.

Mount Athos, 1647.

Mount Atlas, 548.

Mount Aventinus, 1643.

Mount Baldo, 1139.

Mount Cashel, Earl of, 1841.

Mount Cassiano, 577.
,

Mount Cassius, 1213.

Mount Cenis, 21SS.

Mount Domoglet, 1209.

Mount Edgecombe, 73.

Mount Edgecombe, Earl of, 73.

Mount Elwend, 813.

Mount Enos, 2326.

Mount Enziendog, 1586.

Mount Etna, 582.

Mount Grove, 289.

Mount Gurval, 1052.

Mount Helicon, 1120.

Mount Ida, 1016.

Mount Janiculum, 1695.

Mount Jorullo, <i:s.j.

Mount Juliet, 1394.

Mount Lebanon, 702.
Mount Lycaeus, 1720.
Mount Norris, Earl of, 250.
Mount Olympus, 1120.
Mount Orizaba, 1126.

Mount Pilate, 2115.
Mount Schibel Jsekel, 1258.
Mount Shannon, 1979.

Mount Shespur, 2031.

Mount Silla de Caraccas, 1164.

Mount Sinai, 947.

Mount Sion, 2466.

Mount Steuart, 101.

Mount Tanga, 2527.
Mount Taurus, 2407.
Mount Trara, 1052.
Mount Ventoux, 2188.
Mount Vesuvius, 636.

Mount Wellington, 2567,
Mount Zoccolaro, 1987.
Mourne Mountains, 110.

Moussouree, 1025.

Mozzate, 169.

Mucross Abbey, 1118.

Muddiford, 2224.

Mudlick, 2196.

Miihlenberg, 1876.

Muhlenberg, Dr., 1236.

Muirland Hills, 1969.

Mulhausen, 140.

Munby, Giles, 1225.

Munches, 1733.

Munich, 151.

Munro, Mr., 124.

Munro, James, 801.

Munster, 1828.

Murat, M., 2405.

Murchison, Mr.,'Murdoch, 1884.

Murphy, Mr., 108.

Murray, Mr., 1667.

Murray, W., 2278.

Murray, Stewart, 2446

Murray, Mungo, 1217.

Murray, Patrick, 48.

Murray, Regent, 832.

Museum of Natural History, Paris,
2268.

Muskau, Prince PUckler, 151.

Mussenbrack, 2417.
Muswell Hill, 1262. (and 19 other

places).

Mutis, 1167.

Mylor Bridge, 2216.

Myrsine, 961.

Myrtilla, 962.

N.

Nagasaki, 1936.

Nagurunger, 2430.

Namedy, 2114.

Naundu Park, 1763.

Nantes, 138.

Nantwich, 39.

Napier, Major-Gen. C. Jas., 2325.

Naples, 286.

Naples, King of, 890.

Napoleon, 23l
/7.

Napoleon, tomb of, 1503.

Narainhetty, 714.

Narbonne, 645.

Nash, Dr., 896.

Nasmyth, Sir James. 93.

Nasmyth, Sir John Murray, Bart.,
466.

Nassau, 1842.

Nasus, Procopius, 699.

Naumachia, Tiberius Cassar's,
2357.

Nebel, M.,2157.
Nebcl and Neunreutter, 2157.
Nee, Louis, 1948.

Needham's Villa, 407.
Ncedwood Forest, 509.
Nees von Esenbeck, 1826.

Neill, Patrick, 544.

Neptune, 1105.
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N'ero, 2S57.

NerriiVe, M., 1 R
Ni-rriiTcs, 466.

Nesfield, W. A., 2161.

Nether Place. -

Neth\\. '.'1 -1-0.

Nettlecombe, 466.

Neufchateau, M. Francois do, (115.

NeuilK.
Neustadt, i'T.i.

Neustadt-an-dcr- Linden, 372.
Ncustra Seilora del Pino, 2263.

Nevin, Mr., 1>1'JI.

New Forest, 509.
New Hailes, 91.

New London, 183.
New Palace, Pimlico, 2422.
New Place, Stratford, 1345.
New Posso, 93.

New Providence, 141.

New York, 10.

Newark, 2185.

Newbattle, 89.

Newb.-tttle Abbey, 419.

Newbury, 1778.

Newcastle, 192.

Newcastle, America, 2159.

Newdigate, Serjeant, 49.

Newington, 1762.

Newington Butts, 2087.

Newman, 907.

Newman, W., 73.
Newnham Courtney, 1776.
Newnham Paddocks, 1303.

Newport. 1778.

Newport, Shropshire, 2,334.

Newton, 1651.

Newton Abbot, 350.

Newton Barry, 108.

Newton Lane, 1783.
Newton Mount Kennedy, 107.

Newton, Stewart, 95.

Nicander, 2069.

Nice, 587.

Nichols, T., 1787.

Nicohoff, John, 1507.

Nicol, 1219.

Nicol, Walter, 188.

Nicolsi, 1737.

Nicolson, Sir Thomas, 12i.'5.

Niddry Marischall, 419.

Nieuport, 2219.

Nigel, 1756.

Nikita, 159.

Nineveh, Gardens of, 2423.

Nisbet, 419.

Nisbett, Captain, 391.

Nismes, 546.

Niven, N., 114.

Noailles, Marlchal do, 17S.

Nocton, 46H.

Noisette, M., 139.

Nonsuch, 1210.

Nonsuch Palace, 35.

Nonsuch Park, :56((.

Nootka Sound, 1059.

Norbury, 1775.

Norbur'y Park, 1682.

Norfolk, 1044.

Norfolk, Earl of, 50.

Norfolk, Duke of, 45.

Normanton Park, 1840.

Noronha. 2055.

Norridgewock, 2282.

\orris, Rev. Mr., 1377-
North 15arr, |.

North Molton, 1757.

Northiain, 1770.

Northampton, Marquess of. 1761.

Northumberland, Duke of, '2158.

Northumberland, Henry Earl of,

73.

Northumberland, Hugh Duke of,

82.

Norton House, 2001.

Norton, Sir John, 1751.

Norwich, 192.

Norwood,
Nostizza, 204'2.

Nourmahal, Princess, 785.

Numa, 2409.
Nuina Ponipilin-
Nun well Park, iTtij.

Nuremberg, 190.

Nurse of Bealings, 1652.

Nurseries :

Adam's, M., Paris, 590.
Allen and Kogers's, Battersea.

1060.

Anderson and Leslie's, Messrs.,
105.

Arcueil, 373.

AudibertVMessrs., 2465.

Audibert's, of Tarascan, 140.

Austen's, Messrs., Glasgow, 105.

Backhouse's, Messrs., York, 2525.

Bassington's, Kingsland, 79.

Baumann's, Messrs., Bollwyl-
ler, 140.

Booth's, Messrs., Hamburg, 153.

Boutcher's, Comely Bank, 105.

Brenchley, 749.

Brentford, 282.

Brighton, near Boston, 1327-

Bristol, 330.

Brompton, 272.

Brompton Park, 46.

Brown's, Slough, 281.

Buchanan's, 541.

Busch's, John, Hackney, 79.

Camberwell, 832.

Canterbury, 144.4.

Catros's, M., Bordeaux, 469.

Cels's, 140.

Chester, 2479.

Clapton, 350.

Clonmel, 491.

Cobbett's, 617.

Colvill's, 240.
Cormack s, New Cross, 79.

Cree's, J., Addleston, 987.

Cullenswood, 266.

Cunningham's, Messrs., Edin-

burgh, 2452.

Dailledouze, Messrs., near Ge-
neva, Iril.

Dalroy, 359.

Daniell's, M., on the Boulevard
Mont Parnasse, 2431.

Darby's, Hoxton, 46.

Dennis's, Chelsea, 984.

Dickson and Co's., Messrs.. 102.

Dickson and Shankley's, 105.

Dickson and TurnbulPs, Messrs.

Perth, 105.

Dickson's, Messrs., Chester,
2452.

Dickson's, Mr., at Hassendean-
burn, 105.

Dickson's, Walter, 105.

Donald's, Goldworth, 1282.

Dungamtown, 2475.

Epsom, 310.

Exeter. 1S55.

Exotic, King's Road, Chelsea,
118.

Fairchild's, Hoxton, 76.

Fennessey and Son's, Messrs.,
1735.

Flotbeck. 885.

Fountain Biidge, 885.

French Authorities, 178.

Fulham, 7.

Furber's, Kensington, 76.

i;il.bs's, 1435.

Godefroy's, 146.

Goldworth, 273.

Gordon's, Jas. and Wm., 78.

Gordon, J., T. Denner, and A.

Thompson's, 78.

Gordon's, Fountainbridge, lo.">.

Gordon's, Mile End, 76.

Fulham, 76.

Gray and Wear's, 47.

8L

Nurseries continued.

Grigor's, Mr., Forres, 21h6.

Hackney, 79. (and many other
places).

Hammersmith, Lee's, 252. (and
56 other places),

ll.tnilsworth, 491.

Hasendeanburn, 1658.

Hawick, 1640.

Haven's, M., Erfurt, 153.

Held's, Vienna, 150.

Higgins's, Mr., Tipperary, 1228.

Hodgins's, near Wicklow, 116.

Hodgkin's, Dunganston, 2121.

Holloway Down, 1922.

Humbeque, 817.

Hunt's, Putney, 55.

Huntingdon, 1404.

Irving's, 1733.

Jacquemet-Bonneford, Ammo-
noy, 140.

Jeffries'.--, 47.

Jeffries and Gray's, 47.

Kensington, 280.

Kilkenny, 491.

Killerton, 269.

Kinnoul, 2287.

Knaphill. 2/7.

Knight's (Exotic) 235.

Landreth's, 1365.

Lawson's, Edinburgh, 475.
Le Candele, M., Humbeque, 145.
Lee and Kennedy's, 76.

Leslie, Thomas, and Co's., Dun-
dee, 105.

Lewisham, 539.

Leyton, 383.

Loddiges's, Messrs, 76. (and nu-
merous other places).

London and Wise's, 46.

Low's, 305.

M'Mahon's, 1363.

Mackay's, Norwich, 625.

Malcolm's, 76.

Malcolm and Co's. , Messrs.Wm .
,

77.

Mansfield, 749.

Maresfield, 1081.

Marylebone, 1206.

Mathieu's, 31., Berlin, 153.

Milbank, 80.

Mile End, 257. (and 35 other

places).

Millbrd, 588.

Mossuree (India), 894.

Nerrieres, M., Nantes, 565.

Nerrin, M., Nantes, 516.
New Cross, 1217.

Noisette's, 140.

Norbiton Common, 1147.

Norwich, 663.

Ogle's Grove, 1229.

Parmentier's, M., Enghien, 1 !">

Perth. 270.

Pontey's, Plymouth, 964.

Pope's, Messrs., 625.

Prince's, 815.

Reid's, Aberdeen, 105.

Ricketts and Pearson's, 46.

Richmond's, Mr., 102.

Rinz, M., Frankfort, 153.

Rivers and Son's, Messrs., Saw-

bridgeworth, 77'.'.

Robertson's, Kilkenny, 116.

Roehampton, 339.

Rollisson's, Messrs. ,Tootni
Ronalds's, Brentford, 79.

Rosenthal's, Vienna. 150.

Roy's, M., Angers, 2536.

Roy's, Aberdeen, 2121.

Russell's, Lewisham, 76.

Sampson's, Kilmarnook, 105.

Saunders's, Jersey, 290.

Sawbridgeworth, IS

sdu-lhaus's, M., Cassel, 153.

Sedy'g, Lyons, 1432.

Seidel, M., Dresden, 153.
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luche,
Pltlkeilet, M.

Plumier,
Plums!
I'lutan

Pluto, <>41.

Plymouth, 570.

llll.
Podoli :.

Pceppig, Dr.. .

Pointer, Master Richard, 88'.'.

Poiret,
iu, M., 471.

foil-. ,

Pole. Cardinal, 1S44.

Polhill, J., 1

Folkeminet, House of, 2337.

Pollock, 14U-J.

Polonger, M., 1931.

Pxly.u.re, lulo.

Polydore Virgil, 1750.

Polydoriu
Polyphemus, 2121.
Poiuel

Pomona, 791.

Pompeii,
Pompey, i. Ml.

Pousonby Hall, 414.

Pontefract, 754

Pontey, I./:.-,.

Pontey, William. 188.

Pontus, 1131.

Poole, Mrs.,
Pope, 54.

Pope and Co., Messrs., 2548.

Pope Eugene, 2467.

Pipe's Villa, Twickenham, 1237.

Poppikdorf, i

Porcel, Antonio, 2'_i3.

Porcella.

Pork.n:,'ton, 1840.

Pors;; t

Port de la Pez, 2209.
Port Kill.

Port Famine,
Port Jackson, 9,i().

Portarlington, Earl of, 218 k
Porthrid-e, in Dantbni, 21..

Portbury Churchyard, '~\/Sl.

Portensrhh"-, 71 i".

Porter, Sir Robert Ker.
Porteus, IJisliop, 44.

Portillo de la Villa,

Portland, Duchess of, S3.

Portland, Duke of,
'

Portland's Park, Duke of, 1766.

Portsmouth, 1750.

Portsmouth, New Hants, 111."..

Portsmouth Road, Surrey, 575.

Portway House, 178 1.

Posen, 18S1.

Potemkin, Prince, 159.

Potts, Mr. John, 391.

I'ouijuevillt', 172.

Powderbam Castle. 73.

Power's Court. 1119.

Powencourt, Iu7.

Powis Castle, 1840.

Powis, Earl of, Lndlow, 18tO.

Powis, Karl <.(',

Pownall, G(.vernor, fi!5.

Poynter, Ricliard, ;'*'>.

Prauo Park, Madrid, 1907.
Pre 1'K'veque, lfi.'

Prescott, Mr..

i Hall, 419.
Sir Kobert, Hart., 123.

Presto^;.,

t, Alt-xandrc, 163.

Pri.un. .

Price, Sir tl\edale, .

Prieiie, 17'JO.

Priuunut. Mrs., s.;.

Prince, ofNew Vo>k, 18 J

Prin-u'p, M. Mar'iiie.

Priiius, Prince of Dahlburg. it-;.

Prior or \Vohiirn, tli .

Promenade at .

Promenade at the U-ie of Barques,
lti.3.

Pronvi:: .

Proterpin
Protestant Dissenters' School, Mill

Hill, r,:j,;.

Proteus, 14S7.

Providencf.

'Ptolemy Piiilopater, 1005.

Puck, 901.

Pixel's Sound, 10.-.9.

Pugh, Dr. Owen, ilOTl.

Pultenej
PurkeM, I7til.

Purser's Cross, 72. (and S8 other

j)lac.

Pursh, ]'22. (and 35 other places).
Puvis, M. aiai.

Pyramus, 1344.

Q-

Quatorze, Louis, 1JT7.

Quebec, 142. 982.
Oueen Adelaide's Lodge, r
Oueeu Anne,
vjuet'ij Anne of Austria, 942.

.irolme, 1675.

'Jneen Charlotte's l-'oreland, 2442.
Oueen Elizabeth, 'J4.

(Jueen Mary, 7bt3.

Oueen Philippa, 1748.

Oueensberry, Duke of, f)2.

Queenwood, Tytherly, Wilts, 2.;7.".

Oueenby Hal!.

Oiie;;don, 772.

Uuillay-Leuvu, 2-137.

Quirapoo, iy-ii>.

R.

Racine, 2416.

Rauclifle, Miss, of Worcester, 241G.

.11, William, 2140.

Radnor, Earl of,

Radnor, Lord, 621.

Railzivil, Prince, 2113.
Raffeneau de Lile, M., 1364.

Ratinesque, 477.

Ragland Castle 1592.

Ragley Park, 1833.

Ran..l, 1849.

llaoaw-Chabet, Princess o:,

EUUh,716.
Raith House, 1905.

Ixajah Shah, 24.JO.

Raleigh, Sir Walter, 36.

Rama, -

Rambouillet, r>8.

Rankeilor, Lord, 103.

Ranuoch Forest, 2169.

Raphael.
Itapin, 1: :H.

Rapin, Nicholas, i'41.

2J67.

U.it/ei>urg, Dr., 214:.

Ranch, Charles, lift.

Ranch, Fr.u.cis, IfxJ.

Ranch, Stephen, 150.

Rauwoll.

Ravenna, 785.

RaveMworth Castle, ls;y.
Kaven.-. \vorth, Lord, 73.

Rawdou, Sir Arthur, 48.

.uid :o other places).

Raywood, 1.394.

ttoui, 176().

Rea, John, 50.

Reading,
Ki-:il drl M.mie, 1012.

Ki-auinur, hll.
Irll.

Redleai,
-*

Redollte, ISO.

Redriuh, 997.

Keeves .Mr., 177.
- . 221".

- Park, 1777.
Kt iclienberj:, M., L'JKJ.

Reid, John, 104
ireid, Mr., 87.

Reinwardt, Professor, 1243.
Remus.
ueneli, Mr., 55.

Renuweg, 150.

I,
10. 4.

Requieti
Renalri

Jti-tziu*. 153.

Reynardwn, of Hillingdoi.
Reynardson, S., 5y.

Reyuloit,
Ifeynold.s, Sir Joshua, 200.

lllieede, 5^7.

Rbodaute, Oueen of Corinth, 7yl.

Riaito, Hridge of, 1G80.

Ribbesford, 17--

Ritoton Park, 895.

Riccartou, 9'J.

Riccioli, 8040.

Rich, Robert, 622.

Richard, AchiHe, 30
Richard Cceur de Lion, 2G70.
Richard, Mr., 83.

Richard 11.,

Richardson, Dr., 124.

Richardson. Mr., 1860.

Richelieu, Duke of, 159.

Richmond, 37

ilu-hmohd, Duke of, 54.
Richmond Park, 1822,
Rickett.

Rickinauswoith Vicarate, -

Uk'ot i'ark, 832.

Riga, 2113.

K-gby, Mr., 1523.

Rigot, M., Vaiembe. Geneva, ItiJ.

Kmerield I^culfje, 1787.
R n^erike, 2300.

Unix, Bl, Ida
Kiuz, M. J., jun., 386.
Rio de Janeiro, 123.
Rio de la Trinidad, 1062.

K-pley Castle, 290.

Ripon, 2U73.

l.i.sMi, M.,2214.
Ritter, M. 147.

Rivelin, 1778
Rivers and Son, Messrs., 750.

Robert, M. (i., 2228.
Roberts, Mr. IGL'O.

Robertson, Mr., 1129.

Robin, l:>ti.

Robin, Jean, 609.

Robin, Vespasian, 156.

Robinson, Bishop, 42.

Robinson, Sir George, 1227.

'tobiquet, M., 1931.
- -777.

Roccadello Capre, 1%1.
i;..cluster Castle, o.".!)

Hoehtbrd, I^rl of, 82.

Rock Forest, 7 17.

Rockingham Forest. ;

Rockingham, Mrimuess of, 83.
;>.ulen. Earl of, 108.

Roebuck Tavern, Richmond Hill,
1511.

Ru-mer, 1043.

Rotenblad, M., 155.

MM- of Sicily, 1351.

lingers of Southampton, 761.

'n>;V.,,or, 554

Roland, M., sen., 624.
u'.ilotoii Hal!.

is
, 387.

Rome, 511.
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Romulus, 1016.

Romulus Quirinus, 963.

Ronsard. 7*5.

Rooke, Major Hayman, 1766.

Rook's Nest, 2,; 4.

Rootsey, Mr., of Bristol, 2071.

Rose, 46.

Rosembourg, 789.

Rosenberg, 154.

Roseneath Castle, 290.

Rosenstein Palace, 152.

Rosenthal, M., 1727.

Rosier, 577.
Rosier Abbe, 695.

Rossmlissler, 2141.

Rostillon, 107.

Rotherwas, 1394.

Rothiemurchus, 2116.

Rothsay, 2042.

Rotonda, 420.

Rotterdam, 144.

Rouen, 112.

Rough Island, 106.

Round Stone, 1083.

Rousseau, 125.).

Roveredo, 1352.

Roxburgh, 1324.

Roy, M., 2182.

Royal Forests, 1750.

Royal Forest, Chopwell, 1806.

Royal Naval College, 618.

Royle,Mr.,173.(and 54 other places)

Royle, Dr., 245.
Rozelle (Scotland), 716.

Rubia, 420.

Rudets, 157.

Rue de Buffon, 461.

Rue des Vignes, 565.

Rue Crenelle, 660.

Ruellius, 2008.

Rugby, 841.

Ruinard de Brimour, Rheims,
2452.

Ruiz, 293.

Ruiz, Don Hippolito, 2436.

Rumbling Bridge, 1217.

Rumphius, 527.

Runnymede,t2076.
*Rupp, M., 2H5.
Rush, Dr., of Aleppo, 412.

Russell, Dr., 72.

Russell House, Bloomsbury, 613.

Russell, Lord G. W., 15! '3.

Russell, Mr., of Battersea, 1135.

Rutger, T., 1104.

Rutty, 465.

Ryall, 69.

Rycote, 1775.

Rydal, 1831.

Ryton Wood, 1780.

S.

Sabine, Joseph, 123.

Sacconex, 161.

Saddle Hill, 2241.

Saffron Walden, 1760.

Sageret, M., 541.

Saguntum, 2408.

Saint Hilaire, Jaume, 464.

Saint Suzanne, 2272.

Sakhlehe, 2406.

Saladin, 785.

Salamanca, 1905.

Salcey Forest, 1764.

Salcombe, 396.

Salency, 792.

Salisbury, Lord Treasurer, 40.

Salisbury, R. A., L6.

Salisbury, William, 75.

Salmon, Mr., 2134.

Salmon, Rev. W. T., 1812.

Salterbridge, 1979.
Saltram, 266.

Saltwood Castle, 1225.

Salvator Rosa, 1997.

Salvin, A., 2034.

Sammerstown, 1916.

Sampayo, T., 57.

San Antonio, 2251.

San Luis, 2270.
San Pedro, 7(>6.

Suneere, iHKH).

Sanchie, 419.

Sancho Panza, 1719.
Sandown Place, 268.

Sandwell Park, 716.

Sandwich, Earl of, 251.

Sang, 89. (and 42 other places).
Santa Maria de Tula, 2485.
Santa Rosa, 1944.

Sarrazin, 999.

Sarimi, 901.

Saunders, George, 2182.

Saunders, B., 1432.

Saunders, R., 2328.

Savannah, 2532.

Savernake Forest, 1792.

Savi, M., 1253.

Savoy Palace, 1748.

Sawbridgeworth, "57.
Saxe Weimar, Chas. Aug., Grand
Duke of, 2061.

Saxmundham, 958.

Saxy, Poet John, 2076.

Say's Court, Deptford, 45.

Scamozzi, 2012.

Scarborough, Lord, 1957.

Scarsdale, Lord, 1839.

Sceaux, 139. (and 23 other places).

Scheeffer, 2147.

Schalouse, 2539.

Schammes, M., 1844.

Schawboe, Mr., 2463.

Schiede and Deppe, 2266.

Schlegel, 792.

Schleichcr,118.

Schmidt, 189.

Schober, 966.

Schoch, M., 149.

Schonbrunn, 148.

Schonhoff, 150.

Schools, Father, 2070.

Schottel, 2157.

Schouw, Professor, 154.

Schrader, 677.

Schubert, M., 159.

Schultes, 1043.

Schwartzenberg, 150.

Schwetzingen, 147.

Schwinitz, Dr., 462.

SchwCbbache, 148.

Schwobber, 151.

Scipio Africanus, 1724.

Sciron, or Cercyon, 2122.

Sckell, Charles, 151.

Sckell, Charles Louis, 151.

Scone, 123.

Scopoli, 1456.

Scoresby, 2321.

Scotswood Dean, 979.

Scott, Mr. David, 393.

Scott, Sir Walter, 22.

Scottow Common, 1812.

Scribonius Largus, 2418.

Scudamore, Lord, 896.

Scutari, 2467.

Scythia, 941.

Seafield, Earl of, 2165.

Seckler, 895.

Secondat, 1722.

Seetzen, 1931.

Seidlitz, Churchyard at, 2539.

Selborne Churchyard, i.'091.

Sello, 1274.

Seppings, Sir Robert, 620.

Sepps, 190.

Seringe, 684.

Servius, 1956.

Sesostris the Great, King of Egypt,
2408.

Severa, Empress, 1351.

Seville, 170. 1915.

Sextius, 2070.

Shadwell Lodge, 2048.

Shaftesbury, Countess of, 1317.

Shakspeare, 793.

Shanes Castle, 1842.

Shank Hill. 115.

Shardeloe
Sharfield, l^iT.

Sharp, Mr., South Lodge, 55.

Shawlcy, 367.

Sheffield, 130.

Sheffield Park, 177*
Sheffield Place, 1783.

Shelton, 1393.

Shelton Abbey, 113.

Shelton Park, 1957.
Sheldon Woods, 2519.
Shelford Lodge, 2000.

Shelly, 2122.

Shenstone, 1701.

Sheopore, 1146.

Shepherd, 119.

Shepherd, Mr. John, 1327.

Shepperton, 489.

Sherard, 239.

Sherard, Dr. James, 75.

Sherard, Dr. William, 75.

Sherard, James, G2.

Sheriff', Mr., 738.

Sherwood, 277.

Sherwood Forest, 1750.

Shipley Hall, 1133.

Shirley Street, 2580.

Shooter's Hill, 839.

Shoreditch, Duke of, 2086.

Shortgrove, 2092.

Shrewsbury, 1768.

Shrivelsby, 2427.
Shrubland Park, 2001 .

Si-ling-chi, Empress of China, 1350.

Sibert'sl Abbey of Westminster,
1747.

Sibthorp, Dr., 319.

Sicily, 998.

Sickler, Dr., 477.

Sieber, 320.

Siebold, Dr., 386.

Siebold, M., 2095.

Siebuhr, 638.

Siefwerstrale, M., 155.

Silenus, 1005.

Simoisius, 1643.

Simond, M., 2471.

Simpson, James, 918.

Sims, Dr., 932.

Sina, Baron, 147.

Sinan Nile, 786.

Sinclair, G., 1095.

Sinclair, Mr., 773.

Sinclair, Sir John, 369.

Sinica, 276.

Sir Gawaine, 1747-

Sir Gerath, 1747.
Sir Tristram, 1747.

Sirinagur, 1115.

Sirmore, 983.

Sittinghourne, 696.

Skechem, 1720.

Skcensborough, 2118.

Skeldale, 2073.
Skenc of Carriston, 90.

Skctty Hall, 820.

Slater, Gilbert, 83.

Slater, John, 383.

Slaugham Park, 2399.

Sleaford, 695.

Slievo-Nancc, 1591.

Sloane, Sir Hans, 42.

Sloane Square, 489.

Slough, 1264.

Smeathman, 1816.

Smeaton's Eddystone Lighthouse
1776.

Smctz, M., of Dcurnc, 1950.

Smilax, 2084.
Smith and Co., 47.

Smith, Dr., of Christiania,

Smith, Mr., CoomU- Wood, 1131.

Smith, Mr., Kew, 1922.
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Smith, W., Norbiton Common,
1147.

Smith, Messrs., of Ayr, 2295.

Smith, Robert, 21'JO.

Smith, Sir J. E., '.'7. (and 84 other

plao
Smith, Sir Richard, 1392.

Smith, Titus, 2191.

Sinithers, Mr.
Smyrna, 674.

Smyth, Sir S..

Smyth, Thomas, 33.

Snodgrass, Mr.. Hint.

Snowy Mountains, 12205.

Society Isles, 1063.

Socrates, 1720.

Soesdyke, 41.

Soissons, 1;>97 .

Solander, Dr., 83.

Solinus, 22.

Solitinia, 2110.

Solly, Richard Horsman, 357.

Solomon, 15.

Solomon's Temple, 940.

Soma, or Somine, 169.
Somerford Hall, 815.

Somerset, Duke of, 1758.

Somerset, Earl of, 793.

Somerset, Edward Duke of, 73.

Somine, Dr., 1951.

Sophocles, 1724.

Soolange-Bodio, M., 139.
Sound of Mull, 2080.
South Lodge, 1078.
South Molton, 1854.

South, Mr., 1762.
South Runeton, 2580.

Southampton, 131.

Southcote, Mr. 71.

Southend, 515.

Southey, 512.

Southfield, 1G55.
South Hill, 272.

Southwell, Sir Thomas, 1430.

Sowerby, Mr., 1489.

Spach, M., 967.

Spalatro, 697 .

Sparrow, Lady Olivia B., 1203.

Speechley, 80.

Speilman, Sir John, 24.

Spence, Mr., 396.

Spencer, Earl, 1336.

Spenser, 677.

Spiers, Alex.,1772.
Spitaltields, 1461.

Sprengel, 16.

Springfield, 1861.

Spring Gardens, 1393.

Spring Grove, 254.

Spring Vale, 112.

Sprotborough Hall, 1394.
St. Andrew's Square, Edinburgh,

1494.
St. Anne's Hill, 627.
St. Aubin-du-Perron, 1979.
St. Augustine, Abbey of, 1347.

St. Bartholomew, 839.
St. Bartholomew's Chapel, Kings-

land, 1777.

St. Bernani, 2073.
St. Catherine's Church, Regent's

Park, 174*.
St. Christopher, 1336.

St. Clara, Convent of, at Bois le

Due, 2539.
St. Claude, 1

St. Denis, Paris, 815.

St. Domingo, 621.

St. Edmund, 17m.
St. E'tienne, 1961.

St. Germain en Layc, 137-

St. Helena, .">7J

St. Helen's, 1

St. Innocent, Paris, 839.

St. J.U'1.

St. James's Palace, 1769-

St. Jatm-s'u Park, 506.

St. John's College, Cambridge, 491.

St. John's College, Oxford, :

St. Lawrence, 1057.

St. Lawrence, Church of, 1776.
St. Leger
St. Leonard's Forest, 1745.

St. Leu, 138.

St. Lo, 1390.
St. Louis, 995.

St. Lucie, 708.

St. Martin-le-Pauvre, 2415.

St. Mary's Isle, 291).

St. Mary's, York, 207 >

St. Medard, Bishop of Noyon, 792.
SL Michael's Mount,
St. Nicholas, Village of, 1965.

St. Osyth's, 1662.

St. Peter, 792.
St. Peter's, Jersey, 1984.

St. Peter's, Rome, 2467.
St Petersburg, 984.

St. Philip, 839.

St. Pierre, 1006.
St Remy, 2471.
St. Roque, 585.

St Sergius, Convent of, 2410.
St. Sophia, 785.
St. Stephen, Chapel of, 1747.
St. Susan, Rome, 792.
St. Tropez, 2228.

Stackhouse, 16.

Stackpole Court, 1237.

Stajhelin, Benedict, 1064.

Stzehclin, John Andrew, 1064.

Stafford, 1667.

Staines, 2076.

Stallenge, Master Win., 1353.

Stamford, 1970.

Stamford Hill, 959.

Standish, 885.

Standish, Arthur, 1751.

Stanhope, Earl, 1838.

Stanhope, Lord, 619.

Stanmore, 2457.

Stanmore Heath, 997.

Stanmore Priory, 1861.

Stanstead, 2o72.
Stanstead Forest, 1957.
Stanstead Park, 1957.
Stanwick Park, 21 85.

Stapleton Park, 1771.

Starke, Rev. Mr., 1601.

Staunton, Sir George, 84.

Staunton, Sir G. T., 1509.

Steel, 1464.

Steller, 1136.

Stephens, Mr., 838.

Stephens, Mr., of Elgin, 1978.

Sterne, 1643.

Steuart, Sir Henry, 105.

Steven, Mr., 159.

Steven, J., 1226.

Stevenston, 1644.

Stevenstone Park, 1837.

Stewart, Dugald, 1663.

Stewart, John, Earl of Bute, 378.

Stewart, Sir M. S., 1225.

Stidolph, Sir Richard, 1427.

StillingHeet, Mr. B., 133&
Stockbridge, 1758.

Stockholm, 154.

Stockholm Government Garden,
1325.

Stoke Edith, 290.

Stoke Edith Park, 716.

Stoke Gabriel Churchyard, 2091.
Stoke Pogis, 1976.

Stoneleigh, 1779.

Stoneleigh Abbey, 1771.

Stourhead, 718.

Stow Hill, 1519.

Stow in the Wold, 2585.

Stowe, 7C.

Strabo, 1426.

Strangways, Hon. F., 2232.

Strasburg, 140.

Stratford-le-ow, 1864.

Stratford-on-Avon, 1396.
Strath Oikcll, 17-ki.

Strath 'lay, 7<i'J.

Strath tieldsayc, 71.

Strathspey, 1115.

Stratton Strawless, 1783.

Stretty Hall, 1840.

Strickland, Wm., 2199.

Stringer, Mr., 1519.

Strom, M., 155.

Stroudhouse, 1331.
Stroudwater Hills, 1956.

Strutt, Mr., 208. (and 35 other

plan
Stuart, the late Rev. Dr., 1546.

Slubber, Robert, 840.

Studley, 2161.

Studley Park, 1394.

Stukely, Dr., 1768.

Sturge, G., 1804.
Stutton Rectory, 2338.

Suabia, 2143.

Sudbury, 69.

Suembu, 1115.

Suidas, 1723.

Sutherland, 48.

Sutherland, Mr. James, 86
Sutton Churchyard, 2091.
Sutton Place, Surrey, 1022.

Swainson, Mr. William, 75.

Swallowfield, 720.

Swartz, 523.

Swayne, Rev. G., 2027.

Sweet, 316.

Sweet Springs, 1166.

Sweetheart Abbey, 1222.

Swift, 57.

Swinburne, 2020.

Swinhoe, 47.

Switzer, 54.

Sydenham, 596.

Sydney, 186.

Sydney, M. J. F., 1006.

Sydney, Sir Philip, 1763.

Syon, 7. (and 126 other places).
Syon Hill, 1018.

Symes and Co., Messrs., 2395.

Symonds, Dr., 897.

Syracuse, 2038.

T.

Tabernannontanus, 2063.
Table Mountain, 2199.

Tabley Hall, 1904,

Tadoussac, 142.

Taessa, 786.

Talbot, C. P., 1298.

Talcaguano, 2436.

Tampico, 1012.

Tangier, 2407.

Tankerville, Lady, 394.

Taplow Court, 284.

Tarascon, 140.

Tarentum, 2228.

Tarma, 2590.

Tarnawa, 1725.
Tarnawa Castle, 509.

Tarring, 1367.

Tasso, 1958.

Tate, 1150.
Taurida Palace, 1517.

Taverham, 611.

Taygetus, 2203.

Taylor, Dr., 1976.

Taylor, Samuel, 14:21.

Taylor, R. C., 2137.

Taylure, C., 1073.

Taymilt, 769.

Taymouth, 89.

Taymouth Castle, 371. (and 25
other places) .

Tazzetti, M. Targioni, 2104.

Tchitchagoft; Admiral, 139.

Teddesley, 4!0.

Teddesley Park, 2001.

Tcesdalc, 747.

TeflU, 633.
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Telamon, 16*1

Tell, William, 2070.

Temple Gardens, 7i).'3.

Temple House, 461.

Temple of Bacchus, Pain's Hill,

2313.

Temple of Philosophy, 1704.

Temple, Sir Win., 9WL
Templeton, John, lux.

Templeton, Mr, 1591.

Templeton, Mrs., 1155.

Teneriffb, 2262.

Tennessee, 1041.

Tenore, Sr., of Naples, 420.

Tercnure, 275. (and 32 other

places).
Teresa, 1719.

Terminus, 1780.

Terni, 727.

Tertullian, 785.

Testwood, 624.

Teta, Antonio, 504.

Tent, 1725.

Tentates, 1023.

Tew Park, 1227.

Tewksbury, 1393.

Thainston, 266.

Thames Dittoti, 88-J.

Thanet, 1376.

Thanet, Earl of, 1812.

Thasos, 2203.

Thebes, 1005.

Theobald's, 1353.

Theocritus, 017.

Theophilus, 792.

Theophrastus, 16. (and S7 other

places).

Theseus, 2122.

Thessaly, 998.

Thevcnot, 2410.

Thirkleby, near Thrisk, 2184.

Thisbe, 1344.

Thoburn, Mr., 71.

Thoburn, Frank, 120.

Thompson, 485.

Thompson, Dr., 1188.

Thompson, Mile Knd, 267.

Thompson, Mr., 958.

Thompson, R., 688.

Thomsone, John, 87.

Thorauz, 2364.

Thore, Dr., 2214.

Thoresby, 2001.

Thorndon Hall, 58.

Thorp, 1904.

Thorpe, 1490.

Thory, 749.

Thouin, Professor, 83.

Thouse, M., 155.

Thrace, 1016.

Threlkcld, 27.

Thrickleby Hall, 371.

Througham, 1760.

Thucydides, 2466.

Thunberg, 282.

Thurston, Archbishop of York,
2073.

Thury, 138.

Tibberton Court, 1815.

Tibbcrton Park, 1745.

Tiberius Caesar, 1987.,

Tiberius, Emperor, 882.

Tibullus,1958.
Tibur, 1901.

Tiburtus, 515.

Tillburg, 2539.

Timor, 2269.

Tiny Park, 1977.

Tipping, Mr, 2139.

Tiri Fiord, 2301.

Tisbury Churchyard, Dorset, 2076.

Titsey Place, Godstone, 646.

Tiltour, Mount Kennedy, 2120.

Tivoli, 1033.

Tivoli Garden, Vienna, 1665.

Tixtala, 1948.

Tocat, 1847.

Toeplitz, 150.

Tolcross, 104.

Tollymore Park, 108.

Tongue, 571.

Tontian, 1507.'

Topham, , of Windsor, 02.

Tor Hill, 350.

Tor Wood, 1773.

Tornea, 2139.

Torren*, benjamin, 1314.

Torrey, Dr., 480.

TorriiiKton, 1740.

Tors, 1756.

Tortworth, 24.

Touch, 14(.2.

Toulon, 140.

Tournay, 145.

Tournefort, 13G. (and 23 other

places).

Tours, 689.

Touthill Street, ssj.

Toward Castle, 421.

Toward, Mr., 1178.

Towers, Mr., 738.

Traclescant, 36.

Tradescant, J., jun., 49.

Tragus, IL'u,!.

Traherne, Kev. J. M., 1839.

Traill, Mr., 178.

Trajan, Emperor, 1748.

Trapp, Dr., 195(5.

Trattinik, M., 1423.

Traucat, Frangois, 1352.

Trebia, 17i.'4.

Trebisonde, 716.

Tredgold, 1787.

Tredegar House, 652.

Tri>(k^.r Park, 1777.

Trelawney, Henry, 62.

Trelawney, Sir Harry, of Butts-

head, 5:5.

Tremayne, J. H., 119.

Tremblestown, 114.

Trentham Hall, 290. (and 35 other

places).
Trenton, 2283.

Trevelyan, W. C., 153.

Treviranus, 1498.

Trianon, 137.

Trieste, 697.

Trinity College, Cambridge, 368.

Tripoli, 2407.

Tristan, M., 2014.

Trons, 162.

Troughton Hall, 314.

Trudaine, Daniel Charles, 2414.

Trudainc de Montigny, 2414.

Tschoudi, Baron, 138.

Tucker, Mr., 1.854.

Tudor, Mary, 1391.

Tuggie, Mistress, 1)63.

Tuilleries, 469.

Tull, 101.

Tullibodie, 466.

Tulloch Castle, 1438.

Tullyallan, 1178.

Tullymore Park, 2338.

Tunbridge, 1745.

Tunbridge Wells, 750.

Tunis, 1911.

Turin, 1662.

Turner, 24.

Turner, Mr., Bury Bot. Card.,
1517.

Turner, Robert, 1800.

Turner, Spencer, 1922.

Turner, Thos. and Geo., 1769.

Turner, Thos., 1402.

Turnham Green, 1527.

Tusculum, 515.

Tusser, 35. 885.

Twamley, Miss, 932.

Twceddale, 93.

Twceddale, first Marquess of, 103.

Twickenham, 878.

Twickenham Ferry, 1779.

Twickenham Park, 55.

Twiiknnm, ssj.

Tyclims, liiM.

Tylney, K.irl, I-'.

Tyningham, i(>_'. (and 'J:

place*).
Tyre, !

Tyrrell. Sw Waiter, ITtM.

Tytherly, 8073.

TiAMcoCelo, 157.

Him, 1210.

Ulverton, 769.

I, 835.

Underwood, Mr., llti.

Ungnad, David, 717.

Upsal, lf>4.

Upton, u!>4.

Upton House, 71. ,

r
)!)J.

Urisberg Mountains, IOBS.

Utrecht, 145.

Uvedale, Dr., H.
Uxbridge, Lady, 1769.

V.

Vahl, 1229.

Vaillant, 1032.

Valcimaca, 549.

Valdivia, 243(5.

Vale of Denvent, 2023.

Vale of Gloucester,
'

Vale of Tombs, I.MI>.

Vallancey, 901.

Vallemont, Dr., '2'i'M.

Valley of Andorro, on tin

Valley of Arrcau, 'J:

Valley of Dhoon, 1014.

Valleyfleld, 123.

Valhsnieri, M., 1910.
Valmont do Houan-.
Vaiombrosan Apenniiu-, !! i; '->.

Valparaiso, 993.
Van Burgdorf, M., 1862.

Van der Maelen,
Vander Schott, M., 147.

Van Mous, Dr., ^02.

Van Sieboldt, Dr., 'JS35.

Vancouver, 17H4.

Vancouver, Captain.
Vane, .Sir F., Bart., 1777.

Varembc, 163.

Varennes, 1379.

Varennes de Fcnille, 14;i7.

Varin, M., 1212.

Varrel, M.,2471.
Varro, 835.

Vatican, Home, 515.

Vatinius, 2112.

Vaucluse, 1071.

Vaud, 161.

Vaughan, Sir Robert W., 176J.

Vauquelin, M., 307.

Veitch, 93.

Veith, Mr., 1900.

Velitraj, 2039.

Veltheim, Count, 148.

Ventenat, 368.

Venice, r>W.

Venus, 791.

Vere, Mr., 1317.

Vergaud, M.,4ti/5.

Venninden, Sir Cornelius, 'Jilt!.

Vermont, 412.

Verney, Sir Harry, 1839.

Vernon, Henry, 2334.

Vernon, Mr., 5.5.

Verrieres, 924.

Versailles, 140.

Versnrit, 45.

Vertnema, Lndovico, 785.

Vertumnus, 1382.

Verulam, 2040.

Vespasian, 23.

Vctillard, M. Marcellin, 2452.

Vialars, M., -2097.

Vicar of Piiddington, 1753.
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Hill. 17 ,1.

Yu-t./r .!.u-(|iu'iiioiit.

. i r, .

. 163.

Villa Farnese, llonu ,

Viltalpando, lit.'*.

Yiliaresi. M., hiy.

Villars Cotterrt-

Ville d'Avrjr,

Villen, le Jiarl, .

Vihnorm, M.,
Yinadio, 744.

ViniiiR Mr., U7.

Virgil,

Vir/in .Mary,
Virgin Mary, Monastery ol

Virginia,
Vishnu,
Viti-llius, Emperor, 544.

V.tre, 1774.

Vitruvius. '21.

Voltaire,
Vomonia, 1V!.
Von liiu-h, liM.
Von Ittner, <>77.

Von Jo^ika, Baroness, 1210.

Vortigen .

Vri-ny, 137.

Vuimfeo, near the Neckcr, 2012.

W.

Wachtmeister, Count Trolle, 155.

Vac-ton, 1747.

Wade, Dr., 185.

Wade, Mr.,
\Vadie, Mr.,
Wa-er, Sir Charles, 62,

Wahlenberg, usd.
Wake field Lo:h:
Wakot Mali.

Wales, Princess Dowager of, 5i.

Waller, Dr., 24. (and 51) other

places).

Wallace, 1772.

Wollaton Hall, 1904.

Waller, 17tio.

WallH-h, Dr., 173. (and 33 other
nlac

Wallis, John, 834.

Walls. Mr..

Walpnle, Sir Robert, 61.

W;;lsh. Dr., 172.

Walsh ford Bridge, 1771.

Wateingham, 1763.

Walsingham, Lady, 1732.
Walter, Join..

Walter, Thomas, 120.

Walter, Mr., -2512.

Waltham Abbey. '.44.

Walthamstov.
Walther, 1>7J.

Walton,
i House. 210.

Walton, Lord Tankerville's, 71
Walton upon Thames, 373.

Wangenheim, I87ii.

Warberg, 870.

Warfolington Churchyard, 2092.

Warburton, ,

Ward.
Ward, Mr , 128

Ward, Mrs., 1 1 .}.

Wardenbare, i

Wardour Castle, 290.
Wares, M., 1.x,.

Waring, Mr..
WarminstiT. i

Warner, Henry Lee, 1815.

Warner, Mr..
Warnsworth Hall, 1842.

Warrington, 1458.

Warsn\'. .

Warwick Castle, 1003.

Wabo1
WashiiiKtoii, i'.U.

Water Walk, Magdalen College,

Oxford,
W;:terl;-.-arh, \.',:4.
'

Waterli..

WatMQ,
\V.;tson, Dr. Sir William, 40.

Watts, 74.

Watts, Mr., 2413.

WeareGifford,
Webb, Captain \V. S., 23W.

I'liilip Barker, 111).

Webb, Philip Carteret, 73.

Webb and Kerthclcu. .

Webster, Mr..

r,J., 173J.

Wecigenock Park, 11

Wei lie and Nees von Esenbeck,734.
Weimar,
Weimar, Grand Duke of, 1488.

Weir, James, 104.

Weir, John, 104.

Wclbank, Captain, CS5.

Welbeck.
Wclbeck Abbey, 1849.

Welbeck, Duke of Portland's Park
at, 1766.

Weid, Isaac, 1903.

Wellington, Duke of, 1317.

Wells, W., Ill

Wcmyss Castle, 1226.

Wendland, M., 151.

WemUan.l, 2 (.s.

Wentworth House, 1G44.

Werneck, M., 418.

West, Counsellor, 111.

West Dean. !

West Fell 0:1. i

We>t Ham, 1458.

r., 58.

West Pleaii, 716.

Wcs'b'ary. 1

\V'.'.-tern Isles of Sluant, 1115.

Westminster Abbey, 1747.

Westminster Hall, 1777.
Westminster Palace, 1353.

We.ston, 80.

\\\-st<ui Lo;i?e, 1764.

Weston, Sir Richard, 787.
Westwick House, 'JLl'.t.

Westwood, J. O.

Weymouth, Loid, .

Wh'ate'.y, Mr..
Whatton Liouse, 1227.

Wheel
Wheeler, Sir George, Bart, 400.
Whim,
Whinfield Park, 1771.

\Vliitaker, Mr., 21.

White.
White, Gilbert, 1758.

White Hart, 1761.

White Hart Forest, 175a
White Hills, 1115.

White, J., 2197.

White Knights, 265. (and 84 other

places).
White, Mr., 22iH.

White, Thoma^
White of Selborne, 2066.

White, T. H
White, Thomas, 2373.

Whitehall, 7S7.

Wliitlaw, Mr., 2068.

Whitley, 119.

Whitley Abbey, 266.

Whitstable,367.
WbitUngbame, 1226.

Whitton, 2<n. and 41 other places).
Wlr.tton Place,Twickenham, 1837.

Wi!)(ir;c, Professor, "JMl.
Wicklow. Karl of, I1:J.

Wickstriim, Dr.

.;. W., 17-
r
3.

,f <)rM,i>ton. I

\Vikock, Sir Ilenrx.

Wilderness Blair, b40.

Wilhelm. I~i4;.

Wilhe;.isli(ie. :

Wilkertxnough
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